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· 38TH CoNGRESS, }

SENATE.

2d Session.

REPORT,
{

No. 142

REPORT
OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE
ON

THE CONDUCT OF THE WAR,
AT THE

SECOND SESSION THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
BATTLE OF PETERSBURG.

WASHINGTON:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.

186 5.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

February 20, 1865.

Resah,ed by the Senate of the United States, (the House of Representatives concurring,) That in order to
enable the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War to complete their investigations of certain important
matters now before them, and which they have not been able to complete, by reason of inability to obtain
important witnesses, they be authorized to continue their sessions for thirty days after the close of the present
Congress, and to place their testimony and reports in the hands of the Secretary of the Senate.
Resolved f~trtl~er, That the Secretary of the Senate is hereby directed to cause to be printed of the reports
and accompanying testimony of the Committee on the Conduct of the War five thousand copies for the use of
the Senate and ten thousand copies for the use of the House of Representatives.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES,

March 1, 1865.

Resolved, That this House do concur in the foregoing resolution with the following amendment:
Strike out the n·ords "thirty days" and insert the words ninety days in lieu thereof.
Attest:
EDWARD McPHERSON, Clerk.
By CLINTON LLOYD, Ckief Clerk.

SENATE OF THE uNITED STATES,

March 2, 1865.

Resolved, That the Senate agree to the foregoing amendment of the-House of Representatives.
Attest:
J. vV. FORNEY, Secretary.

I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the original re~olution and the amendment of the House thereto
and the concurrence of the Senate therein.
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary of the Senate of the United States.

REPORT
OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE CONDUCT OF THE vV AR.
:MAY 22, 1865.
Mr . .WADE, from the .Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War,
in accordance with the preceding resolution, placed in the hands of
the Secretary of the Senate the following, comprising the testimony
taken before that committee, with accompanying reports, viz:
JOURNAL.
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
BATTLE OF PETERSBURG.
RED RIVER EXPEDITION.
FORT FISHER EXPEDITION.
LIGHT-DRAUGHT MONITORS.
HEAVY ORDNANCE.
SHERMAN-JOHNSTON.
ICE CONTRACTS.
CHEYENNE INDIANS.
ROSECRANS'S CAMPAIGNS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the P1'esent War submit the following report:

Your committee, at the close of the lal>ors in which the most of
them have been engaged for nearly four years past, take occasion to
submit a few general observations in regard to their investigations.
They commenced them at a time when the government was stiJI engaged in organizing its first great armies, and before any important
victory had given token of its ability to crush out the rebellion by
the strong hand of physical power. They have continued them until
the rebellion has been overthrmvn, the so-called confederate governrnEmt been made a thing of the past, and the chief of that treasonable
organization is a proclaimed felon in the hands of our authorities. And
soon the military and naval forces, whose deeds have been the subjects
of our inquiry, will return to the ways of peace and the pursuits of
civil life, from which they have been called for a time by the danger
which threatened their country. Yet while we welcome those brave
veterans on their return from fields made historical by their gallant
achievements, our joy is saddened as we view their thinned ranks
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and reflect that tens of thousands, as brave as they, have fallen
victims to that savage and infernal spirit which actuated those w;ho
spared not the prisoners at their mercy, who sought by midnight
arson to destroy hundreds of defenceless women and children, and
'vho hesitated 11ot to resort to means and to commit acts so horrible
that the ~ations of the earth stand aghast as they are told what has
been done. It is a matter for congratulation that, notwithstanding
the greatest provocations to pursue a different course, our authorities
have ever treated their prisoners humanely and generously, and have
in all respects conducted this contest according to the rules of the
rnost civilized warfare.
The investigations of your committee have embraced many subjects. The results of their investigations under the directions of the
37th Congress have already been made public. The subjects of their
inquiry under the directions of the 38th Congress, some of which
have already been reported upon, include the following :
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC j
BATTLE OF PETERSBURG;
RED RIVER EXPEDITION

j

FORT FISHER EXPEDITION ;
MASSACRE AT FORT PILLOW ;
HEAVY ORDNANCE

j

LIGHT-DRAUGHT MONITORS ;
REBEL TREATMENT OF PRISONERS;

and

MASSACRE OF CHEYENNE INDIANS ;

all of which are, or have been, specially reported upon. Testimony
has been taken upon other subjects, which is submitted without
reports, either because of the incomplete character of the evidence,
or because special reports were not deemed necessary.
rrAe inve~:;tigation in relation to the army of the Potomac has been
continued from the point reached by your committee in their former
report, to the time when General Grant assumed the active direction
of that army, and began the campaign which has resulted in the final
overthrow of the military power of the rebellion. The operations of
that campaign, ·with a single exception, specially directed by the
Senate, your committee have not investigated. They did not desire
to enter upon the inquiry while the campaign was still in progress,
and it was concluded too late to enable them to investigate it as fully
as its importance demands.
Your committee have still been unable to devote that attention to
the operations 0f our armies in the western and extreme Routhern
parts of the Union which was desired, and which they so amply merit.
During the sessions of Congress the members of the committee have
been obliged to attend to their duties here, except when some special
subject of inquiry called them away for a short time. And during
the last recess of Congress, when their presence was not required at
the Capitol, the interest and importance of the presidential campaign
then pending were so great that they felt it necessary to take an
active part in it, thereby rendering it impossible for them to pur-sue
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an investigation which could properly be carried on only by visiting
our armies in the field in distant parts of the country and engaged in
active operations.
For the purpose, therefore, of placing upon record a history of the
operations of our western and southern armies, and the late campaign
of the army of the Potomac, which shall be more permanent and satisfactory than if! contained in the transitory publications of the day,
your committee have prepared and forwarded to the principal officers
engaged therein a series of interrogatories, with the request that full
and complete answers to the same be transmitted to the chairman of
the committee in season to enable him to lay them before Congrf:lSS
at its next session.
Your committee would refer to the record of their labors to show
the spirit and purpose by ·which they have been governed in their
investigations. They have not sought to accomplish any purpoRe
other than to elicit the truth ; to that end have all their labors been
directed. If they have failed at any time to accomplish that purpose, it has been from causes beyond their control. Their work is
before the people, and by it they are willing to be judged.
In conclusion, your committee must return their thanks to those
who have aided and assisted them in their labors. The officers of the
War and Navy Departments have been prompt and ready in furnishing them with such papers and documents as they desired, and in
supplying all facilities in their power to enable the committee to
visit the various places to which they have been calJ ed in the performance of their duties. To the officers of the army and navy: who
have everywhere shown themselves willing and anxious to promote
in every way the comfort of the committee, and to aid them by every
means in their povver, the committee desire to offer especial acknowledgments for their kindness and attention. To them the committee
owe to a great degree the success which has attended their efforts
for the last four years.
Respectfully submitted:
B. F. W.ADE,
Ohai1·man qf Oomm£ttee.

JOUR.N AL OF THE COMl\1ITTEE . .

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
JANUARY

20, 1864.

Resolved by the Senate, (the House of Representatives concurring,) That a joint committee
of three members of the Senate and four members of the House of Representatives be appointed to inquire into the conduct and expenditures of the present war; and may further
inquire into all the facts and circumstances of contracts and agreements already made, or
that may be made, and such contracts and agreements hereafter to be made prior to the
final report of the committee, by or with any department of the government, in anywise
connected with, or growing out of, the operations of the government in suppressing the
rebellion against its constituted authority; and that the said committee shall have authority
to sit during the sessions of either house of Congress, and during the recess of Congress,
and at such times and places as said committee shall d~em proper, and also employ a stenographer as clerk, at the usual rate of compensation.
SEc. 2. And be it further resolved, That the said committee shall have power to send for
persons and papers ; and that the Sergeant-at-arms of the House, or of the Senate, as the
said committee may direct, shall attend in person, or by assistant, the sittings of the said
committee, and serve all subpoonas put in his hands by the committee, pay the fees of all
witnesses, and the necessary and proper expenses of the committee.
SEc. 3. And be it further 1·esolved, That the Speaker of the House, or the Vice-President
and President of the Senate, shall be authorized to issue subpoonas to witnesses during the
recess of Congress, upon the request of the committee, in the same manner as during the
sessions of Congress ; and the said committee shall have authority to report in either branch
of Congress at any time.
Attest:
JOHN W. FORNEY, Secretary.

JANUARY 20, 1864.
rrhe Vice-President appointed
Mr. BENJAMIN F. WADE, of Ohio;
Mr. ZACHARIAH CHANDLER, of Michigan; and
Mr. BENJAMIN F. HARDING, of Oregon,

The committee on tlw part qf the Senate.
JANUARY 21, 1864.
The Speaker of the House of Representatives appointed
Mr. DANIEL W. GoocH, of Massachusetts;
Mr. GEORGE W. JuLIAN, of Indiana;
Mr. MosEs F. ODELL, of New York; and
Mr. BENJAMIN F. LoAN, of Missouri,

Tke committee on tlze part

if tlle House.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua1·y 25, 1864.
r_rhe committee met pursuant to call of its chairman : present, the chairman,
(Mr. Wade,) Messrs. Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan._
rrhe chairman stated that Mr. Harding was compelled to be absent on business connected with the departments, but had authorizfld him to act for him in
all matters coming before the committee.
r.l'he joint resolution authorizing the appointment of the committee was read.
Mr. William Blair Lord, (of New York city,) stenographer, was appointed
clerk of the committee, and duly sworn.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
Ordered, That for the purpose of taking testimony, less than a quorum of the committee
shall be sufficient.

On motion of Mr. ODELL,
Ordered, That this committee adopt the same ruie in regard to expenses that was acted
upon by the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War of the last Congress, viz:
That for travelling and other expenses incurred by this committee in the discharge of their
duties, there shall be allowed only the sums actually expended by the committee or its
individual members.

On motion of Mr. GoocH,
Ordered, That the clerk of this committee be directed to procure, from time to time, the
necessary stationery for the use of the committee.

On motion of Mr. ODELL,
The chairman was instructed to address communications to the President,
the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of the Treasury,
and the Secretary of the Interior, respectively, enclosing to each a copy of the
joint resolution under which this committee is acting, and informing each of said
officers that this committee have organized for business, and will wait upon him
at such time as he may designate as most convenient.
Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTO~, January 26, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following resolution was received and read :

"IN

'THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

"January 25, 1864.
'' On motion by Mr. WILSON,
''Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire into the
character and efficiency of the heavy ordnance now provided for the armament of fortifications, the mode of fabrication, the amount of 'royalty' paid, and to whom, for the use of a
patent in the manufacture; the tests to which these guns are subjected when received into
service, the reasons for believing the tests satisfactory, what proportion of our sea and land
armament is of rifted ordnance, when rifled guns were introduced, and the cause of the delay
pertaining thereto.
"Attest:
"J. \V. FORNEY, Secretary.''

Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.
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WASHINGTON, January 27, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Harding·, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Brigadier General George D. Ramsey.
The chairman laid before the committee communications from the Secretary
of War and the Secretary CJf the Interior, in response to communications from
the committee of January 25. The communications were read.
The committee accepted the invitation of the Secretary of War to meet him
to-night at 8 o'clock.
Mr. GoocH moved that a communication be addressed to the Secretary of
War, inquiring the eutire strength of the army, where located, and its condition
at the present time; and also its estimated strength on the first day of ::M:ay
next, under present legislation.
Also, a similar communication in regard to the navy, to be addressed to the
Secretary of the Navy.
,
Mr. HARDI~G moved that Mr. Gooch be instructed to prepare said communications.
rrhe further consideration of the subject was po~tponed until after the committee shall have had interviews with said Secretaries.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
The chairman was instructed to obtain from the Patent Office information
concerning all patents for ordnance and material used therewith, now in us~ by
the government, such information to embrace the dates of patents, subjects of
patentr:_:~, names of patentees, assignees, &c.
The committee then adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

vVASHINGTON, January 28, 1864.
rrhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
The following witnesses were examined :
Captain Henry A. Wise;
CaptainS. V. Benet.
rrhe chairman directed the clerk to enter upon the journal that the committee
waited upon the Secretary of War, pursuant to appointment, and had a very
satisfactory interview with him, and agreed upon certain principles to govern
the committee in their investigations.
The committee adjourned to meet at 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, January 29, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Harding, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
General John G. Barnard ;
General William F. Barry.
The chairman laid before the committee a corr.munication from the Secretary
of the Navy, in reply to communication of the committee of the 25th instant.
Adjourned to 11 a. rn. on Monday next.
v
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WASHINGTON, February 1, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
The following witness was examined :
Cantain Alfred Mordecai.
Adjourr{ea to meet at 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, Februa1·y 2, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Captain James G. Benton.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
The chairman was instructed to obtain from the War Department copies of
all contracts made since January, 1862, to supply the governmEfut in any of its
departments with ice, embracing names of contractors, amounts contracted for,
/
prices to be paid, and places of delivery.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 3, 1864.
'J1he committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
rrhe following witness was examined :
Commodore John Rodgers.
On motion of Mr. ODELL,
'l'he chairman was instructed to apply to the War Department for information
in relation to hospitals; what buildings are now used for hospital purposes ;
their locations; the rent paid; if hired, whether by the month or the year; if
leased, for how long time; the number of beds in each; the number of patients
in each at date of last returns; the force employed, and of what grade.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
The chairman was instructed to address a communication to Admiral John A.
Dahlgren, enclosing copy of resolution of Senate in relation to heavy ordnance,
and requesting him to forward to the committee, as soon as convenient, such
information on the subject as he may possess.
The following resolution was received from the Senate :
"IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

'' February 2, 1864.
"Resolved, That the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire
into the military administration, in all its departments, in the city of Alexandria, and especially
into the system of military police there established, and the place and mode of imprisonment
and punishment, and whether punishments of a 'cruel and unusual character' are not inflicted, without authority of law, in a place known as 'the slave-pen' in that city; and that
said committee inquire what fines and forfeitures are declared and levied in said city, and
how, and by whom, and by what authority they are levied and declared, and to what purpose they are appropriated; and especially whether imprisonment in 'the slave-pen' and
douchings are resorted to by the military authorities for the punishment of soldiers."

Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.
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WASHINGTON, Feb?·uary 4, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chahman, M~'ssrs.
Ohandler, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Mr. Charles Knap.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from Captain HenryA. \:Vise, Ordnance bureau, Navy Department, together with information asked
for by the committee in relation to heavy ordnance.

Ordered, That the same be filed with the testimony of CaptainvVise on that subject.

Also, a petition, received from the Senate, of citizens of Harrison county,
Missouri, in relation to arming disloyal persons in that county and State.
Referred to Mr. Loan, as a sub-committee, with instructions to investigate the
same and report to this committee.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
01·dered, That the doorkeeper of the House of Representatives be directed to furni sh a
page to attend upon this committee.

Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

W ASHING1'0N, Februm·y 5, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Harding, Gooch, and Odell.
'.rhe following witness was examined :
Rear-Admiral Samuel F. DuPont.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
'The chairman was instructed to apply to the vVar Department for additional
information in relation to ice contracts, viz : the amounts delivered at each
point, and the sums of money paid for the amounts delivered.
Adjourned to meet at 11 a. m. to-morrow.

VV ASHINGTON, F ebruary 6, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Harding, Gooch, and Odell.
A communication was received from the War Department, transmitting a
portion of the information in relation to ice contracts called for by the committee on the 2d instant, and acknowledging receipt of communication from the
committee of the 5th instant.
'The following witnesses were examined :
Major A. B. Dyer;
Major T. J. Rodman.
.
The chairman laid before the comm ~ ttee a communication from the President,
received late this morning, appointing 3 p. m. to-day for receiving the committee, in accordance with their communication of the 2.5th ultimo.
'l'he chairman was instructed to reply that the communication from the President was received at so late an hour, (Congress not being in session to-day,)
that it was not possible to call the members of the committee together in time to
attend upon him at the hour named.
The following witness was examined :
Mr. Addison Gage.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Monday next.
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WASHINGTON, February 8, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : all the members present.
After disc.ussion,
The chairman was instructed to inform Mr. J. C. Tiffany that investigations
were being made in regard to contracts for delivering ice to the government,.in
many of which, especially for the year 1863, he appears to have been interested;
and that any evidence or information he desired to give the committee would be
1·eceived.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, FebruaTy 9, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
A communication was received from the Secretary of War, transmitting copies
of contracts to supply ice to the government since January, 1862.
The following witnesses were examined :
Mr. L. J. Middleton;
Mr. Walter Godey.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 10, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : all the members present.
The following witnesses were examined :
Mr._Robert A. Payne;
Mr. L. J. Middleton, (recalled;)
Mr. Walter Godey, (recalled;)
Mr. Manchester Eldridge.
The chairman laid before the committee a; communication from the Secretary
of War, requesting the committee "to investigate the operations of the quartermaster's department in the cities of New York and Philadelphia."
Read and placed on file for future consideration.
A delegation waited upon the committee from the legislature of Virginia, appointed under the following resolution :

"Resolved by the general assembly of Virginia, That a committee of three members of
the general assembly, one from the senate and two from the house, be appointed by the
speaker of the house and the president of the senate, to aiel and advise with the committee
of Congress on the conduct of the war in their investigation of the affairs connected with
the military government of Alexandria and elsewhere in Virginia.
" Passed February 6, 1864.

" LEOPOLD C. P. COWPER,
'' PTCsident of the Senate.

"JAMES M. DOWNEY,
"Speaker of the House of Delegates."

The following are the members appointed under the foregoing resolution :
Mr. W. F. Mercier, on the part of the senate; Mr. Reuben Johnston and
Mr. J. W: Brownley, on the part of the house of delegates.
Mr. Mercier, on behalf of the delegation, (after explaining the reason for the
absence of Mr. Brownley,) proceeded to state at some length the object had in
view by the legislature of Virginia in appointing this delegation.
After some time spent in discussion,
It was agreed on the part of the committee that the Virginia delegation should,
from time to time, lay before this committee in writing such suggestions in rela-
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tion to affairs in Virginia as to them should appear important, with the names
of witnesses, and the committee would take action thereon.
Whereupon the interview was closed.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, February 11, 1864.
r.rhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman., Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Odell.
The following witnesses were examined:
Dr. Henry Johnson ;
.
Dr. R. 0. Abbott.
'I'he chairman laid before the committee a communication from Mr. George
S. Jenkins, proposing, if the committee would accept his services, to devote his
attention to obtaining information that he believed would tend to great saving
to the government, asking no compensation at present, but leaving that entirely
to the committee after his services had been rendered.
The chairman stated that this gentleman had been strongly recommended to
him. After discussion,
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER, it was
OrdeTed, That the chairman be instructed to reply to Mr. Jenkins, that, while the committee
had no auth01ity to employ him, or any one else, as their agent in any way, they would
consider any information he might furnish them, and, should it prove of service to the
government, they would recommend to Congress that he be compensated accordingly.

Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, February 12, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: presP-nt, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Lieutr~nant Colonel Henry H. \V ells;
Mr. Manchester Eldridge, (recalled);
Captain John C. Wyman.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
OrdeTerl, That the committee, or such members as may desire to do so, will proceed to
Alexandria to-morro-""• at 2 p.m., for the purpose of examining into the condition of affairs
there.

On motion of l\1r. ODELL,
Mr. Gooch was authorized to obtain from the War Department such papers
as may be necessary to enable the committee to pursue its investigation in
reference to the supply of ice for government purposes.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
1\Ir. Odell was instructed to ascertain the tonnage of vessels engaged in supplying ice to the government under contracts.
Adjourned to Monday next, at 11 a. m.
WASHINGTON, February 15, 1864.
r.rhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
The following witness was examined :
Dr. David L. Magruder.
lUr. CHANDLER made a verbal report to the committee, that the following members of the cor,:nmittee, Messrs. Chandler, Harding, Julian, Odell, and Loan,.
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proceeded to Alexandria on Saturday, pursuant to order of the committee, and proceeded to inspect the jail, slave-pen, &c., and found the condition of affairs generally; in Alexandria, in accordance with the testimony of Lieutenant Colonel
Wells and Captain Wyman; also, that they had had an interview with General
. Slough, who would appear before the committee to-morrow and give testimony
on such points as the committee might require.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 16, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : all the members present .
. The following witness was examined :
General John P. Slough.
Mr. LoAN laid before the committee a letter addtessed to Hon. B. Gratz
Brown, United States senator from Missouri, from Mr. Michael English, complaining of the barbarous treatment of soldiers by General Guitar, in Missouri.
Referred to Mr. Loan, with instructions to examine and report to the committee.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
The chairman vms instructed to obtain from Hon. Mr. Dana, Assistant Secretary of War, copies of all papers in his office relating to supplies of ice for the
. west during the present year.
Mr. ODELL stated to the committee that the Secretary of War had called his
attention to tho fact, that in the course of the examination yesterday, in the
court-martial of Surgeon General Hammond, an order had been produced,
signed by Surgeon R. D. Abbott, medical director for the department of Washington, requiring contracts to be made with the Sanitary Commission for
hospital supplies in this department; and that the Secretary of War desired
this committee to .investigate the matter.
On motion of Mr. ODELL,
Ordered, That this committee will proceed to investigate accordingly.

The committee thereupon took a recess until 3 o'clock p. m.
The committee reassembled at 3 p. m.
The following witness was examined :
Hon. John · A. Bingham.
Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 17, 1864.
The comm.ittec met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
After some time passed in the consideration of various subjects, the committee
adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

vVASHINGTON, February 18, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Dr. R. 0. Abbott;
Mr. Charles H. Travis.
The committee proceeded to consider communications from Hon. R. Johnston,
.chairman of joint committee of the general assembly of Virginia, in relation to
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military affairs in Virginia, especially the military administration of General
John P. ~lough.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
Orde1·ecl, That the communications be placed on file, and that the chairman be instructed
to reply that the committee have received the communications, and will examine reliable witnesses upon the subjects therein mentioned.

Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 19, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Harding, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Mr. Charles H. Travis ;
Captain vVilliam M. Gwynne.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from Hon. C. A.
Dana, Assistant Secretary of War, with accompanying papers, in response to
call of the committee on the 16th instant.
Also, a communication from Mr. J. 0. Tiffany, in response to communication
to him from the committee of the 8th instant, in which Mr. Tiffany states that
m; soon as he can obtain the information called.for by the committee he will
forward it. to them.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. Monday next.

WASHINGTON, February 22, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: pre~eut, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, J uliau, Odell, and Loan.
Mr. LoAN submitted the following, which was read:
~·To

the Joint Committee on tlte Conduct of the War:

"Tho undersigned, a sub-committee to whom was referred the memorial of Howard T.
Combs and others, of Missouri, relating to tho arming of the disloyal population, and the return of fugitive slaves, would respectfully
REPORT:
"That he has had the same under consideration, and is satisfied that the following statements arc substantially true, to wit:
"The military force used in Missouri for more than a year past consists chiefly of the
militia of the State; that this force, prior to the middle of the summer of 1863, consisted o~
soldiers of undoubted loyalty. Subsequent to that time the Governor of the State, who assumed and exercised an unlimited and arbitrary authority over this force and in directing
its organization, by his orders, disbanded the greater part of the loyal militia and dis_a rmed
them, and revoked the commissions of their officers. In lieu thereof, he organized; as the
militia, returned soldiers from the rebel army, guerillas, bushwhackers, and rebel sympathizers, and placed officers of similar sentiments in command of them, so that the federal
military authority in Missouri was under the control and direction of the disloyal sentiment
of the State; and under it the loyal people have been compelled to submit to every insult,
injury, and wrong that the most fiendish malig·nity and hate could devise, and tho most relentless cruelty inflict. Wilful and deliberate murders have been committed on loyal citizens
in the most cowardly and cruel manner.
"The superior officers of the federal troops in the State, in many instances, sympathize
with the rebels, especially upon the subject of slavery; and they have directed their policy
so as to protect, as far as possible, those entertaining disloyal sentiments. There is reason
to believe tbat they have used the troops under their command to prevent the escape of slaves
from their masters, and to return fugitive slaves, in violation of the provisions of acts of
Congress, and of the additional articles of war.
'''I'here is reason to believe that they have pursued a systematic course of persecution of
the soldiers under their command, who are known to entertain radical sentiments, and by
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means of packed court-martials have secured convictions upon frivolous charges, upon which
unusually severe sentences have been pronounced and confirmed.
"It is believed that such officers have arbitrarily arrested, and confined in the guard
house, officers in the federal service who were passing through their jurisdiction with col01;ed
recruits, and have taken possession of the reeruits and sent them to parts of the State "'\,Vhere
the sentiment of the citizens was intensely disloyal.
"It is further believed that, for the purpose of oppressing- and perseeuting- loyal citizens,
and protecting those who are disloyal fi:om being punished for offences alleged against them,
the military authorities in Missouri have instituted military tribunals, commonly called
'military commissions,' which would exercise, or decline to exereise, jurisdiction arbitrarily,
as would best subserve the objects they have in view. They have also intrusted to the arbitrary discretion of any officer, even one of the lowest grade, if he had command of a separate
squad of men, the right to suspend or enforce the writ of habeas corpus.
''In conclusion, it is not improper to say that it is manifest that heretofore the adtn.i nistration of military affairs in Missouri has been so directed as to furnish the most ample· protection to the disloyal, and conduce to the destruction of the interest of "the loyal citizen in many
cases, and to the most relentless and vindictive persecution of his person.
"All of which is respectfully submitted.
"BENJ. F. LOAN."

Mr. LoAN said that he had in his possession sworn statements of citizens of
Missouri to substantiate all, or nearly all, of the assertions made in his report.
He believed that the subject was one well worthy investigation by this committee. But he was aware that the state of the public business here was such
as might not now justify the sending a sub-committee to Missouri to institute an
investigation, and it would be too expensive to call the witnesses to this city.
He therefore moved the further consideration of this subject be postponed for
the present. Agreed to.
Mr. LoAN also submitted the following preamble and resolution, which were
read:
"It appearing, from the evidence before this committee, that Captain William 1\l. Gwynne,
66th Ohio volunteers, provost marshal of the city of Alexandria, Virginia, has seized
liquors and other property, which have been condemned by him as forfeited:
''And it further appearing that he has issued part of said property upon requisitions drawn
by surgeons at Alexandria and in its vicinity, but not containing any sufficient reasons showing the necessity for the issue of the same, and without approval by any one; and other parts
of said property have been turned over to the proper quartermasters, as is alleged, without
taking or filing any vouchers which will charge said officers with said property:
"And it further appearing that property, which has been seized and condemned by said
officer or forfeited as aforesaid to the government, is disposed of by said provost marshal
without any account thereof being made to any disbursing offieer of the government, or any
charge being made in any way against the said quartermaster or surgeons which would require them to aceount for the same: therefore,
"Resolved, That, in the opinion of this committee, it is inexpedient to continue as the
agents of the government, in important and responsible positions, officers who, from carelessness or ignorance, so entirely negleet the most obvious duties demo,nded by their positions
for the protection of the interests of the government."

After discussion,
On motion of .Mr. J ULJAN :
Ordered, That the consideration of the preamble and resolutions be postponed until further
testimony upon the subject has been taken by this committee.

On motion of Mr. ODELL,
The committee then proceeded to consider the communication from the War
Department, (see Journal, February 10,) requesting the committee "to investigate the operations of the quartermaster's department in the cities of New York
and Philadelphia."
After discussion,
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
Orde1·ed, That a sub-committee of three members be appointed to confer with the Seeretary of W o,r, and who shall, if they deem jt necessary, proceed "to investigate the operations
of the quartermaster's department in the cities ofNew York and PhilaLlelphia."

.
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Mr. GoocH moved that the chairman ·of this committee be one of the subcommittee, and be authorized to appoint the remaining members of the subcommittee.
.
Agreed to.
The chairman accordingly appointed, as the other two members, Messrs.
Gooch and Odell.
Mr. ODELL moved that any other member or members of this committee who
may desire to accompany this sub-committee and take part in this investigation be authorized to do so.
Agreed to.
The _chairman stated that he doubted if he should be able to attend the subcommittee to New York and Philadelphia, but he should endeavor to get some
other member to take his place.
'
The_ chairman also notified the sub-committee, and other members of this
committee, to meet him at the War Department to-morrow morning at 10
o'clock, for the , purpose of conferring with the Secretary of War upon this
subject.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Wednesday next.

WASHINGTON, February 24, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs .
Chandler, Harding, and Loan.
r.rhe chairman laid before the committee a communication from Rear-Admiral
John A. Dahlgren, dated February 15, acknowledging receipt of communication from this committee of the 3d instant, and stating that he would forward.
the information asked as soon as he could obtain it;
Also, communications relating to affairs in Missouri and Arkansas; which,
On motion of Mr. LoAN were placed on file for future consideration.
Adjourned to 12 m. to -morrow.

WASHINGTO~, February 25, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs-.
Chandler, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Major General Daniel E. Sickles.
Adjourned to 12m. to-morrow.

.. WASHINGTON, February 26, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs-.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Major General Daniel E. Sickles, (resumed;)
Mr. E. 'r. Fowler;
1\'lr. T. 'l'racy Edgerton.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from Mr. J. C.
'l'iffany, giving information in relation to supplies of ice to the government,.
under his contract.

Ordered, That the same be filed with the testimony taken upon that subject.-

Adjourned to 12 m. on Tuesday next.
Part i--ii
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WASHINGTON, JJJarcl~ 1, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler antl Julian.
'rhe chairman stated that Messrs. Gooch and Odell had gone to New York
to investigate the affairs of the quartermaster's department, pursuant to the order
of this committee on the 22d ultimo.
The chairman also stated that the sudden illness of his wife had prevented
him from attending the rest of the sub-committee.
The following witness was examined:
Major General Abner Doubleday.
.
The following resolution, from the House of Representatives, was received
and read:
"FEBRUARY 29, 1864.
"On motion of Mr. GARFIELD,
"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire into
and report upon the several acts of Congress touching commercial intercourse with the States
declared to be in insunection against the authority of the government, and of the regulations
of the Treasury Department established by the Secretary and approved by the President on
the 31st day of March and the 11th day of September, 1863, and of the military orders which
have been made, from time to time, touching such commercial intercourse, by generals commanding departments or other officers; also, to ascertain and report in what manner said
acts, regulations, and orders have been executed, and especially whether any frauds have
been committed or favoritism shown to individuals or localities by the officers or agents of
the government employed under the said acts, regulations, or orders, and to inquire into all
other matters touching any of the points which affect the public interest or the character of
any public servant."

The chairman said that the field of inquiry presented by the resolution was
so general and extended that it was difficult to determine where to commence
the investigation.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
The chairman was instructed to address a communication to the mover of the
resolution (Mr. Garfield) asking him to furnish the committee with any information he may possess upon the subject, with such suggestions as he may
think important.
Adjourned to
a. m. on Thursday next.

9z

WASHINGTON, Marc!~ 3, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman and
Mr. Chandler.
The following witness was examined :
General A. P. Howe.
The following resolution was received from the Senate:
''MARCH 2, 1864.
''On motion by Mr. HENDRICKS,
"Resolved, That the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the 'Var be directed to inquire
into the causes of, and circumstances attending, the recent military expedition into Florida;
with whom the expedition originated; for what purpose it was undertaken, and what were
its results, and,tbitt the committee be instructed to report at as early a day as practicable.
·" Att.est.:
"J. W. FORNEY, Sec1·etary."
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The chairman was instructed to forward a copy of the resolution to the President, Secretary of War, and General Halleck, and request each of them to
furnish the committee, as soon as convenient, whatever information there may
be in their possession in relation to the subject-matter of the resolution.
Adjourned to 9~ a.m. to-morrow.

WAsHINGTON, Marek 4, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined:
General A. P. Howe, (concluded;)
Rear-Admiral J. A. Dahlgren.
The chairman directed the stenographer to enter upon the journal that, having
become impressed with the exceeding importance of the testimony taken by the
committee in relation to the army of the Potomac, more especially in relation to
the incompetency of the general in command of the army, he and Mr. Chandler
had believed it to be their duty to call upon the President and the Secretary of
War, and lay before them the substance of the testimony taken by them, and, in
behalf of the army and of the country, demand the removal of General Meade,
and the appointment of some one more compet·ent to command. They accordingly did· so yesterday afternoon; and being asked what general they could
recommend for the command of the army of the Potomac, they said that for
themselves they would be content with General Hooker, believing him to be
competent; but not being advocates of any particular general, they would say
that if there was any general whom the President considered more competent
for the command, then let him be appointed. They stated that Congress had
appointed the committee to watch the conduct of the wai.·; and unless this state
of things should be soon changed it would become their duty to make the testimony public which they had taken, with such comments as the circumstances
of the case seemed to require.
The chairman said he bad been informed that General Meade was in town.
On motion, it was

Ordered, That the Sergeant-at-arms be directed to notify General Meade that the committee desired to take his testimony to-morrow, or at such time as may be most convenient to
him, considering the requirements of the service.

Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, Marek 5, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman and Mr.
Chandler.
·
The following witness was examined:
Major General George G. Meade.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Monday next.

Marek 7, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler aud Julian.
The following witnesses were examined :
:Major General Alfred Pleasonton;
Major General David B. Birney.
WASHINGTON,
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The chairman laid before the committee a communication from General J.
W. Davidson, in reply to communication of committee of 2~!th of ]~ebruary,
asking for information relative to affairs in Arkansas and Missouri. General
Davidson wrote that as soon as he could get the information together he would
forward it to the committee.
Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, JYfarck 8, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Julian, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Colonel Thomas D. Johns.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from the War Department transmitting information in relation to hospitals, called for by the
committee of February 3, which was ordered to be placed on file.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, Marek 9, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman,
Messrs. Chandler, Harding, Julian, and Loan.
1.'he following witness was examined:
Major General G. K. Warren.
Francis Waldron, who had been summoned to appear before the committee
and testify, then appeared, but refused to take the oath and testify, preferring,
as he said, to take any consequences of refusal.
After eome discussion,
Mr. Harding submitted the following resolution, which was agreed to unanimously:

Resolved, That Francis Waldron be ordered into the custody of the Sergeant-at-arms of
the Senate, to be there safely and securely kept until further order of the committee-said
Francis Waldron having refused to testify before this committee.

The Sergeant-at-arms of the Senate was then called into the committee
room, and Francis Waldron delivered into his custody, in accordance with the
above resolution.
Adjourned. to 11 a. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, JYfarck 10, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
The following witness was examined :
Major General G. K. Warren-(concluded.)
The committee resumed the consideration of the case of Francie Waldron,
now in custody of the Sergeant-at-arms of the Senate, for refusing to testify.
After some discussion,
The further consideration of the subject was postponed until to-morrow, in
order that the members of the committee might make inquiries into the character
of }"'rancis Waldron for truth and veracity.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, Marcil, 11, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : absent, Mr. Harding.
After some conversation~
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Mr. LoAN submitted the following resolution, which was adopted:
It manifestly appearing, from information before this committee, that Francis Waldron, now
in custody of the Sergeant-at-arms of the Senate, by order of this committee, for refusing to
testify, is a man of such a character that no confidence could be placed in any statement he
might make under oath, and that nothing beneficial could result in compelling him to testify
in the premises: Therefore,
Resolved, That said Francis Waldron be, and is hereby, discharged from custody.

Mr. LoAN submitted sundry papers in reference to the seizure of negroes in
Missouri, after they had been employed in the United States service, by disloyal
men claiming to be their owners.
Ordered to be filed with papers relating to Missouri.
The chairman laid before the committee a written statement from Brigadier
General J. W. Davidson upon the administration of affairs in Arkansas, both
military and civil, in response to call of the committee.
Ordered, That the same be filed with the evidence.
The following witness was examined :
Major General George G. Meade, (recalled.)
Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Monday next.
WASHINGTON, Marek 14, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Mr. Harding.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

Marek lf), 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent Messrs. Julian and
Odell.
A petition from citizens of Daviess county, Missouri, praying that the arming
of dieloyal men and returned rebels in their midst may be hereafter prevented,
was received from the Senate and ordered to be filed with the other papers relating to affairs in Missouri.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Thursday next.
WASHINGTON,

WAsHINGTON, Ma'rck 17, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Harding and
Julian.
The following witness was examined:
General John W. Turner.
The chairman laid before the committee certain papers received from Hon.
J. W. Edmunds, Commissioner of Pensions, relative to the administration of
affairs in Arkansas, under General Blunt and General Steele.
'rhose papers, with the communication from General John W. Davidson, relating to the same subject, were read.
After considerable discussion, the further consideration of the subject was
postponed for the present.
Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.

W_..\SHINGTON, Marek 18, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Loan.

On motion of Mr.

CHANDLER,

Ordered, That the chairman of this committee be instructed to address a letter to Rev.

Henry \V ard Beecher, informing him that the committee, in their examination concerning the
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battle of Chancellorsville, have not yet been able to obtain any testimony to substantiate the
charge that General Hooker was under the influence of intoxicating liquor there; and inasmuch as he (Mr. Beecher) is reported to have made that charge in an address last year, in
England, the committee desire him to give them his authority for the charge, and the names
of reliable witnesses to substantiate the same.

After some discussion upon the order of business before the committee,
Adjourned to 12 m. on Monday next.
WASHINGTON, MarcJ-z, 21, 1864.
committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Mr. Julian.
The following witness was examined :
General Andrew A. Humphreys.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

·~rhe

WASHINGTON, March 22, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Harding and
Julian.
The following witness was examined :
Major General "'\V. S. Hancock.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

vVASHINGTON, March 23, 1864.
r.rhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Harding, J ulian, and Odell.
The following witnesses were examined :
General E. B. Tyler;
General James S. Wads worth.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, March 24, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : absent, Messrs. Julian and
Loan.
After discussion, on motion of Mr. CHANDLER,

Ordered, That the Secretary of vV ar be requested to order General Hooker to appear before
the committee, if the exigencies of the service will permit.

Adjourned to 2 p. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, Marclz, 25, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Mr. Loan.
'The following witness was examined :
Major General Daniel Butterfield.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, JYJarch 26, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : absent, Messrs. Harding, J ulian, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined:
Mr. John Morris;
Mr. J. C. 'I'iffany.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Monday next.
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WASHINGTON, JYJarch 28, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : absent, Mr. Odell.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
Ordered, That the chairman of this committee be instructed to apply to the Secretary of
War for copies of all orders, despatches, communications, &c., that have passed between
the War Department, General Halleck, &c., and Generals Hooker and Meade, during the
time those generals were in command of the army of the Potomac.
Also, copies of all maps in possession of the War Department relating to the operations of
the army of the Potomac, so far as it may be convenient and expedient to furnish the same
to the committee.
.

The following witness was examined :
lVIajor General Daniel Butterfield (continued.)
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, March 28, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Julian and
Loan.
.
The following witness was examined :
Major General Daniel Butterfield (concluded.)
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Friday next.
WASHINGTON, April 1, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: all the members present.
Witnesses examined :
Major General George G. Meade;
Brigadier General Gibbon.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Monday next.

WASHINGTON, April 4, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chafrman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
Ordered, That inasmuch as no reply has been received from Rev. Henry Ward Beecher to

the letter of this committee of the 18th ultimo, the chairman of this committee is hereby instructed to again address Mr. Beecher as before.

Witness examined :
General H. J. Hunt.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Wednesday next.
WASHINGTON, April 6, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Harding, Julian,
and Odell.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from the War Department transmitting information concerning the late expedition into Florida,
under General Seymour, which was ordered to be filed with the testimony upon
that subject.
Mr. LoAN laid before the committee a copy of a petition from citizens of
Cooper county, Missouri, asking the removal of Brigadier General Brown from
the command of that district.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. to-morrow.
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WASHINGTOX, April7, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Harding, Julian,
and Odell.
Witnesses examined :
Hon. J. W. McClurg;
H on. S. H. Boyd.
The chairman laid before the committee the following letter from Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher.
"BROOKLYN, April6, 1864.
SIR: I did not make any 'public' remarb about General Hooker while in England. At a breakfast, of temperance men, strictly confidential, and pledged to make no report of proceedings, I alluded to Hooker's condition. My remarks were published in violation of confidence.
" As to my evidence, it was such as to produce moral conviction, but not to establish the
fact, legally, that, during the last part of the battle of Chancellorsville, Hooker was under
the influence of liquor.
"I do not feel at liberty to mention my informant until I can see him and get his permission.
"I am very tmly yours,
"H. W. BEECHER.
"B. F. WADE, Esq."
"DEAR

.Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, April 8, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : absent, Mr. Harding.
Witness examined :
Major General John Sedgwick .
.Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Monday next.

WASHINGTON, Aprilll, 1864.
'rhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Harding, and Loan.
'rhe chairman laid before the committee a draught of a report to accompany the
testimony taken under the resolution of the Senate instructing the committee to
inquire into the origin, progress, and results of the late military expedition into
Fl01ida.
'rhe report was read and adopted unanimously.
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER, it was
Ordered, That the chairman be, and is hereby, instmcted to submit at once the report just
adopted, together with the testimony upon the subject, and ask that 5,000 copies of the same
be printed.

Adjourned, to meet on call of the chairman.

WASHINGTON, April 18, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman : all the members present.
Witness examined :
Brigadier General Seth Williams.
On motion of Mr. LoAN,
The committee proceeded to consider the petition of Cooper county, Missouri,
with the testimony relating to the military administration of General Brown.
After discussion,
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On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
Ordered, That Messrs. Harding, Julian, and Loan be, and they are hereby, appointed a

sub-committee, with instructions to wait upon the Secretary of War and lay before him the
papers and testimony relating to the administration of Genei·al Brown, of Missouri, and
make such representations to him as they may deem proper.

'J.1he chairman laid before the committee the following resolution of the Senate :
".APRIL

16, 1864.

"Resolved, That the Joint Committee on the Conduct of theW ar be, and they are hereby

instructed to inquire into the truth of the rumored slaughter of the Union troops after their
surrender at the recent attack of rebel forces upon Fort Pillow, Tennessee; and also whether
Fort Pillow could have been evacuated or sufficiently re-enforced; and if so, why it was not
done; and that they report the facts to Congress as soon as possible."

After discussion, it was
Ordered, That the chairman and Mr. Gooch be, and hereby are, appointed a sub-committee,

with authority to proceed to such place or places as they may deem necessary, and to take
testimony upon the subject of the foregoing resolution; and to take the stenographer of the
committee with them, or employ one in his stead.

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, April 22, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to call of Mr. Chandler, acting chairman:
absent, Mr. Harding; Mr. Wade and Mr. Gooch being absent on Furt Pillow
investigation.
'J.1he following witness was examined :
Major General N. J. T. Dana.
Adjourned, to meet on call.

WASHINGTON,

April 27, 1864.

The committee met pursuant to call.
Witness examined :
Brigadier General S. W. Crawford.
Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, May 4, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman: all the members
p•resent.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from the Secretary
of War, accompar.ied by a report of Brigadier General Hoffman, Commissary
of Prisoners, urging the committee to proceed to Annapolis and inquire into the
condition of prisoners returned from Richmond.
On motion of Mr. GoocH.

Ordered, That the committee proceed to .Annapolis on Friday, the 6th instant, for the purpose of making the above-named investigation.

Mr. Chandler was excused from going, and his personal attendance in the
Senate was necessary in relation to the banking bill there pending.
Mr. Loan was also excused, because the election case, in which his right to a
seat in the House of Representatives was involved, was pending.
Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, May 5, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Mr. Odell.
'.rhe chairman laid before the committee the report of himself and Mr. Gooch,
as sub-committee, with the testimony taken by them in relation to the massacre
of U nitcd States soluiers at Fort Pillow, Tennessee.
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The report was read; and,
On motion of Mr. HARDING, it was
Ordered, That the report of the sub-committee be adopted as the report of the joint committee, and that the chairman and Mr. Gooch be instructed to submit the same to their respective houses, and ask that 20,000 copies of the report and testimony be printed for the
use of the Senate, and 40,000 copies for the use of the House of Representatives.

1

Adjourned to meet on Monday next at 12 m.
On :E'riday, May 6, the committee (except Messrs. Chandler and Loan) proceeded, with the stenographer of the committee, to Annapolis and Baltimore,
1\Iaryland, and examined the condition of our soldiers returned from rebel prisons, and took some testimony.

W ASHINGTO~, JI;Jay 9, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: absent, Messrs. Loan and Odell·
The chairman submitted to the committee a written report, to accompany the
testimony taken on Friday last, in relation to the manner in which our soldiers
had been treated while prisoners in the hands of the rebels.
The report was read and agreed to.
On motion of Mr. HARDING,

Ordered, That the chairman and Mr. Gooch be instructed to submit the report just read,
with the accompanying testimony, to their respective houses, and ask that the same be
printed and bound with the report and testimony in relation to the massacre of Fort Pillow.

The stenographer presented his bill for services rendered the committee to the
lOth instant, which was approved, and the chairman directed to sign it.
Adjourned, to meet on calL
WAsHINGTON, July 2, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to the call of its chairman: present, the chairman, Messrs. Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
· The chairman laid before the committee the following resolution adopted by
the Senate on the 29th of June:

"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire what
progress has been made in the construction of the iron-clad steam gunboats contracted for in
tlte year 1862; by whom the contract was made on the part of the government; who planned
the models of the same, and who is responsible therefor? Have any of them been finished?
If so, what was the condition of the vessel after she was launehed? Are the other vessels
contraeted for to be built on a plan or model similar to the Chimo, lately launched at Boston?
and all information which may be had touching said gunboats."

After some discussion as to the action of the committee during the recess of
Congress,
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER, it was
Ordered, That any two members of the committee shall be empowered to take testimony
during the recess of Congress: Provided, That before doing so they shall notify in writing
the other members of the committee of the time and place, when and where, they propose to
take such testimony.

At the suggestion of the chairman, it was
01·dered, That the arrearages due to the stenographer of the committee be paid upon the
certificate of the chairman.

On motion of _M:r. GoocH, it was
Ordered, That the amount due to the messenger of the committee be paid on the certificate
of the chairman.

Adjourned, to meet on call of the chairman.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.,- December 13, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to the call of its chairman: present, the chairman,
MesRrs. Chandler, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
rrhe chairman stated to the committee that he had called t1e committee together in order that some action might be taken in regard to the business before
the committee.
After wme discussion,
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER, it was
Ordered, That ·a sub-committee of three, consisting of the chairman, Messrs. Gooch and
Odell, be appointed and instructed to proceed to the cities of New York and Boston, and such
other places as they may deem expedient, and take testimony, under the resolution of the
Senate, dated June 29, 1864, in relation to the construction of iron-clad vessels for the navy.

On motion of Mr. GoocH, it was
Ordered, That the chairman be instructed to communicate to the Secretary of the Navy a
copy of the Senate resolution in relation to iron-clads, and to request that the Secretary furnish the committee with such information in relation to the subject as might be in possession
~~~~~

.

On motion of Mr. GoocH,
The chairman was instructed to address the following communication to
Major General N. P. Banks, now in this city:
COMMITTEE RooM, CONDUCT OF THE WAR,

Washington, D. C., December 13, 1864.
Sm: I am instructed by the Committee on the Conduct of the War to inform you that
they will meet you to-morrow, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of taking your testimony
in relation to the Reel river expedition, provided you are to remain in the city, and are not
otherwise occupied. vVe do not wish to detain you, or to have our request complied with if
it conflicts at all with your instructions from the President or Secretary of War.
I remain, &c.,
B. F. WADE, Chairman.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
United States Army.

Adjourned to 10 a.

n;t.

to-morrow.

WASHINGTON·, December 14, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjomnment : present, the chairman and
Messrs. Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
Witness examined:
Major General N. P. Banks.
Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, December 15, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
After some conve~·sation, adjourned till 11 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, December 16, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Loan.
1'he chairman laid before the committee the following resolution adopted by
the Senate yesterday :
"Resolved,. That the Committee on the Conduct of theW ar be instructed to inquire as to the
truth of the alleged charge that large numbers of disloyal persons are in the employ of the
government in the various navy yards, quartermaster and ordnance departments throughout
the country, to the exclusion of loyal men, with power on the part of said committee to send
for persons and papers."
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Also the following resolution :
"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be directed to inquire into and

report the facts concerning the attack on Petersburg, on the 30th day of July, 1864."

On motion of Mr. CHANDLER, it was
Orde1·ed, that a sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. Chandler, Harding, Julian, and

Loan, or so many of them as can go, be appointed to proceed, at their earliest convenience,
to the lines of the army, before Petersburg, for the purpose of taking testimony in relation to
the battle before Petersburg of July 30, It;64.

• Adjourned to 11 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, December 17, 1864.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
"Chandler and Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Major General A. E. Burnside.
Adjourned, to meet on call of its chairman.
WASHINGTON, January 5, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of its chairman: present, the chairman,
and Messrs. Gooch and Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Major General William B. Franklin.
Mr. LoAN submitted a report from the sub-committee that visited the army of
the Potomac to take testimony in relation to the battle before Petersburg on
the 30th of July, 1864: That Messrs. Chandler, Harding·, Julian, and Loan,
with the stenographer of the committee, left Washington on the 18th of December, on the steamer Baltimore, which had been furnished them by the Navy
Department. They visited City Point and the headquarters of the army of the
Potomac, examining the following witnesses:
Major General George G. Meade;
Brevet Major General 0. B. Wilcox;
Major General G. K. Warren ;
Brevet Major General Robert B. Potter;
Lieutenant Colonel Charles G. Loring;
Lieutenant Colonel J. L. Van Buren;
Major General H. J. Hunt ;
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel James C. Duane;
Major General E. 0. C. Ord;
Brevet Major General Edward Ferrero;
Lieutenant General U. S. Grant.
Mr. LoAN also reported that other testimony was necessary to complete the
examination.
Adjourned till to-morrow at 10 a. m.
WASHINGTO~, January 7, 186/5.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch and Loan.
'.rhe following witnesses were examined :
Lieutenant Colonel George B. Drake ;
Colonel Isaac Dyer.
Adjourned to meet on call.
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WASHINGT0:\1, January 11, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of its chairman: present, the chairman,
Messrs. Chandler, Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Captain John Schuyler Crosby;
Brigadier General A. L. Lee.
The chairman, from the sub-committee appointed to proceed to Boston and
New York and take testimony under resolution of the Senate in relation t~
contracts for gunboats, stated that the sub-committee (the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch and Odell) left Washington on the 17th of December, and proceeded to
the places named, where they examined the following witnesses :
W. L. Hanscom,
George Holloway,
Charles .A. Crooker,
.Aquila .Adams,
George Sewell,
Wm. W. W. Wood,
John Ericsson,
Nathaniel McKay,
Eben Hoyt,
.Admiral Francis H. Gregory.
Donald McKay,
'rhe chairman also reported that, in the opinion of the sub-committee, it
was necessary to take further testimony upon the subject of the building of
light-draught monitors.
WASHINGTON, January 12, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch, J nlian, and Loan.
_The following witnesses were examined :
Colonel J. G. Wilson;
Major D. C. Houston;
Captain Jerome Bradley .
.Adjourned, to meet to-morrow at 10 ~· m.

WASHINGTON, January 13, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
On motion of the chairman, communications were ordered to be addressed to
the Secretary of War calling for copies of the correspondence between the War
Department, General Halleck, and General Banks, in relation to the Red river
expedition; also, calling for reports of commissions upon the .Ames gun and the
Ericsson gun.
The chairman laid before the committee the following resolution of the Senate :
"JANUARY 12, 1865.
'' On motion of Mr. Wilson,
"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the "\Var be directed to inquire into the
causes of the failure of the late expedition against Wilmington, North Carolina, and toreport the facts to the Senate."

The following witnesses were examined:
Major General N. P. Banks, (recalled;)
Mr. Horatio Ames ;
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Pleasants .
.Adjourned, to meet on call.
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WASHINGTON, January 17, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman : all the members present.
The following witnesses were examined :
Major General Benjamin F. Butler;
Brigadier General John W. Turner.
Adjourned till to-morrow at 10 a.m.

WASHINGTON, January 18, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Brevet Brigadier General J. S. Brisbin ;
Mr. Robert C. Parrott.
Adjourned, to meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, Janttary 19, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Brigadier General Francis Fessenden.
Adjourned, to meet at 11 a. m. on $aturday next.

WASHINGTON, Januar.1J 21, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Captain G. V. 1!-,ox, Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
Adjourned, to meet on Monday next at 11 o'clock a.m.

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, 1\fessrs.
Gooch, Julian, and Odell.
'£he following witnesses were examined:
Captain James Alden, United States navy;
Surgeon Eugene F. Sawyer;
Mr. John Lenthall, Navy Department.
The chairman laid before the committee the following communication from
the Secretary of War, which was ordered to be spread upon the journal:
"WAR DEPARTMENT,

" Washington City, Janua1·y 19, 1865.
"SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the communications below indicated,
and to inform you that directions have been given that the several requests therein contained
be complied with as early as practicable:
"1. Letter of January 13, requesting copies of certain reports in reference to the Ames and
Ericsson guns.
"2. Letter of January 1:~, requesting copies of all correspondence between the War Department, General Halleck, and General Banks, in relfttion to the Red river expedition.
"3. Letter of January 16, requesting a copy of the testimony before the court of inquiry of
which Major Generalllancock ·was president, in relation to the explosion of the mine and
the attack upon Petersburg· of 30th July, 1864.
"4. Letter of January 16, asking that Lieutenant General Grant may be informed of the
desire of the committee to obtain testimony in relation to the battle before Petersburg·, July
30, 1864, sent to the army of the Potomac for revision.
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"5. Letter of January 17, requesting that Lieutenant General Grant, Major General Weitzel,
and Lieutenant Colonel Comstock may be directed to appear before the Committee on the
Conduct of the War.
"6. Letter of January 18, requesting that Major General Hooker may be directed to appear
before the committee as soon as his duties will permit.
"I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
"EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
"Hon. B. F. ·wADE,
"Chairman of Committee on the Conduct of the War."

Adjourned, to meet on call of the chairman.
WASHINGTON, January 27, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of its chairman: present, the chairman,
Messrs. Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Sergeant C. W. Thurston.
The chairman informed the committee that Senator Buckalew, of Pennsylvania, had been appointed upon the committee, in place of Senator Harding, of
Oregon, resigned.
Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHT~GTON, January 30, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call : present, the chairman, Messrs. Gooch,
Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined:
Mr. Albert D. Richardson;
Mr. Junius Henri Browne ;
Mr. Alexander Arnold ;
Colonel John S. Clark;
Briglldier General William Dwight.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from the War
Department, transmitting copies of correspondence in relation to the Red river
expedition.
Adjourned, to meet on call.

WASHI::\TGTON, FebruaTy 1, 186f>.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman : present, the chairman,
Messrs. Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Brigadier General M. R. Patrick.
Adjourned till to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

WASHINGTON, February 4, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Loan.
'l'ht following witnesses were examined :
Brigadier General Thomas Kilby Smith ;
~1r. George P. Floyd.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication from the Navy
Department, transmitting correspondence in relation to operations against the
defences of 'Wilmington.
Adjourned till 1\fonday next at 10 o'clock.
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WASHI~GTON, February 6, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
'rhe chairman laid before the committee a draught of a report to accompany
the testimony taken in relation to the explosion of the mine, and the assault
upon the enemy's lines before Petersburg, on the 30th of July, 1864.
The report was read.
Mr. CHANDLER moved that the report be adopted, and that the chairman be
instructed to report the same, with the accompanying testimony, at once to the
Senate.
Mr. ODELL said that, as he was not present when the testimony was taken, and
had not been able to read it, he could not express an opinion upon the :;ubject,
and, therefore, could not vote for the adoption of the report.
The motion of Mr. Chandler was then agreed to.
Adjourned till 10 o'clock a. m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, February 7, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Major Geueral William H. Emory;
Major General Godfrey Weitzel.
Mr. GoocH laid before the committee the following resolutions of tbe House,
which were ordered to be spread upon the journal:

"JANUARY 30, 1865.
"On motion of Mr. GRINNELL,
"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be directed to inquire into the
treatment of the men, women, and children of African descent (made free by the President's
proclamation) by the 14th army corps, commanded by Major General Jefferson C. Davis, of
General Sherman's army, on its recent march from Atlanta to Savannah, and report thereon
at their earliest convenience."
"FEBRUARY 6, 1865.
"On motion of Mr. GARFIELD,
"Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be directed to make a full
jnvestigation and report upon the military campaigns of Major General W. S. Rose<'rans,
from the beginning of his service in Western Virginia to the conclusion of his recent campaign in Missouri.''

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, February 11, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman : present, the chairman,
Messrs. Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Odell.
The followiug witnesses were examined:
Lieutenant General U.S. Grant;
Engineer Alban C. Stimers.
Adjourned, to meet on Monday next.
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WAsHINGTON, February 13, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The chairman laid before the committee a draught of a report to accompany
the testimony relating to the heavy ordnance now in use in the army and naval
services of this government.
The report was read.
On motion of Mr. JuLIAN the report .was unanimously adopted, and the chairman was instructed to report the same, with the accompanying testimony, to the
Senate.
Adjourned, to meet on call.

February 16, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of the chairman: present, the chairman,
Messrs. Gooch, Julian, Odell, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined:
Major General Henry W. Halleck;
Brigadier General William Dwight.
Adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON, February 17, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, and
.1\fessrs. Gooch and Loan.
'l'he following witness was examined:
B. F . .Isherwood.
Adjourned, to meet on call.

WASHINGTON, February 28, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call: present, the chairman, Messrs. Gooch,
Odell, and Loan
The following witness was examined :
Brevet .Brigadier General C. B. Comstock.
Adjourned, to meet on call of its chairman.
WASHINGTON, March 6, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call: present, the chairman, Messrs. Chandler, Buckalew, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
Some discussion took place in regard to the course to be pursued by the ·
committee under the concurrent resolution of the two houses of Congress extending their time for ninety days.
The concurrent resolution is as follows:

"Resolved by the Senate of the United States, (the House of Representatives concurring,)
That in order to enable the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War to complete their
investigation of certain important matters now before them, and which they have not been
able to complete, by reason of inability to obtain important witnesses, they be authorized to
continue their sessions for thirty days after the close of the present Congress, and to place
their testimony and repol'ts in the hands of the Secretary of the Senate.
"Resohed, further, That the Secretary of the Senate is hereby directed to cause to be
printed of the reports ancl accompanying testimony of the Comniittee on the Conduct of the
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Wf!,r 5,000 copies for the use of the Senate and 10,000 copies for tlie use of the House of
Representatives of the present Congress.
'' Passed by the Senate February 20, 1865.
"Pa1:sed by the House of Representatives March 1, 1865, with an amendment extending
the time to ninety days.
"Amendment of the House concurred in by the Senate on March 2, 1865."

.Adjourned till10 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, March 7, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Buckalew, Gooch, Odell, and Loan.
'rhe following witness was examined:
Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter.
.Adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, March 9, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Buckalew, Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Mr. Wellington W. Withenbury;
Mr. John M. Martin.
On motion of Mr. BucKALEW,
Ordered, That arrangements be made for the immediate printing of the testimony taken
by the committee, and that the Superintendeut of Public Printing be directed to furnish the
committee with a dozen copies, in sheets, as the same may be printed, in order to enable the
members more conveniently to examine the testimony previous to drawing up the report.

On motion of Mr. LoAN,
Ordered, That a sub-committee proceed to North Carolina, or such places as they may
deem necessary, to take testimony of officers in the field relating to the Fort Pisher expedition.

On motion of Mr. LoAN,
Ordend, That the War Department be requested to notify General Rosecrans to appear before the committee to testify .

.Adjourned till 10 a. m. on Saturday next.
WASHINGTON, Marclt 11, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messr~.
Chandler, Buckalew, Gooch, and Loan.
The following witness was examined:
Major General Joseph Hooker .
.Adjourned till 10 a. m. on Monday next.
WASHINGTON, Marclt 13, 1865.
'l'he committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Buckalew, Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Major General Joseph Hooker;
Mr. Jesse H. Leavenworth.
On the suggestion of the chairman, who stated that he was obliged to be
absent from the city for ten days or a fortnight, it was
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Orderea, That such 'membe~s of the committee as may be present be authorized to act as
the committee, both in regard to taking testimony and such other action as they may deem
necessary in the performance of the duties required of them by Congress.

Adjourned to 10 a. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, March 14, 1865.
rr'he committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, Messrs. Buckalew,
Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined :
Mr. J olm S. Smith;
Lieut. Comd'r K. R. Brees-e, U.S.N.;
Lieut. Comd'r T. 0. Selfridge, U. S. N.;
CaptainS. M. Robbins;
Mr. D. D. Colley ;
Major Scott J. Anthony;
Mr. S. G. Colley ;
John Lenthall.
Adjourned to 7 p.m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, JYJarc/z, 15, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, Messrs. Buckalew,
Gooch, and Loan.
The following witnesses were examined:
Mr. John Evans ;
Mr. A. C. Hunt.
On motion of Mr. LoA~ :

Ordered, That the Secretary of War be requested to furnish the committee with copies of all
papers in the possession of the War Department relating to the attack by Colonel Chiving
ton upon the Cheyennes, on Sand creek, on the 29th of November last.

On motion of Mr. LoAN :
Ordered, That a list of interrogatories be prepared and sent by mail to Colonel Chivingtor

in relation to the attack by him upon the Indi.ans on Sand creek.

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, Mm·ck 27, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of its chairman : present, the chairman
and Messrs. Gooch and Julian.
Mr. GoocH reported that on the 23d of March he had called upon Governor
Yates, at his room, directed the stenographer to read to Governor Yates the testimony of Captain Breese, of the United States navy, relating to Governor
Yates's visit to the department of the Gulf in the spring of 1864, and had then
taken the testimony of Governor Yates upon the subject.

Ordered, That the testimony of Governor Yates be printed with the testimony relating to
the Red river expedition.

The chairman stated that since his return he had been informed that General
Halleck had refused to send for General Rosecrans, as requested by the committee on the 9 Lh instant.
On motion of Mr. JuLIAN :
Ordered, That the chairman prepare and send to General Rosecrans certain interrogatories,
to be answered in writing; or, if General Rosecrans prefer, summon him to appear before
the committee.

On motion of Mr. GoocH :
Ordered, That the Secretary of War be requested to furnish the committee with a statement

of the amounts and cost of ice used at the various hospitals connected with the army.
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On motion of Mr.

JuLIAN,

Ordered, That the chairman instruct the Sergeant-at-arms of the Senate to makf arrange

ments to enable the committee to go to North Carolina, or wherever they may deem necessary, to take the testimony of officers in the field.

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHI~GTON, April15, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call of its chairman: present, the chairman,
ltfessrs. Chandler, Gooch, and Julian.

Ordered, That it be entered upon the journal that the committee, according to previous
arrangement, left Washington for the purpose of taking testimony, in pursuance of the order
of the committee of March 27; proceeded to Fortress Monroe, from thence to Richmond,
Virginia; and then, in view of the uncertainty of being able to reach the witnesses desired, it
was determined to l'eturn to Washington, where the committee arrived last night.

After some discussion in relation to the murder of Mr. Lincoln and the attempted assassiuation of Mr. Seward, and the consequent change in the administration,
On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
The chairman was instructed to address the following communication to
President Johnson~
COMMITTEE ROOM, CONDUCT OF THE WAR,

Washington, D. C., April15, 1865.
SIR: I have been instructed by the Committee on the Conduct of the vVar to inform you
that your old associates upon that committee would be pleased to wait upon you at such time
as may suit your convenience. . They have just returned from the city of Richmond, where
they saw and heard many things which they deem it would be well to make known to you
at the present time. Please be kind enough to communicate to us w bat time would be agrettable to you to receive us.
I remain yours, respectfully,
B. F. WADE, Chairman of Committee.
ANDREW JOHNSON, President of tlte United States.

Adjourned to 10 a.m. on Monday next.
WASHINGTON, April17, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairm3.n, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Julian.

Orderr.d, That it be entered upon the journal that, in pursuance to appointment, the members of the committee present, aceompanied by Ron. John Covode, by invitation of the committee, waited upon the President yesterday, and had an exceedingly satisfactory interview
with him.
'

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, April 21, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call; present, the chairman, Messrs. Chandler,
Gooch, and Julian.
The followinili witness was ~'>Xamined :
Colonel 'charles C. Dwight.
Adjourned to 10 a.m. to-morrow.

WASHINGTON, April 22, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Julian.
'rhe following witness was examined :
Major General W. S. Rosecrans.
Adjourned to 10 a. m, on Monday next.
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WASHINGTON, Ap1·il 24, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, and Julian.
The folio ~7 ing witness examined :
Major General W. S. Rosecrans.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,
Ordered, That the War Department be requested to furnish the committee copies of the fol-

lowing papers : Official reports concerning the battle of Rich mountain, by General
_McClellan and General Rosecrans, with sub-reports accompanying the same. Official reports of General Grant and General Rosecrans of battles of Iuka and Corinth.

Adjourned to 10 a. m. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, April 25, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messr~:.
Chandler, Gooch ana Julian.
The following witness was examined :
Mr. B.}'. Isherwood.
Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHI~GTON, May 3, 1865.
rrhe committee met pursuant to call: present, the chairman, Messrs. Chandler,
Gooch, J u1ian, and Loan.
The chairman stated that there had been no formal meeting of the committee
since the 25th of April, but the members had had informal meetinga in the
committee-room; that he had been engaged in carefully reading the testimony
taken by the committee, and directing the preparation of reports to accompany
the same, which he was ready to submit to the committee.
After some discussion,
On motion of Mr. LoA:-J,

Ordered, That the committee proceed to-monow to read and pass upon the reports prepared
under the direction of the chairman.

Adjourned to 12 m. to-morrow.
W ASHINGTo~, May 4, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The chairman laid before the committee written reports to accompany the
testimony upon the following subjects:
The massacre of Cheyenne Indians,
Light-draught monitors, and
J!,ort Fisher expedition.
The reports were severally read, and after discussion and amendment, were
agreed to.
On motion of Mr. LoAN,
Resolved, That a copy of the report and accompanying testimony in relation to the massacre of Cheyenne Indians, on the 29th of November last, be submitted to the President of
the United States; and that he be informed that it is the opinion of the Committee on the
Conduct of the War that Governor Evans, of Colorado Tenitory, should be immediately removed from office, and that Colonel Chivington and Major Anthony should be at once
arrested and brought before a military commission for trial, for acts unbecoming officers of
the United States military service, and violating the usages of civilized warfare.

Adojurned. to 12m. to-morrow.
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WASHINGTON, May 5, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
The chairman laid before the committee written reports to accompany the
testimony upon the following subjects :
Army of the Potomac-General Hooker; and Red river expedition.
':rhe reports were severally read, and, after discussion and amendment, were
agreed to.
Mr. GoocH said, in relation to the report upon the Red river expedition, that
he differed from the conclusions in the report, and therefore he could not vote
in favor of its adoption. He, therefore, asked leave to prepare an<l submit a
statement expressing his views upon the subject, to accompany the report of the
cornmi ttee.
Leave was accordingly granted.
On motion of Mr. GoocH,

Ordered, That theW ar Department be requested to furnish tho cowmittee with copies of
the reports of General Howard and General Devens in relation to the battle of Chancellorsville.

On motion of Mr. CHANDLER,
Ordered, That the committee proceed to investigate the terms of surrender lately proposed to the rebel armies by Generals Grant and Sherman, and that the War D epartment be
requested to direct Generals Grant, Sherman, and Weitzel, to appear before the committee as
witnesses.

Adjourned to 1 p. rn. to-morrow.
WASHINGTON, May 6, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to ~.djournment : present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
':rhe chairman laid before the committee a written report to accompany the
testimony upon the following subject:
Army of the Potomac-General Meade.
':rhe report was read, and, after discussion and amendment, was agreed to.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Monday next.
WASHINGTON, May 8, 1865.
'rhe committee met pursuant to adjournment: present, the chairman, Messrs.
Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
On motion of Mr. JuLIAN,

01·dered, That the chairman be instructed to audit the aecounts of the members of the
committee, as rendered by them, for expenses incurred upon service of the committee; and
also to audit the accounts of the stenographer and clerk.

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, May 15, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to the call of its chairman : present, the chairman, Messrs. Chandler, Gooch, Julian, and Loan.
After discussion,
On motion by Mr. CHANDLER,

Rrsolved, That the committee insist that Generals Sherman and Weitzel shall appear before them as witnesses at the earliest opportunity; and to that end, respectfully request that
the Secretary of War make peremptory orders to that effect, unless considerations of public
interest render it absolutely impracticable.

The chairman laid before the committee a brief general report, to accompany
the special reports and testimony.
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The report was agreed to.
Two or three of the members having expressed a desire to return home soon,
if their presence here was not really necessary,
On motion of Mr. LoAN,
Ordered, That such members of the committee as remain in the city be authorized to take

the testimony of those witnesses who have been sent for, but have not yet appeared before
the committee; and that when that has been done, or sooner if they shall deem it advisable,
the chairman shall deliver to the Secretary of the Senate the reports already adopted, together
with the accompanying testimony; whereupon the committee shall be adjourned sine die.

Adjourned, to meet on call.
WASHINGTON, May 18, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to call : present, the chairman, Messrs. Gooch
and Loan.
'I'he following witnesses were examined :
Lieutenant 'General U. S. Grant;
Major General Godfrey Weitzel.
General Weitzel stated that the first notification he had received that the
committee desired him to appear before them was on the night of the 16th
instant, while he was in Virginia.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. on Saturday next.
WAsHINGTON, JJfay 20, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, and
]fr. Loan.
The chairman laid before the committee a communication froth Major General
vV. 'I'. Sherman, dated the 19th instant, stating that he had just received, for
the first time, nbtice that the committee desired bim to appear before them, and
that he would appear at such time as the committee might name.
On motion of Mr. LoAN,
Ordered, That the chairman notify General Sherman that the committee will take his testi

mony on Monday next .

.Adjourned to 11 a.m. on Monday next.
W ASHJNGTON, May 22, 1865.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment : present, the chairman, and
Mr. Loan.
The following witness was examined :
Major General W. T. Sherman.
No further business appearing before the committee, in pursuance of order of
15th instant,
The committee adjourned sine die.
B. F. WADE, Chairman.

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War submit the following report:
GENERAL HOOKER.
General Hooker was assigned to the command of the army of the
Potomac on the 26th of January, 1863, succeeding General Burnside. At that time that army was encamped on the north bank of
the Rappahannock, in the vicinity of Fredericksburg, Virginia, the
Rappahannock river separating it f1 ·om the army of the enemy under
General Lee. The condition of the army of the Potomac at the time
General Hooker assumed the command of it is well described by him
in his testimony, together with the measures he took to render it
more efficient. The statements of General Hooker are . fully borne
out by the testimony of other witnesses. He says :
"It (the army of the Potomac) had recently returned from two unsuccessful
efforts to cross the river and drive the enemy from his position; the first resulting so disastrously as to render a second effort soon after, even with propitious
weather, almost futile. Before the second effort ended, the winter rains set in,
and all operations for a while were suspended; the army literally finding itself
buried in mud, from which there was no hope of extrication before spring.
"With this prospect before it, taken in connexion with the gloom and despondency which followed the disaster of Fredericksburg, the army was in a forlorn, deplorable condition. Reference to the letters from the army at this time,
public and private, affords abundant evidence of its demoralization; and these in
their turn had their effect upon the friends and relatives of the soldiers at home.
At the time the army was turned over to me desertions were at the rate of about
200 a day. So anxious were parents, wives, brothers and sisters to relieve their
kindred, that they filled tl1e express trains to the army with packages of citizen
clothing to assist them in escaping from service. At that time perhaps a majority
of the officers, especially those high in rank, were hostile to the policy of the
government in the conduct of the war. The emancipation proclamation had
been published a short time before, and a large element of the army had taken
sides antagonistic to it, declaring that they never would have embarked in
the war had they anticipated this action of the government. When rest came
to the army, the disaffected, from whatever cause, began to show themselves,
and make their influence felt in and out of the camps.
"I may also state that at the moment I was placed in command I caused a
return to be made of the absentees of the army, and found the number to be 2,922
commissioned officers, and 81,964 non-commissioned officers and privatea. These
WAre scattered all over the country, and the majority were absent from causes
unknown. A copy of this return was furnished the commanding general of the
army.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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"My first object was to prevent desertion; and when this was accomplished
my whole attention was directed to securing the return of absentees, and
rendering those present as comfortable and contented as circumstances would
allow. I granted leaves of absence and furloughs to a limited extent, and in
such manner as to enable all to be absent for a few days in the course of the
winter. ':rhe disloyal officers were dismissed the service as soon as evidence of
the fact was brought to my knowledge. The express trains were examined by
the provost marshal, and all citizen clothing found was burned.
"Important changes were introduced into the various staff departments, and
especially in that of the inspector general, which was thoroughly organized and
filled with the most competent officers I could select in the army. Believing
idleness to be the great evil of all armies, every effort was made to keep the
troops employed; and whenever the weather would permit it they were engaged in field exercises.
"The cavalry was consolidated and placed in a higher state of efficiency
than had before been known in our service; and whenever the state of the roads
and the rivers would admit of a movement, expeditions were fitted out to attack the enemy's pickets and outposts, and gather supplies from the country in
their possession; my object being to encourage and stimulate in the breasts of
our men by successes, however small, a feeling of superiority over our adversaries. In this we were eminently successful. '.rhe infantry grew in confidence, and the cavalry in all their encounters acquired a character in both armies before unknown to that arm of the service.
"Our artillery had always been superior to that of the rebels, as was also
our infantry, except in discipline~ and that, for reasons not necessary to mention, never did equal Lee's army. With a rank and file vastly inferior to our
own, intellectually and physically, that army had, by discipline alone, acquired
a character for steadiness and efficiency unsurpassed, in my judgment, in ancient or modern times. We have not been able to rival it, nor has there been
any near approximation to it in the other rebel armies.
" During the time allowed us for preparation the army made rapid strides in
discipline, instruction, and morale, and early in April was in a condition to inspire the highest expectations. Its ranks had been filled by the return of absentees. All were actuated by feelings of confidence and devotion to the
cause, and I felt that it was a living army, and one well worthy of the republic.
"Early in April, though the roads were still heavy and impracticable for
artillery and wagons, I believed that the army was in condition to march on
the enemy; and as I had about 40,000 nine-months and two-years men, whose
terms of service would soon expire, I felt it necessary to commence operations
at the earliest practicable moment."

The instructions given to General Hooker, and he says the only instructions he received for his government, will be found in the following extract from a letter from General Halleck under date of
January 31, 1863:
·
"In regard to the operations of your own army, you can best judge when
and where it can move to the greatest advantRge, keeping in view always the
importance of covering Washington and Harper's Ferry, either directly or by
so operating as to be able to punish any force of the enemy sent against them."

General Hooker organized a campaign to start about the 13th of
April, the cavalry under General Stoneman to proceed up the Rappahannock for some distance, then cross and sweep down behind
General Lee's position and sever his communications with Richmond;
the infantry then to cross below Fredericksburg and attack or pursue
LE-e's army, as occasion might require. But shortly after the cavalry
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started a heavy rain-storm set in, which rendered the river impassable, and further operations were suspended until a more favor~ble
opportunity should present itself.
It may be well to notice, in connexion with this movement, that
General Hooker speaks in his testimony of the enemy having obtained information from the reports of the Committee on the Conduct
of the War, with the accompanying testimony, of such crossings on
the Rappahannock in the vicinity of Fredericksburg as were deemed
by our officers to afford practical facilities for offensive operations,
and had consequently taken measures to perfect their means of de·
fence at the exposed points, thus rendering it the more difficult for
our forces to operate successfully along that line. ':rhat General
Hooker is laboring under a very erroneous impression will be seen at
once by reference to the dates of the committee's report and the proposed movement by him. The movement was begun by the cavalry
on the 13th of April. The committee submitted their reports to the
Secretary of the Senate on the 6th of .April, but one week before,
and they were immediately sent to the government printer. The reports and accompanying testimony were not printed and distributed
for some time after tl1e committee concluded their labors. The enemy, therefore, could have derived no information from them which
could have affected the movement begun on the 13th of .April.
Towards the close of April General Hooker organized another
movement, more comprehensive in its scope than the first, and different in its scene of operations. The cavalry portion was to perform
about the same part which had been before assigned to it, viz., to
strike and sever the communications of the rebel army with Richmond. In regard to the infantry, the principal scene of operations
was transferred from below to above the city of Fredericksburg, and
it seems to have been expected that a fatal blow would be
struck at the rebel army under General LeA. The 1st, 3d, and 6th
corps were left in the vicinity of Fredericksburg, under the com·
rnand of General Sedgwick. The 5th, 11th, and 12th r.orps were
ordered to move up the river and cross the Rappahannock and Rapidan and establish themselves in the vicinity of Chancellorsville.
The movement was carried out with such secrecy and despatch that
by the night of the 30th the position designated had been gained,
with but little opposition from the enemy. This column General
Hooker states did not exceed 36,000 men. Two divisions of the 2d
corps, under General Couch, were held in readiness to take position
at the United States ford so soon as the movement of the main column
should render it practicable, and when the line had been established
at Cbancellorsville those divisions were directed to join the main
column.
During these operations, the left of the army, under general Sedgwick, carried out the operations directed by the commanding general.
The whole movement appears ·to have been conducted with little or
no serious opposition from the enemy. Up to the morning of the
1st of May everything was favorable. On the 30th of April the 3d
corps was ordered to join the right at Chancellorsville. On the 1st
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of May a demonstration was made by the right of the army under the
following order :
[Circular.]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF PoToMAC,

"Chancellorsville, May 1, 1863.
" The 5th corps, including three batteries, will be thrown on to the river
road by the most direct route; the head of it advanced to near midway between
Mott and Golin runs. The movement to be masked by small parties thrown
out in advance, and to be completed at 2 o'clock.
"The 12th corps, including its batteries, will be massed below the plank
road, the head of it resting near rl'abernacle church, and masked from the view
of the enemy by small advance parties, and the movement to be completed at 12
o'clock, to enable the 11th corps to take its position.
" One division of the 2d corps, with one battery, will take a position at rrod's
tavern, and will throw out strong detachments on the approaches in the direction of the enemy.
" The other divisions and batteries of the corps will be massed out of the
road near Ohancellorsville; these dispositions to be made at once.
" The 3d corps will be massed as fast as it arrives, about one mile from
Chancellors ville, on the United States ford road, excepting one brigade with a
battery, which will take position at Dowdall's tavern.
" General Pleasonton will hold his command, excepting those otherwise
engaged, at Chancellorsville.
"After t~ movement commences headquarters will be at Tabernacle church.
"rrhe llth corps, with its batteries, will be massed on the plank road, about
on~e in rear of the 12th; this movement to be completed at 2 o'clock.
''By_command of Major General Hooker.

'' WM. L. CANDJ..ER,
"Captain and Aide-de- Camp."

At that time the right of the Union army had obtained a position
at Chancellorsville, about 11 miles distant from the city of Fredericksburg. 'rhe rebel army, under General Lee, had advanced from
Fredericksburg to meet the movement of the Union army, and had
taken position some three or four miles from Chancellors ville, and between that place and Fredericksburg. A force of from 8, 000 to 10,000
men, consisting of Early's division and Barksdale's brigade, had been
left by General Lee at Fredericksburg to hold that position and the
rebel lines below. The two princip3.l armies were separated by
broken ground, covered with dense and almost impenetrable forests,
traversed by deep ravines running at right angles to the Rappahan·
nock.
The movement contemplated by the foregoing order was commenced. As the heads of the columns emerged from the dense forest,
the enemy were discovered advancing in line of battle. General
Hooker states that being satisfied, from the nature of the ground,
that be could not throw his troops through the forest fast enough to
resi:;;t the rebel advance, he gave instructions for his troops to return
to the position they had just left, and there await the advance of the
enemy. The enemy continued to advance, but were promptly and
easily repulsed. The day closed without further active operations of
importance on either side.
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Earlv in the morning of the next day, May 2, orders were g1ven
for thev 1st corps, under General Reynolds, to join the right of the
army, leaving \Vith General Sedgwick, opposite Frederiuksburg, the
entire 6th corps, and one division of the 2d corps . under General Gibbon. On the same morning General Hooker made an examination of
his entire line at Chancellorsvil1e, returning to his headquarters about
nine o'clock. Not feeling satisfied with the dispositions made on the
extreme right, held by the 11th and 12th corps, the following instructions were issued at half past nine a. m. :
[Circular.]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,

" Chancellorsville, May 2, 1863-9.30 a. m.
"I am directed by the major general commanding to say that the disposition
you have made of your corps has been with a view to a front attack by the
enemy. If he should throw himself upon your flank, he wishes you to examine
the ground and determine upon the positions you will take in that event, in
order that you may be prepared for him in whatever direction he advances. He
suggests that you have heavy reserves well in hand to meet this contingency.
The right of your line does not appear to be strong enough. No artificial
defences worth naming have been thrown up, and there appears to be a scarcity
of troops at that point, and not, in the general's opinion, as favorably posted as
might be.
''We have good reason to suppose that the enemy is moving to our right.
Please advance your pickets, for purposes of observation, as far as may be safe,
in order to obtain timely information of their approach.

"JAMES H. VAN ALEN,
" Brigadier General and A. D. C.
'Major General SLOCUM and Major General HoWARD."

About the time General Hooker returned to his headquarters from
the examination of his lines, information was brought to him that a
heavy column of the enemy were moving towards his right, evidently
for the purpose of making a flank movement. The foregoing instructions were promptly sent to the generals commanding the forces holding the right of our line, and General Sickles, with two divisions of
his corps, (the 3d,) was ordered to advance and follow up the movement of the enemy, which was concealed from view to a great extent
by the woods in front of our line. General Sickles advanced with
great promptness, but did not reach the line of the enemy's movement until the main column had passed; still, in time to capture a
large number of its rear-guard. From those prisoners it was ascertained that this column of the enemy consisted of Jackson's corps,
numbering about 25,000 men, and that their route was over a by-road
through the forest, passing diagonally across the front of the Union
lines and approaching within two or three miles of the right of the
11th corps, which occupied the extreme right of the army.
About six o'clock in the afternoon a rattling fire of musketry was
heard on the right, but nothing indicating a very seriom; engagement.
Almost immediately, however, from some cause not fully evident from
the testimony, the extreme right division of the 11th corps was
stampeded, and, flying along the line of the 11th corps, threw that
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whole corps into confusion and swept it from the field. Steps were
at once taken to arrest the fugitives and prevent the panic being
extended to the whole army. Berry's division of the 3d corps and
a brigade of the 2d corps were directed to cover the rear of the
11th corps, and, if possible, to retake and hold the position they had
abandoned. This, however, they were unable to do, the enemy occupying it in great force before our troops could reach it.
It will be remembered that some hours before General Sickles,
with two divisions of his corps, bad been ordered to advance for the
purpose of operating against the column of the enemy under Jackson.
The giving way of the right left General Sickles in a very exposed and
critical position; but, upon being informed of the condition of affairs,
he at once took measures to withdraw his force, which was successfully done, and without much loss. The enemy under Jackson continued to advance after the panic-stricken troops, until checked by
General Pleasanton, ·who had collected and brought into position some
artillery for that purpose. Although a cavalry officer, he h.a ndled the
artillery with exceeding great judgment and effectiveness. His skill,
energy, daring, and promptness upon this occasion contributed greatly
to arrest the disaster which for a time threatened the whole arm·y.
His conduct upon this and many other occasions marks him as one of
the ablest generals in our service, and as deserving of far higher consideration than, from some cause, he appears to have received.
It ·was during this attack that the rebel Genera] Jackson ·was mortally wounded. The enemy were repulsed with great loss, and active
operations ceased for the night. While this action was taking place
on the right, an attack was made by General Lee upon the positions
of the 12th and 2d corps, which attack was promptly rep.ulsed.
In relation to the condition of affairs at the close of this action,
General Hooker states :
"This was the condition of affairs when night overtook us. General Berry,
after going, perhaps, three-fourths of a mile, reported that the enemy was already
in possession of ground commanding my position, and that he had been compelled to establish his line in the valley on the Chancellorsville side of that high
ground. As soon as this was communicated to me, I directed Generals Warren
and Comstock to trace out a new line, which I pointed out to them on the map~
and to do it that night, as I should not be able to hold the one I then occupied
after the enemy should renew his attack the next morning.
''The bad conduct of the 11th corps had cost me the key of my position, and
l1ad very much embarrassed me by contracting my sphere of action. The position which had been held by the left of that corps was the most commanding
one in the vicinity. In the possession of the enemy it would enable him with
his artillery to enfilade the lines held by the 12th and 2d corps. He could drive
from the plain, in front of the Chancellorsville house, all the artillery posted to
command the junction of the plank road and the old pike ; and he could drive
from the plain all the force that might be upon it. rro wrest this position from
the enemy, after his batteries were established on it, would have required slender
columns of infantry, which he could destroy as fast as they were thrown upon it.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Every disposition was made of our forces to hold our line as long as practicable, for thA purpose of being in readiness to co-operate with the movement
which had been ordered to be made on our left [under General Sedgwick."]
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While these operatiom; were being conducted by the right of the
army, the left, under General Sedgwick, had been engaged in making
demonstrations before Fredericksburg and in its immediate vicinity;
but nothing of importance had taken place there up to the close of
the day of May 2.
After the close of operations on the right on that day, the following
order was sent to General Sedgwick :
·
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

"Chancellorsville, Va., JJ!Jay 2, 1863-9 p. m.
''The major general commanding directs that you cross the Rappahannock
at Fredcrieksburg, on the receipt of this order, and at once take up your line of
march on the Chancellorsville road, until you connect with him, and will attack
and destroy any force you may fall in with on the road.
"You will leave all your trains behind except pack trains of your ammunition,
and march to be in the vicinity of the general at daylight. You will probably
fall upon the rear of the forces commanded by General Lee, and between you
and the major general commanding he expects to use him up. Send word to
General Gibbon to take possession of Fredericksburg. Be sure not to fail.
"JAMES H. VAN ALEN,
" Brigad~:e·r General and Aide-de- Camp.
"Major General SEDGWICK."

At midnight the following was also sent to General Sedgwick :
"M:A Y 2, 1863-12 midnight.

"ltfajor General SEDGWICK:
"From the statements brought by General Hooker's aid, it seems to be of
vital importance that you should fall upon Lee's rear with crushing force. He
will explain all to you. Give your advance to one who will do all that the
urgency of the case requires.
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"lllfajor General, Chiif of Staff."

General Hooker also testifies :
"In order that there might be no failure about the movement, I also despatched General Warren to General Sedgwick, as that officer was familiar with
the localities about Fredericksburg, and was informed of my own position, and
could explain it to him. I pointed out to General Warren on the map where I
wanted the 6th corps to go, and told him what time I desired it to be there. I
also impressed upon him the necessity of a prompt compliance with my orders
on the part of General Sedgwick."

With G-eneral Gibbon to hold Frederic1n;burg with his division,
General Sedgwick was left with his entire corps, amounting to from
22,000 to 25,000 men, to make the movement directed by General
Hooker. The force of the enemy occupying the defences of Fredericksburg consisted of Early's division and Barksdale's brigade,
amounting to perhaps 10,000 men. The main portion of the rebel
army was confronting the force under General Hooker, some seven
or eight miles above Fredericksburg.
General Sedgwick commenced his movement, but it was conducted
slowly, and with but little energy. No demonstration was mado or?
the heights of Fredericksburg until after daylight of the morning of
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the 3d of May, and the assault that resulted in carrying the hejgbts
was not made until 11 o'clock in the day. By that time the enemy,
discovering the movement, bad sent re-enforcement::~ to Fredericksburg, and were enabled to offer a pretty determined resistance to the
assault. No advance was made beyond the heights until 3 o'clock
in the afternoon. The 6th corps then moved forward, meeting small
bodies of the enemy, which were driven before them. On the 4th
of May some slight encounters took place, and General Sedgwick
took his force to Banks's ford, and that night recrossed the Rappahannock.
From the testimony, which gives these transactions much more in
detail than the committee deem necessary in their report, it will be
seen that nearly all the witnesses concur in the opinion that the
movement of General Sedgwick was not made with that energy and
promptness which the peremptory character of his orders demanded
and the importance of the emergency required ; that the movement
directed by General Hooker was perfectly feasible, and if his orders
had been promptly carried out by General Sedgwick, in all probability a fatal blow would have been struck Lee's army. As it was,
however, the movement was made without promptnel::ls and energy,
was executed but partially, and proved entirely ineffective for the
purpose for which it was ordered.
In reference to the operations on the right on the 3d of May,
General Hooker says:
"rrhe attack was renewed by the enemy nbout 7 o'clock in the morning, and
was bravely resisted, with the limited number of troops I could bring into action,
, until 11 o'clock, when orders were given for the army to establish itself on its
new line. This it did in good order. The position I abandoned. was one that
I had held at disadvantage, and I kept the troops on it as long as I did only
for the purpose of enabling me to hear of the approach of the force under General
Sedgwick.~'

The 3d corps, under General Sickles, received the brunt of this
attack by the enemy. The corps fought most gallantly, losing very
heavily. It was shortly after this attack commenced that General
Hooker was injured by a cannon ball knocking against him a pillar
of the house in which he was at the time. During the time he was
incapacitated by this injury the command devolved upon General
Couch as the senior officer. There seems to have been some confusion in relation to the conduct of affairs while General Hooker was
eisabled. 'l'he testimony fully proves that tho want of energetic and
prompt direction, while the action was in progress, prevented our
forces from obtaining the advantage over the enemy which would
otherwise have been gained.
No further active operations were carried on by either the right of
our .a rmy or that of the enemy after the attack on Sunday. On Tuesday a heavy rain-storm set in, which raised the water in the Rappahannock so as to endanger the pontoon bridges ; in fact, carrying away
portions of them. The 11th corps had become so demoralized as not
.to 'b~ regarded as very efficient. The 6th corps, under General Sedgwick, had recrossed to the north side of the river. The cavalry,
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under General Stoneman, had not been heard from. It 'ivas afterwards ascertained that he had failed almost entirely to accomplish the object of his expedit-ion, viz : the severing of Lee's communications with Richmond. Under these circumstances, and in view
of his instructions to cover Washington and Harper's Ferry, General
Hooker decided to recross the river and return to his old camp. The
army recrossed, without opposition from the enemy, during the night
of Tuesday and morning of Wednesday, the 5th and 6th of May.
It would appear, from all the testimony, that there were three
causes, perhaps four, which contributed much to render this campaign
unsuccessful after it had been so successfully begun. Those causes
were, the stampede of the 11th corps on the 1st of May, by which the
enemy were enabled to obtain the possession of groUI'lil which commanded the position of the Union army at Chancellorsville ; then the
injury which General Hooker sustained on the morning of the 3d of
May, by which the army was deprived of the direction which was
so necessary at that time ; then the failure by General Sedgwick to
carry out the orders he had received to fall upon the rear of Lee's
forces early on the morning of the 3d; and the entire failure of the
. cavalry, under General Stoneman, to perform the part assigned to it,
the severing Lee's communications with Richmond.
In connexion with this Chancellorsville campaign, your committee
have felt it their duty to investigate the report, so widely and industriously circulated in this and other countries, that General Hooker
was under the influence of intoxicating liq nor and incapacitated from
exercising command during the latter portion of the campa-ign. The
charge was one of so grave a character that your committee felt it
should be fully investigated. It was either true or false. If true,
then, as soon as established by sufficient proof, the officer who could
be so regardless of his position and the important interests committed
to his charge should be instantly dismissed the service. If false,
then those who had circulated so atrocious a slander against a faithful public servant, who ·was perilling his life in defence of his country, without full authority to support the accusation, should be exposed and held up to the scorn of all honorable men.
Your committee have examined such officers of General Hooker's
staff, and others who came before them, as from their position and
opportunities would be presumed to have the most accurate knowledge
upon the subject, and all, .without exception, have testified that the
charge was. utterly unfounded. The examination upon this point
would not have been pressed further but for one fact. There had
appeared in the public press of England, and also in leading journals
of this country, what purported to be a statement of some remarks
made by Rev. Henry vVard Beecher on the 5th of July, 1863, at a
breakfast given by the National Temperance League, in England.
The New York Independent, generally recognized as Mr. Beecher's
organ, in its issue of July 30, 1863, had copied that statement hom
an English paper, the Alliance, with editorial comments. r.rhe extract is as follows :
Part i--iv
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"If it were fit he (Mr. Beecher) could point out several great misfortunes
which had befallen the north on the field, owing entirely to the drunkenness o£
officers. The battle of Chancellorsville was lost from this cause; but he had
heard it from almost direct authority that the general thus implicated, knowing
his weakness, had been previously abstaining, but that having received a severe ,
contusion he had been prescribed whiskey medicinally, and it was taking it for
that purpose that the old appetite had been revived and had overcome him."

Upon which the Independent proceeds to comment thus :
"Mr. Beecher stated this as a private communication; but the case of intemperance referred to is no secret here. That General Hooker was clrunk~
and thereby lost the battle of Chancellorsville, has been published wherever the
English language is read; and it is due to the inculpated general that the explanation fumished by Mr. Beecher should be made known."

Accordingly, on the 18th of March, 18G4, the ch_airman addressed
a letter to Mr. Beecher in pursuance of the following order of the
committee:
" Ordered, That the chairman of this committee be Instructed to address a
letter to Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, informing him that the committee, in their
examination concerning the battle of Chancellorsville, have not yet been able to
obtain any testimony to substantiate the charge that General Hooker was under
th~ influeQ.ce of intoxicating liquor there; and inasmuch as he (Mr. Beecher) is
reported to have made that charge in his addresses last year in England, the
committee desire him to give them his authority for the charge, and the names
of reliable witnesses to substantiate the same."

Not receiving any reply, on the 4th of April, 1861, the chairman
again addressed a letter to Mr. Beecher, in pursuanc8 of the following order of the committee:
"Ordered, That inasmuch as no reply has been received from Reverend Henry
Ward Beecher to the letter of the committee of the 18th ultimo, the chairman
of this committee is hereby instructed to again address Mr. Beecher as before."

To this second communication he received the following reply :
"BROOKLYN, April 6, 1864.
"DEAR SIR: I did not make any 'public' remarks about General Hooker•
while in England. At a breakfast of temperance men, strictly confidential, and
pledged to make no report of proceedings, I alluded to Hooker's condition.
My remarks were published in violation of confidence.
'' As to my evidence, it was such as to produce moral conviction, but not to
establish the fact legally, that, during the last part of the battle of Chancellorsville, Hooker was under the influence of liquor.
·
" I do not feel at liberty to mention my informant until I can see him and
get his permission.
·
" I am very truly yours,
"H. Vv. BEECHER.
"B. F. WADE, Esq."

Your committee regret to state that, although Mr. Beecher's attention was twice called to the subject, and he was explicitly asked,
each time, to give his authority with the names of reliable witnesses to substantiate the charge he had circulated, he has made no
reply to them but the one above quoted.
After the close of the Chancellorsville campaign, active operations
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by tlte army of the Potomac ·were suspended for some time. Quite
a l<:1rge number of troops, whose time bad expired, were mustered
out of the service, and measures were adopted to reorganize the
army so far as that Vv'aS rendered necessary by the withdrawal of so
many troops.
Tow ards the close of May it became evident that General Lee
\Ya s making; preparations for some important movement. General
Hooker f:loon satisfied himself that it v1ras a movement in which the
whole rebel army, nnder Lee, would take part ; and that he was
probably contemplating a movement similar to the one which resulted in the battle of Antietam the year before. Comprehending its
importance, and the necessity for prompt and energetic measures to
meet it, he submitted the following proposition to the consideration
of the President in a letter dated June 5, 1863:
" In view of these contemplated movements of the enemy, I cannot too
forcibly impress upon the mind of his excellency the President the necessity
of having one commander for all the troops whose operationE\ can have an influence on those of Lee's army.
" Under the present system all independent commanders arc in ignorance of
the movements of the others ; at least such is my situation. I trust that I
may not be considered in the way of this arrangement, as it is a ;osition I do
not desire, but only suggest, as I feel the necessity for concert as well as vig·or
of action. It is necessary for me to say this much, that my motives may not
be misunderstood."

This proposition was submitted by the President to General Halleck, who wrote General Hooker on that point:
" Heintzelman and Dix are instructed to telegraph directly to you all movements which they may as-certain or make. Directions have also been given to
forward miljtary information which may be received from General Schenck's
command. Any movements you may suggest in these commands will be
ordered if practicable."
G~neral

Hooker testified in regard to this :

" rrhis was the first intimation I received from any quarter that I held the
relation to General Dix and to General Heintzelman communicated to me in the
despatch of the general commanding the army. It was then I called on those
officers for the strength of their commands, the positions of their troops, and the
movements, if any, they were making. But, at the same time, no authority
was given me over them, nor was any commander appointed."

The testimony gives in detail the movem~nts of the enemy and the
movements made by General Hooker to meet them. Your committee do not deem it necessary, however, to do more than to state the
general result of his operations, referring to two or three of the more
important incidents connected with the movement. It being evident
that General Lee had determined upon a movement into Maryland,
and perhaps further north, the army of the Potomac abandoned its
position in the vicinity of Fredericksburg, and moved by an interior
line to the neighborhood of Washington, forcing Lee to pass along
the Shenandoah valley line. As soon as information was received
that the main body of Lee's army had crossed the Potomac, the army
of the Potomac was crossed at Edwards's ferry, and assembled in the
neighborhood of Frederick, Maryland.
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While these operations were being carried on, General Pleasanton,
in command of the cavalry, had an engagement with the cavalry of
the enemy at Beverly ford, about the 8th of June, in 'vhich, though
opposed by superior uumbers, he succeeded in inflicting severe loss,
and establishing a character for our cavalry which it has ever since
maintained. He again met the enemy at .Aldie, about the 20th of
June, when our cavalry behaved with great gallantry and fully sustained their clmracter for bravery and efficiency. These appear to
have been the only engagements with the enemy of any importance
during this period.
On the 24th of June, General Hooker sent his chief of stafl', General Butterfield, to vVashington and Baltimore, with instructions to
mal}:e certain representations to the President and General Halleck,
and ''to organize a column of 15,000, to move without delay to
Frederick." On the 27th of June, General Butterfield reported that
he had visited Washington, but failed to obtain any troops there.
He then proceeded to Baltimore, and had an interview with General
Schenck, who gave him full authority to take from his (General
Schenck's) command whatever troops could be used for the purpose
General Hooker had in view ; but that he had been able to organize
a column of only about 2, 500 strong, General Lockwood's brigade,
which he had put on the road according to instructions.
It will be seen, upon examination of the testimony and accompanying documents, that from the time there were indications of what
might be the character and extent of the campaign upon which J_Jee
was entering, General Hooker had urged upon the authorities at
Washington the ner-essity of employing actively against the rebel
army all the troops which could be used for that purpose. He urged
that the best way to defend 'Vashington and Baltimore was to defeat
Lee's army, and that all efforts should be directed to that end. He
was not able, however, to obtain any material addition to his own
immediate army, and was not clothed with the authority he deemed
necessary to enable him to perform the duty required of him.
The immediate cam;o for General Hooker asking to be relieved
from the command of the army of the Potomac was a difliculty between him and General Halleck in relation to the dispo~ition to be
made of the force at Harper's Ferry. That force consisted of 10,000
men, under the command of General French, and was embraced
within the command of General Hooker. On the 27th of June he
gave orders for the 12th corps to hold itself in readiness to march at
4 a. m. the next day, to be joined by a portion of General French's
command: with this force it wat:J intended to strike at the rebel communicatioi1s across the Potomac, in order to cripple his supplies,
''and also to intercept the commerce that Ewell had established in
flour, grain, horses and horned cattle~ which he was constantly sending to the rear."
The day before, the 26th, General Hooker had telegraphed General
Halleck as follows :
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"Jn.\TE 26, 1SG3 -7 p. m.
".Major General HALLECK:
"Is there any reason why Maryland heights should not be abandoned, after
the public stores and property are removed 1 I propose to visit the place
to-morrow, on my way to Frederick, to satisfy myself on that point. It must
be borne in mind that I am here with a force inferior in numbers to that of the
enemy, and must have every available man to use in the field.

"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"llfajor General, Commanding."

General Hooker testifies that lle proceeded the next day to Harper's Ferry, made an examination of the place, and-" After ascertaining that the public property could all be removed before 12
o'clock at night, I seated myself. and was engaged in writing an order for its
abandonment at daylight, when I received the following despatch from General
Halleck:
"vVA,R DEPARTME:\TT, June 27, 1863-10.30 a.m.

"::\Iajor General HooKER:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"':Jiaryland heights have always been regarded as an important point to be
held by us, and much expense and labor incurred in fortifying them. I cannot
approve their abandonment except in case of absolute necessity.

"H. W. HALLECK,
" General-in- Chief."

To tl1is Ge:~eral Hooker replied as follows:
"JUNE 21, 1863-1 p. m.
"l\fajor General HALLECK :
"Have received your telegram in regard to Harper's Ferry. I find 10,000
men in condition here to take the field. Here they are of no earthly account;
they cannot defend a ford on the river, and as far as Harper's Ferry is concerned~
there is Eothing of it. As for the fortifications, the work of the troops, they remain when the troops are withdrawn. No enemy will ever take possession of
them; thi::; is my opinion. All the public property could have been removed tonight, aud the troops marched to where they would have been of some service ;
now thL·y are but a bait for the rebels, should they return.
''I beg that this may be presented to the Secretary of \Var, and his Excellency
the Pre:-iden t.

''JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Nlcdor General, Commanding."

Genernl Hooker te:Stifies :
"On finding that I was not allowed to manoouvre my own army in the presence
of the enemy, and conscious that I was standing in the way of the accomplishment of its mission, on the same day, the 27th of June, I Rent General Halleck
the following telegram:
"JuNE 27, 1863-1 P- m.
"::\Iajor Gen~ral HALLECK:
"1\Iy original instructions were to cover Harper's :E'erry and vV ashington. I
have now imposed on me, in addition, an enemy in my front of more than my
numbers. I beg to be understood, respectfully but firmly, that I am unable to
comply with these conditions with the means at my disposal, and I earnestly
request that I may be at once relieved from the position I occupy.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major Gene1·al, Commanding."
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General Hooker thereupon proceeded to Frederick, and directed
the 12th corps to march to that place. On the following morning,
June 28. Colonel Hardie arrived with an order from General Halleck
relieving General Hooker from command, and directing him to turn
it over to General Meade ; and with that ended his connexion with
the army of the Potomac.
In concluding their review of the operations of the army of the
Potomac while under the command of General Hooker, your committee '.vould say that while all the testimony establishes the fact
that the rank and file had great confidence in him as a leader, this
feeling was not shared by many officers of high rank. Indeed, it
would nppear that the impression prevailed that the general-in-chief
was pot friendly to l1im, and some of the witnesses state that that
impression bad its influence upon the feelings of the officers of the
army. General Hooker states that at the time he receivecl his appointment as commander of the army of the Potomac, he had reliable
information that General Halleck had opposed his appointment; and
that the only request he made of the President at the time he assumed
the command was that he (the President) should stand between him
and General Halleck. General Sickles testifies that many officers in
the army were decidedly hostile to General Hooker, and that that
feeling was strengthened by the well-known fact that General Halleck
was hostile to him; and that the partisans of General McClellan, then
in high command, were hostile to General Hooker. General Birney
testifies that there was among officers high in rank a feeling against
General Hooker. General Butterfield testifies that it was always the
impression of General Hooker and officer~ about headquarters that
General Halleck was unfavorable to him, and that he believes that
was the sole reason why Gener11l Hooker asked to be relieved from
command. Other witnesses testify that many officers entertained a
want of confidence in him after the battle of Chancellorsville. This
would appear to have been brought to the attention of the President,
for in a letter to General Hooker, dated May 14, 1863, he writes:
''I must tell you I have some painful intimations that some of your corps
and division commanders are not giving you their entire confidence. This
would be ruinous, if true, and you should, therefore, first of all ascertain the
real facts beyond all possibility of doubt."

Upon the receipt of that letter, General Hooker, as he states,
called upon tho President, and ascertained from whom he had derived
that information. He stated to the President that he did not desire
to suspect any one wrongfully of a hostile feeling towards him, and
at:ked the President to ascertain tho feelings of his corps and division
commanders, and for that purpose he would request those officers to
call upon the President whenever they applied for leave to come to
Washington. vVhat was the result of tho President's investigation
does not appear. He never in any way, so far as the testimony and
records before your committee show, manifested any want of confideu~e in General Hooker, even after that officer had felt compelled
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to ask to be relieved from command hv what he regarded as undoubted evidence of hostility towards l~im on the part of General
Halleck.
In conclusion, your committee would observe that they consider it
to have been extremely unfortunate that General Hooker was not
permitted to have the use of such troops as he deemed necessary to
enable him to carry out the plans he proposed to adopt for meeting
and, if possible, destroying the rebel army. That those troops were
disposable is clearly shown from the fact that his successor was immediately authorized to use them, together with other troops for
which General Hooker had not asked. Nor can the committee doubt
that bad General Hooker been clothed with the power at once conferred upon his successor, and had been given the assistance which
was so freely accorded to him, the result of the campaign might have
been far more decisive than it was. Why the general-in-chief should
have shown more desire to co-operate with and assist the on~? commander than the other, perhaps involves questions of motives and
feelings which your committee refrain from commenting upon.

GENERAL MEADE.

The assigning General Meade to the command of the army of the
Potomac, which he assumed on the 28th of June, 1863, seems to
have been attended by no immediate . changes other than the transferring to that army of the force at Harper's Ferry, under General
French, which force had been refused to General Hooker by General
Halleck ; the assigning General Couch and his force to his command,
and the conferring upon him full powers for the organizing and officering his army. The plans and views of General Hooker were fully
made known to him by General Butterfield, who continued to act as
chief of staff.
General Warren states that " the troops continued to move on just
the same as if the command had not been changed.''
The two armies were approaching each other so closely that it was
apparent a collision could not long be avoided, and the most important question undoubtedly was the selection of the field for the coming
battle. General Pleasanton says that he several times informed General Meade that, from the knowledge of the country he had acquired
the previous year during the Antietam campaign, he was satisfied
that there was but one place to fight the enemy, and that was Gettysburg. With that view General Pleasanton, on the 29th of June,
sent his strongest division of cavalry, under General Buford, to
occupy Gettysburg, with instructions to hold that position to the last
extremity until the army could be brought up there.
General Meade, however, decided upon making a stand at another
point for the purpose of receiving the attack of the enemy, and selected a position the general line of which was Pipe creek, the left
resting in tbe neighbcrhood of Middleburg, and the right at Man-
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chester, and even down to somewhat late in the day of the 1st of
July was engaged in making arrangements for occupying that position as soon as the movements of the enemy should indicate the time
for doing so. To that end, on the morning of the 1st of July, a preliminary circular order was issued, directing his corps commanders
to make the necessary prepa:-ations for carrying the order into effect
as soon as circumstances should arise to render it necessary or advisable in the opinion of the commanding general ; and it was not until
information reached General Meade, in the afternoon of July 1, that
the cavalry, under General Buford, had come in contact with a large
force of the enemy near Gettysburg, and that General Reynolds, who
had gone to his assistance with the 1st and 11th corps, had been
killed, that the attention of General Meade seems to have been Reriously directed to the position at Gettysburg for meeting the enemy.
He sent General Hancock there to report the condition of our troops
and the character of the ground. General :Meade says that before
he received the report of General Hancock he had decided, upon
information received from officers from the scene of action, to concentrate his army at Gettysburg, and it 'ivas done that night and the
next clay, and the battle was there fought.
That circular order, with other orders and despatches of the same
date, indicate the views of the commanding general and the circumstances which led him to turn his attention to the position of Gettysburg for the purpose of meeting the enemy. They are given here
in full, as furnished by General l\Ieade, and are as follows :
[·Circular.]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

" Taneytown, July l, 1863.
"l!-,rom information received the commanding general is satisfied that the
object of the movement of the army in this direction has been accomplished,
viz : the relief of Harrisburg and the prevention of the enemy's intended invasion of Philadelphia beyond the Susquehanna.
"It is no longer his intention to assume the offensive until the enemy's
movements or position should render such an operation certain of success. If
the enemy assume the offensive and attack, it is his intention, after holding
them in check sufficiently long to withdraw the trains and other impediments,
to withdraw the army from its present position and forin line of battle with the
left resting in the neighborhood of Middleburg, and the right at Manchester;
the general direction being that of Pipe creek.
"For this purpose General Reynolds, in command of the left, will withdraw
the force at present at Gettysburg, two corps by the road to 'raneytown and
Westminster, and after crossing Pipe creek deploy towards Middleburg. The
corps at Emmettsburg will be withdrawn by way of Mechanicsville to Middleburg, or, if ::t more direct route can be found, leaving 'raneytown to their left,
to withdraw direct to Middleburg.
" General Slocum will assume command of the two corps at Hanover and 'Two
Taverns,' and withdraw them via Union l\Iills, deploying one to the right, and
one to the left, after crossing Pipe creek, connecting on the left with General
Reynolds, and communicating his right to General Sedgwick at Manchester,
who will connect with him and form the right.
"The time for falling back can only be developed by circumstances; whenever such circumstances arise as would seem to indicate the necessity for falling
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back and assuming this general line indicated, notice of such movement will at
once be communicated to these headquarters, and to all adjoining corps commanders.
"'rhe 2d corps, now at Taneytown, will be held in reserve in the vicinity of
Uniontown and Frizelburg, to be thrown to the point of strongest attack, should
the enemy make it. In the event of these movements being necessary. the trains
and other impedimenta will all be sent to the rear of Westminster. Corps commanders, with their officers commanding artillery and the divisions, should make
themselves thoroughly familiar vvith the country indicated, all the roads and
positions, so that no possible confusion can ensue, and that the movement, if
made, be done with good order, precision and care, without loss, or any detriment to the morale of the troops.
"The commanders of corps are requested to communicate at once the nature
of their present position, and their ability to hold them in case of any sudden
attack at any point by the enemy.
'' 'l_1his order is communicated that a general plan, perfectly understood by all ~
may be had for receiving attack if made in strong force upon any portion of our
present position.
"Developments may cause the commanding general to assume the offensive
from his present positions.
"The artillery reserve will, in the event of the general movement indicated,
move to the rear of Frizelburg, and be placed in position, or sent to corps, as
circumstances may require, under the general supervision of the chief of artillery.
"'rhe chief quartermaster will, in case of the general movement indicated,
give directions for the orderly and proper position of the trains in rear of Westminster. All the trains will keep well to the right of the road in moving, and
in case of any accident requiring a halt the team must be hauled out of the line
and not delay the movements.
"'l'he trains ordered to Union bridge in these events will be sent to Westminster.
''General headquarters will be, in case of this movement, at Frizelburg·.
"General Slocum as near Union Mills as the line will render best for him.
"General Reynolds at or near the road from Taneytown to Frizelburg.
"The chief of artillery will examine the line, and select positions for artillery.
The cavalry ''"ill be held on the right and left flanks, after the movement is
completed; previous to its completion he will, as now directed, cover the front
and exterior lines well out.
"The commands must be prepared for a movement, and in the event of the
enemy attacking us on the ground indicated herein, to follow up any repulse.
"The chief signal officer will examine the line thoroughly, and at once, upon
the announcement, extend telegraphic communications from each of the following
points to general heaclq uarters near :E'rizelburg, viz., Manchester, Union l\Iills,
l\IidcUeburg, and the Taneytown road.
"All true Union people should be advisecl to harass and annoy tl!e enemy in
every way, to send in information, ancl taught how to do it, giving regiments by number of colors, number of guns, generals' names, &e. All their supplies brought to us will be paid for, and not fall into the enemy's hands.
"Roads and ways to move to the right and left of general line should be
studied and thoroughly understood. All movements of troops should be concealec1, and our dispositions kept 1\·om the enemy. Their knowledge of these
dispositions would be fatal to our success, and the greatest care must be taken
to prevent such an occurrence.
"Dy command of ~Iajor General l\Ieacle.
" S. WILLIAl\IS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
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July 1, 1863.
First Corps:
"':rhe telegraphic intelligence received from General Couch, with the various
movements reported from Buford, seem to indicate the concentration of the
enemy either at Chambersburg, or at a point somewhere on a line drawn between Chambersburg and York, through Heidlersburg, and to the north of
Gettysburg·.
"'l'he commanding general cannot dec.:ide whether it is his best policy to
move to attack until he hears something more definite of the point at which the
enemy is concentrating. This he hopes to do during the day. Meanwhile he
would like to have your views upon the subject, at least so far as concerns your
position.
"If the enemy is concentrated to the right of Gettysburg, th!tt point would
not at first glance seem to be a proper strategic point of concentration for this
army. If the enemy is concentrating in front of Gettysburg, or to the left of
it, the general is not sufficiently well informed of the nature of the country to
judge of its character for either an offensive or defensive position. 'The number
of the enemy are estimated at about 92,000 infantry, with 270 pieces of artillery, and his cavalry from 6,000 to 8,000. Our numbers ought to equal it, and
with the arrival of Generall!.,rench's command, which should get up to-morrow,
exceed it, if not too much weakened by straggling and fatigue.
"The general having just assumed command in obedience to orders, with the
position of affairs leaving no time to learn the condition of the army as to
morale and proportionate strength compared with its last return, would gladly
receive from you any suggestions as to the points laid clown in this note. He
feels that you know more of the condition of the troops in your vicinity and
the country than he does.
"General Humphreys, who is at Emmettsburg with the 3d corps, the general
considers an excellent adviser as to the nature of the country for defensive or
offensive operations. If near enough to call him to consultation with yo\1,
please do so, without interference with the responsibilities which devolve upon
both. You have all the information which the general has received, and the
general would like to have your views.
"The movement of your corps to Gettysburg 'vas ordered before the positive
knowledge of the enemy's withdrawal from Harrisburg and concentration was rec.,eived.
"S. vVILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

"Oo.MMA~DI~G OFFICER,

,, HEADQUARTERS ARJ\IY OF THE POTOMAC,

"July 1, 1863.
Sixtlt Cmps:
"I am directed by the commanding general to state that it would appear
from reports just received that the enemy is moving in heavy force on Gettysburg, (Ewell from Heidlersburg and Hill from Cashtown Pass,) and it is not
improbable he will reach that place before the command under Major General
Reynolds, (the 1st andllth corps,) -now on the way, can arrive there. Should
such be the case, and General Reynolds finds himself in the presence of a
superior force, he is instructed to hold the enemy in check and fall slowly back.
If he is able to do this, the line indicated in the circular of to-day will be occupied to-night. Should circumstances render it necessary for the commanding
general to fight the enemy to-day, the troops are posted as follows for the support of Reynolds's command, viz: On his right, at 'Two Taverns,' the 12th
"CoMNIANDL\'G OFFICER,
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corps; at HanoYer, the 5th corps; the 2d corps is on the road between rraneytown and Gettysburg; the 3d corps is at Emmettsburg.
"This information is conveyed to you that you may have your corps in
readiness to move in such direction as may be required at a..moment's notice.
"S. vVILLIAl\18,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 1, 1863-1.10 p.m.
"CoMMANDING OFFICER, Second Cmps:
"The major general commanding has just been informed that General Reynolds
has been killed or badly wounded. He dirActs that you turn over the command
of your corps to General Gibbon; that you proceed to the front, and by virtue
of this order, in case of the truth of General Reynolds's death, you assume the
command of the corps there assembled, viz: the 11th, 1st, and 3d at Emmettsburg. If you think the ground and position there a suitable one to fight a
battle under existing circumstances, you will so ad vise the general, and he will
order all the troops up. You know the g·eneral's views, and General Warren,
who is fully aware of them, has gone out to see General Reynolds.
"Later-1.15 p. m.
"Reynolds has possession of Gettysburg, and the enemy are reported as
falling back from the front of Gettysburg. Keep your column ready to move.
"DANIEL BUTTERb~IELD,
" Majm· General, Chi if rif St(ifj.

"HEADQUARTERS 1ST CAVALRY DIVISION,
"JuLy 1, 1863-3.20 p. m.
'' General PLEASONTON :
"I am satisfied that Longstreet and Hill have made a junction.
" A tremendous battle bas been raging since 9:} a. m., with varying success.
At the present moment the battle is raging on the road to Cashtown, and in
short cannon range of this town. 'rhe enemy's line is a semicircle on the
height from north to west. General Reynolds was killed early this morning.
In my opinion there seems to be no directing person.
"JOHN BUFORD,
"Brigadie1· Geneml if Voluntee1·s.
"We need help ~1ow.
"BUFORD."
"5.25.
"GE;\fERAL:
" When I arrived here, an hour since, I found that our troops had given up
the front of Gettysburg and the town. We have now taken up a position in the
cemetery, and cannot well be taken ; it is a position, however, easily turned.
Slocum is now coming on the ground, and is taking position on the right, which
will protect the right. But we have as yet no troops on the left, the 3d corps
not having yet reported, but I suppose that it is marching up ; if so, his flank
march will in a degree protect our left flank. In the mean time Gibbon had
better march on so as to take position on our right or left to our rear, as may be
necessary, in some commanding position. General G. will see this despatch.
The battle is quiet now. I think we will be all right until night. I have sent
all the trains back. When night comes it can be told beLter what had best to
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be done. I think we can return; if not, we can fight here, as the ground appears not unfavorable with good troops.
"I ·will communicate in a few moments with General Slocum, and transfer
the command to him.
"Howard says that Doubleday's command gave way.
"Your obedient servant,
"WINinELD S. HANCOCK,
" J.liajoT General, Commanding Corps.
"General 'Van·en is here.
'General BuTTERFIELD, CMif-if-Staff."
"HEADQUARTEHS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 1, 1863-7 p.m.
"CoM:WA~DIXG OFFICER, Fiftlt Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you move up to Gettysburg at
once upon receipt of this order, if not already ordered to do so by General
Slocum. r:rhe present prospect is that our general engagement must be there.
Communicate with General Slocum, under whose direction you were placed by
the orders of this morning. 'rhe general had supposed that General Slocum
would have ordered yon up.
"DANIEL BU11 TERFIELD,
".!Jfajor General, Chiif-if-Stajj:"
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"Taneytown, July 1, 1863-7.30 p. m.
" CoMl\IANDTNG OFFICER, Sixtlz, Corps:
"The major general commanding directs me to say that a general battle seems
to be impending to-morrow at Gettysburg; that it is of the utmost importance
that your command should be up. He directs that you stop all trains, or turn
them out of the road, that impede your progress. Your march will have to be
a forced one, to reach the scene of action, where we shall probably be largely
outnumbered without your presence. If any shorter road presents itself without difficulty in getting up, you will use your discretion i11 taking it, and report
the facts to these headquarters.
"General Sykes has been ordered up from Hanover to Gettysburg, and General Slocum from Littletown, and General Hancock's corps from here. The
whole army is there (Gettysburg) or under way for that point. The general
desires you to report here in person without delay the moment you receive this.
He is waiting to see you here before going to the front. The trains
all go
to \Vestmiuster and Union bridge as ordered.
"DANIEL BU'l'TERFIELD,
"1V.lajor General, Clliif f!f Stajj:"

,.,m

On the morning of the 1st of Jnly, General Buford, 1vith a. division
·of cavalry, was fien:ely attacked by the enemy in tho immedia te
vicinity of Gettysburg. He held his ground with great gallantry,
and General Reynolds, upon hearing of the attack, immediately moved
up to his support with the 1st and 11th corps. The fighting on that
clay was on and near Seminary ridge, immediately west of the town
of Gettysburg, and was conducted on our side entirely by the cavalry
division of General Buford, and the 1st and 11th corps of infantry.
Quite early in the fight General Reynolds was killed, and the command
devolved upon General Howard, of the 11th corps. The fighting con-
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tinne-d until about four o'clock in the afternoon, when our troops retired through the town anu took up a position on Cemetery ridge.
and the fighting ceased for the day. General Sickles, with the 3d
corps, which, with the 1st and 11th, had constituted the command of
General Reynolds, was at Emmetsburg-, about ten miles distant. Upon
hearing of the action at Gettysburg, General Sickles immediately put
his troops in motion, and they began to arrive at Gettysburg about
five o'clock in the afternoon, and were at once placed in position by
General Hancock, who had arrived and assumed command shortly
after the position ·upon Cemetery ridge had been taken by General
Howard. The 12th corps, under General Slocum, arrived at Gettysburg about the same time. General Meade determined to concentrate
his army at Gettysburg, and during the night of the 1st and morning
of the 2d of J nly, the 2d: 5th, 12th, and most of the 6th corps were
moved there, and placed in position upon Cemetery ridge, and other
high ground connected therewith, as far as ·what is known as Roundtop mountain; the line extending from Round-top mountain on the
left to Ou1p' s hill on the right.
The morning of the 2d of July was passed in strengthening the
position of our army, and placing the troops in line to receive the
attack of the enemy. Skirmishing began before noon, but the enemy
.c1id not make their attack in for.ce until about half past three in the
afternoon. The attack was directed mainly upon the 3d corps, under
•General Sickles, 'vhich was posted near the left of the line. It was
very fierce, and the fighting continued until about seven o'clock, when
the enemy retired. The 3d corps suffered 8everely in this clay's en.gagement, and General Sickles received a wound resulting in the loss
of a leg. General Meade and others criticise General Sickles for the
·disposition he made of his troops before the fighting commenced ;
.claiming that by throwing forward his corps from the regular line he
·exposed himself to and invited the attack of the enemy. General
Sickles in his testimony gives hi.:; reason for the 0ourse he pursued,
and h0lds that the movement he made prevented a disastrous flank
attack on our left, which was threatened, besides being advantageous
in other respects. Some troops of the 2d and 5th corps were also
engaged in support of the 3d corps.
'fhere is testimony to show that during the 2d of July General
Meade contemplated abandoning his position at Gettysburg and retiring to some other position. As there is some controversy on that
point, your committee will quote from the testimony of various witnesses upon the subject. General Butterfield, who was acting as
chief of stuff to General Meade, says :
"General J\{eade ·then directed me to prepare an order to withdraw the army
from that position. I stated to him that it would be necessary for me to know
thA exact position of the troops.
"Question. \'Vhat day of the fight was this 1
"Answer. This was on the morning of the 2d of July, before the battle of
that day had commenced. I statec to General Meade that I could not prepare
that order properly without first going over the field and ascertaining the
position of eaeh division and corps of the army with relation to the roads.
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General Meade replied that he could not wait for that; that he would show me
where the troops were. He then took a pencil and a piece of paper and made
a rough sketch, showing the positions of the different corps. I stated to him
that the order was one requiring a great dea1 of care in hs preparation; that it
involved more than logistics, as we were in the presence of the enemy, and
that while preparing it I must not be interrupted by anybody coming to me
with despatches or orders. He said, 'Very well, you shall not be interrupted.~
I told him I thought I could not prepare the order without a mora accurate
sketch, and I would have to send out to the corpti commanders to give me a.
report of the positions of their troops in regard to the var~ous roads ; that in
the meanwhile I could be studying the maps. He sai.d •Very well, do so.'
I then 'vent up stairs, and after carefully studying the maps I prepared the
order for the withdrawal of the army ' from the field of Gettysburg. After
finishing it I presented it to General 1\feade, and it met his approval. I then
stated to him that it would be a great deal better if that order was to be
executed, as it might involve great consequences if not properly executed, to
submit it for careful examination to such general officers as were there present,.
with a view of giving them an opportunity of finding any fault with it then,
so that no misunderstanding should arise from the manner in which it was.
worded or expressed. He said there was no objection to having that done. I
called General Gibbon, who was present, ancl, I think, General Williams and
General Ingalls, and stated to them that I had been directed to prepare this.
order, and that I would be very much obliged to any of them if they would
look it over and point out any faults in it then, rather than after it was put into
execution; tbat I desired it scrutinized carefully, with a view of discovering
anything in it which might be misunderstood. Some of these officers-! do not
now remember which, I am very sure General Gibbon was one; I think
General Hancock was there, but whether he read it over or not I am not
sure-some of these officers read it over, and said that they thought it was
correctly prepared. 'rhe corps commanders were then sent for by General
Meade to report to headquarters. The order which I had prepared was given
to General '\.Villiams, and was copied by the clerks or was in process of being
copied by them. As General Sickles rode up to headquarters, in pursuance of
the req nest of General Meade, the battle broke out in front of General Sickles's
corps, and there was no council held. General Sickles returned immediately,
and every corps commander there rode immediately to his command. Without
my memoranda I cannot fix the hour of this occurrence, but it was during the
2d day of July."

The testimony of General \Villiams, the adjutant general of
General Meade, is as follows:
"Question. Do you know anything about an order on the 2d of July to
withdraw the army 1
"Answer. The orders for the movements of the army under the present
arrangement are generally prepared by the chief of staff, and the manuscripts of
the orders are turned over to me to have copies prepared for those to whom
they are to be distributed; and I am held responsible that the orders are correctly copied, and that they are delivered to the persons for whom they are
intended.
"In regard to the order of the 2d of July, to the best of my recollection and
belief, the chief of staff either handed to me or to my clerk an order looking to
a contint;ency which possibly might happen of the army being compelled to.
assume a new position. 'l'o the best of my belief such an order was prepared,
and I presume it may have been signed by me, and possibly the copies may
have been prepared for the corps and other commanders. Orders of such a
character are usually made out in manifold, in order to save time. The particu-
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Jar order in question, however, was never distributed; no vestige of it is to be
found among any of the records of my office; it must have been destroyed
within a day or two after it was prepared. I have no reason to suppose, other
than the fact that the order was given to me or my clerk by the chief of staff,
that General :Meade had any knowledge of it. It was not for me to look beyond
the orders of the chief of staff. Whether or not a copy of that order was given
to Major General Butterfield, who was then acting as chief of staff, I am unable
to say, and I cannot certainly state whether the rough draught was ever handed
back to him. I only know that there is nothing in relation to that order to be
found among the _records in my charge. The order was never recorded or issued
in any sense. I do not now remember the exact tenor of the order,. but to the
best of my belief it was an order which, if carried out, would have involved a
retrograde movement of the army."

General Gibbon says :
"There is a matter connected with a report in regard to the retreat of the
army from Gettysburg which I think it proper to mention in my tet:Jtimony.
It is this : Some time during the day of the 2d of July, but before this fight
with General Sickles's corps had taken place, I was at General Meade's headquarters, as I was frequently during the day. I consequently knew a great
deal of the dispositions and orders given for the troops to come up. I had been
urged frequently in the morning of that day, by General Meade, to hurry up to
the field, and I hem·cl of the other corps that were coming up. I therefore had
but one idea in regard to General :Meade's intention, which was to concentrate
the whole army there for the purpoee of fighting a battle. "\Vhen, therefore,
on coming out from the little room in which he had his office, I met General
Butterfield, his chief of staff, and he asked me to read over with him and compare with a map he had there a draught of an order which he had, and I asked
him what it was, when he told me that it was an order for the army to retreat,
I was struck with a great deal of astonishment ; and I recollect very well my
exclamation: 'Great God! General Meade does not intend to leave this position?' General Butterfield did not say General Meade did intend to leave; he
merely said something to the effect that it was necessary to be prepared in case
it should be necessary to leave, or some remark of that kind. He then showed
me the order, and ei~her he read it over and I pointed out the places on the
map, ~r I read it over and he pointed out the places to which each corps was to.
go. When he got through I remarked that it was all correctly drawn up.
"Until very recently I supposed that the order which General Butterfield
showed me was an order in regard to the army falling back to a position which
I heard General :Meade had selected on Pipe-clay cre.ek. But I am satisfied
now that order must have been some different order from the one I had been
thinking it was. Being firmly convinced, as I was at the time, that General
Meade haduo idea of falling back from the position there, it struck me as very
remarkable that his chief of stafl' should be making such an order to retreat ;
and I still think so."

General Sickles says that he received some intimation that it was
in contemplation to fall back from Gettysburg, and that the question
was to be submitted to the corps commanders ; that he was sent for
to go to headquarters, but did not go until he received the second
summons; and that just as he arrived there the battle began, and he
returned to his corps without dismounting.
General Howe says in his testimony :
" I said to General Sedgwick, 'vVe ought to let our men have the best chance
to rest that they ean get right off; we are not likely to be called on to fight to-
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night; let us give the men a chance to get some coffee ancl rest all they can, for
there will be something done to-morrow undoubtedly.' He remarked to me,
'It is a little early yet; they are discussing whether we shall stay here, or move
back to Westminster.' That is twenty-one or t;venty-two miles. I said, 'It is
some distance back there.' Said he, ' Can we move back 1: I replied, 'Yes, if
it is necessary; we have just come oYer the road, and we know it; the men are
worn; but if it is necessary the 6th corps can go back after resting two or three
hours.' General Sedgwick gave me to understand that our army would probably move back to Westminster.
"Question. r.rhis was the night after General Sickles was wounded ?
"Answer. Yes, sir; this was the second clay of the :fight, the 2d of July.
''Question. Who was in that council discussing the question of retreating?
"Answer. I do not know; what I heard I had from General Sedgwick. He
said, ' I think we are going to move back.' The impression he gave me was
that General Meade had the question under consideration. General Sedgwick
said the question of falling back was then being considered, and the impression
given to me was that we should move back to \Vestminster. Soon after, however, it seemed to be decided that we were to remain there."

It will be seen tltat General Meade is very emphatic in his statement that he never gave or contemplated the giving any such order.
He says :
"I have understood that an idea has prevailed that I intended an order should
be issued on the morning of the 2d of July, requiring the withdrawal of the
army, or the retreat of the army from Gettysburg, which order was not issued
owing simply to the attack of the enemy having prevented it.
"In reply to that, I have only to say that I have no recollection of ever having
directed such an order to be issued, or ever having contemplated the issuing of
such an order, and that it does seem to me that to any intelligent mind who is
made acquainted with the great exertions I made to mass my army at Gettysburg on the night of July 1, it must appear entirely incomprehensible that I
should order it to retreat after collecting all my army there, before the enemy
had done anything to require me to make a movement of any kind."

Subsequently General .Meade appeared and said :
"I desire to add a little to my testimony, with the permission of the committee.
"The chairman. Certainly; you are at liberty to make such additional statements as you please.
"The witness. I wanted to say a few words to the committee, in extension of
the remarks which I made the last time I was here, in reference to a charge
which I expected then would be made against me, and which I understand bas
since been made against me, to the effect that I intended that an order should
be issued, on the morning of July 2, withdrawing the army from the position it
then occupied at Gettysburg, and retreating, before the enemy had done anything to require me to withdraw.
"It is proper that I should say that the fact of such a charge having been
made here, or such a report given here, has reached me through outside sources,
but in such a way that I can hardly disbelieve that such a statement has been
made; and that it was made by an officer who occupied.a very high and confidential position on my staff, the chief of staff, Major General Butterfield. Now,
indulging in the utmost charity towards General Butterfield, and believing that
he is sincere in what he says, I want to explain how it is possible that such an
extraordinary idea could have got into his head.
"I utterly deny, under the full solemnity and sanctity of my oath, and in the
firm conviction that the day will come when the secrets of all men shall be made
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known-I utterly deny ever having intended or thought, for one instant, to
withdraw that army, unless the military contingencies, which the future should
develop during the course of the clay, might render it a matter of necessity
that the army should be withdrawn. I base this denial not only upon my own
assertion and my own veracity, but I shall also show to the committee, from
documentary evidence, the despatches and orders issued by me at different periods
during that day, that if I did intend any such operation I was at the same time
doing things totally incousistent with any such intention.
" I shall also ask the committee to call before them certain other officers of
my staff, whose positions were as near and confidential to me as that of Generai
Butterfield, who, if I had had any such intention, or had given any such orders
as he said I gave, would have been parties to it, 'vould have known it, and have
made arrangements in consequence thereof; all of whom, I am perfectly confident, will say they never heard of any such thing. I refer to General Hunt,
chief of artillery, and who had artillery occnpying a space of from four to five
miles, drawn out on the road, and who, if I had intended to have withdrawn
that army, should have been told to get his trains out of the way the very first
thing, because the troops could not move until the artillery moved. I would
also ask you to call upon General Ingalls, my chief quartermaster, who had
charge of the trains. Also General \Varren, my chief engineer, who will tell
you that he was with me the whole of that clay, in constant intercourse and
communication with me; and that instead of intending to \vithdraw my army I
was talking about other matters. All these officers will corroborate what I say,
that I never mentioned any such purpose to any of them.
'' General Butterfield remaiuecl at rraneytown on the night of the 1st July,
and did not join me on the field until about 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning of
the 2d, I having arrived there at one o'clock. Soon after he arrived I did direct
him to familiarize himself with the topography of the ground; and directed him
to send out staff officers to learn all the roads. As I have already mentioned,
in my previous testimony here, I had never before been at Gettysburg, and did
not know how many roads ran from our position, or in what directions they ran.
My orders to General Butterfield were similar to this:
"'General Butterfield, neither I nor anv man can tell what the results of
this day's operations may be. It is our dt{ty to be prepared for every contingency, and I wish you to send out staff officers to learn all the roads that lead
from this place; ascertain the positions of the corps ; where their trains are;
prepare to familiarize yourself with these details, so that in the event of any
contingency you can, without any order, be ready to meet it.'
"It was in anticipation of possible contingencies, and not at all that I had
made up my mind to do anything of that kind.
"I would furthermore call the attention of the committee to the absurdity of
such an idea. If I had dh·ectecl the order to be issued, why was it not issued 1
With General Butterfield's capacity it would not have takeu him more than ten
or fifteen minutes to prepare such an order. We were furnished with what you
call manifold letter-writers; so that 1 after the frame-work of an order is prepared, ten or a dozen copies may be made at once. Why was not the order
issued; or if issued, why was it not executed? 'There was no obstacle to my
withdrawing that army if I had desired. 'The enemy presented none. There
was not a moment from the time the first gun was fired at Gettysburg·, until we
knew the enemy had retired, that I could not have withdrawn my army; therefore, if I had entertained such an idea, it seems to me extraordinary that I did
not execute it.
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"'I,hat General Butterfield may have misapprehended what I said to him, that
he may himself have deemed a retreat necessary, and thought we would be
compelled to retreat in the course of the day, and in the excess of zeal, and
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desire to do more than he was called upon to do, may have drawn up an order
Qf that kind, I do not deny; but I say he never showed me any such order, and
it had not my sanction nor authority."

General Hunt says in his testimony :
"Question. Had you any knowledge of any order being prepared, during
the battle of Gettysburg, for the withdrawal of the army from the position it
then occupied 1
''Answer. No, sir; I know of no such order, and no such intention. I presume ·if any such intention had been entertained I should have known of it as
soon as anybody, as the first thing to have been done was to get rid of the
large reserve artillery and ammunition train under my charge, and which had
been brought up on the morning of the 2d of July, under or by the direction
of General Meade.
" Question. Yon say you had no knowledge or intimation of any such thing
during the battle 1
"Answer. None at all. The only time I ever had a thonght that such an
idea might be entertained was on the night of the 2d of July. On that night I
was down at the artillery reserve, refitting and reorganizing the batteries that
had been cut up that day; I received !1 message from General Meade's headquarters, (I do not now recollect whether it was from General Meade himself,
or from General Butterfield,) stating that both General Tyler, who commanded the reserve artillery, and myself were wanted at headquarters. I told
General Tyler that it was impossible for me to go just then, but that if the
question carne up about falling back, to cast my vote against it. He remained
for some time, and I went up with him, perhaps a half an hour afterwards. On
arriving at headquarters I understood that the question had been spoken of as
to what they should do, and tl1ere was no person at all in favor of leaving the
ground we had taken; that was just as th~ conversation closed."

General Sedg\\rick testifies as follows :
"Question. Have you any knowledge of the preparation of any order for the
withdrawal of the army at any time during· the battle of Gettysburg, or the
retreat of the army from the position it then held 1
'Answer. I never heard of any such ord~r until within the last four weeks;
and ·when I first heard it, I denied most positively that any such order could
have been given. I was the second in command there. I reported to General
Meade at a critical time, and if he contemplated so important a move he would
have informed me. Besides, his urging my corps forward shows that he intended to fight the battle there. Generall\Ieade undoubtedly was apprehensive
that the enemy might turn his flank, and in that event he would have had to
take up a new position; but I do not think he ever contemplated any retreat.
"Question. Had it been the intention of the commanding· general to retreat
the army, was not the order to you to come up in direct conflict with any such intended movement 1
"Answer. Certainly it was. In the course of the night of the 1st and the
morning of the 2d of July I received no less than three verbal messages from
him to hurry up with all possible despatch."
·

On the night of the 2ct. of July a council ""RS held at General Meade's
headquarters to determine upon the best action to be taken. General
Meade testifies as follows, in reference to that council :
"The questions discussed by this council were: l!. . irst, whether it was necessary for us to assume any different position from what we then helcl; and,
seconcl1y, whether, if we continued to maintain the position we then held, our
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()perations of the next day should be offensive or defensive. The opinion of
the council was unanimous, which agreed fully with my own views that w~
sl10uld maintain our lines as they were then held, and that we should wait the
movementR of the enemy, and see if he made any further attack before we
.assumed the offensive."

General Butterfield, in testimony, says :
"That evening·, after the enemy were repulsed, a council of corps commanders
was held. I kept minutes of that council, which I sent to General Williams,
who informs me that they have been lost. The general question put to the
corps commanders present at that council was, whether our army should remain on that field and contiuue the battle, or whether we should change to
some other position. A vote of the corps commanders was taken in regard to
that, and a majority wei·e in favor of remaining og. the field and fighting it out. ·
General Slocum gave the first opinion; his answer was, 'stay and fight it out.'
I will not be positive as to what corps commanders differed with him, but the
majority were for remaining on the line which the army then held and fighting
it out.
" Can you give the opinion of each corps commander 1 Because, perhaps, in
justice to them, that ought to be known.
"Answer. lVIy impression is that those generals can tell how they voted. I
am clear in my memory that General Slocum voted to stay and fight it out,
and that General Sykes so voted; that General Newton entered into a long
discussion to show that that position was a disadvantageous one; that he was
not prepared to vote to leave it, but he wanted the council to understand that
he had objections to it. Gfmeral Birney, I think, voted to stay and fight it out,
as did General Hancock also. I do not remember what General Sedgwick's
vote was, nor do I remember how General Howard voted. I think he
had a great deal to say upon the subject. The reason I do not remember the
vote exactly is because I intrusted the matter to the memorandum which I
sent General Williams. After the council had finished, General l\'Ieade arose
from the table, and remarked that, in his opinion, Gettysburg was no place to
fight a ba.ttle; but it was settled to remain there, and the council dispersed."

General Birney also testifies that the council, on the night of the
2d of July, was divided on the question of retiring to another position;
but that a majority were in favor of remaining at Gettysburg and
awaiting the attack of the enemy.
On the 3d of July, no active operations took place until about
noon, except on the extreme right, where the 12th corps drove the
enemy from a position taken by them during the night, and which
bad been occupied by some of our troops that had been sent to t
left during the fight of the 2d. Not long after midday the enemy
opened a furious cannonade upon our line from a large number of
guns, estimated at from 125 to 150 pieces. The cannonade is described by '"itnesses as exceeding anything that had occurred in any
previous battle of the war. The cannonade and the assault that followed is thus described by Generul Hancock, who commanded that
portion of the line against which it was directed :
"About one or two o'clock in the afternoon the enemy commenced a terrific
cannonade from, probably, 120 pieces of artillery, on the front of the line connecting Cemetery hill with Round-top, the left centre commanded by me. That
line consisted of the 1st, 2d and 3d corps, of which 1 had the general command.
I commanded that whole front General Gibbon commanded the 2c1 corps in my
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absence, General" Newton the 1st corps, and General Birney the 3d. That cannonade continued for, probably, an hour and a half. The enemy then made an
assault at the end of that time. It ·was a very formidable assault, and made, I
should judge, with about 18,000 infantry. When the columns of the enemy
appeared, it looked as if they were going to attack the centre of our line. But.
after marching straight out a little distance, they seemed to incline a little totheir left, as if their object was to march through my command and seize Cemetery hill, which I have no doubt was their intention. They attacked with wonderful spirit-nothing could have been more spirited. The sh ock of the assault
fell upon the 2d and 3d divisions of the 2d corps, and those 1vere the troops,
assisted by a small brigade of Vermont troops, together with the artillery of
our line, which fired from Round-top to Cemetery hill at the enemy all the vvay
as they advanced, whenever they had the opportunity-those were the troops
that really met the assault. No doubt there were other troops that fired a
little; but these were the troops that really withstood the shock of the assault
and repulsed it. The attack of the enemy was met by about six small brigades
of our troops, and was finally repulsed after a tenific contest at very close
quarters, in which our troops took about thirty or forty colors, and some 4-,000
or 5,000 prisoners, with great loss to the enemy in killed and wounded. rrhe
repulse was a most signal one, and that decided the battle, and was practically
the end of the fight. I was wounded at the close of the assault, and that ended
my operations with the enemy for that campaign."

Other witnesses also testify to the terrific chnracter of the cannonade, and the furious assault: and its signal and complete repulse.
The enemy fell back in great confusion behiud their artillery lint,
leaving it insufficiently supported. General Hancock states that
\vhile ·wounded, and just before being carried off the field, be die·
tated a note to Geueral l\Ieade, urging that the 5th and Gth corps
should be at once ordered to advance and pursue the retreating
enemy. His. testimony is as follolli S :
7

"I must say one thing here: I think it was, probably. an unfortunate thing
that I was wounded at the time I was, and equally unfortunate that General
Gibbon was also wounded; because the absence of a prominent commander who
knew the circumstances thoroughly at such a moment as that was a great disadvantage. I think our lines ~hould have advanced immediately, and 1 belieYe
we should have won a great victory. I was very confident that the advance
would be made. General :l\Ieade told me before the fight that if the enemy
attacked me he intended to put the 5th a11d 6th corps on the enemy's fiank. I,
therefore, when I ·was wounded and lying down in my ambulance and about
leaving the field, dictated a note to General Meade, and told him if he would put
in the 5th and 6th corps I believed he would win a great victory. I asked him
afterwards, when I returned to the army, what he had done in the premises.
He said be had ordered the movement, bnt the troops were slow in collecting,
and moved so slowly that nothing was clone before night, except that some of
the Pennsylvania reserves went out and met Hood's division, it was understood, of the enemy, and actually overthrew it-a:::;sisted, no doubt, in some
measure by their knowledge of their failure in the assault.. There were only
two divisions of the enemy on our extreme left, opposite Round-top, and there
was a gap in their line of one mile that their assault had left. And I believe if
our whole line had advanced with s-pirit, it is not unlikely that 'Ye would have
taken all their artillery at that point. I think that was a fault; that we should
have pushed the enemy there, for we do not often catch them in that position.
And the rule is, and it is natural, that. when you repulse or defeat an enemy,
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you should pursue him; and I believe it is a rare thing that one party beats
another and does not pursue him. And I think that on that occasion it only
required an order and prompt execution."
Otb.er witnesses c,on~\Yr in tb.e Ot:Jin.ion. tb.at i£ ~ -proml_Jt an.<l v\gatO\lt;

advanGe had been made immediately after the repulse of the enemy,
it would have resulted in a great victory, and the loss of the most, if
not the ·whole, of the line of artillery from ·which the enemy had
-opened previous to their assault. Orders ·w ere given to General
.Sykes and General Sedgwick to advance with the 5th corps, but the
movement was made so slowly that nothing practically resulted from
it, except the capture of s.ome prisoners on the left.
At the conc]usion of the battle on Friday, our troops were in good
condition, in the best of spirits, and anxious to be led against the
.enemy. The three days of the battle had been for the most of them
comparatively days of rest, and though we lost heavily, our loss had
not been so great as that of the enemy, while the morale of our troops
was far better. General Howe speaks of the battle as the most
-orderly fight he had ever been in; that the position did the work for
us; th<\t there was no manoouvring-, no combinations on our part,
no great generalship displayed, for none was needed ; and at the
close of the fight our men 'vere not much jaded or fatigued, but had
plenty of fight in them, and were comparatively fresh.
The considerations which seemed to influence the general in command and the corps commanders, in relation to the pursuit of the
·enemy after their final repulse, are these : General Meade says that
even on the 5th of July he was not satisfied that the enemy ·was in
full retreat for the Potomac, or '-vhat his further movements would
be, and was not aware of the injm·y he had inflicted upon the enemy
in the battle that had just taken place. General Warren says, ''there
was a tone among most of the prominent officers that we had quite
:saved the country for a time, and that Yve had done enough ; that we
might jeopard all we had won by trying to do too much."
All the witnesses but General Meade state that it was very appar,ent, on the morning of the 4th of July, that the enemy were in full retreat, and Generals Pleasanton, \Varren, Birney, and others state
that they counselled an immediate pursuit. General Birney says
that he asked and obtained permission to make an attack that morning on the enemy as they were crossing a point near him on the pike
to Hagerstown ; but just as he had commenced the movement to at·
tack, a staff officer rode up with a writteu order from General Meade
not to attack, but to let the enemy go, which was done. General
Pleasanton states that when he urged General Meade to order an immediate ad vance of the anny after the enemy, he replied that "he
was not sure they might not make another attack on him, and to
satisfy himself, he wanted to know first that they were !n retreat,
and for that reason I 1vas to send the cavalry out to ascertain.'' He
states that General Gregg, 22 miles on the Chambersburg road, reported at 8 o'clock on the morning of the 4th, ''that the road was
strewn with wounded and stragglers, ambulances and caissons, and
that there was great demoralization and confusion.:' This was imme·diately reported to General Meade, but no pursuit was ordered.
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But little was done on the 4th of July.

General Warren says:

" On the morning of the 4th General .l\feade ordered demonstrations in front
of our line, but they were very feebly made. And when the officers met
together that evening to report the state of things in their front, there was so
little definitely known as to the position and designs of the enemy, that after
some consultation they determined, I believe, to try and find out somethingbefore they did move.''

That night a council of \Yar was held. Its deliberations and
results are thus described by General Butterfield, from memoranda
taken at the time :
"I have here the minutes I .kept of the council of the 4th of J nly .. That.
council was held at the headquarters of General Neal; he gave up his headquarters to General Meade. '.rhe council was opened by General Meade explaining his instructions, and asking the corps commanders for their advice as.
to what course he should pursue.
"Question. Can you state what General Meade said his instructions were 1
"Answer. I think he said his instructions were to cover Washington and
Baltimore. He said he had no knowledge of General Foster's movements.
There was a rumor that General Foster was coming up from Washington with
re-enforcements. General Meade said he desired the earnest assistance and
advice of every corps commander. The corps commanders commenced givingtheir opinions, beginning with General Slocum and followed by General Sedgwick and General Howard. Their advice, according to my memorandum, was
as follows :
·
"General Slocum would move on, an interior line as far as Emmettsburg,.
and then, if the enemy had not gone from Gettysburg, hold on there and push
out a force at once with a view of preventing the enemy from crossing the
Potomac.
" General Sedgwick wonld wait at Gettysburg until certain 'that the enemy
were moving away.
''General Howard would like to remain at Gettysburg and ascertain what.
the enemy were doing, but thought it would do no harm to send a corps toEmmettsburg.
" General l\Ieade then determined to change the manner of procedure in the
council, and the following questions were written by his instructions; a portion.
of these questions are in his handwriting and a portion in mine :
'' The first question was, 'Shall this army remain here 1' ('.rhat is, at Gettysburg.)
" Second. 'If we remain here, shall we assume the offensive?'
"rrhird. 'Do you deem it expedient to move towards vVilliamsport, through
Emmett.3burg 1'
"Fourth. ' Shall v,re pursue the enemy, if he is retreating on his direct lineof retreat 1'
"To the first q11estion General Newton answered 'No;' to the second
question, 'No ;' and to the third question, 'Yes.'
" General Slocum answered to the first question 'No ;' the .second question
was involved in that answer; to the third question, 'Yes;' to the fourth question, 'To pursue on the direct line of retreat with cavalry, moving with the
infantry to cut him off.'
"General Sedgwick to the first question answered, 'Would remain here (at
Gettysburg) until positive information concerning their movement;' to the
second question, 'No;' to the third question, 'Yes;' to the fourth question,.
' Only cavalry.'
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"General Howard to the first question did not exactly say yes, and did not
exactly say no, but would commence a movement to-morrow; to the second
question, 'No;' to the third question, 'Y C3 ;' to he fourth question, 'By a
show of force.'
"General Sykes to the first question, as to remaining at Gettysburg,
answered, 'Until we know where the enemy is gone;' to the second question,
•No ;' to the third question he made no answer, his answer to the first question
involving that; to the fourth question he answered, 'He would pursue with
cavalry only.'
"General Birney to the first question answered, 'Yes, until we see;' to the
second question, 'No;' to the fourth question, 'He thinks not.'
" General Plea son ton to the first question answered ' No ;' to the second
question, 'No;' to the third question, 'Move by that route;' to the fourth
question, '1Vould punme with infantry and cavalry.'
"General Hays answered to the first question, 'Yes, until we find out where
the enemy are and what they are doing;' to the second question, 'No;' to the
third question, 'Yes, if we move;' to the fourth question, 'No, only with
cavalry.'
''General Warren as to the first question, whether we should remain there.
answered, 'Yes, until we see what they are doing;' to the second question,
about assuming the offensive, 'Not if the enemy remains.'
''Those are the questions to the corps commanders and their answers. The
summary which I made for General Meade in the council of the answers to
the first question, whether we should remain at Gettysburg, was :
"'J.1hose in favor-Birney, Sedgwick, Sykes, Hays, and Warren.
"Opposed-Newton, Pleasonton, and Slocum.
"Doubtful-Howard.''

On the 5th of July the 6th corps commenced to follow the enemy,
and on the 6th and 7th the re.st of the army moved, going to Frederick rathe:r than directly after the enemy, on account of some apprehensions of the difficulty of following the enemy through the mountain pas~es, which were reported to be strongly fortified. General
Howe states tltat his divi~ion had the lead of the 6th corps, after
passing Boonsboro', but he 'ivas (Erected to move carefully, and not
to come in contact with the enemy, as a general engagement was not
desired. He states that when near Funkstown General Buford reported to him that his cavalry held a. strong position some distance to
the front, which, in his opinion, the enemy r:;bould not be allowed to
occupy, but that he was pretty hardly engnged there; Lis ammunition was nearly. out, and that he was expected to go further to tbe
right; and asked Geueral Howe to t>end forward a. brigade and hold
the position. General Howe applied to General Sedgwick for permission to relieve General Buford, but recei vecl in reply the answer,
"No; we do not want to bring on a general engagement." General
Buford considered the position of such importance that General Howe
applied the second time for permission to occupy it, representing
that General Buford would soon be compelled to abandon it, as his
ammunition was giving out. To this application he received the reply that he might occupy the position if General Buford left it. General Buford did leave it, and General Howe occupied and held the
position. General Pleasanton states that on the morning of the 12th
of July the cavalry in front of General Slocum's command drove the
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enemy from an important position, and could have held it, but General Slocum ordered it to halt, for fear of bringing on a general engagement, and the enemy afterwards brought a strong force there
and held the point.
In reference to the movement of our army after the battle of Gettysburg, General Warren testifies :
"We commenced the pursuit with the 6th corps on the 5th of July, and on
the 6th a large portion of the army moved towards Emmettsburg, and all that was
left followed the next day. On July 7 the headquarters were at Frederick; on
July 8 headquarters were at l\Iiddletown, and nearly all the army was concentrated in the neighborhood of that place and South mountain. On July 9
headquarters were at South Mountain house, and the advance of the army at
Boonsboro' and Rohrersville. On July 10 the headquarters were moved to
Antietam creek; the left of the line crossed the creek, and the right of the line
moved up near Funkstown. On the 11th of July the engineers put a new bridge
over the Antietam creek; the left of the line advanced to Fairplay and Jones's
crossroads, while the right remained nearly stationary. In my opinion we should
have fought the enemy the next morning, July 12."

No attack was ordered, but the question was submitted to a council
of the corps commanders on the night of the 12th of July.
General Meade says :
" I represented to those generals, so far as I knew it, the situation of affairs.
I told them that I had reason to belieYe, from all I could ascertain, that General
Lee's position was a very strong one. and that he was prepared to give battle,
and defend it if attacked; that it was not in my power, from a want of knowledge of the ground, and from not having bad time to make reeonnoissances, to
indicate any precise mode of attack, or any precise point of attack; that, nevertheless, I was in favor of moving forward and attacking the enemy, and taking
the consequences; but that I left it to their judgment, and would not do it unless
it met with their approval."

Generals Ho,Yard, Pleasanton: and vVads\vorth were in favor of
attacking the enemy at once. General "VVarren, who was not then in
command of a corps, says : ''I do not think I ever saw the principal
corps commanders so unanimous in favor of not fighting as on that
occasion." The opinion of the council being strongly against attacking the enemy at that time, the 13th of July was passed in reconnoitring the enemy's position . But General Meade says that the
day was rainy and misty, and not much information was obtained.
General Meade, however, ordered an attack to be made at daylight
of the 14th ; but when the army moved forward it was ascertained
that the whole rebel army had crossed the uight of the 13th, and had
escaped.
General :Meade says :
"It is proper I should say that an examination of the enemy's lines, and of
the defences which he had made, brings me clearly to the opinion that an attack
under the circumstances in which I had proposed to make it would have resulted
*
*
*
*
*
And
disastrously to om arms.
my opinion is now that General Lee evacuated that position, not from any want
of ammunition, or the fear that he would be dislodged by any active operations
on my part, but that he was fearfnl that a force ·would be sent by Harper's
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J!""~erry to cut off his communications-which I had intended to do, having
brought up a bridge from Washington, and sent the cavalry down there-and
that he could not have maintained that position probably a day if his communications had been cut. That was what caused him to retire."

This opinion of General :Jieade is not sustained by that of any
other general wl;w has appeared before the committee.
Generals
Pleasanton, Warren, Birney, Doubleday, and Howe all concur in the
opinion that an attack upon the enemy before he recrossed the
Potomac would have been most disastrous to him, and have resulted
in the dispersion if not the capture of the greater portion of Lis army.
The rebel army moved up the Shenandoah valley, while our army
crossed in the vicinity of Harper's Ferry and followed on this side
the mountains. On the 23d of July a column of our troops under
General French, entering through Manassas Gap, came in contact
·yvith the enemy, hut not much injury 1vas inflicted upon him. General
Warren says that, in his opinion, had Gener~l French made the attack
with his whole corps, instead of with a brigade only, a decisive blow
would have been inflicted on the enemy. Preparations were made
for an attack the next morning, but during the night the enemy again
eseaped.
·
The enemy continued his retreat until he reached Culpeper, and
then took up a position between the Rappahannock and Rapidan.
Our forces withdrew from Manassas Gap and followed the enemy,
reaching Warrenton and the Rappahannock about the 1st of .August~
when the pursuit ceased. General Meade says that he expressed
the opinion to the government that the pursuit should still be continued, inasmuch as he believed our relative forces were more favorable to us than they would be at any subsequent time if the enemy
were allowed time to recuperate ; but that he was directed by the
general-in-chief to take up a threatening attitude on the Rappahannock,
but not to ad vance.
Shortly after this a division of troops were detached from General
Meade's command and sent to South Carolina; and other troops were
sent to N uw York io enforce tbe draft.
No active movements of our army took place until about the 'middle of September, when information was received that Lee; s army
had been weakened by the withdrawal of Longstreet's corps for operations in the southwest. Our cavalry was then sent across the Rappahannock, taking the enemy completely by surprise, but the army did
not follow until three days afterwards. General Meade says that
upon arriving before the enemy, who had retired behind the Rapidan,
he considered his position there so strong, both naturally and artificially, that he deemed it impossible to attack him in front ; and that,
with the withdrmval of two corps of his troop:::; for operations in Ten"
nessee, led to a suspension of active operations until about the middle
of October.
At that time General Meade says he regarded himself as about
] 0, 000 men stronger than General Lee, and was contemplating an
advance against the enemy. But General Lee made a demonstration
upon the right flank of our army, ·whereupon General l\Ieade deter-
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mined to fall back, which he did until he finally reached the position
of Centreville and Bull Run, destrvying the bridge across the Rappahannock and abandoning the railroad communications to the enemy.
As soon as our army stopped, General Lee began himself to fall back,
destroying the railroad, and retiring to the line of tlle Rappahannock.
There seems to be no doubt that the enemy might have been advantageously met at any one of several points between'the Rappahannock
and Bull Run; but uo fighting of importance occurred, except at
Bristow station, where the 2d corps, then under the command of
General Warren, met the enemy and repulsed them with heavy loss.
General Warren says that he thinks General Meade supposed that
the enemy intended to fight him when he made his advance, and
therefore General Meade desired to select the best position for that
purpose; that General '.Meade had no idea that Lee would go off
without attacking him. General Warren also says that General Meade
was very much misinformed as to what was going· on; and that some
of his officers failed him in spirit. By this retreat and the destruction of
our lines of communication with the Rappahannock, the remainder of
the fall season was lest for active operations.
After the enemy had retired our army again advanced as far as
Warrenton, arriving there the latter part of October. A delay of
some days occurred for the purpose of repairing the railroad as far
as that point; and then, about the 8th of ~ ovember, the army again
crossed the Rappahannock. rrhe most of the witnesses express the
opinion that had the army then moved promptly beyond the Rappahannock, it must have resulted most disastrously to the rebel army.
The enemy had gone into winter quarters ; their forces were scattered
over a distance of some forty miles ; the movement of our army took
them completely by surprise, and a prompt advance ·would have divided their army. But a delay again took place, in order to rebuild
the railroad from Warrenton to the Rappahannock, and no general
advance was made until TI(jarly the close of November.
On the 26th of November our army again advanced, but the movement ·was delayed in crossing the Rapidan, in consequence of tho precipitous character of the banks at some of the places selected for
crossing, and also because the pontoon bridges "·ere found to be too
short to span the river ; and after the crossing was aceomplished,
which was done with little or no opposition from the enemy, there
was a failure to concentrate at Rouertson' s tavern as directed by General Meade, the force under General French failing to reach there
at the time indicated. This led to another delay, until his forces
should come up. The army then advanced until it arrived before the
enemy's position on :Mine run.
Our forces, at that time, were greatly superior to thoee of the enemy. General Howe states that while our army was before the enemy
at Mine run, Ger1eral Meade himself estimated his own forces at
GS, 000 fighting men, while he did not consider the force of the
enemy as exceeding 45,000 men .
General W arreu says that he urged that if an attack was to be
made on that line, it should be made at once, though he was of opin-
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ion that the better plan was to turn the enemy's left and get beyond
their works. But a, day was spent in reconnoitring and examining
the position of the enemy. An attack was ordered from both the
left and right of our line the next morning ; that on the left to be commenced by General Warren at 8 o'clock, that on the 1·ight by General Sedgwick an hour later. General Warren states that upon examining the position of the enemy by daylight on the morning appointed
for the attack, he found it had been so strengthened during the previous night that he deemed it inadvisable to attack, and took the responsibility himself of suspending the attack until he could communicate with General Meade; that General Meade, upon receiving the information, rode out to the left of our line, and after full consultation
with him (General Warren) General Meade said ''that he thought it
was best for us that we had not attacked ; that the enemy he had no
doubt was fu1ly prepared for us . ''
Preparations had in the mean time been made for the attack on our
right. General Howe says that during the night our troops took up
a secure position, unobserved by the enemy, in some woods, where·
they could look right into the enemy's camp ; that the troops were
in good spirits and eager for the attack; that the artillery opened at
the time appointed, but had fired only a few shots when an order
came to suspend the attack, in consequence, as he understood, of thefailure to make the attack on our left.
General Birney, in the centre, had moved with his division to the
attack, had crossed the stream and penetrated beyond the first line
of the enemis works, when an aid rode up and directed him to fall
back, stating that he had attacked by mistake. Gtmeral Birney accordingly fell back to his former position.
No further demonstrations were made, and the following day our
army retired without opposition to its former line upon the Rappahannock, and active operations, so far as the main army was concernedr
then ceased for the winter.
It will thus be seen that no attack was made by the Army of the
Potomac upon the rebel army, under Lee, from the time of the battle
of Chancellorsville, under General Hooker, until Lieutenant General
Grant assumed the active control of that army and commenced the
campaign '\vhich has so lately resulted in the capture of the rebel
eapital and the annihilation of Lee's army, followed by the entire
destruction of the rebel military po\.ver. The battle of Gettysburg,
though important in its results, was purely a defensive battle on our
part, and was not followed by such active measures as in the opinion
of the majority of the witnesses were necessary and practicable to·
enable us to reap the full fruits of the victory there gained.
General Warren, who attributes the failure of the army, of the
Potomac. while under General Meade's command, to achieve and
great and practical success over the enemy rather to the failure of
the officer~ under him than to anything on the part of General Meade,.
gave the following testimony in .March, 1864:
"Question. Is it not your opinion that we have lost a great many opportunities by hesitating and waiting at the decisive_ points 1
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"Answer. Yes, sir; I will enumerate the points where, during the last year, I
think we have lost opportunities.
" I think we should have advanced on the evening of the 3d of July, after
the enemy were repulsed at Gettysburg, with all the force we had on our left.
" I think we should have attacked the enemy at Williamsport on the morning
of the 12th of July; I think we were as ready th en as we ever were, and the
enemy was not ready at all.
"'I'hen we lost another opportunity at :Manassas gap, on the 23d of July,
while the enemy were retreating.
"Then again we lost another opportunity when the enemy attacked us on the
14th of October, at Brietow. Perhaps not at that point exactly, but during
that movement, we missed an opportunity that we should be very glad to have
again.
"Then again we lost a good opportunity after we recrossed the Rappahannock
on the 8th of November.
"And another opportuni ty was lost in not making the junction we should have
had at Robertson's tavern on the 27th of November.
"Nearly all these delays and failures are due, not so much to General Meade,
as to his plans and expectations not being carried out.
"Question. And you think that, on the occasions you have enumerated, with
promptness and energy of action serious injury might have been inflicted upon
the enemy 1
"Answer. Yes, t:~ir; almost amounting to his destruction."

Your committee could not forbear asking the witnesses 9efore
them, if the army, after all these indecisive adYances and retrog rade
movements, still retained confidence in its commanding general.
Various answers were returned to this inquiry, all, however, tending
to establish the fact that much discouragement had been felt by the
army at these ineffective operations, and that but for the highly intelligent character of the rank and file it could never have retained even
its then effective condition. General Pleasanton states that the
cavalry under his command did not retain confidence in the military ability of General Meade. General Birney states the same about
his corps, stating that while General Meade was rather liked as a man,
he was not regarded as a man of resolution, or one \vho is \villing to
assume that responsibility n~quired by the position he occupies.
General Howe states that, in his opinion, the rank and file of the
army do not regard General Meade as possessed of that zeal, activity,
and energy necessary to carry on an offensive warfare generally, but
he admits that the most of the corps commanders would probably
say that General Meade was eminently qualified for the commarid he
now holds. That opinion General Howe qualifies, however, by stating
that so far as he has observed, the most of the principal officers of
the army of the Potomac, including its commanding general, are
governed by the same sympathies, feelings: and considerations which
were infused into the army by its commander during the Peninsular
campaign. General Birney says that many of the principal officers
believed that General McClellan was the only general who should
command this army ; although there is not as much of that feeling
now as formerly. General Doubleday bluntly says: ''There has al \vays
been a great deal of favoritism in the army of the Potomac. No man
who is an anti-slavery man or an anti-McClellan man can expect de-
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ceut treatment in that army as at present constituted.'' General
Warren states that ::tfter the battle of Gettysburg the army was deprived of many of . its best corps commanders, General Reynolds
having been killed, Generals Sickles and Hancock \Vounded, ::tnd
General Meade made commander of the army; that since that time
the corps commanders huve not been all equal to their position, and
consequently the army had been less effective in its oper~tions.
Respectfully submitted.
B. P. WADE,

Chairman.

ARMY OF THE POTOMAO.-GENERAL HOOKER.

Testimony

of

Major General Daniel E. Sickles.

WASHINGTON, Februm·y 25, 1864.
Major General DANIEL E. SICKLES sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
An~:~wer. My rank is that of major general of volunteers, and the commander
of the third army corps.
Question. Were you with the army of the Potomac at the time when General Hooker took command of that army 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you serve under him as commander of a corps 1
Answer. At the time he took command I commanded the Recond division of
the third corps, known as Hooker's old division, the one he formerly commanded.
Upon the retirement of General Stoneman I was assigned temporarily to the
command of thP third corps, under a general order from the headq narters of the
army of the Potomac. I was afterwards regularly appointed to the command
of that corps by the President and promoted to my present rank.
Question. After General Burnside was relieved from the command of that
army, General Hooker was assigned to the command~
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q1restion. Will you now please state, in your own way, the movements of
the army from that time, while you were connected with it?
Answer. When G eneral Hooker took command the condition of the army
presented several features indicating demoralization.
Desertions were very
numerous; the general tone of conversation in the camps was that of dissatiafa.ction and complaint. General Hooker, as its commander, found it necessary
to address himself at once to the important duty of elevating the tone and improving the discipline and morale of the army.
Question. How did he succeed in that effort 1
Answer. He succeeded well; !'lo well that, in my judgment, when he entered
upon the Chancellorsville campaign that army was, for its numbers, more efficient
in all respects than it h!ld ever been before. Of course, I speak more especially
with reference to the third army corps, because, being in commaud of that
corps, my knowledge of it is more full and accurate than of the others ; but,
as corps commander, I had many opportunities of judging of the condition of
the entire army, and what I say has general application to the whole army,
8pecial application to my own corps.
Question. Do you recollect about what was the strength of the army of the
Potomac at that period 1
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Answer. I have no official and precise knowledge of its strength; but my own
corps was as strong as I have ever known it to be, except at the commencement
of the peninsular campaign. Then it was much stronger; the regiments were
full, at their maximum. :My impression is that General Hooker had eighty
thousand effective men of all arms-infantry, cavalry, and artillery. 'rhe force
nominally present, including sick and detailed men of all kinds, of course, was
considerably larger, probably ninety-five thousand men; but when I speak generally of the strength of st:n army, I refer to the number of men available for
line of battle.
Question. What do you say of the plan and the e ecution of that Chancellorsville campaign 1 Please give your own version and views of it. We want
to obtain all the information we can from those who took an active part in it.
Answer. The selection of the places for crossing the Rappanannock, the
manceuvres by which the army was thrown across the river, and the placing it
in position for battle, were all conducted with perfect success, and without any
considerable loss on our part-with much less loss than is usual in such operations. In its main features it was conducted with so much address as to be a
complete surprise to the enemy. 'l'hat is all that any general could do in the
initiation of a movement.
Question. To what do you attribute the ultimate failure of that movement 1
Answer. 'l'o the giving way of the eleventh corps on Saturday.
Question. State particularly how that corps was situated, and the importance
of its action upon the movement, giving us some idea of the order of battle, &c.
Answer. On Saturday General Hooker had concentrated his main force in
and near Chancellorsville, with the exception of the sixth corps, and one division of the second corps, which was under General Sedgwick, operating upon
the other line by the way of Fredericksburg. Early on Saturday morning 1 accompanied General Hooker on a reconnaissance which extended from the centre
through the right centre and to the right flank of the army, which embraced
the front that I occupied, which, on that morning, was a small front held by
one division. My principal force was in reserve; but during Friday night, and
early on Saturday morning, General Hooker concluded that the line held to the
right, by the eleventh and twelfth corps, was perhaps a little too extended to be
held as stoutly as he anticipated would be necessary. He therefore contracted
the line so held, and directed me to throw in one of my division1:1. This made
it my duty-although the main body of my force, two divisions and a part of
my artillery, were still in reserve-to give my particular attention to what was
going on on the right. I therefore accompanied General Hooker in this reconnaissance, which was made about day break on Saturday morning. The
condition of affairs, as it seemed to him, and I think to others who accompanied
him, and as was reported to me by General Howard and General Slocum, was
entirely satisfactory. The commanding officers on the right considered themselves fully able to hold their position. About nine or ten o'clock-nine o'clock,
I should say-a movement of the enemy was reported to me by General Birney.
I had then returned to headquarters, near my two divisions, which were in reserve, so as to be in a position to throw them into any part of the field where
General Hooker might direct. A report was sent to me by General Birney,
commanding the division in position in front, that a movement of the enemy
was noticeable. I received other reports following that soon afterwards, showing it to be a movement in considerable force. On conveying this information
to General Hooker, he thought it of sufficient importance to justify my going
over in person to investigate it, which I did; and from the information which 1
gathered on the spot, I satisfied myself that it was a movement in great force.
'l'he direction which the enemy~s column took, judging from what information
we had of the country, and from the maps we had, was susceptible of two interpretations. It was, perhaps, a movement in retreat; for they had a lar~c
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train with them, a great many wagons, and all arms, except cavalry, were in
large force. I pushed a battery forward, with a sufficient support, and shelled
this column of the enemy. It was a rifled battery. The cohmn was, perhaps,
moving a mile or a mile and a half from the position of the battery, but within
pretty easy range of a good rifled battery. I forced the column to abandon the
road which they were taking, and, seeing no further movement of the enemy's
troops, we supposed for a time that they had, perhaps, abandoned the operation, if it was a movement of a column for the purpose of attack; or if it was
a movement for retreat, that they had taken a more available route. A reconnoissance was then pushed out, which resulted in ascertaining that the movement of the enemy still continued.
Upon reporting these facts to General Hooker, he directed me to strengthen
the reconnoissance, and to ascertain all I could of the strength of the enemy's
column, and the direction in which it was moving; which was done. I r eported
to the general, that if he would allow me to advance the whole of Birney's
division, and support it with another division of infantry, I thought I would be
able to get possession of the road upon which the enemy was moving, at all
events; if it was a retreat. cut them off; and if it was a demonstration on our
right flank, which was the other interpretation, it would prevent any more forco
being sent in that direction, and in effect divide Lee's army. The general authorized me to do so, enjoining upon me, however, great caution, lest I should
fiad myself overwhelmed by a force with which I might be unable to compete.
General Birney's division was immediately advanced a mile and a half; it took
wme time to do it, because he had to push his division across two or three
marshes and streams that could not be forded, and he had to make bridges for
them. The line of march was through what was called the Wilderness, and
quite a mountainous part of the Wilderness. However, with great energy and
activity he cut his way through, and got possession of the road. From prisoners, of which we took a large number, we ascertained that the column of the
enemy consisted of Stonewall Jackson's corps, with the addition of other troop-s,
making a force which was estimated by the prisoners that we took at some
forty thousand men.
I reported the result of this operation to General Hooker, or despatched the
report to him; and General Pleasonton's cavalry was sent to me by my request,
for the purpose of co-operating in a flank attack on Jackson, which I asked
permission to make. I also requested that the third division of my corps
should be sent to me, in order that I should have my full command available
for that purpose. We were continually taking prisoners, and everything seemed
to indicate the most brilliant success as certain to follow from throwing this
force upon Jackson's rear and flank. I was holding General Pleasonton's
eavalry in hand, desiring to make the attack with my infantry first. I had
advanced my second division to support the first; and General Hooker had
sent directions to General Howard on my right, and General Slocum on my
left, to support my mov ,ment. General Siocum sent General Williamson's
brigade to report to me for that purpose, and General Howard sent BJ.rlow's
brigade. rl'hey were in position, and I was about to open my attack in full
force-had got all ready for that purpose, when an aid of General Howard (I
presume he was an aid, though he did not at that moment so announce himself)
came to me and reported to me to be careful of my rear-that Stuart's cavalry
was moving in my rear, and if I was not careful would cnt me off; and he
added that a strong column of Jackson's infantry was also very near me, and
that our troops were retreating.
I felt very indignant at this communication; I utterly disbelieved it, for I
felt assured that no such thing could have occurred without a serious engagement with General Howard's force, and of course I would have heard the musketry and the noise of battle. This officer left, h:1ving given his informatim1 ;
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or, as I thought at the time, haviug failed in an absurd effort to stampede me.
In a minute or two auother messenger, an officer who announced him3elf as an
aide-de-camp of General Howard, and who seemed to be much more selfpossessed and methodical in his communication, arrived and said that he came
to me by General Howard's orders, begging me to send him a regiment of
General Pleasanton's cavalry-that his corps had given way, and that our right
flank had been carried by the enemy, and that Jackson was in my rear. I
felt bound, of course, to give full heed to this communication, and did so; and
I soon myself saw the troops of the enemy in the position which this communication informed me they had attained. There had been a little skir ishing, as
I supposed, and an occasional rattling of musketry going along in the front, at
different points, but no firing which would indicate a serious engagement, or
anything more than was going on in my own front, where I did not consider
myself actively engaged. I had come up with the enemy, and they had given
way; I was making considerable captures of prisoners. I suppose I must have
sent in eight or nine hundred during my movement. I immediately sent orders
to General Birney to fall back, and about the same time received information
from General Hooker that he could not send me the third division of my corps,
(which communication I had anticipated when I heard of the giving way of the
right flank,) for he had found it necessary to employ that division to stop the
enemy who had broken through the eleventh corps. He bad no other division
to stop them, and sent me word that I must immediately withdraw my whole
force and save as much of it as I could. General Birney's division and General
Whipple's division were both withdrawn in good order, and without loss.
Meanwhile the eleventh corps, a mass of fugitives, were sweeping across the
field and stampeded my artillery, being the principal part of the artillery of
General Birney's and General Whipple's divisions, which I had massed, with a
small support of infantry, as it was not necessary to advance it in aid of the
movement, and it was rather perilous to do so. vVith the aid of General
Pleasonton, who fortunately remained with his cavalry near where my artillery
was parked, we succeeded in stopping the effects of this stampede upon my own
artillery, and General Pleasonton, at my request, took charge of it and supported
it with his cavalry; and by a most effective use of it, under his personal direction, in connexion with the services of Major General Berry, commanding the
second division of the corps which was operating under the immediate orders of
General Hooker, he succeeded in checking Jackson.
This is a very cursory description of the affair, but it is fully detailed in my
official report. If I had anticipated that your inquiries would have gone back
to this operation, I would have brought my report with me. In connexion
with these observations, I desire to say that it is my judgment, and I think it
was the judgment generally of the commanding officers on the field on that day
(Saturday,) that if the eleventh corps had held its ground, the result of that
day's operations would have been that the battle ofOhancellorsville would have
been fought on Saturday under the most favorable circumstances, with Lee's
army divided-Lee's column being at least between five and six miles from
Jackson's. General Hooker's plan of operations for the day, as I understood
it, was to allow this movement of the enemy to develop itself until he had
divided their army, then to put my corps, well supported, on Lee's Jine of communication, so as to prevent the junction of their forces, and then gather his
army in hand and fall upon the two wings of the enemy in detail and destroy
them both. I have not the least doubt but that operation would have been
entirely successful but for the giving way of the eleventh corps ; and, so far a~
I can judge of the operations of Saturday, they were conducted by General
Hooker with all the skill and address which the circumstances of the case
admitted of or called for.
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Question. Do you know s:.ny cause for the stampeding of that eleventh corps 1
Answer. No, sir, I can say nothing upon that subject; that is, nothing more
than mere gossip and speculations about the camp, in which, in the absence of
means of testing its truth, I have never allowed myself to place any credit. I
have understood that it has been made the subject of careful investigation by
General Howard, and reported upon by him; but I have never seen that report,
and I do not know anything of its character. The next important movement
of which I have personal knowledge was made on that Saturday night. I had
the authority of General Hooker for making a night attack upon Jackson's
force. I waa ordered by General Hooker generally during the day to avail
myself of every opportunity to attack and harass Jackson's movement, and my
position was such as enabled me to attack him on his right flank. I can furnish
the committee with a plan of the battle, and a topographical sketch of the field
and the position of the troops, which will enable them to understand more clearly
all these movements. I have not that with me now. In furtherance of these
instructions of General Hooker, when night came and the effects of the stampede had been removed, I did not feel at liberty to make a night attack without
getting his special authority to do so. Upon reporting to him the position
which I held, and Jackson's position, he ordered me to make a night attack,
and directed General Slocum, who was on my right, to support it if necessary.
The attack was made precisely at midnight by a brigade, or rather more than a
brigade; General Ward's brigade, with the remaining part of General Birney's
division, in support. It was admirably conducted under General Birney, and
was in all respects successful. It was made entirely with the bayonet. We
drove Jackson back to our original line, and reoccupied General Howard's riflepits, and recovered some several pieces of artillery, and some caissons which
had been abandoned during the day. It was in that night attack that Jackson
fell. His force was thrown into great confusion, and his own artillery opened
upon his own men. The result of this attack was repprted to General Hooker,
and I was ordered to hold the ad vance line which I had recovered until further
orders. I got up some troops in support, and held the line, expecting an effort
upon the part of the enemy to recover it, until about four o'clock in the moming,
when I was ordered to report in person to General Hooker at Chancellorsville.
Communication in the mean while had been established between General Hooker's headquarters and myself, it having been cut off for some hours during the
day. I reported in person to General Hooker, and he ordered me, a little before daybreak, to withdraw my troops and take up a new line. He had determined to occupy a line somewhat less extended than he had held on the previous
day. The disorganization of the eleventh corps had practically left him with
one corps less for ·Sunday's operation than before.
Question. What was the strength of the e~eventh corps, as near as you can
recollect 1
Answer. I have no correct information about it. It consisted of three divisions, and I should estimate it at fifteen thousand men. I do not think it was
more, and it may have been a thousand or so less; but assuming the strength
of the divisions to have been about the average, I should judge it was about
fifteen thousand strong. My own divisions were considerably stronger, and my
own corps was about eighteen thousand.
Question. 'rheir giving way made a long gap in the line 1
Answer. Yes, sh·, a very serious gap. General Hooker consequently felt himself obliged to take a less extended position, and that made it necessary for my
troops to be withdrawn. It was a somewhat hazardous movement in the presence of the enemy, as the night was then so far advanced that it would have to
be done in the daylight. However, that movement was executed with much
less loss than I apprehended. I had had some experience in withdrawing troops,
under similar circumstances, in the presence of the enemy, in the peninsular
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campaign, during the seven days' battle. I had supposed that the enemy would
be on the watch for movements of that character ; and if we were attacked seriom~ly while executing such a movement, I felt apprehensive of the result. But
the enemy did not attack until the whole of my column had been withdrawn,
with the exception of one brigade and a battery. The rear guard under General
Graham was furiously attacked; but being promptly supported, and General
Graham manreuvring his troops with great address, the steadiness and gallantry
of the troops was such that they inflicted upon the enemy about as much damage
as they received themselves. The whole force was withdrawn in good order
and without loss, except one piece of artillery, I think, which got stalled in
crossing a swamp, and a caisson, the horaes of which were all killed. I suppose
the piece of artillery would not have been stalled, had not two or three of the
horses been killed.
We then took up our position in tl1e line of battle assigned us for the combat
of Sunday, which opened very soon after my troops had taken their position.
The attack of the enemy on Sunday was made on my front in great force.
They attacked as they generally do-the favorite field tactics of Jackson-in
heavy columns. General Hooker, of course, not knowing precisely where the
attack would be made, had his forces disposed as usual, in double line of battle,
but of course sufficiently extended to cover all the points of attack available to
the enemy. I reported to him the great fo~ce of the enemy in my front, and my
ability, in my judgment, to hold my position as long as my ammunition would
last; but that the force of the enemy enabled him to constantly bring fresh
troops up to the attack-that my last reserves had been put into position, and
it was very important, as that seemed to be the point that the enemy were bent
upon attacking, that I should be supported. An aide-de-camp, Major Tremaine,
took this last and most urgent communication to General Hooker. Of course I
had made frequent reports to him of the progress of things in my immediate
front. That communication I regarded as of the most important character. It
was taken to him at the time when he had been struck down by a piece of the
door or pillar of the apartment which he was occupying at Chancellorsville
being knocked against him. He was knocked senseless, and Major Tremaine
was unable to make the communication to him. Some of General Hooker's
staff were present; and from his appearance and the character of the blow, they
supp6sed at the time that the injury would result fatally.
I received a report of this from Major Tremaine, and sent him back again.
I think I sent the same officer; at all events, I sent a staff officer, for the purpose of making the communication to the next senior officer who would take
command. I 1·eceived no official communication from headquarters, however,
and no support came to me. And my artillery ammunition having been ex ·
hausted, I withdrew my artillery from the defences thrown up during· the nightwithdrew it in good order and without loss. I also withdrew my infantry, which
had been somewhat in front, to the 2econd line behind the works, expecting to
hold them for a time with the bayonet, and looking every moment for support
to come up. The enemy seemed to be satisfied with having forced me to withdraw my infantry from their front line to this second position; and the battle
paused for half an hour or more. The loss inflicted upon the enemy, especially
by my a!·tillery, was most severe. Their formation for the attack was entirely
broken up, and from my headquarters they presented to the eye the appearance
of a mass, a crowd, without definite formation; and if another corps had been
available at that moment to have relieved me, or even to have supported me,
my j1:1dgment was that not only would that attack of the enemy have been triumphantly repulsed, but that we could have advanced on them and carried the

day. And that undoubtedly would have been done in ample season, and before
my ammunition gave out and compelled me to withdraw, but for the injury that
General Hooker received.
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However, no supports coming up, and the enemy meanwhile having had time
to restore order in his own lines and bring up fresh reserves, I was again attacked, and having no means of resistance except the bayonet-having only
one battery for which I had been able to obtain a supply of fresh ammunitionafter repelling five successive attacks of the enemy with the bayonet, capturing
eight of their colors from their second line, most of which were captured by the
New Jersey brigade under General Mott, I again fell back to General Hooker's
headquarters, which were then within easy range of the enemy's cannon, and
were rapidly becoming a pile of ruins-almost every shot .telling upon the building. I had just taken up my third line a little in the rear of his headquarters,
when they were set in flames by the enemy's fire and consumed. Under the
orders of General Couch, who had at this time, I believe, temporarily assumed
command during General Hooker's disability, I then again fell back to the line
for the army generally, which I believe was marked out by General Couch.
three-quarters of a mile or so to the rear. The enemy, however, was so badly
punished, had received such injury from the battle of the morning, that he was
not in a condition to follow us up ; and, in the execution of these several movements to the rear which I have described, I took prisoners instead of losing any,
which is the most conclusive indication that I could give you of the good orrler
in which these movements were executed, and the inability of the enemy to
follow up or take any advantage of them, either in the capture of prisoners or
material. At the conclusion of the battle of Sunday, Captain Seeley's battery,
which was the last battery that fired a shot in the battle of Chancellorsville,
had forty-five horses killed, and in the neigborhood of forty men killed and
wounded ; but being a soldier of great pride and ambition, and not wishing to
leave any of his material in the hands of the enemy, he withdrew so entirely
at his leisure that he carried off all the harness from his dead horse~, loading
his cannoneers with it; he even took a part of a set of harness on his own arm,
and so moved to the rear. I think this is as significant a fact as I can state to
you, indicating the iuability of the enemy to follow up ; also the additional fact
that I lost no prisoners, but captured a considerable number, several hundred,
from the enemy while they were making these last attacks of which I spoke.
They were spirited attacks, but not such as indicated the enemy to be in a condition to follow up any advantage. As I said before, if another corps, or even
ten thousand men, had been available at the close of the battle of Chancellorsville, on that part of the field where I was engaged, I believe the battle would
have resulted in our favor.
Question. What was the result finally; did the battle then cease 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and we withdrew. General Couch withdrew his corpswhat of it was there-two divisions, I think. General Slocum withdrew his,
and my corps was withdrawn to the general position. I do not remember the
name of the house, although perhaps it is stated in my report. It was on a
farm, and occupied by General Couch as his headquarters. It was about threequarters of a mile or a mile in the rear, and toward the United States ford,
where we took up a new position and intrenched. There we remained until
we recrossed the river, in consequence of the rains having swollen the Rappahannock and carried away the bridges so as to interrupt our communications,
our rations having been consumed.
·
Question. How long did General Hooker remain in this disabled state, ·resulting from the blow he received 1
.Answer. I was constantly present with my troops until we took up our final
position in the afternoon, and I did not see General Hooker from the time the
battle opened until rather late in the afternoon, when the battle was over. I
had received orders in the mean time from General Couch and from General
Meade, both my seniors. The order from General Meade I understood to be
an order from General Couch, communicated to me through General Meade. Of
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course I obeyed those orders, and put my troops in position in accordance
with them. In the afternoon, I should say about three or four o'dock, I
met General Hooker. I think he sent for me to know where my troops were,
and I told him. He aeked by what orders, and I told him. He said they
were not in position as he desired, and told me where he wanted them. I
regarded him then, of course, as having resumed his command, and changed
my position from one somewhat to the rear, in support of General Meade,
and took position in front, parallel with General Meade. General Meade
held the front line on the right of the United States ford road, and I held
the position on the left. r.l'here I proceeded to intrench. I cannot speak
from any personal knowledge of General Hooker's condition, except as was reported to me by staff officers ; but, as near as I can fix the time, I suppose he
must have received this injury at quite an early hour in the morning-! should
say, perhaps, between eight and nine o'clock-and I had no communication
from him indicating him to be in command until, perhaps, between three and
four o'clock in the afternoon. He was then, I should say, in a condition, from
his injury, that forbade his reassuming command; he was evidently suffering
great agony, and I suppose nothing but the highest sense of duty could have
prompted him to resume command under such circumstances. He was mounted
on his horse, and was perfectly clear in all respects as to orders and everything,
but was evidently suffering great bodily pain.
Question. Were his mental faculties impaired in any way when you saw him 1
Answer. No, sir; except that they might ·be by bodily suffering.
Question. Do you suppose, if he had been well enough to have answered
your request for re-enforcements, it would have turned the whole tide of battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I have no doubt the battle would have been won in thirty
minutes; at least, it would have been won in an hour. It would have been
won just as soon as you could have got ten thousand men from the right or
left to have repulsed that attack.
Question. What was the reason that request was not complied with by the
person who assumed the command after General Hooker's injury 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question, because I do not know at what time
the next senior officer did assume command. r.l'hat would depend entirely upon
whether the staff of General Hooker may have supposed that the general would
revive and soon recover.
Question. Were there available troops to have met your request 1
Answer. Yes, sir; because my corps was the only one actively engaged; or,
I should say, with the 12th corps. My corps was the one most seriously engaged; the 12th corps was partially engaged. My losses would indicate that.
I lost two hundred and sixty officers and about forty-five hundred men in a
couple of hours; which was the principal loss of the day.
Question. I suppose the reports show nearly what the relative losses were;
but do you recollect which was the greatest-our loss or the loss of the enemy 1
Answer. I do not think the enemy has ever published his loss at Ohancellorsville; I do not remember to have seen anything that I could regard as a
reliable official statement of his loss, but it must have greatly exceeded ours,
except that he took a great many prisoners, as I have understood, from the 11th
corps on Saturday. His losses in killed and wounded, in the operations of Saturday and Sunday, must have greatly exceeded ours. I have never seen a
more effective infantry and artillery fire brought to bear upon troops than was
delivered from the line of battle under my eye, selected by General Hooker, on
Sunday. Our position was a commanding one, and with one half of the force
that was brought to bear against it could have been held.
Question. It seems obvious to me that when you were pressed in this way,
and the other part of the army was not engaged, they could hardly have overlooked the necessity of re-enforcing you at once.
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Answer. I cannot say that it was overlo0ked. It was not done, on account
of those accidents which no human foresight could avoid. In the first place the
injury to General Hooker prevented him from doing it. If the senior staff
officer present regarded the injury to General Hooker as so serious as to deprive
him of the power of command, it was his place to notify General Couch that
General Hooker was seriously injured, and not able to continue in command;
and upon that notification General Couch would undoubtedly have assumed
command if he had received it in an official form, and had been within easy
communication, which I suppose he was. If he was too far off to take command, the notification should have been sent to the next senior officer, whoever
he was. Why that was not done, or if it was done, when it was done, I have
no information.
Question. Probably if it had been done promptly it would have saved the
day?
Answer. I have no doubt of it. Any means by which we could have received re-enforcements at that point would have saved the day, and turned it in
our favor.
Question. The question has been asked, and there have been criticisms up<>n
the subject, why General Hooker did not act in conjunction with Sedgwick when
that attack was made. I have heard such suggestions; I do not know whether
th&·e is any reason in them or not. Have you anything to say on that subject 1
Answer. I do not know that I have. I can only speak of that movement or
any other so far as I was personally connected with it. General Hooker's chief
of staff, or any other officer holding the same relation to him on his staff who
would have a knowledge of all his plans, could testify about that better than I
can. It is not usual to impart to a junior corps commander such as I was, and
operating under the immediate orders of the commanding general, anything
more than concerns his own corps and its operations, and those immediately on
his right or left. General Sedgwick was operating upon an entirely different
line-of course in conjunction with our army, and looking to the general result.
My first participation in the operations of the campaign of Chancellorsville was
with Gt>neral Sedgwick. I was ordered around to the left to support him ; I
reported to him with my corps and took position with him, and remained there
until the eleventh, twelfth, and fifth corps had effected their crossing on the
right. 'rhen I was ordered by General Hooker around to the right to report to
him, and was relieved from further duty with General Sedgwick.
Question. After the battle of Sunday, when you had taken up your final
position and intrenched, where had the enemy taken up his position 1
Answer. 'l'he enemy occupied the ground that we evacuated, and were in
pretty strong force. We felt him everywhere on our new front. Reconnaissances were made to ascertain the position of the enemy, and it was supposed
at one time that they would concentrate and fall on Sedgwick. General Hooker
took prompt steps to ascertain whether that was so, with a view to defeat any
such movement. I think a whole division made one reconnoissance, they being
sent out on our right flank, where, in case that theory should prove to be true,
the enemy would be found either not at all or in very small force, because
General Hooker was operating on our left. General Griffin's reconnoissan.ce,
however, developed the enemy in great force on our right flank.
Question. What was the nature of the ground that separated you from General
Sedgwick 1
Answer. It was covered with woods-dense forests, with here and there a clearing. In my front the enemy was in force; I was on the left of the road, and
had position in what might be called the left centre. General Meade's position
might be designated as the right centre, occupying the right of the road.
Question. How far from your lines was it that the battle on the heights of
Fredericksburg was fought by Sedgwick 1
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Answer. Do you mean just after he carried the heights, and was driven across
the river 1
Question. Yes, sir.
.Answer. I could not state the distance accurately in miles without consuhing a topographical map; but I should say that it was at least five or six miles.
Question. You finally recrossed the river?
·
.Answer. Yes, sir; after the terrible storm of 'ruesday.
Question. What is your view about the generalship of that movement ?
.Answer. The most urgent reason for it--probably the controlling reason for
recrossing the river, was the fact that our rations had given out. We had taken
n9 subsistence with us except ~n the haversacks of the men. We went over
as light as possible; we did not take any ammunition train, but carried our ammunition and forage on mules. We had been over there operating for several
days, when a terrific rain-storm occurred; the Rappahannock became a rapid
and swollen torrent, and carried away one or more of our bridges, and threatened
all with destruction. Our bridges were under water, and the Rappahannock
was rising at the rate of a foot an hour. The banks are very high there, and
a number of streams are tributary to that river. The best that we could do was
to take the pieces of the bridges that had been carried away, and keep repairing
the one or two which remained, so as to preserve them. It was necessary for us
to immediately fight a decisive battle, and a successful one, or to return. If, in
view of our exigencies, we had been sure that the enemy would have accepted
battle immediately, it might have been expedient for us to have tried the fortunes
of another battle; but they were just as well aware of the condition of the river
as we were, and they knew the condition of our supplies; and in all human probability, they would not have accommodated us with battle. They would have fallen
back, and fallen back; being familiar with the country, they could have fallen
back to good defensive positions, of which they had abundance; and in the
mean while we would have been obliged to weaken ourselves to keep up our
line of communication with the river. That is one reason. We might have been
on a par with the enemy in that respect, had General Stoneman's cavalry expedition, which was mainly intended as an attack upon the enemy's communications, been successful, or if we had heard any intimation of it. But we had
not heard of it, and General Hooker had in fact two corps less than he started
with, for the sixth corps had been compelled to recross the river, and had already
crossed when the question of our movement was considered; they had crossed
at Banks's ford. And the eleventh corps were practically so broken up as to be
perhaps hardly available for offensive operations so soon. The cavalry had not
been heard from; and therefot·e General Hooker had to consider what he shoulcl
do without his cavalry and with two corps unavailable to him-one actually across
the river, the sixth corps, which was his strongest corps, together with one division of the second corps, say twenty thousand men; and the eleventh corps
broken up, numbering, say, fifteeen thousand more. The eleventh corps would
have fought, and might have fought very well; yet very few in the army btllieved it would. General Howard had great and perhaps deserved confidence
in his troops, notwithstanding what had occurred; but his opinion was not the
opinion of General Hooker or of others.
Question. You have kept yourself informed to some extent of that corps since
then; do you think they have redeemed themselves 1
.Answer. I should think they had certainly, from what we have heard of their
operations; and I know that General Hooker's command in the west has greatly
distinguished itself. In the grand operation of Lookout mountain I am not
able to say whether the eleventh curps was engaged. I think the general of the
eleventh corps had been detached from his command and sent to another part
of the field, and that General Hooker's operation there w~s conducted with one
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division of the twelfth corps and a considerable body of western troops; therefm·e I cannot say what the eleventh corps has done.
Question. As a military man, under all the circumstances that you have
already stated, was it good generalship to recross, or to continue there 1
Answer. In my judgment it was good generalship to recross.
Question. What was the condition of the army after you recrossed the river,
with regard to their morale and their confidence in their commanding officer 1
Answer. The condition of the army was admirable, and the confidence, especially of the rank and file, was very slightly if at all diminished in General
Hooker. I do not mean to say that there was not great disappointment felt, but
I think it was felt that the failure was attributable to causes over which the
commanding general had no control. ·
Qaestion. You still continued with the army?
.Answer. Yes, sir. I received a serious injury at the battle of Chancelloreville; I cannot perhaps call it technically a wound, but I received a contusion
from a fragment of a shell, which affected my general health v'e ry seriously, and
it became necessary for me to avail myself of a leave of absence for the benefit
of my health; which leave I applied for about three weeks after we 1·eturned.
I returned to the army when it was encamped at Frederick City, Md., the day
that General Hooker was relieved and General 1\'Ieade took command. I then
assumed command of my corps, and continued with it until my wound at Gettysburg compelled me to relinquish the command.
Question. Were there not a considerable number of troops on the Peninsula,
near Suffolk, under Generals Dix, Foster, &c.1
Answer. So I understood.
Question. Why were those troops not made available in that campaign 1
Could they not have been placed within striking distance 1
Answer. I suppose so, but it would be a mere matter of conjecture if I should
offer any opinion about that, for it would be an opinion formed without a sufficiently general knowledge of the facts to make it worth anything. As a general
observation, in a military point of view, it would seem always most probable
that when the army of the Potomac is engaged in an offensive campaign against
General Lee, a co-operative movement on the Peninsula was most desirable;
and whenever we have the troops there in sufficient force to make it, it should
always be made. It is calculated to distract the enemy's attention, and prevent
their reinforcing General Lee; and perhaps it would have the effect of weakening General Lee in order to cover their capital. Either all the force available
should be concentrated in the army of the Potomac, the army of attack, or elsQ
if a considerable force is withheld from that army, it should be employed in cooperative movements bearing upon the same strategical line.
Question. Were you with the army when General Lee commenced his movement towards the Potomac, which resulted ultimately in the battle of Gettysburg1
Answer. No, sir. The commencement of Lee's movement, that which might
be called his Pennsylvania campaign, took place a few days after my sick leave
took effect. When it had developed itself, when he had crossed the Potomae
or was about crossing it, I resumed my command. My health was not restored,
and under other circumstances I should not have returned to the army for perhaps several weeks.
Question. You know historically the movements of Lee's army and of General Hooker's army 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What do you say of the disposition of our army in relation to
that of the enemy1 Was it judicious; did it evidence good generalship, or
was there anything on the part of our army or its movements that you would
criticise 1
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Answer. So far as I can judge, the manceuvres and movements of General
Hooker resulted in placing his army between Washington and the enemy, covering Washington and Baltimore; and by taking a shorter line he forced General Lee to move upon the outer line of a circle, and thus outmanceuvred
General Lee by preventing his attack upon Washington or Baltimore, and protected our lines of communication. Those movements resulted in compelling
General Lee to fight at Gettysburg, the most advantageous position, I think,
that we could have taken for our battle-ground.
Question. You were with General Hooker's army when he was relieved 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I arrived there the day he was relieved.
Question. Do you know what led to his being relieved 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think I may say that I do. General Hooker read to me
the correspondence that led to it. He was relieved because he differed in
iudgment with General Halleck; or perhaps I should say, in the first place,
he was relieved at his own request. That was the immediate cause; but he
made the request because of irreconcilable differences of opinion between himself and General Halleck as to his operations, and especially the disposition of
the garrison at Harper's Ferry. There were ten thousand troops there. General Hooker regarded the possession of that post as of no importance in comparison with the defeat of Lee in the general engagement that must be fought.
He therefore advised the abandonment or evacuation of the post, and the concentration of those troops with the main army. I believe he had ordered it.
On the other hand, he was required by General Halleck not only to occupy
Harper's Ferry, but to cover it with more troops if necessary, and also to cover
Washington and Baltimore, and protect his line of communication. In addition to all this, he was expected to fight and whip Lee. General Hooker represented that to do all that with a force which in the aggregate was not superior to that of General Lee, and possibly was inferior to it, was in his judgment to
incur a very great risk, and in a military point of view might perhaps be regarded as impracticable. General Hooker stated that the differences of opinion
seemed to him so important and so serious, that in his judgment it would be
better for the cause and for the army if some other officer should be put in
command, between whom and the general-in-chief greater uniformity of opinion
existed. He therefore requested to be relieved, and he was relieved.
Question. How soon, after General Meade assumed command, were these
same troops at Harper's Ferry concentrated with the main army 1
Answer. Immediately; I understood that on the same day that General
Hooker was relieved, or on the day after, General French's troops, which wel'e
the troops at Harper's Ferry, were ordered to join General Meade.
Question. I will ask you whether, in your judgment, General Hooker received a cordial support at Chancellors ville from all his corps commanders, or
whether there was a dissatisfaction on their part, or on the part of any of them,
with his being at the head of the army.
Answer. From some of the corps commanders he did receive co-operation
and support, but not from all ; and I think there were many officers in his command decidedly hostile to him, which seriously impaired the efficiency of their
co-operation, and militated against General Hooker's success.
Question. Was that feeling strengthened by any knowledge or understanding
of the relations between General Hooker and the general-in-chief 1
Answer. It was in some measure strengthened by the well-known fact that
the general-in-chief was hostile to General Hooker; and his relations, official
and unofficial, with the general-in-chief were embarrassed by that fact. That
was well known, and, as you can see, led the corps commanders and others to
regard General Hooker's tenure as a brief one, and one quite certain to terminate with the first disaster. 'l1 here was another reason. It was understood, from
some expressions of opinion by General Hooker as to General McClellan's
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campaign, that the relations between General Hooker and General McClellan
had been antagonistical; and the partisans of General McClellan, then in high
command, were hostile to General Hooker. These two facts I regard as the
main causes of the antagonism towards General Hooker which existed in the
anny. With the rank and file he was a great favorite, and they were e-n thusiastically devoted to him as a leader.
Question. Is it your opinion 1hat in the battle of Chancellorsville these feelings
and considerations impaired the efficiency of the army 1
Answer. I think they did, in the operations I could see. I do not mean to
say that when troops are going into battle they think of these things; but in
the operations of the campaign, while General Hooker had command, I think
they had an important bearing.
Question. You have been in close intimacy as a brother officer with General
Hooker for a long time, especially through the Chancellorsville campaign 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I have served under General Hooker as a brigade, division,
and corp11 commander respectively, all through the war, until he was relieved.
Question. Is he in the habit of using, or does he ever use, intoxicating
liquors so as to impair his efficiency in any degree whatever 1
Answer. No; I have never known him on duty to be in the least degree
affected by the use of intoxicating drinks.
Question. It has been rumored that his mental faculties were impaired by
liquor at Chancellorsville. Rumors have been going around to that effect.
How was it1
Answer. I had frequent interviews with General Hooker between Friday,
when I reported to him at Chancellorsville, and Wednesday, when we recrossed
the Rappahannock, and retired to its north bank. A part of that time, my
command being in reserve, I was constantly at his headquarters; and while
my command was in front, I frequently met him at his headquarters, or on the
field, at all hours of the day and night; and so far as I am qualified to judge,
he was at no time under any such influence, but was as self-possessed as any
officer on the field. I am not aware of any cause whatever that impaired his
efficiency as a commander at that time, except the very serious injury that befell him at a critical moment during the battle of Sunday morning. That is
God's truth; and as I have stated before, but for that unfortunate injury, the
battle was ours beyond all doubt. That I believe to be just as true as that I
sit here.
Testimony qf Major General Abner Doubleday.

WASHINGTON, JYfarcJ" 1, 1864.
Major General ABNER DouBLEDAY sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am a major general of volunteers, and lieutenant colonel of the 5th
regular infantry.
Question. Did you belong to the army of the Potomac at the time General
Hooker took command of it ?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Please give us a brief statement of its operations under General
Hooker, with your observations and opinions upon those operations 1
. Answer. I have no memoranda to help me as to dates, &c. The first prominent event after General Hooker took command was the battle of Chancellorsville.
Question. What was your position in the army at the time of that battle 1
Answer. I was a major general, commanding the third division of the 1st corps.
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Question. Give the particulars of that movement, with such observations as
occur to you.
Answer. About the 18th or 19th of April last, just previous to the battle of
Chancellorsville, I was ordered to make a diversion in favor of the coming movement, by taking my division, or the greater part of it, to a place called Port Conway, some twenty miles below Fredericksburg. The object of this movement
was to draw the rebel General Jackson down that way, detaching him from the
remainder of the army under Lee, so that General Hooker could cross above
without having t~ contend with Jackson's forces. The movement I think was
a good one. I went down to Port Conway, lighted fires all over that region of
country in order to give the impression of a very large force about to cross
there, and made a demonstration of crossing with some pontoons that I took
down there.
Question. What was the strength of the force under you then 1
Answer. It consisted of two brigades only; at that time probably 3,500 men.
As I have said, we went down there and made these demonstrations-put up
some quaker guns, and filled the whole country with fires, and then returned.
A second expedition then went down under Colonel Morrow, of the 24th
Michigan, who was sent down with a regiment. He crossed on some pontoons
overtoPortRoyal. These expeditions succeeded indrawingJackson down there,
detaching him from Lee's army ; so I was given to understand from the reports
of the signal officers. I have no doubt of it, because I saw him coming from
there afterwards. That was the first movement preliminary to the battle. It
would have had important results, had it not been for some failure on the part
of the cavalry to cross above, on account of an unexpected rise in the river from
heavy rains. After returning we were probably eight or nine days in camp,
perhaps a little longer.
On the 28th of April the 1st corps went down to the vicinity of the river,
four or five miles below Fredericksburg, near a place called Pollock's mills.
A crossing was made there on the morning of the 29th ; rifle-pits were thrown
up to protect the crossing, and a pontoon bridge was laid down. We remained
there two days under a heavy shelling from the enemy, experiencing some casualties. At that time Sedgwick was also there with his 6th corps, and the 3d
corps was also in the vicinity. It was understood that the three corps were to
cross there, try the fortifications, and capture them, should it prove that the
enemy had been drawn off by the movement of General Hooker above.
General Hooker, however, soon sent for the 3d, (Sickles's corps,) leaving the
6th and 1st corps there; subsequently he required the assistance of the 1st
corps, and we marched on the morning of the 2d of May up to the United
States ford, in the rear of Chancellors ville. I would say that, as a military man,
I could not fully approve of the division of force thus made; that is, a strength
of seven corps divided into strengths of four corps and three corps, with Lee
in the middle. I thought it objectionable. It is proper to state, however, that
a commanding general frequently has information of the enemy's movements
which is unknown to his subordinates, so that the latter cannot always judge
correctly of the propriety of a manceuvre.
We marched on the 2d of May from Pollock's mills to the field of Chancellorsville, a distance probably of twenty-two and a half or twenty- three miles. The
men carried eight days' provisions, with their knapsacks and haversacks, and
were very much oppressed with their march-perfectly worn out. We at first
received orders to halt near the United States ford. Then came intelligence that the
11th corps had given way; that the army was in danger of defeat, and the 1st
corps was called upon to go forward and assist in saving the battle. We went
forward several miles to the field, and took position along what is called the
Ely's Ford road, and on the right of Sykes's regulars; we there threw up
breastworks, strengthened our position in every way with trunks of trees,
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stakes, &c., but were not attacked during the battle. The action raged with the
greatest fury near us on our left. On the 6th of May we retired across the
river, in ebedience to orders, to our old position near l!"'tedericksburg.
Question. Your corps was not brought into action 1
Answer. It was not actively engaged; but it captured several hundred
prisoners. That is, little parties would go out into the thick undergrowth,
and capture bands of the enemy, but we were not seriously engaged.
Question. What corps were principally engaged in that battle 1
Answer. All the corps there present but the 1st were engaged. The 6th
corps was left at Fredericksburg.
Question. What was the reason that your corps was not brought into immediate action, when the other corps were so hardly pressed 1 .
Answer. I cannot tell. I thought that the simple advance of our corps would
take the enemy in flank, and would be very beneficial in its result.. General
Reynolds once or twice conte~plated making this advance on his own responsibility. Colonel Stone made a reconnoissance, showing it to be practicable.
Question. vVhere were you at the time that General Sedgwick fought the
enemy at Fredericksburg 1
Answer. We were along this Ely's Ford road.
Question. How far from where Sedgwick was engaged 1
Answer. The distance varies from twelve to six miles. He was first engaged
at Fredericksburg, and took the fortifications there. He then advanced towards
us.
Question. How near to the army under General Hooker did he get at any
time, so far as you know 1
Answer. I should estimate it at about six miles.
Question. What was the nature of the ground between where the battle of
Chancellorsville was fought and where General Sedgwick fought 1
Answer. It is more open than it is at Chancellorsville.
Question. r.rhe question has frequently been asked why General Hooker,
when he heard the guns of Sedgwick, did not order an advance of our troops
to the assistance of Sedgwick 1
Answer. I do not know. General Hooker's force at that time was divided,
with strengths of six corps and one corps. It seemed to me that we remained
inactive while the enemy marched around us, and interposed between those two
divisions of the army.
Question. Did you see general Hooker on the day of that battle 1
Answer. I did not. I was on the right flank, and he was in the centre, and
I did not meet him. He told me afterwards that he expected Sedgwick to
make his way to him, and reach the cross-roads, as he said; I do not know what
cross-roads he meant.
Question. Do you know what communication General Hooker held with
Sedgwick on that day 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Of course you do not know anything of General Hooker being
wounded there 1
Answer. No, sir; I did not see him.
Question. You then retreated and came back to your old position 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you were still there when Lee commenced his movement into
Maryland and PennsylYania 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Describe the movements of our army at that time, stating any particular incidents which you may wish to mention.
Answer. I have none to state, except that I think it was clearly shown that
a very larg-e force of the enemy had gone inoo the valley. It was so reported
Part I--2
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to me by an officer of the signal corps, who with his glass saw them crossing
one of the gaps. I sent an express with the intelligence at once to General
Reynolds, who I think at once communicated it to General Hooker. N otwithstanding this information, which was already known, we remained some days
before we started. I thought we were in our position longer than was necessary. I do not know that I have anything to say in reference to the other
movements.
Que.:;tion. You finally marched with the army under General Hooked
Answer. Yes, sir; crossing into Maryland at Edwards's ferry.
Question. Keeping all the time on the inside track, between Lee and Washington 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and marched up to Marsh creek, within three or four miles
of Gettsy burg.
Question. Do you know the reason why General Hooker resigned his command just before the battle of Gettysburg, or asked to be relieved from it 1
Answer. I have understood that it was in consequence of the refusal of the
force at Harper's Ferry, which he desired to concentrate with his main army.
Question. Do you know any reason why that force was 1·efused to General
Hooker, and so soon afterwards handed over to General Meade 1
Answer. No, sir; I cannot see any good reason for a distinction of that kind.
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General A. P. Howe.

WASHINGTON, March 3, 1864.
General A.. P. HowE sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, and have been with the
army of the Potomac since December, 1861. I was appointed a brigadier
general of volunteers on the 11th of June, 18u2.
Question. vVill you give us a narrative of the principal transactions of the
army of the Potomac, fi·om the time that General Hooker took command of it 1
State those points that you consider material, and if there is anything I think
of I will call your attention to it by questions.
Answer. Do you want the movements of the army?
Question. Yes, sir; and we shall want your opinions, as a military man, in
regard to them.
'
Answer. General Hooker relieved General Burnside of the command of the
army of the Potomac in the early part of 1863. The army, as a body, remained
quiet until the latter part of April or the first of May last. Ou or about the
first of 1\fay the 1st corps, commanded by General Reynolds, and the 6th
corps, commanded by General S ;dgwick, were ordered from their camps to the
Rappahannock; the 6th corps to a point in the river known as ~-,ranklin's
crossing, and the 1st corps to a point a short distance below.
Question. What position, if any, did you occupy in either of those corps 1
Answer. I commanded the 2d division of the 6th corps. 'rhe remainder of
the army, besides the 6th and 1st corps, crossed the river above and moved to the
ground known as the battle-field of Ohancellorsville. 'rhe 1st and 6th corps
made demonstrations of crossing·. 'rhe 1st corps afterwards left its position,
passed up and crossed the river above and joined the main army with General
Hooker. Early on the evening of the 2d of May, the 6th corps crossed the
Rappahannock. About 8 or 9 o'clock p.m., of the 2d of May, orders from
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General Hooker were received, which orders I saw, directing General Sedgwick
to move with hiti (the 6tb) corp8, anrl take the Fredericksburg heights, and
move out on the Chancellors ville road, and be there by day light on the 3d of
May.
Question. \Vas this after the so-called battle of Chancellorsville 1
Answer. I cannot tell you at what time the battle of Chancellorsville, as it is
called, was fought. They cros~ed the river above before we did below, and I
understood they had two or three skirmishes and pretty hard fights, and they
re-crossed the same night we did.
Question. Was this order given to General Sedgwick after the 11th corps
had given way 1
Answer. I think so; it is my impression that Jackson had already made his
attack. 'rhis order from General Hooker to General Sedgwick stated that
"everything depended upon this movement." General Newton commanded
oue of the divisions of the 6th corps, General Brooks commanded another, and,
as I have alreadv stated, I commanded one. General Newton's division was
to lead in the m~vement. We started, I think, somewhere between 9 and 10
o'clock at night, and I judged the distance from whm·e we crossed to the point
from which we mafl.e the attack was about a mile and a half. It was some time
after daylight when my division, which followed next to that of General Newton, reached Fredericksburg, or the position in front of the heights. About
8 or 9 o'clock in the morning of the 3d of May, as well as I remember the
hour, a movement was made upon what is known as Cemetery heights-that is,
the first heights ncar :b.,redericksburg. The exact strength of that movement I
cannot say. It was made from General Newton's division, having with it "\vhat
was known then as the light brigade, being regiments taken from the differeut
divisions of the 6th corps, and commanded by Colonel Burnham, of the 6th
1\faine. That movement was not successful.
I waited in the position which I held in rear of General Newton's di·vision,
witl:wut receiving any order, until, I think, it was about 11 o'clock in the day .
. I then received notice, through a staff officer from General Sedgwick, that he
was going to make an attack, or make another movement on the heights, and
wished me to assist in it. General Brooks's division at that time, I think, was
at or near the crossing where we were the night before. I say "near the crossing; " there might have been a portion of it in front near the crossing. I received no other ordera from General Sedgwick, and of course I knew nothing·
of the particular point upon which he was going to make the attack, nor his
order of attack, nor any of his arrangements for it. But having been over the
river at the first Fredericksburg battle. as it is called, and examined quite carefully the heights known as Marie's heights, I got the impression then, which
I still retained, that they were :not so strong as was believed, and that they
could be more easily carried than had been supposed. Accordingly, when Ireceived this notice from General Sedgwick that he wished me to assist him in
making the attack, I hurriedly formed my division into three columns of attack
and placed my artillery i_n position. This I did, I may say, independently of the
movements of General Sedgwick, not knowing what his arrangements were, but
intending or expecting to be governed only by his time of attack. When I
heard his first gun I ordered the batteries with me to open fire, and as soon as
their fire bore with effect I moved two of the columns upon the heights. Two
regiments of the right column entered Cemetery heights about the same time,
I think, as the light brigade under Colonel Burnham. The works was carried.
The two columns were turned immediately upon what is known as Marie's
heights, and as soon as the attack from those two columns took effect I moved
the third column partially to the rear of the heights and attacked. In a little
more than an hour from the first movement all the works were carried.
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I soon after received orders from General Sedgwick to move with my division
out on the Ohancellorsville road, following in rear of the other two divisions.
General Brooks's division, which had been at the crossing, now took the advance,
followed by General Newton's division, and my division bringing up the rear.
After moving out two or three miles on the Chancellors ville road, a plank road,
the advanced division, General Brooks, became e!Jgaged. Just before this engagement was commencing, or just about thaL time, I received orders from Gen('ral Sedgwick, if I had not left .Fredericksburg· heights to remain there. But
I was then on the way toward Ohancellorsville, and so notified General Sedgwick, and continued my movement in that direction. 'rhe engagement with the
enemy at this point was rather sharp and quite spirited, and mainly with the infantry.
It was about 3 o'clock in the afternoon when we started from Fredericksburg
to go out onthe Chancellors ville road. This engagement of our ad vance coming
on brought us up to night, without our making any further progress. The
·enemy had not been dislodged or driven from their position, and I judged the
head of our troops had been quite harshly handled. We made no further aA1vance that night, but lay down on the field. Before the action closed that afternoon, or before the firing ceased, General Sedgwick sent notice to me that he
thought our left was threatened, and wished me to protect it. I accord·~ngly
moved off to the left of the plank road; no demonstration was made by the enemy
on that night, and I bivouacked forthenight. Early tl1e next morning I disoovered indications of the enemy being on our left, towards Fredericksburg ; that is,
that the enemy was threatening our left and rear. I extended my lines towards
the river, without any suggestions from General Sedgwick, being in the rear of
the other two divisions; and believing then that our left and rear was the point
most threatened, I soon became satisfied that a rear and flank movement was
being made upon us. I prepared for an attack there, and sent to General Sedgwick somewhere about 9 o'clock a. m., I think, that the enemy were making
demonstrations towards Fredericksburg, or on our left and rear. A short time
after, he sent word to me that he wished I would extend my line to the river.
A short time after, I received notice that he wis heel me to take the strongest
position I could, or a message to that effect, giving me to understand that we
were to be on the defensive instead of continuing our movements on towards
Ohancellorsville. I careful1y examined the ground, and placed my troops so
that they could best resist an attack from the left. About 11 o'clock, on the
morning of the 4th of May, an attack was made upon my line. The attack
was not a severe one ; we drove them back with ease, capturing a flag and some
200 prisoners.
About 1 o'clock, a messenger passing from the balloon detacl1ment on the
other Eide of the river, brought me a despatch which was intended for General
.Sedgwick, who was then on the plank road some two miles to my right and
front. The substance of the despatch was, that a large force of the enemy was
.assembling in rear of Fredericksburg heights, apparently preparing for an
;attack. As the despatch was directed to General Sedgwick I forwarded it im'mediately on, and heard nothing further.
Not receiving any instruction or assistance from General Sedgwick, I felt that
'We were left to take care of ourselves. It seemed to me, from the movements,
or the arrangements made during the day, th~t there was a want of appreciation,
or a misunderstanding, of the position which we held. Our advance on the
Ohancellorsville road bad been checked; a night had passed, and time had been
given for the enemy to make movements advantageous to him, and I was fully
satisfied that a strong effort would be made to cut the 6th corps off from the
river.
About 5 o'clock p. m. an attack was made upon my division from the Fredericksburg heights, or Marie's heights. My line, as I then occupied it, Wall
.nea1~~y .two miles in length, the left extending to he Rappahannock, and my
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ight resting near what is known as Guest's house. I had less than 6,000 men
on that line. 'rhe attack was made by three divisions of the enemy, delivered
with a violence that I had never before encountered.
I had made arrangements to occupy two positions, the first to check them until
their point of attack was developed, and the other, a stronger position, to be
occupied afterwards. The troops with me understood the points to be occupied·
after the first dash. We resisted the first attack better than I expected, and
OtJ.r own loss was less than I had supposed it would be, and at a favorable time
the left of my line was thrown back, •partially behind some woods.
As I expected, the enemy seemed to be under the impression, from this movement, that we were giving way. r.rhey rallied and advanced, moving well towards the river, until they reached a point that we could have desired above all
others they should have advanced upon, and where a reserve force which I
had placed under cover had an opportunity to get a flank fire upon them with
full effect. When the fire from our new position struck them, it was but a short
time before they were entirely broken, and fell back in a rout. It was near
dark when we had completely repulsed them. After this repulse the position of
the 6th corps, in my judgment, was less liable to a serious attack than it had
been at any time before since the 6th corps crossed the Rappahannock; and I
saw no occasion or necessity for recrossing the river.
About half-past eight o'clock the chief of General Sedgwick's staff came to me
and said that it was General Sedgwick's intention that I should fa:ll back to
Banks's ford, or words to that effect. I asked him if it was General SP-ilgwick's order that I should fall back to Banks's ford. I said to him at the time,
~'I will not leave this position until I get a positive order to do so;" remarking
to him that I thought there was no occasion for leaving, as the enemy had been
driven back. General Sedgwick soon gave me the order to fall back to Banks's
ford, and soon after that I received an order requesting me to hold my position
for an hour, which I did. I then moved back to Banks's ford, which I judge
was something like two miles, the way we went. In moving back I did so
under the impression that some portion at least of the other two divisions was
on the line in the direction of the enemy on the Ohancellorsville road. It being
dark, I could not see whether it was so or not. When I reached Banks's ford,
however, I found the other divisions in the rifle-pits, or under the cover of the
works at Banks's ford. No shot, however, was fired upon my divjsion, though
my flank and rear, without my being notified of it, was left entirely open to the
enemy. I have ever considered that by the movement made at that time by
the other two divisions of the corps, my division was virtually turned over to
the enemy. As I have said, no disaster occurred. I reached Banks's ford,
and that night the 6th corps recrossed the Rappahannock. I know nothing of
the telegrams which passed between General Hooker and General Sedgwick
during all this time, except the order given to us before we started, on the
evening of the second of May. to cross and move upon the heights. '.rhat order
was positive, peremptory, and urgent.
Question. Will you state again exactly what that order was, as near as you
can 1
Answer. As near as I recollect it, the order was to move upon and take ·
the heights at Fredericksburg, and be out on the Chancellorsville road by day
light, as I understood it, near Chancellorsville. r.rhe order stated that every:.
thing depended upon it.
Question. Near where Hooker's force was 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the object of the order from General Hooke1 1
Answer. It was understood that we were to make a flank movement. It;
stated that eYerything depended upon that movement. It was as urgent as a
military order could be. ·
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Question. Row long was it after receiving that order before you moved, or
before General Seclgwick gave the order to move~
Answer. The order from General Hooker was received just after dark, say
eight o'clock, when we were in a little bit of a shanty on the south side of the
river. General Sedgwick, General Newton, General Brooks, and myself were
there, and we discussed the order.
Question. How long was it before you moved in compliance with that order 1
Answer. :M:y division moved the second, and followed the division of General N 8"\·vton. I think it was near twelve o'clock that night when I started
.from the crossing.
Question. About what time did N ewt<;>n's division start 1
Answer. Not long after the order was received, General Sedgwick said to
General Newton, "Newton, you move on; Howe will follow, and Brooks and I
will take a little nap." It was bright starlight, so that I could see what was
in the advance, and I think it was well on to twelve o'clock when General
Newton's division had moved, so that I could move, and then, as I have stated,
it was some time after daylight before the head of my division got up to the
position from where I made the attaGk.
Question. How far was it from where you lay, when you received that order,
to the enemy that Hooker was dealing with 1
Answer. I think they call it eight or nine miles from Fredericksburg by the
plank road, and we were a mile and a half below the plank road.
Question. Conld that order of General Hooker have .been complied with, so
that you could have been by daylight where he ordered you to be 1
Answer. I have never had any doubt but that we could have taken the heights
of Fredericksburg, and moved out to Chance1lorsville, or on that road, until we
had encountered a force there, in good time, or at a very much earlier hour than
we attempted it. The unnecessary delay in the movement of the 6th corps,
after starting, developed to the enemy our intention, and gave them time to make
dispositions to embarrass our movements. After taking the heights, we left
Frederick::;burg, to move out about 3 o'clock in the afternoon of the day after
the order was received.
Question. Had the movement been prompt and with all the expedition you
could have made, would you have been likely to have encountered the enemy
on those heights?
Answer. I think not in anything like the strength in which we did meet
them. If this movement had been made promptly, under cover of night, with
the force which we had, we could have taken those heights, as I believe, with
little loss, and in but little time. We would have taken them by surprise, and
then the way would have been open to have gone immediately on towards
Chancellorsville to General Hooker's assistance.
Question. In what force could you have gone to Hooker's assistance 1
Answer. I think the 6th corps was about 24,000 strong, or in the vicinity of
that. I did not see the returns, but I understood from the headquarters of the
corps that we were about 24,000 strong.
Question. In your judgment as a military man, whnt won1t1 hnvo b0en the
effect of a prompt compliance with General Hooker's 01der, aud an attack made
by you upon. the flank and rear of the enemy 1
Answer . .A.n ~ttack by a force as large as the 6th corps up on the enemy's
flank, where I suppose it was intended we should strike-! do not know as I
could give any estimate of the damaging effect it would have had upon the enemy.
If it bad been made in connexion with a strong movement Rgainst their front,
I have every reason to believe, from the character of our troops and the strength
of our army over there, that we would have completely broken and routed them.
Instead of that, we did not reach Fredericksburg until after daylight. The
enemy saw what we were up to, and the attack which carried the works was
.not made until about eleven o'clock.
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Question. What was the reason of that delay 1
Answer. I can give no reason for it, for I saw none. It was a matter of astonishment and surprise to me that the movement was so slowly made, and so
long d~layed after reaching Fredericksburg, in the face of such orders as \Ye
had received. I ean give no explanation of it, from any knowledge I haYe.
Question. When you were attacked and repulsed the enemy, where was Gen·
eral Se~gwick 1
Answer. I understood he was out on the Ohancellorsville road, to my right anrl
rear. I did not see him from the time he left ~,redericksburg heights until I
reached Banks's ford.
Question. How came he to give an order for you to fall back to Banks's forcl,
after exposing your flank the way he did by withdrawing· the other troops first?
Was he in a position to know how your flank was unprotected 1
Answer. I suppose he must have known it. When the attack was made on
my division, I sent to him that I was hard pressed, and I should like some at<sistance. After the fight was over, or about that time, he sent me Butler's battery and the 5th Wisconsin regiment. Butler's battery opened fire and the 5th
Wisconsin regiment came into the fight; other than that I received no assistance. It was some time after that before I had any talk about this movement.
It was so strange and so inexplicable to me that I felt a delicacy in speaking to
General Sedgwick about it. I understood afterwards that he ordered General
'Vheaton's brigade to my assistance, after I had :::ent to him for assistance. But
I stated, when it was referred to, that Wheaton's brigade never gave me any assistance, nor did its commander report to me, or send any notice to me that it
was the intention that he should do so.
Question. It was your division that had the principal fight on those heights 1
Answer. My division took four. works on Marie's heights, and assisted in
taking the work on Cemetery heights.
·
Question. It was also your division which repelled the attack the next day'?
Answer. Yes, sir, with the exception of Butler's battery and the 5th Wisconsin regiment, which came up when they were really not needed.
Question. Was the balance of the corps engaged with the enemy 1
Answer. Not that I am aware of. They seemed-! express my opinion and
judgment-to be watching for the enemy in the direction in which there was no
probability of his coming. After the enemy had checked our advance the evening· before, it seemed to me idle to expect them from that quarter, for they had
a better movement to move between us and the river. The prisoners taken all
agreed that it was Early's, Anderson's, and McLaw's divisions that attacked
my division, and that the movement was led by General Lee, who told them
th~t it would be a sure thing to destroy the 6th corps, or capture it; that it
could not get out the Ohancellorsville way, and that the movement in our rear
would cut us off. Judging from the movements made by the rest of the 6th
corps, it seemed to me that the state of affairs was not appreciated; that the
attack from the enemy was looked for in a direction in which there was no
probability of one being made, and from which it did not come, and that there
was an ignorance or indifference in regard to the point from which the safety of
the 6th corps was seriously threatened.
Question. The question has frequently been asked, why General Hooker did
not advance when he heard your fight on Salem heights, which seems to have
been the only fight that the 6th corps had 1
Answer. I am unable to say. General Hooker's army was separated from
us, and we had no communicatjon with it. I was not with that army, and of
course I can only give my impression from statements made to me by officers.
Question. You say the 6th corps consisted of 24,000 men 1
Answer. That was given me as the strength, and I haYe no doubt it was
correct.
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Question. Then there were 18,000 men on ahead of you, of that corps, thai
were not engaged?
.Answer. The afternoon of the day that we took the heights those two divisions moved out, General Brooks's division moving first.
Question. What prevented their moving right on to comply with the order of
General Hooker? you fought that battle yourself1
.Answer. 'l'he afternoon of the 3d of May General Brooks's division was
engaged, and it was said they could not get on. I am not aware they attempted
to go on after that.
Question. But as they were not engaged on the 4th, but were still on the
road towards Ohancellorsville, what prevented them from pushing right on 1
.Answer. I do not think they were ordered to do so. I have always believed
that if, when they started to move out on the Ohancellorsville road on the afternoon of the 3d, although behind time, if the corps had been brought into action,
with not even any great skill or judgment, we would have gone right on. I
suppose I need not repeat what was said by officers in the advance.
Question. Let us hear it, for we want to get all the information we can .
.Answer. The impression conveyed to me was that General Brooks got into the
fight, the afternoon of the 3d, quite unexpectedly-that it was a sort of surprise;
that the men were not prepared for it ; that we lost pretty heavily there without any fight ; that General Newton came up to assist, and the whole thing
was badly managed. I was not there myself and cannot speak of my own
knowledge, but I was told that we lost a great many men because they got into
the fight without being prepared for it.
Question. .A.nd the result of the whole movement was that the army moved
back to its old position 1
.Answer. Yes, sir; that night of the 4th of May we recrossed at Banks's ford,
and finally carne around to our former position.
Question. .A.nd General Hooker and his army also r.ecrossed, and took up
their old position 1
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Can you tell why it was that the troops under General Hooker's
command did not meet with more success at Ohancellorsville 1
.Answer. So far as the 6th corps was concerned, it did not make the movements which General Hooker required, and failed to give him the support he
had a right to expect from it. It is my belief that if the orders to the 6th ~orps
had been executed as given, the result of General Hooker's operations over the
Rappahannock would have been far more successful than they were.
Question. Now you have got the army back to where it started from, give us
a brief history of the movements of the army after that until the battle of Gettysburg .
.Answer. There is one other point which I ought to state here.
Question. State whatever you deem to be material.
.Answer. When we got back to Banks's ford, there was some telegraphing
between General Hooker and General Sedgwick. I did not see the telegrams,
but I understood General Sedgwick led General Hooker to believe that the 6th
corps was, as we say, in a very tight place, had been pretty severely handled,
and that there was a necessity for recrossing the river ; as I am well assured
General Sedgwick received a telegram from General Hooker, the night of the
4th, to remain on the south side of the Rappahannock. I was told that General
Sedgwick replied to General Hooker that a portion of the corps had already
recrossed. '!'hen General Hooker's answer was, "Let the corps recross."
Some time after this movement, after we had returned to our old camps, I
met General Hooker, and spoke to him of the movements we had made and
the position we held. I stated to him that after the fight on the 4th of l\fay, I
could have gone with my division on to the heights at Fredericksburg, and
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held them, or, if necessary, could have recrossed that way. He expressed his
surprise that those heights could have been held the night of the 4th, and said:
" If I had known that, you could have gone on those heights and held them, I
would have re-enforced you with the whole army." That was the key of the
position, and there was no difficulty in holding it. I told him that if I had not
received orders to go back to Banks's ford, but had been allowed to go to the
Fredericksburg heights, I could have marched there uninterruptedly after nine
o'clock that night; for after the fight we had had the rebels abandoned the
heights, and there was nothing to be seen of them. There was a bright moon
that night, and we could see an object of the size of a man or a horse at a great
distance.
Question. Was General Hooker zealously supported by his corps commanders; was not there a coolness on the part of some of them towards him 1
Answer. I must unhesitatingly say that whatever might have been the animutt
of the 6th corps commander, his acts did not amount to a zealous support ;
for I do not think the 6th corps did anything a:; ordered which it was capable
of doing in point of time. Our orders said that everything depended upon our
being out to Ohancellorsville by daylight, and I saw no reason then, and have
discovered none since the fight, to have prevented our reaching there. If we
had moved under cover of night we should have taken the enemy by surprise,
in a measure, and, in my judgment, would have had but little or no fight..
Instead of that we did not begin until after daylight, when the enemy had
opportunity to discover our movements and to make dispositions to meet them
partially.
Question. What number of men, in your opinion, assailed you on those
heights when you repulsed them 1
Answer. At the time, believing that Early's, Anderson's, and McLaw's divisions made the attack, and considering the average strength of their brigades
and divisions, we calculated that there were between four and five to one against
my division. But that numerical difference does not give a proper idea of tM
contest. My line was nearly two miles long, and any point of it was open to
their attack ; and their position, fi·om which they could deliver the attack, was
covered from view. I had to be ready at all points along my line, so that when
I found where the attack was really to be made, I had to re-enforce that point
as I best could. In order to do that, I had to choose two positions-one to
make a pa1:tial fight on, and make them develop their attack, and the other
position where I thought I could make the best fight, after I had fought the.m
for a short time in the first position.
Question. Now go on, and give a brief history of the movements of the army
after that.
•
Answer. We remained quiet in our old position until towards the early part
of June, when there were indications that the enemy were assembling towards
Culpeper Court House. Movements were made by the way of Fredericksburg by General Hooker, as I judged, to feel the enemy and see if they had
gone. On the 4th of J nne, I think it was, he ordered his chief engineer to
throw a bridge across the Rappahannock, leaving it to him where to do it. I
was ordered to cover the laying of that bridge and make the crossing, which I
did, and we took some hundred prisoners in making the crossing. I knew it
was the impression that the enemy were going away, and I thought that if ~
attempted the crossing it would be as well to strike strongly at them, in order
to give them the idea that we were going to move right across and operate there.
The movement across was made so suddenly that we took those prisoners I
have mentioned. My division went across, and I remained there for throo
days, and was then relieved by another division. The force of the enemy that
was found after crossing was such that it was not thonght advisable by General
Hooker to advance upon them. I say this, because I sent word by one of
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General Hooker's staff officers, who had come down there, that I thought with
another brigade I could attack the force in my front with success, and unleEs
they had considerable supporting force there would be no risk-that I could
successfully attack any force they had yet displayed there. No response was
given to me, and no attack was made.
About the 5th of June the sixth corps left the Rappahannock. We moved
along the Dumfries road, that is, near the Potomac, up to Centerville; and there
we remained with the body of the army until we crossed the Potomac into
Maryland. We moved from there and crossed the river near Edwards's ferry,
and made good marches until General Hooker was relieved.
Question. Where was the army when General Hooker was relieved, and
what caused him to be relieved, so far as you know 1
Answer. The 6th corps had left Poolesville and were marching from there
in the direction of Gettysburg at the time General Hooker was relieved. The
cause of his being relieved I am unable to state.
Question. How far was the main body of the army from Gettysburg at that
time 1
Answer. I am unable at this time, without reference to data, to state the exact
position of the different corps; they were all marching in supporting distance.
I think notice of General Hooker being relieved by General Meade came to us
on the march aftel' we left Poolsville, perhaps the day after.
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General Alfred Pleasanton.

WASHINGTON, Marclt 7, 1864.
Major General ALFRED PLEASONTON sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the service, and how long have
you been connected with the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. My rank is major general of volunteers, and my position that of
oommander of the ca~alry corps of the army of the Potomac ; and l have been
in that army since the fail of 1861.
Question. Did you belong to that army at the time that General Hooker took
oommand of it 1
Answer. I did.
Qpestion. In what capacity at that time 1
Answer. I commanded the first division of cavalry in the cavalry corps which
he formed.
Question. Will you give us a brief narrative of the operations of that army, or
from that time, in your own way, touching those things which appear to you to
be material, with such opinions as you may have in regard to them 1 If we
think of anything in particular to inquire more closely about, we will call your
attention to it.
Answer. From the time General Hooker took command up to the campaign
of Ohancellorsville, nothing very material occurred. In the beginning of that
campaign General Hooker organized the Stoneman raid for the purpose of separating the rebel army from Richmond when our army attacked them. After
that cavalry had crossed the river, and all of my command, except a small brigade of three regiments and one battery, had left on that raid, General Hooker
assigned me to duty with this brigade, under General Slocum, who commanded
three corps, to pass the Rappahannock and Rapidan rivers to the right of General
Lee's army. At a place called the Wilderness I captured a courier from Gen_
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eral Lee with a despatch in Lee's own handwriting. It was dated at 12 o'clock
that day, and I cap tured it at 1 o'clock, only one hour from his, Lee's, hands. It
was addressed to General Anderson, and read, "I have just received reliable information that the enrmy have crossAd the river in force. Why have you not
kept me informed 1 I wish to see you at my headquarters as soon as possible."
As soon as I got that despatch I went to General Slocum and showed it to
him, and told him that the rebel army had not moved from Fredericksburg, and
did not know of the crossing of the three corps at the Rapidan, and I advised
him then to send one of his corps, the 11th, as that was the nearest one, immediately to Spottsylvania Court House, and to take up a position there and intrench. General Slocum said that he was ordered to concentrate his three corps
at Chancellorsville. I told him that General Hooker never dreamed of getting
three corps across that river in that position and Lee not know it, and without
a fight, and that it gave u~ such an advantage that he ought to take the responsibility of putting that corps in that position. But he declined to do so, and
concentrated his three corps at Chancellorsville.
I think it was about 5 or 6 o'clock in the evening that General Hooker arrived
there and I saw him. I mentioned this fact to him, of the importance of the
position at Spottsy lvania Court Hout:e, and told him what I had recommended
to General Slocum, and urged him by all means to put a corps there that night.
General Hooker, however, said that he did not think it was necessary; that he
had the rebel army, and it could not get away. Knowing that he had made
other arrangements with General Sedgwick on the other side of Fredericksburg,
and always yielding to my commanding officer the advantage of superior information in his own matters to what I might have, I presumed that General Hooker
had other arrangements which would be carried out more completely.than the one
I suggested.
Question. Do you know what those arrangements were that General Hooker
had agreed upon with General Sedgwick 1
Answer. No, sir; I never knew anything of them. That night we lay at
Chancellorsville; it was a beautiful moonlight night, and would have been equal
to a day for us to make a movement. The next morning the army was in
splendid spirits, and was ord ered to move out towards Fredericksburg. They
moved out about a mile and a half, when they were halted and brought back to
the position at Chancellorsville by order of General Hooker. I have never
heard any reasons given for that movement or for the counter-movement, but it
produced among the soldiers a feeling of uncertainty. In the evening of that
G.ay, about 4 o'clock, I think, General Hooker sent for me, and said that the
enemy were moving off in the direction of Gordonsville; that General Sickles
had moved out with his corps on the plank road, and had taken the road to the
south of them, and that he wished me to take what force I had, and, as soon as
I could get through, follow them up, and do them all the damage possible. I
asked him if I was under General Sickles's orders; or, if he considered me under
General Sickles's orders. He said, "No; you will find Sickles, ho,vever, a very
pleasant, agreeable man; you will have no difficulty with him, and I want an
officer of experience in that part of the field." I started out, and found General
Sickles about a quarter of a mile south of the plank road. His corps, at that
time, was probably a mile in front, and there was pretty sharp skirmishing.
The general told me that I would not be able to get through at that time, but
that he was going on to the front, and he would send me word. I had noticed
in the morniHg that the enemy had commenced on our line-that is, near Chancellorsville, and would throw in a couple of regiments or so of troops, with a yell
and a volley; there would be a little skirmishing, and then there would be no
moce of it at that point. I then noticed that that would occur at intervals still
furtber to our right, as if a body of troops was following us around. We were
in a dense woods then. 1'his thing had ~ttracted my attention early in the
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mor.ning, and I was noticing these different attacks ; that they would throw in
a body of skirmishers, and if they found resistance from us they would go
somewhere else. I had noticed that that sort of firiug had extended beyond our
right where we were then. I noticed the position of the artillery there~ and
of our line. This was done, I suppose, in the short time I remained there.
When General Sickles desired me to go to the front, I went up and found
that he had met with more resistance than he had expected. He then told me
that I would not be able to get through. I then suggested to him that, as it
was thick woods there, I better take my cavalry back to the open space I had
left, where they could act to better advantage if they were needed. He very
kindly said, "Certainly; take any measures you may think best in case I am
absent." As I was going back at a trot an aide-de-camp came up to me and said,
"General, the 11th corps is falling back very rapidly, and some cavalry is
necessary to stop it." I understood pretty well what that meant. I had only
two regiments of cavalry with me; one of them having been retained by
General Sickles at the front to protect his right, and there was one battery
of ~orse artillery with me. When I came to this open space which I had before left, I found it filled with fugitives, caissons, ambulances, guns, and everything. I saw the movement was critical, and I called on Major Keenan, of the
8th Pennsylvania, and gave him his orders. I said to him, " Major, you must
charge in these woods with your regiment and hold the rebels until I can get
some of these guns into position." Says I, "You must do it at aU cost." I
mentioned the major, because I knew his character so well; that he was a man
for the occasion. He replied to me with a smile on his face, though it was
almost certain death, "General, I will do it." He started in with his whole
regiment, and made one of the most gallant charges in the war. He was killed
at the head of his regiment, but he alarmed the rebels so much that I gained
about ten minutes on the enemy. Major Keenan had only from 400 to 500
men. I immediately ran up this battery of mine at a gallop, put it into position,
ordered it unlimbered and double-shotted with canister, and directed the men
to aim at the ground-line of the parapet that the 11th corps had thrown up
about 200 yards off. Our artillery, as a general rule, overshoots, and I ordered
them to fire low because the shot would ricochet. I then set to work with two
squadrons of the remaining regiment to clear this field of fugitives, and to stop
what cannon and ammunition that we could, and put them in position; and I
managed to get 22 guns loaded, double-shotted, and aiming on this space in
front of us for about a quarter or a half a mile, when the whole woods appeared
alive with large bodies of men. This was just at dusk. I was going to give the
word "fire." I had ordered those pieces not to fire unless I gave the word, because I wanted the effect of an immense shock. 'l'here was an immense body
of men, and I wanted the whole weight of the metal to check them. I was
about to give the word "fire," when one of the soldiers at a piece said,
"General, that is our flag." I said to one of my aids, "Mr. Thompson, ride
forward there at once and let me know what flag that is." He then went to
within about a hunched yards, and those people cried out, " Come on, we are
friends." He started to move on, when the whole line of woods blazed with
musketry, and they commenced leaping over this parapet and charged on the
guns; and at about the same time I saw from eight to ten rebel battle-flags run
up along the whole line. I immediately gave the order "fire," and the fire
actually swept the men away; it seemed to blow those men in front clear
over the parapet.
Question. That flag was a federal flag carried by the rebels 1
.Answer. It was one of our flags that they had picked up on the field; they
carried it as a ruse to win our guns. We had this fight between musketry and
artillery there for nea1~ly an hour. At one time they got within fifty yards of
the guns. The gred't•di'fficulty with me was to keep my people to fight thQ
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guns in the dark. The men were all the time cutting the traces an4 slipping
off with the horses whenever they could, and I had to start all my aids and
my escort to bring them back. In fact, I was alone pretty much the whole
time, working wherever I found anything going wrong. I would say, however,
that there were two squadrons of the 17th Pennsylvania regiment left. This
remaining regiment that I had was composed of raw men, new troops, and all
I could do with them was to make a show. I had them formed in single line,
with sabres drawn, with orders to eharge in case the enemy came to the guns.
'fhey sat in rear of the guns, and I have no doubt the rebels took them for the
head of a heavy column, as the country sloped back behind them, and they
could not see what was back of them. '.fhat probably had some effect upon too
rebels.
But I think the whole turn of the battle was the death of Stonewall Jackson,
or his being mortally wounded. According to the statements of the prisoners
taken that night he was wounded by this very fire. After the third heavy attack, the one I dreaded the most, the enemy fell back, and I ordered the troops
. to ce2.se firing.
I then sent out into the woods and captured some prisoners, who were brought
in to me. One of them said : "That was a pretty good trick you played us
this time." I asked him what he meant. He replied, " Getting your infantry to
fall back until we came to your guns, and then cutting us up." Said I, "Were
you badly cut up?" "Very badly cut up," said he; " Stonewall Jackson is
mortally wounded;" and he mentioned also a number of other high officers that
they had lost; "and as to the men, they are disorganized." When I heard that,
I understood why the last attack had been repulsed, for I had no supports
whatever for these guns, except probably one hundred and fifty mounted men,
who would have been nothing.
Shortly after that General Sickles came up and told me that he had had a
severe engagement with his troops, but that hearing this firing, he had given
directions to disengage them as fast as possible and bring them to my support.
But his corps came in between 9 and 10 o'clock in the evening. And afterwards,
with one of his divisions, General Birney's, I think, he cleared the country as
far as the plank road, where the enemy had their position.
I immediately set to work, knowing the importance of this position, to fix it
up for the fight the next morning. I managed to get forty pieces in position.
And I cleared out behind us the debris of the 11th corps that had gone off, the
caissons, guns, ambulances, &c., all pi~ed up in great confusion in a marsh that
was there. I built three bridges across the marsh, and with the support of
General Sickles's corps we could have defeated the whole rebel army there that
morning.
At three o'clock in the morning I received an order to fall back in rear of the
position at the Chancellors ville house. Before I left, General Sickles informed
me that that he also had orders to leave with his corps. I mentioned to him
the importance of this position; and he agreed with me that we ought to make·
an effort to hold it. I moved my force ahd arrived in my position in rear of the
Chancellorsville house about daybreak, when a very heavy figLt commenced
with the 3d corps, commanded by General Sickles. 'I'he rebels attacked him
while he was withdrawing. I do not know how many troops were engaged; I
do not know the particulars of the fight; but the rebels were repulsed. 'I'hey,
however, having this position I have referred to, could enfilade our whole line
to the Ohancellorsville house, with their batteries at that point, and we were
obliged either to retake it or withdraw our lines towards the river. I found
that evening that the lines had been drawn in from a half to three-quarters of a
mile from the Ohancellorsville house.
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By Mr. Chandler:
Question. Was General Hooker struck before the lines were drawn in 1
Answer. I am under the impression that he was; I am under the impresrdon
now that he was hit before this fight that I have been describing took place.
I feel perfectly satisfied that had General Hooker be<:'n able to see the position
that I occupied there he never would have abandoned it; and I looked upon it
a.s a great misfortune that he did not see that point.
By the chairman:
Question. Did you notice, after your repulse of the enemy there with your
artillery, that they were in a disorganized state, in a mere mass 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I knew they were fi·om this fact: I brought in out of the
woods that they held three of our Napoleon guns, two caissons and a forge, that
they had not even had time to use against us. r_rhen I knew the effect of that
fhe upon them must have been terrible.
Question. General Sickl8s says that at this time he observed that the enemy
were in disorganized masses, and that he sent to headquarters for re-enforcements.
Answer. General Sickles agreed with me in regard to the importance of holding that point, and he furnished me every assistance he could. In fact, I would
say that I have never met an officer who worked more harmoniously on the
field than General Sickles, or one who was quicker to take a suggestion ft'(}m
another.
Question. You are a cavalry officer, and yet you took charge of the artillery
there. How was that 1
Answer. From the simple fact that I saw that if somebody did not save that
field at once it was not going to be saved at that point. I considered it my
duty to go in and do whatever I could, and that we were all up and would be
driven into the river if I did not do it. When I came tu couHt the artillery I
had there, I found that I had the artillery of three corps in that line. I took it
by the force of circumstances and necessity.
Question. You assumed command of the artillery 1
Answer. I assumed command by virtue of being a general, and I fought it as
a general of artillery. Some of the cannon I stopped from the flying column;
I put it into line, too. Jackson had 35,000 infantry, and I knew that nothing
but an immense shock of artillery, without a corresponding- force of infantry,
was the only thing to stop him. 'rhat was my only chance, and I had to do it
instantly; and I had to sacrifice my regiment of cavalry to do it. Circumstances combined and achieved the result; and the officer who commanded that
cavalry aided me more than anything else. It was just the same as saying to
him, "You·must be killed," when I ordered him to make that charge. He said,
with a smile on his f<tce, "General, I will do it." I knew, wheu I gave the
order, that he would do it. I felt confident of it, and I selected him for that
purpose.
Question. You were in the gap made by the flight of the 11th corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Can yon tell ·what produced that panic in tlte 11th corps 1
Answer. 'rlie combined effect upon their imagination of the sound of the
musketry and the increasing yells of the rebels, and their increasing artillery
fire. It was a theatrical effect that Stonewall Jackson could produce better
than any other man I have ever seen on the field of battle. You could tell one
of his attacks anywhere. And it was for that reason I would have preferred to
have sent the 11th corps to Spottsylvauia Court House. rrhat W11S an open
country there, and Europea,ns are accustomed to an open country; they wm
fight better in the open country than they will in the woods. Our troops will
fight in the woods batter than any other people in the world. I would, ther>C_
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fore, have placed those troops in a position most like that they had been accustomed to.
Question. This 11th corps being principally foreigners 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they were in circumstances disadvantageous to themselves.
And I never would put any man, if I could help it, where I knew that his
prejudices and habits were against fighting there.
Question. "What would have been the result of that battle, had the 11th corps
stood their ground with reasonable firmness 1
Answer. Well, sir, we ought to have totally defeated the rebels.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. And you would have done so, would you not, if that corps had
stood its ground with even reasonable firmness 1
Answer. I think so; I think we could have swung around our left from
Ohancellorsville, and the enemy could not have got out; and that, I suppose, was
General Hooker's intention, though I have never heard him say so.
By the chairman :
Question. Proceed with your narrative, if you please.
Answer. The next day, about ten o'clock in the morning, I went up to
General Hooker's headquarters, and General Van Allen was acting chief of
staff. He wanted to go away, and General Hooker asked me to remain and
attend to the business until General Butterfield, who was at Falmouth, should
come. I remained there until about five o'clock in the afternoon. This was
the first time I had seen General Hooke;t· after his accident. He was under a
fly-we were under fire-the shells were bursting over us, and I believe some
of the staff were injured during the day. ( General Hooker was lying on the
ground, and usually in a doze, except when I woke him up to attend to some
important despatch that required his decision. When I did so his efforts appeared
to me to be those of a person who was overcoming great physical pain by mental
efforts, and I regretted that we had not at that time some one who was physically
capable of taking the command of the army.
Question. You supposed he had not sufficiently recovered 1
Answer. He had not.
Question. You were with General Hooker until General Butterfield anived.
How long a time was that 1
Answer. It was from about ten o'clock in the morning until five o'clock in
the evening.
Question. It has been loosely reported that General Hooker was under the
influence of liquor at that time. Please state how that was.
Answer. It is my opinion, from what I saw of General Hooker at that time.
that that impression is entirely erroneous. General Hooker did not drink anything while I was with him. His whole manner was that of a sick person, and
nothing else. His eyes were perfectly clear; but his whole appearance was that
of a man who was suffering great pain.
Question. You state that he was suffering from pain. Was his mind, aside from
that, clear in its workings 1
Answer. The impression upon me was that his mind was affected by the
pain; that it was not as active as it was when he was in good health. I will
relate a circumstance to illustrate that. A despatch arrived from the .P resident,
saying, "I have just heard that Sedgwick has been compelled to leave tbe
heights about Fredericksburg. Is this so 1" It was. one of those despatches
that I had to wake him up for. I woke him up, and said to him, "General, this
is a despatch from the President." He looked at it, read it, and waited for
some time without saying a word. He then said, "Answer it is so; but I do
not attach any importance to it." I wrote the despatch, handed it to him, and
read it. He made a motion of assent, and I sent it off. Though it struck me
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that it was of very vital importance, it was not a time for me to discuss it with
him. I mention this as an illustration of why I did not think his mind, on
account of his physical condition, was in the state it ought to be in.
Question. Do you know at what time he gave the order to General Sedgwick to come up there by daylight, and how important it was that he should
be there 1
.Answer. I do not. The time I have mentioned was the only time I was
brought in connexion with General Hooker. .After that, I was sent to cover all
the fords, and prevent the enemy crossing at Fredericksburg until the army had
got over, and 1 started that night at 12 o'clock to perform that duty. I did not
see General Hooker at that time again after I left him.
Question. Go on and state, briefly but succinctly, the operations of the army
until General Hooker was relieved. The army retired to Falmouth, to its old
position 1
.Answer. Yes, sir; the army reoccupied its old position 1
Question. What of importance next occurred 1
Answer . .After General Stoneman returned from his raid, he went off, I think,
on leave of absence, and the command of his corps devolved upon me. On the
7th of June General Hooker sent for me, and directed me to make a cavalry reconnoisance by the way of the upper Rappahannock and Culpeper, to see
whether General Lee's army was moving in force up the valley. 'l'he cavalry
corps was then so small that I asked him for some infantry support, and he
gave me 3,000 men. It was with that force that I fought the battle of Beverly
ford, which proved conclusively that the bulk of Lee's army was then around
Culpeper, and that Stewart, with 15,~00 cavalry, was about to make a raid to
destroy the Orange and .Alexandria railroad, to prevent our army going by that
way into Pennsylvania after them. Their plan was this: They kntw that if
we could not march our army across the country we would have to go by water,
and that it would take us six weeks to transport our army up the Potomac and
around to Pennsylvania, and by destroying the Orange and .Alexandria railroad,
and then the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, they expected to accomplish their object. t)tewart was to cross to destroy this road the day after I attacked him
at Beverly ford, and that fight defeated his plan.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. You repulsed Stewart 1
.Answer. Yes, sir; we whipped him there, but they brought up infantry. He
was backed by 26,000 infantry. We fought fourteen hours that day. It was
a very heavy fight.
By the chairman:
Question. .And a very important one .1
Answer. Yes, sir, in developing their plan and defeating this very movement.
The army was then moved by General Hooker in the direction of Manassas
and 1!-,airfax, and the cavalry were kept Qn the flank towards the mountains
to cover the movement. On reaching Manassas, General Hooker directed me
to take my command and see if the enemy were in Loudon valley. I started
to do so on the 17th of June, and had marched about half way, when Colonel
Dahlgren, then Captain Dahlgren, came up with an order from General Hooker
stating that he wished me to halt where I was; that he intended to halt too
whole army there, and to receive battle from the enemy in that position at
Manassas. The country between Manassas and .Aldie is a very wooded country, and one in which the enemy's cavalry eould annoy us exceedingly-in
fact, it was a country in which we would be taken at every disadvantage.
These facts presented themselves to my mind with such force that I sent back
word to General Hooker, by Captain Dahlgren, that I considered it of such
great importance to know whether the enemy were in. Loudon valley or not
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that I would take the responsibility of moving on through the Bull Run range
to see if they were there, and would give him the information as soon as pot3sible; that I did not wish him to consider this as a disobedie!lce of orders, as I
was satisfied he would act the same way if he knew all the ·circumstances as
well as I did. I moved on until we got near to Aldie, when the head of my
i.~olumn halted. I had such a presentiment that it was necessary for me to go
through that gap and see what there was on the other side, that I sent word by
an aide-de-camp for the command to go Jn immediately, and not to stop until
we got through. They had hardly marched a half of a mile before the enemy
opened upon them in force, and I met Stuart, who had just made a march of
forty miles in order to get into this very wooded country that I have been
speaking of. We had a fight, and fought there until 9 o'clock, and drove the
enemy back about eight miles to a place called Middleburg. The next day I
sent General Gregg to Middleburg, where he had a heavy fight. Finding that
he could not hold the position, on the 21st I moved up there with my whole
force, and General Hooker sent a division of infantry to support me as far as
Middleburg, and I drove the entire rebel cavalry back to Ashby's gap, through
U ppm·ville. As I wanted to know whether they had any infantry there beyond
the mountains, I directed General Buford to send a small scouting party up to
the top of the mountain, and to the north of Ashbis gap. He did so, and saw
two heavy divisions of the rebel infantry illarching down on the west side of
the valley to take position in the gap. As soon as I learned this fact, I withdrew my force back to Aldie, and reported to General Hooker that then were
none of the enemy east of the Blue ridge.
General Hooker then immediately issued orders for the army to cross the
Potomac near Poolesville, and concentrate at Frederick city. On our arrival at
}frederick city, about the 28th of June, General Hooker was relieved from thA
command of the army of the Potomac by General Meade.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. · Have you any personal knowledge of the cause of the change of
commanders of the army of the Potomac at that time 1
Answer. Not a word. I had been so constantly to the front, and so occupied
with my own business, that, until an event occurred, I hardly ever knew anything about it.
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By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. Major general of volunteers, commanding the first division of the
3d corps.
Question. How long have you been with the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. Since August, 1861.
Question. Will you give a brief history of the movements of the army of the
Potomac after General Hooker took command 1
Answer. 1'he first movement made under General Hooker was that at
Ohancellorsville.
Question. Give us your observations of that movement, and the points which
seem to you to be important.
Answer. The Ohancellorsville movement was admirably conceiyed. The
Part I - - 3
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6th corps, supported by the 3d corps, made a de~onstration below Fredericksburg; the 6th corps actually crossed the river, and threw up small earthworks
and tete-de-ponts. Whilst the attention of the enemy was drawn to this movement, the 11th, 12th, and 5th corps crossed above, and by quick movement had
flanked the rebel position at Fredericksburg by taking position at Chancellorsville, with 11th corps on our right, 12th corps in the centre, and 5th corps on
the left. On 'rhursday, at 2 o'clock p.m., the 3d corps, to which my division
belonged, received orders to join the three corps at Chancellorsville, some twentyfive miles distant, and to conceal the movement from the enemy at Fredericksburg in our front. By a circuitous route, and late night marching, we reached
Chancellorsville next morning at 10 o'clock, and reported to Major General
Hooker. The corps was massed in rear of the Chancellorsville house until two
o'clock p. m. on Friday, when I received an order through General Sickles from
General Hooker to send a brigade and a battery to Dowdall's tavern on the
plank road, the right of our position, to .strengthen the 11th corps. Under this
order I sent Graham's brigade and a battery of light twelves. At Dowdall's
tavern General Howard met General Graham, and seemed surprised that he had
been sent there; stated that his position was very strong, and 11th corps fully
able to hold it. He told him to halt and not take position until he (Major General Howard) could advise Major General Hooker of the situation of affairs.
General Graham sent me word of this, and soon after I received an order countermanding the previous one, and Graham with brigade and battery rejoined the
division at the Chanceno·rsville house. During this Friday aftemoon there was
constant musketry and artillery fire, as the enemy were feeling our position. I
was also informed that the 6th corps and the 2d corps, excepting one division,
had been ordered to join the army, so that we could fight our full force in the
coming battle. The halt at Chancellorsville was to effect the concentration of
the army. During ]..,riday afternoon my first brigade supported the centre of
the 12th corps during a severe artillery attack, and at night I massed my division on the extreme dght of the 12th corps, and at the request of Brigadier
Generals Williams and Knipe relieved three of their regiments that were in the
front line. Major General Howard consented, early Saturday morning, to give
me the position in the front line occupied by his left regiments, so that I occupied
almost a brigade front between the 12th and 11th corps, with two of my batteries in position. About 8 o'clock Saturday morning I first saw the enemy's
column moving continuously across our front towards the right. It was in
plain sight, with trains, ambulances, &c. Superior headquarters were immediately advised of this, and at 10 o'clock am., as the column still was passing, by
the consent of Major General Sickles, I ordered Clark's rifled battery to open
upon it. Clark managed his guns admirably, and threw the column into great
disorder, and finally compelled it to abandon the road. At about 1 o'clock on
Saturday, General Sickles ordered me to attack the passing column with my
division, and that my flanks would be protected. vVhipple's division of the 3d
corps, and a division from the 12th corps, were ordered to cover my left, and
Barlow's brigade, from 11th corps, my right flank. Bridging the small creek in
the front with rails, I crossed with my division and two batteries, and struck
the column in flank. I captnrecl and. brought off over five hundred prisoners.
At dusk I found my division, with Barlow's brigade, in the rebel army, and that
the two divisions on my left had not advanced equally with me: I formed my
division into a large square, with my artillery in the centre, holding the main
road over which Jackson had passed. About this time several of the fugitives
from the 11th corps reached me, and informed me that the right of the army,
held by the 11th corps, had utterly given way, and that the enemy had the
position that I had left in the morning to make the attack. I determined to
retrace my steps, and making proper dispositions, and capturing some eighty
more prisoners, reached the front of the position held by me before. ! found
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here Major General Sickles and General Pleasonton, with the artillery of the
corps and a thousand cavalry with which they had managed to stay Jackson's
corps, pursuing the fugitives of the 11th corps, and, in my opinion, saved the
army from a great disaster.
'.rhe enemy had possession of the plank road, and of the earthworks thrown
up by us. At about midnight of Saturday Maj01· General Sickles ordered me
to attack Jackson's corps with my division, driving them from the plank road
and the small earthworks.
I made proper disposition of Hayman's and Ward's brigades, and by the bayonet drove them from it, and at one o'clock reported to Major General Sickles
that we held the road and works, and had recaptured the artillery and caissons
taken from us during the stampede of the 11th corps.
At daylight on Sunday the 3d corps, with my division bringing up the rear,
commenced the movement ordered by Major General Hooker, to take position
on the heights, in rear of the right of the 12th corps, and to make dispositions to
hold the plank road.
In making the movement my rear was subjected to a severe musketry fire,
but the troops behaved admirably, and withdrew by successive formations. I at
once relieved by Graham's brigade the brigade of the 12th corps next to the plank
road, sent Ward's brigade to support Berry's division on the right of the plank
road, and held Hayman's brigade as a reserve. The artillery of the corps was
admirably placed, and I have never seen such terrible execution as it effected
upon the hostile masses. The attack upon us was furious and in masses, but
the 3d corps held its position until eleven o'clock a.m., when we were ordered
to retire and take position in a second line of battle formed like a flattened cone,
with the flanks resting on the river. '.rhe position of my C. ·-rision in the new
formation was at the apex. My division as welJ as the corps had suffered most
severely-some forty-eight hundred, I think, killed and wounded; among the
killed were Major Generals Berry and Whipple; and among the wounded,
Brigadier General Mott. Notwithstanding this, at General Hooker's special
order, the corps was again placed at the post of honor and danger.
Question. Do you know the cause of the giving way of the 11th corps, and
whether it made any reasonable resistance 1
Answer. I think the 11th corps, through disregard of rules of warfare, had
its pickets too close to the main body, and was surprised by the sudden massed
attack of the enemy on its right flank and rear, and fled in instant confusion.
Portions of it may have been fought, but the flight, stampede of artillery, transportation, officers and men, has been described to me, by officers who saw it, as
disgraceful in the extreme.
Question. What have you to say about the crossing of the river 1 Was it
planned with ability or otherwise 1
Answer. I think that it was. I think the position was very strong, and if
the 11th corps had held its ground and fought with any reasonable pertinacity
we would have achieved a great success.
Question. What do you know about General Hooker being wounded by a
shell or something 1
Answer. I heard of that early in the morning. I saw himat eleven o'clock,
as I withdrew. He was at the Chancellorsville house, and rode up to me and
said that he was suffering a great deal from the concussion. That is all I know
about it. I was not present when he was injured. He seemed to suffer a great
deal from the accident; so I judged from his manner.
Question. What disposition did he make of the troops after the 11th corps
gave way 1 A new position was taken up, if I remember rightly. Had that
become necessary in consequence of that failure 1
Answer. Yes, sir; it had become necessary to shorten our lines and protect our
commu:r:ications Ly resting our flanks on the river, instead of in air.
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Question. What was the finale of that battle 1 Were the enemy repulsed
before your lines, or did you retreat ?
Answer. We held the enemy there from half past five in the morning until
eleven o'clock with our corps, with great Joss, and we inflicted more injury upon
them. When we fell back, it was done in good order, as far as troops that had
suffered so much could do so. We lost no guns, and no material. The corps
fell back in order to assume a position in the new line of battle. 'rhe new position was of the form of a cone, with our corps occupying the left of the apex.
The loss of the enemy was very heavy, must have been, from the very heavy
artillery and musketry fire that was concentrated upon their massed columns.
Question. In your judgment, which of the armies really suffered the most loss
in killed, wounded, &c. 1
Answer. I think that the Pnemy did. The 11th corps suffered no loss as it
fled, except in prisoners. I know that the enemy suffered great loss, from information derived from the wounded officers of my command who remained upon
the field within their lines; and' from my surgeons who were left there, and who
said that the enemy's loss in killed and wounded was at least two to one, as
compared with our loss.
Question. How long was it after that that our army finally recrossed the river 1
Answer. On Saturday was the flight of the 11th corps, and on Sunday was
this fight, in the morning, with our corps and a part of the 2d corps, and the
12th corps. We fell back to this new position at Sunday noon. We then
remained there the rest of Sunday, Monday, and 'ruesday; and on Tuesday
night, I think, the recrossing was decided upon.
Question. Was the new position you took up on Sunday as advantageous a
position as circumstances would allow 1
Answer. It was a very strong one.
Q.uestion. And judiciously taken 1
Answer. Yes, sir. At that time the army was very much reduced, from the
stampeding of the 11th corps, the absence of the 6th corps and a portion of the
2d corps at Fredericksburg, and the heavy loss sustained by the 3d corps. It
was necessary, therefore, to shorten the line. The new position, in my judgment, was as s_trong a line as could have been selected for defence. The enemy
made only one attempt upon it. They made an attempt Sunday afternoon to
take it, but were repulsed with great loss.
Question. What do you know about General Hooker's orders to General
Sedgwick to come up to ·ohancellorsville 1
Answer. My information about that would be hearsay merely. His appearance on Saturday or Sunday would have changed the result.
Question. You know the position of the forces under General Hooker Saturday night 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Suppose that General Sedgwick with his corps, consisting of about
24,000 men, had got up by daylight, in the rear of the enemy and commenced an
attack upon them, what, in your opinion, would have been the effect 1
Answer. Complete disaster to the enemy. I think that if on Sunday morning we had been properly supported-that is, if the troops that were there had
been brought up, the enemy could have been defeated then. I regard not doing
this a great mistake.
Question. Why was not that done 1
Answer. I have understood that it was owing to the accident to General
Hooker early in the morning.
Question. Bow long a time, as you understood, was General Hooker really
.
incapable of taking the charge of affairs there 1
Answer. It was some two hours that he was reported to me as being almost
insensible.
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Question. And that during the most essential and critical time there was 1
Answer. In the height of it. I understood that the injury resulted from a
round shot striking a pillar of the house against which he was leaning, the
severe concussion knocking him insensible. I saw a great deal of him during
the afternoon. He remained a part of the afternoon at the position I occupied
upon the road.
Question. What was his condition after that accident 1
Answer. He seemed to show its effects a great deal in his manner ; that is,
he was more quiet than usual with him; it seemed to have the stunning effect a
very severe blow would naturally have upon any one.
Question. And you have reason to suppose that that had a very disastrous
effect upon the operations of the army 1
Answer. I think so; that is, the movements early in the morning of Sunday.
The statements that I have heard that he was under the influence of liquor I
think are utterly false.
Question. Did you ever see General Hooker under the influence of liquor
when on duty or in the field 1
Answer. No, sir, at no such time.
Question. The army recrossed the river and resumed its old position 1
Answer. Yes, sir; upon Wednesday morning we returned to our old camps.
There was no further movement of the army until June, when we followed Lee
to Gettysburg. At that time I commanded the 3d corps, General Sickles
being absent on sick leave. That corps was upon the left of the army in that
movement. The army was formed into two wings, the 3d, 11th, and 1st corps
forming the left wing under command of General Reynolds.
Question. What have you to say in regard to General Hooker's dispositions
of the army in following Lee 1
Answer. They were, I think, careful and judicious. We had information at
every step of Lee's movements, and I think General Hooker's dispositions were
all promptly made to meet them, and cover Washington and Baltimore.
Question. Do you know the reasons why General Hooker was relieved from
the command of that army 1
Answer. On the 28th June I was commanding the 3d corps, and was ordered
to move my command from Middleburg to Frederick city and encamp near
there. On the march I rode to General Hooker's -headquarters and reported to
him. He told me that he had been relieved, and that General Meade had
been assigned to the command. He showed me the correspondence between
him and the headquarters at Washiugton, in which he had asked that certain
troops at Harper's :E'erry, some lo,roo, be permitted to join his army; stating
that he did not regard Harper's Ferry as a position of any military importance
to be held by either party; that permission had been refused, and then, I think,
he had expressed himself as preferring to be relieved, as he had not the confidence of the general-in-chief, stating that he considel'ed jt essential to the
strength of the army and its :final success in the approaching conflict, that he
should have all the available troops and possess the entire confidence of the
commander-in-chief. He told me that he had been relieved in answer to that
communication.
Question~ Hacl the army, so far as you know, confidence in General Hooker
as its commanding general?
Answer. I think the rank and :file had very great confidence in him. There
was great 'enthusiasm for him. He was a man who inspired great enthusiasm.
I know that my own corps, in which he was, during the peninsular and Pope
campaigns, a division commander, had the most implicit confidence in him, and
great admiration for him. I know of no general for whom as enthusiastic re·
gard, love, and confidence was felt as General Hooker.
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Question. How extensive was this confidence in him 1 Did it extend to the
regimental officers 1
An.swer. Yes, sir; I am speaking more particularly of the 3d corps, and of
the rank and file of the army. I know that there was some feeling among officers high in rank against him. But I think the rank and file of the army, and
all of the 3d corps, had the strongest possible confidence in him.
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By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the service, and how long have
you been in the army of the Potomac 1
·
Answer. I am a colonel of the 7th Massachusetts volunteers, and have been
in the army of the Potomac a little less than a year. My commission bears
date the 22d of February, 1663; I joined the army of the Potomac on the 27th
of March, 1863.
Question. Did you belong to the army of the Potomac at the time General
Hooker had command of it 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he had command of it when I joined it.
Question. Where was the army at that time 1
Answer. At :B,almouth and vicinity.
_
Question. You belonged to it at the time of the battle of Chancellorsville?
Answer. I did.
Question. What part did your regiment take in that movement 1
Answer. We were not at Chancellorsville; we operated upon a different part
of the field.
Question. What division of the army did you belong to 1
Answer. I belonged to the 3d division of the 6th corps; General Newton
had command of the division, and General Sedgwick commanded the corps.
Question. Go on and state in your own way what took place there.
Answer. The 6th corps left its camp on the 28th of April; its camp was
near Falmouth. The Rappahannock was about two and a half miles distant,
and we moved down to the bank of the river that day. We remained there
manrnuvring and feinting back and forth until the night of Saturday, the 2d of
May. We were drawn up in line of battle along the river, moving to the left
and right at times.
Qt1estion. Which bank of the river was that 1
Answer. That was the north bank.
Question. Where was the rest of the army 1
Answer. A portion of the 1st corps was on the left, that is, further down
the river. They recrossed on Saturday, and passed along our fi·ont to our
right, and went up and cros5led at one of the fords. We were threatening tot
cross at different times and at different points, not intending, however, to cross a
that time.
Question. At that time General Hooker,. with the main army, had crossed
·
and gone to Cbancellorsville 1
Answ'er. Yes, sir; they had crossed over and, as we supposed, were in rear
of the left of the enemy; we supposed so from the time they started, and from
what we understood to be the plans ; they started two days before we did ;
and then from the continuous firing we heard we could judge somewhat of their
position, and supposed that they had got around in rear of the enemy. On
Saturday night, just about dark, our corps had orders to move to the right, to-
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wards Fredericksburg; we were then perl1aps two and a half or three miles
below Fredericksburg; still on the right bank of the river.
Question. :E'rom whom did those orders come 1
Answer. They came from General Sedgwick to us. vV e crossed the river
about two and a half or three miles below Fredericksburg about 10 o'clock on
the night of the 2d of May, crossing on pontoon bridges ; we then bivouacked
on the south bank of the river for an hour and a half or two hours ; I am
speaking now only of our division, though there were other divisions which
bivouacked there. In the mean time some troops of our corps, I think it was a
brigade called Shaler's brigade, a -1vanced at once towards :F'redericksburg for
the purpose of occupying the town ; that was about midnight ; that was successfully accomplished, and in a very short time; when that was announced as
accomplished, we had orders to move to Fredericksburg; we moved along
quite lt~ isurely, and reached there probably about 3 o'clock in the morning,
halting quite often along the road. As we were approaching l!..,redericksburg,
passing along the plain south of Fredericksburg, we had orders from General
Sedgwick to be very careful and very quiet, because we were passing a dangerous position; we passed, however, in perfect safety; there was not a shot
fired nor an alarm or noise 'Jf any kind until we got into the streets of Fredericksburg. As I said before, we got into l!..,redericksburg, I should judge, about
3 o'clock in the morning; we remained in the streets of Fredericksburg at
least two hours ; I think it was fully 5 o'clock before we moved from the street
in which we lay in line of battle; in the mean time, however, other troops bad
been deployed and thrown in line of battle to our front. I think it was about 4
o'clock in the morning, at all events it was some time after we were drawn np in
the main street leading into Fredericksburg from the southeast side, that the first
shot was fired by the enemy from the heights, that is of artillery; there had
probably been some musketry firing previous to that by the skirmishers.
About 5 o'clock in the morning I had orders from General Newton, commanding the division, to take a position with my regiment in the right portion of the
town, or on the front towards the heights, in order to prevent the enemy, in
case they carne down to attack us, from taking that portion of the town; and,
in order to make no mistake in regard to the proper position I should occupy,
I asked him to send an aid with me to designate the point. He did so, and the
aid designated about the general position I should take, leaving it to me to select
the exact point. I selected the point behind the wall of a cemetery, which is
actually within the town. It is quite a large piece of ground, and would hold
my xegiment very readily. There was a brick wall all around it, which would
enable me to hold the position against very great odds in case of an attack.
We took position there not far from 5 o'clock in the morning. I had orders
to hold myself in readiness at any moment. We remained there lying behind
the wall until 10 o'clock in the day. We did not fire a gun, and made no movement until that time.
· In the mean time, however, there were other troops engaged both on our right
and our left; and about 6 o'clock in the morning a-rtillery firing commenced
very heavily on both sides, and continued for fully two hours-very briskly
indeed-our side firing the greater number of shots. That firing continued
until half past 9 or very nearly 10 o'clock, when there was an almost entire
cessation of firing.
I noticed in the firing of the rebels that they seemed to be short of artillexy.
I noticed them moving their pieces from one point to another; that is, on the
summit of Marie's hill they had numerous earthworks, and by looking at them
through a glass I could see that some of their works on the right and some on
the left were neither manned nor armed, and in the course of the firing I noticed
that they would move their artillery from one point to another. I could see
their operations distinctly.
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About half ·past 10 o'clock General Newton sent for me to come to his headquarters. General Sedgwick's headquarters were in a house just on the left of
my regiment, and General Newton's headquarters were directly opposite. I
went there and found General Sedgwick present, with General Newton, General
Gibbon, and one or two others, all standing near the headquarters. General
Newton told me that I had been designated to take a brigade and to make an
assault. tLpon the works of the enemy; that they had been trying to make an
opening all the morning, but thought it was impossible to do so, and the only
alternative left was to make a close assault and take the chances of success in
that way. He told me to take my regiment and the 36th New York, and to
take command of the two regiments as a brigade, and to go on and do the best
I could.
I went back, ordered the men to unsling their knapsacks and take off their
blankets, leaving them with nothing but their arms, accoutrements, and their
haversacks, with their provisions in them. About 11 o'clock General Newton
told me it was time to move. I had had some conversation with General Sedgwick about the matter. He told me he thought I could get through there pretty
easily, and not lose many men; if I found I could not get through there, then
to fall back in good order.
At ten minutes past 11 o'clock I moved by the flank on the telegraph road.
This road led through the enemy's works. The stone wall near the base of
Marie's hill crossed the road, extending on each side of it. I moved my troops
up in good order. I noticed the rebels looking at us, and was surprised that
they did not fire sooner. They did not fire at us at all until we got within perhaps three hundred yards of the wall. They then opened upon us with a
howitzer battery, with which, however, they did not effect much, as they could
not get depression enough to strike us. But we had a strong enfilading fire
from both sides. I noticed, as we approached, men poking their heads up over
the wall. They commenced firing upon us. It seemed to me that the men inside the wall stood as thick as they possibly could. I think there were two
ranks of them; the front rank would fire, and then be relieved by the rear
rank. At all events, apparently the greatest portion of their force was crowded
in there behind the stone wall on each side of the road. I advanced at the
head of the brigade, and made a charge; but we were repulaed. They broke
the head of my column badly at the first fire. The men were moving up in
gc,od order, but this tremendous fire coming so suddenly broke the head of my
column; the rear of the column did not break.
I rallied them, and got up perhaps about fifty yards nearer. This firing continued all the time, and it is very difficult to rally men under actual fire. Still
I rallied them in about two minutes, and came up again; but the head of my
column broke again, it, of course, receiving the severest part of the fire. I was
struck myself at tbat charge, but was not disabled.
I got my men up the third time, and we went right ahead then and did not
stop at all. We pushed right ahead. A portion got through on the road, and
a portion went off on the right and got over the wall and behind the enemy,
and that gave us possession of the works. At that last charge I was struck
again and very seriously injured, and was carried off the field. In about fifteen
minutes one of my wounded men came back, and said that the regiment had
carried the heights, and our colors were there.
As I was being carried back to the hospital-in fact, just when I got past
where I had left General Sedgwick and General Newton-I met General Sedgwick coming out on horseback. He stopped and spoke to me, inquired about
my wound, and complimented me upon my success. That is the last I saw of
the army until I recovered. In twenty minutes after we began the :first
assault, the brigade I had charge of carried the heights.
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By Mr. Chandler:
Question. How many men did you lose in that assault 1
Answer. I do not know exactly how many men I lost altogether; but I lost
in killed and wounded, 111 or 112.
Qnestion. You know nothing about the operations there after that 1
Answer. No, sir ; for I was carried off the field then.
By the chairman:
Question. Did that end the fighting 1
Answer. No, sir; the command went on about two miles towards what is
called Salem heights; and I was told that they there met the enemy and had
a pretty vigorous contest, which lasted until dark.
Question. Why did you move so cautiously and leisurely along up to Fredericksburg 1 Was there anything in your way 1
Answer. We found nothing after we got there; but I suppose the general
thought the enemy might be in force there, and did not want to be taken by
surprise.
Question. How far was it from Fredericksburg to Ohancellorsville, to where
the fight was there 1
Answer. About eight miles, I believe.
Question. Suppose an order had been received at 8 o'dock on Saturday
evening for you to be at Ohancellorsville the next morning at daylight, was
there anything to prevent your accomplishing it 1
Answer. I think not-not to my knowledge. At least, when we did go there
we found nothing to prevent it; and the supposition is that there would not
have been anything before. The enemy was undoubtedly re-enforced afte1· daylight in the morning.
Question. So that you found no impediment to prevent your going right on
to General Hooker that night 1
Answer. Apparently not. I examined with my glass in the morning, and
the enemy did not seem to be at all plenty there. I do not think there was
more than a division in the whole line of works, running along for miles; apd
in our immediate front there was only a small brigade. We, made an attack at
all points, but mine happened to be the main point of attack.
QuestiJn. So that there was really nothing that you know of to prevent the
6th corps marching on to Ohancellorsville that night 1
Answer. No, sir, not that I know of. I think that the assault could have
been made with much less loss immediately upon our arrival at Fredericksburg,
and we could have moved right on from there, for aught I know.
Question. At what time did General Sedgwick receive his orders to carry
those heights 1
Answer. I am not aware of what time he received his orders. We received
our orders to move towards Fredericksburg between 8 and 9 o'clock Saturday
night. We all supposed that the moment we reached .E1redericksburg we were
going right ahead to join General Hooker. In fact, we knew the night before
that we were ordered to join General Hooker, for an aid of General Sedgwick
came to me and told me so as we were marching up towards Fredericksburg.
Question. After receiving the order from General Hooker to repair to Ohancellorsville with all expedition, how many hours would it have taken the 6th
corps to reach General Hooker's forces 1
Answer. rrhat depends entirely upon the obstacles they would meet.
Question. I mean considering all the obstacles they would have been likely to
meet with if they had marched right along.
Answer. In the ordinary course of events, taking all due precautions, it would
take them say six hours, making full allowance for everything. You would have
to delay occasionally to reconnoitre, &c. But taking all contingencies into
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consideration, from the time the order was received until we could get there it
would be about six hours perhaps, and that would have enabled us to fight a
pretty good battle, too.
Question. Then it was not difficult for General Sedgwick to have complied
with that order to get there by daylight, for anything you could see.
Answer. No, sir; and the order, I understood, was for him to be there at
early daylight.
Question. You are a West Point graduate, and have been in the regular
army1
Answer. Yes, sir; but I am not in the regular army now.
Question. In your opinion, as a military man, w11at would have been the
effect at Chancellorsville of this 6th corps, consisting of say 24,000 men, if it had
been there by daylight, as ordered?
Answer. My opinion of the matter is this: that if we had got there before
the dit!aster happened to the 11th and 12th corps, which I think were on the
right of General Hooker's line, we would have got General Lee right between
us; General Hooker would have been in his front, and we would have been in
his rear.
Question. Suppose you had got there on Sunday morning, after General
Hooker had taken up a new position 1
,
Answer. The result would have been just about the same. 'J..1he relative positions of General Hooker's column and our column to the rebel army would not
have been materially changed.
Question. Where would your column have struck the enemy, in the natural
course of events, if you had marched there Sunday morning 1
Answer. I think we would have taken them in their rear.
Question. What would have been the effect of that upon Lee's army1
Answer. It would have ruined it, as a matter of course. If I understand
the position of General Hooker-and I think I do-Lee's army would have been
annihilated. I do not see what could have saved it. That, however, is an
opinion merely.
Question. That is what I ask; I merely want your opinion as a military man.
Answer. That was the impression among officers and men generally, and our
men know a great deal more than people think they do. A great many of our
soldiers are very intelligent, and they understand matters a great deal better
than it is supposed they do.
Question. Was it the general impression there that you did not move with
that celerity that the exigencies of the case required 1
Answer. That was the impression; yes, sir; although we suppot~ed, from
the fact that we did not move, that there was some more serious obstacle than
there really was. The men supposed that the general in command had reconnoitred, and understood what was in front of them. At the time they took it
for granted that it was right, but afterwards they did not think so.
Question. Do you consider it good generalship to forego a movement of that
kind for fear you may meet with trouble 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think so. We understood that General Sedgwick's orders were to join General Hooker at daylight. We moved ·p retty
soon after the order was received; but we lay an hour after we got to the
pontoon bridge before we crossed the river. Then after we had crossed we lay
there perhaps two hours more. And we waited also when we had got to
Fredericksburg. It is my opinion that we might have made the assault much
sooner than we did. I suspected what they were going to do from the position
they put me in, and for that reason I examined the ground very carefully with
my glass, and examined the enemy's works and rifle-pits, and I noticed that
the enemy were re-enforced from some quarter.
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Question. Did you ever hear General Sedgwick give any reason why he did
not march with more celerity to join General Hooker 1
Answer. No, sir; I never heard him say anything about it.
Question. Whm·e was the rest"of the 6th corps while you were making the
assault 1
·
Answer. They were deployed in line of battle on each of my flanks.
Question. Waiting for you to carry the heights 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and as soon as we carried them they came up. I saw
them coming up just as they were carrying me off the field.
Question. There was no other point to carry than those heights 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. And no other point to carry between them and Chancellorsville 1
Answer. No, sir; I believe not. When they met the rebels they drove them
back very successfully, and without much loss on our side.

Testimony qf Major General G. K. Warren.
WASHI~GTON, March 9, 1864.
Major Geneml GoUVERNEUR K. WARREN sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank in the service, and your position in the army
of the Potomac; and what has it been from the time General Hooker took command ofthat army 1
Answer. When General Hooker took command, I was a brigadier general of
volunteers, commanding the third bdgade of the second division of the 5th corps..
General Hooker detailed me as chief topographical engineer at headqual'ters of
the army, and I remained in that position until after the battle of Chancellorsville ; then, in accordance with the law, the corps of engineers and the topographical engineers were united, and General Hooker made me chief engineer of the
army at headquarters. I remained in that position until August 12, 1863, when
I was assigned temporarily to the command of the 2d army c01·ps. I received
my appointment as major general of volunteers on the 8th of August last, and
on the 12th of August I was assigned to that command, and have held it ever
since.
Question. You belonged to the regular army, did you not, and were a graduate
of West Point 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did you participate in the movement resulting in the battle of
Chancellorsville 1 If so, state in what capacity you acted.
Answer. Preliminary to that movement, as topographical engineer I had devoted myself specially to gaining information of the country, and preparing
maps of it. As to whatever General Hooker's plans were, they were kept perfectly secret from everybody until the movements themselves developed them.
I did not know any of his plans until I 'saw them being carried into operation.
On the 29th of April I received instructions to go to United States ford and
assist in laying a pontoon bridge at that place. I went there that night, and
we spent all the next morning in preparing a roadway down to the river and
getting the bridge laid. It was laid about 2 o'clock. The 2d corps was there,
under General Couch, to aid in the operation.
Whilst we were carrying on this work, the advance of General Meade's column
that had crossed the Rappahannock at Kelly's ford, and the Rapidan at Germania, came down in sight. That was about the first that I understood of what
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his movement had been. It had been rainy and misty, so that we could not observe anything. But that assured us that the enemy had all abandoned United
States ford. 'I1he 2d corps crossed during that evening.
I then went on to Chancellorsville, and got there about 5 o'clock. General
Hooker, with a portion of his staff, got there about the same time.
There were at Chancellorsville that night the 11th, 12th, 5th, and 2d corps.
The 2d corps was on the right, near by there, on the road. The advance of
our cavalry was about three miles from Chancellorsville towards Fredericksburg. 'I1he army that was there prior to General Hooker's arrival was commanded by General Slocum, who, I think, was the ranking officer, and he had
taken up the camps for the evening, as I believe he had been instructed to do.
The next morning early I went out towards .Fredericksburg to reconnoitre
the road ; I went out a little over three miles, until I came in sight of the
enemy's lines. I came back and reported, and then found that General
Hooker had ordered an advance of all our forces. That ad vance began, I
think, about 11 o'clock in the morning. rrwo divisions of General Meade's
corps, the 5th corps, took the road along the river. The third division, under
General Sykes, took what is called the macadamized road, and it was to be
followed by the 2d corps; and General Slocum, commanding the 12th corps,
to be followed by the 11th corps, was to take the plank road. That movement began and I went out with General Sykes's column over the road I had
been before. When we had advanced about a mile and a half, we found the
enemy advancing and driving in our cavalry. General Sykes moved forward
at double-quick, and drove the enemy back, and gained the position that had
been assigned him.
General Hooker's plan was that all the troops should take up a position
about two miles out, as near as we could designate, advancing on all these three
roads, and be in line of battle by 2 o'clock in the afternoon, when he intended
to advance the whole line. General Sykes very soon encountered a very
much heavier force than his own, and the enemy quite outflanked him on all
sides. His movement had been rather more rapid and more direct than that
of the other columns. I then went back to General Hooker and reported the
circumstances. When I got back I found that he had countermanded the order
to advance, and ordered the troops back again into their position of the night
before. Why he did that I do not know. 'l1 he troops all withdrew and came
back to their former posi~ion. The enemy followed us up and made some
slight demonstrations on that position around Chancellorville, but accomplished
nothing. During that night the 3d corps arrived.
Question. Describe, if you please, the position the troops then occupied.
Answer. The Chancellorsville house was a very large single building, and was
surrounded by a very good-sized farm, with cleared land in front of it towards the
enemy; the cleared land extended about 300 yards, and also to the rear of it,
· a little more in some places, and a little less in others. In front of that, and
all around it in every direction, were very dense woods, not very large trees,
but very difficult to get through, mainly of scrubby oak, what they call blackjack there, so that a man could hardly ride through it, and a man could not
march through it very well with a musket in his hand, unless he trailed it. A
further disadvantage about it was that the highest ground was in the possession
of the enemy, especially towards what might be called the left of the line. I
do not think General Hooker had examined the ground himself. I do not
think he had had an opportunity to examine it carefully before that time. But
he had ordered them back into this position because it was the one they had
occupied the night before, and was about the best that could be designated in
the hurry of making a change of plan in the face of the enemy, though I think
it was probably not the best that might have been taken if he had had more
time to select it.
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The troops that took up position there that night were the 5th corps on the
left, the 12th corps next; then there was an interval Gr space occupied by
one division of the 3d corps, and then on the extreme right was the 11th corps.
Portions of the 2d corps were in reserve.
rl'here was a great deal of discussion that night about what was best to be
done. General Hooker himself, I think, was decidedly in favor of receiving
the enemy's attack on the ground, and for drawing back the line so as to make
it stronger. But through the assurances of others that they could hold their
positions against anything that the enemy could send, and to prevent the demoralization that might be produced by withdrawing troops, it ·was determined
to hold on there.
In the morning, about 6 or 7 o'clock, the enemy opened his artillery from our
left on the open field in front of the Chancellorsville house, and drove out all
our wagons, and everything that was loose, into position. A little while afterwards he made a demonstration down what is called the plank road. Then
later on in the day they made a demonstration still further on towards our right.
Then we caught a view of a portion of the enemy's column passing on towards
our right, and General Sickles went out with two of his divisions and what
cavalry we had under General Pleasanton, for the purpose of harassing it.
He captured quite a number of prisoners. At that hour of the day there was
a general feeling in the army that Lee's army was running away.
During the morning General Hooker had visited the whole of the line, but I
was not with him at that time. About 5 o'clock in the afternoon I went out
with Captain Comstock to examine the line. Captain Comstock was nominally
the chief engineer on General Hooker's staff at that time. When we had got
out a little way we heard firing begin on the right very rapidly. We then rode
up in that direction as fast as we could. By the time I got there all of the
11th corps that I saw had run away, or were running away; that is, all the
infantry, though the artillery was still fighting, and the enemy's infantry had
hardly made any attack on t.h at part of the front.
Question. How can you account for that stampede of the 11th corps 1
Answer. In the first place, I think they were attacked by a very superior
force; and I have a theory of my own, that they had allowed their ambulances,
and ammunition wagons, and pack-mule train, and even beef cattle, to actually
come up on their line, and, as a matter of course, when the fighting began all
~hese ran away. I know that the first drove of fugitives I saw was nothing
but these ambulances and pack-mules, enough to run any man down who attempted to go in an opposite direction. And that, I think, together with the
attack of the enemy in front, shook the line, and they thought everything was
going.
Question. The fact was that they made no resistance to speak of?
Answer. Not where I was, they did not. It began, probably, on the right
of the line, but there was no resistance made to speak of by their infantry at
all. I sent word at once to General Pleasanton, who was somewhat in the
woods out of sight, that the whole of our right was gone, and I sent an officer
to tell him which way the enemy was coming. General Pleasanton faced about
and went into position with all his artillery, and all of General Sickles's. Then
we reformed the line on the right, at right angles to it, about half a mile from
the Chancellorsville house. I sent word to General Sickles and to General
Pleasanton, as I have already stated, and then I rode back towards headquarters
to help to form a new line at what was called ],airview. Colonel Best was afterwards put in command of the artillery at that point. Captain Comstock had
informed General Hooker before, and about _that time he came np. We reformed our right again, and opened on the enemy with about thirty pieces of
artillery, right down the plank road, and General Sickles and General Pleasanton
attacked on the flank of the enemy's column. That lasted until after dark;
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and it was under that fire that Stonewall Jackson was killed. We took prisoners
who told us that that force of the enemy was Jackson's corps. We had two
divisions of the 3d corps, and our cavalry, between Jackson and General Lee,
who had the other wing of their army. Another division of the 3d corps and
portions of the 2d corps formed on the line that night ; and just at dark the 1st
corps came up and took position to the right of that; so that our right was then
really stronger than it had been in the morning.
What happened after that I do not know, because I got directions from General Hooker to go down that night to General Sedgwick, who was ordered to
advance from l!..,redericksburg.
Question. You have stated tl1e position of your line when you were directed
to go to General Sedgwick with orders 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the orders were sent before I went, because I had not
then got in from this part of the field. But I was sent with another copy of
them, and somewhat confidentially to explain to General Sedgwick the exact
position of things where we were, that he might know the importance of it, and
I knew the road better than anybody else.
Question. At what time did you start and did you reach General Sedgwick's
headquarters 1
Answer. I started from Ohancellorsville about half past ten o'clock at night,
and got to where General Sedgwick was, across the Rappahannock below Fredericksburg, at three o'clock in the morning. General Sedgwick had got his
orders through a Russian officer that General Hooker had as a staff officer; he
had got them some time before I arrived, and his troops had already begun to
move when I reached there. And I do not know but what he had also received
them by telegraph. General Newton's division had the advance. of the movement.
Question. You were sent there to explain those orders more particularly and
the importance of the movement 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
. Question. What were the orders that you communicated to General Sedgwick 1
Answer. The substance of it was that there was but a small force in front of
General Sedgwick at Fredericksburg, as General Hooker had learned from prisoners and other sources of information; and that he wanted General Sedgwick
to march as rapidly as possible up the plank road, or the other road, and attack
General Lee in the rear.
•
We expected that Jackson's forces would assault us in the morning at Ohancellorsville, and the intention was that General Sickles, with all his force, was
to meet him at once, and the 1st corps was also to attack him and envelop him,
and, if necessary, more forces were to be drawn from the left of our line, leaving
only force enongh to hold Lee's forces in check. The night General Hooker determined to stay, we intrenched the position of our left. General Sedgwick
was ordered to be in his position by daylight; of course that implied if he
could be there. I do not know at what time he got his first orders, those sent him
before I started.
Question. What was the distance that General Sedgwick had to march to
comply with that order 1
Answer. He would have had to march about twelve miles before he struck
the main line of General Lee.
Question. vVhat kind of a road had he to travel?
Answer. An excellent road.
Question. Suppose he had received the order at 8 o'clock on Saturday night,
could he have reached the place by daylight on Sunday morning 1
Answer. That would depend upon how much the enemy opposed him.
Question. I mean without any considerable delay from the enemy 1
Answer. If the enemy bad not delayed him, there would have been no trouble
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in getting there in time. You could count on their making full two miles an
hour with the whole army.
Question. Considering your situation and the situation of the enemy, what
would have been the effect of an attack by General Sedgwick, in conjunction
with the main army, on the enemy's lines, provided he had been there at daylight, according to his orders?
Answer. I think we ought to have destroyed Lee's army. But it would depend a great deal upon how hard the other part of the army fought, for General
Sedgwick, with his 20,000 men, was in great danger of being destroyed if he
became isolated.
Question. I am inquiring upon the hypothesis that he reached there at the
time ordered.
Answer. If he had got over there, and the other part had fought as they
ought to have done, I think we should have pretty nearly destroyed General
Lee's army.
Question. Whereabouts would General Sedgwick's force have struck General
Lee's army, had that order been complied with as designed-in rear or on the
flank?
Answer. I suppose he would have struck him, if anything, to the 1·ear, and to
the right of his centre.
Question. If there was no great force to have interrupted the progress of
General Sedgwick, and he received at 8 o'clock in the evening his orders to
march, he could easily have arrived on the spot by daylight ?
Answer. I say he could if there was no force to oppose him. I will te1l you
why I say that: it takes some men just as long to clear away a little force as
it does a large one. It depends altogether upon the man how long a certain
force will stop him. I have seen two pieces of artillery hold an army in check
for two or three hours.
Question. Did you remain with General Sedgwick and accompany him 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What impediments did he 'meet with along the road ?
Answer. ':rhe enemy had left about one division-perhaps 10,000 or 12,000
men-at l!'redericksburg to watch him. They established a kind of picket line
around his division, so that he could not move anything without their knowing
it. ,Just as soon as General Sedgwick began to move a little random fire began,
and that was kept up until daylight. At daylight the head of General Sedgwick's troops had got into Fredericksburg. I think some little attempts had
been made to move forward a skirmish line, but that had been repulsed. The
enemy had considerable artil1ery in position.
Question. Did you arrive there before or after Colonel Johns had assaulted
their line and repulsed the enemy ?
Answer. Long before that; that did not occur until quite late in the day, after
we reached Fredericksburg. In the morning, at fair daylight, General Gibbon
laid a pontoon bridge at Fredericksburg, and crossed over with his division, and
I went with him to try and see if we could not break through. He made a
very considerable demonstration, and acted very handsomely with the small
force that he had-not more than 2,000 men. .But so much time was taken
that the enemy got more troops in in front of him than he could master. Besides,
to the right was a canal without any bridge, which was very bad. That drew
off a large portion of the enemy's force. I then went back to General Sedgwick, and told him that the only way to take the hill, in my opinion, was to
assault it with all the force he had, if necessary.
Question. Was there any more difficulty .in assailing it immediately on the
receipt of the order than there was fourteen hours after?
Answer. No, sir. I think the difficulties kept increasing all the time.
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Question. Can you say that there was a vigorous and energetic movement of
that corps, in order to comply with that order of General Hooker 1 And was
there really any such impediment as should have retarded them for that length
of time 1
Answer. In my opinion there was not such an impediment. My opinion was,
that, under the circumstances, the most vigorous effort possible ought to have
been made without regard to consequences, because the order was peremptory.
Question. Is it your opinion that such an attempt would have been effectual?
Answer. Yes, sir, I think it would, because it succeeded afterwards under
worse circumstances.
Question. Then, if I understand you, it would seem that if the 6th corps
under General Sedgwick had vigorously and energetically attempted to comply
with the order of General Hooker, in your judgment the result of that battle
would have been very different from what it was 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I will go further, and say that I think there might have
been more fighting done on the other end of the line. I do not believe that if
General Sedgwick had done all he could, and there had not been harder fighting
on the other end of the line, we would have succeeded.
Question. Why did not they fight harder on the other end of the line 1
Answer. I was not there, and do not know. All I know is that the 1st
corps did not fight at all. And from the time we made this advance under
General Sedgwick, we kept firing pretty heavily, and whipped that division of
the rebels all to pieces. There was a little slowness afterwards. In the afternoon, about 6 o'clock, we met an attack from a division that General Lee
sent down. The battle at Ohancellorsville stopped at 1 o'clock, when· we
were beginning down below; so General Lee turned around on us.
Question. You were not with General Hooker when he was injured 1
Answer. No, sir, I was down with General Sedgwick.
Question. Did you understand how long he was disabled by that injury 1
Answer. I have never heard any statement about it.
Question. When did you see General Hooker first after his injury 1
Answer. The night after, about 12 o'clock. General Sedgwick carried the
heights at Fredericksburg, and then moved on about three miles further, and
had a fight at Salem heights, but could not carry them. I think that by fighting the battle at Salem heights differently, we might have won that place also.
Question. Explain that, if you please.
Answer. The attack at Salem heights was made by General Brooks's division, General Newton having then the second division. General Newton's division carried the heights at Fredericksburg. General Brooks carried Salem
heights, but not being closely enough supported by other troops he could not
hold the heights. It was just one of those wavering things that a moment
settles. If we had been stronger at that moment we would have won; not being
so, they won. I know I urged a different arrangement of the troops before we
got to that place.
Question. You retired across the river after that fight was over 1
Answer. After that fight at Salem heights I went back to General Hooker
and reported to him what happened down there. From what I saw of General
Hooker, as I talked with him, he seemed to be very much exhausted, and declined to give any special instructions to General Sedgwick. He said he had
none to give, and gave me to infer that he would have to depend upon himself,
and I sent word to General Sedgwick to that effect. I sent the orders without
General Hooker seeing them, upon which General Sedgwick acted the next day.
General Sedgwick was attacked very heavily on Monday, fought all day and
retreated across the river that night. .W e lay quiet at Chancellors ville pretty
nearly all day.
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Question. Can you give any reason for lying there quiet while General Sedgwick was fighting 1
Answer. I cannot ; I did not think it was right.
Question. Why did not General Hooker order an assault when he heard General Sedgwick fighting there 1
Answer. I do not know why he did not.
Question. What, in your judgment, would have been the effect if he had 1
Answer. I think it very probable we would have succeeded; at least, I would
have made it myself with that expectation.
Question. You say General Hooker appeared to be very much exhausted.
Did he appear to be injured by this accident that had happened to him, or had
he entirely recovered from that when you saw him 1
Answer. I should think the word "tired" would express it. I think he had
been asleep before I got back there, and I waked him up to talk with him.
That day General Sedgwick recrossed the river. The next day the army at
Ohancellorsville did nothing but make preparations to cover their falling back,
and just at dark on rruesday the army began to move, and during the night and
the next morning they all withdrew to the north side of the river.
Question. Were you impeded in your retreat across the river 1
Answer. Not at all by the enemy, except some little firing of artillery. A
heavy rain came up and raised the river.
.
Question. Why did not the enemy follow you up more vigorously 1
Answer. I expect they were glad enough to get rid of us.
Question. Which army, in your judgment, suffered the most in killed, wound1
ed, &c., in that battle of Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I should think it was about equal; perhaps we suffered a little the
most, taking it altogether.
Question. The army W€mt back and took up its position in its old place 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you remained there, if I understand it, until General Lee made
his movement into Maryland 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What dispositions did General Hooker make of his army to meet
the movements of Lee as he proceeded up the valley and finally across the
Potomac 1
Answer. I cannot give very positive information about that, because it was
not in my province to know. I only know very vaguely about that, that he
kept sending one corps after another up the river, and kept following Lee to be
ready for him in that direction.
Question. You accompanied the army up to the time General Hooker was
relieved 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Can you tell us the reason why he was relieved so short a time
before the battle of Gettysburg 1
Answer. No, Hir, I do not know. Perhaps I might say I learned nothing
more than from General Halleck's report. I know that General Hooker was
determined to remove the garrison at Harper's :E'erry. I went with him to examine the place the day before he was relieved, and I think he determined upon
ordering that garrison to join his army after he had learned all the facts.
Question. Was it your opinion that Maryland heights at that time was a
military point of any great importance 1
Answer. I considered that it was of no military importance whatever under
the circumstances. We had occnpied that place both times that General Lee
crossed the Potomac. The one time he crossed below that place and the other
above it, and had not minded it either time. 'l'he first time he captured all
that were there, and he might haYe done it the second time if he had not been
Part I--4:
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whipped at Getty.sburg. The force there did not do General Lee any harm,
and whenever he chose to do so he might capture it.
Question. And therefore General Hooker was determined to use those troops
in the coming battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and that was a third reason against keeping them there.
Question. Did you understand that General Halleck refused those troops to
him 1
Answer. I judged so from General Halleck's report. General Hooker never
told much to his staff about what he was doing or going to do. I never knew
much about what he intended doing. He talked a great deal about what was
going to be done, and how to do it. But what he was going to do he kept to
himself, so far as I was concerned at least; he might have told others; if so, I
did not know it.
Question. Was it not extraordinary, after General Hooker had led the army
so far, that the commander of the army should be changed right on the eve of a
battle 1 Was it not an unusual thing in military affairs 1
Anrswer. I do not know as it is so very unusual. I think, as a general principle, it is unsound to change commanders at such a time unless you had a much '
·
better one that you knew of to put in his place.
Question. Or unless he had committed some very great fault 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How did General Hooker stand in the army 1 Did the officers
and the rank and file have confidence in him 1
Answer. I have understood that a great many of the high officers did not
have confidence in him after the battle of Ohancellorsville.
Question. How was it with the other officers-say brigadier generals and
colonels, and down to the rank and file 1
An.swer. I do not know how far that opinion extended; I think that some of
the corps commanders and a great many of the generals lost confidence in him
from that battle. I do not know how far that loss of confidence extended. I
must confess that, notwithstanding the friendly terms I was on with General
Hooker, I somewhat lost confidence in him from that battle.
Question. You do not consider him a man of high military talent 1
Answer. I do not think he fought that battle as well as he might have done;
if I may say so, he did not fight it as I would have fought it.
Question. Was he energetically backed by his corps commanders in that
battle 1
Answer. I think he was, pretty well; but all his most prominent corps commanders were not called into action at all, although they were right at hand ;
that is, General Meade and General Reynolds ; their corps scarcely fought at
all.
Question. Why was that-from want of orders from the general command .
ing1
Answer. That is what I have understood; that is, on Sunday, the day I refer
to ; I was not there that day.
Question. That was the day he was hurt 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. Might not that injury have had some effect upon his conduct of
the battle afterwards 1 .
Answer. Yes, sir, it might; but I never should have stopped at Chancellorsville; I should have kept advancing, and fought the enemy, instead of waiting
for him to attack me. r_rhe character of the country was the great reason for
advancing, because as we advanced we k.ept getting out into more open country.
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Copy qf General G. K. TVarren's report qf the operations 1:n wh.iclt he took
part connected witlt tlw Clwncellors·ville campaign, with introductory observations on tlw topography qf tke country and tke military situation.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF ·rHE PoTOMAC,

Engineer Office, May 12, 1863.
GENERAL: I present the following report of the operations connected with
the battle of Chancellorsville, as they came within my knowledge and observation. Accompanying it is a map, on a scale of two inches to the mile, embracing
nearly all the field operated upon by our troops (exclusive of the cavalry) from
the time they began to leave their winter bivouac, on the 27th of April, until
their return on the 6th of May. '!'he region not included in this map lies between
Hartwood church and Kelly's mill, and contains a portion of the routes marched
over by the 5th, 11th, and 12th corps to turn the enemy's left flank by way of
Kelly's mill, on the Rappahannock) and Germania and Ely's fords, on the Rapidan. Accompanying it, also, is another map, on a scale of one inch to the mile,
containing all our known topography in the entire region from the Potomac to
the James river, and from the Blue Ridge to the Chesapeake, a region whose
characteristic is a dense forest of oak or pine wHh occasional clearings, rarely
extensive enough to prevent the riflemen concealed in one border from shooting
across to the other side; a forest which, with but few exceptions, required the
axeman to precede the artillerist from the slashings in front of the fort,fications
of Washington to those of Richmond. No pains has been spared to make the
forest topography on this map as complete as possible. It will be of great assistance in future operations, and it will aid those seeking to understand why
the numerous bloody battles fought between the armies of the Union and the
secessionists should have been so indecisive. A proper understanding of the
country, too, will help to relieve the Americans from the charge, so frequently
made at home and abroad, of want of generalship in handling troops in battlebattles. that had to be fought out hand to hand in forests where artillery and
cavalry coul<l play no part, where the troops could not be seen by those controlling their movements, where the echoes and reverberations of sound from
tree to tree were enough to appall the strongest hearts engaged ; and yet the
noise would often scarcely be heard beyond the immediate scene of strife.
Thus the generals on either side, shut out from sight or from hearing, had to
trust to the unyielding bravery of their men till couriers from different parts of
the field brought word which way the conflict was resulting before sending the
needed support. We should not wonder that such battles often terminated
from the mutual exhaustion of both contending forces, but rather that in aU
these struggles of Americans against Americans no panic on either side gave
victory to the other, like that which the French, under Moreau, gained over the
Austrians in the Black Forest.
In order to do justice to the sources from which this toP.ographieal information was obtained, I will state that up to the time this campaign ended the engineering department of the army of the Potomac had been divided into three
parts.
The topographical engineers formed a distinct branch of the staff attached to
headquarters. The engineers and regular engineer battalion formed another,
also attached to the staff at headquarters. The third part was the engineer brigade, a volunteer organization, originally about 2,500 strong, under .t he command of a regular engineer officer, holding the rank of brigadier general of volunteers. During the past session of Congress a law had passed consolidating
the corps of engineers and topographical engineers. No order, however, was
published uniting the two offices a hese headquarters till our return from
Chancellorsville, so that my re]_Jort i~:~ uot designed to embrace the operations of
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the officer in charge of the engineer brigade, General Benham, nor those of
Uaptain Comstock, of the engineers.
rrhe engineer brigade, under its previous commander, General Woodbury,
made a great deal of accurate topographical reconnoissance along the Rappahannock river from Skenker's Neck to the Rapidan, particularly of that part
above Fredericksburg, and in the triangle of which that city, Hartwood church,
and the mouth of the Rapidan formed the vertices. A very considerable portion
of the reconnoissances between Falmouth, Hartwood church, Stafford Court
House, Acquia Landing, and King George Court House, was made under my predecessor in the topographical department, First Lieutenant Nicl1olas Bowen,
topographical engineers, (now Lieutenant Colonel Bowen, A. A. G.) Very
extensive reconnoissances had been made in the campaign under General Pope
by Captain W. H. Paine, A. D. C., and published under direction of Colonel
Macomb, chief topographical engineer to General Pope, which extended from
:Manassas south to the Rapidan station. r.rhe surveys about the defences of
Washington, under 1\.fajor Whipple, topographical engineer, (the late Major
General Whipple,) form the northern limit of the map, and those in the operations on the Peninsula by General Humphreys and Captain (now Colonel) Abbott the southern limit. The coast surveys of York and Rappahannock rivers
and reconnoissances of the Potomac river form the basis of the map. I was
placed in charge of the topographical engineers on the 2d February, 1863. All
the other topographical engineers were then relieved, and Captain W. H. Paine
and Lieutenant-- :Mitchell were assigned to assist me, as well as several
very competent non-commissioned officers and privates and a large force of civil
assistants. Captain Paine especially aided me with much knowledge of the
country, past experience, and zeal. With this force every part of the country
afterwards occupied by our troops was mapped. Much information, too, was
gained from negroes and deserters, and in a few cases by captures of maps from
the enemy. All of this is embodied on the map to a scale of one inch per mile.
In order to make my report more easily understood and interesting, I will
mention in brief some of the more general operations of which mine were but a.
part, and give also a sketch of the situation. At the time the operations re1mlting in the battle of Chancellorsville, and those attending it, began, the enemy
occupied in strong force the heights south of the Rappahannock river from
Skenker's Neck to Banks's ford, having continuous lines of infantry parapets
throughout, (a distance of about twenty miles,) his troops being so disposed as
to be readily concentrated on any threatened point. Interspersed along these
lines of intrenchments were battery epaulements advantageously located for
sweeping the hill-slopes and bottom-lands over which our troops would have to
march to the assault, and which effectually protected the enemy's artillery fl'Om
our own. Abatis, formed of fallen timber, and impassable swamps in })laces,
still further strengthened his line and reduced the number of assailable points.
rrhe crests of the main hills where the enemy had prepared to receive us were
from three-quarters. to a mile and a half from the margin of the river, but this
margin was strongly guarded by men sheltered behind rifle-pits, which guard
and its cover were made quite formidable at every available crossing place. In
f.ront every little rise of ground that could shelter the enemy and enable him
to check our advance was intrenched and prepared for UB.
'l,o gain the immediate banks opposite the centre of the enemy's line, however, was practicable in several places where the high ground on our side approached the river and enabled our artillery to command it, but the prospect of
then gaining a footing on the heights, exposed as om troops would be for a long
distance to concentrated artillery fire, and finally to meet fresh infantry behind
parapets fully prepared, seemed hopeless. Previous exposure in attempting it
under General Burnside, when the ene
s preparations were far less complete,
had made this a conviction in the mind o every private in the ranks.
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To turn the enemy's right flank and cross the 1·iver, so as to gain the heights
below his intrenchments, required a secret move of pontoon trains and artillery
for more than twenty miles, over a broken and wooded country, with clayey
soil, which, in the condition of the roads at that time, was impossible. 'l'he difficulty of constructing practicable roads towards King George's Court House was
great. The side streams running into the Rappahannock and those running
into the Potomac interlaced each other at their sources so as to quite destroy
the continuity of the main dividing ridge, and on every road presented transverse ravines with steep hills and oozing springs of water, which our wheelR
soon mixed with the clay and turned literally to streams of mud. So greatly
was the country in this section cut up by ravines that it seems as if the former
geological influences that shaped the course of these stream::; well-nig·h made the
Rappahannock join the Potomac at this the narrowest part of the northern neck
which separates them.
General Lee's spy system was so perfect that the movement could not have
been kept from him, and it is not saying too much that he could have extended
his intrenchments down the river as fast as we could have built practicable roads. ·
Add to this the rapidly increasing width of the river which our pontoons could
not span, and which required a thousand feet of bridging at the first avaHable point
below Skenker's Neck, and the impracticability of this flank movement is obvious.
On the enemy's left even the crossing of the river was a matter of the
greatest difficulty. Above Beck's island, about two and a half miles above
Fredericksburg, the high banks on each side close in upon the river, haviug a
height above it of perhaps 150 feet, with slopes generally well wooded, very
steep, and deeply cut by side ravines. :Favorable conditions of approach to the
river from either side first present themselves about six miles by the road we
had to take above Fredericksburg, at a place called Banks's ford, not then fordable. Here, too, a foothold on the opposite hills gave a command of all the
enemy's line. A place of such importance was guarded by the enemy with the
utmost care. · His earth parapets, placed so as to sweep with musketry every
crossing place and practicable slope, were in three lines from the water's edge
to the summit of the slope, and traversed so as to quite protect the defenders
from our artillery fire. It might seem that these successive lines would be of
little use after the first one was carried, as those who fled from the first would
mask the fire of the others, so that pursued and pursuers might enter together.
'l'he tactics of the rebels, however, provided for this. The first lines generally
surrendered w1en overpowered instead of running, and thus no confusion is produced in the succeeding lines. At Banks's ford, moreover, two of these lines
were so close to each other that both could in places bring their fire upon a
party crossing the river, the rising slope permitting the rear line to shoot over
that in front. The obstacles here were so great to our forcing a passage that
the enemy forebore to place a redoubt on the summit of the hill, thus, as it were,
i11viting us to try it. A large force constantly near the place rendered a snrprise impossible, and in addition the bend in the river was such that though
l!,redericksburg was but three miles distant over a good plank road for the
enemy, it was six miles for us through a forest. The next point on the enemy's
left which offered a practicable approach to the stream was at the United 8tatrs
Mine ford, (not then fordable,) about seven miles by the roads above Banks's
ford. The intermediate space along the river was so difficult in its approaches
to the water on either side that any work of ours to make them practicable
would have given time to the enemy so to fortify the opposite side as to render
the attempt abortive. At the approaches to the United States Mine ford, too,
the enemy had erected long lines of infantry parapets with battery epaulements,
and an ample force was camped near to occupy them. The junction of the
Rapidan, occurring just above the Un d States Mine ford, involved the passage
of that stream also in any attempt to turn the enemy's left by going further up
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the river. The passage of two streams not fordable, and having a widtl1 of 200
to 300 feet at such a long distance from our base by a flank movement with
heavy pontoon and artillery trains, in the presence of an enemy who was also
supposed to be supplied with pontoons by which he could cross in our rear over
roads almost impassable, and through interminable forests, seemed so unlikely
that the enemy gave himself no concern about it, nor adopted any contingent
precautions against such an attempt. Indeed, he was at the time rebuilding the
Germania bridge where a portion of our troops crossed.
Stafford county, in which the Union army was located, is noted for its poverty. A lack of fertility in the soil has discouraged enterprise, and the country
is wanting in public improvements, such as are usually to be found in more
prosperous communities. Dense woods and thickets of black-jack oak and
pine cover most of the ground. 'rhe general character of the country is that of
a wilderness, and it forms part of that distinguishing belt of country which continues 1.hrough Orange and Spottsylvania county, and southwesterly in a general direction parallel with the Blue Ridge. It forms, where it crosses the
!tappahannock, a high ridge, composed in part of quartzose rocks, in which th e
gold mines are located. The soil, however, in the main is clayey, with occasional thin strata of gravel. In wet wintry weather there was no practicable
roadway for our heavy trains, except what had been prepared by ourselves with
a pavement of logs. Language fails to describe the weary struggling marches
of our trains, prolonged, in many instanees, all through the nights, and the picture of helplessness they presented on such marches as that of the 22d of
January. Orange and the western part of Spottsylvania county, on the south
side of the Rappahannock, in which Chancellorsville (a single large house at that
time, now in rui:rts) is situated, are much of the character of Stafford just described.
There are two excellent roads leading from Fredericksburg to Chancellorsvilleone macadamized, the other planked; these were routes open to Gen eral L ee.
The term '' Wilderness" is localized in common parlance for a portion of this
country, and no one can conceive a more unfavorable field for the movements of
a grand army than it presents between these roads and the river. Between
Chancellorsville and Fredericksburg the country becomes more open and clear as
you approach the latter place, and for several miles along the plank road the conn~
try is clear and even-surfaced, and affording a fine field for the use of all arms.
I have thus described, in somewhat of a general way, the field of operations.
In this, though I have been at some length, I feel that I have not allowed
more than the importance of the subject demands in order to aid in comprehending the campaign. The plan which the commanding general formed was
kept a profound secret until its successful initiation disclosed it to friend and
foe. Three corps, the 5th, 11th, and 12th, were put in motion on the 27th of
April to pass around the enemy's left flank, crossing the Rappahannock at
Kelly's mill, a distance of 30 miles from Fredericksburg, thence to cross the
Rapidan by Germanna ford and Ely's ford. The Rappahannock was successfully crossed by the morning of the 28th on a canvas pontoon bridge laid by
Captain Comstock, engineer, "lvith but slight opposition from a small observing
force. The Rapidan proved barely fordable, and was crossed by the morning
of the 30th. To divert the enemy's attention from the main movement, the
passage of"the Rappahannock was forced by the 6th corps, opposite our left,
at the place known as Franklin's crossing, on the night of the ~8th of April.
Two pontoon bridges, about 300 feet each in length, were constructed here
under General Benham, and the troops crossed in force during the day. Up to
this time I had remained at headquarters. At 5 p. rn. on the 29th I set out, as
directed, for the United States Mine ford to assist 1\[ajor Spaulding, of the engineer brigade, if necessary, in throwing
pontoon bridges across at that place.
About the same time it began to rain a
so continued through most of the
night. I found the bridge train on the road between Banks's ford ancl United
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States ford. The road was a crooked one, tl1rough forests, and very muddy,
and the night was very dark. Great difficulties attended the movement of the
train, which did not all reach its destination till about 8 a. m. on the 30th,
though everybody worked with energy all through the night with extra teams
furnished by Colonel Ingalls, quartermaster, and General Couch, from their
trains. On the morning of the 30th I reconnoitred the approaches to the crossing place, and found that to make any one of them practicable was a difficult
undertaking. General Couch detailed 500 men under my direction, and this
force went to work in earnest, working right down to the edge of the water.
The mist of the morning so obscured the view that we could not ascertain
whether the enemy, who had occupied the opposite bank on the preceding
night, had withdrawn or not. But our freedom from molestation encouraged
the idea that he had; and about 9 a. m. the appearance of some cavalrymen
from General Meade's column showed us that the grand flanking movement
bad succeeded. The work on the road was pushed with all possible despatch,
the men working with the greatest spirit, and by 1 p. m. it was made practicable for artillery and pontoon wagons; by 3 p.m. the bridge was laid and the
2d corps was crossing the river. The road up the opposite bank was soon
completed, and great was the enthusiasm of the men as they found we had
turned these formidable intrenchments without losing a man and gained the
advantage of meeting the enemy in an open field. The force assembled at
and near Ohancellorsville on the night of the 30th consisted of the 2d, 5th,
11th, and 12th corps, with General Hooker there in person in command.
In the morning of May 1st I went out three miles on the turnp1kc towards
Fredericksburg to reconnoitre. As far as I went I found the road good :md
broad. The country along the road for the first mile is wooded on both side~,
and was generally so to the left of it (except some cleared fields,) nearly to the
river. 'l'he inhabitants reported the roads and communications to be indirect
and in bad condition between the road and river. To the right of the road it
was rather more open, and in places the clearing extended across from this road
to the plank road. These two roads diverging at Chancellors ville were separated
in the widest place perhaps a mile, but gradually converging were said to meet
·
again in about six miles.
The small streams crossed the turnpike and ran to the Rappahannock, the
ridges being nearly perpendicular to the road. 'l'he plank road keeps around
the sources of these little streams and follows the ridge between the wa ters that
flow to the Rappahannock and the sources of the Mattapony river. I found the
8th Pennsylvania cavalry picketing the roads for three miles, and to witLin sight
of the enemy's breastwork thrown across the road, which was as far as I conld
go. 'l'he clearing in front of the Chancellorsville house to the southward did
not extend more than 200 yards, but it widened as you went westward towards
Culpeper for about half a mile, where a good position was to be found at a place
called Fairview. Just beyond this a small stream, one of the sources of the Ny
river, crossed the plank road. and here the woods were standing on both sides of
the road, and the westerly bank of the stream commanded all the open plain
about Chancellorsville. vYoods and clearings alternated with each other further
on to our right.
On my rdurn to headquarters, about 10 a.m., I found that an advance had
been ordered. 'l'he 1st and 3d divisions of the 5th corps were to take the road
along the river towards Banks's ford, the 3d division, 5th corps, the turnpike, to
be followed by a portion of the 2d corps; and the 12th corps to move out on
the plank road towards Fredericksburg. 'l'his was a movement to take up a line
of battle about 2z miles in front, preparatory to a simultaneous advance along
the line at 2 p.m. I went back over the route I had examined, which was that
given to the 2d division of the 5t! corps, under General Sykes. On gaining
1he ridge a~out 1-,t mile from Chancellorsville, we found the enemy advancing
and driving back our cavalry. This small force resisted handsomely, riding up
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and firing almost in the faces of the 11th Virginia infantry, which formed the
enemy's advance. General Sykes moved forward in double-quick time, attacked
the enemy vigorously and drove him back with loss till he had gained the position assigned him. 'This he attained about 12 o'clock. No sound yet reached
us indicating that any other of our columns had encountered the advance of the
enemy. In General Sykes's front the enemy deployed to the right and left, in
lines far outreaching the whole of ours, and I have never seen the steadiness of
our troops more tried and proved. Captain Weed brought his battery into the
front line on the ridge, where it could operate against the enemy, who was able
to reply to him with musketry, and used his guns with great effect. When the
division had all been deployed to extend the line of battle the lack of numbers
compelled a regiment to be deployed as skirmi:5hers. No connexion, however,
could even thus be made with our own troops on the right, and my aid, Lieutenant James, in attempting to communicate with the presumed position of General Slocum, ran against the enemy's skirmishers, from which he fortunately
escaped, though many shots were fired after him. A similar effort by one of
General Sykes's aids was foiled in the same way. General Sykes bravely resolved to hold the position assigned him which his command had so gallantly
won from the enemy, and I set out with all possible speed to report the condition to the commanding general. From information received since the advance
began, the general decided to countermand it and receive the enemy in the line
occupied the night before. Unfortunately the line had been taken up the day
before by tired troops towards the close of the day, and without much prospect
of fighting a pitched battle upon it. It was a bad line, and had several commanding positions in its front for the enemy to occupy. It was, perhaps, the
best that could be designated for such a sudden change of programme in
the face of an enemy. l carried the order to fall back to General Sykes, and
he then withdrew his command in perfect order, bringing off his wounded, with
the exception of a few who were cut off in the extreme right of his extended
skirmish line. All the other columns withdrew to the vicinity of Chancellorsville without having engaged the enemy. The enemy advanced cautiously till
he came upon our new line and made some feeble demonstrations easily repulsed, and the day closed without any real trial uf strength. During the
evening the 3d corps joined us at Chancellorsville.
'.rwo general plans of operation were now considered. One was to choose a
position and intrench; the other to choose our point of attack, and advance with
our whole force of five corps upon it. The saving of our men and the advantages of resuming the offensive after a successful repulse favored the one; the
increased elan of our men and the choice of our point of attack, the other.
I was in favor of advancing, and urged it with more zeal than convincing argument. I thought with our position and numbers to beat the enemy's right wing.
'.rhis could be done by advancing in force on the two main roads towards Fredericksburg, each being in good supporting d 1stance, at the same time throwing
a heavy force on the enemy's right flank by the river road.
If this attack found the enemy in extended line across our front, or in motion
towards our right flank, it would have secured the defeat of his right wing and
consequently tl;w retreat of the whole. The advantages of the initiative in a wooded country like this, obscuring all movements, are incalculable, and so far we had
improved them.
.
r.rhe general's original determination to await the attack had in it also the design to contract our line and throw back the right to a better position, our left
being secure. On the assurance of the commander on the right that they were
abundantly able to bold their position against any force the nature of the ground
in their front would enable the enemy to bring against them, and because they
thought to fall back would have some of th~emoralizing influenee of a retreat, it
was decided to make no change in the line, but to strengthen it with breastworks
and abatis.
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The sound of the axe broke the stillness of the night along the lines of both
armies. The position thus determined is marked with a dotted line (A) on the
map, and was about--- miles long.
On the morning of Saturday, May 2, the enemy from the heights on our left
opened his guns upon our wagons in the open field near Chancellorsville, but
without much effeet. He also mane his appearance on the plank road near, and
our fire wounded a few men who reported they had missed the road, and that they
were marching towards our right. During the forenoon the enemy made several
feints of attack by a sudden rush upon our lines, seizing our advanced skirmishers,
drawing our fire and getting the location of our line and its strength. These
operations were repeated at intervals, gradually extending to our right. Later
in the day the enemy became visible from our line to the right of Fairview,
moving off still to our right. General Sickles, with two of his divisions of the
3d corps, were sent out. to make a demonstration against this body, and he succeeded in capturingnumerous prisoners cut. off from the rear of Jackson's corps.
General Pleasonton with his cavairy and artillery also moved out in this same
direction following General Sickles, and the effect of this was to place a considerable force of ours between the two wings of the rebel army.
I was near this part of the field about 5 p. m., when a heavy firing of musketry began on our right, and hastened to the spot. The 11th corps, infantry on
the left, made no stand at all behind its breastworks, but ran away while yet the
enemy's bullets scarcely reached them, and while their own artillery l1eroically
served still to hold the enemy in check. I tried in vain to assist some of the
officers in rallying their men, but soon saw it was a waste of precious time. I
immediately sent my aid to inform General Pleasonton and General Sickles of the
rout of the 11th corps, which task he promptly executed, and the enemy's advance soon began to slacken from the effective fire poured in upon his right flank.
I then proceeded to Fairview, where Captain Best, chief of artillery of the 12th
corps, had already trained all of his available guns to meet the advancing enemy.
I placed all the artillery I could find pointing in the same direction, with orders
to fire solid shot over the heads of our troops upon the enemy, and left the whole
in charge of Captain Best. To the credit of the artillery of the 11th corps that
came off the field, it went into battle on this line with the greateat alacrity.
Before this was completed, General Berry's division, unaffected by the flying
cr(1wd around it, moved up in the most perfect order and held the crest which
I have before mentioned as commanding the field between Fairview and Chancellorsville. General William Hays, with a brigade of the 2d corps, took up the
line on the right of General Berry.
With this combination, General Jackson's assault was stayed, and he himself
mortally wounded.
1'his flank move in our very presence which General Lee had decided upon,
and whose execution be had intrusted to General Jackson, was one of great
risk under almost any circumstances. On the present occasion it offered more
advantages than it generally does.
His army found its line of intrenchments, on which so much labor had been
bestowed, and on whose strength he had so far relied as to submit to the detaching of a large force under General Longstreet for operations south of James
river, most unexpectedly turned and rendered of no value ; and he was in the
presence of an army greatly outnumbering his. A retreat in good order towards
Richmond would seem to be a satisfactory escape from the situation.
Advancing then promptly as he bad done on the 1st, be was ·prepared to dispute with uR the possession of Banks's ford, which would have brought the two
wings of our army together, and given time. Our falling back to Chancellorsville left us with a divided army, and our lying quiet enabled him to accumulate
his force on our right flank, where he could make his most threatening assault,
and where, iu case of a repulse, he would have the main line of retreat open to
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him ; the left wing over the plank road to Gordonsville, the other by the direct
road south, and uniting again at our next objective point, Richmond. Its conception was well adapted to the situation, and its execution by General Jackson
was excellent, though the lateness of the day in which his blow was struck gave
him but little advantage of the manreuvre, except so far as it facilitated his safe
retirement to Gordonsville.
Thus the day closed. Jackson's desperate assault was foiled, the 11th corps,
though routed, was saved from destruct1on, and the 1st corps had just joined us
to take its place in the line. The position of the 3d corps and our cavalry on
the right flank of Jackson's column, cut off, it seemed, all direct communication
with General Lee's right. No thought of retreating during the night was entertained on our side, and, unless the enemy did, the next day promised a decif:live
battle. By.our l<:aving a sufficient force in front of the right wing of the enemy
to hold our breastworks, the whole of the rest of our force was to be thrown
upon his left at dawn of day, with every prospect of annihilating it.
To render the success more complete, General Sedgwick, with the 6th corps,
about 26,000 strong, was to leave its position in front of the enemy's lines at
Fredericksburg, and fall upon General Lee's rear, at daybreak.
The information obtained from prisoners we had captured 1·endered it probable the enemy had withdrawn all his force, except enough to keep a mere show
at l!"'redericksburg for a decisive blow upon our divided army at Chancellorsville.
Instructions to this effect were sent by telegraph, and also by Captain R--n,
to General Sedgwick, to move at once.
Knowing much of the road that General Sedgwick would thus have to march
over in the night, I advised that I should go and guide the column, and gi_ve
such information and assistance as I could, and I was directed to do so. I set
out from headquarters with Lieutenant James, at 102- p.m., and reached General
Sedgwick at the crossing of the river at 3 a. m., on the 3d of May. As I passed
down I saw the enemy's camp-fires at Banks's ford, and occasional ones along
the bluff from Marie's hill southeastward to the Massaponax creek.
When I arrived General Newton's division, which had been given the advance, had begun its movements, and firing was going on among the pickets.
The enemy seemed so to enclose our forces with his sentinels that it was impossible to move without drawing their fire, which slight resistance caused frequent halts to our whole column. At daylight the head of the column of the
6th corps had not yet passed out of the city. The small force of the enemy
in it had then withdrawn to the hills, and the inhabitants as they awoke were
surprised to find our troops in possession.
Daylight enabled me to see, as I thought satisfactorily, that there was not
more than two field-pieces on Marie's heights, and no infantry in the rifle-pits,
to our right of it. The stone wall breastwork at its foot was occupied, in how
large a force it was difficult to ascertain, as our skirmish line had been repulsed
in approaching it. At this time the 6th corps was deployed as follows : General Brooks's division along the road covering the bridge head, and closely
watched by an enemy in his front ; General Howe's division confronting the
force on the hill southeast of Hazel run; General Newton's extending to the
right as far as the telegraph road in Fredericksburg, forming a continuous line
of battle of about two miles front along the road.
General Gibbon's division of the 2d corps, about 2,500 strong, began to
cross on a pontoon bridge soon after sunrise, and the sound of the renewed conflict at Chancellorsville began to reach us. In company with General Gibbon
I reconnoitred the ground to our right, to attempt to gain the heights there.
Here there are two canals to cross, one near the river, the other near the foot of
the hills. On the first the bridge remained intact, and could be crossed at once.
I waited on the other side of this, what seemed a long time, for General Gibbon's division to come up, though it moved I believe with despatch, and as soon
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as the ] st brigade arrived (Colonel Hall's, a small one) I galloped to the front
to reconnoitre for a point to assault. Our object then became apparent to the
enemy, and a single horseman rode out to meet me, while at the same time a gun
was limbered up on Marie's hill, and sent at a run to command the nearest
bridge over the second canal. Not a man or a gun was at that moment there
to resist us. I found the planks only taken up from the bridge, and hurrying
back directed the pioneers to pull boards from the siding of the nearest house
as 1·apidly as possible to replace the planks. While this was being done the
single gun opened upon us with shrapnell effectively, and seemed quite to paralyze our men. Soon another gun was added to it, aud before we could get ready
to cross the bridge a regiment of the enemy's infantry filed into the rifle-pits at
dquble-quick time, and the opportunity was lost. General Gibbon had rapidly
brought up artillery to reply to the enemy, but only to suffer itself without doing
any damage in return, as those on the hill were completely sheltered by epaulements. General Gibbon· also moved his other brigade rapidly to the right to
attempt the passage of the second canal by the bridge near Falmouth, but this
movement was also anticipated by the enemy's infantry extending themselves
to our right. This movement, however, had compelled the enemy to distribute
his forces along a very extended line, and thus weaken it at all points, but
more artillery had been placed on Marie's hill. I returned to General Sedgwick about 8~ a. m., and told him I thought the only thing left for us to do was
to carry Marie's hill, by main force, as speedily as possible.
The plan adopted by General Sedgwick was to assault by two strong columns
moving on the plank road and telegraph roads, and to be followed by a heavy
fire in line against the stone wall. Great care was taken to conceal these preparations from the enemy.
About 11 a.m. the dispositions were completed, and the columns moved out
on the road, taking the double-quick step as soon as the enemy's fire began.
His artillery on the heights had no effect, for the pieces could not be sufficiently
depressed and the shells burst in the town, doing no injury to us. These columns sufferPd severely, however, from the musketry, and the colonels leading
the columns both fell, one killed, the other mortally wounded. A portion of the
column continued to advance, and the troops in line, now rushing forward in g·allant style, drove the enemy from the stone wall and captured the hill with the
artillery upon it.
General Howe's division then assaulted the heights southeast of Hazel run
and took them, with the guns there posted.
·
The enemy's line was thus cut in too ; those on the left withdrew towards
Hamilton's crossing, and those on the right towards Banks's ford.
It would have been easy now to have driven all the troops around Hamilton
station and the l\1assaponax away and destroyed the depot and transportation
there. 'rhe orders, however, required the movement towards Ohancellorsville,
and no disposition was made to accomplish the other object. General Gib·
bon's division remained in Fredericksburg to prevent any of the enemy crossing to the north side, and the 6th corps moved out on the plank road as soon
as the troops, somewhat disorganized by the assault, could be reformed. General Brooks's division was now given the advance; and a,g he was furthe::;t in
the rear, not having yet moved from the crossing place, this necessarily consumed a considerable time, and before it was completed the sound of the cannonading at Chancellorsville had ceased.
The country being open, General Brooks's division was formed in a column
of brigade fronts, with an extended line of skirmishers on the front and flank
in advance, and the artillery in the road. 'rhis Wi1S, I think, a proper dbposition, as it prepared us to :fight the enemy as soon as we struck him, without
waiting to form, or losing time of so much importance as in the present case.
General Newton's division came next in order, but it marched in flank along
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the road. wliich greatly extended the column, made it liable to an enfilading fire,
and put it out of support, in measure, of the division in advance.
When we reached the summit along the road, about one mile from Salem
church, we met a few cavalry skirmishers, and two rifled guns opened with solid
shot from a point near the church.
'rhe intervening space was quite open on both sides of the road; halfway,
a small stream crossed it and ran into the Rappahannock. The heights at Salem church are inconsiderable ; but here the road bends, and woods enclosed
it; a ravine beaded close up to it, running into the Rappahannock above Banks's
ford, and furnishing a short and strong line.
·These two pieces of artillery, by their fire, checked the advance a great deal,
and it is probable that they exhausted all1beir ammunition before retiring. The
enemy used no more artillery during the day.
·
General Brooks's division finally advanced and steadily attacked the enemy,
£ghting bravely, and £na1ly succeeded in driving the enemy from his position
along thA road. The next division, not being close at hand to advance at once
to General Brooks's support, the enemy succeeded in forcing his men back, not,
however, till they had made a praiseworthy tight and used up most of their ammunition, and suffered severe loss.
General Newton's division re-enforced and restored the line, but was unable
to drive the enemy from this hill and wooded ravines which sheltered him fi·om
our artillery. The day closed with the enemy holding his position. As sson
as General Sedgwick's advance had caused the retreat of the troops at Banks's
ford, General Benham had thrown a bridge across and communicated with him.
By this route, and the United States Mine ford, I returned to headquartera near
Chancellorsville, which I reached at 11 p.m.
I found, as the result of the battle at that point, that our line had fallen back
from the Chancellorsville house about a mile. After reporting to th e general, and
getting his ideas, I telegraphed the following to General Sedgwick at midnight :
"I find everything snug here. We contracted the line a little and repulsed
the last assault with ease. General Hooker wishes them to attack him to-morrow if they will. Hf\ does not desire you to attack again in force unless he
attacks him at the same time. He says you are too far away for him to direct.
Look well to the safety of your corps, and keep up communicati<;>ns with General Benham at Banks's ford and Fredericksburg. You can: go to either place
if you think best. 'l'o cross at Banks's ford would bring you in supporting
distance of the main body, and would be better than falling back to Fredericksburg."
This despatch was written at a time when I was exceedingly exhausted. It
did not reach General Sedgwick till late in the forennon of the 4:h, so I have been
told, and was the only instructions he received. The enemy attacked him in
strong force the next day, and having resisted them till the evening, be withdrew across the .river at Banks's ford.
On the 4th our main army, near Chancellorsville, remained in its lines, both
of us being concealed from each other by the thick forest. 'rhis line is marked
(B) on the map. On the night of the 4th it was decided to withdraw the
whole army to the north bank of the Rappahannock, and I received instruction
to prepare next day a new and shorter line in our rear to secure us against any
attempt of the enemy to interrupt the movement.
On the 5th Captain Comstock and myself prepared this line, he to the west,
and I to the east of the road- A continuous cover and abatis was constructed
from the Rappahannock, at Scott's dam, around to the mouth of Hunting run, ·
or the Rapidan, a distance of three miles. 'l'his line is markefl (C) on th e
map. The roads were also put in good order, and a third bridge laid. A heavy
rain set in about 4~ p. m., and lasted till late at night. The movement to recross was begun by the artillery, as per orders, at 7~ p. m., and was suddenly
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interrupted by a rise in the river so great as to submerge the banks at the ends
of the bridges on the north bank, and the velocity of the current threatened to
sweep them away. Captain Comstock was then to a:ssist in this emergency.
The upper bridge was speedily taken up and used to piece out the ends of the
other too, and the passage was made again practicable. Considerable delays,
however, resulted from this cause. I remained behind to see to the completion
and occupation of the new line. No troops, however, took up position in it except the rear guard, composed of the 5th corps, under General lVIeade, which
was done about daylight on the sixth.
The pioneers from the different corps were nearly all retained by me till this
time, and we soon completed the line across the road and obstructed it with
timber. I then sent them to their different corps.
I cannot speak in too hig·h terms of the energy and good discipline displayed
by the pioneer parties and the officers over them, with but few exceptions.
'The proper dispositions were made for holding the line till all but the rear
guard was passed the river, and then it quietly withdrew, no enemy pursuing.
'rhe last of the army recrossed about 8 a. m. GenerallVIeade detailed General Barnes, and his brigade, to assist in taking up the bridges, and all were
safely drawn to the top of the hill by 4 p m., lVIajor Spaulding of the engineer
brigade superintending.
Captain Comstock was not under my orders during these operations, but I am
indebted to him for perfect co-operation in all my duti€s. Captain Paine, A.
D. 0., and Lieutenant Mitchell, rendered most essential service in the direction
and making of reconnaissances and repairing roads. 'l_lheir labors carried them
much under fire of the enemy.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. K. WARREN,
B7·ig. Gen. qf Vols., Chiif Engineer, Army of the Potomac.
Major G~neral D. BUTTBRFIELD,
Ulliif qf Staff.

Testimony qf JJfajor General And'rew A. Humpkreys.
WASHINGTON, Marcl~ 21, 1864.
Major General ANDREW A. HuMPHREYS sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a lieutenant colonel of the corps of engineers and major general
of volunteers, by the appointment of the President.
Question. How long have you been attached to the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. I have been attached to the army of the Potomac since the last day
of November or the first day of December, 1861.
Question. You were attached to that army at the time General Hooker
assumed command of it 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Will you give us an account of the movements of that army while
under his command, more especially the battle of Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I commanded the third division of the 5th corps when General
Hooker took command of the army of the Potomac. The latter part of April,
when the army moved, I marched with that corps, crossing the Rappahanno~k
at Kelly's ford, and the Rapidan at Ely's ford, and moved up to Chancellorsville, where my division arrived about 7 o'clock, I think, or perhaps 8 o'clock,
n the morning of Friday, the_lst of 1\f.ay. I then received from General Meade,
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who commanded the corps, in the presence of the commanders of the other
divisions, General Sykes and General Griffin, instructions as to the movements
which the corps was to make. The final result of those orders was that my
division followed the first division, commanded by General Griffin, along the
river road, moving up in the direction of Banks's ford, with instructions for me
to take a position intermediate between the first and second divisions of that
corps-the second division being on the right towards the plank road running
to Fredericksburg, and in rear of them, along in the rear of a certain ridge overlooking a little stream that empties into the Rappahannock about Banks's ford,
the name of which I now forget. I followed closely on the first division, and,
as I understand, we had nearly approached the place, were withiu a mile or two
of the position that we were to take, when General Meade received an order
countermanding the one under which we had been acting, and we were immediately brought back to Chancellorsville. By direction of General Meade, I examined towards the left to see what was the best position for my division to
take in connexion with holding the ground down to the river and close the roads
leading to the United States ford on that flank. I made this examination very
rapidly, and put my dhrision in a strong position, with its left resting on the
river. The first division was posted on my right. I do not know what ground
the other division took. I was directed to hold that ground, and there I remained during that night and during Saturday. I sent out small parties to
feel the enemy and see what they were about on my front, and there I heard
the operations that were going on on our right, more particularly on Saturday
evening.
Very early in the morning of Sunday, that is, between midnight and daylight,
I received instructions to move up to the right near Chancellorsville, as soon at; _
I was relieved by a certain division of the 11th corps; this I did, and about
seven o'clock in the morning massed my division in rear of the first division
(Griffin's) on the Ely's Ford road; subsequently I moved it to the left of Griffin.
Question. What do you, as a military man, say of the plan of that battle '/
Was it advantageous or otherwise?
Answer. A division commander does not often see the whole scope of the movement of an army. He is not made acquainted with the whole plan, except it may
be accidentally, or he may be put in a position where he has to use his own
judgment in connexion with the operations. In regard to the battle of Fredericksburg and other battles I could probably tell a great deal. But probably
I know less in regard to the battle of Chancellorsville than any other battle I
ever took part in.
On Sunday morning about nine o'clock I was directed to send one of my
brigades in to the assistance of General French, which I did. I was requested
not to accompany that brigade, but to remain near my other brigade. 'l'he
brigade I sent in was briskly engaged, losing nearly two hundred men in killed
and wounded, when General French's command and my brigade retired from
that wood. Part of my other brigade I had thrown forward towards the brick
building called the Chancellor house, to the edge of the wood bordering the
open ground around the house, and held that while the 3d corps, and probably the 12th corps, carne in and took up the new position assigned to them.
'l'his was a defensive position, part of which was formed by the ground I had
myself examined, running down along a little stream to the river, and also along
the road which passes from Chancellorsville to Ely's ford, and from that road
over to the Rapidan river. I was rather amused at the idea of my two regiments
holding that ground. They were directed to advance to the edge of the open
ground, where the enemy was expected to be in full force. I went along with
them, as I expected it wuuld be a very difficult and dangerous operation. When
I found that the enemy simply opened their artillery upon me, but did not
press me, and allowed my two regiment;>- t0 remain there for a couple of hours
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I began to think they were not coming through there. They did. not renew
the attack after that. lVIy men were engaged skirmishing with the enemy, and
lost smartly; that is, the two regiments I have mentioned.
I must give my opinion, since you ask me, for I have an opinion, as a military man, from the general facts I know, and that I suppose I am obliged to
express. My opinion is that we should not have been withdrawn-called
back-on Friday afternoon. We had advanced along the road to Fredericksburg
to attack the enemy. The troops were in fine spirits, and we wanted to fight
a battle. · I think we ought to have fought the enemy there. They came out
and attacked one division of the corps I belonged to, just at the time we returned
to Chancellorsville. What caused General Hooker to return after advancing
some miles on this general position, which was about perpendicular to the plank
road leading to Fredericksburg, I am not able to say, because, being only a
division commander, the facts were not stated to me. But I have heard it said
that he received some erroneous information about the enemy's advancing on
his flank from the direction of Orange Court House. It is my opinion we
should have attacked the enemy, instead of withdrawing and awaiting an attack
from the enemy.
rrhe expedition, so far as moving to Chancellorsville, was admirably planned.
It was an expedition in which, up to that point, we accomplished everything
we could have desired. We surprised the enemy completely, and crossed the
river without their knowing anything about it apparently. It was admirably
planned, so far as that was concerned, and admirably executed. Why it was
that we were so suddenly withdrawn I do not know. It was totally unexpected
to me. I thought it was a part of the plan to attack them as quickly as possible. vV e had surprised them, and we were strong enough to attack them. 'I'hat
is only a general opinion, of course. As to what force of our own army in actual
numbf~rs were present or available at that time, I am not able to tell you.
I
know the 3d, 2d, 12th, 11th, and 5th corps were there.
Question. To what do you ascribe the final failure-to this falling back 1
Answer. I must confess that after that Friday I was apprehensive we should
not have that success we had expected. I had left my division massed near
the brick house (Chancellor house) upon our return after we were ordered back
on Friday afternoon, and had ridden rapidly down the Mineral Spring road to
the Rappahannock, the extreme point I wished to reach. Upon returning to
my command I found large bodies of troops massed around there, and so far as
I could see they were not going into position to fight a battle anywhere. The
enemy were pressing up on the troops that were thrown out to the front. I got
my division down to its position immediately. I think it was a mistake to
fight a defensive battle after we had surprised the enemy. I think we should
have attacked the enemy immediately. What were the numbers the enemy
were supposed to have I do not know. 'l'he impression I have might be a very
erroneous one. I know that we had a very large army then, and that it was
believed that we were equal to carrying out the operation if we took the offensive.
Question. If you did not intend to take the offensive, you think you should
not have gone over there 1
Answer. Yes. But General Hooker took up a pretty strong position, expecting the enemy to attack him. 'l'hey bad been pressing forward an attack
on our right, and he seemed to think they would continue the attack, but they
did not. It may be their plans were changed after the death of Jackson, who
was aiming, it was said, to get· around to and take possession of the United
- States ford, ancl thus get in our rear.
Question. You say that you think we ought to have attacked the enemy immediately after getting in position 1
Answer. Yes, after concentrating and getting into position.
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Question. And you say that when ordered to fall back our men did not seem
to ·be in position-that there seemed to be confusion 1 ··
Answer. That was some hours later than the time I refer to on Friday and
after I had returned from examining the ground that the 5th corps afterwar~s
occupied.
Question. Therefore they were not really in a condition to advance 1
Answer. rrhat was simply at that hour; they were in a condition to advance
earlier in the day.
Question. Whose fault was it that the men were all massed up together in
that way 1
Answer. That I cannot tell yon ; I cannot tell you who gave the orders that
brought them together in that limited space, as I .was a division commander,
and not in immediate communication with the commander of the army. The
troops were withdrawn on Friday afternoon from the advanced position I have
mentioned, and there were Jarge masses of troops about the open ground near
Ohancellorsville when I returned from examining the ground near the river,
rrhe troops, that is, the separate bodies, the divisions and brigades, were not in
confusion within themselves, but they seemed to be unoccupied-to be doing
nothing. How long that lasted I do not know.
Question. It occurs to me, that with that condition of things right in the face
of an enemy, if they had made an attack upon that mass of men we should have
been in a bad fix, and somebody ought to have seen that such things did not
take place.
Answer. The commander of the army is responsible for that, of course. He
knows who came there under orders, and who did not, and who did not go
away at the proper time, and why it was that everything was brought together
in that place.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What portion of the army was engaged at Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I think the second division of the 5th corps was engaged in front
on ~.,riday. rrhe next day, Saturday afternoon and Saturday night, as I understand it., the 11th corps was the one that had the fighting; probably some
of the 12th corps. I only speak from what I heard. And the 3d corps, I
think, did some fighting that night. They certainly did early the next morning. They were very severely attacked the next m'orning, and lost very heavily.
1 have not a perfect knowledge of that matter. But on Sunday the fighting
continued, and some part of the 2d corps was engaged, and some part of
the 5th corps; not heavily, but briskly. That was after the 3d corps had
been withdrawn. I do not know whether they were repulsed or not ; but they
came in, having lost very heavily.
By the chairman :
Question. What do you know about the 11th corps giving way there: 1
Answer. I do not know anythmg about it. They were a far way off to my
right. I know they came down the next morning and relieved me.
Question. After that battle the army retired across the river to their old
position 1
Answer. Yes, we came back to the vicinity of Falmouth. About the 11th or
12th of J nne, about midday, I received orders, and we marched up to Beverly
ford, holding the Rappahannock down towards Kelly's ford, having directions
to hold that part of the river against the enemy. We threw up some works,
and I remained there a couple of days, when it became evident that the enemy
were not going to attempt to cross there. "'vVe then received orders to move up
along the Hne of the railroad, which we did, stopping a day or so at :Manassas.
I know we made some very severe marches; my divison made a continuous
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march during a night and a day, with the exception of a halt of a few hours in
the day, of from twenty~five to twenty-nine miles. From there we moved
along with the army up to 'rarrytown, where, I suppose, the history of the
battle of Gettysburg begins.
Question. Was it there that General Meade succeeded to the command 1
Answer. No; it was previous to that that he succeeded to the command.

TF.stimony

of MaJor

Gtiteral W. S. Hancock.

WASHINGTON, Marek 22, 1864.
Major General W. S. HANCOCK sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major general of volunteers in the army of the United States,
and at present command the 2d army corps, now in the army of the Potomac.
Question. How long have you been connected with the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. Since its organization, directly after the first battle of Bull Run, in
1861.
Question. Will you go on and give a narrative, in your own way, of those
things which you deem important in regard to the movements and operations of
the army of the Potomac, from the time that General Hooker took command
of it 1
Answer. The first event of importance, after General Hooker assumed the
command, was the battle of Chancellorsville. 'rhe great feature of that battle
was the fighting on the morning of Sunday, the 3d of May. I then commanded
a division in the 2d corps under General Couch. The movement of that corps
commenced on the Tuesday previous to the 28th. '.rhe movement of the three
corps, which went up the river and crossed the Rappahannock and the Rapidan,
oommenced before that-a day or two previous; I think on the 27th. They
crossed the Rappahannock at Kelly's ford, divided into two bodies, one under
General Slocum and one under General Meade, came down across the Rapidan at
different fords, and formed a junction at Chancellorsville on the Thursday previous to the battle, (May 31,) arriving at that point about noon. Two divisions
of the corps to which I belonged (French's and my own) crossed the Rappahannock at United States ford, about fiye miles distant from Chancellorsvme, the
same evening; and about 10 o'clock on 1.'hursday night arrived at Chancellorsville, and formed a junction with the other troops there. General Sickles's command, the 3d corps, followed us, arriving some time the next morning-about 11
o'clock. General Gibbon's division, 2d corps, remained at Falmouth. In the
mean time, on the 29th, I think, General Reynolds and General Sedgwick, each
commanding an army corps, had crossed the Rappahannock at different points
below Fredericksburg, probably for the purpose of distracting the attention of
the enemy. The enemy were not encountered at Chancellors ville until some time
in the afternoon of ~""'riday. An order was issued directing an advance movement towards Fredericksburg, about 1 p. m. on Friday, lVIay 1, in which one
command, the 12th corps, or a part of it, took the plank road from Chancellors ville.
General Sykes's command, subsequently supported by my division, took the old
turnpike road-the command of General Griffin being on our left, between us
and Banks's ford. General Meade, with a large command, was advancing towards Banks's ford. None of those commands met the enemy, save the one commanded by General Sykes. General French's division, 2d corps, was ordered
to 1.,odd's Tavern, on the Spottsylvania road, (five miles dista-nt,) and met the
Part r--5
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enemy, but, without engaging him, was ordered to return. General Sykes met
the enemy immediately on leaving Chancellorsville and forced him back about
two miles. According to the order of the day, the headquarters of General
Hooker that night were to have been at a point on the Fredericksburg road
some distance in advance of the point at which General Sykes's advance had
arrived, the distance from Chancellorsville to :E'redericksburg being about ten
miles. General Sykes was subsequently forced back some distance. He then
received an order to return to his first position, and I was directed to return also,
taking the place of General Sykes's command in the column and bringing up
the rear. r:I.'he movement was mq,de, and all other troops that had started out
on this expedition, on the different roads, returned and took up the positions they
had previously occupied at Chancellorsville, or were placed in position by General
Hooker, he connecting his lines and establishing a line of battle.
Question. What do you, as a military man, say as to this movement, and the
position General Hooker took there 1
Answer. I consider that the position of Chancellorsville was not a good one ;
it was a flat country, and had no local military advantages. At the same time
I may say, that for a commander who felt that he was forced to retire, that was
the best position, and the only one for the time being. But I have no doubt
that we ought to have held our advanced positions, and still kept pushing on,
and attempt to make a junction with General Sedgwick. No doubt this retrograde movement was based on information which General Hooker received from
1!-,redericksburg as to the movements of the enemy. It was the head of
Jackson's column coming from Fredericksburg which we met. We were ordered to retire to Chancellorsville, and take up that position, placing it in a defensive attitude by abatis and rifle-pits.
Matters remained in that condition until towards the morning of the 2d, when
a new line of battle was established in some places, and in others the line corrected. There were no movements of the enemy then save that we knew they
were passing in column along our front, being separated from us by a broad
belt of woods which concealed their movements, as they had occupied those
woods and prevented us from looking through them. The enemy continued
their march, passing along our whole front, shielded by this belt of woods, until
they had massed on our extreme right. The end of their column, supposed to
be their trains, was seen, but from the reports of deserters, &c., it was supposed
tluit that command of the enemy was retreating to Orange Court House. vVith
that belief General Hooker ordered General Sickles in pursuit. It turned out,
however, that General Jackson had concluded his operation of massing in front
of our extreme right, and this was the last of his train which were being rapidly
driven out of the road for the purpose of being placed in rear of his command.
General Sickles passed out on our left of Jackson. But while he was performing his operation Jackson attacked General Howard very suddenly on his right
flank and rear, and overthrew the 11th corps almost immediately. I have no
doubt that proper precautions bad not been taken; I do not know who was in
fault. The ground in front of General Howard, and on his right, bad not been
pruperly examined to see what was going on there, or this could not have ocCUlTed. There should have been scouts, cavalry or infantry, sent out there, so
that we should not have been attacked in that sudden manner.
Before this, during that afternoon, (the 2d,) there was an attack made on the
enemy in front of the 12th corps, by a portion of that command attempting to
break through this belt of woods on the plank road, but it failed. I think the
troops were thrown in without judgment; thrown in as if they felt certain that
they would break through. But there was not enough care taken in the development of their front ; they went too much in mass, I think. They were
now forced back, for the enemy happened to be prepared for them. 'l'he position I held was on the line facing Fredericl-.sburg. I held that line during the
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battle. The enemy attacked on both days, on several occasions, but they were
always repulsed by the 1st line, under Colonell\files, 61st New York. Although
the 11th corps had been overthrown, still the enemy were stayed by the operations of the remaining division of Sickles's corps-for the whole of his corps
did not go out to the front-together with other troops which General Hooker
put in.
Notwithstanding we had lost some ground, and the 11th corps was overthrown, yet things remained in an apparently sound condition. I felt no discouragement. I went to General Hooker late on that morning, and told him
that I did not think because the 11th corps had been beaten that there was any
reason why we should despond, for the 11th corps had never been considered a
part of the original army of the Potomac, and not much dependence had been
placed upon it; and we were about as strong, of the original army of the Potomac, a!'! before. _ General Hooker appeared to be a great deal despondent, and
was affected no doubt by the sudden blow we had received in the destruction
or rout of that corps .
. Question. Was that before or after his injury 1
Answer. I think it was before. As I have understood, his injury was received
the next morning. I do not know what occurred during that night; but about
midnight, or after, I was awakened by General Couch, who told me that we
were ordered to withdraw, I supposed to some new position, and that the 2d
corps was to form the rear guard. But at daylight, just as the movement was
to commence, as I understood, General Couch infoi·med me that no movement
would take place; that we were going to remain there and fight a battle. What
the proposed movement waR to have been I never ascertained. Early in the
morning the fighting again commen~ed on the same line where it had last
terminated. Our operations that morning seemed to be for the purpose of getting inside of our lines the part of General Sickles's command which bad been
sent out the afternoon before. I should say that during the night, near midnight, there was a furious battle on the line of the 3d corps, which continued,
about an hour, our troops gaining considerable ground.
Question. It was that night and in that battle that .Jackson was killed 1
Answer. Yes, sir; it was a furious fight, a.nd a very noisy one, principally
from the fact that we had an immense mass of artillery placed there in order to·
stop any advance the enemy might make in the night. 'I'he enemy attacked'
the next morning, and the heaviest assault was thrown on this command of
Sickles-General Berry's division, the 12th corps, and the troops on the right of
General Sickles. While this fighting was going on, the force of Birney, which,
was in front, was engaged in forcing its way through in the angle between
Berry's division and a portion of the 12th corps. I think one of the disadvantages of that fight was owing to this fact: that these men were fighting their
way in, and it had the appearance as if there was a disaster in that portion of
the field. 'l'he men were not running, but they were coming in Yery rapidly,
but they came in in good order. I think that appearance of falling back had a
bad effect upon the troops.
A great many lines of battle were formed to strengthen our front line. My
position was on the other side of the Chancellor house, and I bad a fair view
of this battle, although my troops were facing and fiO'bting the other way. The
first lines referred to finally melted away, and the whole front appeared to pas&
out. First the third corps went out; then the twelfth corps, after fio-htino- a
long time; and there was nothing left on that part of the line but ~y o~n.
division-that is, on that extreme point of the line on the side of the
Chancellor house towards the enemy. I was directed to hold that position until a change of line of battle could be made, and was to hold it until I
was notified that all the other troops had gotten off. This necessitated my
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fighting for a time both ways. I had two lines of battle, one facing towards
Fredericksburg, and the other line behind that. And I had to face about the
troops in the rear line, so as to be ready for the enemy in that direction, who
were coming on. I had a good deal of artillery, and although the enemy massed
their infantry in the woods very near me, and attempted to advance, and always
held a very threatening attitude, I judge they had exhausted their troops so
much that they dared not attack me, although I remained there for some time
alone in this position, very heavily engaged with artillery all the time, and some
of my men of the rear line occasionally being shot by their infantry at a distance
of several hundred yards. There was no forcible attack on me, and when the
time came I marched off to my new position, probably three-quarters of a mile
from the old position, towards United States ford, where the new line of battle
was laid out.
We immediately commenced to fortify that position by throwing up rifle-pits,
and held it until we recrossed the river. In the mean time we had given up all
those great roads connecting with~..,redericksburg. The enemy took possession
of the belt of woods between us and those roads, and held us in the open space,
and commenced using the roads we had abandoned, and marched down and
attacked Sedgwick, as it proved afterwards. And after accomplishing all they
could with him, which was to drive him across the river, they came back to
attack us. In the meantime, however, we were ordered to recross the river, and
the movement commenced about daylight on Tuesday morning. It was to have
commenced about 8 or 9 o'clock the evening previous. But, owing to a
rise in the river, we had not enough boats, and had to reduce the number of
bridges from three to two, which took some time. We recrossed unmolested,
the enemy apparently not having gotten back there in force before we left. My
pickets saw nothing of the enemy on my front that morning.
I should say one thing here: that after the movement I first spoke of, on
the 1st-the one where General Sykes was attacked, when we were suddenly
ordered to return-General Warren, who brought the order, suggested to General Couch that he should not fall back, although the order was to that effect;
that the position we held was a very formidable one, and be should not vacate
it. But General Couch did not feel at liberty to follow that suggestion, having
rPceived peremptory orders to fall back. It appears, however, that General
Warren rode oft' to General Hooker, and explained the advantage of the position we held, and came back with an order that it should be held. But in the
mean time the position had been abandoned, and the enemy had taken possession of it.
While this was going on General Meade had approached Banks's ford, and
had practically opened it, that i~, he had met no enemy and had got close to it.
General Griffin, who was in command on our left, between us and General
Meade, had gone further to the front than either of us, and had met no enemy.
So that the only forces of ours which met any enemy were those at the head of
General Sykes's column and those of General French. But General Hooker,
for reasons best known to himself, concluded to fall back to Chancellorsville
and take a defensive attitude.
T consider the mistake in the matter was in ever stopping at Chancellorsville
at all. '!'here was the cause of the whole trouble. General Hooker did not arrive
there until Thursday night, about the same time we did. If his troops had
marched on even on Thursday afternoon, and opened Banks's ford, we would
then have been within three miles of :E'redericksburg, and would have been
practically connected with the force under General Sedgwick, although sepa1;ated
by the town of Fredericksburg. There, no doubt, was the mistake. That movement might have been made on '11hursday afternoon, or even on Friday morning.
General Lee had evidently been deceived by the movements of General Hooker,
and had sent his troops down the river, below Fredericksburg, and had not been
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able to get them back in time to have resisted such a movement. I believe if
we had not stopped at Ohancellorsville, but had marched right down to
Banks's ford, the whole movement would have been a perfect success. The
mistake was, that when we had started to fight an offensive fight, we stopped
and fought a defensive one before the concentration was complete.
Question. That, you say, was in consequence of some information General
Hooker received about the enemy ?
Answer. That was on ~.,riday afternoon. I understood that General Butterfield, who was at Falmouth~ telegraphed that :i large column of the enemy
were marching on General Hooker. But I say that on rrhursday, before
General Hooker had arrived at Ohancellorsville, if the troops which had· united
at Ohancellorsville at noon had continued right on and marched down, we
should have succeeded perfectly on that day. Couch's command might in
that case have crossed at Banks's ford, three miles below, then we should have
had four corps on that side of Fredericksburg, while Sedgwick would have
been below with two corps, and General Sickles could have joined either wing,
and we would have been within sight of the smoke of each other's guns, and each
could have gone to the assistance of the other when necessary. Instead of continuing the offensive until we had made a practical junction, either by fighting
or by the retreat of the enemy, we commenced the movement and then changed
it, owing to some information or other, before we had made that junction.
Question. What do you say as to the original plan, as you understand it?
Answer. The original plan was full of risk, I think. To separate the army by so
great a distance in the immediate presence of so wide-awake an enemy as we had
was a movement very full of risk. A river was between us-picketed by
us--and the country was wooded, so as to screen the movement, and it had
been so secretly conducted that it was really a succestl up to the time that we
changed the plan of the whole operation. No matter whether it was full of
risk or not, it had succeeded up to that time.
Question. You do not know much of the movements of General Sedgwick's
forces, I suppose ?
Answer. No, sir; I know nothing of those movements except from my
knowledge of the country, and what I learned afterwards. I do not know anything about the movements from my own observation.
Question. You finally recrossed the river and took up your old position ?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the extent of the loss to our army in that movement 1
Answer. I only know from the reports which have been published ; I have
forgotten the number. I suppose our losses were in the neighborhood of
15,000 men.
Question. Have you any idea what were the losses of the enemy there1
Answer. I have no doubt their losses in killed and wounded were fully equal
to our own. I have no question but that we far outnumbered the enemy on
that field, showing that we ought to have succeeded. Part of their forces WAre
at Suffolk, and as soon as they found that we had really crossed the river, that
oommand of Longstreet's commenced marching up. None of it, however, I
believe, got up until after the battle; some of it passed through Richmond
several days 'afterwards.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What do you suppose was the relative strength of the two armies?
Answer. I think that the enemy had not more than 60,000 men. I consider
that we could have brought 100,000 men into line of battle had we ever united.
I have no doubt that, at the time when we had the most troops at Ohancellorsvill&, we had more than 80,000 men; and our whole army, I consider, was
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120,000 men. But we fought a defensive fight; and the result was that the
enemy massed their forces oppo~ite some one portion of our line, in a measure,
from the fact that the country enabled them to screen their operations, and we
always met those forces with an inferior force.
By the chairman:
Question. Has not that been the great defect of most of the battles fought
by this army 7
Answer. Yes, sir; and it arises from the very nature of our battles : we have
been fighting defensive battles habitually.
Question. Why is it that we, who undertake to conquer an enemy, and have
gone into an enemy's country, always fight defensively 7
Answer. I think it is due, in a great measure, to the character, peculiarities,
and ideas of policy of the commander.
Question. Do you not, as a military man, believe that that is a disadvantage
to our army 1
Answer. I think it is a decided disadvantage. The morale will always be with
the troops that go ahead, and if it is practicable for one army to advance and
attack another, the one whi(jh advances will have the greatest chance of success.
I think, however, if I knew that an enemy was going to engage me and meet
me directly to the front, and I had an opportunity to secure a good position, I
would sooner occupy it and get ready to meet his attack. But if I did not
know that he was going to meet me in that manner, and I could only judge by
the ground or information, I should not take a position, for I would be waiting
while he was acting. It is my conviction that we ought to take the offensive.
Question. Did you see much of General Hooker on the field at Chancellorsville 1
Answer. Not on the last day; I only saw him on horseback at a distance.
I recollect the confusion incident upon the occasion when he was hurt. I saw
the colonnade fly when the ball struck it, but I had no conversation with him
on that day.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Was this retreat the result of a council of war 1
Answer. I do not know that it was. I understood that a council of war was
held, and I also understood that a retreat was ordered by General Hooker, but my
belief was that it did not result from the opinions of a majority of that council.
I was not in the council ; my impression at the time was that General Hooker
had made up his mind as to what he thought was best to be done, and had concluded that it was wise to recross the river. A council of war was held, at
which I do not know even that General Hooker was present ; but General
Sickles was present, and advocated the recrossing from political as well as
military reasons. But I understood at the same time that, with the exception
of General Couch, who is a person naturally very cautious about making a decision, the other corps commanders thought it wo"Uld be better to continue the
fight; and I think myself, although it is only a matter of opinion, that even at
the moment the fight stopped on Sunday if we had pushed in all our troops we
might have won that battle; none of General Reynolds's corps had been engaged,
and I did not consider that all of my troops had fought as they could fight in
such a battle. Without reference to General Couch's opinion or expression, I
understood from him always that he was in favor of fighting then.
By the chairman:
Question. You speak of political reasons-what political reasons?
Answer. I was not present at the council; but I heard that the question of
Washington was urged, as to what effect it would have upon the country should
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it fall in consequence of our persisting in that operation. It was thought that,
aside from military reasons, it would have a bad effect upon the future of the
country should we persist in the fight, and be beaten there so badly that Washington should fall in consequence; whereas if we recrossed the river we would
be enabled to prevent any snch result. I termed them political reasons in that
respect only, from the effect the fall of Washington would produce in our country
as well as in Europe. It was not in reference at all to partisan politics, but
merely as to the general policy and effect upon the country.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What effective force could have been taken in after Sunday's fight 1
Answer. I consider that General Reynolds's corps might have gone in; it
was a very large corps, and had not fought. I consider that General Meade's
corps, though it had been fighting, was still in a perfect condition to fight. I
consider that a part of the 2d corps was diE<posable. Without going into detail,
I will say, generally, that I think we were not whipped when we gave up the
fight. I think that, considering our great numbers, we ought to have fought
until we could have fought no longer, if necessary. I believe that the reason
the enemy did not attack me with more persistence was that they had already
exhausted themselves. I was waiting there one-half an hour in their immediate
presence, after they had driven everything else away: and they did not attack
me, but allowed me to move away unmolested. General Hays, who was taken
prisoner at that battle, would be a very good witness as to what he saw at the
time. He was taken to Richmond, and knows exactly the condition of the
enemy at the moment of his capture; how many dispoe.able troops they had
there, and how many troops he met between there and Richmond; showing
how many divisions of their army were really in that battle. I understood him
to say that he considered that there were but six divisions of the enemy at
Chancellorsville, out of ten divisions that belonged to their army. He told me
that the enemy were in an exhausted condition; that they had apparently put
everything in, and that after the fight was over their army was greatly shattered.
We had some fight in us still, and I think that up to the time we vacated that
ground we ought to have won that battle.
By the chairman :
Question. Go on with your narrative of the operations of the army from that
time 1
Answer. We continued in our old position at Falmouth until the movements
commenced which finally culminated at Gettysburg. I forme~ the rear-guard
of the army when we left Falmouth. Although a great many movements were
made during the march from Falmouth to Frederick, none of them were of any
great importance. When we got to l!.,rederick city, I found that General Meade
had been placed in command of the army.
(See testimony, "Army of the Potomac: General Meade.")

Testimony qf General James S.

Wadswortl~.

WASHINGTON,
General JAMES S. WADSWORTH sworn and examined.

J.lllarcl~

23, 1864.

By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, and am now under orders to
report to the army of the Potomac.
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Question. You have been in the army of the Potomac for some considerable
time 1
Answer. Yes, sir; a great deal of the time since its organization.
Question. Did you participate in the battle of Uhancellorsville 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Will you tell us what position you then occupied; and also give us
a brief description of that battle, so far as it came under your observation 1
Answer. At that time I commanded the first division of the first corps, then
consisting of about 8,000 troops, about half of whom left the service before the
battle of Gettysburg, their term of service having expired. r_rhree or four days
before the movement on Ohancellorsville, General Reynolds showed me an order
to General Sedgwick, placing him in command of the 6th, 3d, and 1st corps, and
directing him to cross below },redericksburg, and, in certain contingenci~s which
I do not now recollect, to advance on Bowling Green. I infeiTed from the order
that it was settled that General Sedgwick was to advance on the enemy's right
with those three corps, while the other four corps were to cross above and advance on the enemy's left. This plan, if I am right in understanding that that
was the plan, as I believe I am, was subsequently changed; and after General
Hooker had crossed at United States ford, General Sickles with his corps, the
3d, was ordered up to him; and subsequently the 1st corps was ordered up also.
In the mean time my division of the 1st corps had crossed a short distance
below the point where General Sedgwick with his corps had crossed, and occupied a position on the southerly side of the river for about 36 hours. It
was intended that the order to withdraw my division and to move the corps up
to Ohancellorsville should have been executed in the night. But the order came
too late, and we had to cross my division after daylight, under a very severe
artillery fire which broke our pontoon bridge while a regiment was crossing.
But it was soon repaired, and we got over without serious loss. We made a
forced march to the position the army occupied near Chancellorsville. We
arrived there about daylight on the day that the attack was made upon the 3d
corps by the enemy to recover Chancellorsville, the other division of the· 1st
corps having arrived the evening previous. General Reynolds placed the corps
in line of battle on the extreme right of our army, where we waited further
orders for about 36 hours; we then received orders to recross the river. The
1st corps was not engaged at Chancellorsville.
Question. Can you tell why it was not ordered to attack the enemy at the
time General Sickles with his 3d corps was driven back; or why it was not
ordered to attack the next da.y, when you heard the sound of General Sedg-·
wick's engagement with the enemy 1
Answer. I have no means of knowing; at the time we were ordered to recross the river, so far as I could judge of the spirit and temper of the officers
and men of the army, they were ready to take the offensive. I do not know
why we were withdrawn then. I think we should not have withdrawn. I think
the enemy were whipped; although they had gained certain advantages, they
were so severely handled that they were weaker than we were.
Question. Is it your opinion, as a military man, that if our army had been
ordered to take the offensive vigorously we would have gained a victory there 1
Answer. I think we should have taken the offensive when the enemy attacked General Sedgwick. The enemy had gained several advantages over
us; our forces were in a thickly wooded country, one very difficult to move in.
But I am not sufficiently acquainted with the condition of the army to give a
decided opinion upon that point. Our army was not depressed or disorganized,
but was ready to take the offensive.
Question. From all the information you have, which side do you think
suffered the most in killed and wounded in that battle 1
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.Answer; I have no means of judging with accuracy; but I think it must
have been about equal.
Question. Did you see General Hooker during that fight 1
Answer. I saw Genel·al Hooker and rode along the line with him, after the
retreat of Sickles's corps from Chancellorsville. It was about that time that
he received an injury.
Question. When he receiyed that injury were you near him 1
Answer. I was not; he had received it a few hours before he came down to
look at the line of the lst corps, at which time I rode along the line with
him. As some remarks have been ma.de about General Hooker's condition at
that time, I will say I never saw him more himself in every respect than when
I then saw him.
Question. Can you tell the extent of the injury General Hooker received?
.Answer. I cannot, any further than I have already stated.

Testimony

of Major

General Daniel Butterfield.

WAsHINGT0:\1, Marclt 28, 1863.
Major General DANIEL BuTTERFIELD sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
(See testimony, "Army of the Potomac: General :Meade.")
Question. Did you serve under General Hooker after he was appointed commander of the army of the Potomac; and if so, in what capacity 1
Answer. General Hooker called .me to act as his chief of staff the day he
assumed the command of the army, and I served in that capacity with him
during his command of the army of the Potomac.
Question. Do you recollect about what time General Hooker assumed command of that army 1
Answer. On the 26th of January, 1863.
Question. What was the condition of our army at the time he assumed the
command 1 What orders did General Hooker have in regard to that army, and
what steps were taken by him to put that army in condition, &c.1 and give us
a history of the campaign and what General Hooker endeavored to accomplish.
An~wer. When General Hooker was assigned to the command of the army
of the Potomac, that army was not in good condition. Desertions were very
large, and an unpleasant feeling existed through the army-a lack of confidence
in its ability to accomplish anything. :Much of this feeling was found to come
from friends of the soldiers at home. Packages frequently came by express
with citizens' clothing, and letters urging the soldiers to desert ; packages also
came by mail. An order was issued directing a return of all the absentees
from the army, with the causes of their absence, whether by desertion, leave of
absence, sickness, or otherwise. The returns, under that order, showed 80,000
and odd men absent from that army, who were borne on its rolls; and of that
number at least one-half, if my memory serves me correctly, were improperly
absent; that is, were not sick or wounded, or properly absent. The exact
figures of that return General Hooker has now.
Immediate steps were taken to prevent this desertion and bring about a better
state of feeling in the army. The army had been previously organized into
grand divisions, consisting of two corps each. This organization General
Hooker broke up, resuming the organization by corps, as it had been before
that time, and as it has been since. The general order issued making that
change states the reason why the organization was ehanged.
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The cavalry of the army had no organization as a whole-as a corps. It
was organized by brigades or divisions, and scattered among the grand division
commanders. r.l'his organization of this arm was changed, and it was organized
into a corps. From that day the cavalry began to improve and to perform better service than it had ever done before.
A system of furloughs to deserving men was instituted, giving to regiments
that bore proper inspection and were in good condition leaves of absence for
ten days to two officers of each regiment; and furloughs for ten or fifteen days,
according to the State from which the men came, to two out of every one hundred men present for duty. This order gave great satisfaction.
The system of picket duty by the army was changed. The lines were made
perfect; the duty was vigilantly performed; the pickets were constantly inspected, and, finally, desertions were stopped through the means of all these
measures of which I have spoken.
A better spirit soon manifested itself in the army, and it gradually came up
to as fine condition as I have ever known it to be during my service with it
from its organization-! think better than I ever knew it before; great esprit
du corps obtained throughout the army, and a great feeling of confidence.
'rhe orders which General Hooker received upon assuming the command of
the army were in a letter from General Halleck, directing him to cover Washington and Harper's Ferry; otherwise the operations of the army were left somewhat to General Hooker's discretion. General Hooker will, I presume, give
the committee a copy of these instructions. The nature of the country and its
streams, the seaBon of the year, with its mud, made it impracticable to commence any campaign until the roads should become settled. The intervening
time-after General Hooker assumed the command-was taken up in this improvement of the army. General Hooker devoted himself constantly to personally ascertaining the condition of the· army, and devising and improving
means and remedies for any evils that existed. Great care was given to the
commissariat. Commissaries were required by general orders to issue to the
troops vegetables and fresh bread twice a week. This order was rigidly enforced, and greatly improved the general health of the army. The ratio of sickness decreased from something above ten per ~ent. to below five per cent. The
results of this foresight in caring for and improving the physical condition of
the troops can be more clearly explained to your committee by the medical staff
of the army, Surgeon Letterman or Clements. It saved the lives of many
wounded men subsequently. 'rhe subject of the campaign was one to which
General Hooker gave much thought and attention. But while getting the views
of everybody else, he did not give his own, but kept his intentions, in regard to
the proposed campaign, an entire secret from every one, fearing that otherwise
what he intended to do might come to the knowledge of the enemy. I ought
to have stated that when General Hooker assumed command of the army, there
was not a record or document of any kind at headquarters of the army that
gave any information at all in regard to the enemy. There was no means, no
organization, and no apparent effort to obtain such information. And we were
almost as ignorant of the enemy in our immediate front as if they had been in
China. An efficient organization for that purpose was instituted, by which we
were soon enabled to get correct and proper information of the enemy, their
strength and their movements.
Question. Who was employed on that service 1
Answer. I called Colonel Sharpe, commanding a regiment of New York
troops, to headquarters, and put him in the charge of that bureau as a separate
and special bureau. General Hooker finally determined upon a plan of campaign, the intent and purpose of which was to destroy the army of General Lee
where it then was; not merely to fight a battle and gain possession of the battleground and have the enemy fall back to Richmond, but to destroy him there ;
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for General Hooker believed that we could better afford to fight the enemy
nearer Washington than Richmond. 'l'he first movement for this campaign
was a movement of the cavalry corps, to place them in rear of the enemy and
destroy their bridges and communications, prevent their retreat, and harass them
pending the operations of our infantry columns. The cavalry were started out
early in April with letters of instruction, which I presume General Hooker will
furnish this committee. Under these instructions the cavalry moved up to Rappahannock station. They were required to cros8 the Rappahannock there,
move down, and cross the Rapidan and destroy the enemy's communications
between Fredmieksburg and Richmond, and destroy all the bridges across the
streams. 'l'he movement of the infantry was to be made to correspond with the
cavalry movement. Upon the arrival of the cavalry corps under General Stoneman at their crossing places on the Rappahannock river, and during their march
there, a heavy rain-storm came on, which prevented their crossing the
river, and they were detained some two weeks or more in consequence.
Meanwhile, the whole campaign was held in abeyance. Finally the Rappahannock river fell, and the movement was commenced. The positions and locations of both armies were such that it was almost· impossible for our army to
make any movement without its being plainly visible to the enemy. 'l'he
greatest precaution and the greatest secrecy were necessary to enable the army
successfully to execute the plan which General Hooker had devised.
The movement commenced on the last Monday in April. The 12th corps,
under General Slocum, and the 11th corps, under General Howard, were
sent from their camps on the right of our line, to cross the Rappahannock in
the vicinity of Kelly's ford, and cross the peninsula between the Rappahannock
and the Rapidan ; to cross the Rapidan and move down to the vicinity of
Cbancellorsville, uncovering the United States ford, so as to make a short line
of communication between the right and left of our army. It had been originally proposed that General Meade, with the 5th corps, should cross at United
States ford, as these corps moved down. General Meade made some representations concerning the difficulties likely to ensue, and the 5th corps, later
on the same day, followed those corps, and moved with them, the cavalry moving on the outer flank on the right of those columns. The orders and letters of
instruction, which your committee can obtain, will give a clearer idea of the
movements than any narrative which I can give at this time, without these documents before me.
It was necessary, in order to get across the river, that a large force should be
left in front ofthe enemy's p')sition at Fredericksburg, to deceive them as to
our movements, and to hold them to their works. After these movements had
gotten under way, the 6th, 3d, and 1st corps were moved down to the bank
of the river, bridges were thrown over, and a portion of those troops were crossed
over and made a demonstration upon the enemy, and held them in their works
at Fredericksburg until the movement of crossing the river above, and turning
their left flank without opposition, should be successfully accomplished. This
demonstration was very successful.
As soon as this movement was executed, and the three corps then comprising
the right of the army had crossed the Rapidan, and by their movement down uncovered the United States ford, the 3d corps was withdrawn from below,
and sent up to join the three corps on the right; and, subsequently, the 1st corps
was sent up there. These movements occupied from Monday until W eduesday
or Thursday.
·
General Hooker then crossed over and joined the right of the army, directing
me to remain at Falmouth, with instructiontl appertaining to the proper execution
of his orders with regard to the forces composing the left of the army. As to
what transpired on the right of the army during the battles of Saturday and
Sunday, I have no personal knowledge, as by General Hooker's direction
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I was at Falmouth. I am familiar with it from the descriptions and conversa
tions of the generals there, but the correct source of information is from those
who were there.
During the operations at Chancellorsville on Friday and Saturday, a part i£
not all of the 6th corps still remained across the river below Fredericksburg.
On Saturday night about 10 o'clock I received a despatch from General Hooker
directing that the 6th corps should cross the river, move up through Fredericksburg and out on the Chancellorsville road, and attack General Lee, who was
between General Hooker and General Sedgwick-to move so as to be there by
daylight. This order was immediately communicated to General Sedgwick,
both by telegraph and by an aid, and shortly afterwards a duplicate of the order
arrived direct from General Hooker, by an aide-de-camp. The order required
General Sedgwick to be there by daylight the next morning. The despatch
wound up something in this way: that General Lee was between General Sedgwick and General Hooker, and the general expected, between General Sedgwick
and himself, to use up General Lee's army.
General Sedgwick's assault on the heights at Fredericksburg was not made
until 10 or 11 o'clock the next morning. 'I'he information which I had led me
to believe that the forces of the enemy in the vicinity of l!"'redericksburg did
not exceed 7,000, or 8,000 at the outside; that is, the forces prepared to resist
General Sedgwick's advance in the direction in which he was ordered to move.
General Sedgwick was under the impression that the enemy's force there was
stronger than that. I presume he will give you his reasons therefor, and all
his knowledge in regard to it. All my despatches and information are with the
records, which are in the possession of General Hooker.
Question. You say the order from General Hooker for him to advance and
be there by daylight the next morning wa.s received about 10 o'clock in the
evening 1
Answer. Between 10 and 11 o'clock on Saturday night.
Question. What was there to prevent the advance from commencing immediately 1
Answer. It was at night, a bright moonlight and clear, sufficiently light for staff
officers to write despatches by moonlight. 1!-,rom the best information I had at
the time the order came, there was not over a brigade of the enemy. in the vicinity
of l!'redet·icksburg. 'I,his information was confirmed afterwards by prisoners
taken on Sunday by General Sedgwick. They told me that they were left
) there with orders that if they did not receive re-enforcements by a ce1·tain time
to withdraw; that they did withdraw about 11 o'clock on Saturday night, but
met re-enforcements coming up and turned back and reoccupied the works. The
statement may have been false or it may have been true. If true, it would show
that a bold movement of General Sedgwick's comm11nd on Saturday night would
have taken Marie's heights, and put him well on the road towards General Hooker
before daylight.
.
Question. In your opinion, as a military man, was there anything to have prevented that order being complied with by General Sedgwick and his corps 1
Answer. There was a force of the enemy there, but in my judgment not sufficient to have prevented the movement if made with a determined attack.
Night attacks are dangerous, and should be made only by very disciplined
troops. But it seemed to me at the time that the order could have been executed.
Question. Suppose it had been executed. What, in your judgment, would
have been the effect upon the army of the enemy 1
.Answer. I think, from all I have gathered since, that if General Sedgwick
had made the junction as ordered and fallen upon General Lee's rear, General
Hooker would have been entirely successful there. That is my impression.
Ge:neral Hooker subsequently informed me that he had waited for the sound of
Sedgwick's guns to make a vigorous and desperate attack. 'I,he best opinion
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upon the results of the execution of the orders can be given by those officers
who were with the right of the army at Ohancellorsville.
General Sedgwick carried the heights of Fredericksburg between 11 and 12
o'clock on Sunday morning, and captured six or eight guns, and a number of
prisoners. He then moved on through Fredericksburg toward Ohancellorsville,
making a distance of two or three miles on Sunday, the enemy opposing him.
I was telegraphed by General Hooker on lVIonday morning to join him immediately in the vicinity of Chancellors ville, which I did. Upon my arrival there
a reconnaissance was just being made by General Griffin's division to ascertain
the position and strength of the enemy in our front. The reconnoissance was
made, and the enemy were found to be in strong force there.
lVIeanwhile nothing had been heard from our cavalry to indicate any success
on their part. On Sunday I received Richmond papers of that day, which
showed conclusively to me that their line of communication was open so that
they could reach Fredericksburg from Richmond in one day. I got those papers
in about the same time that we had usually gotten papers before any operations
had been undertaken. General Hooker then was of the opinion that the cavalry had failed entirely to accomplish their orders; for what reasons he did. not
know.
That being the case, and General Sedgwick not having made his junction
with him as he had expected, subsequent telegraphs announcing that Sedgwick
could not hold his position to enable General Hooker to join the two wings of
the army, General Hooker came to the conclusion that his original intention of
destroying the enemy there could not be carried" out. He felt that he could remain perfectly well on the south sidE'! of the river, and possibly force the enemy
to fall back; but as the enemy would fall back towarJs Richmond, they would
constantly become stronger and go into their fortifications there, while we should
grow weaker.
Some 38 regiml3nts of New York troops, two years' troops, had begun to leave
the army at that time. I met some of the regiments on Monday leaving as I was
going over. r:rheir time had expired on Sunday. 'fhis would reduce General
Hooker's effective force 38 regiments; and his opinion was that it was better
to withdraw and fight with the whole army under his own eye and at a point
where the country would admit of it; keep the enemy nearer Washington than
to have them fall back. He was in hopes if General Sedgwick could maintain
his position which he had got on 'Taylor's hill near Banks's ford, that he could
withdraw the forces near Ohancellorsville and join Sedgwick's corps at Taylor's heights, which was considered a sort of key position, if I may use such
an expression, on that bank of the river.
. A despatch was accordingly sent to General Sedgwick during the night of
:M:onday, asking him if he could holcl his position on the south side of the river.
General Sedgwick's reply was that he thought his force was in danger there.
Qu~stion. What force had he there 1
Answer. He had upwards of 22,000 men when he started from below. He
had met with losses in the fight of Sunday, and during Monday. He was attacked on Monday by a strong force, which was detached from Lee's army in
General Hooker's front. Orders were then sent to General Sedgwick t.,o withdraw by the pontoon bridge which was laid at Banks's ford. Soon after that a
telegraphic despatch was sent to General Sedgwick to withdraw; another despatch was received from General Sedgwick saying that he thought he could
hold his position there. The interval of time I do not remember; it was very
short; the despatches themselves are all copied, with their dates, hours, &c .
.A reply was sent to that despatch directing General Sedgwick to hold his position, and General Hooker would move around and re-enforce him. But before
that despatch reached General Sedgwick (there seems to have been a delay
in its reaching him) he had crossed over the main portion of his forces, as I
said before. That position was the key point of th~ position about Fredericks-
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burg. General Hooker then called together the commanders of the corps on the
rig·ht with a view of ascertaining their feelings with regard to making a bold
and desperate assault from that position, or whether the army better return across
the river and undertake such other operations as circumstances might determini3
to be best. When the corps commanders came together General Hooker addressed them briefly, and stated that he desired to leave them perfectly free to
exchange their views in regard to the situation of affairs, and unembarrassed
by his presence. He laid before them the situation of General Sedgwick's
command, and the despatches that had passed between them. He gave them
his views as to the only sort of attack that could promise success, considering
the nature of the country, the woods, &c., and then, in order that they might talk
freely among themselves, General Hooker and myself retired from the tent.
Such of the corps commanders as were there entered into consultlltion among
themselves. General Slocum was absent, not having arrived in time. When
they had concluded their deliberations, the general and myself returned, and
they announced their views. General Sickles gave his in detail, and at some
length, in favor of withdrawing the army, and his reasons therefor. General
Howard was in favor of moving out and attacking the enemy. He remarked
that he felt as though the army was in its present position by the disaster to his
corps, and under any and all circumstances he should favor an attack. I may
say that everybody considered that General Howard would favor an attack
under any circumstances, in conReq uence of some aspersions that had been cast
upon his command, the 11th corps; he desired to retrieve their reputation.
General Meade opposed the withdrawal, because he thought the army could
not be withdrawn. General Hooker thought that, so far as that was concerned,
General Lee would throw up his hat to have us withdraw, and would not fire a
gun or molest us at all; only be too glad to have us go back. I do not remember
the views of the others; I have no record of it with me; but the majority of
those present favored the return. The army was withdrawn, I believe, with
the intention, in General Hooker's mind, of making a movement below, and
crossing the river again. Before the withdrawal was executed, a very heavy
rain·storm carne up, and raised the Rappahannock river so as to float the ends
of the three bridges, and one had to be taken up in order to lengthen out the
others to enable the army to recross. When the army had recrossed the mud
was deep on the other side. The trains and a great deal of the artillery had to
be parked on the north bank of the Rappahannock, and troops were left there
to protect them until they could be moved. rl'his return was effected on Wednesday morning, the 6th of May. The army then returned to the position it
had occupied befme the commencement of the movement.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. How far was General Sedgwick from that portion of the army under
General Hooker when he made his advance on Sundav 1
Answer. From six to eight miles.
"
Question. Did Lee's army lie between them 1
Answer. Lee's army lay in front of General Hooker, and a portion of it between General Sedgwick and General Hooker.
Q,uestion. Was it known to General Hooker that fighting was going on with
.
General Sedgwick's corps 1
Answer. Despatches concerning the state of affairs were constantly sent by
me to General Hooker, as fast as I became acquainted with them. Every
despatch that was received from General Sedgwick was immediately transmitted
to General Hooker by telegraph and courier; and all those despatches General
Hooker now has. General Warren was also sent down by General Hooker to
look after the movement of General Sedgwick, and to keep him advised of what
occurred there. General Warren also communicated with General Hooker.
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Question. When General Hooker inquired of General Sedgwick if he could
hold the position he then occupied, did he intimate to him that he intended to
re-enforce him 1
Answer. I do not remember whether that was in ti1e despatch or not. That
was General Hooker's intention, but I do not remember what the despatch
stated in that respect. The copies of the orders and despatches are all in General Hooker's possession.
Question. Before General Sedgwick sent his second despatch, in which he
stated that he could hold the position, was he informed that General Hooker did
intend to re-enforce him 1
Answer. I do not know whether General Sedgwick was governed by that in
coming to that conclusion, or by further information he had in regard to the
strength of the enemy, and his own position and strength.
By the chairman :
Question. Go on with your narrative, if you please.
Answer. About the latter part of .M:ay information received at headquarters,
and the movements of the enemy, led General Hooker to the belief that General Lee intended to repeat his campaign of the year previous-crossing the
Potomac. General Hooker communicated this information in a despatch to the
authorities at "\Vashington, stating his belief that General Lee intended to repeat that campaign, and asked permission to so far depart from his instructions
which required him to cover Washington and Harper's 1!-,erry as to take advantage of the separation of General Lee's forces, which he would make necessarily
in executing that movement, considering the relative situation of the two armies.
General Hooker presumed that Lee, in making that movement, would leave one
corps, about one-third of his army, at Fredericksburg, to detain and hold our
army there, while he would move with his two other corps towards the Upper
Potomac, and General Hooker desired permission, in that event, to cross between
the two portions of Lee's army and attack him. By this movement General Hooker
expected to destroy Lee in detail, fully believing that he would thwart Lee's purposes and prevent his invasion, and that by this move he would cut off all his supplies and communications with his rear, compel him to 1·eturn, and destroy him.
A reply was received from the President, giving his opinion against the plan,
in which General Halleck coincided. This prevented General Hooker executing what he had proposed. About this same time, (I do not reca11 the exact
dates without the documents,) having in view this movement. that Lee was about
to execute, Genenfl Hooker asked that all the forces that could by any possibi.lity operate upon Lee't:~ army, which would include those in the department of
Western Virginia, in the middle department at Baltimore, the defences of Washington, and, perhaps, the department at Fortress Monroe, (of the latter I will
not speak positively,) be united with the army of the Potomac under one commander, so as to give concentration to their movements, and secure perfect cooperation. lie aLso stated in that despatch that, in order that his motives might
not be misunderstood, he expressly desired that some other person than himself
should have that command. 'rhis arrangement was not made by the authorities here-for what reason I do not know.
During the first week in June, the enemy began to concentrate a large force
of cavalry in the vicinity of Brandy station, either with the purpose of making
a raid or covering their movements. The information brought in placed the
force of their cavalry at from 10,000 to 12,000; some placed it as high as
15,000. General Hooker, by letter on the 7th of June, directed the commandant of the cavalry corps, General Pleasonton, to concentrate his available cavalry force in the vicinity of Kelley's ford and Rappahannock station, cross
the river, and attack the enemy at daylight on the morning of the 9th General Plcasonton's caYalry force was not as large as the force of the enemy. The
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movement of General Stoneman had disabled from 4,000 to 6,000 of the cavalry; thereby reducing our mounted force to that extent. Two brigades of
infantry, under General Ames and General Russell, were therefore added to
General Pleasonton's force, to make his numbers nearer an equality to the
enemy. He attacked the enemy as directed on the 9th, and drove them successfully out of their camps, and it was believed that but for the unexpected
death of Colonel Grimes Davis, a very able officer, who commanded one of the
columns, and was killed near the camp where the enemy's artillery was situated,
we should have captured the most of their artillery.
After having attacked as directed, General Pleasonton returned across the
river, and reported to General Hooker that he thought the enemy's raid was
broken up ; that they would abandon theit intended move. General Hooker
sent this despatch to the authorities at Washington, but stated that he did not
coincide with General Pleasonton in his opinion that the enemy's intended
move was broken up, but thought that it might be delayed a day or two by
this attack; he advised, either in that despatch or in one sent about the same
time, that all of General Stahl's cavalry, then acting here under orders from
Washington, should be thrown into the Shenandoah valley; that every man on
the Upper Potomac should be vigilant and watchful, for the movement of Lee
would still continue.
On the 11th or 12th of June positive information came of the movement of
the head of Lee's column through Sperryville. During these operations General Hooker had made dispositions of the 5th corps along the Rappahannock,
and of other corps up in the vicinity of Rappahannock station, to prevent any
crossing of the enemy which would enable them to get between him and Washington. At the same time he had thrown a bridge across the Rappahannock in
front of Fredericksburg as a demonstration and a feint, by which he could ascertain the nature and strength of the force the enemy had left behind him. This
was successfully done ; a number of prieoners were captured, and the force of
the enemy under A. p; Hill were held to their works at Fredericksburg. General Hooker then determined to move up his army, with the centre at Fairfax
Court House, and the corps so disposed as to prevent any movement of General
Lee across the Potomac east of the Blue Ridge, and at the same time, if possible,
to compel General Lee to cross the Potomac. General Hooker's, ideas as he
expressed them to me at the time, were that after General Lee crossed the Potomac he would be enabled, if all the forces available were placed at his disposal,
to guide his march outside of the South Mountain range, and concentrate
all the troops under General Couch, all that could be spared from the defences
of Washington and Baltimore, and those along the Potomac, and thus greatly
outnumber Lee and destroy him.
With this view, while remaining in the position I have described, with the
centre at Fairfax Court House, and the corps spread out in fan-shape--the 12th
corps at Leesburg; the 11th between Leesburg and Aldie, on Goose creek; the
5th near Aldie ; the 2d corps at the next pass in the mountains below ; the 6th
corps in the centre ; the 3d corps at Gum Springs, ready to move to assist the
5th or the 2d as occasion might require, and the 1st corps in the same relation
to the 12th or the 11th-at this time General Hooker despatched me with an
order directing me to proceed to Washington and Baltimore and organize from
the troops in those two places a column of 15,000 men and put them on the
road to Frederick, with the view of keeping Lee outl3ide of that mountain range
towards Pennsylvania, intending to meet L~e in the open country of Pennsylvania, and fight a battle there with all our troops concentrated; expecting and
hoping to so far olltnumber Lee as to destroy his army. Gene1·al Hooker's belief, as he had alw ys expressed it to me, was that the rebellion rested upon
that army, and when it was destroyed the end was at hand.
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Under these orders I visited Washington. My orders required me to call
upon General Halleck and the President, and I did so. General Halleck stated
that no troops could be spared from the defences now. He said that there were
several millions of public property here; that W ~shington. was a great depot;
and that the state of feeling here was such that it would be dangerous to withdraw reliable troops from guarding it, for there was a liability at any time of
the secessionists and their sympathizers here burning these buildings ~nd destroying these stores, aud therefore it was necessary to have a strong guard here.
General Halleck stated that General Hooker had received from the south side
of the Potomac all the troops that were available. I was unable to get any
troops from the defences of Washington. I then went on to Baltimore. On my
arrival there General Schenck placed before me the returns of the troops in his
department, and gave me liberty to take whatever I saw fit, leaving him such
garrison as I deemed proper for the defence of Baltimore. He had but about
5,000 troops for duty there. I took General Lockwood's brigade, the Maryland
brigade, and put them on the road according to orders, leaving the balance of
the troops, consisting principally of militia regiments lately arrived from New
York, to garrison the works about Baltimore and guard the public property
there. The orders under which I came here and went to Baltimore, the reports
of the interviews I had, and of my proceedings under those orders, are all in
the possession of General Hooker, and will give full particulars to the committee.
Question. Do you know what number of troops were at Suffolk and in that
vicinity?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did General Hooker apply for those 1
An-swer. I will not be certain; I think he did in his general letter asking
for a consolidation of all the forces that could operate against Lee's army.
Question. What rel!,sons were given why they should not come up and take
part in the coming battle 1
.Answer. I never heard any reasons assigned. General Hooker telegraphed
me to return immediately from Baltimore, which I did, and arrived at Fairfax
Court House just as the army was breaking up to cross the Potomac. The headquarters and two or three corps crossed the Potomac on· that day near Poolesville. We crossed the river, I think, on the 26th of June. On the morning of
the 27th of June General Hooker dictated a despatch to General Halleck, asking if there was any reason why the garrison at Harper's Ferry should not be
used to strengthen his army ; if there was any .reason why the large force there,
about 10,000 men, should remain there. The general then left Poolesville and
went to Harper's Ferry to inspect the position · personally and to see if there
was any reason for keeping that number of troops there. A portion of the army
was put in motion for Frederick. The 12th corps, under General Slocum, was
at Knoxville, with three corps at Middletown. General Hooker's intention,
under the supposition that the garrison at Harper's Ferry would be placed at
his disposal, was to take that garrison, numbering about 10,000 men, unite it
with General Slocum's command, numbering 12,000 or 13,000 men, and throw
them in the rear of Lee's army, and break up and destroy his bridge and communications, capture his trains, break up Ewell's, horse, beef, and flour trade,
and then reunite his army for the coming battle. He attached great importance
to breaking up Lee's communications across the Potomac.
I left Poolesville that morning, shortly after General Hooker left for Harper's Ferry, and went to Frederick. General Hooker went to Harper's Ferry,
and there received a reply from General Halleck, stating that the garrison at
Harper's Ferry must not be taken away ; that the post was an important one.
General Hooker from there-! did not know it at the time, and not until he
came over to Frederick that evening-upon receiving this refusal of General
Halleck to give him those troops, telegraphed to Washington asking to be reP art I--6
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lieved from the command of the army. He came over to Frederick in the
evening, and, after the corps commanders and others had gone out, stated to me
that he had asked to be relieved from the command of the army, and read the
despatches that had passed l;>etween General Halleck and himself as the reason
for so doing. He said that he felt that it was a very important and critical
period in the campaign, one bearing an important influence upon the whole
country ; he said that if every available man could not be concentrated and
used against Lee, the enemy might be successful, and in that event the conse- ·
quences would be most disastrous; that he felt General Halleck did not give
him that cordial assistance and co-operation which he had a right to expect;
and that he thought he had no right to allow private feelings to stand in the
way of the good of the country ; that it was his duty to withdraw from the
command and give way to some one else to whom perhaps everything would be
given to enable him to destroy Lee's army, or at least prevent him from making
a successful invasion; that he would rather go into the ranks as a private soldier than to hold the position he then held ; that he had too much respect for
the position of general of the army of the Potomac to continue to hold , it when
he was not allowed to exercise all its powers fully ; that he would wait for
history to do justice to him and his motives ; but now he must look only to
the good of the country. The next morning, at 4 o'clock, Colonel Hardee,
from the War Office, arrived with orders assigning General Meade to the command of the army of the Potomac. General Hooker turned the command over
to General Meade, and issued orders, which are published and accessible to the
committee, resigning the command. In taking leave of his staff and other officers, he endeavored by his directions and conversation to impress upon all the
necessity of the change, the benefits likely to result from it, and endeavoring to
give to them all confidence in General Meade, and calling upon all to do everything in their power to assist General Meade ; assuring them that it would all
be for the best, that the army of the Potomac would have a successful campaign, and that it was the duty of every one to give General Meade a cordial
support; and General Meade assumed the command of the army of the Potomac.
Question. Did General Hooker put General Meade in possession of his plans
and purposes in reference to the campaign 1
Answer. Yes. He gave him the fullest information in regard to his plans and
purposes. General Meade was totally surprised at being placed in command
of the army. It came over him like a thunder-clap; he did not expect it at all.
Question. Was it not a rash and unwise act to displace the commandiug
general in the face of the enemy in that way 1 Was it not hazardous 1
Answer. In my opinion it was a very hazardous and dangeroRs act, but
General Hooker had asked to be relieved from the command, and the authorities may have felt that they had no other recourse than to comply with his re... quest; it was done at his request. I have no idea it would have been done if
he had not requested it.
Question. Was he not led to believe, from the constant refusal of what he
asked, that the commanding general here at Washington was unfavorable to him 1
Answer. That was always his impression, and that of other officers about
headquarters.
.
Question. Was not that the only reason that prompted him to ask to be relieved 1
Answer. I believe that was the sole reason.
Question. Can you give any reason why thoRe Harper's Ferry troops were
refused to General Hooker, and immediately afterwards permitted to come
under the command of General Meade 1
Answer. I do not know that General Meade's orders anticipated that he
would take that garrison. General Meade showed me at the time the letter
and orders he received when he was placed in command. I have not seen them since.
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Question. Does it not appear singular that General Halleck should have refused those troops to one commanding general, and then given them to another 1
Answer. General Meade did not ask for them, but took them under the general order giving him command of all the troops.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Had General Meade a more comprehensive order than General
·
Hooker1
Answer. Far more. General Meade had an order which gave him authority
to displace any commander-to relieve him from, and put some other in, his
place. All the troops under General Couch were put under his command. His
orders gave him much fuller power and authority than General Hooker had
previously.
By the chairman :
Question. General Hooker had previously asked that whoever commanded
that army should have control of all the troops you have mentioned 1
Answer. Yes.
Question. '.rhat was refused to General Hooker, and then auth@rity conferred
upon General ~{eade large enough to cover all General Hooker had asked 1
Answer. It did not cover the troops at Fortress Monroe, but it did cover all
the troops that could operate upon General Lee's army, as it was then situated.
I think it had some restrictions in regard to troops in the defences of Washington.
Question. Have the commanders of corps and other generals in the army of
the Potomac always supported the general commanding that army with zeal
and alacrity 1
Answer. I have never wanted to attribute to any corps commander any w
of zeal and co-operation in support of the general commanding. I never
bring myf:elf to believe that there was any such feeling, and it never a
3d
to me that any such feeling was evinced previous to the operations at
,ucellorsville. General Hooker would not allow himself to believe any
_thing,
though it was sometimes endeavored to be represented to him tl.,nere was
such feeling. He had the highest confidence in every one of hi? 0 ,merals; and
I believe he thinks to this day that if there was anything which might be considered as showing such a feeling, it was a lack of ability rather than a lack of
desire to do well. He was informed from pretty high authority that there was
a conspiracy against him among the corps commanders ; but he declined to
enter into any inquiry, or to have any conversation with them upon the subject,
because he felt that would imply on his part a lack of confidence in them. He
said that so long as he was in command of the army he was bound to believe
that everybody supported him; that he could not believe otherwise ; that he
could not have so poor an opinion of men ; and that those higher in authority
than himself must undertake to find out whether he was supported or not.
With that view some inquiries were made by higher authorities than General
Hooker here at Washington; what the result was I do not know. The results
of the campaign, of the movements of the different commands, and the acts of
the different corps commanders, are all accessible to the committee, and they
can form an opinion for themselves with regard to them. I do not like to give
opinions, where I can avoid it, which will bring me in conflict with other officers
and my superiors. Such opinions, when published, naturally tend to break up
good will and cordial co-operation among officers.
The chairman:
I have f:lome questions at my room that I have been requested to ask yon.
If you will come to-morrow morning I will then complete your examination.
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WASHINGTON, March 29, 1864.
Major General DANIEL BuTTERFIELD recalled and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. The chairman, who is required to be present in his seat in the Senate, has given me some quefiltions to be asked you. (See testimony, "Army of
the -Potomac: General Meade.") How long have you served under General
Hooker, and what opportunities have you had to know his personal habits 1
Answer. I commeneed service immediately under General Hooker, in November, 1862 ; he commanded the 5th corps, and I commanded a divisioll' in it.
General Hooker afterwards commanded a grand division consisting of the 3d
and 5th corps, and I commanded the 5th corps under him. I have served with
him from that time until the present time constantly, with the exception of the
time I served under General Meade as his chief of staff, preceding and during
the battle of Gettysburg, and my absence from the army in consequence of the
w,ound I received at Gettysburg; all except that time I served under General
Hooker, and being so constantly with him, seeing him at all hours, day and night,
I suppose that I know his personal habits as well as any one can.
Question. Have you ever seen him under the influence of liquor, or known
of his being so ?
Answer. Never; and if he had been so I should have known it, because I saw
him at aU hours of the day and night.
Question. To what do you attribute the rumors to the effect that he was at
times intoxicated 1
Answer. I d.o not know, unless it is malice; upon the general principle that
when a man attains a high position people are always found to carp at him and
endeavor to pull him down. General Hooker said he always had a good character until he had the command of the army of the Potomac; that they had
charged General McDowell with drunkenness, when it was well known he never
touched liquor of any kind, and he could not be surprised if similar charges were
brought against him. It always has been, and I presume will continue to be,
the case, that the commander of that army, or any other army, will be more or
less maligned. It is almost impossible to command an army, or any force, properly, and enforce discipline, without offending many. High commands have
many unpleasant surroundings. McDowell, Pope, McClellan, Burnside, have
all had their share of this sort of attack ; some have been called drunkards,
some cowards, some fools. It is the nature of our people ; the arduous duties
and responsibilities of commanders are not fully appreciated by all.
Question. Was there ever, to your knowledge, any disagreement or misunderstanding between General Hooker and General Meade; and if so, what was it 1
Answer. The relations bet'ween General Hooker and General Meade were
always very cordial and very friendly; the only thing that ever occurred, to my
knowledge, to prevent that, was a matter that grew out of the consultation held
at Ohancellorsville before the army recrossed the Rappahannock. When the
opinions were given in as to whether the army should return to the north bank
of the Rappahannock, or remain, or make an attack upon the enemy, General
Meade gave the opinion that the army should remain on the south side of the
river, for the reason that it could not be withdrawn. Afterwards, when the newspapers got to commenting upon the subject, it was asserted, in a way that came
to General Hooker's knowledge, that General Meade had opposed the withdrawal of the army under any circumstances. A correspondence sprang up
between General Hooker and General Meade upon the subject; the result of
the correspondence was, that General Meade denied having stated what General
Hooker understood him to have stated, that is, that he opposed the withdrawal
because the army could not be withdrawn. General Meade then addressed a
letter to each of the corps commanders, asking them for a statement of what he
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did say; and the corps commanders generally gave his statement as General
Hooker had understood it. General Meade then, being convinced that he was
wrong in his recollection, so acknowledged, and I supposed that was the end of
it. I do not know of anything ~lse tl1at ever occurred, and I do not think that
was anything very serious. There was some correspondence between Governor
Curtin, General Meade, and General Hooker, the details of which I do not know;
but it never appeared to me to cause General Hooker to show or evince any feeling against General Meade, and I think General Hooker recommended General
Meade as his successor in case he sltould be re~oved.
Question. There seemed to be cordial and kind feelings existing between
'
them after this explanation ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was the information concerning General Lee's movement through
Sperryville in the direction of Winchester, mentioned in your testimony as about
the 11th of June, communicated to General Halleck 1
Answer. That information came from General Pleasanton, who was at Rappahannock station, by telegraph to General Hooker, at Falmouth. In its passage to General Hooker it had to pass through the War Department telegraph
office at Washington, coming over the wires from Rappahannock station to
Wasbington, and then going from Washington down to Falmouth. The inquiry had been made a day or two before whether it was necessary to repeat
to Washington the despatches that came to us in that way, and the reply was
that it was not, as the despatches were copied and copies retained as they passed
through the War Office.
Question. The conclusion, then, is that that information was not communicated
to General Halleck by sending it back from Falmouth 1
Answer. No; but that he already had it as it came over the wires through
the War Department.
Question. Was that information communicated to General Milroy 1
·
Answer. I have no means of knowing. If it was communicated to him it
would be through his superior officer, General Schneck, who commanded the
department of Baltimore.
Question. If it had been communicated to General Milroy, would it have
enabled him to have withdrawn his forces from Winchester, or prevented a
surprise 1
Answer. I think so, certuinly.
Question. Was it ever urged upon General Hooker to break up the 11th
corps and distribute it among the other corps after the battle of Chancellors ville 1
Answer. It was.
Question. By whom 1
Answer. By several officers of rank in the army.
Question. Do you know what were General Hooker's views on the subject 1
Answer. His views were that the 11th corps at Chancellorsville, so far as the
men were concerned, would have done well if his orders had been executed as
they should have been; that they were not so much at fault as some of the officers. He said, also, that he had no authority to break a corps ; that rested
alone with the President; that at some future day he would make the men fight
and make them proud of their organization. But then, at that time, gold was
very high, and the draft was about coming on, and General Hooker thought if
the question was brought up it would precipitate an unpleasant subject upon
the administration; and he thought it more judicious to give the men and officers
another chance. But he did not think his orders were fully complied with at
Chancellorsville.
Question. How seriously was General Hooker injured at Chancellorsville 1
Answer. I was not present at the time he was struck. I know that several
days afterwards his body was black and blue down one side. After the cam-
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paign was over he showed me its effects. He was very stiff, and I judged
from that, and from the statements that others of the staff officers gave to me of
the nature of the blow, that he was stunned very severely, and rendered insensible for a considerable time. This may have been, probably was, one cause
of the lie concerning his being intoxicated at the time.

Testimony

of

Generai Jokn Gibbon.
WASHINGTON, April 1, 1864.

Brigadier General J OH~ GIBBON sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch:
(See testimony "Army of the Potomac: General Meade.")
Question. What was your rank and position in the army of the Potomac,
while under the command of General Hooker 1
.Answer. 1'he same as now-brigadier general of volunteers.
Question. In what part of the army were you during the attack on Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I was in the same division that I have now-the 2d division of
the 2d corps; General Couch had command of it. Two divisions of the
corps went to Ohancellorsville, but my division was kept down at Fredericksburg; and on the night of the 2d of May I was ordered to go down and take
possession of Fredericksburg, General Sedgwick being on his way up to Fredericksburg from his crossing below.
Question. Will you give us an account of the operations of that portion of
the army with which you were connected at that time 1
Answer. We were directed to cross at night, but we did not get our bridge
across until after daylight the next morning. The division crossed over, and I
reported to General Sedgwick, who was then in town. The first idea was that
I should deploy on the plain above the town, and attempt to carry the heights
there. The division was deployed there, and the enemy brought out several
pieces of artillery, on the heights above, and fired upon us. General Warren
made a reconnoissance, and discovered that the canal at the foot of the slope, on
the inside of this plateau, was impassable, all the bridges having been taken
up. 1'he only way, then, to carry the position would have been to have built
a bridge under fire, and rush a storming party across it. I did not think that
was very feasible, and I went back to see General Sedgwick, and reported to
him; and he decided that we would make the attack from the town. Our deployment on the plain, however, called off a great many of the enemy's troops,
and some of their artillery, too, from in front of Sedgwick to above the city.
As soon as the arrangements were completed, Sedgwick's storming party went
up the road, and carried Marie's hill by assault; and as soon as I saw our
colors on the top of that hill, we ceased firing with our artillery, which we had
previously directed there, and the division was brought up through the town,
and immediately moved up on top of the hills and opened our artillery, and
supported Sedgwick's corps as he went up.
We then went a mile and a half in rear of the town, the enemy retreating
in every direction, and we were firing at and receiving the fire of the enemy on
top of those hills. General Sedgwick then informed me that it was the understanding I was to return to l!.,redericksburg and keep possession of the river and
the bridges there. So I brought my division back, while General Sedgwick's
corps went on in the direction of Ohancellorsville. The right bank of the rivrr
could not be defended very well with the force I had; and I brought two of
my brigades over on the north side of the. river and put my artillery in positiou
on the bluffs on this side, leaving one brigade in the town.
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The next day a severe attack was made on Sedgwick by the enemy, who
seemed to come from the direction of Hamilton's crossing, and he was driven back
towards Banks's ford, and some time that night I got orders to retire from the
town, which I did, and took up the bridges. That is about all I had to do with
that battle.
Question. Do you know anything of the order sent from General Hooker to
General Sedgwick, on Saturday night, to advance towards Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. What would you say, as a military man, was the duty of the general commanding at Fredericksburg-that is, General Sedgwick-in case he had
received an order on Saturday at 10 or 11 o'clock, directing him to advance
immediately towards Ohancellorsville, so as to be there at day light the next
morning 1
Answer. I should think his first duty would be to inform his commanding general that before he could do that he must take some very strong positions in front
of him. And the next thing to do would be, of course, to attempt to take
those heights, and I take it he would take them just as speedily as he possibly
could; and until he did take them, of course any advance in the direction of
Ohancellorsville was out of the q1.1estion.
Question. In your opinion, would a judicious military commander deem it a
practicable thing to attempt the taking of those heights in the night 1
Answer. I should think not.
Question. Then you would regard the order as one not possible to be executed 1
Answer. I do not considAr that an order sent to General Sedgwick on Saturday night, to be at Ohancellorsville at daylight on Sunday morning, was a practicable one.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Will you assign the reasons 1
Answer. In the first place, the distance. In the second place, the opposition
which be had to encounter on those heights, which, we all know, were exceedingly strong, and which were pretty well defended. In the third place, Lee's
army, or that portion of it between J!,redericksburg and Chancellorsville.
Question. What was the distance 1
Answer. About twelve miles. But it is a very difficult thing for any man
to put himself in another man's shoes after the thing is over, and then say what
was the best thing to be done. These things can only be decided with any
propriety by the men themselves.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. You were present when the works were carried on Sunday 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. With the knowledge you now have, having been present at that
time, would there have been any reasonable prospect that a night attack would
have been successful1
Answer. My opinion is that it would not, although I have not the proper
data upon which to base an opinion. I was in the first Fredericksburg battle,
in December, 1862, and I know the trouble we had in trying to take them at
that time.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What distance would General Sedgwick have had to march before
he would have met this force which you speak of as occupying those heights
at Fredericks burg 1
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Answer. The skirmishers were in contact all the time.
Question. I understood you to say that General Sedgwick would have had
to take those heights before he could go to Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the distance between General Sedgwick's position, at
that time, and those heights 1
Answer. His command was under artillery :fire, say two or three miles from
the heights, and his skirmishers were in contact with those of the enemy all
night.
Question. Do you know the force of the enemy occupying those heights 1
Answer. I have not the slightest idea.
Question. Do you know whether they were re-enforced the next morning
before the assault was made upon those heights 1
Answer. No, sir, I do not. I have no reason to suppo~e they were, although
of course they might have been.
Question. Then why have you stated that it would have been impracticable
to comply with General Hooker's order, supposing that to have been the order 1
Answer. On account of the distance, the trouble of taking those heights, and
·the presence of Lee's army between him and Ohancellorsville.
·
Question. How do you know what trouble there would have been, without
knowing what force the enemy had there ?
Answer. There is no question about their being in force there.
Question. Would they have furnished an impediment to his progress 1
Answer. That question I cannot answer, because General Sedgwick's corps
was below the city of 1!-,redericksburg, and I was not down there the day before
at all. I do not know the force in his front. I only know what opposition we
had when he came up to Fredericksburg with one or two of his divisions, and
my division joined him, and my opinion of the opposition he would have met
with is based on that.
Question. It was impracticable at the time you were there the next morning 1
Answer. Yes, sir; my opinion is based entirely on that, and of course it waa
then impracticable to obey the order because it was then after daylight.
Question. If there had been a small force only there during the night, that
would have impeded him but an hour or so; was the distance such as to prevent
his complying with that order 1
Answer. I reckon not. I suppose if he could have taken the heights without
much loss, he could have made the march of twelve miles by daylight without
trouble, if he had not met with opposition from Lee's army.
Question. At what time on Sunday morning was this assault made on the
heights 1
Answer. I cannot tell exactly.
Question. Was it not as late as 10 o'clock in the day 1
Answer. I judge it was.
Question. How long did it require to carry those heights then 1
Answer. When the column was once formed and started, I do not think it
was more than ten or fifteen minutes from the time the heavy firing opened that
our flags were on top of the hill. I do not think a thing was ever more gallantly
done in the world.
By Mr. Gooch :
Que3tion. Do you know any reaso:n why that assault could not have been
.
made at an earlier hour on Sunday morning 1
Answer. I do not know what dispositions General Sedgwick was making. I
recollect being very impatient at the time, waiting for him, and supposed he was
getting his troops up and into position. I do not know of any other reason than
that.
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Question. From your knowledge of the position of General Sedgwick's troops
at that time, had he "been ordered at eleven o'clock the night of Saturday to
make an assault immediately, could he not, in your opinion, have made the assault at an earlier hour than it was made 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think so.
Question. And still have had the advantage of .daylight in making the assault 1
Answer. Certainly, I think so. Without any reference to General Sedgwick, I
think a military commander could do that, from the fact that he would have
time to get his troops in position.

Testimony

if

General Hen·r y J. Hunt.

WASHINGTON, April 4, 1864.
Brigadier General HENRY J. HuNT sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your present rank and position in the army, and how long
have you been connected with the army of the Potomac 1
·
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, and chief of artillery for the
army of the Potomac. I have been connected with that army from the time of
the first battle of Bull Run, from July 19, 1861.
Question. How long have you been chief of artillery for that army 1
Answer. Since September 5, 1862.
Question. Were you present with the army during the movement upon
Chancellorsville, and the operations that took place at that time 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Will you state to the committee all you know in relation to the
movements of the army at that time that you deem interesting and of importance?
Answer. My information is not very complete in regard to that battle. I
was the chief of artillery, it is true ; but shortly after General Hooker took
command, by a new distribution of the duties, I simply had the administration
of the artillery, without its military command, of which he deprived meat that time.
Consequently I did not know all the movements, even of the artillery, until
the battle was well under way. On the morning that the troops crossed at
}i'redericksburg I was put in command of the artillery-that is, so far as to be
made .responsible for the safe passage of the army at those points where the
bridges were safely laid by the engineers, and I was to cover the crossing with
the artillery. For that purpose all the artillery of the corps crossimg at that
- point, together with the reserve artillery, 'was placed at my disposal. I performed that duty, and when it was over my powers then expired.
I also made a reconnoissarice, and selected the position for throwing across
the bridge at Banks's ford, and made dispositions for crossing the troops there,
if necessary. On Thursday I cr.ossed with General Hooker at United States
ford, the artillery having all been ordered, through the chief of staff, without
any knowledge on my part of what had become of it, except what I could
pick up from time to time. We arrived at Chancellorsville on Thursday night.
On Friday morning the troops pushed forward. I remember especially the
12th corps, under General Slocum, and the 5th corps, under General Sykes.
Soon after being engaged they made demands upon me for artillery, or rather
upon General Hooker, which were handed over to me, and which I filled so far
as was practicable.
But the greater part of the artillery having been moved without my knowledge or orders, I hardly knew where to lay my hands on it, although the•woods
seemed to be full of it. Soon after the attack commenced, news was received,
as I understood at the time, by teh~graph, that the enemy were moving a large
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force up from the direction of Port Royal. General Hooker told me to recross
the river immediately, and get all the artillery which had been left on the other
side of the river-part of which I had myself left where it covered the crossing
at Fredericksburg-a:r;td assemble it at Banks's ford, as he expected to fight the
army of the enemy between his then position at Chancellorsville and. Banks's
ford ; and he directed me not to allow the enemy to effect any crossing at that
point.
I returned to United States ford ; telegraphed from there to General Butterfield, who was on the north side of the river at headquarters, to send up to
me at Banks's ford all the batteries that were below. While there awaiting his
answer, I learned, to my great surprise, that the troops that had been advanced
at Chancellorsville had been ordered back into their intrenchments. I proceeded
to Banks's ford and made all the arrangements there I had been directed to
make to oppose the passage of the enemy should it be attempted. I remained there for two days. In the mean time General Sedgwick, who had been
at Fredericksburg, received a telegram from General Hooker, of which I saw a
copy-it was given me at Banks's ford-directing him to push forward by way
of Chancellorsville. He became engaged nearly opposite Banks's ford, on Sunday evening, I think. As soon as he became engaged, bridges were thrown
across under direction of General Benham, who was also there; and I crossed
the river to offer the services of what artillery was at Banks's ford, should he
need it, and to inform him what it was. About the same time I received a telegram from General Hooker directing nie to proceed at once to his headquarters
and report to him, and I did so; and he then, for the first time, put me in command of the artillery, with directions to get it in order, as it was in great confusion. In the mean time General Hooker's battle had taken place, of which
I can say nothing, as I was at Banks's ford, though within sound of it. On
Monday I reorganized the artillery, and distributed it. I was present at the
affair of General Griffin, on Monday evening, I think, in which there was some
little fighting. A short action took place there, growing out of a reconnaissance
made by General Griffin. I understood from General Hooker that we were to
make an attack the next morning, Tuesday morning. At daylight General
Hooker sent for me, and told me to attend to the recrossing of the artillery to
the north bank of the river, under cover of the foR; to see that the roads on the
other side were kept clear, and to direct General Patrick to allow no vehicles to
cross from the north to the south side. I then posted artillery on the north side
of the river to command all positions on the south side from which our bridges
could be reached, and then returned to headquarters.
A storm arose soon after. Just before sunset the general and his staff recrossed the river to the north side. I separated from him in order to see to the
destruction of some works of the enemy on the south side of the river which
perfectly commanded our bridges. Whilst I was looking after them in the darkness to see that they had been destroyed as directed, an engineer officer reported
to me that our bridges had been carried away, or were being carried away, by
the flood. I found the chief engineer, Captain Comstock, and we proceeded together to examine the bridges, and we found that they were all utterly impassable. I then proceeded to General Meade's. camp and reported the condition
of affairs to him. All communication with General Hooker being cut off, General
Meade called the corps commanders together, and as the result of that conference, I believe, by order of General Couch at any rate, I was directed to stop the
movement of the artillery, which was withdrawing from the lines, and let them
resume their positions, thus suspending the crossing. On my return to the
bridges I found that one bad been re-established, and the batteries that were
down there had commenced recrossing the river. I then sought General Hooker
upon the north side of the river, and proposed to him to postpone the movement
for one day, as it was certain we could not all cross over in a night. I stated
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to him that I doubted whether we could more than get the artillery, which was
ordered to cross first, over before daylight. He refused to postpone the movement, and it proceeded. No opposition was made by the enemy, nor was the
movement disturbed, except by the attempt to place batteries on the points from
which our bridges could be reached, and to command which I had already posted
the necessary batteries on my own responsibility. A. cannonade ensued and
they were driven off with loss, and one of their caissons exploded; we lost three
or four men killed and a few horses in this affair. That is about all that I
remember.
My position was a peculiar one; without a command, I bad not many opportunitit~s for observation. On the return of the army to the north side of the
river my power over the artillery ceased.
Question. Under whose direction was the artillery before you were placed in
command of it 1
Answer. Under no direction at all, I believe, but that of General Butterfield
and General Hooker; that is, until after the battle of Cbancellorsville, and before
recrossing, when, everything being in confusion, I was told that Colonel Wainwright, being the ranking artillery officer at Chancellorsville, was directed to
assume the command of the artillery and get it in order.
Question. When was that 1
Answer. That was after the main battle at Cbancellorsville. Colonel Wainwright told me that he had done all that he could to get things into order, and
then reported to General Hooker that it was more than he could manage, as
his previous knowledge of the condition of the artillery and the army was not
such as would enable him to act understandingly, and he requested that ·I
might be sent for. I will say for Colonel Wainwright, that his arrangements
were very excellent; he did a great deal under the circumstances, and with
excellent results.
Question. Are yon sure there was no officer who, during this period, had
command of the artillery 1
.Answer. Soon after General Hooker took command of the armv of the Potomac, I asked him to define my position and duties. A.t the fidt ;rganization of
the army of the Potomac the artillery was distributed as follows: two-thirds of
it among the divisions, and the other third constituted a strong artillery reserve.
There were but few officers in the artillery of any rank who had experience.
This led to an organization by General McClellan, in which he took the oldest
artillery officer he had, General Barry, and made him chief of artillery, as he
made General Stoneman chief of cavalry, to organize and arrange batteries to
the troops. Their duties were made administrative simply. Under this arrangement I was placed in command of the reserve artillery, as my experience
in Mexico had all been in that arm of the service. One regular battery and
three volunteer batteries were attached to each division. The captains of the
regular batteries, although they had not, as a general rule, had experience in the
field, had gone through the school of instruction in field batteries in times of peace;
and as we were almost deRtitute of field officers for the artillery, this arrangement
put all the artillery in divisions under the commands of captains of regular artillery,
who had gone through schools of instruction. As experience was gained in the
field, and as those regular captains were taken out of their positionEt, and promoted, some as brigadier generals of volunteers and some to staff appointmentsfor they received no promotion in their own arm-they were withdrawn from
the artillery. About the 1st of June, 1862, one-half of the artillery was taken
from the divisions, and formed a reserve in each corps, under the command of
such officers as might be designated by the commanders of the corps, which
enabled him to put experienced officers at their head. In the orders defining the
duties of chief of artillery and chief of cavalry, it was stated that their duties
would be purely administrative, unless directed to take command of troops of
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their arm by the commanding general, which he did from time to time. General Stoneman took command of the cavalry immediately after the capture of
Yorktown. I commanded the artillery reserve, and iherefore was not in a position to be cognizant of everything that took place in rega1·d to those two arms.
On the 5th of September, 1862, General Barry, the former chief of artillery of
the army of the Potomac, was put upon duty as inspector general of a.rtillery
for the whole army of the United States, and I was appointed chief of artillery ·
to succeed him in the army of the Potomac. That was. immediately after the
Virginia campaign under General Pope. When I was then assigned to duty
I was informed by the general in person that I had the absolute command, as
well as the administration, of all the artillery in the army, and would be held
responsible for it. I had but few days thus to reorganize before the battle of
Antietam, which organization I made on the road. I found the artillery in very
bad condition on account of the expenditure of ammunition in those campaigns,
its losses in men and material, it having been unable to refit. On the 7th or
8th of September, when I reached Rockville, I had to order some 200 or 300
wagon loads of ammunition partly to fill deficiencies then existing in the batteries, and which I had ascertained by my inquiries along the road.
At Antietam I was placed in absolute command of all the artillery, both that
of divisions and that in reserve, with the power to use the name of the general
whenever I came in contact with any one of superior rank to my own.
Inasmuch as no order had been issued except a verbal one, as provided for in
General McClellan's first order of organization, as soon as General Burnside
took command I reported the facts to him, and asked for his direCtions. He
told me to consider myself in the same position as under his predecessor. I
therefore continued in command of the art1llery down to the time that General
Hooker took the command. In the mean time many of the orders for the administration of the artillery and for its command, existing before the administration
and the command were united in one person, had become obsolete or had been
suspended by other orders, growing out of the new state of affairs.
When General Hooker took command, I received some orders and directions
which were inconsistent with my new position; and I then brought the whole
subject before him. He told me that I would not have command of the artillery,
but that I would have the administrative duties of the arm.
Question. What is the administration of artillery 1
Answer .. It consists in seeing it supplied with horses, men, and ammunition;
that it is properly instructed and properly equipped ; that the ammunition iH of
proper quality; that the officers are fitted for their duties, &c. The command
would involve the command of the troops, with the right to issue orders outside
of those relating to its internal economy and administration.
Question. To control the movements of the troops in battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The command involves the control of all the troops not
attached to corps or divisions, and under the immediate command of other officers
at the time. The separation of the duties of command and administration is
anomalous; I do not know of any other army in which it exists. The arrangement in our army grew out of our position, and the want of field officers of experience.
After General Hooker had informed me what my position would be, I received
orders through the Adjutant General and otherwise which involved the exercise
of military command, and which were inconsistent with the limit placed upon
my duties. This led to an interview with General Hooker, who told me then
that he would hold me responsible for the organization, equipment, efficiency,
and supplies of the artillery. I asked what would be my duties in battle 1 He
told me, as near as I can remember, thf.!,t he expected me to " be about" and
see the artillery was properly used, and give such orders in his name as I found
necessary. I explained to him that I believed that would include all the duties
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of a commander, without his power over those I was to command. He told me
he had commanded Pillow's division at Ohapultepec an hour after Billow was
wounded, and did it as his adjutant general, without , knowing the general was
wounded. I told him I declined to command troops ' in another man's name.
I said I would prepare and lay before him an order which would cover the case.
I did so, and placed in it all the duties which I thought the chief of artillery
ought to have, including among others the command of the troops, and the
responsibilities which he must take with the command, and drew a pencil line
. around those two clauses, and stated to him that if he excluded the one he
should exclude the other, for the two must go together. He indorsed the order,
stating that I would confine myself strictly to the administrative dutieR, according to the first orders issued; that I would not take command of the troops, or
give any orders to the artillery, unless specially authorized to do so, and that
all my powers to command troops would expire with the occasion.
The artillery reserve, which had still been under my command, was ordered to report directly to the Adjutant General, and not through me ; therefore I received no military reports excepting such as I sought and obtained for
my own information and use, when I considered it necessary, expecting to be
called upon the first time there was a battle. I received no orders, excepting
when I was sent for, from time to time, to give information, until the morning
before the army was crossed at Fredericksburg ; that morning I received an
extract from a letter sent from headquarters to General Sedgwick, giving
him his instructions for crossing the river-he taking command of the three
corps that were to cross below Fredericksburg. That extract directed him to
furnish me all the artillery of those corps for which I should ask, ;,in order
to cover the crossing of the troops, for which duty I would be held responsible. Excepting that, two days before, General Hooker had asked me to examine the positions there and at Banks's ford, with a view to throw bridges
across and to cover the passage of the troops, this was the first intimation I
had that that responsibility would be upon my shoulders; and as throwing a
bridge a hundred yards above or below any point selected would, in many
instances, lead to an entirely different arrang·ement for the artillery, it would
have left me without sufficient time to have provided against a serious resistance, had it not been that I had made a thorough examination of the river
for ten miles above and below, and of every position where a bridge could be
thrown, at the time of the battle of Fredericksburg. I do not know that any
person commanded the artillery, in the proper sense of the word, from the
time General Hooker deprived me of the command down to the time he was
relieved from the command of that army, excepting the orders I had for throwing the bridges across the Rappahannock and protecting them, and the command I had after the battle of Ohancellorsville, when I relieved Colonel Wainwright. Under my orders from General' Hooker, of course, my command ceased
the moment those specific duties were performed.
Question. General Hooker knew, did he not, that you had before that time
made this thorough examination of the crossings 1
Answer. I presume so. He knew at the time of the battle of Fredericksburg
that I made all the arrangements to cover the laying of the bridges, and the passage of the troops. I asked him where those bridges should be thrown across. He
said one would be thrown where General Franklin had thrown one before ; that
settled that point ; and another he said would be thrown across somewhere
below the mouth of White Oak creek. As soon as I discovered where it was
to be thrown, J. knew the ground well enough to know what arrangements to
make.
Question. What was the arrangement of the artillery at Ohancellorsville,
while you were not in command of it 1
Answer. The artillery was distributed to divisions, and the divisions, as I
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learned, marched with only a part of their artillery. The batteries had not been
redistributed since the battle of Antietam. I had submitted several projects for
its proper distribution, which had not been attended to, for reasons given by
General Burnside at the time ; but General Hooker stated that he did not wish
to separate any batteries from the divisions with which they had served. I
stated to him that some of the divisions had artillery which had never been
regularly assigned to them; that while some divisions had one or two batteries
only, others had five or six, and that there should be a redistribution. He
declined to order it, until after the battle of Chancellorsville, when he sent for
me, and ordered a very large portion of the artillery to be withdrawn from the
divisions, and put it in reserve, leaving but one battery to each division. I gave
it an alternative organization, which he ~nally adopted, of attaching the artillery
to the corps. There was no officer that I know of put in command of the artillery, from the time I was notified · by General Hooker down to the time that
General Hooker was relieved from the command of the army, excepting on the
occasions which I have mentioned. Nor could the arrangement that was in operation at first, under General McClellan, at the time the command of the artillery
was given to the chief of artillery, be again established, as the reasons for which
that organization was made did not exist; that is, the presence of a certain
number of instructed artillery officers. Those officers had then been removed
or promoted. There was a great deficiency of field officers to command the
artillery oi'the different corps and divisions. In fact, including the hor8e artillery,
there were over 400 guns in the army at the time of the battle of Chancellorsville, with nearly a thousand artillery carriages, large trains of ammunition,
some 10,000 men, and 8,000 or 9,000 artillery horses; and for the command and
management of that force, including the administrative duties, there were but five
field officers in the army, and including myself, but six above the grade of captain.
There were two or three officers on my staff who were engaged most generally
in office work, and whom I employed in active command on the field of battle.
Question. You were not on the field of Chancellorsville during the battle
there, and, of course, cannot tell whether the artillery there was as effective as
it should have been 1
.Answer. No, sir; I could not tell from my own obiilervation. I can only judge
from the character of the country and what I heard. We were in the woods,
which did not present a good field for artillery. To have made it thoroughly
efloctive, the artillery should have been in the open ground. In General Sedgwick's corps it was very efficient, as reported to me in conversation by himself
and others. I also heard of occasions at the battle of Chancellorsville where
it was very effective. The attack on the battery on Monday, that I spoke of,
was very handsomely and effectively replied to by Weed's artillery; but that
,. was not a battle in which artillery could be well used.
Question. Did you see the order which General Hooker sent to Geueral
Sedgwick, directing to advance immediately to . Chancellorsville 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I was at Banks's ford, and whenever there was anything
at the telegraph station that they thought was of importance for me to know,
they would send a copy to me. They brought this with another at the same time.
Question. At what time did that order reach General Sedgwick, and what did
he do in pursuance thereo£1
Answer. I do not know. It reached me, I think, about 12 o'clock in the
day on Sunday. With that a telegram was handed me from General Sedgwick
that he had carried the heights below. The two came to me together.
Question. That is the first order you know of General Hooker sending to
General Sedgwick to advance 1
Answer. Yes, sir; tha 1is the only one I remember to have seen.
Question. You have stated that you expected a battle to be fought on Tuesday morning; were you so informed on Monday night 1
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Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And instead of that you were ordered to recross your artillery 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I inferred so from what General Hooker said to me.
Question. Do you know what caused that change of intention on the part of
the general commanding 1
Answer. I do not, except that he told me ''we would have to get out of that,"
or something of that sort. I was a great deal surprised when he told me, for
when I was sent for I supposed it was preliminary to an attack.

Teatimony

of Major

General John Sedgwir.k.

WASHINGTON, April 8, 1864.
1\fajor General J OH~ SEDGWICK sworn and examined.
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am major general of volunteers, and am now, and have been for
the last sixteen months, in command of the 6th corps of the army of the Potomac.
Question. Will you state in your own way such incidents of the campaign of
Chancellorsville as appear to you to be important? If any questions occur to
us as you proceed, we will ask them.
Answer. On the 28th of April I was directed to take command of the 1st, 3d,
and 6th corps, and to proceed to Franklin's crossing, about three miles below
Fredericksburg. The 6th corps was to cross there; the 1st corps, under Major
General Reynolds, was to cross about a mile and a half below; and the 3d corps,
under General Sickles, was to be in reserve. The 1st and 6th corps were to be
in position at or before 3~ a.m. of the 29th; the 3d corps at or before 42- a.m.
of the same day. My own corps consisted of 2.2,000 men. I think the 1st and
3d corps together had perhaps 35,000 men. On the morning of April 30 I
was directed to send General Sickles with his corps to report to General Hooker
at Chancellor~ville, and he accordingly left for that part of the army. On the
morning of May :2, General Hooker directed General Reynolds with his corps
to march at once to Chancellorsville, and the bridges to be taken up at
Franklin's crossing and below before daylight. This was by telegraph from
Ohancellorsville. The despatch was dated at 1.55 a. m., but was not received
by me until after daylight in the morning. The bridges, therefore, were not
taken up; General Reynolds was immediately put in motion, being withdrawn
under the enemy's fire. I telegraphed General Hooker that the bridges could
not be taken up without attracting the observation of the enemy, and leaving
him free to proceed against General Hooker. To this despatch I received no
reply. Just before dark that evening I received directions, as follows:
"The general commanding directs that General Sedgwick cross the river as
soon as indications will permit; capture Fredericksburg, with everything in it,
and vigorously pursue the enemy. We know the enemy is flying, trying to
save his trains; two of Sickles's divisions are a'Inong them."
Immediately after this despatch was received came another, dated 7.05 p.m.,
directing as follows-the two despatches were received at almost the same moment:
"The major general commanding directs you to pursue the enemy on the
Bowling Green road."
I immediately ordered my entire force across the river, one division being already across, and pushed forward, skirmishing sharply with the enemy, and
driving him from the Bowling Green road. At 11 p.m. I received a despatch,
dated at 10.10 p.m., directing as follows:
" The major general commanding directs that you cross the Rappahannock
at Fredericksburg on the receipt of this order, and at once take up your line of
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march on the Ohanc.ellorsville road until you connect with him. You will attack
and destroy any force you may fall in with on the road. You will leave all
your trains behind except the pack-mule train of small ammunition, and march
to be in the vicinity of the general at daylight. You will probably fall upon
the rear of the force commanded by General Lee, and between you and the
major general commanding he expects to use him up."
'!'his despatch, as I have said, was received at 11 o'clock at night, on May
2. Ohancellorsville, I think, is eleven miles from Fredericksburg, and we were
three miles below. At the time of the receipt of this despatch I was in line of
battle on the river, about three miles below Fredericksburg and fourteen miles
from Ohancellorsville, which place I could not have reached before daylight
had there been no enemy to impede my progress. The entire army of the
enemy was between me and General Hooker, aside from a force in my immediate front about equal to my own, and in a strong position, as was shown by
General Early's letter published in the Richmond papers in May last. General
Early was accused of negligence in permitting me to carry the heights of Fredericksburg and proceed towards Chancellors ville. In his vindication he published
a statement of the forces that he had there. I saw the letter, but it is so long
ago that I do not recollect the particulars. He stated, however, that he had
seven brigades, ona. of which was stationed at Banks's ford, about three miles
above Fredericksburg; the other six brigades were in my front; and it was
this force I fought on Sunday in carrying the heights of ~"'redericksburg.
I placed my command in column, and marched without any delay, with the
exception of one division, which, being still engaged skirmishing with the enemy,
had to be left in line of battle to cover the movement of the rest of the command. I moved by the flank on the south side of the river towards Fredericksburg. To obey the order literally was impossible, as no bridges had been laid
at Fredericksburg. General Hooker expected me to cross at Fredericksburg;
but to have recrossed to the north bank, take up the bridges, relay them at
Fredericksburg, and cross again there, would have occupied me until long after
daylight. Moving by the flank, I was at once resisted by the enemy, and it
was just daylight when the head of my column forced its way into the town
and to the front of the intrenchments.
An assault was immediately made by the four leading regiments, who
advanced against the rifle-pits, but were repulsed. The force displayed by the
enemy was sufficient to show that the intrenchments could not be carried except
at great cost.
My position at that time was as follows: one division in Fredericksburg,
another between the town and Franklin's crossing, and another covering Franklin's crossing, skirmishing with the enemy on the Bowling Green road.
I sent to General Howe, commanding the division between the town and the
crossing, to endeavor to turn the right of the enemy's position on Marie's
heights. I also ordered General Gibbon, who was then on the north bank of
the river, to cross as soon as the bridge was completed at l!"'redericksburg, take
position on my right, and endeavor to turn the enemy's left. General Gibbon's
division belonged to the 2d corps, but was ordered to cross and report to
me at Fredericksburg. In the mean time I proceeded to organize a storming
party to attack the centre again, should the other arrangements fail. General
Howe soon reported that the character of Hazel run, and the force displayed
in his front, destroyed any hope of success on his part, and General Gibbon reported that he was checked by a canal which ran parallel to the enemy's position, and covered their entire left. 'Accordingly, as soon as the storming parties
were organized, I assaulted their central position on Marie's heights, and carried
it, capturing many prisoners and all of their guns with the exception of one
battery.
Question. At what time was that assault made 1
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Answer. It was about 11 o'clock in the morning when we carried the heights,
and halted there for a few minutes for our troops to assemble a little. We left
the position three miles below Fredericksburg, and we were engaged all night in
skirmishing that distance. The command was immediately put in motion for
Chancellorsville, pursuing the enemy, who made such resistance as he could retiring. In the afternoon the enemy macle a determined stand at Salem heights,
about half way between Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, having been reenforced from the latter place. We attacked him at once, and the battle continued until clark without cessation, the enemy still holding his position.
Dming the night he was re-enforced~ and it was evident that he was surrounding us. I notified General Hooker during the night of my position, and was
directed by him not to attack again unless he (General Hooker) attacked, and
to look to the safety of my corps, and to fall back on Fredericksburg· or cross
at Banks's ford; that he was too far away to advise or direct me. Here is a
despatch from Major General Warren, from Chancellorsville, on the morning of
the 4th:
"I find everything snug here. We contracted the lines a little and repulsed the last assault with ease. General Hooker wishes them to attack him
to-morrow, if they will; he cloes not desire you to attack again in force unless
he attacks him at the same time. He says you are too far away for him to direct. Look well to the safety of your corps, and keep up communication with
General Benham nt Banks's ford or Fredericksburg. You can go to either place
you think best; but Banks's ford would bring you in supporting distance of
the main body, and would be better than falling back to Fredericksburg."
General Warren left me at 12 o'clock on the night of May 3 to go to Chancellorsville, and immediately upon reaching Chancellorsville wrote me this despatch:
"I have reported your situation to General Hooker. I find that we contracted our lines here somewhat during the morning, and repulsed the enemy's
last assault with ease. 'rhe troops are in good position. General Hooker says
you are separated from him so far that he cannot advise you how to act. You
need not try to force the position you attacked at five p. m. Look to the safety
of your corps. You can retire, if necessary, by way of Fredericksburg or
Banks's ford; the latter would enable you to join us more readily."
The enemy reoccupied the heights of Fredericksburg on the morning of May
4, and we were threatened on three sides. '.rhe line of battle at that time was
about five miles long. We were pressed at various points during the day, and in
the afternoon we were attacked in strong force from the direction of Fredericksburg. This attack we repulsed, and during the night we marched to Banks's
ford.
General Hooker had notified me during the day that I must hold a position
on the south bank of the river until the following afternoon ; that he intended to
advance the next day and would relieve us ; that in such case my position was
as good as he could desire.
Here is a despatch dated 11 a. m., May 4 :
'' '.rhe major gen~ral commanding desires me to say that he does not wish
you to cross at Banks's ford unless you are compelled to do so. The batteries
at Banks's ford protect the position. If it is practicable for you to maintain
a position on the south side of the Rappahannock, near Banks's ford, do so.
It is very important that we should occupy the position at Banks's 'ford; General Tyler commands the batteries there."
.
Here is a despatch dated 11.50 a.m., May 4:
'' If the necessary information can be obtained to-day, and if it shall be of the
character the commanding general anticipates, it is his intention to advance
upon the enemy to-morrow. In this event the position of your corps on the
south bank of the Rappahannock will be as favorable as the general could de.
Part I--7
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sire. It is for this reason that he desires that your corps should not cross the
Rappahannock."
Here is one dated May 4, but without naming the hour :
"I expect to advance to-morrow morning; will be likely to relieve you; you
must not count on much assistance unless I hear heavy firing. 'rell General
Benham to put down the other bridge, if you desire it."
rrhat is, a bridge at Banks's ford. It was late in the night when the position near Banks's fOTd was taken, the enemy shelling us in the me!ln time. The
position was a bad one.
About 1 a. m. of May 5 General Hooker telegraphed me to cross the river
and take up the bridges. This is the despatch :
"Despatch this moment received. Withdraw; cover the river and prevent
any force crossing. Acknowledge receipt."
This was immediately done, as the last of the column was crossing, between
3 and 4 o'clock; the orders to cross were countermanded, and I was directed
to hold a position on the south bank. The despatch is dated 1.20 a. m., and
was received at 3.20, as follows :
"Yours received, saying you could hold position. Order to withdra~ countermanded. Acknowledge both."
In explanation of this I should say that I had telegraphed to General Hooker
that I could hold the position. He received it after he had ordered me to cross
over. But receiving his despatch to cross, I had commenced the movement, and,
as I have said, I had very nearly taken my force over when the order to cross
was countermanded. To return at that time was wholly impracticable, and I
te~egraphed that fact to General Hooker.
Question. Did you ever receive a despatch from General Hooker asking if
you could hold your position there 1
Answer. I presume I did; and I presume my reply was that I could. But
before he received it he had sent me the order to cross the river; and upon
that I immediately acted, and had nearly crossed over when I received a despatch countermanding that order.
Question. What was your distance from General Hooker at that time 1
Answer. I should think it was five miles, at Banks's ford .
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Did the enemy lie between you and General Hooker at that time 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I should lik,e to attach to my testimony a copy of my
official report, written immediately after the battle. (Report read; see A, appended to this testimony.)
By the chairman :
Question. 'l'he whole army then recrossed the river and reoccupied its old
position at 1Talmouth 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I recrossed on the morning of the 5th of May ; General
Hooker retired on the night of the 5th.
Question. Had you informed General Hooker previous to the order to you to
recross the river that your position was untenable 1
Answer. I think I informed him that I could hold it.
Question. I know you have already said you informed him you could hold
it ; but the order from General Hooker to you to hold it did not come until you
had got pretty much across 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What I c1e::dre to know is this : did you ever give him to understand, before you received the order to cross, that you could not hold that position 1
Answer. I think I did ; but I do not thhik he had received it.
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By Mr. Loan~
Question. Yon replied to General Hooker that you could hold the position
you occupied 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Had you at any time previous to that informed General Hooker
that you could not hold that position 1
Answer. During the clay I informed him that the position we took up in front
of Salem heights was a bad one, having been assumed for the purpose of assailing the enemy, and not for a defensive position.
By the chairman:
Q 1wstion. Is there anything further in this connexion that you desire to state 1
Answer. At 9 a. m., May 4, I sent this despatch to General Hooker :
"I am occupying the same position as last night. I have secured my communication with Banks's ford. The enemy are in possession of the heights of
Fredericksburg in force. They appear strongly in our front, and are making
efforts to drive us back. My strength yesterday a.m. was 22,000 men; I do
not know my losses, but they were large; probably 5,000 men. I can't use
the cavalry. It depends upon the condition and position of your force whether
I can sustain myself here. Howe reports the enemy advancing from Fredericksburg."
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Is that the despatch to which you refer, when you say you in·
formed General Hooker that you could hold your position 1
Answer. No, sir; the despatch you mention referred to the position taken up
that night near Banks's ford. .Here is another despatch, dated 11 a. m. : " I
hold the same position. '.fhe enemy are pushing me hard. If I can hold my
own till night, I shall cross at Banks's ford under instructions from General
Hooker, given to Brigadier General Warren." Here is another despatch to
General Hooker, dated May 4-11-l; a.m.: "'.fhe enemy threaten me. strongly
on tw@ fronts. My position is bad for such attack. It was assumed for attack,
and not for defence. It is not improbable that bridges at Banks's ford may be
sacrificed. Can you help me strongly if I am attacked 1 My bridges are two
miles from me. I am compelled to cover them above and below from attack
with additional assistance of General Benham's brigade alone." Here is a despatch to General Hooker, dated 1.40 p. m. of the same day: "I occupy the
same position as yesterday when General Warren left me. I know no means
of judging the enemy's force about me ; deserters say 40,000. I shall take a
position near Banks's ford and near the '.fay lor house, at the suggestion of General Warren. Officers have already gone to select a position. It is believed
that the heights of Fredericksburg are occupied by two divisions of the enemy.
I shall do my utmost to hold a position on the right bank of the Rappahannock until to-morrow." I have read these despatches bP-cause I thought they
might elicit some questions from some gentleman here. I have underswod that
evidence has appeared before this committee censuring me very much for not
being at Chancellorsville at daylight, in accordance with the order of General
Hooker. I now affirm that it was impossible to have made the movement if
there had not been a rebel soldier in front of me.
By the chairman:
Question. Where did you get any such information as that about testimony
before this committee 1
•
.
Answer. I have seen it in the papers, I think.
The chairman. I thought it hardly likely that any member of this committee could so far have forgotten his pledge of honor as to state to any one what
has transpired here. .As for the papers, they contain a great many assertions
that are without foundation or authority.
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Tho witness. I know I have been censured by General Hooker for . that,
and I did not know but what it might have been done here. I lost a thousand
men in less than ten minutes' time in taking the heights of Fredericksburg.
By J\fr. Gooch :
Question. Do you know whether the enemy were re-~nforced at Fredericksburg during the morning of the 3d of Uay 1
Answer. I do not think they were. I believe they had the same troops
when I was there at 11 o'clock, on the. morning of the 3d, that they had there
all the night before. I believe that General Early was there with six brigades
around Fredericksburg; and the seventh bdgade at Banks's ford marched down
. and met us just as the heights were carried.
Question. You received, at 11 p. m of the 2d, a telegraphic despatch direct.ing you to carry the heights and march on Chancellorsville 1
Answer. Yes, sir; my troops were then ready to march, and were then
·,skirmishing with the enemy, under a previous order to put myself on the
Bowling Green road and move in another direction. We started in fifteen
minutes after receiving that order. But, before the head of my column had left
their position, they were met by the enemy's skirmishers; and it took us from
that time until daylight to make a little over three miles.
Question. In consequence of the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that and the darkness together; it was a very foggy night.
Question. ':J.1hat brought you where at daylight 1
Answer. To Marie's heights, a mile from Fredericksburg.
Question. And about what hour did you commence the assault on the heights 1
Answer. We made an assault immediately, but were repulsed. 'rhe final
assault was made between 10 and 11 o'clock. We were all that time in forming our storming parties and placing our troops in position.
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By Mr. Odell:
Question. You say you made an aesault immediately. What do you mean
by ''immediately 1"
Answer. I say the head of our column arrived there about daylight, and we
nude an assault then, but it was not successful.

By Mr. Gooch:
Question. When you were in the position on the 4th, to which you have re.rferred, were you where you could have co-operated with the army at Chancellorsville in an attack upon the enemy 1
Answer. I could not proceed in that direction.. I think General Hooker
.might have probably relieved me if he had made an attack at that time. I think
I had a much larger force of the enemy around me than General Hooker had in
front of him. There were two divisions of the enemy on the heights of Fred- .
ericksburg, which was in my rear; and they would have attacked me the moment I undertook to proceed towards Ohancellorsville.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What was the distance between the two wings of our army 1
Answer. It could not have been over five miles.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. If General Hooker had attacked the enemy on that day, then both
your force and his could have operated against the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but General Hooker did not make an attack; there was
no firing that day at Chancellorsville, and I would add that the position I was
in then was within one mile of the position General Meade had occupied on the
Saturday previous.
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Question. Do you know the force of the enemy.that lay between you and
General Hooker 1
Answer. I do not positively; I think there were 40,000 men around me on
the 4th, and I do not think the enemy had more than 60,000 men then.
Question. When you say there were 40,000 men around you on the 4th, do
you mean that your force engaged the attention of 40,000 men 1
Answer. I do.
By the chairman:
Question. In that case there would not have been more than 20,000 of the
enemy in the neighborhood of General Hooker 1
.
Answer. That is my impression, if the enemy had not more than {)0,000 me;n.
there, which was the number I estimated them at.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Did you ever see any reports of their generals to give you any information of their forces 1
Answer. No, sir, with the exception of this letter of General Early published
-in May last, and that gives only the force he had to defend Fredericksburg.
.
By the chairman :
Question. About how many men had General Hooker with him at that time.
Answer. I believe he had from 75,000 to 80,000 men.
Question. Exclusive of what you had with you 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you had how many 1
Answer. I had22,000 men when I started; about 17,000 men when I recrossed.
I believe we crossed 100,000 men when we left our old position.
Question. Do our troops fight as well as those of the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I have no reason to believe that they do not.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Were any of General Hooker's 80,000 men on this side of the river 1
Answer. If any, it must have been a very small force.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Will you state why the army was divided at that time in making
that movement, and the advantages that resulted from it 1
Answer. I think it was divided, and the 6th corps left to retain as many of
the enemy as possible in front of Fredericksburg; that General Hooker supposed
he bad taken force enough with him to drive everything in front of him down
to Fredericksburg. I think the 6th corps were left there only to make a demonstration.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Did not your order giving the disposition' of the troops show that 1
Answer. There is an extract from a communication from General Butterfield,
dated April 30. Speaking of the general commanding, he says: "He expected when he left here, if he met with no serious opposition, to be on the
heights west of 1!-,redericksburg to-morrow noon, or shortly after; and if opposed strongly, to-morrow night."
By Mr. Gooch:
Que3tion. If General Hooker had but 20,000 men opposed to him, and he
had 80,000 men with him, how do you account for it that he did not make an
attack, and why should he withdraw 1
Answer. I believed if he had ordered an advance they could have gone right
through. I can offer no explanation why he did not attack, and I cannot tell
why he withdrew.
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By the chairman :
Question. Do you know what number of men he had lost in the pre\·ious
battles at Ohancellorsville?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Have you any means of knowing the losses of the enemy, then,
at Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. No, sir, I have not.
Question. What do you understand the paragraph to mean that you have
read from General Butterfield's communication of the 31st of April?
Answer. General Hooker expected to move right down at once from Ohancellorsville on to the. heights of Fredericksburg. He expected to overcome all
opposition, and would have done it if he had kept on. General Meade, with the
5th corps, at one time, two. days previously, was within one mile of the position on
Salem heights. Under date of April 28, I received the following: "In reference to the circular letter sent you last evening, the major general commanding
directs me to say to you that your operations for to-morrow are for a demonstration only, to hold the force of the enemy, while the operations are cartied
on above, unless the enemy should leave his position, or should weaken his
force materially by detaching." And I would say in connexion with this that
General Hooker told me that he did not expect me to lose a man in taking the
heights of :E'reclericksburg. I will append to my testimony my first letter of
instructions, the substance of which I have embodied in my official report.
Question. Is there anytliing you deem important to state in relation to the
further movements of the army up to the time General Meade was assigned to
the command 1
Answer. I do not think of anything now.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,

April 27, 1863.
Major General SEDGWICK, Commanding, ~c.:
The major general commanding directs that the 6th corps, Major General
Sedgwick; 1st corps, Major General Reynolds; 3cl corps, Major General Sickles,
put themselves in position to cross the river as follows: 6th corps at Franklin's
crossing; 1st corps at the crossing below, at Pollock's Mill creek; the 3d corps,
as a support, to cross at either point.
rl'hese movements to be made ~o that the respective corps are in positionthe 1st and 6th, on or before 3~- a. rn. of the 29th; the 3d corps, on or before
4~ a. m. of'the 29th.
"'r.r'he ambulanc~s and trains to be parked in the rear, mid concealed behind
the range of hills visible to the enemy, and ready to move when Jesircd.
'rhe troops, as far as possible, ought to be concealed, up to the mom~nt the
demonstration is made.
Such batteries of the corps mentioned, and of the reserve artillery, as are
required, to be placed in position under the direction of the chief of artillery,
to cover the crossing. The orders of the chief of artillery, for the necessary
disposition of the batteries to carry out the purposes and plans of this movement, will be complied with, and he will be charged with the responsibility of
the duties intrusted to him.
Trains will be loaded with supplies of forage and provisions, to include at
least eight days' short forage for the animals. Whenever an opportunity occurs, without interference, the supplies that may have been consumed, will be
replaced. The troops will have the eight clays' rations, as heretofore provided
in orders.
The bridges, two at each crossing, to be laid complete before 3~ a. m. of the
29th, under the supervision of General Benham, who is charged with the re-
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sponsibility thereof. Any troops needed to assist the engineer brigade in the
performance of this duty will be furnished to General Benham, under the clirection of General Sedgwick.
General Sedgwick, pending the operations, will be charged with the command
of the three corps mentioned, and will make a demonstration, in full force, on
Wednesday morning upon the enemy's defences, with a view to securing the
telegraph road.
·
In the event of the enemy detaching any considerable part of his force against
the troops operating at the west of Fredericksburg, he will attack and carry
their works at all hazards, and establish his force on the telegraphic road,
cutting off all communication by the enemy, in order to prevent their turning
his position on that road. In case the enemy should fall back in the direction
of Richmond, he will pursue them with the utmost vigor, fighting them whenever and wherever he can come up with them. 'rhe major general commanding
suggests that a part of his force be thrown on the Bowling Green road in case
the enemy retire, and pursuit be made on both those lines. 'rhe columns, if
they move with equal rapidity, will be within supporting distance, and should
be required to march to each other's assistance as circumstances may require.
The ammunition trains and ambulances will be held in readineils to move
first.
General Sedgwick will give such further instructions as may seem to him
necessary to carry out the plans and wishes of the major general commanding.
By command of Major GeneTal Hooker :
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
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April 30, 1863.
GENERAL: I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you
that his headquarters will be at Ohancellorsville to-night. It is p1·oposed that
the army now at that point will assume the initiative to-morrow morning, and
will advance along the_1ine of the plank road, uncovering what is called Banks's
ford, where bridges will be at once thrown across the river, which route will
then become the shortest line of communication between the two wings of the
army. .Major General Butterfield will remain at the present headquarters, and
will at once transmit to the major general commanding any communications you
may desire to send him. It is not known, of course, what effect the advance
will have upon the enemy; and the general commanding directs that you observe
his movements with the utmost vigilance, and should he expose a weak point,
attack him in full force and destroy him. If he should show any symptoms of
falling back, the general directs that you throw your whole force on to the
Bowling Green road, and pursue him with the utmost vigor, turning his fortified
positions by the numerous by-roads, which you can make use of for that purpose. If any portion of his organized forces should pass off to the east of the
railroad, you will by detachments pursue until you destroy or capture him.
Simultaneous with the advance of your column on the Bowling G1·een road, if at
all, a column will a1so advance on the telegTaph road, and between you will
sweep the country between the two highways and the railroad. You will be
within easy communicating distance, and both colnmns will spriug to one another's
assistance in case of encountering any considerable resistance, which can best
be judged of by the magnitude of the fire. Keep your provisions and forage
and ammunition replenishP-d, leaving as much of your train to be brought afterwards as practicable. Trains wiU only embarrass and check your forward
movement, and must not accompany you. unless jt be the park train.
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It may be expedient for you to join the right wing on the south bank of the
river, and under cover of it to Fredericksburg. Be observant of your opportu~
nities, and when you strike let it be done to destroy. When you move foryvard,
if you want all your artillery the batteries of the reserve here can be called for.
The enemy have at Hamilton's a pontoon train. The general expects that
you will not permit theni to cross the river.
·
You will find an able commander in Major General Reynolds.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major Gencml, Chirf qf Staff.
Major General SEDGWICK,
Commanding lift wing, Army qf tlw Potomac.

A.
HEADQUARTERS SrxTn ARMY CoRPS,
Jlllay 7, 186:L
GENERAL: I respectfully submit the following report of operations on the
left:
On Tuesday, (the 28th ultimo,) in compliance with the orders of the commanding general, received that morning, the 6th corps moved to the vicinity
of Franklin's crossing, near the mouth of Deep Tun; the 1st corps, Major
General Reynolds, to a position about one mile further down the river, and the
3d corps, Major General Sickles, took position slightly to the rear, and between the positions of the 6th and 1st corps. All the troops camped that
night without fires behind the heights, and concealed from the observation of
the enemy. During the night the. pontoons were carried to the river by hand,
at the upper crossing, and shortly before daylight Brooks's division of the 6tb.
corps crossed in boats, Russell's brigade taking the lead and receiving the fire
of the enemy's pickets and reserves. The enemy's rifle-pits were immediately
occupied, and three bridges were rapidly laid, under the direction of Brigadier
General Benham.
At Reynolds's crossing, one mile further down, the passage was delayed by
a severe fire from the enemy's sharpshooters, but was at length gallantly accomplished, General Wads worth crossing with a portion of his division in the
boats, and driving the enemy from their rifle-pits.
During the day, vVednesday, April 29, the command was held in readiness
to cross, while the enemy was rapidly intrenching on his entire front, and occasionally shelling Reynolds's position on the left.
On Thursday, the 30th, Sickles's corps was detached from my command and
ordered to U uited States ford, and during the night one of the bridges at the
upper and one at the lower crossing were taken up under orders from head
quarters, and sent to Banks's ford.
On Friday, May 1, at 5 p. m., an order was received from the commanding
general to make a demonstration in force at one o'clock of that same day; to let
it he as severe as possible, without being an attack; to assume a threatening
attitude, and maintain it until further orders. It was already some hours after
the time fixed for the movement, but the last clause of the order, as here stated,
determined me to execute it without delay. Reynolds's corps was accordingly
displayed in force; General Newton was directed to send one division of the
sixth corps to Reynolds's support, to cover his bridges in case of an attack, and
the light brigade across at the upper bridges to support General Brooks, who
was to display his force as if for advance. When these movements had been
executed an order was received countermanding the order for the demonstration.
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The following day, Saturday, May 2, Reynoltls's -corps was withdrawn from
my command and ordered to proceed to headquarters of the army at or near
Chancellorsville. One division, General Wheaton's, of the 6th corps, being
sent by General Newton to cover his crossing and take up his bridge, I was
also ordered to take up all the bridges at :E'ranklin's crossing and below before
daylight. r:rlJis order was received after daylight, at 5.25 a. m., and could not
of course be executed without attracting the observation of the enemy, and
leaving him free to proceed against the forces under General Hooker.
At 6.30 in the evening the order to pursue the enemy by the Bowling Green
road was repeated, and my comrrwnd was immediately put under arms, and advanced upon the right, driving the enemy from the Bowling Green road, and
pushing him back to the woods. That night at 11 p.m. I received an order
(dated J 0.10 p. m.) directing me to cross the Rappahannock at Fredericksburg
immediately upon the receipt of the order, and move in the direction of Chancellorsville unti.l I connected with the major general commanding; to attack
and destroy any force on the road, and be in the vicinity of the general at daylight. I had been informed repeatedly by Major General Butterfield, chief of
staff, that the force in front of me was very small, and the whole tenor of his
many despatches would haYe created the impression that the enemy bad
abandoned my front and retired from the city and its defences, l1ad there not
been more tangible evidence than the despatches in question that the chief of
staff was misinformed. The order to cross at l!"'redericksburg found me with my
entire command on the south side of the river ready to pursue by the Bowling
Green road. To cross for the purpose of crossing again at Fredericksburg,
where no bridges had been laid, would have occupied until long after daylight.
I commenced, therefore. to move by the flank in the direction of Fredericksburg
on the Bowling Green road, General Newton taking the advance, followed by
the light brigade and Howe's division; a sharp skirmish commenced as the head
of the column moved from the immediate vicinity of the bridges, and continued
all the way to the town, the enemy falling slowly back; at the same time a
sudden attack was made upon the pickets in front of the Bernard bouse.
When the head of the column entered the town, four regiments from Wheaton's
and Shaler's brigades were sent forward against the rifle-pits, and advanced
within twenty yards of the enemy's works, when they received a sudden and
destructive fire; an immediate assault was made, but repulsed by the fire of the
rifle-pits and the batteries on the heights.
It was evident that the enemy's line of works was occupied in considerable
force, and that his right, as it appeared from reports from General Brooks, ex. tended beyond my left. It was now daylight, and batteries were placed in
position to shell the enemy until the troops could be formed for another attack.
General Gibbon was ordered to cross the river as soon as the bridge opposite
the Lacy house was completed, and about 7 o'clock proceeded to take position on my right. General Howe was directed to move on the left of Hazel
run to tnrn the enemy's right. Upon advancing as directed be found the works
in his front were occupied, and that the character of the stream between his
command and that of General Newton's prevented any movement of his division
to the right. General Gibbon, upon moving forward to turn the left of the
enemy, was checked by the canal and compelled to halt. Nothing remained
but to carry the works by direct assault. 'Two storming columns were formed,
composed as follows : Right column ~ommanded by Colonel George C. Spear
(who fell mortally wounded gallantly leading it,) 61st Pennsylvania volunteers.
l\Iajor Dawson, and 43d New York, Colonel Baker. This column was supported by the 67th New York (1st Long Island,) Colonel Cross, and 82d Pennsylvania volunteers, Major Bassett, under command of Colonel Shaler. Left
column, 7th Massachusetts, Colonel Johns, (who fell severely wounded in the
assault,) and the 36th New York, Lieutenant Colonel Walsh.
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Line of battle, Colonel Burnham : 5th Wisconsin, Colonel Allen, as skirmishers; 6th Maine, Lieutenant Colonel Harris; 31st New York, Colonel Jones;
23d Pennsylvania, Colonel Ely, (this latter regiment volunteering.)
'.rhe
column moved on the plank road and to the right of it directly up the heights.
The line of battle advanded on the double-quick to the left of the plank road
against the rifle-pits, neither halting nor firing a shot until they had driven the
enemy from their lower line of works. In the mean time the storming parties
had moved forward to the crest, and carried the works in rear of the rifle-pits,
capturing the guns and many prisoners. These movements were gallantly
executed under a most destructive fire. In the mean time Howe ·advanced
rapidly on the left of Hazel run, in three columns of assault, and forced the
enemy from the crest in front, capturing five guns. 'rhe entire corps was at
once put in motion, and moved in pursuit. Considerable resistance was made
on the next series of heights, but the position was carried without halting. A
section of horse artillery on our right occupied every successive crest upon our
line of march, and much annoyed our advance. At f3alem chapel the enemy were
re-enforced by a brigade from Banks's ford and by troops from the direction of
Chancellorsville, and made a determined resistance. Brooks's division formed
rapidly across th<i road, and Newton's upon his right, and advanced upon the
woods which 'vere strongly held by the enemy. After a sharp and prolonged
contest we gained the heights, but were met by fresh troops pouring in upon the
flanks of the advanced portion of the line. For a short time the crest Wall held by
our troops with obstinate resistance, but at leng~h the line was forced slowly
back through the woods. The advance of the enemy was checked by the splendid
firing of our batteries (Williston's, Rigby's and Parsons's.) Wheatvn still holds
his position on the right, gallantly fighting. On the left the troops are rapidly
reformed, and after a short inter-val again advance upon the works. The enemy
is once more forced 1aek in much confusion on our right, but steadily resisting
on our left. This is the condition of things when night puts an end to the
battle. The troops rested on their arms until morning.
During the night the enemy was re-enforced heavily, and our wounded as far as
was practicable were collected a11d sent to Fredericksburg. 'rhe following morning I was at an early hour informed that a column of the enemy 15,000 strong,
coming from the direction of Richmond, had occupied the heights of Fredericksburg, cutting off my communications with the town. Expecting a movement of
this kind, I had already formed Howe's division in line of battle to the rear.
General Howe promptly extended his left to the river, and admirably checked
an effort of the enemy to cut us off from Banks's ford, where a pontoon bridge had
been laid the day previous. In this affair he captured two hundred prisoners
and a battle flag. While these things were occurring on my left, I received a
despatch from the major general commanding, informing me that he had contracted his lines; that I muet look well to the safety of my corps, preserve my
communications with Fredericksburg and Banks's ford, and suggested that I fall
back upon the former place or recross in preference at Banks's ford where I could
more readily communicate with the main body. rro fall back upon 1!-,redericksburg was out of the question; to adopt the other alternative, except under cover
of night, was equally so, for the enemy still maintained his position on Salem
heights, and was threatening my flanks and rear from the dir.ection of Fredericksburg .. l\Iy line was formed with the left resting on the river about midway between Fredericksburg and Banks's ford; thence extending slightly beyond
the plank road, where it t!uned at right angles to the right, following the direction of the plank road for a mile, and then again turning to the right at right
angles and recrossing the plank road in front of Salem heights, my right resting where it had been placed in the engagement of the previous evening. A
line of battle of such length was necessarily weak, yet to contract it would inev-
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itably provoke immediate attack from vastly superior forces. Batteries were
skilfully posted by Colonel rrompkins, chief of artillery, to maintain the weaker
points, and rendered valuable service. r.I'hus fronting in three directions, I was
compelled to wait attack, determined to hold the position until dark, and then
to fall back upon Banks's ford. A despatch from the major general commanding
had informed me that he could not relieve me: as he was in a position in which he
hoped to be attacked, and that he was too far away to direct my operations.
Subsequent despatches directed me to hold a position on the right bank of the
river until the following morning. During the day there was more or less skirmishing on the whole front, and in the evening a most determined attack was
VJade upon Howe's line for the purpose of cutting our communications with the
river, and at the same time Brooks was attacked further towards the right. The
attack on Brooks was readily repulsed, chiefly by the skirmish line, and the
firing by the battery of McCartney's 1st Massachusetts battery. That on Howe
was of a more determined character, being made in echelon of battalions and in
columns. It was gallantly resisted by our infantry by a counter-charge, while
the artillery of the division played with fearful effect upon their advance. At
length our line was forced back upon the left, and General Howe directed his
right to retire to a less advanced position. The movement was quietly
executed, the enemy still pressing forcibly on his front. Wheaton's brigade
and two regiments of the light brigade had been sent from the extreme
right to his support, and Butler's battery G, 2d United States artillery, was sent
rapidly by a road through the woods to his rear. The division reformed
promptly, the batteries keeping up a most effective fire upon the woods, the
advance of the enemy was checked, his troops were scattered and driven back
with fearful loss, and the new position was easily maintained until nightfall.
Several hundred prisoners, including one general officer and many others of rank,
and three battle flags, were captured from the enemy in this engagement.
As soon as it was dark Newton's and Brooks's divisions, with the light. brigade, fell rapidly back upon Banks's ford, and took position on the heights in that
neighborhood and in the rifle-pits. When these movements were completed,
Howe was directed to fall back, and at once abandoned his position and moved
to the river, taking position on Newton's right.
On 'l'uesday the 5th, at 2 o'clock a.m., I received the order of the commanding general to withdraw from my position, cross the river, take up the bridge,
and cover the ford. The order was immediately executed, the enemy meanwhile shelling the bridge from commanding positions aboYe us on the river.
When the last. of the column was on the bridge I received a despatch from the
commanding general countermanding the order to withdraw. My command
was on the left bank; it could not recross before daylight, and must do it then,
if at all, in the face of the enemy, whose batteries completely commanded the
bridges. I accordingly went iuto camp in the vicinity of the ford, sending an
adequate force to gnard the river and watch the ford.
The losses of the 6th corps in these operations were 4,925 killed, wounded, and
missing. vVe captured from the enemy, according to the best information we
could obtain, five battle flags, fifteen pieces of artillery, nine of which were
brought off; the remainder fell into the hands of the enemy (when the town was
reoccupied) :md 1,400 prisoners, including many officers of rank. No material
of any kind belonging to the corps fell into the hands of the enemy except two
wagons and a forge that were passing through Fredericksburg at the time of its
·
occupation by his forces.
I must add, in closing, that the conduct of the troops, from the first crossing
of the river until our returu at Banks's ford, was such as to merit my heartiest
approbation. To Major General Newton, commanding 3c1 division, and Brigadier General Brooks, commanding 1st ·division, I am indebted for excellent
counsel, and for the gallant and spirited manner in which they carried out their
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orders. 'I,o Brigadier General Howe, for his determined bravery in resisting
repeated charges of an overwhelming force of the enemy, the safety of the command was greatly indebted. The gallant conduct of Colonel Burnham, in leading
the light brigade to the assault on the rifle-pits in rear of Fredericksburg, is worthy
of the highest admiration. It is no disparagement to the other regiments of the
corps to say that the steadiness and valor of the 6th Maine, 5th Wisconsin, 7th
Massachusetts, and Vermont brigade could not be excelled. The skill and personal gallantry of Brigadier Generals Bartlett, Russell, and Neill, Colonels Grant,
Shaler, W. H. Brown; 36th New York, and H. W. Brown, 3d New Jersey, displayed in the management of their respective brigades, deserve the special notice
of the commanding general. Colonel Brown, of the 36th New York, I regret t~
say, was severely wounded in the action of Sunday afternoon, and the command
of the brigade devolved upon Colonel H. L. Eustis, who is especially mentioned
by his division commander for gallant service. Colonel Brown, of the New Jersey
brigade, was also wounded, and the command of the brigade passed to Colonel
Buck, 2d New Jersey; he, too, fell wounded, and the command devolved on
Colonel Penrose, 15th New Jersey. Both these officers performed their duty
with admirable coolness. I desire also to call tlle special attention of the commanding general to the officers named, in connexion with the assault on the
heights of Frederioksburg. For a further mention of officers who deserve his notice
I respectfully refer to the report of division commanders herewith transmitted.
To the following named officers of my staff I am indebted for prompt and
efficient assistance rendered at all times during the operations I have reported,
and often under circumstances of exceeding danger and confusion:
Ljeuteuant Uolonel :M. T. McMahon, assistant adjutant g-eneral and chief of
staff; Colonel C. H. 'l1 ompkins, chief of artillery; Lieutenant Colonel J. Ford
Kent, inspec.tor general and acting aide-de-camp, slightly wounded in the action
of Sunday morning; Major C. A. Whitten, aide~de-camp; Major T. W. Heyd,
provo.st marshal and acting aide·de-camp; Major H. H. J ana way, acting aide-decamp; Captain R. F. Halsted, aide-de-camp; Captain H. C. Platt, aide-de-camp;
Lieutenant .J. N. Andrews, commissary of musters and acting aide·de-camp;
Lieutenant W. H. Farren, acting aide-de-camp, taken prisoner while conveying
important orders.
'l1 he management of the artillery under Colonel 'l1ompkins was singularly
effective. The different details of the quartermaster and commissary departments were excellently conducted by Lieutenant Colonel C. vV. Toller, chief
quartermaster, and Captain J. R. Schofield, chief commissary. Those officers
are entitled to much credit. I notice with particular approbation the arrangements made for the prompt removal of the wounded by Surgeon Charles
O'Leary, medical director of the corps, and Surgeon Charles F. Crehnn, medical
inspector. These arrangements were well carried into effect by Captain \V. H.
Robinson, chief of ambulance corps.
I respectfully request that the regiments and batteries of the corps be permitted to inscribe Fredericksburg and Salem heights on their colore. It is an
honor they have bravely earned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN SEDGvVICK,
Brigadier General S. WILLIAMS,
Major General.
A. A. General, Anny qf the Potomar:.
[ relegrams. J

HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CuRPS,
May 2, 1863-8 p.m.
General Brooks has taken the Bowling Green road, in fi·ont of him; is still
skirmishing, and will advance as long as he can see, and will then take position
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for the night. Newton is moving · in the direction of Hamilton';::; crossing, and
at daylight the entire corps will be in motion.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General BuTTERFIELD,
Ckiif if Staff.
HEADQUARTERs SrxTH CoRPS,
May ~. 1863-11 p.m.
'.rhis command will move at once in the direction of Chancellorsville, General
Newton taking the advance, followed by th~ light brigade and the second and
first divisions, in the order herein named. The enemy will be vigorously attacked wherever overtaken. No trains will accompany the troops but the packmule ammunition trains.
By command of Major General Sedgwick:
M. '.r. McMAHON,
A. A. G. and Chiif if Staff.
NEAR SALEM CHAPEL, JYiay 4, 1863-1.30 a.m.
We were checked last night here, and held until dark. I believe the enemy
have been re-enforcing all night, and will attack me in the morning. How is it
with you 1 Send me instructions.
JOHN SEDG\VICK,
Major Gene1·al, Commanding.
Major General HooKER.
HRADQUARTERS SrxTH CoRPS,
JYiay 4, 1863-6.20 a.m.
I am anxious to hear from General Hooker. '.rhere is a strong force in front
of me strongly posted. I cannot attack with any hope of dislodging them
until I know something definite as to the position of their main body and ours.
I have sent two or three messages by Banks's ford, but none have returned, nor
have I heard from the general since yesterday.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
Majm· General, Commanding.
Major General BuTTERFIELD,
.
CMif if Staff.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
Jlllay 4, 1863-9 a. m.
I am occupying the same position as last night. I have secured my communication with Banks's ford. 'l'he enemy are in possession of the heights of
~..,redericksburg in force. They appear strongly in our front, and are making
efforts to drive us back. My strength yesterday a. m. was 22,000 men; I do
not know my losses, but they were large, probably 5,000 men. I can't use the
cavalry. It depends upon the condition and position of your force whether I
can sustain myself here. Howe reports the enemy a,dvancing from Fredericksburg.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General HooKER.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
May 4, 1863.
I am occupying the same position as last night. The enemy made an attack
on Howe ; did not amount to much. I think I have made secure my communi-
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I think they will attempt to drive me back.

I await

JOHN SEDGvVICK,
ftlajor General, Commanding.
Major General BuTTERFIELD.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
May 4, 1863-11 a. m.
I holcl the same position. 'rhe enemy are pressing me hard. If I can hold
my own till night I shall cross at Banks's ford under instructions from General
. Hooker given to Brigadier General W an·en.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General BuTTERFIELD.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
May 4, 1863-ll:f a.m.
The enemy threaten me strongly on two fronts. My position is bad for such
an attack. It was assumed for attack and not for defence.
It is not improbable that bridges at Banks's ford may be sacrificed. Can you
help me strongly if I am attacked 1
JOHN SEDGWICK,
. Major General, Commanding.
Major General HooKER.

P. S.~My bridges are two miles from me. I am compelled to cover them
above and below from attack, with the additional assistance of General Benham's brigade alone.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
May 4, 1863-1.40 p.m.
I occupy the same position as yesterday when General Warren left me. I
have no means of judging the enemy's force about me-deserters say 40,000. I
shall take a position ncar Banks's ford and near the 'raylor house, at the suggestion of General Warren; officers have already gone to select a position.
It is believed that the heights of Fredericksburg are occupied by two divisions of the enemy.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
1\:fajor GcnemL, Commanding.
Major General HooKER.
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPs,
May 4, 1863-12-~ p. m.
I shall do my utmost to hold a position on the right bank of the Rappahannock
until to-morrow.
. JOHN SEDGWICK,
Major General, Commanding.
1\Iajo.r General Bl;TTERFIELD.
HEADQUARTERs SIXTH CouPs,
May 4, 1863.
General Howe has had a sharp fight ; has taken a flag and two hundred
prisoners.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General BuTTERFIELD.
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HEADQUARTERS SIXTH CoRPS,
May 4, 1863.
I am taking position to cross the river whenever
JOHN SEDGWICK,
. ZVlajor General, Commanding.

:Major General BuTTERFIELD. ·
HEADQUARTERS SIXTH ConPs,
May 5, 1863-3.20 a. m
Yours just received countermanding to withdraw; almost my entire command
has crossed over.
JOHN SEDGWICK,
JYiajm· General, Commanding .
.Major General HooKER.

WASHINGTON, 1lfarclt 11, 1865.
Major General JOSEPH HooKER sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What js your rank and present position in the army 1
Ans\ver. I am a major general of volunteers and a brigadier general in the
regular army. I am at present on duty as a major general of volunteers, commanding the northern department, embracing the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan.
Question. At what time diu you assume the command of the army of the
Potomac 1
Answer. On the 26th of January, 1863.
Question. Will you now state to the committee, without any interrogatories
from us, all the facts connected with your command of the army of the Potomac,
which you deem material for the public to know 1 vVhen you have concluded
your statement we will ask such further questions as we may consider necessary.
Answer. On the morning of the 26th of Jan nary, 1863, I left for Washington, and the following morning reported in person, by request, to the commanding general of the army, (General Halleck,) the Secretary of War, and his
excellency the President of the United States.
Inquiry was made by the former if, in addition to the command of the army
of the Potomac, I desired that of the department of Washington, and als0, I believe, that of the troops on the upper Potomac; in other words, the same command that had been exercised by my predecessor. This I declined, assigning
as a reason that it would require all my time to place the army of the Potomac
in proper condition fur field service before the coming of spring. My experience of the previous winter had satisfied me that a winter campaign in that
climate, and on that soil, would be unwise and more likely to be ruinous to
ourselves than to the enemy. The army acting on the offensive would be
more exposed and its losses greater in men and animals, the extent of difference
depending of course upon the character of the campaign.
In my interview with the President, among other subjects relating to the new
position I had been called to fill, I stated the apprehension I entertained relating to the army, but said that I should cheerfully enter upon the performance
of my duties. I hoped to succeed, provided he would stand between me and
the commanding general of the army. This was the only request I made of
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the President in assuming command. As I then stated, I deemed it necessary,
•for the reason that the commanding· general had, to a limited extent, been identified with the army of the west and seemed to think that there was no other
army in the republiG. He wrote and spoke freely of the army he had commanded at the expense of one he had never seen . . His disparaging comparisons
• and reflections had been communicated to the army, and neither it nor its commander expected justice at his hands.
· Besides, I had been reliably informed that he had opposed my appointment
to the command of the army against the wishes of the President and a majority
of the cabinet, when the removal of Major General McClellan from command
was in contemplation on two occasions; and that I was again opposed by him
on the removal of Major General Burnside. The reasons for making these statements will appear in the sequel of my testimony. The 9th corps was withdrawn from my army, by an order from the major general commanding, dated
January 31, 1863.
With these preliminaries, I will return to the army, and, as briefly as I can,
proceed to describe its condition. It was encamped on the north bank of the
Rappahannock, that river separating it from the rebel army. It had recently
returned from two unsuccessful efforts to cross the river and drive the enemy
from his position; the first resulting so disastrously, as to render a second effort
soon after, even with propitious weather, almost futile. Before the seconcl effort
ended, the winter rains set in, and all operations for a while were suspended;
the army literally finding itself buried in mud, from which the1·e was no hope of
extrication before spring.
With this prospect before it, taken in connexion with the gloom and despondency which followed the disaster of Fredericksburg, the army was in a forlorn, deplorable condition. Reference to the letters from the army at this period,
public and private, affords abundant evidence of its demoralization, and these in
their turn had their effect on the friends and relatives of the soldiers at home.
At the time the army was turned over to' me, desertions were at the rate of about 200
a day. So anxious were parents, wives, brothers and sisters to relieve their kindred,
that they filled the express trains to the army with packages of citizen clothing
to assist th.em in escaping from service. At that time perhaps a majority of the
officers, especially those high in rank, were hostile to the policy of the government in the conduct of the war. The emancipation proclamation had been published a short time before, and a large element of the army had taken sides antagonistic to it, declaring that they never wonld have embarked in the war had
they anticip>tted this action of the government. When rest came to the army,
the disaffected, from whatever cause, began to show themselves, and make their
influence felt in and out of the camps.
I may also state that at the moment I was placed in command I caused a return to be made of the absentees of the army, and found the number to be
2,922 commissioned officers, and 81,964 n·on-commissioned officers and privates.
These were scattered all over the country, and the majority were absent from
causes unknown. A copy of this return was furnished the commanding general
of the army.
From theee and other causes of less importance, I entered upon my duties
with many misgivings and apprehensions. When it was announced to me that
I had been placed in command of the army of the Potomac, I doubted, and so
expressed myself, if it could be saved to the country. I make this statement
to vindicate myself from the aspersion that I made use of improper influences
to obtain the command. No being lives who can say that I ever expressed a
desire for the position. It was conferred on me for my sword, and not for any
act or word of mine indicative of a desire for it .
.M:y first object was to preYent desertion, and when this was accomplished,
my whole attention was directed to securing the relurn of abse~tees, and render-
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ing those present as comfortable and contented as circumstances would allow.
I granted leaves of absence and furloughs to a limited extent, and in such manner as enabled all to be absent for a few days in the course of the winter. 'J.1he
disloyal officers were dismissed the service as soon as evidence of the fact was
brought to my knowledge. The express trains were examined by the provost
marshal, and all citizens' clothing found was burned.
Important changes were introduced into the various staff departments, and
especially in that of the inspector general, which was thoroughly organized and
filled with the most competent officers I could select in the army. Believing
idleness to be the great evil of all armies, every effort was made to keep the
troops employed; and whenever the weather would permit it, they were engaged in field exercises.
The cavalry was consolidated, and placed in a higher state of efficiency than
had before been known in our service; and whenever the state of the roads
and the river would admit of a movement, expeditions were fitted out to attack
the enemy's pickets and outposts, and gather supplies from the country in their
possession, my object being to encourage and stimulate in the breasts of our
men, by successes, however small, a feeling of superiority over our adversaries.
In this we were eminently successful. 'J.1he infantry grew in confidence, and
the cavalry in all their encounters acquired a character in both armies before
unknown to that arm of the service.
Our artillery had always been superior to tlmt of the rebels, as was also our
infantry, except in discipline, and that, for reasons not necessary to mention,
never did equal Lee's army. With a rank and file vastly inferior to our own,
intellectually and physically, that army has, by discipline alone, acquired a
character for steadiness and efficiency unsurpassed, in my judgment, in ancient
or modern times. We have not been able to rival it, nor has there been any
near approximation to it in the other rebel armies.
During the time allowed us for preparation, the army made rapid strides in
discipline, instruction, and morale, and early in April was in a condition to inspire the highest expectations. Its ranks had been filled by the return of absentees. All were actuated by feelings of confidence and devotion to the cause,
and I felt that it was a living army, and one well worthy of the republic.
Early in April, though the roads were still heavy, and impracticable for artillery and wagons, I believed that the army was in condition to march on the
enemy, and, as I bad about 40,000 nine-months and two-years men whose
terms of service would soon expire, I felt it necessary to commence operations
at the earliest practicable moment. Accordingly, on the 12th of .April, I gave
Major General Stoneman the following instructions :
.A.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC'

" Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 12, 1863.
" Commanding Officer Cavalry Corps :
"I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that you will
march at 7 o'clock a.m. on the 13th instant, with all your available force·, except
one brigade, for the purpose of turning the enemy's position on his left, and of
throwing your command between him and Richmond, isolating him from his
supplies, checking his retreat, and inflicting on him every possible injury which
will tend to his discomfiture and defeat.
"To accomplish this, the general suggests that you ascend the Rappahannock
by the different routes, keeping well out of the view of the enemy, and throwing
out well to the front and flank small parties to mask your movement, and to cut
off all communication with the enemy by the people in their interest living on
this side of the river. To divert suspicion, it may not be amiss· to have word
Part 1--8
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given out that you are in pursuit of Jones's guerillas, as they are operating extensively in the Shenandoah valley, in the direction of Winchester. He further
suggests that you select for your place of crossing the Rappahannock some point
to the west of the Alexandria and Orange railroad, which can only be determined
by the circumstances as they are found on the arrival of your advance.
"In the vicinity of Culpeper you will be likely to run against Fitzhugh Lee's
brigade of cavalry, consisting of about two thousand men, which it is expected ...
you will be able to disperse and destroy without delay to your advance, or detriment to any considerable number of your command.
"At Gordonsville the enemy have a small provost guard of infantry, which it
is expected you will destroy, if it can be done without delaying your forward
movement. From there it is expected that you will be able to push forward to
theAquia and Richmond railroad, somewhere in the vicinity of Saxton's Junction,
destroying along your whole route the railroad bridges, trains of cars, depots of
provisions, lines of telegraphic communication, &c. The general directs that
you go prepared with all the means necessary to accomplish this work effectually.
"As the line of the railroad from Aquia to Richmond presents the shortest
one for the enemy to retire on, it is more than probable that he will avail himself
of it, and the usually travelled highways on each side of it, for this purpose;
in which event you will select the strongest positions, such as the banks of streams,
commanding heights, &c., in order to check or prevent it, and, if unsuccessful,
you will fall upon his flanks, attack his artillery and trains, and harass him until
he i~ exhausted and out of supplies. Moments of delay will be hours and days
to the army in pursuit.
"If the enemy should retire by Culpeper and Gordonsville, you will endeavor
to hold your force in his front, and harass him day and night, on the march and
in camp, unceasingly. lf you cannot cut off from his column large slices, the
general desires that you will not fail to take small ones. Let your watchword
be.figltt, and let all your orders be fight, FWHT, FIGHT, bearing in mind that
time is as valuable to the general as the rebel carcasses.
"It is not in the power of the rebels to oppose you with more than five thousand
sabres, and those badly mounted, and, after they leave Culpeper, without forage
and rations. Keep them from Richmond, and sooner or later they must fall into
our hands.
" The general desires you to understand that he considers the primary object
of your movement the cutting of the enemy's communication with Richmond by
the Fredericksburg route, checking his retreat over those lines, and he wishes
to make everything subservient to that object. He desires that you will keep
yourself informed of the enemy's whereabouts, and attack him wherever you find
him.
"If, in your operations, an opportunity should present itself for you to detach
a force to Charlottesville, which is almost unguarded, and destroy depots of supplies said to be there, or along the line of . the Aquia railroad in the direction of
Richmond, to destroy the bridges, &c., or the crossings of the Pamunkey, in the
direction of West Point, destroying the ferries, felling trees to prevent or check
the crossing, they will all greatly contribute to our complete success.
"you may rely upon the general's being in communication with you before
your supplies are exhausted. Let him hear from you as often as necessary and
practicable.
.
.
.
.
"A brigade of mfantry will march to-morrow mornmg at mght o'clock for
Kelly's ford, with one battery, and a regiment to the United States ford and
Banks's ford to threaten and h.old those places.
"It devolves upon you, general, to take the initiative in the forward movement of this grand army, and on you and your noble command must depend,
in a great measure, the extent and brilliancy of our success. Bear in mind that
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celerity, audacity, and resolution are everything in war, and especially is it the
case with the command you have, and the enterprise on which you are about to
embark.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
I may add, that, after having been assigned to command, the only instructions
I received for my government will be found in the following extract from a
letter from the major general commanding the army :
[Extract.]

B.
"HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

" Washington, January 31, 1863.
"GBNERAL :
•
•
•
:jl:
*
"In regard to the operations of your own army you can best judge when and
where it can move to the greatest advantage, keeping in view always the importance of covering Washington and Harper's 1!-,erry, either directly, or by so
operating as to be able to punish any force of the enemy sent against them.

*

*

*

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

*

*

" H. W. HALLECK,
"Major General J. HooKER,
" Commanding Army o/ the Potomac."

" General-in-(Ihiif.

Neither the condition of the army nor the state of the roads admitted of an
earlier movement, and even then l did not regard it as practicable to move
trains and artillery belonging to the infantry corps over the ·latter; and, accordingly, as the order explains my object in moving, the cavalry was to cut the
enemy's communications with his base, and when t4is was done, to cro~s the
infantry below Fredericksburg and attack him or pursue, as occasion might require. As he kept but a limited amount of stores at Freder~cksqurg, it was
believed that he would have to abandon his defences immediately in our front,
and retire in the direction of Richmond. In order to appreciate th~ dimculties
and the hazardous nature of the movement, it may be proper to ad~ that the
line of the Rappahannock occupied by the enemy was a position of a formidable
character, and, as I found it, one that I could not reasonably expect to carry
by force. rrhe river flows through a deep channel, not fordable at any point at
this season of the year, and from its precipitous and mountainous hanks admitted
of no approach except at a few points, and these had been indicated to the
enemy by the unsuccessful efforts of my predecessor in command. Besides, the
merits and demerits of all the crossings for twenty-five miles up and down
the river from Falmouth had been published in the report of the Committee on
the Conduct of the War, and the opinions of the more prominent officers respecting them were well known to the rebel army through this source, and advantage
had been taken of the information to perfect the means of defence at the exposed
points. In this way the river had been rendered impracticable of passage for a
distance of fifty miles except by stratagem. In fact the southern bank of the
river may be said to have been protected by a continuous line of defenc~ for this
space, and at the only points admitting of the passage of vur army two or three
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lines of rifle-pits had been thrown up. with epaulments for artillery. Especially
was this the case at what is called Banks's ford and the United States ford, each
of which was held by a sufficient force to defend it. Near Fredericksburg, and
below that city, the high banks receded from the river, leaving low or bottom
land between them and the river; here the line of the enemy's defence followed
the high ground, and the obstacle was not so much in crossing the river as in
forcing his defences afterwards. There were no fords in the river below Fredericksburg at any stage of water, and none above where the river forks with the
Rapidan practicable at this season of the year. Ten or twelve miles above the
junction was Kelly's ford, pitted and abatised, but feebly defended. Crossing
at this point involved the passage of two rivers, both mountain torrents, and
sensitive to the slightest rains ; bridges were out of the question, as they could
not be transported over the treacherous roads at the time the cavalry was ordered
to march. The movement projected was, therefore, the only one open to me,
with no reasonable chance of succeeding even in this unless conducted with
secrecy and despatch.
The cavalry left on the 13th, and after marching two days succeeded in
throwing one division across the river, above Rappahannock station, but they
were obliged to return, by swimming their horses, from the sudden rise in the
river. 'l'he second day out it commenced storming, and the river was so much
swollen as to render its passage impossible. Instructions were given for the
cavalry to remain in position where the storm found them, and, as the river continued impassable until the 27th, the movement was suspended until that time.
During this interval several of my infantry regiments were discharged from
expiration cj term of service, while the term of others was so nearly out that
several corps commanders recommended that they should be left in camp during
the march, which was soon to follow.
As an evidence of the light in which the army was regarded by me in the position in which I had received it, I may be permitted to introduce a telegram
addressed by me to Major General Peck, then at Suffolk, dated April 21:
"Am glad to hear good tidings from you. You must be patient with me.
I must play with these devils before I can spring. Remember that my army is
at the bottom of a well, and the enemy holds the top."
But as the season was now more advanced, and the roads firmer, with a prospect that the rainy season had ended, I concluded to change my plan and strike
for tbe whole rebel army instead of forcing it back on its line of retreat, which
was as much as I could hope to accomplish in executing my first design.
As modified, the problem was to throw a sufficient infantry force to cross at
Kelly's ford, descend the Rappahannock, and knock away the enemy's forces
holding the United States and Banks's fords by attacking them in rear, and as
soon as these fords were opened to re-enforce the marching column sufficiently
for them to continue the march upon the flank of the rebel army until his whole
force was routed, and, if successful, his retreat intercepted. Simultaneous with
this movement on the right, the left were to cross the Rappahannock below
.Fredericksburg and threaten the enemy in that quarter, including his depot of
supplies, to prevent his despatching an overwhelming force to his left.
In pursuance of this plan the following instructions were given the 11th, 12th,
2d, and 5th corps :

E.
"HEADQUARTERs ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

" Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 26, 1863.
"Commanding Officer lltlz, Corps and Gommanding Officer 12/h Corps:
" I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that the
11th and 12th corps, in the order named, will begin their march at sunrise to-
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morrow morning; the former to encamp as near Kelly's ford as practicable
without discovering itself to the enemy, and the latter as nearly in its rear as
circumstances will permit. 'l'hey will be established in their camps on or before 4 o'clock p. m. on Tuesday, the 28th instant. Corps commanders will be
held responsible that their men are kept in camp and do not go to the river.
"Each corps will march with one battery and two ambulances to a division
and the pack train of small ammunition. If necessary, a small number of
wagons can accompany the column to the camp with forage . for animals. The
balance of the trains will be parked in the vicinity of Banks's ford, off the
road, and convenient to crossing the river at that point. The ammunition
wagons and ambulances being in readiness to take the lead in the column, no
extra guards for this part of the train will be required.
"Corps commanders can leave behind such men of those whose time of service is about to expire as they think proper, with such instructions for the
safety of the camps and preservation of the public property as they may deem
necessary. All property not removed with the troops must be turned in to the
quartermaster.
" Corps commanders will consider so much of the above as relates to the
destination of their commands as strictly confidential.
"Very respectfully, &c.,
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
("Copy furnished commanding officer of 5th corps.")

F.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 27, 1863.
"Commanding Officer 2d Corps:
"GENERAL: The major general commanding directs that you move at sunrise to-morrow morning two divisions of your corps, to encamp as near as practicable at Banks's ford, without exposing your camps to the view of the enemy.
That one brigade and one battery of one of these two divisions take position
at United States ford. 'The movement to be made quietly; the officers and
men restrained from exhibiting themselves, or making any show or appearance
upon the river beyond the necessities of picket duty. The division left in
camp should be the one whose camps are most exposed to the view of the enemy.
All of the artillery attached to the two divisions moving up the river must
move with them, and be ready to be thrown into position to cover the passage
of the river, and to drive the enemy from his defences thrown up opposite that
point. Two ambulances to each division will move with them, and a few
wagons only allowed, to carry sufficient forage for the animals for four or five
days. The pack mule train, for small-arm ammunition, will move with the
column, or, in lieu of it, General Couch having none organized, a reserve of
ammunition in wagons, to be kept out of the way of troops and the communications, ready to move forward if needed. The troops will have the (eight
days) rations heretofore provided in orders. 'l'he trains left will be parked to
the rear of Falmouth station, and out of the sight of the enemy, and out of
the way of the business of the station. 'The division left in camp will be
directed to keep up the picket line on the river, and in readiness to repel any
attempt that may be made by the enemy to cross the river. Should the demonstration of the enemy prove of sufficient strength to indicate such a purpose,
the 3d corps will be available for support. 'The division left in camp, as well
as the divisions at Banks's and United States fords, will be held in readiness to
follow up any successful movements without delay.
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" In moving from camp or breaking camps the practice of large fires and
burning camp rubbish will not be permitted.
"If there are any two-years men that you consider unreliable in consequer.ce
of the near expiration of their term of service, you will leave them on duty
with the division left behind. The commanding general desires that you command in person the two divisions going up the river.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,

"Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 27, 1863-1 a.m.
" Commanding Officer 5tk Corps :
" The major general commanding directs me to inform you that your corps
is to march to-morrow, so as to reach the vicinity of Kelly's ford by Tuesday
at 4 p. m. 'l'he corps of Generals Slocum and Howard take the same direction
(and will be on the same route, probably) from Hartwood. 'l'he provisions as
to rations in former circular (eight days) will be complied with. The trains
will be left at the vicinity of Stoneman's switch. Such two-years men as you
may desire to leave for the purpose may remain with them as guards. Further
details of the orders will be sent you early to-morrow morning. Two ambulances and one battery only will accompany each division, with the pack-train
of small-arm ammunition. A. few wagons only to accompany the column,
sufficient to carry forage for the animals.
" The destination of your command will be strictly confidential. General Couch
has been directed to send a regiment to Banks's ford to relieve your regiment there.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"DANIEL BU'l'TERFIELD,
" .J.Yl.ajor General, Cl~ief of Staff."
These corps marched as directed, and on the night of the 28th bivouacked in
the vicinity of Kelly's ford. Knowing that the passage of the river would be
resisted, and perhaps defeated, if brought to the knowledge of the enemy, I had
taken every precaution in my power to keep it a profound secret. I had not
even communicated it to my corps commanders, or the officers of my staff. On
the 28th I proceeded to Morrisville to superintend in person the passage of the
river, and while there communicated the following instructions to the advanced
column, consisting of the 5th, 11th, and 12th corps:

H.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAc,

" Morrisville, Va., April 28, 1863.
,, Commanding Officer 5th Corps:
"I am directed by the major general commanding to request that you will
exercise all of your accustomed zeal and devotion in hastening the passage of
the troops across the Rappahannock. He feels assured that you will.
"It is a great object to effect the passage of the Rapidan to-morrow, as you
well know, and in so doing the United States ford will be uncovered, and our
line of communication established with the left wing of the army.
"I enclose herewith copies of instructions to Major General Slocum, Brigadier
General Pleasanton, and Captain Comstock, and also reports of the strength of
the enemy's forces holding fords on the Rappahannock above its junction with
the Rapidan. I hope that you will be able to pick up some of them. Use your
cavalry freely, and send them well out to bring you timely information. Would
It not be well to detach a division to seize the ford 1 From the most reliable
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information in our possession the ford must be a good one now. The cavalry
can ascertain.
"The general will join you as soon as he can, probably not until the United
' States ford is opened. A portion of Couch's corps now hold it on our side. 'rhe
general will direct two aides-de-camp to report to you to furnish him with information. Use them freely. Brigadier General Warren will report as soon
as you cross the Rapidan.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
· "WILLIAM L. CANDLER,

" Captain and A. D. C."

G.
"HEADQUARTEns ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

" Morrisville, Va., April 28, 1863.
"Major General SLocuM,
"Commanding 11th and 12th Corps:
"I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that so long as
the 11th and 12th corps are operating on the same line, you will exercise the
command of both.
" The general directs that the 11th corps cross to the opposite side of the
river to-night, and that the 12th corps commence crossing at daylight to-morrow
morning, and to be thrown over with all possible rapidity, and both corps march
by the most direct route, without delay, and seize the bridge, if standing, and
the ford at Germania mills. He suggests that you make use of a cavalry
regiment and three or four smart marching regiments to execute this duty,
and that you cross both of your corps over the Rapidan river to-morrow. You
will find guides in General Pleasanton's cavalry.
''Major General Meade will move on almost a parallel line at the same time, and
will be in easy communication with you. He will cross at Ely's ford. If his passage should be disputed, as you will probably be able to learn from the firing, or
through your communication with that officer, the general directs that you despatch a corps along the south bank of the Rapidan, to knock away the enemy
to enable him to cross, and when the 5th corps is across, that you push on
with both of your corps to Chancellorsville, at which point the three corps will
come together, and which you will command by virtue ofyour seniority.
"'rhe enemy have a brigade holding the United States ford, which they will
abandon as soon as they hear of your approach. 1'his will open the United
States ford to us, when bridges will at once be thrown across the river, and
will afford you a direct communication with headquarters. 1'elegraphic communication is established from that point.
"If your cavalry is well advanced from Cbancellorsville you will be able to
ascertain whether or not the enemy is detaching forces from behind Fredericksburg to resist your advance, If not in any considerable force, the general desires that you will endeavor to advance at all hazards, securing a position on the
plank road, and uncovering Banks's ford, which is also defended by a brigade
of rebel infantry and a battery. If the enemy should be greatly re-enforced
you will then select a strong position, and compel him to attack you on your
ground. You will have nearly forty thousand men, which is mo1·e than he can
spare to send against you. Every incident of your advance you will communicate
to the general as soon as communication is established by the United States ford.
Two aides-de-camp are sent to report to you for the service. You are already
advised of the operations going on below Fredericksburg.
"The general desires that not a moment be lost until our troops are established
at or near Chancellorsville. From that moment all will be ours. A copy of
this will be furnished Major General Meade.
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"It will be much easier to replenish batteries, ammunition, &c., by Banks's ford
than by the United States ford if you should succeed in uncovering it.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servat,
"WM. L. CANDLER.
"Captain and A. D. C."
The 11th corps crossed the Rappahannock that night, followed by the 12th
and 5th corps next morning, and all took up the line of march down the river,
the 11th and 12th corps in the direction of the Germania ford, and the 5th that
of Ely's ford on the Rapidan river, and that day and night effected the passage
of that river. I may remark that the movement had been made with so much
secrecy and despatch that the head of the columns had reached the crossings
of the Rapidan before the enemy was apprised of their approach. Three
hours after these corps had passed in rear of Richard's ford the enemy continued
to picket it with his cavalry, forty of whom were captured by my aide-de-camp
on approaching the ford to forward despatches to me. The following morning, the
30th, the enemy were driven from their position at the United States ford, where
bridges were thrown and the column moved on, and at night established their
line of battle near Chancellors ville, within eleven miles of the main body of the
enemy. As great misapprehension has existed regarding the strength of this
column, I may state that the monthly returns of the three corps showed an aggregate of 44,661 for duty on the 30th of April, including the artiilery, but, as the
bulk of the latter did not march with the corps. and excluding heavy detachments left with the trains as well as regiments left behind for discharge, it is
not probable that the whole force established at Ohancellorsville exceeded
36,000 men. Of their achievements within the preceding four days, the marches
they made-a part of the time resisted by the enemy's cavalry and infantry-and
the passage of two rivers, it is not necessary for me to speak; soldiers and citzeus who give the subject their attention will appreciate the sublimity of their
exertions.
Leaving the right wing for a moment, 1 will testify regarding the operations of
the left wing of the army, which commenced under the following instructions
to Major General Sedgwick, dated April 27:

K.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE Po·roMAC,

"Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 27, 1863.
" Commanding Officer 6th Corps :
"'rhe major general commanding directs that the 6th corps, Major General
Sedgwick, 1st corps, Major General Reynolds, 3d corps, Major General Sickles,
put themselves in position to cross the river as follows: 6th corps at Franklin's
crossing; 1st corps at the crossing below, at Pollock's Mill creek; the 3d corps,
as a support, to cross at either point.
" These movements to be made so that the respective corps are in position,
the 1st and 6th on or before 3~ a. m. of the 29th; the 3d corps on or before 4~
a. m. of the 29th.
"The ambulances and trains to be packed in the rear, and concealed behind
the range of hills visible to the enemy, and ready to move when desired.
"The troops, as far as possible, ought to be concealed up to the moment the
demonstration is made.
" Such batteries of the corps mentioned, and of the reserve artillery as are
required, to be placed in position under the direction of the chief of artillery to
cover the crossing. The orders of the chief of artillery for the necessary disposition of the batteries to carry out the purposes and plans of this movement
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will be complied with, and he will be charged with the responsibility of the
duties intrusted to him.
" Trains will be loaded with supplies of forage and provisions, to include, at
least, eight days' short forage for the animals. Whenever an opportunity occurs, _
without interference, the supplies that may have been consumed will be replaced.
The troops will have the eight days' rations as heretofore provided in orders.
"The bridges, two at each crossing, to be laid complete before 3! a.m. of the
29th, under the supervision of General Benham, who is charged with the responsibility thereof. .Any troops needed to assist the engineer brigade in the
performance of this duty will be furnished to General Benham, under the dil:ection of General Sedgwick.
" General Sedgwick, pending the operation, will be charged with the command
of the three corps mentioned, and will make a demonstration in full force on
Wednesday morning upon the enemy's defences, with a view to securing the
telegraph road.
" In the event of the enemy detaching any considerable part of his force
against the troops operating at the west of Fredericksburg, he will attack and
carry thP.ir works at all hazards, and establish his force on the telegraph road,
cutting off all communication by the enemy, in order to prevent their turning his
position on that road. In case the enemy should fall back on Richmond, he
will pursue them with the utmost vigor, fighting them whenever and wherever
he can come up with them.
"The major general commanding suggests that a part of his force be thrown
on the Bowling Green road in case the enemy retire, and pursuit be made on
both these lines. The columns, if they move with equal rapidity, will be within
supporting distance, and Bhould be required to march to each other's assistance
as circumstances may require. The ammunition trains and ambulances will be
held in readiness to move first.
" General Sedgwick will give such further instructions as may seem to him
necessary to carry out the plans and wishes of the major general commanding.
"By command of Major General Hooker :
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
The movements indicated in this order were executed with no less precision
and despatch than had been observed on the right. The corps moved to their
positions and threw their bridges across the Rappahannock, under a severe fire
of the rehel sharpshooters, and troops were crossed to defend them.
On the 30th General Sedgwick was directed to make a demonstration under
the following orders :

L.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,

" Camp near Falmoutl~, Va., April 30, 1863-Si a. m.
"l\Iajor General SEDGWICK,
" Commanding Lift Wing Army if the Potomac:
" I am· directed by the major general commanding to instruct you to make a
demonstration on the enemy's lines in the direction of Hamilton's crossing at
1 o'clock, the object being simply to ascertain whether or not the enemy continues to hug his defences in full force; and if he should have abandoned them,
to take possession of his works and the commanding ground in their vicinity.
In his opinion a corps should be used for this service-a portion of it advanced,
while the balauce is held in supporting distance, and your whole force held in
readiness to spring to their relief should an effort be made to overpower them
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or to cut them off. This demonstration will be made for no other purpose than
that stated. The enemy must not be attacked behind his defences if held in
force. No train but that of a few ambulances should accompany the column.
As soon as the required information is obtained the column can return. Look
well after the defences of your bridge heads during this movement.
"If you are certain that the enemy is in full force in your front, I am instructed by the commanding general to say that the demonstration herein
directed will not be made. The general must know the position of affairs, and
be advised fully; also as to what you do, at once.
"The enemy have at Hamilton's a pontoon train. The general expects that
you will not permit them to cross the river.
"When you move forward, if you want all your artillery, the batteries of the
reserve here can be called for.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"S. WILLIAMS,
''Assistant .Adjutant General."
Demonstrations were made on the enemy's positions on his right, and it was
reported to me that they were held in force.
As soon as intelligence reached me that the United States ford had been
opened, the following orders were communicated to the commanding officer of
the 2d corps, two divisions of which had already taken position at that ford:

H3.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THB PoTOMAc,

" Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 30, 1863.
"Major General CoucH, United States Ford:
" The major general commanding directs me to enclose you copy of instructions to Generals Slocum and Meade. You are directed to cross as speedily as
practicable with your infantry, artillery, ammunition wagons, and a few wagons
for forage, and two ambulances to a division. You will have the bridge laid
witho~t delay as soon as the enemy leaves. Don't let a small force keep yon
back. Establish rapid communications with the telegraph at Banks's ford,
and with Meade and Slocum, as the telegraph from Banks's to United States
ford works so slow. You will move to support Slocum. Be careful that W>
trains cross at United States ford until further orders, as they will only be in
the way. Meade's ammunition wagons may have to cross. '.rhe trains should
cross at some pl)int to be designated.
"The general directs me to add, in moving in support of Slocum, move towards the heaviest firing, in the event of his advance being disputed. 1.'he general wishes you to be up with him to-night.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General, Ckiif qf. Staff."
The remaining division of this corps had been left in }..,almouth, as its camp,
which was in full view of the enemy, could not be moved without exciting his
suspicions. On the 30th, the following orders were sent the commanding officer
of the 3d corps :
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H2.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
" Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 30-1863. 12.30 p. m.
" Commanding Officer 3d Corps :
"Upon the receipt of this order you will proceed with your corps, without
delay, by the shortest road, concealed from view of the enemy, to United States
ford. The batteries taken from your command and placed in position to cover the
crossing will be relieved, it is expected, in time to join you. It is desired that
your troops and your trains, entire, in marching, should be concealed from the
sight of the enemy, that they may not be aware of your movement. Your pack
mules, small arm-ammunition train, and two ambulances to a division, to accompany you. Forage for animals for two days from to-day.
"The greatest promptness in executing this movement and arriving ~t your
destination is expected of you. As much of your corps as can cross on the
bridge at United States ford to cross to-night, and all to cross by seven a. m.
to-morrow. General Couch precedes you, and the batteries left by General
Meade also. After crossing, you will take up your line of march towars Cphancellorsville. Keep your troops in as good condition, while fully complying with
your orders.
"Don't burden yourself with any transportation not absolutely needed.
Every wagon is one too many in the way where they can be dispensed with.
Send some one ahead to see your road clear, and use your pioneers when necessary.
" By command ofMajor General Hooker :
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
" Jlrlajor General, Chief of Staff."
The following instructions for the officer in command of the left wing, dated
.April 30, and orders for the two divisions of the 2d corps to re-enforce the
column at Chancellorsville, were also sent. I then left to join the troops at
Ohancellorsville, which I did that night.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
" Camp near Falmouth, Va., April 30, 1863.
"1t'Iajor General SEDGWICK, Commanding Lift Wing Army qf tlle Potomac:
" I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that his
headquarters will be at Chancellorsville to-night. It is proposed that the army
now at that point will assume the initiative to-morrow morning, and will advance along the line of the plank road, uncovering what is called Banks's ford,
where bridges will be at once thrown across the river, which route will then
become the shortest line of communication between the two wings of the army.
Major General Butterfield will remain at the present headquarters, and will at
once tranRmit to the major general commanding any communications you may
desire to send him.
"It is not known, of course, what effect the advance will have upon the
enemy, and the general commanding directs that you observe his movements
with the utmost vigilance, and should he expose a weak point attack him in full
force and destroy him. If he should show any symptoms of falling back, the
general directs that you throw your whole force on to the Bowling Green road,
and pursue him with the utmost vigor, turning his fortified positions by the
numerous by-roads which you can make use of for that purpose. If any portion of his organized forces should pass off to the east of the railroad you will,
by detachments, pursue until you destroy or capture him.
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"Simultaneous with the advance of your column on the Bowling Green
road, if at all, a column will also advance on the telegraph road, and between
you will sweep the country between the two highways and the railroad.
You will be within easy communication, and both columns will spring to one
another's assistance in case of encountering any considerable resistance, which
can best be judged of by the magnitude of the fire.
" Keep your provisions and ammunition and forage replenished, leaving as
much of your train to be brought afterwards as practicable. rrrains will only
embarrass and check your forward movement, and must not accompany you,
unless it be the pack train.
"It may be expedient for you to join the right wing on the south bank of
the river, and under cover of it to Fredericksburg. Be observant of your opportunities, and when you strike let it be done to destroy. When you move
forward, if you want all your artillery, the batteries of the reserve here can be
called for. 'The enemy have at Hamilton's a pontoon train. The general
expects that you will not permit them to cross the river. You will find an able
commander in Major General Reynolds.
''Very respectfully, &c.,
''DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General, Chief if Staff,"
lfajur General Butterfield remained at camp, as from that point, it being
central, and the wires meeting there, it was necessary I should leave some one
in whose capacity and judgment I had confidence. On reaching Chancellorsville I found the troops had arrived there in season to send out in advance and
ascertain by reconnoissance the position of the enemy. Directly on hearing
that my forces had crossed the Rapidan river the rebel commander withdrew
his army except Early's division and Barksdale's brigade, and marched out to
oppose a further advance of our troops. .As soon as Couch's divisions and
Sickles's corps came up I directed an advance for the purpose, in the first instance, of driving the enemy away from Banks's ford, which was six miles
down the river, in order that we might be in closer communication with the left
wing of the army. The following is a copy of the order :

I.
[Circular.]
" HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF PoTOMAC,
" Cl~ancellorsville, May 1, 1863.

" 'The 5th corps, including three batteries, will be thrown on to the river road
by the most direct route, the head of it advanced to near midway between Mott
and Golin runs, the movement to be masked by small parties thrown out in
advance, and to be completed at 2 o'clock.
"The 12th corps, including its batteries, will be masE&ed below the plank
road, the head of it resting near r_rabernacle church, and masked from the view
of the enemy by small advanced parties, and the movement to be completed _at
12 o'clock to enable the 11th corps to take its position.
"One division of the 2d corps, with one battery, will take a position at
Tod's tavern, and will throw out strong detachments on the approaches in the
direction of the enemy.
"The other division and batteries of the · corps will be massed, out of the
road, near Chancellorsville. These dispositions to be made at once.
" The 3d corps will be massed, as fast as it arrives, about one mile from
Chancellorsville, on the United States ford road, excepting one brigade with a
battery, which will take position at Dowdall's tavern.
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" General Pleasonton will hold his command, excepting those otherwise engaged, at Ohancellorsville. After the movement commences headquarters will
be at Tabernacle church.
"The 11th corps, with its batteries, will be massed on the plank road, about
one mile in rear of the 12th. This movement to be completed at 2 o'clock.
" By c.ommand of Major General Hooker :
" WILLIAM L. CANDLER,
" Captain, a?td Aide-de- Camp."
Two roads lead from Ohancellorsville to Fredericksburg, which intersect about
four miles from Chancellors ville, in the direction in which we were marching. It
was at this point that the enemy had established his main force, his right reaching to the south of the plank road, and his left resting on the Rappahannock.
The ground in our vicinity was broken and covered with dense forests, much
of which was impenetrable to infantry. The ravines to the north of the road
were deep, and their general direction was at right angles to the Rappahannock,
affording the enemy a formidable position behind each of them. Here was the
enemy's entire army, with the exception, as I have already stated, of Early's
division and Barksdale's brigade, making a force of about 8,000 men, which had
been left to hold the line from below Hamilton's crossing to the heights above
Fredericksburg, a distance of between five and six miles. They had left one
entire brigade to guard their depot at Hamilton's crossing; and two regiments,
the 18th and 21st Mississippi, to defend Fredericksburg.
The 12th corps had been ordered to advance on the plank road, to be followed by the 11th corps; the 5th corps had been ordered to advance on the road
nearest the river, to be followed by the 2d corps. They bad proceeded but a
short distance when the head of the column emerged fram the heavy forest and
discovered the enemy to be advancing in line of battle. Nearly all of the 12th
corps had emerged from the forest at that moment, but, as the passage-way
through the forest was narrow, I was satisfied that I could not throw troops
through it fast enough to resist the advance of General Lee, and was apprehensive of being whipped in detail.
Accordingly, instructions were given for the troops in advance to return and
establish themselves on the line they had just left, and to hold themselves in
readiness to receive the enemy. In the execution of this order a part of the 12th
corps and one division of the 5th corps had a skirmish with the enemy, but returned and established themselves on the line in good order. The enemy continued his advance, and upon reaching the forest, with a contracted front, fell
upon the 12th and 2d corps, but were promptly and easily repulsed. Nothing
more transpired that night, exoept perhaps some random firing among the pickets.
May 2d, the following order was sent the 1st corps, and they joined me the
foHowing morning:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,
"Chancellors·ville, Va., May 2, 1863-1.55 a.m.
"Major General BuTTERFIELD:
"Direct for all of the bridges to be taken up at Franklin's crossing and below
before daylight, and for Reynolds's corps to march at once, with pack train,
to report at headquarters.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Major General, Commanding."
On the morning of the 2d May I made an examination of the line, and returned to Ohancellorsville about 9 o'clock a. m., after having pointed out to the
corps commanders where I found their lines were weak, and told them what
dispositions to make to render them stronger. At 9.30 a. m., the following was
addressed to the commanding officers of the 11th and 12th corps:
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J.
[Circular. ]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
., Cltancellorsville, Va ., May 2, 1863-9.30 a.m.
" Major General SLOCUM and Major General HoWARD :
u I am directed by the major general commanding to say that the disposition
you have made of your corps has been with a view to a front attack by the
enemy. If he should throw himself upon your flank, he wishes you to e:xamine
the ground and determine upon the positions you will take in that event, in
order that you may be prepared for him in whatever direction he advances. He
suggests that you have heavy reserves well in hand to meet this contingency.
The right of your line does not appear to be strong enough. No artificial defences worth naming have been thrown up, and there appears to be a scarcity
of troops at that point, and not, in the general's opinion, as favorably posted as
might he.
"We have good reason to suppose that the enemy is moving to our right.
Please advance your pickets, for purposes of observation, as far as may be safe,
in order to obtain timely information of their approach.
HJAMES H. VAN ALEN,
u Brigadier General and Aide-de- Camp."
At that time it had been reported to me that the enemy had been making a
flank movement to our right, and I gave directions, as will be seen by the in·
structions just read, to hold the 11th and 12th corps in readiness to receive an
attack in that direction, at the same time suggesting that heavy reserves be
held well in hand prepared for that contingency ; and also directing that pickets
be well advanced for the purpose of observation, and in order that we might
have timely information of the approach of the enemy. These movements of
the enemy, it should be remembered, were made in broad daylight, and were
observed from the headquarters of the 1st division of the 11th corps, which was
then holding the right of the army.
As a still further precaution, I directed two divisions of the 3d corps to follow up the movement. r.rhis order was promptly executed, but the two divisions did not reach the line of the enemy's flank movement until after the main
column had passed, (still in season to capture nearly a regiment of its rear guard,)
and they were ordered to follow up the enemy's column that had passed off to
our right. I learned from the prisoners that this column was Jackson's corps, ·
numbering about 25,000 men. His route had been over a by-road through the
forest, diagonally across my front, and approaching within two or three miles of
the right of the 11th corps.
By 6 o'clock a rattling musketry fire was heard on the right, and I depatched two aides-de-camp to that point; but before they reached there the whole
of the right division (Deven's) was flying, panic-stricken, to the rear along the
line of defence held by the 11th corps, and sweeping the corps before it as
they went. Soon after the enemy appeared in sight. Fearing that the fugitives would stampede the whole army, I directed the cavalry with me, assisted
by my staff, to charge them, sabre in hand, but no human power could arrest
their flight.
Reeing this, I double-quicked Berry's division of the 3d corps, a aivision that
had never failed me, and a brigade of the 2d corps, then near me, both in reserve,
to cover the rear of the 11 tb corps, and, if possible, to seize, and hold, at all
hazards, the high ground which had been abandoned by that corps. Directions
were also given for the two divisions of the 3d corps, under General Sickles, then
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far in advance of the line which had been occupied by the 11th corps, under
General Howard, to attack the enemy on his flank, in order, if possible, to check
his further advance. The position of General Sickles was extremely critical,
a'S the enemy had it in their power to cut oft' his communication with the main
army.
While these operations were progressing on the right a front attack was made
under Lee on the 12th and 2d corps, but it was handsomely repulsed.
This was the condition of affairs when night overtook us. General Berry,
after going perhaps three-fourths of a mile, reported that the enemy was already
in possession of the ground commanding my position, and that he had been
compelled to establish his line in the valley on the Ohancellorsville side of that
high ground. As soon as this was communicated to me, I directed Generals
Warren and Comstock to trace out a new line which I pointed out to them on
the map, and to do it that night, as I would not be able to hold the one I then
occupied after the enemy should renew his attack the next morning.
The bad conduct of the 11th corps had cost me the key of my position, and
had very much embarrassed me by contracting my sphere of action. The position which had been held by the left of that corps was the most commanding
one in the vicinity. In the possession of the enemy, it would enable him with
his artillery to enfilade the lines held by the 12th and 2d corps. He could
drive from the plain in front of the Ohancellorsville house all the artillery posted
to command the junction of the plank road and the old pike, and he could drive
from the plain all the force that might be upon it. To wrest this position from
the enemy after his batteries were established on it would have required slender
columns of infantry, which he could destroy as fast as they were thrown
upon it.
The 11th corps had been completely surprised and disgracefully routed. Despite my instructions to be in readiness for the enemy, at the time the attack was
made upon it on the right their arms were stacked, and the men were away
from them and scattered about for the purpose of cooking their suppers and for
other purposes. No disposition had been made to receive an attack, and there
were no pickets on the alert to advise of the approach of an enemy.
It has been reported to me that the corps commander was under the impression that the enemy was retiring. How this may be I do not know; I only
know that my instructions were utterly and criminally disregarded. I cannot
learn that my instructions were ever communicated to but one of hiR division
commanders, and he happened to be with him at the time they were received.
In order that no blame may be attached to the commander of the 12th corps,
after the publication of the circular which has been made a part of my testimony,
it is but just for me to exonerate him. Under his instructions he was expected
only to look out for and protect his own right.
Nothing of importance transpired during the night of the 2d of May with the
exception of some firing along the picket lines, and in Sickles's front. General
Sickles established his communication with the main army, and placed his troops
in position to be ready for the renewal of the conflict in the morning.
l may add, that during this night the rebel General .Tackson was killed by
his own men.
Every disposition was made of our forces to hold our line as long as practicable, for tl1e purpose of being in readiness to co-operate with the movement
which had been ordered to be made on our left, an account of which I will give
hereafter.
The attack was renewed by the enemy about 7 o'clock in the morning, and
was bravely resisted with the limited number of troops I could bring into action
until 11 o'clock, when orders were given for the army to establish itself on its
new line. rrhis it did in good order. The position I abandoned was one that
I had held at disadvantage, and I kept the troops on it as long as I did only
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for the purpose of enabling me to hear of the approach of the force under General
Sedgwick.
I may add here that soon after the action commenced, on the morning of the
3d of May, I receivep. a severe coutusion from a column of the building, near
which I was .standing, being thrown violently against me by a cannon shot.
This rendered me insensible for half an hour or more. As soon as I had sufficiently recovered to mount my horse, I did so, under the impression that I was
all right. In the effort of mounting the acute pain returned, and after riding a
few steps I became faint, was taken from my horse, and again placed in the
hands of the medical director. I may have been disqu·alified for command by
this accident an hour or an hour and a half, during which time Major General
Couch exercised my office. The enemy mistaking our movement attempted to
follow it, and, in their confidence, advanced on the new position we had taken,
and were quickly and severely chastised.
I will now return to the operations on the left. It will be borne in mind that
the 6th corps was at Franklin's crossing, where it remained after the transfer of
the 1st and 3d corps to the right, and the bridges below Franklin's crossing had
been removed to Banks's ford. Near General Sedgwick, at ~'almouth, was
Gibbon's division of the 2d corps, which gave the former, according to the
return of April 30, an aggregate for duty of 32,420; the 6th corps, being much
the largest in the army, numbered 26,233, not the whole of which by a few
thousands is it reasonable to suppose appeared in line of battle. One brigade of
Gibbon's division was at Banks's ford.
May 1 General Sedgwick was ordered ·to make ·a demonstration in his front
under the following telegram, and also, by the following telegram, to throw his
whole force on to the Bowling Green road:
"MAY 1, 1863-5.05 p. m.
"Following from General Hooker, dated 11.30 a-m.; received at 4.55 p.m.:
" Commanding Officer 6th Corps:
"Direct Major General Sedgwick to threaten an attack in full force at 1 o'clock,
and to continue in that attitude until further orders. Let the demonstration be
as severe as can be, but not an attack.
"Major General HOOKER.''
"MAY 1, 1863-11.20.
" Commanding Officer 6th Corps :
"General Hooker telegraphs you to throw your whole force on the Bowling
Green road, and no other. My telegraph communication to the general is roundabout, and takes about three hours time.
"DANIEL BUTTERE'IELD,
"Major General and CMif qf Staff.''

The following telegram was also forwarded General Sedgwick for his information:
"MAY 2, 1863-9.65 a. m.
" Commanding Officer 6th Corps :
"General Hooker telegraphs ' that you are all right ; you have but Early's
division in your front; balance all up here.'
.
"DANIEL BU,.FrERFIELD,
" Major General, Clziif qf Staff." ·
'rhese despatches were delayed in reaching him, and I had not been informed
of the position of his troops when I despatched the following telegram for his
government by an aide-de-camp, who delivered it some time before 11 o'clock
the same night :
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M.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

"Ckancellorsville, Va., May" 2; 1863-9 p.m.
"Major General SEDGWICK:
"'l'he major general commanding directs that you cross the Rappahannock,
at Fredericksburg. on the receipt of this order, and at once take up your line
of march on the Chancellorsville road until you connect with him, and will attack and destroy any force you may fall in with on the road.
" Yon will leave all your trains behind except pack trains of your ammun1-,
tion, and march to be in the vicinity of the general at daylight. Yon will
probably fall upon the rear of the forces commanded by General Lee, and, between you and the major general commanding, he expects to use him up. Send
word to General Gibbon to' take possession of Fredericksburg. Be sure not to,
fail.
"JAMES H. VAN 'ALEN,
" Brigadier General and Aide-de- Camp."
It was written under the impression that his corps was on the north bank of
the Rappahannock, instead of which it found him already across the river.'l'he night was so bright that staff officers could see to write thRir despatchea;
by moonlight, many of which· I have in my possession, and no special difficuTh)r
was apprehended in executing the order. As will be seen, the order was per-·
ernptory, and would have justified himin losing every man of his command in1
its execution. It was ba8ed on reports which I considered reliable as to the,
force left in his front, and their positien as communicated to me by prisonerst.
and had been confirmed by telegrams, of which the following are specimens.
'l'hese also, as will be seen, had been communicated to Major General Sedg7.' ·
wick:
"MAY 1, 1863-10.25 a. m.
" Commanding Officer 6th, Corps:
"The following despatch of a column of _infantry and artillery wagons in.•
motion towards our right just received.
"A column ·of the enemy's infantry, artillery, and wagons, extending whole
length of ridge and south of Tyler's battery, head of column out of sight,
moving from direction of railroad station towards our right. The force is apparently heavy. 'l'he stone wall under Maire's heights is apparently not occupied this morning.
" 'rhere is also reduction of force in railroad cut and trenches from · the cityto a mile south of it.
" The trench in rear of Henderson's is evacuated from that house and Haze.:l:J
run.
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
'' ii'Iajor General arud Chiif qf Staff. .
" MAY 1, 1863-11:32 a. m;
"Major General HooKER:
"'l1 he column of enemy's troops has been seen passing Captain Hamilton'~ ;
house by new road on the ridge through ·Temple's to the plank road near ·
Barren's since the sun cleared up the fog. Not so many troops passing now as·
trains visible.
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
'' Major Gen-eral and.- Ckief of Staff.''
Part I--9
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"MAY
"Command·ing Officer 6th Corps:
"Gibbon reports all quiet in his front. Few enemy
back of Fredericksburg, near teleg~aph road, occupied.
opposite Falmoutl. 'rhis force increased last night.
dash on our front.

2, 1863-12.35 p. m.
to be seen. The hills
Small force in rifle-pits
Probably anticipated a

"DANIEL BU':rTERFIELD,

" Major General anfi: Chief if Staff."

At midnight the following was also sent :
" MAY 2, 1863-12 midnight.
" Major General SEDGWICK :
'' From the statements brought by General Hooker's aid, it seems to be of
vital importance that you should fall upon Lee's rear with crushing force. He
will explain all to you. Give your advance to one who will do all that the
urgency of the case requires.

"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,

" Major General and Chief if Staff."

The following order was sent on the same day (2d) to General Gibbon, and
tqe commanding officer of the 6th corps informed of it :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

" Camp near Falmouth, Va., May 2, 1863.
" Brigadier General GIBBON :
" Your command must cross the river to Fredericksburg to-night. Pontoon
bridge now at Lacy house. Get under way soon. General Sedgwick is ordered
to move through Fredericksburg towa.rds Chancellorsville. Look out you do
not come in contact with him. You must see to the laying of the bridges.

"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,

"Major General and Chiif of Staff."

I have already stated what troops remained in front of General Sedgwick
and the length of line they occupied, (between five and six miles,) one entire
brigade being stationed at the depot at Hamilton Crossroac1 s.
In order that there might be no failure about the movement I also despatched •
General Warren to General Sedgwick, as that officer was familiar with the localities about Fredericksburg, and was informed of my own position and could
,explain it to him. - I pointed out to General W an·en on the map where I wanted
,the 6th corps to go, and told him what time I desired it to be there; I also impressed upon him the necessity of a prompt compliance with my orders on the
part of General Swlgwick.
I supposed, and am still of the opinion, that if General Sedgwick's men had
;-shouldered arms and advanced at the time named, he would have encountered
less ·resistance and suffered less loss; but, as it was, it was late when he went into
.Fredellicksburg, and before he was in readiness to attack the heights in rear of
the town, which was about 11 o'clock a.m. on the 3d, the enemy had observed
his movements and concentrated almost their entire force at that point to oppose
him. The enemy's re-enforcements of infantry and artillery were observed as
they came up by several officers of the 6th corps. When the attack was made
;it had to be upon the greater part of the enemy's force left on his right; never.theless the troops advanced, carried the heights without heavy loss, and leisurely
·took ~p their line.of march on the plank road, advancing two or three miles that day.
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· My object in ordering General Sedgwick forward at the time named was to
relieve me from the position in which I found myself at Chancello1~sville on the
· night of the 2d of May. I was of the opinion that if that portion of the army
advanced on Lee's rear, sooner than allow his troops to remain between me and
Sedgwick, Lee would take the road that Jackson had marched over on the
morning of the 2d, and thus open for me a short road to Richmond, while the
enemy, severed from his depot, would have to retire by the way of Gordonsville.
In my judgment General Sedgwick did not obey the spirit of my order, and
made no sufficient effort to obey it. His movement was delayed so long that the
enemy discovered his intentions, and when that was done he was necessarily
delayed in the further execution of the order.
This, it will be remembered, was while the battle was being fought on the
morning of the 3d on the right, and while I was endeavoring to hold my position
until I could hear of his approach.
In connexion with this matter, I have to add that General Warren returned
on the morning of the 4th, and reported to me verbally that, in his judgment,
General Sedgwick would not have moved at all if he (General Wanen) had not
been there ; and that when he did move, it was not with sufficient confidence or
ability on his part to manreuvre his troops.
As General Gibbon was directed to cross at the same time that General Sedgwick did, and to hold the city, it gave the latter the use of his whole corps with
which to make the advance.
On General Warren reporting to me the condition of General Sedgwick, and
informing me that the enemy in his front appeared to havebeen re-enforced, I
directed General Wan·en to address him the following letter:

N.
"UNITED STATES FoRD, May 4, 1863.
" General SEDGWICK :
"I find everything snug here. We contracted the lines a little and repulsed
·the last assault with ease. General Hooker wishes them to attack him tomorrow if they will. He does not desire you to attack them again in force unless he attacks him at the same time. He says you are too far away for him
to direct. Look well to the safety of your corps, and keep up communication with
General Benham, at Banks's ford and Fredericksburg. You can go to either place
if you think it best to cross. Banks's ford would bring you in 1::1upporting distance of the main body, and would be better than falling back to Fredericksburg.
"G. K. 1VARREN,
"Brigadier General.

F1om information received through General Warren I was apprehensive that
General Sedgwick might fall back, or cross the river at Banks's ford, and accordingly addressed him as follows :
"HEADQ.UAR'l'ERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

" Cltancellorsville, Va., May 4, 1863-11 a. m.
"Major General SEDGWICK :
"'l'he major general commanding directs me to say that he does not wish you
to cross the river at Banks's ford unless you are compelled to do so.
'• The batteries at Banks's ford command the position. If it ie practicable for
you to maintain a position south side of Rappahannock, near Banks's ford, you will
do so. It is very important that we retain position at Banks's ford; General
Tyler commands the reserve artillery there.
"JAMES H. VAN ALEN,
" Brigadier General and A. D. C.
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And in case he did fall back, on the same day he was addressed ~s follow"s:
"MAY 4, 1863.
"Major General SEDGWICK,
" Commanding 6tl~ Army Corps :
"The commanding general directs that in the event yoq fall back, you reserve,
if practicable, a position on the :E'redericksburg side of th~ Rappahannock, which
you can hold securely until to-morrow.
"Please let the commanding general have your opinion in regard to this by
telegram from Banks's ford as soon as possible.
· "S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

Q.
.Afterwards I received the follow.ing from General Sedgwick :
[From General Sedgwick's headquarters.]

"MAY 4, 1863-11.15 a.m.
"General HooKER :
"The enemy threatens me strongly on two fronts. My position i8 bad for
such attack. It was assumed for attack, and not for defence. It is not improbable that the bridges at Banks's ford may be sacrificed. Can you help me
str.o ngly if I am attacked 1
"JNO. SEDGWICK,
"Major General.''

"As my bridges are two miles from me, I am compelled to cover them above
or below from attack with the additional assistance of General Benham's. brigade alon~.
"JNO. SEDGWICK,
"Major General;"
"BANKS's FoRD, May 4, 1863-11.45 a. m.
"General HooKER :
"My army is hemmed in upon the slope covered by the guns from the north
side of Banks's ford. If I had only this army to care for I would withdraw
it to-night. Do your operations require that I should jeopard by retaining it
here 1 An immediate answer is indispensable. I may [unintelligible l to withdraw.
•
"JNO. SEDGWICK."
Received at 1 a. m., May 5, 1863.
Answered, ''Withdraw and cover."

D. B.

On the receipt of the latter, General Sedgwick was directed to recross the
river if he could not defend himself. At l o'clock a.m., May 6th, the following
was received:
n

"BANKs's FoRD, Jl;fay 5, 1863.
General HooKER :
" I shall hold my position, as ordered, on south side Rappahannock.
''SEDGWICK."
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.And he was then telegraphed as follows :

"MAY 5, 1863-1.20 p.m.
"General SEDGWICK:
"Yours received 1 a. m., saying you should hoB position. Order to withdraw
countermanded. .Acknowledge both.

"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
Soon after the following was received :
"BANKS's :FoRD, May 5, 1863-5 a.m.
"Generals BuTTERFIELD and HooKER :
"The bridges at Banks's ford are swung and in process of being taken up.
The troops are much exhausted. The despatch countermanding my movement
over the river was received after the troops had crossed.
"JOHN SEDGWICK."
In the correspondence I had indicated to General Sedgwick that in case he
returned from Banks's ford he should take a position near Dr'. Taylor's house.
This stood on the highest ground in the hills encircling l!..,redericksburg, and is
really the key to all of the enemy's defences in the vicinity of that city. It is
where the hills terminate abruptly on the Rappahannock, and was, I know, a
position that a corps could defend against an army. Of Banks's ford I was not
so confident, as I had had no opportunity to examine it minutely. It was, however, protected by thirty-four pieces of artillery in position, and that alone should
make the place formidable for a time at least. General Sedgwick replied to me
that he could not hold that place, and I said, '' Then recross the river."
1\fy desire was to have General Sedgwick retain a position on the south side
of the river in order that I might leave a sufficient force to hold the position I
was in, and with the balance of my force recross the river, march down to
Banks's ford and turn the enemy's position in my front in so doing. In this, too,
I was thwarted. It may not be out of place to tell how it happened. .As I am
informed, and I believe correctly, soon after sending the despatch that he could
not hold his position I received one from him that he could hold it-showing
the importance of minutes on a field of battle. I then directed him to hold on
-to stay where he was. To that came the reply that when my despatch
reached him his corps had recrossed the river. 'J1he history is as follows : The
messenger with the first despatch had to ride perhaps three miles to reach the
place of telegraphing, and after he was sent off General Sedgwick sent another
messenger immediately with the despatch that he could hold the position, expecting that he would be able to overtake the first messenger and intercept themes-:
sage that he had. But instead of that the first messenger rode the fastest, and the
message he bore reached me perhaps ten minutes before the second. Both were
answered immediately on their receipt, but in some way the last was delayed in
reaching General Sedgwick.
During the 3d 'l.nd 4th, reconnoissances were made on the right from one end
of the line to the other, to feel the enemy's strength and find a place. and way
to attack him successfully; but it was ascertained that it could only be made on
him behind his defences and with slender columns, which I believed he could
destroy as fast as they were thrown on to his works. Subsequent campaigns
have only confirmed the opinion I then entertained .
.As soon as I heard that General Sedgwick had recrossed the river, seeing no
object in maintaining my position where I was, and believing that it would be
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m:uch more to my advantage to hazard au engagement with the enemy at Franklin's crossing, where I had elbow room, than where I was, the army on ·the
right was directed to recross the river, and did so on the night between the 5th
and 6th of May. The following telegram and letter to the President will explain my reasons for recrossing:
"MAY 6, 1863, 3 o'clock.
''His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President, &c.:
"Have this moment returned to camp. On my way received your telegram of
11 and 12.25 o'clock. 'rhe army had previously recrossed the river, and was
on its return to camp. As it had none of its trains of supplies with it, I deemed
this advisable. Above I saw no way of giving the enemy a general battle
with the prospect of success which I desire; not to exceed three (3) corps of
the troops on the right have been engaged; for the whole to join, there is a better place nearer at hand. Will write you at length to-night ; am glad to hear
that a portion of the cavalry has at length turned up; one portion did nothing.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
":biajor General, Uommanding."

T.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,
" Camp near Falmouth, Va., May 7, 1863.
"His Excellency PRESIDENT UNITlm STATES:
"I have the honor to acknowledge your communication of this date, and, in
answer, have to state that I do not deem it expedient to suspend operations on
this line, from the reverse we have experienced in endeavoring to extricate the
army from its present position. If in the first effort we failed, it was not from
want of strength or conduct of the small number of the troops actually eugaged,
but from a cause which could not be foreseen, and could not be provided against.
After its occurrence, the chances of success were so much lessened that I felt
another plan might be adopted in place of that we were enaged in which would
be more certain in its results; at all events, a failure would not involve disaster, while, in the other case, it was certain to follow the absence of success. I
may add, that this consideration almost wholly determined me in ordering the
army to return to its old camp.
"As to the best time for renewing our advance upon the enemy, I can only
decide after an opportunity has been offered to learn the feeling of the troops.
'l'hey should not be discouraged or depressed, for it is no fault of theirs, if I
may except one corps, that our last efforts were not crowned with glorious victory. I suppose that details are not wanted of me at this time.
"I have decided, in my own mind, the plan to be adopted in our next effort,
if it should be your wish to have one made. It has this to recommend it, it will
be one in which the operations of all the corps, unless it be a part of the cavalry,
will be within my personal supervision.
''Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
Being resolved on recrossing the river, on the night between the 4th and 5th
I called the corps commanders together, not as a council of war, but to ascertain how they felt in regard to making what I considered a desperate move
against the enemy in our front. There were present Generals Meade, Reynolds, Howard, Couch, and Sickles, and for a portion of the time my chief of
staff, General Butterfield. I showed them my instructions, stated our circum-
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stances, as clearly as I could, and explained to them the only means that was
left, in my judgment, for extricating myself. General Slocum was not present,
fur the reason that the messenger who was despatched for him failed to find him.
He, however, came up after the other corps commanders had dispersed. After
stating to the corps commanders the condition of affairs, and what measures I
proposed to take if we advanced, I said I would withdraw for a time and let
them confer among themselves, and come .in again when they had determined
their opinions upon the subject.
When I returned, I called upon them individually for their opinions. General Meade stated that he was for an advance, for the reason that he did not
believe we could recross the river in the presence of the enemy. General Reynolds had thrown himself on a bed, being very tired that night from hard work,
and had gone to sleep, saying, before he did so, that his opinion would be the
same as General Meade's. General Howard voted for an advance, assigning
as a reason that he felt as though the army had been placed in the position in
which it was by the conduct of his corps, and he had to vote for an advance
under any circumstances. His opinion was received for what it was worth.
General Couch and General Sickles were of the opinion that the army should recross the river. I stated to General Meade that the army could be withdrawn
without loss of men or material, and that I had no idea that a gun would be
fired by the enemy as we did so. ,
Subsequently, on learning that General Meade was saying that he was unconditionally for an advance, and that he wished the bridges had been carrif~d
away so as to have prevented our return, I sent for him soon after our return
to camp, and asked him if he had made such a report. He told me that he had.
Believing that he was in error, I so stated to him. At my suggestion, he addressed a circular to the corps commanders who were present, asking their recollection upon 't he subject. I submit the replies of two of them, being the only
ones in my posseEtsion, as a part of my testimony.

u.
"HEADQUARTERS THIRD ARMY CoRPS, May 26, 1863.
"GENERAL : Your letter, dated 22d instant, was received yesterday at my
camp. You inform me that an issue has been raised between the commanding
general and yourself in regard to the construction to be placed on the language
you used at the consultation of corps commanders held on the night of the 4th
instant, and you desire me to state my recollection of what you said, and the
impression your observations made on me at the time.
"Before proceeding to comply with your request it will not be irrelevant to
refer to the regret which I expressed when the consultation began, that written
inquiries or propositions were not submitted to the council, upon ·which each
member might vote yea or nay, thus excluding all occasion for doubt or disagreement as to the advice given, and contributing much to the precision of the
opinions expressed. If my suggestions, predicated upon the unsatisfactory
mode in which the deliberations of the council were to be conducted, had not
been disregarded, the issue of which you inform me could not have arisen.
" You expressed the opinion that General Hooker should attack the enemy;
that a retrograde movement in his presence-flushed with the success of his
flank attack, the retreat of Sedgwick and the reoccupation of Fredericksburghad become impossible. This opinion afterwards yielded somewhat to other
considerations; among these were our deficiencies in supplies; our imperilled
communications ; the hazards of a general engagement with an enemy whose
forces we could not estimate, and who could choose his own time and place to
accept battle ; the instructions which required the commanding general to protect Washington; and the consequences to the north which would follow dis-
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aster to this army. At the close of the discussion my impression was that your
original preferences appeared to have been surrendered to the clear conviction
of the commanding· general of the necessity which dictated his return to the
north bank of the Rappahannock, and his unhesitating confidence in the practicability of withdrawing his army without loss of men or material.
"I am, general, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
"DANIEL E. SICKLES,
" Major General, Commanding Third Corps.
"Major General GEORGE G. MEADE,
" Commanding Fiftl~ Corps."

v.
'' HEADQ's ELEVENTH CoRPS, ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
" M ay 26, 1863.
"GENERAL: Your letter was received only yesterday, and I haste~ to reply.
You request me to state my recollection of what you said at the consultati11n
of corps commanders on the night of May 4, instant, and the impression it made
upon me at the time.
" I understood you at first to say that you thought it best to attack, for you
believed a retreat would be disastrous. After General Hooker returned to the
tent, just before we broke up, and gave his decided opinion that he would withdraw the army in safety, I think yon made no further objections; and from
something you said, what I do not precisely recall, the impression I had was,
that your opinion in favor of an attack was contingent upon the practicability
of withdrawing the army to this side of ·the Rappahannock.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"0. 0. HOWARD,
'' Major General, Commanding.
" Major General MEADE,
" Commanding Fiftlt Corps."
An official copy :
~A.

MEYSENBURaA.A.a

It has been stated that the army returned from the south side of the Rappahannock by my own desire, and in conflict with the judgment of the corps
commanders who were with me. That is not the case. All desired to retprn,
with the exception of General Howard, for reasons named. It has been
stated, further, that some of the officers named have since expressed their regret
that the bridges had not been carried away in order that the return could not
have been made. I only know that if that was the feeling of any of them at
that time they had a wonderful way of showing it. So far as my experience
extends, there are in all armies officers more valiant after the fight than while
it is pending; and when a truthful history of the rebellion shall be W·ritten, it
will be found that the army of the Potomac is not an exception.
·
In regard to myself, I may be permitted to say that I was opposed to an advance from th~ position we were in, for the reason that I was not sanguine of
success, and without that, with a river difficult of passage ]rnmediately in our
rear, disaster and ruin were inevitable. Incentives of a personal and professional character were not wanting to urge me to a renewal of the conflict, but
to have been influenced by them against my judgment and sense of duty would
have rendered me unworthy of command.
'ro return to the cavalry. My cavalry force of the army of the Potomac
numbered upwards of 13,000 men for duty at the time the cavalry left camp at
Falmouth, and of this force but one brigade was retained for duty with the in-
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fantry, and that under the command of General Pleasanton. The character of
the country we were to operate in precluded the use of a large cavalry force
except in raiding. It will be remembered in my testimony that I left them on
the upper Rappahannock, arrested in their march by its swollen waters. They
were there under instructions, dated April 12. These continued in force until
it was reported to me that the river was fordable, and the time had arrived when
they could resume their raid. As the plan of operations had been somewhat
changed during the interruption in their march, and not knowing but that the
enemy had strengthened his posts at Culpeper and Gordonsville, in view of
their proximity I concluded to divide the cavalry into two columns, each one
outnumbering the entire cavalry force of the enemy between the Rappahannock
and James rivers. They were to cross the Rappahannock the same day with
the infantry, the 29th, and one column was to move directly to its destination,
while the other was threatening Culpeper and Gordonsville, and as soon as one
had passed, the other was to follow and join it. Buford commanded the first
column; Averell the second ; the corps commander attaching himself to the
former. The object was to have no time lost in severing Lee's communications
with Richmond.
The instructions were as follows :

c.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

" Morrisville, Virg£nia, April 28, 1863.
"Command£ng Officer Cavalry Corps:
"I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that the instructions communicated for your government on the 12th instant are so far
modified as to require you to cross the Rappahannock at such points as you
may determine between Kelly's and Rappahannock fords, and for a portion of
your force to move in the direction of the Haccoon ford and Louisa Court House,
while the remainder is engaged carrying into execution that part of your original
instructions which relates to the enemy's forces and positions on the line of the
Alexandria and Orange railroad, and the line itself; the operations of this column to be considered as masking the column which is directed to move by forced
marches to strike and destroy the line of the Aquia and Richmond railroad.
" You are further directed to determine on some point for the columns to unite,
and it is recommended that it be on the Pamunkey, and near that line, as you
will then be in position with your full force to cut off the retreat of the enemy
by his shortest line. In all other respects your instructions, as before referred
to, will remain the same.
"You will direct all 'your force to cross to-night, or, if that shall not be practicable, to be brought to the river, and have it all thrown over before 8 o'clock
to-morrow morning. If the fords should be too deep for your pack animals and
artillery, they will be crossed over the bridge at Kelly's ford.
"You will please fum ish the officers in command of these two columns with
a copy of this, and of your original instructions.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

·

"WM. L. CANDLER,
" Captain and Aide-de- Camp." ·

From the place of crossing the river, Kelly's ford, the infantry had about
twenty-five miles to march to Ohancellorsville, and the cavalry between fifty and
sixty to their post on the Aquia and Richmond railroad. Hence I concluded
that they would reach their respective .destinations about the same time. The
infantry, it will be remembered, reached Chancellorsville on the 30th of April;
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the cavalry, without encountering any resistance deserving mention, not until
the 3d and 4th of May, and was disposed of in utter disregard of the spirit and
letter of their instructions in a manner to be of no service to us or injury to the
enemy. A reference to the following extract of General Stoneman's official
report affords the best explanation of the disposition of the column with which
he moved:
[Extract.]
"HEADQUARTERS CA v ALR v CoRPS,

"Army qf the Potomac, May 13, 1863.
" GENERAL :

•

*

•

*

*

*

"At this point (Thompson's Crossroads) the James and South Anna rivers
m·e less than twelve miles apart, and here 1 determined to make the most of my
3,.100 men in carrying out my previously conceived plan of operations. I called
together all my regimental commanders, showed and explained to them the
maps, and gave them an idea of what I wished done. I gave them to understand that we had dropped in that region of country like a shell, and that I
intended to burst it in every direction, expecting each piece of fragment would
do as much harm and create nearly as much terror as would result from sending
the whole shell, and thus magnify our small force into overwhelming numbers;
and the results of this plan satisfied my most sanguine expectations. I pointed
out to them the routes to be taken, and the objects to be accomplished on each
route. One party, the 1st New Jersey, under Colonel Wyndham, was to strike
the James river at Columbia, at the junction of the James and Rivanna rivers,
to destroy, if poasible, the large canal aqueduct over the Rivanna, and from
thence proceed along the canal in the direction of Richmond, doing all the harm
possible. If thought expedient, (and this was left to the discretion of the commanding officer,) a party was to be sent across the James river, and to make a
dash on the railroad bridge over the Appomattox . .
"Another party, 2d New York, Colonel Kilpatrick, was to push on to the railroad bridges over the Chickahominy, destroy them and the telegraph, and
operate in the direction of Richmond, four miles distant from the bridge.
''Another force, 12th Illinois cavalry, Colonel Davis, was to strike the two
railroads at or in the vicinity of Ashland, on the Fredericksburg, and Atlee's, on
the Virginia Central, and do all the harm it could.
"Another party, 1st Maine and 1st Maryland, with a section of artillery, all
under General Gregg, was to follow down the South Anna river, destroy all the
road bridges thereon, and, if possible, the two railroad bridges across the river.
''Another party, 5th cavalry, under Captain Drummond, was to follow this
last, and see that the deEJtruction was complete.
"Captain Merritt, with a flyin~ party of the 1st Maryland, was sent out to
do what he thought he could accomplish in the way of destroying bridges, &c.
"rrhese different parties all got off by 3 a. m. on the 3d. After all these parties had moved, and outposts established, one of which was to hold the only
bridge across the Sonth Anna, which was to be left undestroyed for our own use
in case of need, I found myself with but about 500 men- of General Buford's
brigade, and near 200 partially broken down horses of General Gregg's division,
which was to serve as a nucleus, and upon which the different parties could rally
in case of necessity after they had performed the work assigned them to do.

*

•

•

*

•

•

*

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"GEORGE STONEMAN,
"Major General, Comd'g Cav. Corps.
"Brigadier General S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General, Army qf the Potomac."
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From the foregoing it will be seen that on reaching Thompson's Crossroads,
Buford's column was broken up into six separate detachments, and despatched
in every direction-all, as the sequel shows, incapable of accomplishing results
of any moment to the army, from the direction in which they were sent, as well
as from lack of numbers. By the instructions of April 12, General Stoneman
was informed that from Gordonsville it was expected that he would push forward to the Aquia and Richmond railroad; and again, to understand "that I
considered the primary object of his movement to be the cutting of the enemy's
communications with Richmond by the Fredericksburg route, checking his
retreat over those lines, and that I wished him to make everything subservient
to that object." And in his modified instructions of April 28, he was directed
to regard the foregoing as unchanged.
In a letter addressed that officer April 22, he was advised as follows: "After
breaking through the enemy's advanced line you will find no force in the direction of Richmond, that city itself being without a sufficient force to kRep out
your own command should you ad vance on it. This, however, is not expected."
What I wanted was Lee's army; with that Richmond would have been ours,
and, indeed, all of Virginia; and it was with this view that instructions were
given General Stoneman.
In regard to Averell's column, soon after it had crossed the Rappahannock,
the following letter was addressed to General Averell by the cavalry commander,
again showing his utter disregard of the instructions under which he was acting:
"HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY CoRPS,
"April 30, 1863.
"Brigadier General AVERELL, Commandin15, 4-c.r
"The major general commanding directs me to say that we have been delayed
by high water, &c, and that he desires you to push the enemy as vigorously
as possible, keeping him fully occupied, and, if possible, drive him in the direction of Rapidan Station. H e turns.the enemy over to yov..
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. J. ALEXANDER,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
This column had been directed to follow and join the first column by the
most practicable route after the first had passed to the south of Culpeper and
Gordonsville, and in order tliat there might be no failure from misapprehension
of orders, I had directed the corps commanders to furnish each of his commanders with copies of his own instructions in mine to him of 28th April.
On the 1st of May I received word that General Averell was at Rapidan
Station awaiting orders, and on the 2d received the following report from him:
"EN RouTE To UNITED STATES }-,oRD,
"May 2, 1863-7.20 a.m.
"Captain CANDLER, A. D. C., ~.:
"Your despatch of yesterday, stating that the major general commanding did
not understand what I was doing at Rapidan Station, was received at 7.05 a.m.
to-day, and I have the honor to state, in reply, that I have been engaged with
the cavalry of the enemy at that point and in destroying communications, and
beg to enclose a copy of an order received from headquarters cavalry corps.
"Respectfully, your obedient servant,
" WILLIAM W. AVERELL,
"Brigadier General."
On the 3d, hearing that he was at Ely's ford, the following order was sent
him. Up to this time his loss had been, by his official report, two officers and
tw9 men wounded, and one man killed :
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"Near Chancellorsville, Va., May 3, 1863.
" Brigadier General PLEASONTON :
" Will assume command of the division of cavalry now commanded by Brigadier General Averell. Upon being relirved, Brigadier General Averell will
report for orders to the Adjutant General of the army.
"By command of Major General Hooker:

"JAMES H. VAN ALEN,
"Brig. Gen. and Aide-de- Camp."
On the 4th the cavalry column, under General Stoneman, commenced its
return. One party of it, under General Kilpatrick, crossed the Aquia and
Richmond railroad ; and the fact that on the 5th the cars carried the rebel
wounded and our prisoners over the road to Richmond will show to what extent the enemy's communications had been interrupted. An examination of
the instructions General Stoneman received, in connexion with the official report of his operations, fully sustains me in saying that no officer ever made a
greater mistake in construing his orders, and no one ever accomplished less in
so doing. The effect of throwing his body of cavalry in the rear of the enemy
and on his communications at the time it was in his power to have done it can
readily be estimated. But instead, that important arm of the army became
crippled to an extent which seriously embarrassed me in my subsequent operations. Soon after General Stoneman applied for and obtained a sick leave, and
I requested that it might be indefinitely extended to him. It is charitable to
suppose that Generals Stoneman and Averell did not read their orders, and determined to carry on operations in conformity with their own views and inclinations.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. At the time yom·troops first took position at Ohancellorsville, what
were the relative positions of your army and that of General Lee 1
Answer. Lee's army was between three and four miles in advance of my
posit:on, between me and Fredericksburg, nearly to the east of my position.
Question. What was the distance from Chancellorsville to 1!-,redericksburg 1
Answer. About eleven miles.
Question. You took your position there on the 30th of April?
Answer. Yes, sir; in season for the advance corps to go out and make a reconnaissance of the position of the enemy.
Question. What action was taken on the 1st of May 1
Answer. I went out to attack the enemy.
Question. Was that the time you met the enemy, as you were emerging from
the timber 1
Answer. Yes.
Question. And on the 2d of May Jackson moved to the west and the north,
on your right 1
Answer. Jackson moved off in a southwesterly direction, and tul'ned my
right.
·
Question. If I remember the testimony rightly, Jackson passed to the right
of the plank road running south of Chancellorsville, and turned rather northwe'sterly to the right of your position.
Answer. Yes.
Question. What time in the day was it that Jackson's command passed the
plank road running south 1
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Answer. His movement was not discovered by me. It was nine o'clock in
the morning when I came in from visiting the line; it was pretty long and I
visited the right first, and the other portion of the line afterwards. It was
about nine o'clock when I returned from this visit; at that time I had not
heard anything of this move. About half past nine o'clock it was reported to
me that from General Devins's 4eadquarters troops were seen moving. Soon
afterwards I despatched two divisions of Sickles's corps, to pass out by way of
the furnace, to the line on which these troops were seen to move, with instructiqns to follow up the movement with his two divisions, which he did. In
order to go there, Sickles had to pass between the right of Slocum's line and
the· left of Howard's. I could not find out anything about that country, except I knew that it was called the Wilderness. I could find OUL nothing about
roads there, either before I crossed the river or afterwards. No one seemed to
know anything about the country ; eyen the people who lived there could not
tell me where roads were to be found. Much of that region was swampy at
the time, and a great deal of it is covered with undergrowth, and is impenetrable even to infantry. I directed General Slocum to send a force through this
forest in his front, and he reported to me that he could not do it
Question. How did Jackson manage to pass across that road, and to the right
of your line ?
Answer. Jackson passed out on a road that leaves the plank road between
Chancellorsville and l!-,redericksburg, and about six miles from .1!-,redericksburg.
There was a road running off towards Germania ford, which intersecls the plankroad running from Chancellorsville to Germania ford, striking that road some
three or four miles from Chancellorsville; Jackson passed out on that road.
By the chairman:
Question. What you call the old road?
Answer. Yes, sir. The principal part of my line was in ad vance of this
plank road; the part of the line lying to the right of Chancellors ville lay, a
part of it, along that line. The right was thrown back to an old miJl that was
called Hunting's mill or Hunting's run, and in the rear of that was what is called
the Old road; this I knew nothing of. A part of Jackson's troops advanced on
this road, and a part came up on the identical road that our line was standing
on. A portion of Jackson's forces came up in rear of Howard's right, and
a larger part on a line close to that held by his troops. 'rhe great mif':fortune
was that the troops that occupied the right were away from their arms when
the enemy advanced on them, and they did not know of the presence of the
enemy until they actually opened fire on them, and then tbey quit their arms,
which were stacked along the line of defence running along the line of works
held by our troops, stampeding the whole of them as they passed.
No pickets appear to haYe been thrown out, and I have reason to suppose
that no effort was made by the commander of the corps on the right to follow
up and keep himself advised of Jackson's movements, although made in broad
daylight, and with his full knowledge. In this way the 11th corps was lost to
me, and more than that, because its bad conduct impaired the confidence that
the corps of the army had in one another. I observed this fact during the
night, from the firing on the picket lines, as well as from the general manner of
the troops, if a gun was fired by the enemy; after that the whole line would let
off their pieces. 'l'he men seemed to be nervous, and during the coming in of
the 11th corps I was fearful at one time that the whole army would be thrown
into confusion by it. Some of my staff officers killed half a dozen of the men in
trying to arrest their flight.
Question. What was the strength of that corps?
Answer. About 11,000 men. My position was one in which I could use but
little artillery, and where cavalry would have been of little or no use.
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By Mr. Loan:
Question. Did Jackson have to cut his way through the timber as he marched
northwesterly and turned your right flank 1
Answer. No, sir; he had roads which vehicles could pass over.
I would like to speak somewhat further of this matter of Chancellorsville.
It has been the desire and aim of some of General McClellan's admirers, and I
do not know but of others, to circulate errol)eous impressions in regard to it.
When I returned from Chancellorsville, I felt that I had fought no battle; in fact,
I had more men than I could use, and I fought no general battle for the reason
that I could not get my men in position to do so; probably not more than thtee
or thre~ and a half corps on the right were engaged in that fight. When I
marched out on the morning of the 1st of May, I could get but few troops into
position; the column had to march through narrow roads, and could not be
thrown foward fast enough to prevent their being overwhelmed by the enemy
in his advance. O~:t assuming my position, Lee advanced on me in that manner,
and was soon repulsed, the column thrown back in confusion into the open
ground. It could not live there. The roads through the forest were not unlike
bridges to pass. A mile or more in advance of the position I had would have
placed me beyond the forest, where, with my superior forces, the enemy would
in all probability have been beaten.
Throughout the rebellion I have acted on the principle that if I had as large
a force as the enemy, I had no apprehensions of the result of an encounter.
Many officers thought otherwise. I think there is reason for our troops being
superior to those of the enemy, physically and inte11ectua1ly, in or out of battle.
Question. You say Jackson was killed on the night of the 2d of May by his
own troops 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he was riding along the road and one of the pickets shot
him.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Accidentally 1
Answer. Yes, sir; his staff "'as with him, and their pickets mistook them to
be a part of our cavalry.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. At what time was the assault made by Jackson upon Howard's
troops1
.
Answer. About six o'clock In the evening.
Question. It was about half past nine that Jackson crossed the plank road
to the south of your position of that morning 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What distance was it from the front of your troops to the route
travelled by Jackson in crossing the plank road 1
Answer. I have already stated in my testimony that his route lay diagonally
across my front; where he branched off from the plank road, between Chancellorsville and l!""'redericksburg, may have been five or six. miles out from Fredericksburg. In passing diagonally across my front he passed within perhaps
three miles of the right of the line held by Howard. .A dense forest intervened, but he had a hill to crossj and it was on that that his troops were seen
from Devins's headquarters, and it was in that direction that General Sickles
moved.
By the chairman:
Question. Where was Lee with his army at the time you recrossed the river;
and why did he not follow you up 1
Answer. I felt all along his line on the 3d and 4th of ~fay, and found that
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Lee's army was from half to three-quarters of a mile in my front, and could
make no impression on them. A recounoissance on the 4th of May enabled
his whole line to be examined, which was found to be strong; he had thrown
up heavy defensive works from a half a mile or more in ad vance of me in the
f()rest.
Question. Intrenched there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and to follow me he would have had to go through the
forest all the way, and over the same character of ground I have described,
with narrow roads, which he did not dare to do. Not a gun was :fited either on
me or on General Sedgwick in erossing the river.
Question. The same causes that prevented your advancing prevented Lee
from following you 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I may say here the battle of Chancellorsville has been
associated with the battle .of Fredericksburg, arid has been called a disaster.
My whole loss in the battle of Chancellorsville was a little over 17,000, as
will be seen from the following detailed statement of the killed, wounded, and
missing of the several corps :
292
First corps ...•••.•.••••.•..••••.••••••••.••.•.....•........
2,025
Second corps .•....•......•..............•..................
4,039
Third corps .•••••.........•...••.••..........••••.......•.•
Fifth corps . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ........ .
699
Sixth corps ...........••••....•••••.•.•••......•••.........
4,601
Eleventh corps . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
2,508
'l'welfth corps ....•...••.......•....•..•..........••........
2,883
Engineer corps ...•.••.....••••.••••••••.......•••..........
3
Signal corps ....••....•.••.•••.••.•••.•....••.••............
2
Cavalry .•....•..•.••.•..•..•••••••.•......................
145
Total................................................

17, 197

From a controversy that grew out of the defence of Fredericksburg: between Generals Early and Barksdale, on the enemy's side, the official list of
their killed and wounded was published. Those troops could not have suffered
so much as the troops that were with General Lee. If the loss of the latter
was in proportion to that of Early's and Barksdale's, the whole loss of the rebel
army would be between 12,000 and 13,000; but Jackson's corps was the one
which suffered most; they were very severely punished; and the troops with
Lee advanced twice upon my men, who were in rifle-pits, and necessarily suffered severely. In support of the above, I may say that the enemy's surgeons
admitted to the surgeons I left on the field at Chancellorsville that their loss
was not less than 18,000 men in that battle.
Further, I desire to submit in this connexion the following :
"WASHINGTON, 2 p.m., May 8, 1863.
"General HooKER:
., The news is here of the capture by our forces of Grand Gulf, a large and very
important thing. General Willich, an exchanged prisoner just from Richmond,
has talked with me this morning. He was there when our cavalry cut the
roads in that vicinity. He says there was not a sound pair of legs in Richmond, and that our men, had they known it, could have safely gone in and
burnt everything, and brought Jeff. Davis, captured and paroled three or four
hundred men. He says as he came to City Point there was an army three
miles-Longstreet, he thought, moving towards Richmond. Milroy has cap
tured a despatch of General Lee, in which he says his loss was fearful in his late
battle with you.
"A. LINCOLN."
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"WASHINGTON, May 8, 1863-3.20 p.m.
Major General HooKER:
"]'ollowing just received from General Dix:
"WEST PoiNT, .Va., 9 p. m., 7th.
"Honorable E. :U. STAN.TON, Secretary of TVar:
"Since telegraphing you, an extra of the Dispatch of yesterday, found on a
prisoner, has a note. indorsed by a surgeon in one of the Richmond hospitals to
his wife, stating the rebel loss at eighteen thousand ( 18,000.)
"JOHN A. DIX,
·
" IVIajor General."

~'To

I said that Chancellorsville had been called a disaster. I lost, unde·r those
operations, one piece artillery, I think five or six wagons, and one ambulance.
Of course, many of the 11th corps lost their arms and knapsacks.
In my opinion there is nothing to regret in regard to Chancellorsville except
the failure to accomplish all I moved to accomplish. The troops lost no honor,
except in one corps, and we lost no more men than · the enemy; but expectation was high, the army in splendid condition, and great results were expected
from it. It was at a time, too, when the nation 1·equired a victory.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What corps l1ad you in the action of the 3d of May 1
Answer. The 12th and part of the ~d, the 3d and a siriall part of the 5th. The
11th corps I put on the ll'ft, where it was not exposed.' The 11th and 1st corps
were not engaged at all; as was also the case with perhaps two-thirds of the
5th corps.
·
·
· ·
Question. Why were not those corps brought into action 1
Answer. 'l'hey could not be put into position. When the corps commanders
assembled on the night of the 4th and 5th, I submHted to them the mode of
attack I should have to adopt in case of an ad vance; that it could only be with
slender columns, if an advance was made at all. On the roads that we would
have to make use of for that purpoee the enemy was particularly strong, and was
behind his defences throughout the line. Early in the campaign I had come
to the conclusion that, with the arms now in use, it would be impossihle to carry
works by an assault in front, provided they were properly constructed, and properly manned. I was of that impression at the battle of Fredericksburg, and
1·equested General Burnside nnt to insist upon an attack being made under those
circum :stances; I said to him that I would advise him not to attack there; he
said it was necessary, and of course I made it, and it was made with great vigor,
and with all the force that men ever carried into action with them. I concentrated my artillery fire upon the point where I was to make my attack, and
kept. it up till sundown, making the attack at the very last possible moment,
but the nearest I could get my men to their works was perhaps fifteen paces,
and there the heads of the columns would vanish. 'l'hey could destroy men
faster than I could throw them on their works; it was the cotton-bags of New
Orleans over again.
Again, in the west, I was ordered to make an attack on New Hope church,
and lost nearly 2,000 men, while the enemy's loss did not probably exceed 50.
Sherman had divided his army into two parts at Etowal1, and we were to concentrate at Dallas. Dallas was three miles from us, but one only for the enemy
at Allatoona. Johnston threw his army between the two columns to prevent a
junction; and, in order to bring it about, I fought from Pumpkin Vine creek,
driving the enemy before me, until I reached New Hope church, a distance of
four miles, where I found the enemy in position and intrenched, where I at-
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tacked him, but with the same result that I had experienced at Fredericksburg.
The most that I could do was to establit~h my corps on a· line about eighty paces
distant from that of the enemy; and it was on that that the aimy developed .
itself, taking a week to accomplish it. I do not know of an instance in this
war where rifle-pits, properly constructed and properly manned, have been
taken by front assaults alone, either on our side or that of the enemy.
By the chairman:
Question. Do you attribute that to the efficiency of our new guns and rifles 1
Answer. Yes, sir; those acting on the defensive can commence killing at -a
more remote distance and can .kill faster.
Question. · In your judgment, as a military man, what would have been the
result at Chancellorsville had the 11th corps not broken, but stood their ground
reasonably well 1
Answer. I never entertained a doubt on that subject. I not only expected
a victory, but I expected to get that whole army: I had reason to expect it,
and I struck for that object.
.
Question. Do I understand you to say that you now know of nothing that
then prevented General Sedgwick from complying with your order 1
Answer. Nothing.
Question. Had he carried out your orders vigorously, what do you think
would have been the result 1 ·
Answer. My impression was that Lee would have been compelled to move
out on the same road that Jackson had moved on, and pass over to my right.
I should add in my testimony that before leaving Falmouth to make this move
I had a million and a half of rations on board lighters, and had gunboats in readiness to tow them up to points on the Pamunky river, in order to replenish my
provisions to enable me to reach Richmond before the enemy could, in case I
succeeded in throwing him off that line of retreat. When I gave the order to
General Sedgwick I expected that Lee would be whipped by manreuvre. I
supposed that he would be compelled to march off on the same line that Jackson had. He would have been thrown on the Culpeper and Gordonsville
road, placing me 50 or 60 miles nearer Richmond than himself.
Question. What was your reason for leaving so large a .reserve force under
Sedgwick at or near Falmouth 1
Answer. I left Sedgwick's corps and Gibbon's division there for this reason,
in part: they were encamped in sight of the enemy, and to have moved their
camps would h~ve betrayed our movements. I knew I could not cross the
river in the presence of Lee's army if he was informed of my movement. The
great difficulty I apprehended was in crossing the river. I apprebended no
serious trouble after I had crossed. At the same time I had to leave a force
at l!'almouth to keep the rebel force there. I did not want the enemy to throw
a force to meet me on the ~a pi dan ; and, besides, I was informed that they had
a pontoon bridge mt Hamilton's crossing, and did not want them to cross the
river while I was away, as that would enable them to strike at my depots.
Mine were large and ful1, and the enemy would have willingly exchanged theirs
for them, f<?r theirs were comparatively empty. I did not suppose that by
leaving that force at l!"almouth they would necessarily be out of the fight; by
the way of Banks's ford the two wings of the army were within six miles of
each other, and within supporting distance.
Question. What was the distance General Sedgwick would have had to
march to comply with your order 1
Answer. The order found him on the south bank of the Rappahannock and
near Fredericksburg; he would have had to march six or sev.en miles to reach
the point designated in the order.
Part I--10

•
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Question. How long ougbt it to have taken so many troops to march that
distance, making a reasonable march 1
Answer. '!'his column would have been from two and a half to three miles
long. He was ordered to move without wagons, to get under arms, and march
that di8tance. The head of his column might have reached there in three
hours, while the rear of it might have required two or three hours more; that
would be allowing a reasonable time.
By Mr. Loan :
.
Question. I understand you to say that he would meet with no serious obs-truction 1
Answer. Yes ; he was fully informed of the condition of the enemy's forces.

•

By the chairman:
Question. And his delay caused him to be threatened by the troops of the
enemy 1
Answer. He delayed hi~ movement until the enemy could see what he. was
about ; they could not tell at first but he might be going down to Hamilton
Crossroads, for his movement threatened the whole line. By delaying, and
moviug slowly, until it was eleven o'clock before he made the attack, he ena"bled the enemy to concentrate their whole force to meet his attack.
Question. He was ordered to be at the point designated at daylight 1
Answer. Yes, sir. General Wan·en was the best informed officer · on the
roads that I had on my staff, and knew exactly what I wanted, and I sent him
to report to General Sedgwick and accompany him.
Question. Do you know how much of a battle General Sedgwick really had
at Fredericksburg 1
Answer. He had the whole force of the enemy there to run against in carrying the heights beyond Fredericksburg, but he carried them with ease; and, by
his movements after that, I think no one would infer that he was confident in
himself, and the enemy took advantage of it. I knew General Sedgwick very
well ; he was a classmate of mine; and I had been through a great deal of
service with him. He was a petfectly brave man, and a good one; but when it
came to manceuvring troops, or judging of positions for them, in my judgment,
he was not able or·expert. Had General Reynolds been left with that independent command, I have no doubt the result would have been very different.
By Mr. Gooch:
· Question. What despatches did you send to General Sedgwick before you
sent the one for him to march immediately and join you 1
Answer. I sent him a despatch at 4 o'clock to cross the river at Franklin's
c1·ossing. In the despatch at 9 o'clock, not having heard that he had crossed
the river, that order was repeated, together with the order for him to take
Fredericksburg, and march up to me.
Question. Did you send him a despatch to this effect: " The general commanding directs that General Sedgwick cross the river as soon as indications
will permit, and capture Fredericksburg, with everything in it, and vigorously
•
.
pursue the enemy; we know the enemy is flying."
Answer. '!'here was a despatch of that character sent him. '!'he exact despatch is annexed:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
" Clwncellorsville, Va., May 2, 1863-4.1q p. m.
"General BuTTERFIELD:
. "The major ~en~ral. com~anding. directs that General Sedgwick cross the
nver as soon as mdiCatwns Will permit, capture Fredericksburg, with everything
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in it, and vigorously pursue the enemy. We know that the enemy is flying,
trying to save his trains. Two of Sickles's divisions are among them.
"JAMES H. · VAN ALEN,
" Brigadier General and Aide-de- Camp."
It was based on a report, sent in from General Sickles, th.a t the enemy was
flying at the time that he was sent out to follow up Jackson's column. At the
time this news was received by me I was of the impression that the general
was mistaken, but nevertheless felt that no harm could follow from its transmission to General Sedgwick. This, it will be seen, was dated in the afternoon
of May 2.
Question. General Sedgwick says that immediately after this despatch was
received, another came, dated five minutes past 7 p. m., directing him to pursue
the enemy on the Bowling Green road 1
Answer. A despatch of that character was sent. In order that it may be
understood, I annex it:
6th Corps:
" General Hooker telegraphs you are to t.hrow your whole force on the Bowling Green road, and no other. My telegraphic communication to the general is
roundabout, and takes about three hours' time.
"BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General and Chiif of Staff."

" CoMMANDING OFFICER,

Question. What did you understand to be the position of General Sedgwick
at the time you sent him the despatch to cross the river, and come up and join
you 1
Answer. As I had not heard of his crossing the river-and I may say here,
that I felt as though General Sedgwick did not make proper exertions to keep
me informed of his movements-and not knowing but that he was at l!,ranklin's
crossing, the order to cross was reiterated. Perhaps I should add that our communication by telegraph between Chancellorsville and J!"almouth was imperfect,
and sometimes unusual delays occurred in the transmission of communications.
Question. He states that at the time he received that despatch he was three
miles below Fredericksburg, and was at that very moment engaged with the
enemy. Were you aware of that fact 1
Answer. No, sir; and nobody else. The left of his line may possibly have
been three miles below Fredericksburg, but his right brigade, under General
Neal, was ·very near :E\·edericksburg, and was pressed by Captain Oliver, an
aide-de-camp of Major General Butterfield, to advance on it, but declin.ed, as he
said he had no orders to do so. Captain Oliver reports that two shots were fired
at this time, but so far off that he did not know whether they were fired at them
or not. I should like for Captain Oliver to be examined by the committee.
Question. General Sedgwick states that his troops at that time were three
miles below Fredericksburg 1
Answer. Franklin's crossing, where he was directed to cross, may be a mile or
a mile and a half below Fredericksburg; if he marched down the river, I did
not know it before.
Question. General Sedgwick also states that he was also engaged with a large
body of the enemy in his immediate front; did you understand such to have been
the case 1
Answer. If such was the fact, it is singular that he did not report it to me.
I never heard of it before; and I am sure it was not heard by my staff officers
on the opposite side of the river, or even by those with him.
Question. General Sedgwick also states that immediately he received your
order, he left a small portion of his force in front of the enemy, and commenced
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his march to Fredericksburg, reaching the intrenchipents of the enemy about
daylight, and commenced an assault with his four leading regiments, which was
repulsed.
Am;wer. ],redericksburg, as I have before stated, was occupied by the 18th
and 21st Mississippi regiments, and I can only say that if General Sedgwick's
troops were repulsed, the attack would not appear to have been a vigorous one.
Question. And that hP- then immediately concentrated his army for the purpose of making an assault upon the enemy's works, and carried them about
11 o'clock, or as soon as he could do so 1
Answer. ~'he advance was made on the enemy's works at 11 o'clock a.m.
Question. Do you know whether or not he encountered the enemy during the
subsequent marching of that day 1
Answer. In l1is official report he sayR the enemy marched off to his left, and
about two miles from him. I have no recollection of his having had another
engagement that day.
Question. What portion of the enemy lay between you and General Sedgwick 1
Answer. Lee's .army, at Fredericksburg, numbering 60,000, not including the
artillery, cavalry, .a nd the forces stationed up the river, occupying the posts of
Gordonsville and Culpeper. I think my information on this point was reliable,
as I had m~'lde use of unusual means to ascertain. The enemy left 8,000 men
to occupy the lines about Fredericksburg; J acksou marched off to my right
with 25,000 men, and Lee had the balance between me and Sedgwick.
Question. Did you expect General Sedgwick to f<?rm a junction with you 1
Answer. No, sir; but I expected that while he attacked Lee's rear, I would
attack him in front, and compel him to move off towards Gordonsville. He had
no defences in his rear, but had thrown up defences in his front. I wanted to
get him between our forces.
Qnestion. What change had been made in the disposition of the forces of the
enemy, or in your force, that caused the whole result to be changed by Sedg·
wick arriving in the afternoon instead of in the morning, as you expected 1
Answer. As I have already stated, the position I held before Lee was enfiladed by his batteries, which the enemy had established on the high ground
abandoned by the 11th corps. I knew that my line would not be tenable for
any great length of time, for while Lee was attacking in front with his musketry,
their batteries would be enfilading my line; and no line could live there. Hence
I did not want to attempt to hold the line any longer than was necessary. I,
however, did hold it till 11 o'clock, or near that time, expecting to hear from
Sedgwick momentarily, although my troops were there maintai:ning their position
at a disadvantage.
·
Question. At what time did General Sedgwick arrive at the point designated
by you 1
·
Answer. He did not arrive there at all.
Question. How near to that point did he get 1
Answer. Within three or four miles, perhaps; when General Warren returned to
me from him, and reported the condition of things, I directed him to say to General
Sedgwick that if he could not succeed, not to attack. General Warren represented to me that General Sedgwick had said he could do no more; then it was
I wanted him to take some position and hold it, that I might turn the enemy
in my immediate front. I proposed to leave troops enough where I was to
occupy the enemy there, and throw the rest of my force down the river and l'eenforce Sedgwick then thP whole of Lee's army except that which had been left
in front of ~edgwick would be thrown off the road to Richmond, and my army
would be on it.
Question. Then I understand you to say that, not hearing fr~m General
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Sedgwick by eleven o'clock, you withdrew your troops from the position they
held at the time you ordered General Sedgwick to join you.
Answer. Yes, sir; not wishing to hold it longer at the disadvantage I was
under. I may add here, that there· is a vast difference in corps commanders,
and that it is the commander that gives tone and character to his corps. Some of
our CQrps commanders, and also officers of other rank, appear to be unwilling
to go into a fight; in my judgment, there are not many who really like to fight.
In the campaign in the west I never ventured to engage a force that I could
not whip myself, as I was not confident that I would be promptly and vigorously
supported in case I required it; but I should add that this was, in part, owing
to the defective organization of that army.
Question. What prevented General Sedgwick from getting to the position you
indicated 1
·
•
Answer. General Warren told me, when he came back, that General Sedgwick would not have marched at all if he (Warren) had not gone down there;
. also, that he had not sufficient confidence in himself to move, and not ability
enough to manceuvre his troops when he did move.
By the chairman :
Question. Is there anything else you desire to state in regard to the campaign of Chancellorsville 1
Answer. There is one matter to which I have not referred, that is, the calumny
uttered by the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, at a meeting of temperance men somewhere in England, in reference to my condition during the aff~ir at Chancellorsville. It was stated by him that that battle was lost by my being intoxicated.
I hear that the committee have requested him to furnish his authority for making
that statement, and that he has declined to do it. 8o far as I know, he has never
withdrawn it; I must, therefore, regard him as its inventor, and will add that a
more untruthful statement never passed from the lips of man. I hope that, injustice
to himself and to myself, whatever correspondence has taken place between the
committee and that gentleman may be published in connexion with this testimony.
Examination suspended.
WASHINGTON, Marek 13, 1865.
Major General JosEPH HooKER's examination resumed.
By the chairman:
Question. When last before the committee, I believe you concluded your statement in regard to the campaign of Chancellors ville; will you now go on from
that point 1
Answer. In order that the history of the campaign may be known in detail,
I prefer to have it confirmed by documentary testimony as far as practicable;
accordingly I submit the following letter to the President of the United States,
showing the reasons why an effort to cross the river was not made prior to the
date of the letter.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
'' Camp near Falmouth, Va., May 13, 1863.
"My movements have been a little delayed by the withdrawal of many of
the two-years and nine-months regiments, and those whose time is not already
up it will be expedient to leave o.n this side of the river. 'rhis reduction
imposes upon me the necessity of partial reorganization. My marching force of
infantry is cut down to about eighty thousand, while I have artillery for an
army of more than double that number. It has always been out of propo·rtion,
considering the character of the country we have to campaign in, ·and I shall be
more efficient by leaving at least one-half of it in depot.
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" In addition Stoneman's cavalry returned to camp day before yester'day, and
will require a day or two more to be in readiness to resume operations. I know
that yoll are impatient, and I know that I am, but my impatience must not be
indulged at the expense of dearest interests.
1' I am informed that the bulk of Longstreet's force is in Richmond.
With
the facilities at hand he can readily transfer it to Lee's army, and no doubt
will do so if Lee should fight and fall back, as he will try to do.
" rrhe enemy's camps are reported to me as being more numerous than before our last movement, but of this I have no positive information. They probably have about the same number of troops as before the last battle. But with
these and Longstreet's they are much my superior, besides having the advantage
of acting on the defensive, which, in this. count:ry, can scarcely be estimated.
"I near· nothing of Peck's movements, and of the force at West Point, which
is too small to be of much importance in the general movement. If it is expected
that Peck will be able to keep Longstreet's force in and about Richmond I
should be informed of it; and if not, a reserve infantry force of twenty-five thousand should be placed at my disposal in this vicinity. I merely state this for
your information ; not that I know even that you have such a force, or, if you
have, that you would be disposed to make use of it in this way. I only desire
that you should be informed of my views.
"]n my opinion the major part of the troops on the upper Potomac, in and
around Washington and Baltimore, are out of position, and if great results are
expected from the approaching movements every man and vessel at the disposal
of the government should be assigned their posts.
"I hope to be able to commence my movement to-morrow, but this must not
be spoken of to any one.

*
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"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"JOSEH P. HOOKER,
"Major Gene'ral, Commanding.
"His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES."
rrhe next day I received the following raply from the President :
"EXECUTIVE MANSION,
" JVaslzington, May 14, 1863.
"Mv DEAR Sm : When I wrote on the 7th I had an impression that possibly,
by an early movement, you could get some advantage, from the suppo8ed facts
that the enemy's communications were disturbed, and that he was somewhat
deranged in position. That idea has now passed away, the enemy having reestablished his communications, regained his positions, and actually received
re-enforcements. It does not now appear probable to me that you can gain anything by an early renewal of the attempt to cross the Rappahannock. I therefore shall not complain if you do no more for a time than to keep the enemy at
· bay, and out of other mischief, by menaces and occasional cavalry raids, if
practicable, and to put your own army in good condition again. Still, if, in
your own clear judgment, you can renew the attack successfully, I do not mean
to restrain you. Bearing upon this last point I must tell you I have some
painful intimntions that some of your corps and division commanders are not
giving you their entire confidence. rrhis would be ruinous if true, and you
should, therefore, first of all, ascertain the real facts beyond all possibility of
doubt.
"Yours truly,
"A. LINCOLN."
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On receiving this letter I called on the President and requested him to inform
me which of my generals were dissatil:3fied with me if it was proper for him to
do so. I learned that he had derived his information fi·om Governor Curtin, of
Pennsylvania, and a citizen of Philadelphia by the name of Barclay. Those
gentlemen had visited the army a few days before, and, on leaving, the former
had congratulated me, in the presence of some members of my staff, on the condition in which they had found the army. After leaving me they had visited
General Meade and General Stoneman at their headquarters, and had then proceeded directly to the steamer, which conveyed them to Washington that night.
I said to the President that if any of the corps or division commanqers were
not supporting me I had not been informed of it, and that sooner than suspect
any one wrongfully, I desired the President himself to ascertain their. feelings
on their coming ·to Washington, and that whenever they applied for permission
to come I would request them to call on him, and he could then learn their views
for his own information. I said I had no idea who the disaffected were, did not
suspect any one, and did not wish any of my officers to feel that I did suspect
them. From time to time most of the corps commanders visited the city, but
I never learned the result of their interviews with the President.
On the 28th of May I sent the following.despatch to the Secretary of War:

"MAY 28, 1863.

"Ron. E. M.

STANTON:

"It has been impossible for me to give any information concerning the movements ofthe enemy at all satisfactory. I have had several men over the river,
but, as they do not return, I conclude that they have been captured.
"'l'he enemy's camps are as numerous and as well filled as ever. It was reported to me this morning, by General Gregg, that the enemy's cavalry had made
their appearance in the vicinity of Warrenton; on the strength of which I have
ordered on to that line Buford's division to drive them across the river, and to
keep them there, and, if necessary, I will send up additional forces. Major
General Stahel should be instructed to look into the Shenandoah valley and see
what is going on over there. In the event a forward movement should be contemplated by the enemy, and he should have been re-enforced by the army from
Charleston, I am in doubt as to the direction he will take, but probably the one
of last year, however desperate it may appear-desperate if his force should be
no greater than we have reason to suppose. The enemy has always shown an
unwillingness to attack fortified positions ; still, you may rest assured thn.t important movements are being made, a~d, in my opinion, it is necessary for every
one to be watchful. The enemy has all of his cavalry force, five brigades, collected at Culpeper and J eff0rson; this would indicate a movement in the direction of the Orange and Alexandria railroad, and this it is my duty to look
after.
" If Stoneman had not almost destroyed one-half of my serviceable cavahy
force I would pitch into him in his camps, and would now if General Stahel's
cavalry were with me for a few days.
"Please send this to the President.
" JOSEPH HOOKER,
''Major General, Commanding.''
I deem this despatch important, because in it I informed the Secretary of War
of the probable direction the enemy would take in the movement I observed
from their camp. I may state here that the Richmond papers had announced
that an important movement was projected, and that rumors and counter rumors
were reaching me from every direction that an extensive raid or invasion was
contemplated. I also saw an excitement in their camp, and had good reason to
believe that they were planning a movement.
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To that communication I received the following response from the Secretary
of vVar:
.
"MAY 29, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
"Your telrgram addressed to me of last evening was submitted to the President,
and also to Generals Halleck and Heintzelman. General Halleck re.Ports as follows : ' There is no other cavalry force about Washington than that of General
Stahl, which is now engaged on scouting duty towards Bull Run mountain,
and in picketing Bull Run and Occoquan rivers. If it be removed, there will be
no force.in front to give notice of enemy's raids on Alexandria or Washington.'
"E. 1\'I. STANTON,
"Secretary qf War."
On the 25th of May and 2d of June the following despatches were receive«J
from General Dix :

A.
''FoRT MoNROE, Virginia, May 25, 1863.
" Major General HooKER :
"I am informed from three different sources, and I do not doubt, that troops
have gone from South Carolina and Georgia, but whether to Bragg or Lee is not
quite certain, The greater part of Longstreet's force, recently on the Blackwater, is near Richmond, ready to move either on Fredericksburg or West Point.
"JOHN A. DIX, Major General."
"FoRT MoNROE, June 2, 1863-3.30 p. m.
"Major General H. W. HALLECK :
·
" I have just received tne following despatch from General Peck. Will you
please communicate it to General Hooker :
" 'I have a man who left Richmond last week. He says Pickett's division
passed through the day before he left for Fredericksburg. It had been there
and participatAd in the funeral of Jackson. General Elsey commands in the
city. Citizens and soldiers talked of Lee's moving into Maryland with 85,000
men. Says the most of Longstreet's troops that left Blackwater stopped about
Richmond in consequence of the alarm resulting from the raids. General Ewell
made lieutenant general.'
"Major Genera,} DIX."
On June 4th I sent the following despatch to Gene1;al Halleck:
"JUNE 4, 1863.
" Major General HALLECK,
"Commanding, ~c., ~c., Washington:
"Following received from General Buford June 4, 1863:
"•Nothing noteworthy to report yesterday. Uolonel Duffie's picket reported
enemy crossing in considerable force at Sulphur Springs. Preparations made
to welcome them, but they did not come. Country and river as high up as
Orleans, New Baltimore, and Thoroughfare gap visited yesterday and last
. night. Nothing was seen or heard.
•
"• JOHN BUFORD.'
"The· movements or" the enemy in our front do not indicate what their purpose
or object may be ."
Not being able to ascertain what was going on on the opposite side of t.he
·river I directed two bridges to be thrown at Franklin's crossing, and on the 6th
of June I directed General Sedgwick to make a 1·econnoissance in front of the
bridges for the purpose of developing the enemy's forces.
The following is the order to General Sedgwick~
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"Camp near Falmouth, Va., June ~, 1863-6.45 a.m.
"CoMMAND.ING OFFICER, 6th Corps:"
"The major general commanding directs that you make a reconnoissance ,in
. front of the bridges and ascertain the position and strength ·of the enemy.
Throw your corps over the river, if necessary. rrhe absence of his pickets
from General Couch's front would seem to indicate his removal. Let this be
done as speedily as possible. Seize any citizens as prisoners who could give
any information.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General, Chief of Stajj:

The enemy was found in full force, and apparently no movement was under
way at that time-certainly none by his infantry or artillery.
On the 5th of June I addressed the following to the President :
"JUNE 5, 1863.
"His E4cellency ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President, o/.:-.:
"Yesterday morning appearances indicated that during the night the enemy ·
had broken up a few of his camps and abandoned them. These changes were
observed on the right of his line, in the vicinity of Hamilton's crossing. So
far as I was enabled to judge, from all my means of information, it was impossible for me to determine satisfactorily whether this movement had only been a
change of camp, or the enemy had moved in the direction of Richmond or up
. the river; but taken in connexion with the fact that some deserters came in
fi·om the divisions of Hood and Pickett. I concluded that those divisions had
been brought to the front from their late .positions, at Gordonsville and Taylorsville, and that this could be for no other purpose but to enable the enemy to
move up the river with a view to the execution of a movement similar to that
of Lee's last year. He must either have it in mind to'cross the Upper Potomac,
or to throw his army ·between mine and Washington. In case I am correct in
my conjecture, to accomplish either he must have been greatly re-enforced, and,
if making this movement, the fair presumption is that he has been by the troops
from Charleston. Of this I have no evidence further than that furnished me
by General Dix that they had come to Richmond.
" This morning some more of their camps have disappeared ; the picket line
along the river is preserved and as strong as ever. General Buford, with three
divisions of cavalry and ten pieces of artillery, is on the Orange and Alexandria
railroad, and yesterday was along the river beyond Sulphur Springs, and reports no enemy.
" As I am liable to be called on to make a movement with the utmost promptitude, I desire that I may be informed, as early as practicable, of the views of
the government concerning this army. Under instructions from the major
general commanding the army, dated January 31, I am instructed to ' keep in
view always the importance of covering Washington and Harper's Ferry, either
directly or by so operating as to be able to punish any force of the enemy .sent
. against them.'
·
" In the event that the enemy should move, as I almost anticipate he will,
the head of his column will probably be headed towards the Potomac, via Gordonsville or Oulpept>r, while the rear will rest on Fredericksburg.
" After giving the subject my best reflection, I am of opinion that it is my
duty to pitch into his rear, although in so doing the head of his column may
reach Warrenton before I can return. Will it be within the spirit of my instructions to do so 1
· "In view of these contemplated movements of the enemy, I cannot too forci-
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bly impress upon the mind of his excellency the President the necessity of
having one commander for all of the troops, whose operations can have an influence on those of Lee's army.
"Under the present system all independent commanders are in ignorance of
the movements of the others-at least such is my situation. I trust that I may
not be cnnsidered in the way to this arrangement, as it is a position I do not
desire, and only suggest it as I feel the necessity for concert, as well as vigor,
of action. It is necessary for me to say this much, that my motives may not
be misunderstood.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Maior General, Commanding." ·
I will say in connexion with the foregoing that the army of the Potomac,
the army of General Dix, including General Peck at Suffolk, the commands of
Generals Heintzelman and Foster, and the portion of Generitl Schenck's in the
Shenandoah valley, were operating against a common enemy. Each commander
was in ignor:mce of the position, force, and movements of the other. Sometimes they acted in concert, and as often in opposition to each other ; hence I
made that request of the President, and in order that my motives might not be
misunderstood, I requested that it might be given to BOrne one else.
I will also call the attention of the committee to that part of my despatch
where I requested authority, in case the enemy should move as I anticipated,
and stating what my anticipation was, to fall upon his rear, as the movement
could only be made in conflict with the authority under which I was acting.
I received the following, in answer to mine, from Major General Halleck,
dated June 5, and on the same day I also received the followiug from the
President:
"JUNE 5, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
. "'l'he President has di~·ected me to reply to your telegram to him of 10 a.m.
to-day. My instructions of January 31, which were then shown to the President,
left you entirely free to act as circumstances in your judgment might require,
· with the simple injunction to keep in view the safety of Washington and
Harper's Ji-,erry. In regard to the contingency which you suppose may arise
of General Lee's leaving a part of his forces in Fredericksburg, while with the
l1cad of his column be moves by Gordonsville or Culpeper towards the Potomac, it seems to me that such an operation would give you great advantage
upon his flank to cut him in two and fight his divided forces. Would it not be
more advantageous to fight his movable column fhst instead of first attacking
his intrenchments with your own forces separated by the Rappahannock 1 Moreover, you are aware that the troops under Heintzelman are much less than the
number recommended by all the boards for the defence of Washington. Neither
this capital nor Harper's Ferry could long hold out against a large force. rl'hey
must depend for their security very much upon the co-operation of your army.
It therefore would seem perilous to permit Lee's main force to move upon the
Potomac while your army is attacking an intrenched position on the other side
of the Rappahannock. Of course your movements must depend in a greaf
measure upon those made by_ General Lee. 'I' here it~ another contingency not
altogether improbable, that Lee will seek to hold you in check with his main
force, while a strong force will be detached for a raid into Maryland and Pennsylvania. 'I'he main force of the enemy in North Carolina have probably come
north, but I t.hink all available troops in South Carolina and Georgia have been
sent to re-enforce Johnston in Mississippi; such is the information here. Heintzelman and Dix are instructed to telegraph directly to you all movements which
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· -they may ascertain or make. Directions have also been given to forward military information which rr:'ay be received from General Schenck's command.
"Any movements you may suggest in these comma,_nds will be ordered, if
practicable. Lee will probably move light and rapidly. Your movable force
~hould be prepared to do the same. The foregoing views are approved by the
President.
"H. W. HALLECK,
" General in- Chief.
·~JlJNE 5, 1863.
" Major General HooKER :
"Yours of to-day was received an hour ago. So much of professional military skill is requisite to answer it that I hav.e turned the task over to Geueral
Halleck. He promises to perform it with his utmost care. I have but one
idea which I think worth suggesting to you, and that is, in case you find Lee
coming to the north of the Rappahannock, I would by no means cross to the
south of it.. If he should leave a rear force at Fredericks burg, tempting you
to fall upon it, would fight in intrenchments and have you at disadvantage, and
so, man for man, worst you at that point, while his main force would in some
way be getting an advantage of you northward. In one word, I would not
take any risk of being entangled up on the river like an ox jumped half over a
fence and liable to be torn by dogs front and rear without a fair chance to gore
one way or to kick the other.
"If Lee would come to my side of the 1·iver I would keep on the same side
and fight him, or act on the defensive, according as might be my estimate of
his strength relatively to my own. But these are mere suggestions which I
desire to be controlled by the judgment of yourself and General Halleck.
"A. LINCOLN."

I will say, in regard to the former, tlmt this was the first intimation I 1·eceived
from any quarter that I held the relation to General Dix and to General Heintzelman communicated to me in the despatch of the general commanding the
army. It was then I called on those officers for the strength of their commands,
the position of their troops, and the movements, if any, they were making. But
at the same time no authority was given me over them, nor was any commander
appointed. Major General Halleck held that position, and I leave it for others
to decide of the manner in which he exercised it.
On the 5th of June I again reported to the President the changes in the position of the enemy's forces by the following telegram:
" JUNE 5, 1863.
"Mr. PHESIOENT: I should very much like to have Captain Moore ordered to
this army. Since writing this morning I concluded to make a demonstration on
the enemy by throwing a couple of bridges across the river at JT'ranklin's crossing,
and to learn, if possible, what the enemy are about. As svon as 'we got to work
they began to assemble in great numbers froni all quarters, and the more remote
are still arriving.
·
·
I took about 50 prisoners, and they report that the changes remarked in their
camps proceeded from the reorganization of their army and the assignment of
them to new camps. All of Longstreet's command are now with Lee, but no
part of the Charleston forces.
" They have no infantry force higher up the Rappahannock than its junction
with the Rapidan.
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"Their cavalry is assembled around Culpeper, but the threat to make a crossing may cause them to return.
•
·
" I sllall keep my bridge down a few days.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Major General, Commanding.
"His Excellency A. LINCOLN,
"PTesident of the United States."
In view of these changes the 5th corps had been ordered to the bank of the
river between Banks's and United States fords. Not feeling fully satisfied with
the information in my possession in regard to the enemy's movements around
Culpeper, I telegraphed General Halleck twice on the 6th, as follows:
"JUNE 6, 1863-3 p. m.
"Major General HALLECK :
"As the accumulation of the heavy rebel force of cavalry about Culpeper
may mean mischief, I am determined, if practicable, to break it up in its incipiency. I shall send all my cavalry against them, stiffened by about 3,000
inti:mtry.
"It will require until the morning of the 9th for my forces to gain their positions, and at daylight on that day it is my intention to attack them in their
camps.
"As many of my cavalry are still unserviceable, from the effect of Stoneman's
raid, I am weak to cope with the numbers of the enemy if as large as reported.
"It would add much to my efficiency if some of Stahl's forces could advance
and hold the fords at Beverly and Sulphur Springs some time during the forenoon of the 9th. If this should be done, I desire that the officer in command
sh~mld not be informed of the object of his march, but merely to hold these fords.
It is next to imrossible to confine information to its proper limits.
" I have 5,200 sabres on a reconnoissance to-day in the vicinity of Jefferson.
Jones's brigade, which has been hovering around Milroy all winter, numbering
1,600, is among them ; also ari additional brigade from North Carolina.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major GeneTal, Commanding."
"JuNE 6, 1863-8 p.m.
"Major General HALLECK:
"I request that l may be informed whether or not I am to receive assistance
in my attack on the rebel forces at Culpeper from any portion of Major General
Heintzelman's forces; and if so, what 1
''JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Mnjor General, Commanding."

To these I received the following reply :
"JUNE 7, 1863.
"Major General HooKER :
"A considerable portion of General Heintzelman's cavalry is out scouting and
cannot be communicated with. General Stahl will co-operate with General
Buford as far as he has means. To prevent delays please telegraph to General
Heintzelman, and he will consult me if necessary. It is impossible to ascertain
how much aid can be given to General Buford till the cavalry comes in.
"H. W. HALLECK,
"General-in · Clzief."
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The attack was made and the enemy were driven two miles before Pleasonton
at Beverly ford, and many prisoners were taken. But for the appearance of a
corps of infantry, of which I had no knowledge, General Pleasonton would have
succeeded in routing their entire cavalry force. From the prisoners taken I
leatned that the whole of the enemy's cavalry had been assembled there. The
cavalry from North Carolina and from the Shenandoah valley had been brought
in and had been reviewed by General Lee, whose headquarters were then at
Culpeper, preparatory to making the movement ~hich followed. This satisfied
me that it was more than a raid ; that an invasion was contemplated. As a full
account of the fight I submit the following from General Pleasonton, and my
reply to him :
[Cipher]
,, HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY,

"Rappahannock Statzon, June 9, 1863-10.45 p. m.
"Major General HooKER:
"A. short time after my last despatch to you, General Gregg, with his infantry and cavalry, joined me about two mile~ from the river, to which point I
had driven the enemy. He reported that he haQ. encountered a much superior
number of the enemy's cavalry and had a severe fight, also that a train of cars
had heen run up to Brandy Station filled with infantry, who opened on his men.
I also received information from letters and official reports captured in the enemy's camp, as well as from prisoners, that the enemy had upwards of twelve
thousand (12,000) cavalry, which was double our own fo:r:..ce of cavalry, and
twenty-five (25) pieces of artillery. I also learned from contrabands and prisoners that a large force of infantry had been sent for from Culpeper, as well as
Longstreet's command at Ellis's ford. Having crippled the enemy by desperate fighting so that he could not follow me, I returned with my command to
the north side of the Rappahannock. Gregg's command crossed at Rappahannock bridge. To-morrow morning Stuart was to have started on a raid into
Maryland; so captured papers state. You may rest satisfied he will not attempt
it. Buford's cavalry had a long and desperate encounter, hand-to-hand with
the enemy, in which he drove back before him, handsomely, very supm·ior forces.
Over two hundred prisoners were captured, and one battle flag. The troops
are in splendid spirits and are entitled to the highest praise for distinguished
conduct.
·
"A.. PLEA.SONTON,
" Brigadier General, Commanding."
"JUNE 10, 1863.
OFFICER, Cavalry Corps :
"I am not so certain as you appear to be that the enemy will abandon his
contemplated raid. With this impression I have felt a little hesitation in withdrawing the infantry.
" Will you be able to keep him from crossing the river with the cavalry and
batteries with you 1 If not, and you consider that the infantry will be of
service in prev6nting a passage, please have it retained until further orders. I
desire that you will send me your opinion on this subject.
•
" We shall be able to send up to you 1,000 more cavalry to-morrow. There
has been great delay in the tranttmission of despatches. ·
"JOSEPH HOOKER.
"lJiaJor General, Commanding."
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'l'he enemy continued to occupy his line in front of Fredericksburg, as before.
The corps which was found encamped a mile from Culpeper was Ewell's.
The enemy had reorganized his army into three corps, each numbering about
30,000 infantry. At the review there were 11,000 cavalry.
Op. the 12th I received the following from General Pleasonton:
"WARRENTON JUNCTIO~, June 12, 1863-7 p.m.
"GeneralS. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.:
"A colored boy captured on (Tuesday) the 9th states that Ewell's corps passed
through Culpeper on Monday last on their way to the valley, and that part of
Longstreet's h~. s gone also. A second negro just across the river confirms the
statement. I send a reconnoissance to find out the truth.
"A. PLEASONTON,
"Brigadier General."
'J.1his news reached me through the War Department, where I was officially
informed they kept copies of all letters and despatches. Deemiug it of great
importance, the following telegram was despatched to Mujor General Halleck,
to which 1 received the following reply:
"JUNE 12, 1863-8.40 a .•m.
"Major General H. W. HALLECK :
"Brigadier General Pleasonton, without additional cavalry, I fear, will not be
able to prevent the rebel cavalry frum turning his right. I have not been able
to ascertain his precise strength, but know that it is near 7,500, while that of
the enemy is certainly not less than 10,000. He now pickets beyond Sulphur
Springs. He will, however, do the best he can. If he should be turned, you
will perceive that I shall be constrained to abandon the Aquia line of operations.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"]}!ajor General, G(nmtL nding."
"JUNE 12, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
"There is no possibility of sending you more cavalry. Horses will be sent
as fast as they can be procured.
"H. W. HALLECK,
" General-in- Chiif.,
Had this information been communicated to General Milroy, probably the
disaster at Winchester might have been averted, as that officer would have had
suffici.e nt notice of their approach to have withdrawn his command.
In view of the information I had received from General Pleasonton, of the
presence of an infantry corps at Culpepe:~;, I had, on the 11th, ordered the 3d
corps to take post on the river from Rappahanuock Station to Beverly ford; on
·the 12th, for the 1st corps to proceed to Bealton, and the 11th to Catlett's Station;
and on the 1~th and 13th despatched the following instructions to Major General
Reynold~::~:

•

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
" Camp near Falmouth, Va., June 12, 1863.
"CoMMANDING OFFICER, 1st 11orps:
" In view of the position of affairs on the right, the absence of any specific
information as to the objects, movements, and purposes of the ClH~my-.-the
necessity for the presence of the commanding general here-he directs me to
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say to you that you will assume command of the right wing of the army until
such time as he may arriv'e there. You will move with your corps up to the
vicinity of Bealton to-morrow. General Howard, with the 11th corps, is or
should be at Catlett's to-morrow afternoon; he left here at 12 to-day. 'l'he
positions of Meade and Birney you are advised of by previous letters. General
Pleasonton, with all the cavalry, is on the right, and will, of course, be subject
to your orders. The enemy must not be permitted to cross the river to make
his intended raid. Circumstances may make it proper for you to attack him,
Of this you must judge. Use all possible endeavors to get ~nformat.ion. Our
latest intelligence, partly through Pleasonton's fight, and partly through other
sources, developed the intention of the enemy to commence a raid with his
cavalry on the morning of the lOth; whether his infantry were to accompany
him or not we have not ascertained. General Lee's headquarter;s are said to be
in the vicinity of Culpeper. Longstreet's and Ewell's corps (infantry) aml
Stuart's (cavalry) corps are reported in that vicinity. Pl~ase call for information as reported from all sources that you may be informed of, and transmit the
same to the generaL
"The general expects to be able to leave here to-morrow. He desires that
you will cause particular attention to be paid to Rappahannock and Beverly
fords. A communication, in the shape of a circular, is enclosed, which you will
issue or not at your discretion.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
" Major General, Chiif of Stajj:"
"JUNE

13, 1863.

1st Cmps:
" After receiving all the information you can from Pleasonton put your command in best position possible to accomplish prevention of enemy's movements,
whatever they may be. It is probable that a movement is on foot to turn our
right or go into Maryland. '.rhe information is not of such settled character as
. to warrant abandonment of this line, but still it will need watching at your end.
When it is settled, then we must concentrate at once one way or the other. As
it is, our line is unnecessarily extended, and consequently weak.
"The general's instructions require him to cover Washington and Harper's
Ferry. To do this and hold the Fredericksburg line are impossibilities if the
enemy move as last year. He cannot abandon this line on any uncertainty.
With this understanding you can act advisedly. Bealton was named as a central
point for supplies, and for au appui, until their movements are determined.
Change it if necessary, and advise the generaL
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General, CMif of Staff."
"CoMMANDING OFFICER,

The cavalry, under General Pleasonton, picketed from Sulphur Springs to
Rappahannock Station, and from there down, holding the bulk of the cavahy
on the right, with instructions to attack the enemy if he appeared.
It is proper for me to state here that it was in view of this contingency that
I had requested of his excellency the President, on the 5th instant, authority to
so far depart from my instructions as to allow me to cross the river and attack
the enemy's rear. If an invasion was intended, as I anticipated, the present
exposed condition of' the enemy's forces was inevitable. He was compelled to
make his advance with a part of his force, while the residue remained in our
front. On the 12th A. P. Hill's corps held the line of the enemy's works from
the Rapidan to below Hamilton's Crossroads, a distance of more than twenty
miles. Longstreet's corps was in the vicinity of Culpeper, and Ewell and a
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part of the cavalry were marching down the Shenandoah valley. Reference to
the map will satisfy any one of the perilous position of the enemy. At thiR
moment I had two bridges thrown at Franklin's crossing, and the 5th corps at
Banks's and United States fords, both weakly held, and both practicable, as reported, for crossing. Bealton was held by the 3d corps. It will be remembered
that this despatch was referred to Major General Halleck, and my request denied.
As the movement of the enemy continued, with the exception of Hill's corps,
and apprehending that the enemy would endeavor to turn me on the right, I
withdrew the 12th, 6th, and 2d corps from the left, and directed them to march
to ~-,airfax Station. I directed General Reynolds, in command of the cavalry,
the 1st, 3d, and 11th corps, to march for the Alexandria and Orange railroad,
and take a position at Manassas, as far in advance of Washington as I thought
it would be proper for them to be. I had previously despatched a force to · hold
Thoroughfare gap. They reached their respective positions by rapid marching
in two days. The depots at Aquia were broken up, and all the public property
removed.
As soon as my troops withdrew from before Fredericksburg the corps of A.
P. Hill took up its line of march and followed Longstreet. I may say there was
an interval of several days between the marching of the respective corps of the
enemy.
It was in this condition of the two armies when I telegraphed his excellency
the President as follows, and received the following r.eply :
"NEAR FAIRFAX STATION,
"June 15, 1863-12 p. m.
,, His Excellency the PRESiDEN'r UNITED STATES:
" I have received your despatch of this evening. The army of the Potomac
is in this vicinity, excepting the 2d and 6th corps, and as they arc marching in
rear of all the trains they will not be up before some time to-morrow. P erl1aps
the 2d corps will not be here untilsome time during to-morrow night. 'rhe 1st and
11th corps were first to arrive on this line, but I have not yet learned whether
' they have drawn their supplies in readiness to march to-morrow morning or not . .
A::; r;oon as they are provided, they, as well as the others, will be put 'en route.'
I have been informed that the enemy nowhere crossed the Rappahannock on
our withdrawal from it, but General Hill's troops moved up the river in the
direction of Culpeper this evening, for the purpose, I conclude, of re-enforcing
Longstreet and Ewell, wherever they may be. I request that I may be informed what troops there are at Harper's Ferry, and who is in command of
them, and also who is in command in this district.
"JOSEPH · HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
"JUNE 16, 1863.
"Mnjor General HooKER:
"Your despatches of last night and this morning are just received. I shall
have General Halleck to answer them carefully; meanwhile I can only say
that, as I understand it, Heintzelman commands in this district. What troops,
or very nearly what number are at Harper's \]'erry, I do not know, though I
do know that Tyler is in command there. Your idea to send your cavalry to
this side of the river may be right, probably is; still, it pains me a little that it
looks like the defensive merely, and seems to abandon the fair chance now presented of breaking the enemy's lengthy and nEcessarily slow line stretched now
from the Rappahannock to Pennsylvania.
"A.. LINCOLN."
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':rhe suggestion in the letter, that I should attempt to break the enemy's
line, I did not think it prudent to attempt in the then condition of the two
armies. With all deference to the views of his excellency the President, it appeared to me that the wisest course for me to pursue was to move the army on
a concentric but inner circle to the one followed by the enemy and endeavor to
keep abreast of his main column. This would relieve me from all embarrass-·
ment concerning my cpmmuncations and supplies, and would enable me to act
promptly, with my force conc~ntrated, in thwarting the general designs of the
enemy. To have followed the plan suggested, it seemed to me that I would
be marching the army away from the point at which it was most needed. At
the time I suggested that authority might be given me to cross the river
in the event the enemy moved as I anticipated he would have to, it was as
much my object, in making the movement, to check the further advance of the
column en route and cause it to return, as to overthrow and destroy the corps
opposite me at Fredericksburg.
When this corps took up its line of march, following those of Ewell and
Longstreet, I was clearly of the opinion that it was my duty to be governed in
my operations by those of the whole rebel army, and not a part of it, a:hd accorc1ingly I directed my marches with that view.
rrhe following despatches will explain:
''JUNE 15, 1863.
"His Excellency the PRESIDENT UNITED STATES:
"Your telegram of 8.30. p. m. received. It seems to disclose the inte~tion
of the enemy to make an invasion; and if so, it is not in my power to prevent
it. I can, however, make an effort to check him until he has concentrated all his
forces. I may possibly be able to prevent the junction and commence the
movement during to-morrow. On so short reflection I am not prepared to say
this is the wisest move, nor do I know that my opinion on this subject is
wanted. A. P. Hill moved up towards Culpeper this morning, indicating his
intention to re-enforce their forces on upper Potomac.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
'' Major General, Commanding."
"JUNE 15, 1863-10 p.m.
''His Excellency the PRESIDENT UNITED STATES:
"Your despatch 8.30 received. My despatch to General Halleck shows my
position to-night. With regard to the enemy, your despatch is more conclusive
than any I ha:vc received.
"I now feel that invasion is his settled purpose. If so, he has more to accomplish, but with more hazard, by striking an easterly direcdon after crossing
than a northerly one.
" It seems to me that he will be more likely to go north and to incline to the
west.
"He can have no design to look after his rear. It is an act of desperation
on his part, no matter in what force he moves. It will kill copperheadism in
the north. I do not know that my opinion as to the duty of this army in the
case is wanted; if it should be, you know that I will be happy to give it.
"I bavc heard nothing of the movements of the enemy to-day, except that
he has not attempted to follow me across the Rappahannock.
"I have on1y heard !1at all A. P. Hill's forces moved up the river this
morning in the direction of Culpeper. If it should be determined for me to
make a movement in pursuit, which I am not prepared to recommend at this
time, I may possibly be able to move some corps to-morrow, and can reach
Part I--11
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the point of the enemy's crossing in advance of A. P. Hill. If I should move
at once, he would probably wait until his forces are concentrated. If they are
moving towards Maryland, I can better fight there than make a running fight.
If they come up in front of Washington, I can threaten and cut their communications, and Dix can be re-enforced from the south to act in their rear. I could
sit still and have them turn my right. My sources of information could not
successfully cover such an extent of country as their movements indicate.
" I add these suggestions for your consideration.
"JOSEPH HOOKER.
''Major General, Commanding."
The next day the following despatch was sent to the President, and the following reply was received from General Halleck the same day.
"JUNE 16, 1863-7 a. m.
"His Excellency the PRESIDENT UNITED STATES:
"It appears to me, from General Couch's despatch of last night, received this
a. m., that nearly all the cavalry of the army of the Potomac should be at once
sent into Maryland by the most direct route. General Stahl has an abundance
to perform all cavalry duty that will be required south of the Potomac. I merely
make the suggestion. If any considerable body of the enemy's infantry should
be thrown· across the Potomac, they will probably take the direction of his advance pickets; and in that event it seems to me that a heavy column of ours
should be thrown as speedily as possible to cross the river at Harper's Ferry,
while another should be thrown over the most direct line covering Baltimore
and Philadelphia.
"I only speak with reference to this army, as I know nothing of the location
or number of troops at the disposal of the government elsewhere.
"JOSEPH HOOKER.
" Majm· General, Commanding."
JUNE 16, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
"I do not think there is reliable information that the enemy has crossed
the Potomac in any force. vVhere his main corps are is still uncertain, and I
know of no way to ascertain except through your cavalry, which should be kept
near enough to the enemy to, at least, be able to tell where he is. My suggestion of yesterday, to follow the enemy's arlvance by moving a considerable force
first to Leesburg and thence as circumstances may require, is the best one I can
make. Unless your army is kept near enough to the enemy to ascertain its
movements, yours must be in the d:>.rk or on mere conjecture. Tyler is in
command at Harper's Ferry with, it is said, only nine thousand men; but,
according to returns of the 11th, he should have at least thirteen thousand six
hundred. Heintzelman, as you must be aware, commands this department. Besides the divisions of Abercrombie and Stahl near you, he has little or no
movable troops.
" Telegraph direct to him on all matters connected with the use of his troops.
"H. vV. HALLECK.
"General-1·n- Oltiif."

•

I may here state that while at Fairfax Court House my cavali'y was re-eninforced by that of Major General Stahl. The latte1• numbered 6,100 sabres,
and had been engaged in picketing a line from the Occoquan river to Goose
creek. This line was concentric to, and a portion of it within, the line held by
my army. r.rhe force opposed to them was Moseby's guerillas, numbering about
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200, and if the reports of the newspapers were to be believed this whole party
was killed two or three times over during the winter. From the time I took
command of the army of the Potomac, there was no evidence that any force of
the enemy, other than that above named, was within one hundred miles of
Washington city, and yet the planks on the chain-bridge were taken up at
night during the greater part of the winter and spring. It was this cavalry
force, it will be remembered, I had occasion to ask for, that my cavalry might
be strengthened when it was numerically too weak to cope with the superior
numbers of the enemy.
J ne 16, 11 a. m., the President was telegraphed as follows, and I received
the following reply:
"JuNE 16, 1863-11 a.m.
"His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
" Please accept my suggestions in regard to what should be done, in the spirit
with which they were given. They were suggestions, merely, for I have not the
data necessary to form an enlightened opinion in the case. Upon general principles I thought those were the movements to make.
"You have long been aware, Mr. President, that I have not enjoyed the confidence of the Major General commanding the army, and I can assure you, so
long as this continues we may look in vain for success, especially as future operations will require our relations to be more dependent· upon each other than
heretofore. It may be possible now to move to prevent a junction of A~ P.
Hill's corps with those of Ewell and Longstreet. If so, please let instructions
to· that effect be given me.
"As will appear to you, the chances for my doing this are much smaller than
when I was on the Rappahannock, for should he hold the passes stoutly, he can
cause me delay. You may depend upon it we can never discover the whereabouts of the enemy, or divine his intentions, so long as he fills the country
with a cloud of cavalry. We must break through that to find him.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Major General, Commanding."
"JUNE 16, 1862.
" Major General HooKER :
"1'o remove all misunderstanding, I now place you in the strict military relation to General Halleck of a commander of one of the armies to the generalin-chief of all the armies.
"I have not intended differently, but it seems to be differently understood.
I shall direct him to give you orders, and you to obey them.
"A LINCOLN."
With the highest respect for his excellency the President, I may be permitted to state that the paragraph in my telegram relating to Major General Halleck had been misapprehended by him. Never for a moment had I mistaken
my relation to that officer, and it will be impossible for any one to produce evidence of that fact. Without one exception, I forwarded to that officer all the
reports and returns and information concerning the army, and furnished them
regularly ant. promptly, and, as I think, as no other army commander has done.
It is true that he stated in his official reports of the army, and also in his report
to the Secretary of War, ated the 18th of May, that I had ignored him in my
correspondence; but in making this statement he should have borne in mind that
if in some instances I had addressed the President and the Ron. Secretary of
War, it was for the reason that in their correspondence they had addressed me
in the same manner, and that common courtesy required me to respond as I did.
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They were his superiors. His complaints of any infractions of the regulations,
or any neglect of his official position, sheuld have been of them, not his inferior
in rank. Be this as it may, this record furnishes abundant testimony that my
despatches, to whomsoever addressed, were referred to him, and I do not know
of a solitary exception to this practice. In one instance, and one only, while
in command of the army, did I address a confidential communication on any
subject to those in authority, and that was a copy of my instructions to General
Stoneman on his starting on his raid. I marked those confidential in order to
have them kept a profound secret, as I had reason to know that the enemy obtained information of our movements in Washington, and that if this was ommunicated to them I could not hope to succeed. It will be remembered that
the first intelligence of the intended withdrawal of McClellan's army from the
Peninsula Teached us through posters on the walls of Richmond. I had
uniformly yielded not only a prompt but a willing obedience to every order I
received from the major general commanding the army, when they were orders.
On his "suggestions," in conflict with my own judgment, it was otherwise. I
then requested orders. A few examples will illustrate the manner in which
orders were usually communicated to me, as well as my action on them. Orders were luxuries to me in comparison with " suggestions" and "expectations," which carried with them no responsibility and no force. The committee
will recollect that this same mode of conveying orders was adopted with my
predecessor on the transfer of the army from Warrenton to the Aquia and
Richmond line, and the use then made of it. The following telegrams about
sending a cavalry force to General Milroy, also telegrams in reference to marching on Harper's Ferry, and the replies, will illustrate my meaning :
"MARCH 6, 1863-11.45 a. m.
"Major General HooKER:
"General Milroy thinks that a large cavalry force is collecting in front of
Winchester, and asks reenforcements. We have no cavalry to send him, except
from your army. If Milroy's suspicions are well founded, your cavalry should
move so as to cut off the enemy, or compel him to fall back.
"H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Citiif."
"MARCH 6, 1863-1 p.m.
"Major General H. W. HALLECK, GcncTal-in-CMif:
"I have no means of veri(ying· the suspicions of General---; I only know
that his general character is that of a stampeder, and that if a large cavalry
force is in his front, I am puzzled to know where it came from-certainly not
from the army in my front. If my cavalry is to be sent there on my present
information, a positive order will be required; that trip will disable my cavalry
for service for six weeks. If General--- has four thousand infantry, he
should be able to take care of himself against any cavalry force the enemy can
send against him.
• " JOSEPH HOOKER,
" JYiajo1· Genentl, Commanding."
"MARCH 16, 1863.
"Major General HooKER :
•
"Reports Teceived here to-day, apparently more reliable than heretofore, indicate that the enemy has concentrated some 10,00 men near Strasburg to
threaten the Baltimore and Ohio railroad. You have the only cavalry force to
cope with that of the enemy, and it is expected that you will observe or occupy
it, so as to prevent any large body from moving towards Harper's Ferry.
"H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chiif."
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"MARCH 16, 1863-6.30 p. m.
"Hon. E. M. STANTON, SecretaTy qf WaT:
"I have just received a telegram from the major general commanding the
army, informing me that it is expected that I will despatch all my cavalry
force to the protection of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad. As this movement
will involve consequences of the most momentous character, I have applied to
him for unconditional orders. Please see that they are sent me. See my telegram to General Halleck.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"lVlajor Gen;ral, Commanding:"
"MARCH 16, 1863-6.30 p. m.
"lVIajor General H. W. HALLECK, CormnandPr-in-Cl~i~f:
"Have just received your telegram of this p. m. This morning I despatched
three thousand cavalry to attack and . break up the cavalry camp of Fitzhugh
Lee and Hampton, in the vicinity of Culpeper.
"Is it ordered that the residue of my cavalry force shall be sent on to the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad, so as to prevent any large body from moving
towards Harper's Ferry 7
" Can no one tell where all the enemy's cavalry come from 7
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
"MARCH 16, 1863-9.30 p. m.
"l\fajor General RooKER :
"I am not aware that any of your cavalry has been ordered to the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad. It is expected, however, that you will not permit a very
large cavalry force to pass from your front to destroy that road without intercepting or destroying it. Very 1wssibly Milroy's. report of over 10,000 in his
front is the old story. It was supposed that you would know from your scouts
whether or not there was good foundation for the report.
"H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief."

JuNE 16, 1863-7.30 p. m.
"Major General HALLECK :
"In compliance with your instructions, I shall march to the relief of Harper's
Ferry. I put my columns again in motion at 3 a. m. to-morrow. I expect to
reach there in two days, and, if possible, earlier. The partial rest of to-day
was not lost, being necessary to recruit from forced and heavy marches and
fi]l up supplil's. :My headquarters at Fairfax Station to-morrow night.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
"JUNE 16, 1863.
"Major General HooKER :
"I have given no directions for your army to move to Harper's Ferry. I
have advised the movement of a force, sufficiently strong to meet Longstreet, on
Leesburg to ascertain where the enemy is, and then move to the relief of Harper's
:E'erry or elsewhere, as circumstances might require, with the remainder of your
forces in position to support this. I want you to push out your cavalry to
ascertain something definite about the enemy. You are in command of the army
of the Potomac, and will make the particular dispositions as you deem proper;
I shall only indicate the objects to be arrived at. We have no positive informa-
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tion of any large force against Harper's Ferry,_and it cannot be known whether
it will be necessary to go there till you can feel the enemy and ascertain his
whereabouts.
"H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ohiif."

"JUNE 16, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
"There is now no doubt that the enemy is surrounding Harper's Ferry, but
in what force I have no information. General Schenck says our force there is
much less than before reported, and cannot hold out very long. He wishes to
know when he may expect relief. He can hope for none except from your
army.
"H. W. HALLECK, GeneTal-in- Ohiif."

On receiving the above, and also having heard that Harper's Ferry had been
abandoned, the movement of the infanti·y corps was suspended; the cavalry
was already out, operating in the direction of the enemy, and on the 17th ran
against Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry at Aldie. At this point it was learned that
Longstreet's corps was holding Snicker's gap, and that Hill's corps was in the
vicinity of Winchester. Pleasanton was ordered to throw forward his cavalry,
and the infantry corps were advanced, the 12th corps to Leesburg and the 5th
to Aldie ; the remaining corps were held in support. Soon after, on the 20th,
the 2d corps occupied r:rhoroughfare gap. On the 20th the cavalry followed
up their success at Aldie, and drove the enemy through Middleburg, and on
the 21st through Upperville and beyond. AU of these fights were decided
successes for the cavalry, and resulted in giving me information of a positive
character relating to the enemy. It was found that the passes in the Blue
Ridge were strongly held by the enemy's infantry, and this tended to satisfy
me that the enemy designed making use of them for the passage of the bulk of
his army, and it was in view of this that the army took the position they now
held.
Before leaving Fairfax I had been re-enforced by Abercrombie's division and
two brigades of Crawford's division; but as the term of service had nearly expil·ed with the greater paFt of the former, it added no material strength to my
command.
On the 18th the following despatch was received from the commanding
general:
"JUNE 18, 1863.
"Major General HooKER:
"Your telegram for a signal station at Crampton's Pass and South mountain
has been sent to Colonel Myer, with directions to carry out your wishes, if he
has the means. General Schenck has been notified that you will have control
of any of his forces who are within the sphere of your operations. If you want
anything of General Schenck or General Heintzelman, telegraph to them direct.
Copy of such telegrams are always retained at ·the War Department for the
information of the government. Major Haller is under serious charges, which
are being investigated.
"H. W. HJ\LLECK."
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In compliance with the above, I sent General Heintzelman the following
despatch:
"JuNE 19, 1863-6.30 p. m.
"General S. P. HEINTZELMAN :
" I learn that you have a force of 2,000 infantry and two batteries at.,Poolesville. I request that they be ordered to seize the South Mountain pass, and to
hold it at all hazards. It is important that they should take possession of it
to-morrow.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
And received the following in reply :
"HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OP WAsHINGTON,
"June 19, 1863.
"General BuTTERFIELD, Cltiif qf Staff:
"There are two strong regiments uf infantry, (800 each,) five troops of
cavalry, and one battery, at Poolesville. South Mountain pass is in the middle
department. General Schenck's ti'oops, at Poolesville, have a long line to cover.
Cannot General Schenck seize the pass 1
"S. P. HEINTZELMAN, Commanding."
I had deemed it of great importance to seize this pass at an early moment,
in order to confine the enemy to one line of invasion, and embarrass him as
much as possible in collecting his supplies. I was also apprehensive that the
enemy might make use of the pass to throw a force on to the left bank of the
Potomac to embarrass my crossing that river, should it become necessary. As
I had no troops in 1\faryland, and as those at Poolesville were out of position,
in the existing state of affairs, and were close at hand, I did not dream that
departmental limits would be regarded at such a crisis. However, I sent a
reply that I would try to get along without the troops at Poolesville.
June 22, I received the following telegram :

"WASHINGTON, June 22, 1863-3.15 p.m.
" 1\Iajor General HooKER :
"In order to give compactness to the command of troops in the field, covering Washington and Baltimore, it is proposed to place that part of the "middle
department " east of Cumberland, and commanded by General Schenck, under
your direct orders. The President directs me to ask you if that arrangement
would be agreeable. Please answer as early as possible.
"H. W. HALLECK, Gene1·al-in-Cllief."
And returned the following reply :
".J-u~B 22, 1863-4.30 p.m.
'' l\Iajor General HALLECK:
"Your telegram of 3.15 p. m. to-day is received. In reply I have to state,
yes, provided the same authority is continued to me that I now have, which is
to give orders direct to the troops in the departments of Gen,erals Schenck and
Heintzelman.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"lllajor Gene'ral, Commanding."
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June 25, received the following telegram from General Crawford:
"UPTON HILL, June 25, 1863.
"General D. BuTTERFIELD : .
·"Orders to march just received. It is very important that the 2d brigade,
now at Alexandria, receive orders to join me from your headquarters, otherwise
they wtll not be allowed to come. 'l'hat brigade is an important part of this
division, is commanded by the senior colonel, and I beg that it receive the
neces:::ary orders at once, as it reports itself ready to move.
" S. W. CRAWFORD, Brigadier General."
And the following answer was received to my order for it to join :
"WASHINGTON, June 25, 1863.
" Major General HooKER :
" The 2d brigade, to which you refer in your telegram, forms no part of
General Crawford's command which was placed at your orders; no other troops
can be withdrawn from the defences of Washington.
"H. W. HALLECK."
In answer, I telegraphed as follows :
Ju~E 25, 1863-11 a.m.
"Major General HALLECK:
"Subjoined is a despatch this moment received. I request that General
Slough be arrested at once, and charges will be forwarded as soon as I have
time to prepare them. You will find, when it is too late, that departmental
lines will be fatal to the cause and the country.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" JJiajor General, Commanding."

June 24 I despatched the following telegram to Major General Halleck, and
on the same day I received a copy of the following report from General Tyler :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"June 24, 1863.
"Major General HALLECK :
"The aspect of the enemy is not much changed from yesterday. Ewell,
I conclude, is over the river, and is now up the country, I suppose, for the purposes of plunder. 'l1 he yeomanry of that district should .be able to check any
extended advance of that column, and protect themselves from their aggression.
"Of the troops that marched to the river at Shepardstown yesterday, I cannot learn that any have crossed, and as soon as I do, shall commence moving
myself, and indeed am preparing, by new acquisitions, for that event. The
others are ready.
"General l!...,rench is now on his way to Harper's Ferry, and I have given
directions for the force at Poolesville to move and report to him, and also for all
of Stahl's cavalry; and if I can do it without attracting observation, I shall
send over a corps or two from here, in order, if possible, to sever Ewell from
the balance of the. rebel army, in case Iw should make a protracted sojourn
with his Pennsylvania neighbors.
" If the enemy should conclude not to throw any additional force over the
river, I desire to make Washington secure, and with all the force I can muster
strike for his line of retreat in the direction of Richmond. I cannot learn the
strength of Heintzelman's and Schenck's commands, nor where they are stationed,
and hence I send my chief of staff to Washington and Baltimore to ascertain,
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and also to start out a column of about fifteen thousand men on the national
road as far as Frederick city. In any contingency, whether of an ad vance or
retreat of the enemy, the defence of Washington or Baltimore, this amount of
force should be there, and they should be held in readiness to march, which
fact I will not be able to know until I put them on the road. I will send the
best body.
"I desire that instructions may be given Generals Heintzelman and Schenck
to direct their commands to obey promptly any orders they may receive from
me. Last evening the colonel commanding at Poolesville responded to his
orders to march, that he did not belong to my command, but would refer his
orders to General Heintzelman. Such delays may bring us reverses. When
these instructions are given, I shall not be necessitated to repeat orders to any
part of my command to march on the enemy.
"Allow me to suggest that the new troops arriving in Baltimore and Washington be at once put in the defences, and the old ones, except those serving
with the artillery, be put in marching condition. If this should be done, and
quickly, I think that we may anticipate glorious results fr0m the recent movement of the enemy, whether he should determine to advance or retreat. I
request that my orders be sent me to-day, for, outside of the army of the Potomac, I don't know whether I am standing on my head or feet.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" Ma;jor GeneTal, Commanding."
" MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 24, 1863.
"Major General HALLECK :
"Mr. Benjamin Brown tells me he left Hagerstown at 8 o'clock this morning; he says Jenkins came to Hagerstown on the 15th at 4 o'clock p.m., with
about 2,000 mounted men, and on the same day Ewell, with 12,000 men and
sixteen pieces of artillery, arrived in Williamsport. Jenkins went down the
valley and returned Saturday evening to Hagerstown with about 1,000 head of
cattle and as many horses. On Monday, the 22d, Jenkins and Ewell both
started down the valley towards Chambersburg. On '.ruesday, (yesterday,)
the 23d, Johnston's division, about 22,000 men, arrived in Hagerstown, and
passed on to join Ewell. On Sunday I saw General Ewell go into the Catholic
church; he has bn t one leg. Johnston has forty-three pieces of artillery. I
passed six regiments at Sharpsburg as I came down; they passed on towards
Boonsboro'; the men told me they were a part of Longstreet's corps that were
coming on.
" I consider the above reliable.
"D. 'rYLER, Brigadier General."
General Lee states in his official report, that not being able to ascertain the
position of my army, he concluded to follow Ewell, and move over into Maryland. As soon as I ascertained that another corps of his was crossing the
Potomac, I commenced crossing my own army, and by the time that I was
over, the whole rebel army was on the north side of the Potomac. From Edwards's ferry, where I crossed, I directed General Reynolds to send detachments to seize the passes of the South mountain, Turner's and Crampton's, in
order to anticipate the enemy passing through them, and confine him to one
line of invasion, and directed him to follow those detachments with the 1st, 3d,
and 11th corps, and take position at Middletown.
At this time all sorts of reports were in circulation respecting Ewell. All
the country north of me seemed to be wild and crazy with excitement; but
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from the most reliable information I could obtain, Ewell had first visited Yorlt,
and from there had gone to Carslile, where he was at this time, June 25. After
crossing the river, A. P. Hill's corps made no delay, but followed on after
Ewell; Longstreet went soon after, Lee accompanying Longstreet's corps. In
order to cripple him as much as possible, I detached the 12th corps to march
in the direction of Harper's Ferry, and the 2d and 6th corps to take up their
line of march to Frederick. I should state that before leaving Fairfax Station,
I had reason to believe that the force of the enemy was larger than my own ;
and being conscious of what was expected ofme, I despatched my chiefof staff,
General Butterfield, on the 24th of June, to Washington and Baltimore, under
the following instructions :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"June 24, 1863.
"Major General D. BuTTERFIELD,
" Cltief if Staff:
" You will proceed without delay to Washington ; get the return, character,
and position of troops in General Heintzelman's command; deliver the letter
intrnsted to you to Major General Halleck; make the representations concerning the troops, &c., to his excellency the President and the general-in-chief
which I have charged you with. Proceed to Baltimore; get the returns of the
troops in General Schenck's department; organize a column of fifteen thousand troops to move without delay to Frederick. You will report your progress
by telegraph, and rejoin headquarters as soon as you have accomplished your
mission. It is expected that you ~vill complete this duty in two days. You
will lose no time in fulfilling your instructions and returning.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"Major General, Commanding."
In addition to these, verba-l directions were given General Butterfield to
state to the officers he might meet that, in my judgment, the proper place to
defend Washington and Baltimore was in advance of those cities; that it was
the duty of all to despatch every available man from those cities to assist in the
conflict; and then, if the worst came to the worst, to take our places behind the
defences afterwards. The following is the report General Butterfield made to
me of the result of his mission :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"Pooles'ville, Md., June 27, 1863.
"Major General J. HooKER, Commanding Arm_11 if the Potomac:
"GENERAL: In compliance with your letter of which the following is a copy:
"'HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, ·
" ' June 24, 1863.
" 'GENERAL : You will proceed without delay to Washington. Get the returns, character, and position of troops in General Heintzelman's command;
deliver the letter intrusted to you to Major General Halleck; make the representations concerning the troops, &c., to his excellency the President and the
general-in-chief which I have charged you with. Proceed to Baltimore; get
the returns of the troops in General Schenck's department ; organize a column of
fifteen thousand troops to move without delay to Frederick. You will report
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your progress by telegraph, and rejoin headquarters as soon as you have accomplished your mission. It is expected that you will complete this duty in two
days. You will lose no time in fulfilling your instructions and returning.
"'Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"'JOSEPH HOOKER,
"'Major General, Commanding.
" '·Major General D. BuTTERFIELD, Cltiif if Staff"""I visited Washington and Baltimore on the 25th and 26th.
"Before starting I telegraphed Major General Heintzelman requesting that a
copy of his returns might be at my disposal when I reached Washington.
" On my arrival there I was unable to find General Heintzelman, or any of his
staff, at his headquarters, therefore from him could get no report of the forces in
and about the defences of Washington. I then called immediately upon Major
General Halleck, general-in-chief, handed him my letter of instructions to read,
and stated to him the purposes of my visit. General Halleck replied that no
troops could be spared from the defences of Washington. I stated to him that
General Hooker desired me to say that he deemed it proper to give the enemy
battle in front of Washington or Baltimore rather than near those places, as the
most proper place to defend them.
" R~ceiving no assurance of any troops from General Halleck, in accordance
with my letter of instructions, I called upon his excellency the President and
laid my letter of instructions before him, repeating your verbal instructions.
The President sent for Major General Halleck, before whom my instructions
were again laid, with the inquiry from the President if he co1.1ld furnish any
troops. General Halleck replied that he considered it unsafe to take any
more troops from the defences of Washington; that there were several millions
of public property in the shape of quartermaster and commissary supplies and
ordnance stores ; that the secessionists might rise and burn this property at any
time, unless it was strongly guarded. He considered the state of public feeling
such as to justify him in anticipating such results in case any portion of the
troops were withdrawn. He alluded also to the public buildings as well as the
property of the civil government, and considered it unwise to weaken further
the garri::;on of the city.
"'rhe President stated to me that I had heard what General Halleck's views
were, and that it would be impossible to get any more troops from Washington.
I requested of his excellency that I might be permitted to examine the returns
of the troops, in accordance with my instructions. Major General Halleck was
directed to exhibit these returns to me. From them I took the following
memoranda, showing the strength, &c.:
,
"Garrison, 10,34 7; City Guard, 5,402; (Abercrombie,) 6, 772; (Crawford,)
3,518; (Leudt,) added to army Potomac, 1,221; (Stahl,) added to army
Potomac, 3,742. Paroled prisoners, 2,284; dismissed, 682; detached Pennsylvania reserve~;, 782.
" Total footing of General Heintzelman's report, and not the footing of the
above, 36,640.
"By these memoranda it will be seen that the garrison of vVashington and
Alexandria numbered as follows :
I. Garrisons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,34 7
II. City Guards .............. __ ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,402
III. Paroled prisoners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,284
IV. Detached Pennsylvania reserves....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782
" Of the troops marked as· added to the army of the Potomac, two brigades
were to leave the service in a very short time. General Halleck stated to me
that in the item of ' City Guards' were included all the hospital guards, guards
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for storehouses, depots, railroads, mag·azines, &c.; also, orderlies, and the President's guard. The total footing of General Heintzelman's tri-monthly return
for June 10 or 20 (I don't remember which) was 36,640.
" I then proceeded immediately to Baltimore and laid my orders before Major
General Schenck, commanding the middle department,. He evinced the most earnest desire to comply entirely with your wishes as expressed in my letter. In reply
to your verbal instructions, he stated that he coincided entirely with your views,
that it was better to defencl Washington or Baltimgrc in the front of either
place than at the ve1·y gates. He laid before me the returns of his command, a
copy of which is enclosed. These returns show that, 'vhile nominally carrying
36,000 troops, there were actually only a few thousand about Baltimore available for the pmposes specified in my instructions.
" General Kelly's division of about 12,000 (officers and men for duty) were
at Harper's Ferry; Generall\filroy's command of about 7,500 composed the
forces at Winchester, and were in the late engagement there. 'That portion not
captured were scattered and in a clisorganizecl condition in Pennsylvania an~
elsewhere, not available. 'rhe division of General Seamon, of about 4,800, (officers and men for dnty,) were out of the line of operations, now west on the
Kanawha river, with headquarters at Charlestown, Va. The whole force being
spread over about one hundred miles between l\Iount Pleasant, on the Ohio
river, and Fayetteville.
"Scott's 900, New York cavalry, had been withdrawn and sent to Washington. The brigade of General Morris, a small command, was at Fort McHenry
and Baltimore. The Purnell Legion was at Annapolis, Maryland, guarding
parole camp. Two regiments and two batteries were with General Schoeph, at
}-,ort Delaware. General Schenck had also a provost guard at Philadelphia,
and videttes and pickets on all the roads leading to Baltimore. He had troops
also guarding the lower Potomac.
·
" This statement of the location and condition of General Schenck's command will sufficiently explain to you that it was impossible for me to comply
fully with your instructions. I could not but reflect how much easier your
plans and purposes could have been accomplished if it had been thought proper
to comply with your telegraphic request of last month to tlw authorities at
Washington, that all those troops capable of having any effect upon the operations against Lee's army should be concentrated under one commander. Had
this been done, most of the troops in General Schenck's department could have
been placed in position heretofore to be available.
" General Schenck freely accorded to me authority to take from his command
whatever troops could be used for the purpose of my instructions.
"After consultation and examination, I took all the available troops, consisting of General Lockwood's brigade! about 2,500 strong, put them on the
road, in accordance with my instructions, leaving a small garrison for the city
of Baltimore, consisting chiefly ·of New York militia, and in accordance with
your telegraphic instructions returned to headquarters.
"I trust that this hastily written report will sufficiently explain to you the
reasons which prevented my accomplishing the mission with which I was
intrusted, and prove to you that nothing was neglected by me that could have
bet>n clone in the premises.
" I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
''DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
"Major General and Cltief of Stajj:''
'rhe committee will remember that the general-in-chief has assigned to them
as a justification for the great number of troops kept in Washington, and has
also repeatedly made use of it in his official correspondence, especially in his
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report to the Secretary of vVar on the 18th of M.~y, 1863, the estimate that was
formed at a meeting of the corps commanders at the time it was proposed to
withdraw the army of the Potomac from the vicinity of Washington and transfer
it to the Peninsula. If the army of the Potomac had not been removed, it is
but reasonable to suppose that they would have considered any force for that
service as unnecessary. In my case Washington had not been uncovered, and
my army was held between it and the enemy. I was myself defending Washington. Nevertheless it appears no troops could be drawn from its defences,
and but 2,100 from the middle department; those, I may say, participated in
the great battle of Gettysburg.
In this connexion it is but justice to say of the commander of the rni<ldle department that he promptly and cheerfully responded to my call by sending me
every available man at his disposal,· and that was 2,100. With reg·ard to the
enemy's force I had reliable information. Two Union men had counted them
as they passed through Hagerstown, and, in order that there might be no mistake, they compared notes every night, and, if their counts differed, they were
satisfactorily adjustefl by compromise. In round numbers Lee had 91,000 infantry and 280 pieces of artillery; marching with that column were 'about 6,000
cavalry. It will be remembered that a portion of the enemy's cavalry crossed
the Potomac below Edwards's ferry and went into Maryland to join Ewell between me and Washington; this column numbered. about 5,000 men. This
made the rebel army numerically equal to mine with all the additions I could
receive. Certainly there could not be a difference of 2,000 men between the
two armies at that time.
It was expected of me by the country that I would not only whip the army
of the enemy, but prevent it from escaping. This I considered too much for
the authorities to expect with the force I had. It may be very easy for one
man to whip another of corresponding strength; but to do that, and at the same
time prevent the other from running away, required, in my judgment, a little
superiority of one over the other.
On the 27th of June the following instructions were communicated to the
12th corps:
"JUNE 27, 1863.
"OoMMA"NDING OFFICER bf tlte l2tlt Corps:
"Hold your command ready to march at 4 a.m. to-morrow. Colonel Lovell,
with a regiment of cavalry, is ordered to report to you; also two brigades of
General :E'rench's command will join you at G a. m. at Harper's Ferry as yon
pass. Orders will reach you during the night. . Return the regiment of cavalry
now with you to General Pleasanton J.lere. Your command can march light,
with ambulances and little or no trains.
"DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
"MaJor General and Cltiif if Staff."
It was to march in the direction of Harper's Ferry, where I was going my·
self. It had been placed under my command by the orders of the general-inchief. Before starting to leave I telegraphed General Halleck as follows :
"JuNE 26, 1863-7 p.m.
" Major General HALLECK:
"Is there any reason why Maryland heights shou~d £wt be abandoned after
the public stores and property are removed 1 I propose to visit the place tomorrow, on my way to :Frederick, to satisfy myself on that point. It must be
borne in mind that I am here with a force inferior in numbers to that of the enemy, and must have every aYailable man to use in the field.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
"ft'Iajor Gene1·al, Commanding."
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My object in sending this despatch was to ascertain from him if there were
any reasons I did not know of why Maryland heights should not be abandoned.
I knew of none, and therefore had directed the 12th corps to march in that direction for the purpose of being joined by the garrison there, and moving upon
Lee's rear upon the Potomac. My object was to destroy his bridges, if he had
them; to drive away the guard that was left on the river, and also to intercept
the commerce that Ewell had established in flour, grain, horses, and horned
cattle which he was constantly seriding to the rear.
I made an examination of Maryland heights and Harper's Ferry; sent for the
engineer, Colonel Reynolds, who was in charge, and asked him what was the
object of holding that point. He replied that he had asked the same question
twenty times, and had received no answer. I could see no reason myself, unless it was to protect a railroad bridge across the river, in value not equal to the
expenses of the army of the Potomac to the country for half a day. I could
not consider this a sufficient reason for throwing out of service ten thousand men
at a time so critical as the present. The post at Maryland heights defended no
ford in the river, nor was it a defence to the Cumberland valley ; nor was it in
itself defensible. Its value may be estimated by the manner in which the rebel
army had regarded it. It presented no obstacle to the invaders; how could it
to their withdrawal1 If it ever had virtue as a military position, it i~ presumed
that it eeased ,when the rebels gave it the go-by, certainly so far as they were
concerned. After ascertaining that the public property could all be removed
before twelve o'clock at night, I seated myself, and was engaged in writing an
order for its abandonment at daylight, when I received the following despatch
from General Halleck :
''WAR DEPARTMENT, June 27, 1863-10.30 a.m.
"Major General HooKER:
"Major Duane and Captain Mendall were ordered to your army, and it is
presumed they are en route. I do not know where they now are, unless in your
army.
"Maryland heights have always been regarded as an important point to be
held by us, and much expense and labor incurred in fortifying them. I cannot
approve their abandonment except in case of absolute necessity.
".H. W. HALLECK,
" Gene·ral-in- Ckiif.''
In connexion with this I may state that I was unwilling to send one corps
upon Lee's rear, apprehending that he might turn upon it and crush it. I had
taken the further precaution to send three corps to Middletown, to be in position
to attack in flank in case it was attempted. On receiving General Halleck's
despatch I sent him the following telegram :
"JuNE 27, 1863-1 p.m.
" Major General HALLECK:
"Have received your telegram in regard to Harper's Ferry. I find 10,000
men in condition here to take the field. Here they are of no earthly account;
they cannot defend a ford on the river, and, as far as Harper's Ferry is concerned,
there is nothing of it. As for the fortifications, the work of the troops, they remain when the troops are withdrawn. No enemy will ever take possession of
them; this is my opinion. All the public property could have been removed
to-night, and the troops marched to where ·they would have been of some service ; now they are but a bait for the rebels should they return.
" I beg that this may be presented to the Secretary of War and his excellency
the President.
"JOSEPH HOOKER,
" 11fajor General, Commanding."
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On finding that I was not allowed to manreuvre my own army in the presence
of the enemy, and conscious that I was standing in the way of the accomplishment of its m sion, on the same day, the 27th of J nne, I sent General Halleck
the following telegram :
"JuNE '27, 1863-1 p.m.
"Major General HALLECK:
"My original instructions were to cover Harper's Ferry and Washington. I
have now imposed upon me, in addition, an enemy in my front of more than
my numbers. I beg to be understood, respectfully, but firmly, that I am unable
to comply with these conditions with the means at my disposal; and I earnestly
request that I may be at once relieved from the position I occupy.
''JOSEPH HOOKER,
"JJ!lajor General, Commanding."
I may add, as my conviction, that if the general-Jn-chief had been in the rebel
interest, it would have been impossible for him, restrained as he was by the influence of his excellency the President, and that of the honorable the Secretary
of War, to have added to the embarrassment he caused me frem the moment I
took command of the army of the Potomac to the time I surrendered it.
.
After receiving instructions not to withdraw the troops from Maryland heights
I proceeded to Frederick and directed the 12th corps to march to that place.
The following morning Colonel Hardie arrived with an order from General Halleck relieving me from command, and directing me to turn it over to General
Meade. The same messenger brought a letter of instruction to General Meade,
which I heard read, but did not read myself, and was to the effect that he could
make such disposition of the troops at Harper's Ferry as he thought proper ; and
it also added to his command the troops under Major General Couch, which, I
was informed, numbered 20,000 men. I may state, further, that although I
had asked for only 15,000 men, and had been refused them, large re-enforcements
were subsequently sent to General Meade from the department of vVashington,
and also from that under the command of General Dix.
On being relieved, I was ordered to proceed to Baltimore and report to the
Adjutant General's office for orders. After remaining in that city three days,
without receiving any orders, I came over to vVashington; but before I had been
out of my carriage ten minutes I was placed under arrest by the orders of the
general-in-chief. It is only necessary for me to say that up to that time I had
repeatedly visited Washington without orders, and had never before been arrested for going there without them. 'Vith this ended my connexion with the
army of the Potomac.
By the chairman :
Question. How early was it known to the President and Secretary of War
that this state of feeling existed on the part of General Halleck towards yourself?
Answer. I think it may have been known to the President at the time they
talked of a new commander to succeed General McClellan in the first instance.
I was informed by a member of the cabinet that the President and five members of it were in favor of placing me at the head of the army of the Potomac,
and one or two members of the cabinet and General Halleck were opposed ~o
it. This is all I know about it.
Question. When did you first discover that General Halleck was so disposed
towards you 1
Answer. I may say that not only myself, but my adjutant general and my
chief of staff, felt it from the beginning of my exercise of the command of the
army of the Potomac. They had access to my correspondence with that officer,
and knew that almost every request I made of General Halleck was refused.
It was often remarked that it was no use for me to make a 1·equest, as that of
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itself would be sufficient cause for General Halleck to refuse it. :M:y books of
correspondence will show this to be a fact.
Question. I think you ha;ve stated that the President suggested to you that
you might not have been properly supported by your corps commanders.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did he ever inform you what led him to suppose that such a feeling existed?
.Answer. He had obtained that idea through Governor Curtin and Mr. Barclay. I do not know. that he ever learned it from any· other source; it was
the only one he ever named to me. I said to the President that if such was
the fact I did not know it, and that sooner than have any, officer feel that I
suspected him, I preferred to have the command taken from me. I said that
when the corps and division commanders applied for leave of absence I would
request them to call upon him, in order that he might ascertain for himself. I
do not even know whether any of them visited him or not, and to this day I do
not know who these officers were to whom Governor Curtin referred. I am free
to confess, however, that I supposed they were Generals Meade and Stoneman.
It is well known that I was very much dissatisfied with the manner in which General Stoneman used his cavalry in the Chancellorsville campaign, and had
applied to have his sick leave indefinitely extended to him. With regard to
General Meade, an issue had arisen between us relating to his conversation at
the meeting of the corps commanders at Chancellorsville, which I presume is
sufficient evidence as to the part that officer took in that consultation relating to
the recrossing of the river. He had talked a great deal about it, and stated
that he was for not recrossing, which I knew to be an error. After these
answers had been received from two of the corps commanders, General Meade afterwards stated, in the presence of one of my staff officers, "I find that I have
been blowing too much." . I doubt if he evPr felt right towards me after that.
At one time I think he expected that I wonlil. relieve him from duty with that
army.
Question. Did you have, at any time, any consultation with the President,
Secretary of War, or General Halleck, or either of them, in regard to the propriety of the commander of the army of the Potomac having command of all
the forces within striking distance ot Lee's army?
Anawer. I did. I addressed them a communication requesting that that
might be done. It was not acceded to. Subsequently portions of these commands were placed subject to my orders, but wht!n I gave them orders they did
not obey them. For instance, I requested that the troops at Poolesville might
be sent to seize and hold Turner's Pass and Crampton's Pass, in South mountain-they being near there-and deeming it of great importance to have those
passes occupied and held, in order to confine the enemy to one line of invasion,
thinking that he would be more embarrassed by so doing in supplying his army.
1'his, it will be seen, was not done. Again, while at Fairfax, Cra,vford's division was assigned to my command, but only two brigades joined me. The
remaining brigade was in Alexandria; and on sending word for it to report, I
was told, in reply, by the commanding officer, that he had received instructions
from General Halleck not to obey my orders. I requested the commanding
general to have him arrested, and informed him that I would present him with
charges for his trial. The reply was that he did not belong to my command,
and I do not know that any action was ever given to my request.
Question. What was there to prevent nearly all the troops under General Dix
from coming up here and operating against Lee's army?
Answer. I knew of nothing to prevent it, nor do I know of anything to prevent his troops going into Richmond. In order to make the invasion, Richmond had been stripped of everything but a police force, numbering, perhaps,
from 1,000 to 1,500 men. I knew of no other troops within two or three days'
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march of ther~. Subsequently I was informed that some portion of General
Dix's command was ordered up ; but, if I recollect aright, they did not reach
Washington or Baltimore until after the battle of Gettysburg had been fought,
and after Lee's army had been whipped., When they did arrive, they were sent
out to re-enforce General Meade, who had already more men than he knew what to
do with. The proper place to have sent these men, it seems to me, would have
been on the south side of the Potomac, for the purpose of preventing Lee's army
from crossing. .A few troops in that position could have prevented .General Lee
from crossing the river.
Question. In your judgment, what would have been the result if you had
been allowed.to use such troops as could have been concentrated against Lee's
army?
.Answer. I should have felt very confident of the result if I could have had
the troops at Harper's Ferry, even. .As I have before stated, I was reliably informed that the enemy had taken no pontoon train into Maryland; from that
fact I concluded that Lee had no idea of crossing the Susquehanna river, but
that his true objective point was Washington, either by a direct route or by way
of Baltimore. For this reason I felt that it was for me to say when and where
I should fight him. I felt that I could choose my position and compel him to
attack me.
On being relieved from command, I had communicated this fact to General
l\ieade, and that I felt very much aggrieved at not being allowed to pursue the
plan I had adopted, which was to sever Lee, with everything in his rear. .As
an evidence of the correctness of the course I adopted, General Lee says in his
report that he was very much embarrassed in his movements from fear his communications would be interrupted; that they were liable to be cut off. This
indicates that I was striking him at a vital point when I was moving to undermine him. As it was, by not giving me this force at Harper's Ferry, I did not
~eel safe in making the movement, and was made to appear in a ridiculous
attitude by marching the 12th corps thirty miles out of its way in order to join
the troops at Harper's Ferry, and then requiring them to march back again
without an object. I said further to General Meade, that the Bnemy had made
the invasion without any pontoon bridges, and of course, in my judgment, did
not intend to cross the Susquehanna river; indeed, I told him everything
which I deemed of importance to him in the position which he held. I told
him that I had already directed my cavalry to advance on the Emmettsburg
and Gettysburg line, and to extend their wings to the right as far as the Susquehanna, and to the left as far as South mountain-this in order to get information of the movements of the fonemy. It was, perhaps, ten o'clock in the day
that General Meade was informed of this. This was the day' on which I was
relieved, the 28th. In the evening General Butterfield came to me, saying
that he had been directed by General Meade to see in what order I thought the
troops shoulcl march, on what routes, and with what object. I gave him my
ideas, while he transeribed them, and which I presume was the order in which
the troops did march. 'l'he main column was to march due north, with a column
within supporting distance, in the direction of the railroad from Baltimore to
Harrisburg, keeping it in mind to make that a line of supply as well as the one
that we were on. I stated that my sole object would be to cover Washington
and Baltimore, and should endeavor to keep the troops nearer to either one of
these places than the enemy. The order of march, I suppose, was the order I
gave. I do not know anything to the contrary.
Question. Had you been permitted to take the 10,000 troops at Harper's
Ferry, what, in your judgment, would have been the result of that campaign?
Answer. I had a great deal of confidence that Lee's army would be thoroughly whipped, I could not say destroyed. Had I anticipated the rise in
the river, I would say that the army was in great danger of being destroyed.
Part I--12
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Question. Can you assign any reason why General Halleck refused those
troops to you, and immediately afterwards transferring them over to the command of General Meade, permitted him to have them 1
Answer. I know ofno reason.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. General Meade, immediately after coming into command, caused
Maryland heights to be abandoned 1
Answer. He ordered it to be abandoned the following day. When I came to
\V ashington the Secretary of War informed me that he regretted very much
the step that I had taken; that it was the intention of the President to give me
the command of all the troops I had asked for; but that fact had never been
communicated to me, nor had I any intimation of it before. I inquired of the
President why he had not given me a corps in that army, after he had relieved
me ; and he said it was for the reason that he thought it would not be agreeable to me, or to General Meade. Subsequently he communicated his desire to
this effect by letter to General Meade, which was acceded to by the latter first,
and afterwards objected to by General Meade.

RICHMOND, VA., April 12, 1865.
Brjgadier General CHARLES DEVENS, United States volunteers, sworu by
Hon. D. W. Gooch, testifies as follows:
Question. Please state your name, rank, and position in the army.
Answer. My name is Charles Devens, jr.; my rank is that of brigadier general in the United States volunteers, and I am at present commanding the 3d
division in the 24th army corps.
Question. Were you at the battle of Ohancellorsville 1
Answer. I was at the battle of Ohancellorsville.
Question. State your rank and command at that time.
Answer. I commanded the 1st division of the 11th corps; Major General
Howard commanding the corps.
Question. State particularly the operations ~f that battle, and all the facts
connected with the 11th army corps, so far as they came within yom: knowledge.
Answer. The 11th corps, having crossed the Rappahannock, and subsequently
the Rapidan at Germania Mill;:;, was on Friday, May-, placed in position
along the turnpike road leading from Fredricksburg through Ohancellorsville
to Orange, facing southwardly; the 12th corps was formed along the same road
l)etween it and Ohancellorsville. These two corps were thus formed at a right
angle to the principal line, which extended from Obancellorsville to the Rappahannock river at Banks's or United States ford, and faced eastwardly towards
:Fredericksburg. General Steinwehr's division of the 11th corps was at a point
on the turnpike road east of where what is called the plank road leaves it, General Schurz's division about opposite that point, and the 1st division on the turnpike road to the west of General Schurz's division, forming the extreme right of
the army. This division consisted of two brigades, in all less than four thousand ( 4,000) men; one of these brigades, that commanded by Brigadier General McLean, was formed along the turnpike; the other was formed one third
along the turnpike, the remaining portion being re-formed and thrown back across
the turnpike, facing westwardly. The right flank rested on no obstacle, and was
what is technically termed "in air;" and it was of course evident that if a force
of the enemy should approach from the west, moving down the turnpike and
towards Fredericksburg, it would move with its front upon the end of our line
facing southwardly, and would encounter no efficient resistance except from
the portion of the brigade mentioned, until front could be changed. 'rhis con-
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tingency was probably little anticipated, as the main force of the enemy was at
Fredericksburg, and to accomplish such a manamvre a considerable flank march
would be requisite across our front. A battery of artillery was with the division,
a section (two pieces) was placed upon the turnpike road, facing westwardly, and
the remainder upon the turnpike road at the right of the division, and facing
sonthwardly; these dispositions were ordered by Major General Howard, commanding the corps, and were examined by him after they were made. r.rhe
whole division was in line, 'vith the exception of two regiments, which I was
directed to keep in reserve ; these were faced by me so as to be ready to move
at once up the road and support the portion of the line thrown ac1·oss the road,
and facing westwardly. On Friday night the troops were engaged in throwing
up breastworks; and having laid down at about daybreak on Saturday morning,
I was informed jn about an hour after that Major General Hooker, commanding
the army, was approaching the portion of the line occupied by my division, with
General Howard. My headquarters being upon the line, I immediately joined
them ; and General Hooker, after having carefully examined the line, was inquired of by General Howard if the dispositionR were satisfactory, and replied
that they were. At about 10 or 11 o'clock on Saturday morning a large force
was observed coming across our front and towards our right. When observed
by me it was on quite high ground, and apparently opposite Ohancellorsville.
It moved, as I suppose, (I had not then a map of the country,) on the road
called the Oatharpine road, or some road between that and the turnpike. It was
evident either that the enemy were endeavoring to 1·etreat towards Gordonsville, or were moving so as to turn our right flank, as it was clearly a movement
in force. I immediately sent my personal aid, Lieutenant H. G. Davis, to report this movement to General Howard. To this General Howard replied that
he had already observed it, and that it was observed at the general headquarters
at Ohancellorsville.
Soon after the skirmish line along my front (which had been pushed out beyond
the main line to the distance of from half to three-quarters of a mile) was smartly
attacked by the enemy's skirmishers, who did not, however, drive it back. ~'hese
attacks were renewed several times within the next few hours, one of the smartest
of them occurring when Major General Howard (who visited me two or three times
during the day) was with me, and, although smart, seemed rather intended to
feel our line at the points where they were made than actually to force it back, and
were most strong indications of an intention to move upon this portion of the line.
These were reported as they occurred; and about two or three in the afternoon
two soldiers who had been sent out to observe the enemy's lines as spies, from
one of the other commands, came in and reported that the enemy were massing
heavily on our right. As this information was of importance, and fully confirmed my own strong opinion of the intention indicated by the movements of
the enemy, I sent these men at once to the headquarters of General Howard,
with direction to the officer in charge to see that they went at once, after communicating with General Howard, to the headquarters of General Hooker. Whether
this information reached General Hooker I cannot say, but have been informed
by General Howard that all information sent by me was communicated to the
general headquarters. No direction having been received by me to make any
change, my troops remained in substantially the position heretofore stated. At
auout half past five or six in the afternoon the enemy attacked vigorously all
along the front of my division. Being fully satisfied, from the previous indications, that the heaviest attack would come from the west down the turnpike road,
notwithstanding my line facing southwardly along that road was attacked, I
ordered up the only two regiments I had in reserve to the support of this part
of my line, and I at once sent one of my aids to inform Major General Schurz
that the attack was in earnest; that it would come mainly down the road, and
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advised him to change front across the road ; whether this message was received
by General Schurz I cannot say, but I learned subsequently that that officer
did make great exertions to effect this movement. Being fully engaged all
along my front, it was clearly my duty to receive the attack where I was as
resolutely as . possible, and to hold the enemy (who, if he was attacking down
the road, had completely outflanked us) as long as possible until dispositions
could be made of the other forces to receive him.
The skirmish line resisted the enemy with great determination, but as it was
forced back and the main line of the enemy came in sight, it was a question of
time only how soon he would overcome the resistance offered by the 1st division.
He was moving down the road in very large force, at least twenty or twentyfive thousand (20 or 25,000) men, with his line extended on both sides of it,
(apparently in a line of battalions in mass,) and was able almost at once to pour
a heavy fire into our rear as well as front, by bending his line towards that of
the 1st division; such an attack it was impossible long to resist, but great determination was exhibited by the officers and most of the men. The division was,
however, soon forced back, and, it must be admitted, in some confusion. On
arriving at the point on the line originally held by General Schurz, it was found
that this division had already retreated, but I attempted here to reform my division, with only temporary success, although the 17th Connecticut, commanded
by Major Brady, (the lieutenant colonel having been killed, and the colonel
severely wounded,) and the- Ohio, commanded by Colonel Richardson, made
resolute efforts to sustain the movement. rrhe remnants of the division were
forced back to the position of General Steinwehr, who had formed across the
turnpike road, having succeeded in changing front by command of Major General Howard, who personally now directed, with most distinguished gallantry,
the movements on this part of the field.
This position was, however, carried by the enemy, who then advanced upon
the 12th corps. Having received very early in the action an exceedingly painful wound in the foot, against the effects of which I had been struggling with
difficulty, as soon as the 11th corps was forced from the field I was compelled to
resign the active command of the 1st division to Brigadier General McLean, although I remained on the field that night and the next day in an ambulance.
Having hen~tofore made to Major General Howard a full report of the operations
of the 1st division 11th corps, and answering these questions in camp without
the means of referring to any memoranda, I respectfully ask that the committee
will obtain that report from the office of the Secretary of War, and accept it
as a part of my answer. Should it be found to differ in any respect from this
statement made from recollection, I desire that so far it may be considerd as
substituted for this.
As the conduct of this 1st division of the 11th corps has been made the subject of severe, and, as it seems to me, unjust comment, I deem :Pt proper to s:1y
that when Lieutenant General G. F. Jackson, (Stonewall,) with 25,000 men had
been enabled to place himself without opposition on our right flank, he had
gained a tactical victory, which required only that he should strike to be a complete one over a corps so posted as was the 11th corps; that it could hardly be
expected that a division no larger than the first, unsupported as it must necessarily be by other divisions, could long withstand the assult of such a body, and
that the fact that out of this division of less than 4,000 men 1,600 by name are
included in the list of killed, wounded and missing, (nearly every regimental,
brigade, and division commander being on the list,) shows that the utmost was
·done by it to prevent the disaster which threatened the army, until it could
b.e placed in position to receive this assault. In this connexion, to show that
my own efforts were not unworthy of the trust confided to me, I deem it proper
to add the following extract from a note addressed to me by Major General
Howard, a few days after:
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" I take pleasure in assuring your friends that your own conduct was noble
and self-sacrificing in the extreme. More than an hour after the attack I saw
you still rallying men ; forming lines to resist the enemy's attack, though suffering from a severe and painful wound received early in the action.
"Be assured of my confidence and affectionate regards."

CHAS. DEVENS, JR.,
Brigadier General U. S. Vols.

PAPERS FROM WAR DEP ARTMEN1\
WAR DEPARTMENT, Tt•ashington City, Nay 9, 1865.
SIR: Referring to your letter of March 13, 1865, I have the honor to transmit herewifh
eo pies of all orders, despatches, communications, &c., between this department, General
Halleck, and Generals Hooker and Meade, in relation to the operations of the army of the
Potomac from January 25, 1863, to July 15, 1863, inclusive. This embraces the whole
period in which General Hooker was in command, which I understood from members of
your committee was the subject of inquiry. The correspondence after that period is so voluminous that it would not be practicable to furnish it for some weeks yet with the force belonging to this office.
Your obedient servant,
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secreta1·y of War.
Hon. B. F. WADE, Chairman, S,·c.

GENERAL ORDERS, ~

WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,
No. 20.
Washington, January 25, 1863.
L _The President of the United States has directed:
First. That Major General A. E. Burnside, at his own request, be relieved from the command of the army of the Potomac.
Second. That Major General E. V. Sumner, at his own request, be relieved from duty in
the army of the Potomac.
Third. That Major General W. B. Franklin be relieved from duty in the army of the
Potomac.
Fourth. That Major General J. Hooker be assigned to the command of the army of the
Potomac.
II __ The officers relieved, as above, will report, in person, to the Adjutant General of the
army.
By order of the Secretary of War :
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Official:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant General.

S

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, Janua1·y 25, 1863.
GENERAL: The President directs me to say that he wishes an interview with you at the
Executive Mansion as early as possible.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. W. HALLECK,
Gcneml-in- Chief.
Major General J. HOOI{ER,
Commandi,tg, S,·c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 5, 1865.
Official copy:
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
GENERAL ORDERS, ~
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
No. l.
5
Camp near Falmouth, January 26, 1863.
By direction of the President of the United States the undersigned assumes command of
the army of the Potomac. He enters upon the discharge of the duties imposed by this
trust with a just appreciation of their responsibilities. Since the formation of this army he
has been identified with its history. He has shared with you its glories and reverses, with no
other desire than that these relations might remain unchanged until its destiny should be
accomplished. In the record of your achievements there is mueh to be proud of, and with
the blessing of God we will contribute something to the renown of our arms and the success
of our cause. To secure these ends your commander will require the cheerful and zealous
co-operation of every officer and soldier in this army. In equipment, intelligence and valor,
the enemy is our inferior. Let us never hesitate to give him battle wherever we can find
him. The undersigned only gives expression to the feelings of this army when he conveys
to our late commander, Major General Burnside, the most cordial good wishes for his future.
My staff will be announced as soon as organized.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding Army of tltc Potomac.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
January 26, 1863.
Brig. Gen. L. THOMAS, Adjutant Geneml:
It will be a great happiness to me to have Brig. Gen. Stone ordered to report as chief of
staff.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 29, 1863.
Major Gen. HooKER,
Headquarters Army of the Potomac:
Will you be in Washington soon, or shall I arrang·e to meet you at Aquia on business?
H. W. HALLECK,
Gene1·al-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, .Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Majm·, A. A. G.

•

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, January 30, 1863.
GENERAL: By General Orders No. 61, War Department, 1862, leaves of absence cannot
be granted in the field, excPpt to prevent death or permanent disability. This rule has
never been strictly regarded in this army. It is understood that the Adjutant General gave
a construction of this order to General Burnside that permitted leaves for a short period.
The order organizing grand divisions gave to the grand division commanders the authority
usually exercised by the general commanding the army.
Grand division commanders had no uniformity of action in the premises. I have thought
proper to issue the enclosed order. I believe by it much desertion will be stopped, and a
more contented feeling pervade the army. At the same time I desire, in view of existing
orders, that it should receive proper sanction.
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, 1\Iajor General, Commanding.
Major General HALLECK, Commander-in-Chief U. S. Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHD. D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. C.
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GENERAL ORDERS, ~
HEADQUAR'fERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
No. 3.
5
Camp near Falmouth, Va., January 30, 1863.
The following rules will govern officers empowered to grant leaves of absence:
I. No leave will exceed :fifteen clays.
II. Leaves to commanders of corps, divisions, and cavalry brigades will only be granted
upon approval at these headquarters. One brigade commander only in a corps to be on
leave at one time.
III. Not more than one field officer of a regiment to be absent on leave at one time, where
the full complement of field officers are present; when less than that number, leaves to be
granted only in extreme cases.
IV. Not more than two line officers to be given leave from any regiment at the same time.
Not more than one from any battery or detachment.
V. Leaves not to exceed ten days, except to residents of the following States, when it
may be given for fifteen days, viz: 1\Iaine, New Hampshire, and Vermont ; Ohio, Michigan,
and the States west of these last named.
VI. Furloughs to enlisted men must in no case exceed two for every one hundred men
present for duty in the regiment, battery, or detachment, and not to be granted to any men
but those having the most excellent record for attention to all duties.
VII. In case of the failme of any officer or soldier to return before their leave expires,
leaves will not be granted to others ti-om the same commands until their return. All applications will, by indorsement or otherwise, state the number of officers or men absent on
leave from the command, and the failure to return of any person will be notified immediately
to the Provost Marshal General, with a memoranda of the leave, residence of the party, and
description of enlisted men.
·
VIII. A. return from each regiment, battery, and detachment will be forwarded to these
headquarters within eight days fi·om the date of this order, showing the number of officers
and men absent from duty, fi·om any cause whatever; this return will be made out in form
as follows:
Name.

Rank.

Regiment.

I Co~pany.

I

Remarks.

IX. Under the head of "Remarks" for all enlisted men absent will be given a complete
description, ag·e, height, &c., &c.; where enlisted; whether or not dropped from the rolls;
when and where deserted; where supposed to be; furloughed; detailed at hospital, where,
&c., &c.
X. Under the head of ''Remarks" for officers, when the absence is of such a nature as to
cause dismissal from service, it should be so stated, that action may be taken thereon.
XI. The officers will be placed at the head of the list. The enlisted men in the following
order: 1st, furloughed men; 2d, detached; 3d, absent, sick and wounded, in hospital;
4th, deserters. The list will be aggregated at the end as follows:
Total absent-Officers .. _..•.. _... ____ . __ .. ___ .... _. _. __ .. _. __ .. _______ _
}'urlougheJ men .... __ .. ---------------- ........ --- ...... .
Detached .. _. __ . _ ......... _...... _. ____________ .. ___ . __ ..
Absent, sick and wounded, in hospital, &c.•. _. _•... ___ .•• _.
Deserters ••..•... _•.. ____ • _.. __________________ . ___ . __ ...
'rotal .. _________ . __ .. ___ . ___ . ___ . __ . ___ . _ - Tables of these returns will be consolidated by brigades and divisions and accompany
them.
By command of Major General Hooker:
JOSEPH DICKINSON, Assistant Adjutant General.
Official:
- - - - - - - , Captain, A. D. C.

[Telegram-Received 12.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TilE POTOMAC,
January 30, 1863-12.30 p.m.
Major General H. vV. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Have no business requiring my presence in '\Vashington, but will meet you there or at
Aquia, as you may desire.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, Ap1·il 7, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OP THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 30, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Headqua1·te1·s Army of the Potomac:
As some of the matters on which I wished to meet you may require a reference to the
War Department or to the President, I will meet you here at your earliest convenience.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. vVAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 2.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, January 30, 1863.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General:
I desire that Major Nelson H. Davis, of Inspector General's department, may be ordered
to report to me for duty. Can this be done?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 6.10 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
January 30, 1863-5.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Genera(-in-Chief U.S. A.:
I will be in Washington to-night to report in the morning.
J. HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April7, 186:t
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 31, 1863.
GENERAL: The 9th army corps, now under your command, will be sent to Fort Monroe
to report to Major General Dix.
The troops at Harper's Ferry and in the Shenandoah valley have been placed under the
command of Major General Schenck, headquarters at Baltimore; Brigadier General Kelly,
headquarters at Harper's Ferry, is in the immediate command. Major General Heintzelman
is in the command of the troops in the immediate vicinity and for the defence of Washington.
These officers will cordially co-operate with you to the full extent of the means at their
command. Their forces, however, are not sufficient to resist a strong attack from the main
army of the rebels, and we must, therefore, look to the army of the Potomac to either cover
these places, or to succor them in case they should be seriously threatened by the enemy.
On your recommendation, the Pennsylvania reserves will be exchanged with General
Heintzelman for an equal number of Pennsylvania troops. Requisitions will be made on the
quartermaster's department for transportation to effect this exchange, and to transport the
9th army corps to Fort Monroe.
In regard to the operations of your own army, you can best judge when and where it can
move to the greatest advantage, keeping in view always the importance of covering Washington and Harper's Ferry, either directly, or by so operating as to be able to punish any
force of the enemy sent against them.
I enclose herewith a copy of my letter of the 7th instant to Major General Burnside, in
answer to an inquiry from him if I approved his crossing the Rappahannock with his army.
That letter was submitted to the President and approved by him. It embodies my views in
regard to the duty of the army .of the Potomac to act against the enemy in its front whenever circumstances will permit.
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All requisitions for supplies will, of course, be made on the proper departments ; but should
any one fail to duly respond to such requisitions, you will please report the fact to these beadquarters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-C!tief.
Major General J. HOOKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 7, 1863.
GENERAL: Your communication of the 5th was delivered to me by your aide-de-camp, at
12 m. to-day.
In all my communications and interviews with you since you took command of the army
of the Potomac I have advised a formal movement across the Rappahannock. At our interview at Warrenton, I urged that you should cross by the fords above Fredericksburg,
rather than fall down to that place; and when I left you at Warrenton it was understood that
at least a considerable part of your army would cross by the fords, and I so represented to
the President. It was this modification of the plan proposed by you that I telegraphed you
had received his approval.
When the attempt at Fredericksburg was abandoned, I advised you to renew the attempt
at some other point, either in whole or in part, to turn the enemy's works, or to threaten
their wings or communications; in other words, to keep the enemy occupied till a favorable
opportunity offered to strike a decisive blow. I particularly advised you to use your cavalry
and light artillery upon his communications, and attempt to cut off his supplies and engage
him at an advantage. In all our interviews, I have urged that our first object was, not Richmond, but the defeat or scattering of Lee's army, which threatened Washington and the line
of the upper Potomac.
I now recur to these things simply to remind you of the general views which I have expressed, and which I still bold. The circumstances of the case, however, have somewhat
changed since the early part of November. The chances of an extended line of operations
are now, on account of the advanced season, much less than then. But the chances are still
in our favor to meet and defeat the enemy on the Rappahannock, if we can effect a crossing
in a position where we can meet the enemy on favorable or even equal terms. I therefore
still advise a movement against him.
The character of that movement, however, must depend upon circumstances, which may
change any day and almost any hour. If the enemy should concentrate his forces at the
place you have selected for a crossing, make it a feint, and try another place. Again, the
circumstances of the time may be such as to render an attempt to cross the entire army not
advisable. In that case, theory suggests that while the enemy concentrates aL that point,
advantages can be gained by crossing smaller forces at other points, to cut off his lines, destroy his communications and capture his rear-guards, outposts, &c. The great object is to
occupy the enemy, to prevent his making large detachments or distant raids, and to injure
him all you can, with the least injury to yourself. If this can be best accomplished by feints
of a general crossing, and detached real crossings, take that course; if by an actual general
crossing, witbfeints on other points, adopt that course. There seems to me to be many reasons
why a crossing at some point should be attempted. It will not do to keep your larg·e army inactive. As you yourself admit, it devolves on you to decide upon the time, place and character of the crossing which you may attempt. I can only advise that an attempt be made, and
as early as possible.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Major General BURNSIDE,
Commanding, &,·c., Falmouth.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 6, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 1, 1863.
CoLONEL: I enclose herewith a copy of a letter received from General Robert E. Lee,
commanding the enemy's forces.
I desire to know if there are any instructions from the War Department pertaining to this
question, or if the matter is left entirely at my discretion.
I also desire to know if the requirements of Order No. 7, headquarters of the army,
January 29, ] 862, are to be enforced. A different custom has arisen in this army previous
to my assuming command of it.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
JOSEPH HOOKER, .Major General, Comrnanding.
Col. J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant Gene.ral.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Wa$hington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. G.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,
January 30, 1863.
GENERAL: Lord Huntington and Colonel Leslie, of England, who are now in Richmond,
have requested me to make application to you for a pass through your lines for them. I
have the honor to submit their application to you, and on receipt of your answer will make
it known to them.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. E. LEE, General.
Major General A. E. BURNSIDE, Commanding United States Forces.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 2, 1863.
CoLONEL: General Orders No. 19, February 22, 1862, provide for the inscription upon
the colors of all regiments and batteries in the service of the United States the names of the
battles in which they have borne a meritmious part. Most if not all the regiments and
batteries now in the service with this army are entitled to this distinction.
Boards have been organized and have reported upon the claims for these honorable inscriptions.
There are no records at the headquarters of these proceedings; but I am reliably informed
that the recommendations of this board have been forwarded to the headquarters of this army,
although they are not heie now.
I desire information as to what the instructions of the department are in canying out this
order. If these records are on file at the headquarters of the army or of the War Department,
I trust that they may receive prompt and immediate action. If there are no records there, I
would respectfully request proper instructions that these much to be desired ends may be
accomplished at once. No better incentive could be given to this army for future effort
than this honorable recognition of their past services.
I am, respectfully, yours, &c.,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Comrnanding.
Col. J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General, Washington.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
/V(tshington, Febma1·y 3, 1863.
GENERAL: Yours of the 1st instant is just received. General Order No.7, 1862, has not
been revoked, and should be strictly enforced.
Foreign officers will not be permitted to pass our lines without a pass from the War Department, and such papers are given only on the application of the minister or diplomatic
agent who represents their government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Major General J. HOOKER, Cornmanding Army of the Potomac.
Official copy:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 5, 1865.
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, February 3, 1863.
GENERAL: Yours of January 30, enclosing your General Order No. 3, is just received.
General Orders of the War Department, No. 61, 1862, have never been rescinded in regard
to the army of the Potomac. The Secretary of War, however, authorizes you to give leaves
within the limits established by your Order No. 3. Great care, however, must be taken to
restrict them even below this limit, where it can be done. In no case will commanders of
grand divisions, army corps, &c., be allowed to g·rant leaves. The numb er of applications _
sent to theWar Department, approved by such officers, shows a recklessness and carelessness
exceedingly reprehensible; for if one-half so approved were granted, the efficiency of the
army would be completely destroyed.
All leaves to officers to visit Washington without the consent of the War Department are
deemed null and void, and hereafter all general officers who come hereon leaves nGt properly
granted will be dismissed. The mere passage through the city, when that is the shortest or
only line of travel, is not considered visiting; but any officer who remains here twenty-four
hours without authority will be arrested.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Major General J. HooKER, Commanding Army of the Potomae.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 10 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 3, 1863-9.30 p.m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Before the departure of the 9th corps permit me to recommend that General Smith be assigned by the President to command it, and that General Sedgwick be assigned to the command of the sixth corps.
General Sedgwick is now on duty with the ninth without assignment. The consequence
of this, I think, will be good.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 7, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

'[Telegram.-Received 10.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., February 4, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
Major General Bumside is the permanent commander of the 9th army corps. Make sn ch
temporary changes as you may deem proper.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in Chief.
Sent 10.55 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF TilE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 5, 1863.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Ass't Adj't General, Washington:
It is much to be desired that the recommendations heretofore made from this army for
brevet rank for meritorious services on the part of officers of artillery of the regular service
serving with this army should receive favorable action, In the organization of the artillery
arm of the service, it becomes necessary for its effectiveness and proper care that officers of
experience and education should be assigned to duty as chiefs of artillery of the respective
corps. The officers best fitted for this service are the captains of artillery on duty with bat-
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teries. Many, if not all, of thes~ officers have performed ~eritor~ous service during the
campaigns of this army, and are_Justl~ en!itled to some eons1_der~tw"?- and reward _therefor.
Their assignment to duty as chiefs of artillery of corps, while It gives them no mcreased
rank, deprives them of a portion of their pay, and most of them have families dependent
upon them for support.
I would earnestly request that the commanding general should select from the list of
officers thus recommended, from this army, the names of a sufficient number to be made
chiefs of artillery of corps, and urge upon the prop_er authorities that the ~re;ret rank in the
regular service recommended for them should be given them and they assigned to duty according to their brevet rank to fill these positions. Such a course is not only due to these
officers, but would be the greatest benefit to this army.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major Geneml, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:

RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. C.

[Received9 a.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
• February (~, 1863-9 p. m.
Maior General JoHN A. D1x, Fortress Mom·oe, Va.:
The 9th army corps are under orders to join you. The first brigade are embarked, ready
kJ start.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., February 6, 1863.
CoLONEL: I have the honor to enclose herewith copies of Special Orders Nos. 35 and 36,
directing the movements of the 9th corps and of the Pennsylvania reserves. By the former
it will be observed that Major General W. F. Smith bas been ordered to the 9th corps, and
Major General Sedgwick to the 6th corps. This change, I am satisfied, will conduce to the
good feeling and efficiency of this army, and perhaps to that of the 9th corps. Not knowing
at what point it was desired to have the reserves landed, I considered it advisable to send
them to Alexandria, from which point their destination can be readily changed to meet the
wishes of the officers in command of the troops in \Vashington and vicinity.
As desertions from this army are now at an end, or nearly so, I respectfully recommend
that no infantry from my command be sent into Maryland. The dragoons now there, in my
opinion, is a suffieient force to arrest all deserters attempting to make their escape from service in that direction. If, however, it should be determined to send a regiment of infantry
from my command to Maryland, I desire that it may be understood that such regiment is not
removed from my command.
·
The 9th corps will be shipped as rapidly as the transportation is furnished for that movement. The same will be the case with the reserves. One brigade of the former embarked
w-day. I have the honor to enclose a copy of General Orders No.6, breaking up the grand
divisions am1 consolidating the cavalry of this army.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
ll!ajor General, Commandinu.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Ass't Adj't General, Washington.
"'
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARl\IY,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:

RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. C.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., February 6, 1863.
CoLONEL: In compliance with orders received from the general-in-chief, directions have
been given for the embarcation of the 9th corps for Fortress Monroe, and the Pennsylvania
reserves for Alexandria. I enclose extract from the report of the reserves, and trust the
commanding general will bear in mind that these men are enlisted for three years, or the war,
and that in replacing them the same number of men of like terms of enlistment may be
ordered here.
I should be pleased to have the regiment commanded by Colonel George D. Wells (I think
the :34th Massachusetts) sent me, he having served in my old division for a long time.
The limited facilities afforded for the embarcation of troops, and the severe storm, may
cause some delay in executing these orders, but they will be hurried off with all possible
despatch.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Ass't Adj't Gen'l, Washington.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .A.RMY,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

[Received 7.30 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS .A.RMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 7, 1863-7 p.m.
Major General JoHN .A.. Dix, Fortress Monroe, Va.:
.A. battery with horses embarked at Belle Plain. Harlan's brigade, eighteen hundred and
fifty men, and one regiment of Hawkins's brigade, four hundred and fifty men, sailed from
Aquia creek. Two brigades, first division, will be shipped to-night from Aquia creek-all
of 9th corps.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General.

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 8, 186:3.
Major General HooKER, Headquarters Army of the Potomac:
Brigadier General Burns will be detached from the 9th army corps, and will report for
duty to Major General Rosecrans, at Murfreesboro', Tennessee.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.54 a. m.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, Februa1·y 8, 1863.
GENERAL: Yours of the 6th are just received. The orders abolishing grand divisiom; and
concentrating your cavalry into a single corps are steps in the right direction.
General Heintzelman has been ordered to furnish General Schenck an infantry regiment
for the Maryland shore. He will also send you Pennsylvania regiments to replace the reserves.
The Adjutant General's office has been engaged for several weeks in preparing a full list
of recommendations for brevets. I hope it will be acted on this week.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Major General J. HooKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
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[Received 12 m.]
HEADQUAR'fERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 8, 1863.
Major·General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
BriD"adier General Burns has already been ordered to report to you in Washington.
o
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.

[Received 1.45 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TilE POTOMAC,
February 8, 1863-1 p.m.
Major GeneralS. P. HEINTZELMAN, Commanding Defences of Washington:
Your despatch concerning a reconnaissance to be made by Colonel Wyndham to-morrow
received 12.30 p. m. to-day. .A.. cavalry force with artillery sent out from this army returned
yesterday from a successful reconnaissance to Rappahannock station. They reported the
roads generally in a very bad condition.
D. BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., Febmary 13, 1863.
GENERAL: Your communication of the 2d instant, asking what action, if any, has been
taken upon the reports of boards organized in orders from headquarters army of the Potomac, for the pmposc of designating the regiments and batteries entitled to inscriptions on their
colors, is received. The only report transmitted to these headquarters was from the board
instituted in the 5th corps. It was approved by the general-in-chief, and submitted to the
Secretary of War December 23, 1862.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
~C.KELTO~A.A. ~

Major General HOOKER, Commanding, S,·c., S,·c., S,c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April5, 1865.
Official:
J.C.KELTO~A.A. ~

[ReceiYeu 1.'25 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 13, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, SecTCtary of Wn1·:
Have grant~dleave for five days to Lieutenant Henry Minell, Gibson's battery, 3d artillery,
as requested.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gen'l Com'dg.

HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Fehuary 13, 1863.
GENERAL.: I have the honor herewith to transmit a copy of a communication, which has
been received from Major General French, setting forth that it bas become a practice for the
public mails to be used for sending citizens' clothing to soldiers to facilitate desertions, and I
request that such measures may be taken by the government, with reference to this subject,
as will put a stop to the evil presented.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gen'l, Com'dg.
Brigadier General L. THOMAS,
Adjutant Geneml of the Army, Washington.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.
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HEADQUARTERS 3D DIVISION, 2D CORPS,
February 6, 1863.
CAPTAIN: I respectfully request that the attention of the headquarters of the army of the
Potomac may be brought to an act which has just been presented for my consideration. ·
A few clays since the commanding officer of the 132d Pennsylvania regiment volunteers
received an anonymous note from a town in that State, advising him that citizens' clothing
was being mailed to soldiers in this army to facilitate their desertion.
He had the mails supervised, and yesterday he brought to me two packages of clothing
(citizens') which had arrived in the mail, and upon which had been stamped, on one $2 04,
and on the other $2 25. There was also a letter of advice, from a female relative, clearly
stating the object of the transmissal.
The lieutenant colonel of the 132d Pennsylvania is of opinion that many men are assisted
in this matter throug·h the government mails, and I deem it of such importance as to request a
reference where the evil can be corrected.
The letters and packages are in the lieutenant colonel's possession.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FRENCH,
Major Gen'l Vols., Com'dg 3d Division.
Captain HOWARD,
A. D. C. and A. A. A. G., Headquarters 2d corps.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 13, 1863.
Official:
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

[Received 12.20 p. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C.,
February 14, 1863.
C,OMMANDING GENERAL, Army of the Potomac:
Leave of absence to include the 17th instant, with permission to visit Washington for the
purpose of attending the funeral of his sister Chilley, is granted Lieutenant E. H. Martindale,
(now with General Patrick.)
.
By order of the Secretary of War :
ED. R. S. CANBY, Brig. Gen'l.
Sent 12.45 p. m.

HEADQUARTERS OF TilE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., Feln·uary 16, 1863.
GENERAL: In reply to your communication of the 13th," in reference to granting passes to
citizens to visit the army of the Potomac, I have the honor to inform you that the ~ecretary
of War has directed that an order be published that all passes to visit the army of the Potomac, by whatever authority issued, must be eountersigned by Lieutenant Colonel Conrad
before they will be recognized as valid.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
Major General HOOKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy :
~

* No letter of the 13th on file.

C.

KELTO~

A. A.

~
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[Received 12.30 p. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 17, 1863.
Major General HooKER, A1·my of the Potomac:
Application is made to exchange the lOth Maine and 28th New York for two regiments
now in Maryland. If such exchange is approved by you, and you deem it beneficial to the
service, orders will be issued as soon as the roads are passable.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12.45.

[Received 1.30 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF

PoTOMAC,
Februa1·y 17, 1863.

THE

Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
After my experience in exchanging the Pennsylvania reserves, by which I gave two hundred and seventy (270) more officers and men than I received, no further exchange will be
made with my consent.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding

HEADQUARTERS 3D DIVISION 1ST ARMY CORPS,
February 20, 1863.
GENERAL : Yours of the 19th instant has just been received. You say, '' the general
commanding directs that you report what agreement was entered into by you with General
Heintzelman with respect to the exchange of the Pennsylvania reserves." In answer to
this, I have to state that no special agreement was entered into between us. It was understood that I was to have an equal number of men with those I furnished. I never supposed
I should have a less number until the reserves had actually arrived in Alexandria, and a
report of their number was laid before General Heintzelman. He then informed me that the
aggregate would be less than that furnished by some 230 men.
I am asked why I did not give my personal attention to this subject. In reply, I have to
state that I visited General Heintzelman's office every day and fi·equently several times a
day in relation to it. I was also a daily visitor at the Adjutant General's office of the generalin-chief in relation to it. The order from General Halleck directed General Heintzelman to
furnish Pennsylvania troops. The understanding was, an equal number of Pennsylvania
troops, if they could be furnished. The governor of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania
delegation had interested themselves in the business, and it was understood to be a matter of
State pride to furnish an equal number from Pennsylvania; hence the order was so worded.
General Heintzelman, I think, was not in favor of the exchange, as the reserves had hardly
any officers with them, and it was necessary absolutely that they should be reorganized on
account of the law which compelled them to elect their officers. I asked General Heintzelman for a regiment from another State, but he said he would not approve the application.
I then went to General Halleck and asked for Colonel Wells's Massachusetts regip:wnt, but it
was refused. I should have pressed the application still further had I not at this time received a telegram from General Reynolds, stating that he did not recognize my authority to
be absent. This obliged me to give up everything and return. General Heintzelman mistakes when he says the number of men at his disposal was well understood by me when I
made the application. I repeatedly asked for information on this and other points, and was
invariably told he would not touch the matter until the reserves arrived, and then he would
issue the necessary orders.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. DOUBLEDAY,
Brigadier General Volunteers, Commanding Division.
Brigadier GeneralS. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.,
Headquarters Army of the Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY

OF THE

POTOMAC
March 2, 1863.

Official copy:
JOS. DICKINSON, Assistant Adiutant General.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
· Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

TReceived 2.30 ·p .m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 20, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have to request that Major Hayden, 10th infantry, may be relieved from duty ·On courtmartial now in session at Washington, and ordered to report back for duty here.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
·
.
Major General, Commanding•

.HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., Februa1y 21, 1863.
GENERAL: In reply to your telegram of yesterday, requesting that Major Hayden, lOth
infantry, be relieved from duty on the court-martial in session in this city, I have the honor
to inform you the general-in-chief decides that he cannot be relieved.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
Major General HooKER, Commanding, S;c., S;c.
Official copy:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 51 1865.

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 21, 1863.
GENERAL: The general-in-chief directs me to say that General Buford is 011 a court for
the trial of an officer of your command, and cannot be relieved until the trial is over.
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
· Major General HooKER, Commanding, S;c., S;c.
Sent 2 p.m.

[Received 11.05 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 23, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Willard's Hotel:
Couch reports enemy's pickets apparently withdrawing except when flag-of-truce boat
crosses. Have despatched Moore and Caudler to investigate and report.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 3 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 23, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Willard's Hotel:
Report of examination says: Supposed to be simply withdrawal of position of pickets for
shelter by reduction of detail. As weather improves, more appear.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
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[Received 7.55 :P· m.]
WASIDNGTON, D. C., February 21, 1863.
Major General J. HoOKER, Headq~arters Army of the Potumac:
The Secretary of War directs that Lieutenant T. A. Whitney and Captain Whitney, of the
independent cavalry, at General Gregg's headquarters near Belle Plains, qe ordered to Washington immediately to report to Judge Advocate General Holt, as witnesses before a courtmartial now in session. They should be here to-morrow if possible.
.··
P. H. W .ATSON,
Assistant Secretary of War.
Sent 8 p.m.

[Telegram-Received 2.30 p. ni.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Near Falmouth, Va., February 25, 1863.
CoLONEL: Information from deserters, contrabands, and citizens received within the past
two or three days, when compared and collated, seems to corroborate the following statement:
That the enemy have decreased their force in our front; that two or more divisions of
Longstreet's corps have gone to Tennessee and South Carolina ; that the enemy are under
the impression that we are evacuating from .Aquia, leaving a sufficient force to keep Lee's
army in front of us.
The foggy atmosphere prevents the balloon being serviceable ; the roads are impassable for
reconnoissances; as soon as further definite and positive information can be obtained, it will
be forwarded.
The general tenor of the statements received makes it appear that Jackson's corps is left
to guard the passage of the river; Ransom's division of Longstreet's corps is one mentioned
as gone to Tennessee or South Carolina; Pickens's division as one gone to Charleston; commencing their departure February 17.
I shall probably give more information before night.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.
Lieut. Col. J. C. KELTON,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, Ap1·il 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

WASIDNGTON, D. C., February 25, 1863.
M2Jor General HooKER, Army of

~he

Potomac.

Stephensburg lies about six miles southwest from Kelly's ford, on the Rappahannock.
General Longstreet passed through Richmond on the 18th instant. A portion of his army
went to Charleston, S. C.; the balance to Suffolk. General Stewart is now at Auburn,
near Warrenton.
General Jackson and his army are at Staunton, with the intention of making a raid on
Maryland, with the help of General Stewart.
Very respectfully, yours,
G. YAGER.
Official copy:

C. H. POTTER, Assistant Adjutant General• .
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[Telegram-Received 5 p. m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, February 25, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
From information which I cannot discredit, General Jackson, with his whole command,
was yesterday across the Rappahannock from me. His corps was vi&ible from the balloon
this morning.
JOS. HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. W .A.GER, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Received 6.45 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS .AltMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 25, 1863-6.30 p.m.
Major General HEINTZELMAN, Headquarters Defences:
A large ~avalry force has made its appearance in front of our right ; said now to be
moving towards Stafford Court House. We send out up the river to try and get between
them and the Rappahannock. Can you send out from Fairfax towards Catlett's and Rappahannock Station to intercept them, if they move that way 1 Answer and advise me
what you can and will do.
JOS. HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 9.10 p.m., February 25.]
HEADQ11ARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, February 25, 1863.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
A mystery hangs over the despatch of Yager. It is a physical impossibility for the enemy
to make a raid into Maryland at this season of the year; besides, the Potomac, I should
judge, is not fordable. The rebels have a cavalry force on this side of the river, outside of
my exterior pickets, which I hope to hive before morning.
JOS. HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTIIENT OF WASHINGTON,
February 25, 1863.
Major General BuTTERFIELD, Cltief of Staff, Army of the Potomac:
I have sent out a force of cavalry two thousand (2,000) strong towards Catlett's and
Rappahannock Station, by the way of Fairfax, to intercept the enemy. This force will
leave by eight o'clock, February 26, (if possible sooner.) The commanding officer will have
a copy of the telegram received from you at seven o'clock this evening.
Respectfully,
S. P. HEINTZELMAN, Major General, Commanding.
(Telegraph operator, please send in cipher.)

[Received 12 midnight.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, February 25, 1863.
Major General HEINTZELMAN:
The force is F. Lee's and Hampton's brigades; crossed at Kelly's ford last night and
camped near Morrisville.· Their horses are well tired. We are pushing all out to-night.
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Can't you push out to-night and push this side of the railroad and Rappahannock Station.?
Look out for any collision with our forces. Our parties are ordered to capture them 1f
possible. Answer.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF WASHINGTON,
February 26, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff, Army of the Potomac:
I have ordered the cavalry at Fairfax Court House, about six hundred strong, to leave
camp immediately for Rappahannock Station; to be supported by the force leaving camp
to-monow morning.
Respectfully,
S. P. HEINTZELMAN, Major General, Commanding.
Send in cipher.

[Telegram in cipher-Received 10 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
February 26, 1863-9 a. m.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
The report of an intended raid into Maryland by the united forces of Jackson and Stewart
is entirely without foundation.
About two thousand of the enemy's cavalry felt of my pickets yesterday afternoon, were
repulsed, and Stoneman is now after them at full chase, with instructions to follow them to
their camps ; should it be necessary, to destroy them. These are on the south side of the
Rappahannock and near Culpeper. The rebels crossed the river at Kelly's ford.
JOS. HOOKER, Major Ueneral, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Received 2.20 p.m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 27, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Army of the Putomac:
The authority given to you to grant leaves of absence cannot be delegated by you to commanders of corps. Leaves not signed by your orders are null.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief
Sent 3 p.m.

[Received 7.20 p.m.]
EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, February 27, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
If it will be no detriment to the service, I will be obliged for Captain Henry A. Merchant,
of company I, 23d Pennsylvania volunteers, to come here and remain four or five days.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 7.20 p. m.
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[Received 8.10 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
February 27, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of tlte United States:
The necessary order, as requested, has been issued iu the case of Captain Merchant, 23d
Pennsylvania volunteers. General Hooker just left for Washington.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Telegram-Received 1 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 1, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following despatch has just been received from General Geary, at Stafford Court
House, who says the party communicating the information is entirely reliable. The portion
of it relating to Fitz Hugh Lee is verified by his late appearance here:
"FEBRUARY 26, 1863.
"DEAR SIR: I wish to inform you that the rebels have sent one thousand cavalry to Frank
Adams's, near .Aldie, Loudon county, Virginia. Major White's battalion, Major Strayhem's battalion, and a Virginia regiment of cavalry, of General Stuart's, have also arrived
at the same place. All of the above rebel troops were there February 22, and issued orders
that no citizen should bring any provisions within our lines, and that they come to enforce
an order that no provisions or supplies of any kind shall be sent out of their lines.
'' Fitz Hugh Lee has moved with five thousand troops, cavalry, infantry, and artillery,
to Culpeper Court House, and I have also reliable information that General Jackson is now
encamped ten miles below Fredericksburg.
''Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
II ENOS RICHMOND.
Brigadier General JOHN W. GEARY."
JOS. HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Major, .A. A. G.

[Received 1 p.m., March 2, 1863.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
March 2, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
The collector of the customs at Baltimore refuses to grant a clearance on my letter. Can
you advise him on the subject 1
JOS. HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, March 2, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth :
I have requested the Secretary of the Treasury to order the c~lle~tor at ~altimore to gra~t
clearances of supplies for your personal staff, upon your apphcatwn, which no doubt w1ll
be done:
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 2.20 p. m.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., March 3, 1863.
COI.ONEL: I have the honor to acknowledge a telegram from the major general commanding the army, directing that in future all applications for leaves of absence and fur-
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loughs be acted on at these headquarters, and that the right to grant mnst not be delegated
to corps commanders.
Soon after assuming command of the army of the Potomac I had issued an order on the
subject, for the purpose of establishing uniformity throughout the army in granting leaves of
absence to the officers and men, and under the restrictions therein named, in which corps
commanders were required to perform this duty, holding them responsible for any infraction
of this order. .A copy was furnished the major general commanding, and, as I supposed,
was approved by him. It was issued under the conviction that it would be productive of
beneficial results to the army, which have been fully realized.
In order to prevent circumlocution and delay, ·and also to relieve the .Adjutant General's
office at headquarters of a vast number of unimportant communications, the authority to
exercise this power, under well-defined restrictions, was conferred on corps commanders,
and I never have heard of its having been abused by them. If officers holding these high
positions cannot be intrusted with this duty, it seems to me that they should be replaced by
others who can.
The delay incident to applications for leave will be appreciated when you are informed that
my camp is mmrly one hundred miles in circumference, and if acted on immediately on their
receipt at these headquarters, would, in the majority of cases, delay the departure of the
applicant eight-and-forty hours.
On being informed of these facts, I cannot but request, for convenience, as well as for
the despatch of the current business of this army, that corps commanders may continue to
grant leaves of absence, in conformity with General Orders No. 10, Headquarters .Army of
the Potomac., dated February 7, 1863.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.,
Hcadquartc.rs of the Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, Washington, .April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICH'D D. CUTTS, Colonel and .A. D. C.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF POTOMAC, March 3, 1863.
GENERAL: The field return for February 28, of the troops sent to replace the Pennsyl
vania reserves, exhibits the following discrepancy in numbers, viz:
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Sent as per field return, Pennsylvania reserves, Jan. 29, 1863 ..
Received as per field return, 135th
143d, I 49th, I 50th, 151 st Pennsylvania vols., Feb. 28, 1863 ..
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9

1,233

The "extra duty" men of the Pennsylvania reserves have all been sent to join their command with General Heintzelman. I have to request that two regiments, of an aggregate
strength of 1,233 offieers and men, may be sent to me to make up this deficiency. The absentees fi·om the Pennsylvania reserves that will undoubtedly soon rejoin their commands are
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so much in exc.ess of those from tbe regiments sent here, that 1,500 officers and men would
not more than make the exchange equal.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Major General HALLECK, Commander-in-Chief, S;c. S;c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

[Received 4.45 a.m., March 4.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
March 4, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I am informed that Brigadier GenPral D. P. Birney has not been nominated for promotion.
I hope the report is not correct. He now commands Kearney's old division, and a better
division commander is not in this army. The influence that defeats it is not one that has the
interest of this army at heart, nor is it an informed one.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, Wasltington, March 5, 1863.
GENERAL: Your letter of the 3d instant, in relation to leaves of absence, is just received.
You will perceive, by referring to General Orders 61 and 100, series of 1862, that authority
to give leaves of absence, except on a specified surgeon's certificate, was denied to all commanders of armies and army corps.
This rule has been relaxed only in regard to yourself and General Rosecrans. From all
other commands the applications for leave must go to the Adjutant General, and no leaves
can be granted but by order of the Secretary of War.
As many officers presented themselves here in W asbiogton with leaves from commanders
of army corps, I applied to the Secretary to ascertain if such authority had been granted.
He replied that be had conferred that authority only on you, and that it could not be given
to commanders of army corps. To give it to your generals of army corps, and refuse it to
other commanders of armies and departments, would not be just.
Last reports show that nine thousand six hundred and ninety-two officers are absent from
their commands! It is the determination of the War Department to diminish this namber by
retaining to itself the power to grant leaves, and by refusing them, except in the most urgent
cases.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Major General HooKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac.
HEADQl!ARTERS .ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Received 11.20 p.m.]
EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington D. C., March !5, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Commanding Army of tlzc Potomac:
For business purposes, I have extended the leave of absence of Captain Henry A.
Merchant, 23d Pennsylvania volunteers, five days, hoping that it will not interfere with the
public service. Please notify the regiment to-day.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 11.28 a. m.

,.

-
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., March 6, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
General Milroy thinks that a large cavalry force is collecting in front of Winchester, and
asks re-enforcements. We have no cavalry to send him except from your army. If General
Milroy's suspicions are well founded your cavalry seould move so as to cut off the enemy or
compel him to fall back.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

[Telegram-Received 1.28 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF PoTOMAC, March 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have no means of verifying the suspicions of General Milroy. I only know that his
general character is that of a stampeder, and that if a large cavalry force is in his front I am
puzzled to know where it came from-certainly not from the army in my front. If my
cavalry is to be sent there on the present information, a positive order will be required; that
trip will disable my cavalry for service for six weeks. If Ge:c.eral Milroy has four thousand
infantry he should be able to take care of himself against any cavalry force the enemy can
send against him.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., March 6, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomad:
Despatches just received from the south state that D. H. Hill's forces are in North Carolina, and Longstreet's in Charleston or Savannah.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W ..A.GER, Major and A. A. G.

[Received 1.50 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, Marc!J 7, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The officer who met our flag of truce yesterday p. m. stated to our officer that the United
States vessels had retired from Fort McAlister; that their forces still held Vicksburg.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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[Telegram.]
WINCHESTER, VA., March 8, 1863.
Brigadier General KELLY, Harper's Ferry:
Various rumors reach me of a large rebel force having come across Lmay; some say it is
Hampton's legion, others that it is A. P. Hill's force.
R. H. MILROY, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, AprilS, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, March 9, 1863.
CoLONEL: The absence of Colonel Kellogg, 17th Pennsylvania cavalry, from his command
is a very serious detriment to his regiment and the service.
He is reported to me as the only instructed officer in that command.
He is detained as a witness in some comt-martial case in Washington~ or so reported ; has
been there four weeks for this purpose.
I have to request that he may be ordered to join his regiment at once.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, March 10, 1863.
Respectfully forwarded to the Judge Advocate General for report in regard to the detention
of Colonel Kellogg.
By order of Major General HALLECK.
J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.
JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S OFFICE, March Il, 1863.
The court-martial before which Colonel Kellogg has been attending as a witness adjourned
sine die on yesterday. He is, therefore, released from this duty, and should be directed to
return at once to Lis regiment.
HOLT, Judge Advocate General.
Notify General Hooker that Colonel Kellogg is discharged as a witness before the courtmartial, and should immediately return to his command.
H. W. HALLECK, Major General and Chief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 6, 1865.
Official copy:
J. C. KELTON, Colonel and A. A. G.

[Received 4.45 p. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 11, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Commanding, S,c., S,c., Falmouth, Va.:
Colonel Kellogg, 17th Pennsylvania cavalry, was yesterday discharged as a witness
before the court-martial.
J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.
Sent 5.18 p. m.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, March Il, 1863.
Major General J. E. HooKER,
Commanding Army of tlte Potomac, near Falmouth, Va.:
The Secretary of War directs that First Lieutenant Robert H. Hall, lOth infantry, be
ordered to report in person at the War Department.
ED. R. S. CANBY, Brigadier General.
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[Received 8.28 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
March 11, 1863-8.20 p.m.
Major General HooKER, Willards' Hotel:
Sharp's signals have all day indicated, as yesterday, a move. He will explain. .A. signal
station of enemy's reported broken up and moved. Scout in, named Skinner, reports Stuart
in the Valley with one brigade; also reports a raid contemplated on Potomac bridge.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 9. 50 a.m., March 12.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PGTOMAC, March 12, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
More infamous calumnies were never fabricated by a set of damned hounds connected with
newspapers than those of which you informed me yesterday relating to Butterfield. The
latter never saw or heard of Tully until he was sent here, it was supposed with the knowledge of General Martindale, to regulate the importation of newspapers to our camp, and has
never had any exclusive privilege granted him from myself or any officer of my staff. If he
ha!> any of which I do not know they must have come from the Military Governor of Washington. With regard to Duff, I gave him the only authority he has for supplying the officers
attached to headquarters with necessary stores, and did it solely from the consideration that
I was satisfactorily assured of his loyalty, and in order to clean out a number who were engaged in this traffic; and all of them, so far as I know, were tinctured with McClellan and
Burnside issue. They were trading under authority obtained from those officers. It seems
to me that unscrupulous reports from irresponsible persons should not be received as truths
when they disparage the fair fame of a high and brave officer until after they have been
established by searching investigation. Permit me to request that a copy of this may be furnished Senators Wilson and Nesmith at an early hour, as I am informed that the confirmation
of General Butterfield's promotion is to be reconsidered by the Senate to-day in consequence
of these infamous reports.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, March 13, 1863.
MaJor General HOOKER:
General Stahl wishes to be assigned to General Heintzelman, and General Heintzelman
also desires it. I would like to oblige both if it will not injure the service in your army or
incommode you. What say you ?
A. LINCOLN.

[Received 10.05 a.m., March 14.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, Marclt 14, 1863.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :
No serious loss will result to the service by the transfer of General Stahl to General Heintzelman's command, provided Colonel Wyndham, now on duty with General H., be ordered
to join his regiment.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
I

[Received 11.15 a.m., March 14.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 14, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I hope the names of Brigadier Generals Carr and Bartlett may not be omitted in your list
of nominations. They have held the letters of appointn.~ent for several months and been in
the exercise of their commands.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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[Received 8.15 p. m., March 14.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 14, 1863.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Can you inform me whether or not Generals Newton and Brooks have been nominated for
promotion, or if they are to be ?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, D. C., March 14, 1863.
.Major General HooKER:
Generals Newton and Brooks were not renominated. The limitation upon the number of
brigadiers and major generals left out seyeral.who had been appointed before the session of
Congress commenced, and the whole number was filled up.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 8.45 p. m.

[Received 1 p.m., March 15.]
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 15, 1863.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I deeply regret the non-promotion of Brigadier Generals Newton and Brooks, and request
that letters of appointment may be furnished these officers to fill the first vacancies. I had
been led to suppose that their nomination would have been sent to the Senate in case the
increase in the number of major generals had not been provided for by the last Congress.
It will be impossible to keep our army alive if the rewards of services are not bestowed upon
the meritorious.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12.40 p. m., 16th.]
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 16, 1863.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Your despatch desiring that a leave be granted to Lieutenant Heissen, lOth United States
infantry, did not reach me in season for him to take the boat of to-day. He has been dismissed by a general court-martial, and the sentence has been confirmed by me. The order
is in the hands of the printer. A transcript in his case will be sent to Lieutenant Heissen
to-day, so that he can leave to-morrow.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 1.45 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMEN1', Washittgton City, March 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
My telegram of this morning referred to Lieutenant Reese E. Fleeson, lOth United States
infantry, whose residence is Pittsburg. Your answer mentions Lieutenant Heisson. Do
you refer to the same person, or is there a telegraphic mistake as to the name?
E. M. STANTON.
Sent 2 p.m.

[Telegram in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washingtou, D. C., March 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Commanding Army of tlte Potomac:
Reports received here to-day, apparently more reliable than heretofore, indicate that the
enemy has concentrated some ten thousand mep. near Strasburg, to threaten the Baltimore
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and Ohio railroad. You have the only cavalry force to cope with that of the enemy, au?- it
is expected that you will observe or occupy it so as to prevent any large body from movmg
towards Harper's Ferry.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 1.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[~eceived

5.45 p. m., March 16.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 16, 1863.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of State:
My telegram of this morning was intended to refer to Lieutenant Reese E. Fleeson, lOth
United States infantry. The error in my despatch was a clerical one.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 7 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 16, 1863-6.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Have just received your telegram of this p. m.
..
This morning I despatched three thousand cavalry to attack and break up the cavalry
camp of Fitzhugh Lee and Hampton in the vicinity of Culpeper. Is it ordered that the
residue of my cavalry force shall be sent on to the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, so as to
prevent any large body from moving towards Harper's Ferry 7
Can no one tell where all the enemy's cavalry come from 7
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Official:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, AprilS, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Received 7 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, Marcil 16, 1863-6.30 p.m.
Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I have just received a telegram from the major general commanding the army, informing
me that it is expected that I will despatch all my cavalry force to the protection of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.
As this movement will involve consequences of the most momentous character I have
applied to him for unconditional orders. Please see that they are sent me. See my telegram
to Major General Halleck.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,. Wa~l,inqton, D. C., March 16, 1863.
Maj01· General HooKER, Falmouth:
I am not aware that any of your cavalry has been ordered to the Baltimore and Ohio
• railroad. It is expected, however, that you will not permit a very large cavalry force to
pass from your front to destroy that road without intercepting or destroying it. Very possibly Milroy's report of over ten thousand in his front is the old story. It was supposed that
you would know from your scouts whether or not there was good foundation for the report.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9 p.m.

Official:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, _fpril11, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, March 17, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to inform you that, in obedience to the requirements contained
in its closing paragraph, I have transmitted a copy of General Order No. 49, of the 28th
ultimo, in regard to paroles, to the general commanding the forces in my- ii·ont.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Brig. Gen. L. THOMAS, Adjutant General United States Army.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 5, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

GENERAL ORDERS, ~
'WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,
No. 49.
5
Washington, February 28, 1863.
I. The following rules in regard to paroles, established by the common law and usages of
·war, are published for the information of all concerned :
1. Paroling must always take place by the exchange of signed duplicates of a written
document, in which the name and rank of the parties paroled are correctly stated. Any one
who intentionally misstates his rank, forfeits the benefit of his parole, and is liable to pu~
ishment.
2. None but commissioned officers can give the parole for themselves or their commands,
and no inferior officer can give a parole without the authority of his superior, if within reach.
3. No paroling on the battle-field; no paroling of entire bodies of troops after a battle;
and no dismissal of large numbers of prisoners, with a general declaration that they are
paroled, is permitted, or of any value.
4. An officer who gives a parole for himself or his command on the battle-field is deemed
a deserter, and will be punished accordingly.
5. For the officer, the pledging of his parole is an individual act, and no wholesale paroling by an officer, for a number of inferiors in rank, is permitted or valid.
6. No non-commissioned officer or private can give his parole except through an officer.
Individual paroles not given through an officer are not only void, but subject the individual
giving them to the punishment of death as deserters. The only admissible exception is
where individuals, properly separated from their commands, have suffered long confinement
without the possibility of being paroled through an officer.
7. No prisoners of war can be forced by the hostile government to pledge his parole, and
any threat or ill treatment to force the giving of the parole is contrary to the law of war.
tl. No prisoner of wa.t; can enter into engagements inconsistent with his character and
duties as a citizen and a subject of his State. He can only bind himself not to bear arms
against his captor for a limited period, or until he is exchanged, and this only with the stipulated or implied consent of his own government. lf the engagement which he makes is not
approved by his government, he is bound to return and surrender himself as a prisoner of
war. His own government cannot at the same time disown his engagement and refuse his
· Ieturn as a prisoner.
9. No one can pledge his parole that he will never bear arms against the government of
his captors, nor that he will not bear arms against any other enemy of his government not
at the time the ally of his captors. Such agreements have reference only to the existing
£lnemy and his existing allies, and to the existing war, and not to future belligerents.
10. While the pledging of the military parole is a voluntary act of the individual, the capturing power is not obliged to grant it, nor is the government of the individual paroled bound
to approve or ratify it.
11. Paroles not authorized by the common law of war are not valid till approved by the
government of the individual so pledging his parole.
12. The pledging of any unauthorized military parole is a military offence, punishable
under the common law of war.
II. This order will be published at the head of every regiment in the service of the United
States, and will be officially communicated by every general commanding an army in the
field to the commanding general of the opposing forces, and will be hereafter strictly observed
and enforced in the armies of the United 8tates.
By order of Major General H. W. Halleck.
L. THOMAS, Adjutant General.
Official:

- - - - , A . A. G.
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[Received 8.20 p. m., March 19.]
,
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 19, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Only a portion of the number of books on out-post duty promised have been sent. When
shall we get the balance to supply the army 1
.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 8.45 p. m., March 19.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 19, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I see by the papers of this evening that Major General Cadwallader has been assigned to
the command of the 2d corps. I trust that this is a mistake. I cannot afford to lose Major
General Couch in command of that corps. Its efficiency would be greatly impaired by that
change. I earnestly request that the present corps commanders may remain unchanged.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 9.10 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, March 19, 1863.
Major General HOOKER:
I saw the article referred to in the papers this morning. It is a part of the military operations manufactured outside of the department. No such assignment has been made. No
assignment to command in your army will be made without consultation with you and your
concurrence. This you may reckon upon with a sure faith. But operations here that have
no existence, as well as operations in your army, will often appear in newspapers, so long as
a lie sells a paper as well as the truth. Your action in respect to the Herald correspondent
is cordially approved, and more of the same sort will do much good.
EDWL~ M. STANTON.
Sent 9.20 p. m.

[Received 9.40 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, Marc" 19, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
The Adjutant General reports that the residue of the books, except about five hundred,
have been forwarded to you, and that the rest will be sent as soon as they can be procured
from New York.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 9.45 p. m.

[Received 9.45 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, March 19, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
I congratulate you upon the success of General Averill's expedition. It is good for the
first lick. You have drawn the first blood, and I hope now soon to see "the boys up and at
them." Give my compliments and thanks to Averill and his command.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War
Sent 9.50 p. m.
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[Received 12 m., March 20.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, March 20, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Has the resignation of Major General Sigel been accepted, or is that officer to be removed
from the command of the 11th corps? I desire to ascertain, in order that, if so, Maj01·
General Howard, the highest in rank in this army for advancement to corps commander,
may be assigned to it. General Howard is an officer of uncommon merit, is favorably known
to this army, and is fully identified with its history. I would consider the services of an
entire corps as entirely lost to this army were it to fall into the hands of Major General
Schurz, the senior officer now on duty with it. It is highly important that the commander
of the 11th corps should be named, and that he should be on duty with it.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 10.35 p.m., March 21.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, MarciL 21, 1863~
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
When may I look tor the 2d regiment New Hampshire volunteers to return 1 I have not
received the letter referred to in your telegram of Monday last.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Maior General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, March 20, 1863.
Sm : Since my letter of yesterday was written, recommending, in the event of the application of Lieutenant Colonel N. H. Davis, assistant inspector general, to be relieved from duty
with this army, being favorably considered, that Major Julius Hayden, lOth infantry, be given
the rank of lieutenant colonel and assigned to duty at my headquarters as assistant inspector
general. I have received Special Orders No. 119 from the Adjutant General's office, conferring
upon Major Hayden the rank of lieutenant colonel, and assigning him to duty at the headquarters of the 3d army corps.
I will, therefore, in a few days present the name of another officer as the successor of Lieutenant Colonel Davis, should he be relieved.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Majm· General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.,
HeadquaTters of the Army.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April5, 1865.
Official copy:
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, March 22, 1863.
CoLONEL: I have the honor to request that Brigadier Generals Robert 0. Tyler, J. S.
Mason and E. M. Rinks, volunteer service, may be directed to report to me for assignments
to duty with this army.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Ma1or General, Commanding.
C6lonel J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.,
Headquarters of tlte Army.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April5, 1865.
Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., ll'Iarch 23, 1863.
CoLONEL: In view of the fact that when this army moves, the sudden stoppage of all visitors to this camp would be a preliminary notice thereof; also, that the attention of all officers
and men is now absolutely required to be free from interference of such visitors, I would
respectfully suggest that hereafter permits to visit this army be restlicted to cases of absolute
positive necessity, and that the permission heretofore granted to females be denied.
It is advisable that these notifications be gradually introduced within the next few days,
and not upon the ground that anything is likely to occur here requiring such a course.
It cannot be foreseen at what moment this army will move, and the action in respect to
the stoppage of travel heretofore has invariably been such as to indicate to the country pretty
nearly the precise time of a movement.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KEL'I'ON, A. .A. G.,
Headquarters of the Army.
HEADQUAR'I'ERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:

RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

[Received 1.50 p. m., March 24.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, March 24, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Leave for ten days has been granted to Lieutenant E. G. Scott, 5th artillery, as requested
by you.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, MD., March 24, 18~..
Have you any information of rebel cavalry movements in Loudon county? General RobertS!
last night telegraphed me a report from Colonel Scheley, Point of Rocks, that Stuart with
his cavalry had passed Leesburg in the direction of Nolan's ferry.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major Gene?:al.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. W .A.GER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, March 25, 1863. •
GENERAL: Yours of the 23d is just received. I give no passes to the army of the Potomac.
Those given are given under the direction of the War Department. I have shown your let .
ter to the Secretary, who will see that your wishes are complied with.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General--in-Chief.
Major General HooKER,
Commanding Army of tlte Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY1 April 5, 1865.
Official copy :

Part I--14

J. C. KELTONr A. A. G.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, March 25, 1863.
Major General J. HooKER,
Commanding Army of Potomac, Falmouth, Va. :
The President has extended General Sigel's leave of absence from his command, but without relieving him from the command permanently.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 12.35 p. m.

[Telegram. J
W ASIDNGTON, D. C., March 25, 1863.
Winchester, Va., 23d, via Martinsburg March 25, 1A63.
Major General SCHENCK, Baltimore :
The enemy has fallen back beyond Mount Jackson. Heavy firing heard yesterday in the
direction of Culpeper or to the left of that place.
GENERAL MILROY.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.l
BALTIMORE, MD.,
March 27, 1863.-2.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General in Chief:
General Milroy reports four ( 4) regiments rebel cavalry and a battery near Front Royal.
Very respectfully,
R. C. SCHENCK, Major Gen'l, Com'dg.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, AprilS, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., Manh 27, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Fa.lmoutlt:
Despatches from Generals Dix, Foster and Hunter, and from the west, indicate that the
rebel troops formerly under Lee are now much scattered for supplies, aud for operations elsewhere. It would seem, under these circumstances, advisable that a blow be struck by the
army of the Potomac as early as practicable. It is believed that during the next few days
several conflicts will take place, both south and west, which may attract the enemy's attentiQn
particularly to those points.
H. W. HALLECK, General in Chief.
Sent 2. 30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

1
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wAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.
Washington, April1, 1863.
Major General HoOKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
There will be made, on the lOth of April, or as soon thereafter as practicable, a general
muster of all troops in the service of the United States, wheresoever they may be. The muster-rolls will be immediately sent to the Adjutant General of the army for the use of the Provost Marshal General in making drafts to fill up regiments and batteries to the proper complement.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND, Asst. Adjt. General.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April3, 1863.
GENERAL: Please direct Sergeant Joseph B. Stevens, company F, 5th regiment Ohio volunteer infantry, to report to Colonel Holt, judge advocate general, United States army.
By order of Major General Halleck:
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
Major General HooKER,
Commanding, ~c., S;c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 5 1 1865.
Official:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

[Cipher.]
EXECUTIVE MA '11\fSION,
Washirigton, April 3, 1863.
Major General HoOKER:
Our plan is to pass Saturday night on the boat; go over from Aquia creek to your camp
Sunday morning; remain with you till Tuesday morning, and then return. Our party will
probably not exceed six persons of all sorts.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 2.30 p.m.

[Received 3.10 p. m.]
W ASIDNGTON, April 3, 1863.
Major General HooKER, U. S. Volunteers,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
I am instructed to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram concerning Captain J. E.
Harrison, 5th United States cavalry, and to inform you that Special Orders 147, from headquarters army, dated March 31, gives Captain Harrison permission to remain in Washington for ten days under medical treatment. A copy of order has been sent to you by mail.
By order of the Secretary of War:
ROBERT ·wiLLIAMS, Asst. Adjt. General.
Sent 3.45 p. m.

[Received 5 p. m., April 4.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 4, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I request ~hat you will ~ave the lt~ndness to inform me of the hour the President ';"ill
leave Washmgton for Aqma. I take 1t for granted that you and Mrs. Stanton will be of the
party.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Ct~mmanding.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, April4, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
The President and Mrs. Lincoln left here for Aquia about five o'clock last evening, intending to remain on the boat all night. It was impossible for me to leave here in the President's absence, and Mrs. Stanton would not go without me ; but we are obliged by your
invitation.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 8.30 p. m.

[Received 11.50 a. m.]
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, AprilS, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Commanding Army Potomac:
Where, from consolidation of forces, officers are rendered supernumerary, and consequently
mustered out, all supernumeraries, whether present or absent, should be mustered out as
absent, and cause stated.
Like rules apply to enlisted men.
Recently, mustering officers have not complied with foregoing; in consequence, attention
is invited to the fact.
By order of Secretary of War:
THOMAS M. VINCENT, Assistant Adjutant General.
Sent 12m.

[Received 3 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, D. C., April 8, 1863.
·Major General JOSEPH HooKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
Application has been made by John O'Hara for permission to carry sanitary supplies to
the Michigan troops in the army of the Potomac. Have you any objection to a pass being
granted him for that purpose 1
P. H. WATSON, Assistant Secretary of War.
Sent 3.07 p. m.

[Received 6.30 p. m., April 9.]
HEADQUAR1'ERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 9, 1863.
Hon. P. H. WATSON, Assistant Secretary of War:
With regard to the application of Mr. J. O'Hara for permission to bring sanitary supplies
to the Michigan troops in this army, conveyed in your despatch of the 9th, it is respectfully
suggested that a list of the articles should be furnished before any instructions are given.
The health of this army is now good, and it is not thought the indiscriminate use of luxuries
increases the effective strength of the troops, and in the event of a movement such supplies
could not be transported. Whenever the troops are encamped for any length of time such
articles as are not objected to by the medical department might be permitted to be sent forward.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 2 55 p. m.]
WASHINGTON CITY, D. C., April 1], 1863.
Major General JOSEPH HooKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
Referring to your telegram of the 9th, I have now to state that the supplies which John
O'Hara desires to carry to the army of the Potomac are as follows:
Twenty-four boxes and one barrel containing cakes, cheese, dried fruits, jellies, preserves,
pickles, stationery, &c.; four bundles of smoked beef, dried fruit and preserves; four barrels
and forty kegs of butter-all intended for Michigan troops, and weighing in the aggregate
about six thousand pounds.
Shall they be sent 7 The surgeons think such supplies useful for the hospitals.
P. H. WATSON, Assistant Secreta1·y of War.
Sent 3-.05 p. m.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., Aprilll, 186:1.
Major General JOSEPH HOOKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
The articles enumerated in my despatch to-day are intended as gifts from the people o
Michigan to their troops in your army. Mr. O'Hara is not a trader, but a State agent, a;nd
does not want to sell the articles, but to distribute them ~ratis.
P. H. W ATBON, Assistant Secretary of War.

[Received 3.35 p. m, Aprilll.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC, Aprilll, 1863.
Hon. P. H. WATSON, Assistant Secretary of War:
In order to prevent being overrun by traders an order was issued confining all the traffic
in corps to sutlers ; they keep on hand for sale to the troops all the articles enumerated in
the list of Mr. O'Hara.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.

[Telegram-Received 10.30 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April12, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth:
Despatches from Fortress Monroe say that the enemy attacked Williamsburg and Suffolk
in large forces yesterday. They were also pressing General Foster in North Carolina very
closely.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.45 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

[Received.]
W ASIDNGTON, D. C., April12, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Your letter by the hand of General Butterfield is received, and will be conformed to. The
thing you dispense with would have been ready by mid-day to-morrow.

A. LINCOLN.

Sent 12.10 a. m.

[Telegram in cipher-Received 2.30 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April13, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Army of the Potomac :
Despatches just received from Fort Monroe say that the enemy is investing Suffolk.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.40 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
April 13, 1863-8.50 p. m.

Major General PECK, Suffolk, Va. :
All of Longstreet's forces that have gone from here left in January and February last;
none have left since. The enemy will be disappointed in the expectations you mention in
your despatch.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram-Received 9.35 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, April13-9 p. m.
GENERAL: If it is deemed of importance to keep open telegraph communications to this
point it will require that a regiment of cavalry be sent from Washington to patrol and guard
the line via Occoquan to Dumfries. My cavalry have other duties that will prevent their
attending to this. The force should be sent without delay.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
Major General HALLECK.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Telegram-Received 10.40 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April13, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Commanding, 8;c.:
I do not think that the safety of Washington depends upon the maintenance of communications with your army; but I think it is your duty to maintain your communications with
Washington, and to keep the War Department advised of all your movements and intended
movements. You theiefore have my orders to keep up such communication.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.45 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

•

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

[Received 7.50 a.m., April14.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April14, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
_
I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of my telegram to Major General Halleck
and his reply thereto. I respectfully request that these be laid before the Piesident of the
United States without delay.
·
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

"APRIL 13, 1863.
"GENERAL: If it is deemed of importance to keep open telegraphic communication to
this point it will require that a regiment of cavalry should be sent from Washington to patrol
and guard the line via Occoquan to Dumfries. My cavalry have other duties that will prevent their attending to this. The force should be sent without delay.
"JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
''Major General HALLECK."
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[Telegram.-Received 7.58 a.m., April14.]
"WASHINGTON, April13, 1863.
''Major General HoOKER, Headquarters Army of Potomac:
" I do not think that the safety of Washington depends upon the maintenan~e o~ com~u
nication with your army; but I think it is your duty to maintain your commumcatlons w1th
Washington and to keep the War Department advised of all your movements and intended
movements. You therefore have my orders to keep up such communications.
"H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief."

[Received 10.20 a. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April14, 1863.
To the PoSTMASTER, Washington :
Major General Hooker, commanding this army, would like to have the entire mails of today from his army detained twenty-four hours in your office if you can do so with propriety.
He has very urgent reasons for making the request, as you may readily imagine. Inform
me whether o:t not you will comply.
R. INGALLS, Colonel and Quartermaster.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April 14, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
General Heintzelman has ordered a regiment of cavalry to scout south of the Occoquan to
Dumfries.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Offic.~al:

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

WASHINGTON, April14, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Would like to have a letter from you as soon as convenient.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 5. 30 p. m.

[Received 11.15 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
April14, 1863-11 p.m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, PresitJent United States:
I had supposed the enemy were attacking Peck to prevent his re-enforcing Foster ; but if
with the numbers alleged, it must be for a more important purpose. As soon as Stoneman's
designs are discovered to the enemy, Peck will be relieved; the reason that the enemy, have
not to exceed thirty -five thousand men between Richmond and Suffolk, including both of
these towns.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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[Received 9.15 p.m., in cipher.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
April 15, 1863-8 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President United States;:
Just heard from General Stoneman. His artillery has been brought to a halt by the mud,
one division only having crossed the river. If practicable he will proceed without it; all the
~treams are swimming.
. JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 9. 30 e. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 16, 1863.
For information of the President and Secretary of War:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April15, 1863.
''To General S--:
Your despatches of 9 and 10.35 o'clock of this date are this moment received. As you
stated in your communication of yesterday that you would be over the river with your
command at daylight this morning, it was so communicated to Washington, and it was
hoped that the crossing had been made in advance of the rise in the river. If your artillery
is your only hindrance to your advance, the major general commanding directs that you
order it to return, and proceed to the e:x.ecution of your orders without it. It is but reasonable
to suppose that if you cannot make use of that arm of the service, the enemy cannot. If it
is practicable to carry into execution the general instructions communicated to you the 12th
instant, the major general commanding expects you to make use of such means as will, in
your opinion, enable you to accomplish it, and that as speedily as possible. This army is
now awaiting your movement. I am directed to add that, in view of the swollen condition of
the streams, it is not probable, in the event of your being able to advance, that you will be
troubled by the infantry of the enemy.

"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

[Received 9.30 a. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April16, 1863
Copies of instructions to GeneralS---, for the President and Secretary of War:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
'' April 15, 1863.
''To General S---:
"Depatches of April 15, from - , signed by the chief of your staff, ,have been
received.
''The commanding general desires me to call your attention to your letter of instructions.
The tenor of your despatehes might indicate that you were manreuvering your whole force
against the command of General Lee, numbering not over two thousand men. The commanding general does not expect, nor do your instructions indicate, that you are to act from
any base or depot. When any messengers are coming this way, please acknowledge thereceipt of the despatch concerning the telegram from General Peck sent for your information."
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12.20 p. m., April 18.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April18, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I am informed by Commander Magraw that three of his gunboats are ordered to Newport News. I desire to know how long these boats will be absent, and, also, if the fleet under
Commander McRea are still at my disposal for purposes of co-operation.
..
JOS.EPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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[Received 12.30 p.m., April18.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 18, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Has any action been made on the application of Major General Reynolds and Brigadier
General Wadsworth to have Lieutenant Colonel Gabriel Paul made brigadier general, or if
not, the brevet rank given him, in order that he may continue in eommand of brigade in first
corps? The letters in his case were addressed to the Adjutant General of the army.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 1.30 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, April18, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth:
The appointment of Colonel Paul as brigadier bas been ordered, and will be sent to your
headquarters to-morrow.
The two gunboats were ordered away by the Navy Department in ignorance of your design; the order has been countermanded, and if you need them will be sent back immediately.
The fleet under Commander McRea is at your disposal. Admiral Harwood, at the navy
yard, has also been ordered to co-operate with you and send you everything of the Potomac
fleet that is available.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 1.40 p. m.

[Received 3.05 p. m., April18.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 18, 1863.

Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I do not require the two gunboats just now, and will give you timely notice when I need
them.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Cipher.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 18, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
The President will leave here for Aquia to see you to-morrow (Sunday) morning at 7,
expecting to reach there about 10 a. m. Can you meet him there?
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 9.30 p. m.

[Received 10.45 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERs

ARMY

oF THE Po·.roMAc,
April 18, 1863-10.30 p. m.

Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I have received your telegram of this evening.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram. ]
BALTIMORE, MD., April21, 1863-3.30 p.m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Many circumstances now tend to indicate that the rebels are preparing to make some
movement in force into Western Virginia. General Milroy telegraphed to me yesterday that,
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except some small scattering parties, the enemy had fallen back, with all troops, as far as
Hanisonburg. In a despatch to-day he says, from information received, which I deem reliable, the baggage of Jackson's army and some artillery and ordnance stores arrived at
Staunton some ten days since.
These things corroborate the reports I get from Generals Scammon and Roberts.
ROBERT C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, AprilS, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 6.05 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 21, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Will you please direct that a correct transcript be sent me by telegraph of the date proper
of muster of the regiments whose terms of service are expiring now. A differenee of opinion
on the subject makes trouble here. I have sent a list of the regiments to the Adjutant General's office, and would like the statement from original records there to compare with the
statements of officers here.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
April 21, 1863-10 p. m.
Major General PECK, Suffolk, Va.:
Am glad to hear good tidings from you. You must be patient. I must play with these
devils before I can spring. Remember that my army is at the bottom of a well and the enemy
hold the top.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Comma1Uling.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAc,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., .April ~2, 1863.
GENERAL: For the information of the War Department I have the honor to tran~mit
herewith a statement of the number of men soon to be discharged from this army by expiration of term of enlistment. They are the nine-months and two-years regiments.
From recent information I have reason to believe but few, if any, will re-enlist at this time.
They appear to be of opinion that they will be under less restraint to retire from service before
incurring new obligations, and that, if they should conclude to return to the service, they
will be able to realize a larger bounty as substitutes for conscripts than is provided by law.
The large bounties heretofore paid by the State and federal governments seem to be uppermost in their minds, and they will be likely to hold back for this recurrence. At all events,
they are unwilling to re-enlist now.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gtmeral.
Brigadier General L. THOMAS, Adjutant General of tlte Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.

)
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Statement slwwing the number o/ two-years and nine-months men serving in the
army o/ the Potomac.

I

Two-years Three-y'rs
Total
men.
men.
strength.
365
261
25
129

2d regiment Maine volunteers ••• --- •••••••..••••••••••
1Oth ... do .....•....•. do ...•••••••••..•••••.••..••.•
1st regiment New York volunteers .•••••••••..•.•.•••.
2d . . . . do ..••••.••.•••••. do ••••••••••••••••..•••••.
4th .•.. do .....••••••••••. do .••...•••••..•..•.•••.•.
5th .... do .••••....•.••••. do •••.•.••••••••.•••••.••••.
7th .... do ..•••...•.••••.•. do •••••.•••••.•••••.• _•.•.
8th .... do ...••..••••.•••. do •.••••••.•••••....• ·-· ••.
1Oth ... do .....••••..•.••. do ••••••.•••.....•.•.•..•.
12th ... do ....••.••..••••. do-----· •••....••••.•••...
13th ... do ...•...•.••.•••. do •••••.••••.••••••..••••.
14th ... do .••••.....•••••. do .••.•••.•••••....••••••..
15th ... do ... _•...•••..••. do ••••••••• _•••••••.•••••.
16th ... do .••••.••••.••••. do ••••••.•••••.••.••..•••.
17th ... do .•••••.•••.••••. do . _••••••••.••••.••.•••..
18th ... do .....••••••.•••. do ••••••••...•.••.•.••.•.•..
20th ... do ...•••..•••.•••. do . -- ••••••••••.•. -- •• -- •.
21st •.. do .••••••••••••••. do----·· •••••. ···-·· •••••.
22d .•. do .•.••.••••.••••. do •••••••••.•••.••••.••••.
23d ... do ..•.•••••••••••• do •••••••••• - .•••••••••.•.
24th ... do .••••••••.•••••. do •••. ---· •.••••......••..
25th ... do ..•••......•••.. do .•••••••••••....•.•••••.
26th ... do .•..••••••.••••. do .••.•••••••..••••.•••••.
27th ... do .•••...•..•••••. do •••••••••.••..••.. -----28th ... do ....•••••.•••••• do •....•.••••••••••••••••.
29th ... do .••.•.••..••••.. do ••...•••••••••••••..• _..
30th ... do ...••.....•••••. do .••..•..•••••••••.•••...
31st ... do .•.••••.•..••••. do .• -- •.•••.•...••....•...
32d ... do ....•••••..••••. do .•..•••••.•••••.•.....•.
33d ... do ..•••.••..•••••.• do ••.••••..•.•••••.••..••..
34th ... do .••••.•••••••••. do .••••••••••••••••.•••••.
35th ... do .•••.•••••.•• _•. do .•..••••.••••••••••••••.
36th ... do .••••••••..••••. do •••••••••••••••• -------·
37th .•. do .••••.•..••••••. do •••• --· ••••••••••••••..
38th ••. do •••••.•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.

90
482
612
454
526
302
555
1543
478
261
375
461
568
426
435
565
744
448
489
604
406
308
393
553
512
436
462
414
491
402
521
623
474
584
385

Total ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

16,472

4,370

20,842

8th New York independent battery •••••••••.••••.••••.

8

77

85

455
743
637
583

526
653
618
614
718
561
505

--···----351
63
71

240
300
130
124
382
147
83
41
56

585

950
573

518
606
800
448
504
617
447
355
531
559
544
497
621

·----- 15---·
13
41
47
138
6
32
61
159
75
84
183
9
68
21
299
351

489

575
675
530
691
495
883
736

NINE-MONTHS REGIMENTS.

122d regiment Pennsylvania volunteers...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
126th ... do ......••.•••..••••. do . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . • • . •
]29th ... do .......•••.•.•.• _.. do . . • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • •
134th ... do ..•••......••.•••.. do............... •••••• •••••. .•••••
123d ... do ...•...•...•••.••.. do.................................
13lst ... do .••••..••.•.•••••.. do.................................
133d ... do .•••..•..•...•..... do . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • • • • .
153d ... do. . • . . • . . . • • ...•.•. do . • • • • . . • . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • .

871
761
769
688
834
799
766
933

Total nine-months men...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6, 421
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[Received 11 a. m., April 22.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 22, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of f{lar:
I am informed that I should have a bri~radier and a major general's commission somewhere;
can yo11 tell me what has becomt;J of them 1
JOSEPH HOO~ER, Major General, Commanding

[Received 12.10 p. m., April23.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 23, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
In view of the loss of two regiments to-day by the expiration of their term of service, I
would respectfully urge your attention to the return of the second New Hampshire regiment,
or a regiment of equal strength in its place, in accordance with the a.ssurance upon which I
consented to its departure.
JOSEPHHOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 11.48 a. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, April24, 1863.
Major General JoSEPH HOOKER,
Commanding the Army of Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
The second New Hampshire regiment will be immediately ordered to join you. Please
send me copies of any etters from Doctor Smith or the Surgeon General that have been addressed to you in relation to the publication of Doctor Letterman's report.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 1. 30 p. m.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, MD., April 24-8 p. m.
Brigadier General B. F. KELLY, Harper's Ferry:
The following telegram of this date has just been received from Buckhanon :
"Since 2 p. m. I have received from Colonel Latham, commanding at Bpverly, four
telegrams. The first stating that the enemy were advancing on him; by the last, he informs
me that he has opened upon him with artillery, and that they were within one mile of him.
He believes Imboden's and Jackson's forces are combined. Forces from Harper's Ferry
should be pushed on towards Grafton.
·
"B. S. ROBERTS, Brigadier General."
You will send such troops as you can spare at once from Harper's Ferry to Grafton Ol"
Clarksburg to the support of General Roberts, being governed by circumstances.
By order of Major General Schenck:
.
_
W. H. CHESEBROUGH, Lt. Col. and A. A. G.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 4.45 p. m., April 25.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, April 25, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Has Brigadier General R. 0. Tyler been directed to report to me for duty with this army 1
You will remember that I spoke to you of this on Sunday last.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

GENERAL HOOKER.
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[Telegram.]
WARRENTON JUNCTION, April 26, 1863-1.30 a. m.
GeneralS. WILLIAMS, Army of the Potomac:
A man by name of George W. Lake, a resident of Maine, and townsman of Colonel
Sawtelle, quartermaster, and a very intelligent and apparently a very reliable gentleman,
has just arrived within our lines from Stanton via Harrisonburg, New Market and Thornton's Gap. He reports that on Tuesday, the 21st, Jones was at Harrisonburg, and Imboden
not far off; their united iorces, about six thousand, mostly cavalry. There had just been
issued ten days' rations, and it was understood that they were intending to tum Milroy and
destroy possibly the railroad bridge on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad at the mouth of
south branch of the Potomac and Cacapon river, which has heretofore been done by Imboden.
The people of the country are expecting an advance of Hooker's army on Gordonsville
via Culpeper, and it vyas rumored that pontoon bridges had been thrown across the river
for that purpose. He estimates the confederate army at six hundred thousand strong, and,
from what he heard, should judge that we had a large force in front of us at Fredericksburg.
Hill1iad fifty thousand in North Carolina when Mr. Lake left there, six weeks ago; from
fifty thousand to sixty thousand at Charleston, during the recent eng·agement ; two ironclads at Wilmington, North Carolina-one at least completed by this time, built to run the
blockade, which is run with great regularity. Danville railroad not completed yet.
·
Major General STONEMAN.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
· [Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 26, 1863-9.30 a. m.
Major General GEo. STONEMAN, Warrenton Junction:
Yom despatch respecting the statement of Mr. Lake received. I am directed to say that
we have much more reliable information than this man has furnished. We know the streno-th
of the enemy in front of us, and he is looking for us to advance in this vicinity. Jones has
an irregular force of not to exceed three thousand ; his intentions we know nothing of.
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Wasltington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, April26, 1863.
Major General HAI,LECK, General-in-Chief:
General Hooker is certainly mistaken about the small number of troops with Jones and
at the west; but Jones has not yet advanced on New creek. I think lie can have little
with him but cavalry. Scouts report that he could not get his artille!·y across the South
branch at Moorfield, and Elliott may arrive in time to capture it; then I hope we may capture
his entire force. Colonel Smith, with re-enforcements, will reach New creek from Martinsburg by five o'clock to-day. Nothing more from Roberts. Colonels Wilkinson and Mulligan
go to his support from Grafton and Clarksbmg. I think his communication by telegraph
has been interrupted.
ROB'T C. SCHENCK, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

Major General HooKER:
How does it look now?

Sent 3. 30 p. m.

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 27, 1863-3f p. m.

A. LINCOLN.
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[Received 4.10 p. m.]

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, April27, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Falmouth:
General Tyler is under orders to report to you.
•
I am glad to see that you estimate Stoneman's "reliable information from a copperhead
Yankee" at the same value that it is estimated here. What can be mean by repeating such
stories, and is it possible he believes them?
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 5.10 p. m.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, April27, 1863.
Major T. T. EcKERT:
The major general commanding desires me to express his obligations to you for the sup·
pression of the infamously false despatch you enclosed to-day. If there are any drunken
men in this army, they hav~ not been visible. A better behaved body of men can nowhere
bP found. Such a despatch would have created great mischief and uneasiness throughout
the country, and been of infinite service to the copperhead community. The general desires
that you will furnish the Secretary of War a copy of the document, with this despatch.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD.

[Received 10.15 a.m., April28.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, April 27, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I have the honor respectfully to request that the agents in Washington of the New York
Times and Philadelphia Inquirer may be called upon to give the names of their correspondents with this army who furnished the information upon which was based the statement,
offered for transmission to those papers last night, in Washington, respecting a submarine
cable said to be in use by the enemy between Falmouth and Fredericksburg; also the information upon which was founded the article in the Inquirer of Saturday last upon the same
subject. If the names of these parties are not given, it is my intention to suppress the
circulation of the two papers named in the army of the Potomac, and to exclude their correspondents from its lines.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12.40 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, April30, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Falmouth :
The military supervisor of telegraphs, Major Eckert, will send you by mail all the information that has yet been received in respect to the story about the submarine telegraph.
You will have to protect yourself by rigid measures against the reporters in your army, and
the department will support you in any measure you are pleased to take on the subject.
Unless some one is punisbed you may suffer great injury. I have just been told that detailed
and no doubt exaggerated reports of the crossing at Kelly's ford, with lists of killed and
wounded, have been sent to the Times and Herald by mail. Nothing has been allowed to
pass by telegraph.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 1.10 p. m.

[Received 1.20 p. m., 30th, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, April 30, 1863.
Brigadier General HAUPT:
Be in readiness to commence work on this line of road by day after to-morrow morning.
Date of this, April 30, noon.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.
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[Received 2.55 p.m.]

WASHINGTON, May ] 1 1863
Major General J. HOOKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Virginia:
Hereafter, regiments of volunteers leaving the field on account of expiration of term of
service will be permitted to take their arms and accoutrements to the place of discharge, to
be delivered to the governor of the State, or to the officers appointed by him to receive them.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND, Assistant Adjutant General.
Sent 5.45 p. m.

[Telegram, in cipher. Jl
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 1, 1863-7.30 p. m.

J. J. PEcK, Major General, Suffolk, Va.:
Hood's and Pickett's divisions of Longstreet's are in our front-so reported by deserters
and prisoners captured to-day. This will leave nothing of Longstreet's command in your
front but Ransom, if he is there.
D. BUTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram-Received 10.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,
May I, 1863-10.05 p.m.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.:
SIR: General Hooker directs me to telegraph all information concerning re-enforcements
of the enemy from Richmond, as it may have an important bearing on movements elsewhere, and to say that all their cavalry are in his immediate presence. Our information is
as follows: Two deserters from a Louisiana regiment of Early's division, who came in this
morning, (born in New York,) state, for some time residents south report that while detailed
to the rear of their lines yesterday, near Hamilton's crossing, to cook provisions for their
company, they saw Hood's division pass by; that they talked to the troops, and asked where
they belonged. The character of these men, and the information they gave as to the position of the enemy in front of the left wing of the army, causes me to rely upon their statements. Colonel Sharpe, deputy provost marshal general, advises me that deserters from
Early's division had heard their captain say on Wednesday that Hood and Pickett would be
here in time for the fight.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
Major Geneml, Chif'j of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 2, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
We cannot control intelligence in relation to your movements while your generals write
letters giving details. A letter from General Van Allen to a Pt?rson not connected with the
War Department describes your position as intrenched at Chancellorsville. Can't you give
hi.s sword something to do, so that he will have less time for the pen?
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 11 a.m •
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[In cipher.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, 11fay 2, 1863.
Major General KEYES, Yorktown, Va.:
Our cavalry ought yesterday or to-day to have been in rear of the enemy on the Richmond
and Fredericksburg road, at the crossing of the Pamunky, or in that vicinity, and have
destroyed it. Use every possible means to get any information, and telegraph it to us, and
oblige. Things are very lively here now.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 11.10 a.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, May 2, 1863.
Colonel KELTON, A. A. G. :
Two deserters here from Pickett's division; left him on the Blackwater April thirtieth,
(30th,) and no sign of a movement there.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, 1lfajor General, Chief of Staff.

[In cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 2, 1863-8 p.m.
Major General PECK, Su,ffolk, Va.:
Our latest and inost reliable information from Richmond is as follows; am inclined to the
belief that this will prove true:
"Our fiiend just returned. The works around Richmond are most formidable; at Meadow
Bridge and Mechanicsville road they are intended for field artillery; no guns in position.
At Richmond are the city battalion and some artillery ; 2, 700 rations issued to troops in
Richmond in active service. General Wise has five thousand on the P eninsula; Longstreet
has three divisions at Suffolk. When they left Lee they were each eight thousand strong;
their effective force, all told, not over fifteen thousand men. D. H. Hill is ordered from
Washington to re-enforce Longstreet's corps ; he may, however, take Longstreet's place at
Suffolk, and Lee may be re-enforced by Longstreet."
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Cltief of .staff.

[In cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, ...'41ay 3, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President U. S.:
Though not directed or specially authorized to do so by General Hooker, I think it not
improper that I should advise you that a battle i~ ~'1 progress.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 2.45 p.m., May 3.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAc,
May 3, 1863-1.30 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President U. S.:
From all reports yet collected the battle has been most fierce and tenible; lo~s heavy on
both sides. General Hooker slightly, but not severely, wounded. He has preferred, thus
far, that nothing should be reported, and does not know of this ; but I cannot refrain from
saying this much to you. You may expect his despatch in a few hours, which will give.the
result.
·
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.
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[Received 4 p. m.]

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 3, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff:
The President thanks you for your telegrams, and hopes you will keep him advised as
rapidly as any information reaches you.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 4.15 p. m.

[Received 4 p. m., May 3.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF ·rHE PoTOMAC,
near Chancellorsville, 1.2!1 p. 111. May 3, 1863,
by orderly to United States Ford, thence by telegraph 3.30 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President United States :
We have had a desperate fight yesterday and to-day, which has resulted in no success to
us, having lost a position of two lines which had been selected for our defence. It is now
1.30, and there is still some firing of artillery. We may have another turn at it this p. m.
I do not despair of success.
If Sedgwick could have gotten up there could have been but one result. As it is impossible for me to know the exact position of Sedgwick, as regards his ability to advance and take
part in the engagement, I cannot tell where it will end. We will endeavor to do our best.
My troops are in good spirits. We have fought desperately to-day. No general ever commanded a more devoted army.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Cornmanding_J

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, ]}Jay 3, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD:
Where is General Hooker? Where is Sedgwick? Where is Stoneman ?
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 4.35 p. m.

[Received 8.15 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY

OF

TilE POTOMAC,
Mu.y, 3~ 186.3-8 p. m.

His Etcellency A. LINCOLN1 President United States :
I have had no time to advise you. We have to-day here about 800 prisoners, six guns,
handsomely taken at point of bayonet. I can give no general idea of how affairs stand;
last reports all quiet in front of Chancellorsville, and Sedgwick fighting at 6.15 p. m; will
try after a while to advise you, if an interval occurs.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, 1Yfajor Genllral, ChiPf of Staff.

[Received 11 a. m. J
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, 1'tlay 4, 1863~

Major Genera1 P~CK 1 Suffolk, 'Va.:
Our cavalry bring information of fifteen or twenty thousand (20,000) of Longstreetl"s
forcee getting off from the cars at Gordonsville.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Cltief of Staff>
Part I - 1 5
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
. HEADQUARTERS OF .THE ARMY,
_Washington, D. C., i~ay 4, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac :
Major General Dix telegraphs that Longstreet is in full retreat ·from Suffolk.
.
.
H. W. HALLECK, Geneml-in-Chief.
Sent :L2 m. · ·
·
·
·
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D.

C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 4, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD:
We have news here that the enemy has re-occupied heights about Fredericksburg. Is
that true?
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 3.10 p. m.

[Received 10.45 a. m., May 6, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
In the Field, May 5, 1863-11 a.m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President United States:
General Hooker is not at this moment able, from pressing duties, to write of the condition
of affairs. He deems it his duty that you should be fully and correctly advised. He has
intrusted it to me. These are my words, not his.
Of his plans you were fully aware. The cavalry, as yet learned, have failed in executing
their orders. Averell's division returned; nothing· done; loss of two or three men. Buford's
regulars not heard from. General Sedgwick failed in execution of his orders and was compelled to retire, and crossed river at Banks's ford last night; his losses not known. The 1st,
3d; 5th, 11th, 12th, and two divisions of 2d corps, are now on south bank of Rappahannock,
intrenched between Hunting run and Scott's dam. Trains and artillery reserve on north bank
of Rappahannock. Position is strong, but circumstances, whie;h in time will be fully explained,
make it expedient, in the general's judgment, that he should retire from this position to the
north bank of the Rappahannock for its defensible position; among these is danger to his
communications by possibility of enemy crossing river on our right flank and imperilling
this army, with present departure of two-years and three-months troops constantly weakening him. The nature of the country in which we are prevents moving in such a way as
to find or judge position or movements of enemy. He may cross to-night, but hopes to be
attacked in this position.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Majo1· General, Chief of Staff.

[In cipher.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, D. C., Jfay 6, 1863-11.40 a. m.
Major General HoOKER :
vVe have, through General Dix, the contents of Richmond papers of the (5th) fifth. General Dix's despatch in full is. going to you by Captain Fox, of the navy. The substance is
General Lee's despatch of the (3d) third, Sunday, claiming that he had beaten you, and that
you were then retreating across the Rappahannock; distinctly stating that two of Longstreet's divisions fought you on Saturday, and that General Paxton was killed, Stonewall
Jackson severely wounded, and Generals Heth and A. P. Hill slightly wounded. The Richmond papers all state, upon what authority not mentioned, that our cavalry have been at
Ashland, Hanover Court House, and other points, destroying several locomotives, and a good
deal of other property, and all the railroad bridges to within five (5) miles of Richmond.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 12.25 p. m.

GENERAL HOOKER.
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: [Received 1.35 p. m., in cipher.]

.

HEADQUARTERs ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
May 6, 1863-1.15 p.m .
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, · ]>resident United States:
I have just returned from above, and find here your two despatches to General Hooker,
and one from him to me. directing me to telegraph you that the army has recrossed tlie river,
that the bridges are up, and .that all are under orders to return to camp: Your despatches
were sent to him, and by this time he has probably received them.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELJ?, Major General, Chief of Staff.
.

[Reeei~ed

6.20 p. m.; May 6, 1863.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
May 6, 1863-3 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President United States:
Have this moment returned to camp. On my way received your telegrams of 11 a. m.
and 12.30. The army had previously recrossed the river and was on its return to camp.
As it had none of its trains of supplies with it, I deemed this advisaLle. Above I saw no
way of giving the enemy a general battle with the prospect of success which I desire. Not
to exceed three corps, all told, of my troops have been engaged. For the whole to go in
there is a better place nearer at hand. Will write you at length to-night. Am glad to hear
that a portion of the cavalry have at length turned up; one portion did nothing.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General Commanding.

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 6, 1863.
General HooKER :
Just as I had telegraphed you contents of Richmond papers showing that our cavalry has
not failed, I received General Butterfield's of 11 a. m. yesterday. This, with the great rain
of yesterday and last night, securing your right flank, I think puts a new face upon your
case; but you must be the judge.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 12.30 p. m.

[Received 2.55 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, May 6, 1863.
Major General HOOKER,
Commanding Army of Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
Under .the circumstances of the case, May ninth (9th) will have to be taken as date ot
muster out of the 123d Pennsylvania, nine-months men.
By order of the Secretary of War :
THOMAS M. VINCENT,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Sent 3.35 p. m.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF WASHINGTON, ]}fay 6, 1863.
Major General D. BUTTERFIELD, Chief nf Staff, A'rmy of Potomac :
I send you some information received here this morning.
S. P. HEINTZELMAN, ll.fajo1· General.
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"FAIRFAX COURT HOUSE, May 6, 1863.
"Major General HEINTZELMAN:
"John P. Devall, brakeman on the Culpeper and Gordonsville road, who came in our lines
at Warrenton Junction yesterday evening claiming protection, reports that he left Gordon~
ville Saturday at 4 p. m.; at that time there were about 200 rebel infantry and 300 cavalry
at Gordonsville. A rebel train, which started out from Gordonsville for Charlottesville, was
compelled to return on account of a portion of our forces being at Cobban's Station. Lee's
cavalry force passed through Gordonsville on Friday last for Louisa Court House, where a
fight occurred on Saturday evening, with what result Devall did not know. He reports
that there are three trains at Gordonsville which could not leave on any of the railroads.
"Major General STAHL."
Have you any force holding Rappahannock Station?
Respectfully,

S. P. HEINTZELMAN,
Major General, Commanding.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, D. C., May 6, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
The President and general-in-chiefleft here this afternoon at 4 o'clock to see you. They
are probably at Aquia by this time.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 8.30 p. m.

[Received 12.05 a. m., May 8.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, 1.'Way 7, 1863-10.30 p.m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Major General Stoneman's aide-de-camp, Captain Sumner, is just in-left his chief at
Raccoon ford this morning, having, as reported, disarranged all the enemy's railroad communications between this and Richmond, and one party having extended their operations to
James river, destroying the canal, &c. Three regiments of the command left his to destroy
the railroad bridges across the Chickahominy, with instructions to go into Yorktown; the
party will recross the Rappahannock to-morrow.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 11.25 a. m.]
WAR DEPARTMEN'I', Washington City, May 7, 1863.
Major General D. BUTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff, S;c., Camp near Falmouth:
Many applications are now being made for passes to the army for the purpose of recovering the bodies of friends who have been killed, and the Secretary of War desires me to ask
if passes for this purpose can be given, without causing embarrassment or injury to the
service.
EDWARD R. S. CANBY, Brigadier General.
Sent 12.20 p. m.

[Cipher.]
WAR DEPAR'fMENT, Washington City, May 7, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Richmond papers of Tuesday received at this department are full of accounts of the panic
and destruction accomplished by Stoneman. From the several papers, and the statement of
General Stoughton, just arrived, the following among other facts appear:
I st. That a portion of Stoneman's force were within two miles of Riehmond on Monday.
This is stated by the Richmond papers. General Stoughton reports that there was not at
that time a single soldier in Richmond.
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~d. The road was torn up at various points, and General Stoughton says the canal broken,
but the papers assert that it was not broken.
3d. Stoneman's force is represented to be divided into detachments operating in different
directions and producing great panic everywhere in that region. Other details are given
at great length, but the above are the principal points.
The result at Chancellorsville does not seem to have produced any panic. Gold has only
risen six per cent. in New York, and at the close to day had gone down four. The public
confidence seems to remain unshaken in the belief of your ultimate success.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 9.30 p. m.

[Received 8 a. m., May 8.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 8, 1863-8 a. m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secntary of War:
Have you received any late news from Yorktown? I am extremely anxious to know
what damage three regiments of dragoons did to the Aquia and Richmond railroad after
they were detached from Stoneman's column. They went to Gloucester Point, where Major
General Keyes had communication with them three days ago. Stoneman has recrossed the
Rappahannock, and is now on his way to this camp.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 10.50 a. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 8, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Has any arrangement been made to recover our wounded soldiers and officers who fell
into the hands of the enemy? Some arrangement can probably be effected tbJ:ough Colonel
Ludlow, the agent for exchange at Fortress Monroe. But I desire to know your wishes before giving him instructions.
EDvVIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 11 a. m.

[Received 10.30 a. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., May 8, 1863.
.
Major General D. BUTTERFIELD, Chiif of Staff, S,c., Camp ncar Falmouth:
The Secretary of War desires to know if the agents of States that have troops in the army
of the Potomac can be of any service in caring for the wounded from their States. Will
it be advisable to permit them to go down?
.
EDWARD R. S. CANBY, Brigadier General.
Sent 11.05 a. m.

[Received 11.20 a.m., May 8.]
HEADQUARTERR ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 8, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Provision has been made for having our wounded properly cared for here. They are 11ow
in houses near Chancellorsville, and to-day medical attendance and supplies will be sem
there. As soon as the river is fordable they will be brought to this camp.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., May 8, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth:
General Dix had moved his troops before he received my order to suspend his operations,
and probably occupied West Point in force yesterday.
R. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
Sent 12m.

[Received 2 p.m.]
EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, May 8, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
The news is here· of the capture by our forces of Grand Gulf-a large and very imJ?ortant
thing. General Willich, an exchanged prisoner, just from ~ichmon~, .h~s talked with me
this morning. He was there when our cavalry cut the roads m that VICimty. ~e says there
"\Yas not a sound pair of legs in Richmond, and that our men, had the.Y known It, could have
safely gone in and burned everything, and brought us Jeff. Davis. We captured and
paroled three or four hundred men. He says, as. he came to Ci_ty Point, there was an army
.
three miles long (Longstreet's, he thought) movmg ~owar~s Richmond:
Milroy has captured a despatch of General Lee's, m whiCh he says h1s loss was fearful m
the late battle with you.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 4 p.m.

'WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 8, 1863.
Major General HoOKER:
DEAR SIR: The tone of two telegrams received-one from General Curtis, and the other
from Rosecrans-! think will please you, and I therefore send them to you as the cheering
voice of brother soldiers, that will be welcome to you. I also send one from Governor Seymour. My telegram was a simple announcement of results, and was sent to all the governors and commanders in order to let the public know the truth. Several of the governors
have answered, and all manifest their unshaken confidence in you and your army.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 8.30 p. m.
"ST. LOUIS, Mo., 11.10 a.m., May 8, 1863.
"Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
'' I thank you for your tidings from the army of the Potomac.
"Partial reverses should only stimulate new energy and immediate recovery. The general
result is far worse for the enemy.
''Even small re-enforcements and persevering aosaults will force him to retire.
"The country and troops of the west are inspired with confidence, and send back a voice
of cheer and sympathy to their comrades in the army of the Potomac.
'' S. R. CURTIS, Major General."
"MURFREESBORO, TENN., May 8, 1863.
"Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
"Thanks for your despatch. It relieves our great suspense. What we want is to deal
with their armies piece for piece, which is good when we have the odds. We shall soon be
ready here to try that.
"W. S. ROSECRANS, Majo1· General."
"ALBANY, N.Y., May 8, 1863.
"Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
'' Thanks for your telegram. The information is most acceptable and encouraging.
''HORATIO SEYMOUR."
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, May 9, 1863.
GENERAL: I enclose herewith a copy of an order relieving Brigadier General Averell from
duty with this army, and directing him to report in person to you. My reasons for adopting this course towards this officer will be found in the accompanying papers, as follows:
My instructions to Major General Stoneman, dated April 12 and 28, copies of which were
furnished Brigadier General Averell; the report of the operations of the second division of
cavalry under Brigadier General Averell, dated May 4.
From these it will appear that my instructions were entirely disregarded by that officer,
and in consequence thereof the services of nearly four thousand cavalry were lost, or nearly
lost, to the country during an eventful period, when it was his plain duty to render services
of incalculable value .
It is no excuse or justification of his course to allege that he received instructions from
General Stoneman in conflict with my own, and it was his duty to know that neither of
them affords an excuse for his culpable indifference and inactivity. If he disregarded all instructions, it was his duty to do something. If the enemy did not come to him, he should
have gone to the enemy. General Averell's command numbered about four thousand
sabres and a light b<lttery, (a larger cavalry force than can be found in the rebel army
between Fredericksburg and Richmond,) and yet that officer seems to have contented himself between the 29th of April and 4th day of May with having marched through Culpeper to Rapidan, a distance of twenty-eight miles, meeting no enemy deserving the
name, and from that point reporting to me for instructions ; from there he marches to
Ely's ford, twenty-three miles, and recrosses the Rappahannock at the United States ford
May 4.
It is unnecessary for me to add that this army will never be able to accomplish its mission under commanders who not only dh;regard their instructions, but at the same time
display so little zeal and devotion in the performance of their duties. I could excuse
General Averell in his disobedience, if I could anywhere discover in ltis operations a desire
to find and engage the enemy.
I have no disposition to prefer charges against him, and in d~taching him from this army
my object has been to prevent an active and powerful column from being pa!alyzed in its
future operations by his presence.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Please have this referred to the War Department.

J. H.
Brigadier General L. THOMAS, AdJutant General of the Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF 1'HE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official :
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. C.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Camp near Ghancellorsville, Afay 3, 1863.
Brigadier General Pleasonton will assume command of the division of cavalry now held
by Brigadier General Averell.
The latter will, on being relieved, report for orders to the Adjutant General of the army.
By command of
Major General HOOKER.
J. H. VAN ALLEN, Brigadier General and A. D. C.
General Pleasonton will please deliver the above to General Averell.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTO?tiACt
Camp near Falmouth, May 8, 1863.
Official:
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

HEADQUAR'l'El'tS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, April12, 1863.
G&...-ERAL : I am directed by the major general commanding to inform y0u that you will
march at 7 o'clock a. m., on the 13th instant, with all your available force, except one
brigade, for the purpose of turning the enemy's position, on his left, and of throwing your
command between him and Richmond-isolating him from his supplies, checking his retreat,
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and in flitting on him every possible injury which will tend to his discomfiture and defeat.
To accomplish this, the general suggests that you ascend the Rappahannock by the different routes, keeping well out of the view of the enemy, and throwing out well to the front
and flanks small parties to mask your movement, and to cut off all communication with
the enemy by the people in their interests living on this side of the river. To divert suspicion, it may not be amiss to have word given out that you are in pursuit of Jones's guerillas, as they are operating extensively in the Shenandoah valley, in the direction of Winchester. He further suggests that you select for your place of crossing the Rappahannock
some point to the west of the Alexandria and Orange railroad, which can unly be determined by the circumstances as they are found on the arrival of your advance. In the
vicinity of Culpeper you will be likely to run against FitzHugh Lee's brigade of cavalry,
consisting of about two thousand men, which it is expected you will be able to disperse and
destroy without delay to your advance, or detriment to any considerable number of your
command. At Gordonsville the enemy have a small provost guard of infantry, which it
is expected you will destroy, if it can be done without delaying your forward movement.
From there it is expected that you will be able to push forward to the Aquia and Richmond railroad, somewhere in the vicinity of Saxton's Junction, destroying along your whole
route the railroad bridges, trains of cars, depots of provisions, lines of telegraphic communication, &c. The general directs that you go prepared with all the means necessary to
accomplish this work effectually. As the line of the railroad from Aquia to Richmond
presents the shortest one for the enemy to retire on, it is more than probable tha~ he will
avail himself of it, and the usually travelled highways on each side of it, for this purpose;
in which event, you will select the strongest positions, such as the banks of streams, commanding heights, &c., in order to check or prevent it; and, if unsuccef"sful, you will fall
upon his flanks, attack his artillery and trains, and harass him until he is exhausted and
out of supplies. Moments of delay will be hours and days to the army in pursuit. If the
enemy should retire by Culpeper and Gordonsville, you will endeavor to hold your face
in his front and harass him day and night, on the march and in camp, unceasingly. If you
cannot cut off from his column large slices, the general desires that you will not fail to
take small ones. Let your watchword be fight, and let all your orders be fight, fight, fight,
bearing in mind that time is as valuable to the general as the rebel carcasses.
It is not in the power of the rebels to oppose you with more than five thousand sabres,
and those badly mounted, and, after they leave Culpeper, without forage and rations.
Keep them from Richmond, and, sooner or later, they must fall into our bands.
The general desires you to understand that be considers the primary object of your
movement the cutting of the enemy's communications with Richmond by the Fredericksburg route, checking his retreat over those lines, and he wishes to make everything subservient to that object. He desires that you will keep yourself informed of the enemy's
whereabouts, and attack him wherever you find him.
If, in your operations, ~:m opportunity should present itself for you to detach a force to
Charlottesville, which is almost unguarded, and destroy depots of supplies said to be there,
or along the line of the Aquia railroad in the direction of Richmond to destroy the bridges,
&c., or the crossing of the Pamunkey in the direction of West Point, destroying the ferries,
felling trees to prevent or check the crossing, they will all greatly contribute to our complete success.
You may rely on the general's being in communication with you before your supplies
are exhausted.
Let him hear from you as often as necessary and practicable.
A brigade of infantry will march to-morrow morning at eight o'clock, for Kelley's ford,
with one battery, and a regiment to the United States ford and Banks's ford, to threaten
and hold those places.
It devolves upon you, general, to take the initiative in the forward movement of this
grand army, and on you and your noble command must depend, in a great measure, the
extent and brilliancy of our success. Bear in mind that celerity, audacity, and resolution
are everything in war, and especially is it the case with the command you have, and the
enterprise on which you are about to embark.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.
Major General STONEMAN, Commanding Cavalry.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE An:r.IY,

Washington, April 6, 1865.

Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. 0.
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HEADQUARTERS AR:r.IY OF THE PoTOMAC, Morrisville, April 28, 1863.
GENERAL : I am directed by the major general commanding to inform you that the
instructions communicaterl for your government on the 12th instant are so far modified as
t6 require you to cross the Rappahannock at such points as you may determine between
Kelly's and Rappahannock fords, including them ; and for a portion of your force to
move in the direction of the Raccoon ford and Louisa Court House, while the remainder
is engaged in carrying into execution that part of your original instructions which relates
to the enemy's forces and positions on the line of the Alexandria and Orange Railroad,
and the line itself; the operations of this column to be considered as masking the
column which is directed to move by forced marches to strike and destroy the line of the
Aquia and Richmond railroad.
You are further directed to determine on your point for the columns to unite, and it is
recommended that it be on the Pamunkey, and near that line, as you will then be in
position with your full force to cut off the retreat of the enemy by his shortest line. In
all other respects your instructions, as before referred to, will remain the same.
You will direct all your force to cross to-night, or, if that should not be practicable, to
be brought to the river and have it all thrown over before eight o'clock to· morrow morning. If the fords should be too deep for your pack animals and artillery, they will be
crossed over the bridge at Kelly's ford.
You will please furnieh the officers in command of these two columns with a copy of
this and your original instructions.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Wl\L L. CHANDijER, Captain and A. D. C.
Major General SroNEMAN, Commanding Cavalry Corps.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF PoTOMAC, May 8, 1863.
Official:
S. WILLIAMS, Assistant AdJutant General.

UNITED STATES "FORD, RAPPAHANNOCK, May 4, 1863.
GENERAL : Pursuant to the instructions which I had the honor to receive from you yesterday evening, I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the
2d cavalry division since it crossed the Rappahannock:
On the 28th ult. the division was in bivouac near Warrenton. In obedience to orders
received from the major general commanding the cavalry corps, it moved from that place
about 10 p.m., and reached the vicinity of Rappahannock bridge and ford about 5 a. m.
29th, ready to cross the river in the morning. At 6.25 a m. a copy of your instructions
to the major general commanding the corps was received, dated April 12, ~and a copy of a
modification of those instructions from the same source, dated April 28. I reconnoitred
the Rappahannock ford at 7 a. m. with Colonel J. B. Mcintosh and other officers. The
force of the enemy and the defences on the opposite side were insignificant, but the ford,
upon trial, was found too deep for the passage of my command with safety. The swimming of 3,000 cavalry across a deep, swift river, when there was a practicable ford four
miles below, and in view of the immediate actiYe operations which must take place on
the other side, I regarded as unsafe, unnecessary, and imprudent. A staff officer from the
major general commanding the corps brought me a message to the effect that, if I found
the ford impracticable, I should be guided by my own judgment as to the place of
crossing.
I marched my command to Kelly's ford, over which half of it was crossed, while the
other half passed over the bridge. The cavalry was over before 3 p. m., but the pack
train was delayed a short time by a break in the pontoons.
My command consisted of Colonel B. F. Davis's brigade, the bricades of Colonels Mcintosh and Sargent, with Tidball's battery, in all about 3,400 sabres and six guns. With it
I was directed by the major general commanding the corps to proceed in the direction of
Brandy Station, reach there if possible that night, and communhate with Buford, who
would be at Stevensburg. On the day following I was to proceed to Culpeper Court
House and Rapidan Station, attacking the cavalry of the enemy and keeping him occupied, while Buford proceeded with the major general commanding corps to execute that
portion of the original instructions which referred to operations in rear of the enemy's
main body.
I attacked the enemy's cavalry and artillery half an hour after starting, and drove him
until it was too dark to distinguish friend from foe. From information received from a
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deserter and from an intercepted despatch, it was ascertained that Stuart's headquarters
were at Brandy Station, and that he was awaiting our approach with his entire force, consisting of four brigades and fifteen pieces of artillery. This information was confirmed
the day following.
On the morning of the 30th I received the following despatch, at 7 a. m., viz :
HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY CoRPS, April 30, 1863.
To Brigadier General AVERELL, GJmmanding, S,c. :
The major general commanding directs me to say that we did not get off this morning
as soon as was anticipated, but will endeavor to carry out our original instructions in the
next twenty-four hours. Keep your communication open with your infantry support.
Our pack train with 11th corps.
Very respectfully,
A. J. ALEXANDER, Assistant AdJutant General.
The infantry support referred to was probably the infantry division at Kelly's ford. My
division arrived at Culpeper Court House 11 a. m., driving out, dispersing, and capturing
a small force of the enemy. Sixty barrels of confederate flour, a large amount of salt,
bacon. &c., were found, and what we could not use was distributed among the poor
people of the place. The enemy was pursued rapidly twelve miles further, by Cedar
mountain, towards the Rapidan. From prisoners taken and from contrabands it was
learned that at least two brigades of the enemy's cavalry were J;l.ying before us. At Culpeper Court House a mail was captured, from the letters of which the intelligence was
gathered that the army of the Potomac was advancing over the line of the Orange and
Alexandria railroad, and that General Jackson was at Gordonsville with 25,000 men to
resist it. This was corroborated by subsequent statements of prisoners, &c. At 6.30 p.m.
the following order was received, viz :
HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY CoRPS, April 30, 1863.
Brigadier General AVERELL, Commanding, S,c. :
The major general commanding directs me to say that we have been delayed by high
water, &c., and that he desires you to push the enemy as vigorously as possible, keeping him
fully occupied, and, if possible, drive him in the direction of Rapidan Station. He turns
the enemy ovtr to you.
Very respectfully,
A. J. ALEXANDER, Assistant AdJutant General.
We had heard that the brigade of W. H. F. Lee had taken the road to that ford, and
that the ford was impracticable. With the hope of catching him we pushed on until we
arrived at the station, 7.30 to 8 p. m ., when the enemy opened an artillery fire upon my
advance. Halting in the roari until morning, I pursued my instructions of fully occupying the enemy by first reconnoitring his position and then attacldng him, in which operation his left was nearly turned. My right was within three miles of Orange Court House,
and he lost his position of the night before, and some prisoners and killed and wounded.
From intercepted letters and the other usual sources of information it was found that
the enemy contemplated a general engagement near Gordonsville. At 6.30 a. m., on the
2d instant, in obedience to your order, I withdrew my force from the direction of Orange
Court House, and marched to Ely's ford, on the Rappahannock, where I arrived 10.30
p. m. At 11.30 the camp was attacked by the 16th North Carolina regiment of infantry,
but he was quickly repulsed. On the 3d instant, when the battle opened between your
army and that of the enemy, I sent an officer with a party of men to reconnoitre the
enemy's left to see if it was possible to reach him with the cavalry. It was found impracticable, but the officer captured nine prisoners. Before receiving your written
instructions you observed that the bridge acrot's the Rapidan must be destroyed. It was
done more effectually by the enemy himself, under the impreHsion that you were advancing
with your army over that line; that impression was created by the 2d cavalry division.
And other bridges, together with the telegraph communications, were destroyed in
obedience to the following in your original instructions, not modified, viz :
'' In the vicinity of Culpeper you will be likely to come against Fitzhugh Lee's brigade
of cavalry, consisting of about 2,000 men, which it is expected that you will be able to
disperse and destroy without delay to your advance, &c. At Gordonsville the enemy
have a small provost guard of infantry, which it is expected you will destroy, if it can be
done without delaying your forward movement. If the enemy should retire by Culpeper
and Gordonsville, you will endeavor to hold your face in his front. ~ ~ ;:; ~ Keep
them from Richmond, and sooner or later they must fall into our hands."
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And from the modifications of the original orders the following, viz:
" ~ o ;!) ~:~ and for a portion of your force to move in direction of Raccoon ford and
Louisa Court House, while the remainder is engaged in carrying into execution that part
of original instructions which relates to the enemy's force and position on the line of the
Orange and Alexandria railroad and the line itself. The operations of this column to
be considered as masking the column which is directed to move by forced marches to
strike and destroy the line of the A quia and Richmond railroaq."
I beg to state that the column first referred to was Buford's; the second mine.
My losses have been two officers and two men wounded, one man killed. Have taken
from the enemy, besides the srores mentioned, thirty-one prisoners.
I have, in conclusion, to acknowledge the receipt of your order relieving me from the
command of the 2d division.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. W. AVERELL, Brigadier General Volunteers.
Major General HoOKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac,
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, May 8, 1863.
Official:
S. WILLIAMS, Assistant AdJutant General.

[Received 11.30 a. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, D. 0., May 9, 1863.
Major General BuTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff:
There are a number of State agents and surgeon generals clamoring to go down and
look after their wounded. They have been held back. But is there any objection now to
their going down? Whatever General Hooker's wishes are shall be enforced.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 12m.

[Received 10.55 a. m .]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Wasldngton, D. C., May 9, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
Measures have been taken to get as full and exact report of what was done by your
cavalry, and the condition of the enemy's communication, as possible, which will be
transmitted as soon as it is received.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 12m.

[Received 12.45 p.m., May 9.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, JJ!ay 9, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
General Hooker directs me to say, on the information of the medical director of this
army, that all the wounded within our lines are properly cared for and have everything
they need. Those of our wounded within the enemy's lines the enemy will not permit
any person to visit, but they are all to be sent over to us. If any aid is required it will
be telegraphed for. The effect of the presence of theEe agents has been to interfere with
the necessary and proper sy~tem. The medical director does not desire them to be here at
this time.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, MaJor General, Chiif of Staff.

WAR DEPARTJ\IENT, Washington, D. C., May 9, 1863.
Major General BuTTERFIELD:
Governor Curtin, I am informed, has taken his medical staff with him to Aquia creek.
If so, it is without the knowledge and consent of this department, and against its repeat-
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edly expressed wishes. The same rule should be applied equally to all the States, and
Governor Curtin's medical agents should not be allowed a privilege denied to the surgeon
general of New York and other States, who are now clamoring because Curtin has gone.
This information is given that the general may know that the violation of his wishes by
Governor Curtin has not been sanctioned by this department.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 3 15 p. m.

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 9, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth, Va :
Mrs. General Hays is here and wishes to join her husband. Can you tell me where he
now if:, or where she can meet him ?
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

[Received 7. p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 9, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
General Hays is supposed to be on his way to Richmond, wounded and a prisoner. Mrs.
Hays's most direct way would be via City Point.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General Commanding.

[Received 9.40 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 9, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
The cable between Cherry Stone and Fortress Monroe beiug broken, the only communication across is by boat, and hence rio answer has been received to the inquiries made respecting the exaCt amount of breakage on the railroads by Stoneman's commands. The
intelligence will be forwarded as soon as it is received.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
P. 8.-A despatch for you is now coming over the wires from Fortress Monroe, and will
be forwarded immediately, and also one from General Dix, on the same subject, which is
being deciphered.
Sent 9.50 p. m.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. 0., May 9, 1863-10 p. m.
Major General HooKER:
The President this morning instructed General Dix to ascertain whether the four bridges
over the North and South A.nna rivers were destroyed. The following answer has just been
received from Colonel Kilpatrick :
"General Gregg was ordered to destroy the bridges referred to. I only burned them
over the Chickahominy. I do not know that he succeeded, but was told by prisoners that
he did.
"J. KILPATRICK.''
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 10.10 p. m.

[Received 11.59 p.m., May 9.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, JJfay 9, 1863.
Bon. EDwiN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
The surgeon general of Pennsylvania has ~topped at Aquia.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Ma}or General, Chief of Staff.
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[Received 10 a. m., May 10.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoToMAC, May 10, 1863.
Hon. EnwiN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
From the most reliable information I have been able to gather, railroad communication
between Fredericksburg and Richmond, by the direct route, was interrupted for one day.
'Jhe bridges of importance appear to have remained untouched. With the exception of
Kilpatrick's operations, the raid does not appear to have amounted to much. However,
some reports have yet to come in. My instructions appear to have been entirely disregarded by General Stoneman. I ,shall know particulars soon. Please inform me what
force is at West Point. What is General Peck doing, or expected to do? The bulk of
Longstreet's army is reported to be at City Point, within easy supporting distance to Lee's
army, on my resuming operations.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[In cipher.]
WAR DEPARTMEN'.r,
Washington, D. C., May 10, 1863.
Major GENERAL HOOKER, Falmouth:
General Dix's forces at vVest Point are five thousand infantry, two batteries and one hundred
cavalry. Peck at last accounts wai'! pushing the forces of the enemy in fi·ont of Suffolk, in
order to ascertain their strength. General Dix reports Longstreet at Richmond. General
Peck's forces are about twenty thousand.
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.
Sent 11. 30 a. m.

[Received 12m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May IO, 1863-10. 30, a. m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I have just heard from the enemy opposite me. For several days they haYe been returning to their camps, and that by to-night they expected to be re-established in them-their
location very nearly the same as before the fight.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

[In cipher.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, May 11, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD:
About what distance is it from the Observatory we stopped at last Thursday to the line of
enemy's works you ranged the glass upon for me?
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 4. 10 p. m.

[Received 3. 30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
May 12, 18f3.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of Hnr:
We have Richmond papers of yesterday containing obituary notices of General J ackscn
who died Sunday at 3. 30 p. m.
·
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
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[In cipher.]

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, lriay 13, 1863.
If it will not interfere with the service, nor personally incommode you, please come up and
see me this evening.
A. LINCOLN.
Major General HooKER.
Sent at 1 p. m.

[Received 10.35 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 13, 1863-10. 30 p. m.
A deserter from the 3d Alabama reports Pickett and Hood arrived. The provost marshal's
department seems to place confidence in his statement. I have not seen him.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
Maj. Gen. HooKER-( Care ofthe President.)

[Received 4. 20 p. m., May 14.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY m, THE PoTOMAc,
llfay 14, 1863-3. 05 p. m.
Yager, scout, reports as follows: I crossed about one o'clock this a. m. at Rappahannock
Station. No force at Culpeper except a few scouts of Stuart's cavalry. Longstreet's forces
are guarding the Rapidan. The bridge will be done by to-morrow. They expect Longstreet's division at Culpeper soon. The rumor at Culpeper is, that General Beauregard is to
re-enforce L ee as soon as the roads are repaired. The greater part of Stuart's cavalry went
towards the P eninsula yesterday.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
· Major General HoOKER, Washington, D. C.

[Received 10 p. m.]
HEADQUAR'rERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
llftty 14, 1863.
The following is a copy of an original letter of Jeff. Davis in my possession.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN,
President of the Vnited States.

"RICHMOND, VA., Sunday, a. m., May 1, 1863.
"MY DEAR SIR: Enclosed I send you a telegram from Isaac, as requested by him. The
news from Mississippi is not definite beyond the fact that Bowen, after engaging the enemy
south of Port Gibson, had, under cover of night, fallen back across the Bayou Pierre, and
that Loring was moving his support from Vicksburg. The enemy landed in large force
near Brulinsburg, and have made cavalry raids as far as the New Orleans and Jackson railroad. General Pemberton, as you are aware, is very deficient in cavalry, and is greatly outnumbered in infantry. We are looking with intense anxiety to the operations of your army,
and I have made earnest though not very suceessful efforts to give it prompt re-enforcements.
" With best wishes, I am ever your friend,
''JEFF. DAVIS.

''Col. ---."
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[Received 8.50 a. m., May 16.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, May 16, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of fVar:
Our wounded are all in our hospitals in camp. I have no objection to your permitting
such State or sanitary agents, in limited numbers, as you may judge fit and proper, to visit
them.
JOSEPH HOOKER, ]}fajor General, Commanding.

[Received 4.30 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., May 25, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
No confederate officers will be paroled or exchanged till further orders. They will be kept
in close confinement and strongly guarded. Those already paroled will be confined.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,
Office of the Provost Marshal General, Bureazt of Information. May 27, 1863.
GENERAL: By direction of the general commanding I furnish the following memoranda ot
the position of the enemy, and other data, obtained within the last few clays:
1. The enemy's line in front of us is much mote contracted than during the winter. It
extends from Banks's ford, on a line parallel with the river, to near Moss Neck. Anderson's
division is on their left, McLaws's is next, and in rear of Fredericksburg Early's is massed
about Hamilton's crossing, and Trimble's is directly in the rear of Early; Rhodes's (D. H.
Hill's old division) is further to the right and back from the river, and A. P. Hill's is the
right of their line, resting nearly on Moss Neck. Each of these six divisions have five
brigades.
2. Pickett's division, of six brigades, has come up from Suffolk, and is at Taylorsville,
near Hanover Junction.
3. Hood's division, of four brigades, has also left from the front of Suffolk, and is between
Louisa Court House and Gordonsville.
4. Ten clays ago there was in Richmond only the city battalion, 2, 700 strong, commanded
by General Elzey.
5. There are three brigades of cavalry three miles from Culpeper Court House towards
Kelly's ford. They can at present turn out only 4, 700 men for duty, but have many dismounted men, and the horses are being constantly and rapidly recruited by the spring growth
of grass. These are Fitl!: Lee's, Wm. H. Fitzhug·h Lee's, and Wade Hampton's brigades.
o. General Jones is still in the valley, near New Market, with about 1,400 cavalry aud
twelve pieces of light artillery.
7. Mosby is above Warrenton with 200 men.
8. The confederate army is under marching orders, and an order from General Lee was
very lately read to the troops, announcing a campaign of long marches and hard fighting in
a part of the country where they would have no railroad transportation.
9. All the deserters say the idea is very prevalent in their ranks that they are about to
move forward upon or above our right flank.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE H. SHARPE, Colonel, S;c.
Brigadier GeneralS. WILLIAMS, Acting Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 27, 1863.
Respectfully forwarded for the information of the general-in-chief.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.
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[Received 6.40 p.m., May 27.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, JJlay 27, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Allow me to request that you will have me furnished with a copy of Major General Halleck's
report on the strength and location of the troops in and around Washington. This information may be of vital importance to me. General Butterfield, now at Willards', will bring it
to me to-morrow morning, should you make no objection. I called to see you again last
night, but you had left the War Office. I regret it. .From information forwarded to the major
general commanding the army this a. m. it seems that the enemy will soon be in motion. It
was derived from deserters, but I place a good deal of confidence in it.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 6.55 p. m .. in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 27, 1863-6.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have forwarded to the Adjutant General of the army to-d3y a tri-monthly report of my
command for May 20, to which I respectfully invite your attention.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, Major and A. A. G.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, May 27, 1863.
Major General HoOKER, Falmouth :
Your telegram received. My clerks are now making a copy of General Halleck's report,
which will be forwarC.ed to you by General Butterfield. I hoped to have seen you again.
Command whatever service I can render you. Nothing yet from Vicksburg since you were
here.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 8.30 p. m.
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, IUr.ty 27, 1863.
To Major General J. HooKER, U. S. V.,
Commanding Army of the Potomac :
I am instructed to inform you that Major Alexander Doull, 2d New Yorh: artillery, bas
been detailed as a member of a general court-martial to convene at Annapolis, Md., on the
1st of June next, and to request you to relieve him, and instruct him to report to the Adjutant General as soon as possible.
By order of the Secretary of War:
ROB'T WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.
[Received 11 p. m.
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., l'r!ay 21, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Have you Richmond papers of this morning?

If so, what news?

A. LINCOLN.
Sent 11.02 p.m.
[Received 11.40 p.m., May 27.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 27, 1863-11.20 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of the United States:
I have received your telegram of eleven o'clock p. m. Rumors and reports of rumors
indicate that important changes are being made by them. Nothing, however, so far as I
know, is sufficiently developed to determine what these changes are. The Richmond paper
of yesterday I have, but it contains no news. I will keep you fully advised.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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HEADQUARTEKS ARMY OF THE POTOM.A.C, May 28, 1863.
CoLONEL: I have the honor herewith to transmit, for the information of the general-inchief, a statement showing the two-years and nine-months regiments to be discharged from
the army of the Potomac subsequent to May 20, 1863, the date of the last return, also the
strength of those regiments. It will be seen that, between May 20 and the last of June, we
shall lose by expiration of service alone nearly 16,000 men.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:

RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.

Statement showing the list rif regiments, two-years and nine-months, serving wit!~
the army rif the Potomac whose term rif service expires subsequent to May
20, 1863.
State.

New York . •.•. -·-·

Maine . - - __ .•. - - ..
New Jersey .. ___ ..

Pennsylvania .....

No. of
reg't.

When mustered in.

Period.

Expiration of Strength.
service.

2 years. Jan. 31, 1864
... do ... June 17, 1863
... 00. -- June 5,1863
.•. do ... June26, 1863
... do ... May 21,1863
.. . do ... May 22,1863
... do ... June 6,1863
__ .do ... June 1, 1863
.. . do ... June 18, 1863
... do. __ May 31,1863
... do ... May 22,1863
June 15to 16,1861. ...... .. . do. __ June 16,1863
June 11,1861 ........... __ .do ... June 11,1863
June 17 to July 4, 1861 .. _ ... do. __ July 4,1863
June 7, 1861. .• -- •.. _•• _. __ .do ... June 7,1863
JuneS, 1861. _____ ------· ... do ... June 8, 1863
May 28,1861 .....•...•.. __ .do ... May 28,1863
October 4 and 5, 1861. .... .. . do ... Oct. 511863
September 15, 1862 .. _. __ . 9 mo's June 15, 1863
September 22, 1862 .. ___ .. ... do ... June 22, 1863
September 13 to 23, Hl62 .. .. . do ... June 23, 1863
September 16 to 24, 1822 .. .. . do. __ June 24, 1863
September 18,1862.------ ... do ... June 18, 1863
28 September 22, 1862 ... __ .. .. . do ... June 22,1863
29 September 20, 18fJ2 ..•. __ . .. . do ... June 20, 1863
30 September 17, 1862 .•• _.. .. . do ... June 17, 1863
31 September 17, 1862 ....... ... do ... . June 17, 1863
128 August 10 to 30, 1862 ... _ __ .do ... May 30,1863
130 August 9 to Sept. 11, 1862 .. -do.-- June 11, 1863
133 August 12 to 29, 1862 .... _ ... do ... May 29,1863
134 August 11 to 22, 1862 .. _.. .. . do ... May 22,1863
136 August 13 to 23,1862 ..... __ .do. __ May ~3,1863
137 August 12 to 28, 1862 ..... ... do ... May 28,1863
151 Oct. 20 to Nov. 25, 1862 .. .. . do ... Aug. 25, 1863
153 Sept. 12 to Oct. 24, 1862 .. __ .do .... July 24, 1863
155 Sept. 2 to Oct. 7, 1862 .. _. .. . do ... July 7, 1863

261
56R
489
308
553
512
436
462
414
491
4\)2
521
623
474
584
385
90
482
769
702
520
425
840
409
592
643
677
604
404
565
516
458
678
534
792
487

·----· ·----· . -.. -. ... -.... .. ..-.. -.... . .. ---- -- .. -....

18,760

12
15
22
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
37
2
10
21
22
23
24
26

Total .•••..•.. . -- .. -.

Part I--16

April21, '61, to Jan. 31, '62
June 17, 1861.. __ . _ .. __ ..
June5, 1861. ___ .... __ --·
June 13 to 26,1861 ·•---·
May 21, 1861. ..... -----·
May 22, 1861. ____ ..• _. _.
June 6,1861 ·----- -----·
June 1,1861 -----------May 24 to June 18, 1861 ..
May
31, 1861. .••••
-----May22,1861.
___________
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May, 1863, (2 years) ..••.••....•••..••••..••••• --·--·-----------·
Do ••.••• -(9 months) .• - •••.....••••... - ••..••••.•••...•••..•.•.

2,138
2,821

June, 1863, (2 years) ..•••.•••••.•...•..•..•.••..••....•••••• ---Do .•.... (9 months) .••••. -----· ..•.•.•..•..•..••••• ---------·

4,790
5,981

July, 1863, (2 years) .••.••...••.. ------·----· .•.. -----· .••••.•••.
Do ...... (9 months) .•••••••..•...• ,. •••.•...•••••••.•••.. -----·

474
1,279

4,958
10,771

August, 1863, (9 months) .... - .. - ••••.• -- •..••• - .• _•..• -- •••• -- •. - •••• -.- ••
October, 1863, (2 years) ....••.......••..... _...• - ••.•• -- •.••• - •.. _••..•••.
January, 1864, (2 years) .••••••••..••••.•.•.•• -·---··-·--· •••..• -·---· .•..

1,753
534
482
261
18,760

JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
S. WILLIAMS, .Assistant Adjuta·nt General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 28, 1863.
CoLONEL: I have the honor herewith to transmit, for the information of the general-inchief, a copy of a statement which has been addressed to these headquarters by Brigadier
General A. Pleasanton, at present commanding the cavalry corps, setting forth the condition
ofthat command at this time.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, .April6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and .A. D. C.

HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY CORPS,
Army of the Potomac, May 27, 1863.
GENERAL : I assumed the command of this corps on the 22d instant, relieving MajO
General Stoneman, and I desire to submit to the major general commanding the army of the
Potomac the condition of the cavalry as it comes under my command.
1st division, (late my own command;) 1st brigade, 1,546 serviceable horses, 371 unserviceable; 2d brigade, 1,228 serviceable horsei!J, 364 unserviceable ; 2d division, Colonel Duffie,
The commanding ; 3d division, Brigadier General Gregg, commanding ; of these two divisions,
General Gregg reports that a close inspection of the horses of these two divisions, on the 31st
ultimo, will show one-half of the whole number of horses unfit for active offensive operations.
The average of each of these divisions is about 3,000 men; consequently the two have only
about that number at present fit for service.
The reserve brigade, under Brigadier General Buford, is reported as follows : There are
549 horses in the command that cannot be recruited in a month. I will require 1,396 horses
to remount the whole command. This brigade, on the last of March, had 2,226 serviceable
horses. The difference leaves only 830 horses fit for service at this time.
Recapitulation.
.
Serviceable horses.
1st division ...••..••••. -----··----· ..•... ···-··......................... 2,774
2d division ..•••.. --- •.. ---- .. ---- ...•...........••.....•....•••....... _. 1,212
3d division ..•....••••. -----····--· ....•...•... ------.................. .. 1,861
Regular brigade ... - ..... - •..••••..•........... _• • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
830
Deduct Kilpatrick's force and detachments, say....•••.. __ •••.•••...•. __ •....

6,667
2,000

Effective strength...••••.•• -.- ••••••....••••..••..•••....•••.•••••..•••..

4,677

GENERAL HOOKER.
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The effective strength of the corps, by the March return, was upwards of 12,000 men and
horses. It is now one-third of that strength, and, as far as I can ascertain, is not fit to take
the field.
In taking this command, I cannot do myself such an injustice as to remain silent as to the
unsatisfactory condition in which I find this corps.
I shall use every exertion to bring it to a state of efficiency at the earliest possible moment,
but the responsibility of its present state, it is proper the major general commanding should
know, does belong to me.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. PLEASNTOON,
Brigadier General, Commanding Cavalry Corps.
Brigadier General S. WILLIAMS,
Adjtttant General, Army of the Potomac.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Camp near Falmouth, Va., May 28, 1863.
Official:
S. WILLIAMS, .Asst. Adjt. General.

[Received 11.20 a.m., May 28.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May 28, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
The rebel pickets shout across the 1iver this morning that we have taken Vicksburg, and
that General Grant is killed.
,JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 10.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
May28 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
It has been impossible for me to gain any information concerning the movements of the
enemy at all satisfactory. I have had several men over the river, but as they do not return
I conclude that they have been captured. The enemy's camps are as numerous and as well filled
as ever. It was reported to me this morning, by General Gregg, that the enemy's cavalry
had made their appearance in the vicinity of Warrenton, on the strength of which I have
ordered on to that line Buford's division, to drive them across the river and to keep them
there, and if necessary I will send up additional forces. Major General Stahl should be instructed to look into the Shenandoah valley and see what is going on over there. In the
event a forward movement should be contemplated by the enemy, and he should have been
re-enforced by the army froin Charleston, I am in doubt as to the direction he will take, but
probably the one of last year, however desperate it may appear-desperate if his force should
be no greater than we have reason to suppose. The enemy has always shown an unwillingness to attack fortified positions ; still you may rest assured that important movements are
being made, and in my opinion it is necessary for every one to be watchful. The enemy has
all of his cavalry force (five brigades) collecting at Culpeper and Jefferson; this would
indicate a movement in the direction of the Orange and Alexandria railroad, and this it is my
duty to look after. If Stoneman had not almost destroyed one-half of my serviceable cavalry,
I would pitch into him in his camps, and would now if Major General Stahl's cavahy would
join me for a few days.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Id cipher.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., May 19, 1863.
Major General J. HooKER,
Commanding Army of the Potomac, Falmouth, Va.:
Your telegram addressed to me, of the last evening was submitted to the Presid~nt and
also to General Halleck and General Heintzelman. General Halleck reports as follows :
There i.'i no other cavalry force about Washington than that of General Stahl, which is now
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engaged in scouting duty towards Bull Run mountains, and in picketing Bull Run and Occoquan rivers. If it be removed, there will be no force in front to give notice of enemy's raids
on Alexandria or Washington.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 1 p.m.

[Received 9.40 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, May 29, 1863.
His Excellency .A. LINCOLN,
President of the United States :
Following taken from enemy's signals to-day:
".Any news from Vicksburg 1
"Captain F."

.Answer:

''It is certainly taken, with all its ---."
The last part of the message failed to 'be read, on account of dust intervening.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 8.40 p. m., May 31.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, May 31, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Our officer who crossed under flag of truce to-day brought no newspapers, but says " the
latest news reported was a despatch from General Johnston, dated 27th, to the effect that
up to that time the federals had been repulsed at every point, with immense slaughter, the
dead still unburied, and very offensive."
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Cltief of Staff.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, June 2, 18().3,
Major General HooKER:
It .is said that Philip Margraff, in your army, is under sentence to be shot on Friday, the
5th instant, as a deserter. If this be so, please send me up the record of his case at once.
A. LINCOLN.

[Telegram.]
~~ORT MONROE, VA., June 2, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have just received the following despatch from General Peck. Will you please communicate it to General Hooker 1

"I have a man who left Richmond last week. He says Pickett's division passed through
the day before he left, for Fredericksburg. He had been there and participated in the funeral
of Jackson. General Elzey commands in the city. Citizens and soldiers talked of Lee's
moving into Maryland, with 85,000 men. Says the most of Longstreet's troops that left
Blackwater stopped about Richmond, in consequ<?nce of the alarm resulting from the raids.
General Ewell made lieutenant general."
JOHN A. DIX, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER,

~Vajor,

A. A. G.
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[Received 9.35 a. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 3, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN,
President of the United States :
Rebel signals yesterday p.m. say, "Nothing new from Vicksburg."
D.A.N'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 10.55 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 3, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN,
P1·esident of the United States :
We read the following despatches from the enemy's signals to-day:
"JUNE 2.
"To---:
"Report is, General J. has crossed the Big Black, captured Grant's left and centre. Yesterday's papers don't confirm it." [No signature.]
"JUNE 3.
"To Major COLLINS:
"Yankees admit their loss to be five thousand; ours half that number." [No signature.]
Answer:
'' That was the Yankee loss before stated."
" To Captain B - - " Grant gives Pemberton three days to surrender. Yankee loss, ten thousand. General.
Our army demoralized. Our army will die in the trenches.
"Captain F - - - . "
The above are despatches as we read them. We prefer that no one should know that we
read these signals, as the information might get to the enomy, and we should lose our oppor- .
tunities.
D.A.N'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 9.50 a. m., June 4.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 4, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
It bas this moment been reported to me that several of the enemy's camps were removed
during last night. Shall be able to determine the direction shortly, if this should be found
to be the case.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.-Received 12 m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 4, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Following received from General Buford, June 4 :
''Nothing noteworthy to report yesterday. General Duffie's picket reported enemy crossing
in considerable foree at Sulphur Springs ; preparations to welcome them, but they did not
come. Country and river as high up as Orleans, New Baltimore, and Thoroughfare gap
visited yesterday and last night. Nothing was seen or heard.
''JOHN BUFORD, Brigadier General."
The movements of the enemy in our front do not indicate what their purpose or object
may be. Has General Dix's forces moved to White House, or beyond there 1 His position,
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strength, or movement may govern or influence the enemy somewhat. I should like to be
fully advised.
J. HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·il 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 1.55 p.m.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 4, 1863.
Major General HoORER, Falmouth :
Nothing heard from General Dix for several days. He is directed to inform you of any
movement he makes.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
Sent 2.05 p. m.
[Received 6.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 4, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOI.N,
President of the United States :
The Richmond Sentinel of June 3 says:
"JACRSON, June 1.
"Grant demanded the surrender of Vicksburg on Thursday, giving three days to Pemberton to consider the demand. Pemberton replied that he did not want fifteen minutes,
and that his troops would die in the trenches before they would surrender. The federal
troops are demoralized, and refused to renew the attack on Saturday. The enemy's gunboats are firing hot shot at the city. The federal loss is estimated at 25,000 or 30,000,
including Generals Kerr, Lay, Burbridge, Bonan, and one other. Port Hudson is invested."
Nothing in Enquirer of June 4.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major, Chief of Staff.

[Received 6.20 p. m.J
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 4, 1863.
Maj.or General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following is from one of our scouts :
"I heard from at least three (3) different parties, who I know had the means of obtaining
the correct information, that General Jones had come from the Shenandoah valley; that his
headquarters were either in Rappahannock or Culpeper, and not very far distant from
Culpeper Court House; and that this information was obtained from some of his cavalry,
whose houses were in Fauquier, and who had been over to see their friends."
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major Geneml, Chief of Staff.

WASIDNGTON, D. C., June 4, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD :
The news you send me from the Richmond Sentinel of the 3d must be greatly if not wholly
ncorrect. The Thursday mentioned was the 28th, and we have despatches here directly from
Vicksburg of the 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st; and while they speak of the siege progressing,
they speak of no assault or general fighting whatever; and, in fact, they so speak as to
almost exclude the idea that there can have been any since Monday, the 25th, which was
not very heavy. Neither do they mention any demand made by Grant upon Pemberton for
a surrender. They speak of our troops as being in good health, condition, and spirits.
Some of them do say that Banks has Port Hudson invested.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 7.50 p.m.
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EXECUTIVE :MANSION, Washington, June 4, 1863.
:Major General HooKER :
Let execution of sentences in the cases of Daily, :Margraff, and Harrington be respited
until further orders from me, they remaining in close custody meanwhile.
.A.. LINCOLN.
·

[Received 9.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 4, 1863.
His Excellency .A.. LINCOLN,
President ef the United States :
Your despatch directing that the sentences in the eases of Privates Daily, Margraff, and
Harrington, 146th New York volunteers, be suspended until further orders from you, has
been received.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 5,1863.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to transmit a copy of an order I have issued directing
Major General Stoneman, at the expiration of his .leave of absence, to report to the Adjutant
General of the army for instructions.
I am clearly of the opinion that the efficiency of this army will not be promoted by the
continued connexion of that officer with it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gene1·al, Commanding.
Colonel J. C. KELTON, Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Colonel and A. D. C.

SPECUL ORDERS, ~
No. 153.
S

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 5, 1863.
[Extract.]

· 6. .A.t the expiration of the leave of absence granted to :Major General George Stoneman
for the benefit of his health, by Special Orders, No. 137, current series, from these headquarters, he will report in person to the Adjutant General of the army for further instructions.
if

if

if

if

if

if

"

By command of Major General HooKER :
S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Received 11.15 a.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUAR'I'ERS .A.RMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 5,1863-10 a.m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN,
President of the United States :
Yesterday morning appearances indicated that during the night the enemy had broken up
a few of his camps and abandoned them. These changes were observed on the right of his
line, in the vicinity of Hamilton Crossing.. So far as I was enabled to judge from all my
means of information, it was impossible for me to determine satisfactorily whether this movement had been merely a change of camps-the enemy had moved in the direction of Richmond, or up the river-but, taken in connexion with the fact that some deserters came in
from the divisions of Hood and Pickett, I conclude that those divisions have been brought
to the front from their late positions at Gordonsville and Taylorsville, and that this could be
for no other purpose but to enable the enemy to move up the river with a view to the execution of a movement similar to that of Lee's last year. He must either have it in mind to
cross the upper Potomac, or to throw his army between mine and Washington. In case I
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am correct in my conjectures, to accomplish either he must have been greatly re-enforced;
and, if making this movement, the fair presumption is that he has been by the troops from
Charleston. Of this I have no evidence further than that furnished me by General Dix, that
they had come to Richmond. This morning some more of their camps have disappeared.
Their picket line along the river is preserved and as strong as ever. General Buford, with
three divisions and ten pieces of artillery, is on the Alexandria and Orange railroad, and yesterday was along the river beyond Sulphur Springs, and reports no enemy. As I am liable
to be called on to make a movement with the utmost promptitude, I desire that I may be informed as early as practicable of the views of the government coneerning this army. Under
instructions from the major general commanding the army, dated January 31, I am instructed to keep in view always the importance of coveting Washington and Harper's Ferry,
either directly or by so operating as to be able to punish any force of the enemy sent against
them. In the event the enemy should move, as I almost anticipate he will, the head of his
column will probably be headed towards the Potomac, via Gordonsville or Culpeper, while
the rear will rest on Fredericksburg. After giving the subject my best reflection, I am of
opinion that it is my duty to pitch into his rear, although in so doing the head of his column
may reach Warrenton before I can return. Will it be within the spirit of my instructions
to do so ? In view of these contemplated movements of the enemy, I cannot too forcibly impress upon the mind of his excellency the President the necessity of having one commander
for all the troops whose operations can have influence on those of Lee's army. Under the
present system all independent commanders are in ignorance of the movements of the
others-at least such is my si.tuation.
I trust that I may not be considered in the way of this arrangement, as it is a position I
do not desire, and only suggest it as I feel the necessity for concert as well as vigorous
action. It is necessary for me to say this much that my motive may not be misunderstoad.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding Army of the Potomac.

[Telegram.-Received 2 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 5, 1863-1.30 p. m.
Major General W. H. HALLECK,
General-in-Chief:
I respectfully invite your attention to the tri-monthly report of this army for May 31, for
warded to-day to the Adjutant General, in connexion with my letter to you of May 28,
enclosing a statement of the two-years and nine-months men with this army.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Assistant Adjutant General.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., June 5, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth :
Prisoners and deserters brought in here state that Stuart is preparing a column of from
fifteen to twenty thousand men, cavalry and artillery, for a raid. They say it will be ready
in two or three days.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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[In cipher.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 5, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Yours of to-day was received an hour ago. So much of professional military skill is
requisite to answer it that I have turned the task over to General Halleck. He promises to
pelform it with his utmost care. I have but one idea which I think worth suggesting to you,
and that is, in case you find Lee coming to the north of the Rappahannock I would by no
means cross to the south of it. If be should leave a rear force at Fredericksburg, tempting
you to fall upon it, it would fight in intrenchments, and have you at disadvantage, and so,
man for man, worst you at that point, while his main force would in some way be getting an
advantage of you northward. In one word, I would not take any risk of being entangled
upon the river, like an ox jumped half over the fence and liable to be torn by dogs front
and rear, without a fair chance to gore one way or kick the other. If Lee would come to
my side of the river I would keep on the same side and fight him, or act on the defence, according as might be my estimate of his streng-th relatively to my own. But these are mere
suggestions, which I desire to be controlled by yourself and General Halleck.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 4 p.m.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., June 5, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth :
The President has directed me to reply to your telegram to him of 10 a. m. to-day.
My instructions of January 31, which were then shown to the President, left you entirely
free to act as circumstances, in your judgment, might require, with the simple injunction to
keep in yjew the safety of Washington and Harper's Ferry.
In regard to the contingency whi"h you suppose may arise of General Lee's leaving a part
of his forces in Fredericksburg, while with the head of his column he moves by Gordonsyjlle or Culpeper towards the Potomac, it seems to me that such an operation would give you
great advantages upon his flank to cut him in two and fight his divided forces. Would it not
be more advantageous to fight his movable column first, instead of first attacking his intrenchments, with your own forces separated by the Rappahannock 7 Moreover, you are
aware that the troops under General Heintzelman are much less than the number recommended by all the boards for the defences of Washington. Neither this capital nor Harper's
Ferry could long hold out against a large force. They must depend for their security very
much upon the co-operation of your army. It, therefore, would seem perilous to permit
Lee's main force to move upon the Potomac while your army is attacking an intrenched position on the other side of the Rappahannock. Of course, your movements must depend in a
great measure upon those made by Lee.
·
There is another contingency not altogether improbable: that Lee will seek to hold you in
check with his main force, while a strong force will be detached for a raid into Maryland and
Pennsylvania.
The main force of the enemy in North Carolina have probably come north; but I think all
available troops in South Carolina and Georgia have been sent to re-enforce Johnston in Mississippi. Such is the information here.
General Heintzelman and General Dix are instructed to telegraph directly to you all mov6ments which they may ascertain or make. Directions have also been given to forward
military information which may be received from General Schenck's command. .Any movements you may suggest of troops in these command,<! will be ordered, if deemed practicable.
Lee will probably move light and rapidly. Your movable force should be prepared to do
the same.
The foregoing views are approved by the President.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 4.40 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, .A • .A. G.
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[Received 6.45 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 5, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
The following is a despatch which has been received from Brigadier General Buford, commanding at Warrenton Junction.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[In cipher.]
"vVARRENTON JUNCTION, Jnne 5, 1863.
" Colonel ALEXANDER, A. A. Gen. :
"I have just received information, which I consider reliable, that all the available cavalry
force of the confederacy is in Culpeper county. Stuart, the two Lees, Robertson, Jenkins,
and Jones are all there. Robertson came from North Carolina, Jenkins from Kanawha, and
Jones from the Valley. Jones arrived at Culpeper after the others on the third. Since the
Chancellorsville fight their cavalry has been very much increased from the infantry-eight
hundred Texans from Hood's command have been recently mounted on horses from Richmond. My informant, a refugee from Madison county, says that Stuart has twenty thousand;
can't tell his intentions, but thinks he is going to make a raid.
"JOHN BUFORD, Brigadier General."

[Received 7.06 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 5, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of the United States:
The following taken from the enemy's signal-flag to-day: "News from Vicksburg encouraging. The enamy repulsed in every attempt to storm the works.'' Signature, '' Capt. F."
The following from the Richmond Whig of June 5: "Jackson, June 3.-The result of the
siege of Vicksburg, so far, is very encouraging to our side. The enemy have been repulsed
with immense slaughter in every attempt to storm the works. Grant must be compelled to
raise the siege in a few days. It is reported that he is returning to Grand Gulf. The storming of the works is looked for in the next forty-eight hours. So reads the despatch."
The Memphis Bulletin of the 30th claims five thousand prisoners at Young's Point, and
says the news from Vicksbmg is not stimulating; that the slaughter on the part of the federals was not as large as reported; that the place is closely invested, and no apprehensions
felt for the result at Vicksburg.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 9.45 p. m.]
HEADQl1ARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 5, 1863.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of the United States:
I should very much like to have Captain Moore ordered to this army. Since WTiting this
morning I concluded to make a demonstration on the enemy by throwing a couple of bridges
across the river at Franklin's Crossing, aud to learn what the enemy are about. As soon as
we got to work they began to assemble in great numbers from all quarters, and the more
remote arriving. I took about fifty prisoners and they report that the changes remarked in
their camps proceeded from the reorganization of their army, and the assignment of them to
their new camps. All of Longstreefs command are now with Lee, but no part of the
Charleston forces. They have no infantry force higher up the Rappahannock than its junction with the Rapidan. Their cavalry is assembled around Culpeper, but the threat to make
a crossing may cause them to retmn. I shall keep my bridges down a few days.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., June 6, 1863.
Major GENERAL HOOKER, Falmouth, Virginia:
Captain C. B. Comstock, corps of engineers, will immediately report to B1igadier General
J. G. Barnard for temporary duty at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
H. vV. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

[Received 11. 45 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
I have received your telegram removing Captain Comstock from this army. His loss
will be irreparable to me. I know of no officer in the army of the Potomac the loss of
whose services would be of greater detriment to the public g·ood.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 2.30 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 6, 1863.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
My camp is in more danger of being taken by the women than by rebels. They arrive by
steamboat loads. Yesterday was not a good day for them; only eighteen (18) arrived by
the steamer John Brooks ; of these 15 held passes from the War Department. They may
have been forgeries. Can you advise me?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 2. 55 p.m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, D. C., June 6, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth :
I have been trying hard to keep the women out of your camp, but, finding that they were
going in troops under passes, as they said, from your provost marshal and commanders, I have
given up the job. I think no officer or soldier should have his wife in camp or with the army.
In other military districts the order of the department excludes them. If you will order them
away, and keep your provost marshal and other officers from issuing passes, not one shall
be issued here, and all that profess to eome from the department will be forg£~ries.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 3. 40 p. m.
[Telogram in cipher.-Received 3. 30 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 6, 1863-3 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
As the accumulation of the heavy rebel force of cavalry about Culpeper may mean mischief, I am determined to break it up in its incipience. I shall send all my cavalry against
them, stiffened by about three thousand infantry. It will require until the morning of the
ninth (9th) for my forces to gain their positions, and at daylight on that day it is my intention to attack them in their camps. As many of my cavalry are still unserviceable from the
effects of Stoneman's raid, I am weak to cope with the numbers of the enemy, if as large as
reported. It would add much to my efficiency if some of Stahl's forces could attack and
hold the fords at Beverly and Sulphur Springs some time during the forenoon of the ninth
(9th.) If this should be done, I desire that the officer in command should not be informed of
the object of his march, but merely to hold these fords. It is next to impossibe to confine
information to its proper limits. I have twenty-five hundred sabres on a reconnaissance in
the vicinity of Jefferson to-day. Jones's brigade, which has been hovering around Milroy
all winter, numbering sixteen hundred, is among them; also an additional brigade from
North Carolina.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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·[Telegram.-Received 8.45 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 6, 1863-8 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I request that I may be informed whether or not I am to receive assistance in my attack
on the rebel forces at Culpeper from any portion of Gen. Heintzelman's forces; and if so,
what?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received at 10 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, June 6, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth:
I will see that you have an answer early to-morrow to your telegram of this evening
to General Halleck, who is in the country just now.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.
Sent 10.30 p. m.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., June 7, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth:
A considerable portion of Heintzelman's cavalry is ont scouting, and cannot be communicated with. Gen. Stahl will co-operate with Gen. Buford as far as he has means.
To prevent delays, please telegraph directly to Gen. Heintzelman, and he will consult me
if necessary.
It is impossible to ascertain how much aid can be given to Buford till the cavalry comes in.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.30 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 4. 30 p.m., June 8.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 8, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Was not aware that I should so soon be called on to recede from my complaint in· regard
to female visitors. Miss Chase sends word that she was intending to make a flying visit
here to-morrow. I hope the order does not apply to her case; it is more particularly directed
to sojourners.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

•

[Confidential.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., June 9,1863.
Major General HooKER:
I can give a command to General Couch if you ca:ij spare him. Please answer ill1lmldiately.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 11 a.m.

•
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[Received 12m., in cipher.]
HEADQUART~<:RS

.ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 9, 1863-11. 30 a. m.

Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War;
I can spare General Couch.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 9, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Falmouth :
The Secretary of War directs that Major General Couch be ordered to immediately report
to him in Washington.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.15 p. m.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 9, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
I am told there are fifty incendiary shells here at the arsenal, made to fit the 100-pounder
Parrott gun now with you. If this be true, would you like to have the shells sent to you?
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 3.3f) p. m.

[Received 6 p. m., in cipher.]
HEA.DQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 9, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
General Pleasanton reports that after a severe encounter with the rebel cavalry over the
Beverly ford, he has not been able to make head against it. He reports that his movement
was anticipated.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 6.40 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, 1 p. m., June 9, 1863.
Major General JOHN A. DIX, Fortress Monroe, Va.:
We have reliable information that Pickett's division, which was lately at Taylorsville,
near Hanover Junction, has come up this way, and gone towards the Rapidan, Hood's
division preceded it in the same direction.
We have also reason to believe that the available troops have been withdrawn from Richmond this way, leaving it nearly, if not wholly, unoccupied.
'l'he country between Fredericksburg and Richmond, and below the right flank of Lee's
army, which extends only five miles below the city, is open and unoccupit~d, except by
small bodies and a force which has just gone down on account of a false alarm made by us
in that direction. The thirtieth Virginia alone is left near Hanover Junction. It is a weak
regiment. Our scouts penetrate to Hanover Junction, and we believe the above reliable
from previously reported information confirming it, and the character of the scouts.
The movements in your direction have been countermanded, probably, by my demonstrations.
JOSEPH HOOKER, .bfajor General.
(Copy to Major General H. W. Halleck, general-in-chief, Washington, D. C.)
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Aprilli, 1865J
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A . .A. G.
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[Received 9.15 p.m., June 9.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 9, 1863.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of Wm·:
Will General Couch require his aide-de-camp and horses in the discharge of the duties
upon which he is going 1
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 8 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 10, 1863-8 a. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-,C hief:
Have just received the following despatch from General Pleasonton.
Major General HOOKER.

[In cipher.]
"CAVALRY HEADQUARTERS,
"Rappahannock Station, June 9, 1863-8 p.m.
"Major General HooKER:
"A short time after my last despatch to you, General Gregg, with his infantry and artillery,
joined me about two miles from the river, to which point I had driven the enemy. He reported
that he had encountered a much superior number of the enemy's cavalry and had a severe
fight. Also, that a train of cars had been run up to Brandy Station, filled with infantry,
who opened on. his men. I also received information from letters and official reports captured in the enemy's camp, as well as from prisoners, that the enemy had upwards of twelve
thousand cavalry, (which was double our own force of cavalry,) and twenty-five pieces of
artillery. I also learned from contrabands and prisoners that a large force of infantry had
been sent for from Culpeper, as well as Longstreet's command at Ellis's ford. Having
crippled the enemy by desperate fighting, so hat the could not follow me, I returned with
my command to the north side of the Rappahannock. Gregg's command crossed at Rappahannock bridge. To-morrow mornin~ Stuart was to have started on a raid into Maryland;
so captnred papers state. Rest satisfied he will not attempt it. Buford had a long and
desperate hand-to-hand encounter with the enemy, in which he drove - - - before him
handsomely-very superior forces. Over two hundred prisoners WAre captured, and one
battle-flag. The troops are in splendid spirits, and are entitled to the highest praise for
their distinguished conduct.
"A. PLEASONTON, Brigadier General.
"8.30 p. m.-The infantry under Generals Russell and Ames will move back to Bealton,
the cavalry to Warrenton Junction, where I will await further orders. Lee reviewed the
whole of Stuart's cavalry yesterday.
''A. PLEASONTON."
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 12, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 11.40 a.m., June 10.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 10, 1863.
General A. PLEASONTON, 'Dia Bealton :
I am not so certain as you appear to be that the enemy will abandon his Cl)ntemplated
raid. vVith this impression, I have felt a little hesitation in withdrawing the infantry. Will
you be able to keep him from crossing the river with the cavalry and batteries with you? If
not, and you consider that the infantry will be Gf service in preventing a passage, please
have it retained until further orders. I desire that you will send me your opinions on this
subject. \Ve shall be able to send up to yvu a thousand more cavalry to-morrow. There
has been great delay in the transmission of despatches.
__JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

GENERAL HOOKER.
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[Received 5.10 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 10, 1863-2.30 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President of the United States:
General Pleasonton, by telegraph, forwarded to the major general commanding the army,
this morning, reports that he had an affair with the rebel cavalry yesterday, near Brandy
Station, which resulted in crippling him so much that he will have to abandon his contemplated raid to Maryland, which was to have started this morning. I am not so certain that
the mid will be abandoned from this cause-it may delay the departure a few days. I shall
leave the cavalry, which is all that I have mounted, where they are-near Bealton-with
instructions to resist the passage of the river by the enemy's forces. If, to effect this, he
should bring up a considerable force of infantry to force a passage, that will so much weaken
him in my ti·ont that I have good reason to believe that I can throw a sufficient force over
the river to coUlpel the enemy to abandon his present position. If it should be the intention
to send a heavy column of infantry to accompany the cavalry on the proposed raid, he can
leave nothing behind to interpose any serious obstacle to my rapid advance on Richmond.
I am not satisfied of his intention in this respect, but fro:a:. certain movements in their
corps I cannot regard it as altogether improbable. If it should be found to be the case, will
it not promote the true interests of the cause for me to march to Richmond at once ? From
there all the disposable part of this army can be thrown to any threatened point north of the
Potomac at short notice; and until they can reach their destination a sufficiency of troops can
be collected to check, if not to stop, his invasion. If left to operate from my own judgment,
with my present information I do not hesitate to say that I should adopt this course, as being
the most speedy and certain mode of giving the rebellion a mortal blow. I desire that you
will give it your reflection. At present the enemy have one corps of infantry at GOl·donsville, with the advance at Culpeper, with the manifest tendency of other corps to drift in that
direction. I now have two bridges across the Rappahannock, ready to spring over the river
below Fredericksburg, and it is this, I believe, that causes the enemy to hesitate in moving
forward. Major General Dix informs me that he intends moving two columns up James
river to-morrow, but if organized to correspond in number to the troops as they have of late
been posted, neither column will be successful-the one on the north side of the river will be
too small, and on the south side, with his whole column, I question if Richmond can be taken
at all, provided two or three thousand men could be assembled to defend it. The columns
should unite at City Point, or below, and move on the north side of the river. From information which I deem reliable the only troops remaining in Richmond are the provost guard1,500-and all the troops between here and there are brought well to the front. It would be
of incalculable service to this army to be transferred to some more remote point from Washington and Alexandria.
The stampedes gotten in towns, gotten, no doubt, by people in the rebel interest, have
their influence on my men, for many of them have no means of knowing whether they are
with or without cause. They think there must be some fire where there is so much smoke.
JOSEPH HOOKER, ~Major General, Commanding.
[In cipher.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jnne 10, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Yourlong despatch of to-day is just received. If left to me, I would not go south of the
Rappahannock upon Lee's moving north of it. If you had Richmond invested to-day you
would not be able to take it in twenty days; meanwhile your communications, and ·with
them your army, would be ruined. I think Lee's army, and not Richmond, is your true
objective point. If he comes towards the upper Potomac, follow on his flank, and on the
inside track, shortening your lines ·while he lengthens his. Fight him, too, when opportunity offers. If he stays where he is, fret him and fret him.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 6. 40 p. m.
[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., Jnne 11, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Army of the Potomac:
The President has just referred to me your telegram, and his reply of yesterday, with
directions to say to you whether or not I agree with him. I do so fully.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12. 40 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
C. D. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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[Received 9.35 p.m., June 11.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 11, 1863.
General PLEASONTON, Warrenton Junction:
Our information is that Colonels S. Hampton and Williams, of Hampton's brigade, were
killed; Colonels Butler and Harmon and General W. Lee wounded, day before yesterday.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received

10 . ~0

p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

June 11, 1863-9.30 p. m.
Major General HALLEcK, Gentral-in-Chiej:
I have just been reliably informed that Pettigrew's and Durnell's brigades, from North
Carolina, are in Heath's division, near Hamilton crossing. I have no information concerning the residue of the forces drawn from North Carolina. A. P. Hill's corpt> is on the
right, opposite to Franklin's crossing. Ewell is in rear of Fredericksburg, and Longstreet's
corps and the cavalry are at Culpeper. I have to-day despatched the 3d corps to picket
the river from Meade's right, at Kelly's ford, to Be_v erly ford, in order to relieve the
cavalry in aid of Pleasonton, who is looking after the district of country from Beverly to
Sulphur Springs. Pleasonton is weak in cavalry, compared with the enemy.
•
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 12, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 8.40 a. m , in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOlliAC,

June 12, 1863-7 a. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in·Ohiej:
It is reported from the balloon that several new rebel camps have made their appearance
this morning. There can be no doubt but that the enemy has been greatly re-enforced.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 12, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 8.45 a. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,

June 12, 1863-8.30 a. m.
Major Gtm era.l HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
General Pleasonton, without additional cavalry, I fear will not be able to prevent the
rebel cavalry from turning his right. I have not beeu able to ascertain his precise strength,
but know that it is near seventy-five hundred, while that of the enemy is certainly not
less than ten thousand. He now pickets beyond Sulphur Springs. He will, however, do
the best he can. If he ~:;honld be turned, you will perceive that I shall be constrained to
abandon the Aquia creek line of operations.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General,.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Official copy :

April 12, 1863.

D. C. WAGER, A. A.. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 12, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
There is no possibility of sending you more cavalry. Horses will be sent as fast as they
can be procured.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-ChUf.
Sent 1.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma;'or, A. A. G.
[Received 1.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 12, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Ohiej:
Learning that the enemy had massed his cavalry near Culpeper, for the purpose of a raid,
I despatched General Pleasonton to attack him on his own ground. General Plea5onton
crossed the Rappahannock on the 9th at Beverly's and Kelly's fords, attacked the enemy,
and drove him three miles, capturing over two hundred prisoners and one battle-flag.
This, iu the face of vastly superior numbers, was only accomplished by hard and desperate
fighting by our cavalry, for which they deserve much credit. Their morale is splendid.
They made many hand-to-hand combats, always driving the enemy before them.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General, Commanding.

[In cipher.]
ExECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, June 12, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
If you can show me a trial of the incendiary shells on Saturday night, I will try to join
you at 5 p.m. that day.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 2 p.m.

[Answer.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc, June 12, 1863.
Major General D1x, Fortress Monroe, Virginia:
All of Lee's army, so far as I know, is extended along the immediate banks of the Rappahannock from Hamilton's crossing to Culpeper. A. P. Hill's corps is on his right, below
Fredericksburg; Ewell's corps joins his left, reaching to the Rapidan, and beyond that
river is Longstreet's corps, with not less than ten thousand cavalry under Stuart. These
bodies have been very much swollen in numbers of late, the enemy's divisions corresponding with our corps. Several brigades of D. H. Hill's army in North Carolina are now with
Lee. From my balloon it can be seen that he is daily receiving acquisitions. He has a
numerical superiority over me. For several days past Lee has been at Culpeper.
JOSEPH HOOKER, .Major General, Uommanding.
[Received 7 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 12, 1863-6.20 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President U. 8.:
If I am not very much mistaken, I shall be constrained to move my army on to the
Alexandria and Orange railroad before that time. I have three (3) corps near there at
thi:> time. I presume that General Halleck showed you my despatch of this morning.
.
Also, p!ease see copy of my despatch to General Dix of to-day.
JOSEPH HOOKER, MaJor General, Commanding.

Part I--17
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[Telegram.-Received 7.10 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF PoTOMAC, June 12, 1863.
Major General STAHL, Fairfax Court-House:
It is important that the country beyond Bull Run mountains and towards New Baltimore, Salem, Middleville, &c., should be thoroughly scouted and watched. Can you send
us any news from them? Pleast: keep me informed of all you have by telegraph, and
General Pleasonton at Warrenton Junction. What force is there at Manassas Junction?
JOSEPH HOOKER.
(Copies to Major Generals Halleck and Heintzelman.)
HEADQUARTERS ARliT, April 12, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W.A.GER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
FAIRFAX CouRT HousE, June 12, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
In reply to your telegram of 7.10 this p. m., I would respectfully state that I have
scouting parties in the following directions, viz : One to scout beyond the Bull Run
mountains to New Baltimore, Salem, Middleburg, Upperville, and the surrounding country;
another to Drainsville, Leesburg, and from there to the Blue ridge; a third I sent to the
Shenandoah valley, which has crossed at Front Royal, and arrived at Winchester a few
days ago, the report of which last mentioned party I communicated personally to General
Pleasonton. This force I expect will return here by to-night or to-morrow morning.
As soon as I receive any information from any of these parties, I shall take pleasure in
communicating it to you, as well as any other information which I may obtain. Up to
the latest information there is no enemy this side of the Blue ridge, excepting White's
and Moseby's guerillas. I have about six hundred men at present at Kettle run, and
infantry is at Manassas Junction and Bristow.
Respectfully,
JUL. STAHL, J!t,jor General.
(Copies to Generals Halleck and Heintzelman.)
HEADQUARTERS .A.RliY, April 12, 1865.
Official:
D . C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOliAC,
June 13, 1863-9 a. m.
General REYNOLDS, Bealton :
Following from Stahel: "No enemy this side of Blue ridge, excepting White's and
Moseby's guerillas. I have about six hundred (600) men at present at Kettle run, and
infantry is at Manassas Junction and Bristow."
I send three aids to-day.
·
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, MaJor General, Chief of Stoff.

[Received 10.45 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 13, 1863.
General PLEASONTON, Warrenton Junction:
Ascertain speedily which road troops passing through Culpeper took- Sperryville,
Madison, or Chester gap. Can you push a light reconnoissance or scout to Sperryville?
DAN'L BUITERFIELD, Ma;'or General, Ohiej of Stoff.
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[In cipher.]

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, June 13, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
I was coming down this afternoon; but if you would prefer I should not, I shall blame
you if you do not tell me so.
A. LINCOLN.

[Telegram.-Received in cipher 7.4.5 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

June 13, 1863-7 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
All my sources of information confirm the statement that Longstreet's and Ewell's
corps have passed through Culpeper to Sperryville towards the valley. The instructions
of the President, approved by yourself, and your original letter of instructions, compel me,
in view of this movement of the enemy, to transfer the operations of this army from the
line of the Aquia creek to the Alexandria and Orange railroad. Accordingly, directions
have been given for the first, third, fifth, and eleventh corps to rendezvous at Manassas
Junction with the cavalry. The second, sixth, and twelfth, with the reserve artillery,
after covering the withdrawal of government property from depots, have been directed to
march to Dumfries, and from thence to be governed by the movements of the enemy, the
object being to bring the two wings together as far in advance on that line as the movements of the enemy will justify. The corps will be withdrawn from their positions tonight, the line being held by pickets until proper time arrives for their withdrawal.
To-morrow afternoon my headquarters will be at Dumfries.
JOSEPH HOOKER, MaJor General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE

AR?u, April 12, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
DUMFRIES, June 14:, 1863-5 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
At 3 o'clock p. m . Major General Hanco~.:k informs me that the rebel troops opposite
Franklin crossing are moving up the river on the plank road in a continuous column.
Major General Hancock covers the withdrawal of the forces and property at that point.
No effort has been made to force the passage of the Rappahannock, except at Banks's ford.
Major General JOSEPH HOOKER.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 12, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[In cipher.]
W ASHINGTON1 June 14, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
Do you consider it possible that fifteen thousand of Ewell's men can now be at Win•
A. LINCOLN. chester ?
Sent 1.14 p. m.
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[Received 5.40 p. m., June 14.]
fuADQUAitTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

Dumfries, June 14, 1863-5.30 p.m.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
Have received despatch from General Milroy daten yesterday. Will act on it as soon as
I can hear from the column on the Alexandria and Orange railroad. Instructions were
given for Thoroughfare gap to be taken possession of and held by my cavalry last night.
If the enemy should be making for Maryland, I will make the best dispositions to come
up with him in my power. You may rely upon his being in grea.t force wherever he is.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General, Commanding.

WASHIN~TON, D. C., June 14, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
So far as we can make out here, the enemy have Milroy surrounded at Winchester and Tyler
at Martinsburg. If they could hold out a few days, could you help them? If the head of
Lee's army is at Martinsburg and the tail of it on the plank road between Fredericksburg
and Chancellorsville, the animal must be very slim somewhere: could you not break him?
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 5.50 p. m.

[Received 9 p. m., June 14.]
HEADQUARTERS AR~IY OF THE POTOMAC,

Dumfries, June 14, 1863-8.30 p. m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, President United States:
I have reason to believe that Longstreet's and the greater part of Ewell's corps marched
from Culpeper, on the Sperryville road, on Sunday last, and that a column which occupied
four hours in passing followed on Thursday. If this were true the head of the column
has had time to reach Winchester, and if it is a movtl!tnent for invasion, it is a fair
presumption to conclude that the bulk of his cavalry is with him. The enemy has in this
column, at least, between seventy and eighty thousand men. A. P. Hill's corps of about
thirty thousand ,is still on the south side of the ·Rappahannock, and General Hancock has
just informed me that present appearances indicate that he intends to force the passage of
the river in the morning; his troops have all been halted at and below Banks's ford. My
tl"ains are this side of Stafford Court House, and the public property, I am informed, will
be removed from Aquia to-morrow, the sick to-night. The 1st corps is at Kettle run, the
2d on the Rappahannock, the 3d and 5th at Catlett's Station, the 6th at Potomac creek,
the 11th at Cen,treville, and the 12th at Dumfries. To-night the 2d will probably withdraw, the 1st march to Manassas, and the 6th to Stafford Court Honse during the night.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gtneral, Oommandin9.

[Telegram.]
BALTIM9RE, Mn., June 14, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
My order.s to Generals Milroy and Kelly have been to get everything possible to Maryland heights, but I have nothing from Milroy later than 11 p. m. last ~night, his telegraphic communication being interrupted. The enemy appear to have pushed on impetuou~ly to the westward of him, approaching Martinsburg.
General Tyler is there
directing, with a view to get all to Harper's Ferry, but it is not yet known whether the
reported approach to Martinsburg is in force.
R. C. SCHENCK, Ma;'or General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 12, 1865.

Official:.

D. C. WAGER, .A • .A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 11.30 p. m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TIIE POTOMAC,
Dumfries, June 14, 1863-11.15 p.m.
His Excellency' the PRESIDENT :
Has anything further been heard from Winchester? Will the President allow me to
inquire if it is his opinion that Winchester is surrounded by the rebel forces ?
I make this inquiry for the reason that General Trimble was recently assigned in orders
to the command of that district, and it is not known what command he had, unless his
<>ld, which had Louisiana regiments iu it, and it was Jackson's, now Ewell's corps. I do
not feel like making a move for an enemy unless I be satisfied as to his whereabouts. To
proceed to Winchester, and have him make his appearance elsewhere, would subject me to
ridicule. With this feeling, unless otherwise directed, I feel it my duty to proceed to
execute the movement indicated yesterday. I will not, however, issue my orders of march
until the last moment, in the hope that further information may be received.
Major General HOOKER.
Official:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARl£Y1 Aprill2, 1865.
. D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington Oity, June 14, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Dumfries :
No doubt is entertained here that Milroy is surrounded at Winchester, and so closely
in vested that no scout or other information has been had from him later than eleven o'clock
Saturday night. Tyler w~;~.s also surrounded to-day at Winche.iter. Jenkins was there
and demanded the surrender of the place. Heavy firin~ was heard in that vicinity until
seven o'clock and then ceased. The telegraphic communication was broken at the same
time, and nothing is known here of the result. The report here is that Ewell's force is at
Winchester. This comes from Milroy by the last despatch sent by him Saturday night to
General Schenck.
Your despatch has been sent to the President, who will probably reply soon.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 12 midnigtit.

[In cipher.]
EXECUTIVE MANSION 1 Wa:Jhington 1 June 14, 1863-11.55 p. m.
Major General HooKBR :
Yours of 11 30 just received. You have nearly all the elements for forming an opinion
whether Winchester is surrounded that I have. I really fear, almost believe, it is. No
communication has been had with it during the day, either at Martinsburg or Harper's
Ferry. At seven p. m. we also lost communication with Martinsburg. The enemy had
also appeared there some hours before. At nine p. m. Harper's Ferry said the enemy was
reported at Berryville and Smithfield. If I could know that Longstreet and Ewell moved
in that direction so long ago as yon stated in your last, then I should feel sure that Winchester is strongly invested. It is quite certain that a considerable force of the enemy
is thereabout, and I fear it is an overwhelming one compared with Milroy's. I am unable
to give any more certain opinion.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 12.30 a.m., June 15.

[Received 7.45 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Dumfries, June 15, 1863-7 a.m.
General RF.YNOLDS, Warrenton Junctioo:
General headquarters to·nigbt Fairfax Station. Twelfth corps ordered to camp to-night
at Fairfax Court House. Their trains moving there now from Occoquan crossing. Sixth
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and second corps trains moving there via Wolf Run shoals. Reserve artillery ditto.
Headquarters train moves via Occoquan. Pontoon bridge there. Anything to report this
morning?
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Ma;'ar Genercil, Chief of Staff.

[Received 8.10 a.m.]
HEADQUARTERs ARlnY oF THE PoTOMAc,
Dumfries, June 15, 1863-8 a. m.
Hon. EnwiN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I receive many despatches from General Pleasonton. I wish them all known to the
proper authorities at Washington. Is it necessary for me to copy them all by telegraph
again, or are copies retained there? If not so, I would like to have it done.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General, Commanding.

[Received 8.30 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, Dumfries, June 15, 1863.
General REYNOLDs, Warrenton, Manassas, ar Centreville:
General directs all corps and cavalry must fill up trains with supplies, and three days in
haversacks, ready for any order. General Ingalls says forage from Captain Ferguson,
Alexandria. Colonel Clarke will be at Fairfax Station to-night. General desires this
done to-day if practicable. Retain two corps at Manassas if more easily supplied.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Ohiif of Staff.

[Telegram.-Received 9.15 a. m.]
DUliFRIES, June 15, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
The first, third, sixth, and eleventh corps, with the cavalry, will be assembled at
Manassas and Centreville to-night. 'fhey have instructions to replenish their forage and
rations, which I trust they will be able to do to-day. The second corps will be at
Dumfries, the sixth at Wolf Run shoals, and the twelfth at Fairfax Court House to-night.
Major General Hancock reports that the rebel forces about Fredericksburg have moved in
the direction of Culpeper this morning. To-night my headquarters will be at Fairfax
Station. If your information of the upper Potomac should be of a character to justify a
movement in that direction, I request that I may be informed of it at the earliest possible
moment.
JOSEPH HOOKER, MaJor General.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE

AR~tY,

April 12, 1865.

Official :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0., June 15, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
No information of enemy in direction of Winchester and Harper's Ferry as late as that
from General Pleasonton. The forces at Martiusburg are arriving at Harper's Ferry.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ohiif.
Sent 12.52 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.
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a.,

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D.
June 15, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
Garrison of Martinsburg has arrived at Harper's Ferry. Milroy did not obey orders given
on the 11th to abandon Winchester, and probably has been, or will be, captured. Harper's
Ferry ought to hold out some time. Pleasanton's telegrams to you contain all the information we have of enemy's movements. They are very contradictory. Your army is entirely free to operate as you desire against Lee's army, so long as you keep his main army
from Washington. It is believed that Longstreet and Stuart are crossing the Potomac
above and below Harper's Ferry. They certainly should be pursued. The force used for
that purpose must depend upon your information of the movements or position of the remainder of Lee's army. Leesburg seems about the best point to move on first. The information sent here by General Pleasanton is very unsatisfactory. His suggestion to send
batteries from here to the mouth of the Monocacy cannot be adopted. If we had them to
send they would only be lost.
H. W. HALLECK, General·in-Ohiej.
Sent 2 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]

a,

OF THE ARMY, Washington, D.
June 15, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
General Meigs is apprehensive that you have not allowed time enough to withdraw materials from Aquia creek. Please prevent such wanton and wasteful destruction of public
property as took place when Burnside withdrew from there last year.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 4. 05 p. m.

HuDQUA.RTERR

HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
DuMFRIES, June 15, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Two of our best scouts returned from the interior above Fredericksburg yesterday, Sunday morning. They report A. P. Hill, with sixty guns and 20,000 rpen, left on the height
about Fredericksburg on Saturday. p. m. Four thousand of this force marched towards
Culpeper. On the same day General Lee's headquarters were on the Lacey farm, bttween
Brandy Station and Culpeper Court House. Citizens say that the cavalry expedition was
intended for Alexandria, while Lee was to go up the valley. They believe that a great
cavalry raid is now given up, as the cavalry is divided, a considerable part being still near
Brandy Station. The passage of the infantry is traced across the Hazel river. The Richmond papers of the 13th blame Stuart much for allowing himself to be surprised in his
camp by Pleasanton, and call upon him to do something to retrieve his reputation. Anxiety expressed concerning the movements on the PeniLsula. Will send the paperd to you.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Mafor General and Chuf of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Aprtl 12, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

~
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[Telegram.]

BALTIMORE, MD., June 15, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General·in-Ohief:
Nothing from General Milroy since 11 p. m. Saturday. Is it not possible to have a cavalry movement in the front as a diversion in his favor?
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 12, 1865.
Official :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 7.30 p. m.]
FAIRFAX STATION, June 15, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
I have a brigade at Aquia., and ordered them to hold it. I apprehend no danger there.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE AR:r.IY, Aprili2, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washinoton Oity, June 15, 1863-8~ p. m.
Major General HooKER, Fairfax Statz'cln:
The facts are now known here that Winchester and Martinsburg were both besiegeri
yesterday. The troops from Martinsburg have got into Harper's Ferry without loss. Those
from Winchester are also in, having lost, in killed, wounded, and missing, about one-third
of their number. Of course, the enemy holds both places, and I think the report is
authentic that he is crossing the Potomac at Williamsburg. We have not heard of his
yet appearing at Harper's Ferry, or ·on the river anywhere below. I would like to hear
from you.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 9.15 p. m.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 15, 1863-9.15 p, m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK:
Have not yet received report from Milroy. General Kelly, here on his way, via Har
risburg, to New creek, say.s before he left Harper's Ferry, at 1 this p. m , about two thousand
of Milroy's men had arrived. The rebels appeared before Winchester in four divisionR,
commanded by Ewell, Evans, Early, and Rhodes, numbering 40,000. Milroy fought until
two this morning: when he determined to evacuate and cut his way out. Spiking his guns
and destroying stores, he marched some distance before his movements were discovered.
He was then pursued and attacked six miles from . Winchester, and was shelled for several
miles. His loss is probably two thousand men, but that may be exaggerated. Will send,
as soon as received, further and more exact reports.
R. C. SCHENCK, Ma}or Gemral.
HEA.DQlJARTERS OF THE AR:r.IY, April 12, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, June 15, 1863.
General HALLECK :
General Milroy has cut his way through, and arrived at Harper's Ferry. His losses reported considerable, with great damage to the enemy. He will telegraph soon. Tyler
brought troops from Martinsburg to Maryland heights, and is in command there. Have
sent Kelly around to New creek to concentrate troops on western portion of railroad.
Ordered Averell to concentrate at Gratton, with a view to covering approaches to Wheeling, and to come eastward, perhaps also to New creek, to hold as much as possible of the
railroad eastward towards Martinsburg.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS oF THE AnMY, April 12, 1865.
Official :

D. C. WAGER,A.A.Q.

[Telegram.-Received 1.15 a. m, 16th.]
FAIRFAX STATION, June 15, 1863.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :
I have received your despatch of this evening. The army of the Potomac is in this
vicinity, excepting the 2d and 6th corps, and, a.s they are marching in rear of all the trains,
they will not be up before some time during to-morrow. Perhaps the 2d corps will not be
here nntil some time to-morrow night. The 1st and 11th corps were first to arrive on this
line, but I have not yet learned whether they have drawn their supplies in readiness to
march to-morrow morning or not. As soon as they are provided, they, as well as the
others, will be put en route. I have been informed that the enemy nowhere crossed the
Rappahannock on our withdrawal from it. But General Hill's troops moved up the river
in the direction of Culpeper this morning, for the purpose of, I conclude, re-enforcing
Longstreet and Ewell, wherever they may be. I request that I may be informed what
troops there are at Harper's Ferry, and who is in command of them, and also who is in
command in this district.
Major Gener-al HOOKER.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 13, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Te1egram.-Receind 8.35 a . m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Fairfax Station, June 16, 1863.
His Excellency President LINCOLN :
It appears to me, from General Couch's despatch of last night, received this a. m., that
nearly all the cavalry of the army of the Potomac should at once be sent into Maryland by
the m~st direct route. General Stahl has an abundance to perform all cavalry duty that
will be required south of the Potomac. I merely make this suggestion. If any considerable body of the enemy's infantry should be thrown across the Potomac, they will probably
take the direction of his advance pickets, and, in that event, it seems to me that a heavy
column of ours should be thrown as speedily as possible to cross the river at Harper's Ferry,
while another ~Should be thrown over the most direct line covering Baltimore and Philadelphia. I only speak with reference to this army, as I know nothing of the location or
numbers of troops at the disposal of the government elsewhere.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April12, 1865.
Official :

D. C. WAGER, A. A.. G.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
Your despatches of last night and this morning are just received. I shall have General
Halleck to answer them carefulJy. Meanwhile, I can only say that, as I understand,
Heintzelman commands here in this District ; that what troops, or very nearly what number, are at Harper's Ferry I do not know, though I do know that Tyler is in command
there. Your idea to send your cavalry to this side of the river may be right-probably is;
still, it pains me a little that it looks like defensive merely, and seems to abandon the fair
chance now presented of breaking the enemy's long and necessarily slim line, stretched
now from the Rappahannock to Pennsylvania.
A. LINCOLN.
HEADQUARTERS o:r THE ARMY, April 13, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY'
Washinoton, D. C., June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Fairfax Station:
I do not think there is reliable information that the enemy has crossed the Potomac in
any force. Where his main corps are is Rtill uncertain, and I know of no way to ascertain
except through your cavalry, which should be kept near enough to the enemy to at least
. be able to tell where he is. My suggestion of yesterday, to follow the enemy's advance, by
moving a considerable force first to Leesburg, and thence as circumstances may require, is
the best one I can make.
Unless your army is kept near enough to the enemy to ascertain his movements, yours
must be in the dark, or on mere conjecture.
Tyler is in command at Harper's Ferry, with, it is said, only 9,000 men; but, according
to the returns of the 11th, he should have at least 13,600. Heintzelman, as you must be
aware, commands this department. Besides the divisions of Abercrombie and Stahl, near
you, he has little or no movable troops. Telegraph direct to him in all matters connected with the use of his troops,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11.30 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, MD., June 16, 1863-1.30 p. m,
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The attack on Harper's Ferry is about commencing. I fear Tyler cannot hold out long,
even on Maryland heights, without speedy aid. General Kelly's official report appears to
have been strangely erroneous . Tyler reports total effective force at Harper's Ferry and
on the heights 4,680. Can you promise any re-enforcements? If so, when?
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 12, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washin9ton, D. 0., June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
There is now no doubt that the enemy is surrounding Harper's Ferry, but in what force
I have no information. General Schenck says our force there is much less than before
reported, and cannot hold out very long. He wishes to know when he may expect relief.
He can hope for none except from your army.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.50 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A.. G.

[Receivtld 4.50 p. m., June 16.]
HEADQUARTERS AR!IY OF THE POTOMAC,
Fairfax Station, June 16, 1863-4 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Just received your telegraph. Please inform me whether our forces at Harper's Ferry
are in the town or on the heights, and if the latter, whether we hold Bolivar, Loudon,
or Maryland heights, and which, if uny. What bridges at Harper's Ferry, and where;
from what direction is the enemy making his attack? I suppose that it is a couple of long
marches from here for troops without trains, but this, of course, will depend upon the
position of the enemy.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Oommandin9.

[Telegram.-Received 7 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERs ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
Fairfax Station, June 16, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
In compliance with your directions, I shall march to the relief of Harper's Feny. I
put my column again in motion at 3 a . m. to-morrow. I expect to reach there in two
days, and if possible earlier. The partial rest of to-day was not lost, being necessary to
1ecruit from forced and heavy marches, and fill up supplies. My headquarters at Farrell
Station to-morrow night.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, .April12, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY'
Washin9ton, D. 0., June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
Information of enemy's actual position and force in front of Harper's Ferry is as indefinite as that in your front. Nearly everything is conjecture. The only position of enemy
mentioned is Hallstown. The bridges across both rivers at Harper's Ferry are believed to
be intact, and most of Tyler's troops on Maryland heights. Loudon heights are not fortified, but swept by Maryland batteries. Your questions have bten sent to Tyler, and his
answer will be forwarded as soon as received. Any troops you can send to his relief should
be in motion.
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A few of the enemy have shown themselves at Poolesville and Point of Rocks. No
definite information of his movements from any place.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Eent 8.20 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 18S5.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 9.50 p. m .]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 16, 1863.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :
M:y orders are out to march at 3 o'clock to-morrow morning. It will be likely to be
one of vigor and power. I am prepared to move without communication with any place
for ten days. I hope to reach my objective point before the arrival of Hill's corps, should
it be moving in that direction. If I do not know this fact now, I will shortly. But of
information to the north of the Potomac I really have nothing. I wish that it might be
made the duty of some person in the telegraph office in Washington to keep me informed
of the enemy's movements in Maryland.
M:ajor General HOOKER.
HEADQUARTERS

OJ!' THE

ARMY, April 12, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
[Telegram]
ExECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, D. 0., June 16, 1863.
Major General HoOKER :
To remove all misunderstanding, I now place you in the strict military relation to
General Halleck of a commander of one of the armies to the general-in-chief of all the
armies. I have not intended differently; but as it seems to be differently understood, I
shall direct him to give you orders, and you to obey them.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 10 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliT, April 11, 1865.
Offieial:
D. C. WAGER, Ma;'or, A. A. G.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
I have given no directions for your army to move to Harper's Ferry. I have advised
the movement of a force sufficiently strong to meet Longstreet, on Leesburg, to ascertain
where the enemy is, and then move to the relief of Harper's Ferry, or elsewhere, as circumstances might require. With the remainder of your force in proper position to support this, I want you to push out your cavalry to ascertain something definite about the
enemy. You are in command of the army of the Potomac, and will make the particular
dispositions as you deem proper. I shall only indicate the objects to be aimed at.
We have no positive information of any large forces against Harper's Ferry, and it cannot be known whether it will be necessary to go there till you can feel the enemy and
ascertain his whereabouts.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.15 p. m.
[Received 10.45 p. m., June 16.]
HEADQUARTERS AIUIY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 16, 1S63.
Ron. EDWIN M~ STANTON, Secretary of War:
If General Cadwallader has gone to Pennsylvania, please request him to send me information of the rebel movement to the south of here; also, please have the newspapers announce
tbat I am moving on to the James river line. I will mask my real movement in these parts.
JOSEPH HOOKER, MaJor General, Commanding.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington Oity, June 16, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Fairfax:
General Cadwallader has not gone to Pennsylvania, but is here waiting for orders. Yon
shall be kept posted upon all information received here as to enemy's movements, but
must exercise your own judgment as to its credibility. 'The very demol'l of lying seems to
be about these times, and generals will have to be broke for ignorance before they will
take the trouble to find out the truth of reports.
EDWIN M. STANTON.
Sent 10 a. m. 17th.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THB POTOMAC,

Fairfax Station, Juns 17, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, Commanding, &;c. :
Your despatch of 10 p. m. received by me at 1 a.m. Will make the disposition of my
forces to comply with the objects aimed at in your despatch.
The advices heretofore received by telegraph from Washington have stated successively
that Ma1tinsburg and Winchester were invested and surrounded; that Harper's Ferry was
closely invested, with urgent calls upon me for relief; that the enemy were advancing in
three columns through Pennsylvania, and had driven in General Couch's pickets. Now I
am informed, in substance, that General Schenck thinks it all arises from one of his wagon
trains; that General Tyler, at Harper's Ferry, whose urgent calls, as represented to me,
required under my instructions rapid movements in this direction, seems to think that he
is in no danger.
Directions have been given for my cavalry to make a reconnoissance in the direction of
Winchester and Harper's Ferry, for the purpose of ascertaining the whereabouts and
strength of the enemy, and, while this is being done, some of the infantry corps will be
advanced by easy marches.
.As soon as the intentions of the enemy are known to me, I shall be able to advance
with rapidity.
Telegraph operator just reports to me that Harper's Ferry is abandoned by our forces.
Is this true ?
My headquarters will be at Fairfax Station to-night.
I should very much like to have reliable and correct information concerning the euemy
on the north side of the Potomac.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTI'S, Colonel and A. D. C.

[Received 9.30 a. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jum 17, 1863.
Major General HooKER :
Mr. Eckert, superintendent in the telegraph office, assures me that he has sent, and will
send you, everything that comes to the office.
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 9.37 a. m.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washingtcm, n. 0., June 17, ]863.
Major General HooKER, A.rmy of the Potomac:
No reliable ioformation of rebel movements in Maryland. All telegrams received here
of importance are immediately sent to you.
All telegrams from you or to you are subject to the hourly inspection of the Secretary
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of War and the President. No important instructions have or will be sent to you without
their knowledge.
It is important that the department be kept advised of all your movements-not in
detail, but their general character. Also send all information you get of tile enemy's
movements and position.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11.40 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April

i1,

1865.

Official :
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AuiY, Washington, D. 0., June 17, 1863.
Major General HoOKER, Army of the Potomac:
I regret equally with you that reports from north side of the Potomac are so unreliable
and contradictory, but they are given to you as received. What is meant by abandoning
Harper's Ferry is merely that General Tyler has concentrated his forces in the fortifications on Maryland heights.
No enemy in any force has been seen below Harper's Ferry north of the river, and it is
hoped that Tyler's cavalry may get something reliable above. So far we have had only
the wild rumors of panic-stricken people.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2.10 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma.for, A.. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 4 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARlllY OF TllE POTOMAC,
F'airjax Station, June 17, 1863--3 p.m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Advice of the abandonment of Harper's Ferry rendering forced marches unnecessary to
relieve it, this army will be in position as follows to-night :
One corps at Drainsville, one corps at Guilford Station, one corps on Goose creek, near
Trappe Rock ; one corps at Gum springs, one corps at Centreville, one corps at Sangster
Station, one corps at Fairfax Station. Headquarters at Fairfax Station to-night. Cavalry
feeling up through Aldie towards Winchester.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Ma;'or General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 13, 1865.

Official :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERSA.RMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 17, 1863.
Captain C. N. TURNBULL, Georgetown :
The general commanding directs that you have your pontoons and appurtenances at the
mouth of the Monocacy to-morrow evening. Two regiments of infantry and a cavalry
force will be there. General Benham, when last heard from, was at the navy yard,
Washington~

S. F. BARSTOW,

As~istant

Ad;'utant General.
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Washington, D. 0., June 17, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
My telegram of this morning has informed you what is meant by the abandonment of
Harper's Ferry-a mere change of position. It changes in no respect the objects you are
to keep in view.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 7.45 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AR~IY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma,jor, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

[Received 8.20 p. m.J
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 17, 1863.
General RuFus INGALLS, 221 Pennsylvania avenue:
Try and hunt up somebody from Pennsylvania who knows something, and has a cool
enough head to judge what is the actual state of affairs there with regard to the enemy.
Seven or eight thousand men are reported at Williamsport. Couch reports his pickets
driven in; enemy reported to have appeared at Poolesville and everywhere else in Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Western Virginia. Cavalry enough is reported to have appeared
to fill up the whole of Pennsylvania, and left no room for the inhabitants. Since we were
not allowed to cross and whip A. P. Hill, while Longstreet and Ewell were moving off
through Culpeper and Sperryville, we have lost that opportunity of doing a thing which
we knew to a certainty we could accomplish. My impression is now that there is not a
rebel, except scouts, this side of the Shenandoah valley ; that Lee is in as much uncertainty as to our whereabouts and what we are doing as we are to his; that his movement
on the upper Potomac is a cover for a cavalry raid on the north side of the river, and a
movement of his troops further west where be can turn up at some weak spot. Our signal
despatches about gunboats, fleets, transports, troops landing at Urbana, Rappahannock;
making junction with Dix, disabled transports to go to Fortress Monroe, pontoon bridges
to Port Royal, and column to march down the neck, which we kept up systematically for
a week or so to occupy their signal officers, may have fooled them into the belief, together
with Dix's movements, that we were going to cross the Rappahannock down there, and he
may be trotting back some of his force. Our scouts to-night will be in Fredericksburg,
Culpeper, Warrenton, Salem, and one on the way in from Richmond. These sent up to
western Maryland cannot get there before to-morrow night. We cannot go boggling
round until we know what we are going after. Get any news you can that you kuow ·is
definite and reliable and bring out with you. WiU they cashier any of these people that
send in such stampeding reports? Bring me out a haversack or satchel for carrying maps
on the march.
DANIEL BUITERFIELD, Major General, Chief nf Staf.

[Telegram.--Received 10.35 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS AttMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 17, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
I am in constant receipt of copies of despatches from General Couch with regard to
enemy at Chambersburg. Is there, in your opinion, any foundation for the reports? All
my cavalry are out, and I have deemed it prudent-to suspend any further advance of the
infantry till I have information that the enemy are in force in the Shenandoah valley. I
have just received a despatch from Pleasonton, dated 4.15 p. m. He ran against Fitzhugh
Lee's brigade of cavalry near Aldie, and from prisoners learned that Stuart is at Middleburg ; and it is further reported that there is no infantry this side of the Blue Ridge.
When the orderly left, Pleasonton bad charged and driven Lee out of Aldie. .All my
cavalry are out. Has it ever suggested itself to you that tbis cavalry raid may be a cover
to Lee's re-enforcing Bragg or moving troops to the west?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major ~entral.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April13, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 7.51 a.m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 18, 1863.
General HALLECK :
At my last advices from Pleasonton he had captured eight officers and the greater portion of two squadrons of Fitzhugh Lee's brigade of Stuart's cavalry and driven them out
of Aldie. My instructions to him were to find out what was behind them. At 1 a. m.
we received advices that looked as though White, with 400 cavalry, was at Point of
Rocks. The 12th corps were immediately ordered to Leesburg, and to hold it and the
fords of the Potomac in that vicinity. I ought to have a large cavalry force and two
regiments of infantry at the mouth of the Monocacy last night. Having no means of
telegraphic communication there, I am unadvised as to their arrival, and unable to give
them orders by telegraph. A bridge, sufficient to cross the Potomac, is also to be at that
point by noon to-day.
JOSEPH HOOKER.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 13, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 10 a.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 18, 1863.
H. W. HALLECK, General.in-Ohiej:
Prisoners from Pleasonton,.s :fight, nine officers and sixty-six men, now on the way to
this camp. Advices received of arrival of my cavalry and pontoons at mouth of Monocacy. Sixth corps moved up to Germantown. I would request that signal officers be established at Crampton's pass and South mountain. They can see the whole country north of
the Potomac, and telegraph movements of any column. If my advices of to-day make it
advisable, I shall seize and bold those passes. It may be necessary to use General Schenck's
troops for that purpose.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 10 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARllY OF THE POTOMAC, June 18, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, Gentral·in-Ohiej:
I would request that Major Haller, 7th infantry, be ordered to report to this army without delay.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 10.20 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 18, 1863.
CoMttiANDINO OFFICER, Mouth of Monocacy :
Seiw.:l and hold Nolan's and Rawling's fordB. General Slocum's corps may be in that
vicinity tb·day, this side of the Potomac.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Mqjor General, Chi¢ of Staff.
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[Received 10.45 a. m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC, June 18, 1863-10.20 a. m.
GoBRIGHT, Agent Associated Press, Washington:
Please have the following de5patch telegraphed confidentially to the editors throughout
the country.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Mafor General, Chief of Staff.
GENTLEMEN: I have particularly to request that the following rules may be observed in
publishing anything concerning this army or its movements:
1. Under no circumstances should be published the location of any corps, division, brigade,
or regiment, and especially the location of my headquarters never to be named, except during a fight.
2. That official reports, when furnished without the sanction of the War Department,
may never be published. After any fight the reporters can open their fire as loudly as they
please; but avoid, unless it be a general battle, giving the designations of forces em~·aged.
Require all reporters' signatures to their published letters. These rules being observed,
any facility possible will be given to the reporters and newspapers in this army, including
the license to abuse or critic;se me to their hearts' content.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Mafor General.

[Telegram, in cipher.]

a.,

HEADQUARTERS OF THE Amu, Washington, D.
June 18, 1863.
Majer General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
I can get no information of enemy than that sent to you. Rumors from Pennsylvania
are too confused and contradictory to be relied on. Officers and citizens are on a big
stampede. 'Jhey are asking me why don't General Hooker tell where Lee's army is-he is
nearest to it? There are numerom; suppositions and theories, but all is yet mere conjecture. I only hope for positive information from your front.
General Heintzelman has a signal line to Sugar Loaf mountain, and is directed to send
you all the information be obtains. General Kelly is observing the passes west of the
Shenandoah, and will give you, through General Schenck, all information be can get. He
is very reliable.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AR!IY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Mafor, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 11.20 a.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 18, 1863-10.15 a. m.
MaJor General HALLECK:
I have to request that Brigadier Gener11l Pleasanton, for his gallant conduct at Chancellorsville, his services there, his attack and surprise of Stuart'E> force, superior in numbers,
on the Rappahannock, June 9, may be made major general, and assigned to command the
cavalry corps.
J. HOOKER, MoJor General.
(Copy to President and Secretary of War.)
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, ..4. • ..4. G.

Part 1--lS
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[Telegram.-Received 12.35 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washmgton, D. 0., June 18, 1863.

Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
Your telegram for a signal station at Crampton's Pass and South mountain has been
sent to Colonel Myer, with directions to carry .o ut your wi~;hes, if he has the means. Gen·
eral Schenck bas been notified that you will have control of any of his forces who are
within the sphere of your operations. If you want anything of General Schenck or General
Heintzelman, telegraph to them direct. Copies of such telegrams are always retained at
the War Department, for the information of the government.
0

0

0

0

0

0

<~

0

(~

0

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ohiej.
Sent 1 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 18, 1863-1 p. m,

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have kept General Tyler instructed to have cavalry patrols constantly on the Potomac,
from Harper's Ferry down to mouth of the Monocacy, but I have no infantry to guard the
fords or ferries.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
SANDY HooK, June 18-10 p m.
Major General HooKER:
I have information that I deem reliable that Ithodes and his division were in Williamsport
yesterday, the 17th instant. I have a pass signed by him at that time, and countersigned
to-day by Jones, at Sharpsburg. Three regiments belonging to Jones's division, and about
one hundred cavalry, passed over the ford, abo11t one mile below Shepardstown, at four
o'clock to-day; there was no artillery with them. I have reason to suppose that before
these men passed the ford to-day Jones had three regiments and some cavalry about threequarters of a mile from Sharpsburg, on the road towards Antietam. To-day Jones is
building a bridge over the canal, so as to cross right from the ford. This looks like preparation for the cavalry retrograde by·and-by, and I think it probable Ewell may fall back
on the Winchester line; at all events it look11 like it This moment the signal officer
rt>ports camp-fires in the direction of Williamsport. This bridge is significant. He cannot
use it now, as his troops have already passed. It is represented to be constructed with
very heavy sills, and he was hauling plank to cover it with. M.y impression is that Jones
means to hold this position until he sees if Ewell will require it in any retrograde be may
make. In other words, I think Jones is remaining here to cover Ewell's possible retreat.
Will investigate to-morrow.
D. TYLER, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Received 10.05 a.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 19, 1863.
Major General HEINTZELMAN :
General Hooker desires that you will advise him as soon as possible the position, number,
and character of your troops, exclusive of the artillery and garrisons for the defences.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
MaJor General, Ohief of Staff.

[Telegram.-Received 12 m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 19, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
I have just been furnished with an extract from the New York Herald of yesterday,
concerning the late movements of this army. So long as the newspapers continue to give
publicity to our movements we must not expect to gain any advantage over our adversaries. Is there no way of 8topping it? I can suppress the circulation of this paper within
my lines, but I cannot prevent their reading it to the enemy. We could well afford to
give millions of money for like information of the enemy.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 12.55 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washin9ton, D. 0., June 19, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Arrny of the Potomac:
I appreciate as fully as yourself the injury resulting from newspaper publications of the
movements, numbers, and position of our troops; but I see no way of preventing it so
long as reporters are permitted in our camps. I expelled them aU from our lines in Mississippi Every general must decide for himself what persons he will permit in his camps.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 1.55 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.--Received 2.10 p. m]
HEADQUARTERS ARliiY OF THE POTOMAC, June 19, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Do you give credit to the reported movements of the enemy, as stated in the Chronicle
of this morning ?
J. HOOKER, MaJor General.
HEAl:>QUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A • .A. G.
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[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 19, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
I do not know to what particular statement in the Chronicle you refer. There are
se veral which are contradictory. It now looks very much as if Lee had been trying to
draw your right across the Potomac, so as to attack your left. But of that it is impossible
to judge till we know where Lee's army is. No large body has appeared either in Maryland or Western Virginia.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.55 p. m.
·HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official :
D. C. WAGER, .Jlafor, A. A. G.

[Received 4 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 19, 1863.
Major General SLocuM:, Leesburg:
Do you know of any troops (enemy) in your vicinity? Have you heard of any of
Lougstreet's troops in Union during the week past? Is your positL>n a strong one?
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Ma,jor General, Chief of Stoff.

[Received 4.05 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 19, 1863-4 p.m .
Co1onel J. C. KELTON, Assistant AdJutant General:
The stragglers and others, army Potomac, should be sent to Fairfax station to-night.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chiif of Stoff.

[Received 8.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,Jitne 19, 1863.
General TYLER, Harper's Ferry:
General Hooker desires to know how long you can hold your position if attacked by
30,000 men ; also, if you are satisfied in your own mind that Ewell's corps has crossed th e
Potomac and is now in Maryland.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Ma,jor General, Chief of St~tf.

[Telegram.-Received 9. p. m .]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF 'l'HE PoTOMAC, June 19, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
Reports just received from General Pleasonton, at Aldie, state General Gregg been fighting
nearly all day; driven the enemy through Middleburg, in the direction of Upperville.
Has sent in between fifty and sixty prisoners, one a lieutenant colonel, and a number of
officers of less rank, all from North Carolina. The force encountered was Robertson' s
brigade North Carolina troops, supported by two other brigades, all under command of
Stuart. Considerable loss inflicted upon the enemy. My corps are to-night as follows:
12th, (Slocum's,) Leesburg; 11th, (Howard's,) on Goose creek, four miles from Leesburg,
towards Aldie; the 5th, (Meade's,) at Aldie; 1st, (Reynolds's,) at Herndon Station and
vicinity, on Loudon and Hampshire railroad; 3d, (Birney's,) at Gum Springs; 2d, (Han-
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cock's,) at Centreville; 6th, (Sedgwick's,) at Germantown. Pleasonton rests his cavalry
at Aldie to-night. Notwithstanding despatch sent me by General Tyler, at Williamsport,
his delcty in my front has caused me to doubt his intention of throwing over any considerable force on Maryland shore. It is the impression of General Pleasonton that his infantry are still on opposite side of Blue Ridge, and that it is his intention to attack in this
direction.
JOSEPH HOOKER, MaJor General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 9,

1~65

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 19, 1863.
GENERAL: Officers and soldiers joining your army have for several days received directions
to proceed to Fairfax Station. Shall the military governor continue to direct them to the
same points?
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
Major General HooKER, Commanding, 8;c.
Sent 10.15 p. m.

[Received 10.30 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 20, 1863.
JOHN C. BABCOCK, Frederick, Md :
Employ and send persons on to the heights of South mountain to overlook the valley beyond, and see if the enemy have camps there; direct them to avoid the roads, and employ
only such persons as can look upon a body of armed men without being frightened out of
their senses; tell me whether it is infantry, cavalry, or artillery they have seen. If they
take a position in the forest they can even count them, as they pass on the road, with impunity; send me no information but that which you know to be authentic. It is necessary
for me to know if the enemy has any considerable number of his forces on the north side of
the Potomac. Be vigilant and active; use money and it shall be returned to you.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 20, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK:
Following just received from Frederick :
''FREDERICK, June 20.
"Major General ScHENCK :
"Rebels are within sight of the town.
''Lieut. UPSON. "

R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 20, 1863--!.30.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
By telegraph this moment from Harrisburg I learn that Major General Couch is directing
General Milroy, and wishes me to give him no orders without its passing through his head-
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quarters; I had ordered General Milroy, when I sent him after his men in that department, to
confer with or report to General Couch.
ROBT. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 20, 1863-6.30.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Following just received from New Creek:
"To Lt. Col. DENN. PIATT:
" A German, formerly my groom, left Williamsport Thursday and reports that General
Rhodes was encamped on the Virginia side opposite that place with twenty thousand
(20,000) troops; that General Jenkins, with his force, w.as at Hagerstown, and that large
numbers of horses were being brought in from Pennsylvania. This is unquestionably
reliable except as to number of Rhodes's forces.
"B. F. KELLY, Brigadier General."
DENN. PIATT, Lt. Col. and Chief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 10.40 p.m.]
BALTIMORE, 1v1D., June 20, 1863-9.40 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
As it is now certain that the enemy has advanced to Monocacy, and his scouts were this
afternoon within seven miles of Westminster, still nearer, I suggest that Couch's forces at
Harrisburg may be more needed here than there. The rebel cavalry, it appears, have entirely
left Chambersburg and fallen back to Hagerstown. It is important, if possible, to keep open
the Northern Central railroad.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. ·wAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 10.20 a.m., June 21.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 21, 1863.
General D. TYLER, Sandy Hook:
Our cavalry attacked Stuart in the vicinity of Aldie this morning; you will probably
hear the firing.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 2 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 21, 1863.
S. WILKESON, Correspondent Times:
For the purpose of contradicting erroneous reports and giving quiet to the public mind,
the following facts are authorized to be stated :
There has been no engagement whatever up to this date involving any portion of General
Hooker's army, except the cavalry. Cavalry skirmishes, fights, and reconnoissances are
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taking place daily, with the advantage uniformly with our forces. Two hundred and fifty
prisoners have arrived at headquarters, taken within the last three days. The alarm existing
at the north during the past few days is utterly without cause. No enemy is on or near the
old Bull Run battle-field, and the panic-stricken report · of the appearance of Hill's rebel
force, via Dumfries, is equally false.
L. L. CROUNSE.
P. S.-I get permission to send this on condition that you furnish it to all the papers.
Don't fail.
CROUNSE.
Approved:
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 21, 4 p.m., 1863.
Major General HooKER:
Operator at Leesburg just now tells us that firing commenced about 7 this morning in
direction from him of Aldie's gap and Middleburg; ha·s continued all day, and has receded
from him, and is apparently now about White Plains. Was very heavy this morning, but
lighter now.
A. LINCOLN.
Bent 4.20 p. m.

[Received5.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 21, 1863-5 p. m.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
Pleasanton's cavalry and two brigades of Meade's infantry were directed to attack Stuart's
cavalry this morning. The fight commenced about seven o'clock, and fur several hours
raged with great violence. As the sound receded from us I conclude that the enemy were
whipped, and I feel confident that our forces are now driving them across the Blue Ridge,
perhaps at Snjcker's gap. All the passes in the Blue Ridge, so far as I know, are stoutly held
by the enemy, but I was in hopes that Pleasanton would be able to push his adversary so
closely as to cross the mountain in their company. This cavalry force has hitherto prevented
me from obtaining satisfactory information as to the whereabouts of the enemy; they have
masked all of their movements. I have not yet received a word from the front since the
beginning of the fight; from this I conclude the space between me and them has been
lengthened since morning. The cavalry and all the troops are in glorious spirits ; the former
have achieved wonders in the last fe;w days.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 22, 1863-9 a. m.
Major General HooKER :
Operator at Leesburg just now says: "I heard very little this a. m., about daylight, but
it seems to have stopped now. It was in about same direction of yesterday, but further off."
A. LINCOLN.
Sent 9.20 a. m.

[Telegram.-Received 10.30 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 22, 1863-10.30 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
The following report has this moment been received from General Pleasanton.
J .O SEPH HOOKER, Major General.
"HEADQUARTERS CAVALRY CORPS CAMP,
"Near Upperville, June 21-5.30 p.m.
"GENERAL: I moved with my command this morning to Middleburg, and bad the assistance of General Barnes's division in the operations of the day. I left two of General Barnes's
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brigades at Middleburg to hold the town, and with my corps and Colonel Vincent's brigade
attacked the cavalry force of the rebels under Stuart, and steadily drove him all day, inflicting a heavy loss at every step. I drove him through Upperville into Ashby's gap, and assured
myself that the enemy had no infantry force in Loudon valley. We took two (2) pieces of
artillery, one (1) being a Blakely gun, and three (3) caissons, besides blowing up one; also
upwards of sixty (60) prisoners, and more are coming in; a lieutenant colonel, major, and
five other officers, besides a wounded colonel and a large number of wounded rebels left in
the town of Upperville. They left their dead and wounded upon the field of the former; I
saw upwards of twenty (20.) We also took a large number of carbines, pistols and sabres ;
in fact, it was a most disastrous day to the rebel cavalry. Our loss has been very small,
both in men and horses. I never saw the troops behave better, or under more difficult circumstances. Very many charges were made, and the sabre used freely, but always with
great advantage to us. Ewell's corps went towards Winchester last Wednesday, Longstreet on Friday, and another corps, I think A. P. Hill's, is to move with Longstreet into
Maryland. Such is the information given by the negroes here. I have not been able to
send to the top of the Blue Ridge, and Stuart has the gap covered by heavy Blakely and
ten-pound Parrotts. I shall return to-morrow to Aldie. My command has been fighting
almost constantly for four ( 4) days, and must have a day or two rest to shoe up and get
things in order.
1
'·A. PLEASONTON, B1·igadier General.
"Brigadier General S. WILUAMS."
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 10.50 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 22, 1863.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
My latest advices from General Pleasonton dated 4.30 p. m. the 21st. At that time he
had driven the rebel cavalry through Upperville, capturing some of his artillery and still
pursuing. Appearances favorable.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, PA., June 22, 1863.
Major General H. W. HAI,LECK, General-in-Chief:
Rebel cavalry have crossed South mountain and are at Millerstown ; seem to be moving
east, but not north.
D. N. COUCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF TliE•ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 12.10 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 22, 1863.
Generals ABERCROMBIE, SLOCUM, Leesburg; HOWE, Bristow; CRAWFORD, Upton's Hill;
FRENCH, Gainesville; TYLER, Sandy Hook; Captains McKEE, Monocacy, TURNBULL,
Edwards's Ferry:
General Pleasonton reports he attacked the enemy's cavalry under Stuart yesterday; he
was assisted by Barnes's division of 5th corps; drove him steadily all day through Upperville
into Ashby's gap, and inflicted heavy .loss upon them at every step; captured a large number
of small-arms, sabres, &c. ; two pieces of artillery, one a Blakely gun, three caissons, and
exploded one, a number of prisoners, and a large number of wounded left in Upperville;
enemy left dead and wounded on the field; our loss small; a disastrous day to the rebel
cavalry ; many charges made and the sabre used freely with great advantage to us. Please
inform the commanders in your vicinity of the above, and let it be made known to the troops.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.
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[Telegram.-Received 3.15 p.m.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 22, 1863.
Major General HoOKER, Army of the Potomac:
In order to give compactness to the command of troops in the field covering Washington
and Baltimore, it is proposed to place that part of the middle department east of Cumberland,
now commanded by General Schenck, under your direct orders. The President directs me
to ask you if that arrangement would be agreeable.
Please answer as early as possible.
H. vV. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.40 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 4.45 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 22, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Your telegram of 3.15 p. m. to-day is received. In reply, I have to state, Yes, provided
that the same authority is continued to me that I now have, which is to give orders direct to
the troops in the departments of Generals Schenck and Heintzelman.
J. HOOKER, Major Gene1·al, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·il 9, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram. j
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 22, 1883.
Major General HOOKER, Army .of the Potomac :
Orders will be issued placing alf that part of the 8th corps and of the middle department
east of Cumberland under your immediate orders. The department of Washington will
continue as heretofore, your orders being given direct to General Heintzelman, he reporting
them to headquarters before executing them where they conflict with his special instructions.
Affairs in middle department are represented as unsatisfactory. I go immediately to
Baltimore to ascertain their condition.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 23, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following despatch has just been received by Mr. Smith, master transportation Baltimore and Ohio railroad, from a gentleman at Monocacy who is reported as reliable.
ROBERT C. SCHENCK, Major General.
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''Rebel pickets, one east South Mountain house, on South mountain; rebels reported in large
force; infantry and artillery in Hagerstown and vicinity, and are reported moving in direction of Pennsylvania, which I think is correct.
"GEORGE R. DE:NNISON."
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
'\YASHINGTON, D. C., June 23, 1863.
Major General BUTTERFIELD:
Please send word to General Stahl to return with his command to Fairfax Court House
to-night.
Major General HOOKER.
Sent 1.40 p. m.

[Received 6.50 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 23, 1863-6.15 p.m.
Major General SLOCUM, Leesburg :
General Reynolds reports a column of dust on Snicker's gap and Leesburg turnpike.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, June 24, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The aspect of the enemy is not much changed from yesterday. Ewell, I conclude, is over the
river, and is now up the country, I suppose for purposes of plunder. The yeomanry of that
district should be able to check any extended advance of that column and protect themselves
from their aggression.
Of the troops tha~ marched to the river at Shepardstown yesterday, I cannot learn that
any have crossed, and as soon as I do I shall commence moving myself, and, indeed, am
preparing my new acquisitions for that event ; the others are ready.
General French is now on his way to Harper's Ferry, and I have given directions for the
force at Poolesville to march and report to him, and also for all of Stahl's cavalry; and if I can
do it without attracting observation, I shall send over a corps or two from here, in order, if
possible, to sever Ewell from the balance of the rebel army in case he should make a protracted sojourn with his Pennsylvania neighbors.
If the enemy should conclude not to throw any additional force over the river, I desire to
make Washington secure, and, with all the force I can muster, strike for his line of retreat in
the direction of Richmond.
I cannot learn the strength of Heintzelman's and Schenck's commands, nor where they are
stationed, and hence I send my chief of staff to Washington and Baltimore to ascertain, and
also to start out a column of about 15,000 men on the national road as far as Frederick city.
In any contingency, whether of an advance or retreat of the enemy, the defence of Washington or Baltimore, this amount of force should be there, and they should be held in readiness to march, which fact I will not be able to know until I put them on the road.
I will send the best officers I have to command this body. I desire that instructions may
be given Generals Heintzelman and Schenck to direct their command to obey promptly any
orders they may receive from me. Last evening the colonel commanding at Poolesville responded to his orders to march, that he did not belong to my command, but would refer his
orders to General Heintzelman. Such delays may bring us reverses. When these instructions are given I shall not be necessitated to repeat orders to any part of my command to
march on the enemy. Allow me to suggest that the new troops arriving in Baltimore and
Washington be at once put in the defences, and the old ones, except those serving with the
artillery, be put in marching condition. If this should be done qnickly I think that we may
anticipate glorious results from the recent movement of the enemy, whether he should determine
to advance or retreat. I request that my orders be sent me to-day, for outside of the army
of the Potomac I don't know whether I am standing on my head or feet.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, M"jor General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April6, 1865.
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY,
Washington, D. C., June 24, 1863.
Major General HOOKER, Army of the Potomac:
General Schenck has been notified that the troops of his department in Harper's Ferry and
vicinity would obey all orders direct from you, and that he would obey your orders in regard
to the other troops of his command. They, however, are nearly aJl militia.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, June 24, 1863-3.40 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following despatch has just been received from the officer in command of the blockhouses at Monocacy :
My scouts are in; have been through Middletown; report no rebels this side of Boonsboro. Large bodies of men of all arms are moving north through Hagerstown. The Mercersburg school are here to take the train. They report Ewell and Hill passed through
Hagerstown yesterday.
ROBERT C. SCHENCK, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram. ]
SANDY HooK, MD., June 24, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Have just captured some cavalry near Centreville, or Keedysville, as it is called here, and
one of General L ee's couriers, who left him at Berryville at six o'clock yesterday evening,
with orders for General Ewell, who is at Hagerstown. He says he delivered his orders to
another coui·ier, who took them to Ewell. He says Longstreet's corps is with Lee at Berryville, this side of Winchester.
DANIEL TYLER, Brigadier General.
(Copy sent to General Hooker.)
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 24, 1863-11 a.m.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
A careful examination of seven men, one of them a courier from Lee to Ewell, captured
last night, seems to establish clearly as follows: That Ewell's entire corps has passed forward towards Hagerstown; that Lee was at Berryville on Monday, now with Longstreet's
corps, following the march of Ewell's corps; that Hill's corps is at Fredericksburg; Lee
left Fredericksburg sixth of June and reached Longstreet's corps, at Berryville, the eighteenth,
and was there when the courier left on the twenty-second. Longstreet's corps is represented
to have thirty thousand men and thirty guns, two or thi·ee drawn by ten horses. Lee passed
from Fredericksburg by Culpeper, where he remained five days, by Aldie, and through
Ashby's gap.
DANIEL TYLER, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 24, 1863.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following just received from signal station: The waO'on train that was near Shepherdstown last night is now crossing the river near Sharpsburg. A large train, extending as
far as I can see on the Berryville road, is passing through Charlestown towards Shepherdstown. I see artillery with it. I am satisfied this is Longstreet's corps, and that it is following Ewell. I am also satisfied that Lee was at Berryville yesterday at 4 p. m.
DANIEL TYLER, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 24, 1863.

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Cltief:
Longstreet's corps, which camped last between Berryville and Charlestown, is to_-day in
motion, and before six o'elock this morning commenced crossing by the ford one mile below
Shepherdstown to Sharpsburg. I have reports from reliable parties that at least fifteen
thousand men have crossed the ford this morning, mostly infantry and artillery. The troops
are halted at Sharpsburg, and the wagon trains at ten o'clock were crossing.
DAN'L TYLER, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

Official copy:

THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, June 24, 1863-4 p. m.
Major General HALLECK :
I am of the opinion that not less than ten thousand (10,000) rebel infantry, cavalry, and
artillery are between ~hippensburg and Greencastle.
D. N. COUCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 24, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Mr. Benj. Brown tells me he left Hagerstown at 8 o'clock this morning. He says Jenkins
came to Hagerstown on the 15th at 4 o'clock p.m., with about two thousand mounted men,
and on the same day Ewell, with twelve thousand men and sixteen pieces of artillery,
arrived in Williamsport ; J enki.ns went down the valley, and returned Saturday evening to
Hagerstown, with about one thousand head of cattle and as many horses. On Monday,
the 22d, Jenkins and Ewell started down the valley towards Chambersburg. On Tuesday,
yesterday, Johnston's division, about twenty-two thousand men, arrived in Hagerstown and
passed on to join Ewell. On Sunday I saw General Ewell go into the Catholic church.
Johnston has forty-three pieces of artillery. I passed six regiments at Sharpsburg as I
came down. They passed on towards Boonsboro'. The men told me they were a part of
Longstreet's corps, which were coming on.
I consider the reports reliable.
·
D. TYLER, Brigadier Geneml.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.

Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Received 10 a. m., in cipher.]
BALTIMORE, June 25, 1863.
:Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:
The thirty guns, spoken of in my letter, should be thirty-three-consisting of twenty
siege guns, and thirteen lig·ht; the number effective, that French will find, will not vary
much from number in letter. Perkins takes you.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Telegram.-Received 11 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 25, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
Subjoined is a despatch this moment received. It speaks for itself. I request that General
Slough be arrested at once, and. charges will be forwarded as soon as I have time to prepare
them. You will find, I fear, when it is too late, that the effort to preserve department lines
will be fatal to the cause of the country.
Major General HOOKER.
UPTON'S HILL, June 25, 1863.
General BUTTERFIELD :
A despatch has been received during the night from General Slough, military governor
of Alexandria, informing me that the commanding officer of the 2d brigade P. R. corps has
been instructed by him not to recognize the orders sent to him to prepare to join the division,
as directed in your despatch of June 23.
S. W. CRAWFORD,
B. G., Commanding Division.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April10, ]865.
Official copy:
D. C. vV AGER, A. A. G.

[Received 11 a. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 25, 1863-11 a.m.
Major General BUTTERFIELD, Baltimore:
The small body of troops you speak of will be of more bother than use, in my opinion.
You ha'd better abandon all hope of getting assistance from that quarter. There are good
reasons why you should return to-night.
JOSEPH HOOKER,
Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEAD~UARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 25, 1863.
Major General HoOKER, Army of Potomac:
The immense loss and destruction of horses in your army, and the difficulty of supplying
this loss, render it necessary that you should impress every serviceable animal likely to fall
into the hands of the enemy. There are many animals in Loudon county and the adjacent
part of Marybnd. These shonld be seized to save them from the enemy, as well as to
supply yourself.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Citief.
Sent 11 a. m.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 25, 1863.
Major General SCHENCK, Baltimore :
Under general orders in force it is the duty of military commanders to take possession of
such military supplies as are likely to fall into the hands of the enemy, or which may be
necessary for the immediate wants of our own troops in the field of actual hostilities.
All horses and beef cattle in such exposed regions should be removed or taken possession
of, and converted to the government uses. Staff officers should be sent out with sufficient
escorts to seize and remove all horses suited for cavalry, artillery, or wagon teams, giving
receipts, stating the character of the animal and the service to which it is suited.
Where not required for immediate use when taken, they should be sent into the nearest
depot and turned over to the depot quartermaster and commissary.
If possible, a quartermaster and commissary, or an officer acting in those capacities, should
accompany every expedition.
The vicinity of railroads in our possession should not be disturbed, unless in immediate
danger from approaching raids.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Copies to be sent to Major Generals·Couch and Brooks and Brigadier General Kelly.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Receivedll.45.a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June' 25, 1863.
Major General SLOCUM, Leesburg:
Please have word sent at once to Major General Stahl that after leaving a sufficient escort
for General French to report with his cavalry to Major General Reynolds. General Stahl
crossed the river this morning near Edwards's ferry, on his way to Harper's Ferry, and
General Reynolds is on the way to cross. General Reynolds has been assigned to the
command of the lst, 3d, and 11th corps; also, inform General French, at Harper's Ferry, if
practicable.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12 m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 25, 1863.
Major General REYNOLDS, Edwards's Ferry :
Directions have been given for General Stahl to report to you with his command. Please
send him in advance in the direction of Frederick and Gettysburg, and drive ·from tkat country
every rebel in it. His operations must extend from the South mountain to the east as far as
he finds rebels; to report to you as often as necessary to a full knowledge of the enemy's
movements.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12.10 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 25, 1863.
Major General D1x:
One of our men came from Richmond June 9th, highly intelligent and trusty. Force on
the Blackwater one brigade and one battery, not to exceed twenty-five hundred, under General Jenkins of North Carolina; the battery is at Blackwater bridge; no other artillery in that
direction; t~o regiments at Drury's bluff. In Richmond nothing but city battalion; about
four hundred at Camp Lee, near Richmond; generally one regiment in transit; nothing else
nearer than the forces in North Carolina, which do not exceed five thousand men, under
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General French. General Elsey at Richmond; General D. H. Hill at Petersburg; Tredegar
Iron works making two thousand carbines, two thousand Richmond rifles, and one thousand
revolvers per month; also large cannon and mortars. At Petersburg four long thirty-two
pounders and several smaller brass pieces in position, but not provided with artillerymen.
Forces from Charleston and Savannah gone west. Beauregard is massing troops at Tullahoma to act in concert with J o. Johnston.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major Gene1·al, Commanding.

[Received 1.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 25, 1863.
Major General REYNOLDS, Edwards's Ferry:
Your telegram is just received. Will be at Poolesville at nine (9) a. m. to-monow. Your
instructions should have reached you long ago. Please direct General Howard to have every
led animal in his train, except officers' horses, sent to the rear, and ::;hall not accompany the
column.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.]
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, June 25, 1863.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Two intelligent sergeants from the ninth Alabama regiment have just come in ; they say
they belong to A. P. Hill's corps, and that it is all on the Maryland side of the Potomac.
They say Longstreet's corps is between Charlestown and Berryville, coming on.
The officers and men captured yesterday, and these rebels, will be sent to Baltimore to-day.
DANIEL TYLER, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., June 25, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of tile Potomac:
The 2d brigade, to which you refer in your telegram, forms no part of General Crawford's
command, which was placed at your orders. No other troops can be withdrawn from the defences of Washington.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. \V AGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 5.10 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 25, 1863.
General BUTTERFIELD:
It seems to me that the best point for Lockwood to await orders is at Monocacy railroad bridge
With regard to the batteries, I have this morning ordered into .Washington fourteen, having
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more batteries than I have infantry to guard them. I have had artillery for two hundred
thousand men, and have but seventy-five thousand at all reliable. In my opinion Milroy's
men will fight better under a soldier. I have telegraphed General Halleck for men until I
will do so no longer.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 6.35 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
[Orders.]
June 25. 1863.
General SLOCUM, Commanding l2tlt Army Corps, Leesburg:
The 12th corps will march at 3 a.m. to-morrow, leaving a sufficient force to hold Leesburg until the 5th corps comes up; will cross the upper bridge at Edwards's ferry, the
Monocacy at its mouth, and proceed up the Potomac as far as Tramelstown, Point of Rocks,
and then to Middletown, unless otherwise ordered. The detachment that remains behind will
rejoin the corps on the arrival of the 5th corps at Leesburg. The 5th corps will march at
four ( 4) a. m., crossing Goose creek at Carter's mill, thence to Leesburg, crossing the Potomac
at the upper bridge at Edwards's ferry, and the Monocaey at its mouth, and follow the river
road in the direction of Frederick city ; general headquarters at Poolesville to-morrow night.
Please acknowledge.
·
By command of Major General Hooker:
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

[Received 6.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 25, 1863.
fOrders.]
General R. 0. TYLER, Commanding A1·tillery Reserve, Edwards's Ferry:
The 5th corps, Aldie, will march at 4 a. m. to-morrow, crossing Goose creek at Carter's
mill, thence to Leesburg, crossing the Potomac at the upper bridge at Edwards's ferry, and
the Monocacy at its mouth, and follow the river road in the direction of Frederick city. The
reserve artillery will cross on the lower bridge at Edwards's ferry, and follow the 5th corps.
Please acknowledge.
By command of Major General Hooker:
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

[Received 7.25 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
[Orders.]
June 25, 1863.
General J. F. REYNOLDS, Poolesville:
The following movements of troops will take place to-morrow, the 26th instant, viz:
1. The 12th corps, Leesburg, will march at 3 a. m. to-morrow, leaving a sufficient force
to hold Leesburg until the 5th corps comes up; will cross the upper bridge at Edwards's ferry,
and the Monocacy at its mouth, and proceed up the Potomac as far as Tramelstown, Point
of Rocks, and then to Middletown, unless otherwise ordered. The detachment that remains
behind will rejoin the corps on the arrival of the 5th corps at Leesburg.
2. The 5th corps, Aldie, will march at 4 a. m., crossing Goose creek at Carter's mill; thence
to Leesburg, crossing the Potomac at the upper bridge at Edwards's ferry, and the Monocacy
at its mouth, and follow the river road in the direction of Frederick city. The reserve artillery will cross on the lower bridge at Edwards's ferry, and follow the 5th corps.
3. Headquarters will leave at 3 a.m. via Hunter's mill to Poolesville, where the camp will
be to-morrow.
4. The 2d corps, Gum spring, will march at 6 a. m. to-morrow, via Farmwell, Farmwell
Station, and Frankville, cross on the lower bridge at Edwards's ferry, and take the road crossing the Monocacy a little below Frederic!>: city.
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5. The 6th corps, Centreville and Fairfax, will march at 3 a. m. via Chantilly church,
Frying Pan, Herndon Station, and Drainesville, to Edwards's ferry, and after covering the
withdrawal of the bridges, will follow the 2d corps.
6. The cavalry corps will cover the movement till all the trains have crossed the Potomac,
when one division will be thrown forward to Middletown. Please acknowledge.
By command of Major General Hooker :
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

[Received 7.25 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 25, 1863-5.30 p.m.
Major General FRENCH, Harper's Ferry :
Please order your men to have thrPe days' rations cooked and kept on band for the present,
supplied with ammunition, prepared to march at a moment's notice. I have not beard a
word fi"om your post to-day. If there should be any considerable force remaining there I
should like to make a dash at them. By feeling, if not without, you ean find out if they are
there, or that they continue to cross. I should like to learn this to-morrow. My headquart'ers will be at Poolesville 9 o'clock a. m. to-morrow.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 8 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 25, 1863.
Brigadier General TYLER, Maryland Heights:
Despatch of 6 p. m. just received. Please tell me why you suppose the rebels are taking
the route to Emmettsburg.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 3 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 26, 1tl63-2.30 p.m.
Major General SCHENCK, Baltimore:
Major General French bas been assigned to the command of the troops at Harper's Ferry.
In compliance with your request he has been instructed to order General Tyler to report to
you the moment we can dispense with his services.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Received 5.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
Poolesville, ll1d., June 26, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I respectfully request that Major Duane and Captain Mendell, engineers, may be directed
to report to me at once for duty. I understand both these officers are in vVasbington.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General Commanding.

[Telegram.-Received 7.50 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 26, 1863-7 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
Is there any reason why Maryland heights should not be abandoned, after the public
stores any property are removed 1

Parti--19
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I proposed to visit the place to-morrow, on my way to Frederick, to satisfy myself on that
point. It must be borne in mind that I am here with a force inferior in numbers to that of
the enemy, and must have every available man to use on the field.
JOSEPH HOOKER, ]fajor General.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, Ap1·il 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 8.45 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 26, 1863-8.15 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I desire every facility to be in readiness for supplies to be thrown to Frederick by rail.
JOSEPH HOOKER, ~Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 9.10 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS AliMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 26, 1863-8 p.m.
His Excellency A. LINCOLN, P·resident United States:
You need not believe any more than you choose of what is published in the associated
press despatch, concerning this army, to-morrow. Was it from the newspapers that you
received a report that I was in Washing·ton last night?
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 9.15 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 26, 1863-8 p.m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
I would respectfully request that Major General Stahl may be ordered by telegraph to
report to General Couch, with' a view to organizing and putting in an efficient condition any
mounted troops that can be raised for service there. His presence here as senior major general will much embarrass me and retard my movements.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major GeneTal, Commanding.

[Receivec19.15 p.m.]
·-li"EADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 26, 1863-8 p. m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, SecTetary of War:
I would respectfully request that Captain Wesley Merritt, 2d cavalry, be made a brigadier
general for distinguished services at Beverly ford and Upperville, June 2!. It is of importance for the good of the service that this appointment should be made at onee, that his
services may be had as a brigade commander in the cavalry.

JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General, Commandin.!!.
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[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, PA., June 26, 1863.
Ron. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War, or
General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I presume Gettysburg is occupied by the rebels.

D. N. COUCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Sent 8 a. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 27, 1863.
Major General HooKER:
It did not come from the newspapers, nor did I believe it; but I wished to be entirely sure
it was a falsehood.
l
A. LINCOLN.

[Received 8.20 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, June 27,1863.
GENERAL-IN· CHIEF and WAR DEPARTMENT:
General Hooker, personally, has just left here for Harper's Ferry, where he will be about
eleven o'clock, Point of Rocks about ten a. m., and at Frederick to-night. Copies of all
despatches should Le sent to Frederick and Harper's Ferry up to eleven a. m., and after that
to :Frederick. The staff are just leaving here for Frederick.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, lU.ajor General, Chief of Staff.

[Telegram.-Received9 a.m., 27, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, Poolesville, Md., June 27, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
That there may be no misunderstanding as to my force, I would respectfully state that,
including the portions of General Heintzelman's command and General Schenck's, now
with me, my whole force of enlisted men for duty will not exceed one hundred and five
thousand (105,000.) Fourteen batteries of the artillery reserve have been sent to Washington. Of General Abercrombie's force, one brigade has just been sent home from expiration
of service, and the others go shortly. One brigade of General Crawford's force has notreported with it.
I state these facts that there may not be expected of me more than I have material to do
with.
My headquarters at Frederick to-night. Three corps at Middletown, one corps at Knoxville, two at Frederick, and the remaining infantry corps very near there to-night.
JO~EPH HOOKER, Major General.
(Copy for President.)
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, AprilS, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 27, 1863.
General HoOKER, Army of the Potomac:

*

Maryland heights have always been reg-arded as an important point to be held by us, and
much expense and labor incurred in fortifying them. I cannot approve their abandonment
except in case of absolute necessity.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10.30 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 12m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 1f'ashlngton, D. C., June 27, 1863.
Major General HooKER, Army of the Potomac:

*

*

*

*

*

Lowell's cavalry is the only force for scouts in this department, and cannot be taken from
General Heintzelman's command.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12.10 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AnMY, April ll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram. J
BALTIMORE, June 27, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
GENERAL : Couch reports the rebels in possession of Gettysburg and moving east, :five
thousand strong, and expect to-day or to-morrow to hear of the Northern Central railroad
being cut. I direct Colonel Rodgers to defend block-houses and stockadc(s on my part of
the line to the utmost. I have completed nearly all of my line of defences around this city,
but have few guns for them.
My infantry outside of the old forts are the G9th New York, 462 men; and the 55th New
York, 200 men; with three small companies of 2d Eastern Shore; total, about 800, and all
raw. My cavalry are out as scouts on all the roads. The rest of my troops were sent, as
ordered, to Monocacy, and are there or on the march.
ROBERT S. SCHENCK.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 2. 55 p. m.]
SANDY HooK, June 27, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have received your telegram in regard to Harper's Ferry. I find ten thousand men here
in condition to take the field. Here they are of no earthly account. They cannot defend a
ford of the river; and, as far as Harper's Ferry is concerned, there is nothing of it. As for
the fortifications, the work of the troops, they remain when the troops are withdrawn. No
enemy will ever take possession of them for them. This is my opinion. All the public
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property could have been secured to-night, and the troops marched to where they could have
been of some service. Now, they are but a bait for the rebels should they return. I beg
that this may be presented to the Secretary of War, and his Excellency the President.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. W .A.GER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 3 p.m., in cipher.]
SANDY HooK, June 27, 186:3.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General·in-Chief:
My original instructions require me to cover Harper's Ferry and Washington. I have
now imposed upon me, in addition, an enemy in my ti·ont of more than my number. I beg
to be understood, respectfully but firmly, that I am unable to comply with this condition,
with the means at my disposal, and earnestly request that I may at once be relieved from
the position I occupy.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE .ARMY,
Washington, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. W .A. GER., A. A. G.

FREDERICK, MD., June 27, 1863-6 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
Statements of a lady from Richmond via Staunton and Hagerstown are, that there are
no troops left in Richmond but a small guard. Many prominent citizens leaving for Staunton and Hagerstown. People in this morning from there report Longstreet's rear passiug
through there this morning. General Lee passed through yesterday.
D.A.N'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General.

[R.ecehTed 6. 15 p. m.]
FREDERICK, MD., June 27, 1863.
Major General ScHENCK, Baltimore :
Passengers from Hagerstown this morning report the rear of Longstreet's corps passing
through tuere this morning. .A.. P. Hill had preceded him. "Where is General Lockwood,
and what is now with him?
D.A.N'L BUTTERFIELD,
ilfajor General, Chief of Staff

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Waslnngton, D. C., June 27, 1863.
l\fajor General HOOKER, Army of the Potomac:
Your application to be relieved from your present command is received. As you were
appointed to this command by the President, I have no power to relieve you. Your despatch
has been duly referred for executive action.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 8 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ALMY, April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. W .A.GER, Major, A. A. G.
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[Received 8 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
June 27, 1863-6.30 p. m.
Ron. S. P. CHASE, corner 6th and E streets :
Been in motion constantly since I left, and unable to send the papers promised in consequence. I have a report from a lady who left Richmond three weeks ago-reports nothing
left there but a small detachment doing guard duty; she came via Staunton; reports many
prominent citizens of Richmond gone to Staunton foJ:security. This confirms other reports.
What a pity Kelly, Scammon, and Averell could not go in via Lynchburg, and Dix from
below, at once.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, JJlajor General.

GENERAL ORDERS, ~
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
No. 65.
5
Frederick, Md., June 28, 1863.
In conformity with the orders of the War Department, dated June 27, 1863, I relinquish
the command of the army of the Potomac.
It is transferred to Major General George G. Meade, a brave and accomplished officer, who
has nobly earned the confidence and esteem of this army on many a well-fought field. Impressed with the belief that my usefulness as the commander of the army of the Potomac is
impaired, I part from it, yet not without the deepest emotions. The sorrow of parting with
the comrades of so many battles is relieved by the conviction that the courage and devotion
of this army will never cease nor fail; that it will yield to my successor, as it has to me, a
willing and hearty support. With the earnest prayer that the triumph of this army may
bring successes worthy of it and the nation, I bid it farewell.
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.

BALTIMORE, MD., June 30, 1863.
GENERAL: In obedience to the orders of the major general commanding the army to repair
to Baltimore and report to the Adjutant General of the army for orders, I have the honor to
report that my address is at the Eutaw House, in this city.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH HOOKER, Major General.
ADJUTANT GENERAL of tlte Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 6, 1865
Official:
RICHARD D. CUTTS, Col. and A. D. C.

GENERAL MEADE.

Testimony qf Major General Daniel E. Sickles.
W ASHINGTO.N, February 26, 1864.
Major General DANIEL E. SICKLES sworn and examined.
[See testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
By the chairman:
Question. I believe we reached yesterday that point in your testimony where
General Meade assumed command of the army of the Potomac. Please resume
your narrative from that point, a11d proceed with it in your own way.
Answer. I joined the army at Frederick, Maryland, and reported to General
Hooker on Sunday, the 28th day of June. He informed me that he had been
relieved from command, and that General Meade was assigned to the command.
I then reported to General Meade, who had just reached headquarters to
assume command. Immediately thereafter I joined my corps, which was then
moving by the way of Frederick towards Taneytown. My corps moved to
Taneytown, and from there I waR ordered to Emmettsburg. I reached Emmettsburg on the night of thg 30th of June, and encamped near there, taking
position somewhat in front and to the left of Emmettsburg, on the morning of
the 1st of July. On that morning I received a circular from General Meadv's
headquarters having reference to the occupation of a new line. rrhe army was
to fall back, and not to follow up the enemy any further; the general regarding
the objects of the campaign to have been accomplished, and considering Washington, Baltimore, and Pennsylvania to have been relieved. The circular indicated a line of retreat, the new ptsition to which we were to fall back being
substantially the line of what was known as Pipe creek.
Question. How many days was that before the battle of Gettysburg commenced?
Answer. It was the day the battle commenced; the day Reynolds fell ; that
is, it was the day which is popularly understood to be the day that the ba,ttle
commenced. We in the army do not regard the operations of the two corps
under General Reynolds as properly the battle of Gettysburg. We regard
the operations of rrhursday and Friday, when the whole army was concentrated,
as the battle of Gettysburg.
Question. Was this contemplated retreat before or after General Reynolds
had fallen 1
Answer. It was coincident with it, on the very same morning; but I
suppose it was before General Meade had heard that General Reynolds was
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seriously engaged. I do not know, but I presume it undoubtedly was before he
beard it. I have that order among my papers here, and I will read an extract
from it, so as to show that I have stated it correctly :
"HEADQUARTERS .ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

"July 1, 1863.
[Circular.]
"From information received, the commanding general is satisfied that the
object of the movement of the army in this direction has been accomplished,
viz., the relief of Harrisburg, and the prevention of the enemy's intended invasion of Pennsylvania, &c., beyond the Susquehanna. It is no longer his intention to assume the offensive, until the enemy's movement or position renders
such an operation certain of success. If the enemy assume the offensive and
attack, it is his intention, after holding them in check long enough to withdraw
the trains and other impedimenta, to withdraw the army from its present position and form a line of battle with the left resting in the neighborhood of Middleburg, and the right at Manchester, the general direction being at Pipe
creek."
[The rest of the order indicates the method in which that is to be done, so
far as my corps is concerned.]
" For this purpose, General Reynolds, in command of the left wing, will
withdraw the force at present at Gettysburg, two corps, by the road to 1,anf\ytown and Westminster, and after crossing Pipe creek, deploy towards Middleburg. The corps at Emmettsburg (my corps) will be withdrawn via
Mechanicsville to Middleburg."
That is sufficient of the order to cover the operations of my corps.
Question. What was the distance to which they intended to retreat, from
where the battle actually took place 1
.Answer. I suppose in a straight line.
Question. I mean by the way you would have to go.
Answer. I suppose it waR about fourteen miles~ as near as I can tell without
looking at the map. I proceeded to make such preparations as would enable
me to execute my part of that movement. I soon ascertained that the principal
part of my train had been already ordered to the rear by a staff officer from
headquarters. I was giving my troops a little repose during that morning.
They had been very severely marched for many days, and a great many of
them were barefooted. I had expected shoes and clothing to be issued for
them that morning. Between two and three o'clock in the afternoon I got a
despatch from Genernl Howard, at Gettysburg, informing me that the first and
eleventh corps had been engaged during the day with a superior force of the
enemy, and that General Reynolds had fallen; that he (Howard) was in command, and was very hard pressed, and urging me in the most earnest terms to
come to his relief with what force I could. I, of course, considered the question very anxiously. My preliminary orders in going to Gettysburg were to
go there and hold that position with my corps, as it was regarded as a very
important flanking position, to cover our rear and line of communication. Then
on the other hand was this order of General Meade which I had received that
morning, contemplating another and an entirely different line of operations.
'l,hen there was this new fact which I assumed was not known to General
Meade when the order to retreat was issued. 'l'he emergency did not admit
of the delay that would have been required in order to communicate with General Meade, who was ten miles or so distant. I therefore determined to take
tbe principal part of my corps and move JlS promptly as possible to Gettysburg. I took all except two brigades and two batterieEt, which I left to protect
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Emmettsburg and that line. I regarded tl1at force as ample, because careful
reconnoissances made in the vicinity of Emmettsburg disclosed the presence of
no enemy there, and the information which -I received from General Howard,
in connexion with other circumstances, convinced me that the main body of
the enemy was in his front. I therefore moved to Gettysburg on my own
responsibility. I made a forced march, and arrived there about the time that
General Howard had taken position on Cemetery hill. I found his troops well
posted in a secure position on the ridge. The enemy in the mean while had
not made any serious attack upon him during my march. The arrival of my
force seemed to reassure General Howard in the security of his position. Soon
after my arrival I met there General Hancock and General Slocum. In the
evening General Slocum, being the senior officer presf>nt, assumed command,
although there were no troops of his corps or of General Hancock's corps
there ; but he assumed command by virtue of his seniority of rank. By his
orders my troops were massed on the left of Cemetery ridge. Early in the
night, about nine o'clock or so, there was a consultation. The question was
whether we should remain in that position, or whether we should fall back.
There was a difference of opinion on that point. I wrote to General Meade,
either directly or through his adjutant general or chief of staff; I am not positive to whom I addressed the letter ; the usual official way would have been
to have addressed it either to General Williams or General Butterfield, and I
presume I adopted that course ; at all events, I addressed a written communication to General Meade, begging him by all means to concentrate his army
there and fight a battle, stating that in my judgment it was a good place to
fight; that the position of General Howard was an admirably chosen one, and
that the enemy would undoubtedly mass there in great force, and that in my
judgment it would be most destructive to the morale of the army to fall back,
as was apparentJy contemplated in his order of that morning. The soldiers
were eager to fight a battle there, and so were a great number of the officers.
I sent that communication by an officer; I do not remember his name now, but
he was an officer from General Meade's headquarters, who had been sent by
him .to Gettysburg. Late in the night I understood that it was determined to
concentrate there, and that the army was moving up to Gettysburg as rapidly
as possible, and during the night considerable bodies of troops arrived. At a
very early hour on 'l'hursday morning I received a notification that General
Meade's headquarters had been established at Gettysburg, and I was directed
by him to relieve a division of the 12th corps, (General Geary's division, I
think,) which was massed a little to my left, and which had taken position
there during the night. I did so, reporting, however, to General Meade that
that diviRion was not in position, but was merely massed in my vicinity; the
tenor of his order seemed to indicate a supposition on his part that the division
was in position. 1 also received a notification from General Meade that he approved of my course in moving up to Gettysburg. Of course, as soon as I had
determined to do that, I addressed a communication to General Meade from
Emmettsburg, informing him of what I had done, and expressing my anxiety
to have his sanction of it. I received a communication from him informing me
that he approved of my course, and that the two brigades aud two batteries
which I bad left at Emmettsburg would be relieved and ordered to join me. I
brought them up during the night, under General Graham, and they arrived in
the neighborhood of daybreak. Not having received any orders in reference to
my position, and observ.ing, from the enemy's movements on our left, what I
thought to be conclusive indications of a design on their part to attack there,
and that seeming to me to be our most assailable point, I went in person to
headquarters and reported the facts and circumstances which led me to believe
that an attack would be made there, and asked for orders. I did not receive
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any orders, and I found that my impression as to the intention of the enemy
to attack in that direction was not concurred in at headquarters; and I was
satisfied, from information which I received, that it was intended to retreat from
Gettysburg. I asked General Meade to go over the ground on the left and
examine it. He said his engagements did not permit him to do that. I then
asked him to send General Warren with me, or by himself; but General Warren's engagements were such as to make it inconvenient for him to go. I then
asked him to send General Hunt, his chief of artillery~ and that was done.
Generai Hunt accompanied me upon a careful reconnaissance of the whole position on the left, in reference to its topography and the best line for us to
occupy, and also with reference to the movements of the enemy. I pointed
out to General Hunt the line that on a subsequent part of the day, when the
battle opened, I actually occupied; that is, a line from Round Top on the left,
perpendicular to the Emmettsburg road, but somewhat en eclz,elon, with the line
of battle established on Cemetery ridge. I asked for Geaeral Hunt's sanction,
in the name of General Meade, for the occupation of that line. He declined to
give it, although he said it met with the approval of his own judgment; but he
said that I would undoubtedly receive such orders as soon as he reported to
General Meade. Before making my dispositions on that line, I waited for some
time for orders, but received none. r.rhe enemy's demonstrations became more
and more decided.
I had strengthened and supported my outposts in order to give me timely
notice of the attack, which I knew was very imminent. Buford's cavalry,
which had been on the left, had been withdrawn. I remonstrated against that,
and expressed the hope that the ·cavalry, or some portion of it, at all events,
might be allowed to remain there. I was informed that it was not the intep.tion
to remove the wl10le of the cavalry, and tbat a portion of it would be returned.
It did not return, however.
My outposts became engaged, and were being driven back from their supports. I determined to wait no longer the absence of orders, and proceeded to
make my dispositions on the advanced line, as it is called. I took up that position, which is described in the report of General Halleck as a line from half to
three-quarters of a mile in advance, as he says, and which, in his report, he very
pointedly disapproves of, and which he further says I took up through a misinterpretation of orders. It was not through any misinterpretation of orders. It
was either a good line or a bad one, and. whichever it was, I took it on my own
responsibility, except so far as I have already ~::ttated, that it was approved of in
general terms by General Hunt, of General Meade's staff, who accompanied me
in the examination of it. I took up that line because it enabled me to hold
commanding ground, which, if the enemy bad been allowed to take-as they
would. have taken it if I had not occupied it in force-would have rendered our
position on the left untenable; and, in my judgment, would have turned the
fortunes of the day hopelessly against us. I think that any general who would
look at the topography of the country there would naturally come to the same
conclusion.
vVhile I was making my dispositions on this line I received a communication
from headquarters to attend a consultation of corps commanders. I sent word
verbally by the officer who brought me the communication, begging, if possible,
to be excused, stating that the enemy were in great force in my front, and intimating that I would very soon be engaged, and that I was making my dispositions to meet the attack. I hastened forward the movements of my troops as
rapidly as possible, and had got my batteries in position, when I received another and peremptory order to report at once in person at headquarters, to meet
the corps commanders. I turned over the command temporarily to General
}3irney in my absence, feeling assured tbat before I could return the engagement would open. I hastened to headquarters with all speed, but before I got
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there the sound of the cannon announced that the battle had opened. However, I was quite near headquarters at the time and pushed on, but found tLat
the consultation had been broken up by the opening of the battle. General .
Meade met me just outside of his headquarters and excused me from dismounting. He remarked that he observed, from the sound of the cannon, that my
troops were engaged with the enemy. He said that I should return at once,
and that be would follow me very soon.
On my way I found that the enemy were moving up to the attack in great
force, in two lines of battle. supported by three columnt3. Fortunately, my left
had succeeded in getting into position on Round Top and along the commanding ridge to which I have referred; and those positions were firmly held by
the 3d corps. General Meade soon afterwards arrived on the field and made a
rapid exam~nation of the dispositions which I had made, and of the situation.
He remarked to me that my line was too extended, and expressed his doubts
as to my being able to bold so extended a line, in which I coincided in the
main-that is to say, I replied that I could not, with one corps, hold so extended
a line against the rebel army; but that, if supported, the line could be held; and,
in my judgment, it was a strong line, and the best one. I stated, however, that
if he disapproved of it it was not yet too late to take any position he might indicate. He said "No;" that it would be better to hold that line, and he would
send up the 5th corps to support me. I expressed my belief in my ability to
hold that line until supports could arrive. He said he would send up the 5th
corps on my left, and that on my right I could look to General Hancock for
support of my right flank. I added that I should want considerable artillery;
that the enemy were developing a strong force of artillery. He authorized me
to send to General Hunt, who commanded the reserve of the artillery, for as
much artillery as I wanted. I then assured him of my entire confidence in my
ability to hold the position; which I did. The 5th corps came up, somewhat
tardily, to be sure. It was three-quarters of an hour, or an hour, I suppose,
before it got into position. My nquest to General Ha11cock for supports was
promptly met; and I feel myself undf-'r obligations principally to General Hancock and the troops of his command for the effective support which enabled me,
in connexion with my own corps and the artillery which I received from the
reserve, to bold the position during that very desperate eneounter of Thursday,
where the principal operations of Thursday occurred. The position was held,
and the attacks of the enemy, which were made in great force and with great
obstinacy and determination, were successfully repulsed, with terrific loss to
them and a very heavy loss on our side, until I was wounded and carried from
the field. The command of the 3d corps then devolved on Major General Birney, and, of course, I only know about the subsequent operations from the
perusal of his report.
.
Question. You were not with the army, then, after that, up to the time when
the enemy recrossed the Potomac 1
Answer. No, sir; I was carried to the rear. Major General Birney was with
the army, and continued in command of the corps.
,
Question. It was the second day of the fight that you were wounded 1
Answer. The second day of fighting; but, as we in the army consider it, the
first day of the battle. When I speak of the general engagement I mean that
engagement which occurred after we had concentrated at Gettysburg. "rhe
fighting of Wednesday, although important and sanguinary, was an engagement in which only two corps of our forces took part.
Question. I£ I have understood you all through, it was not contemplated by
the commander of that army to fight a battle at that place 1
Answer. I think not, on Sunday. I suppose that on W ednesaay njght he
undoubtedly intended to fight there, else he would not have concentrated there;
but I have reason to know that his plan of operations was changed again on
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Thursday, and that he resumed, in substance, the plan that he had on W ednesday morning, which was to fall back to Pipe creek, or to some ·place in that
neighborhood.
Question. In your opinion, as a military man, what do you think of the pr0priety of again encountering the enemy at the river before he recrossed 1
Answer. He should have been followed up closely, and vigoruusly attacked
before he had an opportunity to recross the river.
Question. Under the circumstances, as you understand them, could there
have been any great hazard to our army in venturing an engagement there 1
Answer. No, sir. If we could whip them at Gettysburg, as we did, we could
much more easily whip :1 running and demoralized army, seeking a retreat
which was cut off by a swollen river; and if they could march after being
whipped, we certainly could march after winning a battle.
Question. Do you know any reason why none of the forces here at Washington were moved up the river to prevent the enemy's recrossing there 1 Was
there anything to prevent that 1
Answer. If there were available forces here, as I have understood-Question. General Heintzelman's corps was here, was it not 1
Answer. I presume he had some troops here. I think the main body of his
cavalry had been previously ordered to join General Hooker. I have no information of what force of infantry he had here.
Question. Did you understand that any of the troops stationed at Baltimore,
under General Schenck, were brought into that engagement at Gettysburg?
Answer. No, sir; I do not think any troops were engaged there except those
of the army of the Potomac proper. They may have been employed in guarding the line of communication, but I heard of no troops participating in the
battle of Gettysburg except those that belonged to the army of the Potomac.
Question. Suppose there had been ten thousand troops in Baltimore, was
there any difficulty in bringing them into the :fight 1
Answer. No, sir; communication was open with Baltimore, with occasionally
slight interruptions; but the best way to protect Baltimore was to win that battle.
Question. And would you not say the same about Washington 1
Answer. Certainly; the only way to save Washington was to win that battle.
Question. In your judgment now, should not all the troops disposable about
Washington, Baltimore, and Maryland heights have been brought together and
concentrated to assist in the :fighting of that battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir, except those required to guard the line of communicationthe railroad. I should say most clearly that all the disposable forces should
have been concentrated; and all posts not absolutely essential to be held were
secondary and of minor importance compared with strengthening that army for
the battle.
Question. Were there any reasons why the troops from the Peninsula, say at
Suffolk, could not as well have been brought up before the battle as afterwards 1
Answer. None at all; they could have been, unless employed in a co-operative
movement on the Peninsula, if an attack on Richmond should have been contemplated.
Question. Do you know what was the reason why General Halleck would
not allow the withdrawal of the troops at Harper's Ferry 1
Answer. 'rhe reason assigned was, that that post was necesE~ary for the protection of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad; that is, there was an important
bridge there, which had been put up at considerable cost, and it would otherwise be destroyed by the enemy.
Question. Are you certain that that bridge was there then-that there was
anything more there, at the time the battle was fought, than a pontoon bridge 1
Answer. I do not speak of the time the battle was fought; I speak of the
time that General Hooker wanted to withdraw the force there, some eight or
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ten thousand men, and add them to his army. The difference of opinion between General Halleck and General Hooker on that point was the immediate
cause of General Hooker's being relieved from command. The reason assigned
by General Halleck for not permitting General Hooker to withdraw that force
was the one I have stated-that it was necessary to retain it there for the protection of that bridge and the public property that was there.
Question. Was not the true way to protect that bridge to destroy the army
of the enemy 1
Answer. The destruction of that army was of far more importance than the
bridge, or even the railroad itself. That was the great aim and object of our
army and of the country at that time, upon which everything appeared to depend.
Question. Do you know whether General Hooker requested these disposable
troops to be concentrated with his army for the purpose of fighting that battle 1
Answer. He did.
Question. Now, as a military man, and one of a great deal of experience, in
your opinion was there any difficulty, under all the circumstances, after the
battle of Gettysburg, in destroying Lee's army 1 If so, will you state from what
circumstances that difficulty arose 1
.Answer. In my judgment as a n:ilitary man, from all the light I have been able
to gather upon the subject, from a careful examination of the sul:5Ject, and from information that I have obtained from officers of the army who followed up Lee's army, I
do not think there was any military difficulty to prevent a decisive attack upon General Lee, which must have resulted in the destruction of his army. I think the
morale of our own troops was never better. I think they would have endured any
amount of hardship, marching, and exposure. They were enthusiastic in their
wish to attack, as I have reason to know. I believe the enemy were substantially
out of ammunition, and were in no condition to fight a battle. I have information
to that effect from an intelligent officer of my command, General Graham, who
was wounJed and taken prisoner at Gettysburg, and who accompanied General
Lee's army on its retreat. Our prisoners expected that we would follow up our
success, and so did the enemy. The enemy had no hope of escaping the consequences of another attack, if made. 1'hat is to say, that was the statement
made by many intelligent officers of the army who conversed with General Graham. If you desire information on that subject, you could probably get it from
General Graham more fully and satisfactorily than I could be able to give it to
you.
Question. But that would be judging of the matter after the battle, and from
information that our officers could not be in possession of at the time .
.Answer. Those were the facts, and we had reason to suppose that to be the
case, because General Lee had to bring all his ammunition with him ; he was
far away from his base; he had no means of supplying himself in Pennsylvania
with any more ammunition than he had brought with him in his column; and
every military man knows that three days of fighting will exhaust not only the
supplies that men carry with them, but also exhaust the ammunition train, such
as is practicable for an army invading an enemy's country to take with it. .And
that presumption, which would naturally suggest it;:;elf to any military mind,
was in accordance with the facts.
Question. l was about to ask you whether, after three days' fighting so far
from the base of supplies, a military man would not have reason to suspect that
the ammunition of the enemy's army was very low ?
Answer. Yes, sir; he would be entitled to assume that.
Question. Then I must ask you this question: you have already stated that
after that battle, as you understand it, our troops were in good condition and
eager to renew the fight 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question . .And that the enemy were on the bank of the river, so that it is a
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very plain case to you, as you have stated, that they should have been vigorously attacked 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think so.
Question. How, then, do you account for the fact that, under these circumstances, a c0uncil of war, by a two-thirds vote, should say that the attack should
not be made 1
Answer. I cannot account for it in any other way than by the supposition
that the immediate purpose of the enemy having been defeated by the result of
the battle of Gettysburg, it was uot dr;emed prudent to incur the chances of
another fight; that they seemed to be satisfied with what they had done, and did
not think it necessary to follow up the advantage.
Question. Do you suppose that that want of harmony and unity of action, to
which you have already alluded in your former deposition, had anything to do
with the result of that council1
Answer. I could only say that I have understood that that cause had some
influence; but I cannot state any facts of my own knowledge that would indicate that, not having attended any council. I did not attend any council that
was held under General Meade. There were several councils held, as I understood. There was a council held on Thursday morning, before the battle
opened. There was another one held on Thursday night, and I understood that
there were those who voted on 'l'hursday night to retreat. And I have understood that there was another council held on Friday night, the night after the
battle, and that there was a pretty strong disposition then to retreat; and, as I
have understood from reliable authority, the reason why the enemy was not
followed up was on account of differences of opinion whether or no we should
ourselves retreat or follow up the enemy.
Question. After the final battle?
Answer. Yes, sir. It was by no means clear in the judgment of the corps
commanders, or of the general in command, whether we had won or not. I was
not present at the council, and cannot state that of my own knowledge; I have
understood that to be the fact. What I am now stating is the result of inquiries
which I made in order to find some solution of the query why the enemy was
not followed up. As an officer of the army, I expected to hear of nothing else
but that the enemy would be followed up. I therefore sought such information
as I could get, and that is the result of my inquiries.
Question. What did you understand the real meaning of General Meade to
be when, in that circular to which you have referred, he stated that the object
of the movement had been already accomplished, inasmuch as Washington and
Baltimore were covered, and the enemy prevented from crossing the Susquehanna,
or something like that?
Answer. I understood by that that General Meade considered that General
Couch had force enough at Harrisburg to prevent the enemy's crossing the
Susquehanna, and that he himself was in sufficient force between General Lee
and Washington to cover Washington and Baltimore, and that therefore he
need not attack, but might fall back towards Washington, take up a defensive
line, and wait until he was attacked in his works.
Question. Will you state whether, in your opinion as a military man, it was
not a very rash and hazardous movement to displace the commanding officer of
the army while in the vicinity of the enemy and on the eve of a battle, as was
the case when General Hooker was relieved 1
Answer. At the time I considered it a misfortune to the army, and apprehended that disaster might result from it.
Question. Was not its tendency to weaken the confidence of the army in
their leader 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I think the rank and file had entire confidence in General
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Hooker. I should always regard it as a most hazardous expedient to change
the commander of an army in such exigencies as then existed.
Question. Can you give any satisfactory reason why the troops at Harper's
Ferry should have been refused to General Hooker, and immediately awarded
to General Meade 1
Answer. The only solution I can give of it is that General Meade had the
confidence and friendship of General Halleck, while General Hooker had not,
and that General Halleck would accede to suggestions made by General Meade,
while he would not accede to suggestions made by General Hooker.
Question. The request was the same in both cases 1
Answer. It is for that very reason that I must say I can see no military
reason that could have altered the circumstances, and therefore I must look for
it in personal reasons. · I suppose the personal relations which existed between
General Halleck and General Hooker disinclined him to accede to General
Hooker's request. The personal relations being altered, that obstacle did not
exist.
Question. Was it not eminently hazardous to withhold ten thousand men
from such a battle, when our numbers were not superior to those of the enemy 1
Answer. It was sacrificing a great end for a minor consideration; it was
perilling our success in a general battle, upon which everything depended, to
enable us to hold a subordinate post, of no importance whatever if we lost the
battle, and which could not be held by the enemy if he lost the battle.
Question. Can you really find anything else in this than a willingness in the
general-in-chief to jeopard the army to personal considerations-can you place
it upon any other ground 1
Answer. I cannot conceive of any military reason which explains that extraordinary inconsistency. That is all that, as a soldier, I can judge of.
Question. After you were wounded at Gettysburg, and taken fi·om the field,
how long were you detained from the army, and when did you again rejoin it 1
Answer. I was convalescent in October-my general health re-established;
my wound not yet entirely healed; but anticipating, from the movements of the
army, that there would be another engagement-General Lee manamvting on
the right flank of General Meade, and General Meade falling back towards
W ashington-I came to Washington, en route to the army. Ascertaining from
official sources that a battle was expected to be fought by ou;r forces, I went
down to the front and reported for duty. I found the headquarters established
at Centreville, our army having fallen back and taken position on the Occoquan
on the left, and towards Chantilly on the right, resting substantially in the
defences of Washington.
Question. Did you rejoin the army before they fell back, or afterwards 1
Answer. Just at the time. I found that the army had fallen back. I did
not expect to meet the army quite as near vVashington as that.
Question. Do you know any reason why it did fall back 1
Answer. I suppose it fell back under the impression that the enemy was
eager for battle, and would give battle wherever General Meade was willing to
accept it, and that under that impression the general had fallen back as near
his base as he could get, availing himself of a line where success was most
certain. The result was that, such obviously not being the plan of the enemy,
the opportunity to fight a decisive battle was lost. The object of the enemy
evidently was to outmanreuvre us by manceuvring· to get our army out of the
advantageous position which it then occupied on the line of the Rapidan, and
to enable him to detach his forces to other assailable points. General Lee fell
back as soon as he found General Meade out of his way, and destroyea the
railroad, going back to his old position.
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Question: When we fell back were not our forces superior in number to those
of the enemy ?
Answer. 1t was so understood.
Question. Was it not the same army that had not long before defeated the
army of Lee at Gettysburg?
Answer. Yes, sir. From all the sources of information accessible to me, I
suppose that General Lee was not near as strong as he was after he retired
from Gettysburg, because he had detached Longstreet with a large force to the
west.
Question. In your judgment, was it good generalship to retreat before the
enemy in order to find an eligible place to fight a battle ? Would that not have
more tendency to demoralize our troops than to fight a battle under circumstances
perhaps less advantageous, besides hazarding all our advanced communications 1
Answer. I think the army felt humiliated by that retreat; I think it was an
unfortunate retreat.
Question. To a military man, was it not an unaccountable retreat?
Answer. I can discover no good military reason for it, regarding as I do our
force to have been greatly superior to that of the enemy, and believing as I do
that we could have given battle without falling back, under circumstances which
indicated every probability of success.
Question. If you fell back at all, why not fall back to the defences of
Washington, and stay there 1
Answer. I can see no reason.
Question. Will you please resume your narrative again 1
Answer. I have nearly completed it. I reported for duty, wishing, as I expressed myself to General Meade, to resume the command of my corps for the
coming battle, although not able to report for · duty permanently, feeling great
doubts as to my ability to hold out for permanent command and active campaigning; but I had a conviction that my presence with my corps would perhaps be of some advantage to the service, as it would certainly be most gratifying
to my own feelings. I therefore solicited leave to take command of my corps,
under the existing circumstances, notwhhstanding my apparent disability. But
General Meade expressed his disinclination, on account of his doubts as to my
physical ability to meet the exigencies of the position of a corps commander.
He instanced the case of General Ewell, of the rebel army, who had aleo lost a
leg, and who aid not resume command for eight or nine months. I very l'eluctantly yielded assent to this intimation of General Meade, and after reviewing
my corps, I left the army on the morning-Saturday, I think it was-that they
took up the line of march to try to find General Lee, with the intention of
catching him, as I understood. In the mean time General Lee had made good
his retreat, destroyed the bridges across Broad run, Cedar run, and the Rappahannock, and destroyed the railroad, and successfully eluded pursuit. I then
reported for duty, in person, to the Secretary of War and to the President. I
could but express my sense of reluctance in again presenting myself to head·
quarters for assignment to duty without an order from the general-in-chief,
which would relieve me from the embarrassment of again tendering my services
and exposing myself to the disappointment of having th~m again declined or
again deferred. From that time I have been waiting orders.
Question. You were, then, not with the army in its late advance over the
Rapidan and back again 1
Answer. No, sir; I waited orders, meanwhile giving my best attention to
the entire re-establishment of my health and strength for active dYty. General
French and General Birney have meanwhile alternately commanded the corps.
General French was assigned temporarily to the command of the corps by
General Meade, but in his absence General Birney has commanded by seniority.
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By the chairman :
[See testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
Question. You were with the army of the Potomac when the battle of Gettysburg was fought 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Give the committee an account of that battle in your own way.
Answer. When we marched to Marsh creek there was a rebel force on our
left flank at Fairfield. When General Meade assumed the command of the
army he gave General Reynolds the command of the right wing of the army,
consisting of the 1st, 3d, and 11th corps. General Reynolds told me that his
duties frequently required him to absent himself from the 1st corps-his own
corps-and that I must assume command of it, which I did.
After we got to Marsh creek it was found that the force of the enemy which
had been at Fairfield had left-had gone north-so that we bad then no enemy
directly to the west of us. General Buford's cavalry had gone to Gettysburg,
and were engaged in feeling the enemy on the roads leading from that town.
They reported that the enemy were in heavy force at Cashtown and Mummasburg, places to the northwest of Gettysburg. Cashtown is on the great
road from Chambersburg.
On the 30th of June General Meade sent a circular to the effect that the
enemy were apparently marching in heavy force on Gettysburg, stating that we
should remain as we were until the enemy developed his intentions. rl'his was
very much like saying that be would give us orders after the battle was fought,
for he had already stated the intention of the enemy to be to take Gettysburg.
That place was a point of very great importance. It is like the hub of a wheel,
having seven great roads and a railroad leading out of it, namely, the roads to
Hagerstown, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Harrisburg, York, Frederick, and rraneytown, all of which places may be considered as on the circumference of the
wheel. With our troops in possession of Gettysburg we could check the enemy
on any one of these roads, as we would hold the centre. The enemy in possession of that point would have gained a great advantage, in my opinion;
shortening and strengthening his line to Williamsport, from which place his supplies of ammunition, &c., were supposed to come, and being in a condition to
strike in any direction.
General Reynolds, believing that it was the best policy to fight the enemy
as soon as he could meet him, and prevent his sending off those immense quantities of supplies from Pennsylvania, and finding on the morning of the 1st of
July that Buford's cavalry were hard pressed, directed me to put the 1st corps
in motion to go to the assistance of Buford. He told me that he had already
ordered Wadsworth's division to go forward, and that it was already under way.
I think this was about half past seven o'clock in the morning. General Reynolds read his telegrams to me, showing where our troops were, and what they
were doing. He then sprang on his horse and rode forward to join Wadsworth's division, which had started, directing me to bring up the balance of the
corps and the batteries. Wadsworth's division had but one battery with it,
Hall's Maine battery.
I waited until I had drawn in my pickets, and put the other two divisions
and the batteries of the 1st corps in motion; I then heard rapid cannon firing,
showing that the cavalry were briskly engaged. I say "cavalry," for there
had not been time for Wadsworth's di¥ision of infantry to reach there. HearPart I--20
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ing this cannon firing I put spurs to my horse, and with my staff galloped in
advance of the last two divisions of infantry, and reached the ground just as the
'head of Wadsworth's division was going into action. I had previously sent
my adjutant general and an aid to General Reynolds for orders. There are two
roads leading into Gettysburg from the westward, the one from the northwest,
and the other from the southwest. It was on the road from the northwest that
the main force of the enemy were approaching.
To the west of Gettysburg is an eminence that we called Seminary 1·idge,
because there is a seminary situated on it, between the two roads referred to.
This ridge runs north and south, and is about a quarter of a mile to the west
of Gettysburg. About four hundred yards to the west of the first ridge there
is another, also running north and south. Nearly parallel to the road from the
northwest there is a railroad grading, part of it embankment and part of it deep
cut, passing through these ridges. General Reynolds simply said to me, "I
will defend this Cashtown road," or rather, "I will hold on to this road, and
you hold on to the other." 'rhese were the orders he sent to me. He established a brigade and a battery to hold the road which came from Cashtown,
placing his men under shelter of the most westerly of the ridges. Wadsworth's
division now going into action consisted of two brigades-one under General
Cutler, and the other, usually called the Iron brigade, under General Meredith-and one battery, called Hall's battery. General Reynolds took Cutler's
brigade and Hall's battery to hold his part of the line, and directed the other
brigade to be placed on a line with the first in a piece of woods which lay
between the two roads. These woods were already occupied by the enemy,
who opened fire upon us, killing General Reynolds almost at the first volley.
The Iron brigade charged with great gallantry ; rushed into the woods, and
on the left and somewhat on the right of the woods, and drove the enemy before them into a little ravine ealled WillougL by's run; there they captured a
large number of prisoners, with general officers. They formed on the high
ground on the other side of the run. 'l'his was being accomplished as I rode
up. I sent word to· them that this movement had carried them too far to the
front, and they must fall back on a line with Cutler's brigade. They had got
several hundred yards beyond that. I think some one else gave a similar
order-whether General Meredith or General Wadsworth I do not know.
r.rhey returned and took up a position in the woods and on the left of the
woods. In the mean time Cutler's brigade had been ordered back by General
Wadsworth. Its right flank had been turned and the battery attacked, and it
was ordered back to Seminary ridge, as I have stated, leaving the battery and
two regiments standing on the left of the battery. The right of the battery
was now uncovered. 'l'he enemy charged up the railroad grading and attacked
the right of the battery, killing, I think, all the horses and wounding all the
men at one piece-doing a great deal of damage. 'The battery was directed
by General Wadsworth to take up a new position, and finally was withdrawn
by way of the railroad grading-the captain of the battery said, by an aid of
General Wadsworth. He complained of this route, inasmuch as once on the
grading there was no getting off it for a long distance, and the enemy had
guns planted to enfilade it. He states that he finally reached Seminary ridge
and took shelter behind it, and was again ordered to the front by another aid
of General Wads worth; that he advanced towards the position indicated until
he found that the enemy held the ground he had been ordered to take, and that
if he went any further he would lose his battery ; he then returned. That
gives the history of the battery so far.
Cutler's brigade, as I have stated, fell back, with the exception of two regiments-the 14th Brooklyn and the 95th New York. When this condition of
affairs attracted my attention, I found the enemy massing themselves in front
of Cutler. I had kept one regiment, the 6th Wisconsin, as a reserve. I or-
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dered that regiment to attack on the flank of the enemy as he formed, if he
formed in front of Cutler. That regiment, under Lieutenant Colonel Dawes,
together with the 14th Brooklyn, under Colonel Fowler, and the 95th New
York, under Colonel Biddle, made a most gallant charge, and surrounded the
enemy, who had rushed into the railroad cut, and after a short but desperate
conflict we captured two rebel regiments, with their battle-flags. The remainder of the enemy retreated to their first position. I ordered the line of battle
to be resumed as it was originally. The enemy, to all appearance, were repulsed, and we were perfectly successful at this stage, having captured Brigadier General Archer and a large number of prisoners from his brigade, two
regiments, with their battle-flags, from Davis's rebel brigade, and driven the
enemy back so that their attack had become comparatively a feeble one. Shortly
after this the remaining divisions of the 1st corps, with the batteries, came up.
One of these divisions (Robinson's) I kept in reserve behind the Seminary. I
placed one brigade of the other division on the right, and one on the left, of
the woods; and General Howard arrived at GPttysburg about the same time
with the 11th corps. The most prominent successes of the day occurred before
he assumed command of the field. I now received information from General
lluford, in person, that the troops of the enemy with which we had been contending were A. P. Hill's corps, numbering altogether, I suppose, some 30,000
or 35,000 men ; opposing them we had the 1st corps, numbering about 8,200
men.
General Buford now reported to me that the rebel General Ewell, with his
whole corps, was coming down from York on my right flank, making another
30,000. I sent word to General Howard, and requested him to keep Ewell
off of my flank, as I had as much as I could do to attend to A. P. Hill.
About the same time I received an order from General Howard to this effect :
'' 'rell Doubleday to fight on the left, and I will fight on the right." About
the same time he sent word to me that if forced back I must try and hold on
to the Seminary. These were all the orders I received from him during the
day that I remember. He also sent me word of Ewell's approach about the
same time that I informed him of it, and formed the 11th corps to keep Ewell
off. Ewell now made a junction with A. P. Hill's corps, so that Ewell's line
was northwest and east of me, and A. P. Hill's was nearly west. The men
on our side were in very fine spirits, and were elated to the highest degree.
One division that I had was composed almost entirely of Pennsylvanians. I
made short speeches to each regiment as it passed and went into action,' and the
men were full of enthusiasm.
I had assigned one brigade, under Colonel Stone, to quite an open position,
where they were shelled pretty severely. Colonel Stone remarked, as he took
the position, ''We have come to stay." This went quickly through his brigade,
the men adopting it as a watch word ; they all said, " We !~ave come to stay,"
and a very large portion of them never left that ground.
My attention was called to a wide and dangerous gap between the 11th and
1st corps, and I sent two regiments of Baxter's brigade, Robinson's division,
to fill it and keep the enemy out. After a short time I found that that force
was inadequate, and I then sent the remainder of the brigade. This left me
but one brigade in reserve. But I found that even that force was inadequate,
and with the greatest reluctance was compelled to send General Robinson and
the last brigade of my reserve to assist in holding the position, which was on
our extreme right. They held it successfully, capturing a large number of prisoners, estimated as high as a thousand, and taking several battle-flags from the
enemy. But the division of the 11th corps on our right fell back about half
past 2 o'clock. The time is given by General Wads worth in his report. I did
not look at the time myself. One of my generals-General Baxter-said that
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division fell back before the enemy's line of skirmishers. General \Vadsworth,
in his report, says they " partially" engaged the enemy.
The enemy entered into this interval and folded their lines right around my
right flank. I did not think I ought to retreat until General Howard gave the
order, as he was then the ranking officer on the field, and I held on until a
quarter before 4 o'clock, when the whole country was filled with the advancing
lines of the enemy, double lines, in some cases treble lines, with reserves of
batallions in mass. Our forces had fought with desperation, a portion of them
for nearly six hours. Regiments were reduced to mere squads. They had made
repeatedly the most heroic bayonet charges against overwhelming masses and
driven them back. It was not possible to remain a moment longer. I had
. given orders in the morning to throw up a little rough rail intrenchment, a feeble pile of rails, around the seminary, and behind this the remnants of my line
rallied. T~ey fought by the seminary until the artillery, ambulances, and everything had retired in safety. When they were overpowered and fell back, I
wanted to gain a little longer time, and I threw my personal guard of forty men
around and into the building, and then fought a whole brigade for twenty
minutes. In the onslaught upon us at this point, our artillery gained an enfilading fire on the front line of the enemy and swept it away. But the other
rebel lines came up and outflanked us on all sides, and when we fell back we
did so in fact between two lines of the enemy. I remained at the seminary
myself until I thought everything had been got off, and was among the last to
leave. I then rode through the streets of the town and rejoined my command.
I think the retreat would have been a very successful one, if it had not been
unfortunately the case that a portion of the (lth corps, which had held out
very well on the extreme right, had been surrounded and had fallen back at
the same time that my right flank fell back. These two bodies of men became
entangled in the streets of the town, and quite a number were captured. I lost
but one gun and two or three caisson bodies. The men behaved in the most heroic manner in falling back. They would retreat a hundred or a hundred and
fifty yards and then turn around and face the enemy again, fire upon them and
keep them off for a time ; then fall back another hundred yards, turn around and
make a further stand. They passed through the town quietly and calmly ; I
saw no running, no undue haste. We re-formed our lines about a mile and a
half from our first position, on an eminence called Cemetery hill, where the battle of the next day was fought.
During this time General Meade was at Taneytown, some ten or twelve miles
off, engaged in laying out a very long line of battle-! should judge ten miles
long at least-from rraneytown to Manchester, along Pipe creek. He seemed
to have determined that the battle should take place there. It is inexplicable
to me that he could hear the thunder of that battle all day without riding up to
see something in relation to it, as he could have come up in an hour. Had he
done so, there were two corps in our vicinity which he could have ordered to
our assistance. General Sickles did start for that purpose without orders,
though too late to be of service. There was no enemy in front of either of
those two corps, but Slocum refused to leave without orders from General
Meade, and I suppose he was right on strict military principles.
A.t the dose of the day an order arrived from General Meade displacing both
Howard and myself, placing me under the command of a junior officer, General
Newton; and placing G-eneral Howard under General Hancock, who was his
junior officer also. I thought this was done as a token of disapprobation at our
fighting at all that day. vVhen General Meade issued the order he was absent
from the field and knew but little of the battle. He never asked me a single
question in relation to the operations of that day.
Question. Had you received any orders from General Meade before this battle commenced., with regard to what you should do 1
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Answer. If any orders were received they are buried with General Reynolds;
his staff know of none. When we went into this battle we suppos.ed, as General
Reynolds was very high in General Meade's confidence, that it was understood
tllat the remainder of the army would come to our assistance. I think everything was left at loose ends, and there were no orders at all. I do not believe
that our forces actually engaged, belonging to the two corps, amounted to over
14,000 men. There was a reserve of 3,000 or 4,000 of the 11th corps which
did not join actively in the fight. It fired some shots from Cemetery hill, but
the most of them fell short into our own front line. Now, 14,000 men wen~
wholly inadequate to contend against two immense corps of the enemy,
amounting to 60,000 men. I do not mean that 60,000 of the enemy were in
the front line opposed to us, but that there were 60,000 including the reserves
of the two rebel corps, enabling them to bring up fresh troops continually to
attack us while our men were worn out.
'rhe long, feeble line of battle o~ Pipe creek, laid out by General Meade,
seemed to be chosen for defensive purposes, to cover Washington and Baltimore. It appears to me that the result of occupying that line would have been
that the enemy would simply have let us severely alone, and either have taken
Harrisburg or gone on ad irifinitum plundering the State of Pennsylvania.
Question. You have described the first day of the fight 1
Answer. Yes, sir. According to the reports rendered to me, we entered the
fight with 8,200 men in the 1st corps, and carne out with 2,450.
Question. Go on and describe the fight of the second day.
Answer. On the second day I was in command of a division stationed
behind Cemetery hill. Nothing remarkable occurred in which I was engaged
until towards sundown, when Sickles, who was pretty far advanced to the front,
was driven in, and a part of Hancock's force sent to help him was also thrown
back. I had been joined the night before by a Vermont brigade under General
Stannard, increasing my force to about 2,500 men.
I received orders on the evening of that day to bring up this force with all
haste to Hancock's assistance, who was suffering severely and being driven
back. My division was formed in several lines, I think five lines in all. Having arrived at the place, a charge was ordered. This was about dusk. General Newton issued orders that that charge should be Etopped. My front
line, however, kept on at the request of General Hancock, who happened to be
near them. He told them that he had lost four guns, and asked them to try
and retake them, as the enemy were retiring. This front line continued on their
charge and did not halt, but went in and regained Hancock's four guns which
he had lost, and captured two guns from the enemy, and brought in quite a number of prisoners. They apologized to me for not halting, and I accepted the
apology. We remained in that position for the remainder of the battle.
About 2 o'clock in the afternoon on the third day of the battle a tremendous
cannonade was opened on us from at least 125 guns. They had our exact range,
and the destruction was fearful. Horses were killed in every direction; I lost
two horses myself, and almost every officer lost one or more, and quite a large
number of caissons were blown up. I knew this was the prelude to a grand infantry charge, as artillery is generally massed in this way, to disorganize the
opposing command, f,,r the infantry to charge in the interval. I told my men
to shelter themselves in every way behind the rocks, or little elevations of ground,
while the artillery firing took place, and to spring to their feet and hold their
ground as soon as the charge came.
When the enemy finally charged, they came on in three lines, with additional
lines called, in military language, wings, the object of the wings being to prevent
the main force from being flanked. This charge was first directed towards my
lines, but seeing that they were quite strong, five lines deep, and well strength- .
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ened with rails, stones, and behind which the men lay, the enemy changed
his mind, and concluded to make the attack on the division of 2d corps, on my
right, where there were but two lines. He marched by his right flank, and
then marched to his front. In doing this, the wing apparently did not und~r
stand the movement, but kept straight on. The consequence was, that there
was a wide gap between the wing and the main charging force, which enabled
my men on the right, the brigade of General Stannard, to form immediately on
the flank of the charging column, while the enemy were subjected to an awful
fire of artillery in front. It is said some few of them laid their hands on our
guns. The prisoners state that what ruined them was Stannard's brigade on
their flank, as they found H impossible to contend with it in that position; and
they drew off all in a huddle to get away from it. I sent two regiments to charge
them in front at the same time. While this was going on the enemy were subjected to a terrific artillery fire at short range, and the result was that they retreated with frightful loss.
Some five minutes after the charge was broken up and they began to retreat,
a large number of batteries and regiments of infantry reported to me, as I sat
on horseback, for orders to repulse the attack. I posted them, with the approval of the corps commander, though they were a little too late to be of
essential service.
I would state that the wing of the enemy which got astray was also met by
part of Stannard's brigade, wh icl1 also formed on its flank, and it also retreated.
':rhus the day was won, and the country saved.
Question. That was the last day of the battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. In your judgment, which army suffered the most in those three
days' battles?
Answer. I think the enemy suffered far more than we did. We suffered
heavily the first day, on account of the overpowering army brought against us.
But the other days we were partially sheltered by stone barricades, &c., which
protected our men from musketry fire, whi~e the enemy advanced through the
open fields.
By the chairman :
Question. How far was General Meade from where the battle of the last day
was fought 1
Answer. The battle-field was very contracted, and he could not have been
very far from it.
·
Question. If I have understood you, from what you could learn, the plan and
intention of (ieneral Meade was not to fight the battle where it was fought 1
Answer. It would seem not; and yet the enemy was in General Reynolds's
immediate front. 'l'hey were t·~uee or four miles from Gettysburg on one side,
and we were three or four miles on the other. Under those circumstances it was
almost impossible to prevent a collision, unless one party or the other withdrew.
Question. Do you know whether there were any orders from General Meade
to retreat before this battle of the first day 1
Answer. I do not think there were when General Reynolds commenced the
fight. About the close of that day's fight I have no doubt such orders were
issued. I have alluded to a circular informing us that the enemy was marching
in heavy force on Gettysburg. It was of vital importance to know whether
we were to defend the place or give it up. But we got no orders, although the
enemy were marching on the town, and something had to be done immediately.
Question. Did you know that General Reynolds and General Sickles had an
order to retreat just before that battle commenced ?
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Answer. I do not know that General Reynolds had such an order. He was
a man who always obeyed orders literally.
Question. You do not know whether General Sickles had such an order 1
Answer. I do not.
,
QueEtion. Which army outnumbered the other 1
Answer. He thought the enemy had 90,000 men, while we bad but 70,000.
That is the best information I could gather.
Question. Did you have to assist you in that battle the troops stationed in
&nd around Baltimore under General Schenck?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Can you tell why, after that fight, General Howard and yourself
were removed from your command 1
Answer. I was removed from the command of the 1st corps. General Howard was not removed from command of his corps, but was directed to obey
General Hancock, who was his junior, after the :first day of the fight.
Question. Why was that 1
Answer. I think General Meade thought a couple of scapegoats were necessary; in case the next day's battle turned out unfavorably, he wished to mark '
his disapprobation of the first day's fight. General Meade is in the habit of
violating the organic law of the army to place his personal fi·iends in power.
r.I'here has always been a great deal of favoritism in the army of the Potomac.
No man who is an anti-slavery man or an anti-McClellan man can expect decent treatment in that army as at present constituted.
Question. Has that, in your judgment, led to great disasters, from time to
time, in the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. Yes, I think it has.
Question. You speak of political favoritism. Explain what you mean by
that.
Answer. I think there have been pro-slavery cliques controlling that army,
composed of men who, in my opinion, would not have been unwilling to make
a compromise in favor of slavery, and who desired to have nobody put in
authority except those who agTeed with them on that subject.
Question. Do you believe that this feeling of rivalry and jealousy, that seems
to have actuated the high corps commanders of that army, has been detrimental
to the public service, and led to checks and defeats 1
Answer. Undoubtedly. I cannot but think that there has been an indifference, to say the least, on the part of certain officers, to the success of our
army. I do not believe that General Pope received all the co-operation he was
entitled to; and I do not believe that General Burnside received it.
Question. Can you give any reason why, after you had whipped the enemy,
and they finally retreated, they were not followed up vigorously 1
Answer. I have no idea why they were not pursued. I believe the 6th corps
bad not been Yery actively engaged--at least not 80 much as the other corps.
rl'hey were comparatively fresh, and could have been thrown upon the enemy.
By l\1r. Chandler:
Question. After the repulse of the enemy, were our troops so much exhausted
by the three days' fighting, that it was impossible for them to follow up the
enemy vigorously 1
Answer. I think not; our troops for two days had been lying down a great
deal in a defensive position.
By the chairman:
Question. Could our troops have been as much fatigued after the fight as
the troops of the enemy 1
Answer. No, sir; I think the enemy must have been the most fatigued, as
they made the attack.
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Question. Were you down at Williamsport, or near there, where the enemy
effected a recrossing of the Potomac 1
Answer. I was not. I left the army on the 7th of ·July.
Question. You have heard that a council of war was held down there 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you know how they voted 1
Answer. I have heard partially how the vote was. I am not sure as to the
vote of every member.
Question. Can you give any reason, satisfactory to yourself, why that ' council
came to the conclusion that it was not best to attack the enemy before they recrossed the river 1
Answer. I can give no reason; it is perfectly absurd to suppose that the
enemy would choose a position on the bank of a deep river for the purpose of
fighting us. You would as soon expect a man to place his back to a precipice,
and then engage in a life and death struggle with another.
Question. Have you any doubt that, after the enemy got to the river, and
were unable to cross on account of the water being so high, it was in the power
of our army to have conquered them 1
Answer. I have no doubt; not a particle.
Question. You know the march General Lee had been compelled to make;
the distance he was from his base of supplies, and the amount of ammunition
he must have spent in such a battle as you bad witnessed there 1
Answer. I think he must have almost completely exhausted his ammunition.
Question. I was going to ask whether, as a military man, you would not
come to the conclusion that, after the battle, the enemy must have been very
destitute of ammnnition 1
Answer. l · u ;~·l'i J should.
Question. You left the army on the 7th of July 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Where were you then 1
Answer. I was on the battle-field of Gettysburg.
Question. So that you know nothing personally of what occurred after that 1
Answer. I do not.

Testimony qf General A. P. Howe.
WASHINGTON,

March 3, 1864.

General A. P. HowE sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
rsee testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
Question. General Meade succeeded General Hooker in the command of the
army of the Potomac.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Go on and state the operations of the army under his command,
particularly the battle at Gettysburg; how it was brought on, and all about it,
so far as you know.
Answer. We continued our movement until the 6th corps reached Manchester.
We reached there the last day of June, I think. We remained there one night,
and the next evening about 8 o'clock, I think, we received orders to move on
Gettysburg. 'I'he other corps had been moving on our left and rear as we
reached Manchester. From my own knowledge, I cannot tell what positions
the other corps had, only as given in the reports. The evening that we received
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orders to move on Gettysburg, news came that General Reynolds, who commanded the 1st corps, had met the rebels in considerable force, had had a fight.
with them, and been killed. General Newton was sent for by General Meade to
take command of the 1st corps, because it was said the officer left in command
was wounded, or was not satisfactory, or something of that kind.
We moved on Gettysburg, my division in the rear of the 6th corps. I left
Manchester between 12 and 1 o'clock on the morning of the 2d of July, and
, reached Gettysburg about 4 o'clock p.m. on the 2d of July. We were then
being threatened with an attack, as I understood, and with but a short halt the
6th corps was ordered up to support the 5th corps. We moved up and found
not a heavy fight going on, but pretty spirited.
After the fight was over, it soon was dark. The 6th corps had stood upon the
ground. I do not think they had fired a shot; there was no occasion for them
to do so, for the position was a strong one, and the troops that were there had
not given way at all that we could see. The 6th corps, of course, was pretty
well jaded, for it had made a long march. Night was coming on, and it was very
evident that there would be no more fighting that day. I said to General
Sedgwick, "We ought to let our men have the best chance to rest that they can
get right off; we are not likely to be called on to fight to-night; let us give the
men a chance to get some coffee, and rest all they can, for there will be something done to-morrow undoubtedly." He remarked to me, "It is a little early
yet ; they are discussing whether we shall stay here, or move back to Westminster." That is twenty-one or twenty-two miles. I said, "It is some distance back there." Said he, " Can we move back 1" I replied, "Yes, if it is
necessary; we have just come over the road, and we know it. The men are
worn; but if it is necessary, the 6th corps can go back, after resting two or
three hours." General Sedgwick gave me to understand that our army would
probably move back to Westminster.
Question. This was the night after General Sickles was wounded 1
Answer. Yes, sir, this was the second day of the fight, the 2d of July.
Question. Who was in that council discussing the question of retreating 1
Answer. I do not know. What I heard I had from General Sedgwick. He
said, "I think we are going to move back." The impression he gave me
was, that General Meade had the question under consideration. General
Sedgwick said, "The question of falling back was then being considered." And
the impression given to me was that we should move back to Westminster.
Soon after, however, it seemed to be decided that we were to remain there.
Question. Go on and state all about the fight there, so far as you know.
Answer. As I have said, the 6th corps got up the latter part of the second
day of the fight. 'I'he next day all the troops of our army were there.
Nothing was done until the beginning of the afternoon, when the enemy opened
with artillery, and we replied. The first fire was heavy all around, and was of
such a character that I took out my watch and looked at it to see what time it was,
and how long the fire would continue. I believed, at the time, that the position
we were in was so strong that there was no possibility of the enemy dislodging
us from it. This artillery fire, as I timed it, was kept up for a little over an
hour and forty-five minutes; and I have never heard a more furious cannonading·, nor one where there was a greater expenditure of ammunition on both
sides. The result of the day was that the enemy met with no success. 'I'hP,y
did not drive us from the position.
Question. After the artillery ceased, did the enemy make an infantry chm·ge 1
Answer. Yes, sir; there was an attack with infantry, but it was repulsed.
'rhe enemy gained no success in advancing, and, of course, lost heavily in
their attack. The attack was characteristic of rebel attacks. I have always
found that their best fight is at first; and if any change is made which requires
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a dumge in their order of attack after it is commenceil, they go down in
efficiency 50 per cent. at once. My experience has been that they are easily
demoralized if any new state of affairs arises after their first attack. This
attack was of the same character. 1.'hey opened with the best they had at first,
and kept up this violent cannonading for a long time, and then made their infantry attack, but did not succeed. It appeared to me that they were staking
largely upon gaining their point, and that if they failed they would be correspondingly depressed and dispirited. I inferred that from the impression I
had of their way of fighting-, and when, on the 3d, they gave up the contest, I
considerea them badly whipped, becanse they had tried in an unusually
spirited manner to succeed, and had failed.
But I did not consider that the fighting on our side was such as taxed us
to the utmost, because our position was naturally a very strong one; and, as
it seemed to me, a large portion of the strength of our army was not brought to
bear. Our position mainly did the work for us. 1.'he enemy worked at great
disadvantage. I was under the impression at the time, and have been ever
since, that General Lee made a mistake there, for he evidently thought he
could carry the place very much easier than the result proved; and after the
fight of the 3d of July, I considered that our army had plenty of fight in it,
if I may so express myself. Our army was not badly cut up ; we had had
quite a number of disabled men, to be sure, but it was an orderly fight. We
were in a position where there was no straggling and demoralization; we had
some pretty sharp cuts from that cannonading, but it was the most orderly fight
I have ever been in, growing out of the position. In a military point of view
it was not much of a battle; it was a very ordinary affair as a battle, In its
results it was immensely important, for it checked the rebel advance upon vital
points; but as a military operation on our side, no particular credit can attach
to it. There was no great generalship displayed; there was no manreuvring,
no combinations.
Question. Such a fight was not calculated to fatigue our men like some
other fights 1
Answer. No, sir; it was an orderly, economical fight on our side, although we
lost pretty heavily. In other words, when the fight was over our troops were
by no means exhausted, but they were comparatively fresh.
Question. Can you, as a military man, tell us why, when the enemy had retreated, dispirited as yon say they were, our army did not follow them up vigorously 1 Yon say that our troops were not jaded; that a large portion of our
forces had not been engaged at all. Then why were not the enemy followed
up vigorously 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question. It is like a great many other questions that have been asked me, which I cannot answer. I can see no reason
why we did not follow them more vigorously than was done. 'l'his action was
on the 3d of July. On the 4th of July it seemed evident enough that the
enemy were retreating. How far they were gone we could not see from the
front. We could see but a comparatively small force from the position where
I was. On Sunday the 5th and 6th corps moved in pursuit. As we moved, a
small rear guard of the enemy retreated. We followed them, with this small
1·ear guard of the enemy before us, up to Fairfield, in a gorge of the mountains.
There we again waited for them to go on. There seemed to be no disposition to
push this rear guard when we got up to Fairfield. A. lieutenant from the enemy
came into our lines and gave himself up. He was a northern Union man, in
service in one of the Georgia regiments, and, without being asked, he unhesitatingly told me, when I met him as he was being brought in, that he belonged
to the artillery of the rear guard of the enemy, and that they had but two
~l'Ounds of ammunition with the rear guard. But we waited there without re-
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ce1vmg any orders to attack. It was a place where, as I informed General
Sedgwick, we could easily attack the enerriy with advantage. But no movement
was made by us until the enemy went away. 'rhen one brigade of my division
with some cavalry was sent to follow on after them, while the remainder of the
6th corps moved to the left. We moved on through Boonsboro', and passed up
on the pike road leading to Hagerstown. After passing Boonsboro' it became
my turn to lead the 6th corps. That day, before we started, General Sedgwick
ordered me to move on and take up the best position I could over a little stream
on the Frederick side of Funkstown. As I moved on it was suggested to me
by him to move carefully. "Don't come into contact with the enemy; .we don't
want to bring on a general engagement." It seemed to be the general impression that it was not desired to bring on a general engagement. I moved on
until we came near Funkstown. General Buford was along that way with his
cavalry. I had passed over the stream refened to and found a strong position,
which I concluded to take and wait for the 6th corps to come up. In the mean
time General Buford, who was in front, came back to me and said, "I am pretty
hardly engaged here; I have used a great deal of my ammunition; it is a strong
place in front; it is an excellent position." It was a little further out than I
wa~-nearer Funkstown. He said, " I have used a great deal of my ammunition, and I ought to go to the right ; suppose you move up there, or send up a
brigade, or even a part of one, and hold that position." Said I, " I will do so
at once if I can just communicate with General Sedgwick; I am ordered to take
up a position over here and hold it, and the intimation conveyed to me was
that they did not want to get into a general engagement; I will send for General Sedgwick and ask permission to hold that position and relieve you.'' I
accordingly sent a staff officer to General Sedgwick with a request that I might
go up at once and assist General Buford, stating that he had a strong position
but his ammunition was giving out. General Buford remained with me until I
should get an answer. The answer was, "No, we do not want to bring on a
general engagement." "Well," said I, "Buford, what can I do 1" He said,
" 'I'bey expect me to go further to the right; my ammunition is pretty much out.
That position is a strong one, and we ought not to let it go." I sent down
again to General Sedgwick, stating the condition of General Buford, and that
he would have to leave unless he could get some assistance; that his position
was uot far in front, and that it seemed to me that we should hold it, and I
should . like to send some force up to picket it at least. After a time I got a
reply that if General Buford left I might occupy the position. General Buford
was still with me, and I said to him "If you go away from there I will have to
hold it." "'!.,hat's all right," said he, "I will go away." He did so, and I
moved right up. It was a pretty good position, where you could cove1· your
troops. Soon after relieving Buford we saw some Tebel infantry advancing. I
do not know whether they brought them from Hagerstown, or ti·om some other
place. They made three dashes, not in heavy force, upon our line to drive us
back. 'rhe troops that happened to be there on our line were what we considered in the army of the Potomac unusually good ones. They quietly repulsed the rebels twice, and the third time they came up they sent them flying
into Funkstown.
'
Yet there was no permission to move on and follow up the enemy. We remained there some time, until we had orders to move on and take a position a
mile or more nearer Hagerstown. As we moved up we saw the rebels had thrown
up some light :field-works, hurriedly thrown up, apparently to cover themselves
while they recrossed the river. I think we remained there three days, and the
third night, I think, after we got up into that position, it was said the rebels
recrossed the river.
Question. From your experience as a military man, had you not reason to
believe, after that terrible cannonading at Gettysburg, and the :fight there, and
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consi:deTing also the distance Lee's army was from its base of supplies, and the
great distance they had to carry their ammunition, that they must have very
nearly exhausted their supply of ammunition 1
.AnsweT. There can be no question about it; I think that it was. I said to
some officers, "I am more surprised than I have been at any time during this
war, that this force does not attack the enemy, or make some attempt to attack
him. We are morally certain that their ammunition is about out ; we ought to
know that from the cannonading at Gettysburg." I told them that I had timed
them at Gettysburg; that I knew from the rate and duration of artillery firing,
and from the transportation they had, they must have very nearly exhausted
their artillery ammunition, and the artillery officer we had captured from their
rear guard, whom I believe spoke truthfully, stated that there were only two
rounds of artillery ammunition left for the rear guard.
Question. Can you give us the course of reasoning that brought General
Meade and a majority of his corps commanders to the conclusion that, under
these circumstances, it was not best to att.11ck the enemy 1
.Answer. I was not in the council, and I could not presume to give you the
logic by which they arrived at that conclusion.
Question. Can you give any reason, satisfactory to yourself as a military man,
why you did not attack the enemy there 1
'
Answer. No, sir, I cannot; the reasons were all the other way, as it seemed
to me. Our forces had not been demoralized or dispirited by the orderly fight
at Gettysburg; they had had plenty to eat; they had ammunition; they had
not been hard marched from Gettysburg up there. In fact, I looked upon our
army at that time as in good fighting condition. We had lost some; but the
rebel army had lost much more than we had, and were, besides, demoralized and
dispirited by the retrograde movement they had made. General Neil, who was
in command of a brigade of my division that followed the retreat of the rebels
from ~...,airfield, when he came back and rejoined us, before we got up to Hagerstown, stated to me that " the mountains," to use his expression, "were full of
rebels who had fallen out and were going in every direction." Said he, "They
were so plenty that we would not stop and pick them up," showing the demoralizing, dispiriting effect upon the rebels of that retrograde movement. I expressed my astonishment that we should remain there without attacking, with
the river so high that the rebel army could not cross it, and were almost without ammunition, while our men were in good fighting trim, and the rebela dispirited and demoralized.
Question. Can you have any' doubt, under these circumstances, that a vigorous
assault by our army would have been fatal to that under Lee 1
Answer. That is only a matter of opinion.
Question. I know that; but it is your opinion, as a military man, that we
want .
.Answer. It is my opinion that, with a comparatively small fight, the rebels
would have been thrown into utter disorder, and could not have got across the
river.
Question . .And must have surrendered 1
Answer. They must have been captured or killed. I have never had any
doubt that if our force had attacked, it did not matter much how or in what
order, the morale was so much in our favor ; the supply of ammunition was so
full with us and so nearly exhausted with them, we should have overcome them
easily, if we had made anything like a formidable attack upon them. It is my
belief they would have caved right in; that was my impression. It was replied
to me by an officer, "Suppose they whip us here; wouldn't they go to vVashington 1 " I replied to him, ''This is as safe a place to fight as we could desire;
if they whip us, as is possible in the course of human events, we have only to
move back to South mountain, and this whole force of rebels cannot drive out
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of those passes one-fourth of the force we have; after they have whipped nt:,
what is left of them will be able to do but little mischief in Washington." But
I can see no reason why we should have been whipped there, when, as far as
I could judge, everything was in onr favor.
Question. If you were whipped anywhere it would endanger Washington, I
suppose. But was not that the bet<t place to have a fight 1
Answer. I thought so. I thought it was one of those opportunities that
occur but once in a long time.
Question. Cau you have great confidence in the ability of officers who counsel to forego such an opportunity ?
Answer. As an officer, I must say, as you ask me, that I lost my respect for
the judgment of the council which it is said voted not to attack.
Question. Was not such overcaution well calculated to weaken the confidence of the army in the ability and resolution of their officers ?
Answer. I am decidedly of the opinion that it was.
Question. You remained there until the enemy had recrossed the river, and
for some time afterwards. How long was it before you started to follow them
up 1
Answer. They crossed in the night. We found it out the next day, in the
morning; and that afternoon, if I remember rightly, the 6th corps moved back
on the pike towards South mountain and encamped. Then we crossed the
South mountain range and made a little circuitous move and came down to the
old crossing place at Berlin, I think it is. There we crossed with the army,
and moved along slowly until we reached different points. The 6th corps
moved up towards Manassas gap-not up to it, but towards it, as if going there.
When at a point some miles distant from the gap-I do not remember the name
of the place-we were ordered to move up towards Gaines's Crossroads, which
was a pretty long march. We started in the afternoon, and got up there quite
late at night. My impression was that we were not in the way to strike the
enemy, for they were on the other side of the mountains and well out of our
reach, except a rear guard. We remained there for a little time, when a rumor
was circulated abroad in the army from headquarters that the rebels had ingloriously fled from their camp and gone off, declining to give battle. Then we
moved down on to the Rappahannock again, near Warrenton.
Question. Did you pursue the enemy with vigor after they recrossed the
river 1
Answer. I cannot say how othe.r portions of the army moved ; but it seemed
to me that the 6th corps moved quite leisurely, except that march in the afternoon. Other than that, we went along very moderately, as it appeared to me,
waiting for the enemy to move off.
Question. You did not see any disposition to want to come up with them 1
Answer. No, sir. I did not see any exhibition of energy indicating that we
were in earnest pursuit, only that we were keeping along in that direction. I
had no idea we should strike them except in some little skirmishing party. The
movement was very like the movement we made when we were over there before, after the battle of Antietam. We were following along, but in a manner
that indicated to me no purpose or determination to compel the enemy to give
battle.
Question. You went on, and finally the enemy made a stand somewhere?
Answer. When it was announced that the enemy had ingloriously fled we
moved off to the Rappahannock, and they passed around further to the right.
We went up to the Rappahannock, near Warrenton. I cannot state the day
in July when we got there, and there we remained, the 6th corps on the right
of the army. We remained there quietly and undisturbed until in October, I
think, when we moved to Culpeper; afterwards our corps moved on to the Rapidan.
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On the l!""riday evening before we started back to Centreville, General :Meade
came out there with his staff, and was joined at Miller's Station by General
Sedgwick and his staff. They came out to the right, and wanted to look at the
state of the country around there. I said to them that Bald 'I'op mountain was
a point from which they could get a better view than from any other point about
there. There was a signal officer on the station there, and he was then reading
the signals of the rebels, the key to which he had got. · They rode up, and
looked about, and it seemed to me that the view was new to General Meade; it
was as if he was getting a first impression.
Question. What was the substance of the conversation-the observations
which led you to suppose that 1
Answer. I do not think I could remember exactly what he said; and I do not
think it would enlighten you much if I could remember his exact words; for, in
the army, among military men, there seems to be a kind of freemasonry, a peculiar language or manner of communicating ideas that you could not understand.
Question. State the impression you received from General Meade, and what
his opinions were then.
Answer. The impression that I got was, that he thought he could not go on;
that it was hardly worth while to make further inquiries then. I remember
that while standing there with General Meade, I said to him, " Well, I do not"
see, as our army is placed, and Lee stands here, that there is more than one
thing that he can do to his profit." For we had good fighting places, plenty of
them, from the Rappahannock up, strong positions into which our army could
be thrown, and get great advantage over an opposing force. I knew that Lee
had been over that ground with his army, and had occupied it, and that there
were persons there who could tell him all that it was necessary for him to know.
I spoke to General Meade from what I supposed must be General Lee's knowledge of the position. I said to General Meade, " I do not see but one thing
that Lee can do with advantage with his army; and that is, to throw himself
suddenly upon our rear." General Meade replied: " Oh ! he cannot do that;
he would not think of doing such a thing as that." I felt pleased that General
Meade was so confident that he could meet I.ee at what I considered was our
most vulnerable point. My impres!'lion at the time was, and had been, that Lee
would not undertake to attack us where we were, but must make a movement
upon our rear. General Meade expressed himself with entire confidence that
that could not be done. And I inferred from what he said that there need be
no anxiety about ottr position, and the only question was about what we could
do in getting ahead. Some remarks were made about the comparative strength
of the two armies. I did not at that time know accurately what our strength
was ; and having tried to estimate it, from all the information I could gather, his
statements about our strength made a strong impression upon me, so that I
remembered it.
Question. What was the strength of our army 1
Answer. General Meade remarked that our strength was 7 4,000 men, and of
that number he :::;aid that 68,000 were armed, and in a condition to light. Then
he spoke of the strength of Lee's army. He run over data that he had obtained
from divers and sundry sources, and made out that Lee could not have more
than 45,000 men. He referred to the different corps and divisions of the rebel
army ; to the movements that had been made, with which he seemed to be
familiar. And, as I remember, he stated that Lee's army could not be over
45,000 men; showing that we had such a preponderance of force that with anything like a fair ordinary chance we could have our own way. That was on
Friday. The next afternoon, on towards the latter part of it, movements were
being made on the Madison Court House way by the enemy, which we could discover from Bald Top mountain, indicating that the enemy were moving around
to our right. And well on towards evening sharp £ring was heard at James
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City on my right, where our cavalry had been. I was told that a division of
the 3d corps had been sent up to support the 0avalry. The firing was of such
a character that I felt confident that the enemy was coming there in much
stronger force than we were ready to meet. 'I'hat evening I had orders to mo-ve
back to Culpeper Court House as soon as night came on, which I did. I moved
through the town of Culpeper, and got over there about 12 or 1 o'clock at night.
Soon after I received orders to move to Rappahannock Station at 3 o'clock a.m.
I was led to believe, in falling back from the Rapidan, that we were going to
fight the enemy at Culpeper; but when the order came for us to fall back
still further, I was at a loss to tell what was meant. We moved back the next
day, Sunday, to Rappahannock Station. The whole army was moving that way,
and we crossed over the Rappahannock. 'I'he next day we recrossed the Rappahannock. I had the order of battle, and may have it now; it was shown to
me to read. General Meade gave the order for the 6th corps, and, I think, the
2d corps, to cross the Rappahannock and move up to Brandy Station. 'I'his
was on Monday. This order stated that we were going to meet the enemy over
there, and that we would be re-enforced to the whole strength of the army if
necessary to check the enemy. We moved up to Brandy Station in the afternoon of Monday. Some picket force that was there fell back in a body, and we
did not come into collision with the enemy. About 9 o'clock that night the
provost marshal of my division brought in to me a civilian living near there.
Before he brought him in he said to me, "This man knows the movements
going on around here, but he does not exactly want to tell ; he knows what
rebels have been here, and what way they ha-ve gone." I told him that I would
make some little arrangements to suit the condition of things, and that I wanted
to draw out of that man by some means what was the amount of the rebel force
he had seen, and which way it bad gone. I saw the man, and so addressed
myself to him that he thought it better to state everything be knew about it.
He told me what movements the rebels had made; that they were all up above
Sulphur Spring, at the crossing of the river there; that the last of the cavalry
had left Brandy Station at 11 o'clock that day, and had gone up to our right,
where the main body of Lee's army was. I sent this man to General Sedgwick,
and I believe he sent him to General Meade. From the circumstances under
which he made his statements, and from the corroborative evidence that we had
there, I had no doubt that the rebel army was on our right. rl'hat night about
10 or 11 o'clock we were again ordered to fall back, my division, with General
Buford's cavalry, being directed to cover the movement. We started about 12
o'clock, I think, and got back to Rappahannock Station about daybreak. When
we got there I found the engineers making arrangements to burn the railroad
bridge there and blow it up, though there was good fording there, and the
river could be easily crossed. That was the first intimation I received that we
were going to fall back still further. The evidence was conclusive to me that
we were not going to fight there, but that we were going still further back.
The next day we moved back on the railroad to 'N arrenton Junction. When
we left Rappahannock Station to go back there, knowing where the rebel army
had been the day before, I felt certain that we should have a fight at Warrenton
Junction, if not before. General Lee was in a position where he could deliver
a blow upon us-certainly at the Junction, if not before we arrived there.
When the 6th corps got back to the Junction there were two or three other
<;orps assembled there. But there were no indications of the enemy at all; no
skirmishing on our left, to indicate that the enemy were near. In the ~fternoon; ·
quite late, we started on again.
It was evident to me then that General Lee did not intend to fight. He had
Warrenton heights, a strong position, at his back, from which he could attack
us on the flank. 'l'he position and the distance was in his favor, so that be could
have compelled us to fight if he had desired. And when he did not deliver
battle, or offer to fight, it became clear to me that he intended to merely harass
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our rear, and, with only two-thirds of the force we had, follow our rear smartly
as if he was driving us before him.
We continued to fall back until the body of the army reached Centreville
and the Chantilly road. There was no attack by the enemy, except on our
rear at Bristow Station. They attacked Warren's flank as he was moving along
in the rear, but there was evidently no intention on the part of Lee to encounter
our army, for I believe he was so well posted in regard to our strength that he
did not wish it. All he apparently desired to do was to make movements of a
threatening character in order to cause us to make movements that would be
greatly to our disadvantage.
Question. It did not require a very threatening attitude on his part, it seems,
to drive you 1
Answer. Not. at all.
Question. Were many military stores destroyed in your retreat 1
Answer. There was considerable loss, I believe. The bridge at Rappahannock
Station was blown up, which I considered a very important bridge to us. Its
destruction inflicted no injury on the enemy, for there was a good ford there by
which the enemy could cross the river.
Question. And what you did not tear up of the railroad the enemy tore up,
I suppose 1
Answer. When we came back to Centreville the enemy followed us up. They
were on the line of the railroad, and when they retired they tore it all up, of
course, so that we could not avail ourselves of it immediately.
Question. Was this retreat satisfactory to the army 1
Answer. I think not. My impression is that they felt mortified by it.
Question. Can the army have any confidence in its general who gives such
orders as those under the circumstances 1
Answer. I think the effect is not good.
Question. If you had not the best material for an army in God's world, it
would be a wonder that the army is not utterly demoralized, since its constant
business is retreating1
Answer. I think it is due to the good character of the material that the
army stands up as well as it does under these mortifying movements. It seems
to me, sometimes, that the men take a more intelligent and sensible view of
things than does the guiding intelligence of the army.
Question. Can you, as a military man, give any reason why you made such
a disastrous retreat before such inferior numbers 1 do you know any good
reason for it 1
Answer. No, sir, I do not. I can only judge from what took place. We
waited for a fight at Centr«wille and Chantilly, in the position we occupied;
we did not attempt to go beyond that.
'
Question. You say there were many strong positions where you could have
made a stand before you got to Centreville 1
Answer. I think our army might have fought the rebel army with success
without going back to Centreville.
Question. If you were so much superior in numbers · to the enemy, why did
you not become the assailing party when they had got outside their intrenchments 1 was there any good reason for it 1
Answer. I do not know of any good reason that can be given.
Question. If your object in leaving the Potomac and following up the rebel
army was not to fight them, why did you go out of your works here at all?
why follow up the enemy on their retreat, if, when they made a stand, you
were going to retreat yourselves?
Answer. I think that Centreville is a place where we could fight the enemy
at a great advantage. I understood when we went out to Culpeper that General Meade selected that as a battle-ground, if the enemy made any movement.
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Question. Did you not lose the whole season for campaigning by reason of
this causeless retreat 1
Answer. It caused ·the loss of valuable time.
LExamination suspended till to-morrow.]

WASHINGTON,

.ll1.arch 4, 1864.

General A. P. HowE. Examination resumed,
By the chairman:
Question. The last question I asked you yesterday, I believe, was, whether
by reason of this retreat of General Meade, this tearing up of bridges, &c.,
the fall campaign was very much impeded 1
Answer. rl'he retreat occurred near the close of a season of the year when it
was favorable for active operations. When we fell back the distance we did,
we gave the enemy full opportunity to destroy our means of railroad communication. When the railroad was in a condition to be used again, the season had
so far advanced that any active operations to any extent would by many be
thought to be bad economy. I know that there are borne persons who think
we can work in winter. I am a great deal of that opinion myself; but when
we took Rappahannock Station again, the season was so far advanced that active
operations to any extent, in a movement in advance, were out of the question,
unless it was determined to operate in the winter season.
Question. When you reached Rappahannock Station, you went into winter
quarters 1
·Answer. Yes, sir.
Quet:tion. While there, what transpired of a military cl1aracted
Answer. After the army moved from Centreville back to Warrenton, we
moved from Warrenton on the force of the enemy stationed in the works at
Rappahannock Station and captured them, and also captured some at the crossing below. The next day we moved over to Brandy Station, which is some
four or five miles from Rappahannock Station. The enemy showed but little
force, and gave way without any senous resistance. ~rhe army of the Potomac
occupied the position at Brandy Station until about the 24th of November, I
think, when orders were given for a forward movement. r_rhe weather changed
immediately upon the issuing of that order, and the movement was delayed
until the 26th, Thanksgiving day. r_rhe orders of movement required the 3d
and. 6th corps to move together, the 6th following the 3d. The 3d corps was
ordered to move early in the morning, and the two corps were to cross the
Rapidan at a designated point. Two other corps were ordered to cross the
Rapidan just below where we were to cross, and another corps was to cross a
little further below them, but near them, so that they were all to be in supporting distance.
In the movement of the 6th corps, on the morning of the 26th of November,
my division in its turn was to follow General Terry's division. I left camp
immediately behind him, and we moved a mile or so, when the leading division
of the 6th corps was stopped. We waited there well on to an hour, I think,
and the inquiry was ma<le, "What are we stopping· for 1" Men and officers
seemed surprised at a halt like that at the very commencement of the movement. In the course of the day, on the march, I met General Terry, whose
division was leading the 6th corps, and said to him, familiarly, "\Yhy were
you not up this morning1" or something like that. He replied that the delay
was not on his account; that when he came up to the 3d corps, General
Part I--21
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Birney's division of which was next preceding him, he went to see General
Birney, in order to ascertain why they were not moving; that General Birney
said he had not got his breakfast, remarking, "I never move unless I have
orders; I have no orders to move." We waited some time for the 3d corps to
move, and then resumed the march. The 3d and 6th corps crossed the Rapidan
that night, and the tith corps bivouacked that night on the south bank of the
river. It was nearly two o'clock when my division got across and got into
position, and another division of the 6th corps was following mine.
In the morning the 6th corps had orders to follow immediately behind the
3d corps; my division was to lead the 6th corps that day. My recollection is
that the 3d corps was to move by daylight. I did not see the written order,
but, as I understood it, the 3d corps was to move very early, and move up to
Robertson's tavern and connect with the 2d corps, which was at that point.
The distance from our position to Robertson's tavern was short; I think three
miles would cover it. I was delayed in the movement that morning-! cannot
say how long, but until officers and men were all out of patience, so far as I
could see-waiting for the 3d corps to st.art. I have no knowledge why there
was so long a delay there. After a time I was able to move on, and I followed
closely behind the 3d corps, or I kept behind the 3d corps, until about four or
five o'clock that afternoon, we making little or no progress during the day.
About that time I heard some firing in the front, and it began to warm up
a little. During this last halt or delay General Sedgwick had passed along to
the front. The position of the 3d corps, or that portion of it that I could see
having a brush with the enemy, was near at hand. I asked General Sedgwick
if I might bring my division into position, so that we might take part in the
affair if it was necessary. And I did so. General vVright's division, of the
6th corps, was following mine, and some of his troops came up. I got my
division into position, together with a portion of General Wright's division on
my left, which was sent to me. But we were not engaged. It became dark,
and the enemy seemed to draw off. Previous to this I heard that General
Meade had sent two or three times, urging the 3d corps to move up and join
the 2d corps. An officer was sent after night to communicate with General
Meade, who was in the direction of Robertson's tavern, or further to our left.
About eleven o'clock that night orders were received to be ready to move.
The understanding and reports then were that the 3d corps had got on the
wrong road, and were all out of place, and the whole thing had become disjointed in consequence. We were near the river, and but a little distance
from where the corps immediately on our left had crossed. r.rhe orders were to
move around to Robertson's tavern by going to the left, leaving the road we
were upon. About twelve o'clock that night the 6th corps moved to the left,
and came around to near Robertson's tavern. We got there and connected
with the 2d corps about daylight on Saturday morning, the 28th of November.
Soon after getting there I was told that General Warren, who was in command
of the 2d corps, had sent word to General Meade that there was no enemy in
his front. .At all events, the 6th corps was ordered to move on.
r.rhis Robertson's tavern is on one of the two roads known as the plank road
and the pike road from Orange Court House to Fredericksburg. r:rhey run for
some distance nearly parallel to each other, and are good roads for men and
carriages. When we moved on Saturday Ill{)rning we moved on the road nearest
the river ; we moved on a mile or so, and found that the enemy had occupied
some small field-works that had been hastily thrown up, but that they had
fallen back. We moved on until we came up near Mine run. r.rhe 6th
corps was then on the right of the line and on our right of the road nearest the
river. rrhere we found that the enemy had another position behind Mine run,
I may say on the other side of Mine run. We there halted and got into line
of battle, taking up a position on this side of Mine run. My division was
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then on the right of the 6th corps, and the 6th corps was on the right of the
army, as we stretched across those two roads. I judged, from the general position of things, that the enemy were holding those two roads, with the best
selection of ground that they could get, to stop our advance on Orange Court
House. As I have said, it was Saturday morning that we got up there.
That part of the enemy's left which was opposed to the 6th corps was quickly
looked at by most of the ranking officers of the 6th corps, and of course they
discussed it among themselves, and formed their opinion as to the practicability
of carrying the position. I did not know what strength the enemy had on our
left, covering the other road, but from the character of the country I supposed
it was about the same natural strength that he had opposed to us. Nothing was
done that day excepting this inspection of their position.
On Sunday morning, I think not very early in the morning, but some time
in the forenoon, I was given to understand that there was going to be an attack.
I was up to the front of the 6th corps, and General Sedgwick and General Wright
were there, and we were looking at the ground. I do not know who, but some
one suggested that they would like to have General Meade look at the ground.
there. He was sent for and asked if he would take a look at the position in
front. Soon after he came up, and he, General Sedgwick, General Wright, and
myself, went down towards Mine run, where we could view the entire ground,,
the nature of the enemy's defences, and the strength they had. I cannot remember the conversation that was had, but the impression I got .was that we ·
were not to attack the enemy there.
Question. You derived that impression from the conversation of the command~
ing general?
Answer. Yes, sir; as I said yesterday, there is with officers of the army who .
know each other, and have served together, a sort of instinct and intuition by
which they know one another's views by means of a very few words or. suggestions. The remark was made by General Meade, I think, "This is another
Gettysburg," or" We have got another Gettysburg in front of us." The im- pression with me was that we were not going to attack at all.
Question. If you were not going to attack, what was the object of that advance of the whole army out there 1
Answer. That involves the animus and intentions of the commanding general, .
which I cannot answer. I can only give my impressions.
Question. That was an advance of the whole army of the Potomac 1
Answer. Yes, sir; -rre were all up there.
Question. How far were you from your former position at Brandy Station?
Answer. I reckon 11. was some eight or ten miles from where we crossed.
Question. For how many days did you take rations with you on that march 1f
Answer. I think we had eight days' rations.
Question. Did you not learn from the commanding general what was the
object of this movement-what he expected to accomplish by it 1
Answer. No, sir; there was nothing in his orders that I saw that indicated it.
Question. You found the enemy in force on one side of Mine run, while our ·
army was on the other side 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the character of their defences there, as you judged~
from seeing them 1 You called the commanding general to look.at them. Did
they appear to be formidable 1
Answer. To look at the positions, and what the rebels had done to strengthen,
them, at a glance they appeared to be pretty strong; but, as I have said, the
6th corps held the right of our army, and we were opposed to the rebel left ..
Upon a little examination I considered the position was not a .strong one, forafter this inspection was had in the morning with General Meade-when I received the impression that there was to be no attack-! went around towards
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the enemy's left. Mine run bends to the enemy's left from where their left
tested. I went around that day and looked at their left very carefully; for, at
the time we were looking at them in our front, I was fully of the belief that their
left was weak and could be carried beyond question; but after I went around there
and examined it, I was confirmed in my opinon; I saw that there was nothing
to arrest us if we attacked their left. I communicated with General Wright,
and told him what my ideas were; that I thought the enemy's position could
easily be carried from that point; that the ground was favorable to us, and
that great advantages were offered by a wood that was near at band, where we ·
could cover our troops until we were ready to strike the blow; that we could
carry the position by surprise by a dash, and I made an appointment with him
to go and look at it. But he did not come at the time, and we did not go out
there together; but he went afterwards in the day and looked at the position
for himself. In the evening he sent for me to come to his headquarters, saying
that he had looked at the ground. I went there, and was told that be had gone
to General Sedgwick's headquarters, and that they wanted me to go up there.
I went up there and found General Sedgwick, General Sykes-who commanded
the 5th corps-and General Wright there. General Wright said to me, "I went
around and looked at the point to which you referred." I do not remember
now the exact expression he used, but the substance of it was that he thought
as favorably of an attack there as I did.
When I got to General Sedgwick's headquarters and met these officers there,
it seemed to be the purpose to have a consultation as to what could be done on
our right, and inquiries were made as to what examination General Wright and
myself had made there. General Sedgwick and General Sykes had not been
around there. Some considerable inquiries were made as to the features of the
ground, and the practicability of an attack there. I told them what my opinion
was about it, and said that I thought an attack there would be quite certain to
be successful. After discussing the matter for some time, General Sedgwick
said, I think, that he would take the opinions of those of us there. Being the
junior officer there, I was first asked by General Sedgwick, officially and formally, what my opinion was as to the practicability of an attack there, and the
possibility of our carrying the enemy's left. I had before that said to General
Wright that I could, in my opinion, carry the enemy's left with my division, if
they would let me go up there and take position in those woods, so that I could
strike them suddenly. But in answer to General Sedgwick's inquiry as to what
I thought about it-supposing that the 5th and 6th corps would go around there
together and take position iu those woods without being seen by the enemy,
which could easily be done-I at once answered that in my judgment the 5th
and 6th corps in that position would carry the enemy's left and take possession
of what seemed to be considered by all as the key-point of their left, in twentyfive minutes from the word go.
Then came in one of those unofficial expressions which are peculiar among
officers, and seem to influence judgments and opinions. General Sedgwick said,
''I am glad that you are so confident." 'rhat remark, I may say, was unimportant except to those of us who were there and knew what such things mean in
these councils, when the senior officer gives his opinion upon a matter, and yet
it is in words but an acknowledgment of what another has said.
Question. The amount of it was that he considered you over-confident 7
Am;wer. It was more than that; it rather signified that it was not well,
officially, to record opinions that things can be done, unless those things were
wanted to be done. That was the impression from his remarks. General
\Vright was then asked what his opinion was. He said, "I do not know that
we can carry the position in twenty-five minutes, but I think we can in an
hour;" and General Sedgwick made no further inquiries. General Sykes had
not looked at the ground, and knew nothing about it.
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Question. Why did not the commanding general go and look at it himself;
was it a great way off1
.
Answer. No, sir; it was not a great way off. When he came up m the
morning we were looking to the front, the strong part of the enemy's line.
Question. Well, what you had disclosed to the general was so important that
if the conclusion you had arrived at had been acted upon, it would have had
an important bearing upon the campaign; why did he not view the ground himself, if he doubted your judgment about it 1
Answer. I can only give you the impression made upon me then, which was
similar to what it has been in a great many other cases.
Question. Well, give us that.
Answer. My impression is that there is a want of heart, of earnestness of purpose in the man who is in command. He loo~e~ at enoug? that was ~trong; but, as
I said to them then, that looks strong, and 1t JS strong m some pomts ; but there
are some weak points there, and it is at our discretion where we shall attack.
We can just as well attack a weak point as to attack here where it is strong; and
if there is a weak point the strength of the works is to be measured by that.
Now, I believe we could have carried the position if we bad attacked it in front,
and I so expressed myself to General Sedgwick. But, then, we had a much
better opportunity, and I looked upon the attack on the enemy's left as sure a
thing as any military movement could be. In the course of that evening, late
in the evening, the order was given for the 5th and 6th corps to move around
and take position nnder cover of those woods, and we did so ; and it was understood that at 8 o'clock on Monday morning we were to make the attack. We
bad made the movement around under cover of the night, and placed the men
where we could look right into the enemy's camp, which was at but a little distance from us. I had asked a number of citizens about this Mine run, what
was the characte~ of it, &c. I learned that it was but a small stream, with two
feet of water in some places, and in other places only eight inches of water; one
of those little mountain streams which it is not at all difficult for infantry to
cross. There seemed to be an entire confidence throughout my division that it
was an easy as well as a sure thing to carry the enemy's left. One of the
officers who commanded a brigade in my division, and who has been in the
service for some years-General Neil-said, ''I believe I can carry that with
my brigade." Another brigade commander in my division expressed this
opinion : "I believe there is one regiment in the Vermont brigade that can take
the key of that position," which was an opening that commanded the position.
They were under some little excitement, and were pretty sanguine. We had
got into a good position, where we could strike with success. The men were
fired up, and all seemed eager for the order to attack. Our artillery was
brought into position on the left of the two corps, an admirable position bt1th as
to its artillery effect and its favoring this movement on the £auk of the enemy.
We waited there some time after the hour appointed for the order to move, but
it did not come. I had met General Sedgwick just before 8 o'clock, when the
artillery was not yet in position, and I remember saying to him that attention should be called to the artillery in order that it should be on time; that if
we were to attack at 8 o'clock the artillery would want all the time that was
left in order to get ready; and that any movements they might make on the
left of our line would rather draw the enemy's attention from where we were
going to deliver our blow. At 8 o'clock, or about that time, our artillery opened
fire. They had fired but a few shots, when I was told that an ordn had come
from General ::M:eade suspending the attack. rrhe order was to suspend the
attack, but that we should begin it again in a few moments, or soon. But I
understood by it that we were not going to make any attack; the attack was
suspended, and it remained suspended.
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Question. Where was General Meade at this time 1
Answer. I do not know at what point he was ; I suppose he was near the
plank road.
Question. Within easy communication of you 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I judge so.
Question. Had he been informed of the advantageous position which you held
there?
Answer. He must have been. I think I understood the result ot the council
held at the headquarters of the 6th corps was made known to him about 11
o'clock the night before the 5th and 6th corps were ordered to move into this
position. I was told that General Meade had sent some 28,000 men around on
our left, where General Warren had informed him there was a tavorable place
to attack. I know that forces had been drawn from other corps to re-enforce
the left of our line. I heard afterwards that when the hour of attack came
General Warren had come to the conclusion that we could not succeed there.
There were a great many officers on our part of the line who were very much
excited that the movement should have been made to our left, and so much
interest had been got up about it, and then when the time came to make the
attack it should have been considered that we could not succeed. There were
a great many angry remarks made, for the men on our part of the line were all
out of temper at losing such an advantage as we had, because some one on
another part of the line thought they could not succeed where they were. I
will not say what opinions were expresseJ, for we were all a great deal excited.
We remained there until nightfall without making any attack, and were then
ordered to move back into the position which we had before occupied, where we
remained until we were ordered to recross the river. We recrossed the river without
any molestation. I refer to this becauE:te when we got to Robertson's tavern
my division came down on a road to the left of the plank road, which I had previously examined and found to be practicable, and by moving on it it would
avoid choking up the other roads; and I had asked to move on Robertson's
tavern that way. The whole army moved across the river, I believe, without
a shot being fired, which gave me the impression that., with their usual alertness
and readiness to obtain information, the enemy were by no means our equal in
strength, or they would not have allowed us to come away from there undisturbed.
In the engagement which we had had on the Friday before we came back we
took some prisoners, and, so far as I could learn, there seemed to be but one
idea prevailin6 among them, which was, "You are 25,000 men too strong for
us, and you have come over here to drive us into Richmond and then starve us
out." That seemed to be the prevailing idea with the rebel prisoners-that we
had the advantage of them by about 25,000 men, and they had got to go back
to Richmond and there do the best they could to subsist themselves.
When we got back, a large portion of our army that I came in contact with
were, to say the least of it, mortified at the unsuccessful movement we had
made.
Question. And that ended the campaign 1
Answer. 1'hen we went to Brandy Station, and there the army has remained
, since, with the exception of some little movements and expeditions.
Question. You say the army was mortified 1
Answer. Yes, sir, so far as I discovered their sentiments; that, however, is,
1perhaps, a mild term; there was more of a feeling of disgust that when we had
:a promising chance before us we should have turned our backs upon it and
, come away.
,
Question. 1,ell me, if you can, whether, after all you have stated here, the
. officers of that army with whom you are well acquainted retain confidence iu
,the ability of General Meade as the commander of that army 1
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Answer. I cannot answer that question without going somewhat into matters
which do not lie right on the surface.
Question. You can give your general impression from all you know. I ask
the question because it seems to me that these constant mortifications of missing
opportunities to do something would lead them to think that there was some
want of ability in the head of the army.
Answer. I do not know exactly how to answer that question. I may say
·that I think there are some officers of high rank in the army of the Potomac
who, if you asked them that question, would express themselves as having full
confidence in General Meade as the commander of that army.
Question. Is that class of officers composed of those whose hearts are really
in the vigorous prosecution of this war 1
Answer. It ::oeems to me that those officers have a sympathy with the policy
that has been heretofore pursued in the command of the army of the Potomac
while under General McClellan. I look upon our army upon the Peninsula as
having been unfortunate in the character and state of mind of its eommander at
t,hat time, and that policy has been transferred in a great degree to its present
commander, perhaps, as I am led to believe, from the connexion the present
command6r had with that one. There are certain sympathies, feelings, and
considerations of action which seem to govern now as they did then. And from
my experience of the army, the disposition of its commanding general, and the
view which he takes of the general state of things, has a very marked effect
upon some of thoPe who are immediately associated with him; and hence I say
that if some of those officers I speak of were asked the question they would say
that the present commander of the army of the Potomac is fully competent for
his position.
Question. Do you speak now of the corps commanders principally 1
Answer. Yes, sir, of those who affect the movements of the army, whose
views are taken when a council of war is called, which seem to be given as the
sentiment of the army.
Question. Take the other officers, commanders of divisions, brigadiers, and
the colonels and the other officers, do they retain full confidence in the ability
of the commanding general?
Answer. I do not think they have full confidence in the ability or state of
mind of General Meade. What I mean by that is the animus that directs the
movements of the army. They do not think therE:l is that heart, and energy,
and earnestness of purpose in the war to make every use of the means at his
command to injure the enemy and carry on the war successfully. I do not think
they have, I will not say confidence, but faith in him. They do not expect
from him what the crisi:; seems to call for. They believe that if he is attacked
he will do all he can to defend his position. But that he will act with zeal and
energy, or that his whole heart and soul are in the bringing all the means successfully to bear to break down the enemy, as far as I can judge, they do not
look for that; they do not expect it. As far as I can judge, a great many
officers think he can do Yery well in a defensive fight. If he was called upon to
guard the Potomac or Washington, he will make good marches to stop the
enemy; but that he will be active, zealous, energetic, in using his means to
strike successful offensive blows against the enemy, not at all; he is not the
man for that, at least. that is my impression.
Question. The same observation you apply to General Meade will apply to
the corps commanders you refer to, will it not 1
Answer. I think so. I do not know as it would be proper for me to state here
the terms we use in the army. However, we say there is too much copperheadism in it. This is so for different reasons: with some there is a desire to raise
up General McClellan ; with others there is a dislike to some of the measures of
the government; they do not like the way the negro question is handled. And,
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again, the impression is made upon my mind that there are some who have no
faith in this war, who have no heart in it; they will not do anything to commit
themselves; but there is a wide difference between doing your duty so as not
to commit yourself, and doing all that might reasonably be expected of you at
these times. I do not know as I can express myself better than saying that
there is copperheadism at the root of the matter.
Question. Do you mean that many of the high officers sympathize with those
politicians of the north who are called "peace men 1"
Answer. I am fully of that opinion. If I was asked to state the acts and
sayings of those officers, to any one who has not been connected with military
matters, and who has not caught the real meaning of expressions and manners
and all those little things, I might not, perhaps, be able to satisfy him of what
I mean, but I must say that it is roy opinion that there is too much sympathy
with men and measures in opposition to the principal measures of the government, and those who are in control of the government.
Qntstion. You think that politics are mixed up with military movements 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think there are outE~ide considerations which qualify the
efficiency and energy which we have a right to expect from officers in command.
'rhat is my opinion now, and it has been for some time.
Question. You have been under General Meade all the time he has been in
command. Do you know of any aggressive movement he has led against the
enemy at any time 1
Answer. An independent movement 1
Question. Yes, sir; where he has planned an expedition against the enemy
and undertaken to carry it out.
Answer. No, sir; I do not. The only time I have ever known General Meade
to be actively engaged was at Fredericksburg.
Question. That was when General Burnside was in command. I mean since
General Meade has been in command of the army of the Potomac.
Answer. No, sir; I do not, unless you consider the cutting the enemy's line
of march at Gettysburg was an aggressive movement.
Question. If I have understood it, the battle of Gettysburg was not a premeditated movement of General Meade; but it was brought on by the fact that
some of our corps were attacked there, and it 'v-as not until quite late in the
fight that it was really determined to fight a decisive battle there.
Answer. No, sir; I do nQt think that can be given as a direct aaswer to your
inqmry. That battle grew out of the necessity of the hour. 'The army of the
Potomac was moving to stop the march of the rebels. Our advance struck
them there, and the position being a good one our forces were brought up and
we accepted battle there.
Question. I want to ask you whether the rank and file of this army are not
more than ordinarily intellige-11t for private soldiers 1 I mean in their ability
to comprehend and understand things that are going on.
Answer. Before answering that question directly, I will say that I have been
22 years in the army; I graduated in 1841. I was in what was known as Twiggs's
division in the war with :Mexico, on General Scott's line, and before we left
Puebla to go into the valley of Mexico there was a great deal of pride and emulation between that division and another regular division commanded by General
Worth, as to which should become the most efficient, and I refer to the condition
of things at Puebla as showing perhaps the highest degree of efficiency in any
large division that we have had since I have been in the service.
And when I come to compare the personnel of this army, or that portion of
it with which I am familiar, the degree of efficiency which it is capable of rapidly
attaining, with anything I have before seen, I may say that I do not think the
old army can compare with this one. As I have said to several old officers whom
I have met here, thel'e is a degree of military efficiency and discipline in the
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division of the 6th corps which I have commanded, there is a skill and ability
to perform evolutions as a division, which has been rapidly acquired, that I have
never seen equalled at all in the best showing I have ever seen in the old army.
The character and intelligence of the men is markedly superior; they are men
of far more intelligence, and more 1·eadily acquire efficiency in military matters.
Question. Do not this intelligent rank and file of the army of the Potomac
appreciate somewhat the want of resolution in th~ir officers in leading them to
attack 1 In other words, do not they appreciate the advantages of a position
such as you had on the left of the enemy at Mine run, and are they not disappointed when they find themselves called upon suddenly to retreat from such a
position 1
Answer. I think they do appreciate them most unquestionably, and I think
the effect of those retrograde or abortive movements must be marked. And
except for the high character of the rank and file as men of intelligence and
ability to understand, I cannot account for the good morals of our army as it
stands at this day, in the face of the failures and disappointments and mortifications with which they have met.

Testimony

of

Major General George G. J.1!Ieade.

WASHINGTON, Marek 5, 1863.
Major General GEOROE G. MEADE sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am a major general of volunteers, commanding the army of the
Potomac.
Question. When were you invested with the command of that army 1
Answer. I think it was the 28th of June, 1863.
Question. Where was the army at that time 1
Answer. It was lying anmnd and near Frederick, Maryland.
Question. You super~eded General Hooker 1
Answer. I relieved General Hooker.
Question. Will you give a statement, in your own way, of the battle of Gettysburg, and the disposition of your troops there 1
Answer. When I assumed the command of the army of the Potomac, on the
morning of the 28th of June, it was mostly around Frederick, Maryland; some
portions of it, I think, were at that time at Middletown ; one or two corps
were the other side of a range of mountains between l!,rederick and Middletown. I had no information concerning the ex)emy beyond the fact that a large
force under General Lee, estimated at about 110,000 men, had passed through
Hagerstown, and had marched up the Cumberland valley; and through information derivecl from the public journals I had reason to believe that one corps of
the rebel army, under General Ewell, was occupying York and Carlisle, and
threatening the Susquehanna at Harrisburg and Columbia.
My predecessor, General Hooker, left the camp in a very few hours after Irelieved him. I received from him no intimation of any plan, or any views that
he may have had up to that moment. And I am not aware that he had any,
but was waiting for the exigencies of the occasion to govern him, just as I had
to be subsequently.
Under this existing state of affairs I determined, and so notified the generalin-chief, that I should move my army as promptly as possible on the main line
from Frederick to Harrisburg, extending my wings on both sides of that line
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as far as I could consistently with the safety and the rapid concentration of that
army, and should continue that movement until I either encountered the enemy,
or had reason to believe that the enemy was about to advance upon me; my
object being at all hazards to compel him to loose his hold on the Susquehanna
and meet me in battle at some point. It was my firn determination, never for
an instant deviated from, to give battle wherever and as soon as I could possibly find the enemy, modified, of course, by such general considerations as g.) vern every general officer-that when I came into his immediate neighborhood
some manreuvres might be made by me with a view to secure advantages on
my side in that battle, and not allow them to be secured by him.
On the morning of the 29th of June the army was put in motion. On the
night of the 30th, after the army had made two days' marches, I had become
satisfied, from information which I had received from different sources, that the
enemy was apprised of my movement; that he had relinquished his hold on
the Susquehanna; that he was concentrating his forces, and that I might expect
to come in contact with him in a very short time ; when and where, I could
not at that moment tell. Under those circumstances I instructed my engineers,
with such information as we had in our possession, from maps and from such
knowledge of the country as we could obtain from individuals, to look about
and select some general ground, having a general reference to the existing position of the army, by which, in case the enemy should advance on me across
the 80uth mountain, I might be able, by rapid movement of concentration, to
occupy this position and be prepared to give him battle upon my own terms.
With this view the general line of Pipe-clay creek, I think, was selected ; and
a preliminary order, notifying the corps commanders that such line might possibly be adopted, and directing them, in the event of my finding. it in my power
to take such a position, how they might move their corps and what their positions should be along this line. This order was issued, I think, on the night
of the 30th of June, possibly on the morning of the 1st of July, certainly before any positive information had reached me that the enemy had crossed the
mountain and were in conflict with any portion of my force.
On the 1st of July, my headquarters being at Taneytown, and having directed the advance of two corps the previous dar to Gettysburg, with the intention of occupying that place, about 1 or 2 o'clock in the day, I should think,
I received information that the advance of my army, under Major General
Reynolds, of the htt corps, on their reaching Getty8burg, had encountered the
enemy in force, and that the 1st and 11th corps were at that time engaged in
a contest with such portions of the enemy as were there. The moment I l'eceived this information I directed Major General Hancock, who was with me
at the time, to proceed without delay to the scene of the contest ; and, having
in view this preliminary order which I had issued to him, as well as to other
corps commanders, I directed him to make an examination of the ground in
the neighborhood of Gettysburg and to report to me, without loss of time, the
facilities and adYantages or disadvantages of that ground for receiving battle.
I furthermore instructed him that in case, upon his arrival at Gettysburg-a
place which I had never seen in my life, and had no more knowledge of than
you have now-he should find the position unsuitable and the advantages on
the side of the enemy, he should examine the ground critically as he went out
there and report to me the nearest position in the immediate neighborhood of
Gettysburg where a concentration of the army would be more advantageous
than at Gettysburg.
Early in the evening of July 1, I should suppose about 6 or 7 o'clock, I
received a report from General Hancock, I think in person, giving me such an
account of a position in the neighborhood of Gettysburg, which could be occupied
by my army, as caused me at once to determine to fight a battle at that point;
having reason to believe, from the account given to me of the operations of
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July 1, that the enemy were concentrating there. Therefore, without any reference to but entirely ignoring the preliminary order, which was a mere contingent one, and intended only to be executed under certain circumstances which
had not occurred, and therefore the order fell to the ground-the army was
ordered immediately to concentrate, and that night did concentrate, on the field
of Gettysburg, where the battle was eventually fought out.
I dwell particularly upon the point of this order, in consequence of its having been reported on the floor of the Senate that an order to retreat l1ad been
given by me. No order to retreat was at any time given by me. But, as I
have already stated, a preliminary order, a copy of which is herewith furnished,
[see copy appended to this deposition,] was issued by me before I was aware
that the enemy had crossed the mountain, and that there was any collision between the two forces. That preliminary order was intended as an order of
manreuvre, based upon contingencies which did not occur, and therefore the order
was not executed. Such an order was given, as I have already acknowledged.
On the next day, July 2, the army was got into position at Gettysburg.
Early in the morning it had been my intention, as soon as the Gth corps arrived
on the ground-it having a distance of nearly thirty-two miles to march-and
a preliminary order had been issued, to make a vigorous attack from our extreme right upon the enemy's left, the command of which was to be given to
Major General Slocum, who commanded the 12th corps on the right. The
attacking column was to be composed of the 12th, 5th, and 6th corps. Major
General Slocum, however, reported that the character of the ground in front
was unfavorable to making an attack; and the 6th corps, having so long a
distance to march, and leaving at nine o'clock at night, did not reach the scene
until about two o'clock in the afternoon. Under these circumstances I abandoned my intention to make an attack from my right, and, as soon as the 6th
corps arrived, I directed the 5th corps, then in reserve on the right, to move
over and be in reserve on the left. About three or half past three o'clock in
the afternoon-it having been reported to me about two o'clock that the 6th
corps had arrived-! proceeded from my headquarters, which were about the
centre of the line, and in rear of the cemetery, to the extreme left, in order to
see as to the posting of the :'5th corps, and also to inspect the position of the 3d
corps, about which I was in doubt.
I had sent instructions in the morning to General Sickles, commanding the
3d corps, ilirecting him to form his corps in line of battle on the left of the 2d
corps, commanded by General Hancock, and I had indicated to him in general
terms, that his right was to rest upon General Hancock's left; and his left was
to extend to the Round Top mountain, plainly visible, if it was practicable to
occupy it. During the morning I sent a staff officer to inquire of General
Sickles whether he was in position. The reply was returned to me that General Sickles said there was no position there. I then sent back to him my general instructions which had been previously given. A short time afterwards
General Sickles came to my headquarters, and I told him what my general
views were, and intimated that he was to occupy the position that I understood
General Hancock had put General Geary in the night previous. General Sickles
replied that General Geary had no position, as far as he could understand. He
then said to me that there was in the neighborhood of where his corps was some
very good ground for artillery, and that he should like to have some staff officer
of mine go out there and see as to the posting of artillery. He also asked me
whether he was not authorized to post his corps in such manner as, in his judgment, he should deem the most suitable . I answered General Sickles, " Certainly, within the limits of the general instructions I have given to you; any
ground within those limits you choose to occupy I leave to you." And I directed Brigadier General Hunt, my chief of artillery, to accompany General
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Sickles and examine and inspect such positions as General Sickles thought good
for artillery, and to give General Sickles the benefit of his judgment.
In consequence of these several messages to General Sickles, and this conversation with him, as soon as I heard that the 6th corps had arrived, and that
the 5th corps was moving over to the left, I went out to the left for the purpose
of inspecting General Sickles's position, and to see about the posting of the
5th corps. When I arrived upon the ground, which I did a few minutes before
4 o'clock in the afternoon, I found that General Sickles had taken up a position
very much in advance of what it had been my intention that he should take; that
he had thrown forward his right flank, inetead of connecting with the left of General
Hancock, something like a half or three-quarters of a mile in front of General
Hancock, thus leaving a large gap between his right and General Hancock's
left, and that his left, instead of being near the Round 'Top mountain, was in
advance of the Round Top, and that his line, instead of being a prolongation of
General Hancock's line, as I expected it would be, made an angle of about 45
degrees with General Hancock's line. As soon as I got upon the ground I sent
for General Sickles and asked him to indicate to me his general position. When
he had done so I told him it was not the position I had expected him to take;
that he had advanced his line beyond the support of my army, and that I was
very fearful he would be attacked and would lose the artillery, which he bad
put so far in front, before I could support it, or that if I undertook to support it
I would have to abandon all the rest of the line which I had adopted-that is,
that I would have to fight the battle out there where he was. General Sickles
expressed regret that he should have occupied a position which did not meet
with my approval, and he very promptly said that he would withdraw his forces
to the line which I had intended him to take. You could see the ridge by
turning around which I had indicated to 'him. You could see the ridge, by
turning around, which I had intended him to take. But I told him I was fearful
that the enemy would not permit him to withdraw, and that there was no time
for any ftuther change or movement. And before I had finished that remark, or
that sentence, the enemy's batteries opened upon him and the action commenced.
Question. Before General Sickles had time .to retire his corps 1
Ans>ver. Yes, sir; while I was speaking to him. And the subsequent event:s
of that battle fully confirmed my judgment upon this occasion. ·The enemy
threw immense masses upon General Sickles's corps, which, advanced and isolated in this way, it was not in my power to support promptly. At the same
time that they threw these immense masses against General Sickles a heavy
column was thrown upon the Round Top mountain, which was the key-point
of my whole position. If they had succeeded in occupying that, it would have
prevented me from holding any of the ground which l subsequently held to the
last. Immediately upon the batteries opening I sent several staff officers to
hurry up the column under Major General Sykes, of the !5th corps, then on its
way, and which I had expected would have reached there by that time. This
column advanced, reached the gTound in a short time, and, fortunately, General
Sykes was enabled, by throwing a strong force upon Round Top mountain,
where a most desperate and bloody struggle ensued, to drive the enemy from it
and secure our foothold upon that important position. In the mean time reenforcements were rapidly thrown from all parts of the line, eo that by the
time that General Sickles's corps, notwithstanding their gallantry and their stubborn resistance, was shattered and broken and driven into our lines, a reformation and a new line were made by the supports, and the enemy were repulsed
and driven back to their former position.
. I also make these remarks in extenso in consequence of my position and views
m reference to the position occupied by General Sickles not being fully comprehended by the public, and not being expatiated on in my report. It is not my
intention in these remarks to cast any censure upon General Sickles. I am of
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the opinion that General Sickles did what he thought was for the best; but I
differ~:;d with him in judgment. And I maintain that subsequent events proved
that my judgment was correct, and his judgment was wrong.
This terminated the contest of the second day. The enemy was repulsed,
and the line which I had intended originally General Sickles should form on
was finally occupied by our troops and held to the last of the battle.
During these operations upon the left flank, a division and two brigades of
the 12th corps, which held the right flank, were ordered over for the purpose of
re-enforcing the left. Only one brigade, however, arrived in time to take any
part in the action, the enemy having been repulsed before the rest of the force
came up. The absence of this large proportion of the 12th corps caused my
extreme right flank to be held by one single brigade of the 12th corps, commanded by General Greene. The enemy perceiving· this, made a vigorous attack upon General Greene, but were held at bay by him for some time, until
he was re-enforced by portions of the 1st and 11th corps, which were adjacent
to him, when he succeeded in repulsing them.
During the night that portion of the 12th corps which had been sent over to
the left was returned to its former position. On returning, however, they found
that the enemy had advanced and were occupying a portion of the line of breat~t
works which the 12th corps had constructed before they left. The next morning
at early daylight, the enemy having been re-enforced during the night, a spirited
contest commenced, and was continued until 10 or 11 o'clock in the morning, in
which nearly the whole of the 12th corps were engaged. It resulted in their
finally driving the enemy from the position be had occupied and securing the
line of the right flank as it was designed it should be.
About one o'clock in the day, as near as I can remember, the enemy opened
upon our lines, with, I should judge, about 125 guns, a severe cannonarle which
they kept up between one and two hours, and which was directed at my hift
and left centre; principally at my left centre. rrhe object of this was to demoralize my command by the severe :fire, the enemy hoping that they would be
enabled to drive us back from our lines, and to injure my artillery; and then
intending, as they subsequently did, to make a grand assault, which should se·
cure them the victory. This assault was made about 3 o'clock in the afternoon,
and was directed principally against that portion of the line commanded by Major General Hancock, on the left centre. After I became fully satisfied of the
object of the enemy's fire, I directed my n.rtillery to cease firing in order to
save their ammunition, and also with the view of making the enemy believe that
they had silenced our guns, and thus bring on their assault the sooner. It re·
sulted as I desired. As soon as we ceased our firing the enemy ceased firing,
and shortly afterwards they made their assault. rrhis assault, which wa;:; made
in three lines of battle, which were apparently over a mile and a half in extent
in front, was entirely and successfully repulsed, although the enemy bravely
and gallantly advanced until they came within the guns of our line of battle;
one of their generals, General Armistead, being wounded and captured inside of
my batteries. ~"l'bis assault was repulsed, and the enemy retired about five
o'clock.
As soon as the assault was repulsed, I went immediately to the extreme left
of my line, with the determination of advancing the left and making an assault
upon the enemy's lines. So soon as I arrived at the left I gave the necessary
orders for the pickets and skirmishers in front to be thrown forward to feel the
enemy, and for all preparations to be made for the assault. The great length
of the line, and the time required to carry these orders out to the front, and the
movement subsequently made, before the report given to me of the condition of
the forces in the front and left, caused it to be so late in the evening as to induce me to abandon the assault which I had contemplated.
The next day, which was the 4th of ._T uly, it was reported to me from the
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extreme right tl1at th\3 enemy had disappeared from our front, but that he still
maintained his appearance on the left and the left centre. I immediately directed
General Slocum, in command of the right, to advance his corps and his skirmishers, and ascertain the position of the enemy. I likewise directed General Howard, in the centre, to push into Gettysburg·, to see whether the enemy still occupied that town. I found, from the reports of those officers, that the enemy had
retired fi.·om the circular position which they had occupied around us, and had
assumed a position about parallel to my left and left centre. It rained very
violently during portions of this day, so violently as to interrupt any very active operations if I had designed making them.
During the night of the 4th, the enemy, as I ascertained on the 5th, retired
through the Cashtown and Fairfield passes. So soon as I was positively satisfied, from the reports of my offieers, that the enemy had actually retired, I
directed General Sedgwiek, in command of the 6th corps, which corps had been
comparatively unengaged during the battle, and was in full force and strength,
to advance on the Fairfield road and pursue the enemy vigorously . .At the same
time I despatched a cavalry force to follow the retreating column on the Cashtown road, believing that the enemy was retiring into the Cumberland valley,
and not satisfied what his further movements would be, not being satisfied that
he was in full retreat for the Potomac, and not aware of what injury I bad done
him in the battle of Gettysburg, although satisfied that I had punished him
very severely.
}"rom information which I had previously received of the character of the
passes at Fairfield and Cashtown, having been informed that they had been fortified by the enemy, and that a small force could bold a large body in check
for a considerable time, I made up my mind that a more rapid movement of my
army could be made by the flank through the Boonsboro' Pass, than to attempt
to follow the enemy on the road which he himself had taken. I therefore directed that orders should be prepared, but not issued, for the movement of the
various corps by way of Middletown and South mountain towards Hagerstown.
This was, I think, the 6th of July. 'I'he 5th of July, I think, was occupied,
after the retreat of the enemy, in burying our dead and attending to the wounded,
of which we had a large number.
During this day, the 6th, I received reports from General Sedgwick that he
was following the enemy's rear guard as rapidly as he could, but that he had
reason to believe, from reports of prisoners, or from other information (which I
do not recollect) that the main body of the enemy was around and in the
vicinity of Fairfield Pass, and that it was not impossible that another engagement might be had with the enemy in those mountains. Under those circumstances, as a matter of security, and also willing to meet such a movement on
the part of the enemy, I directed that two corps, I think the 3d and 5thI am not positive about that-should be immediately moved in the direction of
General Sedgwick, so as to be near him to assist him if he were attacked, or to
re-enforce him if he himself required re-enforcement. When I had given this
order I found that the other order, for the movement of the whole army, had
been issued by my chief of staff, General Butterfield, without my authority. I
so informed General Butterfield; and at the same time sent officers and arrested
the progress of the 3d and 1st corps, w bich had not moved very far, and detained tLem to sustain General Sedgwick in case it was necessary. The
other corps moved on.
During that day, towards evening or at night, I received a report from General Sedgwick that he had pushed the enemy's rear guard as far as Ji~airfield
Pass; that the Fairfield Pass was a very strong position; that a very small
force could hold him in check for a considerable time, though he conld finally
take it; and that, in his judgment, it would involve delay and waste of time to
endeavor to push the enemy any further on that road. Upon receiving this
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information I directed the whole army to move down towards Middletown; and
directed General Sedgwick to move from Fairfield pass in the direction of Emmettsburg, leaving a force of cavalry and infantry to harass the rear of the enemy.
I have been thus particular in speaking of these movements because a report
has also reached me that I lost a day by having stopped these two corps to sustain
and re-enforce General Sedgwick, in case he should require it.
After reaching Middletown, it having been r Ppmted to me by my corps commanders tlJat there were many necessary articles of clothing aod other supplies
that the army were very much in want of, and having myself, as I rode along,
seen I may say hundreds of men walking over these broken turnpikes barefooted on these long marches, I deemed it my duty to remain at Middletown
one day in order to obtain the necessary supplies, and put my a1·my in condition, and give them some rest. I may say that it was not until the end of
that clay that the whole army had come up, for, in consequence of the heavy
rains which, as I have already stated, visited us on the 4th of July, the roads
over which we had moved, notwithstanding they were the best roads in Pennsylvania, had been so cut up by the passage of my trains and artillery, that a
considerable portion of the trains were in the rear, and the army did not get up
and in hand until the close of the day which I remained for the purpose of obtaining supplies. As soon as the army was in condition we moved from Middletown through the South mountain.
I ought to have stated before, that in advancing from Frederick, upon assuming command of the army, I had directed a portion of the garrison at Harper's Ferry, under General French-which was placed under my command by
the general-in-chief-7,000 of that garrison, to move up from Harper's }.,erry
to },rederick, to hold },rederick and the line of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad,
not knowing but that my communication would be dependent upon that road.
The balance of that garrison, consisting of 4,000 men, I at first ordered to remain and hold Maryland heights. I did this, not because I considered the
occupation of Harper's Jl,erry an important matter so far as the crossing of the
Potomac river was concerned, for I did not, any more than any other place
where the river could be crossed. But I did consider it important to hold that
point as a debouche into the Cumberland valley, so that, if upon my return I
should have found the enemy occupying the other passes, so long as I held
Harper's Ferry I could always enter. Having been informed, however, that
the supplies at Harper's l!,erry were limited, and that in consequence of the
railroad and the canal being right alongside the river and exposed to fire from
the other side, the enemy with a small force could cut off communication with
Harper's 1!-,erry and prevent them from being supplied, and not knowing how
long a time the campaign I was entering on might last, I yielded to the suggestions made to me to evacuate Harper's Ferry entirely; and late on the night
of the 28th of June I ordered the 4,000 men previously ordered to remain
there to garrison the place, to collect all the canal-boats that they could, load
them with the public property at Harper's Ferry, so that nothing should be destroyed, and proceed with them down to vVashington, where, in case of any disaster to me, they could act as part of the defence of W asbington; or in the
event of my being successful, they could be returned to my 'army. Those
orders I believe were exeeuted; General French occupied },rederick and threw
a force into South Mountain pass.
As soon as it became evident that the enemy were retiring, information was
sent to General French, and he was directed to immediately seize and bold
South Mountain pass, and also reoccupy Harper's Ferry, bringing up the force
fi·om Washing-ton for that purpose. .All of which orders were not only exe~uted,
but General French, in advance of any instructions to that effect, had sent a
cavalry force in his command across the mountain during the battle, which had
penetrated as far as Williamsport, where they partially destroyed or rendered
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ineffective a pontoon bridge of the enemy, capturing the greater portion of the
small guard left there to defend it.
Having crossed the South mountain, I moved my army forward, by way of
Boonsboro', until about the 12th of July I got into position in front of the
enemy, whom I found on a line extfmding from Hagerstown towards a place
called Downiesville, I think. So soon as my troops were in line, or as soon as
my army was in hand and ready for offensive operations, although I had had
no opportunity of examining critically and closely the enemy's position, still
knowing the importance of not permitting the enemy to recross the river without a further action, it was my desire to attack him in that position. Having,
however, been in command of the army not more than twelve or fourteen days,
and in view of the important and tremendous issues involved in the result,_
knowing that if I were defeated the whole question would be reversed, the
road to Washington and to the north open, and all the fruits of my victory at
Gettysburg dissipated, I did not feel that I would be right in assuming the
responsibility of blindly attacking the enemy without any knowledge of his
position. I therefore called a council of my corps commanders, who were the
officers to execute this duty. if it was determined upon, and laid before them
the precise condition of afl'airs.
Question. Will you, as you pass along, give us the names of those corps
commanders in that council1
Answer. The 1st corps was represented by General Wadsworth; General
Newton, who commanded the corps, being sick at the time. The 2d corps was
commanded, I think, by General William Hays; the 3d by General French;
the 5th by General Sykes; the 6th by General Sedgwick; the 11th by General Howard, and the 12th by General Slocum.
I represented to those generals, so far as I knew it, the situation of affairs. I
told them that I had reason to believe, from all I could ascertain, that General
Lee's position was a very strong one, and that he was prepared to give battle
and defend it if attacked; that it was not in my power, from a want of knowledge of the ground, and from not having had time to make reconnois.sances, to
indicate any precise mode of attack or any precise point of attack; that, nevertheless, I was in favor of moving forward and attacking the enemy and taking
the consequences ; but that I left it to their judgment, and would not do it
unless it met with their approval. The opinion of that council was very largely
opposed to any attack without further examination. I cannot state positively
what each individual vote was without referring to my papers. But I am now
under the impression that there were but two officers decidedly in favor of attacking; I think that General Wadsworth and General Howard were the only
two in favor of attacking, while all the rest were opposed to it.
In view of this opinion of my subordinate officers I yielded, or abstained
from ordering an assault, but gave the necessary directions for such an examination of the enemy's position as would enable us to form some judgment as
to where he might be attacked with some degree and probability of success.
The 13th of July, which was the day spent in this examination, was very
rainy and misty, and not much information was obtained; nevertheless, on the
night of the 13th I directed that the next morning at daylight the whole army
should move forward with a view to attacking the enemy. This order was
duly executed, but during the night of the 13th · the enemy had retired across
the river.
It is proper I should say that an examination of the enemy's lines, and of
the defences which he had made-of which I now have a map from an accurate
survey, which can be laid before your committee-brings me clearly to the
opinion that an attack, under the circumstances in which I had proposed to
make it, would have resulted disastrously to our arms.
Question. Will you give us the reasons f6r that opinion 1
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Answer. It is founded upon the strength of their position. I will say that if
I had attacked the enemy in the position which he then occupied-he having
the advantage of position and being on the defensive, his artillery in position
and his infantry behind parapets and rifle-pits-the very same reasons and
causes which produced my success at Gettysburg would have operated in his
favor there, and be likely to produce success on his part.
Quefl.tion. Have you any reason to suppose that after that terrible artillery
fire at Gettysburg his ammunition was nearly exhausted 1
.Answer. No, sir; from all the information I could obtain-which I acknowledge, however, was quite scanty-! had reason to believe that ammunition
trains had been brought from Winchester and crossed on the ferry at Williamsport for the supply of General Lee's army; and from the character of the battle
at Gettysburg, whieh consisted in a series of offensive operations on his part,
mostly subjected to artillery fire, I had no reason to believe that the expenditure of ammunition by him had been such as to reduce him to a low point.
Question. You are now speaking of small-arm ammunition.
Answer. Yes, sir; and all the information which I obtained led to the belief
that his army had been supplied with ammunition from Winchester, for I had
positive information that ammunition trains had been ferried across at 1Villiamsport; and my opinion is now that General Lee evacuated that position, not from
any want of ammunition, or the fear that he would be dislodged from it by any
active operations on my part, but that he was fearful that a force would be sent
by Harper's Ferry to cut off his eommunications, which I had intended to do,
having brought up a bridge from Washington and sent the cavalry down there,
and that be could not have maintained that position probably a day if his communications bad been cut. That was what caused him to retire.
Question. Did you discover, after the battle of Gettysburg, any symptoms of
demoralization in Lee's army, such as excessive straggling, or anything of the
kind 1
Answer. No, sir; I s~w nothing of that ki~d. . I have no doubt hjs army
was somewhat demoralized, for ev-ery army IS, m some measure, demoralized
after a defeat. But I doubt whether it was any more demoralized than we were
when we fell back to Washington in 1862, after the second battle of Groveton,
under General Pope. Then in forty-eight hours afterwards, when we got over
on this side and got into the presence of the enemy, our morale was just as good
as ever it was. I do not think that a great many stragglers or deserters from
General Lee's army were picked up.
Question. I will ask you, in this connexion, about the comparative strength
of the two armies at the battle of Gettysburg. What was your opinion about
that 1
Answer. My opinion about that wa~ that General Lee was, as far as I could
tell, about 10,000 or 15,000 my supenor.
Question. What was your strength upon .that battle-field 1
Answer. Including all arms of the serviCe, my strength was a little under
100,000 men-about 95,000. I think General Lee had about 90,000 infantry,
from 4,000 to 5,000 artillery, and about 10,000 cavalry.
Question. There were other troops of ours at that time under General
Schenck 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I had command of everybody. I had command of
General Schenck, of General Couch, and of general everybody else.
Question. You did not bring General Schenck's forces into the field 1
Answer. I never had any return from him; I did not know what force he had.
Question. What was the strength of the force about Washington 1
Answer. I do not know what the strength about Washington was; but I
understood that Washington was quite stripped.
Question. Did not General Heintzelman have a corps here 1
Part I-22
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Answer. I do not know. The very next day after I took command of the
army I had no telegraphic communication with General Halleck. I think the
returns showed me, when I took command of the army, amounted to about
105,000 men; included in those were the 11,000 of General French, which I
did not bring up, which would reduce it down to about 94,000. Of that 94,000
I was compelled to leave a certain portion in the rear to guard my baggage trains.
Question. You say that the enemy had 125 pieces of artillery that he brought
to bear upon you on the third day of the fight 1
Answer. "rhat is my estimate ; their own estimate is 115 pieces.
Question. Was not that a heavier artillery fire on both sides than was ever
before in a battle 1
Answer. I must have had on the field at Gettysburg but little short of 300
guns ; and I think the report of my chief of artillery was that there were not
more than two batteries that were not in service during that battle.
Question. Was not that a greater proportion of artillery than is generally
used in battles ?
Answer. I think it was. I know I had then, and have now, more artillery
with me than is usual The artillery I have now is the artillery which General McCldlan had when he had an army of 150,000, and he got a little more
artillery even than was necessary for that army, because it was thought at that
time that artillery would be the turning-point; and I have kept all the artillery
while my infantry has been reduced. I think I had some 325 or 330 guns
last summer; but I had some heavy siege guns which I had sent to the rear.
I think there were about twenty-five guns with my trains at Westminster. I
only had field-guns on the field.
In reference to the re-enforcements, I desire to say that after moving from
Gettysburg, the forces unJer General French, which I had left at Frederick,
amounting to about 8,000 men, were added to my army. That was the only
addition to my army until I had arrived in the presence of General Lee's army.
Subsequent to my crossing the mountains, bnt before the day that I advanced
to attack the enemy at Williamsport, I received notice of troops arriving both
at Frederick and at Harper's Ferry. But in connexion with that notice came
information that those troops were mostly nine-months men from North Carolina and the Penin:mla, who had but one or two days longer to serve, and who
were fi·om that fact in a very unsuitable moral condition to bring to the front;
and so little reliance did I place upon them that I brought none of them any
further to the front than 1'-,rederick, South mountain, and Harper's Ferry, to
cover my communications in case anything happened to me.
And about the 12th of July, I should think, in connexion with a br:gade of
infantry, and some cavalry which I had left to follow the retreat of the enemy
through Fairfield pass, and who joined me about that time, I also received
under General William F. Smith a portion of Generd.l Couch's command, charged
with the defences of the Susquehanna, and which General Uouch had sent forward after the enemy evacuated Carlisle. General Smith arrived at Boonsboro'
with a force of from 4,000 to 5,000 men; but he reported to me that those men
were enttrely new and totally undisciplined, and when I offered to attach him as
a division to one of my corps, and put him in the front, he advised so strongly
against it that I left him in the rear at Boonsboro'. The foregoing are all the
re-enforcements which I can now remember of receiving, unless there may have
been one or two regiments under GmJeral G-ordon, which were old and efficient
regiments, and which arrived about the 12th or 13th of July. So that I may
say, notwithstanding I am aware that every exertion was made to send forward
to me all the available troops that could be obtained from everywhere, that
really and practically, with the exception of General French's command which
was attached to the army when I took command of it, I was in front of the enemy
at Williamsport with very much the same army that I moved from Gettp burg.
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Question. The enemy recrossed the river at Williamsport 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Go on with your narrative, if you please.
Answer. When the enemy had recrossed the Potomac, the question came up
as to how the further pursuit was to be continued. I was informed that it was
the experience of Major General McClellan the year before, when placed in
similar circumstances, and when the question was fully and thoroughly discussed, that it was impracticable to pursue the enemy in the valley of Virginia
because of the difficulty of supplying an army in that valley with a single-track
railroad in very bad order from Harper's .Ferry tu Winchester. I therefore
determined to adopt the same plan of movement as that adopted the year previous, which was to move upon the enemy's flank through Loudon valley. I
accordingly put the army in motion for Berlin, in Maryland, where bridges were
thrown across the Potomac, and the army was moved as rapidly as possible,
until it occupied a position the general line of which was the turnpike from
Leesburg to Winchester.
Whilst in this position I could not ascertain from scouts, or from any other
means of obtaining information which I possessed, that the army under General
Lee, which was known to be in the valley and extending from Winchester to
Martinsburg, had made any movement. Unwilling to move beyond this line,
which would have enabled him to pass in my rear and come down that pike
from Winchester to Leesburg, and thus have left the road open to Washington,
I halted for a day, throwing forward my cavalry to occupy the lower passes of
Manassas gap, and to ascertain, if I possibly could, what the movements, if
any, were to be of General Lee. During this day we were informed from our
signals on Ashby's gap and on Snicker's gap, which we held, of the movement of General Lee's army up the valley in further retreat from Winchester.
I immediately put my army in motion, and directed five corps in the direction
of Manassas gap, putting the 3d corps in advance, with instructions that they
should move to Manassas gap that night, and the next morning at daylight
advance through the gap and push on to Front Royal. The 3d corps reached
Manassas gap some time during the night, and the movement was made the
next day. Soon after passing a point previously occupied by onr cavalry, the
enemy was encountered in some force. Some skirmishing ensued, but they were
gradually pushed through the gap, until a little before sundown, when we arrived within sight of Front Royal-and out of the gap, into a sufficiently open
country to deploy the 3d corps, or any additional force-the enemy were found
in line of battle with a number of pieces of artillery in position. Every disposition was made for a battle the next day, which I believed or hoped would take
place, supposing that I had interrupted the retreat of General Lee, and that he
would be compelled to defend that position in order to secure his trains.
During the night, however, the enemy retired. It was subsequently ascertained. that he had been moving with great rapidity over several roads further
to the west than the road to Front Royal, one of which passed through Strasburg, and that he had conducted his retreat with so much rapidity that the
force we had encountered at Front Royal the day previously was his rear guard.
Having failed in this attempt to cut off his retreat, I then retired through Manassas gap and proceeded to the Rappahannock, General Lee, in the mean
time, retiring to Culpeper and taking up a position between the Rappahannock
and the Rapidan. Upon my arrival at the Rappahannock, which was towards
the cl0se of July, I communicated my views to the government, in which I expressed the opinion that the further pursuit of General Lee should be continued
at that time, inasmuch as I believed that our relative forces were more favorable
to us than they would be at any subsequent time if we gave him time to recuperate. It was thought proper, however, by the general-in-chief to direct me
to take up a threatening attitude upon the Rappahannock, but not to advance.
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Question. About what time was that 1
Answer. About the 1st of August. I did as directed; took up a position upon
the Rappahannock, and immediately threw out my cavalry and had a fight at
Brandy Station. That was the first fight at Brandy Station that General Buford
was in. This position was maintained until about the middle of August, I
think, when my force was diminished, first by the detachment of a division sent
to South Carolina, and subsequently by a considerable body of troops which
were sent to New York for the purpose of enforcing the draft. Some time after
this, about the middle of September, I received information which induced me
to believe, or which satisfied me, that Longstreet's corps, or a -portion of it, from
General Lee's army, had been detached to the southwest. Immediately upon
receiving this information, and without waiting for instructions, I sent my cavalry across the Rappahannock, drove the enemy across the Rapidan, and subsequently followed with my whole army, occupying Culpeper and the position
between the Rappahannock and the Rapidan. I found the enemy, although
diminished by the departure of Longstreet's corps, still in a very strong position
on the Rapidan-strong by nature, and which he had made still stronger by his
works-so much so that I considered it impossible to attack him successfully in
his front, and that any further operations would have to be made upon the one
or other of his flanks.
I was entirely ignorant of the country, and could get no information except
by actually sending my cavalry over it. Some time was necessarily consumed
in making reconnaissances and obtaining information of the country.
In the mean time, just as I had made up my mind upon a plan of operations,
I received an intimation from the department, or from the general-in-ehief, that
it was absolutely essential that my army should be still further weakened by
the loss of two corps for the operations in Tennessee. Those corps were detached, and that suspended any operations of importance on my part until the
return of the troops which had been sent to New York. Those troops were
returned to me between the first and middle of October, but very much reduced;
I think not more than two-thirds of those which I had sent away. In the mean
time, however, I had received some acces8ions to my army fi·om the draft. But
of the conscripts who came in, considerable numbr,rs deserted soon after arriving.
The most of them were raw and unreliable, and could not be considered by me
as being practically of much value until they had been some time in the army.
About the time when my troops finally returned from New York, which was
somewhere about the middle of October, and when I had again determined upon
a forward movement against the enemy, General Lee advanced against me.
'rhe first intimation which I had of this manreuvre was a report from my pickets
from all parts of my line that the enemy were withdrawing from the Rapidan,
and the general impression and belief was that he was withdrawing from the
line of the Rapidan. I myself was not Ratisfied of that; nevertheless dispositions
of the army were made to test the question whether he was withdrawing from
the Rapidan, or whether it was a manreuvre fl)r some other purpose.
At the same time that it was observed that his force upon the Rapidan had
been very much diminished, there was an apparent movement of cavalry and
some infantry on our right flank, which was believed to be a mere demonstration to throw me off the track, while he withdrew his army. I therefore made
dispositions for the cavalry to cross the Rapidan upon my left, and for two
corps of infantry to ford the Rapidan. 'rhe day these dispositions were made,
I became satisfied that the enemy were moving on my right flank, with the
determination of getting in my rear and cutting off my communications. If I
had believed that the enemy would have attacked me at Culpeper Court Rouse,
around which and towards the Rapidan my army was posted, I never should
have moved from there. My desire was to give battle to General Lee; but hia
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movement by the way of Spen-yville and Woodville, so far to my right, satisfied
me that be was not going to attack me, and that be was moving off to seize
the Rappahannock, or some point on the railroad in my rear, cut off my communications, and compel me to move out and attack him to my disadvantage.
With this view I directed a retrograde movement of the army to the line of
the Rappahannock, which was accomplished. I cannot recollect the exact dater think about the lOth or 11th of October. The army reached the Rappahannock, and in the afternoon I had prepared the necessary instructions and
orders to move the army that night, or the next morning, and occupy the line
of Warrenton and Warrenton Junction, which I hoped to reach in advance of the
enemy, and there give him battle.
Before those orders were issued, however, the rearguard of my army returned
under the command of Major General Pleasonton commanding the cavalry, and
General Sykes commanding the infantry. 1!-..,rom the representations of tbos.e
officers as to the manner in which they had been followed in their retreat, and
from the appearances which they bad seen on the field, it was their conviction
that the enemy had moved into Culpeper, and had really occupied it, and were
in my rear. Under this belief, and being anxious to give him battle, it not
being my desire at all to avoid a battle, except to avoid it upon his terms,
instead of ordering the movement to Warrenton and Warrenton Junction, which
I had previously designed, I directed the movement of three corps early the
next morning, amounting to about 30,000 men, with which I marched back
again in the direction of Culpeper, with the expectation that if General Lee was
·
there we would have a fight.
It was not till late in that day, and after those troops had all marched over anc1
got into position, that I received information from General Gregg, who was in
command of the cavalry on my right flank, that he had been driven across what
is called the Hazel river by a large force of the enemy; that he bad, subsequently, been driven at Sulphur Springs by cavalry, artillery, and infantry, or
that, in other words, the whole rebel army was still continuing their movement
on my flank in the direction of vVarrenton. 'rbis information came late in the
night of the day in which I had moved 30,000 men in the direction of Culpeper. By this movement I had lost a day, and, in consequence of this information, it was necessary for me to make another retrograde movement, in
order to assume the position which it was my desire to do, and which I was
determined, if possible, to do, so as to place myself between the enemy and
Washington, with my back towards Washington and my front towards the
enemy. I therefore moved back as far as Auburn, and Greenwich, and Catl~tt's Station. Those were the three points occupied by my army along the
hne of the railroad.
. Durin~ that night I mainly endeavored, by means of my cavalry, to get some
mformatwn as to the exact position and movements of the enemy. From all
t~at I could ascertain, I had reason to believe that the enemy was continuing
h1s movement along what is called the Warrenton pike, and that his object was
to cr~ss Bull Run and get possession of the heights of Centreville, if possible,
thus .mterposing himself between me and Washington, and preventing me from
openmg my communications without first attacking him in that strong position.
It subsequently turned out that in this I was mistaken, and that, notwithstanding my losing a day, I had moved with more celerity than the enemy, and was
a little in his advance. If I had known this at the time I would have given
the enemy battle the next day in the position that I had occupied at Auburn
and Greenwich. But under the conviction that he was moving on, and had
moved on, I that night gave orders for a further retrograde movement, until I
occupied the line of Centreville and Bull Run. · In performing this movement
the next day, I ascertained, when too late to take advantage of it, that the
enemy had not moved on the pike, but that he had moved across with the ex-
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pectation of falling upon my flank and rear, and that his advance, under General Heth, had encountered my rearguard, which was the 2d corps, under
the command of General Warren, and had been very severely handled by General Warren, who captured five guns and numerous prisoners, and repulsed all
their attacks, and succeeded during the night in withdrawing his corps and taking
his position upon the line of . Bull Run.
After occupying this line, and ascertaining that the enemy did not continue
his pursuit, as I presumed he would do, I determined immediately to return and
attack him. But, unfortunately, there came up a very heavy rain, which raised
Bull Run so as to render it unfordable; and not anticipating that I should have
any occasion to use pontoon bridges at all, my whole pontoon train had been
sent some eight or ten miles to the rear with my trains from the Rappahannock,
and it was necessary, therefore, either that I should wait for the f-alling of Bull
Run or send back for my bridges, which latter measure I adopted. But by the
timethe pontoon train had arrived the stream had subsided, and the army was
then put in motion and advanced again.
During this time, however, which was some two or three days, the enemy
had been occupied in destroying the railroad between Broad run and the Rappahannock, a distance of some twenty-five or twenty-six miles. So soon as they
found they could not get a battle upon their own terms, and that I had got into
such a position that if they attacked me they would probably be defeated, they
aban<loned all idea of active operations, destroyed tbe railroad, and ret1red. I
continued the advance until I got to Warrenton, which I reached some time
about the latter part of October. The enemy retired, however, across the Rappahannock. I was detained at Warrenton some eight or ten days until the railroad between Broad run and Warren ton Junction could be repaired, which portion of the road was necessary in order to enable me to receive my supplies;
as soon as that road was repaired I immediately moved again. The enemy was
then in position along the Rappahannock, at Rappahannock Station and Kelly's
ford. I advanced upon both of those places, succeeded in surprising the enemy,
forcing a passage, compelling him to retreat rapidly and hurriedly to the Rapidan. The army was then moved across the Rappahannock and placed in position between the Rappahannock and the Rapidan, somewhere near its former
position, but not quite so far to the front as before, because I had not my communications open. Here a further delay was rendered necessary until the railroad could be completed from Warrenton Junction and the Rappahannock, and
my communications opened.
I should have stated that before I left my position at Warrenton and Warrenton Junction, and before I crossed the Rappahannock. it was my desire to move
fi·om that position rapidly and seize the heights of Fredericksburg, changing
my base and line of communication from the Orange and Alexandria railroad
to the Aquia Creek railroad. I believed, from the position of General Lee's
army, and from the fact that he would presume that it would take me a long
time to repair the railroad, and from information that I got that he was going
into winter quarters, that any movement I might make with rapidity would be
a surprise to him, and I was satisfied that I could occupy the heights of Fredericksburg before be could get down there. If he followed me down there to
give me battle, that would be just what I wanted; if he did not, then I could
take up my position there, open my communicf ~ions, and then advance upon him
or threaten Richmond. But upon proposing this plan to the general-in-chief,
it was not approved.
Question. What was his objection to it1
Answer. The only objection he made was that he did not approve of any
change of base; that any tactical movement I chose to make I was at liberty
to make; that if I chose to make any movement against Lee I was at liberty
to do so; but that he did not approve or recommend any change of base.
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Question. When you retired on that retreat to Centreville, it was not with
any view to avoid a battle?
.
Answer. Not at all. Why should I avoid a battle, when it was my business
to :fight? This matter must be settled by :fighting.
Question. Your constant. object was to bring on a battle on advantageous
terms 1
Answer. My object was to manreuvre so as to bring my army into such a
position that, w.hen giving battle to the enemy, I would have a reasonable
probability of success; and in the event of a disaster, I would have a line of
retreat or line of communication open.
Question. In all this manreuvring between here and the Rappahannock there
has always been . a most sedulous caution on our part to keep between Washington and the enemy. Suppose the enemy should be rash enough to come in
in fi·ont of you ancl between you and Washington; then his communications
would be cut off, would they not?
Answer. Certainly. That is what I was trying to accomplish at Williamsport, but he fell back too soon for me; he got back to the river and got into
the position I wanted to go into myself.
Question. Did your army destroy any portion of tl1e road when you retired?
Answer. When I moved back from the Rappahannock I destroyed the
bridge across the Rappahannock.
Question. What was the object of that 1
Answer. To prevent the enemy from using the bridge. If I had not done
that, when be came to any part of the road he could run his cars from Culpeper right down there. I did not destroy, as I might have done, the bridge that
was near Culpeper.
Question. In the retiring of your army, did we lose much military stores?
Answer. None at all that I am aware of, except a small quantity of ammunition that was destroyed by the stupidity of an ordnance clerk, he being under
the impression that the army had all gone beyond him, though they were in
fact all around him at that time. That ammunition was destroyed at Bealton
Station by a subordinate ageut of the ordnance department without authority.
Question. What was the strength of your army about this time, according to
your recollection of it 1
Answer. As near as I can judge my army contained of efficient men, equipped
and armed, such as I could bring into battle, between 60,000 and 70,000 men.
Question. What was the strength of the enemy according to the best estimate
you could make?
Answer. I think he had about 60,000 men; I thought I was probably from
8,000 to 10,000 his superior.
Question. Please go on with your narrative.
Answer. As soon as the railroad to the Rappahannock was completed, and the
railroad bridge across that stream completed, and the necessary arrangements
made for a depot at Brandy Station, so that the army could be properly surplied,
I made a further movement to endeavor to engage General Lee in battle, or at
least compel him to retire from the line of the Rapidan. This movement was
made upon General Lee's right flank. I had ascertained that whilst he held
the line of the Rapidan, from about Morton's ford to Liberty Mills, which is
about west from Orange Court House, he bad abandoned the guarding of the
lower fords of the river, but depended for the defence of his right flank upon a
line of intrenchments which he had comtructed perpendicularly to the river
at Morton's ford, and extending down to a place called Bartlett's Mills, on
Mine run, which is a small tributary of the Rapidan. I could not hear of any
intrenchments or preparations beyond Bartlett's Mill's; nor could I hear that
he had made any intrenchments on the plank road and Old Town pike-road,
two of the main communications between 1!-,edericksburg and Orange Court
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House, or that he had made any arrangements for receiving an attack. I had
satisfactory information that the line from Bartlett's Mills around to Rapidan
station was occupied and defended by General Ewell's corps, and that the
other corps of General Lee's army, commanded by General Hill, was extended
from somewhere about Rapidan Station away down somewhere toward;:; Charlottesville. With this knowledge, it was my expectation and design, by moving
rapidly across the river at the lower fords where I knew there would be no opposition, and by marching forward and seizing the plank and turnpike roads,
and advancing on them towards Orange Court House, to encounter first a concentration of Ewell's corps. And I hoped, by having my army, as it would be,
concentrated in this movement, to throw such forces upon Ewell's corps as
either to destroy him, or to so cripple him before General Hill could arrive, that
I should then be able to turn upon Hill, and in this way I should have an opportunity of meeting General Lee's army in detail, and secure an effective
lodgment at Orange Court House and Gordonsville.
The army was directed to move about the 24th of November, I think. A
storm occurred, however, which created a delay of two days, and the army
moved on the 26th of November. Various circumstances occnrred to cause delay which I had not expected-some arising from obstacles that I could. not
overcome or anticipate; others from the failure or neglect of subordinate officers
to do what I had a right to expect they would have done. The first of these
obstacles was the failure of the 3d corps, commanded by Major General French,
to arrive at the Rapidan river within three hours of the time that the other
corps arrived, having no longer distance to march than they had. rl'his caused
a delay in the movement of the whole army for three hours, because I would
not allow the other corps to cross until he was ready to cross, not knowing
what I should encounter on the other side.
Question. What excuse did General French give for his slowness of movement1
Answer. The excuse was the fault of the commander of one of his divisions.
Another obstacle was the fact that the river Rapidan proved to be a little
broader than the engineers had estimated it, so that every one of the four
bridges~ which I bad directed to be thrown across, was one boat too short, and
trestle work and temporary means had to be provided to increase their length,
which caused some delay. Another rea;:;on was the very precipitous character
of the banks of the Rapidan at all the fords, which occasioned a delay in the
passage of artillery and trains.
In consequence of these obstacles and these difficulties, the army, instead of
forming a concentration on the 26th of November, as I expected, at Robertson's
tavern, on the pike, and at some church-I forget the name-on the plank
road, had actually only crossed the Rapidan. The next day the movements
of the 3d corps were again much slower than I had expect~d. or than I now believe were necessary. And instead of that corps effecting a junction at Robertson's tavern, they remained halted at a point three or four miles distant from
that tavern, where they were attacked in the afternoon by the enemy and held
in check uutillate in the evening.
In the mean time the second column, under the command of l\lajor General
Wanen, consisting of only one corps which h::ul reached Robertson's tavern, was
not allowed by me to advance and attack the enemy until communication was
opened with the right column, which consisted of two of my largest corps and
constituted nearly one-half of my army. And it was not until late at night
that this communication was opened, and that I was ena.bled to make any movement in advance of Robertson's tavern. '!'he consequence was, that the next
morning, when we did advance, there was no enemy in our front. rl'hey bad
withdrawn to the position of Mine run; that is to say, a prolongation of the
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line which I knew previously existed, but which I supposed terminated at
Bartlett's Mills, on J\'Iine run.
Upon following the enemy to this position I found it to be an exceedingly
strong one, both by nature and by the artificial means which, in a short timethey had had not more than 24 hours-they had made, and which rendered the
position an almost impregnable one. The army was immediately, and as
rapidly as possible, put in position in front of the enemy's position at Mine
run, and reconnaissances were made with the view of ascertaining a point of
attack. In order to secure an efficient and active reconnaissance, orders were
given to every corps commander to prepare himself to attack the enemy in his
immediate front, and to examine critically and to ascertain as early as he possibly could where would be the best place to attack the enemy.
At the same time that these reconnaissances were made I sent a force, consisting of the 2d corps, under command of Major General Warren-increased
by a division of the 6th corps, so that he had a force of 15,000 or lo,OOO menwith directions to move upon the enemy's right flank and endeavor to find out
how far his line extended, and if possible, to outflank him and to turn him.
About 5 or 6 o'clock in the afternoon of the 30th of November, I think,
General Sedgwick, on my extreme right, reported to me, through General
Wright, that there was a point of the enemy's left which he thought weak and
assailable; that the enemy evidently had not expected an attack there, and had
not prepared it with the same degree of care that they had prepared other portions of their lines.
About this time J\Iajor Ludlow, one of my aides-de-camp, and whom I had
sent with General Warren, returned from his column and reported to me that
General Warren had taken a position on the plank road extending from what
was called Catharpin road, by which we had outflanked the enemy's line of
works; that he had distinctly seen them prolonging their line of battle to meet his
movement; that General Warren was on high ground which commanded the
enemy's line, and that everything was most favorable for an attack from his
position. This was about 6 o'clock in the afternoon, about sunset. I had also
received a report through my engineers that in front of the 3d corps, commanded by General French, they thought was an opportunity more practicable
for making an attack than upon other portions of the line, although they considered it pretty desperate there.
I therefore determined that the next morning at daylight I would assault
the enemy at three points-on the extreme right, where General Sedgwick had
found a weak point; on the extreme left, where I had understood there would
be no difficulty in General Warren's attacking; and in the centre, in frout of
General :H'rench. Before these orders were issued, however, General Warren
Limself came to my headquarters about 8 or 9 o'clock at night. He confirmed
all that :Major Ludlow had said to me, and was even stronger and more emphatic
in the opinion which he gave of the facility of making an attack upon the
enemy's right; and indeed so confident was he that he expressed the opinion
that the enemy would not be found there the next morning; that they would
be compelled to fall back.
Under these circumstances, having great confidence in General Warren's
judgment, and inasmuch as General French had given his opinion against
attacking in his own front, I changed my plans so far as to take two of Generall!-,rench's divisions, amounting to over 10,000 men, and send them over to
General W an·en, thus makin~ his force some 25,000 or 26,000 men, and
abandoned my centre attack. I then issued the orders that the next morning
at the designated time the assault should be made on the extreme right by General Sedg·wick, and on the extreme left by General Warren, and that when
those assaults were reported successful, which I had reason to believe they
certainly would be, then the force which I retained in the centre to hold the
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centre should be advanced, and so have the whole army in the battle. Everything was arranged for this purpose.
The next morning, however, at the time designated for the assault, which
was after our batteries had been opened for some time, and just before General
Sedgwick was to make his assault, which was directed to be made about one
hour after General Warren's attack, as General Warren's was to be the main
attack, hoping that the enemy would throw re-enforcements over there and
weaken the left. About the time for General Sedgwick to make his assault an
aide-de-camp arrived from General Warren, handing me a despatch, the substance of which was that by daylight, and upon a closer inspection of the enemy's works, he found they had beEJn largely re-enforced during the night, had
constructed works which did not exist the day before, and that so strong was
their position, and, in his judgment, so precarious were the chances of success in
an attack, that he had assumed the responsibility, inasmuch as the attack had
been based upon his judgment, of suspending the attack until further orders
should be received from me, it being his clear judgment that morning that there
was no chance of success in attacking there.
In this embarrassing position in which I found myself, having put nearly the
half of my army over on my left, under the command of General Warren,
where I thought that success was absolutely certain, and it being impossible to
withdraw them back in time into a position where they could sustain General
Sedgwick, it was out of the question to allow General Sedgwick to make his
isolated attack, because, even if he should succeed, it was necessary, after we
had broken through the enemy's lines, to fight a battle with them; for the taking
the line was only getting on the ground to fight, and I had no means of re-enforcing or supporting him, for the half of my army was tied up on my left :Bank
under General W an·en; I therefore, just in time, directed General Sedgwick to
suspend his attack.
In the mean time I mounted my horse and rode over to General W an·en's
position, to see if possible, by discussion with him, and by examination, it would
not be possible some time during the day to make an attack, so that an attack
should still be made. I rode over to General W an·en, and found that his opinion
was firm and conclusive against an attack there. In the mean time I received
word from General Sedgwick that, although he had taken every precaution to
conceal his movements, the opening of his batteries had given the enemy information that they might be attacked there, and they had gone to work to make
the position in front of him as strong as any other part of their line ; so that every
hour it became more questionable about making an attack there.
}~inding this to be the case, there remained but one alternative, and that was,
to make a further effort to move to the enemy's :Bank and get further around
towards Orange Court House, and to get in some position where he would not be
able to intrench himself before I could attack him. Had it been any other season of the year than the early part of December, I should undoubtedly have
made that movement. But at that period of the year, in which bad weather
was to be expected at any moment, I did not deem it advisable to do so. Indeed, it was extraordinary that we had euch good weather as we had in our
movements. In taking up the position I then occupied I had not been obliged
to bring my heavy trains across the river, but had left them on the other side
guarded by a portion of my cavalry. But if I made this further movement it
would be absolutely necessary to bring my trains over to bring my supplies to
me, because I could not get supplies for my army otherwise.
t. . When this period arrived it was the 3d of December; I had consumed about
one-half of the supplies I had brought with me; I had abandoned my communications entirely. And in view of the season of the year, the impossibility of
moving from that place if there came on even a couple of hours of rain; Laving
failed in my first plan, which was to attack the enemy before they could concentrate ; and then having failed in my plan to attack them after they had con-
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centrated in the manner in which I have related, I concluded that under the
circumstances it was impossible for me to do anything more; I therefore with~
drew my army and returned to my former position.
There was a third course which I might have pursued; which was, in spite
of all obstacles, all opinions and all judgments, to make an assault in the
enemy's direct front, and in the face of all their obstacles there. But I was so
clearly satisfied, from my own personal observation of such portions of their
line as I was able to visit, that such an assault would be hopeless, that I never
had any hesitation whatever about the course I should pursue in the matter.
Question. Did the enemy come out of their works when you retired 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think they followed us, except with some of their
cavalry; they were acting entirely on the defensive. We withdrew during the
night; and I think by six or seven o'clock the next morning-an hour or so
after daylight-we were all across the river, and the bridges were up. Having
no trains on that side, we could make a very rapid movement.
Question. Is there anything further that you desire to say 1
Answer. I would probably have a great deal to say if I knew what other people have said.
Question. I have briefly called your attention to the points upon which I
have heard criticisms. Are you heartily sustained by your corps commanders
under all circumstances, so far as you believe 1
Answer. I believe I have been ; I have no complaint to make of want of
assistance from all my corps commanders, except what is stated in my evidence
in reference to l\'Iine run.
The witness then said:
The following is the rough draught of the original preliminary order before the
battle of Gettysburg. The whole jist of the thing is contained in the first part
of it.
[General MEADE subsequently appeared before the committee and withdrew
this rough draught of the preliminary order, and substituted in place of it a series
of orders, &c., which will be found at the close of his testimony.]
MARCH 11, 1864.
Major General GEoRGE G. MEADE appeared before the committee, and said:
I desire to substitute, in lieu of the rough draught of the preliminary order
which I left here when I gave my testimony, a series of orders and circulars
issued by me on the 30th of June and the 1st day of July, a careful perusal
of which, I am sure, will satisfy every member of this committee that there was
no intention on my part to withdraw my army from the position at Gettysburg
the very moment that I ascertained that the enemy were there in force, that
the ground was favorable for a battle, and that I could :fight one there. I will
not read all of these orders-only enough to substantiate the point I have here
made.
The papers herewith submitted, marked ..A., B, and C, are the orders issued
on the 30th of June, together with the information from General Buford, in
command of the cavalry. The information from General Buford, C, was not
received, however, until pretty late on the morning of the 1st of July. Letter
D contains the orders for the movement of troops on July 1, under which.
two corps were moved up to Gettysburg. Letter E is the circular, of which I
left a rough draught when here before, issued to corps commanders on the momiag
of July 1, before the information from General Buford had been received, lmd
before I had any positive information that the enemy were moving on di&
Cashtown road. To show that this circular did not contemplate, under all
circumstances or emergencies, a withdrawal or retreat of the army, I would
call the attention of the committee to the paper marked F, which are the in
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structions issued to the commanding officer of the 1st corps, Major General
Reynolds, who was ordered up to Gettysburg. Those instructions were sent to
him about the time that the circular marked E was sent to him. The paper
marked F I will now read.-(See appendh to this deposition.)
I desire to say, in connexion with this despatch, that at the time I wrote it
I simply knew of the concentration of the enemy, without having any accurate knowledge of the point at which he would strike ; and it would be evident to any one perusing it, it having been sent simultaneously with the circular, that I was calling upon my corps commanders to give me information
which would justify me in fighting at Emmettsburg, Gettysburg, or any other
point where the enemy might suitably be met.
The next despatch I propose to read was a despatch to the commanding
officer of the 6th corps, who was to my right and rear, at Manchester. Between the despatch marked F, just read, and the one I now propose to read,
marked G, I had received a despatch from General Buford which indicated a
strong concentration of the enemy at Gettysburg. Hence this order to the
commander of the 6th corps, the most remote from me, to move up to Gettysburg, should such be decided upon as the most commanding position to be
adopted. f'rhe paper marked G was then read.] 'l_1his despateh was to notify
General Sedgwick that there was every probability that a battle might be
fought at Gettysburg, and that he should hold his corps in readiness to move
up there; and that it was also within contingencies that General Reynolds
might find himself in the presence of a superior force, and might be compelled
to fall back, in which case it would be essential that the line sbould be concentrated on his rear, and in that event the circular order should be enforced.
About 1 o'clock on the 1st of ,July I received the sad intelligence of the fall
of General Reynolds and the actual engagement of my troops at Gettysburg.
Previous to receiving this intelligence I had had a long conversation with
Major General Hancock, and explained to him fully my views as to my determination to fight in front if practicable; if not, then to the rear, or to the right
or the left, as circumstances might require. Without any further reflection
than the fact that General Reynolds was the officer upon whom I had :relied
under my instructions, and anxious to have some one in front who understood
and could carry out my views, I directed General Hancock to proceed to Gettysburg and take command of the troops there, and particularly to advise me
of the condition of affairs there, and the practicability of fighting . . . battle thm'C.
'.rhe paper marked H contains my instructions to General Hancock. ['rhe
paper was then read.] General Hancock immediately proceeded upon this
duty. But from information received from the field, from officers returning, I
became satisfied that the enemy were in such force there that it was evident
that General Lee was about to concentrate his army there. I therefore did not
wait for the report from General Hancock, as I can prove from staff officers
who took my orders, but immediately commenced to move my troops to the
front, being determined to fight a battle there. I will, however, read General
Hancock's first report, marked K, and dated 5.25, from Gettysburg, and received by me, I should suppose, about 7 o'clock. fThe paper was then read.]
As I have already stated, before this despatch was received I ordered up the
troops immediately in my neighborhood, the 12th and 5th corps, to the scene
of action. Afterwards I sent written instructions to both the 6th and 5th
corps to move up. The instructions to the 6th corps, marked M, I will read.
['rhe paper was then read.]
I trust that a careful perusal of these orders, with the explanations I have
made here as to the time at which they were written or received, will satisfy
the committee that my only doubt about fighting at Gettysburg was caused by,
first, the unknown position of th~ enemy; and secondly, the character of the
ground. '.rhat the moment those points were made clear to my mind, there was
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no hE:>sitation on my part to order my troops up there and fight the battle out
at that place.
I will call the attention of the committee to another despatch received by me
from General Buford, marked I, and dated 20 minutes past 3 o'clock, and which
must have been received by me after General Hancock had gone to the front.
I read it to show that my sending General Hancock there was in a measure
justified by the opinion of that distinguished officer, General Buford, now deceased. (Paper marked I was then read.)
'rhat is all I have to say about the report which has been prevalent in the
public press, that the battle at Gettysburg was never intended by me to have
been fought there, and thpt. if my plans had been carried out as I intended them
to be carried out the battle would not have been fought out there. In connexion with these papers I have appended a map, which will show the position
of the army and the line proposed to be taken, and its reference to these
different points.
There are two other points upon which I would like to speak.
The chairman. Certainly; I desire you to state whatever you may think necessary or proper-anything you may desire to state.
Answer. I have understood that an idea has prevailed that I intended an
order should be issued on the morning of the 2d of July requi.ring the withdrawal of the army or the retreat of the army from Gettysburg, which order was
not issued, owing simply to the attack of the enemy having prevented it.
In reply to that, I have only to say that I have no recollection of ever having
directed such an order to be issued, or ever having contemplated the issuing of
such an order; and that it does seem to me that to any intelligent mind who is
made acquainted with the great exertions I made to mass my army at Gettysburg on the night of July the 1st, it must appear entirely incomprehensible that
I should order it to retreat, after collecting all my army there, before the enemy
had done anything to require me to make a movement of any kind.
On the morning of the 2d of July I directed an order to be issued to Major
General Slocum, commanding the 12th corps, and at that time commanding the
5th corps also, to examine the ground in front of his position, and to hold himself
in readiness to make an assault upon the enemy's line so soon as the 6th corps,
then on their way, should arrive on the ground. vVhether that order was issued
verbally or in writing I cannot say; I think it must have been a verbal order,
because I cannot find any record whatever of jt on my books. However, at
that time a great many orders and directions were written on little slips of
paper, and no copies kept of them. Before the 6th corps arrived, which was
late in the afternoon, it having to march thirty-two miles in a night and day,
Major General Slocum reported to me that the character of the ground in his
front was not favorable to an assault, and the idea of an assault from the right
was abandoned by me.
So soon as the 5th corps arrived, the 5th corps was ordered over to the left,
as stated in my previous testimony; and I went to the left with the view of
ascertaining as far as I could the position of my own troops and the troops of
the enemy, and with the intention of ordering· an attack from there, if the enemy
did not themselves attack~ The enemy, however, attacked and were repulsed.
I beg leave to say, in connexion with this subject of attacking or receiving
an attack, that I do not hesitate to say that it was my policy and intention to
act upon the defensive, and receive the attack of the enemy, if practicable,
knowing that the enemy would be compelled either to attack me or to retire from
his position; that it was not within his power to wait any length of time in my
fi·ont and manceuvre, and that the chances of victory on my side were greater
if I acted on the defensive than they would be if 1 assumed the offensive.
Having thus denied any recollection of having issued, or directed to be i~sued,
any order on the morning of the 2d of July for the retreat of my army bQ-
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fore any attack from the enemy, I now desire to refer to a consultation of my
corps commanders held on that evening, which, it has occurred to me, may
possibly be the groundwork for this report that I had directed an order to
retreat.
On the evening of the 2d of July, after the battle of that day had ceased,
and darkness had set in, being aware of the very heavy losses of the 1st and
11th corps on the 1st of July, and knowing how severely the 3d corps, the 5th
corps, and other portions of the army had suffered in the battle of the 2d of
July-in fact, as subsequently ascertained, out of the 24,000 men killed,
wounded, and missing, which was the amount of my losSI")S and casualtie~ at
Gettysburg, over 20,000 of them had been put lwrs du combat before the night
of the 2d of July; and taking into consideration the number of stragglers, and
weakening of my army from the two days' battle, my ignorance of the conclition of the corps, and the moral condition of the troops, caused me to send for
my corps commanders to obtain from them the exact condition of affairs in their
separate commands, and to consult and advise with them as to what, if anything, should be done on the morrow. The strong attack of the enemy that day
upon my left flank, and their pPrsistent efforts to obtain possession of what is called
Round Top mountain, induced the supposition that possibly, on the next day,
a very persistent attack might be made, or that a movement, upon their part, to
my left and rear might be made to occupy the lines of communication I then
held with the Taneytown road and the Baltimore pike ..
rr'he questions discussed by this council were, first, whether it was necessary
for us to assume any different position from what we then held ; and secondly,
whether, if we continued to maintain the position we then held, our operations
the next day should be offensive or defensive. The opinion of the council was
unanimous, which agreed fully with my own views, that we should maintain
our lines as they were then held, and that we should wait the movements of
the enemy and see whether he made any further attack before we assumed the
offensive. I felt satisfied that the enemy would attack again, as subsequently
proved to be the case, for he made a vigorous assault upon my right flank,
which lasted from daylight in the morning until 10 o'clock. He then made
one of his heaviest assaults upon my left and left centre, which lasted from
one o'clock until six in the evening.
I have been specific in giving the details of this council, because it has occurred to me as possible that some erroneous report of what took place there
may have given rise to the idea that I desired to withdraw my army and retreat, and that I called my corps commanders together to know if they were in
favor of retreating.
I should like to have the committee, and I trust they will do so, call upon
all the principal officers I had upon that field-the corps commanders and division commanders ; that their attention should be called to all t~e points to
which I have alluded here; and that they should be specifically questioned as
to their recollection and views upon those points.
Question. 'l'he council to which you have referred is one held on the evening of the 2d of July?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. I believe one of the witnesses we have examined states that a
council was held on the uight of the 3d of July also. Was there such a council held 7
Answer. I do not remember any council held on the night of the 3d of July.
I bad· one on the night of the 4th of July, as to a plan of action in reference to
pur::ming the enemy. I do not remember any council on the 3d of July; if
there was one, it was a council with my corps commanders, and they are all as
well able to state what transpired there as myself; but I do not remember calling
any council at that time. It is possible there was a consultation. I never called
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those meetings councils; they were consultations, and they were probably more
numerous and more constant in my case, from the fact that I had just tssumed
command of the army, and felt that it was due to myself to have the lpinions
of high officers before I took action on matters which involved such momentous issues.

A..
l Circular.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
June 30, 1863.
The commanding general requests that, previous to the engagement soon
expected with the enemy, corps and all other commanding officers will address
their troops, explaining to them briefly the immense issues involved in the
struggle. The enemy are on our soil ; the whole country now looks anxiously
to this army to deliver it from the presence of tbe foe; our failure to do so will
leave us no such welcome as the swelling of millions of hearts with pride and
joy at our success would give to every soldier of this army. Homes, firesides,
and domestic altars are involved. '.rhe army has fought well heretofore; it is
believed that it will fight more desperately and bravely than ever if it is ad·
dressed in fitting terms. Corps and other commanders are authorized to order
the instant death of any soldier who faili; in his duty this hour.
By command of Major General Meade:
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC, JJI[arch 9, 1864.
Official copy :
CHA.S. E. PEASE,A.A.G.

B.
[Circular. J

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
June 30, 1863.
The commanding general has received information that the enemy are advancing, probably in strong force, on Gettysburg. It is the intention to hold
this army pretty nearly in the position it now occupies until the plans of the
enemy shall have been more fully developed.
'rhree corps, 1st, 3d, and 11th, are under the command of Major General
Reynolds, in the vicinity of Emmettsburg, the 3d corps being ordered up to
• that point. The 12th corps is at Littlestown. General Gregg's division of
cavalry is believed to be now engaged with the cavalry of the enemy near
Hanover Junction.
Corps commanders will hold their commands in readiness at a moment's notice, and upon receiving orders to march against the enemy, their trains (ammunition wagons excepted) must be parked in the rear of the place of cop.centration.
Ammunition wagons and ambulances will alone be permitted to accompany
the troops. 'rhe men must be provided with three days' rations in haversacks,
and with sixty rounds of ammunition in the boxes and upon the person.
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Corps commanders will avail themselves of all the time at tl1eir disposal to
familiarize themselves with the roads communicating with the different corps.
By command of Major General Meade.
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY o:F THE PoTOMAC, JI!Iarch 9, 1864.
Official copy :
CHAS.E. PEASE,A.A.G

c.
GETTYSBURG, June 30, 1863-10.30 p. m.
The reserve brigade, under General Merritt, is at Mechanicstown, with my
trains. General Pleasonton wrote he would inform me when he relieved it.
'Jlo-day I received instructions saying it would picket towards Hagerstown and
south.
I am satisfied that A. P. Hill's corps is massed just back of Cashtown, about
nine miles from this place. Ponder's division of this (Hill's) corps came up
to-day, of which I advised you, saying "the enemy in my front was increased." The enemy's pickets (infantry and artillery) are within four miles
of this place, at the Cashtow~ road. My parties have returned that went
north, northwest and northeast, after crossing the road from Cashtown to Oxford in several places. They heard nothing of any force having passed over it
lately. The road, however, is terribly infested with prowling cavalry partie!!.
Near Heidlersburg, to-day, one of my parties captured a courier of Lee's ;
nothing was found on him. He says Ewell's corps is crossing the mountains
from Carlisle, Roach's division being at Petersburg in advance. Longstreet,
from all I can learn, is still behind Hill.
I have many rumors and reports of the enemy advancing upon me from towards York. I have to pay attention to some of them, which causes me to
overwork my horses and men. I can get no forage or rations-am out of both.
The people give and sell the men something to eat, but I can't stand that way
of subsisting. It causes dreadful straggling. Should I have to fall back,
advise me by what route.
Respectfully,
BUFORD.
Major General REYNOLDS.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF TI-IE PoTOMAC, March 9, 1864.
Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.

D.
[Orders.]

HEADQUARTERS AnMY
Headquarter::; at 'l""aneytown.
'l'hird corps to Emmettsburg.
Second corps to 'l'aneytown.
Fifth corps to Hanover.
l!""'irst corps to Gettysburg.

PoToMAC,
Jl,ne 30, 1863,

oF THE
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Eleventh corps to Gettysburg, (or supporting distance.)
Sixth corps to Manchester.
Twelfth corps to Two Taverns.
Cavalry to front, and flank well out in all directions, giving timely notice of
operations and movements of the enemy.
All empty wagons, surplus baggage, useless animals, and implements of
every sort to Union bridge, three miles from Middleburg ; a proper officer from
each corps with them. Supplies will be brought up there as soon as practicable. The general relies upon every commander to put his column in the
lightest possible order.
'rhe telegraph corps to work east from Hanover, repairing the line, and all
commftnders to work repairing the line in their vicinity between Gettysburg
and Hanover.
Staff officers report daily from each corps, and with orderlies to leave for
orders. Prompt information to be sent into headquarters at all times. All
ready to move to the attack at any moment.
'rhe commanding general desires you to be informed that from present information Longstreet and Hill are at Chambersburg, partly towards Gettysburg;
Ewell at Carlisle and York. Movements indicate a disposition to advance from
Chambersburg to Gettysburg.
General Uouch telegraphs, 29th, his opinion that enemy's operations on Susquehanna are more to prevent co-operation with this army than offensive. 'rhe
general believes be has relieved Harrisburg and Philadelphia, and now desires
to look to his own army, and assume position for offensive or defensive, as occasions require, and give rest to the troops.
It is not his desire to wear the troops out by excessive fatigue and marches,
and thus unfit them for the work they will be called upon to perform.
Vigilance, energy, and prompt response to the orders from headquarters are
nPcessary, and personal attention must be given to reduction of impediments.
The orders and movements from these headquarters must be carefully and confidentiaJJy preserved, that they do not fall into the enemy's hands.
By command of Major General :Meade.

S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant Genrral.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THU PoTOMAC,

Jl;Jarck 9, 1864.

Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.

E.
[Circular.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

Taneytown, July I, 1863.
l!..,rnm information received the commanding general is satisfied that the object of the movement of the army in this direction has been accomplished, viz:
the relief of Harrisburg and the prevention of the ellemy's intended invasion
of Philadelphia beyond the Susquehanna.
It is no longer his intention to assume the offensive until the enemy's movements or position should render such an operation certain of ~uccess. If the
enemy assume the offensive and attack, it is his intention, after holding them
in check sufficiently long to withdraw the trains and other impediments, to
withdraw the army from its present position, and form line of battle with the
left resting in the neighborhood of Middleburg, and the · right at Manchestea1
the general direction being that of Pipe creek.
Part I--23
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For this purpose General Reynolds, in comm:md of the left, will withdraw
the force at present at Gettysburg, two corps by the road to Taneytown and
Westminster, and, after cwssing Pipe creek, deploy tow1ards Middleburg. The
corps at Emmettsburg will be withdrawn, by way of Mechanicsville, to Middleburg, or, if a more direct route can b\'l found, leaving Taneytown to their left,
•
to withdraw direct to .Middleburg. ·
General Slocum will aswme corhn:iand of the two corps at Hanover and 'rwo
Taverns and withdraw them ·oia Union .Mills, deploying one to the right and
one to the left after crossing Pipe creek, connecting on the lrft with General
Reynolds, and communicating his right to General Sedgwick at Manchester, who
will connect with him and form the right.
The time for falling back can only be developed by circumstances. Whenever such circumstances arise as would seem to indicate the necessity for falling
back and assnming this general line indicated, notice of such movement will at
once be communicated to these headquarters and to all adjoining corps commanders.
The 2d corps, now at Taneytown, will be held in resPrve, in the vicinity of
Uniontown and Frizelburg, to be thrown to the point of strongest attack,
should the enemy make it. In the event of these movementR being necessary,
the trains and impedimenta will all be sent to the rear of \V estminster.
Corps commanders, with their officers commanding artillery, and the divisions, should make themselves thoroughly familiar with t l1e country indicated,
all the roads and positions, so that no possible confusion can ensue, and that
the movement, if made, be clone with good order, precision, :md care, without
oss, or any detriment to the morale of the troops.
The commanders of corps are requested to communicate at once the nature ·
of their present position, and their ability to hold them in case of any sudden
attack at any point by the enemy.
This order is communicated that a general plan, perfectly understood hy all,
may be had for receiving attack if made in strong force upon any portion of
our present position. D evelopments may cause the commanding general to
assume the offensive from his present positions.
rrhe artillery reserve will, in the event of the general movement indicated,
move to tbe rear of Frizelburg, and be placed in position, or sent to corps, as
circumstances may require, under the general supervision of. the chief of artillery.
'l'he chief quartermaster will, in case of the general movement indicated,
give directions for the orderly and proper position of the trains in rear of Westminster. All the trains will keep well to the right of the road in moving , and
in case of any accicl(~nt, requiring a halt, the team must be hanld out of the
line, and not delay the mnvements.
The trains ordPrccl to Union Bridge, in these events will be sent to Westminster. General headquarters \Vill be, in case of this movement, at }....,rizelburg.
General Slocum as near Union Mills as the line will render best for him.
General Reynolds at or near the road from Ta11 eytown to Frizelburg.
The chief of artillery will examine the line and select positions for artillery. Tbe cavalry will be held on the right and left flanks after the movement is completed ; previous to its completion, he will, as now directed, cover
the front and exterior lines well out.
The commands mm:t be prepared for· a movement, and, in the event of the
enemy attacking us on the ground indicated herein, to follow up any repulse.
The chief sig·nal office~· will examine the line thoroughly and at once. Upon
the commencement of th1s movement, extend telegraphic communications from
each of the following poiuts to general he<-~dquarters, near Frizelburg, viz:
Manchester, Union Mills, Middleburg, and the Taneytown road.
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All true Union people should be advised to harass and annoy the enemy in
every way; t.o send in information, and taught how to do it-giving regiments
by number of colors, n,u mber of guns, generals' names, &c.; all their supplies
brought to us will be paid for, and not. fall into the enemy's bands.
Roads and ways to move to the right and left of general line should be
studied, and thoroughly understood. All movements of troops should be concealeu, and our dispositions kept from the enemy. rl'heir knowledge of these
dispositions would be fatal to our success, and the greatest care must be taken
to prevent such an occurrence.
By command of .Major General Meade.
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

JYla'l'Ch 9, 1864.

Official copy:
CHAS. E. PEASE, .A. A. G.

F.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,

July l, 1863.

1st Corps:
The telegraphic intrlligence receiveu from General Couch, with the various
movements reported from Buford, seem to indicate the concentration of the
enemy either at Chambersburg, or at a point situated somewhere on a line
drawn between Chambersburg and York, through Heidlersburg, and to the north
of Gettysburg.
The commanding general cannot decide whether it is his best policy to move
to attack, until he learns something more definite of the point at which the
enemy is concentrating. rl'his he hopes to do during the day. Meanwhile he
would like to have your views upon, the subject, at least so far as concerns your
position.
If the enemy is concentrated to the right of Gettysburg, that point would
not, at first glance, seem to be a proper strategic· point of concentration for this
army. lf the enemy is concentrating in front of Gettysburg, or to the left of it,
the general is not sufficiently well informed of the nature of the country to judge
of its character either for an offensive or defensive position. rrhe number of the
enemy are e::;timated at about 9~,000 infantry, with 270 pieces of artillery, and
his cavalry from six to eight thousand. Our numbers ought to equal it, and
with the arrival of General French's command, which should get up to-morrow,
exceed it, if not too much weakened by straggling and fatigu e.
The general having just assumed commaud in obedience to orders, with the
position of affairs leaving no time to learn the condition of the army as to morale
and proportionate strength compa1 ed with its la::;t return, would gladly receive
from yon any suggestions as to the pomts laid down in this 11.ote. He feels
that you know more of the condition of the troops in your vicinity and the
country than he floes.
General Humphreys, who is at Ernmettsburg with the 3d corps, the general
considers an excellent adviser as to the nature of the country fur defemive or
offensive operations. If near enough to call him to consultation with you, please
do so, without interference with the responsibilities that devolve upon you both.
You have all the information which the general has received, and the general
would like to have your views.
CoMMANDING 0FFrCER,
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The movement of your corps to Gettysburg was ordered before the positive
knowledge of the enemy's withdrawal from Harrisburg and concentration was
received.
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS AnMv OF THE PoTOMAC, Ma1·clt 9, 186.4.
Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.

G.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, .Tu1y 1, 1863.
CoMMANDING OFFICER, 6tl~ Corps:
I am directed by the commanding general tv state that it would appear from
reports just received that the enemy is moving in heavy force on Gettysburg,
(Ewell from Heidlersburg, and Hill from Cashtown Pass,) and it is not improbable be will reach that place before the command under Major General Reynolds,
(the 1st and 11th corps,) now on the way, can arrive there. Should such be the
case, and General Reynolds finds himself in the presPnce of a superior force, he
is instructed to hold the enemy in check, and fall slowly. back. If he is able
to do this, the line indicated in the circular of to-day will be occupied to -night.
Should circumstances render it necessary for the commanding general to fight
the enemy to-day, the troops are posted as follows for the support of Reynolds's
command, viz: On his right at "Two Taverns," the 12th corps; at Hanover,
the 5th corps; the 2d corps is on the road between Taneytown and Gettysburg;
the 3d corps is at Emmettsburg.
'This information is conveyed to you that you may have your corps in readiness to move in such direction as may be required at a moment's notice.
S. WILLIAMS,
Assi.~tant Adjutant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, JJ;IarcA 9, 1864.
Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.

H.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
.July 1, 1863-1.10 p. m.
CoMMANDING OFFICER, 2d Corps:
'The major general commanding has just been informed that General Reynolds
has been killed, or badly wounded. He directs that you turn over the command
of your corps to General Gibbon; that you proceed to the front, and by virtue
of this order, in case of the truth of General Reynolds's death, yon assume command of the corps there assembled, viz: the 11th, 1st, and 3d, at Emmettsburg.
If you think the ground and position there a (better) suitable one to fight a
battle under existing circumstances, you will so advise the general, and he will
order all the troops up. You know the general's views, and General Warren,
who is fully aware of them, has gone out to see General Reynolds.
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LATER-1.15 p. m.
Reynolds has possession of Gettysburg, and the enemy are reported as falling
back from the front of Gettysburg. Hold your column ready to move.
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
Major General, Okiif qf Staff
HEADQuARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc, Mm·clt 9, 1864.
Official copy :
CHAS. E.

PEASE,A.~~

I.
HEADQUARTERS FIRST CAVALRY DIVISION,
July 1, 1863-20 minutes past 3.
GENERAL PLEASONTON: I am satisfied that Longstreet and Hill have made
a junction. A tremendous battle has been raging since 9-Q- a. m., with varying
success. At the present moment the battle is raging on the road to Cashtown,
and in short cannon range of this town ; the enemy's line is a semicircle on the
height from north to west. General Reynolds was killed early this morning.
In my opinion there seems to be no directing person.
JOHN BUFORD,
Brigadie1· General qf Volunteers.
We need help now.
BUFORD.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, March, 1864.
Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.

K.
52.5.
GENERAL: When I auived here an hour since, I found that our troops had
given up the front of Gettysburg and the town. We have now taken up a position in the cemetry, and cannot well be taken; it is a position, however, easily
turned. ~locum is now coming on the ground, and is taking position on the
right, which will protect the right. But we have as yet no troops on the left,
the third corps not having yet reported, but I suppose that it is marching up.
If so, his flank march will in a degree protect our left flank. In the mean time
Gibbon had better march on so as to take position on our right or left to our
1·ear, as may be necessary, in sume commanding position. General G. will
see this despatch. The battle is quiet now. I think we will be all right until
night. I have sent all the trains back. When night comes it can be told better
what had best be done. I think we can retire; if not we can fight here, as
the ground appears not unfavorable with good troops. I will communicate in a
few moments with General Slocum, and transfer the command to him.
Howard says that Doubleday's command gave way.
Your obedient servant,
WINFIELD S. HANCOCK,
Major General Commanding Corps.
General Warren is here.
General BuTTERFIELD, Chiif of Sta.f!:
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HE~DQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

Marek 9, 1864.

Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE,

A. A. G.

L.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE Po'l'oMAc,

. July 1, 1863-7 p. m.
CoMMANDING OFFICER,

5th Corps:

The major general commanding directs that yon move up to Gettysburg at
once upon receipt of this orrler, if not already ordered to do so by General Slocum. The present prospect is that our general engagement must be there.
Communicate with General Slocum, under whose directions you are placed by
the orders of this morning. The general had supposed that General Slocum
wo·u ld have ordered you up.

DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
Major Genentl, Chief qf Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoT~MAC,

March 9, 1864.

Official copy :
CHARLES E. PEASE,

A. A. G.

l\L
HEADQUARTERs ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,

Taneytown, July 1,
CoMMANDING OFFICER, Gtl~

1863-7~

p. rn.

Corps:

The major general commanding directs me to say that a gei1eral battle se~rns
to be impending to-morrow at Gettysburg. That it is of the utmost importance
that your command should be up. He directs that you stop all trains, or turn
them out of the road tbr"' impede your progress. Your march will have to be a
forced one to reach the :.cene of action, where we shall probably be largely outnumbered without your presence. If any shorter road presents itself witl·wnt
difficulty in getting up, you will use your dise1 etion in taking it, and report the
facts to these headquarters.
General Sykes has been ordered up from H anover to Gettysburg, and General Slocum from Littletown, and General Hancock' s corps from here. 'l'he
whole army is there, (Gettysburg,) or under way for that point. The general
desires you to report here in person wi thout d~lay the moment you receive
this. He is waiting to see you here before goiug to the front. The trains will
all go to Westminster and Union Bridge, as ordered.

DANIEL BU'l'TERFIELD,
lv.lajor General, CMif qf Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, Marc!~

9, 1864.

Official copy :
CHAS. E. PEASE, A. A. G.
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IVIajor General A!fred Pleasanton.
'\VASHil\'GTO~, )Jri(l't'Cl~

7, 1864.

~Iajor General ALFUED Pr.EASONTON sworn and examined.

By the chairman:
(See testimony "Army of the Potomac-Gen~ral Hooker.")
Question. General Meade assumed command of the army of t,1e Potomac
upon General Hooker being relieved ?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Go on with your narrative from that point .
. ~nswer. '\Vhen General .Meade assumed the command, he adopted the deCISJOn of General Hooker to place General Slahl's division of cavalry in the
cavalry corps. under my command, and I aGsigned General Kilpatrick to the
co~m~nd of It; and I also recommended Captains Farnsworth and Custer as
bngather generals and they were appointed, and that division fouO'ht
Stuart's
0
cavalry and defeated it on the 1st day of J 1:1ly, two days after, at Hanover
Junction, Pennsylvania. I may say here that I had studied that whole country
the year before very carefully indeed, all its roads and topographical features,
and was probably about as "\Yell posted in regard to it as any officer in the
army. And in the distribution of the cavalry force I sent the strongest division on the left flank of our army, that is, nearest the enemy, to cover and
occupy Gettysburg till our army could move in that direction. That division
was General Buford's division. It moved on the 29th of June from near Middleburg, and arrivcu in front of Gettysburg that evening or early the next
morning. The 1st division was on the left; Kilpatrick's took the front, and
Gregg's division took the right. When Stuart made hi~ raid between our
army and W at\hington, General Meade \Vas very anxious for me to send some
cavalry afrer him. But 1 have always opposed movements of that sort, because
it is very difficult, if not almost impossible, for one mounted command to catch
another with a day's or eYen a half a day's start. And I urged that if Stuart
encumbered himself with plunder, we would head him off as he proceeded up
iinto Pennsylvania, and he would become a much easier victim than he would
of prepared to fight without plunder. :My views were confirmed by the result
of Kilpatrick's fight with Stuart at Hanover, for Stuart's cavalry gaye us
very little annoyance after that event. I then turned my attention to the infantry nnd securing· .the flanks of the army. I was satisfied from my general
knowledge of the country-and so mentioned to General Meade several timesthat there was but one position in which for us to have a fight, and that was at
Gettysburg; and I had given orders to Gencrul Buford to hold that point to
the last extremity until we could get there. ':rhe enemy attacked General
Buford nt Gettysburg on the 1st of July; and the first mistake they comrnittcc1 was in permitting him to keep them in check until the 1st and 11th
c )l'ps, um1er General Reyuolds, came up and held that position. On the 2d of
July, Buford's division, having been so severely bandied the day before, was
sent by me back to \Vestmiuster, our depot, to protect it, and also to recruit.
General Gregg's division was placed on our right to prevent the enemy from
turning our flank; 1\ierritt's brigade of the 1st division being at Emmettsburg,
and Farn;:;worth's brigade of Kilpatrick's division having been sent to the left.
On the 3d. of July :Merritt's brigade was ordered up from Emmettsburg to
take the enemy in rem· at Gettysburg, and join with Farnsworth's brigade in
preventing thlj enemy turning our flank on the left. Both of those divit>ions
had very heavy fighting, and. I have always b('en of the opinion that the demonstration of cavnhy on our left materially checked the attack of the enemy
on the 3d of July; for General Hood, the rebel general, was attempting to
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turn our flank when he met these two brigades of cavalry, and the officera reported to roe that at least two divisiuns of the rebel infantry and a number of
batteries were held back, expecting an attack from us on that flank. The
rebel army was finally repulsed on the 3d of July. Immediately after that
repulse, I rode out with General Meade on the field, and up to the top of the
mountain, and I urged him to order a general advance of his whole army in
pursuit of the enemy, for I ~as satisfied that the rebel army was not only demoralized, but that they must be nearly, if not quite, out of ammunition; an4
that our army, being in fine spirits with this last repulse, could have easily defeated and routed the enemy. But General Meade ordered me to send my
cavalry to the rear of the rebels, to find out whether they were really fa !ling
back. This took some time. The cavalry rode all night. The first officer
who reported was General Gregg. He reported, 22 miles on the Chambersburg
road by the next morning at 8 o'clock, that the road was strewn with wounded
aod stragglers, ambulances and caissons, and that there was great demoralization and confusion.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. Was this reported to General Meade 1
Answer. It was reported to GAneral Meade immediately. And, in fact,
General Gregg had captured a large number of prisoners; I cannot mention
the number now, but it showed that the rebel army bad suffered terribly. He
captured their wounded, left in the hospitals, and other prisoners, showing that
they were greatly demoralized.
By the chairman:
Question. Were many stragglers found 1
Answer. Yes, sir, a great many. Kilpatrick's command was ordered to the
left to get in rear of them and destroy their trains as they were passing over
the Niountains, while Buford was ordered by the way of Frederick city to go
to Williamsport and destroy what trains he could there. Both of these commands travelled day and night and succeeded in inflicting· a great deal of
damage upon the enemy.
Question. You advised an immediate advance of the whole army 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. vVhat reasons did General Meade give against ordering it 1
Answer. General Meade said he was not sure they might not make another
attack on him. And to satisfy hims~f, he wanted to know first that they were
in retreat; and for that reason I was to send the cavalry out to ascertain.
Question. You ascertained that they were in retreat 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the other commands, besides General Gregg's, found out
that the whole rebel army was retreating to Williamsport or Falling Waters,
and they inflicted upon the enemy a great deal of damage in proportion to their
power.
Question. With what expedition did our army advance after you had ascertained the enemy were retreating 1
Answer. We were one or two days at Gettysburg after we receiYed the information from General Gregg that the enemy were in retreat. 'rhe bulk of the
army marched by the way of Frederick city to Middleburg, to a position on the
Antietam river, the right resting about Hagerstown.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. Were you in that council of war that was held in relation to attacking the enemy at Williamsport 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I was in the council.
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By the chairman:
Question. I want to know of you, as a military man of a gren.t deal of experience, what your opinion was that our army ought to have done under the
circum::;tances 1
Answer. It was my opinion that our army should have attacked the rebel
army then at Falling Waters. Every position that our army occupied on the
Antietam had been won by the cavalry. l t satisfied rnA that the enemy were not
. very strung. On the day of the council, the brigade that was in front of General Slocum's command, under Colonel Henry, of the Pennsylvania cavalry, near
St. James's college, or St. James's church, I think they call it, drove in the
enemy, and reported to me that he could have carried that position, but that
General Slocum had ordered him to halt for fear of bringing on a general engagement. The enemy afterwards brought a strong force there to hold that
point. A second reason for this opinion for attacking the enemy was, that I was
satisfied their army was short of ammunition; that they had not a sufficient
supply to last for more than a three or four hours' fight; while our army was
well supplied. '.rhe third reason was that they had a river at their back, which
was swimming, and also one on their flank; and from the disappointment of
their hopes in the battle of Gettysburg, and the discomforts that they had met
with during the march to Falling Waters, and the buoyant feeling in our army,
I believed that we shou.d have captured-if not captured, at least dispersedthree-fourths of that army, at least taken all their artillery, and the sequel,
proving that the enemy were also of that opinion, was the fact that they themselves moved off.
Question. What reasons were given by those who voted for not attacking
the enemy 1 What was their idea about it 1
Answer. 'l'here were various reasons given. The council was late at night.
It was wet weather, and it struck me, when t.he question wa8 asked of them,
that most of the party did not attach that importance to the matter that I did.
I knew several of those generals, who, from all I had seen of them in action,
would much sooner fight a battle than run after the enemy. 'l'hat was what
we all wanted, to :fight. There was one general, General French, I think, who
remarked, after General Meade declared that he would not order an attack
against the vote of the council, " \-Vhy, it does not make any difference what
our opinions are; if you give the order to attack, we will :fight just as well under
it as if our opinions were not against it." I mention that to show that the generals did not attach that importance to the matter that I did.
Question. Then you followed the enemy along until you finally reached Culpeper 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Will you go on and state what happened there, with such facts as
in your opinion are matters of interest, especially your retreat from Culpeper 1
Answer. After we arrived on the Rappahannock I sent a command of cavalry
under General Buford to see if the enemy still occupied Culpeper. He advanced to within a few miles of Culpeper, when the enemy brought out a heav.y
force of infantry and drove him back. We, however, still held the south side
of the Rappahannock, the cavalry picketing there principally. After having
been down there some time, and finding from the reports that came in that the
enemy were not nearer than the Rapidan in any strong force, I moved with the
whole cavalry force from Catlett's ::-,tation and Rixeyville through Culpeper to
the Rapidan, driving out all their cavalry and capturi11g three guns. 'l1 he enemy were tak..:n completely by surprise. I remained there three days before the
army came up on the Rapidan, before my cavalry were relieved. '.rhe army
then occupied a position around Culpeper, picketing the Rapidan. The cavalry
were then thrown to the right, to the left, and to the rear. On the right Kil-
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patrick's division was station~u out as far as James City. "\Ve remained at
Culpeper some time, and there were several advances and reeonnoissaJ,ces made
to the right and to the left, but no formidable movement. The day before the
army fell back from Culpeper I was ordered to send Buford's division of eavalry across the Rapidan at Germania ford. It was to move up in rear of the
enemy and cause them to uncover Morton's ford. The first corps was to cross
at Morton's ford and operate in conjunction with Buford's cavalry, whilst
Sedgwick's corps, the 6th corps, on the right, was to attaek the position of the
enemy on our right. 'rhat evening it was telegraphed from the signal stations
on the mountains near there that tlte enemy were moving in force on Madison
Court House. General Meade became very much excited and determined to
fall back with the army.
Question. What was our force at that time 1
.Answer. We had five corps-probably 60,000 fighting men of infantry-that
is my impression.
Question. You had more tha11 that number of all arms 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we must have had nearly 80,000 fighting men in all.
0 eneral Meade, as well as General Humphreys, mentioned to me that General
Lee had been re-enforced, and had a force of 80,000 men. I urged that we
should advance and attack. the enemy at Madison Court House; or, if they
moved further than that, then let them move as far as Sperryville, and then cut
them off in their rear, which I thought could be done with three corps. I stated
then that I never was satisfied that General Lee had received any re-enforcements, and that I believed we were stronger than he was. Besides, my troops,
which had been sent aci'oss the river under the impression that we were going '
to make a forwart\ movement, would be liable to be C•tt off if we fell back.
General Meade, however, decided to fall back.
vVhen General Buford came to Morton's ford and Raccoon ford-he crossed
:it both placeE-he found that the infantry which had been ordered to co-operate
with hnn had gone. He was attacked by a heavy force of the enemy's cavalry
and infantry, which he had to :fight. I was ordered to cover the retreat with
Gregg's and Kilpatrick's divisions. I sent Gregg in the rear, by way of Rixeyville, and remained myself with Kilpatrick's division at Culpeper until near
two o'clock in the day, in order to give Buford time to get out of the way, and
so that I could assist him if be wanted it. 'I'he enemy pressed me very heavily
with cavalry and in!'antry in falling back from Culpeper to Brandy Station, and
threw a large force of cavalry in between Bnl'ord and myself. At one time we
had cavalry all around us. But we marched through them and formed at
Brandy Station, >vhere we had a very severe fight. General l<"'rench, with the
3d corps, was marching to our left, and very kindly sent over and told me he
was there and offered m<' assiRtance. But it was uot necessary, as we did
everything that was required of us.
My orders were to fall back with ~he cavalry behind the !tappahannock. But
on reaching General Meade'::; headquarters, and telling him of this fight, of
which he said he had heard nothing, had not heard the cannon, he directed me
to leave the cavalry on the other side, and h()ld a position there, and see whether
the enemy carne in that dii·ection in force. I tohl l1im that both divisions of my
men had had Yery heavy fighting, and if the enemy did come in force, our men
could make very little reEistancc. I said that, in order to determine the fact
whether the enemy were coming up in our rear, it would be better to send a
conple of c0rps back to Brandy Station the next day, in order to determine the
movements ot the enemy. He adopted that suggestion, and Buford's division
of cavalry went back with two corpe, and we remained a day there. Buford
went back as far as Culpeper, but found no enemy. It appears that they had
been making a rapid movement to our right. 'l'hey attacked Getleral Gregg
that day with twenty-four pieces of artillery and a very heavy force of infantry,
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showing clearly that they were moving on our right. General Gregg suffered
consit1erable lo~s from that attack.
When General :Meade heard of that he ordered the army to fall back; and
we fell back to a position near Catlett's Station, and from there we fell back to
Centreville.
vVhen we hrtd crossed the river I urged an attack, taking up a position at
\Varrenton. I was always under the impression that we could thr,tsh Lee's army
in any position along there. We were in splendid condition; in as g JOd a condition as an army ever was. And 1he manner in which the enemy acted convinced me that there was either great timidity on their part, or that they bad
very small numbers; one of the two. I considered that General Lee, if he had
had 80,000 men, would have walked right up to us. But I saw nothing, from
the time we started until we got to Centreville, to make me believe the enemy
l1acl a force to beat us at all.
Question. \Vhat do you suppose Lee's force was then 1
Antrwer. 1\Iy calculation l1as been this: I considered that they lost out of
their army at Gettysburg 45,000 to 50,000 in ki.lled, wounded, desertHs, and
all that. And Longstreet had gone off at that time. I did not believe that
they had more than fi·om 45,000 to 50,000 men. I c·msidered that was making
a large allowance for their army.
Question. Did you tear up any of the railroad, or destroy any bridges, as
you retr ated at that time?
Answer. Our eugineers clid blow up the Rappahannock bridge; that is the
only bridge that >Yas destroyed by us that I know of.
Questiou. If you had been seeking a fight with the fmemy, was there any
difficulty in finding a place where you could force them to fight you on reasonably advantageous terms 1
Answer. I con"iclered that Lee's movement in going to Madison Court House
and attempting to turn us by Sperryville was the most dangerous movement
he could h:tve been guilty of for himself. We could certainly have cut him off
from the south, and his only recourse then would have beei1 to go up in the
valley or g·et between us and Washington.
Question. If the idea was always to retreat before the army of the enemy,
why did you folio"· him so far ont. into this coun.try 1 Why not have taken up
your position in the defences of Wa~:~hington, if you were not goi1w to :fight the
enemy when you came up to him 1
..Auswer. That is not a question for me to answer. I can only give you the
imprcs;:;ions that occurred to me at the time. It was my impression, and it has
been and still is, that we could have afforded to risk a. battle, for we had all the
adYantages on our side that we could reasonably expect to ha...-e in war. Of
cour:-5e yon may sometimes have all the acl vantages, and they ma,y ail set
agai.n:o.t you. But our force was all in hand; it was in good condition, and we
had a good country to operate in; and we knew it thoroughly, for I believe we
know their country there as well as they do themselves. A::: an evidence of
that 1 will state the remarkable fact that, from the time we left Falmouth
through the whole of the Gettysburg campaign until the time we got back to
the lbppahannock, there was not a single order of mine that rniscanicd or was
mi~execnt.ed, as many times as my staff officerR had to go through the enemy's
line::;. .. . Tone of my commands eve'· missed a road, or failed to get into their
place~ at the proper time. And this service was performed night and day;
::;ho"·ing that we know that country as well as they do.
Qne;;;tion. You lo::;t the whole of the fall season by reason of that retreat?
Am;wer. Yes, sir; because we hacl to wait until the r<.~ilroad was rebuilt before we c0uld move out again.
Question. You advanced again after that retreat when the enemy retired?
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Answer. Yes, sir; we advanced to Warrenton, and from there we went Otl
again to Culpeper.
Question And finally to Mine run 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. You were out there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I was with General Meade when we crossed the Rappahannock the second time.
Question. What was the object of that last advance, wheu you went to Mine
run; do you know 1
Answer. Before I come to that, I was going to speak of another occasion
when I thought we lost another opportunity.
QueE~tion. State that, if you please. Go on with your narrative, in your own
way.
Answer. It is in reference to the crossing of the Rappahannock the second
time. General Meade was desirous of moving down to Fredericksburg, and telegraphed to the government to that effect. But they said that, as we had been
to the expense of building up that railroad, we ought to protect it; and that
they wished him to advance on that line and attack the enemy. In the di:o:cussion of plans, I recommended that two corps be crossed at Rappahannock Station and three corps at Kelly's ford, for Kelly's ford always turned the position at Rappahannock Station. It was said that we could cross there, and the
moment the three corps crossed there they were only eleven miles from Germania ford, whereas the road running from Rappahannock Station to Culpeper is
fifteen or more miles. I urged that these three corps marching across from
Kelly's ford to Germania would, on coming up, get in rear of the rebel army
on the other side of the Rapidan before the enemy could get there, and that
the two corps that crossed at Rappahannock Station should move up and support the three corps at Germania. r:l'hat plan was attempted up to the crossing,
and it was very successful. General Sedgwick took the works of the enemy
there, but General Meade would not order the three corps to go from Kelly's
ford to Germania. I think he there made ::t mistake, for the movements of the
enemy showed that they all went to the right pretty much through Culpeper,
and that the three corps that crossed at Kelly's ford could have gone ou and
crossed at Germanin and got into the rear of the enemy. 'l'he enemy were
very much discouraged at being driven away from the Rappahannock, after
they had commenced to build their winter quarters. r:l,hat was another occasion where, I think, we might have gained a great deal by making an attempt
to cross the Rapidan. We certainly could have crossed at Gormania, for they
bad no force there that could have opposed the crossing of the three corps.
We then moved up and occupied Culpeper again. General Meade determined
to make an attempt to flank the enemy by way of Mine run. He found out the
point where the works of the enemy terminated, and then went up the stream.
I knew nothing of what General Meade intended to do until the order w:-ts published relative to the movement, in which he directed me where to put the cavalry. General Gregg's division was thrown on the outside flapk ou the plank
road to cover and protect it. · They first crossed the riveL·, and then protected
the flank of the two corps on that side. 'rhe first division covered all our trains
at Richardsville, while General Kilpatrick's division covered the fords and held
them.
During the operations General Ouster, who was in command of this division,
crossed and went inside the enemy's works, and went four miles in the direction
of Orange Court House, and had our troops then acted promptly I think we could
then have ::ucceeded in routing the enemy from their lines. After our army
had got into position, and general orders came to attack from our left, which
were declined by the general in command there, I recommended to General
Meade that if he could not £nd one officer to do it to take another; that I thought
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it necessary for the honor of the country and of th e army that we should not
back out without a fight. But he said it was too late; that the enemy were too
strongly fortified, and he did not intend to attack them, and he came back with
our army.
Qu8stion. Since the battle of Gettysburg the army has done little else but
retreat 1
Answer. No, sir; it has not fought as an army since then.
Question. I want to know of you whether the commanding general retains the
confidence of his officers and men afr.er all these retreats 1
Answer. Well, sir, as far 'as my own corps is concerned, I do not think
General Meade has their confidence. There has been a gl'eat deal of dissatisfaction for some time past among the cavalry in consequence of the manner in
which they have been used. I have mentioned that to General Meade more
than once: They find that they are throwing a great deal of hard work away
to no pur pose ; that they have lost a great many men, and yet no beneficial results are obtained.
Question. As a military man, do you think it possible for us ever to conquer
the rebPllion by tlefensive operations alone 1
Answer. No, sir ; it must be done by offensive operations.
Question. What effect is produced upon the men by this constant shrinking
from an engagemmt with the enemy, when we have r eason to suppose that our
force is equal to or superior to theirs ?
Answer. It discourages them very much. I think our arrny was very much
discouraged in coming away from l\1ine run without a fight. At leas t that is
my impression. I may be mistaken. I am only giving you my impression
about it.
Question. In your judgment, is there cordial co-operation of these commanders
of army corps in these enterprises ? Do the leading generals co-operate and act
with one mind to effect the general result 1 It is a pretty searching question, I
know, but we want to get inside of these matters if we can.
Answer. As a general answer, I do not know, but I should say that they did ;
that wl1en anything is ordered to be done the thing is done. That is my general
impression.
Question. But if the hearts of the leaders of the army nre not in the enterprise
it is very easy for them not to act with that spi.t:it by which success is generally
achieved, and yet not lay themselves directly open to censure?
Answer. I do not know any profession in which the character of the leaders
tells more upon those under them than the military profession. I have been a
long time a soldier, and I do not know any people who have to be more of actors
than military men who understand their profession. I know that the men do
look to their officers, their leaders. I have frequently seen men, when under
great excitement and trepidation, calmed down by a quiet, jocular, or encouraging
remark from their commander, turning the whole tenor of their minds, so that
the thing they looked upon before as dangerous they would go right into without
hesitation. I have seen men ·when they have been hesitating or excited, and
some gallant, dashing man would come up, and you would see the men brighten
up at once. You could see an immediate cltange to a different state of feeling.
In fact, I do not know any pro fess ion in which the character of one man stamps
itself more indelibly upon masses of men than in the military profession.
Question. And the spirit of the commanding general usually diffuses itself
through the whole army 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. You have said that in your corps you think that, after all these
occurrences, General .Meade does not retain the entire confidence of the officers
and men 1
Answer. That is my impression.
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Question. I do not know that I have any further questions to ask you. If
there is anything further which you wish to say you 'vill please go on and say it.
Answer. I do not now ~hink of anything. I may not have made my state .
ments here as connectedly as I might have done if I had thoug-ht the matter
over; but I have given you just as the m11tters impressed me at the time.
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By the chairman:
See testimony " Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."
Question. How many days before the battle of Gettysburg did General
Meade assume commaud of the army of the Potomac?
Answer. He took command at Frederick city, l\Iaryland, on the 28th of June,
1863, and on the bt of July the fight at Gettysburg was commenced by General lleynolds.
Question. Was it not ·most extraordinary to change commanders where two
great aunies were approaching each other so near a battle 1
Answer. I thiuk it wa:5 very extr:wrdinary.
Question. Will you give us your observations in regard to that battle, how
it came on, how it was fought, &c., so far as you may think it material?
An:3wer. I reached Emmett::<burg, with my division of the 3d corps, on the
30th of J uue. I had been relieved at Frederick city of the command of the
cor[JS by General Sickles, who had returned to the army and assumed commaud of the corps, and I resumed the command of my division. As I said, I
reached Emmettsburg on the 30th of June. On the 1st of July I was ordered
beyond Emmettsburg to take position and cover the road that came from a gap
in the mountains. About 2 o'clock in the afternoon a staff officer from General Sickles rode up to me with an order to proceed immediately to Gettysburg
and report to General Howard, who bad succl~ eued to the command there when
General Reynolds was killed; to move with all despatch with my division.
It was about ten miles from Emmettsburg to Gettysburg. We reached there
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, aud formed upon the left of the 1st corps, on
Cemetery ridge, as it is called there. "\V e bivouacked in that position for the
night. Upon the 2d of July I was oruered to relieve Geary's division of the
l~th corps, that during the night had bivouacked on my left.
I took position
wit.h my left at and on Round Top about 9 o'clock in the morning, and
threw out skirmishers along the Emmettsburg road to cover the left. About
11 o'clock, the firing with my skirmishers being very sharp, and seeming to
increase, 1 askecl permission of .Major General Sickles to send a regiment and a
bal talion of s.lmrpshooters to make a reconnoissance and see what the enemy
were doing. I received from General Sickles permission to do so. 'l'he reconnaissance showed that the enemy were moving in three columns, under cover of
the woods, to our left. I reported this immediately to General Sickles, and he
ordered me at once to prepare to meet the attack. About half past two o'clock
in the afternoon the columns of the enemy could be plainly seen from the left
of my position, and at three o'clock I ordered Clark's rifted battery to open
upon them, as they were within fair range. At that time General Meade rode
down to the line, accompanied by General Sickles, and asked what the firing
was for. General Sickles and myself explained to him the position and move·
ments of the enemy ; that they were moving in order to turn out left, and we
_had opened upon them.
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At that time General Sickles told me that General Sykes would, at my request, send me a division to snpport me upon my left; and that I could also
call upon General Hancock, of the 2d corps, for another divi8ion upon my right,
if it was necessary ; that they had been ordered by General :Meade to support
us w th those two clivi-ions. I sent a staff officer to General Sykes asking him
to send up at once the division that had been ordered from his corps to support
me; that an attack by the enemy was imminent, and that I thought it would b.:
made at once. The staff officer saw him, and he returned for answer that he
would come up in time; that his men were making coffee aud were tired, but
that he would be np in time. He came up with one of his clivisioils in about an
hour from that timr, and formed upon my left upon Round Top, and placed
Barnes's division ma:-:.t;ed behind my centre. I held with my di--:ision from Round
TofJ to the Emmettt'\burg road.
I present here a map of the battle-field of Gettysburg, which gives, with accuracy, the position of the 3J corps during the battle on .Thursday. I wish
it receiveC: as a part of my testimony, to explain it.
1'he attack was commenced by the enemy about half past 3 o'clock, their
force being formed in three lines. It was resisted by us, but my line was so
long and thin that I was forced to send to General Sickles, asking for more
support, as I had no troops in reserve. :My line was almost a single one, and as
the enemy, in the fight, attacked any particular point, I had to take regiments
from other points to meet their attack. General 8ickres sent me a brigade from
the 2d corps, with one of his staff officers, which was placed by me in position
in the centre of the line held by me.
About 5~ o'clock p. m. I received word from one of his stRff that General
Sickles had been wounded, and that he would like to sec me. I rode to him
and saw him, and at hi:; request took command of the corp:;. 1'he fight with
our corps lasted until about 7 o'clock, .we receiving support from brigades of
the 2d corps and from brigades of the 5t.h corps. At about 7 o'clock I withdrew my corps from the front line, and massed it s.>me half a mile to the rear
of the line which I had helP. during the clay. After this the enemy made no
attack during the night. Ou the 3d of .T uly we supported the 1st and 2cl
corps, but were not seriously engaged, and met with very smaH loss.
Question. vVas there a11y council of war held the night after General Sickles
was wounded 1 If so, state what you know about it.
Answer. There was a council of the corp:; commanders held at General
Meade's headquarters that night, of which I was one present. It was there determined to remain and fight the next day; to make no attack the next day,
but to Ieceive one should the enemy make it.
Genei·all\feade said that his orders wel'e to cover Baltimore and Washington,
and he seemed indisposed to hazard a battle except on the most favorable terms.
On Saturday night there was another council held, as to whether we should
remain there or retire. 'The enemy haJ manifested no disposition to attack,
but barl drawn back his left flank, maintaining his position in front of our left.
Question. That was after the enemy had been finally repulsed on the third
day of the fight 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q . a~stion. What could have been the object of that council at that time 1
Auswer. It was suggested that the enemy were making a flank movement,
and would probably try to interpose between us and vVashington. At this
councii, on :::hturday night, it was decided to remain twenty-four hours longer
in om· position, and that General Sedgwick, who had come up with fresh troops,
whose troops had t1ot been in the fight, should be sent with his corps to find
out as to the enemy's right. and as to their pof-lition upon our extreme left, to
see whether they were still in position there. I was also ordered to send out a
reconuoissance at daylight to ascertain the position of the enemy. I did so
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early Sunday morning, and reported that the enemy were in full retreat. I also
sent back for permission to open upon the enemy with my rifled batteries as
they were crossing a point very near me, upon the turnpike going towards
Hagerstown, and the staff officer brought me permission to do so. I had commenced the movement to attack, when another staff officer arrived from General Meade with a written order from him to make no attack, which was done.
l\iy skirmishers advanced and took possession of their hospitals, with a large
number of their wounded. I had sent some twenty orderlies with a staff
officer, who led the reconnaissance, and I reported these facts constantly to
General Meade; but this peremptory order from him not to open fire at al1
prevented any pursuit of the enemy.
Question. ThiB was after the final repulse of the enemy 7
Answer. Yes, sir. The council was held on Saturday night, and this was on
Sunday morning.
·
Question. I would like to know who could have been of the opinion that a
beaten and repulsed army could have endangered Washington by any movement they could have made 7
Answer. 'l'here were several, I think, voted on Saturday night for retiring
to another position.
Question. Who were they 1
Answer. I forget now exactly who they were. It was a matter of some doubt
in the council on Saturday night whether we should remain or retire; but it
was finally decided to remain there twenty-four hours longer before we made
any retrograde movement. It was decided not to make an aggressive movement,
but simply to wait developments
Question. Do you remember how the vote stood in that council?
Answer. My impression is that it was three to five.
Question. Do you remember the names of those who voted to retire 1
Answer. I cannot give the exact vote. I know that in both councils General
Howard, General Sedgwick, General Pleasonton and myself were for fighting.
'l'he first council was also divided.
Question. On Thursday night 1
Answer. Yes; sir.
Question. Whether you should retire 1
Auswer. Yes, sir, I think so. I know that several of the corps commanders
objected to the position ; said that our left was weak.
Question. Do you recollect how General Meade stood on that question 1
Answer. General Meade stated that his orders were positively to cover Washington and Baltimore, and that he did not wish to hazard a battle without he
was certain of victory; that was his statement to the council. He said that he
intended to be guided by the opiuions of his corps commanders.
Question. 'l'he council might have understood him to be rather of the opinion
that it was safest to retire, might they not 1
Answer. I could only state my own impression. I have given his language
as I remember it.
Question. What was the condition of our army after the fight was over 1
Answer. I have never seen the army so confident of success, in most admirable spiri s, and so anxious for a fight.
Question. Were they not less jaded and fatigued by the battle than were
the enemy?
Answer. Much less; the enemy had made longer marches and had attacked,
and we hacl received it and repulsed them. Our men were somewhat jaded
from their long march from Falmouth; but the army was never in a better condition physically than it was then, and very buoyant over their success.
Question. Suppose that the first council, where you think they divided
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equally, had determined to retire, and you had done so, what, in your judgment
as a military man, would have been the effect?
Answer. It would have been very demoralizing to the army. rrhey had marched
with great spirit and animation to meet the enemy; and to have retreated
at that time, while the enemy were in our own loyal State of Pennsylvania, in
my opinion, would have been almost fatal to the command, if not to the country.
Question. How long did you remain at Gettysburg, after the enemy were
finally repulsed, before you commenced the pursuit in force 1
Answer. The enemy retreated Saturday night. We remained there Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, and on rruesday I moved with the corps towards
Middleburg. At Middleburg, General :E'rench, with General Milroy's troops
from Harper's Ferry, 10,000 men, was assigned to the corps, which had 1:mffered
heavily in the battle. He ranked me, and consequently assumed command of the
corps on the 9th day of July, and I resumed command of my division.
Question. Do you know why those 10,000 troops were not brought up earlier,
so as to have participated in the battle 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know why the troops at Baltimore, under General Schenck,
were not brought into that battle 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Those troops joined the army after the battle was over 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and there were a large number of militia from New York,
and other troops that were in Frederick, which wonld have swollen the army;
and I have understood that troops from General Foster's command, in North
Carolina, were sent up.
Question. What number of troops do you understand came from there?
Answer. I understood that the accession of good troops to the army amounted
to 20,000 or 25,000 men.
Question. I cannot forbear asking this question : Do you know any reason
why those troops from all these different points could not have been brought
up to participate in the battle from its commencement, as well as they could
have been brought up after its close 1
Answer. I do not know any reason.
Question. Was it not a great military blunder not to have concentrated them
there?
Answer. I think so.
Question. r.rhe enemy retreated, and you finally followed them 't
Answer. Yes, sir. At Middleburg General French, with those 10,000 troops
from Harper's Ferry, joined the army, and took command of the 3d corps. I
left the army and did not rejoin it again until it reached Warrenton, when I
resumed command of my division.
Question. Nevertheless, you understand the condition of affairs when the
enemy reached Williamsport and Falling vVaters 1
Answer. From hearsay; yes, sir.
Question. Although you were superseded by General French, and did not
participate in the movements of the army until they reached Warrenton, I will
ask you, as a military man, what would probably have been the effect of a vigorous assault upon the enemy at Williamsport before they recrossed the river?
Answer. 'fhe utter defeat of the rebel army, I think.
Question. What re-enforcements had our army received between the time of
the final battle at Gettysburg and the recrossing of the Potomac by the enemy?
Answer. I can only give an estimate, for I have no official knowledge. I
should judge that of good troops there was an addition of 25,000 men, and I
understood that of the militia in Pennsylvania there were 30,000 more.
Question. Would not those militia have been very useful against a retreating
army1
Part 1--24
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Answer. Very useful. I have found that new regiments, when they are inspirited by a confidence of success, will fight nearly as well as old troops, especially if they are sustained by old troops. I have had regiments the first
time they have been under fire fight as gallantly and handsomely as my old
regiments, and they perhaps stood greater loss, because they were not used to
retreating.
Question. Is it not your experience that the great difference between old well
disciplined troops and raw troops is, that you cau manreuvre the old troops better, especially in retreating, though the raw troops may fight right ahead about
as well as the old ones 1
Answer. 'l'he new troops are better, perhaps, to attack; but they will not do
as well in retreating as the army of the Potomac, because they do not understand it so well; they are more easily demoralized.
Question. Do you know of any military reason that should have justified a
general in permitting that army of the enemy to recross the Potomac at that
time without a general assault on them 1
Answer. I know of none.
Question. You were relieved by General French from the command of the
3d corps·1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When did you again rejoin the army 1
Answer. I rejoined it at Warrenton, on the 26th of July; the army was then
lying at Warrenton.
Question. Begin there, and proceed in your own way with an account of the
operations of the army from that time onward.
Answer. My command was near Sulphur Springs, covering Fox's ford and
the ford at Sulphur Springs, and occupying some four miles on the river. 1Ve
remained in camp without any movement until September ; I think towards the
middle of September. We then crossed the Rappahannock to a position within
three miles of Culpeper, on the Sperryville turnpike, and remained there until
October 10, when a movement of the enemy to our right flank led to our retreat
and falling back across the Rappahannock. My division brought up the rear
and left, and we crossed the Rappahannock expecting to occupy our old position at Sulphur Springs, and the next morning after the retreat from Culpeper
I resumed my march to Sulphur Springs. I was met, however, by an aid to
General French, with orders to mass my troops at Freeman's ford, and not take
my old position at Sulphur Springs.
About two o'clock in the afternoon of that day, an order emanating from the
headquarters of the army reached me, stating that the whole army would be
prepared to advance ; that it would recross the Rappahannock. I held my division in readiness until night. I was then upon the right of our army, and little
before dark the cavalry under General Gregg, who was stationed at the fords
formerly held by me, reported that the enemy was there. 'l'hat was beyond
the line assigned to me, and I sent a staff officer on a gallop to headquarters of
the corps reporting facts and asking instructions. I received orders to be on
the alert and ready to receive an atta~k, and hold my command in readiness to
move. I remained there all night; the enemy crossed within two miles and a
half of my command, and I did not interrupt them at all. The next morning I
received an order to fall back with the rest of the corps, which we did, and upon
the extreme left of the retreating army marched to Greenwich and then bivouacked.
My division had a little fight at Auburn before we reached GreeL wich. 'l'wo
brigade8 of cavalry under Stuart attacked the head of my column. The fight
lasted about thirty minutes, and resulted in a retreat of the enemy, leaving their dead
and wonnded. I lost about fifty in killed and wounded from my leading brigade. Stuart was cut off by this repulse at Auburn, and bivouacked that night
to our right, within our army.
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During the night, at Greenwich, I received an order to move promptly at
daylight and forward to Centreville.
We massed at Bristow Station for an hour and marched on to Centreville, and
found the army partly in position there. There seemed to be great fear that the
enemy wonld attack us en route. His advance guard dm·ing this day's march was in
sight of, and occasionally skirmishing with, our rear guard. ~rhe next morning I was ordered to the extreme left of the army to cover and hold Fairfax
Station against an expected attack of the enemy from the left. I remained there
some four days, during which the enemy had retired from our front, destroying
the railroad from Manassas to the Rappahannock. I received an order to advance with the corps, and we advanced up the railroad and found it all destroyed.
The enemy had taken up the rails and ties, made piles of the ties, and burned
the rails upon them, so that they were utterly destroyed, and had blown up all
cui verts and bridges.
vV e advanced to Bristow Station. The next morning I received an order to move
towards the right, towards Haymarket; that the enemy were there in force, and
that there would probably be a battle. We moved in that direction! and got
nearly there, when I received a written order to move to Greenwich; we moved
to Greenwich, and from there we moved to a position on the Orange and
Alexandria railroad beyond Catlett's Station.
We remained there three or four days in constant alarm that the enemy were
coming upon us, but they did not come. During this time the enemy had a
small force north of the Rappahannock, as I understood, taking up the rails and
ies on the railroad and removing them across the Rappahannock.
After a while we found out that the enemy had retired, and we moved up to
the heights at Licking creek, and encamped there. After remaining there a
week or so, I received an intimation on the 7th of November that the army was
to advance again, and attack the enemy and drive them from their position.
Question. What do you understand was the strength of our army when it
made this retreat back to Centreville 1
Answer. My idea was, that we had in the army, of all arms, about 90,000 men
for duty.
Question. What did you understand was the strength of the enemy at that
time 1
Answer. We supposed that the enemy, after Longstreet's corps had gone
away, had about 50,000 effective troops, exclusive of cavalry
Question. What military reason can you now give for the retreat of our army
under those circumstances 1
Answer. I know of none.
Question. Was not our army in good condition 1
Answer. Never better; they had fully rested since the operations in July..
Question. Were they well clothed, well fed, and well equipped 1
Answer. No army in the world better.
Question. And yet you retreated before an army that was known to be in·
ferior to your own. Could you have found no strong position where you could
have fought them before you got back to Centreville 1
Answer. I think we could have found positions that would have been equally
advantageous.
Question. If you had been really in earnest about a fight, would there have
been any difficulty in bringing one on 1
Answer. I think there would have been no difficulty.
Question. Did we not by that retreat, and the destruction of our lines of communication, lo~e the entire fall season for campaigning 1
Answer. The season that we could have relied on was lost, and the confidence of the men was a great deal weakened.
Question. You say there was another advance 1
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Answer. Yes, sir; on the 7th of November General French sent me a copy
of orders from headquarters of the army of the Potomac; that the army would
move; that it had been divided into two columns, the left column consisting of
the 1st, 2d, and 3d corps, under the command of General French; and I was
directed to take command of the 3d corps. 'rhe order-s were to proceed by the
way of Kelly's ford to Brandy Station, and that the 6th corps would cross at
Rappahannock Station. I took command of the 3d corps, started at daylight,
marched to the ford and massed my troops, concealing them perfectly, and occupied the hills on the left with my artillery. Without waiting for the pontoons, I crossed my own division by wading, captured some 500 prisoners at
the ford, and prevented the enemy from re-enforcing their troops in the rifle·pits
at the ford, by means of the guns which I had planted upon the hills which
commanded the crossing.
I crossed with one division upon the other side about 2 o'clock, and laid the
pontoons and crossed my other two divisions on them. By the time I got
across it became dusk.
I found the enemy in strong force. Under orders from Major General French,
I formed my columns ready to attack at day light in order to carry the enemy's
position.
I got my columns all ready, and at 3 o'clock ordertd my pickets to advance
quietly, and from thence I discovered that the enemy were moving. I also
learned from contrabands that came in that the enemy were moving, going up
by way of Culpeper to cross the river at Morton's and Haccoon fords.
I sent a staff officer across the river to General French, who commanded the
left wing, to tell him of these facts, and that at daylight I would advance·and
follow the enemy. '£he night was very dark, and in my opinion it would have
been imprudent, if not impossible, to follow the enemy before daylight.
At daylight I advanced, but before I reached the railroad I received orders
from General Meade not to advance beyond it. I sent back word that the rear
guard of the enemy were there, and that if I had a brigade of cavalry I coulcl
capture it and their battery, and asked permission to follow. I did not receive
this permission, but halted at the railroad, about two miles from Brandy Station,
until three o'clock in the afternoon. By that time General Sedgwick had
crossed with the 6th corps. '£his movement of mine, in crossing the river, had
flanked the enemy, and enabled General Sedgwick to cross without opposition,
after capturing the fortification that was on the north side of the rivAr.
The 6th corps joined mine in the afternoon, and then I received orders to
advance to Brandy Station. We advanced to Brandy Station, and, although the
enemy were in full sight, we halted and remained there. The enemy that night
moved into Culpeper with their trains, and I am of opinion that if I had been
permitted to advance, as my troops were in fine condition and eager to do so,
we could have struck the enemy a very severe blow. Their army was scattered
along in winter quarters, and I do not think that they had over 30,000 troops
massed, and all the information I have obtained since confirms me in this belief.
The information we got from prisoners, contrabands, and other sources, showed
that the rebel army was scattered for forty miles, and that our advance was a
complete surprise.
We remained there in camp until the 26th of November. We were then
ordered to prepare to cross the Rapidan, and we moved on the 26th of November.
l\fy division was placed in the rear of the corps. 'I'he 3d corps was to cross at
Jacob's ford, with orders to move to Robertson's tavern, connecting there with
the 2d corps, General W an·en. Jacob's ford, the place selected for crossing the
river by the 3d corps, was impracticable on the opposite bank for artillery or
wagons, or even empty ambulances. In fact it was almost impossible for a horseman to go up on the opposite side of the river without dismounting. '£he 3d
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corps, on reaching· the river, had to send all the artillery and ambulances to the
Germania ford. The place seems to have been selected with total ignorance
of the ground on the opposite bank of the river.
We fortunately met with no opposition, and climbed up the heights, having
sent all the wheeled conveyances to the lower ford.
vVe marched in the morning, my division being still in the rear of the corps.
About 9 o'clock the head of the column reached Racc0on ford road, and found
some of the cavalry of the enemy.
We remained there halted upon the road until three o'clock in the afternoon,
at which time I received an order from General French to bring up my command in order to support the other two divisions of his corps. General French
gave me orders to form a second line of battle with my division, stating that he was
swinging the corps around so that his left would connect with the 2d corps, near
Robertson's tavern. I formed in rear of the 3d division, which was very hotly
engaged. That third division was composed of the troops which had come from
Harper's Ferry. They soon exhausted their ammunition, and I had to bring
my division in the front of the line. The attack was a very sharp one with
musketry, and it lasted some three hours. 'l~he enemy were driven back,
leaving their wounded on the field as they retired. I sent word back to General
French that the enemy had retired, and received orders to throw out pickets
and bivouack then for the night, which we did.
Before morning I found there was no enemy in front; that they had gone,
leaving all their wounded and dead on the field. The 3d corps moved at daylight on Saturday, by the right road, in order to join the army at Robertson's
tavern. This road had been missed the preceding day by the leading division.
We buried our dead, carried off the field all our wounded, capturing a large
number of small-arms. The loss in my division there was about 350. The
three divisions of the corps lost, I think, 700.
We marched to Robertson's tavern on Saturday morning, and there I was
ordered to take up a position, crossing Muddy branch, to the left of the 1st
corps, which I did. It seems that a council of war was held there, at which I
was not present, and General Warren had suggested that he could turn the
right flank of the enemy by a movement tovmrds }~redericksburg. 'l,wo
divisions from our corps were taken for that purpose, and ordered to report to
General Warren. I think W an·en's plan failed, because it was attended with
too much reconnoitring, £re-building, and delay, all of which fully advertised
the movement to the watchful enemy, and prevented a ~urprise. vVhen Warren
was ready to attack he found the enemy ready to receive him.
Saturday and Sunday were expended in front of the enemy, who were busy
fortifying in these plains.
An order was issued from headquarters army of the Potomac, stating at
8 o'clock Monday morning the attack would begin on tbe whole line.
:M:y division was the only one in the 3d corps left in the command, leaving
General French without a command really, except that I was under his orders.
I made my dispositions for the attack, forming my lines, and throwing ont
skirmishers.
At 8 o'clock a. m., according to orders, the artillery on my line opened on
the enemy, and I ordered my infantry to advance. We crossed the creek of
Mine run, and took the first line of rifle-pits of the enemy. 'l,he enemy were
in great commotion. I think that in extending their right they had weakened
their centre.
At that time, to my astonishment, an aid rode up and ordered me, from
General Meade, to cease the demonstration ; that there was to be no attack ; and
I withdrew from the line of the enemy's works and resumed my position, the
one I held that morning before I made the attack.
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General Meade rode up, and I told him of the success we had met with. We
asked for some heavy ordnance guns, 4~-inch guns, which were in the reserve
artillery, which, in my opinion, would have commanded their works opposite to
us. But this was declined, and an intimation was given, or I at least got the
impression, that we would retire, because Warren had found the enemy's lines
too strong in his front.
That night we retired and recrossed the river, getting across safely, and have
remained there.
Question. Did Geneml Meade expect to capture the enemy without a fight ?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. What was the object of your advance? Do you know?
Answer. I had supposed that the object was to attack the enemy, weakened
by Longstreet's absence, and destroy Lee's army. I do not know what the object
was, since this was avoided.
Question. What was the object of the retreat? Do you know that?
Answer. No, sir; I do not know the object of either movement.
Question. You were not driven from your advanced position 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. You retreated from what seemed to be a successful movement?
Answer. The assault was confined to my own division, under misapprehension
of orders.
Question. Suppose you had been permitted to go on there with your division
advanced; would it not have been very damaging to the enemy if you had
broken their line there 1
Answer. It would have been impossible for my division to have advanced
further without the co-operation of the whole line.
Question. Exactly; but would it not have been damaging to them, had the
other divisions come up 1
Answer. I have always been confident that the enemy's position there was
vulnerable, and could have been taken, though not without loss of life. I cannot
see why, if we wished to engage the enemy, and the ground there was too strong,
the enemy could not have been flanked and obliged to fight on ground that was
more favorable to us. 'rheir fortifications were not formidable, but their position
was a good one.
Question. Do you know the nature of their position opposite our right, where
the 6th corps was placed, and whether it was not assailable there, so far as you
would judge from what you heard from officers who examined the position 1
Answer. I think their position could have been turned there; I do not know
what the reports of the officers were. ~'hat was very near the place we fought
on Friday. I believe that a vigorous real attack on Friday morning under the
orders from General Meade would have been fatal to the enemy. General Meade
expected that this would have been done.
Question. What has been the effect upon the spirits and morale of the army,
of their constant retreats and shrinking from the enemy 1
Answer. I think these constant retreats have injured its morale very much;
but I think the army now is in very good condition.
Question. Do the officers and men of the army, so far as you know, retain
confidence in their commander after all these retreats 1
Answer. There is no enthusiasm for him. I think he is rather liked by them;
but, so far as I know, they have very little confidence in him as a military
leader, or as a decided, resolute general.
Question. \Vhy do they not retain their confidence in his ability and resolution 1
Answer. The general opinion is that he lacks decision of character, and will
not take responsibility at the proper time; and responsibility naturally devolves
upon him as the commanding general.
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Question. You have been a long time in the army. I want to know if there
is anything like politics operating among the corps commanders in that army;
and do they, under all circumstances, support each other with that enthusiasm
that is necessary to the unity and efficiency of the army 1
Answer. I do not know that there is anything like politics. There are several who are very strong admirers of General McClellan, and who feel that he
is the only general that should command that army; but I think they support
each other, in obedience to orders. I have never known an instance when they
have not carried out the orders which they have received.
Question. Do they carry them out always with that alacrity which is necessary to success 1 There is a great difference whether you do a thing so as
merely to escape censure, or whether you do it with zeal.
Answer. That is rather a hard question for me to answer.
Question. Well, I will waive that question. You spoke of their being admirers of General McClellan in the army. Are they not generally in opposition
to that part of the army that do not so particularly believe in General McClellan'!
Is there not, to some extent, an antagonism between these admirers of General
McClellan and the other portion of the army 1
Answer. I think that was somewhat more the case before Generall\IcClellan's
letter about the election of Judge Wood ward, of Pennsylvania, than it has been
since. I have heard very little said about him, since he has become an acknowledged politician, in the army. But my own position has always been so well
known that I would be likely to hear very little of these matters. There was
quite an excitement at the time of the McClellan testimonial-quite a feeling
throughout the army.
Question. Have the rank and file now that enthusiasm for General McClellan
that they are said sometimes to have, so that they will not fight under any other
leader 1
Answer. I do not think there is anything of that, except in those corps where
the commanders are the strong personal friends of General McClellan, and make
that a point. I know that in my corps there was not a single subscriber to that
testimonial. I was approached by a general to know why I had prohibited it
within my division, and refused to allow a staff officer to act upon it at that
time. I answered that I had not prohibited it, but there was no one in the
3d corps that I knew of who would subscribe. If there was, they were at
perfect liberty to do so. But there was no feeling that way in the corps at all;
therefore I think the rank and file reflect, to a certain extent, the opinion and
belief of their leader. I think that if the commander of an army is active and
enthusiastic, the men would reflect the same feelings. I think the army is now
in a good condition, and will obey any one willingly and promptly, although it
is, to a certain extent, disheartened.
Question. And if the army was not composed of the best matei·ial in the
world it would not be worth anything to-day 1
Answer. No, sir; I think there has been enough to dispirit it. Its history,
since the battle of Gettysburg, has been a succession of useless advances ~tnd
rapid retreats. The summer and fall were wasted, and our army has, in every
instance, after seeking it, avoided a general engagement. In my opinion, the
rebel army could have been defeated at Williamsport; badly worsted on their
retreat at Manassas gap ; badly defeated October 11, 1863, in its attempt to
turn our right flank, and during our rapid retreat to Centreville. I also believe
that after crossing Kelly's ford, November 9, 1863, a rapid movement by way
of Stevensburg would have cut off a considerable portion of their army, and
that on Friday, November 27, 1863, a vigorous, determined attack by the 3d
and 6th corps, supported by the 2d corps, on the enemy would have resulted
in a victory, aud in preventing the enemy from occupying their subseq ucnt po-
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sition at Mine run. All these opportunities being lost, or not taken advantage
of, has dispirited the army, with good cause.

Testimony

if Major

General G. I<... Warren.

WASHINGTON, Ma1·ck 9, 1864.
Major General G. K. WARREN sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
(See testimony" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker.")
Question. You were present at Gettysburg after General Meade assumed command of the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what capacity did you act there?
Answer. I continued right along in the same capacity as under General
Hooker, chief of engineers of the army of the Potomac. When General Meade
assumed command, he changed hardly any of General Hooker's staff. He
deliberated about it, I think; but after a while continued them the same as
before. He assumed con1mand on Sunday morning, and the troops continued
to move on just the same as if the command had not been changed.
Question. Will you go on and give us your views of that campaign?
Answer. To go back a little; when the army with General Hooker was at
Fairfax, we had a great difficulty and uncertainty about where General Lee's
army was. If we crossed the river too soon we might be thrown out of position;
if we stayed where we were too long we might be thrown too far behind. It was
exceedingly difficult to get reliable information, even though the enemy was in
our own country. Therefore General Hooker waited until he felt assured that
the enemy were going into Maryland. Finding that General Lee had gone
over there and was gathering forage and supplies, and preparing evidently to
stay there, General Hooker determined to strike him wherever he could find
him. And when General Meade took command he continued that same idea
right along, moving forward as rapidly as possible, for the purpose of hitting
Lee's army with something, no matter what it was, so as to bring him into
line and bring on a battle. The army moved, as we generally move, in three
columns. When we got into the neighborhood of Taneytown, we began to get
pretty definite information of where Lee was; but it was still quite uncertain
whether the main strength of his army was off over on our right, towards
York, or on our left, towards Chambersburg. We could not tell exactly where
the mass of ·his army was, though his forces were lying off on both sides of us.
If he could get off on our right, he could go down to Baltimore; if to the left,
he might escape us and go to Washington.
Our route of march took us into Carroll county, Maryland, and about that
county we had very little information. It was the only county in all the operations of that campaign that we had no decent map of. The cavalry on our left,
that portion under General Buford, was very far in advance of the rest of the
army. Our left wing was commanded by General Reynolds ; the centre was
more immediately under the command of General Meade; while the right, off
towards York, was, I think, more under the command of General Sedgwick.
On the 1st of July we were near Taneytown.
In view of these contingencies we had prepared lines of battle in different
positions. One probable line was the line of Manchester and Ridgeville ; the
dividing ridge bet. ween the Monocacy and the waters running into the Chesapeake bay. Then we had another line under consideration on Big Pipe creek;
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and orders were issued for that as the probable line of battle; and all the officers I could get were sent out to reconnoitre that line.
On the morning of the 1st of July we got information from General Buford
that the enemy were moving down upon him at Gettysburg from the direction
of Fairfield. I do not know how orders were issued; but I know that about
that time General Reynolds moved forward to the support of General Buford,
passing through the town of Gettysburg, and engaged the enemy there. 'l'his
news came in very early in the morning. General Meade ordered me to go to
Gettysburg to obtain information about it and examine the ground. In consequence of mistaking my road I went to Emmettsbnrg, a little out of the way.
Almost at the same time that I left news came down that General Reynolds
had been killed. General Meade then sent up General Hancock, with discretionary orders, I think, either to hold that place, if he thought it a good one,
or, if not, then to fall back to the line of Pipe creek, keeping General Meade
informed. General Hancock got there a little before I did.
At that time General Reynolds's corps, the 1st corps, had fallen back pretty
badly damaged ; and what there was of the 11th corps, that had gone out to
help him, was coming back in great confusion. General Howard was then on
CemetP.ry ridge with one division. General Buford's cavalry was all in line of
battle between our position there and the enemy. Our cavalry presented a very
handsome front, and I think probably checked the advance of the enemy.
General Hancock made a great deal of personal efforts to get our troops into
position ; and I think his personal appearance there did a great deal towards
restoring order.
I went around over the ground with General Hancock, and we came to
the conclusion that if that position could be held until night, it would be
the best place for the army to fight on if the army was attacked. General
Hancock himself reported that to General Meade, who ordered all the army up
to that position. It was a very difficult movement to make, for the 6th corps
had to march over 30 miles to reach that position. I went back and reported
to General Meade about midnight, and found him just ready to start out. All
his orders had been given, and all the troops were moving.
•
The next morning as the troops arrived they kept going to position. By
General Meade's direction I reconnoitred our position on the right; the most
of our troops were coming up on the right; and General Meade had it in contemplation to order an assault from our right if his troops could be got into that
position and be prepared for it before anything else took place. From the reconnoissance that I made I advised General Meade not to attack in that direction, because of the character of the ground.
Soon afterwards I rode out with General Meade to examine the left of our
line, where General Sickles was. His troops could hardly be said to be in position. There seemed to be some doubt about whether he should occupy a line
in front, or the one on the ridge in the rear ; and I am not sure but a report
had come in from some of our officers that that position was not occupied. I
know I had sent an officer there to ascertain and report. However, when we
got on the ground the enemy were just about attacking, and General Sickles
immediately began to arrange his troops on the advanced line. I suppose that
was about the only thing that could be done at that time.
I then went, by General Meade's direction, to what is called Bald Top, and
from that point I could see the enemy's lines of battle. I sent word to General
Meade that we would at once have to occupy that place very strong·ly. He
sent, as quickly as possible, a division of General Sykes's corps ; but before
they arrived the enemy's line of battle-! should think a mile ana a half
long-began to advance, and the battle became very heavy at once. The
troops under General Sykes arrived barely in time to save Round Top mill,
and they had a very desperate fight to hold it.
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I felt very well satisfied that General Sickles could not hold his position
against the force brought against him; that his troops could not stand, and I
so reported to General Meade; and other reports, either a call for re-enforcements or something else, made me think it could not be done. A portion of the
2d corps went to help him, a division of General Slocum's corps, and, I believe,
some of the 1st corps also, and all of the 6th that could come up were sent to
fill up that line in rear of where General Sickles's corps was fighting. The
enemy drove our lines back clear to the main ridge, and our troops then drove
the enemy back; that ended the fighting for that day. '.I'he repulse was mainly
by the 12th, 1st, and 2d corps. I do not know which troops had the most
prominent part in it. I only know they were all there.
Whilst this attack was going on on our left, the enemy also attacked on our
right, and got possession of a part of the line General Slocum had established
there, so that when his troops returned he found the enemy there. 'Thf' enemy
also attacked the line of the 11th corps just at dark; but, on the whole, they
gained no essential advantage.
The next morning we began a fight on our right, to drive the enemy out,
which was accomplished by General Slocum about 10 o'clock, I should suppose, and about 1 o'clock the enemy opened a very heavy artillery fire about
on our left centre. After that had continued for about an hour and a half they
assaulted us with a pretty large force, though I think not so large as the force
they used the day before. r.rhat assault was repulsed, and that ended essentially the battle of Gettysburg.
Question. That battle lasted for three days, I believe 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Were any councils of war held during that engagement 1
Answer. There was not held what I should call a council of war. r.rhe officers met together. but merely for the purpose of explaining to each other how
things stood.
Question. Were you present at those consultations 1
Answer. I was part of the time. A great many of the officers slept in the
same house. I knew what the opinion of all the officers was. I talked with
nearly all of them, and everybody was for fighting it out; there was no necessity for any council. General Meade had so arranged his troops on our left
during the third day that nearly one-half of the army was in reserve in that
position. It was a good sheltered position, and a colJvenient one from which
to re-enforce other parts of the line ; and when the repulse of the enemy took
place on that day, General Meade intended to move forward all the forces he
could get in line and assault the enemy in turn. He ordered an ad vance of
the 5th corps, but it was carried on so slowly that it did not amount to much,
if anything.
Question. Who commanded that corps 1
Answer. General Sykes. Instead of advancing the whole of the 5th corps,
I believe only about one brigade was advanced.
Question. What was the condition of our army after the final repul::te of the
enemy ; were our men much fatigued and discouraged, or were they in good
spirits 1
Answer. They were in splendid spirits ; they were not fatigued then.
Those three days had been days of rest for the most of them ; but we had lost
a great many ,of our most spirited officers. General Reynolds wat3 dead, and
General Hancock was wounded and carried to the rear.
Question. General Sickles was also wounded and carried off 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and many officers of lower rank, but relatively of as much
importance as they were, were killed or wounded. We were very much shattered in that respect; and there was a tone amongst most of the prominent
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offieers that we had quite saved the country for the time, and that we had done
enough; that we might jeopard all that we had won by trying to do too much.
Question. Do you know of any council of war held after the final repulse of
the enemy?
Answer. Yes, sir; I think there was a talk that night about what to do.
Question. What was the opinion and decision of that council?
Answer. I am not certain whether there was a council of war before the night
of the 4th of .Tuly. It is my impression that there was no council until the night
of the 4th. On the morning of the 4th General Meade ordered demonstrations
in front of our line, but they were very feebly made; and when the officers met
together that evening to report the state of things in their front, there was so
little definitely known as to the position and designs of the enemy that after
some consultation they determined, I believe, to try and find out something before they did move. I know that was the result. I made the offer that night
that if they would give me command of a division by 8 o'clock the next morning, I would tell them whether the eJlemy was retreating or not. It was not even
known whether the enemy was retreating or not. On the morning of the 5th I
went out with the 6th corps. General Meade gave orders for a division of the
6th corps to go with me, and for the whole corps to follow if I wanted.
Question. Are you certain there was no council of war held on the evening of
the second day of the battle 1
Answer. I do not know that there was; not what I would call a council of
war. I think it probable that General Meade asked the opinion of all. his officers
about what they thought of their position.
Question. But you do not remember anything like a definite council, and a
vote in that council?
Answer. No, sir; but a part of that evening I was asleep, being very tired,
as we all were, of course. We were all in the same house together.
Question. Go on with your narrative of the way you got down to Williamsport.
Answer. We were considerably delayed in starting; but we found out that
the enemy had gone, and we followed them up with the 6th corps to Fairfield. General Meade, during the day, issued orders for the whole army to move
towards Frederick. On the evening of the 4th of July there was a discussion
of the question whether we should move right after the enemy through the
mountains, or move towards Frederick; that question was not decided, for the
reason that we did not know enough about the enemy; and to have gone off the
battle-field before the enemy did would have been giving up the victory to them.
And then, if the enemy had gone, it was a question which way to go after him.
To go right after him was a good way in one respect; but then we had to get
all our provisions from Frederick.
Question. You remained at Gettysburg two days after the battle was fought
before your pursued much 1
Answer. vVe commenced the pursuit with the 6th corps on the 5th of July,
and on the 6th a large portion of the army moved towards Emmettsburg, and
all that was left followed the next day. On July 7th the headquarters were at
Frederick. On July 8th headquarters were at Middletown, and nearly all the
army was concentrated in the neighborhood of that place and South mountain.
On July 9th headquarters were at South Mountain House, and the advance of
the army at Boonsboro' and Rohrersville. On July lOth the headquarters were
moved to Antietam creek; the left of the line crossed the creek, and the right of
the line moved up near Funkstown. On the 11th of July the engineers put a
new bridge over the Antietam creek; the left of the line advanced to Fairplay
and Jones's Crossroads, while the right remained nearly stationary. In my
opinion we should have fought the enemy the next morning, July 12th.
Question. Was there a council of war held about that time 1
Answer. I think there was.

.,
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Question. Of the corps commanders?
Answer. Yes, sir; almost every nig,ht they met. However, I think it probable that no council was held on tbe night of July 11th. The troops were not
in position; we had got no very definite information of the enemy, and we had
not heard of the columns on our right.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What was the impression in our army as to the amount of ammunition that the enemy had after such a severe engagement as that at Gettysburg?
.Answer. I do not think that they considered it exhausted. I did not hear any
one say that the enemy did not have ammunition enough. We always had
enough. I do not know how it is with them; but we always carry along enough
to fight two or three battles. I do not know whether they do or not. But from
the best calculations I think it was considered that the enemy had enough ammunition yet to fight a battle, though I think it is very probable that he was
somewhat short of ammunition. It would take me a long time to state the
1·easons that governed them for not fighting on a morning like that.
Question. What troops had you in the way of re-enforcements that had not
participated in the battle of Gettysburg? Had you any troops besides those
that you had in the fight?
.Answer. Yes, sir; we had probably had 5,000 or 6,000 under General French.
Question. And you also had some militia under General William F. Smith?
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What number 1
Answer. I do not know what number he reported. I know that we did not
consider them fit to put in battle.
Question. Then there was no use in having militia. .Are they not good against
a retreating enemy?
Answer. I could use them; I should have done what I could with them. But
I know the report of the officer in command of them was that you could not rely
upon them much, unless you mixed them up with other troops.
Question. You do not know the number of such militia?
Answer. No, sir; I probably knew at the time, but I have forgotten.
Question. You say it would take a great while to give the reasons for and
against fighting the enemy at the river the night of the 11th or the morning of
the 12th of July?
Answer. Yes, sir; I should have fought on the morning of the 12th if I could
have got my troops to fight.
Question. Was there any difficulty in that particular? You say the troops
were in high spirits 1
.Answer. There was the same trouble that there had been bet'Gre; worse than
ever before. Having lost a great many of our good corps commanders, we could
not get our troops well into line, for we could not get officers who understood
that. rr'he weather was also very stormy, and the roads were muddy. All of
these things were great sources of trouble, so that none of them, I know, considered themselves ready to fight.
Question. You knew that the enemy also had lost as many good officers as we
had?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Are they better disciplined, and can they handle their troops better
than we can ours? Are they so superior·.to us that they can handle a defeated
army better than we can handle a victorious army?
Answer. No, sir, I do not believe they can. rr,he 12th of July was spent in
trying to get the ·troops into position. General Meade then did have a council
of war about what to do the next morniNg.
Question. Were you in that council1
.Answer. Yes., sir.
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Question. What was the conclusion of the council?
Answer. They were opposed to an attack.
Question. All of them 1
Answer. The most of them. General Wads worth was not, and I think General Howard was not. But General Howard's opinion did not carry much weight
with the rest, because his troops did not behave well. The conduct of his troops
at Gettysburg was not such as to restore them to the confidence of the army.
Question. '.rhen the corps commanders were pretty generally of the opinion
that they should not attack the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What reasons did they give for that 1 Were not our numbers equal
to those of the enemy 7
Answer. Yes, sir; I suppose they must have been. I do not know of any
real reason they had for not attacking, except that they considered the enemy 's
positions and intrenchments were too strong to carry, and they quoted such
instances as the first battle of Fredericksburg, and our own repulse of the rebel
forces at Malvern Hills and Gettysburg. I do not think I ever saw the principal corps commanders so unanimous in favor of not fighting as on that occasion.
QuestiOn. If you were not strong enough to fight their whole force, why not
have fought some of them before they all got across the river?
Answer. They all got over in the night. At daylight on the 13th of June
General Meade was out along the line, and ordered an attack to be made the
next morning at daybreak. But when the troops, on the morning of the 14th,
moved forward, the enemy was gone. One reason that operated on the mind Of
General Meade was this for not ordering an attack sooner: that if the enemy
fell back across the river he could follow them into their own country and give
them battle under, probably, as favorable circumstances as were there presented
to him ; that is, he thought if he lost that opportunity he could have another
one. But he determined, finally, against the opinions of the others, to fight a
battle there.
Question. Then all but General 1\lfeade and one or two others did not intend
to fight them at all if the enemy had a mind to take up their quarters there 1
What, in your opinion, as a military man, would have been the effPct of a general assault upon the enemy's position there by the rived
Answer. I think we should have cut then, all to pieces; that was my opinion.
Q,uestion. Will you go on and tell m; about · your following the enemy after
they had crossed the river; and tell us more particularly about our army falling
back from Culpeper to Centreville in October last 1
Answer. Before the enemy recrossed the river General Meade had reason to
expect that re-enforcements would reach him in time; none of the re-enforcements
had then got to him; that was a strong point in his mind. Generall\Ieade has
always been anxious to fight the enemy when he could. After the enemy had
recrossed we moved at once down to Harper's Ferry, without any delay. That
same morning I went down to Harper's Ferry and got a bridge across the
Shenandoah. Our movements in getting the army over were conducted with
the greatest rapidity. While we were doing that we refitted all the army. We
got down to Union by the 20th of July. By that time General Lee had hardly
left the Potomac, and from information that we got we were compelled to halt
there another day. We got information, I think, that General Lee was returning, though it was not believed. We then moved on as rapidly as we could,
.and got into 1\1auassas gap on the 23d of July. General Meade there intenc;led
to attack General Lee's army, the whole of it or any part of it, for he knew he
had got there before Lee had. General French then had the advance, and our
troops were first-rate in hand. But General French made a very feeble attack,
with one brigade only, and wasted the whole day; and the enemy got off again
that night.
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Q.uestion. Why was not the assault made with more vigor 1
Answer. General French was in command at the place, but he did not make
the assault with more than a brigade. I am sure General Meade was more
disappointed in that result than in anything else that had happened. For
when the enemy got away at Williamsport, General Meade fully calculated to
attack him at Manassas gap, or some place similar to it.
Examination suspended until to-morrow.

WASHT;\!GTON, llfard 10, 1864.
Major Genera] G. K. WARREN's examination resumed.
ny the chairman :
Q.uestion. Proceed with your narrative.
Answer. After the failure at Manassas gap, we were unable to accomplish
much more then, and the army finally halted around vVarrenton, and in that
vicinity, and a delay occurred there for some time to rest the men and to refit.
There was nothing particular to be gained by moving one day rather than
another. And there were reasons, I do not know exactly what they were, why
the army did not move then, for which I do not think General Ueade was
responsible. There were.matters that concerned our delay there with which I
am not fully acquainted, such as movements down at Chickamauga, &c., and we
spent the time in refitting and recruiting.
Q.uestion. And you finally moved on to Culpeper 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I then changed my position, as I have already stated, on
the 15th of August, from chief engineer of the army, and at Morrisville was
placed in command of the 2d army corps. We remained perfectly quiet, or
nearly so, until the rebels captured two steamers down at the mouth of the
Rappahannock. On the 31st of August the cavalry went down there to destroy
them, and I went down to support them, but nothing much happened.
On the 13th of September the cavalry and the 2d corps crossed the Rapidan,
and advanced on to Culpeper, to see in what force the enemy was in position
there; we found nothing but cavalry there, and they were driven over the Rapidan. 'l'he whole army then came up and encamped around Culpeper. I think
it was then General Meade's intention to advance shortly afterwards ; hut the
necessitie~ out west compelled them to withdraw the 11th and 12th corps out
there, an<l that stopped us for that time. The 2d corps had been stationed
down at Miller's Station, nearest the enemy, until the 5th of October. On that
day we were relieved by the 6th corps, and we marched back to Culpeper.
That, I think, gave General Meade the idea that another corps was going away
from our army, for his advance took place about the lOth of October. On the
Sth of October I went to Baltimore. On the 9th I was telegraphed to come
back at once, and got back on the lOth. The movement back to Centreville
began on the 11th of October. I know but very little about this movement,
further than I was commander of a corps, and had only to obey orders.
Question. And the whole army retreated before the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir. General Lee passed our right :flank, and on Sunday we fell
backacross the Rappahannock. On Monday it was uncertain whether General
Lee intended to do more ; and the 5th, 6th and 2d corps, and the cavalry, all
went forward again towards Culpeper to reconnoitre. About dark, after we
had got as far as Brandy Station, Generall\feade received word from General
Gregg, on our right flank, towards what is called Warrenton Springs, that General Lee had passed on and was crossing the river there with infantry, artillery,
and cavalry. General Meade then ordered us all back again, and the movement
to the rear continued all the next day. We were moving along near the rail-
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road, and General Lee's army was supposed to be moving on the pike through
W arreuton. The general impression in the army was-and as far as we could
get information-that General Lee was trying to get possession of Centreville.
On the morning of October 14, the 2d corps, with Gregg's cavalry, formed
the rear guard of our army, mainly on the flank towards the enemy. At daybreak that morning we encountered Ewell's corps, of General Lee's forc es. We
delayed them for several hours, and then resumed our march towards Bristow
Station. When we got there we found that the head of General Ewell's rebel
corps had already arrived at that point. vVe there had a fight with them, and
drove them off. Then during the night we continued the movement, and
crossed the Bull Run.
Question. \Vhat was the estimated strength of the two armies, and what
necessity was there for a retreat, which enabled the enemy to tear up our communications 1
Answer. I do not know what the estimated stre11gth of the enemy was. The
object of the retreat, as I understood it, was to enable us to meet him wherever
he might go, and keep alo11g with him. My general narrative has told how we
conducted the march to the rear.
Question. You blew up some bridges 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I believe the bridge at Rappahannock Station was blown
up.
Question. What was that for 1
Answer. 'l'hat was to prevent the enemy from supplying himself with provisions.
Question. Was there any difficulty in bringing on a general engagement with
General Lee, if General Meade had thought best to do it, anywhere along the
line of this retreat 1
Answer. I suppose there was not Bnt General Meade had good reason to
think, I suppose, that as General Lee advanced he meant to fight him somewhere, and he was going to select his best position-that is, he had no idea that
General Lee wonld go off without assaulting him. Therefore he was all the time
trying to keep the advantage of position.
Question. Could he not have met him on equal terms on several fields that
he might have selected?
Answer. Yes, sir; I now think he might, and I do not know but what I
thought so at the time. I am, at any rate, very certain now that he could have
done so. I think if we had concentrated at Bristow Station we would have had
a general battle.
.
Question. Suppm<e that General Lee bad turned your flank, and got between
you and Washington, what would have been the result in your opinion 1 Was
it not of as much advantage to you as to him to have him get into that position?
Answer. It is my opinion that it was. I think if we had stopped, he never
would have dared to pass us.
Question. And if he had, and you had brought on a general engagement with
him between you and Washington, and defeated him, it would have been a most
disastrous defeat 1
Answer. Yes, sir; a defeat would have been most disastrous to either of us
under those circumstances.
Question. Of course it would. But if you were seeking a fight, would not
that be as good a position as you could have 1
Answer. I think so. Of course we must take the risk of a smash up of the
army before we settle this matter.
Question. Do you think it was good generalship to have retreated before
General Lee's army, and permitted him to destroy our communications, which
really occupied the rest of the season to restore 1
·
Answer. No, sir, I do Rot think it was. But I would say, in favor of General
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nfeade, that I think he was very much misinformed; his information was so incorrect that he did not know what was going on. His cavalry deceived him
very much; and I think some of his other officers failed him in spirit. I think
at Bristow, for instance, the orders were to concentrate that night at Centreville;
but when I was engaged in battle, it seemed to me plain enough that General
Sykes ought to have helped me without solicitation or orders.
Question. He had an army corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How far was he from you when you were engaged 1
Answer. When I began the fight the last of his corps was moving off. I do
not suppose he got more than three or four miles away; and a part of his corps
did come back just at dark.
Question. Why is it that there have been so many occasions that one corps
has not assisted another when engaged in fighting against almost if not quite
overwhelming forces of the enemy 1
Answer. My opinion is that the corps have not been commanded by soldiersthat is, that the corps commanders have not been the men they ought to be.
Question. Now, I want you, as an officer of experience, and one who has
acted with this army of the Potomac for a long time, to tell me if you believe
this army, just as it is now organized, is as efficient as it ought to be 1
Answer. No, sir; I think that for offensive warfare it could be made immeasurably superior to what it is by properly organizing it.
Question. What do you mean by properly organizing it 1 What would you
do 1
Answer. For instance, I would consolidate this army into three corps. Then
I would get whoever should be the best man to command the army, and then I
would allow him to have the choice of his own corps commanders. 'l'hen I
would allow these corps commanders to choose their subordinate commanders.
Question. And then hold them all to a strict accountability for what they did 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and let them understand that their position depended upon
their doing well; not merely excusing themselves, but accomplishing something.
Question. Now:, for offensive warfare in an enemy's country, have you full
confidence in the activity and spirit of our commanders 1
Answer. No, sir, I have not, and I have never had, and now less of any time.
I have the very highest confidence in General Hancock, but he is not with the
army now; we have been operating without him ever since the battle of Gettysburg. At Gettysburg we lost General Hancock by wounds, General Reynolds
by death, and then, by the change of commanders, we lost General Meade as a
corps commander.
Question. And General Sickles by wounds 1
Answer. Yes, sir. '.rhese were considered as fighting men by the army. They
were men who handled their corps well, and stood well with their commands.
I do not think that General Sickles is as good a soldier as the others; but he
did the best he could, and with the corps he had he managed very well. His
corps was composed of a little different material from the others.
Question. You considered him a man of resolution and courage, and one that
would bring his corps into a fight well 1
Answer. Yes, sir, he did very well. I do not think that General Sickles
would be a good man to fight an indep.endent battle, which a corps commander
would often have to do. I think if be had been educated a soldier be might
have stood very high. But when you come down to all the details of a battle,
General Sickles has not had the same experience which others have had. 'l'he
knowledge of those details do not make a soldier, but he should be possessed of
them as much as he is of his own language.
Question. r.rhen, according to your views, there is eminent necessity for a
reorganization of this army 1
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Answer. Yes, sir'; and I have maintained that on every ground since the
battle of Gettysburg.
Question. Now, to resume : You ultimately repaired the roads the enemy had
destroyed when you retreated to Uentreville, and then advanced again to the
Rapidan 1
Answer. Yes, sir. And we had a very pretty movement at the Rappahannock
about which nothing has been ::laid.
Question. Go on and give your views of that.
Answer. On the 7th of November the railroad had been repaired as far as
Bealton, about six miles from the Rappahannock. The intervening space was
all of the railroad that the enemy had destroyed near the Rappahannock. On
the morning of the 7th the whole army moved towards the Rappahannock.
General French had command of the left wing, and General Sedgwick had command of the right. The left wing was composed of the 3d, 2d, and 1st corps.
'l,he right wing was composed of the 6th and 5th corps. That afternoon General
Birney's division of the 3d corpt~ forced a passage across at Kelly's ford, and
just at clark a portion of the 6th corps captured all the enemy there was on our
side of the river at Rapp11hannock Station. But the whole of November 8 was
almost wasted in useless and uncertain movements. I do not know who is to
blame for that. But if we had advanced that clay rapidly towards either Culpeper or through Stevensburg, towards the south of it, we should most certainly
have cut Lee's army in two. But as it was, the advance did not tnke place until
quite late in the clay, and during that night the enemy again withdrew across
the Rapidan. .
Question. What is the reason you did not embrace this opportunity when it
was apparent to you 1
Answer. I do not know what was the reason there. It lies between General
Sedgwick, General French, and General Meade.
Question. I would inquire if this hesitation has not led to the loss of a
great many opportunities for our army 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; and the ad vance was then stopped for the completion of
the railroad, the six miles I have referred to. Our next advance was delayed
a little by the weather, but it finally took place on the 26th of November.
We then advanced af!ain; the left, composed of the 3d and 1st corps, advanced
towards what is called Culpeper Mine ford. The 2d corps, followed by the
reserve artillery, advanced to Germania ford; and the 5th corps, followed by
the 6th, went towards Jacob's ford. The army stretched over a distance of
about eight miles. Jacob's ford was the right of our advance. Here, again, the
right column under General French got very much behind time; why it did so
I do not know. I have heard that it is yet to be a matter of investigation.
They certainly did get behind time, so that all the rest of the army had to
wait. for their movement. We crossed the Rapidan at all three places without
any opposition, and advanced some miles out into the country. We might
have been kept marching all night if the 5th and 6th corps had been across
the river, but we had to wait for them. The plan was all marked out before
we started. The left of the line, swinging around towards the right, struck the
plank road and followed it towards Orange Court House. That column wa~
composed of two corps, about 25,000 men. I had the centre of the line with
about 10,000 men, and was followed by the reserve artillery. The right of the
line consisted, I suppose, of 30,000 men. One corps from the right was to
join me on the turnpike road when we got to Robertson's tavern. I advanced
as rapidly as we could, and got to Robertson's tavern, and engaged tlw enemy
and drove them away from it. But the right of the line lost the road, I suppose, for they did not join me at Rol.Jertson's tavern, and could not be heard of
.at all during the whole of the day, and that compelled the centre of the
Part I--25
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line to halt and wait until we could hear of the right again. General l\feade
was near me at that time. That delay of that day really lost the whole movement, for the enemy discovered our object, and concentrated behind Mine run,
right acrot>s our path, in an intrenched position. Towards the evening the
position of the forces on our right was discovered, and a portion of them were
ordered at once to join the centre, and at daylight we all moved forward again.
We found no enemy until we got to l\fine run, about two miles and a half further on from Robertson's tavern. I reconnoitred in front as closely as I could
all along where I was, and found it very strong. The whole of the day was
occupied in getting the other troops up in positi0n. At a consultation which
was bad that evening among the corps commanders, it was the universal
opinion, I think-it was my own-that it was impracticable to assault the
enemy on that front. It was my view that we ought not to assault them at all
there. But I offered, if they would detach Jlle, to go and make a demonstration on the enemy's left, to see if I could find a weak point, or shake him in
the position in which he was then posted; and to keep on to his left until I
even struck the railroad at Frederickshall Station if necessary. When I set
out the next morning for that purpose, I had to make a detour of about eight.miles
to the rear in order to get clear of the rest of our forces and arrive on the
plank road. General Gregg's cavalry reported the enemy intrenched within
a very short distance in front of me, so I prepared to attack that position and
see what it was. Having made my preparations, I advanced about three miles
and drove the enemy, but found no intrenchments until I drove him into his
real lines on Mine run; at that time that part of the enemy's lines was weak.
But my movement had been apparent to the enemy, for I had made all the
fires I could, my object being to make a demonstration as of a heavy force.
'rhe enemy also saw other troops moving-that a large force was being concenti·ated there, and during th~ night the enemy concentrated a large force there
also. At dark I went to General l\feade and reported what I had seen and
done. He informed me that the officers thought there was a favorable opportunity to make an attack from our right with a part of our force; that General
French, in the centre, did not think he could attack on his front at all, and that
his troops, therefore, were available to assist me. General l\feade accordingly
sent me two divisions from General JT'rench's corps. When I started in the
morning, in the first part of my move, I had, besides my own corps, a division
of the 6th corps. 'rhat gave me a force of about 26,000 men, including the
two divisions from General French's co1ps. I had only three batteries of
artillery; it was a place where I could not use it much, and I did not want it.
'.rhe officers on the right had thought it feasible to attack there, and their
troops were already in position when I got to General Meade. It was appointed, if I could get my troops in position, that I should begin the attack the
next morning at eight o'clock, and an hour afterwards the attack from our right
was to follow. The right and left of our army, in this condition, would have
been about four miles apart, with a very weak centre.
I wish to have it distinctly understood that it was no scheme of mine at all
to attack this place. The night before, in the council, every one had said that
if we were going to attack that position we ought to do it at once, and not wait
for the enemy to make any further intrenchments. But twenty-four hours had
been given the enemy to make additional intrenchments, and the attack was
afterwards ordered without my knowing anything about it.
I spent the night in getting my troops in position, and at daylight I was
ready to begin the battle. But, after a thorough examination of the enemy's
position by daylight, I did not think it was prudent to risk a fight there. I
sent an oflicer at once and so informed General .Meade; and, as I was to begin
the action, my stopping suspended the whole of it for a time. General Meade
came over to see me, and after a full consultation with me he concluded that it
was best not to make the attack there. In fact, he said that he thought it was
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best for us that we had not attacked; that the enemy, he had no doubt, was
fully prepared for us. So, beyond some cannonading and a little skirmishing,
there was nothing at all done.
Question. Wer;e you aware of the strong and advantageous position our forces
held on the right at that time?
Answer. I was not familiar with any part of our right.
Question. It was on your recommendation that there should be no attack on
our left that led to the giving up the attack 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and for that I am responsible. It was my firm opinion
that it ought not to be done.
Question. How had the enemy changed the condition of things from the time
that you reported you could carry that position on their right 1 You reported
at one time, when you first examined their position, that you thought you could
carry it. Now, what change did the enemy make from that time until you went there
with the order to attack, and how long a time had they in which to make the change 1
Ans\ver. 'l'hey had the whole night of the 27th of October. 'l'hey had a
distance of not more than three miles to move their troops; and in one space,
where there was not a gun before, we could then count seventeen guus, in a
commanding position.
Question. Did you counsel a fight earlier than this 1 Was it your opiuion
that an attack should be made at once 1
Answer. My opinion was that, if we fought them on Mine run at all, we
should fight them at once. But my idea was that, as we had plenty of provisions, we should keep on until we had passed their left and their intrenchments there, and attack the enemy where he had not anything.
Question. To turn his works 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. 'Vho objected to your advice to turn their works and attack them
in that way 1
Answer. I do not know; I never had any consultation about that. I consider really that if we had fought at Mine run we had every chance of being
tremendously repulsed, and it would have been just another such a battle as the
first 1!-,redericksburg, owing to delays. I am personally a great deal on trial
about Mine run. But that the plan of that fight did not dep~nd on anything
that I said that night is apparent from the fact that the troops on the right were
already in position for the attack before I got to General Meade. I put the best
face that I could on it then. But when I saw the condition of affairs next morning, and the change that the enemy bad made, I changed my opinion. And
what can be done in a night is everything.
Question. Is it not your opinion that we have lost a great many opportunities
by hesitating and waiting at the decisive points 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I will enumerate the points where, during the last year, I
think we have lost opportunities. I think we should have advanced on the
evening .of the 3d of July, after the enemy were repulsed at Gettysburg, with
all the force we had on our left. I think we should have attacked the enemy
at Williamsport on the morning of the 12th of July. I think we were as ready
then as we ever were, and the enemy was not ready at all. Then we lost
another opportunity at Manassas gap, on the 23d of July, while the enemy
was retreating. Then, again, we lost another opportunity when the enemy
attacked me on the 14th of October at Bristow. Perhaps not at that point
exactly, but during that movement, we missed an opportunity that we should
be very glad to have again. Then, again, we lost a good opportunity after we
recrossed the Rappahannock on the 8th of November. And another opportunity
was lost in not making the junction we should have had at Robertson's tavern on
the 27th of November. Nearly all these delays and failures, I think, are due not
so much to General .M:eade as to his plans and expectations not being carried out.
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Question. And you think that, on the occasions you h~ve enumerated, with
prou1ptness and energy of action, a serious injury might have been inflicted upon
the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir, almost amounting to his destruction.
Question. You have enumerated five or six of these opportunities lost. Is not
that evidence of a defect either in the organization of the army, or in the character of its officers, or both 1
Answer. Yes, sir. One great objection, one might say, is that we have too
many corps; and as corps are independent bodies, to a great extent they require
able and independent commanders ; and of course it is more difficult to obtain
five able and competent indeptmdent ccmnnanders than it is to obtain only three,
and it is more difficult to manage five than three after you have got them. That
is one trouble, that we have too many corps. And then, I think that our corps
commanders have not all of them been equal to their positions; and I think
there is enough in that to impair almost every plan and. jeopard every chance,
though I do not say it is owing altogether to that.
Question. And there seems to be a want of determination and resolution in
our aggressive movements 1
An~wer. One defect in the corps commanders is that, I think, they do not go
enough to the front to see for themselves; they rely too much upon the directions and information sent to them; they do not depend enough upon their own
knowledge.
Question. Do they approach the enemy near enough to feel of him, and find
out in that way 1
Answer. I do not think they do. I think there is too much reporting "the
enemy in force," or "the enemy in position," when there is nothing there. False
reports have been the real cause of our failures.
Question. And this over-caution in approaching the enemy seems to be the
reason that you do not know more of them 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that is it.
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By the chairman:
[See testimony "Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
Question. When did General Meade succeed to the command of the army of
the Potomac 1
Answer. I received a note from General l\feade on the 28th of June, asking
me to come and see him, which I did. I learned from him that he had
that day been put in command of the army. I remained at headquarters for
some hours, and then rejoined my division as it marched thrvugh Frederick.
It was on that occasion that General ~Jeade invited me to become hiR chief of
:::taff, which I desired not to do until after the coming battle, and circumstances
admitted of my postponing a d~cision until then. On the 29th of June we
reachc·d Taneytown. About midday of the 30th, as my division was encamped
near rraneytown, we had orders to march, our march being directed towards
Emmettsburg. I was sent for at the same time to go to general headquarters.
General .Meade being very much engaged at the time, I was informed by General
Butterfield, who was still acting as chief of staff, of the object of my being sent
for. He informed me of the positions of the different portions of the army, and
told me that General l\feade wished me, when I reached }Jmmettsburg, to
examine the ground in that vicinity and see whether it would do to fight a
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battle there, in the event of its being de1:1irable to do so ; and what ground we
could occupy. I think that the orders for our march were given under some
information that Lee was moving towards us with his army. I understood
there had been no very definite information received concerning his movements
recently. But my division only moved about halfway to Emmettsburg, some four
or five miles, when I was told that the information under which we had mR-rched
had turned out to be erroneous, and my division remained where it was for the
night. On the first of July we marched to Emmettsburg, and I posted my division
about a mile out of town, on theW aynesboro' pike. After conversing with General Sickles as to whether we should remain there or not, and finding that we
should probably remain there some hours, I examinerl the ground very thoroughly
in every direction. I was not satisfied with the ground at all; it was broken, complicated ground; the features of it were not of that bold, decided character that
indicated any very good position in which to fight a battle; and I was obliged
to make my examination a very minute one. Upon returning to my division
about four o'clock, I perceived that some of the troops had left the ground. In
my absence orders had been sent to march up to Gettysburg at once. I immediately followed on as rapidly as I could, and when I got to the head of the
column I found that orders had been received between three and four o'clock to
march at once, leaving one brigade and one battery on the Waynesboro' road,
to watch it. We were directed to move up with all possible expedition to
Gettysburg, and informed that the enemy had made their appearance there in
force; that the 1st and 11th corps had been very hotly engaged, and that General Reynolds had been killed. Two brigades of the other division of the 3d
corps were moving up the main road; I was to follow a road about two miles
to the west of that one. I learned that Lieutenant Colonel Hayden, assistant
it1spector general of the corps, was there with a gentleman from Gettysburg,
who acted as a guide for the route that General Sickles wished me to take. I
had a map ofthat country which I had purchased that morning that showed
aU the roads. My division did not reach the position which it occupied at Gettysburg until one o'clock in the morning. When about half way to Gettysburg, I received a note from General Sickles, which had been written to him
by General Howard, telling him to look out for his left as he moved up (on the
main road I suppose was meant) from Emmettsburg. I was to the left of this
road, some two miles. J nst after this I met a person who had conducted a
portion of the first corps up in the morning, and he told me that there were
none of our troops on the west side of the Emmettsburg road. Therefore when
I came to where this road turned off to the right and united with the main
road, I wished to move over to the right, but Colonel Hayden, who was there,
insisted upon it that Gene.ral Sickles had directed him to guide the diviP-ion by
the way of the Bl-ack Horse tavern, which was on the road from Fairfield to
Gettysburg, the road by which some of the enemy came. I was convinced
the enemy were on that part of the ground. Just previous to this conversation
with Colonel Hayden, about dusk, a staff officer from General Sickles gave me
directions from him to take position on the left of Gettysburg when I got up.
I presumed the left, as we were then moving, was meant-that is, on the west
side of the road. 'l'herefore, upon Colonel Hayden's qeing so positive that
General Sickles wished me to approach by the Black Horse tavern road, I
moved over there. It occupied considerable time to move there, owing to the
crossings of Marsh run. I took the pre~aution of directing my column to move
quietly as it approached this road, and to close up, as I expected to fall in with
the enemy. We found that the enemy were posted there in force. 'l'hey were
not aware of my presence, and I might have attacked them at daylight with the
certainty of at least temporary success; but I was three miles distant from the
remainder of the army, and I believed such a course would have been inconsistent with the general plan of operations of the commanding general. As soon
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as I found what was the exact condition of things, I retraced my steps and
moved my command by the route I have already indicated, bivouacking near
Gettysburg about 1 a. m. on the 2d of July. This delayed me several
hours, and fatigued my men a great deal. I mention it to explain why it was
that I was so late in getting upon the field. It was a moonlight night, but
hazy. I had to move back some distance after I found the enemy there.
However, the fighting was over that day before any of the corps got to Gettysburg.
Question. By the way, what is the reason that you generals never fight a
battle by moonlight 1
Answer. It is very dangerous to attempt anything of that kind by night,
for if your troops are broken and dispersed it is almost impossible to rally them,
and you are very liable to fire into your own men. A night operation is a
very difficult one, and very rarely succeeds. Where you undertake to surprise
a small force of the enemy, it may succeed, but it is very difficult and dangerous to attempt any offensive movement of magnitude at night.
I ought to mention that when I informed General Sickles of the circuitous
route by which I had come, he informed me that it was altogether a misapprehension upon the part of Colonel Hayden to guide the division by way of the
Black Horse tavern. But it shows what can be done by accident. If any one
had been directed to take a division to the rear of the enemy's army and get np
as close as I did unperceived, it would have been thought exceedingly difficult,
if not impossible, to do it unnoticed.
Early in the morning of the 2d of July my division was massed on the left
of the 2d corps, on ground which, in my official report, I have called the Round
Top ridg·e. It is in reality a ridge of elevat ~ d ground which runs between
Cemetery hill and Round 'l'op hill, and therMore might, perhaps, be as well
termed Cemetery ridge. About 1:2 o'clock, or a little after, by direction of
General Sickles, my division was formed some 400 or 500yards in front of the
position in which it had remained during the night. rrhe first brigade was in
line of battle, forming the front of the line. The second brigade was formed in
line of battalions in mass in rear of the first, and the third brigade was massed
in column of regiments in rear of the centre. This brigade had come up in the
morning at 9 o'clock, having been ordered up by General Meade, as understood from the brigade commander. My left touched· the right of the first division, commanded by General Birney. My right was opposite to the left of the
2d corps, General Caldwell's division, aud I suppose some 500 yards in front of
it. Afterwards, by direction of General Sickles, who commanded the corps, my
third brigade moved down beyond my left, in a wood in rear of the first division,
I being directed to give support from that brigade to General Birney if he
needed it. At the same time I was authorized to call on General Caldwell, who
commanded a division of the 2d corps in rear of my right, for such support as I
might want. vV e remained in that position for some time.
Question. Your position was in advance of the general line somewb~t 1
Answer. Yes ; my division was.
·
Question. So as to expo::;e its flanks 1
Answer. Not at that time. My orders first were to form with my right resting
on the left of the 2d corps, and my left touching General Birney's right, and in
line with him ; but I could not do both ; and when I learned from General Caldwell that he had no orders to move forward, I reported it to General Sickles, and
was ordered to form as I did. It was at that time, I think, that I was authorized to call on General Caldwell for support. We were hoth of opinion that
the distance I was then in front of him would make no very great difference.
We were in a hollow, and this was simply a preliminary formation of the troops.
I went to the front, as soon as we were formed, to examine the ground, and at
once directed a regiment to occupy a little log-house on the Emmettsburg road,
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and an orchard in front of and near the centre of my line. I also examined the
enemy's position in front of me. They were in a wood something less than half
a mile in front of us. I ought to have mentioned that during the morning, before 12 o'clock, by direction of the corps eommander, I had sent out working
parties and had all the fences taken down in my front, so that we could move
readily in all directions. I did not see General Sickles in the morning, because
I could not leave my division unless sent for. I therefore, at that time, had
no knowledge of the general position of the other troops except what I could see
on my right; the ground on my left was hidden by trees. I did not know how the
ground was beyond where I could see the troops. I learned about mid-day, from
an aide-de-camp of General Birney, Captain Briscoe, that there was an important
position on our left, a high hill, which he thought we ought to occupy-an opinion
in which I concurred from his description of it, and so told him. Tbe ground where
I formed was a hollow, from which the ground sloped up in my rear to the ridge
which I have called Round Top ridge, and also up towards the Emmettsburg
road in my front, which road ran along the crest of another ridge. As far as I
could see, the ground fell off again towards the west just beyond the Emmettsburg road. Perhaps a little after 4 o'clock I received orders from General Sickles
to move up near the Emmettsburg road, and at the same time I was authorized
to call on General Hunt, the chief of artillery, if I wanted any more artillery
than Lieutenant Seely's battery, which had been assigned to me that morning.
I immediately moved my command forward, placing my first brigade close up
to the Emmettsburg road, just under the crest, perhaps fifty feet or so in some
places from the road. I put Lieutenant Seely with his battery on the right of
the log-house I have referred to. I increased my fi·ont line by a regiment from
my second brigade, which remained in rear of my first brigade; my third brigade, from that time forward, was, by direction of the corps commander, left to the
control of General Birney. As we moved up the enemy opened with artillery
upon our left, but it did not amount to much for some time, doing very little
damage. I sent an aide-de-camp to General Sickles and asked whether I should
attack the enemy, and received for answer No; to remain where I was. I
had previously said to him that the enemy were in a pretty strong place in front,
but, nevertheless, i~· he was to be attacked we were ready to go forward. The
artillery fire went on increasing on my left, but on my front, or to my left front,
it did not amount to a great deal. The enemy in my front made several demonstrations to attack, but they were nothing more than demonstrations.
When I found that my third brigade was to be used entirely for the support
of General Birney, I think I sent to General Hancock, of the 2d corps, to inquire
whether the division on his left, General Caldwell's, was ready to support me,
and I am under the impression that I sent a request to him to throw forward
some troops between my right and his left. The front line of my division was
between a half and three-quarters of a mile in front of the main line, and in front
of the troops from which I was to draw support, and there was this open space
on my right. The orchards in my front and towards my right were very thick
orchards, and a very heavy force of skirmishers could get pretty well into them
without being set>n by my command, and I felt a little uncomfortable about my
right; probably it was in consequence of that message that General Hancock
did send forward some artillery and a couple of regiments.
The fire of the artillery began to ge~ pretty hot on my left. My own artillery had very little to do. I changed the position of Lieutenant Seely's battery from the right of the house a little further down to the left, so that he
might fire better into a battery that had annoyed us a little ; and I sent for
another battery, (Turnbull's was sent me,) which I posted where Lieutenant
Seely's had. been. :My left was near to General Graham's brigade of General
Birney's division. I think it must have been as late as half past five before
the musketry and artillery got to be serious. By that time it had reached to
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something like the dimensions of a battle, and increased in hotness. During
this time one of my regiments, Colonel Sewall's, of the third brigade, reported
to me and relieved the skirmishers of Graham's brigade, of Birney's division,
who were in his front, and extended partly over my front.
It was a little after 6 o'clock when I received an earnest message from General Sickles, through a staff officer, to send a regiment to support Graham's
brigade, as they were very hard pressed ; at the same time he left it to my own
judgment whether I could send it. I surmised, from the way the enemy were
attacking, that I should be attacked in a very short time. I told those officers,
from General Sickles and General Graham, that I was disposed to give them
every assistance I could, but I could very ill afford it then, for I knew I might
be attacked at any moment. While these officers were there, Colonel Sewall
sent in word to me that the euemy were evidently deploying from the wood
and were going to advance upon me. So urgent was the appeal, however,
that I s'ent one of my regiments to General Graham, and at the same time sent
a staff officer back to the 2d corps to send me up a brigade.
The enemy began to advance on me, and my artillery opened upon them.
The space to my left, between a battery under General Graham and Lieutenant
Seely's battery, was such that I could not throw any troops up on the front line.
I found it. was necessary to get my artillery out of the way as quickly as possible,
intending to advance my whole line and pour in a fire as the enemy advanced.
Just at that time I received an order from General Birney informing me that
General Sickles was wounded, and that he had succeeded to the command
of the eorps, and that his division was going to fall back and form a line extending towards my right from the Round 'rop ridge, in rear of and oblique to
my present line, and that I must change front and form on that line. In complying with this order I had to change front to the rear, under a heavy fire of
infantry and artillery, just as I wanted to throw forward somewhat my troops
to the attack. While I was making the movement the troops on my left, that
were to continue the line to the Round Top ridge, did not stop there, but
passed to or beyond the Round Top ridge. I formed my line and extended it
out to the left as far as possible to close up this aperture, and by that time
was attacked on my flanks as well as on my front. I never have been under
a hotter artiliery and musketry fire combined. I may have been under a hotter musketry fire. For a moment I thought the day was lost. I did not order
my troops to fall back rapidly, because, so far as I could see, the crest in my
rear was vacant, and I knew that when troops got to moving back Tapidly it
was exceedingly difficult to stop them just where you wanted to stop them.
At that moment I received an order to fall back to the Round 'rop ridge,
which I did, falling back slowly, suffering a very heavy loss. I did not fall
back rapidly, because I disliked to fall back at double-quick before the enemy,
and besides I did not suppose I could rally my troops, or that any troops could
be rallied at the place where the line was tv be formed, if the movement backward was made rapidly. I reached. this ridge, leaving some three guns behind,
the horses of which had been killed, and rallied my division, or the remnants
of it, on the ridge. As the enemy came up they received the fire of the 2d
corps on my right, and my troops joined in, and we drove those fellows back.
My men brought back two, if not all three, of the guns we had left. I am
under the impreEsion we brought off all three of them ourselves, though I
understand that the 2d corps claims that they brought off one of them. 'rhese
men of mine did not wait for any orders, but went forward, and as th ere were
so few of them I went with them to bring them back before they got too far
from the main line. By that time it was dusk, and the fighting ceased for the
day.
When I sent the regiment to General Graham, I immediately sent to General
Hancock and asked him to send me as many troops as he could to support me,
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and at the time I was changing front to the rear, two regiments of the 2d corps
were brought out and posted very advantageously, and formed a protection to
my flank. I lost about 2,000 men killed and woul).ded, out of something like
5,000 men. That is the part my division took in the battle of the 2d of July
at Gettysburg.
Question. Did you consider your line of the 2d of July as really too far
advanced from the main line 1
Answer. Yes. I do not know what the enemy's plans would have been if
we had occupied the main line and not the advanced line. I think, very probably, he would have done what he did the next day-that is, have attacked us
on that Round 'l'op ridge, advancing over somewhat the same ground from
which I had fallen back; but it will be Feen that we were driven from this
advanced position which we took up, and were not driven the next day from
Round Top ridge, although we had a reduced force then.
Question. Suppose you had taken your position at first in the position to
which you finally retired; would it not have been better 1
Answer. Undoubtedly, as the result showed.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Did not your advanced line, from a half to three-quarters of a mile,
expose your division to the concentrated force of the enemy 1
Answer. Undoubtedly; they waited until they broke the left before they
attacked me. I saw all the troops on my left moving out of the way, and before I was heavily engaged I saw their artillery on the left approaching very
much closer.
By the chairman :
Question. How did your troops behave 1
Answer. I think they behaved very well. It is the most trying position in
which troops can be placed. I wanted to move forward and attack, because
there is always a great deal in the spirit of advancing, even though it be but a
few paces. If I had not received the order to change my position to the rear,
I should have attacked, and I do not think I should have suffered a great deal
more than I did, and I should .h ave punished the enemy very severely.
Question. Suppose you had advanced still further; would you not have been
exposed to a still heavier fire 1
Answer. I should have caught it very severely, but still I should have punished them more, and probably we should have been broken so mueh in a very
short time that we would have been forced to move back very rapidly. The
first corps was, I think, brought up in the mean time, and helped to fill the gap,
but so far as I coulq see when we were falling back the gap was open, and I
was afraid they would drive us through it.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Did not your advanced position also expose our army to the danger
of being eut in two 1
Answer. No, I do not think it did. In one sense it was not a gap, and they
would not attempt to go through there except when they pressed forward on me.
They would simply attempt to drive me back and try to break me to pieces.
Question. 'rhat is what I mean. If you had been broken in pieces,· was not
all this space you were to occupy an open space 1
Answer. Yes, sir, that would have been vacant, but another corps was brought
up and put in there. The 1st corps and portions of the 6th corps came up and
occupied ground on the left, and the nth corps, or part of it, was brought up
and occupied the Round Top, and the ground on its right.
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By the chairman :
Question. This was on the 2d of July?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And that finished that day's work 1
Answer. Yes, sir; during .that night I remained on the left of the position of
the 2d corps. I received directions in the course of the evening to move to the
rear and fill up my ammunition and get rations issued--some of my men had
had no rations during the 2d, but that was their own fault. I requested to be
permitted to remain until daylight, which was granted. At daylight I got up
and began to move to the rear, when the enemy commenced shelling me very
fiercely. I waited half an hour, perhaps an hour, to sec what they were going
to do, befot·e I moved to the rear. I then moved there and got together my first
brigade, which was with the first division, and got together as many of my
men as I could, and put my division into some shape. By direction of General
Birney I then moved up and formed my division in masses in rear of the right
of the 5th corps and the portions of the 6th corps which were towards the left
of the line. I remained there until about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when I
was ordered to move quickly up towards the right and form my division into columns of attack, and be prepared to advance upon the enemy. I did so at once,
and remained massed in rear of some batteries which were near the ground I had
first of all occupied on the night of the 1st July. I sustained a loss there from
the artillery fire of some very valuable officers and somewhat less than a hundred men. We did not advance to attack, and the enemy did not renew their
attack. Towards night I returned to my position further to the left, where I
remained until we marched from Gettysburg.
Question. The battle of the 3d of July was the last of the fighting there 1
Answer. Yes, it was the last battle· there. I think I had between 2,500 and
3,000 men for duty on that day.
Question. What was your loss in that battle 1
Answer. I lost, principally on the 2d of July, over 1,900 men in killed and
wounded in my divi~ion of something less than 5,000 men for duty.
Question. Your division, then, lost as severely as any division in the army 1
Answer. I think it did. It was a fine division; the men were good soldiers.
Question. What was the condition of our army after that battle was over 1
Answer. I remained very close with my division. I can only say that the
spirit of my men was just as fine after the battle as at any time. I know that
on the afternoon of the 3d of July, when I moved up, the greatest difficulty I
had was to keep my men (a part of them) from jumping over the little breastwork in front of the artillery, and advancing against the enemy without any
orders. They were fnll of fight, and felt angry at the way they had been cut
up the day before. So far as my division was concerned, they were in fine
spirits after the battle; they were not in the least disheartened.
Question. What was the reason you did not pursue after the enemy retired 1
They retired on the night of the 3d of J-uly, did they not 1
Answer. I think not; but I cannot tell you about that. We, our army, suffered very severely there; we never s11-ffered as much in killed and wounded in
any battle or series of battles. We lost some 17,000 or 18,000 men in killed
and wounded. I do not know why we did not advance and attack them; they
had also been damaged very severely.
Question. They had had as hard a time of it as we had had 1
Answer. It is estimated that they lost more than we did in killed and
wounded.
Question. vVas not the position of our army there rather a defensive than an
offensive one 1
Answer. Yes; the battle was a defensive battle, and to that l think is to be
ascribed our success ; we had the advantage in that.
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Question. What I wanted to know was wlwther they, who took the offensive, would not be more fatigued by such a fight than we, who acted upon the
defensive alone~
Answer. A.s to that, I do not think there would be much difference, as
moving up to this position or that position would fatigue us also. The loss
would make a difference, and I have understood that their loss was considerably greater than ours.
Question. Which army do you think had the greatest numbers 1
A.uswer. I think, from all I could learn, that if there was any superiority in
the number of infantry it was with the enemy. It was estimated that they
were superior to us in numbers. The 6th corps did not get up until the evening of the 2cl of July; they made a march of 32 miles to get up to where we
were. But that corps was not materially engaged in that battle; I understand
they lost only 100 or 200 men out of the whole of that corps; and I am under
the impression that this corps numbered something like 15,000 men. The absence of that corps from any active participation in the battle would reduce the
number of those actually engaged very materially.
Question. 'rhe Gth corps was pretty fresh at the close of the battle 1
Answer. "\Veil, sir, that march of 32 miles would use them up; would fatigue
them a great deal more than fighting the battle. A.ncl we had had a pretty
severe time marching before that. I was very much fatigued myself the night
I got there at 1 o'clock, as I had been actively engagerl all day, which was a
sultry one, making examination of the ground about Emmettsburg.
Question. Do you recollect at what time our army clicl advance in pursuit of
the enemy 1
Answer. The corps I belonged to did not march from there until the 6th of
July; but we did not follow in direct pursuit, as that would have taken us to
mountain passes in possession of the enemy. '.rhe 6th corps was moved forward in direct pursuit as far as the mountains, I understand; on what day I
do not know. I did not leave my division, as I might receive orders at any
moment, and did not, therefore, learn what was going on outside of the corps.
I did not go off the ground, not to my hospital even, which was a mile or two
in the rear, though I sent my aides-de-camp down to see the wounded.
Question. General Sickles's corps was the first that was attacked on the 2d
of July 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they began the fight-that is, were the first engaged,
though demonstrations of attack were made on other corps during the clay, as
I learn, but I do not know at all what the attacks at other places amounted. to.
A. division commander rarely knows more than what transpires on his immediate ground.
Question. You were down at Williamsport, where the enemy recrossed 1
Answer. Yes; I accepted the position of chief of staff on the night of the
8th of J-uly, while my division was on the march from Gettysburg towards
:Middletown.
Question. Some military men have thought that we ought to have attacked
the enemy before he crossed the river there 1
Answer. 0, yes, undoubtedly.
Question. \Vhat is your opinion as a military man 1
Answer. It certainly was that we should have attacked them as soon as
possible. The army reached the Antietam on the evening of the lOth of July.
On the 11th the right of the army was thrown forward, and strong reconnaissances were pushed out to feel the enemy, and see what his position was; and
the different corps were directed to take such ground as would put them in
connexiou with each other.
Question. 'The arn1y received some re-euforcements after the battle of Gettys-
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burg, and before the enemy recrossed at Williamsport, did it not-some from
Harper's Ferry 1
Answer. I think General French had some 6,000 or 7,000 men, which he
had taken from the force which had been at Harper's Ferry; I think he was
near Frejlerick at the time of the battle of Gettysburg.
Question. He joined our army before the enemy recrossed the Potomac ?
. Answer. Yes ; I think he joined the army on the 8th, and his division was
attached to the 3d corps and formed a portion of it. I do not think the army
received any material increase after that. I forget whether it was on the 11th
or 12th of July that General vVilliam F. Smith reported that he was within
available distance with a division. The numbers of that division I do not recollect, but it was composed entirely of raw troops. So far as I heard it mentioned, it was said General Smith did not have much opinion of the effectiveness of the troops that he commanded.
Question. After so fierce an engagement as that at Getty8burg, with such a
heavy artillery fire, did it ever occur to you that the enemy, being so far from
the base of his operations, must have been pretty short of ammunition 1
Answer. I think he ought not to have been; I think that a general who
starts out on an operation like that which General Lee was engaged in should,
above all things, see that he had ammunition enough for his purposes. He
need not have troubled himself much about provisions, but I think he should
be pretty careful about his ammunition train. rrhe question of ammunition did
not, at any time, enter very seriously into my mind. I recollect that it was
said, when we were at Williamsport, that General Lee had an ammunition train
advancing from Winchester. The expenditure of artillery a,mmunition by our
army at Gettysburg was a little more than 100 rounds per gun. I do not
think that we expended more than half our infantry ammunition, if that much.
Lee's army did not probably expend more ammunition than we did. I have
some indistinct recollection of its being reported that Lee had received some
ammunition while at Williamsport, but I was very much occupied at that time,
particularly on the 12th of July, when I received and sent off a very great
number of despatches, which I wrote with my own hand.
Question. You were then acting as chief of staff?
Answer. I was chief of staff at that time; I began as such on the morning
of the 9th of July.
Question. Were you consulted with as to whether an attack should be made
there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; in this way : On the morning of the 12th of July General
Meade expressed to me his views, which were to move the army forward and
feel the enemy, and to attack them at such points as he should find it best to
attack. We knew something of the general character of their position, but it
was a very general knowledge. General :Meade asked my opinion. I replied
that I coincided with him; that I was in favor of the operation he proposed, the
advance of the army and a reconnaissance in force, as it is called, to be converted into an attack. We could not see the position of the enemy well; their
skirmishers acted as a sort of curtain, to keep us from looking too closely at
them. A circular note was therefore sent to corps commanders to meet at 8
o'clock in the evening at general headquarters; they were to be brought there
for the purpose of receiving instructions, and to give all the information they
had collected during the day concerning the position of the enemy, &c. They
met, and were generally of the opinion that it was not proper to make the attack then.

By :Mr. Odell:
Question. How many were there in the council 1
Answer. I think there were seven corps commanders there. I do not include
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the commander of the cavalry corps, though he was present during part of the
time. I do not know that he took any part in the discussion, and I have never
considered myself as forming a part of the council of war. I have been present
at times, but I considered myself as being there rather for the purpose of giving
any information that might be wanted. I do not think that the chief of staff
forms part of the council properly, therefore I should take very little part in any
discussion. In fact, it was hardly a discussion, but, as I understood, a presootation of such acknowledge as the corps commanders had of the enemy and the
ground they occupied, and the expression of their opinion as to whether we ought
or ought not to attack. I was in the tent part of the time, and part of it outside, the tent being small and crowded. I think there were two commanders,
that is, General Howard and General Wadsworth, the latter temporarily commanding the 1st corps-General Newton being too unwell to be present-those
two, I think, were the only corps commanders who advised an attack. I do not
know that they advised it; they assented to advancing upon g·eneral principles,
rather than upon special knowledge. General W an·en, chief engineer, was present part of the time, and expressed himself in favor of General .Meade's views.
Finding this very positive opinion on the part of the corps commanders against
attacking, General .Meade deferred to them so far as to delay until he could examine our own ground and that of the enemy, so far as it was possible to do so.
I rode with him the next morning, and we saw something of the general character 6f the ground, and some part of the ground in detail occupied by the enemy
and by our troops, and upon returning, by direction of General .Meade, I prepared instructions to the different corps commanders to move the next morning
and make reconnoissances in force, supported by the whole army-a movement similar in most respects to the one which General .Meade wanted to
make that morning. 'rhey did advance on the morning of the 14th of July to
make this reronnoissance in force, intending to feel the enemy and to attack
him where he was weakest, if it promised to be successful. He had, however,
retired in the night.
By lVIr. Gooch:
Question. Did you counsel with General .Meade that it was best to attack the
enemy in that position 1
Answer. Yes, sir, in the manner in which the advance on the morning of
the 14th was made.
Question. Did you ever obtain any subsequent knowledge or opinion which
led you to suppose that it would not have been advisable to make that attack 1
Answer. Subsequent information showed that the enemy had a very strong
position, and indicated that had we made an attack we should have suffered
very severely. But it was proper that we should have made an attack at that
time-that is, a reconnaissance in force, converting it into a battle upon circumstances warranting it.
Question. You still think that it would have been the better course to have
made a reconnaissance in force 7
Answer. I still think it would have been better to have made the reconnoissance in force, and have made an attack if we had found some parts of the
enemy's line were not as strong as others. We might, perhaps, have found
towards the right that we could have attacked them. It was very strong
ground, and if we had made an attack there is no doubt that we should have
lost very severely. But I cannot pretend to say now whether, if I had seen
all that ground, I should or should not have counselled an attack. It would
have been right for us to have made that reconnaissance in force, and to have
been guided afterwards by the developments made by that reconnaissance.
I think that the public, and probably a great many officers, confound attacking field-works or intrenchments, where there is a small body of men posted,
with attacking a whole army that has thrown up intrenchments. Now that is
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a different thing altogether. You may take field-works; in which there are
8mall garrisons, by assault; but when you have to attack a whole army, well
intrenched, you will suffer terribly in getting up to them.
Question. If we had made a reconnaissance in force, as was suggested, and
had been repulsed, would any serious disaster have followed to us 1
Answer. I think we could have maintained our position there. We might
have been broken, but we had pretty good ground to which to have withdrawn
and withstood a return attack on their part; and I do not think, if they had
attacked us in turn, that we could not have driven them back.
Question. Suppose, on the other hand, we had broken their lines, what would
have been the consequence to them 1
Answer. They would have suffered very severely; I suppose- they would
have endeavored to retreat rapidly up the Potomac. An army of 60,000 or
80,000 men is not to be knocked in pieces by any ~uch battle as we have fought
as yet. It is a rare thing to read of an army being completely broken in pieces,
so that it cannot be collected together again and take up a position so as to
make it difficult to dislodge them from it, especially in the country where we
were. It is a broken country, full of good positions, where a good stand may
be made. I do not think it would have been utter ruin to that army if we had
defeated it there, though we should haYe done them a great deal of injurydamaged them very badly, no doubt.
Question. r.l'hey would have been in about as bad a position or condition as
an army of that size well could be 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
·
By the chairman :
Question, While we could have made a reconnoissance in force, and felt them
pretty smartly without any great hazard to ourselves, if we had been successful
it would have been almost destruction to them. Was it not, then, tinmilitary
not to make the attempt 1
Answer. ~T e did make the attempt the morning of the 14th.
Question. But after the enemy had all gone.
Answer. rl'he order was issued before they had gone; they moved away after
the orders were issued. There were no indications of their moving until the
morning of the 14th.
Question. You accompanied our army after the escape of Lee there 1
Answer. I have been with the army ever since. When we found that the
enemy had all got across, the question arose with General :Meade whether we
should pursue him by his flank or his rear. It was concluded that the flank
pursuit was the most advisable, and we moved accordingly. It looked very
much as if Lee intended to remain about Winchester and Martinsburg. Our
flank movement down the outside of the Blue Ridge did not at first appear to
start him; so General Meade ordered a strong force towards and to enter Manassas gap, followed by the rest of the army. Lee, as soon as he perceived the
character of the movement, moved with the utmost precipitation out of that
valley.
Question. And you followed on to Culpeper 1
Answer. Yes; that is, we moved up to the vicinity of W arrentou and the
Rappahannock, and Lee went to the Rapidan, his cavalry in front of Culpeper
Court House. I was absent from the army a few days when our first movement across the Rappahannock was made.
Question. Were you with our army when it retreated before Lee from Culpeper to Manassas 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Questiqn. What have you to say about that retreat 1
Answer. It was not a retreat. In the first place, when Lee made his move-
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ment on our right, General Meade was contemplating at the same time moving
down on his left. General Meade and myself had been on Pony mountain,
looking at the general features of the country in that direction, and then, on
Friday, the 9th October, I think, we went to Cedar mountain. We had noticed,
from Pony mountain, a long line of smoke along the foot of the mountain range
on the upper Rapidan. When we were on Cedar mountain, which was pretty
close to Robertson river and the Rapidan, we noticed fires ofl on our right in
the direction of Madison Court House, and the signal officers reported movements
of the enemy's cavalry. Just as we were leaving that mountain, information
began to come in of changes in the picket line of the enemy, which seemed to
indicate a movement of some magnitude, and before we returned to headquarters we learned that there was a heavy force of cavalry and, I think, some
infantry moving on our right. A few days before General l\feade had thrown
out a division of infantry, which seemed to threaten their left, and it appeared
probable that this movement of the enemy was a counter movement to that. It
was not until late in the afternoon of Saturday, the lOth, that the c~aracter of
tlJe movement of the enemy was developed, our signal officers being finally
able to perceive large masses of infantry moving on our right to Madison Court
House. The cavalry on that flank also reported at this time the presence of
masses of infantry as well as cavalry. There was then no question as to what
that movement meant; it was evident that their whole army was in motion for
the purpose of turning our flank. Lee, by that time, had got so far on, in consequence of the difficulty we had had of ascertaining his movements, that we
could not advance to strike him in the flank. Had we done so we should have
come on his line in the rear of his army, and he would have been on the line
of our communication.
Question. And you would also have been on his 1
Answer. We should have been in his rear; he would have been far ahead of
us. If we had undertaken to move on him while he was moving forward in the
direction of Warrenton and our lines of communication, we should have been
fin in his rear. What we had to do was to move at once to vVarrenton, which
we would probably reach before he could, and take position in that vicinity,
when, if he did not advance on us, we could advance on him. That would
cover our lines of communication, and enable us to come in contact with him
quicker than in any other way, and with the advantage of selecting our position. Orders for that movement were prepared and issued to the different corps
commanders, and the movement began immediately. General Meade left his
headquarters near Culpeper about mid-day on Sunday, and followed up the
movement. That evening the infantry extended along the Rappahannock
from Freeman's ford down to Kelly's ford, a distance of nine miles.
General Pleasonton, who took command of the rear-guard formed of a portion of his cavalry, was very positive, when he came in that evening, that Lee's
army had intended to go to Culpeper to fight, and was moving at that time
on Culpeper Court House. One of the corps commanders who had moved on
our left, I think it was the commander of the 5th corps, gave some information
which seemed to give probability to that opinion. He said there were very
large clouds of dust on their left, apparently indicating a movement in the direction of Culpeper Court House. On Sunday General Gregg, with his division
of cavalry, was directed to move up the Rappahannock and occupy all the
roads leading to vVarrenton which Lee's army must take, so as to give early
information of the approach of the enemy in that direction. In consequence
of the statement of General Plea~onton, I sent, about sunset, a despatch to
General Gregg, telling him of what great importance it was that the commanding general should have the very earliest information of the enemy, where he
was, which way he was moving, and everything a Lout him; that it was of the
utmost importance to have that information at the earliest moment. That note
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was delivered to General Gregg, the staff officer returning near daylight the
next morning. General Gregg wrote to me, acknowledging the receipt of my
despatch, saying·, in substance, that he understood thoroughly what he was out
there for, and the importance of sending in intelligence of the enemy. 1'he
movement towards Warrenton was suspended. Noon passed, and we had no
information whatever from General Gregg-uo communication from him. I
began to think that we had been deceived by Lee, and th<:tt he had moved down
to Culpeper, for we certainly oug·ht to have heard something of him by that
time from Gregg if he was moving towards Warrenton. It seemed, therefore,
to be highly probable that he was moving towards Culpeper. General Meade
was so far of that opinion that he ordered two corps to cross at Rappahannock
Station and move back towards Culpeper as far as Brandy Station, and find
out if the enemy was there ; a third corps followed in support. The afternoon
passed away, despatches being received from time to time that there was only
some cavalry and a few infantry in the direction of Culpr,per Court House.
Apparently, Lee's army was not there. Sunset came, and it was reported that
there was no great force of the enemy near Culpeper. Buford had gone
nearly to the Court House, driving in the enemy's cavalry, which was supported
by very little infantry, aud found that Lee was not there. It waR puzzling;
nothing had been heard from Gregg, and the enemy were not at Culpeper.
I thought it could hardly be possible that Lee had gone back again. It was
about 10 o'clock at night, or between 9 and 10 o'clock-we were sitting around
our camp-fires-when I received a despatch from General Gregg, dated from
Fayetteville, between us and Warrenton, informing me that he had been attacked by an overpowering force of the enemy at 11 o'clock that morning, and
that he had been driven with great loss across the Rappahannock; and that
Lee's whole army was at that time, and had been for some hours before, pouring across the Rappahannock, and were a great deal nearer to Warrenton than
we were. There must have been, according to General Gregg's account, 40
field guns at work some time between 11 o'clock and sunset of that day, not
more than seven or eight miles off I think, and yet we did not hear any of them.
The position of our army was this : one corps was at Freeman's ford; two
corps were at Brandy Station; another between Rappahannock Station and
Brandy Station; and one corps at Kelly's ford, some five or six miles below
Rappahannock Station; and Lee was pouring his whole army across the river,
not more than four or five miles above Rappahannock Station. It was a disagreeable position to be caught in. If it had been daylight, Lee could have
moved upon us with advantage. Orders were issued at once to the corps to
move, and the whole army was set in motion. But we had to move further in
towards our base, in order to get the army together, and recover our position on
our lines of communication. On 'l'uesday night our advance corps was at Bristow
Station, and the enemy were up with our other corps on the left flank. The
question then was, where the army should take position the next day. lf the
character of the ground between the railroad and the pike running from Alexandria to vVarrenton had been known to us, General Meade would probably
have tried to concentrate there. But the ground was not known; nobody had
been through there, attention having been directed to other points. And it was
evident, from the position of the two armies, that before we could :fight, holding
our line of communication, as we ought to do, we should have to fall back at
least as far as to the Bull Run battle-ground-a position which, I think, no one
wished to occupy-or to Centreville, which was the point Lee was probably
aiming at. He had the shorter line of the two to reach that point. Centreville
was the :first point where there was a certainty that the army could concentrate
before Lee could. It was accordingly moved to that position. 'l'he army had
been up all Saturday night; a large portion of it had a good rest on Sunday
night; it had marched a good portion of the day of Monday ; was up marching
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Monday night; and had moved all day Tuesday in forced marches, and had
started at a very early hour the next day ; so that it was pretty well fagged out
when it reached the vicinity of Centreville.
Question. Lee's army must also have been pretty well fagged 1
Answer. Yes, I suppose it was. If his army had not been, he would have
hit us before we got to Centreville. He was ahead of us at the beginning in
both movements, and then we got ahead of him. I have endeavored to explain
to you by these details why the army went to Centreville. Why Ewell did not
strike our flank before be did, and in greater force, may be accounted for by
what I beard, that he lost his way in that portion of the country I spoke of,
between the railroad and the pike, which delayed him; because when he made
his attack at Bristow upon .our rear, the second corps, be ought to have been
able to bring up the whole of his corps. He was handsomely beaten in that
attack by General W an·en.
Question. Suppose you had reversed positions with Lee, with your back
towards Richmond and his towards Washington; could you not have fought a
battle that way just as well as any other, and a battle which would have been
very destructive to whichever army was beaten 1
Answer. Yes, a battle might have been fought in that way which might have
been very destructive to the beaten army. If I bad any choice in the matter,
however, I hardly think I should choose such a position as that. I would prefer not to fight with the enemy on my line of communication, particularly if his
army was better acquainted with the country than mine; my troops knowing
certain roads and no others. Suppose, in the present case, we had followed Lee
towards Warrenton; he would have selected his ground and obliged us to attack
him under disadvantages, or make a flank movement in his presence, always a
dangerous movement. By moving as he did, General Meade sought to retain
the power of choosing when to attack Lee, or to make Lee attack him. To
l1ave followed Lee to Warrenton would have transferred to him that power of
choice. The movement to Centreville was simply a manceuvre, or two manceuvres, and was not made for the purpose of avoiding a battle. Afterwards, when
we moved back, we attacked Lee in a very strong position on the Rappahannock; and it was the fact of our surprising him that prevented his fighting as
he ought to have done. I do not think there has been anything more brilliant
than our crossing the Rappahannock in the first part of November last. We
surprised the enemy completely, and captured nearly 2,000 men who were
intrenched there, and some artillery; and Lee could not get his army together
quickly enough to fight us.
Question. In this operation, in October, the enemy tore up some of our communications 1
Answer. Yes, he tore up the railroad from Bristow Station to the Rappahannock. When we reached Centreville, it was the intention to move against the
enemy after giving the troops one day's rest, and attack him wherever he might
be found; but a heavy storm of rain came on during the night, and our troops
could not cross Bull Run. Our bridge trains had been sent off with our other
trains.
Question. Was it not possible to have brougllt on a general engagement with
Lee during that movement 1
~nswer. Yes,, it was possible, by yielding certain advantages to the enemy
whiCh should not have been yielded. If General Meade had had that knowledge of the ground in the region I have before indicated, that would have
enabled him to put the army in a good position and fought a battle; we should
have fought there instead of moving towards Centrevme, as we did. Our first
movement was towards the vicinity of Warrenton, where we should have bad
the control of our line of communication, and where we were familiar with the
general features of the country.
Part I--26
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Question. When you invade an enemy's country you always have to encounter
the difficulty of his being better acquainted with the ground than you are, do
you not 1
.Answer. Yes, but I do not know that he was better acquainted with this interior part than we were.
Queetion . .And when you do tlms invade, does it not follow, as a general
thing, tLat you ehould act on the offensive rather than the defensive 1
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question . .And if we do not feel able to attack the enemy wherever we can
catch bim, unless the character of the ground is very disadvantageous, then we
have no businees to be off in his country 1
.Answer. 'The object of going there is to beat him, of course.
Question. 'Then should we not have brought on a battle there 1
.Answer. We tried to do that, but we were prevented, as I have stated, from
getting to the position at Warrenton. Every general prefers to keep his line of
communication open when he fights, so that, if any portivn of his army is beaten
and broken, he can move where he knows the country, and keep his communication with his base open. I would rather fight in that way than in any other.
The line of communication may be aud s·hould be abandoned temporarily if
necessary to gain an advantage that promises victory. But I cannot perceive
that the present instance was one of those cases. 'The line of supply may be ·
abandoned in offensive operations, and the supply trains relied upon for a limited
period. It was with the expectation of fighting the enemy that the movements
I have described were made. It was not with the intention of avoiding a battle,
but simply to fight it as we chose to fight it, and not as the enemy chose.
When we afterwards moved forward we attacked the enemy in a strong position.
We did not hesitate to advance on the Rappahannock and attack him, strongly
posted as he was there.
Question. You lost a great deal of very valuable time in October by that
movement, did you not 1
.Answer. Yes, there is no doubt of that. I have given this explanation to
show why it was that we moved to Centreville, aud that it was not a retreat;
and at the same time to show upon what little things apparently the movements
of an army depend. Now, had General Gregg, who was sent out thBre, not
for the purpose of fighting, but for the purpose of collecting information, and
giving General Meade the first intelligence of ar1y movements of tl.e enemy-if
General Gregg had sent in that information early on Monday, we would have
fought the enemy the next day, for we were moving for the purpose of fighting.
But he did not give us the information until Lee was between us and the ground
we had selected to occupy. If we had undertaken to follow him we should have
lost distance, and he would have taken up his position on strong ground and
forced us to attack him, or to make a flank movement to compel him to attack us.
In justice to General Gregg, I ought to state that General Pleasonton, commanding · the cavalry corps, mentioned that he, Gregg, had sent messages to
GenerallVIeade on Monday, but none reached him until the despatch I have
mentioned was received.
Question. It is the enemy's policy, undoubtedly, to spin out and protract this
war us much as possible, and your policy to finish it as quickly as you can?
.Answer. Yes. Yet there is this to be said: the cornmandet: of that army can
n,ever forget that he is to protect Washington, as well as to carry on an offensive war. .And the difference of numbers in our favor is not great enough to
admit of our making such movements as will oblige the enemy to fight us with
equal advantages of ground. For instance, suppose we had had fiHce enough
when we made that movement on Mine run to have left a heavy column near
Culpeper, and had moved on his flank and brought his army away from the
Rapidan. '!'hen having this column in position, concealed, which might have
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been done, we could have thrown it on those portions of the enemy's lines which
were not occupied, and have moved it to attack his left flank, in connexion with
an attack on his front. If we had had force enough for that, there would have
been no question as to the result. But such movements as these, being double
movements, require a very great force, a very large superiority of numbers, in
order to be carried on successfully. That is the experience of military men.

Testimony qf Major General W. S. Hancock.
WASHINGTON, Marek 22, 1864.
Major General W. S. HANCOCK sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
(See testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker.")
Question. Go on with your narrative of the operations of the army of the
Potomac aft~r General Meade took command of it.
Answer. I arrived in }-,rederick on the 28th of June. General Meade had
probably been placed in command on the night of the 27th. On the 29th the whole
· army moved, making very long and rapid marches. I marched with my whole
~orps, (the 2d corps,) of which I then had the command, from 3:2 to 34 miles
that day-from Frederick city to Uniontown, arriving there about 10 o'clock
that night. It was very sultry weather, and my troops were much exhausted
when I got there. I found that the rebel General Stuart, with his cavalry,
was at Westminster, six miles ahead of me. I knew that General Gre7g, of
our cavalry, was to have been in Westminster that night; but I knew that he
would not be there, because I had met him on the way, and the roads being
narrow, the artillery of his column had been interfered with by our infantry.
General Sedgwick had also been ordered to march to Westminster with his
corps; but knowing the very long march I had made, and that General Sedgwick had tbe outside of me, I felt certain that he could 'not get there that night.
We took up a line, as it were, along the general direction of the Baltimore turnpike. I was to have gone to Frizelburg, but General Meade authorized me to
stop at Uniontown.
As soon as I found that Stuart, with his cavalry, was at Westminster, I sent a
note to General Meade, giving him the information. General Meade sent for
General Pleasonton, who denied that Stuart was there, saying that he had
received information from his staff officers that General Gregg was there. 'I'he
mistake arose in this way, I have no doubt: General Gregg had got to New:
Windsor, and the name of Windsor was confounded with that of Westminster.
lVIy report of the matter was not credited, and no effort was made to catch
Stuart. If there had been, I have no doubt we should have inflicted serious
damage upon him; indeed, I do not believe he could have gotten away. At
all events, that rapid march of our whole army had one grand effect-it placed
us so near Stuart that instead of marching up to Gettysburg, as he probably
would otherwise have done, l1e was forced over towards the Susquebarma,· whic·h
I have no doubt prevented him from joining Lee earlier in the action, which
was an advantage to us. I remained at Uniontown during the next day, the
30th, because my troops were very much exhausted; but other movements were
probably in operation.
On the morning of the 1st of July I received an order to march to Taneytown.
I arrived there about 11 o'clock, and massed my troops. I then went to the
headq narters of General .Meade and reported to him. While I was there General Meade told me all his plans. He said he had made tlp his mind to fight
a battle on what was known as Pipe creek; that he had. not seen the ground
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but judging from the map it presented more favorable features than any other
position that he could see; that he had sent his engineers there to examine the
position and note all its strong featnres, and that he was then preparing an
order for that movement. Shortly after that conversation General Meade received a message ti·om General Reynolds, who at Gettysburg was really a mask,
in order to allow this movement (occupying the line of Pipe creek) to go on in
his rear. But it turned out that the enemy started to march down the same
road a little earlier than was anticipated. Therefore, when General Reynolds
attempted to move up from a point between Emmettsburg and Gettysburg to
Getty::; burg, where he had been directed to move that morning, it became a race
between him and the enemy which should first get to Gettysburg. But General Buford, by a persistent deployment of his cavalry, and continually attacking the enemy, held them in check until General Reynolds beat them to Gettysburg. General Reynolds at once advanced to the relief of Buford, and engaged
the enemy, knowing that it was no time to inquire about future operations, and
that the only thing was to attack the enemy and delay him until the commander
of the army should come to some decision. Whether General Reynolds had
received this order designating Pipe creek as the line of battle which General
Meade told me was in preparation, I do not know. General Reynolds engaged
the enemy, and the 11th corps, under General Howard, came to his assistance.
General Meade heard, about the time I have stated, that this affair was going
on at Gettysburg. He felt that the matter was being precipitated very heavily
upon him, and he felt the responsibility. Shortly afterwards he heard that
General Reynolds was either killed or mortally w~mnded. I had returned at
·that time to my troops.
I soon received an order, dated 1.10 p.m., directing mr- to proceed to the front,
and in the event of the death of General Reynolds, or his inability to command,
to assume the command of all the troops there, consisting of the 1st, 3d, and 11th
corps. (Order appended, marked A.) I started a little before half past 1, turning over the command of my corps to General Gibbon, under General Meade's
directions. General Gibbon was not the next -in rank in that corps, but he was
the one General Meade directed should assume the command, as he considered
him the most suitable person for it.
Several such instances occurred during that battle. General Meade, prior to
the battle, showed me or told me of a letter he had received from the Secretary
of War on this subject. The government recognizing the difficulty of the situatiou, believing that a battle was imminent, and might occur in one, two, or three
days, and not knowing the views of General Meade in relation to his commanders, the Secretary of vVar wrote him a note, authorizing him to make any
changes in his army that he pleased, and that he would be sustained by the
President and himself. That did not make it legal, because it was contrary to
law to place a junior officer over a senior. At the same time it was one of those
emergencies in which General Meade was authorized, as before stated, to exercise that power. I was not the senior of either General Howard, of the 11th
corps, or General Sickles, of the 3d corps. My commission bore date on the
same day with theirs; by my prior commission they both ranked me. Of
course it was not a very agreeable office for me to fill, to go and take command
of my seniors. However, I did not feel much embarrassment about it, because
I was an older soldier than either of them. But I knew that legally it was not
proper, and that if they chose to resist it, it might become a very troublesome
matter to me for the time being. Whether or not General Meade, when he gave
me the order, knew about this relative rank, I do not know. I say this because
I have since understood that he did not. When I spoke to him about it before
departing, however, he remarked, in substance, th:.tt he was obliged to use such
persons as he felt disposed to use; that in this case he sent me because he had
explained his views to me, and had not explained them to the others; that I
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knew his plans and ideas, and could better accord with him in my operations
than anybody el~e. I went to Gettysburg, arriving on the ground not later
than half past 3 o'clock. I found that, practically, the fight was then over. The
rear of our column, with the enemy in pursuit, was then coming through the
town of Gettysburg. General Howard was on Cemetery hill, and there had
evidently been an attempt on his part to stop and form some of his troops there ;
what troops he had formed there I do not know. I understood afterwards,
and accepted it as the fact, that he had formed one division there prior to this
time. I told General Howard I had orders to take command in the front. I
did not show him the orders, because he did not demand it. He acquiesced.
I exercised the command until evening, when General Slocum arrived, about
6 or 7 o'clock. His troops were in the neighborhood, for they apparently had
been summoned up before I arrived, by General Howard possibly, as well as
the 3d corps. When General Slocum arrived, he being· my senior, and not included in this order to me, I turned the command over to him. In fact, I was
instructed verbally by General Butterfield, chief of staff, before I left for the
front, ·that I was to do so.
When I arrived and took the command I extended the lines. I sent General
Wadsworth to the right to take possession of Culp's hill with his division. I directed General Geary, whose division belonged to the 12th corps, (its commander,
General Slocum, not then having arrived,) to take possession of the high ground
towards Round Top . I made such disposition as I thought wise and proper.
The enemy evidently believing that we were re-enforced, or that our whole
army was there, discontinued their great efforts, and the battle for that day was
virtually over. 'rhere was firing of artillery and skirmishing all along the
front, but that was the end of that clay's battle. By verbal instructions, and in
the order which I had received from General Meade, I was directed to report,
after having arrived on the ground, whether it would be necessary or wise to
continue to fight the battle at Gettysburg, or whether it was possible for the
fight to be had on the ground General Meade had selected. About 4 o'clock
p. m. I sent wcrd by Major Mitchell, aide-de-camp, to General Meade, that I
would hold the ground until dark, meaning to allow him time to decide the
matter for himself. As soon as I had gotten matters arranged to my satisfaction, and saw that the troops were being formed again, and I felt secure, I wrote
a note to General Meade, and informed him of my views of the ground at Gettysburg. I told him that the only disadvantage which I thought it had was that
it could be readily turned by way of Emmettsburg, and that the roads were
clear for any movement he might make. I had ordered all the trains back, as I
came up, to clear the roads.
General .i\1 eade had directed my corps, tl1e 2d corps, to march up towards
Gettysburg, under the command of General Gibbon. When I found that the
enemy had ceased their operations, I directed General Gibbon to halt his
corps two or three miles behind Gettysburg, in order to protect our rear from any
flank movement of the enemy. Then my operations in the front being closed, I
turned the command over to Generill Slocum, and immediately started to report
to General Meade in detail what I bad done, in order to express my views clearly
to him, and to see what he was disposed to do. I rode back and found General
Meade about 9 o'clock. He told me he bad received my messages and note,
and had decided, upon the representations I had made, and the existence of
known facts of the case, to fight at Gettysburg, and had ordered all the corps to
the front. That was the end of operations for that day. The next morning,
some time after daylight, I again reported to General Meade, at Gettysburg,
and assumed the command of my own corps after it arrived. I was placed on
the line connecting Cemetery hill with Little Round Top mountain, my line,
however, not extending to Round Top, probably only about half way. General
Sickles was directed to connect with my left and the Round Top mountain, thus
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forming a continuous line from Cemetery hill (which was held by General
Howard) to Round 'Top mountain.
Everything remained comparatively quiet during that morning, except that
the enemy attacked General Slocum; but that was on the other part of the
line, the extreme right, directly behind the position I have just rPferred to.
'There was fighting going on there all the morning with portions of Ewell's
corps, but we did not know at that time whether that was going to be the
main attack or not. In fact, when I arrived on the ground in the morning,
General Meade thought thPre would be a formidable attack by the enemy on
the right of our line, and when my corps arrived on the ground it was formed
facing in that direction, but shortly afterwards was marched over to the position
which we held during the subsequent battle.
Everything remained quiet, except artillery and engagements with pickets
on our front, until about 4 o'clock that afternoon, when General Sickles moved
out to the front. I happened to be present with my corps at the time. I knew
that the fight was expected to commence, but the object of General Sickles
moving to the front I could not conceive. I recollect looking on and admiring
the spectacle, but I did not know the object of it. I soon saw, however, that
it was going to involve a fight in front of our line, because the enemy were only
a certain distance from us and parallel to us, and I thought it would be disadvantageous to us.
Very shortly the fight commenced with General Sickles's corps, and in the
course of the afternoon involved everybody along the line. One of my divisions, General Caldwell's, was sent over to the left of General Sickles; but it
was sent to report to General Sykes, and it was posted, I believe, by one of
his staff officers. I imagine that the reason it was ordered to report to Gen~ral
Sykes was, that after General tiickles advanced General Sykes was ordered to
hold Round 'rop, and probably his own troops had not gotten up, although he
was there in person, and I judge it was intended that that division of mine
should hold the position until General Sykes's command should arrive. In
fact, I was told at the time that the division would be returned to me as soon
as General Sykes's troops had arrived; but it became involved in the fight,
and fought there all the afternoon. The enemy succeeded late in the afternoon
in turning the left of the 3d corps by passing between it and Round Top mountain, and, making the attack upon the flank of the 3d corps, forced it back.
General Gibbon, of my command, had sent out two regiments and a battery to
connect the right of General Sickles wiLh our line. 'There was a little brick
house in front of our line which seemed to be a good point to rest the Tight
upon, and, in order to strengthen General Sickles, he sent out these regiments
and a battery. The remaining troops of my corps remained as they were,
except as I have stated. At:J the 3d corps formed part of the original line of
battle, and this division of mine ( Oald well's) which I had sent to the assistance
of that corps also formed a part of that line, it followed, of course, that the
momPnt those commands were forced back there was a vacancy in the original
line of battle from Round Top up to the point where the right of this first division had rested. The 3d corps and Oald well's division of the 2d corps did not
return to the original line that day, but were forced behind that line. The
enemy breaking through at different places, it required us to patch up that line
all the latter part of the afternoon and evening. Detachments of the 12th
corps came over from the right, and also greater detachments of the 1st corps
came up. 'l'he enemy made an attack along the whole front there, and on the
2d corps. But although the enemy had actually gotten in our line at more
than one place, yet when night carne we had managed to repulse them, and
had driven them back, so that we held exactly the position we had started
out with, which was the direct line from Cemetery hill to Round 'Top. But
we did not hold any of the advanced ground which was attempted to be taken.
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Things then remained in that condition. After we han succmlsfully disposed
of that force of the enemy, I heard a heavy firing on the front of General
Howard and General Slocum . . As it appeared to be coming nearer, I directed
General Gibbon, then commanding the 2d corps, to send a brigade and two
regiments, under Colonel Carroll, to that point, and they very materially
assisted to repulse the enemy, who had made a very vigorous attack upon
General Howard.
There was a council held that evening at General Meade's headquarters.
All the corps commanders were sent for. I was present. Some of this fighting
was going on at twilight, and after we bad assembled in council. The 12th
corps, on their return from the left centre, or the portion of it which had been
sent over there, found that the enemy had taken a part of their intrenchments,
and they went to work to drive them out. They did not succeed that night,
but they did early the next morning. I should have stated that after General
Meade received notice that General Sickles was wounded so as to be unable to
continue in command, he sent word to me to go and take command of the 3d
corps. I then turned the command of the 2d corps over to General Gibbon.
When I went out to the front I took with me a brigade of my own corps,
which I had been directed a few minutes before to send to General Birney, who
was then in command of General Sickles's corps. I got down on the original
line of battle, from which General Sickles had marched out just in time to be
enabled to stop the enemy there. 'l'here we met the enemy, for that was the
first point which they attempted to break through. I soon found that the 3d
corps was all gone as a force for that occasion. I met General Birney, and he
so informed me, when I told him I had been sent to take command. A small
part of General Humphrey's division stopped on the line. I then exercised a
general command on the left centre, in virtue of rank and verbal orders I had
received from General Meade, and used the troops sent to me and witl:~ me to
drive the enemy back. General Birney went to collect his division. I never
really exercioed any command over any part of the 3d corps in action, save the
fragments-of General Humphrey's command, (many 3d corps men, individuals,
stopped on our line when directed to halt there,) because the command was in
the condition represented. They were scattered, ·and could not be collected
then. 'l'hat was the _end of it as a corps for that day. r.rhat night this council
was held. After each corps commander had reported the actual condition of
things along his front, the question was submitted to t.he council. General
Meade being present, and General Butterfield questioning the members whether
we should remain there or the army fall back to a better position-! understood
with a view of protecting our supplies-one corps commander, I think it was
General Newton, said he did not think the position of Gettysburg a very good
one. General Gibbon, who was the junior officer, I believe, and voted first,
said that he had not seen the entire ground, but he had great confidence in
General Newton's military eye for these matters, and he voted in accordance
with that view of the case, except that he objected to anything that looked like
a retreat. I understood afterwards that General Newton really had the same
view, and did not propose to make a retreat. But all the other commanders, I
understood, said they wished to fight the battle there, and General 1\feade announced that to be the decision. The council then adjourned, and that was the
last operation of the second day of the fight.
On the third day, in the morning, the enemy and General Slocum were a
good deal engaged. About 1 or 2 o'clock in the afternoon the enemy commenced
a terrific cannonade, from probably 120 pieces of artillery, on the front of the.
line connecting Cemetery hill with Round Top, the left centre, commanded by
me. 'I'hat line consisted of the 1st, 2d, and 3d corps, of which I had the general command. I commanded that whole front. General Gibbon commanded
the 2d corps in my absence, General Newton the 1st corps, and General Birney
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the 3d. That cannonade continued for probably an hour and a half. The
enemy then made an assault at the end of that time; it was a very formidable
assault, and made, I should judge, with about 18,000 infantry. When the
columns of the enemy appeared it looked as if they were going to attack the
centre of our line, but after marching straight out a little distance they 8eemed
to incline a little to their left, as if their object was to march through my command and seize Cemetery hill, which I have no doubt was their intention. They
attacked with wonderful spirit; nothing could have been more spirited. rrhe
shock of the assault fell upon the 2d and 3d divisions of the 2d corps, and
those were the troops, assisted by a small brigade of Vermont troops, together
with the artillery of our line, which fired from Round Top to Cemetery hill at the
enemy all the way as they advanced whenever they had the opportunity. Those
were the troops that really met the assault. No doubt there were other troops
that fired a little, but those were the troops that really withstood the shock of the
assault and repulsed it. The attack of the enemy was met by about six small
brigades of our troops, and was finally repulsed after a terrific contest at very
close quarters, in which our troops took about thirty or forty colors and some
4,000 or 5,000 prisoners, with great loss to the enemy in killed and wounded.
'rhe repulse was a most signal one, and that decided the battle, and was practically the end of the fight. I was wounded at the close of the assault, and
that ended my operations with the army for that campaign. I did not follow
it in its future movements.
Question. And that also ended the fighting at Gettysburg 1
Answer. That practically ended the fighting of the battle of Gettysburg.
There was no serious fighting there after that, save on the left, in an advance by
a small command of the Pennsylvania reserves, made very soon afterwards,
and based upon our success. I may say one thing here: I think it was probably an unfortunate thing that I was wounded at the time I was, and equally
unfortunate that General Gibbon was also wounded, because the absence of a
prominent commander, who knew the circumstances thoroughly, at such a moment
as that, was a great disadvantage. I think that our lines should have.advanced
immediately, and I believe we should have won a great victory. I was very
confident that the advance would be made. General .Meade told me before the
:fight that if the enemy attacked me he intended to put the 5th and 6th corps
on the enemy's flank; I therefore, when I was wounded, and lying down in my
ambulance and about leaving the field, dictated a note to General Meade, and
told him if he would put in the 5th and 6th corps I believed he would win a
great victory. I asked him afterwards, when I returned . to the army, what he
had done in the premises. He said he had ordered the movement, but the
troops were slow in collecting, and moved so slowly that nothing was done
before night, except that some of the Pennsylvania reserves went out and met
Hood's division, it was understood, of the enemy, and actually overthrew it,
assisted, no doubt, in some measure, by their knowledge of their failure in the
assault. There were only two divisions of the enemy on our extreme left, opposite Round Top, and there was a gap in their line of one mile that their assault
had left, and I believe if our whole line had advanced with spirit, it is not unlikely that we would have taken all their artillery at that point. I think that
was a fault; that we should have pushed the enemy there, for we do not often
catch them in that position; and the rule is, and it is natural, that when you
repulse or defeat an enemy you should pursue him; and I believe it is a rare
thing that one party beats another and does not pursue him, and I think that
on that occasion it only required an order and prompt execution.
When this assault first commenced I was on the extreme left of our line.
As soon as I saw the skirmishers coming over the hill I knew the assault was
coming, and I followed it up to see where it was going to strike, and as I passed
General Caldwell, who commanded the left division of the 2d corps, l told
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him this : "If the enemy's attack strikes further to your right I want you to attack on their flank; why I say so is this-you will find the 5th and 6th corps •
on your left, and they will help yon." He did not attack on their flank; why,
I do not know. Perhaps it would not have been wise for him to do so, because
the 5th and 6th corps did not make the movement.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. Do I understand you to say that there was a gap of a mile in the
enemy's line 1
Answer. There must have been practically a gap to that extent, because it
took a mile of troops in position to have made that attack in column as it was
made.
By the chairman :
Question. Was all of their artillery thus left without infantry support 1
Answer. This shattered mass of the enemv's forces rushed to the rear over
the ground on which their artillery was postea"' and through it, and I judged there
was nothing of any importance left with their batteries, but the artillery-men,
as I understood the only two divisions the enemy had on their extreme right
were Hood's and McLaws's, and they were ev1dently in a pretty shattered condition, because they had been heavily engaged the day before. I judge of their
condition from the fact that this small command of the Pennsylvania reserves
overthrew Hood's division by their advance. General Meade gave the order
for the 5th and 6th corps to ad vance, but he said the troops were so slow in
moving that they allowed the remaining hours of daylight to pass by before
much was accomplished. I think we would have won a gTeater victory had
the advance been promptly made and with spirit; and I have stated the reasons
why it ought to have been done, for the intention was announced even beforehand that the 5th and 6th corps were to make a movement.
Question. We seem always to have failed to follow up a victory 1
Answer. And we shall never reap the just fruits of a victory until we do follow it up promptly.
Question. I have observed that neither the enemy nor ourselves, when we
come in collision with our great armies, seem to gain a decisive victory.
Answer. 1'hat is generally so, and one reason for that is this-unless the very
moment is seized it pa.sses away, because the troops on both sides have become
so inured to war, that if you give them time to collect again they are ready for
another fight. They know the advantage of collecting together as soon as
possible, and if you allow them time to do it you lose all the benefits of your
victory, or at least of that condition of things which immediately follows a
victory. The men will fight again-not with the same spirit, perhaps, but still
they will fight, as I have seen on many occasions.
Question. After the furious cannonade in that battle, and the expenditure of
so much ammunition, what was the opinion of our officers as to the enemy
having a supply of ammunition left 1
Answer. I do not know, becau;:;e, after the cannonade, I was intensely occupied and interested until the close of the fight ; after I was shot, I had only
time to dictate that note, to which I have already referred, to General Meade,
when I was taken from the field.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. What would then have been your opinion 1
Answer. If the matter had presented itself to my mind at all, I should have
considered that the enemy must at least have exhausted their ammunition upon
the field, because their artillery fire was most terrific, and they must have exhausted an immense deal of ammunition. It was the most terrific cannonade
I ever witnessed, and the most prolonged.
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By the chairman:
Question. Which side had the most artillery on the field at that time 1
Answer. The enemy had the most in operation at the time; we used as little
as possible, for the reason that we were separated from our supplies by a distance of twenty-five miles; we had brought up but a limited quantity of ammunition ; we were short of ammunition, and were continually husbanding it,
and, ·frequently, during· that cannonade, orders }Vere sent to expend as little ammunition as possible, or it would be exhausted. On the night of the 2d of
July, when we went to fill up our boxes for the next day's fight, we were not
able to refill them completely, even from the artillery reserve.
Question. And if we were short of ammunition the enemy must have been
still more so ~
Answer. I have no doubt the enemy regarded the success of their assault
as certain, so much so that they were wHling to expend all their ammunition.
They did not suppose that any troops could live under that cannonade, but
they met troops that had been so accustomed to artillery fire that it did not have
the effect on them that they expected. It was a most terrific and appalling
cannonade-one possibly hardly even paralleled.
Question. Was there ever, in any battle of which you have read, more artillery brought into action than in that battle 1
Answer. 1 doubt whether there has ever been more concentrated upon an
equal space, and opening at one time. I think there has been more artillery
engaged in many battles, but do not believe there has been more upon both
sides concentrated on an equal space.
Question. You did not follow the army from there 1
Answer. No, sir; I left the field the moment the fight was over 1
Question. When did you join the army again 1
Answer. I did not join it again until some time in December, when active
operations had ceased. I was then ordered by the Secretary of War into the
States from whence the regiments of my corps came, to fill them up by recruitment, and I am now on my return to the army.
Question. You were not with the army when it retired from Culpepper to
Centreville 1
Answer. No, sir; I have not been with it during any of its movements
since the battle of Gettysburg.
Question. You have been with the army of the Potomac during all its important operations, and have been in a great many battles. What do you say
of the spirit of our troops and that of the enemy 1
Answer. I think the spirit of our troops is always good-as good as that of
the enemy; but as a general thing I think the attacks of the enemy are made
with more vivacity than our attacks are made. I think our men have fought
better in defensive positions than the enemy have. I think the enemy, from
peculiarity of characteristic and climate, and possibly other reasons, attack with
more vivacity, but I do not think they continue the fight with the same energy
as our troops do when serious resistance is made.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. But with equal numbers you would not hesitate to attack the
enemy anywhere under equal circumstances 1
Answer. No, sir, I would not. In fact there is no finer army, if as fine, in
existence in the world than the army of the Potomac. The troops will do
anything if they are only ordered. If they have not made this or that attack,
it is because their commanders did not order them to make it.
By the chairman:
Question. And if they do not attack with as much vivacity as the enemy,
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may that not be owing to the fact that this army has not been accustomed to
take the offensive 1
Answer. It may be so; they have not been in the habit of it. That has not
been our system of fighting; our practice has habitually been to seek a defensive position and receive an attack.
Question. Does it not require more coolness to receive au attack than to make
one?
Answer. I think, with equal education, it does. I think it is more difficult to
stand and receive an attack-see it coming on before you are called upon to
take part in it-than in any other operation of war.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Why has it been generally true that this army has waited to be
attacked, instead of itself taking the offensive 1
Answer. I think it has depended entirely upon the temperament or policy of
the commander; I can see no other reason for it, because our troops are always
anxious to attack. I have always had troops that were eager to attack, and I
judge it has been owing to the policy or temperament of the commander that
that has not been our system.
By the chairman :
Question. Is not this overcaution derived from the fact that all tlw fights of
the army of the Potomac have been rather in defence of our capital?
Answer. I have no doubt that has had its effect. I think the very fact that
we have been defending something has placed us to a certain extent in the
position to lead us all to feel that we are :fighting a defensive fight; without
being able to point to any distinctive fact that seems to prove it, other than
that the capital is under our protection.
Question. Suppose that our fortifications about this capital were manned and
supported, say, by 30,000 troops, would not that baffle an army of the enemy until
our army could come up and engage the enemy 1
Answer. They ought to do so. But I have been stationed in Alexandria at
times when the enemy were approaching the capital, and I have always thought
that unless we had a very large force of infantry there, under judicious commanders, who knew these fortifications well, the enemy had it in his power to
penetrate between our forts with great impunity, particularly at night. We
have always allowed free ingress and egress of people ; there has been no time
apparently when peace ceased and war commenced. While the enemy are approaching the gates of the capital, the country seems to be open. 'The e is no
consolidation of troops, and no system, and I have not much confidence in that
kind of defences.
Question. 'l'hat is a defect in the organization of the forces 1
Answer. I think so. I think, with the disciplined army the enemy have in
front of us, it would take a very large army in those works to defend them, because the works occupy a great deal of ground; and you must have a large
body of troops at each of the different prominent points-the great centres.
Question. I did not mean to indicate that our troops should make a permanent
defence here; but would not they detain the enemy until our army should come
up 1
Answer. There is no doubt that they ought to do so; that the fortifications
have not performed their functions unless they can do so.
Question. That, I suppose, was the object of the fortifications 1
Answer. No doubt; and it ought to be known what command of infantry, in
conjunction with these forts, could defend them.
Question. Do you know the number of troops in and about Washington at
the time of the battle of Antietam 1
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Answer. I have no doubt that there were quite a number here, because I
know some divisions of the army of the Potomac that were not in the battle of
Antietam; and some of these I understood were in Washington.
Question. In your opinion as a military man, I will ask whether or not our
army should have attacked the enemy before he recrossed the Potomac at
Williamsport 1
Answer. I wa~ not there, but my impression is that I should have voted for
an attack. My military opinion may not be good for much, because I have
not seen the ground, but my impression is that the enemy should have been
attacked there.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. During the battle of Gettysburg did you know anything about an
order of General Meade's to retire from that position 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Would you have known of such an order if it had been published 1
Answer. I suppose so; the movement could not have been made without my
knowledge.

A.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
July 1, 1863-1.10 p. m.
Commanding Officer 2d Corps :
The mnjor general commanding has just been informed that General Reynolds
has been killed or badly wounded. He directs that you turn over the command
of your corps to General Gibbon ; that you proceed to the front, and by virtue
of this order, in case of the truth of General Reynolds's death, you assume
command of the corps there assembled, viz: the 11th, 1st, and 3d, at Emmettsburg. If you think the ground and position there a better one to fight a battle
under exiilting circumstances, you will so advise the general, and he will order
all the troops up; you know the general's views, and General Warren, who is
fully aware of them, has gone out to see General Reynolds.
LATER-1.15 p. m.
Reynolds has possession of Gettysburg, and the enemy are reported as
falling back from the front of Gettysburg. Hold your cobmn ready to move.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. BUTTERFIELD,
Major General and Chiif if Staff.
JANUARY 13, 1864.
Official copy :
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

Testimony

if Brigadier

General James 8. Wadsworth.

WASHINGTON, JJfarclt 23, 1864.
General JAMES S. W ADHWORTH sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
[See the testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."l
Question. You were at the battle of Gettysburg 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was your position there 1
Answer. I commanded the 1st division in the 1st corps during that battle.
This was the first division that engaged the enemy on the morning of the 1st of
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July. I commanded the division during the engagement, and until the army
crossed the Potomac.
Question. How many men did you lose from your division 1
Answer. A little more than half of them.
Question. Will you give us a brief but clear account of the first day's fight 1
Answer. I do not know under what orders General Reynolds moved that
day. He was, generally, very particular in communicating his orders to his
division commanders, but on that occasion he communicated none, if he had
any. He rode up to my headquarters, on the morning of the 1st of J nly, and
asked what orders I had received from General Doubleday, who then commanded the corps, General Reynolds being then in command of two corps, the
1st and 11th. I told him that I was waiting for the other divisions to pass, as
I was ordered to move in rea· of the other two divisions. He said that that
was a mistake, and that I should move on directly. This was about four miles
from Gettysburg.
I mov.ed on the road with him until we got within a mile of Gettysburg,
when we heard the report of guns. General Reynolds then received a report
from General Buford that the infantry of the enemy were advancing in some
force and driving his cavalry back. It was a matter of momentary consultation
between General Reynolds and myself whether we would go into the town or
take a position in front of the town. He decided that if we· went into the town
the enemy would shell it and destroy it, and that we had better take a position
in front of the town. We moved across the fields:to the Seminary ridge, about
half a mile west of Gettysburg. Before we had time to form our line we were
engaged with the enemy. The only battery in my division was placed in position by the side of the road leading to Cashtown. .At that time only one brigade
was up.
General Reynolds told me to take three regiments to support the battery on
the right, and he would go to the left and place the brnmnce of the division there.
I went on the right of the battery with three regiments, and he went on the left,
but was almost immediately killed. I, however, did not hear for some time that
he was killed. I contended with the enemy for two hours alone. General
Doubleday came up in person in about half an hour, and the other divisions
of the 1st corps in about two hours. The 11th corps came up about the same
time and took position on our right, on the north of Gettysburg. I was driven
back with my three regiments on the right. We retired in order, keeping up
the contest, and the left of my division swung around and captured about 800
of the enemy, including Brigadier General .Archer.
I then formed my division on the same ridge, a little in front of Seminary
ridge, under orders from General Doubleday, and held that position until four
o'clock in the afternoon. .And so far as anything in front of us was concerned
I could have continued to hold it. We had a very good position for the artillery,
and had some six or eight Napoleon 12-pounders throwing gr::tpe and canister, and
the enemy could not have driven us from that position. But the 11th corps having
broken on the right, and the other portions of the 1st corps on our left having
been driven back, the enemy got on to our flanks and nearly surrounded us.
General Howard had ridden over to see me about 2 o'clock, and told me to
hold the position as long as I could, and then to retire. This was the only order
I received after General Reynolds's death, except one before referred to frum
General Doubleday. When we found that we were very nearly surrounded,
and my division was reduced to a very small force, I retired to Cemetery hill.
This was 4 o'clock p. m. Very few of my division were taken prisoners, but
a great many prisoners were taken on the right from the 11th corps, and from
one division of the 1st corps that went into position on the right. The next
morning I had but 1,600 men answer to their names, out of about 4,000 men
that went into the action.
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We think that we punished the enemy so se,>erely in that contest, and that
they lost so heavily, that they were in no condition to continue the attack after
we had retired to Cemetery hill from Seminary ridge. 'J.1he reports which we
have from the enemy, especially from some English officers who were among
them, were that they suffered very much in the first day's fight, and were not
disposed to continue the contest until they had completed the concentration of
their army. We who were engaged in that day's fight claim the credit of
having held the enemy in check until General Meade concentrated his forces at
Gettysburg.
I was on the evening of the first day assigned, with my division, to a position
on the mountain ridge on the right of Gettysburg. The enemy attacked us
there the next morning, by which time, however, we had got up a pretty good
line of breastworks. 'They continued the attack until about 9 o'clock at night,
driving a portion of the 12th corps, which was on our right, out of their riflepits; but we recovered them the next morning. I sent two regiments, the 14th
Brooklyn and - - - - - , to assist in this work.
On the morning of the third day of the fight the enemy renewed the attack
on the right, taking advantage of a valley which broke the mountain at the
point where my division joined to the 12th corps. It was a very furious assault,
but it was repelled by the 12th corps, and my division of the 1st co rps. 'The
balance of the 1st corps was over on the left, separated from us. My division
did not lose much on the second and third days of the fight, as they were protected by breastworks.
Question. What portion of our army was engaged on the fi eld of battle at
Gettysburg 1
Answer. Every mall in the army was available. The whole army was concentrated on about three miles square; the reserve was wi thin thirty minutes'
march of any part of the line. The position was such that the enemy could
not attack on our right and left simultaneously; and that left our right at
liberty to re-enfnrce the left, if necessary, or vice versa.
Question. You say all our men were available for that battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir; our left rested on Round Top mountain, which protected
us perfectly from being outflanked in that direction. Our right rested upon a
ridge of mountains running easterly, which protected us on the right, exc.:pt in
a valley in which the enemy did attack us. But the distance from this point
to the left of the line was estimated at several miles, the enemy having to make
a large detour round Gettysburg, that place being comm'1ncled by our guns on
Cemetery hill, so that they could not attack at that point and on the left at
the same time, without dividing their army. So far as I know, this is the only
battle the army of the Potomac has ever fought in which our whole army was
available, or in which even much more than one-third of it was engaged at one
time.
On the morning of the third day Ewell's corps attacked us on the right, and
made repeated aud furious assaults to break the line in the valley which I have
mentioned, and across which our line was formed. Having failed in that, his
troops, except a few skirmishers, were moved around Gettysburg, a march of
six or seven miles, to our left, and precipitated in the attack on our left, which
was very fierce, particularly the artillery fire. I do not think the army at any
moment was in jeopardy from this attack, as the whole army could have been
concentrated to meet it in twenty or thirty minutes.
Question. What was the condition of our army after the battle was over on
the third day-I mean in morale and spirits 1
Answer. The slaughter had been terrible ; but the spirit of the troops was
unimpaired, and, in my opinion, our troops were in good condition to have
taken the offensive, and they would have taken it with alacrity.
Question. Do you know why they did not then take the offensive 1
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Answer. I do not; they were not ordered to take it. I think that General
Meade did not, perhaps, appreciate fully the completeness of his victory. The
terrible slaughter of our men produced, of course, a great impression upon the
officers of our army. General Meade's headquarters were almost in the line of
battle~ and were surrounded by great havoc. A large number of horses were
killed in the yard of the little house which he occupied.
Question. Do you suppose the slaughter on our side was greater than it was
on the side of the enemy 1
Answer. I think not ; I think the slaughter was great~r on the side of the
enemy than on our side on every day of the battle. I am sure it was on the
first day; I know we almost annihilated one or two brigades that came against
us on the first day. They came up within canister range of our guns, and
our men claim to have utterly annihilated them.
Question. You then followed the enemy down to Williamsport 1
AnswBr. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the condition of things down there 1
Answer. General Meade, on the 12th of July, formed a line on the southwest side of the Antietam creek, which was then swollen by heavy rains, and
a very formidable stream to cross except at the bridges. The moment the line
was formed we commenced a line of breastworks, which by dark was nearly
completed, and was quite formidable. About dark the corps commanders were
summoned to meet at General Meade's headquarters, five or six miles in the
1·ear. General Newton being ill at that time, I was in command of the corps
temporarily, and I attended the council. We assembled about 8 or 9 o'clock
in the evening. General Meade stated briefly the condition of our forces, giving
his estimate of our army, and the best information he had as to the numbers of
the enemy; stating, as I think, that he believed we were superior to them in
numbers, and he asked the corps commanders, commencing with the ranking
officer, General Sedgwick, what they thought of the expediency of attacking
the enemy the next morning. General Sedgwick, General Slocum, General
Sykes, General French, and General Hays, who was temporarily commanding
the 2d corps, pronounced decidedly against the attack. General Howard,
General Pleasanton, and myself, advised an attack. General Meade stated that
he favored an attack; that he came there to fight the enemy, and did not see
any good reason why he should not fight them. But he said he could not take
the responsibility of bringing on a general engagement against the advice of his
commanders.
It will be observed that four of the officers who oprlosed the attack were the
ranking officers of the army, next to General Meade, and held, in every respect,
the highest positions in the army. 'rhe reasons for and against an attack were
not discussed for some time, and I believe not until I asked that those generals
who opposed the attack should state their reasons for it. General Sedgwick
did not give at any length his reasons against an attack, but stated generally
that General Meade had won a great victory, and he thought he ought not to
jeopard all he had gained by another battle at that time. General Sykes and
General French gave as a reason for not making an attack, as nearly as I can
remember, that there was nothing between the enemy and Washington except
our army, and that if it was oyerwhelmed, Washington and Baltimore would
be open to the enemy.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Was not that true 1
Answer. There was no force of any moment but that army, not enough to
have resisted General Lee. General Warren, the engineer officer of General
Meade's staff, made a strong and able argument in favor of an attack; and General Pleasanton likewise urged an attack. General Howard, who had voted for
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an attack, did not enter much into the discussion. I did not myself, except to
meet the objection that there was nothing between the enemy and W a.shington
but our army, which I did by urging that our line of breastworks, the Antietam
creek, and South mountain gave us defensive lines, where we certainly could
hold the enemy if repulsed in our assault; and that we had every reason to believe that the enemy were demoralized by their rPtreat, and were short of ammunition. Some of the officers-! do not recollect whom-took the ground that
the enemy would attack us if we did not attack them. I said that I did not
believe that the enemy had ever come there to fight a battle; that so good an
officer as General Lee never would take a position with his back on the river
to fight a battle.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your opmwn now, as a military man, with all the light
upon the subject you have since obtained, as to the result had you attacked the
enemy then 1
Answer. I believe there is very little difference of opinion in the army now
as to the expediency of making an attack then. Most of the officers I have met
think it should have been made. We know now that the enemy then was very
short of ammunition; . that he had already got a great deal of his material across
the river; that he was prepared to cross and commenced to cross at two o'clock
in the afternoon of the very day we shoulrl have attacked him.
Question. And a vigorous attack on our side, with our army in good spirits,
as you say they were, must have been destructive to Lee's army under the circumstances 1
Answer. I believe almost everybody in the army admits that now. I have
not talked with many officers apon the subject, but I do not think there is
much difference of opinion in the army about it.
Question. Did you follow the army on to Culpeper 1
Answer. No, sir; I left the army of the Potomac about that time.
Question. Did you participate in any of the councils held on the second or
third day of the fight at Gettysburg 1
Answer. No, sir; this was the only time I was at headquarters during the
whole affair. I know nothing- of any other council.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. vVho selected the position occupied by our army at Gettysburg;
and was that selection a matter of accident or design 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question. I think the necessity of the case
forced us to fight near that point.
Question. What reason had you for supposing the army of the enemy to be
short of ammunition at Williamsport 1
Answer. 'l'he very profuse use they had made of ammunition at Gettysburg,
and the difficulty of transporting it to where they were. I have never seen
.ammunition thrown away as they threw it away at Gettysburg. I thought, from
their using it so profusely there, that they had staked everything upon that
battle. The whole army of the enemy was so handled as to show that they
staked everything on that struggle. 'l'heir assaults were very furious, and even
reckless.
By 1\{r. Chandler:
Question. They expected to destroy us, or to be destroyed themselves 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And if they failed they expected nothing but annihilation 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Colonel Morrow, of the 24th Michigan volunteers, who was
taken prisoner there, heard a conversation between General Ewell and one of
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his subordinate officers, in which the subordinate officer reported to him that
they had failed and could not force the line on our right. General Ewell replied, with an oath, that he knew it could be done, and that it should be done,
and that the assault should be renewed ; and the fact is that they did assault
our line there three times on the evening of the second day, and made three or
four assaults on the morning of the third day. They were repulsed with terrible
slaughter; the ground was covered with their dead.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. How long was it after the final repulse of the enemy on our left
before you became satisfied that the enemy would not renew the attack, and
were retreating, or meditating a retreat 1
Answer. I was satisfied of it when they did not renew the attack on the
morning of July 4. Had they intended to renew the attack, they would certainly have done it by daylight that morning. They were short of provisions,
had no chance of getting up re-enforcements, and had nothing to gain by delay,
and we had everything.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. It has been said that General Meade never intended to fight that
battle at Gettysburg, but had ordered a retreat to Pipe creek 1
Answer. I know nothmg about that.
Question. Did you ever see anything that indicated any but an advance
movement from the time the battle began 1
Answer. No, sir. General Meade or his chief of staff could tell you all about
it ; I know nothing about it.
Question. Would not your position in the army have given you such information 1
•
Answer. From my position in the army I would not have heard of any movement until its execution commenced.

Testimony

of Major

General Daniel Butte?:field.
WASHINGTON, JJfarch 25, 1864.

Major General DANIEl~ BuTTEf~FIELD sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
[See testimony" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
Question. What was your rank and position in the army of the Potomac at
the time General Meade took command of it 1
Answer. I was major general of volunteers and chief of staff of that army.
Questi n. Give us a narrative, in your own way, of what occurred in the
army of the Potomac after General Meade assumed the command. If any
questions occur to me I will put them as you go along.
Answer. On the 27th of June General Hooker telegraphed a request to the
War Department to be relieved from the command of the army of the Potomac.
On the morning of the 28th, about four o'clock, a staff officer, Colonel Hardee,
arrived from the War Department with orders relieving General Hooker from
the command of the army, and assigning General Meade to the command in his
place.
Question. Why did General Hooker ask to be relieved from the command of
that army at that time 1
Answer. General Hooker had had in mind, as part of hia operations, to use
the garrison at Harper's Ferry, which consisted of 1() 000 or 11,000 men, under
Part I--27
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General French. On the morning of the 27th of June he left me ~t Poolesville,
with instructions to take the portion of the army near there to ]frederick. He
asked me if I knew of any reason why the garrison at Harper's Ferry should
be retained there. I said that I did not, in view of the then condition of General
Lee's army. He said: "I wish you would telegraph to General Halleck, in
my name, asking him if there is any reason why that garrison should remain
at Harper's :E'erry, and I will go personally to Harper's :E"'erry and look over
the place; and when you telegraph ask that a duplicate of the answer be sent
to Harper's :E"'erry and to Frederick. I will go to Harper's Ferry, and take
General Warren (of the engineers) with me, and look over the ground and see
if I can find any reason why that garrison should be kept there, and I will be
at Frederick to-night."
General Hooker's intention had been to take that garrison with General Slocum's corps, near Knoxville, the two making about 25,000 men, throw them
rapidly in rear of General Lee's army, cut his communications, destroy the
bridges and capture his trains, and then reunite with the main army for the
battle. He bad assembled three corps at Middletown, under Reynolds, with a
view to this movement, so that if the enemy turned back to attack this force in
their rear, the corps at Middletown holding the mountain passes could fall on
their flank. General Lee's report, since made, shows his anxiety as to his communications and his rear, and what effect that would have had. Geneml Halleck
telegraphed back that the post of Harper's Ferry was a very important one,
and that the garrison should not be taken away, or something to that effect; I
cannot give the exact langnage of the despatches. General Hooker then telegraphed, asking to be relieved from the command of the army.
That evening General Hooker came down to Frederick and informed me that
he had as·k ed to be relieved from the command of the army. I was surprised,
and asked him why he had done so. He replied that he had too much respect
for the position to remain in command of the army when he was not allowed to
command it ; that he would rather go into the ranks as a soldier than to stand
there and be thwarted at such a time, when it was necessary for every man to
be used for the safety of the country and the destruction of Lee's army; that
they would appoint a successor to him who would be allowed everything, while
he would trust to history for a right judgment in regard to his motives. Many
other remarks were made by him that I do not at present recall. The next
morning he was relieved.
General Meade came up very early in the morning to headquarters. It had
been General Hooker'A intention that the army should move on the 29th of
J nne, the following day ; allowing the 28th, Sunday, for the army to rest at
:E-,rederick. I went into General Hooker's tent and asked him if I should prepare orders for the movement the next day. The general told me that I had a
new commander; that General Meade was in command of the army, and I had
better apply to him.
I saw General Meade shortly afterwards ; he came to me and asked me what
I desired to do. I replied that if I had been put in command of that army at
half past four in the morning, without any previous advice of it, there was no
major general who should tell me what he wished to do-that they should do as
I wanted them to do ; that I had nothing to say ; that I would serve him in
any capacity and in any way, most cheerfully, and to the best of my ability;
that I reoognized without question his right to select his chief of staff, and that
if be did not desire me to act in that capacity, I should not have the slightest
feeling about it, for I had been in the field constantly since the breaking out of
the war, and would not object to a rest. He said I would relieve him from
embarrassment if I would express my preference. I told him that if he placed
it on that ground, I would say most decidedly that my preference had never
·been for that position ; that I preferred to command troops ; that I had accepted
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that position, as I had done everything else, because I was ordered to do so.
It was thought then that I could render valuable assistance. He said he was
very much obliged to me for my course; that it certainly was very patriotic
and very kind ; he would take the matter into consideration, and let me know
during the day what he intended to do with me.
Towards afternoon General Meade came to me and said, "General Butterfield,
I have made up my mind that I cannot get along without you; I desire you to
remain as my chief of staff." I said I would serve him to the best of my ability ; and if I did not act according to his ideas, it was only necessary for him to
suggest what he wished. I then said, "General, since you have selected me for
this position, it is necessary this army should be moved to-morrow." He desired to know the reasons why. I explained to him that one corps of General
Lee's army (Ewell's) was in the vicinity of York and Carlisle, and the others
had passed through Hagerstown; that if it was General Lee's intention to cross
the Susquehanna and move towards Harrisburg and Philadelphia, we must prevent it and try to catch him while crossing.
Question. Were you in possession of General Hooker's plan of operations ?
Answer. That will appear when I state all this conversation. I said that if
it was General Lee's intention to go around our right into Baltimore, we had to
prevent that; that we must not let him get too far away from us ; that we had
to move up and cover the approaches around the mountains-there was a pass
near Emmettsburg and Gettysburg-and prevent him getting on in that direction. General Meade said he had not had time to give the subject as much
reflection as he ought to give it, having been so pressed with the duties incident
upon taking command. I asked him if he had a full and free conversation and
understanding with General Hooker in regard to his plans and purposes. He
said yes, but it was very early in the morning, and he had been taken so completely by surprise in being placed in command of the army that he did not
know that he could recall it all, though he had a general idea of General Hooker's views and plans. I asked General Meade if he desired me, as his representative, to have an official conversation with General Hooker concerning his plans
and purposes, and he replied that he desired I should do so. I then went to
General Hooker's tent and said to him, "General, General Meade has selected
me as his chief of staff, and I have come officially from him to have an official
eonversation with you in regard to your plans and purposes. I do not consider
it necessary, in order to enlighten me any further in regard to what you intended
to do; but it is better that it be in that shape, in order that there may be no
misunderstanding about it." General Hooker then went over his plans and
purposes with me, as he had done before; repeated his intentions, and I returned and repeated the substance of the conversation to General Meade.
Question. Can you tell us what those intentions and purposes were?
.Answer. I can hardly do so understandingly without a map. General Hooker's plans were, of course, interfered with by the, to him, unexpected refusal of
the troops within the line of his operations. After repeating the conversation
General Meade said that was what General Hooker had told him, and directed
that the movement should be made as proposed-that is, to move the army, in
three columns, up towards Gettysburg, and the line of the Northern Central
railroad, across from Gettysburg. The only change made in General Hooker's
plan was the leaning a little to the right, so as to use the Northern Central
road as a line of supply in case of necessity, possibly separating the army a
very little more, which was in accordance with the opinions and views of General
Hooker, and the orders were issued accordingly.
Shortly after the order had been prepared, and General Meade had looked it
over and assented to it, a telegram came from the Secretary of War announcing
that there was a force of the enemy at Winchester, north of the Potomac. General Meade said he could not move the army as proposed, for here was a
despatch from the Secretary of War that there was a force of the enemy at
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Winchester. I stated that, in my opinion, there was no force of the enemy at
Winchester; that our information was very accurate, very correct in regard to
Lee's army, and that it was that it had all crossed over the Potomac; that if there
was any force of the enemy there, it was probably only a regiment or two, or at
most a small brig·ade, to keep Lee's line of communication with the river open,
and to guard his trains and despatches. General Meade said he could not disregard a despatch from the Secretary of War, who was the highest official
authority, and that he did not think he was justified in moving the army as had
been proposed, aft~r having received this notice from the Secretary of War of a
force of the enemy at Winchester. I told him I thought he ought to telegraph
to the Secretary of War that if this force was there it might stop his contemplated movement. After some discussion, General Meade decided that the
movement should go on.
I then asked him if he intended to use the garrison at Harpees Ferry. He
said, no; that it had been refused to General Hooker, and it would create a
great di::>turbance if he should take it. I told him that the question was not one
of any disturbance; that it was a question of what had best be done; that our
information showed us that Lee had 91,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry, and 275
pieces of artillery. Lee's army, as it passed through, had been counted by several citizens of Hagerstown f!l'om the commencement to the end; they had
counted it at different points, comparing notes every night; our own spies and
scouts had brought us information; and coming from several sources, the information was reliable. I said to General Meade that, with the marches we were
making, when we came to fight the battle, which we should certainly within a
week, we might fall short that number of infantry, while we would have a superiority of artillery; that the garrison at Harper's Ferry would be of no possible use there while Lee's army was in or beyond Hagerstown; that if we
failed, that garrison would have to leave Harper's Ferry; and if we took it away
and succeeded, it could be replaced; that his orders and authority from General Halleck and the Secretary of War gave him the command of all the troops
in the vicinity, and of General Couch's command; and in case of his failure, he
would be responsible for not using them; while in case of his success, no one
would ever question his use of them. I said that if we went on, the present
line of supply-the railroad from Baltimore to Frederick-would have to be
guarded; and if we did not bring those troops from Harper's Ferry up to Frederick to do that duty, we would have to detach forces from our own army for
that purpose; and I considered it altogether advisable to use this garrison.
After General Meade had reflected upon the subject for some time, he directed
an order to be issued, directing General lf'rench to move up with that garrison
to Frederick, which was done.
The army made the march decided upon on the 29th of June, and on the 30th
it continued its march. I happen to have a copy of the orders of march which
were issued on the 30th of June. They are as follows:

" Order qf march for July I.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

"June 30, 1863.
"Orders.
"Headquarters at Taneytown.
"3d corps to Emmettsburg.
" 2d corps to Taneytown.
"5th corps to Hanover.
" 12th corps to Two Taverns.
"1st corps to Gettysburg.
"11th corps to Gettysburg, (in supporting distance.)
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''6th corps to Manchester.
"Cavalry to the front and flanks, well out in all directions, giving timely notice
of positions and movements of the enemy.
".All empty wagons, surplus baggage, useless animals, and impediments of
every sort, to Union Bridge, three miles from Middleburg-a proper officer from
each corps with them. Supplies will be brought up there as soon as practicable."
We came across a railroad there which nobody seemed to know was in existence. It was not indicated upon any of the railroad maps. Although I supposed I knew every railroad in the country, I found a railroad there of the
existence of which nothing was known to us before, and it was determined to
make use of it at once.
"r.rhe general relies upon every commander to put his column in the lightest
possible order. The telegraph corps to work east from Hanover, repairing the
line, and all commanders to work repairing the line in their vicinity between
Gettysburg and Hanover."
'rhe army was then moving up in fan-shape, and would cover the line of railroad from Gettysburg over to tbe railroad to Baltimore, and cover the line of
retreat if it was found that General Lee was moving fr:om the Susquehanna.
" Staff officers to report daily from each corps, and with orderlies. to leave for
orders; prompt information to be sent in to headquarters at all times; all ready
to move to the attack at any moment.
"The commanding general desires you to be informed that, from present information, Longstreet and Hill are at C~ambersburg, partly towards Gettysburg;
Ewell at CarliP.le and York; movements indicate a disposition to advance from
Chambersburg to Gettysburg. General Couch telegraphs, ~9th, his opinion that
the enemy's operations on the Susquehanna are more to prevent co-operation with
this army than offensive. The general believes he has relieved Harrisburg and
Philadelphia, and now desires to look to his own army and assume position for
offensive or defensive as occaeion requires, or rest to the troops. It is not his
desire to wear his troops out by excessive fatigue and marches, and thus unfit
them for the work they will be called upon to perform. Vigilance, energy, and
prompt response to the orders from headquarters are necessary, and the personal
attention of corps commanders must be given to reduction of impediments. r.rhe
orders and movements from these headquarters must be carP-fully and confidentially preserved, that they do not fall into the enemy's hands.
''By command of Major General Meade."

I may say that this is a copy which I always required the Adjutant General
to furnish me, that I might have one with me. And it was one of the few documents I did uot send back to the army, it being unnecessary to do so, as the
original was there. The following is an addendum to the foregoing order :
"HEADQUARTERS .ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

"June 30, 1863.
"The movements indicated in the enclosed orders are to be ma<le as early tomorrow as their receipt and the condition of the troops will permit. The trains
sent off must be Rubordinate to these movements. Maps, whenever possible,
must be obtained from citizens.
"By command of Major General Meade."

The army moved under these orders. The headquarters of the army were
moved to Taneytown. At Taneytown, I think, on the morning of the 30th of
June, General Meade came to me with an order which he proposed to issue.
That order, as issued, I have a copy of; it is as follows :
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(See papers accompanying testimony of General Meade, the one commencing
with this paragraph:)
"From information received, the commanding general is satisfied that the object of the movement of the army in this direction has been accomplished, viz:
the relief of Harrisburg, and the prevention of the enemy's intended invasion of
Philadelphia, &c., beyond the Susquehanna."
The order, as General Meade brought it to me, was in his own handwriting,
and somewhat different from the one issued, of which this is a copy. Some
additions were made to the order by me, with his approval, in regard to the
details. I think General Williams may have the original, as prepared by
General Meade, with the additions which I made with his consent. If he has,
the committee can obtain it from him if they desire it.
When General Meade presented this order to me, I stated to him that I
thought the effect of an order to fall back would be very bad upon the morals
of the army, and that it ought to be avoided if possible. General Meade seemed
to think that we were going ahead without any well-understood plan, and that
by reason of that we might be liable to disaster. I spoke to General Hancock,
who was at headquarters at the time, with regard to the order; I also spoke to
General Ingalls, and, I think, to some others. I stated to them that I thought
an order indicating a practical falling back would have a bad effect upon the
morals of the army, and that it ought to be avoided if possible. And I requested
of them that, if those were al'so their views, they would express them to General
Meade should he have any conversation with them in regard to the order-that
which I have read in the corrected order as issued. I am not sure whether the
original of the order directed the falling back immediately or not. That is why
I speak of it. This is the order that was sent out.
During the day intelligence was brought in that General Reynolds had got
in collision with the enemy at Gettysburg. Shortly after news of the death of
General Reynolds came in. I stated to General Meade that, in the event of the
death of General Reynolds, I thought it his duty to go upon the field in person,
or to send me as his representative. There would be inevitably confusion on
the field if the chief commander was killed, and that it was necessary to decide
at once whether he would fight the battle there at Gettysburg, or, in case of that
being considered an unfavorable position, to manceuvre for position elsewhere;
that the question must be decided then whether we should fight at Gettysburg
or elsewhere. General Meade replied that he could not go himself; that the
enemy was, as stated in this last order, at Emmettsburg, Two Taverns, Taneytown, &c., and that he could not spare me. I replied that if he thought he
could not go himself or send his chief of staff, he ought to send some one on the
field fully possessed of his views and intentions to represent ,him, and decide
whether to fight there or to fall back, and where the army should be concentrated for battle. He asked who there was to send. I replied, if I was in command
of the army, and felt that I could not go myself or send my chief of staff, I should
intrust that duty to General Hancock, whom I considered entirely competent,
and in whose ability I had great confidence. He was close at hand, too, for
the duty. General Meade then requested me to get my horse and go to General
Hancock, and to write an order for the purpose. General Hancock was then
at Taneytown, a short ride from headquarters. Before I could get my horse
Geheral Meade rode off to General Hancock's headquarters. I prepared the
order, of which the following is a copy :
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAc,

"July 1-1.10 p. m., 1863.
2d Corps :
"The major general commanding has just been informed that General Reynolds
has been killed or badly wounded. He directs that you turn over the command

" COMMANDING OFFICER,
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of your corps to General Gibbon; that you proceed to the front, and by virtue
of this order, in case of the truth of General Reynolds's death, you assume command of the corps there assembled, viz: the 11th, 1st, and 3d, at Emmettsburg.
If you consider the ground and position there a better one to fight a battle,
under existing circumstances, you will so advise the general, and he will order
all the troops up. You know the general's views; and General W an·en, who
is fully aware of them, has gone out to see General Reynolds.
"LATER-1.15 p.m.
"Reynolds has possession ofGettysburg, and the enemy are reported as falling
back from the front of Gettysburg. Hold your column ready to move."

I followed General Meade to General Hancock's headquarters. General
Meade had some conversation with General Hancock, explaining his views,
which I did not hear. H~ read the order I had prepared and gave it to General
Hancock, who jumped into an ambulance, in order that he might, have an
opportunity to consult his maps, leaving directions for General Gibbon to assume
command of his corps and move it up on the road at once, and started for
Gettysburg. Meanwhile, during the time of General Hancock's absence, and
before his return, orders had been issued to other corps to move towards Gettysburg. General Hancock came back in the evening and made his report to
General Meade.
Before General Hancock left for Gettysburg I stated to him my views of the
matter. I told him that I hoped, as he was vested with this authority, he
would not, if circumstances were such that it could be avoided, have the army
fall back; that I thought the effect upon the morale of the army would be bad.
General Hancock said that he would not fall back if there was any other way
of doing anything, or something to that effect. I ought to say here that in all
the conversations I report, I do not express the precise language, but my recollection of the substance of the ~onversations.
In the evening General Hancock came back and made his report to General
Meade, who determined to go on the field of Gettysburg. He went up that
night, leaving me at Taneytown, with instructions to remain there until I could
get a reply from General Sedgwick, whose corps had been ordered up from
:Manchester. We had sent two or three staff officers and two or three orderlies,
but we had got no reply from General Sedgwick. General Meade himself had
waited for some time for the purpose of having an interview with General
Sedgwick, and himself giving him his views. In order that I might correctly
and without any mistake convey General Meade's views to General Sedgwick,
I took a memorandum, the original of which I have with me. I was to state
as follows to General Sedgwick :
" General Meade presumes that the condition of General Sedgwick's troops,
upc.n their arrival at Taneytown, will be such that he can hardly get on the
field at Gettysburg before the matter is pretty well settled. General Meade
proposes making a vigorous attack upon the enemy to-morrow. He thinks that
General Sedgwick, after resting at Taneytown, better move forward as far as
possible and take up a position in line of battle at some strong point, so that
in the event of General Meade's being compelled to withdraw, General Sedgwick can cover his withdrawal, and if General Meade is successful General
Sedgwick can push forward and aid him. 'l'he inhabitants represe:Q,t that there
is a very strong position on this side of Willaloway creek, a high commanding
ground. The engineer battalion here is placed under General Sedgwick's
orders, who can use them to prepare any works that may be necessary/'
My instructions were to remain at Taneytown and communicate the views
and wishes of General Meade to General Sedgwick in person. I got no word
from General Sedgwick, though I waited all night. I sent out several times,
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but hearing nothing from him, at daylight in the morning I concluded that,
under the circumstances, it was my duty to go on to the field and disregard the
order requiring me to remain, as it was possible that General Sedgwick might
have gone by some other route. I did so. On my arrival at headquarters
General Meade informed me that he had received word during the night from
General Sedgwick that he was on his way up by another route, instead of
through Taneytown-a little shorter route; that he would be up during the
day, and that everything was up but the 6th corps, and that he was glad I had
arrived.
General l\feade then directed me to prepare an order to withdraw the army
from that position. I stated to him that it would be necessary that I should
know the exact position of the troops.
Question. What day of the fight was this 1
.Answer. 'rhis was on the morning of the 2d of July, before the battle of
that day had commeneed. I stated to General Meade that I could not prepare
that order properly without first going over the field and ascertaining the position of each division and corps of the army with relation to the roads. General
Meade replied that.he could not wait for that-that he could show me where the
troops were. He then took a pencil and a piece of paper and made a rough
sketch showing the· position of the different corps. I stated to him that the
order was one requiring a great deal of care in its preparation; that it involved
something more than logistics, as we were in the presence of the enemy, and
that while preparing it I must not be interrupted by anybody coming to me
with despatches or orders. He said, "Very well, you e.hallnot be interrupted."
I told him I thought I could not prepare the order without a more accurate
sketch, and I would have to send out to the corps commanders to give me a report
of the position of their troops in regard to the various roads; that in the mean
while I could be studying the maps. He said, "Very well, do so." I then
went up stairs, and, after carefully studying the maps, I prepared the order for
the withdrawal of the army from the field of Gettysburg. After finishing it, I
presented it to General Meade, and it met his approval. I then stated to him
that it would be a great deal better, if that order was to be executed, as it
might involve grave consequences if not properly executed, to submit it for
careful examination to sue~ general officers as were then present, with a view of
giving them an opportunity of finding any fault with it then, so that no misunderstanding should arise from the manner in which it was worded .or expressed.
He said there was no objection to having that done. I called General Gibbon,
who was presl'nt, and, I think, General Williams and General Ingalls, and stated
to them that I had been directed to prepare this order, and that l would be very
• much obliged to any of them if they wo ~·ld look it over and point out any faults
in it then, rather than after it was put into execution; that I desired it scrutinized carefully with a view of discovering anything in it which might be misunderstood. Some of these officers-! do not now remember which; I am very
sure General Gibbon was one-I think General Hancock was there, but whether
he read it over or not I am not sure-some of the officers read it over and said
that they thought it was correctly prepared.
The corps commanders were then sent for by General Meade to report to
headquarters. The order which I had prepared was given to General Williams,
and was copied by the clerks, or was in process of being copied by them.
As General Sickles rode up to headquarters, in pursuance of the request of
General Meade, the battle broke out in front of General Sickles's corps, and
there was no council held. General Sickles returned immediately, and every
corps commander there rode immediately to his command. Without my memoranda I cannot fix the hour of this occurrence, but it was during the 2d day of
July.
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General Sickles's corps was very severely attacked. General Hancock went
to his relief with two brigades ; other re-enforcements were sent from the left.
General Sickles was wounded and taken from the field, and the enemy were
finally repulsed.
After night-fall, General Meade summoned a council of the corps commanders.
Question. Did this collision of General Sickles's corps with the enemy prevent
the order being executed which you had prepared 1
Answer. It is impossible for me to state that, because General Meade had not
communicated to me his intention to execute that order regardless of the opinions of the corps commanders, or whether he intended to have the order submitted to them. He merely directed me to prepare such an order, which I did.
It is for him to say whether he intended to execute it or not. He may have
desired it prepared for an emergeney, without any view of executing it then, or
he may have had it prepared with a full view of its execution.
Question. The collision of Sickles's troops with the enemy broke up the
council1
Answer. It prevented any consultation of the corps commanders at that time.
That evening, after the enemy were repulsed, a council of corps commanders
was held. I kept minutes of that council, which I sent to General Williams,
who informs me that they have been lost. rrhe general question put to the
corps commanders present at that council was, whether our army should remain
on that field and continue the battle, or whether we should change to some
other position. A vote of the corps commanders was taken in regard to that,
and a majority were in favor of remaining on the field and fighting it out.
Gen~ral Slocum gave the first opinion; his answer was, "Stay and fight it out."
I will not be positive as to what corps commanders differed with him; but the
majority were for remaining on the line which the army then held, and fighting
it out.
.,
Question. Can you give the opinion of each corps commander 1 Because;
perhaps, in justice to them, that ought to be known.
Answer. My impression is, that those generals can tell how they voted. I
am clear in my memory that General Slocum voted to stay and fight it out, and
that General Sykes so voted; that General Newton entered into a long discussion to show that that position was a disadvantageous one; that be was not
prepared to vote to leave it, but he wanted the council to understand that he had
objections to it. General Birney, I think, voted to stay aud fight it out, as did
General Hancock also. I do not remember what General Sedgwick's vote was,
nor do I remember how General Howard voted; I think he had a great deal to
say upon the subject. The reason I do not remember the votes exactly is,
because I intrusted the matter to the memorandum which I sent General 'Williams. After the council had finished, General Meade arose from the table, and
remarked that; in his opinion, Gettysburg was no place to fight a battle; but it
was settled to remain there, and the council dispersed.
On the next day, the 3d of Jnly, matters were very quiet along the lines
until about noon, when the euemy opened a terrific artillery fire on our left
front and centre.
Que::stion. About what number of guns had they in operation in your judgment1
Answer. I should judge from 125 to 150. It was a very terrific cannonade,
but our trooops behaved with the greatest composure. During this artillery
:fire, and before the enemy made their assault with infantry, I was wounded and
sent over to General Meade's headquarters, on theWestminster turnpike. While
I was lying on a bed there, word was brought to me by some person that Gen~
eral Hancock was severely wounded and desired to see me. I made an effort
to get out; was lifted on my horse, and rode as far as General Slocum's position, when I found I was unable to go any further, and dismounted there and
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laid down for a time. Appearances on the field indicated to me that we were
successful. I sent for General Slocum and asked him his opinion in regard to
it, and he agreed with me. I then said to General Slocum that there was a
great chance for him; that his command, though it had had hard fighting, had
been well protected and had not met with heavy loss; that I hoped if there was
any intention to pursue, he would not be one to say that he could not pursue,
but that he would have his command ready to move out and tear the enemy in
pieces; that he would get up ammunition and rations, and if there was any
intention to pursue, that he would not hesitate to offer to go out, for he would
thus have a great opportunity to make a reputation and a name, and to do a
very brilliant thing. General Slocum assented to what I said, and said that
within half an hour he would be ready to pursue. After resting for some time,
I was again lifted on my horse, and rode over on the field. r.rhe enemy had
retired and withdrawn, and there was very little firing going on. It was some
time before I found General Meade. When I did see him he seemed to think
that General Lee had only withdrawn into the mountains with the view of inducing him to follow and to attack him in a stronger position. He did not
seem much inclined to make a vigorous pursuit. No council was held on the
night of the 3d of July.
On the night of the 4th of July a council was called. I have with me the
minutes of that council as I kept them at the time.
On the morning of the 4th of July a very heavy rain came up. We were almost
drowned out at headquarters, down in the woods, and had to leave there and go
into the house where General Neal had his headquarters. Heavy details were
made to go out and collect our dead and bury them ; and I believe a portion of the
troops were ordered out to make a pursuit, but, as I was wounded, I did not
make out any of these orders. I cannot speak positively as to what orders
were then issued, but the records of headquarters will show.
I have here the minutes I kept of the council of the 4th of July. That council
was held at the headquarters of General Neal. He gave up his headquarters
to General Meade. The council was opened by General Meade explaining his
instructions and asking the corps commanders for their advice as to what course
he should pursue.
Question. Can you state what General Meade said his instructions were 1
Answer. I think he said his instructions were to cover Washington and
Baltimore. He said he had no knowledge of General Foster's movements.
There was a rumor that General Foster was coming up from Washington
with re-enforcements. General Meade said he desired the earnest assistance and
advice of every corps commander. The corps commanders commenced giving
their opinions, beginning with General Slocum, and followed by General Sedgwick and General Howard. Their advice, according to my memorandum here,
was as follows:
General Slocum would move on an interior line as far as Emmettsburg, and
then, if the enemy had not gone from Gettysburg, hold on there, and push out a
force at once with a view of preventing the enemy from crossing the Potomac.
General Sedgwick would wait at Gettysburg until certain that the enemy
were moving away.
General Howard would like to remain at Gettysburg and ascertain what the
enemy were doing, but thought it would do no harm to send a corps to Emmettsburg.
General Meade then determined to change the manner of procedure in the
council, and the following questions were written by his instructions. A portion of these questions are in his handwriting, and a portion in mine.
The first question was," Shall this army remain hera 1" That is, at Gettysburg.
Second. "If we remain here, shall we assume the offensive 1"
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Third. "Do you deem it expedient to move towards Williamsport, through
Emmettsburg 1"
Fourth. " Shall we pursue the enemy if he is retreating on his direct line of
retreat 1"
To the first question General Newton answered No ; to the second question,
No ; and to the third question, Yes.
General Slocum answered to the first question, No; the second question was
involved in that answer; to the third question, Yes ; to the fourth question, To
pursue ou the direct line of retreat, with cavalry moving with the infantry, to
cut him off.
General Sedgwick, to the first question, answe:red, Would remain here (at
Gettysburg) until p'ositive information concerning their movement; to the second
question, No; to the third question, Yes; to the fourth question, Only cavalry.
General Howard, to the first question, did not exactly say yes, and did not
exactly say no, but would commence a movement to-morrow; to the second
question, No; to the third question, Yes; to the fourth question, By a show of
force.
General Sykes, to the first question, as to remaining at Gettysburg, answered, Until we know where the enemy is gone; to the second question, No;
to the third question he made no answer, his answer to the first question involving that; to the fourth question he answered, He would pursue with cavalry
only.
General Birney, to the first question, answered, Yes, until we see ; to the
second question, No; to the fourth question, He thinks not.
General Pleasanton, to the first question, answered, No; to the second question, No; to the third question, Move by that route; to the fourth question,
Would pursue with infantry and cavalry.
General Hays answered to the first question, Yes, until we find out where
the enemy are, and what they are doing; to the second question, No; to the
third question, Yes, if we move; to the fourth question, No, only with cavalry.
General Warren, as to the first question, whether we should remain there,
answered, Yes, until we see what they are doing; to the second question, about
assuming the offensive, Not if the enemy remains.
Those are the questions to the corps commanders, and their answers. The
summary which I made for General Meade in the council of the answers to the
firet question, whether we t:hould remain at Gettysburg, wasr.rhose in favor: Birney, Sedgwick, Sykes, Hays, and Warren.
Opposed: Newton, Pleasonton, and Slocum.
Doubtful: Howard.
By this memorandum I see that the corps commanders reported about 55,000
infantry on the field. That was not from actual returns, but that was their
estimate. I have noted here what each one reported on the 4th of July, and
alsowhat was the force we had on the 11th of June.
Question. Was there any discrepancy between their estimates and the real
facts about our force 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that is always the case after a battle. A great many
commanders come in and say that half their force is gone ; the colonel reports
that half his regiment is gone; that is reported to the brigade commander, who
reports that half the brigade is gone, and so on.
Question. How many troops had we, in fact, there at that time 1
Answer. I have never seen the actual returns, because I left that army soon
after that.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. How many did the corps commanders estimate at that time 1
AW3wer. The estimate then made was as follows : 1st corps, 5,000 ; 2d corps,
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5,000; 3d corps, 5,676; 5th corps, 10,000; 6th corps, 12,500; 11th corps,
5,500; 12th corps, 7,838; making altogether 51,514 infantry. This was merely

their judgment ; it was not given as the exact numbers.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. How many had they when the battle began 1
Answer. I can state what they had on the lOth of J "une. The 1st corps
had 1 I ,350; 2d corps, 11,3Gl; 3d corps, 11,898; 5th corps, 10,136; 6th corps,
15,408; 11th corps, 10,177; 12th corps, 7,925; making in all 78,245.
By the chairman :
Question. What do you understand were our losses at Gettysburg 1
Answer. I left the army of the Potomac soon after that, and have never been
back since, and have never seen the returns of our losses. I believe General
Meade gives them in his official report. I have never seen a copy of that but
once, and then only for a moment, and have forgotten what is stated there to
have been our losses.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Had there been any considerable change in the army between the
lOth of June and the time the battle of Gettysburg was fought 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What change 1
Answer. A portion of the Pennsylvania reserves, some 4,000 or 5,000, had
been added to the 5th corps; General Stannard's Vermont brigade had been
added to the 1st corps, but were to go out of service very shortly ; General
Lockwood, with the Mary land brigade, of about 2,500 men, had joined the 12th
corps. I have a memorandum among my papers at Lookout valley which will
show all the additions made to the army of the Potomac. I do not remember
the exact figures now. I was suffering so much from my wound during the
occurrences of the 4th and 5th of July that I was unfitted for much duty ; still
I was anxious to work all I could, but I finally had to succumb ; and, by the
advice of the medical director of the army, I left on the 6th of July and went
home. I bad prepared an order for the movement of the army through Frederick and Middletown, to intercept General Lee. It was not executed, at least
until after I left. What occurred after the 6th of July, when I left, I have no
knowledge of, except from hearsay.
By the chairman:
Question. You ;Say that at the time the enemy made their last assault at Gettysburg, they opened upon our lines with from 125 to 150 pieces of artillery1
Answer. I will explain. On the afternoon of the 3d of July they made
their last assault. In making that assault they had placed in position about
125 pieces of artillery, with which they opened upon that portion of our line
held principally by General Hancock's 2d corps, and to his right and left.
They kept up their artillery fire I should think for an hour or more, and while
their artillery fire was going on they were forming their infantry columns for
the assault. When they ceased their artillery fire they made their assault with
their infantry. But during that artillery fire I was wounded and left the field.
Question. What was the condition of the enemy's artillery after their infantry attack had been repulsed 1 Where was it, and why could we not have
taken it?
Answer. The range of artillery is much greater than that of small-arms;
their artillery was further from our lines than their infantry. I have no doubt
that if a prompt pursuit had been made by us after they were repulsed, all that
artillery, or the most of it, would have fallen into our hands.
, Question. Where was General Sedgwick, with his corps, when that attack
had been repulsed 1
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Answer. He had been in reserve principally on the left of the centre. What
his position then was I do not know, as, while I was lying down at General Neal's,
after being hit, his position might have been· changed.
Question. Suppose he had made a vigorous advance at the time the enemy
were repulsed ; what would have become of the enemy's artillery 1
Answer. A better opinion than mine would come from those who were there
at the exact time. I think we should have captured a large number of guns.
Question. Did you ever state, in Baltimore, say about the 7th of July, that
General Lee would escape across the Potomac 1
Answer. I did say so.
Question. What reasons had you for expressing that opinion 1
Answer. That was in a private conversation with General Schenck. General Schenck came to me at the Eutaw House, in Baltimore, to see if he could
do anytl1ing for me, and assist me in getting through. He asked me whether
Lee's army would be destroyed : I said, no. He asked me w by I thought so.
I told him that I had not seeu that inclination to pursue that would have pleased
me ; that Lee was an able engineer, and would get away, if he was not followed
up right sharply. General Schenck asked me how Lee would get across the
Potomac. I told him that Lee would find a way to get across the Potomac by
making bridges; and I did not think he would be hurt before getting across;
that that was my judgment from the complexion of affairs at headquarters before I left. That is my recollection of the conversation.
Question. Have you had any correspondence with General Meade since the
battle of Gettysburg, which would be proper to be laid before the committee 1
If so, I would like to have it; if it is not, I will not ask for it.
Answer. I have had some correspondence with him. Shortly after the battle
of Gettysburg General Meade sent me, unsolicited, the following letter:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
"July 14, 1863.
"DEAR GENERAL: I owe you an apology for not having sooner written to
you; but I need hardly make it to you, who know so well how difficult it is for
me to find time to write.
"After you left, in view of the suffering you seemed to experience from your
wound, and the probability of the length of time you might be kept from the
army, together with my knowledge of the fact that the position you occupied
was not altogether one of choil!e, I deemed it proper to appoint a successor,
which I did by having General Humphreys made a major general.
"I hasten to explain to you the reasons for my so doing, and at the same time
to express my grateful sense of the value of the services you rendered me
during the time intervening between my assuming command and your being
wounded. I shall never cease to remember and to bear testimony to the efficient assistance you so heartily rendered me, and without which I hardly know
how I should have gotten through with the new and arduous duties imposed
on me.
" Trusting, my dear general, you will understand the necessity which compelled me to appoint a successor, and that you will believe my assurance that it
did not arise from any want of confidence in you, and hoping you may soon
be restored to perfect health,
"I remain most Bincerely and truly yours,
"GEO. G. MEAq)E,
" Major General."
I replied to that letter, but I have not a copy of my reply.
Several letters of a friendly character passed between us.

There were
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I had no more correspondence with General Meade until the publication of
General Halleck's report, in which there appeared this paragraph :
"Our force at Harper's Ferry at this time was supposed to be about 11,000.
It was incorrectly represented to General Meade to be destitute of provisions,
and that he must immediately supply it or order the abandonment of the place.
Accordingly, a few hours after he assumed the command, he assented to an order drawn up by an officer of General Hooker's staff, directing General French
to send 7,000 men of the garrison to Frederick, and with the remainder-estimated at 4,000-to remove and escort the public property to Washington.
This order, based on erroneous representations, was not known in Washington
till too late to be countP-rmanded. It, however, was not entirely executed when
General Meade very judiciously directed the re-occupation of that important
point."
As soon as I saw that report I considered that the paragraph I have read
unjustly reflected upon me. I addressed this letter to General Meade:
"JANUARY 23, 1864.
"Major General Meade:
'' GENERAL: I find the following most extraordinary statement in the annual
report of the general-in-chief:
[Extract from report.]
u A1though it does not mention me by name, it will be considered by the
public that I was the officer alluded to, as I was, before your assuming command, serving as chief of staff to the army under General Hooker, and am now
temporarily serving in that capacity with him, although at the time alluded to
I was no more an officer of General Hooker's staff than was Generals Williams,
Hunt, Ingalls, or any of the officers serving on the general staff of that army.
" Under the presumption that he may allude to me, it is proper, before taking
the steps I propose to in the matter, that I should ascertain whether the entirely erroneous statement made by the general-in-chief in the premises is based
upon anything he may have received from you officially or otherwise.
''You will certainly well remember that the garrison had an abundance of
supplies, and it was so stated to me by you. You will also remember that no
order was drawn up until after we had conversed upon the subject, and you had
directed the order to be drawn; also, that the grounds upon which I advised it
were, generally, first, that Lee's army, to our then certain knowledge, numbered
91,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry, and about 275 pieces of artillery; that without
this garrison, and taking into consideration our rapid marches, we should be
likely to fall short of that number of infantry ; that your having an order which
gave you control of that garrison would make you responsible in the event of
failure for not making use of them ; that in such an event they would in all
probability be required to leave that post; that in the event of success they
could be returned at once.
" You will also doubtless remember that the bringing on of the general battle
at Gettysburg sooner than you expected by Reynolds's collision with Hill and
the events that followed prevented French reaching us in time, and it being deterptined that he could not reach us~ orders were given him for his movements,
contingent upon our success or failure, as the battle would be decided before he
could reach us. The telegraphic and other correspondence will show this.
" I recall these facts to your recollection, knowing the duties suddenly imposed upon you at the time may have caused you, while giving attention to
other and more pressing duties, to fail to fix decidedly in your mind these
points. I shall be glad to know, if such is the case, that some other person
than myself is alluded to.
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" In conclusion, I would repeat the purpose of this communication, and rel.'lpectfully and earnestly request a reply at your earliest convenience, as to
whether the statement given above of the general-in-chief is based upon anything he may have received from you officially or otherwise."
This letter General Meade replied to as follows :
"PHILADELPHIA, February 4, 1864.
"GENERAL: I am in receipt of your letter of the 23d ultimo. I have never
made any official communication to the general-in-chief upon the subject of the
withdrawal of the troops from Harper's Ferry, except such as were made at
the time.
"Some time after the battle of Gettysburg, the first time I saw the generalin-chief, I did in private conversation say to him 'that my own judgment was
in favor of leaving the garrison at Harper's Ferry intact, although I agreed
with General Hooker that it was of no importance as a crossing-place of the
Potomac river, but I did think it of importance to hold it as a debouche into
the Cumberland valley; that after much discussion I yielded to your arguments,
and directed 4,000 men to be left to garrison Maryland heights, and the balance, 7,000, to be brought to Frederick to guard the Baltimore and Ohio railroad ; that late on the night of the 28th, understanding from you that the supply
of subsistence stores with the garrison was limited, and that owing to the difficulty of protecting the canal and railroad the communications with the place
would be precarious, I ordered the abandonment of the place, and directed the
4,000 men to escort the public property to Washington.'
" This communication was private, and was made in explanation of my course,
but with no expectation that it would be officially used by the general-in-chief.
" You will see from it that I did not repudiate the responsibility of the act,
but that I did state that it was based on arguments used by you and information derived from you.
" I shall greatly regret if my recollection of the facts differ from yours ; but
it is proper I should state that my recollection is clear and distinct as given
above.
"Respectfully yours,
"GEORGE G. MEADE,
" Major General."
"Major General D. BuTTERFIELD,
"U.S. Vols., Headquarters lltkand 12tk Corps, Lookout Valley, Tennessee.''
I have answered this letter, but have not a copy of my answer with me. I
will append the copy to my testimony when I come to examine it.
Question. What number of troops had General Meade after the close of the
battle of Gettysburg with which he might have pursued the enemy 1
.Answer. According to the statements of the corps commanders on the 4th of
July, which I have already given, he had 51,514 men; that was their actual
strength, according to the best of their judgme~t.
Question. But, in fact, they must have had much more than that, when you
consider the real amount of our loss at Gettysburg and the re-enforcements that
had been received after the lOth of June. That is, was not their estimate
manifestly an under estimate 1
Answer. I think it was rather under than over.
Question. What was the condition of our troops after that battle, and what
was their ability to pursue 1
Answer. 'rhey were in splendid spirits, very exultant, and I think would
have undergone any privations with a view to pursuit.
Question. How was it with the 6.th corps under General Sedgwick t Had
they been engaged in the battle enough to have become much fatigued 1
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Answer. They had not been so much engaged as some of the other corps.
Question. In your judgment, as a military man, what should have been done
after the final repulse of the enemy 1
Answer. They should have been pursued immediately.
Question. How did you consider their ammunition to have been after that
terrific cannonade 1 Considering that they were so far from their base of
operations, could they have had much ammunition on hand, or did you, as
a military man, suppose that their artillery ammunition was nearly exhausted 1
Answer. My opinion was that their supply of ammunition must have been
very limited. We had no knowledge at that time that General French had
broken their bridges and stopped their communications. But it was generally
estimated that their supply of ammunition was short.
Question. It has occurred to me a great many times to ask why it was, when
Lee had crossed over into Mary land, and it was known there would be a general
engagement, the troops from Baltimore, Washington, Suffolk-all our disposable
forces-were not brought into action. Was that ever a subject of deliberation 1
Answer. Some time in May, I think on the 28th of May, General Hooker
telegraphed to Washington that General Lee was about to renew his campaign
of the year previous. rr'hat was before Lee had commenced his movement at
all, and General Hooker asked permission, in the event of Lee's moving, to
execute certain movements. I will refer to that more in detail in another part
of my testimony. And at that time General Hooker telegraphed to Washington, requesting that all the troops in the departments of Washington, Baltimore,
Fortress Monroe, Western Virginia, all the troops that could possibly operate
upon General Lee's army, should be placed under one commander, in order to
secure unity and concert of action; and that his motives might not be misunderstood and unappreciated, General Hooker expressly requested that some
general other than himself should be that commander.
·
Question. Was there any more difficulty for General Foster to bring his
troops up before the battle than after 1
Answer. It only took a certain length of time for him to bring them up. It
depended upon when he should get the order. I presume he could just as well
have brought them up a week sooner if he had been ordered to do so.
Question. Do you know why it was that General Halleek refused to General
Hooker the garrison at Harper's Ferry, and immediately afterwards allowed
General Meade to take it 1
Answer. It is true General Halleck refused the troops at Harper's Ferry to
General Hooker; but his order to General Meade I do not .think expressly contemplated that General Meade would use them. It merely gave him control
over them. The letter which General Meade had when he assumed command
will show that. I must say, however, that General Hooker was always under
the impression that General Halleck did not support him cordially.
Question. What is your opinion about that 1
Answer. As General Halleck, as chief of staff of the armies, is my superior,
I prefer not to express an opinion upon that subject.
Question. Can you tell why the enemy were not followed up more promptly
after the battle of Gettysburg 1
Answer. General Meade was under the impression that General Lee had
drawn past into the mountain passes and taken a strong position there, where
it would be unwise to attack him. The telegraphic correspondence and reports
from headquarters at that time with Washington and General Couch will probably express the views entertained.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Was not that the fact, that those mountain passes were very strong
positions 1
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Answer. Mountain passes are generally strong positions.
Question. Was it not the fact that those positions were -very strong 1
Answer. I did not go through them; thf'y were reported as strong positions.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Have you the order for the retreat of ·the army from Gettysburg
which you prepared under the direction of General Meade on the morning of
the 2d of July 1
Answer. I have not. It was given to General Williams to be copied by his
clerks, but was never issued.
Question. Did you, when you were preparing that order, understand that it
was to be issued immediately, or that it was to be issued only in certain contingencies 1
Answer. I understeod, when I prepared the order, that it was General Meade's
intention to consult with his corps commanders, and that it was a matter of pre·
caution to have the order in readiness in case it should be decided upon to
retreat. 'rhat is my recollection of it. General Williams can produce that
order, and the wording of it will tell a great deal in regard to that.
Question. Did you understand the circular of the 1st of July was intended
by General Meade as an order to retreat to the point indicated, or was it dependent upon contingencies 1
Answer. I would suggest that that question can be more properly answered
by General Meade.
Question. If it was his original intention to move the army back to that position, do you know what he supposed the enemy would do 1
Answer. The natural inference is that he supposed the enemy would attack
him there.
Question. Was the battle-ground of Gettysburg selected by design and intent,
or was its selection merely the result of accident 1
Answer. My testimony shows that I was at '.raneytown when the collision
occurred between General Reynolds and the enemy before Gettysburg. General Hancock was sent up there when General Reynolds fell, and, as I understood it, General Hancock selected the ground where the battle was fought. It
rests between General Hancock and General Howard as to who selected the
lines on which the battle was fought. My impression is that it was done by
General Hancock and approved by General Meade when he went on the ground.
Question. How soon was it understood by the officers of our army, after the
last assault of the enemy, that they did not intend to renew the attack 1
Answer. Owing to my being wounded and unfit for constant duty, I cannot
answer that question properly.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. At the time of the issuing of the circular of the 1st of July was
there at headquarters any well-defined opinion, or satisfactory information, as
to the intention and purposes of the enemy 1
Answer. Some thought that Lee intended to move up into Pennsylvania,
crossing the Susquehanna; others thought he intended to move around our right
towards Baltimore. On the morning of the 30th General Meade asked General
Couch if he could keep Lee from crossing the river.
Question. In that uncertainty, was not that circular a prudent one, as indicating a place for the concentration of our forces 1
~-lnswer. I would rather you would not ask me that question.
Part I--28
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TuESDAY, March 29, 1864.
Major General DANIEL BuTTERFIELD recalled and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. The chairman of the committee, who is now absent, has handed me
some queRtions which he desires me to ask you. [See testimony-" Army of the
Potomac-General Hooker."] What were the tendencies of General Hooker's
remarks to yourself and other officers of the staff of the army of the Potomac at
the time General Hooker was relieved from the command, as to their course
towards his successor 1
Answer. Mqst of the officers called upon General Hooker in a body to pay
their respects to him before his departure. The general made a few remarks to
them, stating that it was all for the best that General Meade had the command
of the army; that he thought his own influence was impaired; that General
Meade was a brave and gallant man, who would undoubtedly lead them to success; and he hoped that all who regarded him, or his wishes, or his feelings,
would devote every energy and ability to the support of General Meade, or
words to that effect. I do not undertake to repeat the exact language he used.
Question. That was the tendency of the language he used 1
Answer. Yes.
·
Question. From what you know, do you think General Meade was honestly
and cordially suppol'ted at Gettysburg by the entire army 1
,Answer. In my experience with that army I have never seen an officer supported more cordially and earnestly byeverybod·y in it, from highest to lowest,
than General Meade was there.
Question. Were there any flags of truce after the battle of Gettysburg 1
AnsweT. Yes; on the morning of the 4th of July, a little after daybreak, or
very early in the morning, a letter was sent in to General Meade from General
Lee, under flag of truce, containing a proposal. for the convenience of both armies,
to exchange the prisoners that each army held. General Meade asked ine what
I thought of it. I told him that I thought it was a device.of the enemy to gain
time. General Meade did not seem to so regard it at first; but, after a little
1·eflection, he declined the proposition, and an answer was returned to that effect_.
That is the only flag of truce that I know of.
Question. Were there any other communications from rebel officers than by
flag of truce after the battle 1 If so, what were they 1
Answer. There were a great many rumors of communications. I know
nothing positively about any, except one from a rebel general who had lived in
Baltimore-General Trimb~e, 1 think-who sent a note to General Meade, saying that he was wounded and had been left on the _field without care or accommodation, and asking, as a favor from an old acquaintance, that General Meade
would send an ambulance and bring him in and have him cared for, and General
Meade ordered it to be done. Before the battle was over (on the night of the
2d) it was reported-that General Barksdale was on the field wounded, and desired to be brought in; but he died before we reached him. I sent for him, but
he was dead when found. General Armis ted was also wounded, but that was
within our lines. No communication from him came in from the outside. There
were several reports brought if!. of rebel officers of various ranks who had been
left wounded in barns and buildings, and wanting assistance. But the only
formal communication was this one received from General Trimble, which I have
stated.
Question. ·what was the general character of the report received from the
front after the battle of Gettysburg 1
Answer. Everybody that <;arne in reported that all the barns and houses were
full of the enemy's wounded, most Of them without anything to eat, and all of
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them acknowledged that they had been very badly whipped; that the enemy's
wounded were suffering very much, and that medical supplies and stores should be
sent out to them at once; that every barn and house, so far as anybody had
gone, were filled with the enemy's wounded, who had been left behind and abandoned.
Question. Was there any attempt made to secure the co-operation and aid of
General Couch's troops with the army at Gettysburg 1
Answer. Despatches were sent to General Couch, informing him of the relative positions of both armies, and asking his co-operation and assistance.
General Couch was under General Meade's orders. 'I'he exact nature of those
despatches I do not remember, whether they were in the character of peremptory
orders, or whether they were of the nature of information merely to General
Couch of our position, leaving it to him whether to come down or not. My
impression is, that they partook of th~ latter character, or both. General Couch
was under General Meade's command, and he had authority to order him down;
but I do not think he did so peremptorily. General Smith's command, which
was a portion of General Couch's, first opened communication with us on the
afternoon on the 4th of July; a staff officer from General Smith arriving to
announce that his column was near.
Question. Any orders . or information sent to General Couch were sent by
direction of General Meade 1
Answer. Yes, certainly. No orders or instructions were made out or sent to
any command except by his order.
Question. When you were before the committee last Friday you stated, in
reply to a question, that. at the time the order was issued to form our army in
line on Pipe creek, it was thought by some that Lee intended to cross 'the Susquehanna and move up into Pennsylvania; by others that he intended to move
around over night towards Baltimore. And then, when asked whether, in that
uncertainty, that circular of the 1st ofJuly was not a prudent one, as deciding
upon a place for the concentration of our forces, you declined to answer. Will
you answer that question now, and what we.re your reasons for declining to
answer it then 1
Answer. My reasons for declining to answer the question then was, that I
did not like to pass unfavorable criticisms upon a superior officer; as the answer
to that question would have been. But I will answer the question now, for fear
my refusal inay be misunderstood or misrepresented.
I do not think that circular was a judicious one. I do not think the position designated in that circular was a good one. And I think if we had gone back there
it would have resulted in the destruction of our ar.t;ny; and the movement would
not have prevented either of the movements that Lee was supposed or expected
to make. It was the business of our army then to find Lee and fight him.
Question. You think the movement down to Pipe creek would have been
injudicious 1
Answer. Extremely so; and·I so expressed myself at the time to officers of
the staff.

Testimony cif Major General George G. JJieade.
W ASiHNGTON, April 4, 1864.
Major General GEORGE G. MEADE appeared before the committee and said:
I desire to add a little to my testimony, with the permission of the committee.
The chairman: Certainly, you are at liberty to make such additional statements as you please.
.
. · .
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The witness : I wanted to say a few words to the committee, in extension
of the remarks which I made the last time I was here, in reference to a charge
which I expected then would be made against me, and which I understand has
since been made against me, to the effect that I intended that an order should
be issued, on the morning of July 2, withdrawing the army from the position
it then occupied at Gettysburg and retreating, befom the enemy had done anything to require me to withdraw.
It is proper that I should say that the fact of such a charge having been
made here, or such a report given here, has reached me through outside sources,
but in such a way that I can hardly disbelieve that such a statement has been
made ; and that it was made by an officer who occupied a very high and confidential position on my staff-the chief of staff, Major General Butterfield.
Now, indulging in the utmost charity towards General Butterfield, and believing
that he is sincere in what he says, I want to explain how it is possible that
such an extraordinary idea could have got into his head.
I utterly deny, under the full solemnity and sanctity of my oath, and in the
firm conviction that the day will come when the secrets of all men shall be
made known-I utterly deny ever having intended or thought, for one instant,
to withdraw that army, unless the military contingencies which the future should
develop during the course of the day might render it a matter of necessity
that the army should be withdrawn. I base this denial not only upon my own
assertion and my own veracity, but I shall also show to the committee, from
documentary evidence, the despatches and orders issued by me at different
periods during that day, that if I did intend any such operation, I was at the
same time doing things totally inconsistent with any such intention . .
I shall also ask the committee to call before them certain other officers of my
staff, whose positions were as near and confidential to me as that of General
Butterfield, who, if I had had any such intention, or had given any such orders
as he said I gave, would have been parties to it, would have known it, and
have made arrangements in consequence thereof; all of whom, I am perfectly
confident, will say they never heard of any such thing. I i·efer to General
Hunt, chief of artillery, and who had artillery, occupying a space of from four
to five miles, drawn out on the road, and who, if I had intended to have withdrawn that army, should have been told to get his trains out of the way the
very first thing, because the troops could not move until the artillery moved. I
would also ask you to call upon General Ingalls, my chief quartermaster, who
had charge of the trains; also General \Varren, my chief engineer, who will tell
you that he was with me the whole of that day, in constant intercourse and
communication with me; and that instead of intending to withdraw my army,
I was talking about other matters. All these officers will corroborate what I
say, that I never mentioned any such purpose to any of them.
General Butterfield remained at Taneytown on the night of the 1st of July,
and did not join me on the field until about 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning of
the 2d, I having arrived there at 1 o'clock. Soon after he arrived I did direct
him to familiarize himself with the topography of the ground, and I directed him
to send out staff officers to learn all the roads. As I have already mentioned
in my previous testimony here, I had never before been at GettyEburg, and did
not know how many roads ran from our position, or what directions they ran.
My orders to General Butterfield were similar to this:
"General Butterfield, neither I nor any man can tell what the results of this
day's operations may be. It is our duty to be prepared for every contingency,
and I wish you to send out staff officers to learn all the roads that lead from
this place, ascertain the positions of the corps-where their trains are; prepare
to familiarize yourself with these details, so that in the event of any contingeucy,
you can,. without any order, be ready to meet it."
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·It was in anticipation of possible contingencies, and not at all that I had made
up my mind to do anything of that kind.
I would furthermore call the attention of the committee to the absurdity of
such an idea. If I had directed the order to be issued, why was it not issued 1
With General Butterfield's capacity it would not have taken him more than ten
or fifteen minutes to prepare such an order. We were furnished with what you
call manifold letter-writers, so that after the frame work of an order is prepared,
ten or a dozen copies may be made at once. Why was the order not issued,
or if issued, why was it not executed 1 There was no obstacle to my withdrawing that army, if I had desired; the enemy presented none. There was not a
moment from the time the first gun was fired at Gettysburg until we knew the
enemy had retired that I could not have withdrawn my army. Therefore, if I
had entertained such an idea, it seems to me extraordinary that I did not execute it.
I will now read the documentary evidence that I propose to lay before this
committee. The first is a despatch to Major General Slocum, commanding the
12th corps, as follows :
"JULY 2, 1863-9.30 a.m.
''GENERAL : The commanding general desires that you will at once examine
the ground in your front, and give him your opinion as to the practicability of
attacking the enemy in that quarter.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
" S. WILLIAMS,
".Assistant Adj-utant GeneJ·al.
"Major General H. W. SLOCUM, Commanding."
Then there is a despatch at 10 a.m., addressed to General Slocum, written
by General Butterfield himself, directing him to make an attack :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF PoTOMAc,
"July 2, 1863, (supposed about 10 a. m.)
"J.\'Iajor General SLOCUM:
" 'rhe commanding general desires you to make your arrangements for au
attack from your front on the enemy, to be made by the 12th corps, supported
by the 5th.
"He wishes this a strong and decisive attack, which he will order so soon
as he gets definite information of the. approach of the 6th corps, which will
al~o be directed to co-operate in this attack; for this purpose he has sent an
officer to ascertain the whereabouts of General Sedgwick, and report.
"I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"DANIEL B UT'l'ERFIELD,
" Major General and Cl~iif if Stajj:"
At 10 o'cloek I was ordering General Slocum to make the attack; at the
same time I sent General Warren, my' chief engineer, to commlt with General
Slocum as to the advisability of making the attack. General Warren went,
and then returned and reported to me. I also received the following note from
General Slocum :
"HEADQUARTERS, Juiy 2, 1863-10.30 a.m.
"Major General MEADE,
"Commanding Army if Potomac.
"GENERAL: Your note of 9.30 a. m. is received. I have already made a
better examination of the position in my front than I was able to do, now that
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we have taken up a new line. If it is true that the enemy are massing troops
on our right, I do not think we could detach enough troops for an attack to
insure success. I do not think the ground in my front, held by the enemy,
possesses any peculiar advantages for him.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"H. W. SLOCUM,
Major General, Commanding."
General Warren, furthermore, reported to me that he did not think an attack
advisable from our right flank; I therefore abandoned that attack, and waited
for the 6th corps to arrive, intending to move the 5th corps over to the left, as I
did, and then, if the enemy did not attack me, to make an attack myself from
the left.
I find on the records of the Adjutant General's office of the army of the
Potomac a document, supposed to have been issued at 10 o'clock a. m. of the
2d of July, which is in confirmation of what I consider my orders to General
Butterfield. It is as follows :
" HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF PoTOMAC,

"July 2, (supposed about 10 a.m.,) 1863.
'' The staff officers on duty at headquarters will inform themselves of the
positions of the various corps-their artillery, infantry, and trains-sketch them
with a view to roads, and report them immediately, as follows :
" 3d corps, Colonel Schriver.
" 2d corps, Lieutenant Colonel Davis.
" 1st corps, Lieutenant Perkins.
" 12th corps, Lieutenant Oliver.
"5th corps, Captain Cadwalader.
''It i8 desired to know the roads on or near which the troops are, and where
their trains lie, in view of movements in any direction, and to be familiar with
the headquarters of the commanders.
"By order of General Meade.
" S. WILLIAMS,
" Assistant Adjutant General."
That was the sum and substance of the instructions I gave to General Butterfield, to familiarize himself with the position, and be ready, in case I should
desire to retreat or do anything else, to issue the necessary orders.
In further confirmation of that, I find among my papers my despatch to
General Halleck, informing him of what had transpired up to the hour at which
it was written, and what I proposed to do during the rest of the day, if in my
power to do so. The despatch to General Slocum to make the attack was at
10 a. m. This despatch to General Halleck was at 3 p.m., and is as follows:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF POTOMAC,

"July 2, (3 p.m., near Gettysburg,) 1863.
" Major General HALLECK, Washington :
"I have concentrated my army at this place to-day. The 6th corps is just
coming in very much worn out, having been marching since 9 p. m. last night.
~rhe army is fatigued.
"I have to-day, up to this hour, awaited the attack of the enE:'my, I having a
strong position for defence. I am not determined as yet in attacking him till
his position is more developed. He has been moving on both my :flanks apparently, but it is difficult to tell exactly his movements. I have delayed attacking to allow the 6th corps and parts of other corps to reach this place, and to
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rest the men. Expecting a battle, I ordered all my trains to the rear. If not
attacked, and I can get any positive information of the position of the enemy
whic.h wil1 justify me in so doing, I shall attack. If I find it hazardous to do
so, or am satisfied the enemy is endeavoring to move to my rear, and interpose
between me and Washington, I shall fall back to my supplies at Westminster.
I will endeavor to advise you as often as possible.
"In the engagement yesterday the enemy concentrated more rapidly than
we could, and towards evening, owing to the superiority of numbers, compelled
the 11th and 1st corps to fall back from the town to the heights on this side,
on which I am now posted.
"I feel fully the responsibility resting on me, and will endeavor to act with
caution.
''GEORGE G. MEADE,
" Major General."
'.rhe committee will perceive that I tell General Halleck that I was waiting
the arrival of the 6th corps before I should commence any active operations
myself; that I had been expecting an attack up to that moment; that, after
the 6th corps arrived, if the enemy did not attack me I should attack him if I
thought it advisable to do so.
There is no doubt, as I mentioned here before, and as I have no hesitation to
say again now, whatever influence it may have upon my reputation as a general, that it was my desire at Gettysburg to receive the attack of the enemy,
and fight a defensive rather than an offensive battle, for the reason that I was
satisfied my chances of success were greater in a defensive battle than an
offensive one, and I knew the momentous consequences dependent upon the
result of that.
That General Butterfield may have misapprehended what I said to him; that
he may himself have deemed a retreat necessary, aud thought we would be
compelled to retreat in the course of the day, and in the excess of zeal and desire
to do more than he was called upon to do, may have drawn up an order of that
kind, I do not deny ; but I say he never showed me any such order, and it had
not my sanction or authority.
I have only further to say that I have brought with me a map of the field of
Gettysburg. I consider the map accurate. It contains on it, in blue lines, the
position which General Sickles thought proper to take, and, in red lines, the
position I designed him to occupy.

Testimony
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General Joltn Gibbon.

WASHINGTON, April 1, 1864.
Brigadier General JoHN GIBBON sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a captain in the 4th regular artil1ery and a brigadier general
of volunteers, commanding a division in the 2u corps of the army of the Potomac.
Question. We are inquiring now more pa•ticularly about the battle of Gettysburg. You were in that battle 1
·
Answer. Yes, sir, I commanded a division there.
Question. Will you state to us in your own way such facts and circumstances
co,nnected with that battle as you may deem material or interesting 1
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Answer. I can only tell my own part of it; I do not know much about any
of the rest. I was put in command of the 2d corps on the afternoon of the 1st
of July, at Taneytown, General Hancock having been ordered to the front, at
Gettysburg, when news arrived of General Reynolds having been killed or very
seriously wounded. I was ordered to march to Gettysburg, and began the
march ; but about sundown I received orders from General Hancock to put
the corps in position on the Taneytown road, about three miles from Gettysburg. That night, about 12 o'clock, General Meade passed my headquarters
on his way to Gettysburg, and shortly afterwards I received orders to push the
corps forward to Gettysburg. I got in motion shortly after daylight, and got
upon the field early that morning. The corps-General Hancock resuming command of it-was put in position on the ridge to the left of Cemetery hill. During
the most of that forenoon I understood that the troops were coming into position, taking their places in the line. There was not much fighting going on
until General Sickles's movement took place, about 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
I understood his position to be on the left of our line, extending our line along
the ridge in the direction of Round Top hill, quite a prominent hill on our left
flank.
About 4 o'clock in the afternoon I was standing on the bill within the limits
of my division, and noticed troops moving out to our left and front. It turned
out to be the 3d corps, under General Sickles; they were taking up their position obliq"Uely to our line and to the front, somewhere along the Emmettsburg
road, which ran just to the front of the right of my division, and obliquely to
the line. I was standing there with General Hancock, and noticed the position
of Sickles's line. There was quite a thick wood away off to the left of Sickles's
line, and I asked General Hancock if he supposed there was anything in those
woods; and very shortly afterwards the enemy brought out his guns and commenced :firing, and there was more or less fighting whilst General Sickles's corps
was being put in position. They then commenced their attack on Sickles's left.
After fighting for some time the corps was evidently giving away; had to
change its position. I had several messages from General Humphreys, I think,
asking me to send troops out to their assistance. General Hancock was there,
and I consulted with him, and, by his direction, sent two regiments, I think.
I also sent two regiments to connect Sickles's right with our line, and prevent
the enemy from coming in and cutting him off entirely from our line. Those
regiments became very heavily engaged, when the troops began to fall back,
and lost both of their commanding officers.
Soon afterwards I saw the enemy's lines advancing after our troops dire~tly
in my front. I went up to the batteries wltich were on the most prominent
part of the line and directed them to fire solid shot over the heads of our own
men at the advancing enemy. I was afraid to fire shell for fear they might
explode too soon and injure our own men. 1'he smoke soon became so thick
on this hill that nothing could be seen at all, and I had to discontinue the firing.
I understood that our men came back in a great deal of confusion, but I could
see very little myself on account of the smoke being so thick.
I was riding down to the left of my line, where General Meade sent for me~
He was coming up with a portion of the 12th corps. Those men went in and
the enemy was beaten back. I think, however, that the enemy were forced
back from our line before any re-enforcements came up. I understood they ran
over several batteries that were in position on the outside of our line; but the guns
were immediately recovered when our troops advanced. That was about all
the fighting that took place on thl! 2d of July that I know anything about.
After we had repulsed one attack there was heavy firing over on the right of
Cemetery hill. I received a message from General Howard, commanding the
11th corps, asking for re-enforcements. Just about the same time General Hancock became alarmed at the continued firing, and desired me to send a brigade,
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designating Colonel Carroll's, and afterwards three other regiments from my
division, to the assistance of our right centre. Colonel Carroll moved off promptly, and, as reported to me, arrived on the dght of Cemetery hill to find the
enemy actually in our batteries and fighting with the cannoniers for their possession. He gallantly moved forward with his command, drove the enemy back,
retook the position, and held it till the next day.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. When you say that the enemy were forced back from our line before the re-enforcements came up, which line do you mean-the advanced line
taken by General Sickles, or the line subsequently taken 1
Answer. I mean the line upon which the battle of Gettysburg was fought;
the line which we subsequently took, extending along the ridge from Cemetery
hill to Round 'rop.
Question. Do you know why General Sickles took the advanced line which
he did 1
Answer. I do not; I have no knowledge of his reasons for taking that line.
Question. Was it or not, in your opinion, a judicious position in which to
place his men 1
Answer. I should think it was not.
Question. Will you state the disadvantages of that advanced line 1
Answer. In the first place we had our line established, and General Sickles
was in a position where he would very naturally have support on both flanks.
To put himself out in that position he would isolate his corps from the rest of
the army, and necessarily weaken the position, without having the same support
to his wings which be would have had if he had remained in the continuous line.
Then, again, I think the position he put his corps in, as it turned out, invited
an attack upon his left flank, and such an attack is almost always disastrous,
particularly to volunteer troops who are not thoroughly disciplined. You will
see necessarily how his troops had to change their position when the attack was
made on them from the direction of the Emmettsburg road. Those troops bad
to change their position, and in doing so were fired upon by the enemy.
By the chairman:
Question. What do you know about any councils of war being held on the
2d of July?
Answer. There was a council of war held on the night of the 2d of July.
Question. Were you there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; although properly I ought not to have been there. I had
commaQded the corps on the afternoon of the 1st of July, in the absence of
General Hancock. When I came up to Gettysburg with the corps General
Hancock, of course, resumed the command of it. During the retreat of Sickles's corps, General Hancock turned the command of the corps over to me, as
he had done the day before, in order, as he informed me, to take command of
. the 3d corps after General Sickles was wounded. At night, after the fighting
was over, the staff officer, in summoning corps commanders to the councH, summoned me, and I went there. General Hancock also went there, so that the
2d corps n'\ally had two representatives there. I spoke to General Meade
about it after the council was over. I was present at the council in that way.
During a portion of the sitting of the council there was fighting off to the
right of our line somewhere; I did not know exactly where. As the corps
commanders came in, the result of the day's fighting was ascertained, each one
1·eporting what had taken place near his p~)Sition. The subject was very
thoroughly discussed. We were sitting in a room not half as large as this one,
very close together, of course, and we were all discussing the result of the
day's fighting. During the conversation General Newton made some objec·
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tions to tl1e position we occupied. He is an officer of engineers, and I sup·
posed had examined the whole positiou; while I knew nothing at all abou+ it,
except my own part of the field. The matter was discussed in regard to the
military position. After we had been sitting there for several hours, there
were a number of points written out by direction of General Meade, upon
which the council was to decide. Among the rest was the questionShould the army remain upon its present ground, or should it retire and take
up some other position 1
Being the youngest member of the council, I had the firat vote on it, and I
therefore had probably more full discussion with General Newton in regard to
his objections to the position. Finally, when the question was put, my vote
was that we should rectify the position as far as possible, but not to leave it so
far that anybody could construe it into a 1·etreat from our position. General
Newton, I think, voted substantially the same as myself, because I recollect
there was a little sparring between us as to whether he was agreeing with me
or I with him. Every other member of the council, according to my recollec·
tion, voted simply to stay there and fight. I recollect very distinctly General
:Meade's announcement, when the vote was taken: " 'flhat, then, is the decision."
'There was great good feeling among all present as far I could understand,
and we were all unanimous upon the subject.
'l,here is a matter connected with a report in regard to the retreat of the
army from Gettysburg, which I think it proper to mention in my testimony.
It is this : some time during the day of the 2d of July, but before this fight
with General Sickles's corps had taken place, I was at General Meade's head·
quarters, as I frequently was during the day; I consequently knew a great
deal of the dispositions made, and orders given, for the troops to come up. I
had been urged frequently in the morning of that day, by General Meade, to
hurry up to the field, and I heard of the other corps that were coming up ; I
therefore had but one idea in regard to General Meade's intention, which was
to concentrate the whole army there for the purpose of fighting a battle; when,
therefore, on coming out of the little room in which he had his office, I met
General Butterfield, his chief of staff, and he asked me to read over with him,
and compare with a map he had there, a draught of an order which he had, and
I asked him what it was, and he told me that it was an order for the army
to retreat, I was struck with a great deal of astonishment, and I recollect
very well my exclamation, " Great God ! General Meade does not intend to
leave this position 1" General Butterfield did not say that General Meade did
intend to leave; he merely said something to the effect that it was necessary
to be prepared, in case it should be necessary to leave, or some remark of that
kind. He then showed me the order, and either he read it over and I pointed
out the places on the map, or I read it over and he pointed out the places to
which each corps was to go. When he got through, I remarked that it was all
correctly drawn up.
Until very recently I supposed that the order which General Butterfield
showed me was an order in regard to the army falling back to a position which
I heard General Meade had selected on Pipe Clay creek. Hut I am satisfied
now that order must have been some different order from the one I had been
thinking it was. Being firmly convinced, as I was at the time, that General
Meade had no idea of falling back from the position there, it struck me as very
remarkable that his chief of i:!taff should be making out an order to retreat; and
I still think so.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Do you know what was the opinion of General Meade, at the time
the council was held on the night of the 2d of July, in regard to remaining on
the ground where you were 1
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Answer. I can only judge of that from his manner after the decision of the
council was made, because I do not recollect that General Meade said much
upon the subject during the council. He appeared to me to be waiting to listen
to the reports and opinions of his corps commanders. I do not recollect having
heard him express a decided opinion one way or the other. I certainly did not
hear him express any preference for retreating.
Question. At the time of your interview with General Butterfield, do you
remember whether or not that you understood that the order which had been
prepared for the army to retreat was one that was to be executed 1
Answer. No, sir. I understood from him that it was merely preparatory, in
case we might be called upon to retreat.
By the chairman :
Question. Will you go on with your narrative 1
Answer. On the morning of the 3d of July skirmishing commenced pretty
early, but I do not recollect any serious fighting-there was none on our part
of the line-until about 1 o'clock, when the enemy opened their artillery fire
upon us. I do not believe there was ever a hotter fire of artillery in the world;
it was the most terrific scene I ever witnessed. That fire continued about an
hour and a half.
Question. Which side had the most guns in position there 1
Answer. I am not able to answer that question. I know they had a great
many more than I wanted to see there. But we kept up a pretty heavy pummelling all the time, too, I suppose that fire must have continued an hour and
a half or two hours, when the enemy's lines of infantry appeared coming out of
the woods in our front, line after line, a heavy line of .skirmishers, then a line
of infantry, then another line behind that, and, I believe, a third behind that;
and, from my position near the left centre of my division, as far as I could see,
these lines were coming up against us in most beautiful style.
Question. How many men do you judge there were in that assault 1
Answer. I bad no time to calculate. I had no idea how many there were; the
lines to our right and their left extended as far as I could see. Over to our left
they did not extend so far. And their line was broken in one part as they came
upon my division. I rode to the left of my division, and was trying to get
some regiments to wheel outside of the little breastworks they had thrown up,
and attack this assaulting line in flank. And I am satisfied that if I had been
able to get these men to do what I wanted, we would have captured a great
many more than we did.
Question. What was the difficulty 1
Answer. It was the want of proper discipline. Men get very much excited
in battle; they are all yelling, hallooing, shooting, and, unless they are very
well drilled and disciplined, they do not wait for the orders of their colonels.
Question. In the heat of battle can a commanding officer have much control
over his men 1
Answer. Not after the men become thoroughly engaged. But if men are well
disciplmed and accustomed to listen implicitly to the voice of their officers they
can have an immense influence over them, if they (the officers) stand by them
and direct them. I was wounded about the time, I suppose, the enemy's second
line got into our batteries, probably a little before that. As descr1bed to me
afterwards, the result, I think, will carry out my idea in regard to it ; because
the enemy broke through, forced back my weakest brigade, under General
Webb, got into our batteries, and the men were so close that the officers on each
side were uAing their pistols on each other, and the men frequently clubbed their
muskets, and the clothes of the men on both sides were burned by the powdm'
of the exploding cartridges. An officer of my staff, Lieutenant Haskell, had
been sent by me, just previously to the attack, to General .Meade, with a mes-
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sage that the enemy were coming. He got back on top of the hill hunting for
me, and was there when this brigade was forced back; and, without waiting
orders from me, he rode off to the left and ordered all the troops of the division
there to the right. As they came up helter-skelter, everybody for himself, with
their officers among them, they commenced firing upon these rebels as they were
coming into our batteries, and took them in flank, and the rebels laid down their
arms by hundreds. And if I had got these regiments in a little sooner they
would have taken the rebels in flank before they got into the batteries.
Question. At what time of the day were you wounded?
Answer. I must have been wounded somewhere about 3 o'clock.
Question. Where was the 6th corps during this assault?
Answer. I cannot tell; it was on our left and rear somewhere, but I do not
know its position.
Question. After the enemy bad been repulsed that day, was there any council
of war held that you know on
Answer. Not that I know about; I was in the hospital.
Question. You did not accompany the army as it followed the enemy to
Williamsport?
Answer. No, sir; I have not been with the army since.
Question. Do you desire to place on record any other observations in regard
to that battle?
Answer. I do not know that I have, particularly. I think it was one of the
hardest fought battles of this war, and one of the best fought.
Question. You have stuffied the history of battles a great deal. Now, in the
battles of Napoleon had they at any time half as many artillery engaged as there
were at Gettysburg?
Answer. I am not sufficiently conversant with military history to tell you
that. I think it very doubtful whether more guns were ever used in any one
battle before. I do not believe Napoleon ever had a worse artillery fire.
Question. Which army had the most men in that battle, as near as you can
ascertain?
Answer. I do not know. I have bad no opportunity of judging. I could
not tell you what our own force was. I should imagine we had about the same
force as they had·; however, that is a mere rough guess.
Question. Are our troops as well disciplined as those of the enemy, as a general thing 1
.
Answer. I do not think they are.
Question. What reason do you give for that 1
Answer. I think they are fully aware of the fact that they cannot get along
unless they do have strict discipline, and I am sorry to say that w~ seem to
have a notion that we can. r.rhere are some volunteer regiments that are as
well disciplined as any men I ever want to see. I had several such regiments
in that battle. A great deal of it depends upon the kind of officers they have.
I think we ought to have some kind of rule for promoting officers for efficiency
and gallantry in the field.
Question. Have they any articles of war, or rules of proceeding that will
enable them to discipline their men better than ours 1
Answer. I do not know that they have. But I believe that all their forces
are under the control of the central government. I do not know how that is,
but that is my idea. I think the central government makes all the appointments, but I will not be certain of that. But I am satisfied of one thing : that
men in their service get their promotion from military recommendations. In
our service, the governor of each State has the appointment of officers from his
State, though he appoints none higher than colonels; and very frequently they
will imist upon appointing men who are not competent in a military point of
view. 'rhe general government, however, has the power of dismissing officers;
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that will enable us to get rid of the worst officers in time, but we have no system
which will enable us to get the good officers in position, and sometimes the bad
ones are put back upon us.
Question. The rebels, of course, must have selected many of their officers
from civil life, as we have done 1
.Answer. Yes, sir. Do not misunderstand me. I do not want mrm of military education, but I want men who have shown themselves in the field to be
competent. There are two kinds of military ability-one theoretical, and the
other practical. We have plenty of volunteer officers who have shown themselves to be reaUy competent Roldiers, but they do not get promotion, rrhere
was one young man on my staff, who has been in every battle with me, and
who did more than any other one man to repulse that last assault at Gettysburg,
and he did the part of a general there, yet he bas been only a first lieutenant
until within a few weeks. I have now succeeded in getting the governor of
Wisconsin to appoint him to a colonelcy, and I have no doubt he will, before
long, come before you of the Senate for a star. He is an excellent solilier, and
has di;;;tinguished himself in every battle; and I have also got the general government to recognize his services, and he is appointed a major in the .Adjutant
General's department.
Question. Does not that arise from the necessity of having rules by which it
is rendered very difficult to supersede an officer 1 If a vacancy happens anywhere
in the regular army, the next in rank moves up, so that it is very difficult, is it
not, to break through these rules, and reward merit 1
.Answer. We have broken through that rule during this war. Suppose we
had promoted in the regular army altogether according to the rule of seniority;
you would not have had one officer who has distinguished himself in this war,
unless you had promoted all the older officers and then retired them.
Thh is the rule which I say will give us a good army, the best in the world:
We have the best l'latedal upon the face of God's earth of wbich to ~ake an
army; I am convinced of that. In the first place, let us commence with the
regiment. .After a regiment goes into service, if the cvlonel is not fit for his
place, put him out, either by a court-martial, which is slow, or by a board, which
a great many people say is unjust; and then put a competent man in command
of the regiment; and then never make a prornotion to a captaincy or field officer
in that regiment unless upon the recommendation of that colonel. .And as long
as that colonel tells you that this or that captain of his regiment is a competent
military man, never make a promotion in his company except in accordance
with his indorsement. If the colonel tells you that the captain is not a com·
petent man, and insists upon having somebody that he knows to be competent
promoted, take the colonel's word and promote accordingly.
Question. Your colonE:1·may have his favorites, and dispense his recommendations accordingly 1
Answer. That is true. But how are yon going to avoid these partialities 1
vVho is going to decide upon them 1 Suppose the colonel is an indifferent military man-is not fit for his place; he will have his prejudices as much as anybody else. The only question is, whether the competent military mau will not
be the surest source from which to make those appointments, who will make
them with an eye solely to the good of the service, and will be a more competent man to judge than a man who is not declared by military authority to be
the right man for the position. In both cases you will probably have p
tiality ; but in the one case you have partiality governed by military principl
in the other you have partiality governed by politics, relations, anything
you do not know what.
Question. Suppose this very excellent, competent young staff offic r
had been placed in command of a regiment at once; would not ~

.m.alitl
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that regiment have been destroyed or seriously impaired by placing the junior
officer over the others, notwithstanding his great merits 1
Answer. He has gone out to Wisconsin, and in a few weeks his regiment has
been raised for him.
Question. '£hat is all very true ; he has raised a new regiment. But suppose
you had placed him over all the officers in an old regiment 1
Answer. I can only answer that in this way: I will instance two Wisconsin
regiments. I commenced with what is known as "the iron brigade," and those
two regiments were in it. One of the regiments was commanded by a graduate
of the Military Academy, who, however, was not in the service when the war
commenced. The other was commllnded by a man who had no military education whatever, but who was naturally a disciplinarian and a soldier. Those
two regiments, the 2d and 6th Wisconsin, were, and are yet, what is left of
them, two of the finest regiments that ever fought on any field. The principle
in those regiments was to promote only competent men ; and I attribute their
discipline and the reputation which they have gained to that fact alone. I
believe there was some objection to it at first; but the governor of Wisconsin
finally almost always promoted those who were recommended by the colonels.
I tried once to get this very same young staff officer of mine, Lieutenant
Haskell, before I knew so much about him as I know now, made a lieutenant
colonel; but the pressure was too strongly in favor of the major of the regiment,
who was a very good soldier too, and whom I have also recommended for
promotion.
Now, in other States they do not pay that regard to these recommendations
which I think they ought to do. I think, also, these ·recommendations should
always go up through the regular military channel. For instance, if a colonel,
no matter from what State he comes, recommends such a captain for promotion
to the position of major, I think that recommendation should receive the indorsement of the brigade commander, and then go up for the indorsement of
the division commander. I do not know that it should go further than that, for
those officers are the ones who have the best opportunity to observe the ability
and conduct of the one recommended.
Now, to show you how the other rule works, I will give an instance that
occurred in this very division of mine at the battle of Fredericksburg last May.
When we went down at one o'clock at night, to take possession of :E'redericksburg, the colonel in command of one of my brigades was found by me to be so
intoxicated that he was utterly unfit for command, and I had to relieve him
from his command and give it to some one else. I preferred charges against
him, and a court of volunteer officers was ordered. He was tried and dismissed
the service for drunkenness when going into action. The lieutenant colonel,
who commanded the regiment at Gettysburg, had not been mustered in as
colonel when he was killed at the head of his regiment. Now, the governmem
here, for some reason or other, rescinded the order dismissing this colonel from
the service, and he has been reinstated, by the governor of New York, as the
colonel of that regiment. 'rhey hold in New York that the rescinding of the
order of dismissal was a kind of recommendation to the governor of New York
to reappoint him. I told the adjutant general of the State of New York that
the rescinding of the order dismissing that colonel from the service did not
make him either a sober man or a competent officer, and that if the State of
New York had bad troops in the field she need blame nobody for it but herself,
for we were inclined to do everything we could to improve them, for it was a
matter of life and death with us to have good soldiers under us. I speak for
myself: we will not recommend any other than competent men for promotion •.
I do not think you can leave the matter to better judges than military men,
though we may make mistakes sometimes in the matter.
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By Mr. Julian~
Question. Can you not illustrate your idea by the case of an Indiana brigadier general now absent on sick leave 1
Answer. Yes, sir. very well. I had in my brigade-"the iron brigade"three Wisconsin regiments and one Indiana regiment. The colonel of the Indiai!a regiment I soon found was a marked contrast to at least two of the other
colonels. I found him always opposing every plan of mine to render that brigade
more efficient. He had not the first principle of a soldier in him; he was altogether disqualified for his position. I asked that he should be brought before
a board of examination, but it was never done. In the first place he was very
much opposed to my coming into the brigade. Like a great many other volunteers he had prejudices against regular officers, which only needed contact with
them to remove. He made complair1ts to the War Department against me for
my military administration of the brigade. After the first fight we got into,
which was on the 28th of August, 1862, in General Pope's campaign, when I
lost 600 men in about an hour and twenty minutes, this man seemed to have
changed in his sentiments towards me, aud I always supposed he was a great
friend of mine. We went up into Maryland and fought the battle of South
mountain. My brigade was charged with the duty of going up into a gorge
along the turnpike and carrying that position. rrhis colonel had command of
his regiment along the left of the turnpike; opposite to him was another regiment, and behind him were the other two regiments of the brigade. rrhe enemy
were posted behind a stone-wall and a great deal protected there. While this
man was marching up with his regiment I sent him word to throw out two companies on his left into a little skirt of woods, to keep along through the woods
to see that there was nothing there to fire on his flank. Instead of doing that,
he changed front forward on his left company and faced the woods, thus exposing his flank to the fire of a rebel battery. Now, my main ol>ject was to
push forward rapidly and get engaged before the darkness carne on, but this
delayed us. And this very Lieutenant Haskell, of whom I have spoken, had
to go down there and give him commands to put his regiment back into its old
position, and then I bad to send orders to Colonel .E,airchild to push the other
regiment into action. This Indiana regiment had the finest material in it in the
whole brigade, and yet it was the worst regiment I had.
At the battle of Antietam my brigade led off in the attack on the right, and
lost very heavily. The colonel of this Indiana regiment was not in that battle
at all; he came here to Washington on sick leave. When he came back to the
army he had a brigadier general's strap on.
Question. How did he get it 1
Answer. 'I,hrough the recommendation of General Hooker; which was obtained because the pressure from very high authority was so strong that General
Hooker could not refuse. I protested against his appointment, and wrote a
letter to the Adjutant General of the army, telling him the man was totally disqualified for any such position.
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Brigadier General HI<~NRY J. HuNT sworn and examined.
By l\lr. Gooch:
fSee testimony-"Army of the Potomac-Genera! Hooker.'']
Question. When were you restored to the full command of the artillery 1
Answer. General Meade took command on the 28th of June, I think, and
moved the next morning. I had no opportunity then o! saying anything what·
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ever to llim about my position. I proceeded to do everything I could, as I
always had done, to forward whatever was necessary to be done. At 'l'aneytown I received orders from General Meade with regarrt to selecting positions
for the artillery at Pipe creek and examining the country there, and I accompanied him to Gettysburg, which place we reached about one o'clock at
night. As soon as the position was explained to General Meade by some officers
there, he directed me to immediately select the positions for the artillery, which
I proceeded to do, so far as the darkness would permit. I could see our own
ground, but not that of the enemy. General Meade accompanied me. About
dawn of day General Slocum reported to General Meade that there was a gap
in his lines, which should be filled by a division which was not there, and that
he apprehended an immediate attack. I was lying down near the root of a tree
there. General Meade immediately asked for me; and when I reported to him
he gave me directions to take immediate measures for stopping that gap, and if
an attack was made to repulse it. I looked upon that as no opportunity to come
to an explanation with him; but I regarded it, and his previous order to look
to the positions of the batteries, as, in fact, recognizing the position I had helcl
both under General McClellan and General Burnside. At all events, I proceeded
at once to act upon that assumption; ordered artillery from wherever I could
find it, where I thought it could be spared, without any regard to the commands
of others, except to inform them that it was necessary; took possession of all
the gronnd that covered the position, put the batteries on it, and covered that
gap until the troops took their position there, when I distributed the artillery
back to its former positions.
At the request of General Meade I sent for the artillery reserves, which had
been kept behind us, and from that time I exercised all the duties of commander
of the artillery, as recognized in modern armies, in the same way as at Antietam,
where General McClellan told me on the field that he held me responsible for
everything in connexion with the artillery, and that I might make every use of
his name if I came across anybody that ranked me; that is, I took full control
of the artillery where, by the regulations and necessities of the service, it was
not under the exclusive command of others.
It was in discharge of my duties as commander of the artillery of the army
that I went to every point of attack, where it was frequently necessary to use
the artillery of adjoining corps, together with portions of the reserve artillery
brought up for the purpose, and which, of course, no one corps commander could
take charge of. I gave all the orders I found necessary under these circumstances at all the points of attack.
The day after we recrossed the Potomac General Meade called me, and stated
that there was some mismanagement in the marching of the heavy ammunition
trains of the reserve artillery and the general park. I explained to him that
they had crossed a long pontoon bridge, where the wagons could not keep close
together, but were compelled to have a certain distance between them; that after
crossing they were compelled to move rapidly, in order to catch up with those
in front, or leave wide openings, and of course some confusion had occurred in
regard to regularity of march; that it could not be wondered at that the lines
should be cut by infantry troops crossing the adjoining bridge. I asked the
general why he spoke to me about it, and sa!d that under existing orders-those
of General Hooker-I had no authority t? interfere; that the orders given to the
artillery reserve were not given through me; that I had not had an opportunity
to bring the subject to his attention, as he was engaged in matters of more importance; that 1 had been able to get things along as they were without any
particular authority, but now I wished him to define my duties.
A few weeks afterwards, when we had got into camp, the subject was taken
up. rrhe command of all the artillery not attached to troops was given to me;
and all the management ndresponsibility, as to movements, equipments, &c., of
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the troops of the artillery that were attached to other troops, were also put under
my direction. In fact, it amounted to giving me the command of the whole of
the artillery, as in other armies. One by one, since that time, as occasion bas
arisen, when it has been necessary to decide, I believe all, or nearly all, the
powers of a corps commander have been conferred upon me under special
orders, so that now I occupy a position very much like that of the commander
of the cavalry, and it is, to all intents and purposes, the same that was given
me at first.
Question. Will you give to us a concise description of the battle of Gettysburg1
Answer. The first day of the fight, July 1, I was not on the ground; I was
at headquarters. I accompanied General Meade to Gettysburg. On my arrival
there I examined the gTonnd and posted the Latteries, or approved of the positions where the batteries had been placed, and placed such additional batteries
as were required the next morning.
As my attention was drawn more particularly to my own arm of the service,
I can give a description of the battle only in general terms. On the morning
of the 2d of July I examined all the positions along the whole line. I think
the 3d corps was just coming up to hs ground on our extreme left; next to them
was the 2d corps; then the 11th, and I think the 1st corps, on Cemetery ridge;
then on their right was the 12th corps. I do not remember distinctly the relative positions of the 1st and 11th corps. In fact, I was so busy with the artillery
that I did not fix in my mind the relative positions of the infantry corpB.
On the morning of the 2d the reserve artillery, with its heavy trains of ammunition, which had been left behind some three or four miles, was brought forward by direction of General Meade, and parked about the centre of the field,
between the Baltimore pike and the 'raneytown rnad, near which I think the
.5th corps was in support of the 12th audllth corps, the 6th corps not having
yet arrived.
About 11 o'clock, I had ju::;t come into headquarters from an inspection of
the ground, when Generall\feade sent for me and told me that General Sickles,
who was there at the time, wished me to examine his line, or the line that he
wanted to occupy; and General Meade wished me to go with General Sickles
and examine the line. I think he added that General Sickles had no goocl
position for his artillery. At that time I did not know anything of the intentions of General Meade-whether it ·was to occupy a line with a view to
attack, or a defensive line, or a defensive and offensive line. As we left the
room I asked General Sickles what his idea was. He said he wished to throw
forward his line from the position in which it was then placed, and where it was
covered in its front by woods and rocks, with a view to cover the Emmettsburg
road. Whether I asked him the question if that was his view or not, or whether
he stated it, I do not remember; I may have asked him that. 'I'he orders were
to bring up the ammunition of the corps and the reserve; and I had learned
that General Sickles had left his ammunition behind on that road, and I thought,
among other things, he was naturally anxious to control that road until it should
get in.
I examined the position with him and told him that the right of his proposed
line was out where it would not be connected with the 2cl corps; that it would
have to be connected, perhaps, by throwing out the left wing of the 2d corps,
and that that could not well be done unless a wood in our front, in which I saw
no enemy, was uncler our control, so that the enemy could not take possession
of it. We met a couple of countrymen just then, who told us that the wood in
front of us was a narrow strip with open ground beyond it, and I was told that
we hall some cavalry in the open ground. General Sickles said""'he would send
in a couple of companies of Berdan's sharpshooters to examine the wood and see
whether the enemy was there.
Part 1--29
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About this time a very heavy cannonade was opened at the cemetery, which
continued, and made me anxious about that point, for I was even worse off in
regard to field officers at Gettysburg than I was at Chancellorsvil1e, and that
made it necessary to go myself to every point of attack and look after it. I
told General Sickles that I would follow the line from the position he mentioned
down to the Round 'l'op on our left, and report its condition to General Meade.
He asked me, as far as I remember, something about whether it would be proper
to move forward his line, and I said, "No; that he should wait orders from
General Meade;" for, as far as I was concerned, I had no authority in the matter.
I moved down that road; it was a very good line to occupy, provided it was
nece;::sary to watch our left flank and prevent a movement by the enemy, or
from which to make an offensive demonstration; but one which exposed both
its own flank and the :flank of the 2d corps, which would have to move forward
to join it, to a cross-fire, if the enemy should take position in the strip of woods
of which I have spoken.
I returned to headquarters, on my wa,y to Cemetery ridge, and went in and
made a report, very briefly, to General .Meade. I stated to him that I had examined the line; that, so far as it was a line for troops to occupy, taken by
itself, it was a very good line; but before putting any troops on it, or occupying
it, I would advise him to examine it for himself; that I would not give any advice in the matter. I did this because I did not know General Meade's intentions, and I supposed he would soon be out there and examine it for himself if
he thought it necessary. I went up to the Cemetery hill, on which an attack
was being made, at that time principally by artillery, and some troops thrown
out as sharpshooters. Some demonstrations were made by moving down by our
right. I remained there until I saw the attack would not be a very serious one,
and, feeling anxious about the position of General Sickles, I returned directly
towards the position he wanted his right to occupy. On approaching it, Captain Randolph, who commanded the artillery of the 3d corps, came riding towards
me, stating that he was glad I had come; that he was ordered to post a couple
of batteries in a peach orchard there, and wished me to select the position. I
asked if General Siekles had ordered it, and he said yes. The skirmishers were
already ellgaged. I dismounted and went in with him, bringing us under a
warm musketry fire. I told him if the batteries were to be placed there, the
place he had selected was as good a position as he could find; pointed out
another position for another battery, aud sent immediately to the artillery reserve for some rifled batteries, as I saw the enemy's artillery mo-ving i11 heavy
force around our left, and beyond the reach of our smooth-bores. As soon as I
had given these instructions I started back immeJiately to find General Sickles.
On approaching him I saw he was in conversation with General Meade. I supposed, of course, that General :Meade had come out there, and had approved of
his occupying that line. I therefore returned to Captain Randolph and assisted
him in putting his batteries in position, when we were opened upon by a very
heavy artillery fire, at close range, from this strip of wood in front of General
Sickles's new line. Having given instructions to one of the field officers of the
reser-ve artillery whom I found on the ground for the posting of the batteries
that I had sent for to the reserve, I proceeded at once to the extreme left of the
line, where I knew there was a battPry to be placed in a position very difficult
of accesa, bnt which, if ouce attained, would give a very effective fire upon the
batteries of the enemy that were then playing upon om right as it went into
position. On reaching thA position I found that three of the guns of Smith's
battery-4th New Y ork-ha<l been g·ot up quite a precipice, and were in the
dt.!sired position. I had a fire opened immediately, 'vhich very much interfered
with the enemy's batteries, and relieved our rig·ht a great deal from their fire.
At the same time eome of the enemy's batteries that I .had seen passing ronnel
to our left had got into position, and opened, partly on Sickles's rjght, partly on
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Smith'8 battery, which he answered with effect. I then left him to proceed
aloug tLe line of SickleR's front, looking to the positions of the batteries, giving
such directionR as I found necessary, and sending for such additional batteries
as I wanted. I continued there nntil nearly sunset. I found that the time had
paRsed very rapidly, and that I had been absent from General Meade a long
time, and fearing that he might want me, I returned to headquarters. Soon
after I arrived there, all at headquarters got up sudd'enly and left-the bulk of
theTfl going down the Tenallytown road, under the lead of General Butterfield.
I remained, with two of my staff officers and an aid of General Meade, with him,
and accompanied the re-enforcements which were then going up to the position
originally occupied by Sickles's corp, and from which the enemy were driven
back.
In the mean time an attack had taken place on the 12th corps, on our right.
But by the time we had got through with the battle of the 3d corps, it had got
·so dark that I saw there would be no further use for the artillery over there;
and being pretty well worn ont., I did not go over to that affair, but proceeded
to the park of the artillery reserve, to snpervise the reorganization of the batteries and the necessary repairs.
The next morning an attack by our own troops took place where the 12th corps
waJ. and I went over and took charge of the artillery there. I then went to the
position of the 11th corps on Cemetery ridge, whtre another cannonade had
commenced between the enemy's batteries and our own.
I moved from there along the ridge to Round Top, as I saw the enemy were
placing batteries in position in the woods opposite our line-whether with a view
to op(•ning upon us preparatory to an attack, or fearing an attack from us, I
could not judge. I gave onlers to the artillery along the line what should be
done. I had ju:,t reached the extreme left battery on the hill of Round rrop,
when the bombardment of the enemy commenced, I think about 1 o'clock. The
enellly opened upon us with some 115 or 120 guns, to which we could bring but
about 70 to reply effectively. rrhis bombardment continued for an hour and a half,
I should judge. It was very destructive to our material, but was replied to very
effectively by our artillery, until I ordered them, commencing at the cemetery,
to slacken their fire and cease it, in o.rder to see what the enemy were going to
do, and also to be sure that we retained a sufficient supply of ammunition to
meet, what I then expected, an attack. At the same time batteries were ordered
up to replace those guns which had been damaged, or which had expended too
much ammunition.
By the time these batteries had reached the ground, I saw Jirectly in front of
the 2d corps the enemy forming their column of attack, or rather their lines of
attack. It turned out to be Pickett's division of the rebel army. They advanced directly towards the 2cl corps, and our artillery in reach was turned
upon them very effectively. But they continued to advance very handsomely,
and made a direct attack upon our position. As soon as their troops had got so
nearly joined to ours that it was unsafe any longer to fire canister upon them,
I found that our men were giving way. As the supports had not come up, I
left the batteries and went up to assist in keeping the men up. 'My horse was
:-:oon killed, which brought me down; and before I could get remounted and
back there again the struggle was over, and we captnred all of the enemy who
did not. run away or were not killed.
As soon as that attack was over, and the enemy saw that their men had
given up, they opened their batteries at once, and upon their own men and ours
at the Rame time, and after that cannonade they fo!·med another column of attack, ·which advanced, but more upon our left, opposite the 3d corps. That attack wns more easily disposed of than the other, as the enemy, I suppose, were
somewhat disheartened by the repulse of their first attack. \Ve were enabled
to bring our guns all to bear upon them, so that they did not get within a hun-
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dred yards of our line, but went back under cover of a little stream which was
covered by a growth of small bushes. I can only say that my knowledge of
the battle of Gettysburg is very much circumscribed, as I was kert busily occupied by my own special duties.
Question. Had you any knowledge of any order being prepnred during the
battle of Gettysburg for the withdrawal of the army from the position it then
occupied 1
Answer. 1 • o, sir. I know of no such order, and no such intention. I presume if any such intention had been ent~rtained I should have known of it' as
soon as anybody, as the first thing to have been done was to get rid of the large
reserve artillery and ammunition train under my charg·e, and which had be('n
brought up on the morning of the 2d of July, under, or by the direction of,
Generall\1eade.
Question. You say you had no knowledge or intimation of any such thing
during the battle 1
Answer. None at all. 11 he only time I ever had a thoug·ht such an idea
might be entertained was on the night of the 2d of July. On that night I was
down at the artillery reserve, refitting and reorganizing the batteries that had
been cut up that day. I received a me::;sage from General l\leade's headquarters-! do not now recollect whether it was from General .i.\Ieade himself or
from General Butterfield-stating that both General Tyler, who commanded the
1·eserve artillery, and myself, were wanted at headquarters. I told General
Tyler that it was impossible for me to go up just then, but that if the question
came up about falling back, to cast my vote against it. He remained for some
time, and I went up with him, perhaps a half an hour afterwards. On arriving
at headquarters, I understood that the question had been spoken of as to what
they should do, and there wns no person at all in favor of leaving the ground
we had then; that was just as the consultation closed.
Just about day light on the 2d of ,July Generall\Ieade ordered the reserve
artillery brought up. I sent my aid for it, and it came up about 8 o'clock in
the morning, I think; so that at that time there could have been no question of
leaving.
Question. The meeting of our troops with those of the enemy at Gettysburg
was not premeditated, was it ·? It was au accidental conflict between the two
armies as they were moving, was it not 1
Answer. As I have always looked upon it, the army was moving up there to
see as to the position of the enemy. From the orders that were issued at 'l'aneytown it was evident that the enemy had seen the necessity of couceutrating;
and it was certain that if he concentrated he would have to attack u~, and arrangements were made looking to the collecting of our troops behitHl Pipe creek.
I cannot say, however, that the battle of Gettysburg was accidental. Jt necessarily followed from the concentration of the enemy there, unless General Reynolds had seen fit to fall back.
Question. Do you mean that the battle at Gettysburg followed necessarily
from the concentration there of tlw troops of the enemy, or the conccn tration of
onr troops there 1
Answer. The enemy would necessarily have to concentrate when he found
us in his neighborhood. And so soon as our movements up there had shown
him that we were getting together he did commence concentrating his troops at
Gettysburg, and of course he would attack any portion of onr troops he might
find there. It is a natural place, I should think, for an attach of that kind to be
made, so many roads meeting there. If he wanted to concentrate, it ·would be
the most natural place for him to do so.
Question. vYl1y did General Meade select Pipe Clay creek as the point at
which he proposed to concentrate 1
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Answer. He had several corps of his troops out in a fan shape looking for the
enemy and feeling for him. He supposed, of course, they would concentrate as
soon as possible and attack him. He had to select some position at which to
concentrate his o·wn troops, and I suppose he selected that from the appearance
of the map as a good line, and also from what he considered the absolute necessity of the enemy's attacking him; for it could hardly be supposed that, having gone up into Pennsylvania, they would fall back without attacking us. I
know of no particular reasons for selecting that line, except that, from the appearance of the map, it appeared to be an elig·ible place, and it was considerably
nearer than Gettysburg to Manchester, the place where we had our supplies;
and it was a question, too, of battle-fields. General Meade had not had time
to examine the ground at different points. As soon as General Hancock came
down and reported the nature of the ground at Gettysburg, General Meade immediately gave the order to concentrate there.
Question. What do you say of the position which we held at Gettysburg 1
\Vas it a very advantageous one for us Y
Answer. I think it was a very advantageous position. If the enemy attempted
to turn us, of course, being upon the outer circle, he would have to scatter his
forces a great deal. At the time he attacked General Sickles it appeared to me,
from what I saw of his movements, in the hurried examination 1 made, that he
was making a movement in that direction, that is, towards turning our extreme
left. The position was a very strong one; that is, the ground was very favorable for the use of our arms, of the infantry in particular. 'rhere was a ridge
extending from the cemetery for a half or three-quarters of a mile, which was
open in front, and over which the enemy could not advance without exposing
themselves to the sweep of our artillery before they carne within musketry mnge;
beyond that it was wooded and rocky, and favorable for our infantry, although
unfavorable for our artillery. The result was that they were enabled to concentrate more guns upon us in the heavy cannonade of July 3 than we could
bring to reply to them.
Question. Was the advanced line selected by General Sickles, on the Emmettsburg road, under all the circumstances, a judicious selection; and did advantage or disadvantage result to us from the adoption of that line by him~
Answer. That 'vould depend upon circumstances. If the battle was to have
been a purely defensive one, based upon the almost certainty that the enemy
must attack us, I suppose our policy would have been to have taken up a
strictly defensive line. In that case the line should have extended, as it was
ordered, from Cemetery ridge direct to Round 'rop, along the crest. If there
was fear of our left being turned, our line might have been thrown forward to
prevent the attempt, but that should have been done by placing it in eclzelon
instead of changing the direction of the line l1y throwing forward the right flank,
as was done of Sickles's corps. I suppose the occupation of that advanced
position compelled the enemy too attack us there, even if they had stilrted to
turn our left flank. I do not know enough about the numbers of the troops we
had there on our left at the time to judge what would have been the result of
the enemy turning our position, because I was so taken up with my own duties
that it was impossible for me to ]earn all those particulars. I know it Jed to a
very severe and a very bloody battle. And it gave great advantages to the
enemy on General Sickles's right flank, for they occupied the wood in front,
which I said to him must be in our possession, or at least not occupied by the
enemy.
On the whole, I cannot say whether it would have been better or not for him
to have remained behind. Excepting on that right flank, it was probably as
well to fight there as anywhere else. It would have been well, however, if the
general commanding had known of it sooner, so as to dispose of troops behind;
yet I was infor~ed that they came up in very good time. The only disposable
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supports at that time, as I understood, was the 5th corps. which was left in support of the 12th corps on the BaJtimore pike, and which was only to leavr there
wheu the Gth corps showed itself on that road. I have under::;tood, bnt I do
not know it of my own knowledge, tlmt the 6th corps came np in Yery goocl
time, or at least in sufficient time to enable General Sykes to move his corps
over to the left early. l\Iy attention was taken up so entirely with the artillery
that I did not take time to find out the position and strength of tile in! an try
trOOI:JS.
Question. Immediately after the final repulse of the enemy, on the 3d of
July, were we not in a condition to have attacked the enemy, and why was not
that done 1
Answer. I think we might have attacked the enemy there if the troops in
hand had been formed so that they could push forward at once. But our troo1JS
were very roughly handled where they were attacked. I thought that the troops
that were on the right of the point of attack, near the 2d corps, and which moved
out beyond their lines, and continued to move down the front of our line after
the fir::;t assault was repulsed, might have joined in an attack upon the right of
the enemy, of course taking the chances of his position.
On the evening of the 2d of July, when the re-enforcements came up, just at
dusk, I thought it would be well to move forward. But on the evening of the
3d I did not feel so J..lOSitive about it by any means, because I did not see a disposable force sufficie11tly large, immediately on the ground, to attack the enemy
in position in those woods, where I knew, from my experience of that day, that
they had more than one hundred guns in position, a much larger force of artillery
than we could bring to bear against them. And they had been planted behind
that wooJ long enough oo have made such defences as were found so effective where
the 12th corps was. It was one of those cases where it was a question of risk
and opportunity, ancl the general commanding must decide for himself whether
he will run the risk or not.
Question. At what hour on the 3d were the enemy finally repulsed?
Answer. \Vhat I looked upon as the final repulse-for his attacks afterwards
did not amount to much-was abont 4 o'clock. I suppose after that they
formed quite a heavy column of attack, which moved over and came within
about two hundred yardt'l of us. But the first troops, which came out on the
right of the 2d corps, had moved down towards their lines, and when the
enemy saw them they turned and ran back in confusion to their lines.
Question. Were you present at any council of war at Gettysburg after the
final repulse of the enemy 1
Answer. I was not J..lresent at any council at that time. I had no field officers,
and had so much duty to attend to that I was scarcely ever at headquarters at
the time those thing::; occnrrecl.
Question. "\Vhat i::; your OJ..linion as to an immediate attack upon the enemy,
or a pursuit if the enemy was retreating 1
Answer. My idea was that our cavalry should have been so nsed as to have
made that movement of his getting off almost impossible, although I perhaps
do not know enough of the country to decide who is to blame for that not having·
been done. On the 4th it stormed terribly, so that afternoon it would have
been almost impossible to move. "\Ve might have organized an attack on the
morning of the 4th if the general had seen reason to do so ; and, of course, had
we seen the enemy move we should have followed up at once. The moment
there was good reason to believe the enemy were withdrawing we sliould have
followed at once without losing any time.
By the chairman:
Question. Do you know whether the enemy u~ed oxen to get their artillery
on or off the field ?
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Answer. Not ~bat I know of. I never heard of it. I heard a great deal
about the ((nemy being out of ammunition, but I do not believe that.
Qu.estion. What supports hal their artillery after the repulse of their final
charge?
Answer. I do not know; they had the coYer of a wood. I do not know
what they had behind there. ]~rom the maps, and their works, and what I
afterwards eaw on the ground, I learned that they had rifle-pits, and troops in
them. Their artillery was very much cut up by our fire; their losses, both in
material and horses, were as great as ours. I saw graves, showing that our
fire had passed over the artillery and struck infantry supports. I found evidences of great loss es on their part; but what troops tlwy bad behind there r
do not know.
Question. Was the 6th corps in the :fight of the last day?
Answer. I do not think tbe 6th corps was engaged heavily; I do not
know very much about that corps. It came up and was in reserve. I know
its artillery was not much engaged, if at nll.
Question. vVhere was that corps stationed at the time of that final repulse?
Answer. On our left, as I heard. \Vh en I reached the extreme left, just before the cannonade commenced, I heard that General Sedgwick was near there,
and I meant to see him. I was prevented by the opening of the enemy's
fire, and the fact, until now, had escaped my memory.
Question. 'rhose troops were fresh ; had not been much engaged?
Answer. 'rhey were fresh so far as fighting, but not so far as marching was
concerned, for they had done very hard marching.
Question. Suppose an immediate and vigorous attack had been mad.e after
that repulse, what is your opinion as to their getting off their immense line of
artillery there 1
Answer. If the attack had been successful, we should most likely have
captured all of it. I do not know ·what would have been the result of the attack; but our troops were very good.
Question. vVere the troops in good. spirits ?
Answer. Our troops were in very good spirits.
Question. In your judgment, as a military man, what would have been the
effect of a sudden advance along our line after their repulse and retreat? What
would have become of their artillery 1
Answer. If ·we had been successful, we probably would have got all their
artillery, and I would have liked to see the attack made. It is very difficult to
give a decided opinion upon these matters. If I had been asked, I should
have ad vised an attack as soon as troops to make it could have been collected,
though I did not know all the conditions of our army. We must risk to win.
Question. You had got over the heavy fighting, and then was the time to
reap the harvest 1
Answer. Yes, sir, if circumstances would permit.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Were you consulted in relation to attacking the enemy while he
was at Williamsport ?
Answer. I was not.
Question. In your opinion, should or not an attack have been made upon the
enemy at Williamsport 1
Answer. I did not have an opportunity to examine the ground there, as I
was kept at the headquarters of the army. From what I could hear at the
time, I was in favor of moving up to our right and attacking the enemy. I was
told afterwards that the position the enemy occupied was a very strong one
from the charactc~r of the ground. It was described to me as rolling ground,
with ridges presented towards us, each of which could have been made a line
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of defence by the enemy ; but from all I conl<l learn, we could have got rid of
that difficulty by moving up to our right, and moving· down upon the ene:ny·
from that direction.
Question. Knowing as you did that the enemy had been repulsed, and were
falling back with the intent to recross the Potomac river, which at that time
was in a swollen conditiou, in your judgment should not such steps have been
taken as would have enabled you to attack that army, either before it made
the crossing, or while it was in the act of crossing 1
Answer. I thought then, and I have seen no reason since to change my
opinion, that a comparatively small force, which might have consisted mostly
of cavalry, with some infantry, could, if thrown across the river, whether from
that army, or pushed up from 1!-,rederick or from Washington, have prevented
their crossing, and have shut them up on the north side of the river, where
they would have been compelled to stand an attack from us-:-in which case we
could haYe taken our time about it, and we had a large force of artillery-or,
from all I heard of the character of the roads behind them, they would have
been compelled to abandon the most of their material, in order to escape up the
river, by the Hancock road, and cross above. I was then under the impression
that we shoulJ have made an attack.
Question. If we had attacked them at that point, and our attack had been
successful, it would have resulted in the destruction of that army, would it not 1
Answer. Yes, sir; or rather in the loss of much material and many men.
The destruction of an army is no easy matter.
·
Question. And. could we not have p1ade an attack in such manner as to have
vdthdrawn, in the event we had found ourselves unable to cope with the enemy
without any serious disaster to us 1
Amnver. I do not see why we could not have organized an attack, nor can I
see why such an attack could not have been maJe consistently with proper
precautions against a disaster in case of an adverse result. I will add that
these opinions are based on the facts of the case as then presented to my mind.
As I have already stated, I was not called into council, and I may not have
been in posf3es;:;ion of all the facts bearing on the subject aud rweessary to the
forming of a fOonnd j ndgmerit.

By ..l\Ir. Lo:-tn:
Question. \\.,.hat opportunities did you have for knowi11g what orders General
::\Ieade isf:ned from day to day, during the continnance of the battle of Gettysburg?
Answer. I recei,,ed from dn.y to day the circulars and orders that were issued
regarding the movements of troops involving those of the artillery; ancl I had
the same opportunities that others on his staff had. My headquarters arc with
the genernl, ant1 though I have not been so much with him as others have
been, still he conlcl lw.~·dly have given any orders affecting extensively the
movements of the army without my knowing them.
Quc·stion. I am speaking· now particularly of the battle of Gettysburg; were
yon the chief of artmcry there 1
·
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. "\Vere yon on General Ueade's staff as ehief of artillery 1
Answ·er. Yes, sir.
·
Question. At what time ·were you assigned to duty as chief of artillery on
General l\Ieade's staff?
Answer. On assuming command he found me chief of artillery of tho army.
I continued chief of artillery of the army; rto order was necessary to confirm
it, and none was issued.
Question. At what time were you appointed chief of artillery on the staff of
General Hooker 1
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Answer. He found me chief of artillery upon his assuming the command.
As such, I do not form part of the personal staff of the commander, but of the
general staff of the army.
·
Question. At what time did General Hooker appoint you as chief of artillmy
on his staff?
Answer. I will not say now that be appointed me at all; he found me there,
and I continued so.
Question. I understood you to say that you were upon his staff as chief of
artillery?
Answer. Yes, sir; that is, I have been chief of artillery of the army of tl1e
Potomac from September 5, 1862, to this time.
Question. At what time did he issue an order aesigning you to that dq.ty 1
Answer. I eannot remember positively that I was ever announced in orders;
I would continue on duty as chief of artillery until relieved.
Question. Did General Meade, on assuming command, assign to duty the
staff officers of General Hooker, in. the positions they occupied on General
Hooker's staff at the time General Meade took the command?
Answer. I have seen no orders from General Meade about the staff. He
brought his personal staff with him. He recognized or continued the chiefs of
"the staff" of artillery and of engineers as they stood when he took the command. At least he did not relieve me from my duties.
Qu<:>stion. Not having been assigned to any duty upon his staff, what particular facilities or opportunities did you have for knowing what orders he
issued during the three days' battlA at Gettysburg?
Answer. As chief of artillery of the· army of the Potomac I was furnished
with all the orders that it was necessary I should know for the movements of
the artillery, the positions they occupied, with the positions and movements of
the troo ps, so that I should know where they were. I suppose I had the same
facilities that any other person at headquarters had.
Question. Did you have any other facilities that you can name?
Answ·er. I was furnished with copies of all the orders that were issued.
Question. How do you know you received all the orders 1
Answer. I mean circular orders. I simply assume that I received {1.11 the
orders, because I received copies of all the orders that I saw or heard of. I
know of no general movements that took place of which I did not receive notice.
Question. Had you any means of knowing what pdvate orders General
Meade issued to corps commanders 1.
Answer. No, sir; I know nothing about bis private orders. vVhen his special
orders affect me I am furnished with them.
·
Question. Had you any means of knowing any orders or intentions of General l\Ieade, excepting such as were promulgated to officers occupying your
grade 1
.
Answer. No, sir, except so far as my position, which is independent of
grade, gives them to me, and 1vhat I can infer from the circumstances of the
case. ~Iy position, in this respect, would p:ut me on a footing with a corps
commander, or the chief of engineers; and in other armies the officer occupying
it would have the rank due to the position. r.rhe question is not one that can
be determined by the grade of the officer. I do not think that any orde~· in~
volving the movements of troops could have been given without my knowing it,
for the simple reason that the first thing to be provided for in falling back was
the movements of heavy trains of ammunition and the reserve artillery under
my charge, and which would be the first thing to see to. rrhere were some
very heavy guns left behind at 'Westminster. All wagons and supply trains of
every kind, including large portions of the medical wagons, were left behind, so
that there should be as little to cumber the roads as possible. . But it was necessary to bring up the artillery, and with that very large trains of ammunition.
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l\fy facilities for knowing of any orders relating to the general movements of
troops not only were as good, but I suppose better than those of most others in
one respect, because the movements of these trains were involved in any
such orders. I had all the facilities that any body about headquarters had.
Question. The same as the adjutant general?
Answer. No, sir; not perhaps the t:Jame as those who write the orders; I refer to others than those who write the orders; an order might be lo::t on its
way to me.
Question. Was it usual at that time, when special orders were sent to individual officers, to send copies to others whether they related to their action or
not?
Answer. No, sir; only those that related to their action.
Question. Then your means of knowledge related only to such general orders
as were issued to officers of your grade, and such special orders as related particularly to your arm of the service 1
Answer. '_rhat is all ; I mean to include officers of my position as well as
grade.
Question. Do I understand you rightly, that you were not present at the
council of war held on the night of the 2d of July 1
Answer. I was not present at the time, though I was sent for.
Question. Nor were you present at the next council?
Answer. I was present at no council held there.
By :M:r. Gooch :
Question. Will you give us an account of the important movements and operations of the army subsequent to the escape of Lee across the Potomac at
Williamsport 1
Answer. We moved down very much the sam0 route as we had done the
year before, taking possession of the different gaps. A portion of our force
passed through Manassas gap, and hacl an actirm near Front Royal, but found
that the most of the enemy had passed on and gone down in advance of us to
Warrenton, near which place we encamped until somewhere about the beginning
{)f September, I think, when we moved across the Rappahannock and took possession of Culpeper and beyond, nearly, if not quite; to the Rapidan. Some
time early in October, about the 8th or lOth, the enemy crossed the Rappahannoclc, turning our right, making for \Van·cnton, and we fell back across the
Rappahannock. rl'he next day Buford's cavalry, supported by Sedgwick's infantry, recrossed the Rappahannock and drove the enemy back, what was there,
not a very large force. vV e then continued our movement to Centreville, the
2d corps haviug quite an action at Bristow Station. The enemy declined to
attack, and, withdrawing, we followed them aml resumed our old positions on
the north of the Rappahannock. Afterwards, iu the beginning of November,
we again crossed the Rappahannock at Rappahannock Station and Kelly's ford,
and resumed very nearly the positions there we had occupied before. In the
latter part of November the army crossed the Rapidan at Germania ford, J acobs's ford, and Ely's ford, and moved through the Wilderness, up to what is
called Mine run. General 1!--,rench, on the right, was attacked on his march, and
prevented from effecting a junction with vVarren's corps, which was in the centre,
.and so postponed the attack upon the enemy for nearly, if not quite, all the
time in which an attack was practicable.
A day or two was spent after Sedgwick's corps and French's corps came up
in examining the ground and the position of the troops. The enemy made his
lines so strong that it became very imprudent, in the judgment of some of those
who examined them closely, to attack. Ho1vever, an attack was resolved on,
and on the morning of the day on which it wa~ tn have been made, an order was
given to attack at 8 o'clock, the signal of which was to be a cannonade from
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our right, which I was directed to open, with a view to clear Sedgwick's
point of attack from the enemy. The cannonade commenced, and was proceeding very satisfactorily, when I received orders to cease firing. I proceeded
then to headquarters, and asked the meaning of it. I wsts told by General Meade,
or by General Humphreys, that the attack had been suspended on account of
reports from our extreme left, under General vVarren.
We remained in that position that day, and on the night of the next day we
withdrew to our old positions on the north of the Rapidan.
Question. Do you know how the force of the enemy compared with ours
from the time we crossed the Rappahannock down to the present time 1
Answer. I do not. I have always understood that we were superior in numbers; that is, I have heard them estimated from 40,000 to 60,000, sometimes
70,000.
Question. Their forces during that time 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I have heard this since Longstreet't:1 command left.
Question. Do you know how their force compared with ours at the time they
advanced, and we fell back to Centreville 1
Answer. I do not know. I have never got any information that I could consider very reliable; but I was under the impression that we outnumbered them.
Question. Was there not during the movement back to Centreville any opportunity for us to have taken the aggressive, and made an attack upon the enemy,
with a re:1sonahle prospect of success 1
Answer. I think we might have taken the initiative, and moved over across
his line of movement towards \V arrenton, so far as I could see.
Question. Do you know whether that was ever contemplated by the general
commanding 1·
Answer. I do not think he ever contemplated it; I do not know whether he
considered it or not. There might have been other things to have caused him
to decide otherwise. Two or three different courses, I think, might have been
followed; we might have made a stand at any position. The object of the
enemy, probably, was to turn us and get possession of Centreville, and compel
us to attack him in a very advantageous position to himself. If that was the
case, and the general commanding felt that he could not be certain of the success of other movements, it would be better policy for him to fall back to
Crntreville, and take possession of it himself. In fine, any one of half a dozen
things might have been done, and the commanding general, I suppose, chose
the one which, in his judgment, was, unde-r the circnmstanceE, the best.
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W ASHINGTO~, April 8, 1864.
Major General J OH~ SEDGWICK sworn and examined.
[See testimony-" Army of the Potomac-General Hooker."]
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. \V ere you connected with the army of the Potomac at the time
General l\Ieade assumed the command 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Will you give us an account of the operations of the army from
that time forward until General Lee recrossed the Potomac 1
AnBwer. I do not know that I can give a detailed account of it, except so
far as my own corps was concerned. Frequently the corps were separated for
long distances, and I did not know the positions of the other corps.
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Question. Give us an accou:B.t of that which came under your own observation.
Answer. On the night of the 1st of J u]y my corps was at :Manchester, about
thirty miles from the field of Gettysburg. About 7 o'cloGk that night I received orders -from General Meade to march for ~raneytown, which at that time
was his headquarters. After proceeding about seven or eig·ht miles, I received
another order to make a forward march to Gettysburg, and I immediately commenced the movement. I arrived at. Gettysburg about 2 o'clock on the afternoon
of the 2d of July, having marched thirty-five miles from 7 o'clock the eveuing
previous. I Ieeeived on the way frequent messages from General l\Ieade to
push forward my corps as rapidly as possible, as a battle was imminent, and it
was important I should be there. I received no less than three messages by
his aids, urging me on. I arrived on the field, as I have said, about 2 o'clock.
I immediately reported to General Meade's headquarters, but found tl1at he
had gone out to the position of the 3d corps, and I waited until his return, a
few minutes, to see him ; for I knew nothing about the dispositions of the troops
at that time. General Meade said that he had been out to the front ; that
General Sickles had not taken the position he had directed, but had moved out
from a quarter to three-quarters of a mile in advance. I asked General Meade
why he had not ordered him back. He replied that it was then too late ; that
the enemy had opened the battle.
I received my orders from him, and returned to my corps to carry them into
execution. 'I'he orders were to take a position near the left of the line, between
the 5th and 3d corps. But General Sickles, in the mean time, had been forced
back, leaving an opening that was filled up by, I think, a portion of the 5th
corps. A portion of my corps went in and occupied the position the 5th corps
had left. We arrived there just in time to throw two brigades into line of battle
and assist in checking and repulsing the enemy.
My corps did not take any important part in the battle of Gettysburg. It
was frequently sent to different parts of the field to re-enforce and support other
troops that were more vigorously engaged.
On the morning of the 5th, as soon as it was ascertained that the enemy were
retreating, I was ordered with my corps in pursuit, ancl pursued them as far as
Fairfield, perhaps eight miles, when I was recalled, and joined the rest of the
army in its movement.
Question. vVere you present at any councils of war at Gettysburg?
Answer. Yes, sir; at two
Question. Please state at what councils you were present, and what was done
in those councils.
Answer. I think the first Muncil was on the 2d of July, at night. The question submitted, I believe, was, whether we should attack the enemy, or wait in
position and receive an attack. 'I'he decision was pretty much unanimous that
we should receive the attack.
Question. Were you present at any other council there ?
Answer. I think there was one on the evening of tl~e 4th of July, in which
the question was whether we should pursue the enemy directly, or move in a
parallel line and endeavor to cut him off, or attack him. I believe the council
were unanimous to move on a parallel line.
Question. \.Vhen the enemy hacl been finally repulsed, on the 3d of July, why
was he not immediately pursued and attacked by our army ·1
Answer. He held a very strong position. I presume he was with equal force
to our own. I clo not think it would have been expedient to have attacked him.
I think that was pretty much the opinion of most of the general officers present there.
Question. Can you tel1 how many men we had who could have participated
in an attack at that time ?
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Answer. I think our army 1:mmbered 55,000 infantry, and perhaps 12,000 or
L5,000 cavalry and artillery; that included our whole force. Of course, they
were, most of them, available.
Question. Do yon think the enemy had that number of effective men after
that final repulse 1
Answer. I believe they had ; and that was the general opinion.
Question. Have you any knowledge of the preparation of any order for the
withdrawal of the army at any time during the battle of Gettysburg, or theretreat of the army from the position it then held 1
Answer. I never heard of any such order until within the last four weeks ;
and when I first heard it I denied most positively that any such order could
have been given. I was the second in command there, and reported to General
Meade at a critical time; and if he contemplated so important a move, he would
have informed me. Besides, his urging my corps forward shows that he intended
to fight the battle there. General Meade undoubtedly was apprehensive that
the enemy might turn his flank ; and in that event he would have had to take
up a new position; but I do not think he ever contemplated any retreat.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Had it been the intention of the commrrnding general to retreat the
army, was not the order to you to come up in direct conflict with any snch intended movement 1
Answer. It certainly was. In the course of the night of the 1st and the
morning of the 2d of July I received no less than three verbal messages from
him to hurry up with all possible despatch.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Where was your corps stationed during the battle of the third
day, relative to the point of attack, for instance 1
Answer. I had two bdgades stationed between two divisions of the 5th corps,
on the left of the point of attack as we faced the enemy. I had three brigades
on the left of the Round Top, beyond the divisions of the 5th corps of which I
have spoken. My othe1: brigades were detached to different parts of the field in
support of troops actively engaged.
Question. You bad five brigades of yours convenient to the point of attack 1
Answer. Yes, sir, in close vicinity.
Question. 'l'he 5th corps was there 1
Answer. The 5th corps occupied the Round rrop, and to the right.
Question. What troops occupied the valley to the right of Round Top, where
the enemy made their assault 1
Answer. A portion of the 5th corps, two brigades of my corps, the 3d and 2d
corps, commanded by Gen. Hancock.
Question. The enemy made their assault there about 2 or 3 o'clock on the
evening of the 3d, and that assault was repulsed?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what condition did that repulse leave the artillery of the enemy
at that time 1
Answer. I have no means of knowing ; I was not on that part of the field.
Question. You do not know the condition it was left in 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did you receive any orders that evening to pursue the enemy after
they were repulsed '?
Answer. I dicl not receive any.
Question. Do you know whether General Sykes received any such orders 1
Answer. :My impression is that General Sykes was ordered to send out a
strong reconnoitring party to ascertain if the enemy were retreating, or if he
could force them to retreat.
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Question. Was that order obeyed 1
Answer. It was. I was present with General Sykes when he gave the order,
and was present when the troops returned. They met the enemy in c8nsiderable
force, which checked them, :wd the force then returned.
Question. At what time in the evening did that force return ·?
Answer. I cannot state with any certainty.
Question. Do you know at what point they met the enemy in force to check
them 1
Answer. It was directly in fi·ont of the position which General Sykes occupied on the right of Hound Top.
Question. After the assault had been repulsed, Jo yon know any reason why
General Sykes's corps could not have continued to drive the retreating enemy 1
Answer. I do. It is not likely that the whole of their forces were engaged
in that assault, and that the troops General Sykes's forces met were no p<trt of
the assailing· party, and were in such position as to check his troops.
Question. If I remember rightly, you said you were present when General
Sykes gave the order to a part of his command to advance 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Questiou. At what time was that 1
Answer. I think it was soon after the attack, but I cannot remember the
hour; it might have been 4 o'clock-perhaps a little later.
By :M:r. Gooeh :
Question. Did those troops return before dark 'l
An:3wer. I think they returned about dark. They had a very sharp skirmish; I was in a position where I could see it.
Question. "\Vill you state why the enemy was not attaeked at Williamsport
by our army 1
Answer. 'l'hey oecupiecl a very strong position there. I think they were at
that time quite as strong as we were, for we had l'eeeived no re-enforcements.
In the council held there I voted against any attack, and my subsequent information confirmed me in the opinion that I was right in so voting: that the
enemy oceupied too strong a position for General Meade to attack.
Question. "\Vhat subsequent information did you get?
Answer. In passing over the ground they had oecupied and seeing their
works.
Question. You knew at that time that it was the intention of General Lee to
cross hii;t army over the Potomac, if possibl e 1
Answer. I presumed he had retreated to that point for that purpose.
· Question. Did not the fact that he was intending to crqss that Tiver afford
you a very favorable opportunity to attack him wbile he was in the act of
crossing, and why was it that he was permitted to escape without being attacked 1
Answer. He occupied a very strong position in fi·ont of' Williamsport, and he
withdrew in the night. It eertainly would have been very advantageous to
have attacked him while he was withdrawing, but not while he was in position
there. I believe if we had att:leked him we would haYe receiYecl a severe
repulse.
Question. "\Vas it impossible to a~certain when he commenced the movement
of his army across the Potomac.?
Answer. I do not know that it was impossible, but I think it was impraeticable.
Question. vVhy so ?
Answer. vVe could not force his lines to ascertain what was behind him. I
think we had information afterwards that he wa~ two or three days in crossing
over hi::; sick and wounded, and bringiug over supplies both of ammunition and
mtions.
Question. Bringing supplies over to the liiaryland side?
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Answer. Yes, sir ; I think our information was that he at least rrceived supplies of ammunition from the other side.
QuE-stion. Was it before or after it was possible for us to have made the
attack that he received those supplies 1
Answer. During the time he was occupying that position. All the time he
was lying there I think he was transporting his sick, and probably his baggage,
to the Virginia side; and the small number of boats he had to take them over
brought back ammunition and probably other supplies.
Question. Ooulcl not an attack have been made upon l1im sufficient to ascertain his strength without endangering our forces 1
Answer. I scarcely know how to answer that question.
Question. I will say-without seriously endangering our forces 1
Answer. It is very difficult to withdraw troops after they have once become
seriously engaged, without having them severely handled. I recollect the vote
of the different officers composing the council of' war regarding the attack.
Question. What was that vote 1
Answer. General Wadsworth represented General Newton, who was commanding the 1st corps. General vV ads worth voted for an attack; General
Howard also voted for an attack. Those were the only two corps c11mmanders
who did vote for it. The others all strongly opposed it. I think General
Pleasanton, in command of the cavalry corps, voted for it ; and I believe
General lVIeH.de expressed himself in favor of an attack, but of course he did
not vote. He acquiesced in the decision of the council. Whether General
Meade expressed himself so at the council or not I am not positive, but I am
sure he did in conversation with me.
Question. What preYented our placing troops on the south side of the Potomac sufficient in number to so far impede the crossing of the enemy as to enable
the main body of our army to attRck him while making the crossing 1
Answer. I do not think that we had the troops; but I think that as soon as
possible bridges were bid at Harper's Ferry, and General Meade ordered all
the cavalry, or at least such portion of it as he could spare, to cross over, and
probably if he had other troops they would have been ordered over.
By l\Ir. Odell:
Question. In this council of war at Williamsport, where the question was
discussed of attacking th.e enetpy there, did or not this consideration enter into
your deliberations-the exposed condition of Baltimore and the capital, should
you attack and be repulsed 1
·
Answer. It did in mine, and I presume it did with the others.
Question. If you had been repulsed and defeated, was there any force between
yon ancl the capital that would hq_ve resisted the progress of the enemy 1
Answer. I know of none.
Question. Had you any evidence, at any time during or after the battle of
Gettysburg, that the enemy were destitute of ammunition 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not kn0w of any. I did understand at \.Yilliamsport,
w bile lying there, that the batteaux that crossed over their sick Rnd wounded
returned with ammunition; I understood that from citir:ens of Williamsport,
who resided there; I heard it myself at the time.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Will you give us a concise account of the operations of the army
subsequent to the crossing of Lee's army over the Potomac 1 I do not desire
a detailed statement of everything, but a concise account of such movements
a 1d o e · ·· . ~~ deem of importance .
.r nswer. I have not thought of that matter much of late, and I have none of
my papers with me.
l\Ir. Goocn.-You can then prepare such a statement and append it to your
testimony, when the m:mn~cript of what you have already given shall be submitted to you for revieion.
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Subsequently the witness furnished the committee the following:
Answer. After crossing the Potomac the army moved in the valley cast of
the Blue Ridge to the Rappahannock. In September, crossed the Rappahannock and moved to the Rapidan. About October 10 the enemy crossed the
Rapidan on the right and moved to gain our rear. 'l'he army Gll back andrecrossed the Rappahannock. r:I'he movement of the enemy continuing, the army
retired and took position on the heights of Centreville to receive attack. No
attack was made. The army again advanced on the 19th of October and reoccupied the line of the Rappahannock. On the 7th of November the passage
of the Rappahannock was forced at two points, and the enemy retired behind
the Rapidan. On the 26th of N overnber the army crossed the Rapidan at
Germania and Jacobs's fords in two columns. The enemy was encountered by
the advance of the right column at Locust Grove; a partial engagement ensued. 'l'he enemy abandoned the :field during the night. The next day the army
was concentrated and moved forward, and found the enemy occupying a strong
position on Mine run. Early the following morning General Warren moved
with a portion of the army to gain the enemy's right, and during the ensuing
night I was ordered with the 5th and 6th corps to move to the right for the
purpose of turning and attacking the enemy's lef~;. It was ascertained that the
position in front of General Warren was too strong to be attacked with reasonable hope of success. 'l'he condition of the weather and our supplies rendered
further delay exceedingly hazardous, and the army recrossed the Rapidan, and
resumed its former position between the two rivers. On the Gth of .February,
1864, in obedience to orders fi·om Washington, another crossing of the Rapidan
was made for the purpose of creating a diversion in favor of a movement to be
made by General Butler on Richmond. A portion of one corps was thrown
across, forcing the passage with a loss of about 250 men, and held the opposite
bank until the time fixed for the termination of General Butler's movement.
rrhe troops then returned to their former camps. where they have since remained.
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WASHrNGTON, April 18, 1864.
Brigadier General SETH vVILLJAMS sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. \Vhat is your present rank and position in the army?
Answer. I am a lieutenant colonel in the adjutant general's department of the
regular army, a brigadier general in the volunteer service, and at present on
duty as assistant adjutant general of the army of the Potomac.
Question. How long have you been connected with the army of the Potomac?
Answer. Since its organization.
Question. You are now on the staff of General Meade?
Ans\ver. Yes, sir. During the time General Burnside was in command I was
inspeetor general of the adjutant general's department.
Question. We have been inquiring into the administration of thnt army from
the time General I\Ieade took command until the present time, and we desire
your account of what took place under your observation. In the first place, I
will ask \vhat do you know in regard to the plan of the battle of Gettysburg?
Answer. I think when GenerallVIeade took command of the army his firEt
idea was to move in the direction of the Susquehanna, supposing that he would
there find the army of General Lee. But subsequent information induced him
to move towards Gettysburg, and he put the army in motion in that direction.
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Question. There has been a great deal said as to what General Meade's intentions and purposes were, and what dispositions of troops he intended to make,
and whether he intended to fight the battle where it was fought or somewhere
else. I do not know whether it is very material, but such questions have been
made. What do you know in regard to those points 1
Ap.swer. I think that as soon as General Meade heard that the enemy was
moving in the direction of Gettysburg, and as soon as he learned the general
result of the engagement on the 1st of July in front of Gettysburg, and the
character of the ground at Gettysburg, he made up his mind to fight the battle
at that place, and he concentrated the army there with all possible rapidity. I
think his orders were all in accordance with that idea.
Question. Have you now, with you, any of the orders that were issued on that
battle-field 1
Answer. No, sir ; I did not bring them. I did not know that the committee
desired to have them.
Question. We told General Meade that we desired you to bring with you all
the papers relating to that battle. How happened it that the battle took place
where it did 1
Answer. I do not think that either General Lee or General Meade had at first
any idea as to where the battle would be fought. I think General Meade was
desirous to bring on the battle at the earliest possible moment, and with as much
advantage to himself, of course, as might be attainable. He learned that the
position at Gettysburg was a good position for a battle, and he assembled his
troops and put them in position there, designing to fight the battle out at that
place.
Question. Do you not consider that the ground on which that battle was fought
was well chosen 1
Answer. Remarkably well chosen.
Question. What do you know about the disposition of General Sickles's corps
there?
Answer. Of my personal knowledge I know nothing. I only know what I
heard at the time and what I have heard since, that General Sickles did not
assume the exact position which General Meade designed he should take up,
but extended his left considerably in ad vance of the ground it was intended he
should occupy. I was not on that part of the field, and do not personally know
anything about the disposition made of the third corps.
Question. You were with General Meade during the battle 1
Answer. I was with him at the field headquarters, but did not always accompany him to the front, and was generally left at headquarters to prepare and
send out orders and instructions, as well as to receive and dispose of communications addressed to me by the different commanders. On the third day I was
with General Meade on the field a considerable portion of the time.
Question. Is there anything pertaining to that battle in any part of the field
that you would be likely to know that he did not see or know 1
Answer. I think not. I was not over the field except when with him;, my
duties requirec1 me to be at the field headquarters for the most part.
Question. Were you there when the final charge was made by the enemy on
.
the third day~
Answer. I was at the field headquarters a part of the time, and a part of the
time with General Meade as he rode along the line.
Question. Do you know anything about an order on the 2d of July to withdraw the army 1
.Answer. 'J.1he orders for the movements of the army, under the present arrangement, are generally prepared by the chief of staff, and the manuscripts of the
orders are turned over to me to have copies prepared for those to whom they
are to be distributed, and I am held responsible that the orders are correctly
Part I--30
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copied, and that they are delivered to the persons for whom they are intended.
In regard to the order of the 2d of July, to the best of my recollection and
belief, the chief of staff either handed to me or to my clerk an order looking to
a contingency which poseibly might happen of the army being compelled to
assume a new position. rro the best of my belief such an order was prepared,
and I presume it may have been signed by me, and possibly the copies may
have been prepared for the corps and other commanders. Orders of such a
character are usually made out in manifold in· order to save time. The particular order in question, however, was never distributed; no vestige of it is to be
found among any of the records of my office, and it must have been destroyed
within a day or two after it was prepared. I have no reason to suppose, other
than the fact that the order was given to me or my clerk by the chief of staff,
that General Meade had any knowledge of it. It was not for me to look beyond
the orders of the chief of staff. Whether or not a copy of that order was given
to Major General Butterfield, who was then acting as chief of staff, I am unable
to say, and I cannot certainly state whether the rough draught was ever handed
back to him. I only know that there is nothing in relation to that order to be
found among the records in my charge. The order was never recorded, or
issued in any sense. I do not now remember the exact tenor of the order, but
to the best of my belief it was an order which, if carried out, would have involved a retrograde movement of the army.
Question. What was the condition of our troops after the battle ended on
the third day there 1
Answer. So far as I could see, the troops were in an efficient condition, although
our losses had been very heavy.
Question. I mean in what spirits were our troops 1
Answer. The troops were in fine spirits as far as I had an opportunity of
obt~erving.

Question. At what time on the third day did it become known that the enemy
were retreating 1
Answer. I do not think it was exactly known at all during that day that the
enemy was actually on the retreat. The enemy had fallen back to the woods
from which he emerged when he made the attack. I do not think it was until
the next morning and along in the forenoon that we were ' certain he had abandoned his positioPl.
Question. What is your opinion as a military man 1 Ought our army to have
advanced or not as soon as it was ascertained the enemy were retreating 1
Answer. I think that as soon as we found out certainly what direction the
enemy had taken, orders to march were given for the purpose of coming up
with him again by the way of the South Mountain passes.
Question. After the army had reached Williamsport, what was the reason
that a general attack was not ordered before the enemy recrossed the Potomac 1
Answer. I was not present at any of the consultations that General Meade
had with his chief of staff or with Us corps commanders, and I am unable to
say what influenced his action on that occasion.
Question. You have been a long time in the service. As a military man,
what is your opinion as to whether the enemy should have been attacked before
they recrossed the river 1
Answer. Inasmuch as I did not see the ground at the time, I do not think
my opinion would be entitled to the same weight as the opinion of those who
did see it. From what I have heard I think the enemy had a very strong position indeed, and that it is doubtful whether we could possibly have carried it.
I was not at the extreme front, but I have always understood that the position
held by the enemy was naturally a very strong one, and that an attack upon
it, when fortified, would be by no means certain of success.
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Question. Have you the custody of the despatches and orders written and
issued during that period 7
Answer, Yes, sir.
Question. Where are they now 1
Answer. The most of the papers are in an office we have in this city.
Question. W onld they throw any light upon any of these subjects 1
Answer. I think General Meade has already handed to the committee the
most of the papers they would desire to have. He certainly has had me make
copies of the most essential papers.
Question. If you think of anything else in regard to that battle and campaign which will throw any light upon the subject, will you please state it 7
Answer. I have not much personal knowledge respecting the plan of the
campaign and its principal operations, except what I have derived from the
orders and instructions issued as they have passed through my hands. l think
General Meade's intention, after assuming command of the army, was to fight
a battle as soon as possible, and he moved the army with great rapidity, and,
as I supposed, with that object in view. His design was to bring on a battle,
but at the same time to gain for himself, of course, what advantage he could in
the way of position, presuming the enemy to be equal or a little superior to
himself in effective force.
Question. The understanding was that the troops of the enemy were equal
in numbers to ours 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think so. I think it was supposed that, numerically, he
was a little stronger than we were.
Question. What was the reason that before that battle our army was not
strengthened by the troops around Washington, Baltimore, &c 7
Answer. I am unable to say; I have no idea as to the reasons that controlled
the authorities in the matter.
Question. Do you know whether that subject was ever mooted among the
officers 1
Answer. I think the impression was that it was one of those occasions when
all troops that could possibly be spared from other points should be sent to the
army. When the army crossed the Potomac there was some little anxiety as
to wbere the battle would be fought and how re-enforcements could be forwarded.
I think General Meade himself expected to fight the battle somewhere on the •
Susquehanna or in that direction.
Question. You continued with our army after the enemy recrossed the Potomac until our army went to Culpeper? ·
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And were with our army when it retreated from Culpeper back to
Centreville 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
•
Question. What was the cause of that retreat as you understood it 1
Answer. General Meade received information that led him to suppose that
the enemy was moving to turn his position at Culpeper, and he fell back in order
to place himself between the confederate army and Washington ; and it was
his design, on finding himself in that position, to then fight the enemy wherever
he could do so to advantage .
. Question. Have you any knowledge of the strength of Lee's army at that
trme 1
Answer. I have not. I have been under the impression that the fighting
portion of his army was neady equal to that of our own army.
Question. Do you know what the strength of our army was at that time 1
Answer. I do not remember what it was at that particular time. The strength
of the army varieR from month to mouth.
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By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Did you have any conference whatever with General Meade, at
any time during the operations at Gettysbmg, in relation to an order for a withdrawal of the army from that place 1
Answer. No, sir, none at all. I have very good reason to suppose that General Meade knew nothing of the existence of such an order.
Question. Why did you suppose that 1
Answer. I think all his actions that day lead irresistibly to the conclusion
that he intended to fight at Gettysburg, because the 6th corps, some distance in
the rear, was hurried up, orders were repeatedly sent to the commander of the
corps to move up as rapidly as possible, and all of General Meade's arrangements looked to fighting the battle in the position in which it was finally fought.
Question. When you received the order and had the copies prepared, were
you instructed at that time not to issue them; or what would have been the
regular course 1
·
Answer. To the best of my belief .the chief of staff handed me or my clerk
the manuscript of the order, with the understanding that no copies were to be
sent out until I received further instructions from him, and I infer this from the
fact that no copies of the order were sent out. The order was prepared a short
time before the engagement on that day commenced. I only know such an
order was in fact never issued.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. If General Meade had intended to have retired his army, would
you have known it 1
Answer. I must have known it, because I should have seen the preparations
going on around me-should have seen the ammunition and other trains sent
to the rear; and I should doubtless have had something to do with, or some
knowledge of, the instructions issued for such a movement.
Question. Would he have ordered his troops to come forward 1
Answer. I should suppose not, because he would have been blocking up the
road. I have no idea that he could for a moment have entertained the idea of
withdrawing, except as a la3t extremity. I think if he gave any orders it was
that the country might be explored for the purpose of ascertaining in what direction the army should fall back in case we were compelled to do so. All that I
saw led me to believe that General Meade fully intended to fight the battle at
Gettysburg.
Question. Was it not the part of a prudent commander to ascertain the avenues of retreat in case of disaster 1
Answer. Tn my opinion it would have been his duty as a skilful commander
to prepare to meet every contingency that might happen, and to gain all the
information with respect to the country that he might be able to obtain, so that
in the event of the occurrence of the alternative of a disaster the army might
move in the direction determined upon without any confusion. I have no reason
to suppose that General Meade expected a reverse.

Testimony

of

Brigadier General S. W. Crau?ford.
APRIL

27, 1864.

Brigadier General S. W. 0 RA WFORD sworn and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
,
Question. General, will you state what your present employment is; if you
are in the army; what your rank is, aftd what command you are connected
with 1
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Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, in command of the third
division, 5th army corps. I have been in command of that division since last
April.
Question. Go on, now, in a narrative form, and state what you know of the
battle of Gettysburg; how you got to the field, and what occurred there.
Answer. I was ordered to join the army of the Potomac from the defences
of Washington, and I carried along two brigades of the division, the first and
third; the second, though placed under my orders, was detailed at the solicitation of the authorities in Alexandria, General Slough refusing to allow the
colonel commanding that brigade to obey the orders I had sent him to join me
on the Leesburg turnpike. I marched forward and crossed the Potomac at
Edward::;'s ferry the following day. I received, in crossing the Potomoc, orders
to report to the 5th c8rps, General Meade commanding. I joined the army of
the Potomac on June 28, 1863, at Frederick, Maryland, when General Meade
had assumed command of the whole army. We lay for two days at Frederick,
and the whole army was placed in motion. I was in the rear division of the corps,
and on the evening of the 1st of July I marched through Hanover and along the
roacl through McSherrystown, marching until between two and three o'clock in
the morning, and bivouacked at a town called Brush town; itnd before dawn on
Thursday, the 2d of July, a staff officer of General Sykes, then commanding
the corps, rode to my headquarters and directed me to march my men, without
giving them any coffee, at once to the field. I placed the column in motion
and arrived before noon in the rear of the other divisions of the corps. They
were on a spot called Wolf's hill, near Rock creek, and to the left of the Baltimore and Gettysburg turnpike, in rear of the order of battle, behind the first
and second divisions of the 5th corps. I there rested my men. About twelve
o'clock I received an order from General Sykes, stating that I was to go to
the fif' ld with my division at three o'clock, and that a staff officer would come
to indicate to me the road to the field of battle-that part of it to which he
wished me to go with my division. My division was to follow the second division of regulars. At three o'clock, no staff officer having reported to me, I
placed the column in motion; went to the left around Wolf's hill, and struck a
road running along the woods. The regular division were marching on my left,
but were suddenly halted and marched to the right. As this did not lead
towards the field of battle, in my judgment, I did not follow, expecting the officer to arrive who would show me the proper place to go. At this moment an
officm· arrived, very much excited; pointed over in the direction of some bills,
which were directly in my front, and said that the enemy were attacking those
hills; that it was most important to hold them, and that the troops there were in
need of assistance. I asked him who he was. He said he was Captain Moore,
of General Meade's staff. I said to him, "Very well, that is sufficient authority
for me. If you give me General .Meade's order 1 will go at once, if you will show
me the direction. I am expecting an officer from General Sykes's staff, who commands the corps, to show me the way be wishes the division to go; but if you give
me General Meade's order I will go at once." He said," I cannot give you General Meade's order." I said, "There are some general officers to my right. General
Slocum is there, commanding the 12th corps. Bring me his order, and I will go.''
He galloped down the road, and in a few minutes returned with the order
from General Slocum. I moved the column rapidly with him, and arrived in
a few moments on the field. I crossed the Taneytown road, on a cross-road
running from it to the Emmettsburg road, and to the right of Little Round Top.
I rode at once and reported to General Sykes. He said to me be was gratified
to see I was so promptly upon the field, and that the other division had just
come up. He directed me to mass my command in a field of scrub oak, to the
right, and bold them in readiness for any movement. Before I could complete
the movement I received an order from him to move to the left, across this
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cross-road that runs from Emmettsburg to the Taneytown road, and there to
support our men, in case they were compelled to fall back. I crossed the road
and formed my division on the slope of Little Round Top, to the right of the
summit. The movement was scarcely completed before I received another
order from General Sykes, directing me to send a brigade to my left and rear,
to the support of a brigade of Barnes's division, which had demanded re-enforcements. I detached the 3d brigade, under Colonel J. W. Fisher, consisting of
five regiments, and gave him the order to go at once to report to the officer
commanding that brigade. At this moment the firing was exceedingly hea,·y
in our front; some of my men had fallen. I heard the cheers of the enemy,
and looking in front, across a low ground, I saw our men retreating in confusiou ;
fugitives were flying across in every direction; some of them rut:Jhed through
my lines. I then ordered one of the regiments that belonged to ~"'isher's
brigade, which had not yet marched to the left, to remain with McCandless, of
the 1st brigade. 'l'he plain in front was covered with the flying men. The
1·egular division had marched out past my left flank. A wheat fieJd lay betw~n two masses of woods directly in my front. A stone wall skirted these
roads from right to left. The enemy in masses were coming across this wheat
field, having drive.n everything before them. Their line of skirmishers bad
crossed the stone wall, and their column was coming across the low ground
towards the bills upon which we stood. I orderecl an immediate charge upon
the enemy by the whole division. 'l'he division moved forward at once; two
volleys were fired, when the whole command started at a double quick. We
met the enemy on the low ground, drove them back to the stone wall, for the
possession of which there was a short struggle, and at which two regiments,
which had been massed on the flanks of the 1ine, were deployed, drove th e
enemy through the woods and over the wheat field, over to the ridge beyond.
The line was there permanently established. I sent back to General Sy kcs
arid begged him to send me supports; that I had advanced far ahead of our
line and driven the enemy back, and that I nePded support. He said he had
none to send. I returned myself at a later period, and again asked him for
supports. He said he would wait until morning, and if he then saw fit he
would send them. At this moment I met an aid from Colonel Rice, who succeeded to the command of Vincent's brigade, and to whom the regiments of
}Tisher's brigade had been sent. He said he came from Colonel Rice to say
that a hill in his front was yet unoccupied by our troops, and he wanted to
occupy it. I asked him who Colonel Rice was. He replied that be was· with
those troops on that hill, pointing to Little Round Top hill. I told him I wns
going there. On my way I met an aid of Colonel Fisher, who stated that the
hill was occupied by the enemy, not in great force, and representing the
necessity of taking it. I rode at once to the summit of Little Round 'l'op,
where I met Colonel Fisher, and asked him in regard to this. He informed
me that the enemy was at the bill in advance, which is the main top; that he
could hear him moving about up there, and that he would like permission tu
move up his regiments there and take it. It was of vital importance to take
this hill. I directed Colonel ~~isher to take two of his r egiments and deploy
a line of skirmishers, and move up and occupy the hill. He 1\eplied that
Colonel Rice desired to co-operate with him in the movement. I told him I
had no objection, but to move up the hill at once, before it got any darker. I
then rode back to my command.
Question. Where did you remain on Thursday night 1
,
Answer. I was in advance of Little Round Top with the command that had
carried the wheat field.
Question. Did Colonel Fisher take the main Round 'l'op that night 1
Answer. Fisher remained there that night.
Question. Your command lay on the ridge where they crossed the wheat field?
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Answer. They lay in advance of the stone wall. I had driven the enemy
back, and the left of our line was secure.
Colonel Fisher reported to me that he deployed the 20th Maine in his front
as skirmishers, and moved up with the 5th and 12th regiments to occupy the
Round Top. I found them on its summit in the morning.
Question. If I understand you rightly, your men were in advance at the stone
wall, and Fisher occupied the Round Top 1
Answer. Yes, sir. That was the relative position of the forces tha~ night.
The command held its position all night. Bartlett's division of the 6th corps
were, early on Friday morning, moved up in support of my advanced line. No
attempt was made by the enemy on the extreme left during Friday. rrhe prisoners taken belonged to Anderson's and McLaws's divisions of Longstreet's
corps. On the afternoon of Friday General Meade came to the Little Round
Top. He was accompanied by several general officers. He asked what command it was that was occupying the line of the stone wall. He was anewered
that it was my division. He directed General Sykes to order me to advance
and clear the woods in my front; that if I found too strong a force I was not
to engage them. I directed the command at once to advance. It consisted of
McCandless's brigade, and one regiment of Fisher's brigade-the 11th of Fisher's
brigade. Hardly had the men unmasked from the hill, before a battery of the
enemy, stationed on a ridge beyond the wheat field, opened with grape and
canister. I directed Colonel McCandless to deploy a strong body of skirmishers towards the battery, and discover whether there was any strong infantry
support; if not, to advance with his command and take the battery. As soon
as the skirmishers opened fire on the cannoneers, the battery limbered up and
fled. I then formed a line and directed it to cross the wheat field and clear the
w0ods. In doing this they came upon a brigade of Hood's division under General Anderson or General Bonham, composed of Georgia troops; they attacked
them, capturing over 260 prisoners, the battle flag of the 15th Georgia, retaking
nearly all the ground that had been lost, and over 7,000 stand of arms. besides
one 12-pound Napoleon gun and three caissoiJs, and all the wounded, which
had lain entirely uncared for. We permanently held that line. Hood's division was driven entirely off for a mile distance.
Question. What time during the day was this on Friday 1
Answer. Towards evening.
Question. Will you state about the time that General Meade directed you to
make this charge 1
Answer. It was about half past four or five o'clock.
Question. You had remained, then, from the night before, up until about five
o'cloek, holding that position, without any orders to change?
Answer. Ycs, sir.
Question. State what was your relative position to that of General Hancock,
of the 2d corps, on Friday.
Answer. General Hancock was on my right; how far I do not know.
Question. Who was on your immediate right, between you and Hancock 1
Answer. The 6th corps, I think. There were so many that came and
changed again that I cannot say positively.
Question. During Friday while you were lying at the stone wall, can you tell
who it was that was on your immediate right in the direction of our line of
~~1
.
Answer. I think I was next to Hancock's corps, though I believe I saw
Newton there, and I think a fragment of the 1st corpA was there.
Question. Where was Sedgwick's corps 1
Answer. In my rear, in the rear of the Round Tops, in rear of the line of
battle entirely.
Question. Did you see that charge made upon the 2d corps 1
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Answer. I witnessed it. It was made upon Hancock's corps.
Question. State if, while in your position, you were in advance of the line of
battle, relatively, to Hancock's position 1
Answer. I was in advance of Hancock's position. I was on the right flank
of the charging line of Pickett when making the charge upon Hancock's corps;
but I was some distance from it, so as to leave a space of considerable extent
between us. The enemy left a gap between Hood's division and a division on
his left.
Question. What time was it that Hancock repulsed that charge on Friday 1
Answer. r_rhat was about noon, or a little after it. There had been a terrible
bombardment all day, and the enemy moved immediately after it.
Question. After that repulse what prevented the 5th and 6th corps following
up the enemy?
Answer. the repulse at night 1
Question. After that on Friday. After the repulse of the charge on Hancock's command, I understand they were repulsed 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Now, if I understand, Sedgwick was in your rear. What was to
prevent the unemployed men of the 5th and 6th corps being thrown right on the
retreating enemy 1
Answer. Nothing at all, that I know of.
Question. What was the condition of their artillery at the time of their repulse 1 If I understand it, they had massed their artillery there, and bad opened
a very heavy bombardment on our lines, and after firing for an hour or so they
organized this assaulting column and made this charge. In what condition did it
leave their artillery as regards supports, and what prevented its capture 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Can you tell whether there were supports for that artillery 1
Answer. I cannot. They opened 140 or 150 pieces, I think. It was as heavy
a bombardment as I ever saw except that at Fort Sumter.
.Question. You know of nothing to prevent the unemployed portion of the 5th
and 6th corps from pursuing the broken columns of Pickett's division 1
Answer. 'l'here was nothing, to my knowledge, to prevent it.
Question. What further occurred 1
Answer. I remained on the field all that night, holding this advanced line.
'The enemy made no further demonstr:;ttions. The next morning their picket
line was there quite close to us. On the morning of Saturday a reconnoissance
was ordered, which cone.isted of the regular division and some supports. They
advanced a short distance beyond my line, developed the enemy's line of battle,
and returned.
Question. Where was that line of battle found on Saturday morning 1
Answer. I cannot say. I did not go with them, but Colonel Day, who made
the reconnoissance, told me that the enemy were there.
Question. Did you ascertain why they were not attacked the next morning 1
Answer. No, sir, I did not.
Question. What time did Lee's retreat commence 1
Answer. On the morning of Sunday I was ordered to advance my picket line,
and to find the position of the enemy. The picket lines on my right and left
were also ordered to advance. I crossed the ground in front of the Round Tops
and advanced beyond my position on the ground that we had held, and across
the fields towards the ridge where the enemy had intrenched himself on Friday
night. My men there took some prisoners, one or two, who bad been left behind
in the enemy's retreat. At two o'clock on Sunday morning they left that part
of the hne, according to the statement of the prisoners.
At what time was pursuit made by your command 1
Answer. Immediately after the reports were received that no enemy could be
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found, Sedgwick's corps was thrown at once to the front, and marched to the
Emmettsburg road.
Question. What time was that 1
.
Answer. I advanced the picket line at half past 8 o'clock, in connexion with
the line on my right and left. I advanced to the enemy's position and found
that he had retreated.
Question. At what hour was it that you arrived at the enemy's position, and
found he had retreated 1
.Anewer. About 9 o'clock I arrived at the enemy's intrenchments and found
that he had entirely gone. I sent back word immediately, and reported it to
General Sykes.
Question. About what hour in the day was it that Sedgwick's command
moved in pursuit 1
Answer. About 11 o'clock.
Question. Do you know anything about the pursuit 1
Answer. I do not ; I heard his guns soon after, and I reported to General
Sykes. When I made the report to General Sykes that I had taken Round
Top on Thursday evening, he did not understand where the locality was, and
its poeition was subsequently explained to him by one of my staff officers by
means of a diagram. The whole army then moved in pursuit of the enemy.
We met the enemy in the neighborhood of Williamsport. The enemy immediately in my front had intrenched themselves strongly. The 5th corps were
moved to the left, which brought us down to near the Hagerstown pike, and
that force moved to the left, which brought us down in front of St. Mary's
college. We were ordered to remain in line of battle and hold ourselves in
readiness at any moment to move. The pickets were quite close, and the
enemy distinctly visible.
Question. You say you found the enemy strongly intrenched at Williamsport 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and he appeared to be so at every part of his lines, and
could be very easily seen, at any place, digging.
In the night of July 13 I received an order from Major General Sykes,
enclosing to me an order of General Meade, requiring a reconuoissance in force
to be made of four divisions of the army. My division was selected from my
corps. I was ordered to advance at 7 o'clock the following morning to drive
in tbe enemy's pickets, to drive in the supports, and develop their line of battle.
If strongly posted, or in great force, I was to await support before attacking.
I moved precisely at the hour indicated. The division of the 6th corps, under
Brigadier General \Vrigbt, was on my right. The division of the 2d corps
was on my left, under Brigadier General Caldwell; and a division of the 12th
corps, under Brigadier General Williams, was on its left. We advanced and
found the enemy had retreated. I advanced towards his fortifications, which
were very strong. The whole position bad been selected with great care. I
found some negroes, who told me that the enemy had retreated at 7 o'clock the
night before. I reported at once to General Sykes that the enemy had retreated. I advanced my division over the Williamsport and Boons borough road,
when I received a message from the cavalry in my front, that a large body of
infantry had not yet crossed the river. I pushed ·on my whole division at
once, came up with Buford's cavalry, and in conference with that general found
that the enemy had entirely crossed, and had taken up the bridge. 'l'he cavalry
fight had taken place during my march. Finding that he was not in need of
support, and the enemy bad retrea~d, I returned.
Question. What prevented taking him as he wae crossing the river 1
Answer. Night, and the uncertainty as to when the movement was made.
Question. vVhich battle of Fredericksburg were you at 1
Am;wer. I was wounded at Antietam. I was not at Ohancellorsville. I have
not been at any defeats of the army.
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Testimony

of Brigadier

General M. R. Patrick.

WASHINGTON, February 1, 1865.
Bdgadier General M. R. PATRICK sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
.Answer. I am a brigadier general. Since about the 1st of November, 1862,
I have been Provost Marshal General of the army of the Potomac; and since
the armies have come together here I have been Provost Marshal General of the
armies operating against Richmond, including the armies of the Potomac and
the James, and the army of Sheridan partially.
Question. Were you with the army of the Potomac at the time it advanced,
under General Meade, to Mine run, something over a year ago 1
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of that expedition 1
Answer. Two or three causes. As I understood at the time, the order was
given for the 3d corps to move at a certain hour, at daylight, I b0lieve; but I will
not undertake to specify the hour exactly. It was delayed a long time . .At the
time when I supposed the division of the 3d corps, commanded by General Prince,
should have been at Jacobs's ford, I passed it some miles from there. As I
understood, it subsequently lost its way-did not take the right road. When I
reached Germania, where I overtook General Meade, I fouud that the movement
there was delayed because the movement above was not perfect; that seemed to be
the first cause. After the 3d corps crossed the river, they again lost their
way. One of my guides, who subsequently died of wounds received in the
Dahlgren expedition, told me that when he went to General French he was far
off the road, and it took him a long time to get back ag·ain. These delays
of the 3d corps, it was believed at the time, were mainly the causes of the
failure.
Question. Who commanded that corps at that time 1
Answer. General French.
Question. You say the reason of the delay was losing their way 1
Answer. General Prince lost his way. My guide informed me of the road
on which General French was after having crossed the ford. It made a deby
in getting into position the next morning, and caused our movements to be
known to the enemy and provided for.
'.rhe most that I know beyond that is what General Meade himself told me
in the confidence of a classmate. After our return he came to my tent very
much depressed, and said that be was conscious that his head was off. He stayed
with me for some time, and gave me more particulars than I had known before.
But that was hearsay; l did not see it.
Question. To what did General Meade attribute the failure 1
.Answer. To start with, he attributed it to the failure of the 3d corps to take
their proper position at the proper time, thus delaying the whole movement
until the rebels were prepared to meet us. Then subsequently, after we were in
position, towards the last of the movement, General Warren wa~ deceived as to
the position and strength of the enemy. Without having examined sufficiently,
General Warren expressed his belief that he could carry the enemy's left, which
led General Meade to give him some 25,000 troops-the exact number 1 do not
remember-for that purpose! stripping the 8thers, with orders to attack at a
certain hour. A general attack all along the line was ordered at that hour, but
General Warren, at the last moment, decided that the position was too strong;
that he had been mistaken, and that, as the assault had been ordered on his
representation, he would assume the responsibility of declining to make it, and
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he notified General Meade that such was the case, and therefore the assault was
not made.
We all felt, after this failure of General Warren-or rather not the failure,
but his non-movement-that it was unwise to push further. The enemy had
made themselves so strong, and we had got so far behind, that we could not
do it without very great loss, and the roads had assumed such a character that
we could not do it.

.APPENDIX.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
GENERAL ORDERS, ~
Adjutant Gentral's Ojji~e, Washmgcon, June 27, 1863.
No. 194.
5
By direction of the President, Major General Joseph Hooker is relieved from command of
the army of the Potomac, and Major General Georcie G. Meade is appointed to the command of that army and the troops temporarily assigned to duty with it.
By order of the Secretary of War :
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant General.

Official:

E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Ad~nt General.

GENERAL ORDERs, }
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTO}IAC,
No. 66.
June 28, 1863.
By direction of the President of the United States I hereby assume command of the
army of the Potomac. As a soldier, in obt>ying this order-an order totally unexpected
and unsolicited-! have no promises or pledges to make. The country looks to this army
to relieve it from the devastation and disgrace of a hostile invasion. Whatever fatigues
and sacrifices we may be called upon to undergo, Itt us have in view constantly the magnitude of the interests involved, aud let each man determine to do his duty, leaving to an
all-controlling Providence the decision of the contest. It is with just diffidence that Irelieve in the command of this army an eminent and accomplisht.:d soldier, whose name
must ever appear conspicuous in the history of its achievemtnts, bt1t I rely upon the hearty
support of my companions in arms to a~sist me in the discharge of the duties of the important trust which has been confided to me.
GEORGE G. MEADE,
Mt:jor General, Oommandin[J.

Official:
S. F. BARSTOW, A. A G.

[Telegram.-Received 10 a. m .]
FREDERICK, MD., June 28, 1863.
"\V. HALLECK, Geneml-in-Chief:
The order placing me in command of this army is received. As a soldier I obey it, a.nd
to the utmost of my ability will e-xecute it. 'l'otally unexpected as it has been, and in
ignorance of the exact condition of the troops and position of the enemy, I can only now
say that it apptars to me I mnst move toward the Susquehanna, keeping Washington and
Baltimore well covered, and if the enemy is checked in his attempt to cross the SusqueH.
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hanna, or if he turns towards Baltimore, to give him battle. I would say that. I trust that
every available man that can be spared will be sent to me, as, from all accounts, the enemy
is in strong force.
1::)() soon as I can post myself up I will communicate more in detail.
GEORGE G. MEADE,
Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER: A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliiY,

Washington, June 28, 1863.
Major General G. G. MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
I fully curcur in your general views as to the movements of your army. All available
ati:si::;tance will be given you. General :::chenck' s troops outside of the line of defences will
ruuve as you may direct. General Coucn is also directed to co-operate with you, and to
move his forces as you may order. It is most probable that Lee will concentrate his forces
this side of the Susquehanna.
ln regard to supplies of horses, &c., I send herewith a copy of a telegram to General
bcllenck on the 25th.
J. W. HALLECK, General·in-Chiej.
Sent 1 p. m.

Aprilll, 1865.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Tel egram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., June 28, 1863.
Major General CoucH, Harrisburg:
You will co-operate as far as possible with General G. G. Meade, who now commands
the army of the Potomac, and who is authorized to assume the general command of all
troops within the sphere of his operations. This authority embraces your command. Any '
iufvrmation of enemy's movements in your vicinity will be imme::iiately telegraphed to
General Meade.
J. W. HALLEtJK, General-in-Chief.

April 11, 1865.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

Official :

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQU4RTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., June 28, 1863.
1\fajor General MEADE, Frederick :
A brigade of Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry has crossed the Potomac near Seneca creek, and is
making fur the railroad to cut off your supplies. There is another brigade of rebel cavalry
south of the Potomflc which may follow. We have no cavalry here to operate against
them. General Hooker carried away all of General Heintzelman's cavalry.
J. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chief.
Sent 2 30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

Aprilll, 1865.

Official:

D. C. WAGER,

M'~Jor,

A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 2 p. m., in cipher.]

FREDERICK, June 28, 1S63.
Major General HALLECK:
Despatch received in relation to crossing of enemy's cavalry at Seneca creek. Have
ordered two brigades and batteries to proceed at once in search and pursuit.
G. G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., June 28, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frederick:
It is reported here that the supplies at Edwards's ferry, and returning by the canal, are
left unprotected. If so, Lee's cavalry will probably destroy them . It is reported that
Lowell's battalion of cavalry, left at Poolesville, was sent to Sandy Hook, contrary to my
orders. If so, there is not a cavalry picket on the line of the Potomac below Edwards's
ferry, and we have none here to send out.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Official:

April 11, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, llfa}or, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 2.20 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARtilY oF THE PoTOllfAC,
Frederick, June 28, 1863-1 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, Gmeral-in-Chiej:
Am I permitted, under existing circumstances, to withdraw a portion of the garrison at
Harper's Ferry, providing I leave sufficient force to hold Maryland heights against a coupcle-main?
Reliable intelligence leads to the belief that Stuart has crossed at Williamsport, and is
moving towards Hagerstown, in rear of Lee's army, and all accounts agree in giving Lee
so large a force that I cannot believe he has left any considerable body on the south side
of the Potomac. Please give me your views fully.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Ma}or General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
lTelegram.-Received 2.50 p. m., in cipher.l
HEADQUARTERS ARlllY OF THE POTOMAC,
Frederick, June 28, 1863-2 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
To organize with efficiency the cavalry force now with this army I require three brigadier
generals. General Pleasonton nominates Captain Farnesworth, 8th New York cavalr_v;
Captain George A. Custar, 5th New York cavalry; Captain Wesley Merritt, 2d cavalry.
Can these officers be appointed?
GEORGE G. MEADE, Ma}or General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, .A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. 0., June 28, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frederick:
It is just reported that your train of one hundred and fifty wagons has been. ca~tured _by
Fitzhugh Lee near Rockville. Unless cavalry are sent to guard your commumcatwns with
Washington they will be cut off. It is reported here that there is. still a considerable rebel
force south of the Potomac.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARlliY, April 11, 1865.
Official :
D. C. WAGER, M11jor A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQtTARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. O,June 28, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frederick:
The garrison at Harper's ferry is under your orders. You can diminish or increase it as
you think the circumstances justify.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3 . 30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 4 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

Ftederick, Md., June 28, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I would recommend that General Schenck increase the force at Ellicott's Mills, with orders to hold that bridge, and also the Relay Junction, at all hazards. The 6th New York
State militia were ordered to be returned to General Schenck from Monocacy bridge; also
a section of artillery there. '!'hey should have started to-day.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Ma}or Gmeral.
HEADQUARTERS oF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 8, 1865.

Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 4.55 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

June 28, 1663-3 p. m.

Major General HALLECK:

Your despatch ~oncer~ing capture of one hundred ~nrl fifty wagons received. Two brigades of cavalry, with artillery, had already been sent m pursuit of Lee, Colonel Lowell has
been directed~ return to Poolesville . Do you consider the information at all to be depended
upon concermng a force of the enemy south of the Potomac ? All our information here
tends to s?ow that Lee's entire army passed through Hagerstown, the rear passing yestetday mormng.
GEORGE G. MEADE, MaJor General.
Official copy :

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARM¥ 1

Washington, April 9, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

GENERAL MEADE.
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[Received 6.05 p. m.J
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE PoTOl\IAC, June 28, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The following statement has been furnished me. It is confirmed by information gathered
from various other sources regarded as reliable. I propose to move this army to-morrow iu
the direction of York :
''Thomas McCamron, blacksmith, a good man, from Hagerstown, left there on horseback at 11 a . m. to-day. Rebel cavalry came first, a week ago last Monday, General Jenkins having 1,200 mounted infantry, said to be picked men from Jackson's men, and three
or four hundred cavalry of his own. The cavalry went back and forth out of Ptmnsylvania,
driving horses and cattle. The first infantry came yesterday a week ago-General Ewell's
men ; he came personally last Satnrday, and was at the Catholic church, Sunday, with
General Rhodes and two other generals. On Monday he left in the direction of Greencastle, in the afternoon, Rhodes having left the same morning. Rebel troops have passed
every day, more or less, since, some days only three or four regiments or a btigade, and
some days (yesterday, for instance) all of Longstreet's command passed through, except
two brigades. Saw Longstreet yesterday; he and Lee had their headquarters at Mr.
Grover's, just beyond town limits, towards Greencastle, last night, and left there this a. m.
at 8 o'clock. Think A. P. Hill went through last Tuesday. Heard from James D. Roman,
prominent lawyer and leading confederate sympathizer, who was talking in the clerk's
office last night; said that their officers reported their whole army 100,000 strong, now in
Maryland or Pennsylvania, except the cavalry. Mr. Logan, register of wills, and M.r.
Preston, very fine men, in Hagerstown, have taken pains to count the rebels, and could
not make them over 80,000. They counted the artillery ; made it 275 guns. Some of the
regiments have only 17 5 men ; two that I saw, 150 men. Largest regiment that I saw
was a Maryland regiment, and that was about 700 ; don't think their regiments would
range 400. Great amount of transport;::.tion ; great many wagons captured at Winchester;
horses in good condition. Ewell rides in a wagon. Two thousand comprise the mounted
infantry and cavalry. Saw Wilcox's brigade wagons yesterday or day before. Saw Kershaw's wagons in town yesterday. Kershaw's brigade is in McLaw's division, Longstreet's
corps. Know Hood and Armstead; have passed through Hood's division and Armstead's
brigade. Pickett's division is in Longstreet's corps. The Union men in Hagerstown would
count them and meet at night. Officers and men in good condition ; say tlley are going to
Philadelphia. Lots of confederate money; carry it in flour barrels, and give $5 for cleaning a horse, $5 for two shoes ou a horse, rather than fifty cents United States money."
GEORGE G. MEADE, MaJor General, Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. 0., June 28, 1853.
Major General MEADE, .Frederick:
I doubt if there is any large force south of the Potomac; probably a few thousand cavalry
-enough to render it nece::;sary to have a strong rear-guaru to protect the trains and picket
the river.
Lowell's cavalry was ordered on the latter duty, but removed, (contrary to my positive
order,) which exposed your trains. We have no cavalry here except what we have picked
up from Pleasanton's command.
H. W. HALLECK, General in-Chief.
Sent 7.20 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma;jor, A. A. G.
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington Oity, DC., June 28, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Commanding Army of the Potomac, Fredtrick:
I have just seen (at the telegraph office) your despatch to General Halleck respecting
the appointment 0f brigadier generals. The officers you name shall be appointed brigadiers
to-morrow morning, and you can assign them commands at once on that assurance. The
letters of appointment will be forwarded to your care.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of W.ar.
Sent 8 p. m.
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fTelegram.-Received 9.40 p. m.l
HEADQUARTERS AR~IY OF THE POTOMAC, June 28, 1863.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
General Steinwehr, from the Mountain House, South mountain, reports that his scouts
inform him that 5,000 of Rtuart's cavalry passed through Williamsport yesterday afternoon. General Sedgwick, on the march up from Poolesville, reports that 3,000 of the
enemy's cavalry, with some artillery, are in his rear. This is communicated to you for
your information. My impression is that Stuart has divided his forces, with a view of
harassing our right and left flanks.
GEORGE G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 10.20 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOllfAC,
Frederick, Md., June ~ 8 -9 p.

m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Your despatch received. Colonel Lowell, as soon as your wishes were known, was
ordered and will be lt:ft, and I shall intrust to him, through you, the guarding of the
river.
There seems to be no doubt that three thousand of the enemy's cavalry have been on
our right, between us and Washington, to-day. My intention is now to move to-morrow
on three lines to Emmettsburg and Westminster, having the army on the road from Emmettsburg through Westminster, or as near there as we can reach. This movement is
based upon what information we have here of the enemy's movements.
The army to-night is as follows: 1st, 2d, 11th, and 12th corps, with artillery reserve,
within a few miles of Frederick; the 3d corps towards New Market, and expecting to reach
there to-night.
I have not decided yet as to the Harper's Ferry garrison.
I should like to have your views as to the movement proposed.
GEORGE G. MEADE, .biaJor General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS AR111Y OF THE POTc)MAC,

Frederick, June 20, 1863-9 a. m.
Major General HALLECK :
GENERAL: Upon assuming command of the army, and after carefully considering the
position of affairs and the movements of the enemy, I have concluded as follows:
To move to-day on towards Westminster and Emmettsburg ; and the army is now in
motion for that line, placing two corps (1st and 11th) at Emmettsburg; two corps (3d and
12th} at Taneytown ; (1) 2d corps at Frizelburg; (1) 5th corpt; at Union ; 6th corps at
New Windsor-my cavalry guarding my flanks and rear. If Lee is moving for Baltimore,
I expect to get between his maiu army and that place. If he is crossing the Susquehanna,
I shall rely upon General Couch, with his force, holding him until I can fall upon his
rear and give him battle, which I shall endeavor to do. I have ordered the abandonment
of Harper's Ferry-a detachment of not more than 3,000 to proceed with the property by
canal to Washington, and strengthen your force there against any cavalry raid. 'fhe
remainder to move up and join me.
The \'ID.e to "Fre<lerick from "Baltimore by rail will necessarily be abandoned while I
move forward.
I shall incline to the right towards the Baltimore and Harrisburg road, to cover that
and draw supplies from there, if circumstances permit it, my main objective point being,
of course, Lee's army, which, I am satisfied, has all passed on through Hagerstown towards
Chambersburg. My endeavor will be, in my movements, to hold my force well together,
with the hope of falling upon some po1tion of Lee's army in detail.
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The cavalry furct: between me and ·washington (as soon as I can learn sufficiently of
their movement to pur~ue ar1d tight them without waDtiug the necessary force by useless
movements) will be engaged Ly my cavalry. tstuart'tl cavalry, from my best information,
heLVe divided into two colurnn,:-one on my right,, between me and Baltimore, an(l one on
.my left, through Hagerstown, to join their army. My main point Leing to find and fight
the enemy, I shall have to submit to the cavalry raids around me in eome measure.
The section of artillery and small force of cavalry sent from here 1.o Balt.imore have been
ordered to f<~.ll back from Poplar Springt> and join General Pleasontun's force on my right,
their route having l•cen intt>rcepted by the enemy's cavalry.
I have hastily made up this despatch to give you the information. Telr·graph communication having been cut off, I have no opportunity to receive a reply to mine asking
your advice as to these rnovementD, and upon my best judgment proceed to execute them.
I can, at prPsent, give no orders as to Genend Schenck's department in Baltimore, or
•the Potomac, in my rear; rH·ither can I, in the absence of telegraphic communication, and
on account of the great distance of General Couch, exercise any influence, by advice or
.otherwise, concerning the co-operation of that force. '1 he.,e chcumstanee:; arc beyond my
-control.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant.,
GEORGE G. MEADE, i!Ia}or General, Commanding.
I send this by courier, with the hope and expectation that it will reach you safely.
GEORGI£ G. MEAD~.:, J}fajor General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF TIHJ AmtiY,

Washington, April 6, 1865.

Official:
RICHAllD D. CUTTS Colon1l and A. D. 0.

[ felegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, wa~hington,
1

.Uajor 11-eneral

MEADI<l,

D. 0., June 29, 1863.

Frederick:

Since my last telegram I have hearu from Lowell's camlry at Rockville. The rebel
·:e.walry which destroyed the train lef~ Brookville early this morning, apparently for the
.direction of Ellicott's Mills. They have with them the captured mules and part of the
wagons. Your cavalry mfly be able to cut them off. ll'ry's cavalry will be added to
Lowell's, but they are t•Jo weak to do much.
H. W. HALLECK, Geneml-in·Chief.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Official;

April 11, 1865.

D C. WAGER, .lJiajor, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OJ!' THE ARMY,

A1ajor General

MEADE,

Washington, D. C., June 29, 1863.

.Preder<ck:

I have delayed answering your telegram of nine p. m., received after midnight, in
hopes of ascertaining something more of rebel forces on the Potomac. But tllere is
notbiug further that is relia.l.>le. The cavalry force in our front is said by some to be two
aud by others three brigades, with 12even pieces of artillery.
So fdr as I can judge, without a better knowledge of enemy's positions, your proposed
.movements seem good.
H. W. HALLECK, G,neral-in-Ohiif.
-Sent 10.35 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

,Qfficial:

Aprilll, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, lllafor, A. A. G.

Part I--31
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FI;EADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., June 30, 1863.
GENERAL: Your plan of operations is approved.
I have just received your seco.n d·.
despatch by the hands of an orderly. I write no fuller for obvious reasons.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chiif.
. Major General MEADE, Commanding Army of the Potomac.
.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 5, 1865.

Offic:ial copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

[Telegram.] •
SANDY HoOic, June 30, 1863.

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:

I could not telegraph yesterday. The immense amount of stores here cannot be re-·
moved under at least ten days. I shall be obliged to have General Elliott's brigade,
thirty-three hundred men, with artillery and engineer company.
I commenced this.
morning to destroy ammunition ; some of the heavy guns w1ll have to be left I am in'
readiness to move with the remainder of my fore~. but will await your instructions. r:
cannot communicate with hea.dquarters army of the Potomac.
WM. H. FRENCH, Ma}or General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARllY, Washington, April 9, l86b.

Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A.. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0., June 30, 1863.

Major General CoucH, Harrisburg:
Every possible effort should be made to hold the enemy in check on the Susquehanna
till General Meade can give him battle. I have no direct communication with General
Meade, but he wishes you to be in rt'ladiness to act in concert with him.
You will
probably be able to learn his movements from the country people. He will be close on
the enemy's right and rear.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12.15 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A.. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher. J
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0:, June 30, 1863.

Major General MEADE, .Army qf the Potomac:
If you abandon Harper's Ferry, ordnance stores must not be destroyed. Such destruc.tion can be justified only by absolute necessity.
Forces have been sent up the canal to ascertain its condition. It is reported that all
your stores and pontoons on the canal have been destroyed, and the canal much injured.
H. W. HALLECK, General·in-Ghiej.
Sent 1. 30 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Mo;'or, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
SANDY HooK, June 30, 1863-3.30 p. m.
H. W. HALLECK, General·in-0/,iif:
I have no orders, except from General Butterfield, which urge the movement of these
troops within a few days as a necessity for the army of the Potom3.e.
The removal of this property must be covered by a large force, as the road is perfectly
commanded. As for defending the property, all that is required is an order not to abandon, or something definite from some source. · My instinct has placed me on the road for
the army, with 5,000 untried men. I leave over 3,000 men, who came from Winchester,
ready to take the rear at the first alarm. If I am .to be held responsible for the evacuation
of Maryland heights, it should be given me reasonably. I cannot communicate with
headquarters army of the Potomac.
W. H. FRENCH, JJ!a}or General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AmiY, Washington, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 4.06 July 1.]
HEADQUARTERS

AR~IY

OF THE POTOliAC, June 30-4.30 p. m.

Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Headquarters Taneytown. Two (2) corps between Emmettsburg and Gettysburg, one at
Littlestpwn, one at Manchester, one at Union Mills, one between here and Emmettsburg,
one at 'Frizelburg. Pennsylvania reserves cannot keep up ; still in rear. General Lockwood, with the troops from Schenck, still behind. These troops cannot keep up with the
marches made by the army.
Our reports seem to place Ewell in the vicinity of York and Harrisburg The cavalry
that crossed the Seneca ford have passed up through Westminster and Hanover, some six
to eight thousand strong. The people are all so frightened that accurate information is
not to be obtained.
I shall push on to-morrow in the direction of Hanover Junction and Hanover, when I
hope by the second of July to open communication with Baltimore, by telegraph and rail,
to renew supplies. I fear I shall break down the troops by pushing on much faster, and
may have to rest a day. My movement, of course, will be governed much by what I
learn of the enemy. The information seems to place Longstreet at Chambersburg, and A.
P. Hill moving between Chambersburg and York. Our cavalry drove a regiment out of
Gettysburg this a. m. Our cavalry engaged with Stuart at Hanover this n.. m.; result not
yet knowu.
G. G. MEADE, .llfajor Geneml, 0Jmmanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AnMY, Wa8hington, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HAllRISBURG, PA, June 30, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chi~[:
As telegraphed previously, part of the rebel force, if not all, have fallen back tt1wards
Chambersburg, passing Shippensburg last night jn gr~:at haste. I expect every moment to
hear that my cavalry, under General Smith, has re-occupied Carlisle.
My latest information is that Early, with his !:5,000 men, went towards Gettysburg or
Hanover, saying they expected to fight a great battle there. At Carlisle they said they were
not going to be outflanked by Hooker.
D. N. COUCH, llfa}or G ne.'fl.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0., .April 9,
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, .A. A. G.
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WAR DEPAR'f3IENT, Washington G,ty, June 30, 1863-11.30 p.m.
Major General r.'IEADE :
The following despatch has just been receiverl., which, although you mfty be informed on
the subject, I have ordered to be sent to you by express. It is proper you should know
that General .F'rench this morning evacuated Maryland heights, blowing up his magazine,
spiking the large cannon, and destroying surplus stores. .A telegram from him received
this evening indicates that he is still at Sandy Hook, waiting orders, and doubtful what
he should do with his f01ce. Please instruct him what you wish him tD do.
J£DWIN .M. STANTON, Secrttm·y of War.
· Sent 11.50 p. m.
Send Haupt's despatch of June 30.

[Telegram.]
IiARRISDURG, p A., June 50, 18 63.
Major General HALLECK, General·in-Chiif:
Lee is falling back suddenly from the vicinity of Harrisburg and concentrating all his
forces . York has been evacuated. Carlisle is being evacuated. The concentration seems
to be at or near Chambersburg; the object, apparently, a sudden movement against
Meade, of which he should be advised by courier immediately. A courier might reach
Frederick by way of Western Maryland railroad to Westminster. This information comes
fmm T. A. Scott, and I think it reliable.
H. HA.UPT, Brigadier General.
Copies sent to Generals Meade and Schenck.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARtilY,

Washington, April 9, 1865.

Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, July 1, 1863-12.45 a. m.
Major General HALLECK :
Informatio:1 just 1eceived, 12.45 a . m , leads to the belief that the concentration of the
forces of the enemy will be at Gettyslmrg rather than at. Chambe1sburg. The movement
on their part is very rapid and hurried. They returned from Carlisle in dirt'ction of
Gettysburg, by way of the Petersburg pike
Firing about Petersburg and Dillstown thio
p. m., continued some hours. Meade should by all means be informed and prepared for a.
sudden attack from Lee's whole army.
H. HAUPf, Brigadier General.
Sent to General Meade by courier from Frederick at 2 p. m.; copy to General Schenck.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE

An:uY,

Washington, April 9,· 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AR.tlrY, Washinr,ton, D. C., July 1, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
The movements of the enemy yesterday indicate his intention to either turn your left or
to cover himself by the South mountain and occupy Cumberland valley. Do not let him
draw you too far to the east.
H. W. HALLECK, G,neral-in-Chiif.
Sent 10.45 a. rn.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THB ARMY,

April 11, 1865.

Official :
D. C. WAGER, JJlofor, A. A. G.
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[TelegrL~m. J

BALTBWRE, MD' Jltly 1, 1863-1 30 p. w.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I think there is no rebel force whatever between General Meade and myself. I sent up
General Kane last evening to Westminster with an escort, and two couriers in the night
with despatches.
Lee, I think, is either massing his troops or making a general retreat towards Cumberland valley. Most likely the former. They are so near that I shall not be surprised if a
battle comes on to-day. I will look to the Baltimore and Ohio railroad to Frederick.
R. C. SCHENCK, MaJor General.
HEADQUARTERS OF Tmi

AmrY, Washington, April H, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, .A. A. G.

[Received 3.40.]
HEADQUARTERS An~IY OF THE PoTOJIIAC,

July 1, 1863-7 a. m.
Hon. EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War:
· Despatches of 12.30 p. m. received. French was ordered to send three thousand of his
force to Washington, with a1l his property, then to move up and join me with the balance.
GEO. G. MEADE, JYloJor General, Commanding.

[Received 4 p.m., July 1, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOJIIAC,

Nine miles east of .Afiddleburg, July 1, 1863-7 a. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chiif:
Despatch of General Couch and General Haupt received. My positions to-day are:
One corps at Emmettsbnrg, two at Gettysburg, one at Taneytown, one at "Two Taverns,''
one at Manchester, one at Hanover. These movements were ordered yesterday, before
receipt of advices of Lee's movements. Our cavalry, under Kilpatrick, had a handsome
fight yesterday at Hanover. He reports the capture of one battle-flag, a lieutenant colonel,
one captain, forty-five privates, with fifteen or twenty of the enemy killed.
The point of Lee's concentration, and the nature of the country when ascertained, will
determine whether I attack him or not. Shall advise yon further to-day, when satisfied
that the enemy have fully withdrawn from the Susquehanna. If General Couch has any
reliable force, I shall call upon him to move it to aid me.
GEO. G. MEADE, JJfa}or General, Commanding.
Washington, April 9, 1865.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTmiAC,

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 4 30 p. m .]
HEADQUARTERS ARliiY oF THE PoTO)IAC, July 1, 1863-12 m.
MDjor General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Despatch sent last night giving my position at Emmettsburg, Gettysburg, and Hanover.
Ewell is marching at Heideluerg; A. P. Hill is massed behind the mountains at Cashtown; Longstreet somewhere between Chambersburg and the mountains. The news from
my advance has answered its purpose. I shall not advance any, but prepare to receive an
attack in cnse Lee makes one. A battle-field is being selected to the rear, on which the
army can be rapidly concentrated, on Pipe creek, between Middleburg· and Manchestm·,
covering my depot at Westminster. If I am not attacked, and c'ln secure reliable intelli-
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gcnce, have reason to believe I can atta~k with reasonable degree of success, I will do so;
but at present, having relieved the pressure on the Susq uP-hanna, I am looking to the protection of Washington and fighting my army to the best advantage.
1 p. m.-The enemy are advancing in force on Gettysburg, and I expect the battle will
begin to.day.
GEO. G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
Washington, D. C., July l, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
Yours of 12 m. received. Your tactical arrangements for battle seem good, so far as I
can judge from my knowledge of the character of the country. But in a strategic view
are you not too far east, and may not Lee attempt to turn your left and cut you off from
Frederick? Please give your full attention to this suggestion.
Lowell's cavalry was sent this morning to escort the stores from Harper's Ferry. This
will relieve General French to obey your orders. The destruction of unguarded property
on the canal along the Potomac has been terrible.
Will not Frederick become a better base of supplies than Westminster? In anticipation
of this I have directed General Schenck to guard that road as well as he can.
I have asked General Couch to co-operate with you as far as possible ; but I fear very
little reliance can be placed on his troops in an emergency.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in.Chiif.
Sent 12.15 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, .Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, il'laJor, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF .THE ARMY,

[Received 5 p. ni.]
,H EADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July I, 1863.
General CoucH, Han·isburg:
'Ihe enemy are advancing on Gettysburg- Hill from Cashtown, Ewell from Heidelberg.
Can you throw a force in Ewell's rear, to threaten him, and at the same time keep your
line of retreat open? If you can, do so.
MEADE.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., July 1, 1863.
General CoucH, Harrisburg :
There seems to be a strong probability of a battle not far from Emmettsburg. It is
hoped that you will assist General Meade by operating on the enemy's left flank or left
rear, towards Gettysburg.
H. W. HALL~CK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9.15 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, lJfajor, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
HARRlSUUIW, PENNSYLVANIA, July 1, 1863.
·uajor General H. W. HALLECK,

Genera l-in- Chi~{:

Despatch received. I have ~ent out a force in direction pf Carlisle . It has been at·tacked by a body of cc1valry, at Least, and just now things do not look well.
D. N. COUCH, .llfajor General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ABUY, Washington, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A . A . G.

W ASHIXGTON, D. C , Jztly 1, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army Q/ tlte Potomac:
Arrangements have been made to run au express train to Westminster every three hours.
·Copies of all despatches will also be sen t to Frederick, and by messenger to you from that
point.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10 p.m.

[Telegram.- Received 10.20 p m., 1st.]
HEADQUARTEns ARMY OF THE PoTOliiAC,
via F1·edericlc, July 1, 1863-6 p. m
·General HALI,ECK :
The 1st and 11th corps have been engaged all day in front of Gettysburg. The 12th,
3d, and 5th have been moving up, and all, I hope, by this time, on the field. This leaves
-only the 6th, which will move up to-night. General Reynolds was killed this morning,
early in the action. I immediately sent up General Hancock to assume command. A. P.
Hill and Ewell are certainly concentrating. Longstreet's whereabouts I do not know. If
he is not up to-morrow, I hope, with the fore.; I have concentrated, to defeat Hill and
Ewell; at any rate, I see no other course than to hazard a general battle. Circumstances
·during the night may alter this decision, of which I will try to advise yon.
I have telegraphed Couch that if he can threaten Ewell's rear from Harrisburg, without
endangering himself, to do so.
GEORGE G. MEADE, _Mu}o?' General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington , April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A . A. G.

[Telegram.-Receiveclll a.m., 2c1.]
BALT~l\IORE, July 2, 1863.
Major T. T. ECKERT:
The following despatch found on the body of a soldier killed June 30, 4! miles from Glen
Rock:
.

[In cipher.]

Jun e 29, 1863.
Major General HI\.LLECK:
U:pon assuming command of the army, and after carefully considering· the position of
affairs and the movements of the enemy, I have concluded as follm.vs: To move to-day
towards Westminster and Emmettsburg-and the army is now in motion for that lineplacing two corps, 1st and 11th, at Emmetts[mrg; two corps, 3d and 12th, at Taneytown;
one corps, 2d, at Frizelburg; one corps, 5th, at Union; 6th corps at New Windsor; my
cavalry guarding my flanks and rear. If Lee is moving for Baltimore, I expect to get
between his main army and th~tt place. If he is crossing the Susquehanna, I shall rely upon
General Couch, with his force, holding him until I can fall upon his rear and give~him battle,
which I shall endeavor to do.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF 'l'HE POTOMAC,
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I Lave ordered the abandonment of Harper's Ferry. A detachment of not more than 3,000·
to proceed with the property, by canal, to Washington, and strengthen your .forces there..
against any cavalry raid ; the remainder to move up and join me. The line from Frederick
to Baltimore by rail will necessarily be abandoned. While I move forward I shall incline to.
the right towards the Baltimore and Harrisburg road, to cover that and draw supplies from
there, if circumstances permit it; my main objective point being, of course, Lee's army,
which, I am satisfied, has all pasflcd on through Hagerstown towards Chambersburg. My endeavor will be in my movements to hold my force well together, with the hope of falling upon
some portion of Lee's army in detail.
The cavalry force between me and W ashing·ton, as soon as I can learn sufficiently of theilmovoment to pursue and fight without wasting the necessary force for useless movements.
will be engaged by my cavalry. Stuart's cavalry, from my best information, have divided
into two columns-one on my right, between me and Baltimore; one on my left, through Ha-gerstown, to join their army. My main point being to find and fig·ht the enemy, I shu.ll have
to submit to the cavalry raids around me in some measure.
·
The seetions of artillery and small force of cavalry sent from here to Baltimore have been
ordered to fall back from Poplar Springs and join General Pleasanton's force, on my right~
their route having been intercepted by the enemy's cavalry.
I have hastily made up this despatch to give you the information. Telegraphic comlnunication having· been cut off, I have no opportunity to receive a reply to mine asking your
advice as to these movements, and upon my best judgment I proceed to execute them. I can
at present give no orders as to General Schenck's department in Baltimore, or the Potomac in
my rear; neither can I, in the absence of telegraphic communication and on account of the
great distance of Couch, exercise any influence, by advice or otherwise, concerning the cooperation of that force. These cireumstances are beyond my control. I send by this courier
with the hope and expectation that it will reach you safely. Headquarters to-night arc at Middleburg, three miles from Uniontown and thirteen from vVestminster. There is rail com- munication from Baltimore to Vv estminstcr.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, .AprillO,

1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, .A . .A. G.
[Telegram, in ciphcr.-Rcceived 10.20 a. m., 3d.]
HEADQUARTERS NEAR GETTYSllURU, July 2, 1863-3 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
I have concentrated my army at this place to-day. The 6th corps is just coming in, very
much worn out, having been marching since 9 p. m. last night.
The army is fatigued. I have to-day, up to this hour, awaited the attack of ihe enemy, I
having a strong position for defensive. I am not determined as yet on attacking him till his .
position is more developed. He has been moving on both my .flanks apparently, but it is
difficult to tell exactly his movements. I have delayed attacking to allow the 6th corps and
parts of other corps to reach this place and rest the men. Expecting a battle, I ordered all
my trains to the rear. If not atta,ckec1, and I ean get any positive information of the posi- ·
tion of the enemy which will justify me in so doing, I shall attack. If I find it hazardous
to do so, or am satisfied the enemy is endeavoring to move to my rear and intel})OSe betv>een
me and Washington, I shall fall back to my supplies at Westminster. I will endeavor to
advise you as often as possible. In the engagement yesterday the enemy concentrated more
rapidly than we could, and towards evening, owing to the superiority of numbers, compelled
the I Jth and 1st eorps to fall back from the town to the heights this side, on which I am now
posted. I feel fully the responsibility resting on mt', but will endeavor to act with caution.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Majo1· General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, April 10, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. \VAGER, A. A. G.
[Received ].30 p. m., 2d, in cipher.]
BALTIMORE, MD., .July 2, 1863.
:Following wa·> found on the body of a Union soldier, killed June 30, 1863, 4·~ miles from:
Glen Roek:
HEADQUAR'l'ERS ARMY OF TilE POTOMAC,

Taneytown, Ill d., .June :30, 186:3-11 a. m.
Major General Coucn, Harrisburg, Penn. :
I am in position between Emmettsbnrg a.nc1 \Vcstminstcr, aclvancinQ; 1.\.'Q<:m. t\.\~ ~"'-~m"'J
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The enemy hold (A. P. llill) Cashtown pass, between Gettysburg and Chambersburg.
Their cavalry, three to five brigades, are on my right, between me and the Northern Central.
My force is tolerably well concentrated, moving with all the speed that the roads and
physique of the men will bear. I am without definite and positive information as to the
whereabouts of Longstreet and Ewell. The latter I presume to be in front of you. The
army is in good spirits, and we shall push to your relief, or the engagement of the enemy,
as circumstances and the information we receive during the day, and on the marches, may
indicate as most prudent and most likely to lead to ultimate success. I am anxious to ~ear
from you and get information of the dispositions of the enemy and his movements, as far
as you know them. If you are in telegraphic communication, or otherwise, with Phila-delphia, Baltimore and Washington, I should like supplies and shoes to be accumulated,
to be thrown to me on the line of the Northern Central, or the Susquehanna, as circumstances may require, or my movements may make most advisable.
Please communicate my despatch to the general-in-chief. My communications with him
are interrupted by the cavalry of the enemy on my right. Can you keep the enemy from
crossing the river?
I am, very respectfully,
GEORGE G. MEADE, Maj01· Gcnewl.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washi'J!glon, April 10, 186G.

Official copy :
D. C. \YAGER, A. A . G..

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, .July 2, 1863 ..
Major General HALLECK, Genenll-in -Cltief:
I have positive intelligence of one brigade (and two are reported) of rebel cavalry crossing
at Williamsport to-day, and taking the direct road to Greencastle and Chambersburg. They
were from 11 a . m. to 4 p. m. crossing. My informant saw what he understood to be a
brigade of about twenty-five hundred, with five pieces of artillery. They told him the
commander was General Jones.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General .
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, AprillO, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A.

G~

[ T elegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Wasltiflgton, D. C., July ·3, 1863.
Major General D. N. Couc H, Han·isburg:
As Lee is concentrating his forctos near Gettysburg against Meade, aU your available
forces should be thrown forward to the a"sistance of our main army. Probably this assistance can be best rendered by moving rapidly on Lee's left flank, compelling him to make·
detachments.
H. W. HALLECK, Gene1·al-in-Chiej.
Sent 1 p.m.
HEADQUAR'l'ERS OF THE ARMY,

April11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. \YAGER, A. A. G..

[Telegram.-Received 5.10 p. m., 3d.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOl\IAC, July 3, 1863-8 a. m .
H. ·w. HALLECK, Gcneral ·-in -Chif'j:
The action commenced again at early daylight upon various parts of the line. The·
enemy thus far have made no impression upon my position. AU accounts agree in placing·
the whole army here. Prisoners report Longstreet's and A. P . Hill's forces much injured
yesterday. and many general officers killed. General Barksdale's (Mississippi) dead
body is within our lines. \Ye have sent off thus far 1,600 prisoners and a small number
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yet to be started. I have given certain instructions to General French which he will telegraph you. The despatches from you yesterday, mving to disappearance of telegraph
operator, Caldwell, are here in cipher, unintelligible.
GEORGE G. MEADE, .JJ1ojo1· Geneml.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. vVAGEH, A . A. G.

[Tclegmm.-Reccive<l5.15 p.m., 3d.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF

THE POTOMAC, July 2, ] 863-11 p. ill.
General HALLECK :
The enemy attacked me about 4 p. m. this day, and, after one of the severest contests of
the war, was repulsed at all points. We have suffered considerably in killed and wounded;
among the former are Brigadier General Paul Zook; and among the wounded, Generals
Sickles, Barlmv, Graham, and Warren, slightly. vVe have taken a large number of prisoners.
I shall remain in my present position to-morrow, but am not prepared to say, until better
.advised of the condition of the army, whether my operations will be of an offensive or defensive character.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Majo1· General.

HEADQUARTERS OF 'l'IIE AHMY, Ap1·il 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 5.35 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 3, ]863-i:l.30 a.m.
·General CoucH, Ha1·risburg:
I p:resume you are advised of condition of affairs here by copies of my despatches to
,general-in-chief. The result of my operations may be the withdrawal of the rebel army.
The sound of my guns for these three days, it is taken for granted, is all the additional
notice you need to come on. Should the enemy withdraw, by prompt co-operation we might
·destroy him.. Should he overpower me, your return and defence of Harrisburg and the
.Susquehanna is not at all endangered.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.

[Telegram.-Received 5.35 p.m.]
HEADQUAR'.rERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 3, 1863.
·General CoucH, Ha1·risburg:
Telegraph despatches reach me through Baltimore and Frederick. My cavalry have been
.at Berlin. The country between this and you is probably clear of all but stragglers, your
.easy prey. Your officers could communicate with me now via Hanover and Taneytown.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, AprilS, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 6.45 p. m.]
FREDERICK, July 3, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
I submit a telegram just receiYed from headquarters army of the Potomac.
W. H. FRENCH, Major Geneml.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.

Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
HEADQUAR'fERS ARMY OF TilE POTOMAC,
Near GettysbU1·g, July 3, 1863-7 a. m.
General FRENCH:
General Meade desires me to say that tho enemy attacked us vigorously yesterday and
was repulsed on all sides. Tbe conflict is apparently renewed to-day, al}d we have retained
our position. Should the result of to-day's operations cause the enemy to fall back towards
the Potomac, which you would probably learn by scouts and information from Hagerstown,
&c., before you would be advised from here, he desires you will reoccupy Harper's Ferry and
annoy and harass him in his Tetreat. It may he possible for you now to annoy and cut his
communication with any cavalry or light-maTching· infantry you have; of this you can jndge.
If the result of to-day's operations should be our discomfiture and withdrawal, you are to look
to Washington and throw your force there foT 1ts protection. You will be prepared for either
of these contingencies should they arise. Communicate a copy of these instructions to the
general-in-chief for his information. Acknowledge .
. I am, very respectfully,
•
DANIEL BUTTERFIELD, Major Gene1·al, Chitf of Sta.ff.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE 'ARMY, Ap1·il 8, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. \V AGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 8.30 p. m. J

n,

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington,
c., July 3, 1863.
Major General CoucH, Han·isburg:
I have received General Meade's telegram to you of 8.30 a. m. His call for assistance
should not pass unheard.
H. vV. HALLECK, Geneml-in-Chie..f.
Sent 8.31 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[TelegTam.]
BALTIMORE, Maryland, July 3, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have reliable information that the Tebels have a pontoon bridge across the Potomac at
Falling Waters, which is two or three miles below ·williamsport. The bridge is protected
by artillery on the Virginia side.
ROBERT C. SCHENCK.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 11 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 3, 1863-12.30 p. 111.·
Major General HALLECK:
At the present moment all is quiet. Considerable firing, both infantry and artillery, has .
taken place in various parts of our line; but no development of the enemy's intention. My
cavalry has been pushing the enemy on both my flanks and keeping me advised of any effort
to outflank me. We have taken several hundred prisoners since morning.
GEORGE G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 8, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. vVAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 3, 1863-8.35 p. m.
:\Iajor General HALLECK:
The enemy opened at 1 p. m. from about one hundred am1 fifty guns concentrated upon
my left centre, continuing without intermission for about three hours, at the expiration of
which time he assaulted my left centre twice, being upon both occasions handsomely repulsed
with severe loss to him, leaving in our hands nearly three thousand prisoners; among the
prisoners Brig·adier General Armistead and many colonels and officers of lesser rank. The
enemy left many dead upon the field and a large number of wounded in our hands. The;
loss upon our side has been considerable. Major General Hancock and Brigadier General
Gibbon were wounded. After the repelling of the assault, indications leading to the belief that
the enemy might be withdrawing, an armed reconnoissanee was pushed forward from the left
and the enemy found to be in force. At the present hour all is quiet; my cavalry have been
engaged all day on both flanks of the enemy, harassing and vigorously attacking him with
great success, not-withstanding they encountered superior numbers, both cavalry and infantry.
The army is in fine f:pirits.
GEORGE G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·il 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received8.40 a. m., July 4.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 3, 1863-9.57 p. m.
Major General D. N. CoucH, Han·isburg, Penn. :
You will be apprised of my operations through my despatch to the general-in-chief. I
do not think Lee will attack me again; but am as yet uncertain whether he ·will assume an
offensive attitude a11d await an attack from me, or whether he will withdraw down the Cumberland valley, holding strongly the mountain passes, which I understand he has fortified.
Should the former be the case, I will apprise you of the fact as soon as I am certain of it, and
I then desire you either to form a junction with me, or, if in your judgment the same can be
done without jcoparding the safety of your command, attack him. Should I be satisfied
that he is retreating, I shall th en move down on this side of the mountain, and wish you to
pursue him as rapidly as possible down the valley.
GEORGE G. :MEADE, l'riajor General, Commanding.

•

'

[Telegram.-Received 9 a. m., 4.]

POTOMAC, July ~. 1863.
:Major General HALLECK:
I would respectfully request that Colonel Strong Vincent, 33d Pennsylvania regiment, be
made a brigadier general of volunteers for gallant conduct on the field yesterday. He is
mortally wounded, and it would gratify his :triends as wf'll as myself. It was my intention
to have recommended him with others should he live. Among the general officers wounded
to-day I omitted to mention in previous dcspatc.h Major General Butterfield and Major General
Donblc(by, not seriously.
GEORGE G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY

OF '.rfiE

HEADQUARTERS

OF'

'l'HE AllMY, April 9, 1865.

Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Reeeived10.05 a. m.]
\VAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., .July 4, 1863.
:\Iajor General MEADE, Headquarters :
According to your request, Colonel Vincent has been appointed brigadier general for gallant
service on the field. This department will rej oice to manifest honor and gratitude to you and
your gallant comrades in arm s.
ED"\VIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.
Sent 10.20 a. m.
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GENEI!AL ORDERS, (
HEADQFARTERS ARMY OF THE POTO::\IAC,
No. 68.
5
NeaT GettysbltTg, .July 4, 1863.
The commanding general, in behalf of tho country, thanks the army of the Potomac for
the glorious result of the recent operations.
Our enemy, superior in numbers and flushed with tho pride of a suceessful invasion, attempted to overcome or destroy this army. Utterly baffled and defeated, he has now withdrawn
fi·om the contest.
The privations and fatigues the army has endured, and the heroic courage and gallantry it
has displayed, will be matters of history to be ever remembered. Our task is not yet accomplished, and the commanding· general looks to the army for greater efforts to chive from our
soil every vestige of the presence of the invader.
It is right and proper that we should, on suitable occasions, return our grateful thanks to
the Almighty Disposer of ennts, that in tho goodness of his providence he has thought fit
to give victory to the cause of the just.
By command of Major General Meade:
S. ·wiLLIAMS, A. A. G.

[Received 3.50 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS AR::'IlY OF THE POTOMAC,
July 4, 1863-Koon.
Major General HALLECK:
The position of affairs is not materially changed sin<.:o my last despatch, 7 a. m. The
enemy apparently has thrown back his left, and placed guns and troops in position in roar of
Gettysburg, which we now hold. The enemy has abandoned a large number of his killed
and wounded on tho field. I shall require some time to get up supplies, ammunition, &c., rest
the army, worn out by long marches and three days' hard fig·hting. I shall possibly be able to
give you a returu of our captures and losses before night, and return of the enemy's killed and
wounded in our l1ancls.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major Geneml.
HEADQCARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. \YAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HANOVER, July 4, 1863-4 p. 111.
H. Vv. HALLECE:, Gtneral-in-CltiPj:
I have just returned fi·om Littlestown; bridge repaired; trains with wounded following.
Saw Captain Fry , of General Sickles's staff. Have arranged to bring General Sickles by
.special train to ·w ashington. General Meade's headquarters said to be nine miles from Littlestown, on Taneytown road. I am now starting towards Gettysburg to repair road and
telegraph. Captain Fry reports that Pleasonten sent a note to General i:lickles last evening,
saying that he had routed and clriveu the enemy; reported that Longstreet and Hill both
wounded and prisoners; that 3, 000 prisoners passed through Littlestown this morning; that
we are in possession of Gettysburg, and that Lee is retreating by Chamberslmrg· road. I
give these reports as I get them hom Captain Fry. They may not be correct. No firing
heard to-day. Telegraph from General Meade just received by courier says enemy retreated
hom Gettysburg at:~ a. m. He will follo"· when rations are received for men and horses.
H. HAUPT, BTigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS OF

THE

ARMY, April 0, 1865.

Offit·ial copy:
D. C. \V AGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
lL-\.NOVER Jli"NCTION, July 4, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, Gcncml-in- Cltief:
All the supplies offered for transportation of \Vestminster branch have been sent forward, and
sidings at !\clay arc clear. Our arrangements "·ork welL Transportation of the •vounded
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should be sent ?:ia "\Vest minster to fill return cars ; I have so requested. Our men rebuilt entirely the bridge at this junction (three spans of about forty feet) this morning. They expect
to reach York to-morrow night. The reconstruction of theN. C. entire at this time may not
be an imperative military necessity, but as my corps would not be otherwise employed, it is
best to do it. I will endeavor to seeure for you, wheri I reach Hanover, more rapid communication by telegraph with Gettysburg.
A. HAUPT.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865..
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 7.20 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF Po·roMAC,
July 4, 1863-7 a. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
This morning the enemy has withdrawn his pickets from the positions of yesterday. My
own pickets are moving out to ascertain the nature and extent of the enemy's movement.
My information is not sufficient to decide its character yet, whether a retreat or manoouvre
for other purpose.
GEO. G. MEADE, MrLjor Gcneml.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, ApTil 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. "\VAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
FREDERICK, July 4, 1863-8 p. m.
Major General HALLECK :
An expedition sent out by me l~tst night has just returned, having entirely destroyed the
pontoon bridg·e over the Potomae at Wrilliamsport, capturing the guard, a lieutenant, and
thirteen (13) men.
W. H. FRENCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·il9, 1865.
Offieial copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received l 0.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF P0TOMAC, .July 4, 1863-8.30 a. m.
Major General CoucH, Ha1·rislmrg, Pa.:
I send herewith the duplicate of despateh sent last evening :
" The enemy has withdrawn from his positions occupied for attack. I am not yet suffieiently informed of the nature of his movements. He was repulsed yesterday in his attack
upon me. You will therefore be governed by the instructions heretofore sent you; until I
get further information I cannot decide as to the charaeter of the movements or the enetny's
intentions."
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.

fTelegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTEllS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., .July 5, 1863.
Major General \V. H. FRENCH, Frederick, Md.:
T~e forces here from Harper's ~erry,. with two batteries of artillery, and some troops fi·01n
Baltimore, can be sent to you at} redcnck, should General Meade desire that disposition of
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them. Should he deem it preferable, they can be sent back by Poolesville to Point of Rocks.
Please communicate immediately with General Meade, and get his instructions. I have bad
no communication from him since yesterday morning.
H . \V. HALLECK, Geneml-in-C!tief.
Sent 10.30 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·illJ, 1865.
Official:
D. C. \YAGER, JJ1ajor, A. A. G.
[Teleg-ram .]
HEADQUAR'l'ERS, BALTIMORE, July 5, 1863.
Major General HALLECI{, Geneull-in-Chief:
To get my troops to Frederick quick and fresh to-morrow, I will send them by railroad;,
w ill send you report when I have started them. I think I can send over three thousand
pretty good men.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major Geneml.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. \YAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C.,' July 5, 1863.
Major Gene~·al MEADE, Army of Potomac:
You will assume the general command of such of General Couch's forces as are operating
in the field, and direct their movements as you may deem best. It seems to me that
they should connect with your right flank.
I think that the troops sent here from Harper's Ferry, and a part of the forces now in Baltimore, could join General French, and be available for your operations. Pour small regiments from North Carolina have reached Baltimore. I am waiting an answer from my despatch sent through General French this morning·, in regard to re-enforcing him as above indicated. So long as your movements cover Baltimore and Washington from Lee's main army,
they are in no danger fi·om any force the enemy may detach for a raid.
We have heard nothing from you since :yesterday morning, and are anxious to learn more
of the results of your brilliant fighting.
H. W. HALLECK, Genc1·al-in-Chiej.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Avril11, 1865.

Official:

D. C. \YAGER, llfajor, A. A. G.
[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, July 5, 1863-3 p. m.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Ruffenspagers is in Franklin township,
road to Cashtown and Chambersburg. A
toward Williamsport. Colonel Price, 12th
mountains west of Chambersburg. I hope
ville.

one and 3: half mile '~est of Arendtsv:ille, on _the
cavalry force went from Loudon thts mormng
Pennsylvania cavalry, commanding forces in the
to have my advance near Cashtown and ArendtsD. N. COUCH.

HEADQUARTERS

OF

Tl'IE ARMY, April 9, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram.]
FREDERICK, MD., July 5, 1863-3 p. m.
H. W. HALLECK, Gcneml-in-Chicf:
Yom despatch of this date is just received. Meade's instructions to me require the force
sent baelc from Harper's Ferry. No time is to be lost. Buford is passing through to-day.
I have destro:yed the bridge at Williamsport, and am fortif)'ing the Bouth Mountain passes.
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Lee, it it> reported, has massed at Chamber;:;burg·, and will rest his right 011 the riYer at Williamsport. Should he find his passage there impracticable, as the river is rising, be will
endeavor to seize the passes. I have oue good brigade holding them. I also hold the
Monocacy bridge, and have only a few unreliable infantry in reserve. Should you send me
re-enforcements, they should come direct by railroad. The cavalry is broken down. I have
issued a proclamation for horses, and will remount as fast as they are brought in. It was
reported to me that artillery was being placed on the heights at Shepherdstown ford, and a
bridge in readiness to swing across. Buford will visit that place to-night.
To reoccupy Maryland heights will require time, and probably the holding for a while the
opposite side of the river. The enemy can get nothing by having them, and a small force
without a depot would be a cul de sac.
FRENCH.
I have just received the following despatch hom headquarters army of the Potomac,
dated July 4, 10.30 a. m.:
"Major Genera;l FREKCH :
"More recent developments may indicate that the enemy may have retired to take a new
position and await an attack from us. · The general commanding countermands his despatch
requiring you to reoccupy Maryland heights and seize the South Mountain passes, resuming
the instructions of July 3, making your movements contingent upon those of the enemy.
"D. BUTTERFIELD, Chief of Staff."
Received 2 p. m.-Latest despatch, July 5-7 a.m.:
" General FRENCH :
''The enemy appear to be in full retreat, and you can act upon the contingeneics provided
in previous d,espatcbes.
"D. BUTTERFIELD."
I will therefore require the re-enforcements.
W. IL FHENCH, Majo1· General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April9, 1865.

Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received4.15 p.m., 5th.]
July 4, 1860-JO p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
No change of affairs since despatch of 12, noou. I make a reconnoissance to-morrow, to
.a,scertain what is the intention of the enemy. .My cavalry are now moving towards the
South Mountain pass, and should the enemy retreat, I shall pursue him on his flank. A
proposition, made by General Lee under flag of truce, to exchange prisoners, was declined
by me.
GI~O. G. MEADE, Major Geneml.
HEADQUAllTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

HEADQUARTERS OF 'I'HE ARMY,

Oflicial copy:

April9, 186!5.

D. C. "\VAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram.]
HEADQUAR'I'ERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

July 5-6 p. m.

Copy for information of General Halleck.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

July 4, 1863.

Major General FRENCH, Frederick :
The major gen~ral ~ommand!ng clire~ts that ~ou proceed immediately and seize and hold
the South mou.n~am ~vith such :tore~ as m your Judgment is proper and sufficient to prevent
the enemy s~Izmg It to cover lus retreat. With the balance of your force reoccupy
Mary lan~ hmghts, and op~rate ~lpon the contingency expressed yesterday in regard to the
retreat ?f t_he enemy. Buford will probably pass through South mountaiu to-morrow p . 111 •
from this side.
D. BUTTERFIELD, Major General and Chief of Staff.
Official copy :

HEADQUARTERS OF 'I'liE ARMY,

April 9, 1865.

D. C. "\YAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF 'fHE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 5, 1863.
Major General SCHENCK, Baltimore :
You will immediately send to Frederick, to report to Major General French, all troops in
Baltimore not already necessary to man the fortifications.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 7.29 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G:
[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 1'Vashington, D. C., July 5, 1863.
Major General FRENCH, Frederick:
Re-enforcements fi·om Baltimore and Washington re ordered to report to you. Send your
orders to Monocacy Junction whether they are to go to Frederick and towards Harper's
Ferry.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 7.31 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
[Received ~.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 5, 1863-8 p.m.
Major General FRENCH:
A column of enemy's eavalry, probably eovering flank on far South Mountain pass,
passed through Emmettsburg about daylight this morning, bound, as they say, for Frederick.
Notify Buford, and be prepared.
DAN'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.
[Telegram.-Received 8.40 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 5, 1863-8.30 a.m.
Major General HALLECK:
The enemy retired, under cover of the night and heavy rain, in the direction of Fairfield
and Cashtown. All my available cavalry are in pursuit on the enemy's left and rear. My
movement will be made at once on his flank, via Middletown and South Mountain pass.' I
cannot give you the details of our captures in prisoners, colors, and arms. Upwards of
twenty battle fl ags will be turned in from one corps. I cannot delay to pick up the debris
of the battle-field, and Iequest that all these arrangements may be made by the departments.
My wounded, with those of the enemy in our hands, will be left at Gettysburg. After
buryin~ our own dead, I am compelled to employ citizens to bury the enemy's.
My beadquarters will be to-night at Creagerstown. Communication received fi·om General Smith,
in command of three thousand men, on the march from Carlisle towards Cashtown.
Field return last evening gives me about fifty-five thousand effective men in the ranks,
exclusive of cavalry, baggage guards, ambulance attendants, &c. Every available reenforcement is requiTed, and should be sent to Frederick without delay.
·
GEO. G. MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 9.30 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July

f), 186:3.
General KELLY :
Send forward your forces in hand, and order the others to follow as rapidly as possible.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief..
Sent 9.40 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, . A •. A. G•.
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[Telegram.-Received 9.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 5, 1863.

Major General MEADE. Army qf the Potomac:
Your movements are perfectly satisfactmy. Your call forre-enforcements to Frederick has
been anticipated. Call to you all of Couch~s force.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 9.50 p. m. J
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 5, 1863.
l\Iajor General ScHENCK, Baltimore :
Send everything forward to Frederick, except the usual garrison of Baltimore. The
enemy is in retreat. Baltimore is in no possible danger. Give General Meade all the aid in
your power.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Seut 10 p.m.
HEADQU.ARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram. J
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 5, 1863.
l\Iajor General HEINTZELMAN, Commanding Washi_ngton:
All cavalry detachments from the army of the Potomac should be sent immediately to
Frederick, by Rockville.
The movement of troops ordered this afternoon should be pushed forward as rapidly as
possible.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
[Telegram.]
HBADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 5, 1863.
Gene"ral KELLY:
Do everything in your power to captme or destroy Lee's trains, which will endeavor tc
cross at vVillia,msport or Falling Waters. His army is in full retreat.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 10 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 11 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, Ju.ly 5, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Among the several officers killed is Generarl Farnsworth, of our cavalry not before mentioned Rebel General Kemper killed, :Pender and Johnson wounded.
'
<iEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding
.

•
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[Received 11.10 p. m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, Jttly 5, 1863.
Major General FRENCH, Frederick, llfd.:
Your despatches received. Major General Halleclr has been requested to throw the forces
spoken of to Harper's Ferry by rail at once. Lose no time in occupying the passes-intrench, and hold them. General headquarters will be at Frederick to-morrow p. m. The
canal and rail can supply troops at Harper's Ferry.
DAJ\ 'L BUTTERFIELD, Major General, Chief of Staff.

[Telegram.-Received 11.30 p. m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 5-6 p. m.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I send copies of all my despatches since yesterday a. m. My army is all in motion. I shall
b e at Frederick to-morro"v night.
I desire the forces mentioned in your despatch to Major General Freneh to be thrown to
Harper's Ferry by rail as soon as possible. I shall so instruct Major General French. It is
of importance to get possession of South Mountain passes and Maryland heights.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
Official copy:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, April 9, 1865.
D. C. W AGER,A. A. G.

[Received 12 midnigh~, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
July 5, 1863-6 p. m.
Copy for information of General Halleck:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 4, 1863.
" General FRENCH, Frederick :
"The major general commanding directs that you proceed immediately and seize and hold
the South Mountain passes with such force as in your judgment is proper and sufficient to
prevent the enemy's seizing them to cover his retreat. With the balance of your force reoccupy Maryland heights, and operate upon the contingency expressed yesterday in regard
to the retreat of the enemy. Buford will probably pass through South mountain to-morrow
p.m., fi-om this side.
"DANIEL BUTTERFIELD,
''Major General, C!ti'ef of Staff."

[Telegram.]
FREDERICK, MD., July 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
The river is high and cannot be forded at Shepardstown or Williamsport. The enemy is
sending his wounded across in flats.
vV. H. FRENCH, Major General.
Official copy:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, July 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, Genr.ral-i1t-Chief:
There are now in the field with General Meade all the available troops remaining of my
corps ; under General French, ten thousand, (10,000,) besides three thousand and nine hundred (3,9UU) sent to him to-day; under General Brigg·s, fifteen hundred (1,500) or more
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with General Lockwood, and near three thousand (3, 000) of Milroy's men now up at Bloody
run, making an aggregate of over eighteen thousand (18,000) in my own department. I
propose, with your permission, to leave here to proceed to-day to Frederick, or wherever the
troops may be, to assume the command of them under General Meade. It appears to me my
right, and I trust you will approve my doing so.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 9, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, July 6, 1863-9 a. m.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Nearly everything I have available here is now started, leaving nothing but limited ganisons
and guards in the three old forts. I shall have ordered to General French's command in a few
hours an aggregate of three thousand nine hundred men. I send the eightieth, forty-fifth, and
fifty-first Massachusetts infantry, the ninth and tenth Maryland infantry. second Long Island
infantry, seventh New York militia, :first Connecticut cavalry, battery C, first Pennsylvania
artillery, twelve rifled guns. I have substituted some New York militia for the seventh
New York in Fort Federal Hill. The ninth and tenth Maryland are new and incomplete sixmonths regiments. May I sugg-est, if it has not already been ordered, that Brigadier General
Kelly might advance with good effect from New Creek and on the railroad.
R. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April10, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 6, 1863.
Major General ScHENCK, Baltimore:
It is deemed proper that your headquarters should remain for the present in Baltimore. All
troops in the field are under General Meade's or_ders, and will be assigned and moved as he
may direct.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11.30 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Maj01, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
BALTIMORE, July 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I have already reported to you this morning the troops I send from here. Everything
mentioned in my despatch has gone forward except the Eastern Shore Maryland volunteers,
about :five hundred strong, which I am getting in from along the Northern Central railroad,
and the Connecticut cavalry, the detachment of which I am getting in, and which will
number about one hundred. I expect to start the Eastern Shore regiment at one p. m. The
fragments of eighty-seventh Pennsylvania, :fifty-three in number, I will send at the same
time. They are instructed now to move directly on the cars to Harper's Ferry, unless otherwise ordered by Major General French.
ROBT. C. SCHENCK, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Ap1·il10, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, Washington, D. C., Jttly 6, 1863.
Major General MEADE and Major General FRENCH:
It is just reported here that the bridge at Harper's Ferry was left intact when General
French's command abandoned that place. If so, it gives Lee a good crossing, unless it be
occupiedby us in strong force. No time should be lost in throwing troops into Maryland
heights.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12. 30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W .AGER, jlfajor and A. A. G.

[Telegram. -Received 12. 55 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 6, 1863.
Major General CoucH, Harrisburg:
Major General Meade has authority to command and direct the movements of all troops of
your department. His orders will be obeyed.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12. 5 p. m.
Copy sent to Major General Meade.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W .AGER, Major

t~nd

A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HARRISBURG, July 6, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
Your despatch received. General Meade's wishes, recommendations, and instructions have
been carried out so far as practicable. I have direct.~d that a copy of cipher despatches to
him be sent to you for your information.
As I prominently mentioned that officer for his present position, it may be inferred that I
would show no lukewarmness in carrying out his orders.
D. N. COUCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY, April10, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. W .AGER, A. A. G.

[Received 2 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, via Hanover, July 6, 1863.
General CoucH, Harrisburg:
I cannot get very reliable intelligence of the enemy's movements. My belief is they are
in retreat to the Potomac. A captured despatch to a rebel cavalry officer, dated July 5,
says Longstreet is moving· through 'rock mountain, and orders him to picket roads to Emmettsburg, and to report to Longstreet at Tock mountain, and Ewell at Fairfield. Sedgwick,
with his corps, is pushing them at Fairfield; other corps are in support. I have delayed my
flank movement until I am positively satisfied they are retreating to the Potomac. I hope
to-day some time to determine this.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
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[Telegram. J

FREDERICK, MD,, July(:, 186:J.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I had the bridge named in your despatch of this date thoroughly destroyed yesterday.
As soon as I can re-enforce the important passes I will reoccupy the heights-probably to- .
night. There is no force there.
W. H. FRENCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April10, 1865,
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Telegram, in cipher]
HEADQUARTEltS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 6, 1863.
Major General MEADE and Major General FRENCH, Frederick:
Fifteen hundred cavalry left here this forenoon on Rockville and Frederick turnpike.
They are detachments from the army of the Potomac, remounted. You can send ordersto
then on the road to move as you deem best.
Elliott's command, with two new batteries, left by railroad this morning.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 8 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1866.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 9. 20 p.m., 6th.]
GETTYSBURG, July 6, 186~2 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Yesterday I sent General Sedgwick with the · 6th corps in pursuit of the enemy towards
Fairfield and a brigade of cavalry towards Cashtown. General Sedgwick's report indic-ating
a large force of the enemy in the mountains, I deemed it prudent to suspend the movement
to Middletown unt.il I could be certain the enemy were evacuating Cumberland valley.
I find great difficulty in getting reliable information, but, from all I can learn, the enemy
is retreating, very much crippled and hampered with his trains. General Sedgwick reports
that the gap at Fairfield was very formidable, and would enable a small force to hold my
column in check for a long time. I have accordingly resumed the movement to Middletown,
and I expect by to-morrow night to assemble the army in that vicinity. Supplies will be
then provided, and as soon as possible I will cross South mountain and proceed in search of the
enemy. Your despatch requiring me to assume the general command of the forces in the field
under General Couch has been received. I have nothing of the position or strength of his
command, except the advance under General Smith, which I ordered here, and which I desire
should furnish a necessary force to guard this place while the enemy is in the vicinity.
A brigade of infantry and one of cavalry, with two batteries, will be left to watch the enemy
at Fairfield, and to follow them whenever they evacuate the gap. I shall send general instructions to General Couch to move down the Cumberland valley as far as the enemy
evacuate it, and keep up communication with me; but from all the information I can
obtain I do not rely on any active co-operation in battle with this forc~e. If I can get the
army of the Potomac in hand in the valley, and the enemy have not crossed the river, I shall
give him battle, trusting, should misfortune overtake me, that sufficient number of my
force, in connexion with what you have in Washington, would reach that place so as to render
it secure.
General Trimble, of the confederate army, was found to-day wounded just outside of Gettysburg. General Kempse was found mortally wounded in the road to Fairfield, and a large
number of wounded, estimated at several thousand.
Generals Heth, Wade Hampton,
Jenkins, and Pinder, are reported wounded. The losses of the enemy were no doubt very
great, and he must be proportionately crippled. My headquarters will be here to-night, and
to-morrow I expect to be at Frederick.
My cavalry have been attacking the enemy on both flanks, inflicting as much injury as
possible.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, AprillO, 1865

Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

l
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[Received 10 p. m., June 6.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Gettysburg, July 6, 1863-6 p. m.
Major General CoucH, Harrisburg :
The general-in-chief has directed me to assume the general command of all the troops you
have in the field. This, in view of my ignorance of the number, organization, and position of
your troops, is a very difficult matter. Lee, from all I can learn, is withdrawing towards
Hagerstown and Williamsport. I propose to move via Middletown and South mountain, and if
the condition of the roads and the implements in his way should delay him I may have an
opportunity of attacking him. In this you can co-operate either by directly re-enforcing me
by moving down the valley, establishing communication with my army, or your movement
may be confined, as I previously desired it to be, to a simple demonstration on these points.
I do DOL wish to hamper you with instructions, but leave to your knowledge of your troops
and of the necessity the defence of the Susquehanna. I think I have inflicted such injury
on Lee that he will hardly contemplate another demonstration against Harrisburg; still, if I
have to meet with disaster, such a contingency should be held in view. I would like your
opinion, witn the remark that all the assistance I can get will be not only needed, but most
gratefully received. General Smith being very near me, I have ordered him to this place,
where a force should be left to cover our withdrawal and protect the hospitals and public
property. If you can spare Smith I should like to have him so soon as the movements of the
enemy indicate a force to be no longer necessary at this point. My headquarters to-night
will be here; to-morrow night at Froderick. The army is in motion now.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.

[Telegram.-Received 1.30 a. m., 7th.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July 6, 1863-8 p. m.
General H. W. HALLECK:
I shall be very glad to have the four regiments from No. 9, now at Baltimore, which you
propose to add to General Prench's command. They should be put in marching order with
shelter tents.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
FREDERICK, July 7, 1863-12 m.
Major General HALLECK:
Troops sent here for immediate S('rvice should have, at least, their haversacks and cartridge-boxes filled, which was not the case with those from Baltimore; hence a delay.
WM. H. FRENCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram. J
HARRISBURG, July 7, 1863.
Major General HALLECK:
It is reported to me positively that the enemy intend occupying Maryland heights until
they recross the river. Please send copy to General Meade.
D. N. COUCH, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Officiaf copy :
D. C. "'WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July .7, 1863.
Major General MEADE and Major General FRENCH, Frederick:
What force has been sent to Maryland heights, and how many have reached there? It
seems to me at the present to be a most important point, and should be held with force sufficient to prevent its occupation by the enemy. Should his crossing above be impossible, he
will probably attempt to take and hold that position till he can make the passage.
H. W. HALLECK, Geneml-in-Cltief.
Sent 12m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, A prilll, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 7, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of tlze Potomac:
I have received from the President the following note, which I respectfully communicate.
.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
"WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, July 7, 1863.
"Major General HALLECK:
"We have certain information that Vicksburg surrendered to General Grant on the 4th ot
July. Now, if General Meade can complete his work so gloriously prosecuted thus far by
the literal or substantial destruction of Lee's army, the rebellion will be over.
"Yours truly,
"A. LINCOLN."
Sent 1.35 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 1.15 p.m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., July 7, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
The enemy surrendered Vicksburg to General Grant on the 4th of July.
•
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2.40 p. m.

[Telegram.-Received 2.55 p.m., in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 7, 1863.
Major General G. G. MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
It gives me great pleasure to inform you that you have been appointed a brigadier general
in the regular army, to rank from July third, the date of your brilliant victory at Gettysburg·
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3. LO p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 4.30 p. m., 7th.]
FREDERICK, July 7, 1863-4 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
An officer of the cavalry from the front reports the enemy's army occupying Hagerstown
and Williamsport, and guarding their artillery and train, which they cannot cross. So soon
as my command is oupplied and t4eir trains up I shall move.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 4.45 p. m.]
FREDERICK, MD., July 7, 1863-3.10 p.m.
General HALLECK :
General Buford reports that he attacked Williamsport yesterday, but found it guarded by
a large force of infantry and artillery. Heavy forces were coming into Williamsport all
night. French having destroyed their bridges, the river being unfordable, they are crossing
in country flatboats-a slow operation. My army will be assembling to-morrow at Middletown; I will immediately move on Williamsport. Should the enemy succeed in crossing the
river before I can reach him, I should like to have your views of subsequent operationswhether to follow up the army in the valley or cross below or near vVashington.
GEO. G. MEADE Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.

OF

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 5 p. m.]
FREDERICK, MD., July·7, 1863-4 p.m.
Major General HALLECK:
I have received your despatch announcing my appointment as a brigadier general in the
regular army. Please convey to the President my grateful thanks for this honor, and receive
for yourself my thanks for the kind manner you have conveyed its notification.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April10, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 5.25 p. m.]
FREDERICK, July 7, 1863-4 p.m.
General HALLECK :
Maryland heights are at present occupied by Kenley's brigade, 1,700 men. Three thousand additional men and two batteries of artillery left here this morning for that place. No
indication of the enemy this side of Williamsport and Hagerstown. The bridge at Harper's
Ferry was rendered impassable at both sides by General French.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Received 5.45 p. m.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
Frederick, Md., July 7, 1863-4.40 p. m.
Major General CoucH, Harrisburg, Pa.:
An order was sent this morning to General Smith to continue the pursuit of the enemy to
the best advantage, and not to go to Gettysburg. The Potomac river is bank full at Williamsport, and there is no bridge. General Buford attempted to take Williamsport yesterday ;
the enemy's infantry compelled him to retire. There are a good many wagons at Williamsport. Troops and wagons are being ferried over very slowly in two flat-boats. The main
army of the enemy has not crossed, and must fight us before he can.
By order of the general commanding :
G. K. W .A.RREN, C!tief of Staff.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 7, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frede1·ick:
You have given the enemy a stunning blow at Gettysburg. Follow it up and give him
another before he can cross the Potomac. When he crosses, circumstances will determine
whether it will be best to pursue him by the Shenandoah valley or this side of the Blue
Ridge. There is strong evidence that he is short of artillery ammunition, and, if vigorously
pressed, he must suffer.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 8.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 7, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frederick :
I have seen your despatch to Gen~ral Couch of 4.40 p. m. You are perfectly right. Push
forward and fight L ee before he can cross the Potomac.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 9 a. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 8, 1863-8 a.m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
I desire to have the commission of major general conferred on Brigadier General A. A.
Humphreys, that he may act as my chief of staff. Can this be ?one?
.
GEO. G. MEADE, MaJor General, Commandmg.

[Telegram.-Received 10.45 a. m.]
FREDERICK, MD., July 8, 1863.
GENERAL HALLECK: I have ordered General Naglee, with the eight (8) regiments of his
command, to Harper's Ferry, to re-enforce General Kenly, and t? a~sume command.. This
will make a force of between six and seven thousand men. He IS directed to hold h1s com-
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mand in readiness to moYe forward to my support, if required. I have also sent a bridge
train there ·with an engineer party, the bridge to be thrown over only when any command,
cavalry or others, should arrive there to cross. I leave the seventh (7th) New York regin1ent
and a battery of six pieces to defend their depot against any raids.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Ap1·il10, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 8, 1863.
Major General CoucH, Chambersburg:
Your views in regard to repair of railroad are approved.
I think all the available forces in your department should be thrown forward to asslst
General Meade. They can be of no use at present elsewhere.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chirf.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 8, 1863.
Major General ScHENCK, Baltimore :
Send to General Meade the two New York regiments en route, and everything else you can
spare.
H. vV. HALLECK, General-in Chief.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AUMY, Ap1·il ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF TI-IE AnMY, Washington, D. C., July 8, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Frederick:
There is reliable information that the enemy is crossing at Williamsport; the opportunity
to attack his divided forces should not be lost. The President is urgent and anxious that
your army should move against him, by forced marches.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 8, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
Brigadier General Humphreys has been made major general, as you requested.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
.
Sent 2.20 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, AprillJ, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received. 2.55 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 8, 1863-2 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
General Couch from scouts learns that the train at Williamsport is crossing very slowly.
So long as the river is unfordable the enemy cannot cross. My cavalry reports that they had
a fight at Funkstown, through which they drove the enemy to Hagerstown, when a large in. fantry force was seen. From all I can gather, the enemy extend from Hagerstown to Williamsport, covering the march of their !rain.
Their cavalry and infantry pickets are advanced to the Hagerstown and Sharpsburg pike,
on general line of the Antietam. We hold Boonsboro', and our pickets, four miles in front towards Hagerstown, are in contact with the enemy's pickets. My army is assembling slowly;
the rains of yesterday and last night have made all roads but pikes almost impassable; artillery and wagons are stalled. It will take time to collect them tog·ether. A large portion of
the men are barefooted; shoes will arrive at Frederick to-day, and will be issued as soon as
possible. The spirit of the army is high; the men are ready and willing to make every exertion to push forward; the very first moment I can get the different commands, the artillery and
cavalry, properly supplied and in hand, I will move forward. Be assured I most earnestly
desire to try the fortunes of war with the enemy on this side of the 1iver, hoping through
Providence and the bravery of my men to settle the question; but I should do wrong not to
frankly tell you of the difficulties encountei'ed.
I expect to find the enemy in a strong position, well covered with artillery, and I do not
desire to imitate his example at Gettysburg, and assault a position where the chances were so
greatly against success; I wish, in advance, to moderate the expectations of those Vl'ho, in ignorance of the difficulties to be encountered, may expect too much. All that I can do under
the circumstances I pledge this army to do.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 3.20 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 8, 1863-3 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
My information as to the crossing of the enemy does not agree with that just received in
in your despatch. His whole force is in position between Funkstown and vVilliamsport. I
have just received information that he has driven my cavalry force in front of Boonsboro'.
My army is and has been making forced marches short of rations and barefoot ; one corps
marched yesterday and last night over thirty miles. I take occasion to repeat that I will use
my utmost effort to push forward this army.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official copy:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 8, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Arrny of tlte Potornac:
Do not understand me as expressing any dissatisfaction. On the contrary, your army has
done most nobly. I only wish to give you opinions formed from information received here.
It is telegraphed from near Harper's Ferry that the enemy have been crossing for the last two
days. It is also reported that they have a bridge across. If Lee's army is so divided by the
river, the 1mportance of attacking the part on this side is incalculable. Such an opportunity
may never occur again. If, on the contrary, he has massed his whole force on the Antietam,
time must be taken also to concentrate your forces. Your opportunities for information are
better than mine.
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General Kelly was ordered some days ago to concentrate at Hancock and attack the enemy's
right. General Brooks is also moving from Pittsburg to re-enforce Kelly. All troops arriving from New York and Fort Monroe are sent directly to Harper's Ferry, unless you order
differently. You will have forces sufficient to render your victory certain. My only fear
now is that the enemy may escape by crossing the river.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 4.40 p. m.
HEADQUAR'rERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE SUSQUEHANNA,
Harrisburg, July 8, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, Commander-in-Chief U. S. A.:
SIR: I intend going· to Chambersburg in the morning, leaving my office here for the
present. Troops are thrown into the Valley as fast as the railroad can do it, which, at present,
is not more than 3,000 for 24 hours. About (10) ten regiments have been equipped in two
days.
I shall use my judgment in the manner of effecting a junction with Meade, having in view·
the peculiar kind of force under my command, endeavoring to keep the advantage of the
mountains in my favor, trusting that I can be of some use to him in his great efforts.
Fear is expressed that the New York troops will not march over the line. A great many of
them march as though they would halt if danger threatens in front. I hope for the best.
.
D. N. COUCH, Majm· General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 9.41 a. m.J
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. C., July 9, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Anny of the Potomac:
If no arrangeme ~1t was made between you and General Lee for the exchange and parole
of prisoners of war by designating places of delivery, as provided in seventh article of
cartel, no parole given by the troops of either army is valid. Please answer if any such
agTeement was made.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11.20 a. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

[Received 11.40 a. m. J
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July 9, 1863-11.30 a.m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
In answer to your despatch of 9.40, I have to state that General Lee made a proposition
to me for an exchange of prisoner:; on tlt e field of Gettysburg, which I declined accepting.
G.EO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.

[Received 12.10 p. m., July 9.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Middletown, July 9, 1863-11 a. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in· Chief:
The army is moving in three columns, the right column having in it three corps. The
line occupied to-day with the advance will be on the other side of the mountains, from
Boonsboro' to Rohrerllville. Two corps will march without their artillery, the animals being
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completely exhausted-many falling on the road. The enemy's infantry were driven back
ye;;terday evening from Boonl>boro'-or, rather, they retired, on being pressed-towards
Hagerstown. I am still under the impression that Lee's whole army is between Hagerstown
and Williamsport, with an advance at Middleburg, on the road to Greencastle, observing
Couch. The state of the river and the difficulty of crossing has rendered it imperative on
him to have his army, artillery, and trains ready to receive my attack. I propose to move
on a line from Boonsboro' towards the centre of the line from Hagerstown to "Williamsport,
my flank looking to Lhe river, and my right towards the mountains, keeping the road to
Frederiek in my rear and centre. I shall try to keep as concentrated as the roads by which
I can move will admit, so that, should the enemy attack, I can move to meet ; and if he
assumes the iiefensive, I can dt>ploy as I think proper. I transmit a copy of despatch sent
to General Smith, at Waynesboro' ; one of like tenor was sent to General Couch. The
operations of both these officers should be made to conform to mine. They can readily
ascertain my progress from scouts and by the movements of the enemy; and if the forces
under them are of any practical value, they could join my right flank and assist in the
attack. My cavalry will be pushed to-day all to the front, on the right and left, and I hope
will collect information. It is with the greatest difficulty that I can obtain any reliable
information of the enemy. I send a despatch received this morning from General Neil, in
command of a brigade of infantry and cavalry, who followed the retreat of the enemy through
Fairfield, and effected a junction with General Smith at Waynesboro'. A copy of my
despatch to General Smith is also sent you. vVhen I speak of two corps having to leave
their batteries behind them, I should have stated that they remained at Frederick to get new
horses and shoe the others, and that they will rejoin their corps this p. m. The object of the
remark was to show the delay. I think the decisive battle of the war will be fought in a
few days. In view of its momentous consequenees, I desire to adopt sueh measures as in
my judgment will tend to insure success, even though these may be deemed tardy.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Cornrnanding.

11.30 A.M.
A deserter has just been brought within our lines, who reports the enemy's army all
between Hagerstown and Williamsport; that they have brought up a bridge from Winchester, which is now thrown across at Williamsport; that they are using this ~ridge not to
cross their forces, but to bring over supplies; that the men are in fair spirits, and the talk
among them is, they must try it again. This deserter says he belongs to the artillery of
Stuart's command. I send the information for what it is worth.
GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Cornrnanding.
General CoucH, Harrisburg:
The enclosed copy of instructions to General Smith is sent for your information and guidance. More definite directions will be sent as soon as it is possible to give them.
A. A. HUMPHREYS,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
JULY 9-9 a. m.
General W. F. SMITH:
The army will occupy the line from Boonsboro' to Rohrersville to-day. The army, both
men and horses, is very much exhausted, and cannot advance as rapidly as desired. Although the information respecting the position of the enemy is not very definite, yet he is
believed not to have crossed any large part of it over the Potomac, but to be conceutrating
it between Hager:5town and Williamsport. Un(ler these circumstances definite instructions
cannot be sent to you. You will look to the secmrity of your command. Join this army
when you can do so with security, unless the operations of General Couch require you to
unite with him. Definite instructions will be sent you as soon as practicable. Although
highly desirable that General Neil should rejoin his corps, yet he must be governed by your
instructions.
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS LIGH'f DIVISION, ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 9, 1836.
General S. WILLIAMS :
SIR: Baldy Smith is here with his command. Colonel Gregg, with brigade of cavalry,
who leaves for Boonsboro' to-night, will send this. A scout brings information that Lee has
one corps intrenehed on the \Villiamsport vike from Hagerstown, another on the Boonsboro'
pike, and Early is said to be up towarclsMiddleburg, (quien sabt:,) between Greencastle and
Hagerstown. Tbe news of the capture of Vicksburg is confirmed. Have sent a cavalry
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reconnaissance towards Hagerstown this morning. It has not returned. Since writing tl1e
above have fe1t the enemy's pickets with a regiment of cavalry at a bridge four or five
miles from Hagerstown. They are very stubborn. We drove them away, but they returned
as we retired. General Smith is in with his mixed command; am delighted to have the benefit of his counsel and advice. We are all right, but watch Early's division on my right
towards Middleburg.
THOMAS H. NElLE, Brigadier General, Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliiY, Washington, D. 0., July 9, 1863.
Major General G. G. MEADE, Army of the Potamac:
The evidence that Lee's army will fight north of the Potomac seems reliable. In that
case you will want all your forces in hand. Kelley is collecting at Hancock. I have
directed him to push forward, so as to take part in the coming battle. Brooks's militia
refuse to cross the Pennsylvania lines. Everything I can get h ere will be pushed on to
Harper's Ferry, from which place you can call tbem in to your left
Don't be influenced by any despatch from here against your own judgment. Regard
them as suggestions only. Our information here is not always correct.
Take any horses or supplies you can find in the country. They can be settled for afterwards.
Would it not be well to fortify the Hagerstown gap through the South mountain as a
point of support?
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARliiY, April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Major, A.A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0., July 9, 1863.

Brigadier General KELLEY, Hancock, Va.:
If Lee gives battle don't be absent, but come in and help General Meade gain a
victory. A battle is not far off.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 3.20 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliiY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma,ior, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher. J
HEADQUARTERS oF THE ARI>IY, Waohington , D. C., July 9, 1863.
Major General ScHENCK, Baltimore;
Can't you squeeze out some m01e troops to send to Harper's FerrJ ? Try it. Baltimore
and the railroads are perfectly Rafe.
Kvery availau :e man ~:>hould be sent to a.'5sist
General Meade. There are more troops to arrive at Ualti ".ore, wh1ch can Le used there
should it be necessary. In the mean time everything i' ' ·s~ ible nw:-;t be sent to the front.
There is another big battle pending.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ohit/.
Sent 4 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARIIIY, Ap1·il ll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma;'or, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE AmiY, Washington, D. a., July 9, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
Two full regiments and two complete batteries are ordered to leave here to-night.
Three brigades are on their way, and may be expected to-morrow or the day after. They
will be sent to Harper's Ferry unless you ~hh otherwise.
I shall do everything in my power to re-enforce you. I fully appreciate the importance
of the coming battle.
H. W. HALLECK, GenfYI"al-in-Ohiej.
•,
Sent 4.20 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, 4· A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 7.10 p. m

J

HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July 9, 1863-5 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, GenfYI"Ill-in-Chiej:
I transmit herewith a copy of instructions this moment sent to General Naglee at
Harper's Ferry.
Very respectfully, &c.,
GEO. G. MEADE, :MaJor General Commanding.
'' HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July 9-5.20 p. m.
"Brigadier General N AGLEE, Commanding at Harper's. Ferry:
"Organize the re-enforcements in brigades as fast as they arrive, and send them to join
the left of the army through Rohrersville, seeing that they have haversacks and three days'
rations. First secure a garrison of three or four thousand men to garrison Maryland
heights against a coup de main.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, llfajor General, Chief of Staff."
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliY, April II, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, Assistant Adjutant GenfYI"al.

LTelegram.]
BALTIMORE, July 9, I863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The 17th New York, two hundred and ninety-nine (299,) and the 18th, one hundred
and sixty strong, have just arrived. 'l'hey are perfectly raw, and not filled out. I will
supply thP-m ammunition, rations, &c. , and get them off l>y dayl1g1Jt to Frederick or
Harper's Ferry. After General Naglee reported here, we overhauled the 43d Mass"lchusetts infantry, and the result was that I got off ytsterday two hundred of the men, with
their officers, to t;o toG •neral French, and sent three hundred of them to Boston.
ROBERT C. SCHENCK, .Major GenfYI"al.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, I865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 9.45 a.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

July 18, 1863-9 a. m.
Major General HALLECK :
Means of transportation and supplies required by the re-enforcements of this army
being at Frederick, it would facilitate their junction with the army if the reinforcements
were sent to Frederick instead of Harper's Ferry.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERs

oF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washinoton, D. 0., July 10, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
You can stop at Frederick the re-enforcements ordered to Harper's Ferry. Those
ordered hereafter will be directed to Frederick, as you request. I fear the three additional
brigades may not reach here before to-morrow night.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 11 a.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Maior, A. A. G.

[Te1egram.-Received 2.55 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

Near Mountain House, July 10, 1863.
General HALLECK :
In consequence of the very efficient service and the material aid rendered to me by the
cavalry during my recent operations, I would esteem it a personal favor if tbe President
would assign Major General Pleasonton to the command of the cavalry corps, the position
I found him in when I assumed command.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

April 10, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 3.10 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

July 10, 1863-1 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The information received to-day indicates that the enemy occupy positions extending
from the Potomac, near Falling Waters, through Downsville to Funkstown, and to the
northeast of Hagerstown, Ewell's corps being to the northeast of Hagerstown, Longstreet
at Funkstown, and A. P. Hill on their right. These positions they are said to be
intrenching. I am advancing ::m a line perpendicular to the line from H~tgerstown to
Williamsport, and the army will this evening occupy a position extending from tbe
Boonsboro' and Hagerstown road at a point one mile beyond Beaver creek to Bakersville,
nea.r the Potomac. Our cavalry advanced this morning, drove in the enemy's cavalry on
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. the Boonsboro' pike to within a mile of Funl~:stown, when the enemy displayed a large
force, and opened a fire from heavy guns, (20-pounders.) I shall advance cautiously on
the Rame line to-morrow until I can develop more fully the enemy's force and position, upon which my future operations will depend. General Smith is still at Waynesboro'.
A despatch was received from him at that place this morning. Instructions similar to
those of yesterday were sent to him.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General, C<Ymmanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AuiY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G. ,

' [Received 3.10 p. m.]
WASHINGTON, D. 0., July 10, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
Major General ScHENCK, Baltimore, Md. :
Brigadier General L. THOMAS, Harrisburg, Pa.:
It has been understood and agreed between Colonel Ludlow and Mr. Ould, agents for
exchange of prisoners, that paroles not given as prescribed in section seven of the cartel,
after May 22, are to be considered as null and void, and that the officers and men of the
respective parties paroled not in accordance with that section of the cartel will be returned
to duty without exchange. They will be so returned to duty.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 5.05 p. m.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF TilE ARMY, Washington D. C., July 10, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of Potomac:
I think it will be best for you to postpone a general battle till you can concentrate all your
forces, and get up your reserves and re-enforcements. I will push on the troops as fast as
they arrive. It would be well to have staff officers at the Monocacy to direct the troops
arriving where to go, and to see that they are properly fitted out. They should join you by
forced marches. · Beware of partial combats. Bring up and hurl upon the enemy all yom
forces, good and bad.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Major, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Near Mountain House, July 10, 1863.
General SMITH, and General NEIL, at Waynesboro:
There is an abundance of rations at Gettysburg_. You have wagons. If more are needed
make requisitions on Captain Rankin, at Gettysburg, or impress them from the country people. While in your present position you must supply yourselffrom Gettysburg: No further
instructions can be sent to you than to occupy the enemy to the best advantage m your front,
and be prepared to join us or General Couch, as the movements of the enemy will permit or
may require. We are advancing to-day. Our left to-night will be at Bakersville, and our
right on the Boonsboro' and Hagerstown road between Antietam and Beaver creek.
By command of Major General Meade.
S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G.
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[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARMY,
Washin9ton, D. 0., July 11, 1863.

Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
Your telegram in relation to General Pleasonton has been shown to the Secretary of
War. There is no intention to supersede him in command of the cavalry. General Stoneman remains here. There is, however, an objection to any formal order at present.
The three brigades are arriving. Assign them and their officers as you may deem best,
without regard to present or former organizations.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 12 m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.

D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 5.30 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY

OF THE POTOMAC,
Antietam Greek, July 11, 1863-4 p. m.
Major. General H . .w. HALLECK, Commander-in-Chief:
The line of this army was advanced cautiously this morning in the direction stated in
yesterday's despatch, and at this time its right rests on the road from Smoketown to Funkstown, about two miles from the latter-the line crossing the Antietam, passing through
Jones's crpssroads, the left being near Wash run. Strong reconnoissances of infantry are
being pushed out towards Funkstown, on the left bank of the Antietam, towards the same
point on the right bank, and on the road from Sharpsburg to Funkstown ; at the same
time cavalry force is pushing out on the left on the Boonsboro' and Williamsport road, and
on the right towards Hagerstown from Chewsville and Leitersburg. The cavalry on the
Chewsville road advanced without opposition to within a short distance (about a mile and
a half) of Hagerstown. The cavalry force in the direction of Leitersburg and that advancing towards Williamsport have not yet been heard from. Everything indicates that
the enemy is massing between Hagerstown and Williamsport, and from various sources it
is stated that they are intrenching.
From the representations of General Spinola, that the nine-months men of his command
could not be relied upon, as their time had nearly expired, and my own experience of
troops under such circumstances, I have directed the regiments of his brigaC!e to be posted
in the rear. Troops of this character can be of little service unless they are pledged to
serve beyond their terns of enlistment, and the supplies they consume and the space they
occupy on the lines of communication can be illy spared; besides, their presence may have
an injurious effect upon other troops. I do not, therefore, desire to be re-enforced by such
troops, unless they have pledged themselves to remain beyond their terms of service, and
until I can dispense with their services.
GEORGE G. MEADE, Ma}or General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE .ARM.Y, April 10, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washin9ton, D. C., July 11, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
The nine-months men told me that they were willing to serve through this crisis under
any one but General Spinola, but would not serve under him, as they regarded him as
worthless. You are authorized to relieve him and send him away.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief,
Sent 9 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprilll, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.
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[Telegram. ]

CHAMBERSBURG, July 12, 1863-12.30 p. m.
General WARREN, Headquarters Army of the Potomac:
It is reported that the rebels ctossed a good many horses yesteday at Williamsport,
swimming the river, and that fourteen fiats were nearly completed yesterday. I can't
find out that any large force of the enemy are at Fairview.
My second division will move down so soon as my provisions are up.
D. N. COUCH, Ma;'or General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Assistant Ad;'utant General.

[Received 2.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY 011' THE PoTOMAC, July 12, 1863.
Major General Couc:s;, Harrit.burg:
My troops occupied Hagerstown this morning, the enemy retiring towards Williamsport
before them. The enemy are intrenched on a line one mile and a half from Hagerstown,
in the direction of dam number four on the river. The road is open to you to Hagerstown.
GEO. G. MEADE, Ma}or General Commanding.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 8 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS AR~Y OF THE POTOMA0 1 July 12 1 1863-4.30 p.m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
Upon advancing my right flank across the Antietam this morning the enemy abandoned
Funkstown and Hagerstown, and my line now extends from the latter place to Fairplay.
The advance of the cavalry on the right showed the enemy to be strongly posted on the
Hagerstown and Williamsport road, about a mile and a half from Hagerstown. On the
left the cavalry advance showed them to be in position back of St. James College and at
Downsville. Their position runs along the high ground from Downsville to near Hagerstown. This position they are prospecting. Batteries are established on it. It is my
intention to attack them to-morrow unless something intervenes to prevent it, for the
reason that delay will strengthen the enemy and will not increase my force.
GEO. G. MEADE, Ma}or Ger.eral Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE Amu, .April10, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Assistant Ad;'utant General.

[Telegram.-Received 6.40 p. m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 13, 1863-5 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ghief:
In my despatch of yesterday I stated that it was my intention to attack the enemy today unlees something intervened to prevent it. Upon calling my corps commanders together and submitting the question to them, five out of six were unqualifiedly opposed to
it under these circumstances, in view of the momentous consequences attendant upon, a
failure to succeed. I did not feel myself authorized to attack until after I had made more
careful examination of the enemy's position, strength, and defensive works. These
. examinations are now being made.
So far as completed they show the enemy to be strongly prospected on a ridge running
from the rear of Hagerstown, past Downsville, to the Potomac. I shall continue these
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reconnaissances with the expectation of finding some weak point, upon which, if I succeed, I shall hazard an attack. General Smith, with the advanced division of General
Couch's forces, has arrived here to-day; but from the organization and condition of these
troops and the short time they have to serve, I cannot place much reliance upon them.
Difficulties arising with the troops sent me, whose terms of service are about expiring,
respecting the dates at which they expire, I heg to be informed by the department upon
that head respecting each such regiment sent me.
G:IDO. G. MEA.DE, MaJor General.

H~ADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, AprillO, 1865.

Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, Asststant AdJutant General.

[Telegram, in cipher.]

a.,

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D.
July 13, 1863.
Brigadier General B. F. KELLEY, Fairview:
Move up upon the enemy's flank and rear, and attack and harass him wherever you
can. If you can reach his crossing annoy him as much as possible.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9 p . m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THB ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma}or, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]

a.,

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D.
July 13, 1863.
Major General CoucH, Chambersburg:
You telegraph to General Meade that you cannot move for want of transportation. Take it
wherever you can find it; and if you cannot find any, go without it, and live on the country. Don't stop at trifles at this crisis, but prove yourself equal to the. emergency.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.

Official:

D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher ]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington, D. 0., July 13, 1863.
Major General G. G. MEADE, A1my of the Potomac:
Yours of 5 p. m. is received. You are strong enough to attack and defeat the enemy
before he can effect a crossing. Act upon your own judgment. Make your generals execute your orders. Call no council of war. It is proverbial that councils of war never figlitt.
Re-enforcements are pushed on as rapidly as possible. Don't let the enemy escape.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 9.20 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, Ma}or, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.-Received 12.10 p.m.]
HJ!IADQUARTERS ARMY

OF

THE POTOMAC,
July 14, 1863-11 a. m.

General HALLECK:
On advancing my army this morning, with a view of aecertaining the exact position of
the enemy, and attacking him if the result of the examination should justify me, I found
on reaching his lines that they were evacuated. I immediately put my army in pursuit ;
the cavalry in ad vance at this period My forces occupy vVilliamsport, but I have not yet
heard from the advance on Falling Waters, where it is reported be crossed his infantry on
a bridge. Your instructions, as to further movements in case the enemy is entirely across
the river, are desired.
G. G. MEADE, Ma;'or Ge:mral, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Ap1il 10, 1865.

Official copy:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram.]
CHAMBERSBURG, July 14, 1863.-9.30 a. m.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
General Meade bas declined to take the responsibility of ordering my forces to join him.
Smith's division is with him. Dana's division, twelve thousand strong, will probably be
at Greencastle to-night. I have notified General Meade that it will be at his disposal.
D. N. COUCH, MoJor General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April10, 1865.

Official copy:
D. C, WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .AR111Y 1 Washinf}ton, JJ. 0., July 14, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
The enemy should be pursued and cut up wherever he may have gone. This pursuit
may or may not be upon the rear or flank, as circumstances may require. 'l'he inner flank
towards Washington presents the greatest advantages. Eupply yourself in the country as
far as possible. I cannot arlvise details, as I do not know where Lee's army is, nor where
are your pontoon bridges.
I need hardly say to you that the escape of Lee's army, without another battle, bas
created great dissatisfaction in the mind of the President, and it will require an active
and energetic pur,;uit on youT' part to remove the impression that it has not been sufficieutly
active heretofore.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 1 p.m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THF ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official :
D. C. WAGER, Mo;'or, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher ]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Washington; D. C., July 14, 1863.
Major General MEA.DE, Army of the Pctomac :
Should you cross at Berlin or below Harper's Ferry, your ~;upp1ies for the time can ba
sent by Baltimore and Ohio railroad. General Meigs will therefore recall General Haupt
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and railroad brigade to repair the Manassas road, so that supplies can meet you by Thoroughfare Gap or Warrenton, should you require them there.
Telegraph condition of things.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Aprzl 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, JJiaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.]
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. G., July 14, 1863.
Brigadier General KELLY, Fairview, Md. :
General Meade telegraphs that enemy's main army has crossed at .B'alling Waters. If so,
you should also cross to act on his flank. If any force.; are still on north side, try and cut
them up.
H. W. HALLE::JK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 2.40 p . m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, MaJor, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher.-Received 3.10 p.m.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
July 14:, 1863-2.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
the President (conveyed in your despatch of 1 p. m. this day) is, in my judgment, so undeserved that I feel compelled most respectfully to ask to be immediately relieved from the
Having performed my duty conscientiously and to the best of my ability, the censure of
command of this army.
GFORGE G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A.A. G.
[Telegram.-Received 3.15 p.m.]
HEADQUAR~ERS AR~IY

OF THE PoTOMAC, July 14, 1863-3 p. m.
General HALLECK :
My cavalry now occupy Falling Waters, havi'ng overtaken and captured a brigade of
infantry, fifteen hundred (1,500) strong, two (2) guns, two caissons, two battle-flags, and
a large number of small-arms. The enemy are all across the Potomac.
GEORGE G. MEADE, MaJor General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipber.-Received 4 p. m.J
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, July 14-3.30 p. m.
Major General HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
The difficulty of supplying the army in the Valley of the Shenandoah, owing to the
destruction of the railroad, has decided me to move by Berlin.
I shall pursue and harass the retreat of the enemy with my cavalry.
GEORGE G. MEADE, MaJor General.

"

£i'CA./J(/lT.fll:l'IM tl? :l'ffC ~.flJ/Y,

.4'r///4 /~/J:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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[Telegram.]
WILLIAMSPORT, MARYLAND, via CHERRY RuN,
July 14, 1863-3.30 p. m.
Major General HALLECK:
Just arrived. Find that the enemy crossed the river during the night and early this
morning. River now rising rapidly.
B. F. KELLY, Brigadier General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 10, 1865.
Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Telegram, in cipher. J
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARliiY 1 Washington, D. C., July 14:, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Army of the Potomac:
My telegram stating the disappointment of the President at the escape of Lee's army
was not intended as a censure, but as a stimulus to an active pursuit. lt is not deemed
a sufficient cause for your application to be relieved.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 4:.30 p. m.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, April 11, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, Ma}or, A. A. G.

[Telegram.-Received 9.40 p. m., in cipher.] ·
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOllfAC,
July 14, 1863-8.30 p. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief:
My cavalry have captured five hundred prisoners, in addition to those previously
reported. General Pettigrew, of the confederate army, was killed this morning in the
attack on the enemy's rear guard. His body is in our hands. A division of my cavalry
crossed the river at Harper's ·F erry to-day, who will pursue and harass the retreat of the
enemy, and give me information of his movements. General Kelly, with an infantry
force, and Averell's cavalry, have reached Williamsport. Am I authorized to detain him
here to watch the Potomac, while I move to Berlin?
GEORGE G. MEADE, Ma}or General, Commandi'l1{J.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, April10, 1865.

Official copy :

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

[Received 8.20 p. m.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., July 15, 1863.
Major General MEADE, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
Official information is received that Port Hudeon unconditionally surrendered to General
Banks on the 8th instant, thus opening the Mississippi river.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
Sent 8.30 p. m.
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Gene1·al Godfrey Weitzel.

vV ASHINGTON, May 18, 1865.
Major General GoDFREY WEITZEL recalled and examined.

By the chairman :
Question. We desire to examine you in relation to the call of the rebel legislature of Virginia to assemble in Richmond, purporting to have been authorized
or sanctioned by you. Will you state how that call came to be issued, and all
about it 1
Answer. I received an order from President Lincoln to permit the call to be
made. Of course, I never would have thought of doing any such thillg myself.
The original order is in the hands of Major General Ord, but I have his certified
copy. When General Ord assumed command at Richmond, the original order
was still in force, and I left it with him. The night before I left Richmond I
received a telegram from Mr. Lincoln to annul or rescind that call; that telegram.
I turned over to General Ord for his execution, as I was to leave the next
morning with my command.
Question. Have you a certified copy of the original order with you now 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Please furnish it to the committee.
Answer. The witness handed the committee a paper, which read as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES

THE UNITED STATES,
"Oity Point, April 6, 1865.
"It has been intimated to me that the gentlemen who have acted as the
legislature of Virginia, in support of the rebellion, may now desire to assemble
at Richmond, and take measures to withdraw the Virginia troops and other
support from resistance to the general government. If they attempt it, give
them permission and protection, until, if at all, they attempt some action hostile
to the United States, in which case you will notify them, give them reasonable
time to leave, and at the end of which time arrest any who remain. Allow Judge
Campbell to see this, but do not make it public.
" Yours, &c.,
"A. LINCOLN.
''Major General WEITZEL,
"Ridmond, Virginia."
OF

" I certify that the above is a true _copy of the original in my possession.
"E. 0. 0. ORD,
"Major General Volunteers."
Question. You say this is a true copy of the original order from Mr. Lincoln 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The original was handed to me by Senator Wilkinson,
and it is now in possession of General Ord, to whom I gave it, because the call
was in the papers when he assumed command there, and I thought he ought to
have it.
Question. What was your position and command at the time you received that
order 1
Answer. I was in the city of Richmond, and was commanding officer of all
the United States forces in Richmond.
Question. Did you conceive any idea of doing such a thing as that until you
received this order from the President 1
Answer. Not the most remote.
Part I--34
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Quef!tion. Was it in accordance with your own private judgment of what
ought to have been done 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you have any conversation with the President previous to the
time he issued this order 1
Answer. I bad conversations with him, but not upon this subject, except that
he said to me, "General, probably I may send you a letter to-morrow morning
from City Point, which will guide you," or some remark like that.
Question. At what time did you receive this order 1
Answer. Senator Wilkinson handed it to me on the morning after J.t was
written.
Q ~1estion. And in accordance with this direction you issued the call for the
rebel legislature to assemble 1
Answer. I did not issue the call. I met a committee of those people, and
told them they might put a call in the papers, and I would approve it.
tJ,uestion. What was done under the call before it was rescinded by order
of the President 1
Answer. Nothing had been done under it, except sending out passes to nearly
all the men mentioned in the call.
Question. Where was the President when he issued the order to rescind the
call?
Answer. He was in Washington city. The order to rescined was issued on
the night of the 12th of April.
Question. Had any members of the rebel legislature assembled in Richmond
prior to the call being rescinded 1
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. Have you a copy of the order rescinding this ca111
Answer. I have not; General Ord has it.
Question. Was there anything more in it than simply a direction to annul
or rescind the call 1
Answer. I do not remember the language, except that it said that the necessity for that call had then passed.
Question. Is there anything further you wish to state in reference to this
matter, by way of explanation or otherwise 1
Answer. No, sir, except that I simply obeyed the order as one from my
superior officer. I had my own views about the matter; but there was the order,
and I obeyed it.
Question. I have seen in the pa-pers a statement to the effect that you removed a colored guard from about Mrs. Lee's house or premises, at her request,
and put white troops in their place. How was that 1
Answer. That statement is untrue; thete is not the least foundation for it.
Question. It has also been stated that t.he city was guarded to some extent
by colored troops at first, and that they were removed in consequence of the
objection of the people there.
Answer. That is untrue also. The provost guard was a brigade of General
D even's division. The way that brigade happened to come in was this: when
I had got about a quarter of a mile within the city limits, I found that a perfect
mob had take possession of the city, and were robbing and plundering, blacks
and whites. The city was on fire in three or four places, the powder magazines
were blowing up, and shells were exploding every minute; it was a perfect
pandemonium. I saw the necessity at once of getting some troops in to preserve
order, and I sent one of my aides-de-camp back witb orders to get the first brigade
he could find, and bring it in to act as provost guard. I did not designate any
particular brigade, and he brought in this one of General Deven's division.
'l'hen, in accordance with instructions, I directed all the rest of my troops to
march around the outskirts of the city and take possession of the inner lines of
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redoubts just outside of the city. The only body of troops, which marched
through the city, which had not received this order, were the 5th Massachusetts
colored cavalry and the 20th New York cavalry.
'rhere was another statement in the papers which I should like to set right.
Question. You can state anything you desire.
Answer. There was a statement that I had marched my white troops thrtmgh
Richmond and had not marched my colored troops through there. 'rhat statement
probably arose from the fact that the white division of the 24th corps was reviewed
by me on the Saturday after I got into Richmond. I had intended to review
both divisions together. But General Devens, who is an old brigadier general,
came to me and said that he did not like to have the two divisions reviewed
together; that General Coxe was a younger brigadier general than he was,
though acting under his (General Coxe's) appointment as brevet major general,
and that neither would like to be placed on the left of the other. I said, "Very
well, I can get rid of that diffitmlty by reviewing you on different days; I will
review you on Saturday, and Coxe on Monday." On Monday it became necessary, from the reports I had received, to send out reconnoitring parties. And
as nearly all of those parties had to go out on roads which were held by colored troops, I used them for that purpose.
It would have been unjust to have reviewed them on Tuesday, just after they
had made a marc'h of twenty-five or thirty miles, and I put it off tHl Wednesday.
I said to the people there, "You have tried to get up colored troops and failed;
I will show you a review of colmed troops." But on Wednesday it rained, and
on 'rhursday General Ord came there, and I .was ordered to take all my colored
troops out of Richmond. But I marched them right through the heart of Richmond and down to Petersburg, and right through Petersl.urg, and one of my
colored regiments, at the request of a Tebel officer, sang the J obn Brown song
as they marched along. I have frequently detailed colored guards for women
and children, and have never heard any complaint or any feeling expressed on
the subject.
.
Question. And they have never been changed for white troops at the instance of the people there 1
Answer. Never anything of the kind; I should not command the corps, if I
could be guilty of doing that.

Testimony of Major General George G. Meade.

•

WARRINGTON, May 16, 1865.
Major General GEORGE G. MEADJ!J recalled and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. You have been in the army almost since the war commenced, and
have had as intimate connexion with and knowledge of the army of the Potomac as any general I know. For that reason I desire to place on our record
your answer to the following inquiry: In what manner has Mr. Stanton, the
Secretary of War, performed his duties in regard to the supply of the army and
the support of the military operations under your charge 1
Answer. So far as my knowledge extends and I have had any relations with
the War Department, 1 can say most cheerfully that everything I have required, or that I thought ought to be done, has been promptly attended to by
Mr. Stanton, as the head of the War Department.
Question. vVhat do you say of the talent and ability with which Mr. Stanton
has conducted his. department 1
·
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Answer. I consider that the department bas been conducted with very great
ability. There may have been some matters in which I may have differed with
Mr. Stanton, and might have criticised his operations.
Question. I speak of the general management of the department.
Answer. As to the general management of the War Department, I consider
it has been conducted with great ability.
·

Testimony

rif Lieutenant

General U. S. Grant.

WASHINGTON, May 18, 1865.
Lieutenant General U. 8. GRANT recalled and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. You have been lieutenant general commanding the whole army for
a year past and more?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. I wish to place upon our record your answer to the following question : In what manner has Mr. Stanton, Secretary of War, performed his duties
in the supply of the armies and the support of the military operations under
your charge1
Answer. Admirably, I think. 'l,here has been no complaint in that respectthat is, no general complaint. So far as he is concerned I do not think there
has been any ground of complaint in that respect.
Question. Has there ever been any misunderstanding with regard to the conduct of the war, in any particular, between you and the Secretary of War since
you have been in command 1
Answer. Never any expressed to me. I never had any reason to suppose
that any fault was found with anything I had done. So far as the Secretary of
War and myself are concerned, he has never interfered with my duties, never
thrown any obstacles in the way of any supplies I have called for. He has
never dictated a course of campaign to me, and never inquired what I was going
to do. He has always seemed satisfied with what I did, and has heartily cooperated with me.
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BATTLE OF PETERSBURG.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
December 15, 1864.
On motion by 1\fr. ANTHONY,
Resolved, That the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War be directed to inquire into
and report the facts concerning the attack on Petersburg, on the 30th day of July, 1864.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.

Mr.

WADE

submitted the following
REPORT.

The Committee on the Conduct if the War, in pur$uance of the foregoing
'resolution, submit the following report, with accompanying testimony:

In the attack upon the enemy's lines before Petersburg, the 16th,
17th, and 18th of June, 1864, the ninth corps gained an advanced
position beyond a deep cut in the railroad, within about one hundred
, and twenty-five yards of the enemy's lines. Just in rear of that
advanced position was a deep hollow, where work could be carried
on entirely out of sight of the enemy.
Within a few days after that position had been gained, Lieutenant
Colonel Henry Pleasants, 48th Pennsylvania volunteers, made the
suggestion to General Potter, commanding the division, that a mine
could be run under one of the enemy's batteries, by means of which
it could be blown up, and an opening made in the enemy's lines. The
suggestion having been submitted to General Burnside, it was approved by him, and work was commenced upon the mine on the 25th
of June.
It will be seen from the testimony of Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants
that he labored under disadvantages in the successful accomplishment
of this important work, which would have deterred a man of less
energy and determination. It was not merely the evident lack of
faith in the success of the enterprise shown by all the officers of high
rank but his division and corps commanders, but that lack of faith was
accompanied by an entire failure to furnish the assistance and implements necessary to the success of the undertaking within a reasonable
time. And your committee take pleasure in commending the zeal,
energy, and persistence displayed on that occasion by Lieutenant
Colonel Pleasants and the men of the 48th Pennsylvania regiment,
under his command. And the failure of the attack, resulting from
causes with which Colonel Pleasants could have no connexion, should
not be allowed to detract from the meed of praise due to that officer.
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The testimony of Colonel Pleasants, on that point, is as follows :
" Question. Can you fix the time when you mentioned the matter to General
Burnside, when you commenced the work, &c. 1
"Answer. The work was commenced at 12 o'clock, noon, on the 25th of
June, 1864. I saw General Burnside the night previous, and commenced the
mine right off-the next day.
" Question. Did you have any communication with any other commanders on
the subject 1
"Answer. No, sir.
''Question. About how many men did you employ in the work 1
"Answer. My regiment was only about four hundred strong. At first I
employed but a few men at a time, but the number was increased as the work
progressed, until at last I had to use the whole regiment, non-commissioned
officers and all. The great di:ffic.ulty I had was to dispose of the material got
out of the mine. I found it impossible to get any assistance from anybody; I
had to do all the work myself. I had to remove all the earth in old cracker
boxes. I got pieces of hickory and nailed on the boxes in which we received
our crackers, and then iron-cladded them with hoops of iron taken from old
beef and pork barrels.
" Question. Why were you not able to get better instruments with which to
construct so important a work 1
"Answer. I do not know. Whenever I made application I could not get
anything, although General Burnside was very favorable to it. The most important thing was to ascertain how far I had to mine, because if I fell short of
or went beyond the proper place the explosion would have no practical effect.
'Therefore, I wanted an accurate instrument with which to make the necessary
triangulations. I had to make them on the furthest front line, where the enemy's sharpshooters could reach me. I could not get the instrument I wanted,
although there was one at army headquarters; and General Burnside had to .
send to Washington and get an old-fashioned theodolite, which was given tome.
"Question. Do you know any reason why you could not have had the better
instrument which was at army headquarters 1
"Answer. I do not. I know this: that General Burnside told me that
General Meade and Major Duane, chief engineer of the army of the Potomac,
said the thing could not be done; that it was all clap-trap and nonsense; that
euch a length of mine had never been excavated in military operations, and
could not be; that I should either get the men smothered for want of air or
crushed by the falling of the earth, or the enemy would find it out, and it 'vould
amount to nothing. I could get no boards and lumber supplied to me for my
operations. I had to get a pass, and send two companies of my own regiment
with wagons outside of our lines to rebel saw-mills and get lumber .in that way,
after having previously got what lumber I could by tearing down an old bridge.
I had no mining picks furnished me, but had to take common picks and have
them straightened for my mining picks.
"Question. Was General Burnside the only officer who seemed to favor the
mine1
"Answer. The only officer of high rank, so far as I learned. General Burnside, the corps commander, and General Potter, the division commander, seemed
to be the only high officers who believed in it.
" Question. How long from the time you commenced the mine did it take
you to finish it 1
"Answer. I finished the whole thing, lateral galleries and all, ready to put
the powder in, on the 23d of July.
"Question. How long would it have taken you had you been supplied with
the proper tools and instruments 1
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"Answer. I could have done it in one-third or one-fourth of the time. The
greatest cause of the delay was taking the material out.
" Question. How far did you have to carry it ?
"Answer. The whole length of the mine, and to where it could be deposited,
and every night I had to get the pioneers of my regiment to cut bushes and
cover it up where it had been deposited; otherwise the enemy could have
climbed up the trees in their lines and seen the pile of newly excavated earth.
" Question. What was the length of the mine 1
"Answer. The main gallery was 510l"0 feet in length; the left lateral gallery
was 37 feet in length, and the right lateral gallery was 38 feet. The magazines
were to be placed in the lateral galleries.
" Question. What were the dimensions of the galleries 1
"Answer. They varied at different places; I suppose the average was 4~ by
4~ feet."

On the 26th of July, at the request of General Meade, the following plan of attack was submitted to him by General Brirn:Side :
"HEADQUARTERS 9TH ARMY CORPS,

"July 26, 1864.
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes this morning by
Captains Jay and Bache; also of a telegram from the commanding general,
relating to the same subject.
"It is altogether probable that the enemy are cognizant of the fact that we
are mining, because it is mentioned in their papers, and they have been heard
to work on what are supposed to be trre shafts in close proximity to our galleries.
But the rain of night before last has no doubt much retarded their work; we
have heard no sounds of work in them, either yesterday or to-day; and nothing
is heard by us in the mine but the ordinary sounds of work on the surface
above. This morning we had some apprehension that the left lateral gallery
was in danger of caving in from the weight of the batteries above it, and the
shock of their firing. But all possible precautions have been taken to strengthen
it, and we hope to preserve it intact.
"'The placing of the charges in the mine will not involve the necessity of
making a noise. It is therefore probable that we will escape discovery if the
mine is to be used within two or three days. It is nevertheless highly important, in my opinion, that the mine should be exploded at the earliest possible
moment consistent with the geneml interests of the campaign. I state to you
the facts as nearly as I can, and, in the nbsence of any knowledge as to the
meditated movements of the army, I must leave you to judge the proper time to
make use ofthe mine. But it may not be improper for me to say that the advantages reaped from the work would be but small if it were exploded without
any co-operative movement.
''My plan would be to explode the mine just before daylight in the morning,
or at about five o'clock in the afternoon. Mass the two brigades of the colored
division in rear of my first line, in columns of division-" double columns closed
in mass," the head of each brigade resting on the front line; and as soon as the
explosion has taken place, move them forward with instructions for the division
to take half distance, as soon as the leading regiments of the two brigades pass
through the gap in the enemy's line, the leading regiment of the right brigade
to come into line perpendicular to the enemy's line by the right companies 'on
the right into line wheel,' the left companies 'on the right into line,' and proceed at once down the line of the enemy's works as rapidly as possible; and
the leading regiment of the left brigade to execute the reverse movement to the
left, running up the enemy's line. 'The remainder of the columns to move
directly towards the crest in front as rapidly as possible, diverging in such a
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way as to enable tl1em to deploy into column of 1·egiments, the right column
making as nearly as possible for Cemetery hill. These columns to be followed
by the other divisions of the corps, as soon as they can be thrown in.
" This would involve the necessity of relieving these divisions by other
troops before the movement, and of holding columns of other troops in readiness
to take our place on the crest, in case we gain it, and sweep down it. It would,
in my opinion, be advisable, if we succeed in gaining the crest, to throw the
colored division right into the town. 1'here is a necessity for the co-operation,
at least in the way of artillery, of the troops on our right and left. Of the extent
of this you will necessarily be the judge. I think our chances of success in a
plan of this kind are more than even.
" The main gallery of the mine is 522 feet in length ; the side galleries about
forty feet each. My suggestion is, that eight magazines be placed in the lateral
galleries, two at each end, say a few feet apart, in branches at right angles to
the side gallery, and two more in each of the side galleries, similarly placed by
pairs, situated equidistant from each other and the end of the galleries; tamp,
beginning at the termination of the main gallery, say one hundred feet, leaving
all the air space in the side galleries. Run out some five or six fuzes and two
wires, to render the ignition of the charges certain. I propose to put in each
of the eight magazines from twelve to fourteen hundred pounds of powder; the
magazines to be connected by a trough of powder instead of a fuze.
"I beg to enclose a copy of a statement from General Potter on the subject:
" I would sug·gest that the powder train be parked in a woods near our
ammunition train, about a mile in rear of this place. Lieutenant Colonel Pierce,
chief quartermaster, will furnish Captain Strang with a guide to the place. I
beg also to request that General Benham be instructed to send us, at once, eight
thousand sand-bags, to be used for tamping and other purposes.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Majm· Geneml.
"Major General HuMPHREYS,
" Uhiif of Staff."

General Burnside testifies that, under his orders, the division of
colored troops, rmder General Ferrero, bad been drilling for some
weeks with the view of making the attack in the manner set forth in
the plan submitted to General Meade. His reasons for selecting that
division for the advance, and which were stated to General Meade in
an interview with him on the 28th of J-uly, were, that, in his opinion,
they were in a better condition to make a charge than either of the
white divisions. The colored troops had not been in any very active
service, had not been exposed much, were not broken down by hard
work, and had, besides, been drilled for some weeks with special
reference to this charge. The white divisions, on the contrary, had
performed very arduous duties since the commencement of the campaign, and since they had occupied the position before Petersburg had
been in such clm;e proximity to the enemy, that no man could raise
his head above the parapets without danger of being fired at. They
had been in the habit, during the whole of that time, of approaching
the main line by covered ways, and of using every possible means of
covering themselves from the fire of the enemy. In the opinion of
General Burnside, in which he was sustained by the opinion of his
inspector general, the white divisions were not then in a condition to
make a vigorous charge.
General Meade objected to the colored troops being placed in the
advance. His testimony upon that subject is as follows :
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''Prior to issuing the orders for the assault, General Burnside told me it was
his intention to place his colored division in the advance of the assaulting column. I objected to his doing so, on the ground, not that I had any reason to
believe that the colored troops would not do their duty as well as the white
troops, but that, as they were a new division and had never been under fire,
had never been tried, and as this was an operation which I knew beforehand
was one requiring the very best troops, I thought it impolitic to trust it to a
division of whose reliability we had no evidence. Therefore I thought that he
ought to take one of his white divisions that he knew from long service could
be relied upon. General Burnside objected. I told him, then, that in view of
his wishes upon the subject I would report the matter to the lieutenant general,
state to him my reasons, and those of General Burnside, and let him decide.
If he should decide that General Burnside's arguments were sound and mine
were wrong, then I would yield. The matter was referred to General Grant,
and he confirmed my view that it would be impolitic in a critical operation of
that kind to take troops that were untried and place them in the advance, and
it was upon that ground that General Burnside's opinion was overruled."

General Grant's testimony upon this point is as follows :
''General Burnside wanted to put his colored division in front, and I believe
if he had done so it would have been a success. Still I agreed with General
Meade in his objection to that plan. General Meade said that if we put the
colored troops in front, (we had only that one division,) and it should prove a
failure, it would then be said, and very properly, that we were shoving those
people ahead to get killed because we did not care anything about them. But
that could not be said if we put white troops in front. That is the only point
he (General Meade) changed after he had given his orders to General Burnside."

Instructions were accordingly given to General Burnside to select
one of his divisions of white troops to lead the assault ; and the order
of assault was also changed in respect to the sweeping down the
enemy's lines to the right and left of the crater by the leading regiments of the assaulting column. General Burnside testifies that he
received the instructions to select a division of white troops to lead
the assault, in the afternoon of the day preceding the morning for
the assault. As there were reasons for assigning each one of the
three white divisions to that duty, he determined to decide the question by lot, which was done. General Ledlie drew the lot to lead
the advance, with his division.
The mine was charged, and preparations made to spring it on the
morning of the 30th of July.
The following orders vvere issued by General Meade :
ORDERS.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"July 29, 1864.
'' The following instructions are issued for the guidance of all concerned:
" 1. As soon as it is dark, Major General Burnside, commanding 9th corps,
will withdraw his two brigades under General White, occupying the intrenchments between the Plank and Norfolk roads, and bring them to his front. Care
will be taken not to interfere with the troops of the 18th corps moving into their
position in rear of the 9th corps. General Burnside will form his troops for assaulting the enemy's works at daylight on the 30th, prepare his parapets and
abatis for the passage of the columns, and have the pioneers equipped for work
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in opening passages for artillery, destroying enemy's abatis, and the intrenching tools distributed for effecting lodgement, &c., &c.
"2. Major General Wan·en, commanding 5th corps, will reduce the number
of his troops holding the intrenchments of his front to the minimum, and. concentrate all his available force on his right and hold them prepared to support
the assault of Major General Burnside. rrhe preparations in respect to pioneers,
intrenching tools, &c., &c., enjoined upon the 9th corps, will also be made by
the 5th corps.
"3. As soon as it is dark, Major General Ord, commanding 18th corps, will
relieve his troops in the trenches by General Mott's division of the 2d corps,
and form his corps in rear of the 9th corps, and be prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
"4. Every preparation will be made for moving forward the field artillery of
each corps.
" 5. At dark, Major General Hancock, commanding 2d corps, will move from
Deep Bottom to the rear of the intrenchments now held by the 18th corps, resume the command ofMott's division, and be prepared at daylight to follow up
the assaulting and supporting columns, or for such other operations as may be
found necessary.
" G. ~.fajor General Sheridan, commanding cavalry corps, will proceed at dark
from the vicinity of Deep Bottom to Lee's mill, and at daylight will move with
his whole corps, including Wilson's division, against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right by the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward.
" 7. Major Duane, acting chief engineer, will have the pontoon trains parked
at convenient points in the rear, prepared to move. He will see that supplies of
sand-bags, gabions, facines, &c., &c., are in depot near the lines, ready for use.
" He will detail engineer officers for each corps.
"8. At half past three (3~) in the morning of the 30th Major General Burnside will spring his mine, and his assaulting columns will immediately move
rapidly upon the breach, seize the crest in the rear and effect a lodgement there.
He will be followed by Major General Ord, who will support him on the right,
directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by Major General W an·en,
who will support him on the left.
" Upon the explosion of the mine the artillery of all kinds in battery will open
upon those points of the enemy's works whose fire covers the ground over which
Ol:lr columns must move, care being taken to avoid impeding the progress of our
troops. Special instructions respecting the direction of fire will be issued
.
through the chief of artillery.
"9. Corps commanders will report to the commanding general when their
preparations are complete, and will advise him of every step in the progress of
the operation and of everything important that occurs.
" 10. Promptitude, rapidity of execution, and cordial co-operation are essential
to success, and the commanding general is confident that this indication of his
expectations will insure the hearty efforts of the commanders and troops.
"11. Headquarters during the operations will be at the headquarters of the
9th corps.
"By command of Major General Meade.
"S. WILLIAMS, Ass't Adj't General.

General Grant had shortly previous executed a movement on the
north side of the James river, and to some extent turned the enemy's
attention in that direction.
On the morning of the 30th of July the match was applied to the
mine at the time designated, but it failed to explode in consequence
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of the defective fuze employed. The fuze supplied had beRn in
pieces, req airing that it should be spliced. It ceased to burn at one
of the points of junction. The additional precaution had been taken
to lay the fuze in a train of powder, but the powder had become damp
from being so long laid, some thirty or more hours, and that also
failed to ignite. After waiting some time Lieutenant Jacob Douty,
first lieutenant company K, and Sergeant Henr:y Rees, now second
lieutenant company F, 48th Pennsylvania regiment, volunteered and
went in the mine, ascertained the cause of the failure to explode, and
relighted the fuze. 'rhe mine exploded at 4.42 a. m.
None of the witnesses seemed to be of the opinion that the delay
in the explosion of the mine had any effect upon the result of the
operation. The enemy, so far as could be ascertained, did not dis·
cover any of the preparations made for a movement. No opinion
was expressed as to the effect upon our troops by their being obliged
to wait an hour under arms before they had an opportunity to move
forward.
In the course of from five to ten minutes after the explosion of the
mine the division of General Ledlie charged from our lines and
entered the enemy's line at the breach made by the explosion. The
explosion bad made a crater from 150 to 200 feet in length, about 60
feet in width, and from 25 to 30 feet in depth, presenting a serious
obstacle to the passage of troops. The organization of the division
was broken, and the troops crowded into the crater and sought shelter
there and for a short distance in the adjoining lines of the enemy.
The first division met with but little resistance from the enemy
before they reached the mine. Soon, however, fire was opened upon
them from a battery of the enemy upon the right, and one upon the
left, and, before long, from a battery in their front upon Cemetery
hill.
Another division ·was thrown in with about the same result as with
the first, the troops immediately seeking shelter in the crater of the
mine and the lines of the enemy adjacent thereto. The third division
was thrown in with a similar result. From 150 to 200 yards of the
enemy's lines on either side of the crater were occupied by our
troops in that manner. By that time the enemy had recovered from
the confusion into which it had- been thrown by the explosion of the
mine, and a heavy fire of artillery and musketry was opened upon our
troops from the right, left, and front.
Several efforts were made to reorganize our troops and charge the
crest of Cemetery hill, but none of them were successful.
The fourth (colored) division was also ordered to advance, and did
so under a heavy fire. They succeeded in passing the white troops, already in, but in a disorganized condition. They reformed to some
extent and attempted to charge the hill in front, but without success,
and broke in disorder to the rear. This was about 8.45 a. m., about
four hours after the explosion of the mi-ne.
At 9.45 a. m. General Burnside received a peremptory order from
General Meade to withdraw his troops. General Burnside testifies
that, ''Upon the reception of the order to withdraw our troops from
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the enemy's lines, I went to General Meade's headquarters and
requested that that order might be rescinded, stating that I did not
think we bad fought long enough on that day, and that I thought we
could succeed in carrying the crest if 've persevered in the attack.
He said that the order to withdraw was final~ and that he had
ordered all offensive operations on the right and left to cease.''
General Meade testifies, '' He (General Burnside) was directed
about ten or eleven o'clock to withdraw. The first order sent to him
was a distinct order to withdraw. General Burnside came to the
position where I was with General Grant, at the headquarters on the
field, and stated that, in his judgment, it would be injucicious to
withdraw at that moment-that it would cause great sacrifice of life.
I immediately authorized him, in writing, to exercise his judgment in
the withdrawal-to remain there as long as be deemed it necessary
for the secure withdrawal of his command-stating that he could
remain there, if he chose, until night.''
The troops were withdrawn between one and two o'clock in con·
siderable confusion, caused by an assault of the enemy, and returned
to the lines they had occupied in the morning.
The details of the charge and of the several movements of the
different bodies of troops are given in the testimony. The loss sustained by our troops was between four and five thousand in killed,
wounded, and missing. No troops took part in the assault except
those of the 9th corps and a brigade of the 18th corps. The only
part taken in the operation by the 2d corps, on the right, and the 5th
corps, on the left, was to employ their artillery, which bad the effect
of silencing the most of the enemy's batteries. but not all.
Your committee cannot, from all the testimony, avoid the conclusion
that the first and great cause of disaster was the change made on the
afternoon preceding the attack, in the arrangement of General Burnside to place the division of colored troops in the ad vance. The
reasons assigned by General Burnside for not taking one of his divisions of white troops for that purpose are fully justified by the result
of the attack. Their prP.vious arduous labors, and peculiar position,
exposed continually to the enemy's fire, had, as it were, trained them
in the habit of seeking shelter ; and, true to that training, they
sought shelter the first opportunity that presented itself after leaving
our lines. And it is but reasonable to suppose that the immediate
commander of a corps is better acquainted with the condition and
efficiency of particular divisions of his corps than a general further
removed from them.
The conduct of the colored troops, when they were put into action,
would seem to fully justify the confidence that General Burnside
reposed in them. And General Grant himself, in his testimony, expresses his belief that if they had been placed in the advance, as
General Burnside desired, the assault would have been successful,
although at the time the colored troops were ordered in the white
troops already in were in confusion and had failed in the assault upon
the crest beyond the crater, and the fire of the enemy had become
exceedingly destructive. The colored troops advanced in good order,
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passed through the enemy's lines and beyond our disorganized troops
there, and, stopping but a short time to reform, made the charge as
directed. But the fire of the enemy was too strong, and some other
of our troops hurrying back through their lines, they were thrown
into confusion and forced to retire.
The same reasons which, in the opinion of your committee, can be
urged in favor of the selection for tpe advance which General Burnside made in his first plan, viz., his opportunity, from more intimate
connexion with the troops of his corps, judging correctly which
division was best fitted for that purpose, can also be urged against
the mode of selection resorted to by him when compelled by the
order of his commanding general to select another division to lead
the assault. It may have been that, from the same causes, each of
the three divisions of white troops had become, from the training of
the previous forty days, unfitted for that duty. But the practice of
leaving the selection of troops for an important undertaking to be determined by chance is one that does not commend itself to the judgment of your committee. It, however, is but just to General Burnside that the reasons which led him to resort to that mode of selection should be stated. His testimony is as follows:
"These three commanders (Generals Potter, Wilcox, and Ledlie) of the white
divisions were then informed of the change in the plan, and also that one of their
divisions must lead the assault. Considerable conversation occurred as to the
condition of the different divisions. I said to them, 'There is a reason why either
General Wilcox's or General Potter's division should lead the assault, and that
is, that they are nearer to the point of assault, and it would require less time to
get them into position for the work. But there is also a reason why General
Ledlie's division should lead, which is, that his men have not been in such close
proximity to the enemy as those of the other two divisions, and in fact have not
had to do quite as hard work for the last thirty or forty days.' Each of the
division commanders, as well as every officer in the command, who had given
his attention to the subject in the least degree, was fully aware of the condition
of the white troops, as I had previously stated it to General Meade, and was
firmly impressed with the conviction that the colored troops were in much better
condition to lead the attack, and of the wisdom of using the white troops as
supports. There was no time to be lost, however, as the hour for springing the
mine had been fixed for half past three o'clock the next morning, and it was now
after noon. I finally decided that I would allow the leading division to be designated by lot, which was done. General Ledlie drew the lot to lead the advance,
and the necessary orders were given for the movement of his division to the
point from which the attack was to be made."

The order of attack as proposed by General Burnside was also
changed by direction of General Meade, with the approval of General
Grant. Instead of moving down to the right and left of the crater of
the mine for the purpose of driving the enemy from their lines in
those directions, and thus removing to that extent the danger of flank
attacks by the enemy upon our advancing columns, General Meade
directed that the troops should push at once for the crest of Cemetery
· hill. General Burnside also contemplated co-operative movements
by troops on the right and left of his corps. Orders were given to
General Warren to make a movement from his position if he deemed
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it advisable, but he report8d that the enemy were in too strong force,
and no movement was made. On the right, occupied by a portion of
General Hancock's force, the same condition of things existed, and
also a smaller force of our troops than were on the left. The enemy
not being driven from their lines on either side of the mine, except
for a short distance in consequence of the explosion of the mine, and
the efforts of our troops to obtain shelter from the fire of the enemy,
they organized attacking columns which finally succeeded in driving
our forces from the position they had gained.
It will be seen from the testimony that when the order to withdraw
was given by General Meade, against the representations made by
General Burnside, orders were also given by General Meade for
offensive operations to cease on the right and left of General Burnside's position, and General Ord' s troops were at the same time v.rithdrawn from the position where they had been placed in support of
the 9th corps. 'rhe enemy were thus left entirely free to make such
dispositions as they chose against the force of General Burnside
within their lines. General Burnside's testimony upon this point is ·
as follows :
"Upon the reception of the order to withdraw our troops from the enemy's lines,
I went to General Meade's headquarters and requested that the order might be
rescinded, stating that I did not think we had fought long enough, and that I
thought we could succeed in carrying the crest if we persevered in the attack,
and the other troops were put in. He said that the order to withdraw was final,
and that he had ordered all offensive operations on the right and left to cease.
This order, I consider, materially affected the result of our withdrawal, inasmuch as the enemy's forces upon our right and left were entirely unoccupied, and
thereby bad an opportunity of concentrating upon us during the withdrawal. It
could hardly have been expected that the withdrawal could have been made
without disaster after all offensive operations had ceased on the right and left,
and the supporting force withdrawn from the rear. My only hope was that
the force in the crater would be able to hold the position until a covered way
could be dug from our advanced line out to the crater, a distance of a little over
a hundred yards. This covered way had been commenced both in the crater
and on our advanced line, and I instructed General Ferrero to push it forward
as rapidly as possible, with such of his troops as had been driven back and •
collected in the advanced line. 'The communication between th~ advanced line
and the crater was almost entirely cut off; and although the distance was so
short, only about a hundred yards, it was next to an impossibility for messengers to reach the crater, much less to send in ammunition and water. The
men had become very much exhausted with the heat and labors of the day.
"After I was informed by General Meade that the order was final to withdraw, and that there was no object in holding the crater by connecting its flanks
with our old advanced lines, as I had suggested, I telegraphed to General
White, my chief of staff, whom I had left at my field headquarters, that the
orders to withdraw were peremptory; and I at once sent for the division commanders in order to consult as to the most favorable method and time for withdrawal. ln the mean time my despatch to General White had been sent to the
division commanders, and by them sent in to the crater for report from the
brigade commanders. Previous to and during this time the enemy made several
assaults upon our position, which were repulsed. Soon after this a heavy attack was made upon the left of our forces, driving us back, and causing a hasty
evacuation of the crater by all who could get back to the main line."
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It will also be seen from the testimony that General Meade claims
that his orders in relation to levelling the parapets and removing the
abatis of our line, so as to afford a sufficient debouche for our assaulting forces, were not carried out so fully as they should have been.
General Burnside claims that those orders were carried out as fully
as he could do so, without affording the enemy an opportunity to discover, prematurely, the movement in which he was engaged. As it
appears, beyond all question, that more troops passed from our lines
into those of the enemy than, under the circumstances, could be
profitably managed or employed there, your committee do not regard
that matter as having any important bearing upon the subject of their
inquiry.
Your committee would also call attention to the fact that General
Grant attributes the disastrous result of that assault, to a greater or
less extent, to the troops being sent in unaccompanied by any of the
division commanders. How far the division commanders would have
been able, by their presence, to overcome the confusion and disorganization into which the troops were thrown, from the causes heretofore referred to, your committee are unable to say. None of the
witnesses examined previous to General Grant made any reference to
that fact. It was first brought to the notice of the committee near
the close of their investigation, when they were unable to direct
their attention to that particular point. They refer to it here, how·
ever, as the opinion of the highest officer in our service, and also be·
cause they deem everything relating to this most disastrous affair
worthy of consideration.
Your committee desire to say that, in the statement of facts and
conclusions which they present in their report, they wish to be distinctly understood as in no degree censuring the condt1ct of the troops
engaged in this assault. While they confidently believe that the
selection of the division of colored troops by General Burnside to
lead the assault was, under the circumstances, the best that could
have been made, they do not intend thereby to have it inferred that
the white troops of the 9th corps are behind any troops in the service
in those qualities which have placed our volunteer troops before the
world as equal, if not superior, to any known to modern warfare.
The services performed by the 9th corps on many a well-fought
battle-field, not only in this campaign but in others, have been such
as to prove that they are second to none in the service. Your committee believe that any other troops exposed to the same influences,
under the same circumstances, and for the same length of time, would
have been similarly affected. No one, upon a careful consideration
of all the circumstances, can be surprised that those influences should
have produced the effects they did upon them.
In conclusion they, your committee, must say that, in their opinion,
the cause of the dis::tstrous result of the assault of the 30th of July
last is mainly attributable to the fact that the plans and suggestions
of the general who had devoted his attention for so long a time to the
subject, who bad carried out to a successful completion the project of
mining the enemy's works, and who had carefully selected and
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drilled his troops for the purpose of securing whatever advantages
might be attainable from the explosion of the mine, should have been
so entirely disregarded by a general who had evinced no faith in the
successful prosecution of that work, had aided it by no countenance
or open approval, and had assumed the entire direction and control
only when it was completed, and the time had come for reaping any
advantages th::tt might be derived from it.
Respectfully submitted :
B. F. WADE, Chairman.

TESTIMONY.
WASHINGTON,

December 17, 1864.

Major General A. E. BURXSIDE sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army at the p1:e~ent time 1
Answer. I am a major general of volunteers. At present I am wa1tmg orders.
Question. Were you in the army of the Potomac on jOth of July, 1864, at
the time a mine was sprung before Petersburg 1
.
Answer. Yes, sir; I was in command of the 9th army corps, whiCh made
the assault on that occasion.
Question. Will you please give us, in your own way, a statement of such
facts in connexion with that attack as you may consider important 1
Answer. In the attack upon the enemy's lines, on the loth, 17th, and 18th
of June, the 9th corps gained an advanced position beyond a deep cut in the
milroad, which was but a little more than a hundred yards from the enemy's
lines. Just in rear of this advanced position was a deep hollow where work
could be carried on, entirely out of the sight of the enemy. On the 26th of
June I received a letter from General Potter, stating that he was of the
opinion that a mine could be run from this hollow to a point under a battery of
the enemy immediately opposite our position. I understood from him that the
suggestion was first made by some of the non-commissioned officert~ and privates
of the 48th Pennsylvania regiment, which was composed almost entirely of
miners from Schuylkill county, Pennsylvania. It was then communicated by
the commanding officer of the regiment, Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants, to General
Potter.
I wrote to General Potter, requesting him to come to my headquarters with
Colonel Pleasants, or to rednce his plan to writing. That evening he and
Colonel Pleasants came to my headquarters, and the matter was fully talked
over. I authorized them to commence the work, and stated that I would report what had passed between us to the commanding general of the army of
the Potomac, and would inform them of the result ; that no harm could
occur from beginning the work, as it could be suspended if it should not
be approved. I did communicate the substance of this conversation to the
commanding general of the army of the Potomac, and received from him his
assent, mther than his approval of the work. Other conversations were had,
from time to time, with General Meade on the subject.
On the 3(\. day of July General Meade sent me a letter requesting an opinion
as to the probability of success of an attack upon the enemy from our front.
That letter, and the correspondence resulting from it, are as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"12m., July 3, 1864.
"The lieutenant general commanding has inquired of me whether an assult on the
enemy's works is practicable and feasible at any part of the line held by this army. In
order to enable me to reply to this inquiry, I desire, at your earliest convenience, your views
as to the practicability of an assault at any point in your front, to be made by the 2d and
6th corps in conjunction with yours.
''Respectfully,

"GEO. G. MEADE,
" Major General.
"Major General BURNSIDE."
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"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CoRPS,
''July 3, 1864.
"I have delayed answering your despatch until I could get the opinion of my division
commanders, and have another reconnaissance of the lines made by one of my staff. If my
opinion is required as to whether now is the best time to make an assault, it being understood
that if not made the siege is to continue, I should unhesitatingly say, wait until the mine
is finished.
"If the question is between making the assault now and a change of plan looking to
operations in other quarters, I should unhesitatingly say, assault now. If the assault be
delayed until the completion of the mine, I think we should have a more than even chance
of success. If the assault be made now, I think we have a fair chance of success, provided my corps can make the attaek, and it is left to me to say when and how the other
two corps shall come in to my support.
"I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. E. BURNSIDE,
"Major General, Commanding 9th Corps.
"Major General MEADE,
"Commanding A1·my of the Potomac."

It would seem that the language I employed in my letter was unfortunate,
for it was entirely misunderstood, as will appear from the reply of General
Meade, of the same date as follows:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
'' July 3, 1864.
"GENERAL: Your note by Major Lydig has been received. As you are of the opinion
there is a reasonable degree of probability of success from an assault on your front, I shall
so report to the lieutenant general commanding, and await his instructions.
"The recent operations in your front, as you are aware, though sanctioned by me, did
not originate in any orders from these headquarters. Should it, however, be determined to
employ the army under my comn1and in offensive operations on your front, I shall exercise
the prerogative of my position to control and direct the same, receiving gladly at all times
suggestions as you may think proper to make. I consider these remarks necessary in consequence of certain conditions which you have thought proper to attach to your opinion,
acceding to which in advance would not, in my judgment, be consistent with my position as
commanding general of this army. I have accordingly directed Major Duane, ehief engineer, and Brigadier General Hunt, chief of artillery, to make an examination of your
lines, and to confer with you as to the operations to be carTied on, the running of the mine
now in progress, and the posting of artillery. It is advisable as many guns as possible,
bearing on the point to be assaulted, should be placed in position.
•' I agree with you in opinion that the assault should be deferred till the mine is completed,
provided that can be done within a reasonably short period-say a week. Roads should be
opened to the rear to facilitate the movements of the other corps sent to take part in the
action, and all the preliminary arrang·ements possible should be made. Upon the reports of
my engineer and artillery officers the necessary orders will be given.
"Respectfully, yours,
"GEO. G. MEADE,
"Major General, Commanding.
"Major General BURNSIDE,
"Commanding 9th Corps."

The next day I replied as follows:
"HEADQUARTERS 9TH ARMY CoRrs, July 4, 1864.
''GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of last evening, and
am very sorry that I should have been so unfortunate in expressing myself in my letter. It
was written in haste, just after rec.eiving the necessary data upon which to strengthen an
opinion already pretty well formed. I assure you, in all candor, that I never dreamed of
implying any lack of confidence in your ability to do all that is necessary in any grand
movement which may be undertaken by your army. Were you to personally direct an attack
from my front I would feel the utmost confidence; and were I called upon to support an attack
from the front of the 2d or 6th corps, directed by yourself, or by either of the commanders
of those corps, I would do it with confidence and cheerfulness.
"It is hardly necessary for me to say that I have had the utmost faith iu your ability to
handle troops ever since my acquaintance with you in the army of the Potomac, and certainly accord to you a much higher position in the art of war than I posse~s; and I at the
same time entertain the greatest respect for the skill of the two gentlemen commanding the
2d and 6th corps; so that my duty to my country, to you, and to myl'Plf, forb\ds that I should
for a moment assume to embarrass you, or them, by an assumption of position or authoi·ity.
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I simply desired to ask the privilege of calling upon them for support at such times, and at
such points, as I thought advisable. I would gladly accord to either of them the same support, and would be glad to have either of them lead the attack; but it would have been obviously improper fur me to have suggested that any other corps than my own should make
the attack in my front. What I asked, in reference to calling upon the other corps for support, is only what I have been called upon to do, and have cheerfully done myself, in regard
to other corps commanders.
''If a copy of my letter has been forwarded to the general-in-chief, which I take for granted
has been done, that he may possess my full opinion, it may make the same impression upon
him as upon yourself, and I beg that you will correct it; in fact, I beg that such impression
may be, as far as possible, removed wherever it bas made a lodgement. My desire is to support you, and in doing that I am serving the country.
''·with ordinary good fortune we can pretty safely promise to finish the mine in a week ;
I hope in less time.
"I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

''A. E. BURNSIDE,
''Major General, Commanding 9th ATmy Corps.
"Major General MEADE,
" Commanding Army of the Potomac."

To which General Meade replied as follows :
'' HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE P0Tfll\1AC, J~dy 4, 1864.
''GENERAL: Your letter of this date is received. I am glad to find that there was no intention on your part to ask for any more authority and command than you have a perfect
right to expect under existing circumstances. I did not infer from your letter that you had
any want of confidence in me. I rather thought you were anticipating interference from
others, and thought it best to reply as I did.
"Your letter has not been shown to any one, nor forwarded to the general-in-chief, and my
answer has only been seen by the confidential clerk who copied it. I am very grateful to
you for your good opinion, as expressed, and shall earnestly try to merit its continuance. In
the trying position I am placed in, hardly to be appreciated by any one not in my place, it is
my great desire to be on terms of harmony and good feeling with all, superiors and subordinates; and I try to adjust the little jars that will always exist in large bodies to the satisfaction of each one. I have no doubt, by frankness and full explanations, such as have now
taken place between us, all misapprehenoions ·will be removed. You may rest assured, all the
respect due to your rank and position will be paid you while under my command.
'' Truly yours,
"GEORGE G. MEADE, MajoT GeneTal."

This correspondence is presented for the purpose of showing the views of
General Meade in reference to putting into action the support on the flanks and
in the rear, and also to show that I had no authority whatever to order in any
of the supports.
Nothing of importance occurred in reference to the contemplated attack for
several days after this correspondence took place. I had frequent conversations with General Meade in reference to the condition of the command, its
position on the line, &c.
'_rhe 4th division of the 9th corps, under command of General Ferrero, composed entirely of colored troops, had been detached, at the beginning of the
campaign, from my immediate command, and had received orders directly from
General Grant's and General Meade's headquarters, up to the crossing of the
James river.
During the month of July it was at intervals under my command, and I had
made up my mind, in case an assault was to be made by the 9th corps, to put
this division in the adYance. I had so informed General }'errero, and, at my
suggestion, he submitted to me an opinion as to the formation which would be
the most effective in passing over the ground in our front; which formation,
after some consideration, I approved, and directed him to drill his troops with a
view of making the attack in that way.
This first conversation must have b8en some three weeks before the attack
was made, on the 30th of July.
The work on the mine was prosecuted with as much rapidity as possible,
but it took a longer time to complete it than was at first supposed. Many ob-
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stacles were encountered, all of which, however, were finally overcome. There
was, besides these natural obstacles, a considerable degree of personal discouragement during the prosecution of the work. Prominent officers expressed
their fears that a mine of that length could not be successfully run, and particularly by the plan which Colonel Pleasants had adopted, that of simply relying upon the tenacity of the earth to keep the gallery intact, instead of putting
up continuous supports along its whole length. His plan, however, succeeded,
and the mine was finished not far from the 20th of July. I have not the means
in my possession at this time of determining the exact date of its completion.
When completed, the fact was reported to General Meade, after which considerable discussion took place in reference to the charge that was necessary to
explode the mine. In my opinion it should have been a charge of J 2,000
pounds of powder, and I so expressed myself. It was finally decided that the
charge should be 8,000 pounds. I do not mention this as anything material,
but it happens to be a fact.
The enemy's works were blown up with the 8,000 pounds, but the declivity
of the crater would not have been so great had it been done with 12,000.
On the 26th of July, I think, General Meade called upon me, through his
chief of staff, for a detailed statement of my plan of attack from my front. I
sent him the following communication :
"HEADQUARTER~ 9TH ARMY CORPS, July 26, 1864.
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of this morning by Captains
Jay and Bache ; also a telegram from the commanding general, relating to the same subject.
'' It is altogether probable that the enemy are cognizant of the fact that we are mining,
because it is mentioned in their papers, and they have been beard at work on what are supposed to be shafts in close proximity to our galleries.
''But the rain of night before last has no doubt. much retarded their work. '""e have heard
no sound of workmen in them either yesterday or to-clay, and nothing is heard by us in the
mine but the ordinary sounds of work on the surface above. 'l'his morning we bad some
apprehension that the left lateral gallery was in danger of caving in from the weight of the
batteries above it, and the shock of their firing. But all possible precautions have been taken
to strengthen it, and we hope to preserve it intact.
"The placing of the charges in the mine will not involve the necessity of making a noise.
It is therefore probable that we will escape discovery if the mine is to be used within two or
three days. It is nevertheless highly important, in my opinion, that the mine should be
exploded at the earliest possible moment consistent with the general interests of the campaign.
I state to you the facts as nearly as I can, and, in the absence of any knowledge as to the
meditated movements of the army, I must leave you to judge of the proper time to make use
of the mine. But it may not be improper for me to say that the advantages reaped from the
work would be but small if it were exploded without any co-operative movement.
"My plan wimlcl be to explode the mine just before daylight in thfl morning, or at about
five o'clock in the afternoon; mass the two brigades of the colored division in rear of my first
line in columns of division ' double columns closed in mass,' 'the head of each brigade resting
on the front line,' and, as soon as the explosion has taken place, move them forward with
instructions for the division to take half distance, and as soon as the leading regiments of the
two brigades pass through the gap in the enemy's line, the leading regiment of the right
brigade to come into line perpendicular to the enemy's line by the 'right companies on the
Tight into line, wheel,' the 'left companies on the rig·ht into line,' and proceed at once down
the line of the enemy's works as rapidly as possible; and the leading regiment of the left
brigade to execute the reverse movement to the left, moving up the enemy's line. The
Temainder of the columns to move directly towards the crest in front as rapidly as possible,
diverging in such a way as to enable them to deploy into columns of regiment, the right
column making as nearly as possible for Cemetery hill. These columns to be followed by
the other divisions of the other corps as soon as they can be thrown in.
"This would involve the necessity of relieving these divisions by other troops before the
movement, and of holding columns of other troops in readiness to take our place on the crest
in case we gain it, and sweep down it. It would, in my opinion, be advisable, if we succeed
in gaining the crest, to throw the colored division right into the town. There is a necessity
for the co-operation, at least in the way of artillery, by the troops on our right and left. Of
the extent of this you will necessarily be the judge. I think our chances of success in a plan
of this kind are more than even.
"The main gallery of the mine is 522 feet in length; the side galleries about forty feet each.
My suggestion is that eight magazines be placed in the lateral galleries, two at each end, say
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a few feet apart in branches at right angles to the side gallery, and two more in each of the
side galleries, similarly placed by pairs situated equidistant fi·om each other and the end of
the galleries, thus:

tamp, beginning at the termination of the main gallery, say one hundred feet, leaving all the
air space in the side galleries. Run out some five or six fuzes and two wires, to render the
ignition of the charge certain.
"I propose to put in each of the eight magazines from 1,200 to 1,400 pounds of powder
the magazines to be connected by a trough of powder, instead of a fuze.
''I beg to enclose a copy of a statement from General Potter on the subject.
"I would suggest that the powder train be parked in a woods near our ammunition train,
about a mile in rear of this place. Lieutenant Colonel Pierce, chief quartermaster, will
furnish Captain Strang with a guide to the place. I beg also to request that General Benham
be instructed to send us at once eight thousand sand-bags, to be used for tamping and other
purposes.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff."

On Thursday, the 28th, when I called upon General Meade, at his headquarters, he informed me that that portion of my plan which contemplated putting
the colored troops in the advance did not meet with his approval; and also, that
he did not approve of the formation proposed, because he was satisfied that we
would not be able, in the face of the enemy, to make the movements which I
contemplated, to the right and left; and that he was of the opinion that the
troops should move directly to the crest without attempting these side movements.
A long conversation ensued, in which I pointed out to General Meade the
condition of the three white divisions, and urged upon him the importance, in
my opinion, of placing the colored division in the advance, because I thought
it would make a better charge at that time than either of the white divisions.
I reminded him of the fact that the three white divisions had for forty days been
in the trenches in the immediate presence of the enemy, and at no point of the
line could a man raise his head above the parapet without being fired at by the
enemy. That they had been in the habit, during the whole of that time, of approaching the main line by covered ways, and using every possible means of
protecting themselves from the fire of the enemy. 'l'hat their losses had been
coutinuous during that time, amounting to from thirty to sixty men daily. That
the men bad had no opportunity of cooking upon the main line-everything
2
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having been cooked in the rear, and carried up to them. That they had had
very few, if any, opportunities of washing; and tl1at, in my opinion, they were
not in condition to make a vigorous charge. I also stated that I was fortified
in this opinion, which had been formed from personal observation, by the report
of my inspector general, who had taken occasion to look at the troops with a
view to making up his mind as to their effectiveness for a work of that kind.
General Meade still insisted that the black troops should not lead; that he
could not trust them, because they were untried, and probably gave other reasons
which do not occur to me at this moment. But he said that, inasmuch as I was
so urgent in the matter, he would refer it to General Grant, whom he expected
to Yisit that afternoon, and his decision of course would be final. I said to him
that I would cheerfully abide by any decision that either one of t.hem would
make, but I must still urge upon him that I thought it of the utmost importance
that the colored troops should lead.
General Meade did go to see General Grant that day, and I think returned
the same afternoon, but I did not hear from him. During the next forenoon,
Friday, General Wilcox and General Potter, commanding two of my white
divisions, came to my headquarters to talk over the attack, which it was understood would be made the next morning. I told them I had been very much
exercised the day before lest that portion of my plan which contemplated putting
the colored division in advance should be changed by General Me!!de, but that
I was pretty well satisfied he had given it up, because I had heard nothing
further from him about it.
While in the midst of this conversation, or very soon after, General Meade
came to my headquarters, and there told me that General Grant agreed with him
as to the disposition of the troops, and that I would not be allowed to put the
colored division in the advance. I asked him if that decision could not be
reconsidered; he replied, "No, general, the order is final; you must detail one of
your white divisions to take the advance." I said, "Very well, general, I will
carry out this plan to the best of my ability."
I at once sent for my other division commander, General. Ledlie. These three
commanders of the white divisions were then informed of the changes in the
plan, and also that one of their divisions must lead the assault. Considerable
conversation occurred as to the condition of the different divisions; I said to
them," There is a reason why either General Wilcox's or General Potter's division
should lead the assault, and that is, that they are nearer to the point of assault,
and it would require less time to get them into position for the work. But there
is also a reason why General Ledlie's division should lead, which is, that his men
have not been in such close proximity to the enemy as those of the other two
divisions, and in fact have not had to do quite as hard work for the last thirty
or forty days." Each of the division comm~nders, as well as every officer in the
command, who had given his attention to the subject in the least degree, was
fully aware of the condition of the white troops, as I had previously stated it to
General Meade, and were firmly impressed with the conviction that the colored
troops were in much better condition to lead the attack, and of the wisdom of using
the white troops as supports. 'J.1here was no time to be lost, however, as the
hour for springing the mine had been fixed for half past three o'clock the next
morning, and it was now afternoon. I finally decided that 1 would allow the leading division to be designated by lot, which was done; General Ledlie drew the
lot to lead the advance, and the necessary orders were given for the movement
of his division to the point from which the attack was to be made.
General Ferrero, who commanded the colored division, had, with his officers,
already examined the ground upon which he was to form, and had made a
reconnoissance of the ground over which he was to pass at the time he expected
to lead the attack. I sent General Ledlie with his brigade officers to make similar reconnoissances, which they did. At about four o'clock in the afternoon they
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reported to me that the examination had been made, and they only waited for
darkness, and troops to relieve them, in order to get the division in position for
the attack.
General Meade issued his battle order, a copy of which I have not with me,
but which can no doubt be obtained very easily by the committee, either from
the headquarters of the army of the Potomac or from the Adjutant General's
office.
General Ord was to send troops to relieve my troops from their position on the
line, in order that we might make the concentration for the assault. Much delay
occurred that night in making these changes, in consequence of the difficulty of
moving large bodies of troops at night, and from the fact that the officers of
General Ord's command were not acquainted with the positions of our different
divisions, although they had by personal reconnoissances informed themselves
as well as possible, with the short notice they had.
The mine was charged as was designated by the plan, except jn amount of
powder. The fuze material was not furnished in sufficient quantity to run three
or four separate fuzes, as was contemplated by the plan. In faet, we had but •
material enough to run one line of fuze, and that material came to us in small
pieces of from ten to fifteen feet in length, and had to be spliced before it was
laid.
The troops were in position in time for the assault. I issued orders to govern
the different division commanders in the attack, and also sent them copies of the
battle order of General Meade. One of the directions in the order of General
Meade was ''-to level the breastworks and to remove the abatis before the explosion, so the troops could pass quickly to the front." This part of the order was
necessarily inoperative, because of lack of time and the close proximity to the
enemy, the latter of which rendered it impossible to remove the abatis from the
front of our line without attracting, not only a heavy fire of the enemy, but also
his attention to that point, and letting him know exactly what we were doing.
But as far as was possible that portion of the order was carried out. It was
afterwards found that the abatis which had to be removed when our troops did
advance did not delay them more than five minutes.
General Meade made his headquarters for the day at my permanent headquarters, and I moved mine to what is called the "fourteen-gun battery," now
known as Fort Morton, on the crest, just in rear of our main line some forty or
fifty yards. A. telegraph was run to my new headquarters from my old headquarters, where General Meade was·stationed.
Directions were given to fire the mine at the time designated by General
Meade. There was considerable delay in the explosion, which caused great
uneasiness to all of us. General Meade sent several despatches to me during
this delay to know the cause of it. I could give him no information on the subject, was quite as anxious about the delay as he was, and sent staff officers to
ascertain the cause of it. I am of the opinion that to some of the mes-eages
which General Meade sent me during that time no answers were returned,
because no satisfactory answers could be given.
It will be readily understood that the cause of the delay was not easy to be
ascertained, because the fuze had been lighted, and a man going into the gallery
to ascertain whether or not it was still burning would, in case of ~xplosion,
necessarily lose his life.
However, a commissioned and a non-commissioned officer of the 48th Pennsylvania regiment volunteered to go into the gallery. They ascertained that
the fuze had died out about a hundred feet from the mouth of the main gallery.
This was a thing that would not have occurred had we had material enough to
have laid four or five fuzes; and I do not think it would have occurred had the
fuze been continuous, or in but two or three pieces, instead of being, as it was,
in so many pieces. It died out at one of the points of contact, where two of the
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pieces had been spliced together, either by the failure to put in powder, or by
the powder becoming damp, or for some other reason which I do not myself
know.
'l'he fuze was relighted by those men, and Colonel Pleasants, who was in
charge of the mine, informed me that the explosion would take place in eleven
minutes from the time the information was given to Major Van Buren, my aidede-camp. I immediately directed the major to give the information to General
:Meade's aid, Captain Jay, but I suppose before it reached him (General Meade)
the mine exploded.
.
'l'he leading division moved forward, passed over our own lines, and passed
into the crater which was made by the explosion of tlte mine.
I will here submit a copy of the report which I made to General Meade of
the operations of the 30th of July, as it will probably give a more accurate
statement of what occurred on that day than I can now give from memory.
The report is as follows:
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CoRPS,
"BejoTe Petersburg, Va., August 13, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of this corps
in the engagement of July 30th last.
"It will be necessary to advert to the preliminary operation of running a mine under the
enemy's works. This project was proposed by Lieutenant Colonel Henry Pleasants, of the
4tlth Pennsylvania volunteers, to General Potter, who submitted the proposal to me soon
after our sitting down before that place. It met my hearty consent and support. It was
commenced June 25th, (twenty-fifth,) prosecuted with great zeal through a difficult soil,
sometimes of the nature of quicksand, at others a heavy marl, and with no tools but the ordinary intrenching spade and pick. The main gallery was finished July 17th, 522 feet in
length. It was then found that the enemy were at work in immediate proximity, and its
further prosecution was conducted with great eaution. Lateral galleries 37-38 feet in length,
running under and nearly parallel to the enemy's works, were completed July 23d, and the
mine was ready for the charge. Th1s, by order from the general commanding, was put in on
the 27th. It consisted of about 8,000 pounds of powder. Great praise is due to Colonel
Pleasants and the offieers and men of his regiment for the patient labor cheerfully bestowed
on a work which deserved and met complete success.
"On the 26th of July, at the request of the commanding general, I submitted a plan of
assault, which contemplated the placing of the colored division of this corps in the advance,
that division not being wearied by long· and arduous duties in the trenches, as were the other
divisions. A certain formation of troops was also suggested. This plan was not adopted as
to these two points, and the troops were put in in accordance with the orders of the commanding general.
"I 1eceived orders from the general commanding to spring the mine at 3.30 a. m. The
troops were in position at that hour. massed behind the portion of our line nearest the point
to be reached. The fuze, however, failed to ignite at a point where it had been spliced, and
delay occurred. It was reignited, and the mine sprung at 4.45 a. m. Immediately the leading brigade of the first division, (the 2d,) under Colonel Marshall, started for the charge.
There was a delay of perhaps five minutes in removing the abatis. Clearing that, the brigade advanced rapidly to the fort that had been mined, now a crater of large proportions, and
an cbstacle of great formidableness. Mounting a crest of at least 12 feet above the level of
the ground, our men found before them a huge apertun~ of 150 feet in length by 60 in width,
and ~5 to 30 in depth, the sides of loose pulverized sand piled up precipitately, from which
projected huge blocks of clay. To cross such an ohstacle and preserve regimental organization was a sheer impossibility. The lines of the enemy on either side were not single, but
involuted and complex, filled with pits, traverses, and bomb-proofs, forming a labyrinth as
difficult of passage as the crater itself:
"After the training of the previous six weeks, it is not to be wondered at that the men
should have sought shelter in these defences. Their regimental organizations were broken,
and the officers undertook to reform before advancing. One regiment, the 2d P{\nnsylvania
heavy artillery, advanced some lW yards beyond the crater, but, not supported, fell back.
"lt is reported that the enemy on my left opposite the 5th corps, on the explosion of the
mine, left their lines and ran to the rear. But iew shots were fired from that direction on the
head of my column.
"An infantry fire was opened at once from the enemy's line up to within two hundred feet
of the crater; and as soon as the guns could be brought to bear, artillery was opened upon
our columns from across the ravine on our immediate right, and from several works at a distance in front of the extreme right of the old line of the ~th corps
''The 1st brigade of the 1st division immediately followed the 2d. The two filled the crater
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seized part of the line of pits to the right, and began to cover themselves from the fire of the
enemy's artillery, now opening from the crest in their immediate front.
''Before all of the regiments of the last brigade of the lst division had left our line, at about
5 a. m., the 2d division commenced its advance on the right, the 2d brigade, General Griffin,
leading. The distance to be traversed to reach the line of rebel works was 1:30 yards. The
head of the column was somewhat deflected by the enemy's fire, and borne to the left, so that
it struck the line ncar the crater, and the men of the two divisions became, in some degree,
intermingled.
"Several attempts were made to advance, which resulted only in the gain of a little ground
to the right. General Wilcox bad, meanwhile, thrown in part of a brigade to the left of the
crater, the remainder halting till the 1st division should advance. Part of the 2d brigade,
Colonel Bliss, (2d division,) was also thrown forward into thl3 enemy's line. The other regiments were held until the line should be partially cleared.
"At about 6.30 a. m. orders were again sent to the division commander not to halt at the
works, but to advance at once to the crest, without waiting for mutual support.
"General Potter's division (the 2d) was at that time forming for an attack on the right,
but under these orders its direction was changed to the front. Its formation in front of the
lines was exceedingly difficult, owing to the heavy fire from the crest and from the troops the
enemy had now brought up and placed behind the covered way in the ravine. The division
charged, and almost reached the summit of the hill, but, unsupported, it fell back, taking
shelter behind another covered way on the right.
"Meanwhile the few regiments of that division that had not previously left our lines advanced, seizing for a considerable distance the enemy's lines on the right.
"General Wilcox, on the left, found an advance impossible; his men dug from the mine
two guns and held the left flank.
"Peremptory orders from the commanding general directed me to throw in aU my troops
and direct them against the crest. Under these orders I directed the 4th (colored) division to
advance, which division I had hitherto held back, under the belief that those new troops
could not be used to advantage in the crowded condition of the portion of the enemy's line
held by us.
"The column was thrown forward and advanced gallantly over the slope of the crater,
though by this time the ground was swept by a steady fire of artillery and infantry. A part
~f the. column was deflected to the right and charged and captured a portion of the enemy's
hue With a stand of colors and some prisoners. The division, disorganized by passing the
pit, crowded with men of the other divisions, then reformed as well as was possible beyond
the crater, and attempted to take the hill; were met at the outset by a counter charge of the
enemy, broke in disorder to the rear, passed throu(J'h the crater and lines on the right, throwi~g into Cl)nfusiori and drawing off with them ma~y of the white troops, and ran to our own
hues. The enemy regained a portion of his line on the right. This was about 8.45 a. m.
"But not all of the colored troops retired; some held the pits behind which they had advanced, severely checking the enemy till they were nearly all killed.
"I believe that no raw troops could have been expected to have behaved better. Before
reaching the point from which they had formed to charge, they had been shattered by the
enemy's fire, broken by the exceedingly difficult passage of the enemy's lines, and disheartened by the inability of the other divisions to advance.
"At the time of the assault of the 4th division, General Wilcox threw out his 2d brigade,
Colonel Humphreys's, and took an additional portion of the line on the left.
"Soon after the repulse, an assault from the front was made on the crater; it was gallantly
repulsed with great loss to the enemy, none of them advancing to our lines except those who
surrendered themselves.
"At this time the enemy had planted artillery at several points on the hill, and had gained
the range of the crater and lines with great accuracy, his mortar firing being especially destructive.
"At 9.15 a.m. I received with regret a peremptory order from the general commanding to
withdraw my troops from the enemy's line. The order was sent into the crater at 12.20 p.m.
with instructions to brigade commanders on the spot to consult and determine the hour and
manner of retiring. I directed General Ferrero to immediately commence a covered way to
the crater, to meet one already begun from there.
"The men in the crater and lines adjoining had become exhausted with the severity of the
day's work. They had made several and repulsed three distinct assaults, and had fought
hand to hand with the enemy for the possession of his pits. They were suffering severely
under a hot sun from want of water.
"Finding that their position was not to be held, the general determined, in order to save
further loss of life, upon an evacuation of the lines. A message to that effect, requesting a
heavy fire of infantry and artillery to right and left should be opened from the old lines, to
-distract the attention of the enemy, was on its way to me when another assault of the enemy
was made. Seeing its preparation, and knowing their men to be discouraged by the proposed relinquishment of all the advantages gained at such cost, and disheartened that they
were to expect no further support, Generals Hartranft and Griffin directed their troops to with-
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draw. It is feared the order was not clearly understood in the crater, as most of the troops,
and all of the wounded then lying there in great numbers, were captured.
"During the engagement the batteries of the corps did efficient service, especially in
keeping down the fire of the rebel fort on the left and in annoyance of the enemy's gun~ on
the right. Twenty-three commanders of regiments were lost on that day, four killed, fifteen
wounded, and four missing; two commanders of brigades-General W. F. Bartlett and
Colonel E. G. Marshall-were taken prisoners.
''In a report so hurriedly made up, it will be impossible for me to mention the many acts
of heroism which characterized the action; and I will only say that my entire command,
officers and men, did all that gallant men could do under the circumstances.
"To my staff-Brigadier General Julius White, chief of staff; Lieutenant Colonel Lewis
Richmond, assistant adjutant general; Lieutenant Colonel C. G. Loring, jr., assistant inspector general; Surgeon John E. McDonald, medical director; Surgeon James Harris,
medical inspector; Major Edward M. Neill, assistant adjutant general; Major Philip M.
Lydig, assistant adjutant general; Ma:ior J. L. Van Buren, aide-de-camp; Major William
Cutting, aide-de-camp; Captain W. H. Harris, U. S. A., chief of ordnance; Captain H. A.
Rathbone, commissary of musters; Captain Duncan A. Pell, aide-de-camp; Captain J. C.
Paine, signal officer; Lieutenant D. S. Remmington, acting assistant quartermaster-! must
express my thanks for their activity and gallantry during the action.
"Colonel Loring, Major Cutting, and Major Van Buren were detailed to accompany divisions, and discharged their .duties in the most faithful and gallant manner.
"I must again express my thanks to Colonel Pleasants and the men of his regiment for
their skilful and meritorious services.
·
"I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General, Commanding.
"Brig. Gen. S. WILLIAMS,
" Ass't Adj't General Army of the Potomac."

Question. How long after the explosion of the mine before your troops advanced to the first assault 1
Answer. 'rheTe was probably a delay of five minutes in removing the abatis,
but no other delay occurred. They commenced the movement forward to the
·
assault at once.
Question. Could you tell whether, on the explosion of the mine, the enemy
abandoned any of their intrenchments to the rear of it 1 ·
Answer. There was no formidable line in rear of that one held by them at
that time.
Question. What was the first effect of the explosion on the enemy, as far as
you could see 1 .
Answer. As was stated in my report, it was understood that a considerable
portion, if not all of the enemy in their line in front of the fifth corps, aban·
doned their line temporarily.
Question. Did you deem it very essential that the troops who were to lead
the advance should be trained for it somewhat before the springing of the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I deemed that essential. It is always better that officers
commandingtroopsshouldknowthe work they have to do; and if the men can be
drilled with a view to a specific work, they canal ways do that work better. I felt
at the time that my reasons for putting in the colored troops first were good, and.
I have had no cause to change that opinion. Although it is necessarily a matter
of opinion, and no one can ever tell what the result would have been had my
plan been strictly adhered to, still I am clearly of the opinion that the colored
troops would have made a better charge on that day than almost any other
division of the army, in consequence of the peculiar circumstances by which
the army had been surrounded. They had been fighting and marching up to
the time that they crossed the James river, and my corps particularly had been
constantly under fire after crossing the James, for forty days, so that a man
could not raise his head above the breastworks without being shot at.
Question. And they were compelled to lie very much qniescent durnig that
time1
Answer. Yes, sir; they had very little exercise, and that little in this confltant state of suspense caused by the continuous musketry and artillery fire of
the enemy.
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Question. From your experience with colored troops, how would you say
they compared in reliability as soldiers with the white troops, provided they
have had the same training 1
Answer. So far as I am myself concerned, I have the greatest faith in colored
soldiers. I do not say they are fully equal to our white soldiers, because they
have not the same intelligence; but they are quite as easily disciplined, and, as
far as my experience goes, they stand fire quite as well as any troops we have
had. And, with the exception of the intelligence which prevails to a considerable extent among our white soldiers, and which makes each man a pretty
· good judge of what he ought to do in a fight, I think the colored soldiers are as
good soldiers as we· have.
Question. 'ro what do you attribute the failure of the 30th of July 1 The
enterprise did fail, and I suppose you have some idea why it failed.
Answer. Well, sir, it is my opinion that the change that was made the day
before the battle in the troops which were to lead the advance, and the directions which were given modifying the mode of putting the troops in, had a very
serious effect upon the result. But I am not prepared to say that it would not
have been a success even with those changes, had our troops on the right and
left of the point assaulted attacked the enemy, and taken advantage of the
weak condition of their lines. This is simply an 'Opinion, given without reference to the action of the generals who commanded those troops, because I know
nothing of their orders; and my opinion may be entirely erroneous.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Was your assault sustained by the second corps on your right, or
the fifth corps on your left 1
Answer. No, sir, not to my knowledge. I do not think they attempted an
attack. The 18th corps, under General Ord, had relieved my troops on that
line, and a portion of that corps was held in reserve to assist us, and a brigade,
or possibly a division, did make an attempt to charge the enemy's works.
By the chairman :

Question. In your judgment, was the failure of the fuze to ignite the mine on
the first attempt attended with any disastrous effects?
Answer. I think not. I do not think the delay in the explosion of the mine
resulted in giving the enemy any information of our movements. Therefore I
do not think it resulted in any harm.
Question. Who is responsible for the deficiency in the supply of fuzes necessary to explode the mine 1
Answer. I was directed to make my requisitions for fuze and powder upon the
chief of artillery. I did so at the proper time. A despatch from one of his
assistants came to me inquiring how much I desired, and I informed him of the
distinct number of feet. I think, at any rate, I stated to him in substance that I
wanted enough to run three or four fuzes in to the charge.
Question. Of course you were compelled to make use of such as he sent you 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By 1\Ir. Loan:
Question. And the quantity supplied was sufficient for only one fuze 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By the chairman:
Question. Did you have any interviews with General Meade during the battle
or afterwards on that day 1 If so, what took place ooring those interviews 1
Answer. I had but one personal interview with General .Meade that day, and
that was after the battle. Upon the reception of the order to withdraw our
troops from the enemy's lines, I went to General Meade's headquarters andre-
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quested that the order might be rescinded, stating that I did not think we
had fought long enough, and that I thought we could succeed in carrying
the crest if we persevered in the attack, and the other troops were put in.
He said that the order to withdraw was final, and that he had ordered all
offensive operations on the right and left to cease. This order, I consider,
materially affected the result of our withdrawal, inasmuch as the enemy's
forces upon our right and left were entirely unoccupied, and thereby had
an opportunity of concentrating upon us during the withdrawal. It could
hardly have been expected that the withdrawal could have been made without
disaster, after all offensive operations had ceased on· the right and left, and the
supporting force withdrawn from the rear. My only hope was that the force in
the crater would be able to hold the position until a covered way could be dug
from our advanced line out to the crater, a distance of a little over a hundred
yards. This covered way had been commenced both in the crater and on our
advanced lines, and I instructed General Ferrero t0 push it forward as rapidly
as possible, with such of his troops as had been driven back and collected
in the advanced line. The communication between the advanced line and the
crater was almost entirely cut off; and although the distance was so short-only
about one hundred yards-it xras next to an impossibility for messengers to reach
the crater, much less to send in ammunition and water. The men had become
very much exhausted with the heat and labors of the day.
After I was informed by General Meade that the order was final to withdraw,
and that there was no object in holding the crater by connecting its flanks with
our old advanced line, as I had suggested, I telegraphed to General White, my
chief of staff, whom I had left at my field headquarters, that the orders to withdraw were peremptory, and I at once sent for the division commanders, in order
to consult as to the most favorable method and time for withdrawal. In the
mean time my despatch to General White had been sent to the division commander::~, and by them sent into the crater for report fi·om the bdgade commanders. Previous to and during this time the enemy made several assaults
upon our position, which were repulsed. Soon after this a heavy attack was
made upon the left of our forces, driving us back, and cau~ing a hasty evacuation of the crater by aU who could get back to the main lines.
In the evening of that day General Meade sent me a message stating that be
had understood that our troops had been driven from the crater, and he desired
to know if such was the fact. I very improperly threw the message one side,
and said to my staff officer, who was with me, that I would not answer such a
message; that if General Meade felt disposed to cease offensive operations on
the right and fetl, and leave us to get out of the crater as best we could, and
had taken so little interest in the matter as not to know late in the evening that
we had been driven from the crater before two o'clock, I certainly would not
give him the information, and that I believed he knew all about it. He ;:;ent
me, I think, two more messages during the evening, which I treated in the same
way.
I refer to this as a piece of insubordination on my part for which no excuse
can be offered; but it had no effect upon the result, as it occurred after the fight.
An unfortunate correspondence took place between General Meade and myself during the day, which reads as follows:
"JULY 30.
'' Generall\:IEADE :
"I am doing all in my power to push the troops forward, and, if pos~ible, we will carry
the crest. It is hard work, but we hope to accomplish it. I am fully alive to the importance of it.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.''
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"HEADQUARTERS .ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"7.30 a.m., 1864.
'' Major General BURNSIDE :
"What do you mean by hard work to take the crest? I understand not a man has ad·
vanced beyond the enemy's line which you occupied immediately after exploding the mine.
" Do you mean to say your officers and men will not obey your orders to advance 1 If not,
what is the obstacle? I wish to know the truth, and desire an immediate answer ..
" GEO. G. MEADE, Major General."
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS,
"Battery Morton, July 30, 1864.
' ' General MEADE :
"Your despatch, by Captain Jay, received. The main body of General Potter's division
is beyond the crater. I do not mean to say that my officers and men will not obey my orders
to advance. I mean to say that it is very hard work to advance to the crest.
"I have never, in any report, said anything different from what I conceived to be the
truth. Were it not insubordinate, I would say that the latter remark of your note was unofficerlike and ungentlemanly.
"Respectfully, yours,
" A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General."

I refer to this correspondence because it has been made the subject of charg£>s
against me upon which I was not tried. I felt, at the time I wrote the ofiensive .despatch, that General Meade intended to imply that I had not made truthful reports, but I am now satisfied that he did not so intend.
·
General Meade ordered a court to investigate the operations of the 30th.
This court was composed of General Hancock, who commanded the troops on
my right, General Ayres, who commanded a division of troops on my left,
(which division was selected for the purpose of making an attack from our left,
but did not attack,) and General Miles, who commanded a brigade in General
Hancock's corps, which was on my right. The judge advocate of the court
was the inspector general at General Meade's headquarters.
I at once telegraphed to Mr. Stanton as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS 9TH ARMY CORPS, August 6, 1864.
" To tlte Secretary of War of the United States, Washington :
"While I have the greatest respect for the officers composing the court ordered by Special
Order W. D. No. 258 to examine into the affair of the ~Oth instant, I beg to submit' that it
should be composed of officers who do not belong to this army.
"While I am most willing, and feel it to be my due to have the fullest investigation, I
should not, under the circumstances, demand one, nor seek to press the matter to an issue in
any degree adverse to the general commanding the army of the Potomac. I am ready to
await the verdict of time. But if an investigation is to be had, I feel that I have a 1ight to
ask that it be made by officers not in this army, and not selected by General Meade. All of
the officers constituting the court held command in the supporting columns which were not
brought into action on that day. The judge advocate is a member of General Meade's staff.
"General Meade has also preferred charges against me, upon which I desire to be tried.
"As the court convenes on Monday, the 8th instant, I respectfully request an answer may
be returned as soon as possible.
·
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General."

To this telegram I received the following reply:
'j UNITED STATES MILITARY 'l'ELEGRAPH.
"[By telegraph from Washington, dated August 8, 1864-11 a.m.]
''Major General BURNSIDE:
"Your telegram of the sixth (6th) has been laid before the President, who directs me to
say, that, while he would like to conform to your wishes, the detail for the court of inquiry
having already been ordered, he does not see tha't any evil can result to you. The action of
the board of inquiry will be merely to collect facts for his information. No charges or even
imputations have reached him or the department in respect to you. It is not known here,
except by your telegram, that General Meade has made against you any charges. He directs
me further to assure you that you may feel entire confidence in his fairness and justice.
"EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War."
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I stated in my evidence a few moments ago that General Meade ordered the
court, which is the fact. It assembled under his order, and decided that snch a
court could not proceed without the authority of the President of the U nitcd
States. The matter was then referred to W aRhington, and the existence of the
court was legalized by the President. This court assembled and took its evidence, which I understand is now in the hands of the President.
There is also a point which will come up in this investigation, I suppose, inasmuch as it came up in the investigation before this military board; that is,
as to the information which was furnished by me to General Meade during the
action. I have simply to say, that I reported to him all important movements,
and that I did not feel at any time that any information was withheld from him
which was necessary to the making up of a correct opinion as to the state of
affairs in my front. I will leave with the committee a copy of all messages received from General Meade by me during the action, and of all messages sent
by me to General Meade, and by some of General Meade's officers, who were
with me at intervals during the day, and who reported to General Meade the
progress of affairs, which I considered the same as if reported myself.
Question. What reason did General Meade give for not having the attack
made on the right and left, as you had suggested~
Answer. He never gave me any reasons. We never conversed upon the subject.
Question. An attack by the corps on your right and left was contemplated in
the plan that you first submitted to him 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and in the despatches, just referred to, will be found one
from me to General Meade, requesting that General W an·en's corps should be put
in. I first sent him a despatch, taking as much responsibility as I thought I
could, in view of his letter of the 3d of July, stating that if Warren's men could
be concentrated, and I could designate the time when they could go iu, I would
let him know, making it a half request. Afterwards, becoming anxious, I sent
him a despatch embracing these words : "Now is the time for Warren to go in."
Notwithstanding the fact of his letter of the 3d of July, I thought I would take
the responsibility of sending this despatch to him, and I did so.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. As I understand it, the _enemy's lines were very much weakened
on their right and left at the time of the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir. As I was informed by my signal officer, they took troops
from in front of General Warren's corps, formed them in columns, and marched
them around and assaulted our men who were trying to take the crest; but he
did not report having seen any troops taken from their left opposite General
Hancock's corps.
By the chairman:
Question. In your opinion were there any otl1er of our troops engaged that
day excepting those who were trying to advance through the crater 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did not that fact enable the enemy to concentrate a greater force
upon those who were advancing than they could have done had they been vigorously attacked at other points of their lines 1
·
An<swer. ~'here is scarcely a doubt of it.
. Question. Do you know any reason why those other troops along our lines
were not ordered to engage the enemy at the time you were endeavoring to
penetrate beyond the crater 1
An~wer. No, sir ; I do not know of ariy reason, and I do not know of any
orders issued on that day, except those concerning my own command.
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The following are the despatches from General Meade :
UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army of the Potomac, Ju.Z.IJ 30, 1864-3.20 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE: As it is still so dark, the commanding general says you can
postpone firing the mine if you think it proper.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major General, Chief of Staff."
"No.1.]

This despatch was answered either by a written or verbal message from me,
stating that the mine would be exploded at the hour designated-3.30 a. m.
"No.2.]

UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarte1·s Ninth Army Corps, July 30, 1864-4.30 a.m.
''Major General BURNSIDE ; Is there any difficulty in exploding the mine? It is threefourths of an hour later than that fixed upon for exploding.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff."

It is possible I did not answer this despatch, as I was at the time anxiously
endeavoring to ascertain the cause of the delay in the explosion.
"No.3.]

UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Ninth Army Corps, July 30, 1864-4.30 a.m.
"Major General BURNSIDE: If the mine cannot be exploded something else must be done,
a.nd at once. The commanding general is awaiting to hear from you· before determining.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major Gene1·al and Chief of Staff."

The cause of the delay had not been ascertained when I received this despatch:
"No.4.]

UNITED S·.rATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Ninth Army Corps, July 30, 1864-4.35 a.m.
" General BURNSIDE : The commanding general directs, if your mine has failed, that you
make an assault at once, opening your batteries.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff."

Just as I received this despatch Major Van Buren reported the cause of the
delay, and I directed him to inform General Meade's aid (who was waiting)
of the cause. Very soon after the mine exploded.
"No.5.)

UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army of the Potomac, July 30, 1864-5.40 a. m.
"General BURNSIDE: The general commanding learns that your troops are halting at the
works where the mine exploded, and he directs that all your troops be pushed forward to the
crest at once. Call on General Ord to move forward his troops at once.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff."

'.rhis was simply an order, and required no answer.
"No.6.]

UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army of the Potomac, July 30, ] 864--5.40 a. m.
''General BURNSIDE: What news from your assaulting column? Please report frequently.
" GEO. G. MEADE, Major General."

To this despatch I replied as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS,
''Battery Morton, July 30, 1864.
"General MEADE: We have the enemy's :first line and occupy the breach. I shall endeavor
to push forward to the crest as rapidly as possible.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"P. S.-There is a large fire in P\-,<>.rsburg.
"W. W. SANDRS, Capan Sixth Infantry."
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"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army Potomac, 6 a. m., July 30, 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Command-ing 9th Co1·ps:
"The commanding general wishes to know what is going on on your left, and whether it
would be an advantage for Warren's supporting force to go in at once.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff."

This was answered as follows :
"6.20 a.m.
''General MEADE: ·
'' H General Warren's supporting force can be concentrated just now, ready to go in at the
proper time, it would be well. I will designate to you when it ought to move; there is
scarcely room for it now on our immediate front.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General."
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army Potomac, July 30, 1864-5.30 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
"Warren's force has been concentrated, and ready to move since 3.30 a. m. My object
in inquiring was to ascertain if you could judge of the practicability of advancing without
waiting for your column. What is the delay in your column moving? Every minute is
most precious, as the enemy are undoubtedly concentrating to meet you on the crest; and if
you g·ive them time enough, you cannot expect to succeed. There will be no object to be
gained in occupying the enemy's line; it cannot be held under their artillery fire, withuut
much labor in turning it. The great point is to secure the crest at once and at all hazards.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General."

I replied to this as follows:
"JULY 30, 1864.
" General MEADE:
"I am doing all in my power to push the troops forward, and, if possible, we will carry the
crest. It is hard work, but we hope to accomplish it. I am fully alive to the importance of it.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, .ll'lajor General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, 7.30 a.m., July 30, 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
''What do you mean by hard work to take the crest? I understand not a man has advanced beyond the enemy's line which you occupied immediately after exploding the mine.
Do you mean to say your officers and men will not obey your orders to advance? If not,
what is the obstacle? I wish to know the truth, and desire an immediate answer.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General."
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY Cl')RPS,
"Battery Morton, July 30, 1864.
" General MEADE :
"Your despatch per Captain Jay received. The main body of General Potter's division is
beyond the crater. I do not mean to say that my officers and men will not obey my orders
to advance. I mean to say that it is very hard to advance to the crest.
"I have never 1n any report said anything different from what I conceived to be the truth.
Were it not insubordinate, I should say that the latter remark of your note was unofficerlike
and ungentlemanly.
'' Respectfully yours,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.,.,
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, 7.30 a.m., 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
"GENERAL: Will you do me the favor to send me a copy of my note to you per Captain
Jay. I did not keep any copy, intending it to be confidential. Your reply requires I should
have a copy.
"Respectfully yours,
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.''

This was answered by sending either a copy or the original note by the aid
who brought the above despatch.
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"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army Potomac, 8 a.m., July 30, 1864.
"General BURNSIDE:
"Since writing by Captain Jay, Captain Sanders has come in, and reported condition of
affairs. He says Griffin has advanced and was checked. This modifies my despatch. Still
I would like to know the exact morale of your corps. Ord reports that he cannot move until
you get out of the way. Can't you let him pass out on your right, and let him try what he
can do 1
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General."
"U. S. MILITARY TELEGR.o\PH, BEFORE PETERSBURG,
"Covered Way, Fourteen-Gun Batte1·y, July 30, 1864.
'' General MEADE:
"Many of the ninth and eighteenth corps are retiring before the enemy. I think now is
the time to put in the 5th corps promptly.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General."
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters Army Potomac, 9.30 a. rn., July 30, 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
"The major general commanding has h~ard that the result of your attack has been arepulse, and directs that if in your judgment nothing further can be effected, that you withdraw
to your own line, taking precaution to get yoU!' men back safely. General Ord will do the
same.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff."
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarte1·s Army Potomac, July 30, 1864.
'' General BURNSIDE:
"The major general commanding directs that you withdraw to your own intrenchments.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, JJfajor General."

After the recejpt of these despatches I went to General Meade's headquarters,
_
as I before stated, to request that the orders might be rescinded.
"UNITED STATES MIUTARY TELEGRAPH,
"Headquarters A ·r my Potomac, Jldy 30, 1864.
'' General BURNSIDE and General ORD:
"You can exercise your own discretion in withdrawing your troops now, or at a later
period-say to-night. It is not intended to hold the enemy's line which you now occupy
any longer than is required to withdraw safely your men.
"GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General."

The despatch, I think, passed me while I was on the way to General Meade's
headquarters.
Besides thA despatches from me, the following were sent from my headquarters
by an aide of General Meade, who was with me during the day :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"5.50 a. m., July 30, 1864.
"General MEADE:
"The eighteenth corps have just been ordered to push forward to the crest. The loss does
not appear to be heavy; some prisoners coming in.
'' W. W. SANDERS, Captain 6th Infantry."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" 6.1 0 a. m., July 30, 1864.
''Major General MEADE, Commanding :
'' General Burnside says he has given orders to all his division commanders to put everything in at once.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain 6th Infantry."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"8.45 a. rn., July 30, 1864.
"General MEADE :
'' One gun has just been taken out of the mine, and is now being put in position. Have
not heard anything from the attack made from the left of the mine. One set of colors just
sent in, captured by the negroes.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain 6th Infantry."
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

" General MEADE:
" The attack made on the right of mine has been repulsed.
to the rear.

"9 a. m.r July 30, 1864.
A great many men are coming

"W. W. SANDERS, Captain 6th Infantry."

In addition to these, General Meade received a despatch from Lieutenant
Colonel Loring, my inspector general, which was intended for me, and was forwarded to me by him, (Generall\feade,) which assured me that he had the information contained in the despatch.

Testimony of J.ltlajor General George G. Meade.
HEADll.UARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

Bifore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Major General GEORGE G. MEADE sworn and examined.
By ¥r. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major general of the United States army, commanding the
army of the Potomac.
Question. Will you state to the committee, in your own way, whatever you
may deem important in relation to the battle before Petersburg, of July 30,18641
Answer. Immediately after that action took place, I felt that it was due to
the public, to the army, and to myself, that the matter shou.ld be thoroughly
investigated. I therefore applied to the President of the United States, the
only power having authority to order such an investigation, to order a court of
inquiry, which he immediately did. The court was composed of four of the
most distinguished officers of this army. Major General Hancock was the president of it, and Brigadier General Ayres, Brigadier General Miles, and some
other officer, whose name I do not now recollect, were the other members of it.
That court was in session in this army within a few days after the battle. I
appeared before it and submitted a full and complete statement and explanation
of all the facts connected with the matter, and directed their attention to the
proper persons to be called before them. 'l'hey had before them all the officers
who were then upon the ground, and thoroughly investigated the whole subject. Their proceedings were transmitted to the War Department, where, so
far as my knowledge extends, they have been from that time to this. Of the
result of those proceedings, the opinion of the court, or anything that occurred
before them, excepting my own testimony, I am perfectly ignorant.
I would suggest to the committee that they call upon the War Department
for a copy of those proceedings, as they will find there all the information which
can possibly be obtained. And if, after an examination of those proceedingswhich might be made a part of the testimony before you-any further information should be desired, it could easily be obtained by calling upon such officers
·as the committee might deem it advisable to examine.
At present the only documents I have with me are my official report, which I
made to Lieutenant General Grant immediately after the affair, and some papers
referred to in that report. Those, with the permission of the committee, I will
now read and make part of my testimony. 'They give a general history of the
transaction, but do not enter into details so much as I could do if I had all my
despatches and official papers here.
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

"August 16, 1864.
"I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the operations on the 30th ultimo, when
an unsuccessful assault was made on the enemy's works in front of Petersburg. Soon
after occupying our present lines, Major General Burnside, commanding 9th corps, at the
suggestion of Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants, 48th Pennsylvania volunteers, commenced the
running of a gallery from his line to a battery occupied by the enemy, with a view of placing
a mine under this battery. When my attention was called to this work, I sanctioned its
prosecution, though at the time, from the reports of the engineers and my own examination,
I was satisfied the location of the mine was such that its explosion would not be likely to be
followed by any important result, as the battery to be destroyed was in a re-entering part of
the enemy's line, exposed to an enfilading fire, aml reverse fire from points both on the right
and left. The mine being completed, and the movement of the 2d corps to the north side of·
the James having drawn off the greater portion of the confederate army, the lieutenant
general commanding directed the explosion of the mine, and the assaulting· the enemy's
works. For this purpose the 18th corps was placed under my command, in addition to the
army of the Potomac. On the 29th ultimo, a general order of battle was issued, a copy of
which is herewith annexed, (marked A,) which will serve to show the plan of the proposed
attack. On the 30th, owing to a defect in the fuze, the explosion of the mine was delayed
from 3.30 to 4.45 a. m., an unfortunate delay, because it was designed to assault the crest
of the ridge occupied by the enemy just before daylight, when the movement would in a
measure be obscured. As soon as the mine was sprung, the 1st division 9th corps, Brigadier
General Ledlie commanding, moved forward and occupied the crater without opposition. No
advance, however, was made from the crater to the ridge, some 400 yards beyond; Brig·adier
General Ledlie giving as a reason for not pushing forward, that the enemy could occupy the
crater in his rear, he seeming to forget that the rest of his corps and all of the 18th corps
were waiting to occupy the crater and follow him. Brigadier Generals Potter and Wilcox,
commanding 2d and ::ld divisions, 9th corps, advanced simultaneously with Ledlie, and endeavored to occupy parts of the enemy's line on Ledlie's right and left, so as to cover those
flanks, respectively, but on reaching the enemy's line Ledlie's men were found occupying
the vacated parts, both to the right and left of the crater, in consequence of which the men
of the several divisions got mixed up, and a scene of disorder and confusion commenced,
which seems to have continued to the end of the operations. In the mean time the enemy,
rallying from the confusion incident to the explosion, began forming his infantry in a ravine
to the right, and planting his artillery both on the right and left of the crater. Seeing this,
Potter was enabled to get his men out of the crater and enemy's line, and had formed them
for an attack on the right, when he received an order to attack the crest of the ridge. Notwithstanding he had to change front in the presence of the enemy, he succeeded not only in
doing so, but, as he reports, advancing to within a few yards of the crest, which he would
have taken if he had been supported. This was after 7 a. m., more than two hours after
Ledlie had occupied the crater, and yet he had made no advance. He, however, states that
he was forming to advance when the 4th division, (colored troops,) General Ferrero commanding, came rushing into the crater, and threw his men into confusion. The 4th division
passed beyond the crater, and made an assault, when they encountered a heavy fire of
artillery and infantry, which threw them into inextricable confusion, and they retired in
disorder through the troops in the crater, and back into our lines. In the mean time, in
ignorance of what was occurring, I sent orders to Major General Ord, commanding 18th
corps, who was expected to follow the 9th, to advance at once on the right of the 9th, and
independently of the latter. To this General Ord replied, the only debouches were choked
up with the Yth corps, which had not all advanced at this time. He, however, pushed on a
brigade of Turner's division over the 9th corps parapets, and directed it to charge the enemy's
line on the right, where it was still occupied. While it was about executing this order, the
disorganized 4th division ( ~olored) of the 9th corps came rushing back and carrying everything with them, including Turner's brigade. By this time-between 8 and 9 a.m.-the
enemy, seeing the hesitation and confusion on our part, having planted battmies on both
flanks in ravines where our artillery could not reach them, opened a heavy fire, not only on
the ground in front of the crater, but between it ancl om lines, their mortars at the same time
throwing shells into the dense mass of our men in the crater and adjacent works. In addition to this artillery fire, the enemy massed his infantry and assaulted the position. Although
the assault was repulsed and some he.1:oic fighting was done, particularly on the part of
Potter's division and some regiments of the 18th corps, yet the exhaustion incident to the
crowding of the men and the intense heat of the weather, added to the destructive artillery fire of
the enemy, produced its effect, and report was brought to me that our men were retiring into our
old lines. Being satisfied the moment for success had passed, and that any further attempt
would only result in useless sacrifice of life, with the concurrence of the lieutenant general
commanding, who was present, I directed the suspension of further offensive movements, and
the withdrawal of the troops in the crater when it could be done with security, retaining the
position till night if necessary. It appears that whe~ this order reached the crater, 12.~0, the
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greater portion of those that had been in were out; the balance remained for an hour and a
half repulsing an attack of the enemy, but, on the enemy threatening a second attack, retreating in disorder, losing many prisoners. This terminated this most unfortunate and not
very creditable operation. I forbear to comment in the manner I might otherwise deem
myself justified in doing, because the whole subject, at my request, has been submitted for
investigation by the President of the United States to a court of inquiry, with directions to
report upon whom, if any one, censure is to be laid. I transmit herewith the reports of corps,
division, and brigade commanders, giving the details of the operations of each corps. There
are two remarks in the report of Major General Burnside which justice to myself requires I
should notice. General Burnside has thought proper to state: ''A plan of attack was submitted, involving the putting the colored division in advance, and a certain formation of
troops, and that the plan was disapproved in these two particulars." This statement is not
accurate. The proposition to place the colored division at the head of the assaulting column
was disapproved, but no control was exercised over General Burnside in the tactical formation
of his column. This will be seen by reference to the correspondence that passed upon the
subject, marked B and C. Again, Major General Burnside says: "Peremptory orders from
the commanding general directed me to throw in all my troops and direct them against the
crest. Under these orders, I directed the 4th division, colored, to advance, which division I
had hitherto held back, under the belief that these new troops could not be used to advantage
in the crowded condition of the portion of the enemy's line held by us." I presume Major
General Burnside here refers to the despatch addressed to him as follows. (See despatch of
July 30, 6 a. m.)
'' It was not intended by that order, nor was any such construction justified by its terms,
to push forward the colored division into the overcrowded crater, there to add to the disorganization and confusion already existing, and of the existence of which I was utterly ignorant,
but of which it is to be presumed, from the extract from his report, General Burnside was
aware. The order required that the men in the crater should be pushed forward at all hazards
to the crest beyond, and when they moved the colored division advanced after them. It W!ll
be seen to be the concurrent testimony of all parties that the failure of success was in a great
measure due to the injudicious advance of the colored division into the overcrowded crater
and adjacent parts of the enemy's line, and to the confusion produced by their retiring a disordered and disorganized mass, after attempting an assault. From the reports transmitted, I
cannot perceive that the colored troops are open to any more censure for their conduct than the
other troops engaged. I enclose herewith a list of casualties, amounting in all in the army
of the Potomac and 18th corps to 4,400 killed, wounded, and missing; 246 prisoners, two (2)
colors and two (~) guns were captured, but the latter were abandoned on retiring from the
crater.
" In closing this report, I cannot forbear from expressing the poignant regret I experienced
at the failure of an operation promising such brilliant results had it been successful. Had
the mine been sprung at 3.30 a. m., and the crest promptly seized, as it is believed it
could have been done in thirty minutes after the explosion, such a force could have been
poured into the crest as to have rendered its repossession by the enemy impossible, and thus
have rendered untenable all his lines around Petersburg. But the·operation was essentially
a coup-de-main, depending for success upon the utmost promptitude of movement, and the
taking advantage of the shock produced on the enemy by the explosion of the mine. The
causes of the failure justice to all parties requires I should leave to the court of inquiry to
ascertain.
"Very respectfully, &c.,

"GEO. G. MEADE,
"Major Gene1·al, Commanding."
"Lieut. Col. T. S. BOWERS, Assist. Adjt. General.
" Official :
" S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

A.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, .July 29, 1864.

"ORDERS.
"The following instmctions are issued for the guidance of all concerned:
'' 1. As soon as it is dark, Major General BurnsidP, commanding ninth corps, will withdraw his two brigades under General White, occupying the intrenchments between the plank
and Norfolk roads, and bring them to his front. Care will be taken not to interfere with the
troops of the eighteenth corps, moving into their position in rear of the ninth corps. General
Burnside wiil furrn his troops for assaulting the enemy's works at daylight of the ;)0th, prepare
his parapets and abatis for the passage of the columns, and have the pioneers equipped for
work in opening passages for artillery, destroying enemy's abatis, and the intrenching tools
distributed for effecting lodgement, &c.
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"2. Major General Wanen, commanding fifth corps, will reduce the number of his troops
holding the intrenchments of his front to the minimum, and concentrate all his available force
on his right, and bold them prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside. 'fhe
preparations in respect to pioneers, intrenching tools, &c., enjoined upon the ninth corps
will also be made by the fifth corps.
"3. As soon as it is dark, Major General Ord, commanding eighteenth corps, will relieve
his troops in the trenches by General Mott's division of the second corps, and form his corps
in rear of the ninth corps, and be prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
'' 4. Every preparation will he made for moving forward the field artillery of each corps.
"5. At dark Major General Hancock, commanding second corps, will move from Deep
Bottom to the rear of the intrenchments now held by the eighteenth corps, resume the command of Mott's division, and be prepared at daylight to follow up the assaulting and supporting columns, or for such other operations as may be found necessary.
"6. Major General Sheridan, commanding cavalry corps, will proceed at dark from the
vicinity of D eep Bottom to Lee's mill, and at daylight will move with his whole corps, including Wilson's division, against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on the right, by
the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward.
"Major Duane, acting chief engineer, will have the pontoon train parked at convenient
points in the rear, prepared to move. He will see that supplies of sand-bags, gabions, fascines, &c., are in depot near the lines, ready for use. He will detail eng·ineer officers for
each corps.
.
"8. At half past three in the morning of the 30th, Major General Burnside will spring his
mine, and his aRsaulting columns will immediately move rapidly upon the breach, seize the
crest in the rear, and effect a lodgment there. He will be followed by Major General Ord,
who will support him on the 1ight, directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by
Major General Warren, who will support him on the left.
"Upon the explosion of the mine the artillery of all kinds in battery will open upon those
points of the enemy's works whose fire covers the ground over which our columns must
move, care being taken to avoid impeding the progress of our troops. Special instructions
respecting the direction of fire will be issued through the chief of artillery.
"9. Corps commanders will report to the commanding general when their preparations are
complete, and will advise him of every step in the progress of the operation, and of everything
important that occurs.
" 10. Promptitude, rapidity of execution, and cordial co-operation arc essential to success,
and the commanding general is confident that this indication of his expectations will insure
the hearty efforts o:f the commanders and troops.
"11. Headquarters during the operation will be at the headquarters of the ninth corps.
''By command of Major General Meade.
'' S. WILLIAMS,
" Assistant Adjntant General.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

B.
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS, Jnly 26, 1864 ..
"GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of this -morning
by Captains Jay and Bache, also of a telegram from the commanding general relating to the
same subject. It is altogether probable that the enemy are cognizant of the fact that we are
mining, because it has been mentioned in their newspapers, and they have been heard to
work ouwhat are supposed to be shafts in dose proximity to our galleries. But the rain
f>f night before last no doubt filled their shafts and much retarded their work. vVe have
heard no sounds of work in them either yesterday or to-day, and nothing is heard by us in
the mine but the usual :,sounds of work on the surface above.
·
"·This morning we had some apprehensions that the left lateral gallery was in danger of'
caving in from the weight of the batteries above it and the shock of their firing. But all
possible precautions have been taken to strengthen it, and we hope to preserve it intact.
"The placing of the charges in the mine will not involve the necessity of making a noise.
It is therefore probable that we will escape discovery if the mine is to be used within two or
three days. .It is nevertheless highly important, in my opinion, that the mine should be
exploded at the earliest possible moment consistent with the general interests of the campaign.
I state to you the facts as nearly as I can, and, in the absence of any knowledge as to tl..te·
meditated movements of the army, I must leave you tq judge the proper time to make use of
the mine.){~ But it may not be improper for me to say, that the advantages reaped fi·mn the
work would be but small if it were exploded without any co-operative movement. My plan
would be to explode the mine just before daylight in the morning,, or about. 5 o'clock in the
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afternoon, mass the two brigades of the colored division in rear of my first line, in column of
divisions, 'double columns closed in mass'-the head of each brigade resting on the front
line, and as soon as the explosion has taken place move them forward with instructions for
the divisions to take half distance; and as soon as the leading regiments of the two brigades
pass through the gap in the enemy's line, the leading regiments of the right brigade to come
into line perpendicular to the enemy's line by the right companies 'on the right into line,
wheel,' the left companies 'on the right into line,' and proceed at once down the line of the
enemy's works as rapidly as possible; the leading regiments of the left brigade to execute
the reverse movement to the left, moving up the enemy's line. The remainders of the two
columns to move directly towards the crest in front as rapidly as possible, diverging in such
a way as to enable them to deploy into columns of regiments, the right column making as
nearly as may be for Cemetery hill. These columns to be followed by the other divisions of
this corps as soon as they can be thrown in. This would involve the necessity of relieving
these divisions by other troops before the movement, and of holding columns of other troops
in readiness to take our place on the crest, in case we gain it, and sweep down it.
" It would be advisable, in my opinion, if we succeed in gaining the crest, to throw the
colored division right into the town. There is a necessity for the co-operation, at least in the
way of artillery, of the troops on my right and left; of the extent of this you will necessarily
be the judge. I think our chances of success in a plan of this kind are more than even.
''The main gallery of the mine is five hundred and twenty-two (522) feet in length, the
side galleries about forty (40) feet each. My suggestion is that eight magazines be placed
in the lateral galleries-two at each end, say a few feet apart, in branches at right angles to
the side galleries, and two more in each of the side galleries, similarly placed, situated by
pairs equidistant from each other and the ends of the galleries, thus:
[See diagram, page 17.]
Tamping beginning at the termination of the main gallery, for, say, one hundred feet, leaving
all the air space in the side galleries. Run out some five or six fuzes and two wires, to render
the ignition of the charge certain.
"I propose to put in each of the eight magazines from twelve to fourteen hundred pounds
of powder, the magazines to be connected by a trough of powder instead of a fuze.
"I beg to enclose a copy of a statement from General Potter on the subject. I would
suggest that the powder train be parked in a wood near our ammunition train, about a mile
in rear of this place; Lieutenant Colonel Pierce, chief quartermaster, will furnish Captain
Strang with a guide to the place.
''I beg also to request that General Benham be instructed to send us at once eight thousand (8,000) sand-bags, to be used for tamping and other purposes.
"I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
''A. E. BURNSIDE,
"Major Gtneral, Commanding.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff.
'' Official::
"CHARLES E. PEASE,
" Assistant Adjutant General."

c.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-10.15 a. m.
"COMMANDING OFFICER 9th Corps :
"I am instructed to say that the major general commanding submitted to the lieutenant
general commanding the armies your proposition to form the leading columns of assault of
the blaek troops, and that he, as well as the major general commanding, does not approve
the proposition, but directs that those columns be formed of the white troops.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chitj of Staff.
'' Official copy:

"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"July 30, 1864-6 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps.
''Prisoners taken say there is no line in their rear, and that their men were falling bark
when ours advanced; that none of the troops have returned from the James. Our chance
is now; push your men forward at all hazards, white and black, and don't lose time in
making formations, but rush for the crest.

"G. G. MEADE,

"Major General, Commanding.
'' Official copy:

"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

This report, which I made to Lieutenant General Grant immediately after the
affair occurred, was accompanied by the official reports of the subordinate commanders. I subsequently appeared before the court of inquiry and made a
very long and detailed statement, accompanied by all my despatches, illustrating
all the events of the day, which it is not now in my power to make to this committee from want of material and the absence of those papers. I propose, therefore, with the sanction of the committee, to content myself with the submitting
of those papers, provided that, if the suggestion I have made, that the committee
call for the proceedings of this court of inquiry, is not acceded to, I shall then
be permitted, upon some further occasion, when I can get my papers, to again
appear before the comruitteP. and make such statement as I may desire to make.
Question. Can you state what was the cause of the delay in the explosion of
the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that was caused by a defect in the fuze. That was an
accident for which nobouy was responsible. That was corrected by the gallantry of some soldiers, whose names I do not now remember, who went into t,he
mine, found that the fuze had ceased to burn, and relighted it.
Question. Was there any delay in making the assault after the mine was
exploded 1
Answer. Yes, sir; not so much dely in making the assault as delay in taking
advantage of the occupation of the crater of the mine within the enemy's line.
There was some delay in making the charge. Arrangements which should have
been made preparatory to that charge were not made so far as I can ascertain.
'rhere was not a sufficient debouche from our line of works. There was a high
parapet in front of our lines, an abatis and other obstacles to keep the enemy
from us. Those obstacles should have been removed to enable our troops to
move out promptly. 'l'here was but a small opening made, by which the 9th
corps, 15,000 men, moved out by the flank; whereas there should have been
an opening sufficiently large to have allowed the whole corps to move out and
to have gone to the crest in not more than thirty minutes.
I will furnish the committee with a map which will show exactly the relative
position of the mine with the enemy's lines and to our own, and which will show
the position which it was desirous to take after the explosion of the mine. The
explosion of the mine was simply a preliminary operation for the purpose of
making an opening in the enemy'., line through whicl1 we might pour our troops
and get in rear and occupy a hill behind their line which commanded all their
works. But, after getting into the crater of the mine, the troops never advanced
beyond. No effort was made to gain possession of the hill beyond until the
enemy had collected such a force that our troops were repulsed.
Question. Could this abatis have been cleared away prior to the springing of
the mine1
Answer. Certainly; and it ought to have been done, and it was ordered to be
done during the night previous.
Question. Can you state about how much delay there was, after the springing
of the mine, before the charge was made 1
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Answer. The charge never was properly made. I think that in the course
of twenty or twenty-five mil;mtes the troops advanced and occupied the crater of
the mine. But the charge was to have been made from the mine. There was
no firing upon our troops until they got to the mine-nothing but marching
ahead for the first half hour. During that time anybody could walk across and
get to the mine. The charge was to have been made from the mine to the hill
beyond. That charge never was made. But the troops kept crowding into this
crater, which was a large hole some 150 feet in length by 50 feet in width and
25 feet in depth. The troops just crowded into that hole and the adjacent parts
of the enemy's lines which had been abandoned for about a hundred yards on
each side of the crater. That was immediately filled up by our troops. There
they remained, and the more men there were there the worse it was. Their
commanders could not keep order among them. The difficulty was to get the
men out of this crater and to the hill beyond.
I probably ought to add that the condition of the army, from the long campaign in which it had been engaged, the number of battles it had fought, and
the frequent attempts it had made to take the enemy's works, which had resulted
unsuccessfully, the heat of midsummer-from all these causes the condition of
the army was in some measure unfavorable for all operations of this kind. The
men did not fight at that time with the vim with which they fought when we
first crossed.the Rapidan.
I am probably as ignorant as the committee in regard to many of these details.
I did not hear the testimony before the court of inquiry; I was not present
when it was taken. But undoubtedly the solution of all these questions will be
found in their proceedings. If I had them before me I could better answer
your questions. I never could ascertain, and I do not know, why that charge
was not made from the crater of the mine upon the crest of the h1ll beyond at
the time when it might have been made.
I do not know who to censure, whether General Burnside or the soldiers of
that command. I involved myself in a difficulty with General Burnside by
surmising, during the course of the operations, that it was owing to some indisposition on the part of the men; that the men would not go forward; that their
officers could not get them forward; and, in my anxiety to know the correct
state of the case, in order that I might base my orders upon it-because I had
made up my mind that if any such obstacle existed the men should be withdrawn
and not uselessly slaughtered-I addressed a despatch between eight and nine
o'clock in the morning to General Burnside, in reply to one which he had sent
to me, in which he stated to me that he was trying to take the crest, but it was
very hard. I asked what was the difficulty, and said that his men, so far as I
could ascertain from such information as 1 could gather, had not advanced beyond the crater, and had made no attempt to take the crest; therefore I could
not understand what the difficulty was. Then I asked him," Is it that you cannot get your orders obeyed, and that your men will not advance 1 I want to
know the truth."
I did not mean to impugn General Burnside's veracity, or to suppose for an
instant that he would tell me what was not true. All I meant to say was," If
you know this, you are naturally reluctant to acknowledge it; and in order to
give you an opportunity to do so, I will make my request as urgent and
emphatic as possible." General Burnside considered it a personal reflection
upon himself and his veracity, and became very indignant. But it was not
that. I wanted to know the exact state of the case. I had received a despatch
which was intended for General Burnside, about six o'clock in the morning, or
a little after six. The mine had beeri. sprung at 4.45. The despatch was
brought to me by an orderly. I was then at General Burnside's former headquarters, where I had established my headqual'ters during the day. The
despatch was written by Colonel Long, of General Burnside's staff, and was
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dated from the crater. It stated,'' Ledlie's division has occupied the crater
without opposition. But his men are crowding down in it, and be cannot get
them forward." That was the first cause of difficulty in getting the men to
go forward. I sent the despatch to General Burnside, informing him that I
had read it, and asked him to use every measure to push the men forward. Fer
if we did not immediately take advantage of the opening for us made by the
explosion of the mine, the time would soon go by in which we could do so. I
made no further allusion to that.
When it came to eight and nine o'clock, and no advance was made, and I
got this despatch from General Burnside, that it was very hard to get the men
forward, I asked him, " What is the difficulty1 Is it that your men will not
go forward 1" I drew the attention of the court of inquiry particularly to
that, and requested that they would investigate and ascertain whether there was
any difficulty on the part of the men, because the thing has occurred before,
and it may occur again, that men will not do what they are wanted to do; and
if that is the case, no officer should be held responsible.
Question. Were the supporting corps, on the right and left, engaged at the
time of the attack 1
Answer. No, sir; they could not be engaged, because they could not get out
of our lines. 'rhe theory of the attack was this : The explosion of the mine
would make an opening in the enemy's lines. General Burnside's corps, of
15,000 men, was to immediately take advantage of that and rush through and
get on the crest beyond. The moment that was done, they were to be followed
by General Ord and his corps, and then by about 10,000 men of General Warren's corps, which was massed and held in readiness immediately on General
Burnside's left; and then eventually to be followed by General Hancock's
forces. I prepared a force of from 40,000 to 50,000 men, to take advantage
of our success gained by General Burnside's corps. Their movements were
essentially dependent upon General Burnside: if he failed, all the rest were
to be kept quiet; when he did not get through, but was withdrawn, all the rest of
the command was not called into action.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. If I understand your Btatement correctly, the theory of the operation was that after breaking their line by the explosion of the mine, General
Burnside was to advance and seize the crest of the hill beyond. Then he was
to be followed by General Ord and the 19th corps, and you had troops massed
and all ready to support them if necessary 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. From where did the assault upon the troops in the crater come 1
Answer. It came from the enemy.
Question. From what direction-from the right or left of the crater 1
Answer. It came principally from the right of the crater-from a ravine to
the right of the crater. There the enemy brought guns from all points, and
threw their shells into the crater.
Question. It was expected, I suppose, that the shock of the explosion would
distract the attention of the enemy. Was there any arrangement made to attack
the enemy in front of the corps to the right and left of the position of General
Burnside, so as to keep them engaged, and prevent their attacking General
Burnside 1
.Answer. General Hancock was ordered, and so was General Warren, to hold
themselves in readiness, and if there was the slightest disposition shown by the
enemy to weaken their lines, to assault the enemy. 'l'hey sent me reports that
the enemy's lines in their front were strongly held, and that they could do
nothing; that the enemy had sent away none of their troops in their front, and
it was impossible to do anything there. .All that matter is in my testimony for
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the court of inquiry. After reading that testimony before that court, which I
hope you will do, if any question then arises I will very readily answer it. My
despatches are away from here now.
Question. I understand that the plan was for General Burnside to throw in
his troops as soon as the mine was sprung, and to occupy the crest of the hill
beyond1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What co-operating assistance did you direct to be given to General
Burnside in that matter 1
Answer. Geueral Ord was directed to immediately follow General Burnside ;
to report to him, and to hold his command in readiness, which he did. General
Warren was directed to mass all his available reserv ~ , so as to prevent the
enemy from making an attack, and to co-operate with General Burnside as soon
as his (Burnside's) movements would justify his doing so. General Hancock
was directed to hold his command in readiness, to watch the enemy's movements
and keep them engaged in his front, and if he saw any abandonment of their
lines, any opportunity to co-operate with General Burnside, to move forward
and assault the enemy. Those orders were all given the morning of the attack
Question. Did the enemy in front of Generals Hancock and Warren evacuate
any portion of their lines ?
Answer. They held them so firmly that both of those officers reported to me
on the field that it would be uf3eless to make any assault upon them.
Question. Do you know whether any portion of the enemy opposed to Generals Hancock and Warren were directed against the forces of General Burns ide
in the crater 1
Answer. I do not ; my impression is, that the troops who operated against
General Burnside's forces came from the enemy's extreme right, and did not
embrace any that had been immediately in presence of our forces.
Question. Will you, as briefly as you can conveniently do so, tell us why it
was that white troops, instead of colored troops, were placed in the advance to
carry that work, as I understand the case 1
Answer. Prior to issuing the orders for the assault General Burnside told me
it was his intention to place his colored division in the advance of the assaulting
column. I objected to his doing so on the ground, not that I had any reason
to believe that the colored troops would not do their duty as well .as the white
troops, but that, as they were a new division, and had never been under firehad never been tried-and as this was an operation which I knew beforehand
was one requiring the very best troops, I thought it impolitic to trust it to a division of whose reliability we had no evidence; therefore, I thought he ought
to take one of his white divisions that he knew, from long experience, could be
1·elied upon. General Burnside oLjected. I told him, then, that in view of his
wishes upon the subject, I would report the matter to the lieutenant general;
state to him my reasons, and those of General Burnside's, and let him decide.
If he should decide that General Burnside's arguments were sound, and mine
were wrong, then I would yield. The matter was referred to General Grant,
and he confirmed my view that it would be impolitic, in a critical operation of
that kind, to take troops that were untried and place them in the advance, and
it was upon that ground that General Burnside's opinion was overruled.
Question. What was the condition of General Burnside's white troops 1 Had
they been exposed to any fatiguing duty for any great length of time previous
to that assault 1
Answer. They had been engaged in holding this line ever since we had _arrived before Petersburg-just such duty as they are now performing, for that
corps has got back into its old line.
Question. Was that duty calculated to exhaust the men and render them less
efficient than under other circumstances ?
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Answer. I cannot say that I thought it was ; as I have already told you, the
general services performed by the army I thought had undoubtedly affected its
morale. The whole army was not in the condition it was when it crossed the
Rapidan. I do not think there was anything in the special sm·vices of the 9th
corps to render that corps less efficient.
Queation. Was there anything calculated to exhaust the white troops more
than the colored troops 1
Answer. I think not.
Question. 'l,he white troops were up to the same standard with the colored
troops'{
Answer. The colored troops had not been in the front. Up to that time they
had not been engaged at all. The white troops had been engaged ever since
they had crossed the Rapidan. •
Question. Had the colored troops been drilled with especial view to making
that charge 1
Answer. I believe they had. By referring to my orders, a copy of which I
have submitted to the committee, with my report, I think it will be apparent
that so fat· as events could be anticipated in the movements of such large bodies
of men, for there were nearly 50,000 men prepared to move, every contingency
that could be thought of was had in view.
Question. Were the enemy in the habit of :fidng day and night upon our
lines wherever any of our men showed themselves 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Would it have been possible, without great loss of life, to have removed the abatis in front of the 9th corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir, it could have been done at night, without great loss of lifeat least, that is my impression. But whatever might have been the loss of life,
it was absolutely necessary for our further operations. I am of the opinion
that it would not have been accompanied by any great loss of life.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. Would it not have called the attention of the enemy to the proposed movement 1
Answer. If they had seen it, it would undoubtedly have drawn their attention to it. However, it was one of the risks which we had to run.
Question. Can you give the distance our assaulting column had to move to
reach the crater of the mine 1
Answer. As near as we could tell, it was about one hundred yards; that was
the estimated distance ; I should say the distance between the two lines was
about a hundred yards.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. You think there was a failure to prepare the necessary debouchement for our troops 1
Answer. I think that was one of the difficulties, that sufficient arrangements
had not been made in advance.
Question. Can you tell what time elapsed between the springing the mine and
the occupation of the crater by our troops 1
Answer. I do not think it was more than ten or fifteen minutes before the
head of the column got in. But at nine o'clock in the day the whole of General
Burnside's troops had not got out; I do not think he ever got all his men out of
our lines.
Question. Was there an attack upon the right when the order was given to
attack and seize the crest of the hill directly 1
Answer. So far as I understand the circumstance3, they were as follows:
When I found that there was delay in the movement of this co]umn up to the
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crest, I sent a despatch to General Burnside, urging him to push forward all
his troops, without distinction of color, and to gain the crest as soon as possible;
that despatch he sent to General Potter, directing him to immediately advance
to the crest. He sent him a peremptory order, which order General Potter received about the time he was becoming engaged with the enemy, who were
threatening him from the right. The order being peremptory, without reference
to the condition of affairs, which General Burnside did not know, and which I
did not know. General Potter being a good soldier, began his movement
toward the crest, and was met by another force of the enemy, and compelled to
fall back; that is the way I understand it. But in regard to that you can obtain the testimony of General Potter and others, who may give a different view
of the matter.
Question. You have stated that you consulted the lieutenant general in regard
to placing the colored troops in advance; was any further plan of General
Burnside in regard to that assault submitted to General Grant at the same time 1
. Answer. I think he was informed of everything that General Burnside had
Informed me of.
Question. As I understand the matter, General Burnside had submitted to
you in a communication a plan of attack for your consideration 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and which I never disapproved of. The only question of
difference was in regard to the troops to be employed. I never objected to his
plan of handling his troops; I only objected to the colored troops being placed
in the advance. General Burnside seemed afterwards to be under the impression
that I objected to all his plan;
Question. Was there anything in that plan which referred to the commanders
of the corps on the right and left of General Burnside-any suggestions in
regard to them 1
·
Answer. No, sir, I do not think there was in that plan of his; but previous
to that there had been a question between General Burnside and myself in
reference to the corps commanders on his right and left, which I will explain to
you, because I suppose that is what you refer to, and I want to make my way
smooth as well as your own.
Question. I may be mistaken, but I asked t.h e question so that if I am not
mistaken you can explain it. If I understand the matter rightly, General Burnside suggested to you a plan of operations. The question I wanted to get at
was whether that whole plan had been submitted to Lieutenant General Grant,
and whether it met his approval, and your approval-whether it was adopted
or not.
Answer. So far as my recollection serves me, I think there was no general
plan, involving the movements of the whole army, submitted to me by General
Burnside. There was a plan involving the movements of his own corps, which
he submitted to me ; but that referred simply to the movements of his advance
division. The only objection I intended to make to that plan was to the use of
the colored troops in the advance. As to his tactical formation, and what he
was to do with his troops, I made no objection. Therefore I think it extremely
probable that I did not submit to General Grant anything but the question in
regard to the colored troops.
Question. I understand you to say that the delay in the explosion of the mine
arose from the failure of the fuze to burn 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How many lines of fuze were used to explode that mine 1
Answer. I am under the impression that there were three lines of fuze; at
least I think General Burnside so reported. Whether the fact was that there
were three fuzes or not, I never inquired.
Question. There must have been a failure to burn of all three, if three were
ignited. I want to ascertain whether there were three fuzes or not.
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Answer. That is more than I can tell; I can only tell that the fuze failed to
burn.
Question. If there was but one line of fuze, I wanted to learn whether ordinaTy prudence was exercised in a case of that importance. If there were three
lines of fuze, there can be no question about the prudence exercised.
Answer. That would bring up a question which I never asked, whether there
were three fuzes, and if so, whether they were a1l fired. I recollect very well
that General Burnside said there were three fuzes ; and my recollection is that
when the delay was explained, General Burnside said the fault had been found
in a fuze about fifty feet from the mouth of the gallery, and that the fuze had
been reignited and had then gone off. But why it was that he did not ignite one
of the other fuzes I do not know.
Question. Would not ordinary prudence in an affair of that magnitude have
required the three fuzes to have been ignited, so as to have secured three
chances for the explosion of the mine, instead of one 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Were any orders sent to General Burnside to retreat, or to withdraw his troops from the crater 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he was directed about ten or eleven o'clock to withdraw.
The first order sent to him was a distinct order to withdraw. General Burnside
came to the position where I was with General Grant, at the headquarters on
the field, and stated that in his judgment it would be injudicious to withdraw at
that moment-that it would cause great sacrifice of life. I immediately authorized him, in writing, to exercise his judgment in the withdrawal-to remain there
as long as he deemed it necessary for the secure withdrawal of his commandstating that he could remain there, if he chose, until night.
Question. As I understand you, General Potter, who was moving to the right
to attack, upon the reception of his orders changed his movement towards the
crest of the hill, where he was met by the enemy and repulsed 1
.Answer. Yes, sir, so I understand.
Question. Were there any other troops of the 9th corps, or any troops of any
corps that got beyond the crater during the engagement 1
.Answer. I think the colored troops got beyond the crater; were forming beyond the crater when they received the artillery fire which caused them to break
and go to the rear.
Question. About what hour in the morning was that 1
Answer. I cannot exactly say, but I should ~hink it was about 8 o'clock;
perhaps between 8 and 9 o'clock.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

Jamtary 16, 1865.

"Sm: I herewith transmit by the hands of' my aid, Major Bache, additional testimony,
which I desire placed on record in relation to the affair of July 30, 1864. It includes the
statement made by me to . the court of inquiry, and is forwarded in accordance with the
privilege accorded me by the committee authorizing me to add anything I chose to my
deposition of the 20th ultimo.
''Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"GEORGE G. MEADE,
"Major General United St:,ttes Army.

B. F. WADE,
"Chairman Com. on Conduct of War, Washington, D. C."

''Hon.

Major General Meade's testimony before Court

if Inquiry.

Major General Meade, United States volunteers, being duly sworn, says :
I propose in the statement that I shall make to the court-I presume the
court want me to make a statement of facts in connexion with this case-to
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give a slight preliminary history of certain events and operations which culminated in the assault on July 30, and which, in my judgment, are necessary to
show to this court that I had a full appreciation of the difficulties that were to
be encountered, and that I had endeavored, so far as my capacity and judgment
would enable me, not only to anticipate, but to take measures to overcome those
difficulties.
The mine constructed in front of General Burnside was commenced by that
officer soon after the occupation of our present lines, upon the intercession of
Lieutenant Colonel Pleas~nts, I think, of a Pennsylvania regiment, without
any reference to, or any sanction obtained from, the general headquarters of
the army of the Potomac. When the subject was brought to my knowledge
I authorized the continuance of the operations, sanctioned them, and trusted
that the work would at some time result in forming an important part in our
operations. But from the first I never considered that the location of General
Burnside's mine was a proper one, because, from what I could ascertain, th~
position of the enemy's works and lines erected at that time, the position
against which he operated, was not a suitable one in which to assault the enemy's
lines, as it was commanded on both flanks, and taken in reverse by their position on the Jerusalem plank road, and their works opposite the Hare House.
I will now read to the court the despatches which passed between Lieutenant
General Grant, commanding the armies of the United States, and myself, which
will bear in themselves a sort of history of the preliminary operations, a correspondence which resulted, as I said before, in the final arrangements for the assault
on July 30th.
On the 24th of July I received a letter from the lieutenant general commanding, which I will now read. I had been previously informed by the lieutenant
general commanding that he desired some operations to take place offensive
against the enemy, and he had instructed the engineer officer at his headquarters, the engineer officer at General Butler's headquarters, and the engineer
officer at the headquarters army of Potomac., to make an examination of the
enemy's position, and give an opinion as to the probable result of an attack.
Their opinion is contained in the following letter:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
'' City Point, Virginia, July 24, J864.

Gen. GEORGE G. MEADE, Commanding Army oftlze Potomac:
"The engineer officers who made a survey of the front from Bermuda Hundred report
against the probability of success from an attack there; the chances they think will be better
on Burnside's fi·ont. If this is attempted, it will be necessary to concentrate all the force
possible at the point in the enemy's line we expect to penetrate. All officers should be fully
impressed of the absolute necessity of pushing entirely beyond the enemy's present line, if
they should succeed in penetrating it, and of getting back to their present line promptly if
they should not succeed in breaking through.
''To the rig·ht and left of the point of assault all the artillery possible should be brought,
to play upon the enemy in front during the assault. Thin lines would be sufficient for the
support of the artillery, and all the reserves could be brought on the flank of their commands
nearest to the point of assault, ready to follow in if successfhl. The field artillery and in·
fantry, held in the lines during the first assault, should be in readiness to move at a moment's
notice, either to their fi·ont or to follow the main assault, as they should receive orders. One
thing, however, should be impressed on corps commanders; if they see the enemy giving
way in their front, or moving from it to re-enforce a heavily assaulted position of their line,
they should take advantage of such knowledge, and act promptly without waiting for orders
from their army commander.
" General Ord can co-operate with his corps in this movement, and about five thousand
troops from Bermuda Hundred can be sent to re-enforce you, or can be used to threaten an
assault between the Appomattox and James river, as may be deemed best.
''This should be done by Tuesday moming, if done at all. If not attempted we will then
start at the date indicated to destroy the railroad as far as Hicks ford, at least, and to Weldon
if possible.
"Please give me your views on this matter, and I will order at once. In this I have said
nothing of the part to be taken by the cavalry, in case the enemy's lines are assaulted. The
'Maj.
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best disposition to be made of them probably would be to place them on the extreme left,
with instructions to skirmish with the enemy, and drive him back, if possible, following up
any success gained in that way according to the judgment of the commander, or orders he
may receive.
''Whether we send an expedition on the railroad, or assault at Petersbmg, Burnside's mine
will be blown up.
"As it is impossible to hide preparations from our own officers and men, and conseq11ently
from the enemy, it will be well to have it understood as far as possible that just the reverse
of what we intend is in contemplation.
"I am, general, very respectfully, &c.,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
'' Official copy :

"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

I desire to call the particular attention of the court to that communication,
because it contains the views o£ the lieutenant general commanding with reference to the assault which should be made on Petersburg, and I wish them to
compare this communication with the orders and arrangements that I gave and
made, so that they may see that to the best of my ability I ordered everything
which he indicated to be done.
At the time that this communication was made to me, however, I was under
the impression that the obstacles to be overcome were more formidable than the
subsequent operations made me to believe, and also that subsequent to that time
there had been no movement of the army to produce that great weakening of
the enemy's front which afterwards occurred. Therefore my reply was to the
effect that I was opposed to our making the assault.
The following is my reply, sent on the 24th:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 24, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have received your letter per Lieutenant Colonel Comstock. In Ieply
thereto I have to state that yesterday I made in person a close and careful reconnoissance
of the enemy's position in my front. Although I could not detect any positive indication of
a second line, yet, from certain appearances at valious points, I became satisfied that a second
line does exist on the crest of the ridge, just in rear of the position of Burnside's mine. I
have no doubt of the successful explosion of the mine, and of our ability to crown the crater,
effect a lodgement, and compel the evacuation of the enemy's present occupied line, but from
their redoubt on the Jerusalem plank road, and from their position in front of the Hare
House, their artillery fire would render our lodgement untenable, and compel om advance or
withdrawal.
"The advance, of course, should be made, but its success would depend on the question
whether the enemy have a line on the crest of the ridge. If they have, with the artillery
fire they can bring to bear on the approaches to this second hill, I do not deem it practicable
to carry the line by assault, and from my examination, together with the evident necessity
of their having such a li.Qe, I am forced to believe we shall find one there.
"I cannot, therefore, advise the attempt being made, but should it be deemed expedient
to take the risks, and there is certainly room for doubt, I would like a little more time than
is given in your note in order to place in position the maximum amount of artillery to bear
upon the lines not assaulted. In reference to the assaulting force, it will be composed of the
9th and 2d corps.
"The 5th corps will have to remain in their present position, and be prepared to meet any
attempt of the enemy to turn our left flank, which is not altogether unlikely, particularly if
we should fail in our assault, and be compelled to withdraw.
" I am fully impressed with the importance of taking some immediate action, and alii:
satisfied that, excepting regular approaches, the springing of Burnside's mine and subsequent
assault is the most practicable, and I am not prepared to say the attempt would be ltopeless.
I am, however, of the opinion, so far as I can judge, that the chances of its success are not
such as to make it expedient to attempt it.
'' Very respectfully, yours,
"GEORGE G. MEADE,
"Major General, Commanding.
"Lieutenant General U.S. GRANT.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
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"P. S.-I enclose you a report of Major Duane, which confirms my views; if Wright is
soon to return, and we can extend our lines to the Weldon railroad, we could then advance
against the salient on the Jerusalem plank road, and make an attempt to carry them at the
same time we assaulted in Burnside's front.
"This was my view some time ago, and we have been preparing the necessary siege works
for this purpose. Under your instructions, however, none of the heavy guns and material
have been brought to the front, and it would take, perhaps, two days to get them up.
"GEORGE G. MEADE.
'' Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" Office of Chief Engineer, July 24, 1864.
"Major General MEATlE, Commanding Army of the Potomac:
''In reply to your communication of this date, I have the honor to state that the line of
the enemy's works in front of General Burnside is not situated on the crest of the 1idge
separating us from Petersburg. That the enemy have undoubtedly occupied this 1idge as a
second line.
"Should General Burnside succeed in exploding his mine, he would probably be able to
take the enemy's first line, which is about one hundred yards in advance of his approach.
Beyond this I do not think he could advance until the works in front of the 5th corps are
carried, as the 9th corps column would be taken in flank by a heavy artillery fire from works
in front of the centre of the 5th corps, and in front by fire from the works on the crest near
the Cemetery hill. I do not believe that the works in front of the 5th corps can be carried
until our lines can be extended so as to envelope the enemy's line.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"J. C. DUANE,
"Major Engineers, United States Army.
" Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

In reply to that I received a communication or report from General Grant,
the result of which was a suspension of the proposed attack:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
"City Point, July 24, 1864.
"GENERAL: Your note, brought by Colonel Comstock, is received. It will be necessary
to act without expecting Wright. He is now in Washington; but it is not fully assured
yet that Early has left the valley, and if Wright was to start back no doubt the Maryland
raid would be repeated. I am not willing to attempt a movement so hazardous as the one
against entrenched lines, against the judgment of yourself and your engineer officers, and
arrived at after a more careful survey of tne grounds than I have given it. I will let you
know, however, in the morning what determination I come to.
''Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
" Major General MEADE,
Commanding Army of th4 Potomac.
''Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

Next day I made a closer examination; and in the mean time a signal station
was erected in a piue tree in front of General Burnside, which gave us a more
complete view than we had previously had of the enemy's line. My observations modified my views, because I could not detect a sec0nd line, although I
detected isolated batteries on the crest. I therefore wrote the following communication to General Grant, dated 12 m., July 26 :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY

THE POTOMAC,
"July 26, 1864-12 m.

OF

''Lieutenant General GRANT:
''More critical examinations from a new signal station would lead to the conclusion that the
enemy have detached works on the ridge in front of Burnside, but they have no connected line.
This fact increases the chances of a successful assault, taken in connexion with the fa.ct
that General Burnside does not now think the enemy have discovered his mine; on the contraxy, believes they are laying the platform for a batter.y right over it.
"I have suspended the orders to load and discharge 1t to-morrow, as it may yet be useful
in connexion with further operations.
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"I am afraid the appearance of McLaws's division, together with Willcox's, previously re- .
ported, will prevent any chance of a surpliseon the part of our people to-morrow. Yesterday's
Richmond Examiner also says your strategic movements are known, and preparations made
to meet them, referring, I presume, to Foster's operations.
"There was considerable shelling by the enemy yesterday afternoon all along our lines,
brought on, I think, by Burnside discovering a camp he had not before seen and ordering it
shelled. No serious casualties were produced on our side, but the· 5th corps working parties
were very much annoyed and interrupted. With this exception, all was quiet.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
"Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

To which I received the following reply:
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,

"By telegraph from City Point, 3 p. m., dated July 26, Hl64.
"Major General MEADE:
11
The information you have just sent, and all information received on the subject, indicates
a probability that the enemy are looking for a formidable attack either from General Burnside or north of the James river, and that they will detach from Petersburg heavily to prevent
its success. This will make your remaining two corps, with the 18th, relatively stronger
against the enemy at Petersburg than we have been since the first day. It will be well,
therefore, to prepare for an assault in General Burnside's front, only to be made if further
development justifies it. If made it would be necessary to abandon most of the front now
held by the 5th corps.
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

"Official copy:

There you perceive that the lieutenant general commanding ordered that
whilst the 2d corps was across the James river I should immediately make an
assault with the 9th and 5th, abandoning the line of the 5th corps. In answer
to that I wrote him the following despatch:
II

\.

11

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"5.30 p.m., July 26, 1864.

Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT:
1
' Telegram 3 p. m. received.
The only preparation that can be made is the loading of
Burnside's mine. I cannot advise a1;1 assault with the 2d corps absent, for some force must
be left to bold our lines and protect our batteries.
"The withdrawal of the 5th corps would prevent any attempt on our part to silence the
fire of the enemy's guns in front of the 5th corps, and unless these guns are silenced no advance can be made across the open ground in front of the 9th corps.
11
It is not the numbers of the enemy which oppose our taking Petersburg; it is their artillery and their works, which can be held by redu(:ed numbers against direct assault.
"I have just sent you a despatch indicating an attack on my left flank by the enemy.
This is my weak point, and a formidable attack turning my flank would require all my force
to meet successfully.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

That produced a suspension of the order to attack until the return of General
Hancock. The next despatch I received from General Grant was as follows:
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"BY 'I'ELEGRAPH FROM CI'l'Y POINT,
'' 12.20 p. m., dated July 28, 1864.
Major General MEADE:
"Your despatch of 12 m. received. Unless S?mething turns up north of the James bet~een.
this and night that I do not expect, you may Withdraw Hancock, to be followed by. Shendan,
and make arranO'ements for assault as soon as it can be made. Vv e can deterrrnne by the
movements of th; enemy before the time comes whether it will be advisable to go on with the
assault. I will put in the 18th corps, or not, as you deem best.
.
"U.S. GRANT, L~eutenant General."
11

11

Official :

"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
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Which I answered at 1 p. m., July 28, as follows:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY PoTOMAC, 1 p. m., July 28, 1864.
'' Lieutenant General GRANT:
"Your despatch of 12.20 received. On reflection, I think daylight of the 30th is the earliest time it would be advisable to make the assault. Besides the time required to get up
heavy guns and mortars, we require the night to make certain preliminary arrangements,
such as massing troops, removing abatis from the debouche of the assaulting column, &c.
I shall make the assault with the 9th corps, supported by the 2d. The reserves of the 18th
should be held in readiness to take part, and if developments justify it, all of Ord's and
Warren's commands can be put in.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Majo1· General.
" Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

I will here observe that Lieutenant General Grant, in consequence of the service whic:h the 2d corps had performed across the river, desired, and gave me
directions verbally to that effect, to use the 18th corps in the assault, and to let
the 2d corps take the place of the 18th in the line.
The next despatch I received was the following, dated City Point, July 29 :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
"City Point, Va., July ~9, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have directed General Butler to order General Ord to report to you for
the attack on Petersburg. The details for the assault I leave to you to make out.
"I directed General Sheridan, whilst we were at Deep Bottom last evening, to move his
command immediately to the left of Warren from Deep Bottom. It will be well to direct
the cavalry to endeavor to get round the enemy's right flank; whilst they will not probably
succeed in turning the enemy, they will detain a large force to prevent it. I will go out
this evening to see you; will be at your headquarters about 4 p. m.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
•' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
"Major General GEo. G. MEADE,
"Commanding Army of the Potomac.
"P. S.-If you want to be at any place on the line at the hour indicated, inform me by
telegraph, and I will meet you wherever you may be.

"U. S. G."

General Grant came to my headquarters at 4 p.m., July 29, and at that
time I showed him the order for the assault next day, which I had just then
prepared, and which order met with his perfect approbation; he read the order
and expre~sed his satisfaction with it. No other despatches passed between the
lieutenant general and myself.
Next morning, between half past three and four o'clock-before four o'clock,
he arrived on the ground, at General Burnside's headquarters, and all further
communications between us were verbal, until August 1, at 11.40 a. m., when
I received the following despatch :
[" Cipher, receivedll.40 a. m.]
By telegraph from City Point, 9.30 a.m., dated August 1, 1864.
"Major General MEADE:
."Have you any .estim~te ~four losses in the mis,era~le failure of Saturday? I think there
w1ll have t.o b~ an mve.st1g·at10~ of. the matter. .so fau an opportunity will probably never
oc~ur aga~n for carrymg fortifications; preparation~ wer~ good, orders ample, aml everythmg, so 1ar as I could see subsequent to the explosiOn of the mine, shows that almost without loss th~ crest .beyor:d the mine could have been carried; this would have given us Pe·
tersburg with all1ts artillery, and a large part. of ~he g~rrison beyond doubt. An intercepted
despatch s~at.es that the enemy re~aptured their hne wrth General Bartlett and staff, seventyfiv~ comm1sswnecl officers, and mne hundred rank and file, and recaptured five hundred of
thmr men.
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
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We had given our respective views concerning the assault, and particularly
impressed my views with reference to the difficulty to be overcome. When it
was ascertained that the movement of the 2d corps had drawn over to the north
bank of the James five of the eight divisions composing General Lee's army,_
together with the information I had obtained that the enemy had no second line
upon the ridge, but only one or two isolated batteries, I came to the conclusion
that the explosion of the mine, and the subsequent assault on the crest I had
every reason to believe would be successful, and would be followed by results
which would have consisted in the capture of the whole of the enemy's artillery,
and a greater part of his infantry.
'rhe plan sketched out by Lieutenant General Grant in his despatch to me,
which I endeavored to carry out, and for the execution of which I gave the
necessary orders, was, that the mine should be exploded as early as posRible in
the morning, before daylight; that in the mean time the 9th corps should be
massed and formed in assaulting columns ; that every preparation should be
made by removing the abatis so that the troops could debouche, and particularly the assaulting columns; that as soon as the mine was exploded, the assaulting columns should push forward; that a sufficient proportion should be
left to guard the flanks of the main column, because they had to look for an
attack on the flanks; that the main body should hold the lines during the attempt to gain the crest of the hill, and if it was successful then I intended to
throw up the whole of the 18th corps, to be followed up by the 2d corps, and if
necessary by the Bth corps, also. I do not suppose it is necessary to read the
order. I will read it, however.
"ORDERS.
29, 1864.
"The following instructions are issued for the guidance of all concerned:
" 1. As soon as it is dark, Major General Burnside, commanding 9th corps, will withdraw his two brigades under General White, occupying the intrenchments between the
Plank and Norfolk roads, and bring them to his front. Care will be taken not to interfere
with the troops of the 18th corps moving into their position in rear of the 9th corps. General
Burnside will form his troops tor assaulting the enemy's works at daylight of the 30th, prepare his parapets and abatis for the passage of the column~, and have the pioneers equipped
for work in opening passages for artillery, destroying enemy's abatis, &c., and the intrenching tools distributed f(lr eftecting lodgements, &c.
"2. Major General Warren, commanding 5th corps, will reduce the number of his troops
holding the intrenchments of his front to the minimum, and concentrate all his available
forces on his right, and hold them prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
The preparations in respect to pioneers, intrenching tools, &c., enjoined upon the 9th corps,
will also be made by the 5th corps.
"3. As soon as it is dark Major General Ord, commanding 18th corps, will relieve his
troops in the trenches by General Mott's division of the 2d corps, and form his corps in rear
of the 9th corps, and be prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
"4. Every preparation will be made for moving forward the field artillery of each corps.
"5. At dark Major General Hancock, commanding 2d corps, will move from Deep Bottom, to the rear of the intrenchments now held by the 18th corps, resume the command of
Mott's division, and be prepared at daylight to follow up the assaulting and supporting
columns, or for such other operations as may be found necessary.
"6. Major General Sheridan, commanding cavalry corps, will proceed at dark from the
vicinity of Deep Bottom, to Lee's Mill, and at daylight will move with his whole corps, including Wilson's division, against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right by
the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward.
"7. Major Duane, acting chief engineer, will have the pontoon trains parked at con. venient points in the rear, prepared to move. He will see that supplies of sand-bags,
gabions, fascines, &c., are in depot near the lines, ready for use.
" He will detail engineer officers for each corps.
"8. At half past three in the morning of the 30th, Major General Burnside will spring his
mine, and his assaulting columns will immediately move rapidly upon the breach, seize the
crest in the rear, and effect a lodgement there. He will be followed by Major General Ord,
who will support him on the right, directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by
Major General Warren, who will support him on the left.
"Upon the explosion of the mine, the artillery of all kinds in battery will open upon those
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, J1dy
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points of the enemy's works whose fire covers the ground over which our columns must move,
care being taken to avoid impeding the progress of our troops.
"Special instructions respecting the direction of fire will be issued through the chief of
artillery.
"9. Corps commanders ·will report to the commanding general when their preparations
are complete, and will advise him of every step in the progress of the operations, and of
everything· of importance that occurs.
" 10. Promptitude, rapidity of execution, and cordial co-operation are essential to success,
and the commanding general is confident that this indication of his expectations will insure
the hearty efforts of the commanders and troops.
" 11. Headquarters during the operations will be at the headquarters of the 9th corps.
"By command of Major General Meade.
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.
" Official :

"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

Having read to the court the correspondence which passed between the lieutenant general and myself preliminary to the operations, and having read the
order for the operations, I now propose to read and accompany with some explanatory remarks the despatches and correspondence which passed between
myself and Major General Burnside, who had the immediate active operations
to perform; afterwards between myself and Major General Ord, between myself
and Major General W an·en, and between myself and Major General Hancock.
'rhese despatches, when compared with each other, and in connexion with the
remarks which I shall make, will show the facts so far as they came to my
knowledge; aud I wish the court to bear in mind, and I desire to call their attention particularly to the paucity of information which was furnished me by
Major General Burnside of the operations which were made, and to the difficulty
that a major geueral commanding an army like the one I am commanding labors
under to give direct orders in the ignorance of matters transpiring in the front
at the immediate scene of operations.
Before the operations were concluded upon I called upon Major General Burnside to furnish me in writing what he proposed to do in case his mine was exploded. In response to which I received the following report:
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS, Jnly 26, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of this morning
by Captains Jay and Bache; also a telegram from the commanding general relating to the
same subject.
"It is altogether probable that the enemy are cognizant of the fact that we are mining, because it has been mentioned in their newspapers, and they have been heard to work in what
are supposed to be shafts in close proximity to our galleries ; but the rain of night before last
no doubt filled their shafts and much retarded their work. We have heard no sounds of
work in them either yesterday or to-day, and nothing is heard by us in the mine but the
usual sonuds of work on the surface above. This morning we had some apprehensions that
the left lateral gallery was in danger of caving in from the weight of the batteries above it
and the shock of their filing; but all possible precautions have been taken to strengtlwn it
and we hope tv preserve it intact. The placing of the charges in the mine will not involve
the necessity of making a noise. It is therefore probable that we will escape discovery, if the
mine is to be used within two or three days. It is nevertheless highly important, in my opinion, that the mine should be exploded at the earliest possible moment consistent with the
general interests of the campaign. I state to you the facts as nearly as I can; and, in the
absence of any knowledge as to the meditated movement of the army, I must leave you
to judge the proper time to make use of the mine; but it may not be improper for me to
say, that the auvantages to be reaped from the work would be but small if it were exploded
without any co-operative movements.
"l\fy plan would be to explode the mine just before dayHght in the morning, or about five
o'clock in the afternoon; mass the two brigades of the colored division in rear of my line in
column of divisions-double column closed in mass; the head of each brigade resting on the
front line, and as soon as the explosion has taken place move them forward, with instructions for tbe divisions to take half-distance; and as soon as the leading regiments of the hYO
brigades pass through the gap in the enemy's line, the leading regimeut of the right brigade to
come into line perpendicular to the enemy's line by the 1ight companies on the right into line,
'wheel the left companies on the left into line,' and proceed at once down the line of the enemy's work as rapidly as possible ; the leading regiment of the left b1igade to execute the re-
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Yerse movement to the left, moving up the enemy's line; the remainder of the two columns to
move directly towards the crest in front as rapidly as possible, diverging in such a way as to
enable them to deploy into columns of regiments, the right column making as nearly as may
be for Cemetery hill; these columns to be followed by the other divisions of this corps as
soon as they can be thrown in; this would involve the necessity of relieving these divisions by other troops before the movement, and of holding columns of other troops in readiness to take our place on the crest, in case we gain it and sweep down it. It would be advisable, in my opinion, if we succeed in gaining the crest, to throw the colored division
right into the town. There is a necessity for the eo-operation, at least in the way of artillery, of the troops on my right and left; of the extent of this you will necessarily be the
judge. I think our chances of suecess in a plan of this kind are more than even. The main
gallery of the mine is five hundred and twenty-two (522) feet in length; the side galleries
about forty feet each. My suggestion is, that eight magazines be placed in the lateral galleries-two at each end, say a few feet apart, in branehes at rig·ht angles to the side galleries ;
and two more in each of the side galleries, similarly placed, situated by pairs, equidistant
from each other and the end of the galleries, thus:
[See diagram, page 17.]
"Tamping beginning at the termination of the main gallery for, say, one hundred feet,
leaving all the air space in the side galleries. Run out some five or six fuzes and two wires,
to render the ignition of the eharge eertain. I propose to put in each of the eight magazines
from twelve to fourteen hundred pounds of powder, the magazines to be connected by a trough
of powder instead of a fuze.
''I beg to {Inclose a copy of a statement from General Potter on the subjeet. I would suggest that the powder train be parked in a wood near our ammunition train, about a mile in
rear of this plaee. Lieutenant Colonel Pieree, ehief quartermaster, ·will furnish Captain
Strand with a guide to the place.
"I beg also to request that General Benham be instructed to send us, at onee, eight thousand (8,000) sand-bags, to be used for tamping and other purposes.
''I have the honor to be, general, very respeetfully, your obedient servant,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General, Commanding.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Sta.ff:"
''Offieial:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

The reque3t made in that letter by Major General Burnside was complied
with-that is to say, sand-bags were furnished him; but the amount of powder
asked for, which "\Vas twelve thousand pounds, was reduced to eight thousand
pounds, upon the belief on my part, and on my engineers, that eight thousand
pounds woul1l be sufficient for the purpose.
Another matter in that despatch to which my attention was directed, and
which was finally the subject of an order on my part, is the suggestion of Major
General Burnside to place the colored troops at the head of the assaulting
column. That I disapproved, and I informed him of my disapproval, whjch
was based upon the ground, not that I had any reason to doubt, or any desire
to doubt, the good qualities of the colored troops, but that I desired to impress
upon 1\'l.ajor General Burnside, which I did do in conversations, of which I have
plenty of witnesses to evidence, and in every way I could, that the operation
was to be a coup-de-main; that his assaulting column was to be as a forlorn
hope, such as are put into breaches, and that he should assault with his best
troops; not that I had any intention to insinuate that the colored troops were
inferior to his best troops, but that I understood that they had never been
under fire, nor that they should not be taken for such a critical operation as this,
but th.a t he should take such troops as from previous service could be depended
upon as being perfectly reliable. Finding General Burnside very much disappointed-for he had made known to General Ferrero and his troops that they
were to lead in the assault-and fearing that the effect might be injurious, and
in order to show him that I was not governed by any motive other than such
as I ought to be governed by, I told him I would submit the matter, with his
reasons and my objections, to the lieutenant general commanding the armies,
and I would abide by the decision of the lieutenant general as to whether it
was expedient and rig·ht for the colored troops to lead the assault. Upon re4
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ferring the question to the lieutenant general commanding, he fully concurrel
in my views, and I accordingly addressed to Major General Burnside, or had
addressed to him, the following communication :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTO:\iAC,
"lOt a. rn., July 29, 1864.
"Major General BURKSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"I am instructed to say that the major general commanding submitted to the lieutenant
general commandincr the armies your proposition to form the leading columns of assault of
the black troops, a:Cl that he, as 'vell as the major general commanding, does not approve
the proposition, but directs that these columns be formed of the white troops.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, .Major General, Chief of Staff."
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTO\V, A. A. G."

The next despatches to 1\fajor General Burnside were addressed by me at
9.45 p.m., July 29, the evening before the action. I had received a despatch
from General Ord, stating that it would take him till very late to relieve the
troops in the trenches.
The following is my despatch to General Burnside :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 29-9-i- p. rn., 1864.
"Major General BuRNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
''A despatch from General Ord refers to the late hour at which his troops vi'ill relieve yours
in the trenches. The commanding general has informed General Ord that it is not necessary
for you to wait for your troops to be relieved in the trenches by General Ord before forming
them for the assault. They should be formed for the assault at the hour you deem best,
without any reference to General Ord's troops, who " ·ill enter the Yacated trenches as soon as
they can.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" .llfojor Gene1·al and Chiff of Staff.
"Official:
S. F. BARSTOvV. A. A. G. "

My idea was that General Burnside should form his columns of assault, make
all his preparations, take all his men out of the trenches, and move forward;
and that then General Ord should occupy his trenches in case he should not find
it necessary to return. No further despatches passed between General Burnside
and myself. I think it proper to state, however, that on the day previous to
the assault I was at General Burnside's headquarters, and had the good fortune
to meet Lis three division commanders, and some conversation passed between
us, and I would like the court to inquire into what transpired on that occasion,
becauee I would like to impress upon the court, as I did impress upon General
Burnside and his officers, that this operation which we had to perform was one
purely of time; that if immediate advantage was not taken of the explosion of
the mine, and the consequent confusion of the enemy, and the crest immediately
gained, it would be impossible to remain there, for that as soon as the enemy
should recover from their confusion, they would bring their troops and batteries
to bear upon us and we would be driven out. 'I'hat there were two things to be
done, namely, that we should go up promptly and take the crest; for, in my
judgment, the mere occupation of the crater and the holding on to that was of
no possible use to us, because the enemy's line was not such a line as would be
of advantage for us to hold, except to go from it to the crest; and that the troops
were to be withdrawn when the assault proved unsuccessful.
I saw Potter, Ledlie, and Wilcox, and I referred in the presence of those
gentlemen to the tactical manamvres to be made between that crater and the
crest-that the only thing to be done was to rush for the crest and take it
immediately after t,he explosion had taken place; and that they might rest
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assured that any attempt to take time to form their troops would result in a
repulse.
These were all the despatches that transpired between General Burnside and
myself before the day of the assault.
On the morning of the 30th, about a quarter past three o'clock, when I was
about preparing to go forward to General Burnside's headquarters, I found that
it was very dark, and suggestions being made by some of my officers that it
was too dark to operate successfully, and that a postponement of the explosion
of the mine might be advantageous, I accordingly addressed a despatch to
General Burnside to the following effect:
"HEADQUARTERS A.Rl\:IY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-3.20 a. m.
"Major General BuRNSIDE:
''As it is still so dark, the commanding general says you can postpone fu·ing the mine if
you think proper.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

To that I received the following reply from General Burnside :
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM NINTH ARMY CORPS,
"Dated July 30, 1864-3.20 a. m.
'' Major General HU:WPHREYS:
"The mine will be fired at the time designated.
battery.

l\Iy headquarters will be at the 14 gun
"A. E. BURNSIDE, .11-lajor General.

"Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, A. A. G."

I then went over to General Burnside's head.quarters, he, during these operations, being fnrther to the front. 'l_lhe hour had arrived. I stood waiting. I
heard no report from General Burnsid.e and no explosion of the mine. In the
mean time Lieutenant General Grant arrived. Finding that there was no explosion, I sent two staff officers, first Captain Jay, and then - - - - , I do not
recollect the name of the other; but I ::;ent two staff officers to General Burnside to ascertain what the difficulty was, if there was any difficulty; why his
mine did not explode, if he knew; to which I received no answer. At 4.10 the
following depatch ·was s6nt to him:
"HEADQUARTERS A.R:UY OF THE POTO::\IAC,
"July 30, ltlG4-4.15 a. m.
"~lajor

General BuRNSIDE:
"Is there any diffiwlty in exploding the mine?
than the time tixed upon for exploding it.

It is now three-quarters of an hour later

"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
'' IliajoT General and Chief of Sta.ff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

And to this I got no answer.
At 4.20 another c1espatch was sent to him, as follows :
''HEADQUARTERS AR:\IY OF THE PoTO:'IIAC', July 30, 1864.
"OPERATOR at General Burnside's field headquarters:
''Is General Burnside at his headquarters ? The commanding general is an xi ow; to learn
what is the cause of delay.
'' A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"llfajo1· General and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."
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I should have stated before this, that, in order to secure the speedy transmission of intelligence, I took the precaution to have a telegraph run from my headquarters, in General Burnside's camp, to where General Burnside had established
his headquarters for the day, in the 14-gun battery.
The following is the next despatch I sent to General Burnside:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.35 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
"If the mine cannot be exploded, something else must be done, and at once. The commanding general is awaiting to hear from you before determining.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
'' Major General and Chief of Staff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, A. A. G."

To this I received no reply. Finding that no replies were received, and the
lieutenant general commanding desiring that an immediate assault should be
made without reference to the mine, at 4.35 the following despatch was sent to
General Burnside:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.35 a. rn.
'·Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9tlt Corps:
"The commanding general directs, that if your mine has failed, that you make an assault
at once, opening your batteries.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
'' Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. · F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

'rhe same orders you will find were sent to General W an·en, to General Mott,
and to General Hunt to open the artillery. About this time, however, about
4.40, the mine was explodtld. In the mean time Captain Jay returned and informed me that the fuze had failed; that a defect was found, and the fuze had
been overhauled about fifty feet or twenty-five feet, I forget the distance, from
the entrance; that the defect had be€n ascertained and remedied, and that finally
the mine had been exploded. So far as my recollection goes the mine was e]\ploded about 4.40 or 4.45. At 5.45 a. m., one hour after the explosion of the
mine, the following despatch was sent to General Burnside :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" July 30, 1864-5.40 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
'' \VLat news from your a<>saulting column?

Please report frequently.
GEO. G. MEADE,

~llfajor

General.

''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adj. General."

'rhe following despatch was received from him, apparently in answer to mine,
although, throug·h a difference in time, it is dated before it :
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM BATTERY MORTON,
"5.40 a. m., dated July 30, 1864.
" General MEADE :
""\Ye have the enemy's first line and occupy the breach. I shall endeavor to push for
ward to the crest as rapidly as possible
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"P., S.-Thero is a large £rein Petersburg.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain and A. D. C.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO"\V, Assistant Aclj. General .. ,
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About this time, 5.45 or 5.50, (I see by reference to the despatch that it is
5.45,) an orderly came up to me and delivered me a despatch, which, upon
opening, I found to be a despatch from Colonel Loring, inspector general of
the 9th corps, written at the crater, and addressed to General Burnside, which
despatch the orderly, not knowing where to find General Burnside, had brought
to his old headquarters, where it found me. That despatch, so far as I recollect
the purport of it, was to the effect that General Ledlie's troops occupied the
crater, but, in his (Colonel Loring's) opinion, he feared the men could not be
induced to advance beyond. That despatch was telegraphed to General Burnside, and sent to him by an officer, so that I have no copy of it. That was the
substance of it, however. It was shown to General Grant and General Humphreys, both of whom can give their recollection of it in confirmation of mine.
It is an important matter to be taken into consideration here that as early as
5.45 a. m. a despatch was placed in my hands stating that General Ledlie's
troops could not be induced to advance.
In addition to that the following despatch was sent to him :
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 30, 1864-5.40 a. m.
''Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The commanding general learns that your troops are halting at the works where the
mine exploded. He directs that all your troops be pushed forward to the crest at once. Call
on General Ord to move forward his troops at once.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, llfajor Gen. and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adj. General."

Fearing there might be some difficulty on the part of General Burnside's
troops, I thought it possible that by another corps going in on his right encouragement might be given to his men, and a prompt assault might be made.
The next despatch I received was from an aide-de-camp, whom I had sent to
General Burnside's headquarters to advise me of what was going on. It is
dated 5.50, and is from Captain Sanders :
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS, 14-GUN BATTERY,
"July 30, 1864-5.50 a. m.
"Major General MEADE:
"The 18th corps has just been ordered to push forward to the crest. The loss does not
appear to be heavy. Prisoners coming in.
"W. W. SAl.~DERS, Captain and C. llf.
'' Official :

"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adj. General."

The next despatch that I will read is one addregsed to General Burnside, at
6 a. m.:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTO;\IAC,
"July 30, 1864-6 a.m.
'' l\lajor General BURNSIDE:
"Prisoners taken say there is no line in their rear, and that their men were falling back
when ours advanced; that none of their troops have returned from the James. Our chance
is now. Push your men forward at all llazards-white and black-and don't lose time in
making formations, but rush for the crest.
"GEO. G. MEADE, ~~fajor Gen., Commanding.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant A(ij. General."

Despatches were at this time also sent to Generals Ord and W an·en. You
can keep these dates in your mind.
'rhe next despatch W<lS received from Captain Sanders, at 6.10 a. m., as fol·
lows:
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"BY TELEGRAPH FROl\1 HEADQUARTERS 14-GUN BATTERY,
July 30, 1864-6.10 a. m.

"General MEADE:
"General Burnside says that he has given orders to all his division commanders to push
everything in at once.
"vV. vV. SANDERS, Captain and C . .M.
"S. F. BARSTOW,

"Official:

''Assistant Adjutant General."

The following· despatches are next in order:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY O'F THE POTO;\'lAC,
"J1tly 30-6.05 a. m., 1864.
''Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
~
"The commanding general wishe's to know ·w hat is going on on your left, and ·whether it
would be an advantage for \Varren's supporting force to go in at once.
A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major Geneml and Chief of Staff.

"S. F. BARSTO\V,

"Official:

" Assistant Adjutant General."
"[Telegraph from headquarters 9th corps.]

"Dated July 30-6.20 a. m., 1864.
"Major General MEADE:
"If General vVarren's supporting force can be concentrated just no>v, ready to go in at the
proper time, it would be well. I will designate to you when it ought to move. There is
scarcely room for it now in our immediate fi·ont.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.

" S. F. BARSTOW,

'' Official :

"Assistant Adjutant General. "

"HEADQUAR'l'ERS ARMY PoTOMAC,
"July 30-6.50 a.m., 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
""\Varren's force has bel.'n concentrated and ready to move since 3.30 a. m. My object in
inquiring was to ascertain if you could judge of the practicability of his advancing without
waiting for your column. What is the delay in your column moving? Every minute is
most precious, as the enemy undoubtedly are concentrating to meet you on the crest, and, if
you give them time enoug·h, you cannot expect to succeed. There is no object to be gained
in occupying the enemy's line. It cannot be held under their artillery fire without mueh
labor in turning it. The great point is to secnre the crest at once and at all hazards.
" GEO. G. MEADE, .Major General.
"S. F. BARSTOW,

'' Official :

" Assistant Adjutant General."

At seven a. m. Lieutenant General Grant put into my hand a despatch from
Colonel Comstock, an officer whom he had sent to see the progress of operations:
"[By telegraph from 5th

arn~y

corps.]

"Jt;LY 30-7 a. m., 1864.
"Lieutenant General GRANT:
"Several regiments of Burnside's men are lying in front of· the crater, apparently, of the
mine. In their rear is to be seen a line of battle of a brigade or more, under cover, and I
think bet·ween the enemy's line and ours. The volley firing half (t) hour ago was from the
enemy's works in Warren's front.
"C. B. COl\fSTOCK, Lieut. Colonel.
'' Official :

"S. F. BARSTOW,
Assistant Adjutant General.'

I read all these despatches over, that yuu may see how I was situated on the
-occasion, and what I knew of what was going on.
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At 7 .20-twenty minutes afterwards-I got the follo\ving des_t.atch frorn
General Burnside:
'' [Telegraph from

headquarter~

9th corps.]

"Received about 7.20 a. m., July 30, 1864.
"General MEADE:
''I am doing all in my power to push the troops forward, and, if possible, we will carry
the crest. It is hard work, but we hop e to accomplish it. I am fully alive to the importance
of it.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, ~IJ!ajor General.
" Official:

"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

Upon the receipt of this despatch from General Burnside, informing me that
it was hard work to take the crest, at the same time he not having reported to
me that anybody had attempted to take it, or that any part of his force had
made any effort to take it; with the despatches from my officers, the despatch
from Colonel Loring, and the despatch from Colonel Comstock, to the effect
that the troops were lying there, I came to the conclusion that possibly there
might be some difficulty in getting the men to move forward, either from the
enemy's fire, or some imaginary obstacle the troops had to encounter; that, as
it was now 7 o'clock, and that the place had been occupied at 5.30, I began to
suppose that there was some reason for the delay which had not been officially
reported. I considered it natural that General Burnside would be indisposed
to make it known, so long as he had hopes of overcoming the difficulty. To
me, in my position as major general commanding the army, it was a matter
of the utmost importance, because it was my intention during the assault, and
before it, that if we could not carry the crest promptly by a conp-de-main, to
withdraw the troops as quickly and safely as possible. Impressed with this
view, aitd in order to get at the exact condition of affairs, and to justify General
Burnside, if there was any reason of that kind, I addressed him the following
despatch:
"HEADQU_-\.RTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"7.30 n. m., July 30, 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE :
"vYhat do you mean by hard work to take the crest? I understand not a man has advance~ond the enemy's line which you occupied immediately after exploding the mine.
Do you mean to say your officers and men will not obey your orders to advance; if not, what
is the obstacle? I wish to know the truth, and desire au immediate answer.
"GEO. G. MEADE, 11Iajor General.
" Official : ,
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

It is proper to say, that immediately after sending that despatch, and before
receiving General Burnside's answer, I received a report verbally from Captain
Sanders that an attempt had been made to make an attack on the right, I
think by General Griffin, and that he had been repulsed. I immediately sent
another despatch to General Burnside at 8 a. m., as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY

THE POTOMAC,
".July 30-8 a.m., 1864.

OF

"To Major General B-URNSIDE:
"Since writing by Captain Jay, Captain Sanders has come in and reported condition of
affairs. He says Griffin has advanced and been checked; this modifies my despatch. Still
I should like to know the exact morale of your corps. Ord reports he cannot move till
you get out of the way. Can't you let him pass out on your right, and let him try what he
can do?
"GEO. G. MEADE, llfajor General.
" Official:
"S. P. BA.RSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."

To the first of these two despatches, subsequent to sending the second, I
received this reply :
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HEADQUARTERS 9TH CORPS, BATTERY MORTON,
"About 7.35 a. m., July 30, 1864.

'' General MEADE :
"Your despatch by Captain Jay received. The main body of General Potter's division
is beyond the crater. I do not moan to say that my officers and men will not obey my orders
to advance ; I mean to say that it is very bard to advance to the crest.
"I have never in any report said anything different from what I conceived to be the
truth; were it not insubordinate, I would say that the latter remark of your note ·was unofficerlike and ungentlemanly.
"Respectfully, yours,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, JJfajor General.
'' Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutq,nt General."

'rhe next despatch that I received was one from Colonel Comstock, about
the same time, S a. m. :
'' [By telegraph from 5th army corps. ]

"8 a.m., July 30, 1864.
"To Lieutenant General GRANT:
"About a brigade more of onr men has moved up to the crater, and then filed off to the
right along the enemy's line; they aHl still moving to the right.
"C. B. CO~ISTOCK,
"Lieutc •. ant Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."

The next despatch I received was one dated 8.45 a. rn., from Captain Sanders
"[By telegraph from headquarte;·s 9th army corps.]
" 8.45 a.m., July 30, 18G4.
"To General MEADE:
..__
"One gun has just been taken out of the mine, and is now being put in position. Have
not heard anything from the attack made from the left of mine. One ( 1) set of colors just
sent in, captured by the negroes.
"\V. \V. SANDERS, Captain and Aide-de-Camp.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General. "

At 9 a. m. I received the following despatch from General Burnside:
"[By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]

"9 a. rn., July 30, 1864 .
"General l\fEADE:
"Many of the ninth (9th) and eighteenth (18th) corps are retiring before the enemy. I
think now is the time to put in the fifth (5th) corps promptly.
" A. E. BURNSIDE, 1\Iajor Geneml.
'' Official :
"S. P. BARSTOW, A ssistant Adjutant Gweral."

That was the first information I had received that there was any collision
with the enemy, or that there was any enemy present. At 9.30 a.m. the following despatch was sent to General Burnside:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.30 a. m .
" Major General BuRNSIDE, Cnmmanding 9tlt Corps:
"The major general commanding has heard that the result of your attack has been a
rf'pulse, and directs that if, in your judgment, nothing furthPr can be effected, that you withdraw to your own line, taking every p1ecauiion to get the men back safely.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
'' IYfojor General and Chief of Sta.ff.
'' General Ord will do the same.
''A. A. HC:MPHREYS,
"iliojor Genentl and Chief of Stoff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."
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Then I re~eived the following despatch from Captain Sanders :
"[By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]
"9 a. m. July 30, 1864.
·'To Major General MEADE :
"The attack made on right of mine has been repulsed. A great many men are coming to•
he rear.
"vV. W. SANDERS, Captain and C. M.
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

"Official:

The next despatch was this, from Colonel Comstock:
''[By telegraph.]
''HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CoRPS,
"July 80, 1864--9.35 a. m.
''To Lieutenant General GRANT:
"I cannot see that we have advanced beyond the enemy's line in the vicinity of the mine-.
From here, it looks as if the enemy were holding a line between that point and the crest.
"C. B. CO~ISTOCK,
"Lieutenant Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.
"Official:

"S. F. BARSTOW,
'' Assistant Adju.tant General,''

The next despatch to General Bumside, at 9.45, was the peremptory order to·
withdraw:
·
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 9! a. m., 1864.
''To Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you withdraw to your o•vn intrenehments ..
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"JJfajor General, Chief of Sta.tf.
'' Official :

"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

Receiving information from some person-I don't know who it was-that.
there was some difficulty about withdrawing at that time, that the safety of the
column might be jeoparded by undertaking to withdraw it, the following despatch was sent to General Burnside, and also to General Ord, who had troops
there at that time. None of my despatches to General Ord have been presented
yet, because it. would have confused matters. I will read them hereafter:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF ·rnE PoTO:c\IAC,
"Jnly :30, 10 a.m., 1864.
"Major Generals BURNSIDE and ORD:
"You can exercise your discretion in withdrawing your troops now or at a later period;
say to-night. It is not intended to hold the enemy's line which you now occupy any longer
than is required to withdraw safely your Ipen.
"GEO. G. ~1EADE, JJI.ajor Geneml.
''Official:

"S. F. BARSTO\V,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

About that time, both :Major General Burnside and Major General Ord came
to the headquarters where General Grant and myself were temporarily located.
General Burnside seemed to be very much displeased at the order of withdrawal,
and expressed the opinion that if allowed to remain there, by nightfall he could
carry that crest. As, however, be did not give any reason to show how he
could take it, and as he had been from half past five in the morning till nearly
ten, and not only had not taken it, but had his men driven out of the works he
had been occupying, and as Major General Ord, whose troops were also there,
upon being asked if the crest could be carried, answered very positively that it.
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was entirely out of the question, it was determined by the lieutenant general
commanding and myself, or rather I referred the matter to him, to know if he
desired the orders changed-it was determined that no further attempt should
be made to take the crest, but that the men should be withdrawn whenever that
could be done with security.
There is now a very important point to which I will call the attention of the
court, and which I want investigated very thoroughly, and that is the withdrawal from the crater.
At the time the order was given to withdraw the troops, the report of Major
General Orcl was, that the crater of the mine was so overcrowded with men that
it would be nothing· but murder to send any more men forward there. I do not
recollect as to whether the report of Major General Burnside was so definite,
but I believe the report of Colonel Loring was that there was at least one division of the troops in there. The impression left upon my mind was, that at that
time there were as many men in the crater as would enable them to defend
themselves if attacked, and in case no defence was necessary there was no occasion on my part to order troops to be sent there. I presumed that Major General
Ord and Major General Burnside, having charge of that operation, would see
that the men would be properly withdrawn.
This conclusion having been arrived at by the lieutenant general and myself,
and it not appearing necessary that we should remain any longer at Major General Burnside's headquarters, the lieutenant general commanding withdrew to
City Point, and I withdrew to my former hea.Jquartei·s, where I was in telegraphic communication with Major General Burnside, and where, under the
common correspondence between a general officer commanding the army and
his subordinates, not to say under a peculiar exigency, I expected to be informed
of anything that should occur. I remained in total ignorance of any further
transactions until about six or seven o'clock in the evening. About that hour a
report, or a rumor, reached me that there were a number of our wounded men
lying between the crater and our line, and I think an appeal was ;nade to me
by General Ord if something could not be clone to remoYe these meJ!._ I was not
aware that there was any difficulty in the way of removing them, and wondered
why th"'y had not been removed, presuming that our men were in the crater;
and as no report had been made to me that they had boon withdrawn, I directed
a despatch to be sent to Major General Bumsidc, calling upon him for information. That despatch read as follows:
"HEADQU ARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

"July 30, 1864-7.40 p.m .
"l\Iajor GENERAL BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The major general eommanding· desires to know ·whether you still hold the crater; and
if so, ·w hether you will be able to withdraw your troops from it safely to-night; and also to
bring off the wounded. The commanding general wishes to know how many wounded are
probably lying there. It will be recollec ted that on a former occasion General Beauregard
declined to enter into any arrangement for the succor of th e wounded and the burial of the •
dead lying under both tires ; hence the necessity of immediate and active efforts for their
removal in the present case.

''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"ll!ajor General and Chief of Sta.ff.
"Official:

"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjntant General."

You will remember that I left General Burnside's headquarters about 10
o'clock, with the understanding that the troops were to be withdrawn when they
could be withdrawn with security.
·
The following despatches were subsequently read by the witness:
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 186'!-10.35 p. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The major general commanding desires to know whether you have any wounded left on
the field; and directs me to say that he is awaiting your reply to the despatch of 7.40 p. m.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" ll'Iajor General and Chief of Staff.
' 'Official:
'' S. F . BARSTO\V,
" Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 31, 1864-8.40 a. m.
'To Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The major general commanding directs me to call your attention to the fact that you have
made no report to him upon the condition of affairs in your front since he left your headquarters yesterday, and that you have made no reply to the two special communications
upon the snqject sent you last night at 7.40 p. m., and at 10.40 p. m.
"I am also directed to inquire into the cause of these omissions.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"~liajor GeneraL and Chief of Staff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General.''
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 9TH CoRPS,
" July 31, 1864-9 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"Your despatch was received just as I was making out a report of our casualties. I have
used every means to get something like accurate reports, bnt it has been difficult.
"The rumors are very numerous and exaggerated. I "\Yill send report by messenger.
The order to retreat caused great confusion, and we have lost largely in prisoners.
"General Ord's men on onr lines were not relieved.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, llfajor General.
''Official:
"S. .I:<"'. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 9TH CORPS,
"July 31, 1864-6.40 p. m.
"Major General HUMPHHEYS:
"The loss in this corps in the engageme!l.t of y esterday amounts to about 4,500; the great
proportion of which was made a fter the brigade commanders in the crater were made aware
of the order to withdraw.
"A. E. BUH.NSIDE, Major General.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assisttwt Adjutant General."
" HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 31, 1864-7.20 p. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"Your despatch relative to the loss in your corps yesterday is re ceived.
"The commanding general requests that you exp:ain the meaning of the latter part of your
despatch, a_nd again reminds you that he has received no report whatever from you of what
occurred atter 11 a. m. yesterday.
"A. A. HUl\IPHREYS,
" llfajor Genernl (tnd C/tiff of Staff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V,
"Assistant Adjttlant Genernl.

"BY TELEGRAPH FROM 9TH CORPS,
"July 31, 1864- 9.10 p. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff:
"Your despatch of 7.20 p. m. received. Just before the order for withdrawal was sent in
o the brigade commanders in the crater, the enemy made an attack upon our forces there
nd were repulsed with very severe loss to the assaulting column. The order for withdrawal,
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leaving the time and manner of the execution thereof to the brigade commanders on the spot,
was sent in, and while they ·were making arrangements to carry out the order the enemy
advanced another column of attack. The officers, knowing they were not to be supported by
other troops, and that a withdrawal was determined, ordered the men to retire at once to our
old line. It was in this withdrawal, and consequent upon it, that our chief loss was made.
In view of the want of confidence in their situation, and the certainty of no support, consequent upon the receipt of such an order, of which moral effect the general commanding cannot be ignorant, I am at a loss to know why the latter part of my despatch requires explanation.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, ]fajor General.
"Official:
'' S. F. BARSTOW,
''Assistant Ad1utant General.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
".July 31, 1864-9i p. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
''Your despatch explanatory of that in relation to the loss in your corps yesterday is
received.
"The major general commanding directs me to say that the order for withdrawal did not
authorize or justifY its being done in the manner in which, judging from your brief report,
it appears to have been executed, and that the matter shall be investigated by a court.
''The major general commanding notices that the time and manner of withdrawal was
left to the brigade eommanders on the spot. He desires to know why there was not a division commander present where several brigades ''"ere engaged, and by whom the withdrawal
could have been conducted.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
''Major General anrl Chief of Staff.
' ' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOvV, Assistant Adjutant General."

So far as any information from General Burnside is concerned, I had to go
to bed that night without knowing whether his troops were in the crater, or
whether they were not. During the night despatches ·were received, referring
to the relief of General Ord's trcops next morning, July 31, at 8.40 and 9 a.m.
The despatches 18:! and 18~ were sent and · received by General Humphreys.
No despatch was received from General Burnside with reference to the withdrawal of these troops till 6 40 p.m., July 31, (marked 18~,) to which was sent
the one marked 19, at 9.10 p.m., July 31 r.rhe deopatch was received from
General Burnside, marked 19!, and the reply, marked 20, was sent. Now, I beg
leave to call the attention of the court to the fact that this despatch is dated
9.10 p.m., July 31, and although it does not give an official statement of the
time of the withdrawal of the troopa, I know, but only from other information,
that the withdrawal was at about 2 p.m., July 30. And as I consider that
my conduct is here the subject of investigation as much as that of any other
officer or man engaged in this enterprise, I wish to repudiate, distinctly, any
responsibility resting upon me for the manner of the withdrawal, beyond the
orders I gave to the effect that the troops were to be withdrawn when they
could be withdrawn with security; and if they had been able to repuloe an
attack of the enemy, it seems to me rather extraordinary that when another
attack was threatened after the success, that they should. be withdrawn simply
because they were threatened with another attack. Bnt that is the point to
which I wioh to call the attention of the court, and which I wish to have thoroughly investigated.
I believe these constitute the sum and substance of all the orders that passed
between myself and l\Iajor General Burnside. But I respectfully submit to this
court that so far as it was in my power as the commanding general of this army
to give orders, I anticipated the difficulties that occurred, and endeavored to
avoicl them as much as I could do so, and that I cannot be held responsible for
the failure which afterwards resulted.
Having finished my correspon·dence with and orders to General Burnside, I
now propose to read the correspondence with and orders to General Ord, who

'
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was the officer commanding the force next to be employed after those of General Burnside, and whose movements it is important to know .
.Major General Ord was directed to relieve his corps by General l\Iott's division of the 2d corps on the evening of the 29th. He was then to move and
mass his troops in rear of the 9th corps, and it was intended that he should
support the 9th corps whenever the 9th corps had effected a lodgement on the
crest; that he was promptly to move np to them and support them on the crest.
I had several interviews with General Ord on the 28th and 29th. I went with
him and showed him the position ; showed him exactly the ground; gave him
all the information I had, and also caused him to send staff officers to select
positions for the troops, so that when it became dark they might know the
roads. On the morning of July 30, when it became evident to my mind that
General Burnside's troops were not going to advance further than the crater,
and when I had reason to suppose it was owing to some difficulty on the part
of the troops themselves, and so far as any official report came to me, rather
than obstacles presented by the enemy, I sent a despatch to General Ord
changing his previous orders and directing him, instead of supporting General
Burnside, to make an assault independent of General Burnside. 'l'hat despatch
and subsequent despatches are as follows :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 9!- p. rn., 1864.
"Major General ORD, Commanding 18th Corps:
"Your despatch of 9.25 p. m. is received. The commanding general does not consider it
necessary for General Burnside to wait for your troops to relieve his in the trenches. General Burnside can form his troops for the assault without reference to yours, and your troops
can file into the trenches at any time after they are vacated. General Burnside is telegraphed to that effect.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
'' J)!ajor General, Clwf of Staff.
''Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant GenM·al."
' ' HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 4.50 a. m., 1864.
"Major General ORD, Commandi ng 18th Corps:
"General Burnside is ordered, if his mine has fai led, to open all his batteries and assault
at once. You will consider the orders the same as if the mine had exploded and the assault
made in consequence.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
".L~.fajor General, Chief of Sta_ff.
(''Just before this was fini sheJ the mine exploded and the batteries opened. It was not
sent.-A. A. H.)
"Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POT0211AC,
"July 30, 6 a. m., 1864.
"Major Genera-l Orm, Commanding 1Eth Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you at once move fonYard your cJrps rapidly
to the crest of the hill, independently of General Burnside's troops, and make a lodgement
there, reporting the result as soon a s a t tained.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major Gen eral, Chief of Stnjj'.
•' Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."

"[By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]
JULY 30, 8 a. m., 1864.
'To Gene~al MEADE:
"General Tmner in my front reports that the only place I can get out of the line is opposite the crater. It is already full of men who cannot develop. I shall put in my column as
soon as I can. It is impossible, by reason of the topography, to charge in the manner you
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indicate. I must go in by head of column and develop to the right. This is reply to orders
from General Meade to push for crest of hill regardless of General Burnside's troops. Gen
eral Ames makes similar reports.
"E. 0. C. ORD, Major General.
''Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 9! a. m., 1864.
"Major General 0RD, Commanding l8tlt Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you withdraw your eorps to the rear of the
9th corps, in some secure place.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 10 a. m., 1864.
"Major Generals BURNSIDE and ORD:
"You can exercise your discretion in withdrawing your troops now or at a later period,
say to-night.
''It is not intended to hold· the enemy's line which you now occupy any longer than is
required to withdraw safely your men.
"GEORGE G. MEADE, ll!ajor General.
'' Official cJpy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

There were some other despatches tt? General Ord of a similar character, (but
I do not see them here,) to endeavor to get him forward, independent of the 9th
corps, to make an isolated attack, an attack of his own, independent of the 9th
corps. Owing to the obstacles presented-the fact that there was no proper
debouclw for our troops to that portion of the enemy's line, and the fact that the
crater was overcrowded with men-General Ord, considering those obstacles
insurmountable, confined his operations to sending forward, I think, only one
brigade. But General Ord and his division commanders have made reports,
which will be placed before you. I forgot to bring them with me to-day.
At about 9.45 a. m. the same orders were sent to General Ord as to General
Burnside, with reference to the withdrawal of the troops. That finishes all that
passed between General Ord and myself.
The other supporting column was under :Major General Wan·en on the left.
In the original order General W an·en was directed to mass his available
troops on the right of the line, and to make all his preparations to support
General Burnside in the assault wherever he should be ordered.
At 4AO a. m. the following despatch was sent to him:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 4.40 a.m., 1864.
":\Iajor General "\V ARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
'' General Burnside is directed, if his mine has failed, to open all his batteries and assault.
Upon hearing hi s batteries open you will open all in your front.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"]}fajor General and Chief of StaJJ.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOvV, Assistant Adjutant General.

At 5.50, one hour afterwards, and immediately after my receiving the information that General Burnside's co.rps occupied the crater, the following despatch
was sent to bhn :
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"HEADQUARTERS AR;\IY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 5.50 a. m.., 1864.
':Major General \VARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"General Burnside is occupying the crater with some of his troops. He reports that no
enemy is seen in their line. How is it in your front '? Are the enemy in force there or weak?
"If there is apparently an opportunity to carry their works, take advantage of it and push
forward your troops.
"A. A. HUUPHREYS,
"llfajor General and Chief of Staff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant General."

I wish to call the attention of the court to the fact that as early as 5.50 I
authorized General vVan·en, if he saw any opportunity of doing anything with
his corps, not only in support of General Burnside, but as an independent operation of his own, that he should take advantage of it and push forward his troops.
His reply, dated 6 a. m., is as follows :
"[By telegraph from 5th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 6 a.m.., 1864.
"To :Major General HUMPHREYS:
"Your despatch just received. It is difficult to say how strong the enemy may be in my
front. He has batteries along the whole of it. I will watch for the first opportunity. I can
·see the whole line where I am. The enemy has been running from his first line in front of
General Burnside's right for some minutes, but there seems to be a very heavy line of troops
just behind it in high breastworl>:. There is a battery in front of General Burnside's lGft
which fires towards the river, the same as it did on the 18th of June, and which our artillery
fire has but very little effect on.
"G. K. \V ARREN, 111~ajor General.
" Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTO\V, .Assistant Adjutant General."

At 6.15 a. m. another despatch was received from him, as follows:
'' [By telegraph from headquarters 5th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 6.15 a. m., 18().1.
"To Major General Hu:UPHREYS:
"I have just received a report from my line on the centre and left. The enemy opened
with musketry when our firing commenced, but our own fire kept it down, and also that of all
their artillery except in the second line on the main ridge, from which they fire a little.
Major Fitzhugh, of the artillery, is badly wounded by a musket ball in the thigh. None of
the enemy have left my front, that we can see.
''G. K. 'VARREN, llfajor_General.
''Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTO\V, .As,istant Adjutant Gene1·al."

rrhen at 6.20 another despatch, No. 29, came from General \Varren, in which
he state8 that what we thought was a heavy line of the enemy behind the line
occupied by Burnside's troops, as the sunlight comes out and the smoke clears
away, proves to be our own troops in the enemy's position.
''[By telegraph from 5th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 6.20 a. m., 186.1 .
" To Major General HmiPHREYS:
"'\Vhat we thought was the heavy line of the enemy behind the line occupied by General
Burnside, proves, as the sunlight comes out and the smoke clears away, to be our own
troops in the enemy's position.
"G. K. \V ARREN, llfajor Gene;al.
''Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTO\V, Assistant Adjutant Gencrl!l."

You will perceive that at 5.40 I authorized General W an·en and directed him
to make an attack without waiting for the support of General Burnside-that is,
if circumstances would justify his making an attack; and that his replies here
indicate that no such attack was practicable. Coming to that conclusion, and
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receiving information from the signal officers that the enemy had left their
extreme right, which I presumed they would do, to mass on the centre to receive
our attack, the following despatch was sent to General W an·en at half past
six o'clock:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30, 6.30 a. m., 1864.
•' Major General \V ARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"The signal officer reports that none of the enemy's troops are visible in theirhvorks near
the lead works. The commanding general wishes, if it is practicable, that you make an
attack in that direction. Prisoners say there are but three divisions in the works, and but
one line of intrenchments, thinly filled \vith their troops.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General and Chief of Staff."
"A despatch just going to ·wilson to make a lodgement on the Weldon railroad and move
up along it to the enemy's right flank.
"Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS FrFTH ARMY CORPS, July 30, 6.40 a. m., 1864.
''General HUMPHREYS :
"I have all my troops on my right except General Crawford. I have sent him your
despatch, ·w ith directions to do whatever he can on the left with Baxter's brigade and half of
Ledlie's.
"Do you mean for me to move Ayres in that direction? The enemy have a 30-pounder
battery on the main ridge in my front, behind their first line. \Ve cannot make out what
his second line is.
"Respectfully,
"G. K. \V AH.REN, Major General.
"Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTO~ Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, .July 30, 7 a.m., 1664.
''Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"\Vhat about attacking the enemy's right flank near the lead works with that part of your
force nearest to it ?
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff. "
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOvV, Assistant Adjutant General."

The next despatch in order ia the following, dated 7.30 a. m., to General
Warren:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC, .July 30, 7t a.m., 1864.
''Major General \VARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"Your despatch respecting attacking the enemy's extreme right receiveJ. The general
commanding will await General Crawford's reconnoissance before determining whether you
should send Ayres also in that direction.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, IJfajor General, Chief of Sta.ff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOvV, Assistant Adjutant General."

General Ayres still remained on the right, and the orders still existed to do
anything with him that could be done to advantage. At 7.50 a. m. we have
the next despatch from General Warren :
'' HEADQUARTF.RS FIFTH ARMY CoRPS, July 30-7.50 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"I have just returned from the scene of General Burnside's operations. In my opinion,
the battery of one or two guns to the left of General Burnside should be taken before attempting to seize the crest. It seems to me it can be done, as we shall take the infantry fire quite
obliquely. This done, the advance upon the main hill will not be difficult. I think it
would pay you to go to General Burnside's position. You can sec in a moment, and it is as
easy to communicate with me as by telegraph.
''It will be some time before we can hear from Crawford.
"Respectfully.
"G. K. WARREN, ~fajor General.
'' Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."
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Nothing further was received while we awaited developments from General
Crawford until 8 a. m., when the following de~patch was received from General
"\Varren:
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-E a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"I sent your despatch to General Crawford with directions to do what he could. He says
tbe lead ·works are over a mile from the angle of my picket line. I do not think an attack
upon the enemy's works at or near that point at all practicable. With the force I can spare,
I can make a demonstration if it is desired; the cavalry are moving and I will h~ve my left
uncovered. He sent word he
await further orders. He is so far off that I do not think
it well to wait for anything more he can do, and I renew my suggestion that you take a look
at things from General Burnside's headquarters and direct me either to go in with Burnside
or go around to my left with Ayres's division and I do the other thing.
"G. K. WARREN, MajoT General.
'' Official copy :
" S. F. BARSTOW,
" Assistant Adjutant General."

'"ill

Notwithstanding that it was considered that General Warren's original order
authorized him to take the batteries if it could be done, inasmuch as he was
directed to move and attack with General Crawford, and as it was suggested
that General Ayres might be required, it was thought proper to send him the
following order at Si a. m.:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-8! a. m.
"Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Cmps:
"Y~ur despatch is received.
The major general commanding directs that you go in with
Burnside, taking the two-gun battery. The movement on the left need not be carried further
than recormoissance to see in what force the enemy is holding his right. The cavalry are
ordered to move up on your left and to keep up connexion.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General, Chief of Staff.
" Official copy:
" S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant Geneml."

At 9.15 a. m. the following despatch was received from General Warren:
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-9.15 a. m.
"11ajor General HUlVIPHREYS:
"_Just before receiving your despatch to assault the battery on the left of the crater occupie_d by General Burnside, the enemy drove his troops out of the place and I think now
hold It. I can find no one who knows for certainty or seems willing to admit, but I think
I saw a rebel battle-flag in it just now and shots coming· from it this way. I am therefore,
if this is true, no more able to take the battery now than I was this time yesterday. All
our al1vantages are lost. I await further instructions, and am trying to get at the condition
of afl"airs for certainty.
"G. K. WARREN, Major General.
'' Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

At tbis time the conclusion had been arrived at by the lieutenant general
commanding and myself that the affair was over, and. that nothing more could
be done; and soon afterwards, orders similar to those which were sent to others
were sent to General Warren, that he should not make any attempt to take the
two-gun battery. The following despatches were sent to General W an·en:
5
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTO:\-IAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.~5 a. m.

"Major General WARRE~:
''The attack ordered on the two-gun battery is suspended.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
'' Official copy:

"S. :E'. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant Geneml."

"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 5TH CORPS,
"July 30, H!64-9.45 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff:
"GENERAL: I find that the flag I saw was the enemy's, and that they have .reoccupied
all the line we drove them from, except a little around the crater which a small force of ours
still hold.
"Respectfully,
"G. K. WARREN, Mninr fieneral.
'' Official copy :
'

"S. F. BARSTOW,
Adjutant GeneTal."

-.~ssistant

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.45 a. m.
'' General WARREN, at 9t!t Corps HeadquaTteTs :
"A despatch has been sent to your headquarters, rescinding order to attack; all offensive
operations are suspended. You can resume your original position with your command.
''GEORGE G. MEADE.
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant Geneml."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
''July 30, 1864-5 p. m.
"Major Generals WARREN and BURNSIDE:
"Signal officers report the enemy returning rapidly from the north side of the James.
Every preparation should be made to strengthen the line of works where any obstacles have
to-day been removed. The lines should be held strong·ly with infantry and artillery, posted
wherever practicable- available reserves held in hand ready for movement in case it becomes necessary. I antieipate offensive movements on the part of the enemy, and expect it
will be by a movable column, turning our left and threatening our rear.
" GEORGE G. MEADE,
"Major General, Commanding.
"Major General Hancoek will, to-night, resume his former position and General Ord his
also.
'' Official copy :
"S. :E'. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

These are aU the orders and communications that passed between General
Warren and myself. He was authorized to attack, if he could see a good chance
to attack; when he reported no chance to attack, and was asked what force he
had available, he reported that he had no force available except he moved Ayres;
he was directed not to move Ayres until information was received from Crawford ;
only, if he could attack the two-gun battery in his front, he was ordered to attack it, and then the operations were subsequently suspended.
Now I have read you the communications that passed between myself and
General Grant, myself and General Burnside, nyself and General Ord, and myself and General Warren. It now remains for me to read the communications
that passed between myself and General Hancock, and myself and General
Mott.
The first was a communication sent 4.40 a.m. to General Mott.
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.40 a. m.
''Brigadier General Mo'I'T, Commanding Division in int1"enchments of 18th Co1"ps, Old
Headquarters of 18th Corps:
''General Burnside is ordered, if his mine has failed, to open all the batteries on his front
and assault at once.
"Upon hearing his batteries open, have all the batteries of the 18th corps opened.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

At 4.50 a. m. the following despatch was sent to the telegraph operator at
the headquarters of the 18th corps:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30-4.50 a. m.
" OPERATOR at Headquarters 18th Co1"ps:
" Send the following message by orderly to General Hancock~
" Major General HANCOCK, Commanding 2d Corps:
"The commanding general wishes you to be about the headquarters of the 18th corps, so
that he can communicate with you at any time.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff.
''Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

The following despatch dated July 30, 6 a. m., was sent to General Hancock,
after the mine was occupied :
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" July 30, 1864-6 a m.
" Major General HANCOCK, Commanding 2d Cm·ps :
"The major general commanding directs me to say that General Burnside reports the enemy's line in his front abandoned, and the prisoners taken say that there is no second line.
The commanding general may call on you to move forward at any moment, and wishes you
to have your troops well up to the front prepared to move. Do the enemy's lines in front of
Matt's division appear to be thinly occupied, and is there any chance to push forward there?
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."

The following despatches were sent and received :
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D ARMY CORPS,
" July 30, 1864-6 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS :
"It is not possible to say about the line in front of General Mott, as both keep down
firing whenever a head is shown. General Ord left word for me by General Mott that there
was no place to assault here, as the line was not only protected by abatis, but by wire.
This was the decision of himself and his division commanders, and he requested General
Mott so to inform me. I know nothing more about it. I will be prepared for your orders.
"vV. S. HANCOCK.
" Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-6.20 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff:
"I have sent out to have General Mott's line examined as far as practicable, to see how
strong the enemy appear to hold their line in General Mott's front.
·•·w. S. HANCOCK.
'' Official copy :
" S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."
''BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-6.30 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"I have directed General Mott to advance a skirmish line to see whether the enemy hold
a strong line in his front.
"W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
'' Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Assistant Adjutant General."
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"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERTERS 2D CoRPS,
"Jtdy :30, 1864-6.50 a. m.

"General GEO. G. MEADE:
"The brigade next to General Burnside's attempted an advance of a skirmish line just now
and lost the officer in command of the line and several men in getting over the parar,et.
The enemy's mortan; are at work, but they cannot fire much artillery other than this. l'he
other brigades have not yet been heard from. Your despatch is just received. I will continue to watch the enemy in my front.
"W. S. HANCOCK, l'r!ajor General.
'' Official copy :
" S. F. BARSTOvY, Asst. Adj't General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" July 30, 1864-7 a. m.
" Major General HANCOCK:
"The report from prisoners would indicate weakness in the enemy's line-that a considerable portion has been vacated.
'' If Burnside and Ord gain the crest, the enemy cannot hold in your front, for they will
be open to attack fi·om front and rear. It was to take advantage of this contingency that I
wanted you to have your troops in hand.
"The orders to Mott are all right. If the enemy are in force and prepared, you will have
to await developments; but if you have reason to believe their condition is such that an
effort to dislodge them would be successful, I would like to have it made. Burnside now
occupies their line, but has not pushed up to the crest, though he reports he is about doing so.
"GEO. G. MEADE.
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW, Asst. Adj't General."
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
" July 30, 1864-7 a. m.
"General HUMPHREYS, Cltief of Staff:
"Report from 2d brigade, General Mott's division, shows that the enemy are there in some
strength, baving two batteries which they fire seldom, owing to the close proximity of our
riflemen. The commanding officer of the brigade says he can see every man who leaves his
front to their right, and none have left since daylight. He is using mortars effectively. I
will report any change of troops.
"W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
" Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Asst. Adj't General."
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D ARMY CORPS,
". July 30, 1864-9 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"General Mott's remaining brigade deceived the enemy in their front by putting their
hats on rammers above the parapet, which elicited quite a spirited volley.
"W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
'' Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Asst. Adj't General."
"HEADQlJARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.25 a. m.
"Major General HANCOCK:
"Offensive operations ba;-e been suspended. You will for the present hold in force the
lines held by the 18th corps. Make your dispositions accordingly.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
"Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW, Asst. Adj't General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TilE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-10 a. m.
"Brigadier General WILSON, Com'dg 3d Division Cavalry:
" The major general commanding directs that you concentrate your division on the left,
somewhere near the plank road, and hold its available force ready for prompt movement.
" The guard left with trains should be merely sufficient to protect them against any small
irregular parties of the enemy. The dismounted enemy should form this guard. Please report your location as soon as established.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
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"P. S.-The patrols and pickets on the north side of the Blackwater should be reduced to
the minimum consistent with watching the main avenues of approach.
" Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW, .Asst. Adj't General."
"HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-2-k p. m.
"Brigadier General vVILSON,
"Com'dg Cavalry Division, Jordan's Point:
"The commanding general considers that not more than one regiment should remain north
of the Blackwater, and that he be so posted as to be brought in rapidly to-morrow morning.
"A. .A.. HUMPHREYS,
"Major Gene1·al and Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW, Asst. Adj't General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-3! p. m.
"Brigadier General WILSON, Commanding 3d Division Cavalry Corps:
"GENERAL: Major General Sheridan is ordered to move at dark to Lee's mill, and at
daylight against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right, by the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward.
''Your division will accompany him, and the commanding general directs that you be prepared to call in your patrols and pickets early to-morrow morning and move with the cavalry
corps. You will send a staff officer to meet General Sheridan and receive his instructions.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant Gentral."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-10 p.m.
"Major General SHERIDAN:
"The commanding general directs that you keep up connexion with our left, in the operations of to-morrow.
".A.. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
''Official copy:
"S. F. BARSTOW,
''Assistant Adjutant Geneml."

These include the despatches sent to the cavalry. I would explain that the
separate orders to General Wilson were issued because General Sheridan was
across the James river, at Deep Bottom, with two divisions, and I had to issue
separate orders to General Wilson, so that he might be ready for the movement
next day.
Here are some despatches which are of no particular consequence, but I will
introduce them here. They are despatches from the signal officers, indicating
the movements of the enemy :
,
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, Hl64-3 p. m.
"Brigadier General WIIITE,
"Commanding (temporary) Division, 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that, as soon as it is dark, you withdraw your
command from the intrenchments you are now holding, and move to the position of the 9th
corps, and report to your corps commander. You will call in your pickets upon moving.
"You willttt once report to Major General Burnside, and receive his instructions as to the
route you will take.
"Very respectfully, &c.,
''.A. . .A.. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Cltief of Staff.
" Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY 01<' THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.45 a. m.
"Colonel W AINWIUGHT, Chief of Artillery, 5th Corps:
" General Burnside is directed, if his mine has failed, to open all his batteries on his front
and assault at once. Upon hearing his batteries open, those of the 5th corps will open also.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Cltief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
"PLANK ROAD SIGNAl~ STATION,
"July 30, 1864-5 a. m.
"Major B. F. FISHER:
''There are no tents or the sign of any force on the right of the enemy's line near lead
works.
"The two batteries directly in front of station, which opened heavily this morning, have
ceased firing.
"A large building is burning in the city.
"I have seen no movement of the enemy's troops.
"J. B. DUFF,
"Lieutenant, Signal Officer.
" Official :
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
" [By telegraph from Plank Road Signal Station.]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-6.20 a.m.

"Major FISHER:
"The enemy's infantry has been passing to our right for twenty minutes ; first noticed
them at a point due west of the station marching in rear of their line; they came out in plain
view at a point northwest from station. The column was at least a strong· brigade ; all the
c.amps, one-quarter mile of lead works, have been broken up; the largest visible from station has just been broken up and the troops moved to our right.
"J. B. DUFF, Signal Officer.
"Official:
" S. F. BARSTOW,
''Assistant Adjutant General."
["By telegraph from 5th corps.]
"JULY 30, 1864.
"Major FISHER:
"The enemy are wholly concealed along the line in view of this station. Not one has
been seen; only three guns, and those in redoubts, at Gregor House. Reply to us.
'' Copy sent to General Wan·en.
"S. LYON, Lieuteuant.
" Official:
"S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant G.ene1·al."

It was on these reports of the signal officers that General Wan·en's orders
were predicated.
The following is the report of the chief of engineers:
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"Office of Engineers, August 5, H364.
"SIR: In compliance with directions received from you to-day, I have the honor to make
the following report of the duty performed by the eng·ineer officers during the assault of July ~0.
"In compliance with directions from the chief of staff, I detailed an officer of engineers for
duty with each corps that was ordered to take part in the attack on the 30th of July.
"Major :Michler, who was charged with selecting the position of the column on the right,
after having reconnoitred the position, reported to General Ord, and was informed that his
subordinate generals had already examined the position, were thoroughly acquainted with the
ground, and required no further assistance. They had already determined to take the same
position indicated by Major Michler. Two engineer officers belonging to the 18th corps
accompanied the movement.
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"Lieutenant Benyaurd, engineer, who has been on duty on the 9th corps front, reported
to General Burnside, and remained with him during the whole affair.
"After having consulted with the commanding general of the 5th corps as to the direction
his column would take, I proceeded to the batteries in front of that corps and assisted Colonel
Abbott in directing their fire so as to silence that of the enemy against the assaulting· column.
I then repaired to the right of his line. By this time, however, the attack had been abandoned
and my services were no longer required.
''Very respectfully,
"J. C. DUANE, Major Engi1wers.
" Brigadier General S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General Army of t!te Potomac.
"Official:

"S. F. BARSTOW, A. A. G."

I believe I have now read every despatch that I have received, and the court
are fully aware of all the information that I received on the ground.
I would state that in the general orders issued on the night previous to the
assault the cavalry was ordered to make this attack on the left. 'l_lwo divisions
of the cavalry corps were over at Deep Bottom. They could not cross the river
until after the second corps had crossed, so that it was late in the day before
they came up. Indeed, the head of the column did not appear before the offensive operations were suspended. As General Wilson had been ordered to be
in readiness, however, and in view of the unavoidable delay of Sheridan, orders
were sent to General Wilson not to wait for General Sheridan, but to push on
himself to the Weldon railroad and make an assault upon the enemy. No
report was received from General Sheridan. General Sheridan was sick. General Gregg reported in the evening that he had advanced his cavalry, and that
they had found the enemy in force at Ream's station, at Gurley's house, and at
various other points along the railroad. There was no attack made by the
cavalry except at Lee's mills, where General Gregg, encountering cavalry, drove
them away to water his horses.
When it was known that our offensive operations were suspended, orders were
sent to the cavalry that they should push on as far as possible and find out the
enemy's position; but the original orders about going into town were modified,
inasmuch as the operations in our immediate front were suspended.
I desire to say to the court that it has not been my disposition or intention to
throw censure upon anybody for the unfortunate failure; that, indeed, I have
not been furnished with the necessary information to enable me to do so. I have
not yet received Major General Burnside's, or his subordinate commanders', official reports. I have very little knowledge of what actually transpired except
from the despatches you have heard read here. I have been groping in the
dark since the commencement of the attack. I did not wish to take any unpleasant measures, but I thought it my duty to suggest to the President of the
United States that this matter should be investigated, and that the censure should
be made to rest upon those who are entitled to it. What I have done has been
to show that I tried to do all I could to insure success.
FOURTH DAY.

2n CoRPS,
August 10, 1864.

CouRT RooM, HEADQUARTERS

The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present : Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
1,here were also present Generals l!...,errero, Potter, and Wilcox, of the 9th
corps, General Mott, of the 2d, and General Carr, of the 18th.
The proceedings of the third day were read and approved.
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Testimony of General Meade continued.
Questions by General Burnside :
Question. Where were your headquarters during the action of the 30th?
Answer. From four o'clock until about eleven-! am not exactly confident as
to the time of leaving it-my headquarters, as announced in the order of battle
on the day previous, were established at the headquarters of the 9th corps. At
eleven o'clock, or about that time, as near as I can 1·emember, I removed. to the
headquarters of the army of the Potomac, which are situated about three-quarters
of a mile to the eastward of the headquarters of the 9th corps, and are in telegraphic communication with the same headquarters where I remained during the
rest of the day.
Question. How far was that from the scene of action 1
Answer. If by the scene of action is meant the crater of the mine and tlutt
portion of the enemy's line in front of it, so far as I have knowledge of the ground,
derived from maps, I should suppose that the headquarters of the 9th corps were
possibly a mile to the eastward of the crater, and my headquarters are threequarters of a mile, as I stated, beyond .that, still further to the east.
Question. Could anytLing of the action be seen from there 1
Answer. Nothing could be seen from any of the points that I occupied.
Question. Did you go further to the front during the action 1 If so, where 1
Answer. I did not leave the headquarters of the 9th corps during the active
operations.
Question. Did you not know that there were several positions on our line
where you could see the action for yourself, and yet be in as proper a place
for you as in General Burnside's permanent camp, and also have full personal
communications with Generals Burnside and Ord, and be much nearer to General
Warren, and likewise have telegraphic communication with the rest of the army 1
Answer , I undoubtedly was aware that then~ were points of the line where I
could see more of the action than I could see at the position I occupied, but I
was not aware that there was any point where I could see anything particularly
or on which I could base my orders. I adopted the position I did in consequence of its being a central one and in telegraphic communication with all parts
of the line where officers were stationed with whom it was necessary to communicate; and having a large staff, and many communications to receive, and
many pArsons to communicate with, and being there in telegraphic communication, I considered it more proper to remain where I announced to the army my
headquarters would be, and where all information could be sent to me, than to
make any change of position as intimated in the question. Besides which, I
desire to say to this court that it has been a matter of policy with me to place
myself in such position that my communications made, and the replies made
thereto, should be made in such way as a record could be kept of them, and not
be confined to verbal communications, which are often subject to misapprehension
and to misconstruction. 'l'here undoubtedly was telegraphic communication
from General Burnside's headquarters in the field-the fourteen-gun battery, as
it was called-with the other headquarters in the army.
Question. Did you not have an aide-de camp with General Burnside during
most of the action 1
Answer. During a portion of the time I did have Captain Sanders, aide-decamp, at the headquarters of General Burnside~ I sent him there in consequence of not receiving any communication from General Burnside, in the hope
that he would be enabled to send me some information.
Question. Was not Captain Sanders sent there before the mine exploded 1
Answer. No, sir; he was sent there some considerable time after the ·mine
exploded; that is, ~pon the duty that I now refer to. I have previously stated
to the court that before the mine exploded I sent two officers to endeavor to ex-
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plain the delay. One was Captain Jay, and one might have been Captain Sanders;
but they returned before the explosion of the mine. After the explm;;ion of the
mine I sent Captain Sanders on the duty that I now refer to, which was to remain at General Burnside's headquarters and communicate to me anything which
he could ascertain. I think it further proper to add to this answer to this question
that, finding I did not get thA information which I desired to have, or which I
thought I could have, and fearing . that my having sent an aide-de-camp-the
object being to facilitate the transmission of information-might be used to deter
responsible officers from communicating information to the commanding general,
I withdrew Captain Sanders, before the action closed, by an order.
Question. For what purpose was he sent? Was it not to report to you the
state and progress of affairs, and did he not so report?
Answer. I have already answered the first part of that question. As to his
reports, all the despatches from him are on file in my evidence before the court.
As to whether he reported all he should have reported, and all the information
to be obtained, I presume the court will ascertain from him and from other evidence.
Question. Was there any information not furnished you by General Burnside,
or through other sources, which, if received, would have influenced your conduct
of the action ? If so, what?
Answer. I have already informed the court that all the information I received
has been placed before them in the shape of official documents. It is impossible for me to say what my action would have been if I had received any other
information. I acted upon the information I received.
Question. What time did Captain Sanders leave General Burnside to return
to you?
·
Answer. I should say it was about half past eight; between that and nine,
as near as I can recollect. I have a copy of the order to him, which I can furnish if desired.
Question. You state that General Burnside's despatch of 9 a. m. was the first
information you had received that any collision had taken place, or that there
was any enemy in our front; had you nnt, before the receipt of this despatch,
written to General Burnside in reference to General Griffin's attack and repulse ;
also, received a despatch from Captain Sanders speaking of captured colors;
also, seen and examined rebel prisoners taken that morning ?
.
Answer. In reply to that question, I would say that I am wnling to assume
that there is an apparent di.screpancy in my testimony, which I am very glad
to have an opportunity of explaining. I should suppose that any one cognizant
of the circumstances that took place on that day, even of the most general nature, would know that I never meant to say that I did not know that there was
no enemy anywhere. I was fully aware that when the crater was occupied a
number of prisoners were taken. I was also aware that the enemy occupied
their lines both on the right and on the left of the position occupied by General
Burnside; and I did know that Captain Sanders had made a report of captured
colors, and that an attack had been made in front of Griffin; but my whole attention was absorbed in the endeavor to have a charge made to the crest, and my
thoughts were all upon that; and when I said this was the first intimation I
had of there being any enemy in the front, I meant any enemy so situated as
to prevent a direct assault upon the crest. Besides which, I must throw myself
upon the consideration of the court, and say that the vast number of despatches,
the frequency with which they were sent and received, was such that mymemory may not serve me well, ancl the incidents may be, in a measure, not related
in the exact order in which they occurred. I wish to call the attention of the
court to a very important fact for the benefit of General Burnside, if it results
to his benefit as well as to mine, and that is the difficulty of having the time of
these despatches uniform. A despatch is sent to me marked with the time of
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the officer who sends it, but the time by his watch may be ten or fifteen minutes
different from mine. But I .do honestly and conscientiously say that that was
the first positive information, when I received that despatch that the men of the
9th and 18th corps were returning, that I had that there was any such fnrce or
disposition of the enemy as to render it questionable that that assault could be
made.
General Burnside here remarked, " I want the record in such a shape as to
enable the casual reader and the revising officer to see that there was, before
that time, an effort on my part, or on the part of some person near me, to give
information, and not an effort to cast any imputation on General Meade, and I
do not desire to invalidate his testimony, but simply to elaborate. I am confident that there is no disposition on the part of General Meade to make erroneous
statements.''
Question. Have you a note written me by you about two weeks before the
assault as to the practicability of an assault in my front, my answer thereto,
your second letter, and my reply, and will you be kind enough to furnish copies 1
Answer. I presume that those documents, like all other official documants,
are on file. I will have a search made for them, and as soon as they are discovered will very cheerfully furnish General Bnrnside or the court a copy of them.
fGeneral Burnside explained that one of them was a semi-official letter, and
General Meade, being reminded of the purport of it, answered that he did not
think he had it.]
By the court:
Question. What knowledge had you of the movements of the different divisions of the enemy on July 301
Answer. I had very positive information from deserters, not only those who
came within my own lines here, but those who came into the lines of General
Butler, and those who came into the lines of General Hancock, that there were
but three divisions of the enemy in our front, consisting of Mahone's division of
Hill's corps; and Johnson's and Hoke's divisions of Longstreet's corps; and that
the other divisions of Lee's army were on the north side of the James river,
confronting General Hancock and Sheridan, on the 29th. I also received the
same information from prisoners taken that morning. During the operations I
received information from the signal office1:s on the plank road that the enemy
were moving troops from their right to their centre, wl1ich I anticipated, and
upon receivir·g that information the orders were sent to General Wan·en to endeavor to turn the enemy's right by pushing forward General Crawford, and to
General Wilson to push on without delay, without waiting for the arrival of
General Sheridan, coming from Deep Bottom.
Question. Did the order to suspend operations (given about 9 a.m. July 30)
originate with Lieutenant General Grant?
Answer. No, sir; the order, I think, originated with myself. Some time before the order was gi.ven, I informed Lieutenant General Grant that, as far as I
could see, there was no prospect of our succeeding in the manner in which we
had expected to do; that the time had passed for the coup-de-main to succeed;
and I suggested to him that we shonld immediately withdraw the troops, to
which he acceded. About that time a despatch was recei \'ed from the signal
officer of the 5th corps, stating that the colored troops had captured a brigade of
the enemy, with four of their colors, to whicl1, however, I did not attach much
importance, not knowing how a signal officer could see an operation of that kind
when it did not come to me from the officer in charge of the operations. We
nevertheless suspended this order and held it in abeyance until the arrival of
the despatch of General Burnside, informing me that some of the men of the 18th
and 9th corps were retiring, and I think also that the Lieutenant General himself rode down to our trenches and made some personal examination, and had
seen General Ord, and had some conversation with him. Upon his return, from
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what he had learned from General Ord. and subsequently an officer coming in and
saying that the colored troops, instead of capturing a brigade and four colors,
had themselves retired in great confusion, which information. I think, was given
me by Major Fisher, the chief signal officer, I again referred the subject to the
lieutenant general, and again gave him my opinion that, as it was thsn about
9.25, it was unnecessary to make any other efforts, and an unnecessary sacrifice
of life ; my idea being that they could be withdrawn without any difficulty
then, as we should have difficulty later in the day in withdrawing them. To
this he assented, and the order was giv-en to withdraw them. Afterwards, when
the information was received from General Burnside of the difficulty of retiring,
then the order was modified.
Question. Were any instructions given for destroying the bridges in Petersburg
in case the crest was gained 1
Answer. There were not, for two reasons: and first, if we had succeeded, as I
hoped we would, in overcoming the enemy, we should have driven them across
the Appomattox, and should have wanted those bridges to follow them, but the
contingency of their destroying those bridges was held in view, and it was to
meet that contingency that the chief engineer was ordered to have a pontoon
train brought up so that we could throw our own bridges. My expectation was,
that if we had succeeded in the coup-de-main, these three divisions of the
enemy would have gone out of our way, and we should be enabled to cross not
only the Appomattox, but also Swift run, and open communication with General
Butler at Bermuda Hundred before General Lee could send any re-enforcements
fi:om the :five divisions that he was known to have north of the James river.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
'' July 26, 12m., 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
I wish you would submit in writing your project for the explosion of your mine, with the
amount of powder required, that the preliminary question may be definitely settled. You
had better also look for some secure place in the woods, where the powder required can be
brought in wagons, and kept under guard; thus saving the time it will take to unload it
from the vessels and haul it to your camp. Whenever you report as above, and designate a
point, I will order the powder brought up.
"GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
"Official :
" S. F. BARSTOW,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.,
'' Ju,ly 26, 1864.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
'·GENERAL: The major general commanding directs me to inquire whether anytMng has
transpired connected with your mine that leads you to believe it is in danger from countermining. If it is your conviction that it is so endangered, then the commanding general authorizes you to make every preparation for springing it; but directs that you do not explode
it earlier than to-morrow afternoon, Wednesday, the 27th, say at four o'clock, if not otherwise ordered. The commanding general further directs me to say that the charge of the
mine should be determined by the usual rules governing such subjects. It is not intended
by the commanding general to follow the explosion of the mine by an assault or other operations. If, therefore, the mine can be preserved for use at some early future day, when circumstances will admit of its being used in connexion with other operations, the commanding general desires that you take no st~ps for exploding it as herein prescribed.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. F. BARSTO"\V,
''Assistant Adjutant Gerw1·al."

The ·foregoing is substantially the statement which I made to the court of
inquiry.
It allude_s to all the points which required any e;x:planation on my part, so far
as my own conduct was concerned.
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rrhere is one point, however, which I deem it proper to elaborate before this
committee, because I have reason to believe it will be set forth prominently in
the testimony of others, and that is the position I occupied on the field. The
selection of this position was made the day previous, and was due to the fact
that from it there were lines of telegraph running to the Avery and Jordan
houses, which I presumed would be in the vicinity of the headquarters of the
5th and 2d corps, and instructions were given to run a line to the 14-gun battery,
where General Burnside bad informed me he should establish his headquarters.
The object of its selection was to secure a central position, where I could be in
prompt communication with the several corps commanders. During the operations I remained there, because, having announced it as the headquarters in the
field, I feared if I left it some important communication might be sent, and time
lost in hunting me up to deliver it. It was for this reason, stated at the time to
the lieutenant general commanding, that when he went to the front I did not accompany him. It was for this reason, also, that when Major General Warren
proposed I should go over to his position, 1 did not accede to his request, for it
seemed to me then, as it does now, that any information General W an·en had in
any manner acquired could be transmitted to me by telegraph as well as if I
went there to see for myself, and the objection to going was the danger that during
my absence others might have information equally as important, which would
not, owing to my absence, be promptly transmitted. I now refer to not going
to General Warren's headquarters, because I am satisfied from the testimony of
others that nothing was to be seen from there; and General Warren had himself transmitted me erroneous intelligence, which he subsequently corrected.
Nor would going down to the front line of our works have produced any
change, because the lieutenant general on returning from them acknowledged
to me that nothing could be seen, and he left there under the impression that
all was going on well, when he met Major General Ord, who reported to him
our people were being driven back.
Furthermore, I have the testimony of Major General Ord and others, that
owing to the smoke fl'om the artillery, and a mist which prevailed part of the
time, there was really nothing to be seen or known, unless you went to the crater itself.
Now, I am willing to admit that had I gone to the crater I should perhaps have
known earlier the true condition of affairs and had I foreseen what subsequently
occurred, I should undoubtedly have gone, but it would not have been because
it was my place, bnt it would have been because I felt myself called upon to assume the duties of the corps, division, and perhaps brigade commanders. My failure to do so, in ignorance of any necessity for so doing, I respectfully submit
should not be deemed a canse for censure. And it may be well for the committee to inquire who did go to the crater and give their personal superintendence
to the movement of the troops, and if it is found that any corps or division commanders whose immediate commands were there did not go, and did not deem
themselves called upon to go, I trust I shall have the benefit of the superior
knowledge they were presumed to possess, being not only nearer to the scene of
action, but having communication with the troops there.
'.rhe points, therefore, which I desire to call the attention of the committee
to are:
lst. The position I selected was a proper one, had my orders been carried
out to promptly transmit to me everything that occurred.
2d. 'rhat the testimony of others proves that it was a proper position, because
those in other parts of the field, whose duty it was to transmit information to
me, did not do so, and the inference therefore is that they could not, or did not,
see or hear anything that would have influenced my action.
3d. I have the testimony of the lieutenant general commanding, and Major
General Ord, Brigadier General Hunter, Major Duane, and others who were at
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various points in the front, that nothing positive could be seen or known of
the actual state of affairs.
4th. I maintain it would have been wrong in me to have left my post without
the strongest reason for so doing, an.d in confirmation of this I refer the committee to the fact on record, that between 5 and 10 o'clock I received and transmitted over one hundred despatches and orders, averaging one every three minutes, and that had I been absent it would have been impossible to have given
the orders I did. If the committee will study what I did do on that day, they
will see the impossibility of my having attended to all these points, and be at
the same time riding round to see if my subordinates were doing their duty.
I feel satisfied that, on a deliberate review of what did occur, the committee will agree with me, that though possibly it might have been of ad vantage for
me to have gone to the immediate front, it could only have been so in ~'Onse
quence of the failure of others to do what they should have done, and that under
the circumstances, and with the knowledge I had, my course was the proper one.

Testimony

o/ Brevet

Major General 0. B. Wilcox.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,

Bifore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Brevet Major General 0. B. WILCOX sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
AnRwer. I am a brevet major general of volunteers. At the time of the operations you are investigating I commanded the third division; and I now command the first division of the 9th corps.
Question. Will you state such facts as you may deem important, in relation
to the operations of July 30, 1864?
Answer. The attack of the 30th of July was intended and expected to be a
surprise. It was thought that the mine could be exploded before or at daylight;
that it could be exploded at any minute desired. It was ordered to be exploded
at half past three, and every preparation was made for a speedy assault. 'rhe
mine failed to explode at the time fixed, in consequence of a defect in the fuze.
It did not explode until a quarter to five o'clock, or some time after daybreak.
This probably gave the enemy some warning of a movement, because they must
have noticed an unusual number of troops massed in rear of the works near the
mine, so that, in point of time, it was not wholly a surprise. The explosion was
expected to throw up masses of earth and stones at such a distance that our own
troops were a little apprehensive of the effects of the explosion. The mine was less
than 140 yards from our works, behind which the assaulting column was massed.
In consequence of the explosion, there was a little hesitation on the part of the
leading troops-those of General Ledlie's division. But in a few minutes those
troops went forward and filled the gap caused by the explosion of the mine.
'There was a mistake on the part of one of the brigades of the first division, in
going into the mine instead of striking the works to the right of the mine.
Thus, at the beginning of the movement, the whole of the first division found
themselves in the very narrow gap, which was very much deepened by the explo8ion, so that it was some twenty-five feet in depth. In the mean time the
enemy had begun to recover from their surprise, and a fire was brought to bear
from nearly every direction upon the troops at the crater, so that it was very
difficult to form the troops outside of the crater. I think the first mistake made
was in not moving the troops to the right and left of the crater, instead of through
the crater; whose mistake that was I do not know. The intention was that
the first division should move first, and pass over the works and proceed to
Cemetery hill; the next division, mine, was to cross the works as soon as the
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first division should leave them, and then move up to the left of Cemetery hill,
so as to protect the left flank of the,first division; and the next division, following mine, was to move in the same way to the right of Cemetery hill, so as to
protect the right flank of the first divisiop. 'l,he ninth corps being out of the
way, it was intended that two other corps should pass through and be ready to
follow up the result; but in consequence of this narrow gap being filled up with
troops, all huddled together in the crater itself, and unable to move under the
concentrated fire of the enemy, no other troops could be got in. When I came
down to support the first division, I found that division, and three regiments of
my division, together with the regiments of the second division which had gone
in on my right, so completely filling up the crater that no more troops could be
got in there. I therefore ordered an attack, with the rest of my division, on the
works of the enemy, to the left of the crater. This attack was made, and was
successful, and the works to the left of the crater, for some 150 yards of the
intrenchments, were held for some time by my troops. I do not think that the
tactical arrangements for ·the troops for that movement were such as I would
have ordered. But it is always easier to judge of those things afterwards than
before. I think that, in the first place, there should have been a storming party
of picked troops, every man of whom should have known his business, and
should have known that he was to go through the works of the enemy, and gain
the top of Cemetery hill, without regard to rank or formation; and those should
have been followed by troops in order, and ready to fight a battle. I think
that the next division should have moved down the enemy's line to the left, and
captured their men and guns, and the next division should have moved down on
the other flank, inside the enemy's intrenchments. 'Jlhis, I think, would have
opened the way for the whole army; but the order was for everything to move
right on towards Cemetery hill, and the passage-way was so narrow that it
proved to be impossible to do so.
By Mr. Julian:
Question. Whose order was that 1
Answer. The general order of General Meade was that Cemetery hill should
be crowned. 'l,he particulars of that order came from General Burnside; that
is, the movements of the divisions. At the same time, I think that other points
of attack should have been selected, and other demonstrations or series of attacks
made.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Will you name those other points 1
Answer. Along the line to the right and left of the crater, in front of the 5th
and 18th corps.
Question. Where was the 18th corps 1
Answer. The line of the 18th corps was to the right of the 9th, and the troops,
except a portion for the trenches, came up and formed to the right and rear of
the 9th.
Question. Where was General Hancock's corps 1
Answer. His corps was in rear of the centre, in reserve. The 18th . corps
was on our right, and the 5th corps on our left, in reserve, such of it as was
brought out of the trenches, and the 2d corps, Hancock's, was in reserve, in rear
of all. I would say here that operations by mining at a particular point have
very seldom yielded any general results, so far as the history of war teaches.
Question. What we desire to learn is, if there were ::my errors committed, and
if so, to ascertain those errors, and the cause of the failure.
Answer. Certainly.
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By 1\fr. Chandler:
Question. Do you know what General Burnside's original plan of assault was 1
Answer, Yes, air; General Burnside originally intended to make his colored
division the storming party. The colo~·ed troops were the freshest troops in the
corps, the other troops having been under fire in the trenches some fifty days.
'l'he colored troops had been drilled with a view to this movement on Cemetery
hill, and it was intended that they should lead the advance, and crown Cemetery hill. That movement was countermanded by higher authority.
Question. Do you know whether it was contemplated in the original plan of
General Burnside that there should be a movement to the right and left of the
assaulting column 1
Answer. To a considerable extent it was.
Question. And the troops were drilled with a view to that movement 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
'
Question. Can yon state at what time you received your orders as to the part
you were to take in the assault of the 30th 1
Answer. About dm::k of the afternoon before.
Question. Up to that time your part had not been assigned to you 1
Answer. Not fully; I would say that the general plan of the movement was
known to me about noon of the 29th.
Question. And the change in the troops to lead the assault 1
Answer. 'rhat was known by me about noon of the day before, (29th.) My
orders I received about dusk.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. How long was it after our troops first entered the crater before the
enemy opened fire upon them from the right and left 1
Answer. I do not think it was over ten minutes; it may have been fifteen
minutes f]:om the time we struck the crater.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. How long was it, after the explosion of the mine, before the commencement of the assault 1
Answer. I should judge that the troops commenced to move to the assault
about five minutes after the explosion. r:l'he troops were sheltering themselves
from the effects of the explosion, they were so close to the mine, so that it took
five minutes, perhaps ten minutes, to form them in order to move forward. It
was about fifteen minutes before the troops got to the crater after the explosion,
and they had to pass over about 140 yards besides what they were staggered
back by the explosion.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Do you know from what points the troops of the enemy were
drawn that opened this fire upon our troops on the right and left of the crater 1
Answer. 'l'he first fire was opened from troops in the enemy's trenches, on
the right and left. The fire which we next encountered was from the enemy's
field artillery, which took position in the rear of the crater, and which fired
into and over the crater, and even over our own works. 'l'he third movement
of the enemy was made, as I supposed by re-enf01cements which the enemy
brought up. But in the mean time, as I judged, the enemy drew troops from
their intrenchments in front of the 5th corps, and moved them around and attacked our troops in the crater.
Question. Do you know any reason why the 5th corps could not have attacked the enemy's troops in front of them, and held them in check during this
assault by the 9th corps 1
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Answer. I thought the !ith corps was to make such an attack. But when I
found there was no room for my division to go in where the other troops had
gone, I supposed that an attack was to be made on the right and left.
Question. Do you know any reaso_n why it was not done 1
Answer. I do not, other than the ordinary obstacles of the intrenchments.
I know of no reason why the order was not given. l\fy opinion is that the attack should have been made.
Question. Now, the same question in regard to the enemy's troops on the
right 1
Answer. A vigorous attack should have been made on both sides.
Question. Do you know of any reason why an attack was not made 1
Answer. 'rhe troops of the 18th corps "'ere massed on the right, and their
lines were thinned out; but still, I think there should have been a vigorous
attack made on the right of the crater.
Question. Were there troops there that could have held the enemy's troops
on the right 1
Answer. I think there were, viz: 18th corps men.
Question. Do you know of any reason why that should not have been done?
Answer. I know of no reason why the attack should not have been made.
The success of the thing would depend entirely upon other matters.
Question. I understand you to say that there was a mistake in the movements of one of the brigades of the 1st division in entering the crater, instead
of passing over the works to the right 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know how that mistake occurred, and who was responsible
for it 1
Answer. I cannot state from personal knowledge, only from information derived from General Ledlie.
Question. About what hour of the day were our troops withdrawn?
Answer. It was between one and two o'clock.
Question. Did your command ever get beyond the crater 1
Answer. l\fy command got outside of the crater to the left, but not towards
Cemetery hill, because they would have had to pass to the front of the first
division to do that.
Question. Your orders were to pass through and take a position to the left
upon Cemetery hill, so as to protect the left flank of the first division 1
Answer. Yes, sir; subsequently, when it was found that the first division had
not been able to move forward, my orders-the general order to all the 9th
corps division commanders-were to press forward. But, in consequence of the
way being blocked up by the a~ vance, it was impossible to get the troops through,
and that order was not carried out.
·

Testimony

of Major General

G. 1{, Warren.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

Bifore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Major General G. K. W AHREN sworn and examined.
By l\fr. Loan:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. l\fajor general of volunteer!:~, commanding the fifth army corps.
Question. Please state concisely whatever you may deem important in regard
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to the springing of the mine and the assault upon the enemy's lines on the 20th
of July last.
Answer. On that particular occasion I had very little to do. A mine was
begun in front of General Burnside's lines, and when completed arrangements
were made to explode it, and follow up the explosion with an assault. My duty
was to support General Burnside's assault with two of my divisions, and hold
the line that I occupied with my other division.
After the mine was sprung, and General Burnside's troops gained possession
of the crater and the enemy's lines contiguous, they were nearly expelled from
it by the enerhy, without my troops being called into support, and the attack
was abandoned.
I do not consider that I was in position to say, authoritatively, what was the
exact fault, or who was to blame; whether the fault was in the conception of
the plan or in its execution.
Question. Your command was on the left of the 9th army corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In front of the enemy's works 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Had you any orders to attack the enemy on your front at the time
General Burnside made his assault 1
Answer. No, sir, no more than that the batteries in my front and what infantry was there should keep down the fire of the enemy in my front, which
was effectually done. 'rhe enemy did not use his guns in our front to any
extent.
Question. Did the enemy in your front join in the attack upon the troops of
the 9th corps while in the crater 1
Answer. I think not; I think they took no part in that attack.
Question. Have you any knowledge of what troops of the enemy on the left
of the ninth corps were used to oppose our troops in the crater 1
Answer. I have no knowledge; but I have undeTstood that they came from
west of the lead works to the left of my corps. It was a part of the general
order that our cavalry should go around and attack the enemy in that position,
but they did not get there.
Question. That is a matter of which you had no especial charge ?
Answer. No, sir. My place in the programme was rather insignificant, so far
as any knowledge of the affair .was concerned.
Question. How were you to support the assault of General Burnside 1
Answer. To follow his column.
Question. Was any place assigned to you particularly 1
Answer. I was to have followed on as soon as I could. My troops were
closed up on General Burnside's left, and as soon as his troops had got out of
the way I was to follow on. The kind of support I should have rendered
would have depended upon circumstances, and what General Burnside called
upon me to do ; for his being in command at the time, and directing the
attack, we were to receive instructions from him as to where he wanted support,
and how and when.
Question. Did you receive any instructions to obey General Burnside's orders
as to the time when you were to assist him, and how 1
Answer. I did not get any instructions to obey his orders specially; I would
have done that by virtue of his rank on the ground, without any special instructions.
Question. I understand your statement to be that no part of the troops of the
enemy in your immediate front were used in assaulting our troops in the crater,
but that you held them in that part of their lines.
Answer. I think none were.
Question. Had you means of ascertaining certainly in regard to that matter 1
6
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Answer. As much as anybody in our army had, unless the enemy could have
moved right from under my eyes without my seeing them. We did not any of us
know how much covered way they had. But I am quite well satisfied that they
did not take part in the attack.
Question. Do you know how long it was after our troops entered the crater
before the enemy opened fire on them from the left, or opposite your front 1 I
understand that from the time of the explosion of the mine everything was quiet
for a time, and that our troops crossed over from our lines to the crater without
any guns being fired upon them at all, and that the troops of the enemy did not
rally immediately after our troops entered the crater.
·
Answer. Judging from what I saw, I think the enemy opened fire on the left
of General Burnside's line immediately after the troops started. I think that
one or two guns there were fired upon the crater, and I do not know but they
opened fire from the right ; I do not know about that.
Question. Was there any fire opened from Cemetery hill1
Answer. There was a thirty-pounder battery there, or one or two 4~-inch
guns upon the ridge, that firerl all around ; they kept firing almost all day-at
least I judge so from the shot lying around afterwards. It had not much influence on the affair, however.
Question. Was there any attack upon our troops from the left that amounted
to anything, that you knew of 1
Answer. No, sir ; none at all from the left.
Question. Do you know where the enemy's troops came from that attacked
our troops in the crater 1
Answer. I should think they came nearly in a direct line from this church,
(indicating on the map,] obliquely from General Burnside's right.
Question. At what time did you receive your orders to co-operate in this
assault 1
Answer. In the afternoon of the preceding day.
Question. Were there any reasons why you should not have attacked the
enemy directly in your front 1 I have heard it suggested that the enemy might
have been attacked on the right and left of General Burnside's column.
Answer. It was not a part of the programme.
Question. What I mean is, do you know any reason why it should not have
been a part of the programme 1
Answer. I should say myself that I had no better chance to attack there
after the mine was sprung than I had the day before. I might just as well have
attacked at any other time, and a great deal better a mouth before, because the
enemy had not then so many abatis, or batteries, &c. I fought a battle there
on the 18th of July with all my corps, and with as much vigor as I could, when
the enemy bad had but one day's preparation, and did not succeed. Then they
had had forty-two days' preparation. There was no more reason why I should
have attacked the lines on my front on that day than on any day of the preceding forty-two. I had, with more men, failed in my attack before.
Q.uestion. And that was a reason why you should not have attacked on the
30th 1
Answer. Yes, sir; if I had been asked beforehand I should have said that I
would not advise it. But if I had been ordered to do it I should have done it.
We have had to do a great deal of attacking in this campaign which did not
seem exactly right to those in front; but it had a bearing upon other parts of
the field which we could not understand. One of the most difficult things in a
campaign is to subordinate your own particular ideas to the general plan. We
have learned that now.
Q ut>s tion. You know of no other reason than what you have assigned 1
Answer. No, sir; no other.
Question. What did your corps do on that day 1
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Answer. I do not know that I could say we did anything more than I have
already stated, except to retire to the camp.
By Mr. Chandler :
Question. Will you state what, in your opinion, should have been the manner
in which that assault should have been made 1
...Answer. In my opinion there should have been two independent columns,
perhaps as large as a division each, to have rushed in immediately after the
explosion of the mine, and have swept down the enemy's lines right and left,
clearing away all their artillery and infantry by attacking in the flank and rear.
This would then have allowed the main column to follow on to the main crest
rapidly and without molestation. I believe that insufficient preparation was
made in not making wider covered ways, and in not more thoroughly levelling
our own parapets and removing our own abatis. The consequence was, that
the troops seemed to move very slowly, and went forward very stragglingly,
like a skirmish line. Those that reached the crater apparently huddled into it,
and made no attempt, that I know of, to take the enemy's lines to the right anti
left. 'l'he object of mining the enemy's lines at any one point was evidently
to give the opportunity to take the rest of the enemy's lines in flank and reverse,
and then the troops in front of those lines could move forward. Unless this
part was properly carried out at the breach, all the rest of the forces would
necessarily have to remain quiescent.
Question. lf that had been done, wh.at do you think would have been the
result of the attack 1
..Answer. I think we would undoubtedly have gained the whole of the enemy's
outer lines, and probably Petersburg.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Could they have taken the line of Cemetery hill1
..Answer. The main column should not have been bothered with the flank
movement, but should have gone right on for the hill as soon as the road was
clear; and it would not have been molested if the other had opened out for it.
A similar programme to that was sketched in the order issued by General Hunt
to the artillery, though I believe it was not in the general instructions. It was,
probably, such an obvious matter that it was not thought worth while to
specify it.
Question. In regard to the levelling of the parapets (and removing the abatis,
preparatory to the assault, could that have been done with ordinary prudence,
or would it have cost an unusual loss of life 1
Answer. It should have been done at any hazard. If that could not be done
the whole thing would be a failure.
Question. Did not the success of a movement of this kind depend upon its
being a surprise, and the celerity with which the necessary operations were
carried out 1
..Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. The lines of the two - armies . being so near each other, as they
were, would not any attempt to remove the abatis and lower the parapets to
any considerable extent have attracted the attention of the enemy, and put him
on his guard 1
..Answer. The whole thing, except making the covered ways, could have been
done in half an hour, and that time would not have benefited the enemy
much. In fact, the more men he had got into the mine, the more would have
been blown up.
Question. What delay actually occurred after the explosion of the mine in
the movement of the assaulting column, in consequence of the insufficient preparations?
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Answer. What I meant was that the whole thing seemed to move slowly,
and the men to straggle along up.
Question. Did you understand the delay to be occasioned by the failure to
remove the abatis and to lower the parapets 1
Answer. That was a part of it. I also said that the covered ways should
have been very much wider; that was a very important part of it; that was
inside of our own lines. The rear of General Burnside's troops had not got
done moving to the front, when the head of the column was repulsed. There
was no lack of troops, for there was no space for them to go up. If I had been
there myself, I should have charged the enemy's lines right down to the right
and left at once. If I could not have carried the two batteries each side of me
I should not have tried to do anything else.
Question. Yet you woRld have felt yourself under obli-gations to have obeyed
any special orders to you in regard to your action there 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Even if they had been at variance with your opinion as to what
was judicious to have been done 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but if I had been charged with conducting the assault, and
those things I complain of had existed, I should consider myself personally
blamable for it.
Question. If you had received positive orders to the contrary?
Answer. No, sir; but if I had been charged with assaulting that point, and
I had not cleared away those obstacles, I should have considered myself at
fault.
Question. Was there any failure in the movement on that account 1
Answer. Yes, sir; enough, in my opinion, to have marred any plan.
Question. How long was it from the time of the explosion of the mine until
the head of General Burnside's column was in the crater 1
Answer. That I do not know. I have heard it variously estimated from a
few minutes to an hour. It was in the gray of the morning, and in the smoke,
and I saw nothing of it myself.
Question. What is your opinion based upon, when you say the troops were
delayed 1
Answer. As soon as I could see, I saw them going up in a straggling manner, and the rear of the column was not out of the trenches until the time I
have mentioned. To express to you how it was, the bringing back o£ the
wounded through the covered ways almost stopped the column going to the
front.
Question. That was inside of our lines 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they should not have been allow~d to bring any wounded
men into our lines at that time. Check the advancing column under the fire of
the enemy, and in my opinion it is nearly whipped then.
Question. It is liable to be repulsed 1
Answer. Yes, si~.

Test1"mony

of Brevet Major

General Robert B. Potter.

HEADQUARTERs ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
Bifore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Brevet Major General RoBERT B. PoTTER sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 7
Answer. I am a brigadier general and a brevet major general of volunteers,
commanding the 2d division of the 9th army corps.
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Question. Will you state to the committee, as concisely as possible, what you
know in relation to the springing of the mine and assault upon the enemy's
works on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. About the 24th of June, I should think, the idea. of mining unde1·
the enemy's works in my immediate front was suggested to me; in fact, I had
thought of it before, and several other~ had thought of the same thing. Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants, commanding the 48th Pennsylvania volunteers, came
to my quarters and suggested to me that he was familiar with mining. and that
many of tile men in llis regiment were miners, and that they thought they could
undermine one of the enemy's works in my immediate front. After some conversation with him, I wrote a communication to General Burnside, who was
then my corps commander, suggesting this plan of mining the enemy's works,
giving some of the details. The general subsequently sent for me to come to
his headquarters and bring Colonel Pleasants with me, which I did, and we had
an interview with him. Subsequently be notified us that he had submitted the
plan to the general commanding the army of the Potomac, who had approved of
the same, and that we were authorized to undertake the work. We then went to
work and pushed the mine along as well as we could until, about the 17th of
July, we were near the completion of the mine. We were then under the enemy's
works, and were directed to hold up. We did nothing for several days, except
to secure the work we had already performed. Afterwards we were ordered to
go on and finish the work and put in the charge, which was completed about
the 26th or 27th of July. On the 29th of July General Burnside sent me an
order to report at his headquarters. Arriving there I found General Wilcox,
who then commanded the 3d division of the 9th corps. We had some conversation about the explosion of the mine and the proposed attack ; then General
Ledlie, who commanded the 1st division, was sent for. The general plan of the
attack, as proposed by General Burnside, was explained to us. While this interview was going on, General Meade, accompanied by General Ord and some
staff officers, arrived there and had some conversation of a general nature.
General Meade stated, to some extent, his ideas as to what ought to be done.
They left, I think, to look at the position. It was understood that General
Ord's troops were to come up to support the a.tt.ack and to relieve a portion of
our corps. Shortly afterwards, General Meade returned. At that time General
Burnside, I presume, had made all the suggestions he wished in regard to the
attack, and the only question was as to what troops should lead the attack.
General Burnside suggested that, as we were all in the same position, the fairest
way to decide the matter was by lot, which was accordingly done. By that
decision General Ledlie was to lead the advance with his division, General Wilcox was to follow with his division, and I was to follow with my division after
General Wilcox. rrhe colored division of General l!,errero, who was not present at the time-General White was then temporarily in command of the
division-was to come in last. The theory of the attack was, that after the
explosion of the mine the leading division should advance immediately through
the breach made in the enemy's works and attempt to seize the crest of the hill
beyond, known as Cemetery hill ; General Wilcox was then to follow through
the breach and deploy on the left of the leading division and attempt to seize
the line of the plank road; my division was to pass to the right of General Ledlie's .division and form, so as to protect his right flank, on the line of a ravine
which ran to the right, .a nd which it was supposed it would be difficult to cross;
then the division of General Ferrero, which was composed exclusively of colored
troops, was to advance in case we secured a lodgement there, pass over the line of
General Led1ie's division, and make an immediate assault on the town of Petersburg.
Some time in the course of the evening of the 29th of July, I think about
nine o'clock, we received General Meade's written order, and an order from
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Question.
know in relation to the springing of the mine and assault upon the enemy's
works on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. About the 24th of June, I should think, the idea of mining under
the enemy's works in my immediate front was suggested to me; in fact, I had
thought of it before, and several other~ had thought of the same thing. Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants, commanding the 48th Pennsylvania volunteers, came
to my quarters and suggested to me that he was familiar with mining, and that
many of the men in his regiment were miners, and that they thought they could
undermine one of the enemy's works in my immediate front. After some conversation with him, I wrote a communication to G eneral Burnside, who was
then my corps commander, suggesting this plan of mining the enemy's works,
giving some of the details. The general subsequently sent for me to come to
his headquarters and bring Colonel Pleasants with me, which I did, and we had
an interview with him. Subsequently he notified us that he had submitted the
plan to the general commanding the army of the Potomac, who had approved of
the same, and that we were authorized to undertake the work. We then went to
work and pushed the mine along as well as we could until, about the 17th of
July, we were near the completion of the mine. We were then under the enemy's
works, and were directed to hold up. We did nothing for several days, except
to secure the work we had already performed. Afterwards we were ordered to
go on and finish the work and put in the charge, which was completed about
the 26th or 27th of July. On the 29th of July General Burnside sent me an
order to report at his headquarters. Arriving there I found General Wilcox,
who then commanded the 3d division of the 9th corps. We had some conversation about the explosion of the mine and the proposed attack ; then General
Ledlie, who commanded the 1st division, was sent for. The general plan of the
attack, as proposed by General Burnside, was explained to us. While this interview was going on, General Meade, accompanied by General Ord and some
staff officers, arrived there and had some conversation of a general nature.
General Meade stated, to some extent, his ideas as to what ought to be done.
They left, I think, to look at the position. It was understood that General
Ord's troops were to come up to support the attack and to relieve a portion of
our corps. Shortly afterwards, General Meade returned. At that time General
Burnside, I presume, had made all the suggestions he wished in regard to the
attack, and the only question was as to what troops should lead the attack.
General Burnside suggested that, as we were all in the same position, the fairest
way to decide the matter was by lot, which was accordingly done. By that
decision General Ledlie was to lead the advance with his division, General Wilcox was to follow with his division, and I was to follow with my division after
General Wilcox. rrhe colored division of General :11-,errero, who was not present at the time-General White was then temporarily in command of the
division-was to come in last. The theory of the attack was, that after the
explosion of the mine the leading division should advance immediately through
the breach made in the enemy's works and attempt to seize the crest of the hill
beyond, known as Cemetery hill ; General Wilcox was then to follow through
the breach and deploy on the left of the leading division and attempt to seize
the line of the plank road; my division was to pass to the right of General Ledlie's division and form, so as to protect his right flank, on the line of a ravine
which ran to the right, .and which it was supposed it would be difficult to cross;
then the division of General Ferrero, which was composed exclusively of colored
troops, was to advance in case we secured a lodgement there, pass over the line of
General Ledlie's division, and make an immediate assault on the town of Petersbmg.
Some time in the course of the evening of the 29th of July, I think about
nine o'clock, we received General Meade's written order, and an order from
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General Burnside in conformity thereto. The general detail of those orders
was in conformity with the plan that had been suggested.
During the afternoon previous I had sent for my brigade commanders and explained the plan of attack to them, and directed them where to mass their troops,
so that they should be prepared. One of my brigades, which held the trenches
immediately in front of the mine, and e~tending around to the Norfolk railroad,
was to have been relieved by a division of GeP.eral Ord's command, commanded
by General Carr. Owing to the darkness of the night, or to some other cause,
only two regiments of this division of General Carr had arrived by 12 o'clock
at night. General Carr himself then came to my headquarters and told me that
his division had got astray. I told him that as soon as it came up he should
relieve me. He relieved a small portion of my line to the right. About two
o'clock in the morning, finding that my division had not been relieved, I wrote
to General Burm~ide, and suggested to him that, as my troops had not been
relieved, it would, perhaps, not be safe to take all the troops out of the trenches ;
that I would relieve a portion of the brigade in the trenches, clear the trenches
immediately in front of the mined work, leaving a strong picket line there, and
mass that portion of the brigade relieved with the rest of the division.
About three o'clock in the morning, just as I was getting on my horse, General Carr came to me and said that he hacl found the rest of his troops, and that
they would be up in half an hour. I told him) thought it would be too late
then to change the programone. The time fixed for the explosion of the mine
was, I think, half past three o'clock. I had my troops massed-those that were
ont of the trenches-on the right-hand side of the covered way that led from
the rear of the line down to my line immediately in front of the mine.
The troops of General Wilcox were massed immediately on my left. General
Ferrero's troops, I believe, were to General Wilcox's left and rear. General
Ord's troops were massed mostly in a wooda, some 500 or 600 yards. in rear of
where I had my troops massed. I had one regiment, which had been engaged
in making the mine, which I had received orders not to put in the attaGk unless it was absolutely necessary. That regiment was in the rear, and I was
using them as a provost guard. I had a small regiment as an engineer regiment, provided with levelling tools, &c.
'rhe mine failed to explode at the time fixed. I waited for some time, and
finally sent to inquire what was the matter. In the mean time I received areport from the officer in charge of the mine, Colonel Pleasants, that the fuze had
gone out, and that an officer and a sergeant had volunteered to go in and light it
again. At this time it had become day light, but the enemy showed no indications
of having discovered the dispositions we had made for the attack. I immediately
rt'pOl'ted the facts to my superior. I think it wa~ about a quarter before five
o'clock that the explosion took place. It was then broad daylight. Immediately
all our batteries opened.
Finding that my column did not advance, as I had ordered, I sent to find out
what was the difficulty. Before I got a report, however, Colonel Pleasants came
back and told me that the first division had advanced across to the enemy's
works, and had got into the crater of the mine and halted there, checking all the
rest of the column. This report I sent to General Burnside. At the same
time I seut an order to the commanding officer of my first brigade-the leading
brigade-General Griffin, to advance to the right of the mine, if possible, and
make an attack there on his own account; that it was important to press forward as quickly as possible before the enemy recovered.
About midnight of the night before, I had, on my own responsibility, given
an order to General Griffin to deploy a line of skirmishers, who were to advance
to the right of where we were expected to make an attack, and, if they found
the enemy were stunned by the explosion, not to wait for the advance of the
other troops, but he wal:l to push ahead immediately with his brigade, and make
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a lodgement to the right. I impressed upon him the importance of time, for the
success of this movement depended mainly upon its being a surprise.
In consequence of that order, as soon as General Griffin found that the division
of General Ledlie was in the mine, he advanced his skirmishers, and followed
with his brigade. The smoke which arose from the explosion, and the immense
cloud of dust which hung over the place, made it almost impossible to see anything, and ' to some extent some of the leading regiments of his troops and those
of General Ledlie's division got mixed up.
.
The confusion was increased to some extent by the colonel of one of the leading regiments being killed immediately after they struck the crater of the mine,
or the lines of the enemy's works.
Colonel White, who led the advance, and who was taken prisoner on that
occasion, advanced promptly through the line of the enemy's works, and turned
to the right as he was ordered. Meeting with some opposition, and finding that
the division of General Ledlie was not advancing, he halted, and sent back for
orders. I was still urging General Griffin to press forward as rapidly as
possible.
As soon, I suppose, as my report could have reached General Burnside that
the troops of General Ledlie had halted at the crater, he sent me a verbal order
by an aide-de-camp to the effect that I was to advance, instead of going where
I had intended, and attempt to carry the hill in front of the mine. This order
I immediately communicated to my subordinate commanders, and gave such
orders as were necessary to alter the disposition of the troops, and endeavored
to push my column forward. But the difficulty wc1ich I had apprehended immediately occurred, viz: that as soon as we advanced into the opening in the
enemy's lines we found it filled with men. The troops were thrown into confusion, and it was impossible to do anything with them.
By this time, which was probably a half or three-quarters of an hour after
the explosion of the mine, the enemy had recovered from the apparent panic inte
which they had been thrown, and had opened their batteries and concentrated
their fire upon this point. There was a very severe fire. The worst fire I saw
came from the right. T11ere was a battery there behind some timber which it
was very difficult for our batteries to reach. I ordered my own batteries to turn
their whole attention to that one, but it apparently produced no effect at all.
rrhe affair went on in this way for some time. We were endeavoring to press
ahead. I got three or four of my regiments across and beyond this line of the
enemy's works, and was getting them into pretty good shape. I was convinced
that something must be done to create a diversion ~nd distract the enemy's
attention from this point. I accordingly gave orders to Colonel Bliss, who commanded my second brigade, to send two of his regiments to support General
Griffin, and to take the remainder of his brigade and make an attack on the
right. Subsequently it was arranged that the two regiments going to the support of General Griffin should pass into the crater, turn to the right, and sweep
down the right of the enemy's works. rl'his order was carried out. · Colonel
Bliss was partially successful, and we got possession of the line of the enemy's
works to the right of the crater for the space of 200 or 300 yards, and one of
my regiments got up within twenty or thirty yards of this battery which I was
anxious to silence.
At this time I wrote a despatch to General Burnside, in which I stated that
it was my opinion from what I had seen, and from the reports which I had received from my subordinate officers, that too many men were being forced in
at this one point; that the troops there being in confusion, it was absolutely
necessary that an attack should be made from some other point of the line, in
order to divert the enemy's attention, and give us time to straighten out our
line a little. To that despatch I never 1·eceived any answer.
I kept receiving these orders to push our men forward as fast as I could .
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That in substance was about all the orders I received that day, up to the time
of the withdrawal.
Some little time after this I received a copy of an order, which seemed to
be a general order to division commanders, to the effect that we should attack
at once with all our force, or press ahead with all our force at once, or something of that kind. I was at that time doing all I could to press my division
forward, and consequently gave very little attention to this order, as I felt satisfied I was already doing my own duty in regard to it. It did not occur to
me to reflect what effect that order would have upon the other divisions; but
soon after this, as I was going back to report to General Burnside, I heard
cheering, and turned around and saw the division of colored troops coming up
to make an attack. They were advancing some distance to my left, moving
obliquely to the right, and running parallel to the enemy's lines, who were firing
on them. They then attempted to ad vance forward through the crater of the
mine, and then to the right, where most of my men were ; some of those troops
halted when they found the other troops lying down; some of them advanced
up to the ground where my men were, and formed in among them.
This added somewhat to the confusion. '.rhe colored troops made a very
spirited attack, and behaved remarkably well while coming up. But the place
they came into was a place where we could hardly hope for any success, because
the troops were so much broken up. They got up, gained some little ground,
and then some time elapsed in trying to straighten out the men who had got
confused.
I went on immediately to try and find General Burnside, and ask him not to
send any more men there. When I did find him General Ord was at the same
place. Just as I commenced·to speak to him some coufusion arose, and I immediately turned back and found that this division of colored troops had given
way and was coming back. I went then to look after my own division. No
effort that I am a ware of was made after that for the renewal of the attack at
that point, more than the general order to press our troops forward.
I was in conversation with General Burnside, to whom I had again returned,
for I wanted to withdraw one of my brigades, the one under Colonel Bliss,
and make an attack still further to the right. I thought that by attacking on
the other side of the ravine, I could burst through the line and get iu rear of
the battery which was annoying me, and relieve my troops in that way. General Burnside told me that he had received an order to prepare for the withdrawal of his troops, and that I should not take any steps until he had seen
General Meade.
We did nothing more then except to bold our position until I received an
order from General Burnsiile to report at his headquarters. General Ord's command was withdrawing at this time. I went there and had some conversation
with him as to our position, &c., as to the practical difficulties in withdrawing
our troops, and also the advantage of holding .the position we had already
gained.
·
We were then ordered to make arrangements for withdrawing our troops.
Before I got back to my division-in fact, I think before I left General Burnside's headquarters-the enemy made an attack on us and forced our troops out
of the position we had gained, and we then resumed our old position.
Question. Do you know the cause of the delay in the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the fuzes went out where they were spliced.
Question. Do you know the cause of that 1
Answer. I do not; I think there were three of the Gomez fuze; I subsequently inquired, but could not find out definitely what was the difficulty. 'rhe
fuze, where it went out, did not seem to be wet, or anything like that, but had
probably absorbed some of the dampness of the air. The charging of the
mine, &c., was not strictly in accordance with the rules of engineering. The
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charge was larger than that laid down in the books, and the arrangement, in
some respects, was different. My recollection is, that from where the charge
was tamped there was about forty feet length of fuze. The mine was about
one hundred and thirty yards long. Of course it required some time before a
man would make up his mind that the explosion would fail, and before he
would go in the mine to examine, and it took some little time to readjust it.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. You say you think there were three fuzes ; have you any personal
knowledge of the number of fuzes 1
Answer. No, sir, I have not.
Question. At the commencement of your testimony you say it was determined by lot which division of General Burnside's corps ·should lead the
_ advance; do you know any reason why the colored division should not have
led that advance?
Answer. General Burnside was very anxious to have the colored division
lead the advance on that occasion. We had been discussing this thing a long
time. '!'he reason why that divisiotJ. was not allowed to lead the advance was
this : The morning that General Meade came with General Ord to General
Burnside's headquarters we were discussing the plan of this attack under the
theory that the colored division was going to take the lead. General Meade
!'laid, "I saw General Grant, arid he agrees with me that it will not do to put
the colored division in the lead." The reason why they were not put in was
because General Meade would not permit it.
Question. Were those colored troops defective in any respect 1
Answer. Not at all, that I know of, except that they had never been tried in
·action.
Question. Do you know whether they had been drilled with a view to
making this assault?
Answer. Yes, sir, I had seen them drilling, and had discussed the matter
with General Ferrero, and had seen the plan for the assault.
Question. I will ask you, as a military man, whether those colored troops
were competent to make that assault at that time 1
Answer. In my opinion they were the most fit troops in the corps, at that
time, to make that assault.
Question. What kind of service had the white troops been rendering 1 Was
it, or not, of an exhaustive nature, tending to reduce the morale and spirit of
the troops in reference to making an assault at that time 1
Answer. The white troops of the corps had been in the trenches from the 19th
of June under the immediate fire of the enemy, which at that time was very severe ..
Our losses were very considerable indeed. '!'he weather was very hot, and the
labor of building warks, &c., was very exhaustive. Ia. fact, the troops were in
very bad condition phys~cally. The losses on the line around Petersburg at
that time, from ·the heavy fire of the enemy, were principally confined, I think,
to the ninth and eighteenth corps. Before taking up this position they had been
very heavily engaged on the 17th and 18th of J nne, and bad lost very heavily.
Question. What was the spirit of the troops, owing to this exhaustive laborhigher or lower than was usual with that command 1
Answer. I think it was lower than usual with them.
Question. What bad the colored troops been doing 1
Answer. They had been in the rear. I do not think they had been doing
anything in particular. They had principally been drilling with a view to
making this assault. They slashed considerable timber and built some works
on the left.
Ques~ion. Was their morale high or low, comparatively speaking 1
Answer. As far as I could judge it was very good.
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Question. What troops of the enemy were they who fired upon our troops as
they entered the crater 1 And how long was it from the time our troops
entered the crater of the mine until the enemy opened fire upon them 1
Answer. The musketry fire opened immediately; the enemy's artillery did
not reply for some time; I think it was fifteen or twenty minutes before I
noticed any artillery firing.
Question What troops of the enemy opened fire 1
Answer. The troops occupying that line of works.
Question. Do you know of any reason why our troops upon the right of General Burnside's line did not attack the troops of the enemy opposite to them 1
Answer. I do not know any reason, except from hearsay.
Question. Do you know of any military reason why they should not have
been ordered to do so 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Was there any military obstruction or obstacle that would have
rendered it injudicious to have given such an order 1
Answer. Not that I could see. The enemy's works were very strong; I cannot say anything more than that.
•
Question. That you may understand the object I have in view in making
these inquiries, I will say that I understand the lines of the two armies, where
the mine was, were opposed to each other and about a hundred yards apart, and
it was the business of those confronting each other to hold their respective lines 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Now at the time that General Burnside made his assault, was it
judicious for the commands on his right and left to have attacked the enemy's
troops in their immediate front; and to have kept them engaged so as to prevent
their firing upon General Burnside's advancing column 1
Answer. In my opinion it was.
Question. Do you know of any military reason why such orders might not
have been judiciously given 1
Answer. I think it probable that our line to the right was rather weakly held.
Question. Who was in command on the right 1
Answer. I think that General Matt's division of General Hancock's corps
occupied the line to our right. 'l,he troops of General Ord which had been holding the line to our right had been massed to support this attack, and the position they had held had been taken by this division of General Mott, which I
think had been drawn from the north side of the James for the purpose of relieving General Ord's troops. The explosion of the mine and the assault following it had been preceded by a diversion by General Hancock upon the north
side of the James. General Hancock himself that day was on that part of our
line, to the right.
Question. Were the troops under his command brought into action that day
in any way?
Answer. Not that I am aware of.
Question. At what time did you receive orders to withdraw your command
from that assault 1
Answer. I think it must have been about mid-day.
Question. Do you, as a military man, think that any advantage could have
been gained by continuing the contest longer on that day 1 ·
Answer. Not at that point.
Question. Would a longer continuance of the contest, with the troops capable of fighting, have been of any benefit in relieving those in the crater of the
mine from the confusion into which they had been thrown 1
Answer . .A. demonstration on our right and left I think w0uld have relieved us.
Question. Was it possible to have made that demonstration with any troops
that were available at that time 1
Answer. I think so.
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Colonel Charles G. Loring.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Bifore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Lieutenant Colonel CHARLES G. LoRING sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. Lieutenant colonel and assistant inspector general of the 9th army
corps.
Question. Did you hold that position on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. I did.
Question. Will you state concisely the facts within your knowledge in relation to the assault made by the 9th corps on that day 1
Answer. I had made, with Colonel Van Buren, the position of the enemy a
subject of special study; and therefore, on that occasion, I volunteered to go in
with the first division that was to go in. The plan of the attack was changed
from that first decided upon by General Burnside. His plan had been to have
the colored division, under General Ferrero, lead the assault, and to have the
attack made with a certain formation of the troops engaged. Both of those
points were countermanded on the day previous to the actual assault. The
reason for selecting the colored troops to lead in the assault, I suppose, was in some
slight measure due to an opinion I had expressed, as follows: Some time previous to the intended assault I officially informed General Burnside that, in my
opinion, the white troops of his corps were not in a fit condition to make the
assault; that many of them had been for six weeks in close proximity to the
enemy's lines, within one hundred and thirty yards; that all of them had been
very near the enemy's fire; and that when troops are exposed~ as they were,
day and night for six weeks to an incessant fire, it is impossible that they
should have the same spirit as fresh troops. In addition to that, before sitting
down before the enemy's lines, they had been very much worn by the long and
arduous campaign, in which, as I considered, the 9th corps had performed more
arduoufl services than the other corps. But even if they had been fresh when
tbey had arrived before Petersburg, the experience of those six weeks-during
which they had beeiL under fire day and night without cessation, so that it was
impos-sible to get to the rear even to attend to the calls of nature without being
exposed to being killed on the spot; during which period their losses had averaged over thirty (30) per day, amounting in the whole to one man in eightwas enough at least to weaken the zeal of the men. For this reason, principally, General Burnside selected to lead t.he assault the colored division, which
up to that time had never been under any serious fire. Parts of it had been
engaged in one or two little skirmishes, but the division had never been under
any serious fire. That division was, therefore, selected upon the principle that
fresh troops are much better to make an assault than old but worn-out troops.
rrhis plan was changed at noon of the day previous to the aflsault, and the
first division of white troops, under General Ledlie, was selected to lead the
attack the next morning.
At about half past two o'clock of the morning of the 30th I went with General Ledlie down to the front line, and we took our position very near the line,
close in rear of it, with his division, waiting for the mine to explode. There
was a delay of perhaps three-quarters of an hour in the explosion of the
mine. But I do not think tke enemy discovered at all that we had made
any unusual preparations. As soon as the explosion took place the division
started to go in. But it was not with the formation that General Burnside had
desired, nor with exactly the same object. General Burnside's plan had been
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to throw in a column, the two leading regiments of which were to wh eel, the
one to th e right and the other to the left, and sweep down the enemy's lines on
either side, while the main body were to press on to the top of the bill beyond
the crater of the mine. This formation, as I understand, was altered by orders
from headquarters. The first brigade that went in started from our lines in
three lin es, with instructions to the brigade commander, as also to the commander of the second brigade, to push on at once for the top of Cemetery hill.
I crossed over myself while the brigade which started second (heing the first
brigade) was passing out of our lines, and went into the crater of the mine,
where I found the brigade that first started (being the second brigade) crowded
together. The crater presented an obstacle of fearful magnitude. I suppose it
was a hole of about 200 feet in length, by perhaps 50 or 60 feet in width, and
nearly 30 feet in depth. r.I'he sides of it were composed of jagged masses of
clay projecting from loose sand. The upper surface had been of sa.nd, with a
lower stratum of clay. It was an obstacle which it was perfectly impossible for
any military organization to pass over intact, even if not exposed to fire. The
whole brigade was broken up in confusion, and had utterly lost its organization.
The officers were endeavoring to reform their men, but it was an exceedingly
difficult operation. I remained there for about ten minutes. By that time the
rest of the division had come up, and the whole of the first division was in the
crater. or lines immediately adjoining. It was all in the same confused condition.
I went back to report to General Ledlie the condition his division was in, and
to see if he could not rectify it. I then went up and told General Burnside of
the state of affairs. From that time forward my position was mostly near General Ledlie in our old front line. As to what occurred with General Potter's
division I cannot say, as that was some distance from where we were placed.
Nor did I have any particular connexion with any other transactions until the
ordering in of the colored division, which I think took place about half past
seven o'clock. I cannot be precise as to the time, for I have not my notes with
me. The troops in the crater of the mine had remained in confusion. They had
spread themselves for a short distance both on the right and left of the crater,
though it was exceedingly difficult for them to do so. The lines of the enemy
were found to be of the most intricate nature. r.I'here was one uniform front line;
then in the rear there were various lines, traverses between them, and bombproofs. It was more like a honey-comb than anything that can he seen on our
lines; so that it was exceedingly difficult for troops to spread themselves either
way, either to the right or to the left. It had to be done, not by any movement
of a mass of troops, but by hand-to-hand fighting. All that I know of what took
place beyond those lines I know from hearsay only, as the lines were so high.as
to cut off the view. I know from reports brought to me by others that our
troops made several attempts to get up the hill, but I did not see that myself.
Nothing especial occurred, so far as I saw, until about half past seven o'clock,
when the colored division was ordered in. At that time I was standing in our
front line. General Ferrero, who commanded the colored division, was standing
near me when the order was brought to him, by one of General Burnside's staff,
to lead his division also into the crater, and to push for the top of the hill. The
order struck me as being so unfortnnate that I took the liberty to countermand
it on the spot. General Ferrero hesitated, as he said here was a positive order
from General Burnside. I told him that I was the senior staff-officer present,
and that, in General Burnside's name, I would countermand the order until I
could go up and inform General Burnside of the state of affairs. ,
I went up and represented to General Burnside that this colored division could
not be expected to pass the lines of the old troops ; that it was impossible to
expect green troops to succeed where old troops had failed before them; and
furthermore that, instead of accomplishing any good result, they would only
throw into confusion the white troops that were already in that line and holding
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it. General Burnside did not reply to me, as he usually does to his staff officers,
by stating his reasons for disagreeing with them, but simply repeated his previous order.
That evening, after the affair was all over, General Burnside showed me a
written order from GPneral Meade, directing him to throw in all his troops and
push for the top of Cemetery hill; and he added that under those instructions
he felt that he could not have done otherwise than he did.
The colored division went in very gallantly indeed. The fire of the enemy,
at t4at time, was exceedingly heavy, especially from some batteries in a ravine
on the right, and also from some batteries qn our left. There was consequently
a cross-fire directed upon the ground over which the colored division had to
pass. Besides that, they were exposed to a cross-fire of infantry.
They went in very gallantly. I think it was about half an hour after that
that they came running back in confusion. I understood that not only were
they driven back in confusion, but it entailed also a heavy loss upon the white
troops then in the enemy's line of works, and who came out with the colored
troops.
I remained at the front until towards noon, when General Burnside ordered
all his division commanders to report at his headquarters, he having received a
per8mptory order to cease aggressive operations and withdraw his troops. He
directed me to carry the order down to the front line, and to send it in to the
troops that were in the crater. I think the officer who carried the order to the
hrigade commanders of General Potter's division was the only officer who succeeded in getting in. The order was sent in, and indorsements were put upon
it by the various brigade commanders then in the crater. One only advised
waiting until night; the others advised immediate evacuation when they found
that it was intended by the general commanding that the line should be evacuated, and not permanently held .
.After General Burnside had received the order that offensive movements
should cease, and while his men were yet struggling in the crater, the troops of
General Ord, stationed in rear of the mine as a support to the 9th corps, were
the greater part withdrawn, and in such way as to disclose the movement to the
enemy.
Soon after this order came in the enemy prepared another charge, and the
brigade commanders decided to evacuate at once, which was done, leaving, I
believe, many in the crater, who were taken prisoners.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What troops went into the crater of the mine besides those of
General Ledlie's division 1
.Answer. General Ledlie's division was to go in first; the whole of that division went into the crater, or lines immediately adjoining. General Potter's
division was to go in next, but to go in on the right of the other. I did not see
them, and I do not know how many of them went into the crater. I simply
saw the head of the column going in. I understood that they all went into the
enemy's lines, but I cannot say positively about that. General Wilcox's division also went in, at the same place where General Ledlie's division went in.
I think four of his regiments-! am not sure of the number-failed "to get in.
In starting from our line, they bore off too much to the left and came back to
our own line, and did not go in. I think that, with that exception, the whole
of General Wilcox's division went into the enemy's lines. 'l1he regiments of his
division went in at different times, not as a division, but disjointedly. .A.nd at
half past seven, about two hours and a half after the mine exploded, the whole
of the colored division went in at the same point.
Question. How many of those troops gained the high ground beyond the
crater, within the enemy's lines-the ground outside of the crated
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Answer. I cannot say how many. They made a great many attempts to
charge up the hill, but how far they reached I cannot say, because I was not
with them. I was not in the crater at the time they made any of their charges;
only those on the spot could answer that question.
Question. Are you able to state how many of our troops were in the crater at
the time the order to retreat was given 1
Answer. I am not.
Question. Can you tell what the men were doing in the crater from the time
General Ledlie's division entered it until the order to withdraw was given 1
Answer. '!'hey immediately prepared the ground in front to protect themselves,
and those who had arms and ammunition prepared to defend themselves. ·
Question. That would only be one line at the lips of the crater?
Answer. Yes, sir; and they also held a long stretch of the enemy's lines, to
the right and left of the crater.
Question. What troops 1
Answer. General Potter's troops held the line on the right, and General Wilcox's troops that on the left.
Question. Were those lines held by troops that had originally gone into the
crater of the mine 1
Answer. No, sir; almost all of the first division were collected together in
the crater; some few of them were on the right; the most of General Potter's
command were on the right; almost all of General Wilcox's command were on
the left; some few of them were also in the crater, Two guns of the enemy
were dug out of the ruins and turned against the enemy. At one time we
held at least 400 or 500 yards of the enemy's lines, the crater in about the
centre.
Question. Do you know where the troops of the enemy opposed to our troops
in the crater were brought from 1
Answer. When the column first went into the crater there was very little opposition. But the enemy's infantry remained within their lines within 200 feet
of the crater; I myself saw them within 200 feet of the crater. '.rhey remained there when we went in, until gradually driven out, man by man, and
our line spread in that way. After we had been there some time the enemy
brought some troops to the top of the hill. 'rhere were two slight earthworks
there in which they had mounted field-pieces, which fired shrapnell and canister all the morning. 'I'hey came to the top of the hill, and then down a covered
way which was on the right, which covered way they used as a breastwork.
It connected with their lines, and from that they fired the whole time.
Question. Was there any eminence which commanded the crater, or were our
men in the crater protected 1
Answer. 'I'he men in the crater could be protected from direct fire by standing down in the bottom of it, but those standing on the top of the crater were
exposed to a steady :fire of canister from the hill beyond, which was decidedly
higher than the crater, and the enemy brought their mortars to bear upon the
crater, so as to drop their shells right over it.
Question. If I understood you rightly, you stated that on the day before the
assault the plan of attack, as well as the tactical arrangement of the troops,
were changed 1
Auswer. Yes, sir.
Question. By what kind of an order, verbal or written; and by whom was
the order given 1
Answer. So far as I know it was only a verbal order. General Meade came
to General Burn·side's headquarters at about noon of the day previous to the
assault, and there gave the order.
Question. Did you hear General Meade give the order 1
Answer. I was not present.
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Question. Then all you know about it is from information derived from others 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By 1\fr. Chandler:
Question. Do you know the cause of the delay in the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. While we were waiting there I wrote to Colonel Pleasants, asking
the cause of the delay. He replied to me that the fuze had gone out at a place
where it had been spliced together; that he had sent •some one in to rectify itto rejoin it and relight it-and that it would go off at a certain time which
he named, which time it did go off.
Question. Were there one or more fuzes 1
Answer. I think there were two laid, but I am not certain.
Question. You have no personal knowledge of that 1
Answer. No, sir. I wish to say a word iu relation to the enemy's artillery
fire. I understand an officer of high authority has said that the enemy's artillery fire was silenced during the latter part of that affair. I can only say that
it is the opinion of one who could not have been in the front line that day. I
was myself in our front line, except for the short time that I was in the crater,
and the short time when I went to report to General Burnside on two or three
occasions; with those exceptions, I was in the front line the whole of that
morning, and I know that the enemy kept up a very steady and heavy fire of
artillery from both the left and right, raking the whole of the ground from our
line to the crater of the mine; and further, that from the hill in front of the
crater they kept up a steady stream of shrapuell and canister, whenever any
demonstration was made by our troops. I can testify to this very positively,
as I was present on the spot.

Testimony

of

Brevet Lieutenant Colonel J. L. Van Buren.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

B(fore Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel J. L. VAN BuR~N sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major and additional aide-de-camp, and brevet lieutenant
colonel.
Question. What was your position on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. Major, and aide-de-camp on the staff of l\fajor General Burnside,
then commanding the 9th corps.
Question. Will you state, as concisely as possible, what you know in regard
to the action of ~hat day 1
Answer. On the night before the assault I was detailed by General Burnside
to be with General Potter, who commanded the second division of the 9th corps.
There was a staff officer detailed to each division. I reported to General Potter
about half past two o'clock on Saturday morning, the day of the assault, and
went with him to the front line where the reserves were massed. On the way
there we met an officer from Colonel Pleasants, who reported that the mine had
been fired and would explode at 3.41 a. m. After waiting a certain time and hearing no explosion, General Potter sent down to inquire about it, and I went over
and reported to General Burnside that General Potter had sent down. I then
returned to General Potter. An officer from Colonel Pleasants reported that
the fuze had gone out, but he had had it relighted, and the mine would explode
in a certain number of minutes. I went back to General Burnside and reported
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this to him, and to Captain Jay, of General Meade's staff, who had been sent
by General Meade to ascertain the cause of the delay in the explosion ; and
while I was there, at 4.42 a. m., the mine exploded. I then returned to General Potter, and remained with him I should suppose for one hour, reporting to General Burnside by letter any information that came to me in regard to General Potter's troops. General Potter's division was the second
in the order of attack in the assault that followed the explosion. About
seven o'clock I told General Potter I thought I would go down myself and see
what I could ascertain, and I went down to our front line. While I was there
Captain H arris, of our staff, came and asked for General Ledlie, who commanded
the division that led the assault; I told him I was just going over to the crater,
and would take over any orders to him. Captain Harris had orders from
General Burnside that General ;Ledlie must push forward his division at once.
I went over to the crater, but did not find General Ledlie there; I saw his
two brigade commanders, General Bartlett and Colonel Marshall, and communicated the orders to them ; soon afterwards a staff officer came in from General
Ledlie with the same orders. After some little delay Colonel Marshall said to me
that he did not think he 'Could advance from where he was; that the enemy were
on his flank. I told him I would go down with him and look at his line. As
you go out of the crater of the mine you come into a labyrinth of bomb-proofs
and magazines with passages between. 'l'he enemy's rear line was about twentyfive yards in rear of their front line, and between them were these bomb-proofs,
making a very bad place for troops to pass over. In that way for about three
hundred yards our first division was crowded in some confusion; beyond thilil
came the high rear line, and on the other side of that was the enemy's covered
way, and in that the most of General Potter's division. I went down the
line to the right, about three hundred yards, to where the line crooked, and just
the other side of the line were the enemy, and quite sharp firing was going on.
Colonel Marshall told me that he did not see how he could charge with those
men on his flank; I told him that the orders were imperative, and the charge
on the crest must be made. We formed a line of his brigade on the right, and
General Bartlett's brigade on the left, so far as we could on the bad ground, and
charged, but, meeting a very heavy fire, the line broke and fell back. I then
assisted Colonel Marshall in reforming his men. While we were reforming
Colonel Marshall's brigade along the enemy's line the head of the colored division
carne over the crest of the crater right down this line and knocked all to pieces
the formation we had secured. Colonel Bates, in command of one of the colored
regiments, was at the head of this colored column. Colonel Bates apparently
did not know where he was going to strike for. I pointed out a white house on
Cemetery hill as the objective point. It seemed to me that by detaching a
force, and charging down the line at the same time that we charged in front, we
should probably capture the enemy's men on the right who were annoying us.
I started back towards the crater; when I got very near there I saw the movement of this colored column, jumping out hom the enemy's line towards our
line in the rear and striking off towards the right. They carried about two
hundred yards of the enemy's lines, capturing a color and quite a number of
prisoners. I went with them as far as they went, and then came back to the
crater to see the officers there. Just as I got to the crater the second brigade
of the colored division came across, going right through the crater and somewhat to the right, and right over the tops .of the bomb-proofs and over the
men of the first division. They came on in good style, under a sharp fire, but
were much broken and disordered by the unfavorable ground and the crowded
condition of the pits. All this time the fire of the epemy was very heavy.
There were two guns in what was known as the fort on the left of the New
Market road, and two guns just across a ravine to theTight. They were throw-
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ing canister and shrapnell in there in a very lively way. There was some mortar
firing also.
I then saw Colonel Sigfried, who commanded the right brigade of the colored
division, and Colonel Thomas, who commanded the left brigade. General Ferrero
was not there. I gave them their instructions for the final charge of the whole
division. I instructed Colonel '.rhomas to form his brigade as far to the front
as he possibly could; Colonel Sigfriecl to form on his right, and then to charge directly for Cemetery hill. I instructed Colonel Marshall aud General Bartlett to
form their brigades, as much as the nature of the ground would permit, in the
rear of the colored division and support the charge.
I suppose this must have been about a quarter to nine o'clock. Having made
these arrang3ments I started back to report to General Burnside. But the difficulties in the way of getting back were so great, the firing being very heavy,
and the covered way being crowded with the troops of the eighteenth corps,
that it took me a very long time to get up. Before I got up there the colored
division had made their charge and been repulsed.
Then occurred the trouble that had been anticipated. When they fell back
into the enemy's lines, which were already crowded with the troops of the white
divisions, and "\Yith their own stragglers, their formation was utterly broken up.
'.rhey lost coherence, and a great part of the colored division came surging back
in confusion.
I saw General Burnside and reported to him all that I had done. In the
course of twenty minutes after that came an order from General l\'reade for the
withdrawal of the troops, which finished operations for the day.
We stayed around there long enough to attend to anything that had to be
done, and then we went back.
Question. What was the cause of the delay in the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. A failure to burn at a place where the fuze was spliced. 'rhe fuze
came out, and of course it had to be spliced, and at one of the places of junction it bad failed to burn.
Question. In how many pieces did you receive the fuze 1
Answer. I knew at the time, but I would not pretend to state now.
Question. Do you know w?ethcr there was more thap. one fuze laid to fire
the charge in the mine 1
Answer. The fuze was laid in a trough of powder ; if the one did not go off
the other would. I would not be certain about the number of fuzes.

Testimony qf JYiajor Gene1·al H. J. Hunt.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoToMAC,
Bifore Petersb~trg, Va., December

20, 1864.

:Major General H. J. HuNT sworn and examined.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your position and rank in the army '!
Answer. I am a major general, commanding the artillery of the army of the
Potomac.
Question. Will you state what information you have in regard to the attack
on the 30th of July last on the enemy's lines before Petersburg 1
Answer. About the 3c1 of July I was ordered, in conjunction with l\lajor
Duane, of the engineers, to make an examination of the lines of the enemy
facing east in front of Petersburg, and to ascertain whether au assault was
practicable, especially in front of Generals Burnside and Warren. I made the
examination with 1\Iajor Duane, and reported, I think on the 6th of July: that
7
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an open assault would be very dangerous, and that it would be better to have
our approaches partake rather of the nature of regular approaches. This was
ordered to be executed , and proper measures were taken by Major Duane and
myself to carry them on so far as the means would permit. There were not
sufficient troops to extend our left sufficiently to embrace the angle of the enemy's
works, where their lines turn :mel run towards the west. 'rhe work was consequently slow. About the 28th of July, after the principal batteries had been
erected, orders were issued for an attack on the position of the enemy in front of
General Burnside's line, as a mine which he had constructed, ancl which it was
meant to work into the operation, had been completed. It was neeessary, in order
that the assault should be successful at the point indicated, that the angle of the
enemy's lines, of which I have spoken, should be in our possession, or that such
preparation ::;hould be made as should suppress his fire at that point, his principal
batteries being those, and from that position th e whole ground in front of our
line could be swept. :B~rom the want of troops to envelope that position it was
impracticable to carry forward approaches against that angle so as to get it in
our possession. I therefore limited myself to bringing such a weight of artillery
to bear upon it as would keep down its fire and also to keep down the fire along
the whole of the enemy's lines, upon which was placed the battery which had
been undermined. The plan of General Burnside, who was to make the assault,
as given to me by him, was to send forward a heavy column of troops so arranged that as soon as the explosion should take place, or the mine was sprung,
they would pass over the mine and form to the right and left perpendicularly,
and sweep down the enemy's lines. The troops with which he intended to assault Petersburg were to advance immed iately after the others, assault the battery
behind the mine on the crest held by the enemy, and pass on from there into
Petersburg. l\iy preparations were all made on the 28th of July, and examined
and verified on the 29th. On the morning of the 30th the mine was sprung a
little over an hour after the time appointed. 'rhe artillery opened as directed,
and succeeded remarkably in keeping down the enemy's fire, as he was evidently
surprised. There was one battery upon the crest behind the mine, which
opened at intervals, but which was always silenced after firing not more than
two or three round s. The battery next to the one undermined, on the left, as
we looked at it, was silenced, with the ex ception of one or two guns in a hollow,
near the left Rank of the Lattery next the mine. From this gun, or perhaps two
guns, a fire was kept up at intervals on the position of th e crater of the mine.
That battery was one, as I umlerstood it, that was to have been in our possession within ten or fifteen minutes after the explosion of the mine; that is, as
soon as troops could pass from the crater and sweep to the left and get possession
of it. The position of the guns which, if any, would have commanded that
hollow, was immed iately behind the mine, and between that position and the
enemy's battery there was a fringe of woods which was to have been cut away
by General Burnsid e's troops, but which had not Leen cut away down to the
29th, when I sent down to see if all the preparations had been made. General
Burnside declined cutting away thai wood, as so doing would alarm the enemy.
I could not see very clearly what took place about the mine, as I had to look
after my own g un s, which covered a very large extent of ground. But after
some delay, an hour and a half I suppose, I saw portions of the troops that had
formed close to the enemy's lines. I did not see them a.dvance beyond the
enemy's line. About 8 or half past 8 o'clock, or rather in the course of the
morning, for I will not be positive about the time, an order was given for the
troops to charge.
Question. You spoke about a de ay in the explosion of the mine. Do you
know the cause of that delay?
Answer. I understood at the time that it was owing to the fuze which led to
the mine having become broken.
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Question. Do you know whether there was one or more fuzes laid to the
charge in the mine 1
Answer. I do not know how many fuzes were placed in it. I furnished
safety fuzes enough to make three or four lines. But I understood that it was
determined, instead of using this safety fuze, to use a wooden pipe filled with
powder. But I cannot speak positively as to that.
Question. Do yon know the condition of the fuze that was furnished ; was
it in good condition, and in a few or many pieces 1
Answer. I do not know in "\vhat pieces it was furnished. I know there were
some hundred yards of it. I did not see it myself; I ordered it from City Point
to General Burnside, and that order was handed over to the ordnance officer.
It was sent by the ordnance officer at City Point to the ordnance officer of
General Burnside's corps, Captain Harris, I believe.

Testimony qf Brevet Colonel James C. Duane.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

Before Petersburg, Va., December 20, 1864.
Brevet ( )olonel J Al\JES CJ. DUANE sworn and examined.
By :Mr. Chandler:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major of engineers, and brevet colonel, and acting chief
engineer of the army of the Potomac.
Question. \Vill you state what you know about the attack upvn the enemy's
lines before Petersburg, on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. Orders were given to concentrate all our fire in order to silence
the enemy's fire while General Burnside's operations were going on after the
explosion of the mine. rrhe position I had at 3 o'clock on the morning of the
30th was on General Warren's line; I was assisting General Abbott in directing
his fire. The 18th corps wae massed in rear and a little to the right of the 9th
corps. A portion of the 5th corps was massed along the line of the Norfolk
railroad, in the cut, ready to support the attack of the 9th corps. As soon as
the explosion took place all the guns on the line of the 5th corps opened fire
and completely silenced the enemy's fire. I remained on the line of the 5th
corps until nearly 8 o'clock, during which time we kept up a constant fire. I
then proceeded to General Warren's headquarters. When I arrived there I
found that the troops that had proceeded to the crater of the mine were falling
back. With reg·ard to the operations of the 9th corps I had very little to do.
General Burnside took on himself the entire charge of the engineering operations there.
By l\fr. Loan:
Question. "\Vhat, in your opinion, was the cause of the failure of the attack?
Answer. I think the difficulty was that proper measures had not been taken
to clear away the obstructions both in front of our own line and the enemy's
line; and also in making the attack by the flank instead of in columns.
Question. \Vhat number of columns do you think the assaulting force should
have been composed of 1
Answer. I think they should have gone up in three columns.
Question. In what relation to each other do you think those columns should
have been 1
Answer. The leading or centre column should have gone to the crater of the
mine and removed the obstructions, so as to have allowed a column on the right
and one on the left to have followed immediately after.
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Question. At what distance from each other 1
Answer. The distance at that point could not have been greater probably
1
than 150 yards on each side.
Question. Of what strength should those columns have been 1
Answer. Each a division of a corps. I had supposed that the arrangement
was that the whole of the 9th corps should have gone in, and the portion of the
5th corps that was massed ior its support, and the whole of the 18th corps, to
have gone in immediately after.
Question. vV as there any other cause, in your judgment, that contributed to
the disaster of that day 1
Answer. I cannot state about that. I was not at the point where the mine
was exploded. All I know about that is from hearsay.
Question. Did you receive any instructions to make an examination with
General Hunt, chief of artillery, as to the front of the rebel line in regard to
the placing of the artillery prior to the attack 1
Answer. We had a general order to take charge of that line.
Question. At what time was that order given 1
Answer. I forget the elate ; but it must have been some two or three weeks
previously.
Question. Did you make an examination with a view to the springing of this
mine and making this assault 1
Answer. Towards the latter part of the time such examination was made.
The first order in the beginning of July was to make an examination in reference to a general attack.
Question. vVas there any special order given to you and General Hunt to
examine the reb el line in front of the 5th corps, with a view of silencing the
rebel batteries, while the assault was being made by the 9th corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir; there was.
Question. Who issued that order, and at what time was it issued?
Answer. I think it was given to me verbally. I am not certain whether it
was by General Meade himself or by his chief of staff.
Question. It was issued by General l\feade's authority 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. About how long previous to the time when the assault was made 1
Answer. I should think it was about ten days; I am not certain about the
time. vV e had ample time, however, to establish our batteries and put in position all the guns that could be placed in that line.
Question. And if l um1erstanc1 you rightly, the batteries on the rebel right,
in front of General vVarren's corps, were effectually silenced at the time of the
attack?
Answer. Yes, sir; I was enabled, in about half an hour, to stand on top of
the parapet. The . .enemy's batteries were effectually silenced.
Question. What position did the enemy's batteries occupy that were firing
•
upon our troops in the crater of the mine 1
Answer. There were two guns which took a position in a ravine-two fieldpieces which were run down there, and which commenced firing about an hour
after we had taken possession of the crater; at least that was the first I saw
of their firing; they may have fired previously to that time.
Question. Those were the only two guns upon our left which fired upon our
troops in the crater?
Answer. -Yes, sir.
Question. vYhat other guns of the enemy were there that fired upon our
troops in the crater 1
Answer. There were some guns over on the right, but I could not see what
they were from my position.
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General E. 0. G. Ord.

CITY PoiNT, Va., D ecember 20, 1864.
Major Gene ral E. 0. 0. 0RD sworn and examined.
By 1\Ir. Chandler:
Question. \Vhat is your rank and positicm in the army?
Answer. :Major general, now in command of the 24th army corps.
Question. What was your command on the 30 th of July last 1
Answer. I was then in command of the 18th army corps, and of a part of the
lOth army corps.
Question. Will you state such facts as may have come to your knowledge,
and which you may deem important, in relation to the attack by the 9th corps
on the enemy's lines before Petersburg, on the 30th of July last?
Answer. I will read the report which I made of that affair, and then I will
answer such additional questions as you may think proper to ask.

"HEADQUARTERS Erm-ITEENTH AR\tY CoRPS,
"Nea1· P etersburg, August 3, 1864 .
''GENERAL: In obedience to orders from General Meade (to whom I 'vas ordered to report)
the 1st and 3d divisions of the l oth corps w ere, on the night of the 29th of July, placed in
the trenches of General Burnside's front, re1ieving portions of his command as trench guards,
that the 9th corps might prepare to assault the enemy's line next a.m. The 2d division lOth
corps, Brigadier General Turner commanding, and the 2d division 18th corps, Brigadier
General Ames commanding, were placed in rear of General Burnside's corps as reserve supports, and in positions selected by him. Their orders were to await orders, to be sent as
soon as the result of the assault next morning by the 9th corps could decide where supports
might be needed.
"About 5 o'clock a. m., 30th of July, the mine in front of the 9th corps sprnng, and I
took my position near General Burnside a'vaiting the result of his assault, and with an understanding that as soon as his corps could get out, General Turner was to follow his (Burnside's) rear division and support it on the right, beyond our lines. About 6 o'clock General
Burnside told me it was time for General Turner to move, and I directed General Turner accordingly; but the general got ahead of Potter's division, 9th corps, and was obliged to wait
until it had passed. To understand the manner of the movement, I quote General Burnside's order, dated July 29, for the assault, -w hich says:
''I. 'The mine will be exploded to-morrow morning at half past three.
*
*
*
"2. ' General Ledlie will immediately, upon the explosion of the mine, move his troops
*
*
*
*
forward.
"3. 'General Wilcox \Yill move his division forward after General L edlie has passed
through the first line of the enemy's ·w orks, bearing off to the east.
*
*
*
"4. 'General Potter will move his division forward to the right of General Ledlie's as
soon as it is apparent that he ·will not interfere with the movement of General vVilcox's division, and will, as near as possible, protect the right fl ank of General L edlie's from any
attack in that quarter, and establish a line on the crest of a hill 'vhich seems to run from the
Cemetery hill, nearly at right angles to the enemy's main line, directly in our fi·ont. * * " *
"5. 'General Ferrero will move his division immediately after General vVilcox until he
reaches our present advance line, 'vhere he will remain until the ground in his fi-ont is entirely cleared by the other three divisions, when he will move forward over the same ground
that General Ledlie moved over, will pass through onr liues, and, if possible, move down and
occupy the village to our right.'
"Thus it will be seen that all three of his rear divisions had to follow each the action of
those in its front; and I learned afterwards that the passage out and to our front line of
breast\yorks \Yas by a long trench or covered way and through a breach in our works.
Hence the movements were slow, and there was delay especially after the enemy had massed
his men, and our wounded coming from the fi-ont began to choke this covered w ay. About
half past six a.m., having sent General Turner, commanding my advance division, an order
to move forward on the crest of bill to right of Potter, (see the above order directing General
Potter to establish a line on the crest of the hill,) near or on the J crusalem plank road, in reply to this General Turner reported that General Burnside's troops filled the trenches in his
ti·ont, occupying the crater and blocking up the way. About this time, or shortly after, I
receiYed an order directly from Generall\feade's headquarters, as follows:
'' ' You will at once move forward your corps rapidly to the crest of the hill, independently
of General Burnside's troops, and make a lodgement there, reporti ng the result as soon as
obtained.'
"This order I sent at once to Generals Turner and Ames. The latter was with his diYision
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closing up on Turner, and keeping his men massed for a movement in any direction. General
Turner replied :
" 'The only place I can g·et out of the lines is opposite the crater. It is already full of
men who cannot develop. I shall put in my column as soon as I can. It is impossible, by
reason of the topography, to charge in the manner yon indicate . I must g·o in by head of
column and develop to the right.'
''From. General Ames I received the following :
" 'I find that the covered way is the only way of getting to the front. General Turner
occupies the road, and it is impossible for me to move until be gets out of my way.'
"Now I had not seen the gTound, and supposed, all this time, that there were several
places of exit, and the ground tolerably free from obstructions.
"I sent Generals Turner's and Ames's replies to General Meade, and " -e nt myself to the
fron t, where I found our men were debouching into the crater, and in a short space of the
enemy's trench on each side of it. I met General Turner just from the crater, (only 75 yards
off,) and saw Burnside's white and black men needlessly filing into the crater, and into this
short line of the enemy's works, under a destructive cross-fire. The enemy, just then, bad
brought up an additional six-D'un battery, and was sweeping the 75 yards of bare up hill,
where the 9th corps debouched, with a cross-fire of canister, grape, and musketry. I also
saw that the crater and trench adjacent were in a sort of a re-entrant angle of the enemy's
work, and that the men who had crowded in them were useless, and, in a measure, helpless .
The crater was a big hole, some twenty feet deep, and was shortly afterwards rendered almost
inaccessible by the cross-fire, and the trenches near it were crowded with men who were indisposed or unable to go forward ; and I saw that the black troops 1wre charging out by the
flank, increasing this mass of men huddled under the enemy's fire . I directed General Turner
not to put his men in the crater or the trench already filled with men, but to make a charge
to the right where the enemy were massing·. This he did, and I gave him all the aiel in my
power; the men climbing· up ::mel over our parapet, and dashing· towards the enemy's trench
in good style. (See Turner's report.) On my return to headquarters of General Burnside,
I overtook General Grant, and he directed me to say to General Burnside that 'no more men
should be sent into the crater or trenches of the enemy already filled, but he (General Burnside) should send forward intrenching tools, and hold all his men had gained.' I did so, and
again ordered General Turner to push his whole division out, and to the right. Immediately
thereafter-about 8 o'clock- I received hom General Turner the following despatch:
" 'Colonel Bell's brigade, in attempting to gain ground to the rig·ht on the enemy's line,
was severely met by the enemy's fire, when a regiment of colored troops stampeded and
broke till:ough the brigade, carrying it all with them into our line.'
''This I communicated to General Meade, and repeated my orders to Turner to get his
other brigade out to attack, but shortly aftenvards (before my last order could be communicated) I received orders from General Meade to draw my men all inside our trenches to the
rear, and afterwards an order was received to turn with my corps* to my own front.
"I may mention here, that when General Burnside had received the information that his
men had occupied the crater, and a part of his command was in front of the crater--not advancing- ! wrote the following despatch before I had any order from General Meade :
" 'HEADQUA!lTERS EIGHTEE:KTII AmviY CoRPS, 6t o'clock, 30th.
" 'GENERAL MEADE : Turner, in my front; reports that Burnside's troops fill our trenches
in his front, occupying· the crater, the enemy still holding their trenches to the right and left
of the crater. Shall I order the divisions (two) of the 18th corps to try and charge the enemy's
trenches over the heads of the men? Hifle firing has almost ceased in our front, and both
parties covering·.

" 'E. 0. C. OHD, 11fojor General of Volunteers.'"
''The despatch I submitted to General Burnside, and he requested me to ~wait a few moments
and he would have the way cleared. It was shortly after this I received the first order from
General Meade to advance independently of General Burnside's troops . After receiving the
order from General Meade to draw off my men and go back to my own fron t, I found that if
I drew out the l st and 3d divisions, 18th corps, which bad been plaeed by General Burnside
in his trenches, the trenches IYOuld be left too weak, and hence I directed General Carr,
commanding these divisions, to remain IYhere he was until night, "-hen General Burnside
promised to relieve him. The next day I asked General Burnside for the two (2) divisions
left in his trenches, and finding that he could not send them all to me " -ithout inconYenience,
I telegraphed General Meade that I could get along with the part IYhich had been returned.
The whole reported that night or the next morning.
"Enclosed you will find reports of division commanders and reports of casualties.
" I um, sir, respectfully, your obedient sen-ant,

"E. 0. C. ORD,
"Major General of T"olunteers, Commanding.

''Major General A. A. HuM:rHREYS,
" Chief of Staff, A nny of the Potomac."
• Should be command.
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Question, To what do you attribute the failure of that enterprise 1
Answer. In the first place, the crater of the mine was in a very bad place for
a storming party to go in. It was swept by a flanking fire of tbe enemy; it
was up bill; and, as it appeared to me, it was not covered by any of our batteries.
The ground to the left and front of the mine was marshy, and covered by
bushes and trees. No preparations had been made for our troops to pass out
to our right or left. They could only get out by a single long trench or covered
way; so that in the slow process of getting 10,000 or 12,000 men up through
this narrow space and. out through a single opening the enemy had an opportunity to make preparations to meet them. All this produced delay.
There should. have been several openings made, and the troops should have
attacked the enemy at several points at once. 'l'he mine was to have been
sprung at half past three o'clock in the morning. But the last division of General
Burnside's troops did not get out until nearly eight o'clock; some of the men
were not out then. On account of the slow exit of these men, the enemy had
an opportunity of pounding them as they came out in small force, by concentrating their fire upon them. 'l'hat was one cause of failure. Another was
that when the men did get ont, from what I learn they were not sufficiently
disciplined as soldiers to obey orders and advance as directed. The troops that
first went out, as I was told, were dismounted caYalry-a very bad specimen of
troops.
Question. If I understand you, this crater being too narrow a space through
which to push an army successfully for a surprise, there should have been
simultaneous attacks made at other points along the line 1
Answer You do not get precisely my iiea. '.rhe men had to go through a
long narrow trench, about one-third of a mile in length, before they got into our
extreme outwork, and then they went into this crater, and were piled into that
hole, where they were perfectly useless. They were of about as much use there
as so many men at the bottom of a well. Afterwards they filed into the trenches
on either side of the crater for a small space, and covered themselves there as
well as they could. If there had been several places of exit instead of but one,
we could have trierl the enemy elsewhere, and some of our parties might have
been successful if others had been beaded ofl'.
Question. Of course this delay did not come under your observation, aml the
cause of jt is not known to yon 1
Answer. When they had decided to follow in the order of General Burnside's
march, one after the other through this one trench, and through one opening,
that produced a delay which should have been a11ticipated. Better provision
should have been made for the attack.

By 1\Ir. Loan:
Question. What parts of the enemy's lines were open to attack with any chance
of success 1
Answer. I think it probable success might have bren attained on the left ancl
right of the crater, at the distance of half a mile, if our parapets had been opened
during the night, and parties of men held there in readiness had dashed out
upon the nearest works of the enemy, immediately after the explosion; for we
learned afterwards that upon the explosion the enemy abandoned several of their
battedcs nearest our works, thinking they were also miuecl.
Question. What forces of ours were opposite those points where you think
attacks might have been successfully made 1
Answer. I had all of my available troops directly in rear of General Burn
side's command, and reported to him and obeyed his directions by General
Meade's orders. General vV ~wren, I think, remained with his command on the
left of General Burnside. 'rhere were no troops prepared on the right strong
.enough to make an attack. General 1\Iott, who took my place there, had, I
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think, only one division, though quite a large one, to occupy the place of a much
larger force while it was relieved for the attack. And it would not have been
advisable to have had his troops attack.
Question. We then had no men on the right who could have made an attack
there 1
Answer. The answer I gave in regard to what might have been done referred to arrangements to have been made a day or so previous, by which troops
could have been massed opposite the different places of exit, and then have gone
out as soon as required. But the troops were massed all in this one place, along
this covered way, a portion of them in front of this work, and the balance in rear
by divisions, so that they were all in a column.
Question. 'That relates to the 9th corps, and to your corps in their rear 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. But your remark ·would not apply to General W an·en's command?
Answer. I should not suppose it would apply to his command, if arrangements had been made beforehand.
Question. What I mean is t he situation of General Warren's command as it
was on the morning of the 30th of July. W ere his troops in a situation where
they could have attacked the enemy on our left 1
Answer. I really do not know, because I am not aware how his troops were
located. If they could have attacked by prearrangement, I think they were in
a situation to have attacked.
Question. It would have been necessary to have arranged the troops, to have
attacked on the right and left, in assaulting columns at half a mile distance from
the crater, in eonnexion with the main assault through the crater 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that suggested itself in answer to your question. W e can
never tell before an event takes place what might succeed half so well as we
can afterwards, and a criticism that is advanced after the occurrence shoul d, of
course, be received with all this allowance.
Question. The cause of the failure was chiefly owing to the want of a proper
outlet or debouchment for the troops 1
Answer. Not entirely.
Question. No, not entirely, but chiefly 1
Answer. My answer was intended to cover more than the fact of the debouchment not being a proper one. The massing the troops and sending them out by
such a long, narrow covered way is what I particularly referred to, and which
caused them to be very slow in their movements.
Question. vVho decided upon the locality of your troops when they were ordered to be massed in the rear of General Burnside's corps?
Answer. I do not know positively, but my impression is that, th e mine being
General Bumside's idea, and he having been at work at it for some time, he made
nearly all the arrangements for the explosion and the attack.
Question. Did he give directions for the location of y our troops 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he located them himself.
Question. W ere they massed by his directions 1
Answ er. By his selection; for I sent my officers to report to him, and to get
their situations from him.
Question. How long was it after the explosion of the mine before the h ead
of General Ledlie's column entered the crater?
Answer. That I do not know; because I was not then near enough to the
mine to see that; I was back with General Burnside.
Question. Have you any knowledge what troops of the enemy those were
that opened this cross-fire upon our advancing columns 1 What I want to get
at is, whether they were those troops that occupied the intrenchments, or whether
they were drawn from some other parts of the enemy's line.
Answer. I cannot speak positively; but my impression is that they came in
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from other points. They almost always keep troopsin reservealongtheirlines,
so that when an attack is made, they can dash at once towards the threatened
point.
Question. What was the effect of the explosion upon the enemy's troops in
the trenches 1
Answer. I think, from what I learned afterwards, that those batteries nearest
the mine were partially abandoned, but that the trenches, under which it was
not expected a mine could be easily built, were not abandoned except in the
immediate vicinity of the crater.
Question. Do you know whether the troops in the enemy's trenches opened
fire immediately upon our advancing column, or was there some delay 1
Answer. I learned from others that there was some little delay; I do not know
positively.
Question. Can you state whether our troops were enabled to pass across the
space between our line and the crater before they were m t by any fire from the
enemy 1
Answer. That I can only state from what others told me; I did not go to the
fr<mt until I found that my divisions were impeded, and that difficulties were
encountered in carrying out my orders.
Question. Were they impeded by the fire from the enemy's batteries on the
right, or on the left, that were sweeping across the space between our lines and
the crated
Answer. The enemy's battery that I spoke of in my report took a position
on the right of the crater as we faced the enemy's lines; there were other
batteries a little' more removed playing on the left also. rrhe most destructive
fire, however, was musketry and grape.
Question. From what locality 1
Answer. From the right and left and front, apparently; but more particularly from the right.
Question. How was the enemy's infantry protected 1
Answer. The nature of the ground to the right as we went out was such
that our intrenchments fell off clown into a swamp or bottom. There were
bushes and tall trees in front of us, and we could not see anything in that direction thirty or forty yards off, and the enemy could form there, entirely screened,
and in such position as to be in flank and in a measure in rear of those going
from our works to the crater.

Testimony qf Brevet Major General Edwm·d Fen·ero.
CITY PoiNT, VA., D ecember 20, 1864.
Brevet l\1ajor General EDWARD FgRRERO sworn and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What was your rank and position in the army on the 30th of July
last 1
Answer. I was then a brigadier general, commanJing a division.
Question. What is your present rank 1
Answer. Brevet major general.
Question. In what corps was your command last July 1
Answer. It was the fourth division of the 9th army corps, and was composed
of colored troops.
Question. We have been instructed to inquire into the operations of the 30th
of July last, the springing of the mine, the attack by the 9th corps, &c. Will
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you state, in the first place, what you lmOti'V in relation to the charging of the
mine that was exploded on that day 1
Answer. I know nothing about that; I had no connexion whatever with it.
Question. Had you, previously to the 30th of July, drilled your division
with a view to making an assault after the springing of the mine 1
Answer. I had, for over three weeks.
Question. What was the condition of your troops at that time, as to their
spirit and morale 1 .
Answer. They were in fine condition-better than any other troops in the
army for that purpose. We were expecting to make this assault, and had drilled
for weeks, and were in good trim for it. ·
Question. Had yo~ made any exami11:ottion of the ground ai1d other preliminary arrangements with a view to the assault 1
Answer. Before the commencement of the mine I had had a conversation with
General Burnside, as it was intended I should make the assault, and submitted
to him a plan, which is already in the report. I had surveyed the ground,
made an examination, and given my plan ·of attack, which had been :~pproved
by General Burnside, and it was submitted to General 1\feade. ·
Question. V\Till you give the outlines of that plan-how the advance was to be
made, and in what form?
Answer. The mine was under a considerable fort upon the right. 'l,here ·was
a small fort a short distance, probably six hundred yards, to the left, with three
or four guns. l\fy idea was to make an assault at the moment of the explosion
of the mine between those two points. I wanted to advance one brigade, which
was to be the leading brigade, then divide it in two parts, one portion to go to
the right and sweep the enemy's lines in that direction, and the other portion to
go clown the left and sweep the lines in that direction . The other two brigades
of the division were to march forward in column, and carry the crest of Cemetery hill.
Question. Your object was to cross the enemy's works between the two forts 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and not go over the point where the explosion was to take
place, because the mass of earth that would be thrown up there would impede
any troops. 'l,he object 'vas to gain every moment at the explosion of the
mine. l\fy idea was to clear the enemy's line of works, and thus prevent a fire
in our rear, as well as in our front.
Question. At what time was it decided not to use your division for that purpose1
Answer. The night before the assault I received the first intimation that they
were not to be so used.
Question. vVhat troops were used for that purpose 1
Answer. The first division of the 9th army corps,· under General Ledlie, was
assigned the lead of the assault.
Question. What was the condition of those troops at that time 1 Had they
been engaged in any exhaustive labors 1
Answer. 'l,hey were not the troops t.o put in at that time, from the very fact
that they had been constantly under fire for a long period-so much so that it
had become a second nature with them to dodge a bullet; from having been jn
such close contact with the enemy they had acquired that habit.
Question. Do you know anything· about the arrangement for the deboucltment
of that command 1
Answer. Every arrangement was made that it was possible to make under
the circumstances, as it was necessary that we should do everything without
giving information to the enemy. Nothing more could have been done without
exposing our plans.
Question. 'l1 hen one of the main elements of success in this enterprise consisted in the surprise of the thing 1
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Answer. Undoubtedly.
Question. Was it desirable in that co nne xi on that our troops should move
very rapidly after the explosion 1
Answer. 'l'hat was certainly v~ry necessary.
Question. To what extent were the abatis~ removed, and the parapets levelled,
in front of our own works, in order to enable the troops to debouch rapidly 7
Answer. That point was probably the nearest point to the enemy upon om
whole line, and it was utterly impo·ssible to do anything more than was done.
'!'here was enough done to enable the troops to get over with all the necessary
rapidity required at that moment.
Question. Did the troops move rapidly forward after the mine was sprung?
Answer. I was where I could witness the column mov~ent. By my time
they moved from five and a half to six minutes after the explosion. They could
not move sooner on account of the concussion of the explosion, which would
naturally prevent their going forward for a few moments.
Question. Have you any knowledge as to the effect produced by the explosion upon the enemy's troops in the vicinity of the mine 1
Answer. I can state nothing further than that they seemed to be perfectly
paralyzed for quite a long space of time.
Question. \Vas there any firing upon the part of the enemy upon our troops
as they crossed over the space between our outer works and their lines 1
Answer. 'I'he firing was very light on the first column that went up.
Question. ()an you assign any reason for the confusion that ensued after the
assault had been begun, and our troops had entered the crater 1
Answer. Yes, sir. In the first place, the nature of the ground.;,w':ls such as to
cause confusion among men who had been accustomed to seek shelter under fire
for five or six weeks. The crater was a hole some twenty-five or thirty feet
deep and fifty or sixty feet broad. When the men got into that bole they became confused, and it was utterly impossible to get them out. That was one
of those things which will happen with the best of troops.
Question. \Vas there any remedy for that misfortune, when the troops refused
to come out?
Answer. I am hardly at liberty to say. I was not in command of the army.
Question. What do you think could have been clone 1
Answer. We all differ in opinion.
Question. That is true; but we ask your opinion, as a military man.
Answer. I think myself that if the assault had been made a little to the left
it would have been better. There would not have been so much impediment.
Question. I refer to the time when General Lec1lie's division had been thrown
into this inextricable confusion, in the bottom of this hole, and the men refused
to come out from the shelter afforded them there; was there, after that occnrrence, any chance to remedy the condition of affairs by any other movements
which could have been made 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question, because, not being in command of the
army, I was not aware of the condition of the enemy, the number of troops on
either side, their position, &c., all of which things it is supposed the general
commanding is informed of.
Question. I had supposed yon might have seen what force the enemy afterwards developed, and what his means of defence were.
Answer. I have aince heard what his force was.
Question. You do not know what he actually did on the grouud ?
Answer. Yes, ~ir; I was there and saw it.
Question. Could we haYe used our forces at other points with any prouability of gaining a success 1
• Answer. I think au attack made upon some other portions of the enemy's
lines would probably haYe been successful.
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Question. Upon what portions?
Answer. There were no other portions available except in front of the 5th
corps.
Quest ion. Have you any means of knowing from what points the enemy
drew the troops that he concentrated upon our forces in the crater of the mine 1
Answer. Nothing more than from the reports of the signal officers, who saw
them moving their troops in the vicinity of the town after the assault was made,
and from the heavy fire we sustained there.
Question. There is no doubt about there being a heavy concentration of
troops there. What I 'vant to ascertain is from what localities those troops of
the enemy were drawn.
Answer. It is reported that they were drawn from in front of the 5th corps.
Question. If they were drawn from in front of the 5th corps, they must have
weakened their lines there 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you think it probable that a vigorous attack there might have
been successful?
Answer. Yes, sir, it might.
Question. It would have had the effect of relieving the troops in the crater
from the severe cross-fire 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Was it possible for General Ord to have made any judicious
movement upon the right, if he had been so ordered, so as to have compelled
the attention of the enemy to the right of the crater 1
Answer. I do not think the nature of the ground would have admitted anything of the kind. I had surveyad the whole of that ground with a view to this
assault, and I knew all about it.
Question. Will you state, as a military man, whether you think the dangers
of the disaster were enhanced by the narrowness or insufficiency of the deboucltment prepared for the troops of the 9th corps ?
Answer. I do not think so. I think the great impediment was in front.
Question. The going into that hole, and being subjected to that cross-fire 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the troops moved very handsomely up to that position.
Question. After the third division of the 9th corps had gone in, your division
was then ordered to advance 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the condition of the white troops at the crater and beyond, at the time you were ordered to make your advance?
Answer. They were without any organization; just one mass of human beings
seeking shelter in the bomb-proofs of the enemy.
Question. About what number of men composed the three divisions that preceded yours 1
Answer. I could not tell you at this time. I could give the strength of my
own division.
Question. At what time in the day did you receive orders to ad,·ance 1
Answer. A bout an hour and a half after the explosion of the mine.
Question. vVhat was the strength of your division 1
Answer. I had four thousand three hundred men for duty.
Question. Please narrate what occurred after your division began to move.
Answer. I received an order to advance my troops and pass the white troops
which had halted, and move onandcarrythe crest of the hill at all hazards. I had
but a few paces to move to our outer breastworks. Previous to that I had sent
a staff officer to ascertain the condition of affairs at the front. From his report
I did not think it advisable to move my division in, as there were three divisions
of white troops already huddled together there. I reported to Colonel Loring,
of General Burnside's staff, who requested me to halt until he could report to
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General Burnside. I refused to do so, when he gave me an order in General
Burnside's name to halt, and I did so. He then went off to report to General
Burnside, and came back and reported that the order was peremptory for me to
carry my division through at all hazards. I then started with my division; they
went in magnificently under a most galling fire; they passed beyond the white
troops, captured the only prisoners captured that clay, some two hundred and
fifty to three hundred, together with a rebel stand of colors, and recaptured a
stand of our colors belonging to a regiment of white troops of the 9th army corps.
'l'hey were a little broken by going through the mass of white troops there, and
the colonel in command of the first brigade of the division proceeded to reform for
the assault. There was a dismounted cavalry regiment, I think of the second
division of the 9th corps, a little off to one side. As my troop8 started, the color
guard of that regiment came back on the double-quick, broke through the ranks
of my leading brigade, which of course caused my negroes to break. My troops
came back in very bad order. Finding no shelter there, as the white troops had
all the shelter, they came back to our main line, inside of which they were reformed, and there they remained the balance of the day. As my troops went in
so gallantly under a most galling fire, I maintain that, had they led the assault
when there was comparatively no fire, nothing could have stopped them until
they got into Petersburg.
Question. Where were the batteries located which you found to be most effective against your troops 7
Answer. There was a. battery off to the right of the crater, beyond a ravine,
which enfiladed the line; then there was a battery on the left which also enfiladed the line.
Question. vVhat was the strength of the battery to the left 7
Answer. Two pieces of field artillery.
Question. Did it move into position after the mine was sprung 7
Answer. No, sir ; the men abandoned it at the time of the springing of the
mine, and then came back.
Question. Was that battery in front of General \Van·en's comman<l 7
Answer. No, sir; it was on what was still the old front of the 9th corps.
Question. Were those the only batteries that were effective 7
Answer. Those two were the only batteries that enfiladed the line; we bad
a fire directly in front, and from a battery a little to the left of the centre.
Question. Were those field guns in front brought into position after the
springing of the mine 1
Answer. I think they were permanent batteries.
Question. What was the reason for changing the plan of allowing your diYision to lead the assault, as had been first contemplated 7
Answer. I do not know the reason ; I only know that GenerallVIeade opposed
it, and that General Grant approved his decision.

Testimony

cif

Lieutenant GeneraL U. S. G'rant.

CITY POINT, VA., December 20, 1864.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT sworn and examined.
By lVIr. Chandler :
Question. \'Vill you give the committee such information as you may deem
important in regard to the action before Petersburg, on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. As you are aware, I made a feint on tho north side of the J ames
river, which I intended to convert into an attack if everything should prove
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favorable. By that movement the attention of the enemy was called to that
side of the river, causing them to concentrate there. They were so well fortified there that an advance on that side could not be made without great sacrifice
of life.
General Burnside had, prior to this, made a mine in front of the 9th corps,
which I would not allow to be exploded until such time as it could be used
advantageously. Finding that the principal part of the enemy's forces had
been drawn to the north side of the James, I telegraphed to General Meade that
then was the time to charge the mine and explode it, and directed him to make
preparations to assault. My despatch gave no details at all bow this was to be
done. I left that to him, knowing him, as I did, to be fully capable of determining when and what ought to be done.
He prepared an order for assault, which was submitted to and approved by
me. I think now it was all that we could have clone ; I think he could not
have done better.
I was over on the north side of the river when these arrangements were
made. I came back to the south side of the river before the explosion 1ook
place, and remained with General Meade until probably a half or three-quarters
of an hour after the springing of the mine. I then rode down to the front;
that is, I rode down as far as I could on horseback, and then went through to
the front on foot. I there found that we had lost the opportunity which had
been given us.
I am satisfied that if the troops had been properly commanded, and been led
in accordance with General Meade's order, we would have captured Petersburg
with all the artillery and a good portion of its support, without the loss of 500
men. There was a full half hour, I think, when there was no fire against our
men, and they could have marched past the enemy's intrenchments just as they
could in the open country.
But that opportunity was lost in consequence of the division commanders not
going with their men, but allowing them to go into the enemy's intrenchments
and spread themselves there, without going on further, thus gfving the enemy
time to collect and organize against them. I think I can say nothing more on
that point.
I blame myself a little for one thing. G.eneral Meade, as I stated, on my
telegraphic despatch from the north side of the James river, made his orders
most perfectly. I do not think that now, knowing all the facts, I could improve upon his order.
But I was informed of this fact: that General Burnside, who was fully alive
tu the importance of this thing, trusted to the pulling of straws which division
should lead. It happened to fall on what I thought was the worst commanrler in
his corps. I knew that fact before the mine was exploded, but did nothing in
regard to it. That is the only thing I blame myself for. I knew the man was
the one that I considered the poorest division commander that General Burnside had-I mean General Ledlie.
By Mr. Loan:
Q.uestion. There has been a great deal of controversy in regar(! to the sufficiency of the debouckment prepared by General Burnside for the egress of his
troops after the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. That I could not swear to exactly. I went beyond his deboucltment, but did not think to note it. But I am satisfied that he did not make the
debouclnnent that he was ordered to make. I know that as well as I know
anything that I cannot exactly swear to. I went beyond it myself, and on my
return to the rear ordered the troops back.
Question. I suppose the success of this enterprise was dependent in a great
measure upon the surprise of the enemy, caused by the explosion of the mine, and
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prompt movements afterwards to avail yourself of the distraction occasioned by it 1
Answer. It all depended upon that.
Question. vVas there not some danger of apprising the enemy of the contemplated movement by undertaking· to level the parapets and remove the
abatis and other obstructions in front of our line 1
Answer. Not at all. That could be done entirely under cover of the night.
After dark we could take clown any of onr parapets and remove our abatis
without their noticing it.
Question. So far as you are advised in the matter, was not a part of the
disaster owing to the slow movement of our troops in passing over the ground 1
Answer. I think if I had been a corps commander, and had had that in
charge, I would have been down there, and would have seen that it was done
right; or, if I had been the commander of the division that had to take the
lead, I think I would have gone in with my division. vVe have a great many
officers here who would have clone the same thing.
Question. Did the slowness of the movement tend to promote the disaster 1
Answer. I do not think that that alone had any effect at all.
Question. What, then, do you think was the cause of the disaster 1
Answer. I think the cause of the disaster was simply the leaving the passage
of orders from one to another clown to an inPfficient man. I blame his senio rs
also for not seeing that he did his duty, all the way up to myself.
Question. You think that the opportunity for success passed by owing to the
confusion of the troops in consequence of the inefficiency of that division commander 1
Answer. Yes, sir. As I understand it, the troops marched right into the
breach caused by the explosion without there IJeing a single division commander
there. They had no person to direct them to go further, although the division
commanders were directed in the most positive terms to march to what is called
Cemetery hill, which would have given us everything.
Question. Speaking of those orders, was it judicious to direct the main advancing column to proceed directly to Cemetery hill without any regard to the
enemy on their right and left 1
Answer. Cemetery hill commanded the rear of their intrenched line; it
commanded everything.
Question. The troops had to pass over considerable ground to reach Cemetery
hill1
Answer. Only 300 or 400 yara;:;.
Question. 'rhen to accomplish that object, you do not think it would have
been necessary to have taken possession of the enemy's batteries and intrenchments on the right and left of the crater of the mine 1
Answer. Not at all. If they had marched through to the cre::;t of that
ridge they wonl!1 then have taken everything in rear. I do not think there
would have been any opposition at all to our troops had that been clone. I
think we would have cut off entirely those of the enemy to our right, while
those on the left would have tried to make their escape ac eoss the Appomattox.
Question. There has been something said in regard to the changing of
General Burn~iJe's plan of putting· his division of colored troops in the advance.
Answer. General Burnside wanted to put his colored division in front, and I
believe if he had done so it would have been a success . Still I agreed with
General ~Ieac1e in his objection to that plan. General Meade said that if we
put the colored troops in front (we had only that one division) and it should
prove a failure, it would then be said, and very properly, that we were shoving
those people ahead to get killed because we did not care anything about them.
But that could not be said if we put white troops in front. That is the only
point he changed, to my knowledge, after he had given his orders to General
Burnside. It was then that General Burnside left his three division commanders
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to toss coppers or draw straws which should and which should not go in front.
By Mr. Julian:
Question. That change 1vas made the evening before the assault, was it not 1
Answer. I cannot say whether it was the evening before the explosion or
twenty-four hours earlier.
Question. Was General Burnside's plan submitted to you for conoideration 1
Answer. He had no plan; he had merely to execute an order.
Question. He desired to use his colored troops for the advance?
Answer. Yes, sir; and that part was changed, I thought then very properly,
and I think so yet; for we had but one division of colored troops in the whole
army about Petersburg at that time, and I do not think it would have been
proper to put them in front, for nothing but success would have justified it.

Testim.ony

if

Lieutenant Colonel Henry Pleasants.
vVASHINGTON, D. c., January 13, 1865.
Lieutenant Colonel HENRY PLEASANTS sworn and examined.

By the chairman :
Question. vY ere you in the army of the Potomac at the time the mine was
sprung before Petersburg, on the 30th of July last; if so, in what capacity 1
Answer. I was there at that time. I was then lieutenant colonel of the 48th
Pennsylvania volunteers, and commanding the regiment at the time the explosion took place.
Question. What connexion did you have with the construction of the mine 1
Answer. I proposed it and executed the work. I had the whole charge of
everything connected with its construction.
Question. Will you state who originated the mine, and what was clone in
regard to it 1
Answer. I was then commanding the first brigade of the second division of
the 9th corps. That corps was then under the command of Major General
Burnside. vVhile commanding the brigade I frequently had occasion to go to
the front line. I noticed a little cup of a ravine near to the enemy's works. I
having been a mining and civil engineer many years before the war, it occurred
to me that a mine could be excavated there. I examined the ground, and after
I had satisfied myself that it could be done, I spoke to the officer next in rank
above me, Brigadier General Potter, commanding the division, and explained
to him what I proposed to do and how I proposed to do it, and what would be
the effect of an explosion of that kind upon the enemy. He received the idea
favorably, and wrote a note to General Burnside in relation to it. General
Burnside sent for me, and I explained to him carefully the mode of ventilating
the mine and everything about it. He seemed very much pleased with the
proposition, and told me to go right on with the work.
Question. Can you fix the time .when you mentioned the matter to General
Burnside, when you commenced the work, &c. 1
Answer. The work was commenced at 12 o'clock noon on the 25th of June,
1864. I saw General Burnside the night previous, and commenced the mine
right off the next clay.
Question. Did you have any communication with any oth-er commanders on
the subject?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. About how many men did you employ in the work 1
Answer. My regiment was only about four hundred strong. At first I employed but a few men at a time, but the number was increased as the work pro-
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gressed, until at last I had to use the whole regiment, non-commissioned officers
and all. 'I'he great difficulty I had was to dispose of the material got out of
the mine. I found it impossible to get any assistance from anybody; I had to
do all the work myself. I had to remove all the earth in old cracker boxes. I
got piPces of hickory and nailed on the boxes in which we received our crackers,
and then iron-cladcd them with hoops of iron taken from old pork and beef
barrels.
Question. Why were you not able to get better instruments with which to
cou:>truct so important a work 1
Answer. I do not know. Whenever I made application I could not get anything, although General Burnside was very favorable to it. 'I'he most important thing was to ascertain how far I had to mine, because if I fell short of or
went beyond the proper place the explosion would have no practical effect;
therefore I wanted an accurate instrument with which to make the necessary
triangulations. I had to make them on the furthest front line, where the enemy's
sharpshooters coulu reach me. I could not get the instrument I wanted,
although there was one at army headquarters, and General Burnside had to
send to Washington and get an old-fashioned theodolite, which was given to me.
Question. Do you know any reason why you could not have had the better
instrument which was at army headquarters 1
Answer. I do not. I know this: that General Burnside told me that GenPrtll
:Meade and Major Duane, chid' engineer of the army of the P otomac, said the
thing could not be done; that it was all clap-trap and nonsenRe ; that sueh u
length of mine had never been excavated in military opemtions, and could no t
be; that I would either get the men smothered for want of air, or crushed by
the falling of the earth; or the enemy would find it out, and it would amount
to nothing. I could get no boards and lumber supplied to me for my operation::;.
I had to get a pass and send two companies of my own regiment with wagons
outside of our lines to rebel saw-mills and get lumber in that way, after having
previously got what lumber I could by tearing down an old bridge. I had no
mining picks furnished me, but had to take common army pickt~ and have them
straightened for my mining picks.
Question. Was General Burnside the only officer who seemed to favor the
mine1
Answer. 'I'he only officer of high rank, so far as I learned. General Burnside, the corps commander, and General Potter, the division commander, seemed
to be the only high officers who believed in it.
Question. How long from the time that you commenced the mine did it take
you to finish it 1
Answer. I finished the whole thing, lateral galleries and all, ready to put the
powder in, on the 23d of July.
Question. How long would it have taken you had you been supplied with the
proper tools and instruments 1
Answer. I could have done it in one-third or one-fourth of the time. 'I'he
greatest cause of the delay was taking the material out.
Qnestiou. How far did you have to carry it 1
Answer. 'I'he whole length of the mine, and to where it could be deposited.
And every night I had to get the pioneers of my regiment to cut bushes and
cover it up where it had been deposited, otherwise the enemy could have
climbed up the trees in their lines and seen the pile of newly excavated earth.
Question. What was the length of the mine 1
Answer. 'I'he main gallery was 510/0 feet in length; the left lateral gallery
was 37 feet in length, and the right lateral gallery was 38 feet. 'I'he magazines were to be placed in the lateral galleries.
Question. What were the dimensions of the galleries 1
8
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.Answer. They varied at different places.

42- feet.

I suppose the average was

4~

by

Question. Did the enemy discover that you were mining there 1
Answer. Deserters came into our lines from the enemy, who stated that they
had found out where the mine was, and were trying to countermine. 'rhey
said that some deserters from the 5th corps in our army had told them about it.
General Burnside ordered me to stop all work on a certain day on that account,
and to listen for one day; but not hearing anything of the enemy's working,
we resumed our work. I did not hear them working until I got right under
the fort. They did a great deal of hammering. While I was propping up the
mine that we had dug, I made no noise. I had the timber all fi·amed and
notched outside of the mine, and it was put together by hand, without any
blows.
Question. Was the mine placed directly under the fortification, or close by it 1
.Answer. It was exactly under it, except that the right lateral gallery made a little circular direction on account of avoiding a shaft which we supposed the enemy
were making near by. It did not move out of line much, so that when the explosion took place it would tear up all around there, any how.
Question. What amount of powder was used 1
Answer. I called for twelve thousand pounds; they gave me eight thousand.
Question. What means did you take to consume the powder, so that it would
have the proper effect 1
.Answer. I had bags of sand interspersed with logs. There was no tamping
between the magazines; it was left all open there, so that there might be oxygen
enough for the combustion of the powder. Outside of the lateral galleries, in
the main gallery, it was tamped.
Question. What means did you ude to insure the explosion of the powder 1
Answer. I used three lines of fuze, called the blasting fuze. I asked for
fuze, and they sent me this common blasting fuze. '.rhere were troughs running
from one magazine to the other, half filled with powder; and then from where
the two lateral galleries joined there were two troughs with fuzes in them. The
troughs were half filled with fine powder; then from a certain distance out
there was nothing but three fuzes, without any powder. The fuze I received
was cut in short pieces; some of them are only ten feet long.
Question. Why was that 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Was not that an objection to it 1
Answer. A great objection.
Question. Was there any danger that it would not communicate at those
parts where it was joined 1
Answer. It did not, and had to be relighted.
Question. Who had the courage to go down into the mine and relight it 1
Answer. I had a lieutenant and a sergeant with me in the mine when I lighted
it the first time.
Question. How far in did it go out 1
Answer. I had a fuze about ninety feet long, and it burned about forty feetthe whole three fuzes.
Question. How long did you wait to find out whether it would explode 1
Answer. I waited from quarter after three, the time it was first lighted, until
quarter after four, when it was relighted, and exploded at sixteen minutes to
five.
Question. Have you been accustomed to use these fuzes in your engineering
work 1
Answer. Not a great deal; I had seen it done; my province was to do the
instrumental work and surveying.
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Question. Is there generally much uncertainty about the ignition of powder
by means of these fuzes 1
Answer. No, sir, unless they are spliced, and then they are very uncertain.
Question. Could you not procure fuzes that were not spliced 1
Answer. It was too late after the fuzes came. The mine was prepared and
ready for the powder to be put in on the 23d of July, ·and the enemy was trying to find me out all this time; but I could not get powder to put iu, or permission to put it in, until the .28th or 29th.
Question. What reason was given you for that 1
Answer. No reason at all; they were not ready, that was all. General
Burnside told me be bad not permission yet to explode it. I was afraid the
enemy would find me out that week.
Question. After you had commenced that mine, and before its completion,
could you not have obtained fuzes of the proper quality from coal mines and
other places 1
Answer. These fuzes were sufficiently good if they had not been cut up.
Question. Was there any difficulty in obtaining fuze that was not spliced 1
Answer. When it carne it was too late. Besides, as it turned out, it was better that it went out then than if it bad gone off at half past three.
Question. I am endeavoring to ascertain whether there was any carelessness
in regard to this fuze; to ascertain what reason military men could give for
spending so much time on a mine, and then not having the ir powder and fuze
of the proper quality ready when the mine was ready. Whose fault was that 1
Answer. I presume this fuze, like the powder, was stored at l!-,ortress Monroe. They sent just whatever they bad. It hardly ever happens that they
require fuze for that distance.
Question. 'rben ought they not to have taken special pains to have obtained
it, for they knew bow long the mine was to be 1
Answer. Well, it was not done.
Question. They could have brought other powder from Fortress Monroe in
less than twenty-four hours 1
Answer. Yes, sir, in a day at least. I do not know why they did as they
did.
Question. You state that you prepared three fuzes and laid them 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Why was that 1
Answer. I wanted to make a certain thing of it; but all three of the lines
were spliced, and all three went out. The whole of the tamping, putting in the
powder and everything, was . completed at 6 p. m. on the 28th of July, and
remained there until it was exploded on the morning of the 30th of July; and
the powder remaining there a day and a half in the mine of course became
damp.
Question. Did it not require some nerve to go in there and relight those fuzes 1
Answer. At first it did; but afterwards we felt certain that the reason the
mine did not exvlode was that the fuzes bad gone out.
Question. Who went in to relight them 1
Answer. Lieutenant Jacob Douty, 1st Lieutenant company K., 48th Pennsylvania volunteers, (he has since been mustered out,) and Sergeant Henry Reers,
now 2d lieutenant compmy F, 48th Pennsylvania volunteers.
Question. 'rhey volunteered to go in 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but I would not let them go in at first, until I felt convinced of the cause of the failure to explode.
Question. Had you been furnished with all the facilities in the power of
those in charge there to have completed and exploded the mine, how long
would it have taken you from the commencement until the mine was completed?
Answer. I think about twelve days.
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Question. Were you present when the mine was exploded 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; my regiment having been engaged in constructing the
mine, was not in the battle, but I volunteered on General Potter's staff, and
was through the engagement, and was there at the time of the explosion.
Question. What effect did the explosion seem to htwe on the enemy 1
Answer. It completely paralyzed them.
Question. What did the enemy do 1
Answer. Those that were not killed ran away.
Question. What effect did it have on the next tier of fortifications of the
enemy 1
Answer. There was no other tier-nothing beyond that. There was a par·
tially completed little earthwork beyond, but nothing in it.
Qt1estion. What, in your judgment, was the cause of the failure of that enterprise 1
Answer. I have thought of that a great deal. There were several causes for
the failure. 'J.1he first one, and immediate one, was the failure of the first division of the 9th corps to go beyond the enemy's works. 'l'he whole of them, or a
great portion of them, went up very promptly and occupied the enemy's works.
'l'here was nothing to resist them ; but they remained there and did not go be·
yond; and when the other divisions came up, having orders to go through the
same gap, the second division to form on the right of the first, and the third
division to form on the left of the first, and to go on to Cemetery hill-when
the other divisions came into the crater and that portion of the enemy's works
which the first division occupied, they got all mixed up; they were all in a
medley. That was the immediate reason of the failure.
Question. Suppose they had gone promptly through and taken possession of
the heights in force, what then would have been the effect 1
Answer. The enemy must have evacuated their line, or else we would have
cut their army in two. I stated in my report that there was no cannon shot
fired, as I thought, for an hour-I think it was two hours, but I will say onefrom the left, and frorh the right but very few scattered shots, and no infantry
firing from the front for half an hour; from the lett for twenty minutes, and a
few far to the right.
Question. You have stated the immediate reason of the failure: what was
the more remote reason 1
Answer. Another reason was, that the troops were not massed sufficiently
near to our breastworks. It was feared that the explosion would throw up a
great deal of debris and boards and everything of that kind into the air, a.nd
injure our men when they come down; and although I urged it upon General
Burnside to mass them nearer the breastworks, still he would not agree to it for
fear the men would be injured. The consequence was, that when the second
brigade of the second division of the ninth corps came up in the morning,
they came up by the fiank, just straggling along, and not together, as they would
have done if they had been right close up to the line.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Did you testify as a witness before the court of inquiry which was
ordered to investigate this matter by the commander of the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. No, sir; I was on leave of absence then, and was not called.
Question. Will you state the circumstances under which that leave of absence
was obtained.
Answer. I made application for leave of absence to attend to private business,
and it was granted me by General Meade.
Question. Had it in any way for its object to avoid your testimony being
given there 1
Answer. Well, I did not want to go before the board; I thought no good
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would come of it; it would only make me enemies, and I thought it better, as
long as I remained in the army, that I should not go before the board. Therefore I made application for leave of absence.
Question. Who granted that leave of absence t
Answer. General Meade was the only person who had authority to grant it.
Question. Have you any reason to believe that General Burnside was aware
of your disinclination to testify as a witness before that board?
Answer. General Burnside was not there.
Question. I should have said General Meade; had he any reason to know it 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Why was it you did not wish to testify 1 Did you or not deem
your knowledge of the facts material to the investigation of that affair 1
Answer. No, sir, I did not. My only reason was, that I thought perhaps my
testimony might be injurious to some of the general officers; and as the failure
was a fact, and jt could not be remedied, no good would come of it if I did testify, and it might have been the means of losing me some friends and making
me some enemies. That was the reason I did not wish to testify. I have a
copy of my report here, to which I have referred while giving my testimony,
for the purpose of being correct in reference to dates, &c .
Question. Will you furnish the committee with a copy of tl1at report 1
Answer. I will, sir.
The following is a copy of the report referred to:
HEADQUARTERS 48TH PENN' A VETERAN VOLUNTEERS,
Near Petersbu1·g, Va., August, 1864.
CoLONEL: I have the honor to submit the following report, relating to the mine I excavated in front of the second division of the 9th corps.
It was commenced at 12 o'clock m., the 25th of June, 1864, without tools, lumber, or any
of the materials requisite for such work. The mining picks were made out of those used by
our pioneers; plank I obtained, at first, by tearing down a rebel bridge, and afterwards by
sending to a saw-mill, five or six miles distant. The material excavated was carried out in
band-barrows made out of cracker boxes. The work progressed rapidly till the 2d of July, when
it reached an extremely wet ground; the timbers gave way and the gallery nearly closed, the
roof and floor of the mine nearly meeting. Retimbered it and started again. From this point
bad to excavate a stratum of marl, whose consistency was like putty, and which caused our
progress to be necessarily slow. To avoid this, I started an inclined plane, and in about one
hundred feet rose thirteen and a half feet perpendicularly.
On the 17th of July the main gallery was completed, being five hundred and ten and lo feet in
length. The enemy having· obtained some knowledge of the mine, and having commenced
searching for it, I was ordered to stop mining, which was, however, resumed on the 18th of July
by starting the left lateral gallery. At 6 p. m., July 18, commenced the right lateral gallery ;
but as the enemy could be heard very plainly working in the fort over us, I caused this gallery to be excavated a little beyond and in rear of their work, and gave to it a curved line of
direction. The left gallery, being thirty-seven feet long, was stopped at midnight on Friday,
July 22; the right gallery, being thirty-eight feet long, was stopped at 6 p. m., July 23.
The mine could have been charged and exploded at this time. I employed the men, from
that time, in draining, timbering, and placing in position eight magazines, four in each lateral
gallery. Having received the order to charge the mine on the 27th of July, I commenced
putting in the powder at 4 p.m., and fini shed at 10 p. m. The tamping was begun at 10 p.
m., July 27, and completed at 6 p.m., July 28. Thirty-four feet of main gallery was tamped,
and ten feet of the entrance of each of the side galleries ; but the space between the magazines
was left untamped.
I received orders from corps headquarters, on the 29th of July, to fire the mine at half past
three a. m., July 30. I lig·hted the fuze at 3.15 a. m., and having waited till4.15 a. m., an
officer and sergeant of my regiment volunteered to go in and examine into the cause of the
delay, and found that the fire had stopped where the fuzes were spliced. They relighted it,
and at sixteen minutes of five the powder exploded.
The charge consisted of three bnndrell and twenty kegs of powder, each containing about
twenty-five pounds. It was placed in eight magazines, connected with each other by troughs
half filled with powder. These troughs from the lateral galleries met at the inner end of the
main one, and from this point I had three lines of fuzes for a distance of ninety-eigl1t feet.
Not having fuzes as long as required, two pieces had to be spliced together to make the required length of each of the lines.
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The mine was ventilated at fu·st by having the fresh air go in along the main gallery as far
as it was excavated, and to return charged with the gases generated by the breathing and
exhalation of the workmen, by the burning of the candles, and by those liberated from the
ground, along and in a square tube made of boards, and whose area was sixty inches. This
tube led to a perpendicular shaft twenty-two feet high, out of which this vitiated air escaped.
At the bottom of this shaft was placed a grating, in which a large fire was kept burning continually, which, by heating the air, rarefied it, and increased its cmTent. Afterwards I caused
the fresh air to be let in the above-mentioned wooden tube to the end of the work, and the
vitiated air to return by the gallery and out of the shaft, placing a partition ·with a door in the
rr.ain gallery a little out. of the shaft, to prevent its exit by the entrance of the mine. The
latter plan was more advantageous, because the gases had to travel a less distance in the
mine than before.
As the excavation in the mine progressed, the number of men required to carry out the material increased, until at last it took nearly every enlisted man in my regiment, which consisted of nearly four hundred effective men. The whole amount of material excavated was
18,000 cubic feet.
The great difficulty to surmount was to ascertain the exact distance from the entrance of
the mine to the enemy's works, and the course of these works. This was accomplished by
making five separate triangulations, which differed but slightly in their result. These triangulations were made in our most advanced line, and within 133 yards of the enemy's line
of sharpshooters.
The size of the crater formed by the explosion was at least two hundred feet long, fifty feet
wide, and twenty-five feet deep.
I stood on top of our breastworks and witnessed the effect of the explosion on the enemy.
It so completely paralyzed them that the breach was practically four or five hundred yards
in breadth. The rebels in the forts, both on the right and left of the explosion, left their
works, and for over an hour not a shot was fired by their artillery. There was no fire from
infantry from the front for at least half an hour; none from the left for twenty minutes, and
but few shots from the right. The accompanying drawings which I have made, and forward
with this report, will explain whatever else bas been omitted here.
I have the honor to be, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

HENRY PLEASANTS,
Lieutenant Colonel.

Testimony

of

Brigadier General John W. Turner.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 17, 1865.
Brigadier General JoHN W. 'TuRNER sworn and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, and upon the staff of Major
General Butler.
Question. What was your position on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. I was in command of the second division of the lOth army corps.
My division was detached from the lOth army corps and attached to the command of General Ord, commanding the 18th corps.
Question. What part did you take in the assault made upon the Hnes before
Petersburg on the 30th of July last 1
Answer. On the 29th of July I was ordered to hold myself, with my division,
in readiness to participate in the assault that was to be made the next morning
in General Burnside's front, with additional instructions from General Ord to
.report to General Burnside on the afternoon of the 29th for detailed instructions
as to the posi~ion my division should occupy during the night, and the part I
would have to take in the next day's work. I did so, and my instructions
from General Burnside were that my division would follow immediately after
the 9th corps. It was designed that the 9th corps should assault the enemy's
line on the springing of the mine, and immediately push for Cemetery hill. JVIy
division would follow close after, move off to the right, and cover the movement
of the 9th corps on Cemetery hill on its right flank. General Burnside further
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tolrl me that, in case they did not succeed in gaining Cemetery hill, they would
undoubtedly hold possession of the enemy's lines, which they would take in the
vicinity of the mine, and then I probably would not be brought into the engagement at all.
I went over the ground carefully with a staff officer of General Burnside's
staff, visitl:'d the gallery leading to the mine and the route over which I was to
take my divi::oion, especially through the woods, arriving at the point where I
was clirccted to mass my division. I returned to General Burnside and asked
him if there were any other troops to pass over that road during the night.
Kllowing the confusion that was likely to occur in the movement of troops
during the night, particularly a dark night, I wanted no mistake to be made,
and that I should be in my position at the time the attack was to be made,
which was at half past three o'clock, the hour at which the mine was to have
been sprung.
Just after nightfall I withdrew my troops from the trenches they were occupying and moved. them to a point just in rear of whE-re I was to mass them,
where the road led into the woods. J there halted and waited for General
Lcdlie's division to pass, which was the division that General Burnside informed
me would pass over that road, and the oJly division that was to pass. I was
told to wait for it, and that after it had passed there would be nothing in my
way to prevent my taking up my position. I arrived at the point where this
road led into the woods about twelve o'clock at night, there halted my division
and remained waiting for General Ledlie. To make sure, I had despatched a
staff officer to General Ledlie's headquarters to ascertain wht:n his division
moved, as it was quite dark and it was very difficult to distinguish troops in the
night time, more particularly to what division tl1ey belonged. I remained there
until about half past two o'clock, when General Ledlie's division commenced
pa1:sing. I remarked that it was pretty late for that division to p:tss to get into
its position to move out at the time designated (at half past three) to make the
assanlt, knowi11g the difficulties of the road. It passed me, and I immediately
moved my division to the point designated, which was at the commencement of
the covered way which led to our immediate front, through which all the troops
were obliged to pass. It was a narrow covered way. I reported to General Ord
about day light that my troops were in position. He ordered me to wait for
further orders.
Some time after :five o'clock, between five and half past five, the mine was
exploded. I immediately moved my division down this covered way towards
the front, the leading regiments of it. Feeling an anxiety to get my men as far
forward in support of the assault as possible, I moved them down a hundred
yards and there halted. I then mounted a small mound of earth to obslirve the
fighting that was going on. I remained there, I should judge, about half an
hour. I then went myself to the front in order to gather all the information I
could, so that I might be well informed when I got my orders. I returned, and
I should judge it was half past six when I got my first orders to move to t!Je
front. My orders from General Ord were, " Follow Potter's division and move
out to the right." 'The last of the troops of Potter's divi.:~ion had just then
passed me. 1 was obliged to take my division down this covered way, where I
could have only a two·file front, and in some places only a single file, and followed close on to the rear of General Potter's column. When the head of my
column reached the point at which our assaulting column bad passed through
our lines, it was, as near as I recollect, about 7 o'clock.
I jumped upon a parapet to observe what was going on. Immediately in
front of me lay the crater, about seventy-five yards distant. The men were in
it and around it in great confusion; they were lying down, seeking shelter
from the fire of the enemy, which at that time bad become exceedingly warm.
The enemy had succeeded in getting a cross-fire of artillery and mu.:~ketry over
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the ground lying between our line and the crater. My idea was that the 9th
corps would penetrate the enemy's line and double them up to the right and to
the left, and then I was to pass out and cover the right flank of the assaulting
column; but the enemy still held possession of their lines up to within one
hundred yards of the crater when I arrived, which surprised me. It left me no
alternative of going out anywhere but directly opposite the crater, where the
9th corps went out. I could see no movement taking place beyond the crater
towards Cemetery hill. The troops lay very thick in and around the crater,
evidently more than could find cover from the enemy's fire. At that moment
I received an order from General Ord again to move out rapidly to the right
and cover General Potter on his right flank. It was evident to my mind that
General Ord did not understand the topography of the country and the condition of affairs as they were at that moment. It was impossible to move out to
the right. The idea was that we would dispossess the enemy of their lines,
roll them up to the right, and allow me to go out to the right over any portion
of our lines for four hundred yards. That state of affairs did not exist. To
have gone out to the right I should have had to mount the parapet exposed
to the enemy's fire directly opposite to me, (and they had their lines well manned
at that time,) push through our own abatis, cross the morass through the enemy's abatis, and mount his line, which was a line that had been deemed impregnable for two months previous, and the only manner of getting at them
was by breaking them, as was done by the crater, and then doubling them up.
But the enemy held possession of their line, and to go out right in front of the
crater was piling men on top of men already in and around there. I sent back
word to General Ord that it was impossible to go out in the manner he had
indicated. 'ro make sure, I gave orders to my leading brigade (which was
aniving very slowly in consequence of passing through this long, narrow covered way) to mass as it arrived, while I went over and examined the ground in
and around the crater. I passed over there, and was confirmed in the judgment
which I bad held previously from mounting the parapet. The crater was full
of men; they were lying all around, and every point that would give cover to
a man was occupied. There was no movement towards Cemetery bill ; the
troops were all in confusion and lying down. I asked one or two officers there
if an attempt had been made to move on Cemetery hill. They said the attempt
bad been made, but it had failed. I then said, "You ought to intrench your
position here, and you have too many troops here already to intrench. There
are ao many troops here that they are in each other's way; they are only
exposed to this terrific fire of the enemy," which was then growing warmer and
warmer, and was a very severe fire. While I was talking to an officer-we bad
sought shelter in the crater-the head of the colored division appeared at the crest
of the crater, and the division commenced piling over into the crater and passing
across it on the other side as well as they could. I exclaimed, "What are these
men sent in here for 1 it is only adding confusion to the confusion which already
exists." The men literally came falling right over into this crater on their hands
and knees; they were so thick in there that a man could not walk. Seeing
that I was going to be covered up there, and be entirely useless, l thought I
wonld go out. As I had no control over these troops, and supposing there
were officers in command, I said, "If you can get these troops beyond this line
so that I can get out, I will move my division right out and cover y our right
flank;" and I went back for the purpose of doing so. I met General Ord on
our line at the head of my division. I said, "General, unless a movement is
made out of the crater towards Cemetery hill, it is murder to send more men in
there. That colored division should never have been sent in there; but there
ii5 a furor there, and perhaps they may move off sufficiently for me to pai5s my
division out." "Well," said he, "do so if they move." A very few moments
after I thougl1t they had started to make a rush towards Cemetery hill, and I
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immediately ordered my leading brigade, which was massed by regiments, to
charge to the right of the crater. The colored division by that time had nearly,
if not quite, all got into the crater; had passed to the right of it perhaps fifty
yards, and were all lying down, principally this side of the enemy's line and in
it, and were trying to cover themselves the best way they could. My leading
brigade charged over our line up to the enemy's works, and took possession of
about one hundred yards of it; but there were no movements of the troops in
and around the crater to ad vance on Cemetery hill. At the time my leading
brigade charged I directed the head of my second brigade to move out through
a break in our works where a creek passed through it, so as to join hands on the
right of the first brigade and charge the enemy's lines beyond. 'l'hey succeeded
in getting only about half way between our lines and the lines of the enemy,
when they were stopped by the enemy's fire. The first brigade, as I said, succeeded in reaching the enemy's works, and took possession of about one hundred
yards of it, when they laid down. I immediately sent word to my first brigade
commander, who was within hailing distance-within sight, probably seventyfive yards off-to take his leading regiment and charge by the right flank, so
as to sweep down the enemy's lines, while I brought up the second brigade. I
was in hopes to take possession of a still greater length of the enemy's line. I
returned to the brigade commander of my third brigade, and ordered him to mass
his troops behind our lines, and hold them in readiness for any exigency. I
had but just given him his instructions when my first brigade charged by the
right flank, in obedience to my orders. I immediately passed over the line to
the second brigade to give the command "Forward!" I had got, probably,
half way between our line and the enemy's lines-which were perhaps only a
hundred yards apart at that point, and it was a very broken country, thick
underbrush and morass-when, looking to the left, l saw the troops in vast
numbers come rushing back, and immediately my whole first brigade came back,
and then my second brigade on my right, and everything was swept back in and
around the crater, and probably all but about one-third of the original number
stampeded back right into our lines. After some exertion I rallied my men of
the first and second brigades after they got into our lines, while my third brigade
held the line. After rallying them I placed them in position in the line, and
remained there until probably the middle of the afternoon, when I received
orders to retire. I would state, further, that the peculiar topography of the
ground had a great influence in determining the result. It was imposE~ible to
assault in ma:;s; columns had to come up only two file front.
Question. Why was there any necessity for your coming up that' covered
way within our line, after the 9th corps had charged 7
Answer. The fire of the enemy had not been reduced, and it swept all the
ground from the position where our division was massed up to the front of our
line.
Question. What was the distance 7
Answer. I suppose that distance was four hundred yards. When I was down
there 'the day before I did not intend to pass through that covered way, knowing the great delay it would cause in trying to get troops through there. My
idea was, and it was the idea conveyed at General Burnside's headquarter;;;,
that the 9th corps breaking the enemy's line would double it up to the right,
and then I expected to move my division right over hill and vale-it was very
rough. But by the time I got orders to move my division, the enemy's fire
covered the ground.
Question. And you were compelled to use the covered way because of the
enemy's fire 7
Answer. Yes, sir; it was so heavy that the troops could not come up otherwise without great loss.
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Question. You spoke about your first brigade passing to the enemy's line ;
did they pass through the crater 1
An ~'rwer. No, sir; to the right .of the crater.
Question. Did they pass through the enemy's line, and charge his parapet 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. While you were in the crater, or at any other time, did yon see
any of the division commanders of the 9th corps in the crater, or immediately
with their troops 1
Answer. I did not. I did not know General Potter, but I recognized no division commander of the 9th corps there. When I was in the crater I tried to
find a division commander, for I had supposed I would find one in there, and I
wanted to impress upon him my idea of the necessity of moving forward, because then was the time to determine what to do. It was one of two things;
if we failed to move towards Cemetery hill, there was but one other thing to
do, to intrench ourselves in the position we had gained, and we should have
turned our attention to it. 1'here was already twice the number of troops in
and around the crater necessary to intrench themselves. 1'hey were in each
other's way; and it was necessary also to open a communication between the
crater and our own line. I went over there to see the ground, and to see a general officer and converse with him on that point, as I had no command or control
over any of the 9th corps .

.APPENDIX.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington c~:ty, February 8, 1865.
SIR: In complian~e with your request I transmit herewith a copy of the
testimony before the court of inquiry of which Major General W. S. Hancock
was pre::;ident, in relation to the explosion of a mine and attack upon the enemy's
lines before Petersburg, Virginia, on the 30th July, 1864.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDW1N M. S'rANTO.N, Secretary if lVar.
Hon. B. F. WADE,
U.S. Senate, Chai1·man Committee on Conduct if War.

RECORD OF THE COURT OF INQUIRY INSTITUTED BY SPECIAL ORDER No.
25tl, 1864, W. D.
NoTE.-The erasures and interlineations in this record were almost unavoidable under
the circumstances, but they were not regarded sufficiently objectionable to warrant the delay
which would have attended the preparation of a fairer copy. The corrections were all made
with the knowledge of the court.

EDWARD SCHRIVER,
Inspector General, Judge Advocate.
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Rec01·d of tlte p1·oceedings of court of inquiry instituted by virtue of tlte following 01·ders :
SPECIAL ORDERS,}

No. 258.

WAR DEPAUTMENT,

Adj't Gene'ral's Office, TVa shington, D. C., Aug. 3, 1864.
[Extract-Paragraph 43.]

By direction of the President a court of inquiry will convene in front of
at 10 o'clock a. m. on the 5th instant, or as soon thereafter as practicable, to examine into and report upon the facts and circumstances attending
the unsuccessful assault on the enemy's position on the 30th of July, 1864.
The court will report their opinion whether any officer or officers are answerable for the want of success of said assault; and if so, the name or names of
such officer or officers.
Peter~burg

Detail for the court.

Major General W. S. Hancock, Brigadier General R. B. Ayres, Brigadier
General N. A. Miles; and Colonel E. Schriver, inspector general, judge advocate, United States volunteers.
By orde~· of the Secretary of War :
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant GeneTal.
FIRST DAY.
CouRT RooM, HEADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPS,

August 6, 1864.
The court met pursuant to the foregoing orders.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The order instituting the court was read, and the court and the ju<lge advocate were sworn according to law.
The judge advocate then presented and read the orders issued from the headquarters of the army of the Potomac on the 29th of July, 1864, containing the
" instructions for the guidance of all concerned" in the operations against the
enemy'B position before Petersburg, on the 30th of July, as follows:
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

July ~9, 1864.
Orders.-The following instructions are issued for the guidance of all concerned:
l. As soon as it is dark Major General Burnside, comwanding 9th corps, will withdraw his
two brigades under General White, occupying the intrenchments between tbe plank and
Norfolk roads, and bring them to his front. Care will be taken not to interfere with the
troops of the 18th corps moving into their position in rear of the 9th corps.
General Burnside will form his troops for assaultiug the enemy's worl's at daylight of the
30th, prepare his parapets and abatis for the passage of the columns, and have the pioneers
equipped for work in opening passages for artillery, destroying enemy's abatis, &c., and
the intrenching tools distributed for effecting lodgement, &c.
2. Major General \Varren, commanding 5th corps, will reduce the number of his troops
holding the intrenchments of his ti·ont to the minimum, and concentrate all his available
force on his right, and hold them prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
The preparations in respect to pioneers, intrenchiug tools, &c., enjoined upon the 9th corps,
will also be made by the 5th corps.
3. As soon as it is dark, M11jor General Ord, commanding 18th corps, will relirve Lis troops
in the trenches by General Molt's division of the ~d corps, and form his corps in rear of the
9th eorps, and be prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
4. EYery preparation will be made for moving f.,rwa.rd the field artillery of each corps.
5. At dark, Major General Hancock, eommanding ~d corps, will move hom Deep Bottom
to the rear of the intrenchments now held by the ltlth corps, resunJe the comnmnd of 1\fott's
division, and be prepared at daylight to follow up the assaulting· and supporting column, or
for such other operations as may be found necessary.
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6. Major General Sheridan, commanding cavalry corps, will proceed at dark from the
vicinity of Deep Bottom to Lee's mill, and at daylight will move with his whole corps, including Wilson's division, against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right,
by the roads leading· from the southward and westward.
7. Major Duane, acting chief engineer, will have the pontoon trains parked at convenient
points in the rear prepared to move. He will see that supplies of sand-bags, gabions, faeines,
&c., are in depot near the lines ready for use. He will detail engineer officers for each corps.
8. At half past three in the morning of the 30th Major General Burnside will spring his
mine, and his assaulting columns will immediately move rapidly upon the breach, seize the
crest in the rear, and effect a lodgement there. He will be followed by Major General Ord,
who will support him on the right, directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by
Major General Warren, who will support him on the left. Upon the explosion of the mine
the artillery of all kinds in battery will open upon those points of the enemy's works whose
fire covers the ground over which our columns must move, care being taken to avoid impeding
the progress of our troops. Special instructions respecting the direction of fire will be issued
through the chief of artillery.
9. Corps commanders will report to the commanding general when their preparations are
complete, and will advise him of every step in the progress of the operation, and of everything important that occurs.
10. Promptitude, rapidity of execution, and cordial co-operation are essential to success,
and the commanding general is confident that this indication of his expectations will insure
the hearty efforts of the commanders and troops.
11. Headquarters during the operation will be at the headquarters of the 9th corps.
By command of Major General Meade:
S. WILLIAMS,
Assistant Adjutant General.

Whereupon the court directed the judge advocate to notify all the officers
named therein of the institution and design of the court, so as to enable them
to be present during its sessions, which was done by addressing the following
circular to each :
CouRT RooM, HEADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPS,

August 6, 1864.
SIR: The court of inquiry instituted by the War Department, Special Orders No. 258, of
August 3, 1864, for the investigation of the facts and circumstances which attended the unsuccessful assault on the enemy's lines before Petersburg· on the 30th ultimo, will meet here
on the 8th instant, and the days following, at ten o'clock a.m., and I am directed to aequaint
you thereof, so that you may be present at the court's session, should you desire to do so.
Please acknowledge the receipt of this communication to me at the headquarters of the army
of the Potomac.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
EDWARD SCHRIVER,
Inspect01· General, Judge Advocate.

Addressed to Major Generals Meade, Burnside, W an·en, Sheridan, and Ord,
and Brigadier Generals White, Hunt, ancl Mott, and Major Duane.
'rhe court then adjourned, to meet at ten o'clock a.m. on the 8th instant.
SECOND DAY.
CouRT RooM, HEADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPS,

10 o'clock a. m ., August 8.
rrhe court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
'The proceedings of the first day were read and approved.
rrhe judge advocate stated that he had engaged Mr. Finley Anderson, a
phonographer, to record the proceedings, so long as he should do so to the
court's satisfaction, and Mr. Anderson was sworn according to law.
It is here recorded, also, that all officers of rank who it is supposed participated in the affair of the 30th ultimo have been informed that they could be
present at the court's sessions, and make any statements they may regard important to themselves, should they see fit.
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Major General G. G. Meade, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says:
I propose in the statement that I shall make to the court-I presume the
court want me to make a statement of facts in connexion with this case-to
give a slight preliminary history of certain events and operations which culminated in the assault on July 30, and which, in my judgment, are necessary to
show to this court that I had a full appreciation of the difficulties that were to
be encountered, and that I had endeavored, so far as my capacity and judgment
would enable me, not only to anticipate, but to take measures to overcome those
difficulties.
The mine constructed in front of General Burnside was commenced by that
officer soon after the occupation of our present lines, upon the intercession of
Lieutenant Colonel Pleasants, I think, of a Pennsylvania regiment, withont
any reference to, or any sanction obtained from, the general headquarters of
the army of the Potomac. When the subject was brought to my knowledge
I authorized the continuance of the operations, sanctioned them, and tru:::;ted
that the work would at some time result in forming an important part in our
operations. But from the first I never considered that the location of General
Burnside's mine was a proper one, because, from what I could ascertain, the
position of the enemy's works and lines erected at that time, the position
against which he operated, was not a suitable one in which to assault the enemy's
lines, as it was commanded on both flanks, and taken in reverse by their position on the Jerusalem plank road, and their works opposite the Hare House.
I will now read to the court the despatches which passed between Lieutenant
General Grant, commanding the armies of the United States, and mysdf, which
will bear in themselves a sort of history of the preliminary operations, a correspondence which resulted, as I, said before, in the final arrangements for the assault
on July 30.
On the 24th of July I received a letter from the lieutenant general commanding, which I will now read. I had been previously informed by the lieutenant
general commanding that he desired some operations to take place offensive
against the enemy, and he had instructed the engineer officer at his headquarters, the engineer officer at General Butler's headquarters, and the engineer
officer at the headquarters of the army of the Potomae, to make an examination of
the enemy's position, and give an opinion as to the probable result of an attack.
Their opinion is contained in the following letter.-(See document marked A,
appendix.)
I desire to call the particular attention of the court to that communication,
because it contains the views of the lieutenant general commanding with reference to the assault which should be made on Petersburg, and I wish them to
compare thi~:~ communication with the orders and arrangements that I gave and
made, so that they may ~:~ee that to the best of my ability I ordered everything
which he indicated to be done.
At the time that this communication was made to me, however, I was under
the impression that the obstacles to be overcome were more formidable than the
subsequent operations made me to believe, and also that subsequent to that time
there had been no movement of the army to produce that great weakening of
the enemy's front which afterwards occurred. 'rherefore my reply was to the
effect that I was opposed to our making the assault.
The following is my reply, sent on the 24th.-(See document B and B 2.)
ln reply to that I received a communication or report fi·om General Grant,
the result of which was a suspension of the proposed attack.-(Docnment 0.)
Next day I made a closer examination; and in the mean time a signal station
was erected in a pine tree in front of General Burnside, which gave us a more
complete view than we had previously had of the enemy's line. My observations modified my views, because I could not detect a sec0nd line, although I
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detected isolated batteries on the crest. I therefore wrote the following communication to General Grant, dated 12 m., July 26.-(Document D.)
'Fo which I received the following reply.-(Doc,tment E.)
.
There you perceive that the lieutenant general commanding ordered that
whilst the 2d corps was across the James river I should immediately make an
assault with the 9th and 5th, abandoning the line of the 5th corps. In answer
to that I wrote him the following despatch.-(Document F.)
'I'hat produced a suspension of the order to attack until the return of General
Hancock. The next despatch I received from General Grant was the following.-(Document G.)
Which I answered at 1 p. m., July 28, as follows.-(Document H.)
I will here observe that Lieutenant General Grant, in consequence of the services which the 2d corps had performed across the river, desired, and gave me
directions verbally to that effect, to use the 18th corps in the assault, and to let
the 2d corps take the place of the 18th in the line.
The next despatch I received was the following, dated City Point, July 29.(Document I.)
General Grant had come to my headquarters at 4 p. m., and at that time
I showed him the order for the assault next day, which had just then been
prepared, and which order met with his perfect approbation; he read the order
and expressed his satisfaction with it. No other despatches passed between the
lieutenant general and myself.
Next morning, between half past three and four o'clock-before four o'clock,
he arrived on the ground, at General Burnside's headquarters, and all further
communications between us were verbal, until August 1, at 11.40 a. m., when
I received the following despatch.-(Document J.)
We had given our respective views concerning tQ.e assault, and I particularly
impressed my views with reference to the difficulties to be overcome. When it
was ascertained that the movement of the 2d corps had drawn over to the north
bank of the James :five of the eight divisions composing General Lee's army,
together with the information I had obtained that the enemy had no second line
upon the ridge, but only one or two isolated batteries, I came to the conclusion
that the explosion of the mine, and the subsequent assault on the crest, I had
every reason to believe would be successful, and would be followed by results
which would have consisted in the capture of the whole of the enemy's artillery,
and a gl'eater part of his infantry.
'l'he plan sketched out by Lieutenant General Grant in his despatch to me,
which I enaeavored to carry out, and for the execution of which I gave the
necessary orders, was, that the mine should be exploded as early as possible in
the morning, before daylight; that in the mean time the 9th corps should be
massed and formed in assaulting columns ; that every preparation should be
made by removing the abati::; so that the troops could debouch, and particularly the assaulting columns; that as soon as the mine was exploded, the assaulting columns should push forward; that a sufficient proportion should be
left to guard the flanks of the main column, because they had to look for an
attack on the flanks; that the main body should hold the lines during the attempt to gain the crest of the hill, and if it was successful then I intended to
throw up the whole of the 18th corps, to be followed by the 2d corps, and if
necessary by the tth corps, also. I do noL suppose it is necessary to read the
order. I will read it, however.-(Document K.)
Having read to the court the correspondence which passed between the lieutenant general and myself preliminary to the operations, and having read the
order for the operations, I now propose to read and to accompany with some explatJatory remarks the despatches and correspondence which passed between
myself and Major General Burnside, who had the immediate active operations
to perform; afterwards between myself and Major General Ord, between myself
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and Major General Warren, and between myself and Major General Hanco~;k.
'l'hese despatches, when compared with each other, and in connexion with the
remarks which I shall make, will show the facts so far as they came to my
knowledge; and I wish the court to bear in mind, and I desire to call their attention particularly to the paucity of information which was furnished me by
Major General Burnside of the opArations which were made, and to the difficulty
that a major general commanding an army like the one I am commanding labors
under to give direct orders in the ignorance of matters transpiring in the front
at the immediate scene of operations.
Before those operations were concluded upon I called on Major General Burnside to furnish me in writing what he proposed to do in case his mine was exploded. In response to which I received the following repo.rt.-(Document L.)
The requeat made in that communication by Major General Bumside wa.s
complied with-that is to say, sand-bags were furnished him; but the amount
of powder asked for, which was twelve thousand pounds, was reduced to eight
thousand, upon the belief on my part, and on that of my engineers, that eight
thousand pounds would be sufficient for the purpose.
Another matter in that despatch to which my attention was directed, and
which was finally the subject of an order on my part, is the suggestion of .Major
General Burnside to place the colored troops at the head of the assaulting
column. That I disapproved, and I informed him of my disapproval, which
was based upon the ground, not that I had any reason to doubt, or any desire
to doubt, the good qualities of the colored troops, but that I desired to impress
upon Major General Burnside, which I did do in conversations, of which I have
plenty of witnesses to evidence, and in every way I could, that this operation
was to be a coup-de-main; that his assaulting column was to be as a forlorn
hope, such as are put into bteaches, and that he should assault with his best
troops; not that I had any intention to insinuate that the colored troops were
inferior to his best troops, but that I understood that they had never been
under fire, nor that they should not be taken for such a critical operation as this,
but that he should take such troops as from previous service could be depended
upon as being perfectly reliable. Finding General Burnside very much di sappointed-for he had made known to General Ferrero and his troops that they
were to lead in the assault-and fearing that the effect might be injurious, and
in order to show him that I was not governed by any motive other than such
as I ought. to be governed by, I told him I would submit the matter, with his
reasons and my objections, to the lieutenant general commanding the armies,
and I would abide by the decision of the lieutenant general as to whether it
was expedient and right for the colored troops to lead the assault. Upon referring the question to the lieutenant general commanding, he fully concnrrel
in my views, and I accordingly addressed to Major General Burnside, or had
addressed to him, the following communication.-( Document M.)
[The following despatches read near the end of the testimony are here inserted, as directed, in their proper places.]-( Documents M 1, and M 2.)
'l'he next despatch to Major General Burnside was addressed by me at
9.45 p. m., July 29, the evening before the action. I had received a despatch
from General Ord, stating that it would take him till very late to relieve the
troops in the trenches.
The following is my despatch to General Burnside.-(Document N.)
My idea was that General Burnside should form his columns of assault, make
all his preparationf:, take all his men out of the trenches, and move forward;
and that then General Ord should occupy hie trem;hes in case he should find
it necessary to return. No further despatches passed between General Burnside
and myself. I think it proper to state, however, that on the day previous to
the assault I was at General Burnside's headquarters, and had the good fortune
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to meet his three division commanders, and some conversation passed between
us, and I would like the court to inquire into what transpired on that occasion,
because I would like to impress upon the court, as I did impress upon General
Burnside and his officers, that this operation which we had to perform was one
purely of time; that if immediate advantage was not taken of the explosion of
the mine, and the consequent confusion of the enemy, and the crest immediately
gained, it would be impossible to remain there, for that as soon as the enemy
should recover from their confusion, they would bring their troops and batteries
to bear upon us and we would be driven out. r_rhat there were two things to be
done, namely, that we should go up promptly and take the crest; for, in my
judgment, the mere occupation of the crater and the holding on to that was of
no possible use to us, because the enemy's line was not such a line as would be
of advantage to us to hold, except to go from it to the crest; and that the troops
were to be withdrawn when the assault proved unsuccessful.
General HANCOCK, president. Do you not mean that you met four division
commanders, instead of three, as you said, at the headquarters of General Burnside 1
General MEADE. No; I mean three. I saw Potter, Ledlie, and Wilcox, and
I mentioned in the presence of those gentlemen the tactical manreuvres to
be made between that crater and the crest-that the only thing to be done
was to rush for the crest and take it immediately after the explosion had
taken place; and that they might rest assured that any attempt to take time
to form their troops would result in a repulse.
Those were all the despatches that transpired between General Burnside and
myself before the day of the assault.
On the morning of the 30th, about a quarter past three o'clock, when I was
about preparing to go forward to General Burnside's headquarters, I found that
it was very dark, and suggestions being made by some of my officers that it
was too dark to operate successfully, and that a postponement of the explosion
of the mine might be advantageous, I accordingly addressed a despatch to
General Burnside to the following e:ffect.-(Document 0.)
To that I received the following reply from General Burnside.-(Document P.)
I then went over to General Burnside's headquarters, he, during these operations, being further to the front. The hour had arrived. I stood waitiug. I
heard no report from General Burnside and no explosion of the mine. In the
mean time Lieutenant General Grant arrived. Finding that there was no explosion, I sent two staff officers, first Captain Jay, and then - - - - , I do not
recollect the name of the other ; but I ~ent two staff officers to ascertain from
General Burnside what the difficulty was, if there was any difficulty; why his
mine did not explode, if he knew; to which I received no answer. At 4.10 the
following depatch was sent to him.-( Document Q.)
And to this I got no answer.
At 4.20 another despatch was sent to him, as follows.-(Document R.)
I should have stated before this, that, in order to secure the speedy transmission of intelligence, I took the precaution to have a telegraph run from my headquarters, in General Burnside's camp, to where General Burnside had established
his headquarters for the day, in the 14-gun battery.
The following is the next despatch I sent to General Burnside.-(Document S.)
r~ro this I received no reply. Finding that no replies were received, and the
lieutenant general commanding desiring that an immediate assault should be
made without reference to the mine, at 4.35 the following despatch was sent to
General Burnside.-(Document T.)
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'l':lP Rnme o rd en~, you will finc1, wen~ sent to General vVarren, to General Mott,
ancl to General Huut to open the artillery. About this time. however, about
4.40, the mine wai3 explodtlrl. In the mean time Captain Jay returned and inform ed me t '1at tlte fuze had failed ; that a defect was found, and the fuze had
been oYcrlutuled :'~bout fifty feet or twenty-five feet, I forget the distance, from
the entrance; that the defect had been af!certained and had been remedied, and
that tlnally the mine had been exploded. So fax as my recollection goes, the
mine wa;:; explod('d about 4.40 or 4.45. At 5.4{) a. m., one hour after the explo:3i:-m of the mine, the fullowing· despatch was f'cnt to General Burnside.( Document U.)
"rhc followiug despatch was received from him, apparently as an answer to
miue, although through a difference in time, it is dated before it.-( Document V.)
About this time, 5.4/5 or 5.50, ( [ flee by reference to tl1e despatch that it is
5.45,) an orderly came up to me and delivrrcd me a despatch, which, upon
opening, I found to be a despatch from Colonel Loring, inspC'ctor general of
the 9th corps, written at the crater, and nddn'ssed to General Burnside, which
despatch the orderly, not knowing where to find General Bnrnside, had brought
to his old headqunrte• s, where it f~')und me. Th at despatch, so far as I recollect
the pnrport of it, V{aS to the effect that General L ed lie's troops occupiL'd the
crater, but, in l1is (Uolonel Loring's) opinion, he feared the men could not be
induced to advance beyond. That despa-tch was telegraphed to General Burnsid e, and sent to him by an officer, so that I have no copy of it. That was the
substance of i t, however. It was shown to General Grant and General Hum·
phreys, both of whom can give th eir r ecoJlection of it in confirmation of mine .
. I t is au important matter to be taken into consid eration here, that as early as
5.45 a. m. a despatch was placed in my hands stating that General Ledlie's
troops could not be induced to advance.
In addition to that, the following despatch was sen t to him.-(Document
\Y. )
Fearing that there might be some difficulty on the part of General Burnside's
troops, l thought it possible that by another corps going in on his right encouragement might be given to his men. and a prompt assault might be made.
'l'he next despatch I received was from an aide-dP.-camp, whom I had sent to
Geueral Burn::>idc's headquarters to advise me of what was going on. It is
dated .'5 .50, n.nd is from Captain Snnders.- (Document X.)
'l'he next despatch that I will read is one addressed to General Burnside, at
6 a. m.-(Doeument Y.)
D espatches were at this time also sent tu Generals Orcl aud vV arren. You
can keep these da.tei:l in your rniud.
'rbe next despatch was received from Captain Sanders, at 6.10 a. m., as follows.-(Documc~ nt Z.)
The following despatches are n<:>xt in order.-(Documents 1, 2, aml 3.)
At 7 a. m. Lieutenant General Grant put into my h and a despatch from
Colonel Comstock, an officer whom he had sent to see the progress of operations.-(Document 4.)
I read all these despatches over, that yuu may see bow I was situated on the
occasion, and what I knew of what was going on.
At 7 .20-twenty minutes afterwards- ! got the following des}atch fr{)I'J\
General Burnside.--Document 5.)
Upon the receipt of this despatch from General Burnside, informing me that
it was La rd work to take the crest, at the same time he not having reported to
me that anybody had attempted to take it, or that any part of his force had
made any eifurt to take it; with the despatches from my officers, the despatch
from Colonel Loring, a11d the despatch from Colonel Com~:otock, to the t.ffect
that the troops were lying there, 1 came to the conclusion that possibly there
might be some difficulty m getting the men to move forward, e1 ther from the
9
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enemy' s fire, or some imaginary obstacle the troop;3 had to e1tcotmter; that, as
it was now 7 o'clock, and that the place had been occupied at 5.30, I began to
suppose that there was some reason for the delay whidt had not IJeen officially
reported . I considered it natural that General Burn side would be indispos(>d
to make it known, so long as he had hopes of overcomir.g the diificulty. To
me, in my position as major general commanding the army, it was a matter
of the utmost importance, because it was my intention dnr ing the assault, aud
before it, that if we could not carry the crest promptly by a conp-de-maill, lo
withdraw the troops as quickly and safely as possibh•. Impressed with tlti:;
view, ::Hid in order to get at the exact contlition of affairs, :mel to justify G em•ral
Burnside, if there was any rea::.on of that kind, I addressed him the followiug
despatch.--(Document 6.)
It is proper to say, that immediately after sending that despatch, and b efore
receiving General Burnside's answer, I received a report verbally from Captain
Sanders that an attempt had been made to make an attack on the right, I
· think by General Griffin, and that he had been repulsed. I immediately :-rut
another despatch to General BurnsiJe at S a. m., as follows.--( Document 7. )
'l'o the first of these two despatches, subsequent to sending the second, I
received tlti:3 reply.-(Document 8.)
The next des patch that I receiYecl was one from Colonel Comstock, about
the same time, 8 a. m.--(Vocument 9.)
'l'h e next despatch I received was one d a ted 8.45 a. m., from Captain Sanders.-(Documeut 10. )
At 9 a. m. I received the following dm~patt:h from General Bnrnside.-(Document. 11.)
That was the first information I had received that there was any colli::;ion
with th e enemy, or that there was any enemy present. At 9.30 a.m. the following despatch was sent to General Burnside.-(Document 12.)
'l'henl received the following despatch from Captain Sanders.-(Document 13.)
'rhe next despatch was this, from Colonel Comstock.-(Document 14)
The next despatch to General Burnside. at 9.45, was the peremptory order to
withdraw.-(Document 15.)
Receivi11g i11formation from some person-! don't know who it was-that
there was some difficulty about withdrawing at that time, that the safety of the
column might be jeopardized by undertakin g to withdraw it, the following despatch was sent to General Burnside, and al:::o to General Ord, who had troops
there at that time. None of my despatches to General Ord lwve been presented
yet, because it. would have confused matters. I will read them hereafter.(Docum ent 16.)
About that time, both :Major General Burnside and :Major Gen<:ral Ord came
to the headquarters vv· here General Grant and myself were temporarily located.
General Burnside seemed to be very much displeased at th e order of withdrawal ,
and expressed the opinion that if allowed to remain there, by nightfall he could
carry that crest. As, boweYer, be did not give any reason to show bow he
could take it, and as be had been from half past five in the morning till nearly
ten, and not only had not taken it, but had hiB men driven out of the works be
had been occupying, and as Major General O:·d, whose troops were also there,
upon being asked if the crest could be carried, answered very positively that it
was entirely out of the question, it was determined by the lientenant general
commanding and myself--or rather I referred the matter to him, to know if he
desired the orders changed-it was determined that no further attempt should
be made to take the crest, but that the men should be withdrawn whenever that
could be done with security.
There is now a very important point to which I will call the attention of the
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court, and which I want investigated very thoroughly, anJ that is the withdrawal from the crater.
At the time the onler was given to witll c.lra w the troop<.:, the report of .:\lajor
General Ord was, that the crater of the ruinG was so overcrowdrll with men tha.t
it would be nothing bnt murder to send any more men forward there. I do not
recollect as to wlwt.her the report of .:\L0or G eneral Bnrusicle was so definite,
but I believe the report of Colonel Loring \Yas that there w::ts n.t lcnst one division of the troops in there. The impre:'lsion left upon my min(l was, that at that
time there were as many men in the crater as would enable them to defend
themselves if attacked, and in case no defence ·was necessary there was no occasion on my p;ut to order troops to be sent there. I presnmeU. that i~Iajor G eneral
Ord and l\Iajor General Bumside, having charge of that opcr,1tion, would see
that. the men would be properly withdrawn.
Thid conclusion lwving been arrived at by the lieutenant general aml myself,
and it not appearing necessary that we should rem;tin any long('l' at l\Iajor General Burnside's headquarters, the lientcnant ge11cral commauding withdrew to
City Point, and I withdrew to my former headquarters, where 1 was in telegraphic communication with .Major General Burnside, and where, under thP
common correspondence between a general officer comm:mding the army and
his subordinates, twt to say under a peculiar exigency, I expected to be informed
of anythiug that should occur. I remained in total ignorance of any further
transactions until about six or seven o'clock in the evening. About that hour a
report, or a rumor, reached me that there were a nnrnber of our wounded men
lying between 1he crater and our line, and I think an appeal was made to me
by General Ord if something could not be clone to remove those men. I was not
aware that there was any difficulty in the way of removing them, and wondered
why they had not bt'en removed, presuming tha.t our men were in the crater;
and as no report had been made to me that they lt.:td been withdrawn, I directed
a despatch to be sent to lUajor General Burnside, calling upon him for information. 'l'hat despatch read as follows.-(Document 17.)
You will remember that I left General Burnside's hcadqnartcrs about 10
o'clock, with the understanding that the troop.:; were t <) be withdrawn when they
coultl be withdrawn with security.
[The following despatches were subscqu ~.: n t ly read by the witne.3s :]- (Documents 18, 18}, 18~, 18J, 19, 19:I, 20.)
So far as auy information from Gcncrnl Bnrm;ide i;:; <:<>ncernea, I had to go
to becl that night without knowing wh ether his troolit' were in tho crater, or
whether they ·were not. During the night despatches were eceived, referring
to the relief of General Ord's trcops next morning·, J nly 31., at 8.40 and 9 a.m.
'The despatches 18l anJ 18Q· were sent and received by General Humphreye.
No despatch was received from General Burnside ·with reference to the withdrawal of these troops -till 6 40 p.m., July 31, (marked18~,) to which was sent
the one marked 19, at 9.10 p. m., July 31. 'l'he despatch wa:'l received from
General Burnside, marked 19!, and the reply, marked 20, was sent. Now, I beg
leave to call the attention of the court to the fact that this de.:;patch is dated
9.10 p.m., Jnly 31, and although it does not give an official st,ttement of the
time of the withdrawal of the troopa, I know, bLtt only from other info rmation,
that the withdrawal was at about 2 p. m., July 30. And as I consider that
my conduct i::; here the subject of investigation as much as that of any other
officer or man engaged in this enterpriRe, I wish to repudiate, distinctly, any
re::;ponsibility resting upoa me for the m'l.nncr of the withdrawal, beyond the
orders I gave to the eff~ct that the troops were to be withdrawn when they
could be withdrawn with security; and if they had been able to repulse an
attack of the enemy, it seems to me rather extraordinary, when another
attack was threatened after the success, that they should be withdrawn simply
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becaul:(e they \Vere threatened with another ~ttack. But that is the point to
which I wish to cnll the attention of the court, and which I wi~h to have thorough ly investigated.
I believe those constitute the sum nnd substance of all the orders that passed
between myself and Major Gl'ncral Burnside. But I rP-spectflllly submit to this
court that so far as it was iu my power, as the commanding general of this army,
to give orders, I anticipated the ditficnlties that occurred, and endeavored to
avoid them as much as I could do so, and tha,t I cannot be held responsible for
the failure which afterwards resulted.
Having finished my correspondence with and orden; to General Burnside, I
now propose to read the correspondence with and orders to General Ord, who
was the officer commanding the force next to be employed after those of General Burnside, and whose movements it is important to know.
l\Iajor General Ord was directed to relieve his corps by General Mott's division of the 2d corps on the evening of the 29th. He was then to move and
mass his troops in rear of the 9th corps, and it was intended that he should
support the 9th corps whenever the 9th corps had effected a lodgement on the
crest; that he was promptly to move up to them and ::::upport them on the crest.
I had several interviews with General Ord on the 28th and 29th. I went with
him and showed him the position; showed him exactly the ground; gave him
all the information I had, and also caused him to send staff officers to select
positions for the troopt:, so that when it became dark they might know the
roads. On the morning of July 30, when it became evident to my mind that
General Burnside's troops were 11ot going to advance further than the crater,
and when I had rea111on to suppose it was owing to some difficulty on the part
of the troops themselve111, and so far as any official report came to me, rather
than obstacles preflented by the enemy, I sent a despatch to General Ord
changing his previous orders and directing him, instead of supporting General
Bnrn:::idc, to make an assault independent of General Burnside. rl'hat despatch
and subsequent despatches are as follows.-( Documents 21, 22, 23, 23J:, 23}. 24-.)
There were some other despatches to General Ord of a similar character, (but
I do not see them here,) to endeavor to get him forward, independent of the 9th
corps, to make an isolated attack, an att~tck of his own, independent of the 9th
corps. Owing to the obstacles presented-the fact tha t there was no proper
debouclte for our troops to that portion of the enemy\, line, and the filet that the
ci·atcr was overcrowded with mr.n-General Ord, consiJ ering those obstacles
insurmountable, confined his operatio11s to sending forward, I think, only one
brigade. But General Ord and his division commanders hnve made reports,
which will be placed before you. I forgot to bring them with me to-day.
At. about 9.45 a. m. the same orders were sent to General Ord as to General
Bnrnside, with reference to the withdrawal of the troops. That finishes all that
passed between General Orcl and myself.
'l'he otl1er supporting column was under .Major General VVarren, on the left.
In the original order Gen~ral vV arren was directed to mass his available
troops on the right of the line, and to make all his preparations to support
General Burnside in the assault wherever he should be ordered.
At 4.40 a. m. the follf)wing despatch was sent to him .- ( Document 25.)
At 5.50, one hour afterwards, and immediately after my receiving the information that General BumsiJe's corps occupied the crater, the following· despatch
was sent to him.-(Document 26.)
I wish to call the atte11tion of the court to the fact that as early as 5.50 I
authorized General vVarren, if he saw any opportunity of doing anything with
his corps, not only in support of General Burnside, but as an independent operati~n of his own, that he should t11ke ad vantage of it and pu::1h forward his troops.
H1s reply, dated 6 a. m., is as follow::J.-(Document 27.)
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At 6.15 a. m. another despatch was received from him, as follows.-(Document 28.)
.
'l'hen at 6.20 another rlespatch, No. 29, came from General \Varren, in which
he statet: that what we thought was a heavy line of the enemy behind the line
occupieu by Burnside'tl troops, as the sunlight comes out and the smoke clears
away, proves to be our own troops in the enemy's position.
You will perceive that at 5.40 1 authorized General vVarren and uirected him
to make au attack without waitiug for the support of General Burns:dc-that is,
if circumstances would justify his making an attack; and that his replies here
indicate thnt no such attack was practicable. Coming- to that conclusion, and
rec0iving information from the signal officers that the enemy had left their
extreme right, which I presumed they would do, to mass on the centre to receive
our attack, the fo :lowing despatch was sent to General vVarrcn at half past
six o'clock.-(Document 30.)
General BuRNSIDE asked for the reading of the despatch to General \Vilson,
commanding a cavalry division.
General l\IEA DE replied that he did not have the uespatch with him now, but
would procure it for him. 'l'hc order to General Wilson was written, he said,
about the same time as the above c1espatch to General \Varren-abont half past
six a.m.
General BunNSIDE wi8hecl to be informed whether or not the onler to General
Wilson was rescinded.
GenPral MEADE rcpliecl that the order t0 the cavahy was rescindecl when the
infantry was ordered to withdmw.
General MEADE then resumed the reading of despatches, presenting Documents 31 and 32.
General BuRNSIDE. I would like to know what that despatch to the cavalry
was, and exactly what time it was rescinded.
Ge11eral HANCOCK. If you will recollect the matter, we ·will have it called for
subtlequl'ntly.
Gc11eral L\f~:<:ADE. Just make a memoranJ.nm of it, and I will have it sent.
Indeed, I am uot positive, bnt I think my despatches to General Sheridan, of
the cavalry, are here. If they are, they will be read.
'l'he llcxt despatch in order is the following, dated 7.30 a.m., to General
Vv arreu.-(Documeut 33.)
General Ayres still remained on the right, and the orders still existecl to clo
anything with him that could be done to advantage. At 7.50 a.m. we have
the next d.cspatch from General Warren.-(Docurnent34.)
Nothing further was receivecl while we awaitecl developments from General
Crawford until 8 a. m., when the following dePpatch was received from General
Warren.-(Document 35.)
Notwithstanding that it was considerecl th;1t General Warren's original order
authorized him to take the ba.tteries if it could be clone, inasmuch as he was
directed to move and attack with General Crawford, and as it was suggested
that General Ayres might be required, it was thought proper to sencl him the
following order at Si a. m.-(Documcnt 36.)
At 9.15 a. m. the following despatch wal:) receivetl from General \Varren.(Document 37.)
At this time the conclusion had been arrived at by the lieutenant general
commanding :md my8{'lf that the afLtir was over, and that nothing more coulcl
be done; and soon afterwards, order~ similar to those which were sent to others
were sent to General W an·en, that he shoulcl not make any attempt to take the
two-gun battery. rrhe following despatches w~re sent to General Warren.(Documents 38, 38~, 39, and 40.)
rrhesc arc all the orders and communications that passed between General
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aud myself. He was authorized to attack, if he could see a good chance
to attack. "When he reported no chance to attack, :mel was asked what force he
had available, he reported that he had no forc e available except he moved Ayres.
He was directed not to move Ayres until information was received from Crawford;
only, if he could attack the two--gun battery in his front, he was ordered to attack it, and then the operations were subsequently snspendPd.
Now I have read you the communications that passed between myself and
General Grant, myself and General Burnside, myself and General Ord, and myself and General Warren. It now· remains for me to reacl the communications
that pa ss~ d between myself and General Hancock, and myself and General1\Iott.
The first was a communication sent 4.40 a. rn. to General .Mott.-(Document 41.)
At 4.50 a.m. the following de:,patch was sent to the telegraph operator at
the headquarters of the 18th corps.-(Document 42.)
'l'he following despatch, dated July 30, 6 a.m., was sent to General Hancock,
after the mine was occupied.-(Document 43.)
The following despatches were sent und received.-(Documeuts 44 45, 45~,
45~, 46, '17, 48, 49, 50, 51, and 52.)
~Chese include the despatches sent to the cavalry. I would explain that the
separate orders to General vVilson were issued because General Sheridan, commanding the cavalry corps, was across the James river, at Deep Bottom, with
two divisions, and I had to issue separate orders to G eneral vVilson, i5o that he
might be ready for the movement next day.
Here are some dee.pntches which are of no particular consequence, but I will
leave them here. They are despatches from the signal officers, indicating
the monments of the enemy:
General Bur.NSI DE. I would suggest that all the despatches should be left.
General HANCOCK. General l\feade is now giving h1s direct testimony, and
only snch despatches arc numbered as he wishes to incorporate. ':rho others
will be left here and can be called for at any time.
General.l\I~ADE. vV ell, I \\'ill reau these despatches, and you can number
them and put tlwrn clown.-(Documents 54, 56, 56, 57, and .58.)
It was on those 1·c ports of the signal officers that General \Varren's orders
were predicated.
The following i::; the report of the chief of engineers.-(Docmnent !i9.)
I believe I han: now rcn.d every de~patcb that I have received, and the court
are fully aware of all the information that I received on the ground.
General BunNSIDE said that before the court adjourned he would like to ask
what latitude was allowed in the investigation.
General HANCOCK explained that the conrt had gone Lack to the onlers
from Geneml Mende, the orders from General Gr;mt, and to the first inception
ef the mine.
General },lEAVE. [ would state that in the general orders issued on the night
previous to the assault the cavalry was ordered to make this ntt.ack on the left.
r.rwo division.: of the ca';alry corps were over nt Deep Bottom . They could not
cross the river until after the secon d corps had cro~sed, so that it was late in the
day before they came up. Indeed, the head of the column did not appear before
the offensive operations 1\"erc sus pended. i\.s General Wile.on had been ordered
to be in readiness, however, ancl in Yiew of tl1e unavoidable delay of Sheridan, orders were sent to General Wilson not to wait for General Sheridan, but to push
on himself to the 'Veldon railroad and make an assllult upon the enemy. No
report was received from General Sheridan. General Sheridan was sick. General Gregg reported in the evening that he had advanced his cavalry, and that
they had found the enemy in force at R eam's Station, at Gurley's house, and at
various other points along the railroad. There was no attack made by the
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cavalry except at. Lee':; mills, where General Gregg, enr·nmtC'riug c.1valry, drove
tlwm away to water hiR horses.
\Vhen it \Y,l:-3 known that our off,:msive op :~ ratiDn:3 were .'Ll")Jt'ndcd, orders were
sent to the c.lValry th:.~.t they ,,houlcl push on a.s f.tr a .., pn.'.i..;iblc and find out the
enemy's position; but the original order..; about going in!) to\Yn Wt>re rnudified,
ina:;:mnch as the operations in onr inl'nediittc front were snspendl~ cl.
I cle::;ire to :3ny to the court that it has not been my disposition or intention t@
throw ccnstuc up on anybody for the unfortunate f~1iturc; th:~.t, indeC'd, I have
not been furnished with the necessary information to enable me to do so. I have
not yet receivetl lUajor Gtmeral Burnside's, or his snborcl inntc comman<lers', official reports. I have very little knowledg·e of what actually tram:pired except
from the desp:1tches yon have heard rcacl hen~. I have b een groping in the
dark since 1he commruccment of the nttaek. I did not wish to tn.ke any unplea.::ant rneasure:f', bnt I tltnnght it my duty to snggcf't to the Prcsideut of the
Unit.ccl States that this matter .should be investigated, and that the censure should
be made to rest upon thosC' who nrc entitled to it. 'Vlwt I have done has been
to show tbat I tried to do all I could to insure ::;uccess.
During the day General Burnside and some of hi~ Haft', Generals Potter and
Ferrero of the 9th corps, were pre::;ent
'l'he court ailjournrd, to mret at 10 o'clock n. 111. on the 9th.
THHW D.:\ Y.

CounT RooM,

1-IEADQI ; ARTBRS

SEco:-.:u CoRPS,

August 9, 1864.
'rhe court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Geuerah; Ayres and lVIiles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
'l'he reading of the record of the second day was proceeded with until suspended ~tt page 30, document 25, by General Burnside's verbal application to
hav(• all the documents bearing date after 2 o'clock p. m. on the 30th July, and
nH cv ideuce relating to events subse<luent to that time, removed from the record,
the reason:" for which , by direction of the court, wrre reduced to writing, and
pre.•cn1er1 ns follows:
lis: \DQL\I{TI-:n ...;

~rXTH . \lDl \'

Co HI'S,

August 9, 1864.
UE:\TI.Jo:i\IE-::-i: 1 bug to :·mbmit to tlu· euurt tl .at all t, •, tillWII}, whC'tLer by despatches or
uth•·nyi~w, relating· tD oeeurr;:mecs subi'iOflncnt to ;2 p. m. on :Wtlt .July last, at which time our
troops lm<l •vith<lrawn from the cnnmy':-; lille, and tlte ussanlt ·wm; OYer, Hhould. be erased
from the rccon1, anJ 110 welt evidence admitted in future.
The term) of tbn order nppointing the court distinctly limit the action of the court to reporting the "facts and eirelmJ:;tant.<'s attem1i11g the 1msucccssful assault on the enemy's position
on tho 30th July, 1t3li~," awl " their opinion '"hether any officer or officers aw answerab le
for tbe want of success of HaiJ ~~ssault," anJ whatever events happened subsequent to the
>Yithdrawalluwe uo relation t{) the slle<·cs.~ or want of success of tho assanlt, and are not
within the purview of the eourt.
Moreover, cortclin of thP :·;o subsPquent oc:c:.urrencc.-3 have been made the subject of charge
agaiust me by the major general commanding tbe army, anrl on which charges I am to be
tliecl by uuothcr eomt. They, therefore, ~houlllno t be investigated by this cuurt.
I am, gentlemen, very n'speetfnlly, yunr obNlient SL'l'Yaut,
"\ . E. BPILT:-:;IDE, lllojo1· GeneraL
COURT OF lNQl.:mY,
Maj. Gen. liANCOCJ\, President.

'l'he follov1'ing }Japer was then submitted by liiajor General Meade:
"'I respectfully submit to the court that the objection rai sed by Major General Burnside is
not tenable. As I have before said, I consider my cor,duct tho subject of the court's investigation. To show that I wa.,; not, and could not be, held responsible for the manner of the
withdrawal, antl the circumstances attending it, it is necessary for me to show that I was
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not furnished with auy informatiou; ancl furthermore, I claim th e rig·ht to :;bo\Y in evidence
that no effort ou my part was omitted to obtain the necessary information.
"Independent of tui:; perF>onal consideration, and my rig·hts as one whose coudnet i:; m1dcr
examination, I beg leave also to submit that the receiviug of tl1ese official despatdlCs in
this case cauuot, iu any way, affect the case of General Bnrusidc when on nial on the charges
referred to by him. Those charges are disobedien<:e of orders. and have no rcfen'nce to his
management of affairs on tue 30th; because, even should it be proved to the sat isfact ion of
the court (ancll shal l be glad to h ear tktt it i:;) that General Bnrnside is in uo way rt>sponsible for the lamentab1c failure on the :3Uth, it docs not alter tbe facts of the case whether he
obPyed or diGobeyed my orders on that or any other occasion.
"This is a foreigu matter, stands on its mvn merits, aud has uo conn ex ion with tl1e proceeding of this court, beyond the fact that these documents will be prod uC"ed in both cases.
"Again, I respectfully submit, General Burn:;idc's objectiow; should have he(•n made earlier in the proceediugs, because among· the charges preferred against him is one bnsea on the
very disrespectful despatch sent by him to llle at lig!tt, a. m., July :-W, and this despatch
should be thrown out on the same ground, \Yhi ch would ut. once prevent me from stating my
case in the nHtnner in w!tich I claim I have the right to.
"I beg- lcaYe to call the attention of the court to the hour of 2 o'clock being :;pecified in
General Burnside's objections, am1 ask the cumt to note that there is no evidence before them
when the assault, if any, was mad(', or what occurred at::! o'clock.
"I take it this court mnst lllodi(y the rule:; w 1tich would govern courts of inquiry when the
c.o nduct of only one individual is called in question. This court has to pass judgment on the
conduct of numerous offict:rs, nm1 the relative rigltts of en.ch Hhoul(l be considered.
"As I understand it, no oue in particular iH arraigucd here, and, therefore, what occurs
here can only be repeated clsmdterc to tht> (1etrinwHt of any of the parties concerned, and
must be repeated.
"These arc offieial documeut,;, part of the archiv'es of the army of tl1e Potomac, am1 their
productiou in my vindication will gi.-c no weight to their production against General Bnrnside, should he be tried on the charge of disoueflicnce of onkn-:. For the,;(' n•asons 1 must
respectfully insist ou the court's receiving them. "

General Burnside then submitted the following:
"Iu reply to Gcm•ral Meall(~'s argument, I beg to say that there i .~ no ('Vitknce ou tlw ll:cord, and none fumi:;lwcl by the documents in question, that Gl'neral Meade did iu any way,
by aide-de-camp or otherwise, use means to oLtain any information in reference to the withdrawal, or anything that occurred after he lc.ft my headquarters, about J 1 o'tlock, until after
6 o'clock in the c.-ening·, iustead ot~ as he F:tates. no effort being omitted on hi:; part to obtain
the necessary information. Nor wa:; such effort made, to my knowledge. General Meade
himself states, in his arg·ument, that the charges have no ret()rente to the management of
affairs on t~e 30th; aud as these charg·es <·ontain iu full the L1ocuments to wl1id1 I olljcct,
they therdorc f'hould be exeludrd hen•.
'·A. E. HUHXSIDE, llTajor General ...

'l'he court was cleared.
the court announced :

The court

wa~

opened, :uul the foll ,)wing deci::;ion of

The proper time for objection to the reception of evidence i::; when it i::; offered
and before accepted. Due notice was given to all persons who were supposed
to be interested in the investigation (of which General Btunsicle was one) to be
present if they so willed. The court, however, decides that tho evidence, clocnmentary and verbal, in IJ.Uestion has a bearing on the conduct of individuals
other than General Burnside. The court is ordered to examine into the "facts
and circum3tanccs attending the unsuccessful assault on the enemy's position
on the 30th of July,'' and the authorities permit a court of inquiry to enter into
such incidental examination of particular points. as may become necessary to a
full understanding of the matter at issue.
'l'he court, therefore, considers it a duty to examine into all the circumst:mces
of the assault, the subsequent withdrawal of the troops, and everything connected therewith.
'l'he judge advocate continued the reading of the record of the second day,
and, on completion, it was approved, several corrections having been made by
the witness, whose meaning had not been fully understood.
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'I'ht examination of Major General Meade was then resumed.
Question by judge advocate. \Vhen did .l \Iott's divi~ion leave Deep Bottom,
and arrive at the 18th corps to relieve it?
Answer. Orders were given in person to "Mr1jor General Hancock about 5 or
6 o'clock on the evening of the 28th, requiring him to withdraw Uott's division,
then in his line of battle, in the presence of tl1e enemy, after dark, and send it
to report to Gencrn.l Ord, commanding the lSth corps . Orders were subsequently given to General Ord, when the divi~ion cn,me up, about daylight on
the 29dt, to ma:::s it in the wooch ncar the railroad, out of sight of the enemy,
and at dark on the evening of the 29th to put it in his trenches to relieve his
corps.
Adjoumed till 10 o'clock a. m. on the lOth.
FOURTH DAY.
Coli RT Roo:\1, HEADQUARTEn~ SEC();-.JD ConPs,

August 10, 1864.
'l'he court met pnrsuant to adjournment.
Present: M;-1jor General Hancock, Brigadier Gencra1s Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
'I'here were al"o present Genemls Ferrero, Pottrr, and "'\Vilcox, of the 9th
corps, General Mott, of the 2d, and General Carr, of the 18th.
The proceedings of the third day were read and approved.
'l'estimony of General Meade continued.
Questions by General Burnside :
Question. "'\Vhere were your headquarters during the action of the 30th?
Answm·. From four o'clock until about eleven--! am not exactly confident as
to the time of leaving it-my headquarters, as announced in the order of battle
on the day previous, were established at the headquar!ers of the 9th corps. At
eleven o'clock, or a,bout that timr, as ncar as I can remember, I removed to the
headquarters of the army of the Potomac, which arc situatell n,bout three-quarters
of a mile to the eastward of the headqun.rters of the 9th corps, ancl are in telegraphic communication with the same headquarter::; where I remained during the
rest of the day.
Question. How far was that from the scene of action 1
Answer. If by the scene of action is meant the crater of the mine and that
portion of the enemy's line in front of it, so far as I have knowledge of the ground,
derived from maps, I should suppose that the headquarters of the 9th corps were
possibly a mile to the eastward of the crater, and my headquarters arc three~
quarters of a mile, as I stated, beyond that, still further to the east.
Question. Conld anytl.ing of the action be seen from there 1
Answer. Nothing could be seen from any of the points that I occupied.
Question. Did you go fnrther to the front during the action 1 If so, where 1
Answer. I did not leave the headquarters of the 9th corps during the active
operations.
Question. Did you not know that there were several positions on our line
where you conld see the action for yourself, and yet be in as proper a place
for yon as in General Burnside's permanent camp, and also have full persoual
communications with Generals Burnside and Ord, and be much nearer to General
'Varrcn, and likewise have telegraphic communication with the rest of the army 1
Answer , I undoubtedly was aware that therA were points of the line where I
could see more of the action than I could sec at the position I occupied, but I
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was not aware that there was any point where I could see anything particularly,
or on which I could base nny orders. I adoptl'd the po~ition I did in consequence of its being a central one and in telegraphic communication with all parts
of the line where oitice1·s were stationed with ·whom it wns necessary to communicate; nnd having a b.rge staff, and many communications to receive, and
many p~r:;ons to communic::tte with, and being there in telegraphic communication, I considered it more proper to remain where I am10unced to the annymy
headquarters would Le, and wlwre all iuformation could Le sent to nw, than to
make any change of position a:-; in timatetl in the q ucstion. Besides whi~l1, I
desire to SRY to this court that it has Leon a matter of policy with me to place
myself in such position that my communications made, ::tud the replies made
thereto, should be made in such way as a record coulu be kept of them, and not
be confined to verbal communication~, which are often subject to mi:3apprehcnsion
and to misconstruction. 'l'bere undoubtedly \vas telegraphic co!llmunication
from General Burnside's headquarters in the field-the fonrteen-gnn battery, as
it was called-with the other headquarters in the army.
Question. Did you not havP an aide-de camp \vith General Burnside du1.ing
rno:3t of the action 7
. Answer. During a portion of the time I diu ltan· Captain Sanders, aide-decamp, at the headquarters of General Burnside. I !'ent him there in consequence of not receiving any eommunication from GenPral Burnside, in the hope
that he would be enabled to send me some information.
Question. Was not Captain Sanders s ::nt there bdore the mine exploded 7
An swer. No, sir; he was sent there some considerable time after the mine
exploded; that is, upon tlH~ duty that I now refer to. I have previously stated
to the court that Lefore the mine exploded I sent two officers to enueavor to explain the delay. One was Captain .Tay, ~wd one might have been Captain Sanders;
but they returned before the explosion of the mine. After the explosion of the
mine I sent Captain Sander:3 on the duty that I now refer to, which was to remain ut General Burnside's headquarters and commnnicate to me anything whith
be could ascertain. I think it further proper to add to this answer to this question
that, finding I din not ge~ thc~ infurmation which I desired to have, or which I
thought I coulll have, and fearing that my having· sent an aide-d t•-camp-the
object being to facilitate the transmission of information-might be used to deter
responsible officc·rs from communicating informn,tion to the commanding general,
I withdrew Captain Sandt>rs, before the action clo~cd, by an order.
Question. For what purpose was he sent 7 \Vas it not to report to you the
state an<l progress of affair:", and did he not so report 7
Answer. I have already an~wcred the first part of that question. As to his
reports, all the dc~patches from him are on file in my evidence before the court.
As to whether he rcportcrl all he shonld have reported, and. all the information
to be obt·aincd, I pres~tme t1H~ conrt will a:-:certain from him and from other evidcnc('.
Qucstiou. \Vas :here any information not furnished yon by General Durn:3ic1e,
ur through other sources, which, if received, would !tan.' influenced your conduct
of the action 7 If so, what?
Answer. I have already informed the court that all the information I received
has been placed before tb em in the shape of official docnmfm ts. It is im possible for me to say what my n,ction would have b een if I lutt.l received any other
information. I acted upon the information I received.
Question. What time did Captain Sanders leave General Burnside to return
to you 1
Answer. I should say it was about half past eight; between that and nine,
as near as I can recollect. I have a copy of the order to him, vvhich I can furnish if desired.
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Question. You Rtate that General Burnside's despatch of 9 a. m. was the firstinfonnatioll you hacl received that any collision had taken place, or that there
>vas any enemy in our front; had you not, bef~>ro the receipt of this despatch,
written to General Bumsido iu reference to General Griffin's attack and repulse;
also, received a despatch from Captain Sanders speaking of captured colors;
also, seen and examined rebel prisoners tnken that morning 1
Answer. 1n reply to that question, I would say that I am willing to assume·
that there is an :tpp:trent di.~crep:tncy i.n my testimony, which I am very glad
to haYe an oppurtnnity of explaining. I .-;hould suppose that any one cognizant
of tlw tircnmstanccs that took place on that day, even of tbe most general natnn'. 'vonlrl kilow that I never m eant to say that I did not know that there was
no eu('my anywhere. I was fully aware that when the crater was occupied a
nnmher of prisoners were taken. I was also aware that the enemy occupied
their litH'S both OJl the right and on the left of the position occupiPd by General
Bnrnsit1u; and I did know that Captain Sanders hail made a report of captured
colon<, and tl1at an attack had been made in front of Griffin; but my whole attention 1vas absorbed in the endeav~· to have a charge made to the crest, and my
thoughts wc,re all upon that; and when I ;mid this was the first intimation I
hatl of there being any enemy in the front, I meant any enemy so situated as
to prevent a direct assault upon the crest. Besides which, I must throw myself
upon the con::;ideration of the court, and say that the vast number of d espatches,
the frequency with which they were sent and received, was such that mymemory may not serve me well, and the incidents may be, in a measure, not related
in the exact order in which they occurred. I wish to call the attention of the
court to a very important fact for the benefit of General Burnside, if it results
to his benefit as well as to mine, and that is the difficulty of having the time of
these despatches uniform. A despatch is sent to me marked with the time of
the officer who sends it, but the time by hi3 watch may be ten or fifteen minutes.
different from mirH'. But I do honestly and conscientiously say that that was
the first positive information, when I received that despatch that the men of the
9th all(l J Sth corp8 wrre returning, that I had that there was any such force or
disposition of tlu~ ClH'm y as to rcnd<>r it questionable that that assau1 t could be
made.
General Burnf'lide ltf're rc~markec1, "I 'Yant the record in such a shape as to
enable the casna1 reader and tlw revising officc'r to i'CO that there wa~, before
tbnt time, an effort on my part, or on tho part of some person ncar mP, to give
information, and not an effort to cast any imputation on General 1\Ifade, :mel I
do not desire to i1wa1idate his testimony, but simply to daborate. I am confident that there is 110 disposition on the part of General :Meade to make erroneous

statements."
Question. Han' you n note written me by you abnut two weeks before the
assault as to the practicability of an assault in my fl'ont, my answer thereto,
your second letter, :md my reply, and will you be kind enough to furnish copies 1'
Aus'.ver. I presume that those documents, like all other official documonts.
are on file. I will have a search made for them, and as soon as th ey are discovered will v ery cheerfully furnish General Bnrn:::ide or the court a copy of them~
[General Burnside explaiued that one of them was a semi-official letter, and
General Meade being reminded of the purport of it, answered that he did not
think he had it.]
By the court:
Question. What knowledge had you of the moYemcnts of the different divisions of the enemy on July 301
Answer. I bad very positive information from deserter~, not only those 'vho
came within my own lines here, but those who came into the lines of General
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Butler, and those who came into the li nes of General Hancock, that there were
but three divisions of the enemy in our front, consisting of I\lahone's division of
Hill's corps, and .J ohmon's and Hoke's divisions of Longstreet's corps; and that
the other divisions of L ee's army were on the north side of th e Jam es river,
-coufronting General Hancock and Sheri !an, on the 29th. I also received the
same inform ation from prisoners t aken that morning. Duri11g· the operations I
received information from the sign:1l offic er on the plank road th:Jt, 1he ('Hemy
were movin g troops from th eir right to their centre, which I rwti~..:ipated, and
upon r eceiving that information the orders were f'ent to Gcncrnl \Yarren to en·dcavor to turn the enemy's right by pushing forward General Crawfurd, and to
General W1lson to push on without delay, without 'vaiting for the arrival of
General Sheridan, coming from Deep Bottom.
Question. Did the order to suspend operations (given a1out 9 a.m. July 30)
originate with Lieutenant General Grant?
Answ{'r. No, sir; the order, I think, originated with myself. Some time before the order was given, I informed Lieutenant General Gntnt that, as far as I
-could see, there was no prospect of our succ~eding in the manner in which we
hau expected to do ; that the time had pnsseu for the coup-de-main to succeed;
.and I suggested to him that w e shonlu immediately withdraw the tn;wps, to
which he acceded. ALout that t.ime a despatch was recei ved from the signal
{)fficer of the 5th corps, stnting that the coloreu troops h ad ca.ptured a brigade of
the enemy, with four of their colors, to which, however, I did not attach mnch
importance, not knowing how a sigual officer could sec an operation of that kind
w ben it did not com e to me from lh e officer in eharge of the operation::;. \Ve
nevertheless suspended this order and h eld it in ab2yancc until the arrival of
the despatch of General Burn side, informing mo th;-~t some of the men of the 18th
.and 9 th corps were retiriug, and I think also that the Lientenant General himself rode down to our trenches and made some personr.l (•xaminatiou, and had
seen General Ord, and had some conYersation 'vith him. Upon his returu, from
what he had l1eard from General Ord, aud subsE:quently an officer coming in and
saying that tl1e colorctl troops. instead of capturing a brigade and four colors,
had th ~ m se lve s retirctl in great confusion, which information . I think, w;tS given
me by Major Fisher, the chief sign:d officer, I ag,tin referred th e s ubj ect to the
lieutenant general, and ngain gave him my opinion that, as it was th"'n about
'9.25, it was unnecessary to nuke :wy other efforts, and au unn ecessary sacrifice
of life; my idea being that they could be withdrawn without any difficulty
then, or we should have difficulty later in the day in withdrawing them. To
this he assented, and the order was given to withdraw them. Afterwards, when
the information was received from General Burnside of the difficulty of retiring,
then the order was modified.
Question. Were any instructions given for destroying the bridge!'l in Petersburg
in case the crest was gained. 1
An s wer. '!'here were not, for two reuson:-; : and fir.:;t, if we h ttl succeeded, as I
lwped we would, iu overcomillg the enemy, we should hJ.ve driven them across
the Appomattox, and should have wanted tho::;e bridge s to follow them, but the
contingency of their d estroying those bridges W <L::l held in view, and it was to
meet that contingency that the chief engineer was ordered to have a pontoon
train brought up so thn.,t we could throw our own bridges. lVIy expectation was,
that if we had succeeded in the coup-de·ma.in, these three divisions of the
enemy would have gone out of our way, and we should be enabled to e·oss not
only the Appomattox, but also Swift run, P.nd open up communication with General
Butler at Bermuda Hundred before General Lee could send any re-enforcements
fi·om the five divisionR that he was known to have north of the ,Jam es river.
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.l\Iajor General A. E. BuRXSIDE, UnHed States volunteers, duly sworn, says:
Soon after this army arrived before Peter~ burg I received a note from General
Potter, t:tating that if it ':vas desirable, the fort in front of his pot:ition could, in
his opinion, be mined; and that he would, at my request, make a statement of
the matter, or would come tn my headquarters with Colonel Pleasants, of the
48Lh Pennsylvania, and lay the matter bcfor8 me verbally.
I se1:t him word that I would be glad to take the matter into consideration;.
and accordingly he am1 Colonel Pleasants came to my headquarters, and laid
before me a plan for running a mine to that position. Jn the cou rse of the
conver:::ation Colonel Pleasants remarked to me t.hat thiB thing had first been
suggested by the men of his n·gime11t, who, I think, were stationed in the advance line, and pretty much all of wt .om were mi11ers, from Schuylkill county,
Peuusylvania. The matter was fnl1y discussPd, and I authorized General Potter
to commence the work-making the remark, if I remember right, that it could
certainly do no harm to commence it, and it was probably better tha t the men
should be occupied in that way, and I would lay the matter before General
l\Ieade at my earliest opportunity. "\Ve parted with that understanding, and the
work was commenced.
Probably at the first interview that I had with General :Meade I mention ed
the matter to him. He said to me that be haJ. no instructions in reference to
siege operations in his front; that that was a matter for the lieutenant general
to decide upon; that he could not authorize any work of that kind, hut he
would acquieece in it-and l am inclined to think that I have upon record a
letter to the same effect from General Meade. 'l'his work was started and
progressed with the full knmdedge of General Meade; in fact, I was in almost
daily communication with him, and much conversation was had upon that
subject.
·w hen the gallery was first started there were many discouragements, in the
way of prophecies as to its failure, which had to be overcome, and a great many
sng·gestions as to the mode by which the work should proceed. I, however, left
the matter t •tirely in the hands of General Potter, Colonel Pleasants aud his
regiment, feeling satisfied that these miners had experience in m;ttters of that
ki11d which would enable them to accomplish this wOI'k.
\Vhen it began to be demonstrated that we would probably reach a point
unJer the <>nemy's fort, conversations were had with reference to the feasibility
of an as.o~mlt after the explosion had taken place. Feeling that the old troops
of the 9th corps had experienced very hard service during the c\lllpaign, and
had been in so many engagements that they were very m.1ch wearied, and their
ranks thinned, 1 made up my mind, jf I wu::~ called on to make an as:5anlt with
the 9th corpf3, to place the fourtlt division, under General Ji-,errero, in the advance, inasmuch as that divi:::ion had not suffered so severely-in fact, had not
been in any general engagement during the campaign, but had frequently been
very honorably engaged on the outposts of the army. General Ferrero himself,
and all hi::; officers, expressed to me their utmost confidence in hi s troops, and
especially his confidence in their ability to make a charge, or, in other words, a
dash. I accordingly imtructcd him to drill his troops with a. view to leading
the advance, in case the 9th corps was called upon to make the attack.
:::loon after this, Ge11eral l\leadc called upon me for a statement as to the
practicability of making an assault in my front, which call seemed to have been
general, or, rather, seemed to have been made upon all the g··nerals commanding
corps then on the advance line. I answered him, giving to him, as I conceived
to be, under the circumstances, a proper opinion, stating that I thought the
chances were fair that a successful assault could be made from my front, if it
could be supported in a specific way, and I could have the discretion of determining whcm the supporting columns should be put · in. General Meade
amnl.'f'r~d me to the effect that he commanded this army, and that he could not
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give to any one the authority to determine as to the tim e that h i8 t roopi"\ tohould
be put in action; th;tt he woulJ be glad to rective from me at n.ll times such
suggestious as I might make, but that he himself would take the rc·spousibility
of re-enforcing any force that he should see fit to order in action, or wonls to
that effect. I at once wrutc him a letter, f'tating that I had no dispo sition
whatever to claim the right to put other troops than my own in adion; that I
had simply made this sngge:"'tion because 1 lwd given troops to otlH·r corps
commanders to support their columns, w l1ich tlwy themselves had u;;ed duriug
the campaign, without any interfen~twe on my part, and I simply m~~ant to nsk
what I h ad granted to others. 'l'lw.t w bile l wac cc· rtainly not nnxinns to put
my own troops in actiou, the troop;; of <t:!y other corps couhl be calledupnn to
make the assault; that I was fully \Yiliiug to accord to Gcueral Mende morl'
military skill than I posse;::.sed, anJ more ability to put troops in actio11, but
that my troops had been given to corps commanders, both on my right and on
my left, and placed in action by them; aud, as I before t1nid, I f\imply clePirefl
to base accorded to me what l baJ accorded to them.
It was decided, I believe, at that time, that no n,::;:::ault ~lwuld be mad!~ ; lmt
I, n otwithstanding, sent for General Ferrero, and directed him to go down to
our advance line and select positions for concent.rati11g his division, to look at
the positions on the line over which he had to pas::;, auJ to recOimoitre> the ground
over which hiH division would have to pass in an assault upon Cemetery hilL
I also directed him t ;>send his brigade commanders down for the same purpoRe,
and indicated to him exactly the position which [ wanted him to take.: :mel th(;
parts of the line over which [ desired him to paos. I requested that he wnuld
presen t to me a plan for the manreuvring of hi::; troop s in ca,~~e au n~;~nnlt. of that
kind were ordered.
In accordance with that General Ferrero presented me a. plan, which is in
substance hid down in my plctn of attack and eonta,inctl in the proccedingf3
already before you.-lSee document L.) I approved of this plan, especially that
part of it which contemplated the movement of troops to the right auclleft of the
breach which we might make in the line, in order to allow the other column to
proceed to the front without any molestation from any of the enf·my that might
be left in the rifle-pits on the right and left of the breach. 'l'hiii muRt have
been fifteen or twenty days, if not more, befvrc the assault wa::: made. I wa ~
afterwards informed by General .Ferrero that his tmops had been drilled for a
movement of that kind, and was informed by a large number of hi::; officer;:; that
it was theil: understanding that they were to make au attack with them; that,
if I mistake not, they had passed over lines on intrenchments, performing the
movement with a view to familiarizing their men with the movement, and they
each and all expressed to me the greatest possible confidence in their ability to
accomplish the work, which I considered a very m ~ttcrial element in making the
movement.
Nothing of importante occurred for a few days before tlle mine was sprung,
except ordinary conversatious with reference to the charge which was to be
placed in the mine.
I, myself, from a lo11g experience in experiments with gunpowder- having
been a manufacturer of arms several years before the war commenced, and in
constant practice with fire·arms-had a particular view with reference to the
mode in which the mine should be ch~trgeJ, and the amount of charge to be
placed in it. It was not in accordance with the methods laid down in scientific
works upon the subject of military mining, but entirely in accordance with all
experience in mining and blasting by civil engineers, within the last two or
three years, since the method of heavy tamping had been abandoned. It is
not worth while for me to enter here into an explanation of my theory, because
I cau present the report of the officer who built the mine, and that will explain
the matter fully. l t is sufficient to say that the mine was charged partially
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upon my theory and partially upon the theory of the old established plan of
militnry mining. In the theory which I decidL'd to be adopted large charges
could be used without detriment, in my opinion, to persons in the immediate
proximity of the mine; but persons who were not of my opinion felt that tlw
effect of this mine at great distances, with the charge which I proposed to place
in it, would be very great; and it became, from some cause or other, known to
my troops, both officers aml IliOn, that a diffl.:'rcnc<' of opinion of that kind had
arisen, and to such an extent tltat I have bad g('ncral officers come to me and
ask me if I dicl not think the cl:arge I was putting; in the mine waP too large.
I did not tbitdc the charge flO large that there was dang<'r of injnring our own
leave for
men. rrl!is feeling among the men had a certain cffc<:t wbich I
the court to decide, and, if they request it, I will senJ tl1em the names of witnesses who have mentioned to me that impression on the snhject long before the
mine exploJcd, so that there cnn be no mi;:;take as to the impression that prevailed at the time. I, myself, was satisfied, without knowiug Jefinitely, that
the charge ~vbich I desired to place in the mine conlcl b~ placed there with
safety. I witneR;:;ccl this anxiety among the troops with a good deal of concern. But that it diu not prevail in the division which it was supposed would
make the assault-it uot being then upon our linef:i-was a source of gratification to me. 'I'his eourt will see, by looking at the documents which General
Meade has prcEPnted, that I was directed to ke('P the amount of powder placed
in the chambers within tho limits of rules prcscril>eu by military ·works upon
that subject. J, howe,·er, in several verbal communications with General
Meade, insiste1l upon the other method; and it was finally decided that we
should place in the mine eight thousand pounds of powder instead of twelve
thousand pounds. 'l'he ground that I took was thi;:; : that the depth of the
mine, or rather the bottom of the chambers, was fixed ; the greater the explosion the greater the crater-radius, and less inclination would be given the sides
of the crater, and the greater breach on the right and left of the charges would
be made, thereby giving a greater space for the troops to pass over and a less
inclination for them to pass up and down in the line. It was, however, determined that eight thousand pounds of powder should be put in instead of
twelve, and the mine was accorrlingly ~xploced with tlw~t chargP. r:rhe decision
in reference to the charge to be placed in the mine 'vas given in ample time to
let me make arrangements f.,r tl:at amount of powder.
'l'he general facts and movements connected with this nrmy, for the first
three or four days previous to the fight, arc so well known to the court that I
will not delay them by any statement as to my correspondence and personal
intercourse, or anything of that nature, up to Thursday before the fight.
On that day (Thursday, two days before the fight) I went to General
l\feadc's headquarters. He spoke to me 1n this way:
"I have received information that it is impossible for General Hancock to
advance beyond his present position; he has succeeded in inflicting upon the
enemy a severe punishment, and capture<l some four pieces of cannon, but is
not able to advance beyonc1 that point," (or, at any rate, it was decided that he
should not advance beyond that point.) "A large force of the enemy from this
position has been attracted to that side of the river by this movement of General Hancock, and General Grant drsires that an nttack should be made here.1 '
(I think be made that last remark, but I will not be positive; he either said
that General Grant desired, or ·he, himself, dcshed that an attack should be
made.) He asked how long it would take to charge the mine. 'I'here was some
correspondence before and after that tirne-I do not know if it is in your proceedings or not-in reference to the time necessary to charge the mine. I think
it very likely that General Meade has placed all the documents before you.
Previous to this he had written to me to prcseut my pTojcct for this movement,
which is now before you. During this conversation, on 'I'hursclay, he said to

'"ill
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me: "I cannot approve of y our placing tlw negro troops in the advance, as
proposed in your projf•ct." I aeked him why. He sa id: "Became I clo not
thiuk tlwy should be called upon to do as important a work as that whid! you
propos<' to do, certaiu1y not called U!JOll to lead ," or words to that effect. l, in
a co11 siderable converRation, urged upou General .Meade the neces::<ity for placing
General Ferrero's division iu the ad,·ance. I stated to him th at the three white
divi:-:ions bad been on the auvance line, nnd under fire from tl10 moment of the
establishment of the liu c, on tlJC lS:h or 19th uf J uue, until that time; that
they were very much wearied, had contracted a habit of coverillg themselves
Ly cvrry method will1in their r each , and that I was sati:::fied they \\'e re not in a
condition to make nnyt hi ug like ns much of a dash upon the enemy's line as
Getleral :E'l'rrero's divi::;ion, \Ybich bad uot been under any considerable fire from
the time of its arrival at thi s }'lace to that momeut. I told him I cousiderecl my
troops to be as good as they ('\' <•r wen•, with the exce}'tion of tltis weariness
and the habit-which had almost become a second nature-of protecting tl1emselves from the fire of tLe enemy. ln fact, upon this subject 1 wps very, very
urgent.
I will here present to the court some of the reasons for forming this opinion,
which reasons were presented to General Meade. 'l'ake an intermediate date,
say the 20th of Jnly, and the t e were, for cht.ty, nine thousand and twenty-three
(9,0::23 ) muf'k c:.t:;; in the three old divisions of the ninth corps, which occupied
the line. From the 20th of J nne, which was after the fight at this place, to the
day before the flght on the 30th clay of July, these divi sions lost as follows:
Killed, 12 officers, 231 m en; wounded, 44 officers, 851 men; missing, 12
men, makiug a total of 1,150 men; which i~ over twelve (1.2) per cent. of the
command, without a single assault on the part of tlte cuemy, or of our own
troops. · These casualties \\"('re caused from picket firing and Rhell firing, and
extended pretty cve11ly oYPr the v.-hol<-l line. 1 thi11k that the whole of General
Wilcox's divi:--ion was on the line for tltirty days, or more, without relief. Gennal Potter';:; and General Lcdlie':5 division s lJad some :::mall reliefs, enabling
those gentl emen lo draw some of their men off at intrrvals, for two or three days
at a time, at certain inte1Tals during this period.
A considerable p ortio n of our line was r::o situated as to rend er it impossible to
keep pickets to the fr(llit of them. ]t \\'a:;;, in fact, sitnntc,d very much a:5 a por·
tion of th e lin e occupiC'd by th e second coqw, at Coal Harbor. As I statrd before, I stated these fart.s to Gencrall\Jcndc, except that I will not say that I
gave l1im these exact tigure::;; but the full :mbstanc0 of what I have stated here
was given to him, together with the statenwnt of the loss of officers and men,
and the way in which the lo,::ses occurred. And, in fact, statements were made
regularly to G eneral Mead.e, so that these tu.:ts were in his posse;:;sion, but were
not made with the same particubrity to him a,; I have made them h ere.
The ninth corps also lo~t in the fight of the 17th and 18th of June 2,903
men, and in the action of the :30th of .J u1y 3,828.
'l'he following are the figures, more in detail:
Juno 17 and IS-killed, 29 officers, 348 men; wounded, 106 officers, 1,851
men; rllissing, 15 offiters, .'154 men. Total, 2,903.
July :~0-kill ed , 52 officers, 376 men; wounded, 105 officers, 1,.556 me~;
misfling, 87 officers, 1,652 men. 'l'otcd, 3,828.
General .M:eade said to me that he was goiug to sec G eneral Grant, and would
submit the question to him as to wh eth er the colored troops woulr1 be allowed
to take the advance or not. ']'his, ns I said, was on 'l'h,usday-I think in th e
forenoon . He said to me that he would :o;tart at one o'clock, and would return
that evening.
I parted with him, and on the uext morning-, not having heard anything from
General :Meade, and knowing, fn 1m information tbat I had received, that lte had
returned from City Point during the evening, I imagined that no further action
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was to he taken in the matter, and that I was to be allowed to place the fourth
division in the advance.
On Friday forenoon General \i\'ilcox and General Potter, two of my division
commanders, came to my headquarters, and we talked over the matter of the
fight which was to take place on Saturday morning. I said to one or both of
them to this effect: that I had been very much worried and troubled the day
before lest General Meade would o-verrule that part of my plan which contemplated the putting in of the colored troops; but that I hoped nothing further
would be heard from it, becr1use General Meade had gone to City Point the
day b ~fore, and the matter was to be referred to General Grant; and that inasmuch as I had not heard from General Meade, I took it for granted that he had
decided to allow the thing to remain as it was. This I must necessarily give
in substance, because my conversations with my division commanders are not
guarded. They can be called upon themselves to state what they know abvut
the matter.
Soon after that, say eleven o'clock, Generals Meade and Ord came to my
headquarters. I am under the impression that I broached the subject myself
as to the colored division taking the advance, but whether I did or not, he informed me that General Grant coincided with him in opinion, and it was decided
that I could not put that division in advance. I felt, and I suppose I expressed,
and showed, very great disappointment at this announcement ; and finally, in
the conversation which occurred, and to which there are two witnesses here
present, I asked General Meade if that decision could not be changed. He
said: " No, general, it cannot; it is final, and you must put in your white
troops." No doubt in the conversation I gave some of the reasons for not
wishing to put the white troops in that I had given at his headquarters, but of
that I am not certain.
This was the day before the fight. I said to General Meade that that would
necessarily change my plan. Now, this conversation either occurred at that
time, or it occurred at a later hour in the day, say one or two o'clock, when
General Meade returned to my headquarters; because he went off with General
Ord for an hour or two, say, and returned to my headquarter~:~. It is not impossible that this conversation occurred in the afternoon, instead of in the forenoon of the 29th.
After some conversation with Generals Wilcox and Potter as to which troops
should take the advance, one of them remarked to me that I had better send for
General Ledlie, and we would talk the matter over as to which one of the divisions should take the advance. I sent for General Ledlie, and after some discussion of the matter, I decided that, taking everything into consideration, it
should be but fair that these gentl8men should cast lots for the advance. General Wilcox was probably better situated as to posi~ion for the advance, as his
troops then were, than either of the other divisions-certainly than General
Ledlie; but his troops, as I stated before, had been cwnstantly on the line, with
the exception of an intermission of a day or two, which rendered it, if anything,
desirable that General Ledlie's troops should lead. instead of his. General Putter's troops had been, next to General WHcox's, more constantly on the line,
and I think he was, next to him, better situated for the advance; but, as I have
indicated by previous remarks, General Ledlie's division was less fatigued, and
in my opinion it was more just to call upon them to make the charge, and they
had fought as gallantly as troops could fight on the 17th, and I therefore did
not hesitate to call upon them in consequence of any lack of faith in their
courage.
So I said, "It will be fair to cast lots," and so they did cast lots, and Genera! Ledlie drew the advance. He at once left my headquarters in a very
cheerful mood to make his arrangements for the advance, as no time could be
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lost in making the necessary arrangements, as it was then certainly three o'clock
in the afternoon, and the assault was to be made next morning.
I directed him to take his brigade commanders and go to the front with Colonel Loring, my inspector general, who was entirely conversant with the ground,
and I indicated to Colonel Loring about the position I desired General Ledlie
to take, and I also stated verbally to General Wilcox and General Potter about
the positions I desired them to take with their division ; and the ground being
familiar to all of us, enabled us to talk very understandingly and easily upon
the subject. General Potter expressed some doubt as to finding room enough on
the right of the covered way to place his troops, of which I was in doubt myself, the general instructions being for General Potter to mass all his troops, if
possible, on the right of his covered way, General Wilcox to occupy his covered
way and such portions of the railroad cut as was necessary, and room to be
found between the two for General Ledlie, who had the assaulting column. At
all events, there was, as far as I know, a distinct understanding between myself
and my division commanders as to the positions to be occupied by the troops.
Not t.hat they did finally occupy exactly the positions which I indicated to them,
because some of them were immaterially modified by correspondence, I think,
between Generals Wilcox, Potter, and myself. It is sufficient to saythat General Ledlie's troops were massed in about the same position as I had desired to
mass General Ferrero. rrhe arrangement which General Meade objected to, of
sending troops down to the right and left to clear the way, was dispensed with;
it having been understood before that that was a part of the plan or of the
arrangements, the plan was made to accord with General Meade's views; in
other words, in consequence of his objection, I did not give any instructions
for troops to pass down to the right and left, but to make at once for the crest.
'.rhe commanding general had been urgent in his views, that in order to carry
the crest-that is, Cemetery hill-a dash must be made at it without reference to formation; that there would be no time for manreuvring; that if we
attempted to handle the troops as proposed in my plan, he was satisfied it would
be a failure. If I mistake not, the amount of these views was expressed before General Potter and General Wilcox. Generals Meade and Ord called at my
headquarters and had a conversation there in reference to my plans. General
Ord went with General Meade to our signal station, and General Ord took a
look at the position of the enemy. After returning to my headquarters, General Ord said he would send staff officers to me to report, in order that they also
might reconnoitre the ground and pick out positions for troops. Instead of
staff officers coming, I think that in almost every instance the general officers of
General Ord's corps came themselves. I gave them facilities for reconnoitring
the position of the enemy, and also gave them instructions as to where these
troops were to mass in rear of our lines. I received General Meade's order,
which is on your record. I eent him a copy of my order, which I have not
here at present, but which I will procure and present at the end of my evidence.
There were some details into which I did not enter in this order, in consequence
of the verbal understanding which existed between myself and my division
commanders; that fact, I believe, being· noted in the order.
During that night our troops were concentrated in accordance with those
orders, ready for the attack; and General Ord's troops were also concentrated as
nearly as possible in accordance with my understanding with his officers. During the night some changes were necessarily made in the positions of General
Ord's troops-changes which are always consequent upon the movement of as
large a body of men as a corps in the night; but every effort, in my opinion,
was made by his officers, and also by my own, to carry out to the letter the instructions given by General Meade and by myself. Inasmuch as you will have
an opportunity of examining both of these orders at your leisure, it will not be
necessary for me to enter ii'.to the details as to the movements that were directed.
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The action was to commence with the explosion of the mine, which was
ordered to take place at half past three o'clock. It may not be amiss to state
here tbat the mine had been ready charged since the 23d. General Potter was
ordered to see that Colonel Pleasants exploded the mine at the time indicated by
General Meade.
My order for the movement of the 30th stated that I would make my headquarters at the fourteen-gun battery, which is not far from the centre of the
line occupied by the 9th corps. Just before leaving my permanent headquarters, say at two o'clock in the morning, there came hom General Meade a despatch stating that if I desired to delay the time for the explosion of the mine
in consequence of the darkness, I could do so. I telegraphed him back that the
mine would be exploded at the hour designated. I went to the place designated
as my headquarters at the proper time, and, like every one else, awaited with
great anxiety the explosion of the mine. I need not say to this court that my
anxiety on the occasion was extreme, particularly as I did not know the reason
of the delay. I waited for several minutes, and thinking that there was some
miscalculation as to the time it would take the fuze to burn up to the charge,
I sent an aide-de-camp to find out what was the reason of the delay. Soon
after that I sent a second aide-de-camp. Soon after that time Major Van
Buren arrived at my headquarters and told me the cause of the delay. In
the mean time Captain Sanders, I think, or some other one of General Meade's
staff, came to my headquarters to know the reason. I said to him that I had
sent to ascertain the reason ; that I could not tell him then. Another despatch,
either written or verbal, came to know the reason, and I sent word again that I
did not known the reason, but as soon as I could ascertain it I would give the
general the reason. I then got another despatch from General Meade, that if ·
the min.e had failed I must make a charge independent of the explosion of
the mine. Having almost made up my own mind that the mine had failed, or ·
that something had occurred which we could not discover during that morning,
and feeling the absolute necessity, as General Meade expressed in his despatch, .
of doing something very quickly, I was on the eve of sending an order for the
command to be ready to move forward, as directed by General Meade; but I
said again, "I will delay, to ascertain what is the reason of the non-explosion of ·
the mine."
I had nothing that I could report up to the time that Major Van Buren came
to my headquarters. I gave to those aids freely the statement that I did not
know the reason of the non-explosion of the mine, but that as soon as I learnt
it I would inform the commanding general. As I before stated, Major Van .
Buren came to my headquarters and told me that the fuze had gone out, and
that a gallant soldier named Sergeant Reese, of the 48th Pennsylvania, had.
volunteered to go into the gallery to ascertain whether the fuze was really burning still and burning slowly, or whether it had failed. He Jiscovered that it
had failed, and refired it; and Major Van Buren further said that GeneraL
Potter had told him that the mine was to explode at a certain minute. This
was, I think, within eleven minutes of the time of the explosion. I am not
sure that I did not receive a similar message from an aide de-camp to GeneraL
Potter. I think I did.
Within one minute of the time designated by Major Van Buren-and it was a
fact which was cognizant to every one-I was not with the advance column of ·
troops that was to make the charge. I understand that there was considerable
anxiety among the men, after and before the explosion, as to the effect it might
have upon them, and I have been informed by Colonel Loring, my inspector·
general, (who may be called before this court,) who was with th~ column, that it
took probably five minutes to get the men in perfect condition to dash forward.
After their ranks were re-established, they went forward, as far as I could see
or know, or hear, in the most gallant possible style, until they arrived within
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the crater. Here, owing to the inequalities of the ground, and possibly other
reasons, which will be matters of investigation in this court, there was a
pause, the men to a considerable extent disorganized, and it was so reported to
me. I will state here, though, that I have not been able to make up my mind
that any set of troops of this army, or any other army, that had gone through
the labor that these troops had g·one through for the last thirty days, could be
made to do better than they did upon that occasion.
I saw with me there, at my headquarters, Captain Sanders. I think I
remarked to him that I was glad he was to be with me on that day, as he had
been with me during the fight on the 18th, and had been the means of communication between General Meade and myself; and I was very much pleased
that he was present with me on that morning, and I think I so expre~sed myself.
At all events, my impression was-he did not tell me so-that he was to remain
with me during the morning. The despatches I received from General Meade,
which I hope the court will examine carefully, bore the marks of very great
anxiety-such as I was at the time feeling-to learn the information which I
was about the same time endeavoring to learn, and at the same time unable to
give him; and I so stated to his aides-de-camp. I, of course, was glad that no
movement was made by me (as General Meade must be) in accordance with the
order to attack in case the mine had failed.
]'rom that time until the time that the troops were withdrawn I endeavored
to give at all important points-! do not mean in minutire-to General Meade
by telegraph, and to Captain Sanders by word, all the information of which I
was possessed. I, of course, was in a position in which I could examine the
movements of the troops. For half an hour at a time I would be away from
my headquarters. I went with General Warren once down the covered way to
the front. The covered way wa~ full of troops, and there was no way of going
on horseback or of carrying any number of staff officers; and from the positions
we were to reconnoitre, it would not have been advisable to carry any number
of officers to that point. The despatches that I sent to General Meade are, I
th :nk, on record; and I think, if carefully examined without reference to the
numerous despatches I received from him, it will be ascertained that at every
important epoch correct and definite information was sent to him, either by
Captain Sanders or myself, up to the receipt of a despatch which was misunderstood by me, and which appears upon your record, and bears the positive
certainty of insubordination. for which I must be responsible and must necessarily suffer. I will state the circumstances under which the despatch was given
me. It was handed to me by Captain Jay, who came up to me and said,
"General Meade desires me to say that this is for you personally," or words to
that effect, no doubt meaning that it was for my personal attention. I misunderstood the tenor of it, no doubt; read it and put in my answer, which is also on
record before you.
The orders that I gave from time to time to my division commanders were
principally verbal orders given through my aides-de-camp. I had with each
division a responsible aide-de-camp, who was in constant communication with
me, and, if I mistake not, I did not receive from Generals Ferrero or Ledlie a
single written despatch, and but one or two each from Generals Potter and
Wilcox; but at the same time, I received verbally frequent information of all
that was going on in order to enable me to direct the movements of my troops.
After giving orders for all the white troops to be shoved in, and sending
additional orders forward, which were also reiterated by division commanders, for
the troops to adYance and move upon the crest in accordance with the understanding and plan of the night before, which were plain and distinct, I received
from General Meade an order to put in my whole force and move for the crest
at once. I had not done this because I was satisfied that there was very great
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difficulty attending the formation of the troops in the crater, in consequence of
the great number there.
I have since learned that considerable progress had been made in the formation at that time; indeed, the troops were progressing to the right and lett, and,
to my knnwledge, had driven the enemy; General Potter to the right, and
General Wilcox to the left .
.A. despatch, which was intended for me, from Colonel Loring, went to my old
headquarters, and was read by General Meade. I was cognizant of that fact,
and I knew that General Meade was aware of the circumstances which surrounded the troops at that place, because General Meade sent an orderly with
a message stating that he had read the despatch himself. It was therefore not
necessary for me to re-communicate the information I had received from Colonel
Loring. After my three divisions had been put into the position they occupied
in the works, I hesitated to put in this colored division.
I remember having told General Meade that in case the colored division
should falter in the advance, I did not think it would affect our old white divisions-certainly as to holding their position; that if the white divisions were
to falter in the advance, it would be impossible to get the black division to pass
them. I am not sure but I told him this the very day before the battle, in my
tent. I received from General Meade an order to put in my whole force, which
I did. I sent an order to General Ji-,errero to go to the top of the crest with his
division. One of my aids was there at the time, Colonel Loring, and took the
responRibilty of saying that that should be stopped, because he was satisfied
that I had not received his despatch. He came to me, and I said my orders
were peremptory to put in my whole command, and he himself told General
Ferrero to put in his division at once, and go to the top of the crest if possible.
The colored division was put in, and, from what I can learn, no officers or men
behaved with greater gallantry than they did. After passing the white troops
and attempting something like a formation they were driven back by the enemy,
and driven through the white troops, the white troops, or the principal portion
of them, still maintaining their position, fighting as gallantly as three divisions
ever fought.
I witnessed this 1·epulse myself, and at the same time saw that the enemy
had been repulsed by our own white troops, the black troops coming to the rear
to a very considerable extent.
There is one point to which I wish to call the attention of the court. I sent
to General Meade a despatch at 6.20, stating that if General W an·en's reserve
force could be concentrated at that time, I thought it would be well, or something to that effect, and I would designate to him when that force should be
put in. To that despatch you have the answer.
Not far from that time General Warren came himself to my headquarters, if
not exactly at that time. I then said to him, "General, let us look at this position," having in view answering the question which General Meade desired
me to answer. General Warren and I went down to the front, leaving my headquarters, and going down a covered way until we got to a position on the lefthand side of General Potter's covered way beyond. We got on a mound of
earth, and reconnoitred the enemy's position until we were satisfied. I said
to General Wan·en, ''I think your plan would be to strike across by the fort
which enfiladed our line," or something to that effect. At any rate, whatever
opinion I expressed to General W an·en, it is sufficient to say that he told me
that he should go back and explain to General Meade the circumstances, and,
if possible, to get him to come to the front and look for himself. That, of course,
satisfied me with reference to that point of General Meade's inquiry.
Although this narrative is very disconnected, I believe I have stated in it all
the material points.
I do not know of a single order of mine that was not carried out by my di
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vision commanders. I do not know of any Jack of energy on their part in
canying out my views, and the views of the commanding general, except, possibly, in the case of General Ledlie, who was quite sick on that day, and who,
I thought afterwards, ought to have gone to the crater the moment his men
were in. But I understood that he was very sick, and could hardly have
walked that far under the oppressive heat. He was within one hundred and
twenty (120) yards of his brigades, I should say.
Between half past nine and ten o'clock I received two despatches from General .Meade with reference to withdrawal. They are marked numbers 12 and 15
in the record before you. I was very much concerned in reference to the matter, because, although we had met with some reverses, I could not help feeling
myself that we could hold the position which we occupied, if we could not gain
more ground. In fact I was under the impression at the time that we were
gaining ground in the direction of the enemy's rifle-pits to the right and left,
and I felt that if troops were put in on our left flank, that then we would have
been enabled to establish ourselves on the enemy's line, which, of course, would
have made our position secure. However, that is simply a matter of opinion,
upon which the commanding general had to decide. I also felt that if we could
gain no more ground, we could run out lines at an angle to the crater, and establish a salient upon the enemy's lines, which would be of material advantage
to us in future operations, particularly in making him vacate that part of the line
which is now opposite my front, and in fact, as I had not given up all hopes of
carrying the crest even, if a positive and decided effort were made by all the
troops. But feeling disinclined to withdraw the troops, I got on my horse and
rode over to General Meade's headquarters, which were at my permanent headquarters. He and General Grant were there together. General Ord and I entered the tent, and General Meade questioned General Ord as to the practicability of the troops being withdrawn. I made the remark that none of General
Ord's troops were in the enemy's line, and he would have no trouble in withdrawing; that none but the troops of the ninth corps were in the line, and I thought
that my opinion on that subject would probably be a proper one to be received,
and I stated that I did not think that we had fought long enough that day;
that I felt that the crest could still be carried if a decided effort were made to
carry it. 'l'o that I received the reply that the order was final, or something to
that effect.
General Meade, in his evidence, states that I gave no reasons why I thought
the crest could be carried ; and it will not be amiss for me to say that no reaf3ons were asked, and that he simply stated that the order was final. I was
then satisfied that the best time to withdraw those troops would be after nightfall; that it would be best to retain possession of the place till after nightfall.
I thought, from reports which I had received from my aides-de-camp and division commanders, that we could then withdraw the troops. I had myself witnessed a very handsome repulse of the enemy by our troops just before leaving
to go to General Meade's headquarters.
[At this point the court took a recess. After recess, General Burnside resumed his testimony, saying :J
I will supply one or two omissions in this disjointed narrative now. So.me
time before I received the order from General Meade to put in my whole force,
I received a verbal message from General Wilcox, by one of his aids, Captain
Brackett, that it was useless to send more troops up that line at that point;
that all the troops were there that could be handled or could be used, or words
to that effect; and that an immediate attack should be made, both upon our
right and left. ~I'hat is as far as I can remember of the message. I am under
the impression I immediately transmitted this message to General Meade, either
by a staff officer of my own, or by one of his. I also said that, in several conversations with General Meade, I stated to him that I was satisfied that the
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explosion of the mine in our front, and the advance of our troops, would enable
a strong skirmish line to carry everything on the left. I am of the impression
that I expressed that opinion to General Meade the day before the fight, in the
presence of General Potter and General Wilcox. I know that I expressed it
to Lim a half dozen times. After it had been decided by GE::neral Mende,
finally, that the troops were to be withdrawn, I was necessarily very much
exercised as to the best method of withdrawal. I had directed General WhHe,
who was acting on that day as chief of staff, to remain on the line until he
heard from me, and that I would send him the result of my interview with
General Meade. I wish to read here the despatch I sent him, and the accompanying note written by General White :
UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
Hettdquarters Ninth Army Corps, July 30, 1864.
I have no discretion in the matter. The order is peremptory to withdraw. It may be
best to intrench where we are for the present; but we must withdraw as soon as practicable
and prudent.
A. E. BURNSIDE,
Major General.
Brigadier General ·w HITE,
Chief of Staff.

Division commanders will instruct in accordance with the w1 thin despatch; the officers on
the line to consult and determine the time of evacuation.
By order of Major General Burnside:
J. WHITE,
Brigadier General and Chief of Staff.
Official:
EDWARD M. NIEL,
Assistant Adjutant General.

I sent for my division commanders after sending that despatch. Feeling confident, from the reports I had received, that our people would be able to hold
the position which they then occupied, until night certainly, and feeling that,
if they were not, one time for evacuation was about as good a>; another, I thought
it best to have perfect understanding as to the method of withdrawal. They
came to my headquarters, and it was decided that we should dig a trench· or
trenches from our main line to the crater, and thereby enable them to withdraw
without serious loss. It will be remembered that this distance is but a little
over one hundred yards, and taking into consideration the radius of the crater,
it is probably less than that distance. General Wilcox had already given instructions, as he informed me, and as I know, to dig a trench connecting our
advance line with the crater, and I am not sure that the other division commanders had not commenced like operations. I remember the fact being stated,
at the conversation at my headquarters, that the work was going on; and that
was decided upon as the best method of withdrawal. The despatch which I
sent to General White, and which I have just handed to the court, was received
by him in time to be read by two of the division commanders before they left the
front for my headquarters, and was forwarded by tbem to the gener:;1l officers
in the crater.
One of those general officers was taken prisoner, and the other two are available as witnesses before this court. Their names are Generals Hartranft and
Griffin. As to the effect of this despatch, I will leave it for the persons present
to give evidence of, particularly as an important despatch from myself to General Meade, here, contains my opinion of it.
Adjourned till August 11.
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FIFTH DAY.
CouRT RooM, HEADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPS,

August 11, 1864.
The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present : Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the 4th day were read (General Burnside's testimony
first) and approved, after various corrections by General Burnside.
Generals Ferrero, Wilcox, and Potter were present also.

General Burnside's testimony continued:
In concluding my testimony, I simply desire to call the attention of the court
to the fact that important evidence before them would indicate that I had not
given proper information of what was going on in my front during the action on
the 30th, and to say to them that, up to the time the mine was exploded, there
was nothing possible for me to report, because I could not ~nswer questions
which General Meade propounded to me by one or two different despatches,
except by saying that I did not know the reason for the delay, and as soon as
I learnt it I would inform him of it, which I think I did by verbal communications, either by Captain Sanders or Captain Jay. As soon as I ascertained the
cause of the delay, I requested Major Van Buren, who informed me of it, to
state to Captain Jay, fully, the causes, and he will be able to state to yon
whether he did so or not.
The explosion of the mine, as I before said, was a fact evident to every one
along the line, and each and every command there had its orders to do a certain
work, which were so explicit as to enable them to move at once to that work :
first, orders to corps commanders under General Meade; next, orders from corps
commanders to their division commanders, and so on.
I reported to General Meade by despatch when we made a breach in the enemy's works, as will be seen by your record. I also reported to him soon after,
in answer to probably frequent anxious despatches, that we were endeavoring to
advance-that it was hard work, but that we hoped to succeed; which wl'ls the
full extent of the knowledge then in my possession, and all that I could learn
from personal observation of the contest in the neighborhood of the breach.
Soon after he received the report of my inspector general, stating the condition
of the troops in the crater, and in the rifle-pits to the right and left of it. This
report was intended for me, but was opened by General Meade and sent to me
by him. The obligation resting· upon me to send him a copy was therefore removed, inasmuch as I knew that he had already seen its contents, from his own.
statement. I reported to him a short time after that, or just before, that I thought
it was the proper time to concentrate General W an·en's troops, and that I would
indicate to him the time wben I thought they ought to go in, for there was
hardly room at that time for them to go in on our front. I received an answer
from him stating the object of his despatch, and that he desired to know if it was
practicable for General W an·en's force to be put in upon our left. At about
that time, certainly before I could determine the fact, I came into contact with
General Warren personally at my headquarters, and he and I made the personal reconnoissance that has been before alluded to. I parted with General
W an·en with the distinct understanding that he was to report to General Meade
the condition of affairs in his front, and, as I before said, with the statement that
he would endeavor to get General Meade to come to the front himself, which I
considered to be sufficient answer to General Meade's despatch, particularly as
General Warren went directly from me to the telegraph office. It is possible
that in this I made a mistake.
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At another juncture I reported to him that I thought that was the time for
General W an·en to be put in promptly. Soon after that time, and before it
would have been possible for me to have sent any other intelligent report, I received orders to withdraw the troops to our own intrenchments.
During the engagement General Meade also received from Captain Sanders,
his aide-de-camp, who was at my headquarters, certainly three written despatches
and one verbal despatch, which he acknowledges, independent of the ve1·bal
despatch which I speak of giving to him before the explosion of the mine. I
desire to say that Captain Sanders was near me constantly; knows that I never
failed to give an aide-de-camp, situated as he is, every possible information;
heard all my conversations with my aides-de-camp, and I think bad free access
to every despatch and report that reached me from the front or from my division
commanders. I learned personally, in presence of General Humphreys's chief
of staff of the army of the Potomac, that that was the understanding of Captain
Sanders.
There were some papers which I desired to have removed from the record of this
court in consequence of certain conditions which surrounded them, and which
this court has made a very proper decision upon; but as they form a portion
of the record, it becomes necessary for me also to state some of the circumstances
which surround one of these papers, which was a despatch sent by me to General :Meade containing an objectionable remark, which will be recognized on the
record by all the members of the court. In conversation with two mutual friends
of General Meade and myself, I became satisfied that I bad misunderstood the
note which he bad sent me from the front on that morning. I obtained permission to go to City Point to see General Grant, and I stated to him the circumstances of the case, among other things upon which we conversed. I left
him with the understanding that I should return and withdraw the letter which
I had written to General Meade. General Wilson, of the cavalry, was present
at this interview. I returned to my headquarters and found upon my table
charges preferred against me, and a request that I should be relieved from command in this army, against neither of which have I any complaint to make,
but simply make this explanation to remove any responsibility from the shoulders
of General Meade which might possibly attach to the letter which he wrote to
me, and which I imagined at the time indicated a belief on his part that I was
not disposed to tell him the truth on the day of the action.
When I went to my headquarters at my permanent camp, and learned from
General Meade himself that the order to withdraw was final, I at the same
time learned that offensive operations had ceased on both the flanks of the line
which we had occupied, and· to which we were ordered to withdraw.
I have stated to the court, as well as I knew how, the means taken by me to
effect that withdrawal securely, with one exception, I think, which is, that I
started General Ferrero off at once with definite instructions to put all the force
that he could get to work to dig a trench or trenches from our old line to the
crater, in order that our men might come out, and that he started off on the
moment. What followed that will no doubt be inquired into by the court.
Soon after I learned that offensive operations were to cease on our flanks, it
became evident that all the operations of this corps were to be independent.
General Meade left my headquarters, making no request of me for information.
I received no despatch from him until the evening of the day after which the
troops were driven out of the crater, and to a certain extent were re-established
in our own lines. The negligence on my part to report after that time I will
not attempt to justify myself for, by any reasons, before this court, inasmuch as
it will probably become the subject of charges pertaining to things that took
place long after the troops hRd come inside of our own lines.
I should not dwell so fully upon my rule of conduct in matters of this kind,
but for the fact that matters of a like nature have been elaborated upon in
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evidence which now lies before this court. I can readily conceive General
Meade's anxiety, which would induce him to write frequent despatches; but in
my rule of conduct with my officers I have rather cultivated the idea that frequent despatches, unless they are well authenticated, are not desirable-particularly despatches with reference to the conditiou of the troops and calls for
re-enforcements.
I endeavored during my movements on that day to obey every order that
was given to me. I put every single man of the 9th corps in action. I was
not called upon to fight a field fight. There was no opportunity to manreuvre
troops. There was no discretion about looking out for flanks beyond that
which fell upon commanders managing their troops in action; there was simply
an obligation on my part to rush these troops through the crater and gain the
top of the crest, without reference to formation; and I put three divisions on
as promptly as I knew how. And when I received the order to put my whole
force in, I threw the fourth division in, with the most positive and distinct
orders to my division commanders, given in the evidence before this court. I
had no possible chance to push batteries forward to protect the flanks, or of
moving troops forward to protect them; I simply had to gain the crest. I
obeyed every order to the best of my ability, and did everything that I could
do to place my troops in that position.
I have not elaborated as much as to the features of the ground in my front at
the mine as I might haYe done, and I will not delay the court with it now. I
will endeavor to make that as distinct as possible in my official report, which
will probably be prepared by to-morrow morning, and will probably be laid
before this court, together with the reports of the diviBion and brigade commanders of my command.
I desire now to insert certain papers here, which relate to the evidence that
I have given before you. 'rhe battle-order of General Meade is already before
you. The document I now hand you is the circular containing the battle-order
to my corps-(Document 60.) I sent a copy of this~ to General Ord, General '
Warren, and to the headquarters of the army, and I should have sent a copy
to General Hancock had he been here at that time.
I present now the order for the siege, dated July 9, directing operations on
this line, and desire to state, as the reason for presenting it, that the works on
my front had been conducted with the understanding that there would be an
attempt made to capture the position of the enemy by military operations, conducted under the chief engineer of this army and the chief of artillery, together
with the corps commanders.-(Document 61.)
I now desire to present a copy of a correspondence between General Meade
and myself early in July. The first is an answer of mine to a circular sent to
corps commanders with a view to ascertaining what were the chances of the
success of an assault in their fronts, and i.B as follows.-(Document 62.)
I beg to say here that this is specifically an answer in reference to an assault
in my front, which was the only opinion I was required to give. '.fhe second
document· is General Meade's answer to my letter, and is as follows.-(Document 63.)
My reason for stating that my answer to General Meade was semi-official,
and that the whole correspondence was of that nature, was the fact that it is
marked at the top "confidential." The despatches sent by General Meade to
me were marked likewise, but in this copy that is omitted. The envelopes,
at least, were marked "confidential."-(Document 64.)
Questions by the judge advocate:
Question. Were you in a position to see all the operations of the assault befo,r e Petersburg, or how much of them ?
Answer. I was in a position, at different times, to see every particle of the
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assault before Petersburg-at one time in one position, at another in another. Not
that I desire to couvey the impression that I was all the time looking to the
fi·ont; but that, at proper intervals of time, I could see all that was desirable
to see.
Question. What was the distance from the fourteen-gun battery to the crater 1
Answer. I should say six hundred or six hundred and fifty yards. I wish
to state that, whilst at my headquarters, in order to get a look at what was
going on on certain portions of the front, we placed ourselves upon the magazine of the fort, or upon the high ground just in rear of the fort, or upon the
high ground just to the right or left of the fort. I was, however, frequently
to a comiderable extent in advance of the fort, as was the case when General
Warren and myself made our reconnoissance; and I also visited a commanding
position on the opposite side of General Potte1·'s covered way during the engagement, from which other parts of the line could be seen. The fort I refer to is
the fourteen-gun battery, which is established immediately in rear of the old
brick wall and chimneys, and is essentially on our main line, say fifty yards to
the rear. The advance line is about one hundred and fifteen yards from the
crater; the main line is about four hundred yards from that, and then the battery is a short distance, say fifty yards, in rear of the main line. But the
position from which most of the movements could be seen was in advance of
the main line, between the two lines.
Question. What preparations were made for the passage of the attacking
columns from the breastworks, as directed by General Meade's order 1
Answer. All the preparations were directed to be made that were possible,
such as removing abatis, and so forth, as directed by General Meade's order;
but it was not expected by any one that any considerable succesli could attend
any work of that kind without serious loss to the command, and discovery on
the part of the enemy. rrhe abatis in front, which was the only serious obstruction, was very much cut up by the enemy's fire, and did not present as
serious an obstacle to the mo-vement of troops as it would be supposed by a
person hearing that the abatis still remained in front of the line. I have never
ascertained from any one that the troops were at all obstructed in passing over,
and I am therefore free to say I made no special inquiry upon that subject. If
I remember right, it is the first time it has occurred to me since the reading of
General Meade's order; but I do remember that not mud1 was expected to be
done, in view of our close proximity to the enemy. 1'bis refers to the front,
over which the troops bad to pass. I will state definitely that there was no
expectation on my part that that portion of the order could be carried out without discovery, and without very great harm to the troops that would have to
prepare this work, and in my order I placed no clause of that nature; but it
was distinctly understood that the troops were to be provided with pioneer tools
and other means of clearing away such obstructions as might be in the wayunderstooil. between myself and the division commanders.
Question. Did you intend that the obstructions should not be removed until
the pioneers advanced with the columns, or did you intend that they were to be
1·emoved by the division commanders the night before, and what division commanders were charged with the execution of that order 1
Answer. I did not intend any of my division commanders to do any work in
the way of removing obstructions on that night, because I did not expect
that they could do it; and, besides, I was ordered to be relieved on the line by
General Ord's troops, and to concentrate my troops for the assault. But I will
state again that there was an understanding between the division commanders
and myself that anything that could be done in that direction would be done.
I did not expect them to do anything: there was no order to that effect from
me, unless it was contained in my verbal orders to the division commanders.
My remarks now apply to work on the advance line, where I did not suppose
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any work could be done without discovery by the enemy, in consequence of its
close proximity to the enemy's line to the front of the main line. There were
covered ways cut both to General Wilcox's and to General Potter's front.
Question. What time elapsed from the springing of the mine to the forward
movement of the assaulting columns, and how long was it before the crater was
reached by the storming party 1
Answer. At the risk of involving the same difference in time as in similar
matters, I will state that it was about five minutes until the advance column
moved forward, and say ten minutes before the leading column reached the
crater. This delay occurred in consequence of the hesitation which has been
already alluded to in my evidence, but not personally known to me, and it is
not impossible that I may be mistaken as to the time. 'J.1here was only one eolumn started to move to the crater, because the divisions were ordered to go in
succession, the first division, General Ledlie commanding, leading, in consequence
of the probability that a breach would not be made sufficiently broad in the
enemy's line to admit more than one column, my intention up to the day of the
attack being to make the assault by my plan, which you have before you.
Question. To what did you attribute the halting of the troops in the crater
instead of proceeding to the crest immediately as by the order 1
Answer. To the breaking up of the column in consequence of the inequality
of the ground, and to the continual habit of the men for the last thirty or forty
days of protecting themselves by almost every obstruction they came in contact
with.
Question. In what order and tactical formation were your divisions ordered to
to go in 1
Answer. I ordered the division commanders to use their discretion in carrying
their divisions in, giving them my general views on the subject, my general directions being to carry them in if possible in column by regiments; but the
regiments being so unequal-some being not more than one hundred strong, and
some six or seven hundred-it was thought best for them to go in in such forma··
tion as to be able to deploy rapidly in two lines as soon as they gained the
crest, General Ledlie taking the centre, General Potter taking the line perpendicular to the main line of works, and General Wilcox the line parallel to the
Jerusalem plank road.
Question. Were these movements of the divisions successive or simultaneous 1
Answer. 'l'hey were successive.
Question. What was the interval between them 1
Answer. General Ledlie was to move first; General Wilcox was to follow
General Ledlie as soon as possible after General Ledlie had cleared the breach;
then General Potter was to follow General Wilcox. As soon as I ascertained
that General Ledlie had made a halt, I sent orders at once to General Wilcox
and to General Potter to proceed, without reference to General Ledlie, in the
order in which they had been directed to move. I ordered them to go in at
once without reference to going through the breach, and proceed at once, as before directed, without reference to General Ledlie, thinking that if they could
find room to get through to the right and left. and could move forward. it would
enable General Ledlie also to move forward with his troops. And, finally,
General Ferrero was moved, upon the last order from General Meade to put in
my whole force. I think that the troops were moved forward as rapidly as
they could be moved forward under the circumstances, and I know that they
did not pass by the flanks of General Ledlie to go to the crest; but it was in
consequence of obstacles produced by the firing of the enemy and the rough
ground in the crater of the enemy's works. But they did go to the right and
left, driving away a considerable portion of the enemy from those lines, and
made several distinct attempts to charge to the front. My own opinion is, that
the principal obstacle was the presence of the enemy to our right and left,
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which enabled them, the moment our troops attempted to advance to the top of
the crest, to give them a fire in the rear.
Question. }-..,or what distance on each side of the crater were the enemy's
works abandoned immediately after the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. I should say one hundred and fifty yards, or more, on each side.
Question. To your own personal knowledge did any of your troops get beyond
the crater, and how far towards the crest 1
Answer. As far as I could see, there were lines formed beyond the crater, and
attempts made to charge, but the lines were repulsed; but to say how far, I
would not be willing to express an opinion.
Question. Can you tell how far it was from the crater to the crest?
Answer. From the crater to the crest, I should say was five hundred yards.
Question. How long did your troops remain in the crater before the order was
given to retire 1
Answer. The order was given to retire, I think, about half past nin e. When
the order was given to retire, I went to General Meade's headquarters, consulted
with him 1 ascertained that it was final, and decided that our best method of retiring was to hold the crater until dark, and then retire by trenches.
(The question was repeated, and the witness requested to give a more specific
answer.)
Question. How long did your troops remain in the crater before the order
was given to retire 1
Answer. They remained th ere until about two o'clock. I think the order
reached them about 11.40. They remained there about four hours before the
order was given to me to retire.
Question. Did Generals Wilcox's and Potter's divisions attack the crest, or
did they proceed perpendicularly along the enemy's intrenchments to the right
and to the left 1
Answer. The principal part of their movements was in that direction, with
all possible directions to move to the front as fast as possible.
Question. Had you authority to put in the su;:>ports, (of other corps,) or had
any one else who was present and could ·see what was going on 1
Answer. Although I can designate no order upon which I had a right to put
in supports, yet I am satisfied that any support w~ich I called upon General
Ord for would have been given me; and it is almost impossible that there was
such an order. At all events, he expressed every willingness to give me all the
support possible, no matter what the movements of his troops were, and consulted freely with me, and asked me at what points I thought he ought to put
his corps in. I told him I thought it could move off to our right, and make a
very considerable aiversion in our favor, or something to that effect, and he told
me that he had issued an order to that effect. He spoke of the ground being
broken in that directifm, and wanted to know if I thought he could go over my
line of works. I told him I thought he could; that it is the same ground that
Generals Wilcox and Potter fought over on the 18th, and that a portion of his
column could move forward in that direction, the balance moving down the
covered way.
Question. Were you the senior officer present, and did you regard yourself
responsible for putting in at the proper time the troops designated as supports
in orders 1
Answer. I was the senior officer present in front of my own corps; but I
never dreamed of having any authority whatever to order in the troops of any
other corps. I might have had authority to call upon other troops, but I had
no autho1 ity to order any in that I know of.
Question. You don't consider yourself responsible for anything further than
your own corps 1
,
Answer. No, sir, except as to making such suggestions as I thought were
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proper. I did not think that I had any general command that day. In fact, I
had no authority to order in any other troops than my own corps, General
Meade having specially reserved that right to himself in the correspondence
before you.
The court then adjourned to meet at 10 o'clock a. m. on the 12-th instant.
SIXTH DAY.
CouRT RooM, HEADQUAHTERS SECOND CoRPS,

August 12, 18G4.
'rhe court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present : Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
'.rhe proceedings of the fifth day were read and approved.
The testimony of Major General Burnside was resumed.
Questions by the judge advocate:
Question. What brigade commanders were in and about the crater near the
enemy's line 1
Answer. All the brigade commanders of the corps, I think.
Question. What division commanders 1
Answer. I do not know positively that any division commander was in the
crater, unless possibly General Potter. '!'heir headquarters were upon the advance line, something over one hundred yards from the crater.
Question. Please describe the covered ways through which the troops passed
from the rear up to your line, how long they were, and their direction with
reference to your line of works.
Answer. Both the covered ways were, in general direction, perpendicular to
the advance line, particularly just before approaching it. There were advantages taken of the depression of the ground in rear that made certain portions of
them at angles to the line-some obtuse and some acute. The covered ways
were built so as to enable columns to move under comparatively good shelter
entirely up to our advance line, or, in other words, to the low ground just in rear
of our advance line, and were capable of allowing regiments to pass by twos if
not by fours. '.rhe commencement of all the covered ways was in the depressed
ground in rear of the main line, or, in other words, in rear of the fourteen-gun
battery; and I should think that they would average, including the zigzag, a
thousand yards.
Question. In what formation did the colored troops move to the assault 1
Answer. The colored troops moved from their position in rear of our advance
line by flank up to the position we had carried in the enemy's line, and from
there endeavored to move in line to the front.
Question. Could General Ord's troops get into action at any other point than
at the crater 1
Answer. I received positive information from General Potter that his troops
were not in the way, and that General Ord's could have moved to the right,
and I distinctly understood from General Ord that he had given orders for his
troops to move to the right of the ground that we occupied. As to how many
obstacles they would have met in that movement I am not here prepared to say.
I am satisfied of one thing, that General Ord gave the necessary orders for an
. ad vance in that direction. As to the efforts that were made, I am not personally cognizant. General Potter, who held the right of our line, is a more
intelligent witness upon that point than I am.
Quel:ltion. Did any officer report to you that his troops could not be got forward1
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Answer. No, sir. I received a report from Colonel Loring, which General
Meade opened, stating to me that there was great difficulty in getting the
troops to move from that crater, or something to that effect. That paper is lost,
aa far as I can find. I have ordered it to be looked for. But Colonel Loring
was not a commander of troops; be was an aide-de-camp of mine. But no
commander of troops reported to me that his troops could not be brought forward.
Question. Please state what were the obstacles, abatis or otbe1· obstacles, in
front of the enemy's line in the neighborhood of the crater. Were they a
serious opposition to the passage of troops 1
Answer. On the right and left of the crater, beyond the parts that bad been
effected by the explosion, there were both abatis and chevaux-dej'rise, principally the latter, constructed by placing rails in the parapet, sharpening the
points, and, I suppose, tying them back, or putting in sticks, to bold them in
their positions; but of that I cannot say, because I was not close enough to
determine that fact. Considerable abatis was in one portion of the line, lying
upon these rails, which the enemy bad not been able to place in consequence
of the constant fire from our troops in the front line. I do not think the obstacle
was remarkably formidable, but it was a sufficient obstacle to stop the progress
of troops. 'l'here would have been a necessity for their removal by pioneers
before troops could have passed over.
Question. How much of the enemy's breastworks were blown up by the
springing of the mine 1 How much of the abatis destroyed 1
Answer. The report of Colonel Pleasants will be before you, and be will give
you that exactly. I should place it at from one hundred and fmty-five to one
hundred and fifty feet-say one hundred and fifty feet. There was not as much
of their line disturbed as I expected. I supposed that for a considerable distance on the 1·igbt and left of the line the earth would have been so much
disturbed as to cause ckevaux-dej'rise to fall from the parapet.
Question. Was the ground around the crater commanded by the ground held
by the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir, to a very great extent.
Question. What was your opinion at the time of the force of the enemy
resisting your advance on the 30th of July 1
Answer. From data received by me, and especially from a despatch received
very soon before the order to withdraw came, I judged there was about a
division and a half, certainly not to exceed two divisions. 'I'bis force consisted
of troops that were in the line when the mine was exploded, and troops that
were moved from the enemy's right. No troops were reported to me as having
moved from the enemy's left. There was a signal station in front of my line
from which, I think, any important movement of troops from the enemy's left
could have been discovered. They certainly could not have approached our
line from the enemy's left without being observed. I received a despatch from
my signal officer, Captain Paine, stating that the enemy's right was very much
weakened. 'l'his was not communicated to me direct, inasmuch as I bad left
my headquarters to visit General Potter's, and it did not reach me in time to
communicate the substance of it to General Meade before the orders to withdraw
came.
Question. What was the nature of the enemy's fire concentrated on the
crater, immediately after the explosion of the mine-bow much artillery fire '?
Please explain that, if you know.
Answer. The artillery fire was very light indeed, and bad the advance troops
been in condition to assault, and made the kind of an assault that they could
Lave made, or that they bad made in the beginning of the campaign, there is no
dov.bt in my mind but they could have gained the crest. For a long time, comparatively speaking, the fire, both of musketry and artillery, was very light.
What I mean by a long time is fifteen minutes, say.
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Question. Why did not your troops remain, as you wished, to hold the crater,
and for what purpose did you propose to hold it 1
.Answer. I received a positive order to withdraw to our intrenchments. I left
my chief of staff with a view to getting that order rescinded. Finding that it
was final, I telegraphed to him to that effect, and he communicated to the general
officers in the crater that the order was final. In fact, he sent a copy of my
telegram to them. My reason for desiring to hold the crater was, that if we
could have connected it with diagonal lines reaching from a point, say one hundred and fifty yards to the right, to General Potter's extreme left, and another
line extending to it from our old line one hundred and fifty yards from General
Wilcox's extreme right, we would have a salient which would have been quite
as easy to bold, if not more easy, than the one we now bold, and would have
given us, I think, command of a considerable portion of the enemy's line both
on our right and left, forcing him, I think, even if we had made no further attempt to carry the crest, to move his whole line back to that position.
Question. You have said somewhere in the testimony that 3,828 was the 9th
corps's loss. At what phase of the action did the loss chiefly occur 1
Answer. I have already given a detailed account of the killed, wounded, and
prisoners. A large proportion of the prisoners were lost after the order to withdraw had been received, and I think a considerable portion of the killed and
wounded. I will not venture to say now that so great a proportion occurred
after that time as was indicated in the despatch sent by me to General Meade,
and which is now before the court; but that was not far wrong, in my opinion.
Question. Why were the men withdrawn at the time they were 1
Answer. The despatch stating that there was a final order to withdraw had
reached the crater, and it was known to both officers and men that such a
despatch was in existence. At the last assault of the enemy, General Hartranft
gave the order to his command to withdraw, and sent word down the line that
he had given this order; and such portion of the command as could get out of
the crater and the enemy's lines returned to our own lines. General Hartranft
was not, in fact, authorized to make such a movement; but I have not the
slightest doubt in my own mind but he thought he was carrying out the spirit
of the order. It was one of those misunderstandings which are so likely to
happen at so critical a time. He had before reported that they would be able
to hold their position, which report was made previous to any knowledge on
his part of the fact that we were ordered peremptorily to withdraw.
Question. Did any troops, to your knowledge, misbehave, fail to go forward
when ordered, or disobey orders in any way or at any time during the action?
If so, name them .
.Answer. A considerable portion of the troops failed to go forward after repeated orders from their officers and extreme efforts to cause them to advance;
but I do not believe that, under the circumstance, any of the troops can be
counted guilty of misbehavior. It is a fact that the black troops broke and ran
to the rear in considerable of a panic, which indicates misbehavior; but they
went in late, found in the enemy's works quite a mass of our own troops unable
to advance, and during their ·formation, and, in fact, during their advance between the two lines, they were subjected to probably the hottest fire that any
troops had been subjected to during the day; and I do not know that it is reasonable to suppose that after the loss of so great a portion of their officers they
could have been expected to maintain their position. They certainly moved
forward as gallantly under the first fire, and until their ranks were broken, as
any troops I ever t:aw in action.
Question. Who conducted the retirement of the troops from the crater 1
Answer. That question is entirely answered by the answer to the questivn
previously put, but I will reiterate it. General Hartranft, unexpectedly to me
and to the division commanders, made a move with his brigade in consequence
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of the receipt of the despatch to which I have referred, and the word was passed
along the line to r~tire, upon which all the troops came back to our lines that
could get back.
Question. Where were the division commanders while the troops were in the
crater1
Answer. The division commanders were at their headquarters on our old advance line, say one hundred and fifteen yards from the crater, moviug at intervals from one point to another at that line, until it was decided that the order to
withdraw was final, when I sent for the division commanders to come to my
headquarters to arrange for the withdrawal; soon after which ·I sent General
Ferrero to make arrangements for digging trenches. In fact, preparations had
already been made for that purpose before the division commanders came to my
headquarters. Before this work could be done the troops were driven from the
crater in the manner in which I have designated.
By the court :
Question. How did all your troops cross from the advance line of works to
the assault-by the flank or in line 1
Answer. Generals Ledlie and Wilcox crossed in line; Generals Potter and
Ferrero by flank.
Question. Could the troops of the different divisions have been formed, the
night previous to the assault, in lines parallel to the advance line, and near it 1
Answer. They were formed in that position as nearly as possible, all of the
advanced division being formed exactly in that way.
Question. Was the mine placed under charge of the engineer department of
the army of the Potomac 1
Answer. No, sir, it was not. In fact, two of the young engineers who reported for duty at my headquarters stated expressly that they were instructed
that they had nothing to do with the mine.
Question. Were there working parties detailed to follow the assaulting troops,
carrying tools, gabions, a.nd so forth, to crown the crest when gained 1
Answer. Yes, sir. There was an engineer regiment detailed to follow ea~h
division of white troops, with all the necessary tools; and all nece;3sary preparations were made for pioneers in the division of colored troops. There were no
instructions to carry gabions, but all these engincwr regiments were fully
equipped with necessary tools for intrenching, if we had been successful in
crowning the crest.
Question. vVhy did not the division commanders go to the front, particularly
when the troops ceased to ad vance 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Was General Hartrauft in command in the crater 1
Answer. He was not in command in the crater.
Question. Had you been permitted to put your corps into action according to
your own views-that is, the colored division in advance-do you think the
result would have been different 1
Answer. l!"'or reasons already given, and given before the fight, and from ob·
servations on that day, I am forced to believe that the fourth division (the colored division) would have made a more impetuous and successful assault than
the leading division.
The receipt of orders requiring the presence elsewhere of two members of
the court caused its adjournment until it should be reconvened by the President, or some other proper authority.
11
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SEVENTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPS,

Jones House, August 29, 1864.
The court met, pursuant to the orders from tl1e President, at ten o'clock a. m.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals .A.yres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
'rhe proceedings of the sixth day were read and approved.
The judge advocate submitted a letter which he received from Major General Burnside, respecting his testimony, as follows :
"COLEMAN'S EUTAW HOUSE,
" Baltimore, August 15, 1864.
•· CoLONEL: You will remember that, in answering the last question put to me as to the
reason none of my division commanders went into the crater, I made some explanation after
saying 'I don't know;' hut it was finally decided to let the answer be, 'I don't know.'
''Lest it may be understood to be a censure upon those officers, I beg to add to the answer
the following: I think General Potter was in the crater, and l am satisfied that the others
felt that they were in the best position to command, except General Ledlie, who, I understood, was sick. The court can determine.
"Please lay this before the court, and believe me yours, very tmly,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"These officers, with the exception of General Ledlie, have served with me long and gallantly, and I do not desire to do aught to injure their well-earned reputation.
'' COLONF.L SCHRIVER,
" Inspector General, Army of the Potomac, Judge Advocate, 8;c. "
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Major I. C. Du.AN E, engineer corps, sworn, says to questions by the judge
advocate:
Question. Were you present at the assault of the 30th of July, and in what
capacity did you serve?
Answer. It was on the 5th corps front, assisting in directing the artillery fire.
Q.uestion. Can you produce maps showing the lines then occupied by the
armie.s 1
Answer. Yee, sir. I here produce two maps, showing the general positions
of the armies, and the position of the 9th corps in detail. These maps are
marked Nos. 65 and 66, appendix.
Question. What, in your opinion, were some of the causes, of failure on that
occasion 1
Answer. One cause was, that the troops, instead of moving up by division
front, (column of division,) moved up by the flank. Another was, that they
stopped in the crater, instead of pushing immediately forward. The points between which .they could have taken on the ridge are the points on the map be-
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tween Clark's house and Cemetery hill. Those being taken Petersburg, was in
our possession. I have no doubt the enemy had guns in that position, but I
do not know that he had any works ; if there were any works there, they were
15creened by t.he trees. No guns were opened immediately after the assault.
The distance from the crater to the crest is about five hundred yards.
Question. Could the troops have gone forward by division front 1
Answer. I think they could if proper working parties had been sent to remove the abatis.
Question. Were there any working parties with them 1
Answer. I do not know. I was directed not to interfere with General Burnside in his operations. · I had no control over the operations in that part of the
line.
Question. Were there engineer officers to lead or direct the assaulting columns?
Answer. Lieutenant Beuyaurd, of the engineers, was on duty on that front,
~tnd was available in case the general commanding that corps wished to make
use of an engineer. Captain Farquhar was also on duty with the 18th corps,
and was present, but not under my orders.
Question. What arrangements were made for facilitating the debouch of the
troops from our lines and passage over the enemy's parapets 1
Answer. I do not know.
·
Question. Were the obstructions at the enemy's line formidable 1 Of what
did they consist 1
Answer. They consisted of a strong rifle-pit, with a good abatis in front.
Such obstructions are formidable, in case there are troops behind the parapets
to defend them. In this instance there did not appear to be sufficient force
behind the parapet to prevent these works being carried.
Question. How was our artillery fire as to effectiveness on that occasion 1
Answer. It completely silenced the batteries of the enemy that were in position, and had been in position previous to this day, on the 5th corps front. I
had nothing to do with the right, which was on the 18th corps line.
Question. In your opinion, was the point of attack a judicious one 1
Answer. I did not consider it so, although there was a chance of success
The point of attack wa~ on a re-entrant on the line, which exposed an attacking
column to a fire on both flanks and front.
Question. Did you at any time make that known to the authorities 1
Answer. I did, two or three days previous to the attack.
Question. In written or verbal communications 1
Answer. I had frequently made it known verbally; two days previous to
the attack, in writing, to the general commanding the army of the Potomac.
Question. Can you produce that report 1
Answer. I can; and I will hand i~ to the judge advocate. (It is marked
67.)
Question. What is your opinion of the mine as a means of assault 1
Answrr. It is a very unusual way of attacking fie}Q fortifications. I do not think that there was any reasonable chance of success by such an attack.
Question. Had the engineer department anything to do with it 1
Answer. It had not.
Question. Please to r~tate what advantage would have resulted from holding
the crater simply 1
Answer. No advantage.
By the court:
Question. Did you see this explosion and assault 1
Answer. I saw the explosion. I did not see the assault distinctly; I was too
far to the left.
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Question. You could not see how far to the right or left the enemy'.s parapet
was abandoned from any fire that came from it 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. What artillery of the enemy did you see open and play upon that
assaulting column within the first fifteen minutes after the explosion 1
Answer. I did not see any. They opened on our batteries, but I did not eee
them open on the column. I did not see them open on the column, and do not
think they did. They opened with 30-pounders on us.
Question. Although you did not think the mine, as a means of assault-,
promised much success, do you believe, from the circumstances that transph-ed,
it would have been a success had the troops gone to the top of the crest 1 Answer. I believe it would.
Questlion. Do you believe that there was any difficulty in the way of the
troops going to the crest during the first fifteen minut3s 1
Answer. I do not think there was the slightest difficulty.
Question. Do you think that, immediately after the explosion, had there been
proper working parties at work, the parapet of the enemy could have been cleared
of sufficient of the obstructions and abatis within the first fifteen minutes to
have allowed a brigade front to have pas.sed over1
Answer. Yes; I think there could.
Question. There was no other difficulty in crawling over the parapet except
the fire 1
Answer. No, sir; and the abatis was a loose abatis of limbs pitched over
the parapet. In some places it was a rail abatis-rails inclined forward.
Question. What should the storming party have done when thAy reached the
crest, had they reached it 1 what should have been their first operation-to have
proceeded to Petersburg or intrenched themselves 1
Answer. I think they should have intrenched on the crest. I do not think
they could have stayed in Petersburg, as it was commanded.
Question. Had you ever been called upon for any gabions or any materials
for making a parapet upon the enemy's intrenchments 1
Answer. No, sir.
·
Question. Were any gabions prepared in this army~xcept by the engineer
department for those works 1
Answer. None.
Question. Nor any other material of that kind-facines, and so forth-to
assist in making a parapet 1
Answer. No.
Brigadier General R. B. AvRER, United States volunteers, swotn by the
judge advocate:
Question. General, were you present at the assault on the 30th of July, and
had you facilities for seeing the progress of affairs on that day 1
Answer. My division was a part of the command of the 5th corp5, massed
upon the right of the 5th corps, and upon the left of the 9th, in the railroad cut,
for purposes indicated in the order of assault. I was directed py General Warren to make my headquarters with his at the five-gun battery, in the corner of
the woods in front of the Avery house. I was in that position when the mine
was sprung and the assaulting columns went forward. The general directions
of those columns as they marched forward were visible from this position. As
the troops filed out we could see them distinctly. After quite a large force filed
out there, they seemed to have formed a line of battle at one time along, in, or
near the enemy's rifle-pits, adjacent to the mine. A body of troops also filed
behind that line to the left, as we looked at them, apparently to march around
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the line and advance to the crest, which was the object to be gained-Cemetery
hill. After a time I saw those troops go back again towards the right, coming ,
in still behind that line of battle standing. Directly after this I was requested
by General Warren to ride to the 15-gun battery, to see what chance offered me
to put my division in on the left of the troops still standing, as I described. I
went there, made an examination, turned to General Warren and stated to him that
as the troops were massed in our old line in rear of the mine in great crowds it
would be very difficult to march my division through there unless they made a
way for me; but if a way was made I could march my division by the flank, face
it to the left, sweep down to the left, carry a certain battery there was firing across,
and clean out the rifle-pits they occupied. General Warren rode with me a second
time there, immediately after this. First, my division was ordered to be dosed up
as soon as possible, to be in readiness; then we rode together to the 15-gun battery.
As we crossed the field between this 5-gun battery and the 15-gun battery I
saw the negro troops coming back to the rear like a sand-slide. By the time
we got to the corner of the 15-gun battery numbers of them were sweeping
through that-sweeping around from different quarters; some one side and somf}
another, some into the covered ways and some into the :field between. A
close observation assured me that that line of battle which I first described
was replaced by the enemy in the rifle-pits on the right of the mine. I saw
their battle-flags, and their bullets fell around us. Some one then proposed
that General Warren should immediately put in the 5th corps at that moment.
General Warren and myself concluded that the time was passed; they had lost
what they had, excepting those men who were left in the crater. And immediately after that we rode to our position at the 5-gun battery, and I received notice
that the movement was suspended, and a few moments after orders to send my
division to its camp.
Question. Please to relate some of the chief causes of failure on that occasion.
Answer. Firstly, those troops that went to make their attack seemed to be
going out simply by the right flank from two covered ways; therefore, the.
heads of regiments arrived at the crater in that condition, when there should
have been a line of ba,ttle arriving there. These men rushed into the crater,
and a considerable amount of time was lost in endeavoring to get troops in some
formation to advance properly in line of battle. Arrangements should have
been made, that when that mine was sprung the troops which were to make the
assault to carry the crest, which looked down upon the city, should advance iLl
line of battle, so that they would have been in hand and subject to the command of their officers. That, in my judgment, was the principal cause of the
failure. The commencement of the assaultr in my judgment, was the cause of
its entire failure. If those dispositions had been made, and those troops had
advanced in line of battle instead of in columns of regiments, I believe they
would have taken that crest. There was a great deal of work which should
have been done along our old line nearest to the crater and to the south of the
line of the gallery, so that troops could have really marched forward at least
in two regiments abreast. 'l'hat being done, and those troops advanced as I
described, I believe they would have taken that crest readily, and I believe
that then, if the supports had been thrown in promptly, that crest would have
been held and success would have crowned the operation. After it was clear
that the thing had failed I think that prompt orders should have been given to
withdraw, in one rapid movement, all the troops left in the crater, to bring them
out in one body rapidly back to their lines.
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Major General G. K. WARREN, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says:
By the judge advocate:
Question. General, were you present at the assault on the 30t.h July, the day
the mine was sprung, near this place; and if so, in what capacity 1
.Answer. I was there in command of the 5th corps.
Question. Will you please to state what, in your opinion, were some of the
chief causes of that failure 1
'
Answer. To mention them all at once, I never saw sufficient good reasons
why it should succeed. I never had confidence in its success. The position
was taken in reverse by batteries, and we must, as a matter of course, have expected a heavy fire of artillery when we gained the crest, though we did not
get near enough to develop what that would be. I never should have planned
it, I think.
Question. As it was planned, had you an opportunity of seeing whether the
plan was carried out in the best manner-the plan having been adopted 1
Answer. I can mention some faults. There wa~ a great defect, I think, in the
preparation for the movement of the assaulting column. I judge so from the
way the column moved, as I did not visit the exact point. And second, I think
the first force, inste.ad of moving straight on the bill, should have cleared the
intrenchments right and left of the crater, so as not to have exposed the advancing column to a flank fire. I tried to make a similar assault there on the
18th of June, and that very same battery that operated on the left flank of
Burnside's force that day was in operation on the previous occasion, and stopped
all my efforts.
Question. Could you mention that battery particularly by showing it on the
map, or designating it in some way?
Answer. It is the first battery on the south side of the mine.
. Question. Was our artillery fire effective on that occasion 1
Answer. As much so as it could be. I heard Colonel Abbot complain that a
group of trees in front of one of his large batteries was left standing, and it was
his desire to have it cleared away.
Question. Did he say whose business it was to cledr it away 1 Did he find
fault with any one 1 In whose front was it 1
Answer. In General Burnside's front. I remember he said General Burnside
had told him that he was afraid clearing it away might disclose his intention;
but I do not think that he said whose fault it was that it was not done, or whether
it was a fault, except in interfering with his battery.
By the court :
Question. Aside from any general principle with reference to the matter upon
which you predicated the chances of success, do you think that after the mine
exploded there really was a chance of success 1
Answer. There are so many ifs in it. If we could have carried that first line
of rifle-pits, and . then maintained ourselves after WA got to the crest, we would
have had success; but I do not believe any troops will stand on an open plain
with artillery, covered by redoubts, playing upon them; anq I think that is
what the enemy had then, or ought to have had, if they did not. If they have
been there all this time without that preparation, they are much more unprepared
than I think they are.
Question. Did they open much artillery fire for the first fifteen minutes or
half hour after the explosion 1
Answer. I should say not a great deal, not where I was ; only a very little.
There was no particular danger in my vicinity for a group of horsemen standng right out in plain sight, as we did all the time. Their batteries were mainly
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placed for enfilading any line attacking, and probably reserved their fire until
that line approached.
Question. Aside fl'Om that operation of the 9th corps, if the 5th corps, supported by another, could have been thrown round on the enemy's right, occupying those two railroads and turning his right, what was the chance of success
in that direction 1
Answer. It would be impossible for me to say. I do not know what the nature of their defences was in that direction. I believe, from what I have heard,
that the very brigade which repulsed General Burnside was loc~ted there in the
moruing, and my corps at 1hat time had no force in reserve, except General
Ayres's division and a brigade of General Crawford's and a brigade of General
Outler's.
Question. Was there any force of the enemy there strong enough to resist
the number of troops we had disposable, had they been put in properly after
the first assault had failed 1
Answer. I can an;:;wer that question and cover a little more. When we attacked, in the first operation on Petersburg, we had more force than on this
occasion, and the enemy had about the same, I think; and I don't believe that
the blowing up of the mine made up for the difference iu the increased strength
of the earthworks, as they were on the 18th of June and the 30th of July; and
if the operation of the 18th of June decided anything, I think it decided that
the operation of the 30th of July would have met with the same result.
Question. Did you feel the want of any person on the field who could see for
himself and give commands on the spot? Had that any effect upon the result 1 Or
do you think that any person ought to have been present who should have had
command of the storming party and all the troops ready to take part in the
operation 1
Answer. I think some one should have been present to have directed my
command as well as General Burnside's and General Ord's-some one person ;
but whether that would have affected the result or not I am not prepared to say.
Question. Did you experience any uncertainties and doubts for the want of
such a person's presence there?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were there moments when such a person's presence was necessary
in order to decide at once what should be done?
Answer. I think it was neceBsary that some one shouJd have been there. If
you have my official report it will show you that I was in doubt whether to
move to the left or move to the r ight to help General Burnside, and that I had
to await the transmission of despatches and correspond,i ng answers-my report
shows how much; but I do not know that that would have affectP-d the main
result at all. :My report is a complete answer to your question. Sometimes, in
these badly planned or badly inaugurated assaults, the longer and better they
are pressed the worse we are off-great losses being sustained after the time
and chance of success are gone.
The court adjourned, to meet at 10.o'clock a.m. on 30th August.

EIGHTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SECOND CORPS,

Jones House, .August 30, 1864.
The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the seventh day were read and approved.
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By General Meade :
Question. What did you mean by saying " some one should have been present
to have directed my command, together with the commands of General:., Ord and
Burnside 1" Were you not aware that the commanding general of the army of
the Potomac was in the field, and in telegraphic communication with yourself
and the other officers alluded to 1
Answer. I saw from my position, which was, I suppose, about four hundred
yards from General Burnside's, as well as could be seen in the morning in the
smoke, that the assault was not going on very rapidly, and that no effort had
been made to do what I thought was the first essential-to take that battery on
the left of the mine. I then went to General Burnside's, which was as closeto
the scene of operations as a man could be and see well. There I found Generals
Burnsirle and Ord engaged in conversation. I suggested to General Burnside
that that battery should be taken at once ; he asked me to go down the line and
take a look at it from another point, and I did so. Upon returning, I saw I was
confirmed in my first opinion, and he aE~ked me if my troops could not take it.
At that time all the approaches leading down to where the mine was were filled
with his troops, still slowly moving down, and there was no chance for me to
get at the battery, .except to go over an open field. I, however, determined to
put in General Ayres's division at once, and try to take it, and went back for
that purpose, when I got a despatch from General Meade, the exact language
of which I do not remember, to the effect that I would await information from
some operations which had been directed or that were then going on on the left;
and then it was that I wrote one of the despatches in which I said that I
thought some one should be there to 'direct whether I should attempt to take ,
tnat battery or go with my division round to the left, as General Crawford
reported that he was unable to do anything, with what force he had there, on
the plank road. I will qualify what I said about the loss of time. I lost considerable time talking t0 General Burnside; I lost some time in going to see
the battery with him; I lost some time in writing despn.tches and awaiting answers; and, in an operation of that kind, every moment was of vital importance,
for before I got the order to go in and take the battery, the enemy had driven
nearly all of General Burnside's line out of the intrenchments he had taken.
If General Burnside had given me any orders, as I was there for the purpose
of supporting him, I would have obeyed them; but he seemed to act as if what
we did was to be done after consultation, and, therefore, I thought that some
one should have been right there to have directed at once, without a moment's
oss of time, what should be done and what should not.
Those despatches show the extent of the loss of time. But, as I said in my
te.stimony yesterday, I do not know that it affected the result at all. But, in
reply to the direct question, if I thought there should have been some one there
to give promptly positive orders what to do, I gave my first answer.
Question. How much tim~ was occupied in these consultations, reconnoissances, and other matters referred to by you 1 and would not the commanding
general, had he been at the point referred to by you, have been compelled to
c-onsume the same time 1
Answer. I do not remember how much time was lost, and cannot tell exactly,
unless I can have my official report, or a copy of it, or some records of that
kind to refer to. But it was a point of observation at which I should have
consulted with nobody.
Everything was plainly to be seen.
Different persons might look at it differently, but it was a position where any
one man could see the whole. In my opinion, the most important time was lost
befor~ I went to that point.
Question. Why did you consume the time which you acknowledge to have
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been lost, and why did you not at once telegraph the commanding general
about what you saw and what you thought could or should be done 1
Answer. The time that I speak of was consumed by General Burnside. In
my instructions I was directed to support him ; and I informed him where my
headquarters were, as stated, not far from him. I waited there for his d;rections. I thought that my being with him, under orders to support him, the
time lost was lost by him and not by me. I did keep the commanding general
as promptly informed of everything as I possibly could. Even if I had chosen
to have acted independently, according to my own discretion, ,subject to the
approval of the. commanding general, all the approaches to the point were occupied by Ge!leral Burnside's troops. I could not have moved mine without
getting them mixed up with his.
• By the court :
Question. Did yon not mean, in your previous answers, that it was your belief that if the commanding general had been on that field then would have
been a pressure brought to bflar to push those troops of the 9th corps that occupied those trenches forward faster than they went 1
Answer. I think that the controlling power should have been there, and nowhere else, so that there should have been no reference to anywhere else.
Question. When you replied to the last question put to you yesterday, did
you consider that the commander of the army of the Potomac should have been
present in person, or that some one should have been invested with the command of all the troops engaged in the assault as supports, reserves, &c., if said
command was not there 1
Answer. I meant that some one person, having general command, should
have been there to have seen and directed all at once.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT, United States army, being sworn and examined by the judge advocate, says :
Question. Will you please to state what, in your judgment, caused the failure
of the attack on the enemy's lines on the 30th of July 1
:Answer. It seemed to me that it was perfectly practicable for the men, if they
had been properly led, to have gone straight through the breach which was
caused by the explosion of the mine, and to have gone to the top of Cemetery
hill. It looked to me, from what I could see and hear, that it was perfectly
practicable to take the m~m through; but whether it was because the men
themselves would not go, or whether it was because they were not led, I was
not far enough to the front to be qualified to say.
Question. What orders which you issued were not executed, if any 1
Answer. I could send you copies of all the despatches that I wrote. The
orders for the assault were issued by General Meade, in obedience to general
instructions from me. I saw the detailed order of General Meade before the
mine was exploded, and I thought that the execution of that order was practicable. That order, I presume, you have before you. My order was to General
Meade, and then General Meade made his order from what I directed him to
do, and sent me a copy of it; and I thought it was all that could be required.
I recollect that, failing on the north bank of the river to surprise the enemy,
as we expected or hoped to do, but instead of that drew a large part of his force
to the north side, I telegraphed to General Meade that we would now take advantage of the abeence of · that force of the enemy to explode the mine and
make an assault on Petersburg.
By the court:
Question. From your information, how many of the Bnemy were in Petersburg at the time of this assault ?
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Answer. My information was, that three divisions were left in Petersburg,
with one brigade absent from tho:~e divisions-Johnson's. From the best evidence, none of the enemy's troops crossed the James river until 2 o'clock of the
30th of July, on t.heir way back. Then they had fully sixteen miles to travel
to get back, with, however, the advantage of a railroad near them to carry many
of the men. The distance I guess at, when I say sixteen miles.
Lieutenant Colonel C. B. CoMSTOCK, aide-de-camp, being duly sworn and
examined by the judge advocate, says:
Question. Were you at or near the scene of the assault on the 30th of July;
by whose orders, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I was at General Burnside's headquarters, as aide-de-camp to Lieutenant General Grant, and afterward at General Warren's headquarters by
General Grant's orders.
Question. Did you see General Burnside in person; and had you conversation with him 1
Answer. I had some conversation with him.
Question. Relate the conversation in brief.
Answer. I went from General Burnside's headquarters, to the position he had
in the front, to ascertain how things stood; I suppose the time was about an
hour after the explosion of the mine. He told me that his troops were forming
tnen for an assault to carry the crest of the hill. That was the only important
point in the conversation.
Question. Did he give you any information to communicate to General Grant 1
Answer. I do not recollect that he did.
Question. Had you an opportunity of forming an opinion as to the cause or
causes of the failure on that day 1
Answer. I had not, from anything that I saw myself.
By the court:
Question. Were you so situated that you could see this assault 1
Answer. I could not until I went to General Warren's headquarters, which
was about 7 o'clock. I could not see the details.
Question. Had you made such an examination prior to the assault that would
enable you to give a professional opinion as to the chances of success in attempting to take Cemetery hill by assault, considering the explosion of the mine
as the basis of the assault 1
Answer. I had.
Question. I wish you would state to the court what the chan"ces of success
were, using this mine as a means of inaugurating the assault.
Answer. I thought it entirely impracticable when the mine was made, if the
enemy's line should be held in full force. This opinion was formed a week or
ten days prior to the assault. Afterwards, with the knowledge I had of the
movement of the enemy's troops from the south to the north side of the river,
I thought an assault was entirely practicable.
Question. Wliat do you suppose would have been the best plan for the assaulting troops to have followed after having rr.ached Cemetery hill-made a
lodgement on and fortified that place, or proceeded immediately into the town of
Petersburg?
Answer. I suppose the first step should have been to have made a lodgement
on Cemetery hill, and then to have pushed up troops to hold it at al1 hazards.
The disposition of the troops would depend upon the nature of the ground.
Question. From your knowledge of the nature of the intrenchments, our own
and the enemy's, do you think that immediately after the explosion of the ~ine,
if proper working parties had been arranged, there would have been any diffi-
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culty in removing sufficient obstructions to have enabled our troops to have
moved against those intrenchments in line of battle 1
Answer. I do not think there would have been any difficulty.
Major General E. 0. C. 0RD, United States volunteers, being duly sworn ani!
examined by the judge advocate, says:
Question. Please state what was your command at the assault on the 30th of
Juiy.
Answer. My command was composed of two divisions to aid -in the assault,
one of which belonged to the lOth corps, and was under General Turner, and
the other to the 18th corps, under General Ames. r.rhe divisions numbered,
General Ames's about 3,500 and General Turner's 4,000 available muskets, or
probably a little l1·ss.
Question. What were your troops ordered to do 1
Answer. My troops were ordered to a position in the rear of General Burnside's corps. with a view to supporting it. '.rhe positions were selecterl by General Burnside.
Question. Did your troops experience any interference from the 9th corps
moving iuto position on that occasion 1
Answer. After General Burnside's troops had made the assault and pushed
forward, probably about an hour or a little more after the explosion of the
mine, he said to me, "Now you can move your troops forward." I sent orders
immediately to the leading division to move forward rapidly, according to the
programme, following the division that was in front of it, which was the rear
division of General Burnside's corps. In the course of twenty minutes after
the order was sent out by a staff officer, General Turner reported to me that he
found the way blocked, that the approach to the place of debouch was occupied by the divisions in front, and that he had found himself in front of General Potter's troops.
This was the report made by him. General Potter's troops, according to the
programme, were to precede his.
Question. Were any arrangements made for the passage of troops through
the abatis, and over the parapets, to go to the front on that day 1
Answer. When I went to the front I found the troops debouching by a single
opening. ThA parapet had been thrown down, and the abatis had been removed, and the troops were moved out by that opening.
Question. Please state the dimensions of that opening; would it admit of the
passage of troops in column, or line, or how 1
Answer. I cannot give the exact dimensions, because my attention was occupied principally in watching what was going on in front of this place; but my
impression is that the opening was large enough for a column of a company
front to go out over pretty rough ground. I do not know whether there was
more than one opening; I only saw that one.
Question. 1'hat was the one your troops passed through 1
Answer. No, my troops did not all pass through that way; I directed a portion of my troops to go over the parapet.
Question. Did you direct them to go over the parapet because, in your judgment, the opening was inad.equate 1
Answer. I gave those directions because the ground in front of this place of
exit was occupied by other troops, and there was no room after they got out for
them to be of service without moving for a considerable distance by the flank,
to the right and left.
Question. How were the troops that debouched to the assault formed to advance?
Answer. When I went to the front, I saw white troops moving out by the
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flank into the crater and the trenches near; I say by the flank, but I will explain that they passed along by twos and threes, and sometimes fours, along
this space, which was pretty well swept by the fire of the enemy-the space
between our trenches and the crater formed by the explosion of the mine. These
white troops were followed afterwards by some colored troops, who also moved
out, as it were, by flank, though the appearance of moving by flank may have
been caused by the columns being somewhat disordered and hesitating in the
move, so that a few moving forward first, and others following them, would
diminish the width of a column, and give the troops the appearance of moving
by flank.
Question. In your opinion, was this movement by flank judicious, or was it
unavoidable 1
Answer. I would not suppose it was a judicious move, undPr the circumstances, if it could have been avoided ; I rather think, if intended to be a movement with a front of one or more companies, then the kind of formation I saw
was caused by the hesitation of the troops in the rear, and tbe natural disposition of thoee men who are more or less timid in following those in front to
string themselves out in almost single file.
Question. What, in your opinion, were some of the causes of failure on that
occasion 1
Answer. I think the first cause was that the troops were not well disciplined;
they probably had not had time to become soldiers. The next cause may have
been that they passed out of the trenches by one place of exit, and through the
covered way to a considerable extent, which necessarily impeded the progress
of troops going out, especially as troops began coming in by the same covered
way.
Question. Were the obstacles met by our troops, in your opinion, formidable 1
Answer. I did not go to the front until difficulties were reported in the way
of carrying out the order received from General Meade, to move my division out
to the right, independent of the troops in my front, and endeavor to reach the
crest of the hill ; it was reported by the division commanderR that the nature of
the ground was such that they could not get out that way. I went down to
inspect the ground myself, and I derived the impression that there were difficulties in the way of getting out from the position occupied by my men at that
time, except in one place. They were in the long covered way- the way leading to the angle from which the troops debouched ; the ground was swampy,
covered with more or less undergrowth and trees, and appeared to run obliquely
in front of the enemy's trenches. If the troops should get into that swamp
and undergrowth it would have been difficult to have kept them in order, and
the enemy would have had them at a greater disadvantage, raking them if they
occupied t.he trenches. The covered way was a pretty deep one, and I suppesed from the fact of its being there, leading to the place of exit, it was swept
by a very heavy fire from the enemy's batteries. It was reported that the
stream running through the marsh was bridged in .one place by a narrow bridge
where we crossed it, and that it was a difficult place for troops to pass over; when
I got there I saw that it was very muddy, that delays would be occasioned,
and that it was a difficult place to attempt to take the enemy's intrenchments,
and we would have got on the ground just under the enemy's works, and
probably been exposed to a very severe fire.
Question. Did any troops. to your knowledge, misbehave or disobey orders 1
Answer. None that I know of, except after, when an assault was made by
some colored troops, followed by a brigade of the lOth corps, which assault was
made about 8 o'clock, while I was in the front line of our trenche::; and within
less than one hundred yards of the crater, and what I would call the movement
of assault; the men were repulsed by a very heavy concentrated fire which
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enveloped that point of exit-the enemy having massed forces on the right and
front, and ~orne fire coming from the left.
Questicn. In your opinion, had the first troops that went forward not hesitated nor halted in the crater, could they not have got to the desirable point-that
is, Cemetery hill1
Answer. I know nothing about their halting, or the facilities that they had
for getting forward, except through what I heard from others, I not having been
preseut at that time.
Question. How was our artillery firing, as far as you observed-effective or
otherwise 1
Answer. 'rhe artillery fired very rapidly and for a long time; and, juilging
from the reports in the enemy's newspapers which I have seen siuce, we must
have done considerable damage by our artillery upon their columns moving
across to the place of attack.
·
Question. Were the obstructions north and south of the crater removed sufficiently to admit the passage of troops in line of battle-say brigade front 1
Answer. I did not see that an:i obstructions made by the enemy's trenches
had beP.n removed when I was there, except what had been removed by the
explosion of the mine at the crater. Their ditch still remained, and I counted
the regimental flags of our troops in my front occupying the trench. I do not
know whether there was a strong abatis before the attack, so that I refer only to
the ditch and the parapet.
By the court :
Question. Do you think the assault would have been successful there, had the
best dispositions been made that you are conversant with 1
Answer. From what I learned afterwards of the behavior of the troops after
the explosion, when the enemy was most alarmed, I think that the assault, if it
had been made with no more vigor, would have failed, no matter what tbe disposition. If the troops had behaved properly elsewhere, I think the probability
of success would have been increased by having more openings, a simultaneous
assault, and increased material; but if the troops would have behaved as improperly as they are reported to have done in front, not going forward when
ordered, I think the assault would have failed, no matter what the disposition.
Question. In your opinion, was there any necessity for an officer of rank being
present who should have had a more general command than the commander of
the troops makiug the assault and the commanders of the supports and reserves 1
should there have been an officer present to have combined the whole command
nearer than the commander of the army, who was only in telegraphic communication with the di.tferent commanders of troops on the field 1 should there have
been one single person there invested with authority to direct the whole operation 1 and would the result have been different if such had been the case 1
Answer. The only commands referred to as presrnt the'r e-the assembling
corps and the reserves-were under General Burnside and myself; and upon
reporting to General Burnside, I accompanied him to the trenches, and told him
I would obey any instructions he gave me; so that the whole of the operations
were under his orders, until the orders came from higher authority to make the
change referred to, and to discontinue the assault. General Burnside being the
senior officer, I considered that he had a right to give me orders. He directed
me to place my troops in the rear until after his troops should have made the
assault, and until he learned when they would be necessary, and where, whieh
I did. General Burnside was to give me word when to move my troops, and
where to move them. I told him I considered myself bound to obey any instructions that he might give me, and that any instructions that he would give
would be obeyed with alacrity; so that, so far as concerns the movements
directed by him, I do not think the presence of any other officer in those two
corps w~uld have made any change in moving forward.
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Question. Could your troops, when they were called into action, have advanced to the front over the enemy's par::tpet, and have gotten through in line
of battle in any front greater than that of two regiments, at the time you were
sent in, on each side of the crater 1
Answer. I think it probable that my troops might have gotten in on the left
of the crater at that time, if they had advanced through the opening by fronts
of regiments, or even companies, gotten into the enemy's trenches; but my answer must be understood to convey only a knowledge of what I saw. I do not
know what force the enemy had on the left. I only know that the resistance
on the right was very great, and they appeared to have a severe fire upon the
troops on the right of where we advanced to the crater. My troops were directed to support General Burnside on the right.
Question. Were you present when the mine exploded 1 Do you consider
that the troops might have advanced to the top of Cemetery hill on that ridge,
had they been properly led forward, or the troops behaved properly ?
Answer. I do not consider I was present wheJ?. the mine exploded.
By General Meade :
Question. Where was your general position on the field during the operation
of the morning 1
Answer. When the mine exploded, and probably for an hour and a half or
two hours afterwards, I was with General Burnside in the trenches in rear of
one of the batteries about one-third or a half mile from the point of assault;
after that for half an hour I was up to the front as far as I could get without
going into the crater, or outside our line of intrenchments as far as the head of
my advanced division was. I then returned, and General Burnside and myself
occupied the same place in the rear of this battery for probably an hour, except
that I rode to the rear where General Meade was, and passed around a little,
trying to rally some troops who were going from the front. This took me till
between 9 and 10 o'clock, when General Burnside and myself both rode to the
rear to learn something about an order that was issued in regard to our future
movements.
·
QuEstion. Could anything be seen from this point with sufficient distinctness
to have enabled the commanding general to give orders other than he did from
the point occupied 1
Answer. Immediately after the explosion, the fire from both our batteries and
the enemy's came very heavily, and the cloud of smoke p1·evented us from
seeing anything that was going on there. We were ignorant of the condition
of things except from the information staff officers brought us, or from the nature of the firing we beard, up to the time that I informed myself by going to
the front.
Question. Did you hear any staff officer report to General Burnside that the
troops could not be got to advance from the crater 1 If so, how many officers
so reported, and do you know their names 1
Answer. The first two or three reports that were brought to General Burnside were brougttt by officers whose names I do not know, and not until some
considerable time had expired after the explosion ; and although I did not hear
the reports distinctly enough to repeat them, they were not satisfactory, and
indicated that the troops could not be moved readily forward.
Question. Did you not report to the commanding general that the troops
were overcrowded in the crater, and the enemy's works adjacent, and that in
your judgment there was no probability of the crest of Cemetery hill being
carried-this somewhere between 9 and 1.0 a.m., at the headquarters of the
commanding general in the field 1
Answer. I did. I would say, in addition to my answer, that General Burnside and myself were present at the time, and the question was, whether we
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could carry it at that time; and my answer intended to convey whether weGeneral Burnside and myself, with our forces-could have done so, had they
let us; and after the troops were disorganized and driven back, those who made
the attack later and those who made the attack earlier were packed in the
trenches adjacent; that, under the circumstances, we could not carry it with all
our troops at that point of attack.
Question. Did General Burnside, about 10 a. m., when at his commanding
general's headquarters on the field, say that he could maintain his lodgement in
the crater, and that he could take Cemetery hill before night, if so permitted 1
.Answer. General Burnside disagreed with me, when I said I did not think we
could take it. I supposed he meant that he could take it with the force he had,
consisting of his own corps and my reserves, though he said something about
it was time then for the 5th corps to move up. The remark was made by
General Burnside, with a view to persisting in the attack which he commenced,
and it had been my opinion, ever since I was near enough to see what was going on in the crater, that the sooner we withdrew our troops, when we got into
such a bad position, the better, and any persistence in the attack at that point
I looked upon as very improper.
Question. Was it not understood at this time that offensive operations should
cease, but that the crater should be held till the troops could be securely withdrawn, and that this would probably be till night 1
Answer. I think such was General Burnside's understanding, and I know he
received such orders. My troops were all inside the intrenchments, except
those who had run into the enemy's trenches to avoid the tremendous fire which
they met when they went out.
By General W an·en:
Question. Do you remember seeing General Warren at the battery at General Burnside's station 1
.Answer. I do.
Question. Was not the whole field at that time sufficiently clear from smoke
to be visible, and had been so for some time previously at that point 1
.Answer. I do not know whether it was after my return from the vicinity of
the crater or before that I saw General Warren. My impression is that each
time I looked from the parapet before I left the trenches-which was two or
three times that I rose to look to the front-the smoke obscured the view, so
that I, at least, could form no definite idea of what was going on at the front.
Mter the firing from the batteries on our side had ceased, which was probably
an hour from the time of the assault, the atmosphere was clearer; but even
then I could make out really little of what was going on in front, from the
distance, the peculiar position of the point of attack, and from the fact, too,
that I do not see very well, because I am near-sighted.
Brigadier General R. B. PoTTER, United States vohmteers, being sworn and
examined by the judge advocate, says :
Question. Were you in a position to see the operations of the assault before
Petersburg on the 30th of July, and in what capacity 1
.Answer. I was commanding the 2d division 9th army corps.
Question. Do you regard it as a failure or otherwise ~
.Answer. I regard it as a failure.
Question. To what cause or causes do you attribute this ?
Answer. Firstly, to the failure of the troops who had the advance on that
day to carry out the orders to advance through tlfe enemy's line and seize the
hill. Secondly, that when it was evident that this part of the plan had failed
no attempt was made at a diversion, at any other part of the line, to en-
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able the troops, which were thrown into confusion at this point, to be re-formed.
,I would further state that I do not ·think the preliminary arrangements were
very perfect.
Question. What preparations were made, or what orders were given for the
same, to pass troops through the abatis and over the parapet in front of the
9th corps 1 Did you receive any orders yourself 1
Answer. I received no orders whatever in relation to that matter, except what
are contained in the general order from the headquarters of the army of the
Potomac. I was furnished a copy of that order, but no other order.
Question. But what preparations were made, or what orders were given for
the same, to pass troops through the abatis and over the parapet in front of the
9th corps1
Answer. The general order of General Burnside-! suppose it might be
called the order of attack-was the only order given in writing. Verbal in~
structioms were given to have the pioneers of the different regiments, and a sort
of pioneer regiment that we call the engineer regiment, in each division, prepared with their tools, &c., to prepare the breastworks for the passage of field
batteries, in case we were successful in moving forward. My regiment was immediately in the neighborhood of the breastwork, ready to carry out these instructioi.ts, and my pioneers were also prepared. I had orders not to disturb
anything immediately in the vicinity of the mine, so as not to attract the attention of the enemy to t"Aat point. I was told to withdraw everything from that
part of the line for a space of two or three hundred yards, except a thin line of
skirmishers, and not to attract the enemy's attention there, if I could help it.
Question. How were the 9th corps troops formed for the assault-your own
division for instance 1
Answer. My own division was to have been formed left in front, to move forward by the flank, so that when my troops had passed the line of the enemy's
intrenchments, by fronting their front would be to the right, my division being
intended to cover the right of the advance. One brigade of my divi~ion was
massed between the railroad and the advance line of works on the right-hand
side of my covered way, and south of the mine. I had orders not to allow
any troops on the left of the covered way. The other brigade was partially in
the trenches, and about to be relieved by some of the troops of the 18th corps.
Two or three regiments, which I was ordered not to put in the assault, were
not in the trenches.
Question. What time elapsed from the springing of the mine till the forward
movement of the assaulting columns 1
Answer. I do not know, sir; I did not see the movement of the first division.
The first of my regiments commenced to move, I should think, about eight or
ten minutes after the mine exploded. My division was to move third in order,
but I took the liberty of altering the programme a little. After I received the
order of Major General Burnside-! received the order about nine o'clock at
night-after thinking the matter over, it occurred to me that it w~ld be a
very long time before my division would have an opportunity to get forward,
as the divisions .of Generals Ledlie and Wilcox were to precede me. I ther&fore commanded General Griffin, who had the lead in my division, to deploy a
line of skirmishers to the right of this r.rater, and in case the assault seemed to
be successful and General Ledlie moved forward, he should advance his skiP..
mishers to the right, and if he did not find so much serious opposition as to
detain him there, he should push his troops forward to the right and move forward · nearly parallel with General Ledlie. I gave him these orders about
twelve o'clock at night, and I do not think that I communicated to General
Burnside that I had made this change. 'I'herefore my troops commenced moving as soon as General Griffin found that General Ledlie's column had started.
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This leading division commenced moving and passed into the right of the crater
and turned down to the right.
Question. Did the troops halt in the crater 1
Auswer. Yes, sir.
Q;testion. Why 1
Auswer. No reason at all that I know of.
Qne~tion. What was the nature of the obstructions in the enemy's line, formidalJle or otherwise 1
Answer. To the right of the crater there was an ordinary · line of rifle-pits,
with a 8ort of clwvaux-de-frise in front of it, made by pointed stakes being
driven into the ground. Immediately in rear of this, and to the right of it, there
were two covered ways. One seemed to be a covered way, and one, perhapi3, a
place dug to carry something out of the fort. There were transverse lines of
riHe-pit8, and some coverings thrown up by the men to protect themselves-one
running in these angles between the advance line and this covered way, which
runs off towards Petersburg, and another running on the bank of the ravine
whid1 runs up through the enemy's line to the right of the mine, about the
line I was ordered to take.
Q.nestion ...What was the degree of artillery firing on that point-the point of
assault 1
Answer. Immediately after the assault, very light; afterwards the fire was
very severe indeed-as severe as I ever saw.
Question. What time elapsed, as near as you can tell, from the time of the
assault till the time this severe fire commenced 1
Answer. I should think fully half an hour.
Question. Was the ground around the crater commanded by the ground held
by the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that is, immediately in rear of the enemy's line which we
had pierced the ground commanded it, and the ground to the right on the other
siJe of the ravine commanded it. In speaking of the right, I mean our right.
'l'he gronnd to the left I did not notice so well, because I had no business there.
Question. For what distance on each side of the crater were the enemy's
w 01 ks abandoned after the explosion of the mine 1
Ar ,swer. 'I'o the right of the crater the front line was abandoned for a space
of two hundred and fifty or three hm1dred yards I should think; that is, the
enemy';; troops rushed out of this line back to these covered ways, and. so forth.
~""'rom the hasty glance I gave to the left, there did not seem to be anybody
within three hundred yards. Perhaps it would be better to say that the line
was only partially abandoned; they did not all go-some went and some did not.
Question. Could the troops have proceeded to the crest immediately after
readling the crated
·
Auswer. I do not know any reasons why they could not.
Question. Did any troops that you know of ad vance from the crater to the crest~
Answer. Some of my troops advanced from the right of the crater towards
the crest; I suppose they went upwards of two hundred yards, and they were
driven back.
Question. Why, do you suppose, were they driven back?
Au8wer. At that time they were driven back by the fire. They were too
weak to advance further.
Question. By the fire of artillery or of infantry 1
Auswer. Both.
Que8tion. At what hour was that 1
Answer. That must have been about half or three-quarters of an hour after
the. mine exploded.
Question. Do you think that if your men had been adequately supported,
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they could have gone forward to the crest notwithstanding the obstacles that
presented themselves, firing, and so forth, at that hour?
Answer. I think that if I had had my whole divis ion together at that time, if the
ground had been such that I could have had my whole division together and
made that charge, I could have gone to the crest.
Question. When these troops fell back where did they go?
Answer. 1'hey fell back partially into this covered way leading from the fort
to the right, and a few were driven into the crater of the mine.
Question. How long was it after they got in before they were ordered to
retire; how long were you in that place, or wherever .they were?
Answer. Until the general order came to withdraw the troops.
Question. How long would you estimate-that time to be?
Answer. It must have been five or six hours. It seems to me we did not
get. that order till about 11 o'clock. General Burnside sent for me, I should
think, about 10 o'clock in the morning, and stated that he had received an order
to withdraw, and asked me if I thought we could hold the position. I told him
I thought we could hold the position, but unless something was going to be
done there was no use in it. He said it was an important point, or somrthing
of that sort, and I asked him if I would make arrangements to withdraw, and
he told me no; that he was going to see General Meade, and that I should wait
until he should have consulted with him. Half or three-quarters of an honr
afterwards I received a copy of a telegram to General \Vhite, who was acting
as his chief of staff, with an indorsement on the back of the despatch to the
effect that ·it should be submitted to the officers in the crater, or something to
that effect, for their opinion as to how they should withdraw. Bubsequently
I started to go into the crater to consult with them, and I received an order from
an aide-de-camp of General Burnside to report in person at his headquarters.
Question. Was the time a fit one to withdraw, in yonr opinion 1
Answer. The troops were not withdrawn at all. 'l'hey were driven out by
the enemy.
Question. When did the chief loss of men occur 1
Answer. 1'he chief loss in my division occurred between half past six and
ten o'clock in the morning. 'l'he heaviest loss was at the time that some of the
troops of the 4th division (the colored division) met with a check and were repulsed.
Question. \Vas it in the act of retiring from the crater 1
Answer. l\Iore than half the prisoners I lost were lost in the crater. I should
e:x.:plain that I had very few men in the crater; that seeing how it was overcrowded, and that one or two regiments that attempted to pass through were
lost among the other troops, I endeavored to get my troops out of there; but
when some of the other troops gave way, and the operation of General Ferrero's troops was unsuccessful and they gave way, I had some stragglers forced
into the crater. I suppose I had not more than two hundred men in there.
My troops were holdiug the line to the right of that mostly.
Question. By whom was this removal of the troops conducted 1
Answer. It was not conducted at all, sir. The circumstances were these:
After we had received this order General Burnside directed me to report at his
headquarters. I went to his headquarters, met there the other division commanders, and we consulted upon the best plan which should be adopted to withdraw the troops. I had previously sent out orders to connect my right with
the crater by an intrenchment, if possible. While we were returning from thi:3
consultation an assault was made upon the crater, and the enemy recovered
pos::;ession of it. 'rhen all the troops were forced back to our line except two
regiments that I had sent beyond the ravine to silence a battery, and these I
withdrew about four o'clock in the afternoon.
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Question. Do you know whether any troops misbehaved or disobeyed orders
in any way, or at any time, during the action 1
Answer. I do not know that I can answer that exactly. I know by the reports
of my staff officers, and so forth. But I saw troops lying there when they had
been ordered to go forward. Immediately after the mine exploded, probably
within ten minutes, Colonel Pleasants, who had charge of the explosion, and
whose regiment, having built the mine, being relieved from duty on that day,
except as a sort of provost guard with orders from the 9th army corps, had volunteered as an aid on my staff, and as soon as the mine was exploded be rushed
forward into the crater, and the troops were moving up ; and he reported to me
that the troops could not be made to move forward. ; that was, the troops of the
1st division. He showed me his hand, which was blistered in driving them up.
It was :Marshall's brigade of Ledlie's division.
By the court :
Question. What tools were the engineer regiments supplied with 1
Answer. Axes, spades, and picks. rrhe engineer regiment, I think, was supplied particularly with axes to cut down the abatis.
Question. Did they move forward 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did they destroy the abatis 1
Answer. 1'he cltevaux-de-frise on the enemy's lines for two or three hundred
yards was broken down.
Question. Was there any difficulty in passing a brigade or regimental front
over our intrenchments and on either side of that crater to the front 1
Answer. It might have been done on the left, but not on the right.
Question. What was the difficulty on the right 1
Answer. The difficulty on the right was that where you would have to form
your troops you would have to pass through a wooded ravine and swamp. .A.
heavy regiment which charged through in regimental front, I think, got very
badly broken up. 'l'hey would have succeeded better further to the right.
Question. Where did you stay during the attack?
Answer. Most of the time I stayed on the hill on this side of the railroada point where you can see the ground.
Question. Did all of your troops go into action 1
Answer. My troops all went into action except my engineer regiment, which
had just moved up to the front.
Question. Did they all get as far as the crater 1
Answer. All except one regiment got beyond the crater.
Question. Did you ever go to the crater 1
Answer. I never went to the crater myself. I was within about eighty yards
of it-just off to the right of it.
Question. At the time your skirmish line was ordered up the hill did any
individual members of yonr division get to the top of the crest 1
AnswBr. I do not think there did. It. was reported to me that some did; but
having investigated it since, I am satisfiP-d that they did not.
The court adjourned, to meet at ten o'clock on the 31st of August.
NINTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SEco~D CoRPS,

August 31, 1864.
The court met pursuant to adjournment.
·
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the eighth day were read and approved.
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Brigadier General EDWARD FERRERO, United States volunteers, being duly
sworn, to questions by judge advocate says:
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th of July, and what was your
command 1
Answer. I was; commanding the 4th division of the 9th army corps, (colored
troops.)
Question. What was their formation for the attack 1
Answer. There was no formation, further than moving down in rear of the
third division, as directed in the orders, by the flank in the covered way.
Question. Was this the most judicious 1
Answer. It was the only formation that could be adopted under the circumstances.
Question. Please to state the cireumstances.
Answer. There being no position to mass the troops.
Question. Why was there no position 1
Answer. On account of there being three other divisions in advance of mine,
which would occupy all the available ground where my troops could have been
formed.
Question. What orders had you to prepare the parapet for the debouch of
troops 1
Answer. I had no orders whatever.
Question. State some of the causes of the failure, if you regard it so.
Answer. I do regard it as a failure.
Question. State some of the causes, briefly.
Answer. The failure of the 1st division to go forward immediately after the
explosion.
Question. Do you attribute their halting and not going forward to misbehavior on their part 1
Answer. Not being present there, that I could not say. In my opinion, there
is no renson that I know of why they should not have gone forward.
Question. State the reasons why you arrived at that conclusion.
Answer. I would state that there could have been no obstructions whatever
at that time, from the fact that the crater was crowded with troops, in and about
it, when my division went through and passed over the obstacles, not only the
obstacles occasioned by the explosion, but also the mass of troops in the crater.
They went through and passed beyond those troops at a time when there was
heavy firing; whereas those troops that had gone forward on the lead could
have gone forward with a very slight loss, in my opinion. I would state that,
in my opinion. the order of battle for the movements of troops on that day wa~::~
extremely faulty. If I understand it 1·ight, the object to be attained was to gain
the crest on Cemetery bill; and to take advantage of the momentary paralyzation of the troops in and about the crater, caused by the explosion of the mine,
it was necessary that the troops that made the assault should move with the
utmost rapidity to gain that crest. I contend that the point of the assault was
not properly selected to carry out that object ; that the obstructions which the
explosion of the mine would naturally create would disorganize the troops and
prevent them moving forward with the rapidity that was desired. Furthermore,
I would state that the manner in which the troops went in would not lead them
to attain the object that was desired. The two divisions that followed the leading division were to have protected the flanks of the same. Now, how could
they protect the flank when the leading division, the head of that column, would
hardly have reached the crest before the 2d division would have reach ed the
cra'ter, subjecting the 1st division to flank fires, and to be taken in reverse1
And even hnd the 3d division, which had the second position in column, have
gotten through, it would have taken a long time before the 2d division, which
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was the third in column, could have reached its proper point to protect the right
flank of the 1st division. I mean to convey the idea, that either other movements should have been made on the flank of the leading division, or that division should have been deployed to the right aud left, engaging the enemy on the
flank, so as to give the assaulting column an opportunity to advance rapidly to
the crest of the hill.
By the court:
Qtwstion How long was it after the explosion of the mine before the assaulting column moved forward 1
Answer. I was not with the leading division; therefore I cannot give you
the exact time, but it was very shortly after.
Bythejudge advocate:
Question. State to the court how the 4th division, (colored troops,) your own
command, conducted thems elves on the occasion.
Answer. I would state that the troops went in in tlie most gallant manner;
that they went in without hesitation, moved right straight forward, passed
through the crater that was filled with troops, and all but one regiment of my
division passed beyond the crater; the leading brigade engaged the enemy at a
short distance in rear of the crater, where they captured some two hundred
odd prisoners and a stand of colors, and recaptured a stand of colors belonging
to a white regiment of our corps. Here, after they had taken those prisoners,
the troops became somewhat disorganized, and it was some little time before
they could get them organized again to make a second altempt to charge the
crest of the hill. About half an hour after that they made the attempt and
were repulsed by a very severe and galling fire, and, 1 must say, they retreated
in great disorder and confusion back to our first line of troops, where they were
rallied, and there they remained during the rest of the day and behaved very
well. I would add that my troops are raw new troops, and never had been
drilled two weeks from the day they entered the service till that day.
Question. If your division had been the leading one in the assault, would
they have succeeded in taking Cemetery hill1
Answer. I have not the slightest doubt, from the manner in which they went
in under very heavy fire, that had they gom~ in in the first instance when the
fire was comparatively light, they would have carried the crest of Cemetery
hill beyond a doubt.
By the court :
Question. Did you go forward with your division 1
Answer. I went to our fit·st line of works, and there remained to see my
command go. through. I would state, that I deemed it more necessary that I
should see that they all went in than that I should go in myself, as there was
no he~itation in their going forward whatever. I was at no time at a further
distance than eighty or ninety yards from my division.
Question. Where were you after they had all passed the crater, and were, as
you say, at one time half an hour in reorganizing 1
Answer. I was immediately in front of the crater on our front line of works.
I would also state that one regiment was checked between the crater and our
front line, unable to get through ; and I was at that time making every effort
to get that regiment through. with the intention of passing through myself ai
soon as they got past, but it was impossible for me to do so from the crowded
state of the troops that were there.
Question. vVere the obstructions in front of the first line of works of a character to admit the passage of a horseman or a piece of artillery, after the whole
corps had passed 1
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Answer. They would not admit of the passage of either, because the parapet
of the rHie-pit had never been dug away. I was compelled to remove abatis
on our own front, under fire, to get my command through by the flank.
Brigadier General 0. B. WILCOX, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you in a position to see the operation of the assault before
Petersburg on the 30th of July, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I commanded the 3d division of the 9th army corps. At the time
of the explosion of the mine I was at Romer's battery, just in rear of my second
brigade, and in good position to observe the assault.
Question. Do you regard the attack as a failure 1
Answer. I do.
Question. State some of the causes of it.
Answer. The first and most obvious cause was the failure of the 1st division
to go forward when there was no firing, for the fire of the enemy was suspended
for fifteen to twenty minutes. In the next place, I think that the troops that
went in support of the leading division should have gone in almost simultaneously with it, and should have gone to the right and left, avoiding the crater,
but going near it, and then bearing down the enemy's works to the right and
left, so as to have prevented the enemy bringing flank and reverse fires to bear
on the advancing columns. 1'he order of attack stated that my division should
wait until the 1st division had cleared the enemy's works. For that rf'ason, of
course, the three llivisions could not have gone in simultaneously. It was the
published order that prevented it in part. 'I'he attention of the enemy was not
attracted to any other point than the crater. I consider that the third reason.
Almost as soon as the enemy's first astonishment was over they concentrated
an almost circular fire around the crater. Their field batteries came out in
position on different points on the Jerusalem plank road and on Cemetery hill.
'l'hey kept up a flank and reverse fire; and a battery in the grove of trees on
our right was so situated, the line of the rebel works taking a direction a little
re-entering, that almost as soon as they opened fire at all, they began to fire
nearly in rear of the crater. I would say, that at the meeting in General Burnside's tent, when Generals Ord and l\Ieade were present, I supposed it was
intended that the two divisions following the leading division should move to
the right and left, and that the duty of the 9th corps was to clear the gTound to
enable the 18th corps to move forward. If that plan had been carried out, I
think it would have been successful; but I do not think that the temporary
occupation of Cemetery hill by a small force would have insured the success of
that attack. I think that ultimately they would have been driven out, unless
we had a large force, two corps at least, to fight a battle at those works. Now,
to go back to the interview which General Burnside had with his division commanders, where General Meade was present, it was a well-understood thing
there that this was intended to be a surprise, and it was thought by all the generals, including General Meade himself, that, unless it should be a complete
surprise, it would be a failure; and the written order which was published to
the commanders did not fully, in fact did not substantially, give the order of
attack as it was understood at this interview. I mean General Burnside's order
of attack. At the time the matter was talked over I certainly underatood that
I was to move down and clear the enemy's works on the left, and then move up
towards the Jerusalem plank road. The order stated that I would bear to the
left and take a position on the Jerusalem plank road.
Question. What preparations were made, and what orders were given, to pass
troops over the parapet and through the enemy's works 1
r.\:fAnswer. None but the written orders before the court. 1,he abatis, what was
left of it when my division passed over, was no obstacle whatever.
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Major General A. A. HuMPHREYS, United States volunteers, chief of staff,
being duly S\Yorn, says to que~tious by the judge advocate:
Q,ne:Stion. vVere you with General Meade during the assault on the 30th of
July?
Answer. I was.
Q,ue~tion. ·what was the flubstance or language of a despatch which he receiYecl from Lieutenant Colonel Loring, assistant in!'ipector general of the 9th
corps, lmt addressed to General Burn;:;ide, about 5.45 a. m. of that day?
A11swer. The substance of the despatch was, that some of the troops there, I
think Ledlie's division, were in the crater, and would not go forward, and asking that some other divi::::ion or some other troops should be sent to go forward
to the crest. r:I'he main point with me, however, was, that his troops were in
the crater, and were not going forward as they ought to have done.
Question. Relate what passed at the interviews between General Burnside
and Generals Grant and Ueade after the former had been directed to withdraw
the troops from the crater, and prior to the withdrawal of the troops.
Answer. I recollect the directions to General Burnside, which were, that if
he could uot withdraw his troops with security during the day they should be
withdrawn at night; that the best time for the withdrawal of the troops he
himself should Le the judge of. l\1y impression is that General Burnside did
not wish to withdraw them. He certainly so expressed himself to me after
General 1\Ieade left, for I did not leave the headquarters of General Burnside
the same time as General 1\Icade, but remained there a short time. I do not
know whether he so expressed himself to General :Meade and General Grant or
not. I thought I understood the conditions that existed there, and there was
no question iu my mind atl to the necessity of withdrawing them.
Que:stion. Did you understand it to be his wish to maintain his position in
the crater 1
Answer. I did not pay much attention to what he said to General Meade and
General Grant, but lle so expressed himself to me afterwards; but inasmuch as
he stated no facts which put a different aspect on the condition of thiugs, I did
not consider that he gave very good reasons for his wish. He certainly differed
from General Ord.
, Qurt<tion. Did you hear General Ord give any opinion as to the probable succes:S of carrying the crest if persisted in for a certain time; and if so, what was it1
Answer. I heard him then or before express the opinion that the time was
past. He was averse to it. I did not pay so much attention to what was said
at tltat time, for the reason that the facts were well known, and the conclusions
come to iu regard to them.
Question. \Verc you at the fourteen-gun battery, near which General Burnside
had his temporary headquarters, on that day 1
Answer. Yes, I rode out there; I think it was between 10 and 11 o'clock
when I rode out there. I had been there before, and am somewhat familiar
with the ground.
Question. Could anything be seen from there with sufficient distinctness to
have enaLled the commanding general to give orders other than he did, from the
point occupied by him 1
Answer. I think not. I do not think it made any difference whether he was
there, or whether he was at the point he occupied. In the gratification of a
personal wish to see simp~y, he might have seen something more, but it would
not have made any difference in the conclusions arrived at; he would have underFtood matters as thoroughly where he was as if he had seen them.
Que:5tion. Ought the assault on that day to have been successful?
Answer. I think so; I was confident that it would have been successful.
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Brigadier General H. I. HuNT, United States volunteers, chief of :nti1lery,
army of the Potomac, being duly sworn, says, in answer to questions by judge
advocate:
Quesdon. Please to state in what capacity you were serving during the assault on the enemy's lines on the 30th July, and days preceding it.
Answer. I am chief of artillery of the army of the Potomac, and had charge
of the siege operations on this side of the Appomattox.
Question. Relate briefly what arrangements were made for opposing the
enemy's artillEry fire on that occasion, and if they were successfully carlied
out.
Answer. Batteries that bad been constructed several weeks preceding the
assault bad armaments placed in them, from the plank road to the Hare house;
there were eighteen siege guns in the line, eighteen large mortars, and twentyeight cohorns along in the lines in front, and some eighty field-pieces. 'l'he
object was to silence the fire of the enemy's batteries in the redoubt which
formed their salient on the plank road, and especially all of their guns which
bore upon the ground in front of the mine. The fire was opened immediately
upon the explosion of the mine, and was very successful in keeping down the
enemy's fire.
Question. Was the enemy's artillery fire formidable, and particularly directed
to the point of our assault, after the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. The fire did not become very formidable; it was almost entirely
silenced soon after it opened, with the exception of one gun in a battery next
to the mine, and a battery on the crest beyond the mine, and a few guns that
were used by the enemy on our right of the mine, towards the railroad. The
gun that was in the work next the mine was so placed that it was protected
from all direct fire, and a sufficient number of mortars could not be brought to
bear upon it to stop it.
No large mortars had been placed to control that bat·
tery, as, according to the plan of assault, that work might reasonably be supposed to fall into our hands within ten or fifteen minutes after the explosion; all
the guns in that battery were silenced, however, excepting that one. 'l~he battery on the crest of the hill directly in front of the mine was almost shut up after
firing two or three rounds, as we had some heavy guns bearing on it, and a
number of field guns. l was not where I could see the fire from our right of the
mine. l had Colonel l\fonroe in charge there, and he reported that the fire was
pretty well kept down. On the left they occasionally fired a shot.
Question. Under the circumstances, then, ought not the assault have succeeded 1
Answer. I think so ; that is, so far as it depended upon us. I do not know
what the enemy had behind the crest; the object was to take the crest.
Question. Have you formed any opinion as to the causes of the failure of the
assault on that occasion 1
Answer. I do not know what other causes might have existed, but I attributed
the failure to the want of promptitude in pushing forward assaulting columns
immediately on the explosion of the mine. I believed, from the first, that if that
were· not dune promptly the attaek would probably fail.
Question. Was the enemy's fire directed upon the point of attack very formidable at any time, so as to prevent reasonably resolute troops from pushing
onward 1
Answer. I think not; certainly not within the period within which their
advance should have taken place.
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Lieutenant W. H. BEUYAURD, United States engineers, being duly sworn,
says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you present at the assault on the rebel lines on the 30th
July, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I was with General Burnside on that morning. I was sent by Major
Duane to report to him for duty as an engineer.
Question. vVere you in a situation then to see the progress of events on that
day?
.
Answer. Not all the time; a portion of the time I was with General Burnside
at his headquarters, and then, afterwards, I was aL different points along the
front. I was not in such a position that I could see everything that was
going on.
Question. Were there working parties for the assaulting columns, and engineer officers to lead them ?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. No arrangements had been made with you by General Burnside
for anything of that sort 1
Answer. No, sir ; not previous to the assault.
Question. Do you know if any arrangements were made for the debouch of
our troops from our lines, and their passage over the enemy's 1
Answer. No, sir; General Burn~ ide did not give me any instructions in regard
to taking away the abatis or the rifle-pit on the front line.
'Question. Were the obstructions on the enemy's line formidable, and of what
did they consist 1
Answer. 'I'hey had a pretty strong abatis in front of their rifle-pits.
Question. Could they have been removed by working parties that usually
accompany assaulting columns 1
Answer. I did not go near enongh to the crater along that line to judge of
that, although it appeared to be merely the usual abatis placed in front of works,
and placed in the usual position.
Question. Did you see the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Was its effect to clear for any distance, and if so how much, the
enemy's parapets 1
Answer. Only a portion of the parapet was blown down; a portion of it remained standing. I suppose the crater that was furmed might have been forty
or fifty yards long, and perhaps twenty wide.
Question. Was the breach sufficient and practicable for the passage of troops
in line 1
Answer. I did not go in to look at the crater, and consequently I could not
say whether they could go in without further work being done or not. I could
not tell how deep it was.
Question. As an e11gineer would you criticise that point of attack 1
Answer. I had been there working on that front before, and I had frequently
expressed the opinion that the enemy could bring a flank fi·re all along there.
'.rhat is, their line formed a kind of re-entering there.
Question. Did you ever chance to hear why that point was selected, or do
you know 1
Answer. I did hear that that mine was made because that hollow in front
was a good position to run a mine from.
Question. State briefly some of the causes, in your opinion, of the failure of
the a!:'sault.
Answer. I think one cause was the way in which the troops were taken in by
the flank, par3.sed down these covered ways, one on the right and the other -on
the left, on which General Ferrero's troops went down. I understand that only
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a portion of our parapet was taken away, and the troops had to go through by
the flank instead of advancing in line. The portion of the ground south of the
covered way was the way along whjch the troO]JS could have advanced in line,
the railroad cut being only six feet high in one place. The troops could easily
have advanced through that. The troops were not in their proper positions at
the time of the assault; that is, a portion of the troops were away back beyond
the edge of those woods, when they should have been in the hollow.
By the court :
Question. Had you been placed in charge of a proper working party, suitably
equipped, could you not, immediately after the explosion of the mine, have
levelled the enemy's parapets, so as to have allowed troops in line of Lattle to
have passed through 1
Answer. I think I could. When the enemy afterwards had a flank fire between the enemy's line and ours, I offered to General Burnside to run a covered
way from our line to the enemy's line on the right and left of the crater. (Lines
marked on map 66 a and a'.)
By the judge advocate:
Question. Would any advantage have ensued from simply holding the crater,
without advancing further 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think so.
By the court :
Question. Were there any preparations made in the way of collecting gabions,
and so forth, so that, if the troops had been successful, we could have crowned
the crest 1
Answer. No, sir, not that I know of.
Question. Were tools collected or used, picks, shovels, axes, &c. 1
Answer. I did not see any.
'rhe court adjourned, to meet at ten o'clock on the 1st of September.
Record of the court of inquiry instituted by Special Orders No. 258, 1861, TVar Department.
~
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TENTH DAY.

CoRPS,
September 1, 1864.

HEADQUARTERS SEcoND

The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and Miles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the ninth day were read and approved.
General Wilcox recalled.
By the judge advocate:
Quet::tion. In your testimony yesterday yoil stated that, at the time of the
explosion of the mine, you were at Rumer's battery. Where were you the rest
of the time 1
Answer. Immediately after the explosion I started for the head of my column,
which was on the left, and in the rear of the first division. I arrived at the front
line of works nearest the crater before the whole of the first division had crossed.
'I'he head of my colnmn had already commenced moving for the crater, and was
then occupying the left portion of the enemy's works.
By the court :
Question. You stated that General Burnside's order directed that your division should bear to the left, and take up a position on the Jerusalem plank
road. vVhat was the cause of the failure to execute this manceuvre 1
Answer. The first division was to move on Cemetery hill. I would state
that Cemetery hill bore rather to the right of my front, so that it was necessary
that Cemetery hill should be occupied before any ground beyond it could be
occupied. In pursuance of my original expectation, I had given orders that the
leading regiment should turn down to the left in the line of works, and the 27th
Michigan started down that line. As soon as General Burnside perceived that
the first division was not moving forward, he sent me orders to move forward
my division direct upon Cemetery hill. My idea was to carry out the spirit
of what was understood the day before, and my plan was to throw the whole
division on the left into line, so that the right would rAst on the Jerusalem plank
road; and that would have completely protected the flank of the first division.
'I'his movement was begun, but the commanding officer of the 27th Michigan
was shot, aBd the way the first division moved forward by division created more
or less confusion; and by the time I received the order to advance on Cemetery
hill, or before that in fact, the enemy had concentrated such a fire that we could
not ad vance any further.
Brigadier General S G. GRTFFIL'-1, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th of July, and what was your
command 1
Answer. I was at the assault; my command was the second brigade, second
division, (General Potter's,) 9th army corps.
Question. Dicl you regard that assault as a failure 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think I should, becau5e we did not hold the ground.
Question. State some of the causes that you attribute this to.
Answer. In the first place, I should say that the troops in the front did not
advance exactly as they should nor as far as they should. Probably the~best
ground was not selected. 'I'hen the cause of our not holding the ground was
the piling in of so many troops in certain parts of the ground, where there was
no room for them, and a panic having seized tl10se truops, caused the disaster.
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The enemy concentrated all their fire upon that point as soon as we attacked,
which was another great reason, no doubt. We received their fire at that point
from all directions, and very soon after we first arrived there it was a very sharp
fire.
Question. Why were all the troops directed to that point 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Do you think that arrangement was faulty 1
Answer. The executio:r;t (lf the plan seemed to be fimlty.
Question. Were any arrangements made for pa:::sing the troops through the
abatis of our line, and over the parapet in front of the enemy's 1
Answer. For my part, in my brigade I had a pioneer corps and skirmishers
to clear the wav for them.
Question. Dtd your command ~o beyond the crater 1
Answer. It did.
Question. About how far 1
Answer. I t:hould judge two hundred yards. It might be more, or it might
be less. It could not have been much less, however; that is, as near as I can
judge.
Question. "\Vhy did you retire 1
Answer. My troops were driven back from that point. They afterwards retired from the crater under orders. 1'hey were driven back from the advanced
position at the time the panic seized the negrues, which more or less affected all
our troopt:, and the negroes rushing through them as they did, carried them
back. 'l'he rebels made a very desperate attack at the same time.
Question. If the enemy's parapets had been levelled on each side of the
crater, or made practicable for the passage of troops, what would have been the
probable result 1
Answer. I am not sure that I can tell what the result would have been.
Probably the troops might have advanced more readily and with more force,
but it was not a thing easy to do.
Qne~tioP. Do you know anything that prevented the troops, having attained
the crater, from going forward immediately to the crest of Cemetery hill?
Answer. Nothing more than the sharp fire from the enemy.
Question. "\Vhat kind of fire 1
Answer. All kinds. I would state here that there is another reason why my
troops could not go forward. 1'he ground where they were was broken up
with covered ways and numerous rifle-pits of the rebels. We had just driven
the rebels out, and my troops occupied their places; therefore, in that position,
disconnected as many of them were, it was difficult and almost impossible to ·
form them to make a direct charge; but if a column had moved further to the
left, I did not see any reason why they should not have gone in.
Question. Suppose you had had working parties to level the works, those
working parties being supplied with facines and other necessary preparations
to render a passage }Jracticable, could you not have gone forward then 1
Answer. I flo not think there was time for that work. It would have taken
hours. I think the time to go forward was at the first, because, very soon after
we went there, the enemy concentrated their troops and poured into us at that
point a terrible fire from every quarter.
Question. The great mistake, then, was the halting of the troops in the crater 1
Answer. Yes, t~ir.
Question. Whose troops were they 1
Answer. General Ledlie's division.
Question. Could the troops have gone over the enemy's parapets on the left
of the crater in line of battle immediately after the explosion of the mine?
Answer. I think they could, but I could not say positively, because my
attention was directed more particularly to the right of the crater.
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Question. Could they have done it on the right 1
Answer. No, sir, on account of those numerous cross-lines and pits and
covered ways, which were full of the enemy's troops even after we arrived
there; and others kept pouring in in addition to those that were already there.
Question. When the troops retired from the crater, was it compulsory from
the enemy's operations, or by orders from your commander 1
Answer. Partly both. We retired because we had orders. At the same time
a columu of troop::~ came up to attack the crater, and we retired instead of stopping to fight. rl'his force of the enemy came out of a ravine, and we did not
see them till they appeared on the risiug ground immediately in front of us.
Question. Where was your position during the contest 1
Answer. I went up with my brigade, and while we were there I was most of
the time in the crater, or near it, with my troops all the time.
Question. vVhat was the force that came out to attack you-the force that
was exposed in the open 1
Answer. Five or six hundred men were all that we could see. I did not see
either the right or left of the line. I saw the centre of the line as it appeared
to me. It was a good line of battle. Probably, if we had not been under
orders to evacuate, we should have fought them and tried to hold our position;
but, according to the orders, we withdrew.
Brigadier General J. F. HARTRAUFT, United States volunteers, being duly
sworu, says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th of .T uly, and what was your
command 1
Answer. I was there; my command was the first brigade of the third division (General Wilcox's) of the 9th corps.
Question. Did you regard the attack as a failure 1
Answer. I did.
Question. What, in your opinion, were some of the causes of that failure 1
Answer. The massing of the troops in the crater, where they could not be
used with any effect. 1 think that the troops, instead of being sent to the
crater, should have been sent to the right and left, so as to have moved in line
of battle, when they could have advanced in some kind of shape; but after they
came into the crater, in the confusion they were in, other troops being brought
up only increased the confusion, and by that time the enfilading fire of the
enemy's artillery and infantry had become very annoying, which also made it
very difficult to rally and form the troops.
Question. Do you know any reasons why the troops did not go to the 1·ight
and left of the crater 1 Were there any physical obstacles to prevent them?
Answer. No, I think troops could have been sent there. The second brigade
of my division was sent to the left of the crater. They took a portion of the
pits. If a vigorous attack had been made on the right and left of the crater, I
think the enemy's pits could have been taken without any difficulty, and the
line occupied.
Question. What was the formation of your command in moving forward1
Answer. I formed my command, which was immediately in rear of the first
division, (which was the assaulting division,) in one or two regiments front. I
put two small regiments together; and my instructions were, after I passed
through the crater with my advance, to form to the left of the first division,
protecting its left flank while they were advancing, and form my line as the
regiments would come up, so as to form a line of battle on the left of the first
division.
Question. If the troops that first went into the crater had not delayed there,
could they not, considering the consternation that the explosion of the mine
made in the enemy's camp, have got forward to the crest of Cemetery hill1
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Answer. I think they could have moved up to that crest immediately, if
they had made no halt at all, under the consternation of the enemy. I think
they would have had to re-enforce them speedily in order to hold that hill.
Question. The re-enforcements were there, were they not 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And there was nothing to prevent that result 1
Answer. I have thought, sometimes, that it would have been difficult to have
sent troops through the crater in sufficient force to sustain the first division in
ad vance on that hill; that the troops would have had, after all, to have been
sent to the right and left of the crater, because very soon after I was in the
crater myself the enemy were seen on the hill about the position we were to
take, and was moving troops to the right. A dozen rebels were seen in the
corn-field. My brigade moved right on after the first division, and after my
fourth regiment had gone forward I went forward myself to the crater. The
fifth regiment was then ordered forward, and was going up.
Question. Did you remain till the troops retired?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did they retire in confusion 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Driven out?
Answer. They were driven out at the same time that I had passed the word
to retire. It was a simultaneous thing. When they saw the assaulting column
within probably one hundred feet of the works, I passed the word as well as it
could be passed, for everybody to retire, and I left myself at that time. General
Griffin and myself were together at that time. The order to retire we had
indorsed to the effect that we thought we could not withdraw the troops that
were there on account of the enfilading fire over the ground between our riflepits and the crater without losing a great portion of them, that ground being
enfiladed with artillery and infantry fire. 'rhey had at that time brought their
infantry down along their pits on both sides of the crater, so that their sharpshooters had good range, and were in good position. Accordingly we requested
that our lines should open with artillery and infantry, bearing on the right and
left of the crater, under which fire we would be able to withdraw a greater portion of the troops, anJ, in fact, every one that could get away. While we were
waiting for the approval of that indorsement, and the opening of the fire, this
assaulting column of the enemy came up, and we concluded-General Griffin
and myself-that there was no use in holding it any longer, and so we retired.
By the court:
Question. What was the fault owing to-owing to the orders that were given,
or to the execution of those orders 1 Was it that the plan was bad, or that the
troops or their commanders behaved badly 1
Answer. Not being familiar with all the orders and arrangements, I could
not say. So far as my own command was concerned, we did all that we
could do.
Question. Could you have been ordered to have done it in a better way 1
Answer. I think if they had gone forward in line of battle it would have
been successful. I consulted with General Bartlett and General Griffin and
Colonel Humphreys, and we were all of the opinion that no more troops should
be sent to the crater. After that the colored division passed right through the
crater while we were in it.
Question. How did those colored troops behave 1
Answer. 'l'hey passed to the front just as well as any troops; but they were
certainly not in very good condition to resist an attack, because in passing
through the crater they got confused; their regimental and company oganizatiou
was completely gone.
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Question. What general officers were in or about the crater on the enemy's
line during aU this time 1
Answer. General Griffin, General Bartlett and myself, of the 9th corps, and
the general commanding the division of the lOth corps that was there, (General
1'urner.) I did not see any others, although there might have been others there.
Surgeon 0. P. CHUBB, 20th M:ichigan volunteers, 9th corps, being duly sworn,
says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you at the as~ault on the 30th of July 1
Answer. I was.
Question. State what you did there.
Answer. I accompanied the 2d brigade, of the 3d division of the 9th corps,
across the ravine, and up to within auout ten rods of our breastworks, at the
point where the troops passed through immediately after the explosion of the
mine. I took position in a bomb-proof, which had been used as some regimental
headquarters, and remained there for the purpose of dressing wounded. This
bomb-proof is located at a point about ten rods in rear of our line. Sho:tly
after I took up that position, Generals Ledlie, of the 1st division, and Ferrero,
of the 4th, came up to the front of the bomb-proof, and shortly afterward came
in and took seats. This was in the morning, about half an hour after the explosion of the mine. That was some time before the colored troops came up.
'I'he 3d division (General Wilcox's) was then lying in a little dip of the
ground-lying flat upon the ground to avoid shelling at that point, and General
Ledlie's troops, of the 1st division, had crossed over our breastworks and gone
over to the fort immediately after the explosion. I saw them go up. I was
where I could see the explosion and the movement of the troops as they passed
over the space between our works and the fort. Our division and our brigade
of that division remaiued in that position for some time. General Ledlie came
there and sat down in front of the place where I was; remained there some
little time, and afterwards went inside and sat down-I could not tell how long,
but not a great length of time after, because General :E'errero came in. His
troops were then lying in the covered way and on the flat. They had not yet
come up to go into action. vVbile things were in that position, our 3d division
made a move, charged over the works, some of them went to the fort, :md some,
I believe, came back. Then General Ferrero had brought his division np to
that point, and seemed to be waiting for some orders or movement. General
Lcdlie received orders in my hearing to move his troops forward from where
they were then lying. The order came something like this, as near as I can
recollect: "The general wi::;hes you to move your troops forward to the crest
of the hill, and hold it." 1'o the best of my recollection, that was the meaning
of the order at least, and, I think, very near the words. I do not know whom
the order came from. It was brought by an officer, and I supposed that " the
general" meant General Burnside. General Ledlie despatched an aid or some
other officer to order that done. Then, shortly afterwards, came an order to
General Ferrero to move his division through, and charge down to the city.
He replied that he would do so "as soon as those troops were out of the way."
He did not designate what troops, so that I understood "those troops" meant
the troops that were already there. But this order came two or three times,
and the last time it came the order was peremptory "to move his troops forward at once." His answer to the order always was, that he would do so as
soon as "those troops" were out of the way; and whenever General Ferrero
made that answer, General Ledlie sent an aid to order the troops out of the
way, and see that it was done, so that it became my impression that it was his
troops that were in the way. These two general officers were in the bomb-proof
with me. General Ledlie's troops were in the crater, and General .l!..,errero's
II'
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were in the rear. After General Ferrero received this last peremptory order
he went out ; General Ledlie went out with him, and the colored troops commenced moving past the door of the bomb-proof-as it was in the track that
troops took-and moved up; and I stepped out, and saw them go over our
works jm:t in frol!t of where General Ledlie's division passed over. 'l'hen they
passed out of sight of where I was st!lnding; but in a very short time I heard
they were coming back ; and sure enough, they poured down all along in that
vicinity, with a good many white troops mixed with them. About that time
General Ferrero returned. I am not positive "\vhether General Ledlie returned
or not; and in answer to somebody who asked him how the battle was going,
General Ferrero said we had lost everything, or something to that efl'ect; that
we were repulsed. He said it was nonsense to send a single body of troops,
colored or white, forward at one single place, in front of lines held by us, to
throw them in the face of a re-enforced enemy, or an enemy who had opportunities to bring other forces to bear. General Ferrero said he thought his division was needlessly slaughtered.
By the court:
Question. Did you see General Ledlie when his division advanced 1
Answer. No, sir, I did not. Our division was lying in the covered way at
the point in our firet line of works about opposite the fourteen-gun battery, as
it is called, and I had passed up the line of the hill to the crest, where! looked
over the breastwork and saw those troops move forward, but I could not see
everything distinctly, because there was considerable distance across the ravine
ur hollow to his division.
Question. Was there any conversation between those generals and yourself,
while they were in the bomb-proof, bearing on this subject 1
Answer. I asked General Ledlie, soon after he came iu, if his division had
been properly supported. 'l'he reason of my asking it was that I thought I
heard some remark of his that led me to think it had not been, and, besides, I
myself was entirely in the dark in regard to the delay; and so I asked him if
his division had been properly supported as it was intended, and he said it had.
Question. Did you hear him give any reason for the division halting 1
Answer. No, sir. From the efforts he made to have them ordered forward
somewhere, I judged that it was contrary to his expectation that they did halt.
He frequently sent up aids to have them moved forward somewhere, and from
the order that came to him I supposed it wa8 to the crest of the hill. 'l'he aid
who brought the order said: "The general wishes you to move forward to the
crest of the hill."
Question. Do you know any reason why he was not with his troops himsel£1
Answer. No, sir. But during almost the last moments of his stay there he
sent an aid to ascertain how things were going on, and remarked that he could
not go hims~lf, as he had been hurt in the side by a spent ball. I cannot state
positively when this occurred; it seemed to be after l first saw him; but I recollect his having mentioned that fact quite late in the forenoon, nearly noon,
for the first time. I have a strong impression that he came baek there after
General Ferrero's troops moved forward, but I could not say :::o positively.
Colonel H. G. THOMAs, 19th United States colored troops, being duly sworn'
Mys to questions by judge advocate :
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th of July, and what was your
command 1
Answer. I was at the assault on the 30th of July, and commanded the second bdgade, fourth division, 9th corps, (colored troops.)
Question. What was the formation of yom· troops in going to the assault 1
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Answer. The formation was by file left in front, which brought us faced by
the rear rank when we made the charge.
Question. The head of your troops struck the enemy's line where?
Answer. I forced my brigade around the right of the crater, contrary to orders, because the crater was so full that no man could get through ; that is, I
left two staff officers to force them through. I went straight to the front and
filed to the right, a~ went into these rifle-pits in the enemy's line as far as the
head of the first brigade of our division, which I was ordered to support .
Question. Did you get beyond the line of the crater with your troops 1
Answer. I did, sir.
Question. How far 1
Answer. I should say about between three and four hundred yards to the
right of tl1e crater, and in front of it. I was ordered to support the first brigade when it mude its charge.
Question. Did you get beyond the enemy's line 1
Answer. I did, sir; I led a charge which was not successful. The moment
I reached the heafl of the first brigade I started out the 31st colored regiment,
which was in front, but it lost its three ranking officers in getting in position,
and did not go out well.
Question. vVhat, in your opinion, were some of the causes of the failure of
the general assault on that clay 1
Answer. So far as I can judge from my own stand-point, my utter inability
to make a decent charge with my own brigade was the fact tha.t the pits, into
which we were sent, wer'e entirely occupied by dead ancl dying rebel troops, and
our own from the first division of our corps, General Lecllie's. There was no
room for ns to move up. \Ve were delayed, I should think, an hour and a half,
in the covered way through which we moved, from the fact, so far as I can
learn, that the first division did not make the charge. We were to occupy the
pits after they made the charge.
Question. Do you know why the first division did not go forward 1
Answer. I do not, sir.
Question. Did you see any of the appliances for overcoming obstacles that
usually acco!llpany troops-working parties with tools 1
Answer. I saw no such preparations to remove obstacles in the enemy's line.
I bad uo such assistance.
Question. Do you think the mode of marching up your command was a
judicious one-the form, I mean?
Answer. Ko, sir; it W;l,S injudicions, for two reasons: First, we moved up
by the flank; that I consider injudicious. And, secondly, we were ordered up
left in front, which mac1e ns face by the rank rear, which was not a satisfactory
way of manomvring.
Que:stion. \Vas It a verbal or a written order; and by ''hom was it issued 1
Answer. It was a verbal order, issued by General Ferrero about eleven
o'clock on the night before. r.rhe order to me that night was to go up by
division, follow the first brigade, and to move left in front. But early in the
morning I learned from a staff officer, whom I sent out to tell me when the first
brigade moved, that it was filing along the covered way. My instructions were
to foliow the first brigade. I was detained at least an hour and a half in the
covered way by the troops in front, and by the order of the assistant inspector
general of the corps. He finding the pits into which we were to go full of
troops, suspended the other order until he could see General Burnside.
Question. How did your particular command retire from the front 1
Answer. In confusion.
Question. Driven 'l
Answer. Driven back by a charge of the enemy.
Question. And not by any orders 1
13
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Answer. No, sir; they received no orders. They were ordered to stop by
myself and all my staff, who were in the pits. When I got into this position
on the right of the crater, the fire was very severe; there was also a very
severe enfilading fire from the right. I attempted one charge, without success,
the moment I reached there. I could not get more than fifty men out. I sent
w(H'd to General Burnside by l\Iajor Van Buren, of his staff-as hR was the only
staff officer I saw in the pits except my own-that unl<:ls a movement was
made to the right, to stop the enfilading fire, not a man could live to reach the
crest ; but that I should try another charge in ten minutes, and hoped I would
be supported. In about eight minutes I received a written order from General
Ferrero in pretty near these words : " Colonels Seigfried and Thomas, commanding first and second brigades : If you have not already done so, you will
immediately proceed to take the crest in your front." It was signed in the
ordinary official manner :J " By order of General Ferrero: George A. Hicks,
captain and assistant adjutant general." I cannot produce that order because I
destroyed it when I was captured in Petersburg. Colonel Seigfried had, I
think, already received it, as he was in the crater. I sent word to Colonel
Seigfried's brigade on my right, where I supposed the colonel to be, that I was
about to charge; that we should go over with a yell, and that I hoped to be
supported. I went over with two regiments and part of a third, but I was
driven back. The moment they came back the white troops in the pits all left,
and they after them. I was not supported at all in my charge.
Question. 'iVhere was the division commander all this time 1
Answer. I do not know. When I went up with my brigade he was in a
bomL-proof on the left, with the commanding officer of th e first division.
Generals vVilcox, Ledlie, and Ferrero were in the bomb-proof on the left.
Question. Was the bomb-proof a good place to see what was going on 1
Answer. No, sir; th ere were places near there where something could be seen,
but the earth about the crater prevented almost anything being seen immediately
to the left of it. The dirt was thrown up very high. 'l'here were, I think,
however, places near there where a view could be got.
Ques tion. From what you know of affairs that day, is it your opinion that
the assault ought to have been successful if the troops engaged in it had performed their d11ty 1
Answer. Going up so late as I did, I am not a good judge, but I think from
what I conld see at the late hour at which I got in, that if the division that
went in first had gone ahead, there is no question of our taking the crest on
that ridge, Cemetery hill, hardly with the loss of a man. We waited in the
covered way over an hour, with almost no musketry on our right. 'V e were
detained ; there we could not get up.
By the court:
Question. Did you ever go over that ground afterwards 1
Answer. I did, sir.
Question. Under what circumstances 1
Answer. I went over it two days afterwards, the 1st of August, when the
flag of truce was out.
Question. Did you see anything in the nature of the enemy's defences that
would change the opinion you formed on the day of the assault 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you see any obstacles in the nature of the ground 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you have an opportunity of seeing what the enemy had on the
top of Cemetery hill1
Answer. No, sir; I did not have an opportunity of see:ng just what they
might have had there.
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Question. Did yon see any works there 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think there were any.
Question. How did the colored troops behave 1
Answer. They went up as well as I ever saw troops go up-well closed,
perfectly enthusiastic. r.rhey came back very badly. They came back on a
run, every man for himself. It is but justice to the line officers to say, that
more than two-thirds of them were shot ; and to the colored troops, that the
white troops were running back just ahead of them.
Colonel CHARLES S. RussELL, 28th United States colored troops, being duly
sworn, says to questions by the judge advocate: q
Question. "\V ere you at the assault on the 30th 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And what was your command 1
Answer. I was a lieutenant colonel, commanding six companies of the 28th
United States colored troops, Thomas's bdgade, of Ferrero's divieion.
Question. Did your command participate in the assault 1
Answer. Yes, eir. We left the covered way to make the assault before eight
o'clock, and ten minutes after eig·ht part of my regiment with two others went
over the outside of the enemy's line into what seemed to be a covered way beyond, to go to Cemetery hill. 1\Iine was to have been third in order, but it
became second,
Question. How far in ad vance did you get toward Cemetery hill?
Answer. Not exceeding fifty yards. We were driven back.
Question. By what 1
Answer. I should judge by about from two to four hundred men, infantry,
which rose up from a little ravine and charged us. Being all mixed up and in
confusion, and new troops, we had to come back.
Question. Do you think you could have maintained yourself in that position
if you had been supported by troops that were known to have been in the crater
at that time 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think we could, considering our condition. 'l,here
were no two companies together; the officers were shot down, and the troops
were very much dispirited. r.rhey ·were all in there just as thick as they could
possibly stick. r.rhe orders were to advance and take the crest of that hill at
once, and I went right over with all the men I could gather, supposing that all
the rest would follow. Not more than 150 or 200 men out of the three regiments went outside.
Question. Did your troops sustain a good deal of loss in that affair 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I lost nearly half, and seven officers out of eleven.
By the court :
Question. Do you think that if you had advanced on the rjght or left of the
crater, where the ground was more practicable, you would have done better 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think that if we had gone up there an hour before we
could have carried the crest, for there was but little musketry fire at that time.
Question. Where were you during that interval 1
Answer. In the covered way, in rear of a battery of 4~-inch guns.
Question. Was the division cammander around there 1
Answer. The division commander was at the head of the division. I saw
him when we went into the crater. I passed him and spoke to him. He was
then on the left of the first line of rifle-pits built by our people. I mean the
most advanced line of rifle-pits.
Question. What did Colonel Siegfried's brigade do.
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Answer. That brigade, instead of going into the crater, as near as I can tell,
seemed to file to the right; at least that was my impression.
Question. Did they go over the enemy's breastworks 1
Answer. I do not know, sir. lVIy impression is that they did not.
Question. I mean the breastworks of which the crater was a continuation.
Answer. No, sir; I do not think they did.
By the judge advocate:
Question. Did you form any opinion as to the cause of that failure?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was it ?
Answer. Delay. It was Lieutenant General Grant who moved us up, about
5 o'clock, for we had not started from our bivouac in those woods at 5 o'clock.
General Grant rode up and asked what brigade that was, and what it was. doing
there. That was some time after the explosion of the mine and the cannonading had commenced. General Grant told us to move on. The order was not
g~ven to me directly; it was given to Colonel Thomas. Then we moved into
the covered way and remained there till 8 o'clock.
The court adjourned to meet at 11 o'clock on the 2d September.
ELEYENTH DAY.
SEPTEMBER 2, 1864.
r.rhe conrt met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General na·ncock, Brigadiers General Ayres and l\Iiles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the lOth day were read and approved.

Brigadier General A. AMES, United States volunteers, being sworn, says in
answer to questions by judge advocate:
Question. vVere you present at the assault on the 30th day of July, and what
was your command.?
Answer. Yes, sir; I \vas present where I coulcl see the last part of it. I had
a division of the 18th army corps.
Question. Did your troops experience any interference from the 9th corps in
moving into position in rear on that occasion?
Answer. Not directly. My division was a support. I understood from the
commanding officer of the corps that my troops were held. in reserve for any
emergency that might arise, or a battle that might be fought after WA had taken
possession of the heights, and at no time were my troops further advanced
than the woods in rear of our own works. At one time I was ordered to take
my division in to support General Turner's. The idea was that he wA.s to advance, and I wns to carry my division in on his right, being careful not to get
in in aJ vance of him, so as to have his left flank interfered with. Upon receiving
the order I understood that I was expected to move to the front through the
covered way, but I fouucl that there was still a brigade of General rl'urner's
division in r eserve, and as I passed through the covered way I saw that it was
blocked up by one of General '1\mwr's brigades. As it was intended that I
should go to the front with my troops, I first went to see what kind of ground
I was to pass over, and found that the covered way was blocked up by troops,
as well as in some places by wounded coming to the rear, and in others by
men carrying ammunition to the front. When I got to our most advanced
position beyond the creek or bottom, I found that General1\ll'ner had a brigade
massed there, and that there were evidently more troopR in front than could be
well hanc1lcd. I had a conversation with General Turner, and the state of
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affairs was such that we thought it desirable that General Ord, from whom we
received our orders, should know that it was impossible for us to move to the
front at once, going down through the covered way, as he intended that we
should. I immediately wrote a note to General Ord, requesting him to come
down to the front and see the state of affairs for himself, otherwise his orders
would probably not be obeyed. I went to the rear and found him, and came
down to the front with him; and he then decided that our troops, at least that
my division, should not move forward.
Question. Were the arrangements that were made for the passage of troops
through the abatiR near the parapet to go to the front adequate 1
Answer. I think not. I did not examine it in particular, but I was down
there when part of General '1\uner's command went to the front, and having
nothing else to do, I drove some of his men over the parapet, and I found that
they experienced great difficulty in getting through the abatis. 'fhe place that
I refer to was at our right of the mine.
Question. State some of the causes for the failure of the assault on that occasion, in your opinion.
Answer. I then formed the opinion, and I have not seen any cause to change
it, that at the time I was there a clear head, where it could see what was going
on, and see the difficulties at the front, might have corrected a great many of
the faults that then existed. I think the trouble was, no one person at the front
was responsible, in consequence of which there was no unity of action. It
took a long time for commanders in the front to communicate with those in the
vicinity of the 14-gun battery in the rear, on the top of the high hill. My irlea
is that everybody appeared to be acting for himself, with no particular determination to go any further than he was compelled to. So far as I could see,
when I arrived there, that appeared to be the state of the case.
Question. "'\Vill you, as far as your observation goes, remark upon the formation of the troops as they went forward, and also as to their preparation with
all things needful for passing over the enemy's line of works and establishing
themselves on the further side 1
Answer. I remained in the rear with my troops until J was ordered to advance,
and at this time part of the lOth corps had already advanced to our most advanced work, and the rest, as I stated, were in the covered way; and I did not
see any of the 9th corps-the white troops of it-make any movements whatever. 'l'hey had all moved forward and occupiecl the crater before I had gone
to the front, so that I am ignorant of their formation. I know that the colored
troops went down the covered way before the division of the lOth corps. It
was my opinion, tlw case. being as it was, that the division of the lOth corps
should not have passed down the covered way; that they might have passed
down the hill to the Lottom, then passed over our works, and then up over the
open ground towards the enemy's. I think all the troops should have gone that
way. 'l'he massing of our troops at our most extreme advanced position, and
then, crowded as they were, forming them for an advance, created more or less
confusion. It would be likely to do so among the best of troops, and certainly
it did in the 9th corps. [ was going to remark that it was my opinion that,
instead of waiting to have moved down the covered way, it would have been
proper for me to have avoided the covered way and moved over the open
ground. 'There was very little fire upon that ground, and the enemy could
have probably brought but little there at best; and I think the division could
have been moved down the hill and up over the open ground without serious
loss-no more than might be expected; and then the troops would have been
already in position to have acted with some considerable vigor, and with a
reasonable hope of adequate results.
Question. Do you know of, or did you see, anything like fascines, gabions, or
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such things as are generally used, and considered necessary, indeed, for au affair
of that kind, on the ground 1
Answer. No, sir. When I saw the difficulty in passing our troops from our
most advanced work to the crater, and saw that there was a little depression
where the ·ground rose on each side of it-not much, to be sure, but almost
enough to cover the troops-! recommended to my superiors, General Ord, and
also his staff, that men with shovels should go out and throw up-certainly on
the left of the crater, on a little rising ground-a rifle-pit or breastwork to cover
our men, so that they could pass from our line of works to the crater without
danger; but I learned that there were no tools there for any such work; but it
was concluded that these tools should be obtained, and afterwards Captain
Farquhar, of the engineers, told me that he had sent for the tools, and that they
would go to work and make this covered way. But before anything could be
accomplished, the troops were running back.
Question. Do you think the plan for the assault was one that, with ordinary
diligence and skill, ought to have been successful?
Answer. I don't see how ordinary troops, with good commanders, and one
head to direct, could have possibly failed under the circumstances. It was
necessary that some one person should be present to direct the various movements and make them one operation. If there had been, perhaps the result
would have been different.
Question. Do you think it would have been any benefit to our arms to have
held the crater simply 1
Answer. That, I think, would depend upon our ultimate object. I think it
would have been no use to have held the crater if we had remained inactive, or
on the defensive, as we have done since. If it was our intention to work up to
the crest by mining, it would have been so many hundred yards to our advantage.
Question. vVould it not have been difficult to hold the place in consequence
of the fire that could have been brought to bear upon it 1 Is not that the reentrant point in the line?
Answer. Yes, sir. The enemy's fire, at least as I saw it, was at least a semicircle. 'l'hat is, a continuation of the line of fire from one side in the direction
of the crater would strike the enemy's works on the other, making the line of
fire a semicircle.
Question. You regard the order to withdraw the troops at the time it was
given a judicious one, do you?
Answer. I think so, under the circumstances. I understood that the troops
in the crater did not move forward; and that being the ca~e, the sooner they
went back the better.
Colonel H. L. ABBOT, 1st Connecticut artillery, being duly sworn, says to
questions by judge advocate:
Question. Did you participate in the a~sault on the 30th July, and what was
your command, and what were your particular duties at that time?
Answer. I did participate in the assault. I was in command of all the heavy
guns and mortars, Sl in all. I remained most of the time on the left, in charge
of the mortar batteries especially. vVe expected fire from the enemy's salient,
and I had sixteen mortars to keep it down, and I remained chiefly there and by
Van Ried's battery.
Question. Do you regard the artillery fire on that occasion as very effective ;
and was it what it ought to have been, and what it was meant to be?
Answer. I do, sir. I think it accomplished all we hoped to do.
Question. Were there at any point oustacles to the fire of the artillery which
ought to have been removed 1
Answer. Yes, sir; in front of what we call the 14-gun battery.
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Question. Please to state wl1at they were.
Answer. This battery is nearly in front of the mine, and some trees were
growing a little to its left, which masked the fire of the guns upon the next
rebel battery to our ltft 0f the mine. These trees it was our wish to have removed. They had not been when the battery was first established, because we
did not wish to show the enemy what we were doing. As soon as the six 4~
inch guns were in position, I was anxious to have them cleared away.
Question. \Vhat measures did you take to effect that 1
Answer. I had, on several occasions, conversation with General Burnside on
the subject, in which I referred to the necessity of their being cleared away
before we could use the battery to advantage. On the night of the 27th, working· parties were ordered by him to cut the trees, but they were driven off after
accomplishing very little. On the night of the 28th I represented the matter to
General Hunt, chief of artillery, at the headquarters of the army of the Potomac.
I went with him to the telegraph office, when he telegraphed General Burnside,
I should think about seven o'clock in the evening, urging him to have the trees
removed. One of my captains, Captain Pratt, who commanded the battery, was
so desirous of having his field of fire clear, that be took some of his own company and cut partially that night, no working parties coming. On the night of
the 29th, the matter was again raised-by whom I do not know-but General
Burnside declined to have any trees cut on that night, lest it might give the
rebels an idea of the attack. Bnt a party was formed which did begin to cut
as soon as the mine exploded. It partially but not entirely cleared away the
trees, and the guns were enabled to do some service, but they could not see
one flanking gun which did us a good deal of harm. I could not sec myself,
from where I was, exactly what that gun was doing. I received orders from
General Hunt-I should think about half past seven o'clock, but I canuot be
sure as to the exact time-to try to turn some of my mortars upon it, as it was
making trouble. I did so, and made some good shots in that direction, but I
do not think the fire of the gun was stopped. 'I'he battery was too far of. ri'be
trees that were removed were removed partly by my men and partly by .the
negroes.
Question. Were you in a situation to tell the court whether the artillery fire
of the enemy was at all effective, and how soon after the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. It would be very difficult to state positively on account of the smoke
and the noise of our own guns. I do not think that they fired any guns for
nearly au hour. I could not detect any, although I was watching carefully at
Van Reid's battery, so as to make any alteration in our fire that might be necessary. I am sure they did not fire from the place we expected it mo:;;t, in front
of the' 5th corps. I do not tbiuk they fired during the day from here to do any
damage. They fired a few shots, however. ri'hey fired from a 30-pounder at
our battery, which, of course, diP, not amount to anything. This gun was on
the plank road. Over on the right I could not form any exact idea of what
they were doing, but I could see that there was certainly no heavy firing.· There
were only a few straggling shots in that direction. Where we most feared the
fire, we did not get any at all. The firing that they did, according to the reports I have received, was from a light battery on the crest, and it was once
moved from its position by our mortar batteries on our right, near the left of the
18th corps. We expe~ted fire from the two flanks, and we had a heavy fire of
mortars to stop both fires.
Brigadier General B. MoTT, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says, to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Will you state to the court what time and under what circumstances yol}o relieved the 18th corps, previous to the assault on Petersburg 1
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Answer. I left across the James river on the night of the 2Sth July. I crossed
the river at 9 o'clock, and one of General Ord's aids met me and put me in
position before daylight next morning. As soon as it was dark, on the night of
the 29th, I relieved the 18th corps and one division of the lOth, in the intrenchments, and completed the operation about eleven o'clock.
Question. What did General Ord say to you as to the practicability of making an assault in your front in conn ex ion with the operation of the mine 1
Answer. He wished me to say to General Hancock, and he said tl1at he had
also telegraphed to GenerallVIeacle, that it was not practicable to make an assault
there on account of a good abatis being in front of the enemy's work, and on
account of their being well wired, so that it was impossible for the men to get
through.
Question. During the assault of General Burnside throngh the crater and
subsequent to that time, clicl you make any examination to see whether the
enemy had left your front or not 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the result 1
Answer. I sent a staff officer to each brigade commander to instruct them to
make a demonstration to see if the enemy had left. General De Trobriancl,
commanding the 1st brigade, attempted to advance his pickets which he had out.
In doing so he had one officer and fifteen men killed. Colonel l\Iadill, commanding the 2d brigade, said he had a position from which he could see if any
one left his front, and not a man left since daylight. Colonel McAlister commanding the 3d brigade, made a demonstration by sounding the bugle for a
charge, and snapped some caps, and he immediately received a volley from the
enemy's works. He had no pickets out in the daytime.
Question. What time was this 1
Answer. I think it was about 7 o'clock, about the time I got a despatch,
when General Burnside reported that the enemy had left his front.
'rhe court then adjourned, to meet at 10 o'clock on the 3d of September.

TWELFTH DAY.
SEPTEMBER 3, 1864.
'I'he court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, Brigadier Generals Ayres and .l\Iiles, and
Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
After taking testimony of all the witnesses present on this day, the proceedings of the eleventh clay were read ana. approved.
Major DUANE recalled.
Question. Were there pontoon trains, sand-bags, &c., in readiness at convenient points near the place of assault on the 30th of July, as ordered by
Major General Meade 1
Answer. There were.
Question. "\V ere engineer officers detailed for each corps 1
Answer. 'I1 here were.
Question. You stated in your former testimony that you were near the 5th
corps at the time of the assault. vV ere there arrangements made for passing
the field artillery through the works in front of that corps 1
Answer. I think not. I did not understand that it was part of the plan that
the troops of the 5th corps should advance through that part of their front.
'l1 hey were to have advanced on the 9th corps front. I understood it was
intended that they should pass through the enemy's lines opposite the left of ·
the 9th corps. I had no conversation with General Meade on that subject. I
merely inferred it from what I had heard.
Question. Were the pioneers equipped for destroying the enemy's abatis, and
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were intrenching tools in readiness for use when required for the 5th corps in
their progress against the rebel line 1
Answer. I do not know. The pioneers were not under my orders.
Question. "\Vhy did not the engiw~er department take charge of the engineer·
ing operations and be responsible for their execution 1
Answer. General Burnside took charge of the operations, and I was directed
by General Meade not to interfere with them. I had once or twice attempted
to send officers to direct the operations, and General Burnside would not allow
them to do so.
Lieutenant Colonel JoSEPH H. BAR\TES, 29th l\Iassachusetts volunteers
being duly sworn, says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you in the crater at the assault on the 30th of July, and what
was your command 1
Answer. No, sir; I was not in the crater.
Question. Were you near it 1
Answer. I was near it on the outside.
Question. In what formation did your command go forward 1
Answer. It will be necessary to state that I did not go forward with my
command proper. On the night previous I was in command of the division
picket, and on the picket being relieved, in accordance with orders I had received, I followed my command, but did not reach my command proper until
after they had moved forward to the assault. I went forward to the crater at
the head of the troops of the fonrth division, (colored troops.)
Question. What was the condition of things iu or about the crater when you
arrived there 1
Answer. vVhen I arrived at the crater the negro troops were pouring through
the opening down into the crater. I hesitated about going in there with them,
there was so much confusion at the bottom of the crater, and I remained outside
with a captain, who had been brigade officer of the day, who was with me. We
remained outside the crater until all the negro troops had passed in; then, my
orders being to join my command, and seeing a color in the earthworks about
one hundred yards to the ri~ht of the crater, I moved to the right, supposing it
might be my color, keeping all the time about one hunch-ed yards from the ditch.
Arriving at that point I found it was not my regimental color; but meeting the
commanding officer of the 13th Indiana regiment of the lOth corps, I stopped to
converse with him. 'rhere were in front of me at this time, lying outside the
earthworks, negro troops in two lines-that is to say, four deep. 'rhey were
lying on their faces in line of battle immediately on the outside of the ditch.
Directly in front of them was another line of negro troops in the ditch, mingled
with the white troops of the first division. I did not go into the crater, because
I was desirous, if possible, of learning where my regiment was before getting in.
In justice to myself I might say, that it was a much more exposed position outside the ditch than it was inside; but, as I said before, I desired to :find my
regiment first ; but being unable to do so, I had determined to go in and look
for it in the ditch. Just as I was about to step forward about half a dozen
officers of the negro troops rose up and attempted to get their commands out of
the work-for the purpose of advancing, I should judge, although I knew
nothing of what the movements were to be, and therefore only judged so from
their actions. About 200 men, white and black, rose right in my front, their
officers attempting, as I understood, to advance them, but they immediately fell
back; and thereupon the two lines of negro troops that had been lying in front
of me near the ditch rose to their feet and went back to the rear, marching over
the 13th Indiana regiment, which remained in its position. This was about one
hundred yards on the right of the crater.
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Question. The white troops in the crater belonged to what division 1
Answer. They belonged to the first division, (General Ledlie's.)
Question. State to the court, if you know, or give your opinion as to why
they hesitated or stopped in the crater ancl did not go forward.
Answer. Of my own knowledge I do not know.
Question. Did any of the troops of the first division get beyond the crater
·
towards the enemy 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. In your opinion, how did this hesitation or rest in the crater affect
the result of the action 1
Answer. In my opinion, it affected it in this manner: '"rhe hesitation and the
length of time consumed in reorganizing or rearranging the men for moving forward enabled the enemy immediately in front to be prepared, not only for our
advance, which they were, but to advance ag·ainst us, which they did.
Question. Do you know whether the division and brigade commanders were
present when the troops halted in the crated
Answer. No, sir; I do not know of my own knowledge.
· By the court :
Question. How many troops were there in those two lines which lay just along
the enemy's rifle-pit 1
Answer. The number from the crater to a short distance to my right was, I
should judge, six or seven hundred, possibly more. I could not say how many
more there might be, because of the nature of the ground, there being a descent
in the ground, beyond which I could not see.
Question. Did they at any time charge up the slope towards Cemetery hill?
Answer. They did not to my knowleclge.
Question. When they rose up and went to the rear, in what order clid they go 1
Answer. In disorder.
Question. Were those troops again brought forward that day 1
Answer. Not to my knowledge; some of them were rallied in rear of the next
line in the rear.
Lieutenant Colonel GrLBERT P. RoBERTSO~, third :M:aryland battalion, being
duly sworn, says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you in the crater at the assault on the 30th of July, and what
was your command on that occasion 1
Answer. I was in the crater at the assault, and I formed part of the third line
making the assault; the brigade was in three lines; I belonged to the second
brigade of the first division.
Question. In what formation did your command go forward 1
Answer. In column of battalions.
Question. Did any of your troops get beyond the crated
Answer. Y eEl, sir; some of them did. My brigade went to the right of the
crater to the breastwork in front of the battery, which was in accordance with
the orders from Colonel Marshall the night before.
Question. Did the mass of the troops of the first division halt in the crater
and about it, or did they go forward towards the crest 1
Answer. I did not see any of them go forward towards the crest. A majority
of them went through the crater perpendicular to our front. I kept to the right.
Question. You know the fact that those troops halted there 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know why they halted 1
·
Answer. I could not positively say why, without it was in consequence of the
ground being so small and so many of them getting together in the crater. There
was great confusion in the crater.
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Question. Was not there plenty of ground in front; why did they not go 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I cannot answer what transpired on the left. I went to
the right and kept up a fire, and advanced as far as I could, until I got to an
angle in the works, which was held by the rebels. I used the Spencer rifle
upon them. 'I'he battalion numbered only fifty-six men.
Question. Was there confusion at that point of attack, or were the troops in
any order?
Answer. I could not see any order at all. There was nothing but confusion
in the crater. ·what was in the covered way beyond the crater towards Petersburg I could not say.
Question. Did you have an opportunity of observing whether efforts were
made by division and brigade officers to relieve the troops from this disorder?
Answer. Yes, sir; every effort that could be made was made by Colonel
Marshall and myself, for he had given orders that I should be obeyed, as I was
next in command. I saw no division commander in the crater at the time.
Question. vVhat was the cause of this confusion that you say existed in the
crater?
Answer. I cannot assign any reason for the confnsion if it was not, as I said,
the ground being so much torn up and the place being so small. And when
they got in there the fire was pretty stroug.
Question. \Vhat was the nature of the enemy's fire at that time, heavy or
otherwise 1
Answer. \Vhen we got there the fire was not so strong as it was half an hour
afterwards.
Question. What kind of fire was it, artillery or musketry 1
Answer. Both. I would call it a moderate fire. I do not think the heavy
fire commenced until after 8 o'clock. I think we had fire there from their
mortar batteries.
Major GEORGE M. RANDALL, 14th New York heavy artillery, being duly
sworn, says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you in or about the crater on the 30th July, and what was
yonr command?
Answer. I was in the crater, and was acting aid to General Ledlie.
Question. In what formation did your division go forward?
Answer. It went forward, as I should judge, by the flank. They did not go
forward in solid column, as we expected they would do.
Question. Do you know any reason why they did not 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. \V ere you near the head of the column 1 Or were you among the
first that got into the crated
Answer. I was about the second line. I was ordered by General Ledlie to go
forward with the advancing column.
Question. Had you an opportunity of observing why the troops halted in the
crater 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I saw the 14th New York and 2d Pennsylvania heavy
artillery pass through the crater and occupy traverses in rear of the fort, and
there they remained.
Question ..Were efforts made to urge them forward, according to the plan 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And at a time, too, when they were not in disorder?
Answer. They wete very much in disorder when they arrived at the crater.
That was just the difficulty. If the regiments had been in their proper places
when they arrived at the crater we would have taken the crest of the hill.
But they were scattered, and it was impossible to get any of the regiments to-
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gether. Colonel Robinson and myself attempted to get them forward, but could
not do so.
Question. While this was going on, was there a fire of any account from the
enemy?
Answer. No, sir; there was not much when we first advanced in there.
Question. Please to state, in your opinion, what it arose from.
.
Answer. I cannot tell exactly. I suppose it was because, when the mine
exploded, they were so much excited; for when the mine exploded, they hardly
knew what they were doing. It appeared to be the opinion of all who were
there that immediately after the explosion one good regiment in so1id column
could have gone forward without any difficulty. But we were in there only a
short time when the enemy opened on our right and left.
Question. Was the division commander present during this confusion 1
Answer. Not in the crater.
Question. Is it your opinion that this hesitation affected the result of the
action 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do know whether there were any pioneers with tools or engineer troops with fascines or gabions ready to come forward to crown the crest
in the event of your getting up on Cemetery hill?
Answer. I think I saw the 25th Massachusetts, first division, with shovels and
spades; I cannot positively say, but I think I saw them there somewhere.
By the court:
Question. To all appearances were the rebels awake anu vigilant before and
up to the time of the springing of the mine, or were they apparently asleep and
unprepared 1
Answer. 'They appeared to be awake. When I was on the first line, the line
that General Wilcox's division occupied, shots were continually fired by the
enemy from the fort before the mine exploded. They came from the right or
left; at least from the immediate vicinity of the fort.
Question. Are you certain they came from the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I am positive of it.
Question. "Where was the division commander during the assault 1
Answer. He was in rear of the first line, the line occupied by General
Wilcox's troops. I carried orders to him, and found him at ways in rear of the
first line, sitting down behind the parapet.
Question. Do you know any reason why General Lecllie was not with his
division in front?
Answer. No, sir.
Colonel J. A. MoNROE, 1st Rhode Island artillery, being duly sworn, says to
questions by judge advocate:
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th July, and in what capacity
did you serve 1
Answer. I was there as chief of artillery of the 9th army corps.
Question. vVhat preparations were made, such as making openings for passing
field artillery through our line of works, when it should become necessary in
the front?
Answer. No such preperations were made to my knowledge.
Question. What preparations were made for unmasking our artillery, such as
cutting down the trees and obstructions that were in front 1
Answer. No preparations had been made immediately before the explosion.
Some had been made weeks before. The trees in front of what is known as
the "heavy work" ·~ere l~ft standing until the morning of the 30th, directly
after the explosion of the mine, when a few of the trees were cut down.
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Question. Do you understand that some of the batteries were masked by
those trees 1
Answer. They were not exactly masked, but the trees obstructed the fire of
the batteries.
Question. vVere you aware that the 5th corps' artillery was to find its way to
the front through openings that were to be made in the 9th corps 's front?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. 'W hat have you to say about the fire of the enemy's artillery, as
to its commencement and its formidableness on that day 1
Answer. It was not severe at all at first. Half or three-auarters of an hour
after-it might have possibly been an hour-they had a b·attery firing which
enfiladed our line on the.right. That fire came apparently from one or two
guns on Cemetery hill.
By the court :
Question. What troops occupied that line 1
Answer. I think it was the first division of the 9th corps, which had endeavored to move up towards the crest of Cemetery hill by the way of the
Chimneys, 'vhere there is another battery. rrhe fire of the enemy's battery on
Cemetery hill was not formidable, because the heavy battery of ours kept it
almost completely silenc8d.
Question. Had those trees been removed, could our batteries have played on
the enemy's guns on our right of the crater, which were firing across the plain,
over which our troops were to charge 1
Answ er. Yes, sir. They could also have fired upon a battery in the edge of
the woods, almost in front of the crater, that was enfilading our line.
Question. vVhat is the reason the trees were not cut down 1
Answer. I called General Burnside's attention to it three weeks before. I
went to the grneral the night before the explosion of the mine, and tried to get
a large party to cut those trees down, and he said no trees should be cut down
until the mine should have exploded. I asked him for a detail, and he gave me
eighty men, which were to be set at work immediately after the explosion of the
mine. I put them to work, two_men to a lal'ge tree and one man to a small one'
and they commenced cutting, but only a few trees were cut d,Jwn, the party was
so small.
Cnptain THEODORE:GREGG, 45th Pennsylvania volunteers, (9th corps,) being
duly sworn, says to questions Ly judge advocate:
Question. vVere you at the assault on the 30th July, and what was your
command1
Answer. I was at the assault on the 30th July; my command was the 45th
Pennsylvania vetera,n volunteers, first brigade, second division, 9th army corps.
Question. State brief-ly what you observed about the orerations on that day.
Answer. l\Iy regiment was in the intrenchments opposite the rebel fort that
was blown up. About half past three o'clock, on the morning of the assault,
I received orders fi·om Captain Raymond, aid to Colonel Bliss, comma,nding the
brigade, to leave part of the regiment, deployed as skirmishers, and go back
with the remainder to the edge of the woodlands and form on the right of the
4th Rode Island, and remain there until further orders. \Vhen the explosion
took place I was ordered by Captain Peckham, who was also an aid to Colonel
Bliss, to follow the 4th Rhode Island. We marched by the flank, left in front,
through the covered way. On arriving at our front line of the works opposite the
crater th e order was given to double-quick across the open plain. On arriving
in front of the rebel works we found several regiments lying down on the ground,
and a great many men killed and wounded. I then received orders to charge
across the crater. I gave the command'' Face by the right flank," in order to
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march in line of baHle, and on arriving at the edge of the crater I faced again
by the left flank, and marched in single file around and in rear of the crater.
The crater was :filled with the troops of the :first and second divisions of the 9th
army corps. General Bartlett, commanding the :first brigade, :first division,
General Griffin, commanding the second brigade, second division, and General
Hartrauft, were in the crater. They appeared to be endeavoring to rally the
troops for the purpose of charging forward to some buildings, about four hundred yards in the rear of the crater, towards Petersburg, and, I believe, on
Cemetery hill. I was ordered by General Bartlett to charge across the plain
and secure those buildings, so that we could use them to operate as sharpshooters against the enemy's artillery. At the same time Captain Peckham
ordered me to form in line of battle and then charge clown in the rear of the
enemy's line of rifle-pits on the right-that is, to face by the rear rank and
charge the enemy in the rifle-pits on the right. As soon as they should see
the colors of the 45th, other regiments of the :first brigade, of the second division,
were to charge forward. As soon as I had the regiment formed in line I received
an order from General Griffin and other officers to charge to the left of the crater, in order to create a diversion in favor of other regiments of the second brigade. The crater was :filled with troops.
Question. vVhat troops weri they 1
Answer. I knew them to be troops of the :first and second divisions by seeing General S. G. Griffin and other officers, as well as men whom I had known
before. They were very mncb mixed up, and could not be got forward by their
officers. Some officers attempted to rally them and some did not.
Question. Was there any firing at this time 1
Answer. 'l'here was. 'l'hc enemy's :fire could not reach the men in the crater, but there was heavy :firing at this time in front of the crater from :fieldpieces about those buildings. The enemy also had an enfilading fire of artillery from the fort situated on our left, and from another battery on our left, and
at a deep cut in the railroad. I received so many orders from so many different
commanders at that time that I cliclnot know which to obey.
Question. "\Vhere was your division commander 1
Answer. I do not know where he was. I c1ic1 not see the division commander there at any time during the action. I understood that he was on the
ground. He might haYe been there, and, in the coufusion, I not have seen
him. Neither did I see our brigade commander. General Potter was onr
division commander and Colonel Bliss our brigade commander.
Surgeon H. E. Sl\IJTH, 27th l\Iichigan volunteers, (9th corps,) being duly
sworn, says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. V\7 ere you at the assault on the 30th July, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I was in charge of the surgeons on the :field of the third divi::;ion, to
see that the wounded were attended to and taken to the rear.
Question. Had you an opportunity, on that occasion, of observing any of the
military movements 1
Answer. Nothing more than seeing our troops advance over our breastworks.
I was there when the ·colored troops were ordered to advance, and heard General Burnside's aid give repeated orders to General Ferrero to take his troops up
and charge towards Peter~burg. I think he gave the order three times. 'l'he
third order General Burnside sent to General :Ferrero was an imperative order
to advance. To the previous orders General l:!..,en·ero would make the ans'lver,
that the other troops were in his way, and he could not possibly advance while
they were there, and if they would be taken out of the way he would go ahead.
Question. General Ferrero was present 1
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Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Any other generals 1
Answer. General Ledlie was present. Those were th~ only generals I saw.
Question. Did General Lecllie make any reply, that you heard, when this
order was given to General Ferrero 1
Answer. I did not hear him make any reply or any statement on the subject
of that order from General Burnside.
Question. vVhat troops did you understand General Ferrero to allude to as
being in the way 1
Answer. I did not understand. I supposed they were those troops that had
made the charge. The general was in front of a bomb-proof which had been
used as a regimental headquarters, and was situated about 10 or 12 rods, as near
as I could judge, in rear of the -work. This bomb-proof was fronting- to the rear.
Question. Did General Ferrero leave that place and accompany his troops to
the front when they left 1
Answer. He did. General Ledlie, I think, left the bomb-proof for a very
short time. r:I.'hat was about the time of the stampede of the dm·keys. r.rhen,
I think, both General Ledlie and General Ferrero returned about that time. I
am not positive, however, for I was busy seeing that the wounded were being
attended to. General Ledlie asked me for stimi1lants, and said he had the
malaria, and was struck with a spent ball. He inquired for General Bartlett, as
he wanted to turn the command over to him aud go to the rear. It was one of
General Bartlett's aids, I believe, who replied that he was in the crater.
Question. You say that during the stampede General~> Ferrero and Ledlie
returned to the bomb-proof. How long did they remain there 1
Answer. General Ferrero remained a very short time. He was exhausted.
I think he came in for the purpose of getting some stimulant, too, and, I think,
he went out immediately after I gave him the stimulants. General Lcdlie remained some time longer, probably half an hour, I should judge.
Question. You mention stimulants. \V"hat were they, hartshorn, materia
medica, or what~
Auswer. It was rum, I think. I had rum and whiskey there, and I think I
gave them rum.
Question. · How often did you administer stimulants to tlwse two officers during that day 1
Answer. I think that once was the only time. I was not in the bomb-proof
all the while that they were there. It was perfectly safe in there, but it might
not have been outside. I had to go out to look after the wounded.
Question. Were there any brigade or regimen tal commanders in the born bproof, any commanding officers besides those whom you have named ?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Name them.
Answer. r:l'here was a colonel commanding a brigade of colored troops, Colonel
Siegfried, I believe. He came there after the stampede quieted. clown a little,
after the troops stopped going to the rear. Also Lieutenant Colonel Cutchin,
of the 20th l\fichigan. He came in from the crater, about the middle of the
day, to see General Wilcox, to learn if anything could be clone to relieve the
troops in the crater, as they were suffering very much for water, and also from
the artillery fire of the enemy.
Question. What was the reply 1
Answer. General Wilcox was not there, sir.
Question. How long did the colonel stay there 1
Answer. Half an hour, at least. He was very much exhausted in running
over. He said he had come through a very heavy fire, and it was almost certain
death to come from the crater to that place.
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Brigadier General J. C. CARR, United States volunteers, being duly sworn,
says to questions by judge advocate:
Question. vVere you at the assault on the 30th of July, and what was your
command 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I was at the assault. My command was the first division
of the 18th army corps and a portion of a colored division of the one known as
Hinck's division of colored troops. I had one brigade of that division.
Question. Had you opportunities of observing the progress of events on that
day; were you in a situation to see things 1
Answer. Nothing but my own commaud. I took position in the trenches
with my command. I relieved the troops of General Burnside's command, the
9th army corps, on the evening before, with the exception that 1 had one brigade,
which I did not put in the front line. I kept that in reserve to fill the vacancy
left in our line at the point where the assaulting column was to debouche from
our intrenchments.
Question. Could you see the formation of the assaulting column 1
Ans·wer. Yes, sir; I saw it before it made the assault.
Question. What was the formation 1
Answer. I should judge it was in column of battalions.
Question. \Vas that the first division 1
Answer. I think it was, sir. It was very dark, not yet daylight in the morning. I left General Burnside's headquarters at twenty minutes after three o'clock,
and as I passed going· down I could see the column on my left in column of
battalions, I should judge. The position I had did not afford me a good. opportunity for observing anything but my own immediate command, as I was in the
trenches durillg the engagement, and remained there until 12 o'clock that day.
At about half past 8 o'clock General rrurner, of the lOth corps, was ordered
to form his division in rear of the intrenchments, and in doing so he found that
it would crowd too much on the troops in his front, and that there was no room
to get his division in there. He immediately sent for General Ord to come
down-I think it was General Ames who called upon General Ord t•J come downand see the position of the tr<:>ops for himself, and he went down to see the position of the troops in the trenches. As General 'l'urner was forming his command, an attempt was made by the troops on my right to charge the rifle-pits.
I saw a vacancy, a gap that I thought about four regiments would fill, and
assist that line of battle that was going over our breastworks to take those riflepits. I immediately took command of part of Turner's division, and ordered
them over the line to join the line of troops then advancing, and told them to
charge the rifle-pits in their front, which they did. That was about two hundred yards on the right of the crater. After putting those troops in, I stepped
back from the intrenchments some ten or fifteen yards towards the covered way,
and I had scarcely got back to the lower eud of the covered way when the
stampede began, and I suppose two thousand troops came back, and I was lifted
from my feet by the rushing mass, aud carried along with it ten or fifteen yards
in the covered way. What staff I had with me assisted me in stopping the
crowd in the covered way, and in putting some of them in position in the second
line : some were in the first line. I left General Potter in th~ covered way.
Question. Was there any good reason that you know of for this retirement of
the troops 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you notice any arrangements that were made for the passage
of troops over the parapet and through the abatis of our lin es 7
Answer. No, sir. 'I'here was no abatis in the front where I was, at least I
did not notice any abatis. There was abatis to the right of it.
Question. If you had moved your troops to the front bow would you have
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got through our lines 1 what mode would you have taken to get them through 1
what formation would you have adopted 1
Answer. I should have formed a column of divisions.
Question. Were there intervals made in our line for the passage of such a
column 1
Answer. I could not say, sir; all I know is what was in my imm ed iate front.
I saw that there were no obstructions to prevent troops passing over our intrenchments to the enemy's works. The rifle-pit I speak of was an advanced
work of the enemy where they had a thin line of skirmishers; the main line was
behind it.
Question. Did the enemy fire from the main line upon your party that took
the pits?
Answer. Yes, sir; briskly with musketry. I do not know the exact hour,
but I think that it was about half past 8 a. m.
Question. How did those troops of the lOth corps that you took forward
pass over the parapet of our line 1
Answer. They went over by a flank movement.
Question. How long did those troops of the lOth corps hold the pits that they
took 1
Answer. Just as long as I was walking about thirty paces. I had just got
into the mouth of the covered way when they came back. I saw officers waving
their swords on the pits, but they did not stay a great while.
The court then adjourned, to meet at ten o'clock on the 5th of September.
THIRTEENTH DA.Y.

HEADQUARTERS SEcoND CoRPS,
Jones's House, September 5, 1864.
The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, president; Brigadier General; Ayres and
Miles, and Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
Captain F. U. FARQUHAR, United States engineers, being duly sworn, says to
questions by judge advocate:
Question. 1Vere you at the assault on the 30th of July, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I wa8 present, and was chief engiueer on the staff of General Ordcommanding the 18th corps.
Question. Were you in a situation to observe the operations on that day?
Answer. I was a portion of the time, after the 8moke cleared away.
Question. Did you witness the explosion of the mine 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I saw the explosion of the mine.
Question. Relate what you saw done unusual on such occasions-occasions
of assault; state some of the omissions, if any, and the pL·incipal causes which
conduced to the failure of the assault.
Answer. At or near fifteen minutes before 5 a. m. the explosion of the mine
took place. Immediately on the explosion the artillery opened, and, I should
judge, three or five minutes afterwards we heard the cheer of the assaulting
party. Nothing could be seen from the time of the opening of the artillery for
twenty-five minutes or half an hour, when the smoke commenced to clear away.
At the time of the explosion of the mine the general officers in command were
in the covered way, in rear of the 14-gun battery. near what are known as
"'J:'homas's Chimneys," I believe. Between half and three-quarters of an hour
after the explosion Lieutenant Colonel Loring, of General Burnside's staff, came
from the front, and reported thnt the troops that were in the crater were lying
there, and could not be pushed forward or gotten out of it. It was fully three
quarters of an hour after the explosion of the mine before the enemy opened any
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artillery, and then not at all severe. At the time of the explosion, Turner'&
division of the lOth corps, which was under General Ord's command, was }ying
at or near the mouth of, or entrance to, the covered way on the right of the 14 gun
battery. Ames's division of the 18th corps was in rear of that strip of woods
which is in rear of the 14-gun battery. Both the covered ways on the right
and left of this 1~!-gun battery were filled with troops of the 9th corps-the negro
division being in the left covered way. There seemed to be an unaccountable
delay in the advance of the supportR to the first assaulting column. I cannot
tell the exact time. I did not see the second one go up, but I heard the cheer
some time after-how long I cannot recollect. Somewhere between half past
six and seven o'clock I went to the front line, to which the assaulting columns
had started. The ground immediately in front of our salient from which our forces
started was favorable for cha1·ging over, as the troops were partially protected
pretty near all the way up from the left flanking :fire by a very small ridge;.
the men could have passed over easily, and there were very few dead or wounded.
lying on that space between our line and the crater. r:l'he men seemed to be
lying in the crater, and on our side of the crater, but no movements seemed to
be taking place. I saw General Turner at that time going to the crater. There
seemed to be a lack of enthusiasm or spirit in both officers and men. The negro
division :filed over our parapet and went into the crater by the flank, exposing
their whole line as they passed over from our line to the enemy's to the fire from
both sides of the crater. At between nine and ten o'clock the cross-fire of the
enemy in front of the salient had become so severe that hardly a man could pass
from our salient to the crater without being hit. At this front line that I went
to there seemed to be no person of any authority to meet any emergency that
might arise, and in that, in my opinion, lies one of the chief causes of the disaster. The chief causes of failure are, in the first place, that the mine was in
the wrong place, because it was in a re-entrant; and in the second, that the1·e
was no officer present to make any new dispositions or movements to meet any
emergency that might arise. It seemed to me, so far as I could see, that the
troops were not ready to move. r:l'hey were in the covered ways, and so situated
that you could not follow the assaulting columns up with the necessary supports.
As it was, the assaulting column, if it had gone forward, would be a mile ahead
before the supports could get up. I w~s present when General Turner sent
back a note to General Ord, saying that he could not get his troops forward on
account of General Burnside's troops being in the way. General Ord then sat
down and wrote a letter to Generall\>feade-I believe it was General Meadetelling him that he would advance Turner's division as soon as General Burnside's troops were out of the way. He showed it to General Burnside, who
asked him not to send it, for he would have his troops out of the way immediately; but whether he ever sent it or not, I do not know. General Ord then
went to the front himself at the time that General Turner said he could not get
his troops forward, and found the same state of things existing-that the covered
w::.y was filled up with General Burnside's troops going to the front, and that
the wounded were being brought to the rear in tbe same covered way that the
troops go ing forward to fight were going forward in. There was no reason why
the troops should move through the covered ..way at all. From the position of'
the assaulting columns and the troops fighting, the enemy could not notice troops
11assing down the slope of the hill without going through the covered way. 'l'he
colored troops seemed to be well led, and followed their officers with as much
enthusiasm as any other troops that day·, · T~--ey seemed to go about two hundred or two hundred and fifty yards to tlie right of the crater, going towards the
en<'my's intrenchments. Then there came ~ halt, and by that time General
Turner had got one of hi.s brigades. to the front, and he ordered an assault with
his brigade. Instead of passing along th~ edge of the crater as the other troops
had done, which gave them a temptation tQ lie down, he charged to the right of
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the crater. It was just then thg,t the negroes came baek, aud his men were
carried back with them. I went to the front immediately after this affair, when
I saw General Turner, and he seemed to be very much distressed about it.
Question. State if there were any means taken for crowning the crest if
gained-working parties with fasciues, gabions, intrenching tools, &c.
Answer. I can epeak only with refereuce to myself. I had my sappers and
miners equipped with tools, ready to move with the 18th corps when it should
move.
Question. With the ordinary performance of their duties by officers and men,
on such occasions, ought not the assault to have been successful?
Answer. It was successful, for the line was carried. It only wanted some
person present to tell them what to do afterwards. I think that, had there been
any person of authority at the place, even at our own front line, at the salient,
to Lave given directions at the proper time, we had ninety-nine chances in a
hundred of b1·ing successful in the object expected to be gained. From my own
experience I know that it would take you at least three minutes to get to the
front through the covered way, because it was so crowded, and three minutes to
get back again to where the general was, and then count your time for observation besides; and at that time, when the opposing forces were so close to each
other, ten minutes would make a great deal of difference. I think that, with the
exception of a lack of enthusiasm, the troops behaved as well as ever troops behaved. What they wanted was handling. Just iu front of the crater, in rear
of the enemy's line, there was a sort of a redoubt or earthwork upon the hill,
from which not a shot was fired. There was not a soul between the crater and
that position, and I believe that position was the objective point of the assault.
And I think, had the troops been push~d forward properly, the columns following as one column should have followed another, there would have been no
difficulty in the place being carried.
Question. Then there were no physical obstacles in the way of our success 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Is it your opinion that, if we had not had the mine, we would have
been more successful?
Answer. No, sir. The mine of itself was a success. '.rhe consternation of the
enemy in consequence of the explosion of the mine more than compensated for
the flanking fire which they opened upon us. But it was three-quarters of an
hour before they opened fire.
Question. Were adequate preparations made for the passage of our troops
over our parapets and through the abatis 1
Answer. There seemed to be room enough at our salient to paPs over certainly
in regimental front.
Question. Could artillery have passed through 1
Answer. No, sir. I saw no place where artillery could have passed through
at any point within two hundred or two hundred and fifty feet of the salient.
I do not know how practicable it was fnrther to the right or left. Leading up
from the hollow to the front, the covered ways were very narrow, not at all
adequate to the necessities of the occasion for conveyi1 1g troops to the front.
And there was room enough in that hollow to have massed all the troops under
cover of the darknes~. Had that been done, as it was not light when the mine
should have exploJed, they would ·all have been in the enemy's lines before they
could have been much hurt.
·
· ·
Question. Who gave you ord~rs for preparing the fascines, gabions, and intrenching tools, and working parties, 1~ the 18th corps 1
Answer. I got them from Gilneral 01·d. All I had were shovels, spades,
picks, and sand-bags.
. . .. . _
Question. Did you see General Burnsid-e on that occasion 1
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Answer. Yes, sir; I saw him quite frequently.
Question. Any of his division and brigade commanders?
Answer. I only noticed one division commander.
Question. Name him.
Answer. General Potter. If the others were there I did· not happen to see
them.
rrhere being no more wit_neEses in attendance the court adjourned, to meet at
10 o'clock on 6th September.
FOURTEENTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SECO:VD CORPS,

Jones's House, Sl'ptember 6, 1864.
rrhe court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: MHjor General Hancock, president; Brigadier Generals Ayres and
Miles; and Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the 12th and 13th days were read and approved.
There being no more witnesses* present, the court was cleared.
rrhe record of evidence was referred to, and discussions took place; after
which the court. adjourned, to meet at 10 o'clock a.m. on the 7th September.
FIFTEENTH DAY.
HBADQUARTERS SECOND CoRPs,

September 7, 1864.
The com·t met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, president; Brigadier Generals Ayres and
Miles; and Colonel Schriver, jud~e advocate.
Discussion was resumed; and the court then adjourned till 10 o'clock Oil the
8th September.
SIXTEENTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SEcoND CoRPs,

September 8, 1864.
rrhe court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, president; Brigadier Generals Ayres and
Miles; and Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
Lieutenant A. A. SHEDD, 43d United States colored troops, being duly sworn,
says, to judge advocate's
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th July, and in what capacity?
Answer. As aide-de-camp to Colon~l Siegfried, commanding 1st brigade, 4th
division, 9th corps.
Question. Were you in the crater at any time?
Answer. I was.
Question. 'Vere any of your troops there?
Answer. They were; they went in under Colonel Siegfried; they were not
all in.
Question. If they halted there, why did they so?
Answer. There were so many troops in before they came; that is one reason.
Question. What efforts were made to push them forward beyond the crater 1
*The following named officers, on account of sickness or absence, did not appear as
witnesses · before the court: Brigadier Generals Led lie, Turner, and Burnham; Colonel
Siegfried; and Lieutenant Colonels Loring and Pleasants.
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Answer. The colonel (Bates) of the 30th regiment colored troops led his
through; that is the only one I saw go through the crater.
Question. Was Colonel Siegfried present wit.h his troops in the front all the
time?
Answer. He was; be came ont when the troops did, about 10 to 11 o'clock.
Captain E. 'I'. RAYMOND, 36th Massachusetts volunteers, duly sworu, says,
to judge advocate's
Question. Were you at the assault on the 30th July, and in what capacity 1
Answer. I was, as brigade inspector, 1st brigade, 2d diviRion, 9th corps.
Question. What was your general pm:;ition on the field on that occasion 1
Answer. In the crater a portion of the time; part near the right of our
brigade, in our works.
Question. Under whose immediate orders were you serving 1
Answer. Colonel Z. R. Bliss, 7th Rhode Island volunteers, commanding the
brigade.
Question. Was he with his troops all the time 1
Answer. He was. At 7 o'clock we moved down the covered way, from in
rear of our batteries, in front of our reserve camp. Three regiments went into
the crater; the remainder of the brigade stopped in the works. About S o'clock
I wa~ sent into the crater by Colonel Bliss, to ascertain why the three regiments
in front did not charge-he remaining in the works, with four regiments of the
brigade. I went, and found the three regiments were formed in the covered
way beyond the crater, towards Cemetery bill.
Que~::~tion. Where did the covered way strike the enemy's pits to the left of
the crater 1
Answer. Facing their front, it led a little to our right of the crater, tending
off a little to the right of Cemetery hill.
Question. What efforts were made to bring up the regiments which were left
in the works by their commanders 1
Answer. The three regiments which went forward were first to charge before
the rear regiments were to move forward.
Question. With what part of the brigade was Colonel J3liss 1
Answer. With the portion that was left behind. He remained with the last
regiment, and did not go forward at all to my know ledge.
The court, after discussion with closed doors, adjourned, to meet at 10 o'clock
on the 9th September.

SEVENTEENTH DAY.
HEADQUARTERS SEcoND CoRPS,

Septernbe1· 9, 1864.
The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: Major General Hancock, president; Brigadier Generals Ayres and
Miles; and Colonel Schriver, judge advocate.
The proceedings of the 14th, 15th, and 16th days were read and approved.
'rhe court, with closed doors, then resumed the discussion of the testiml1ny;
and decided on the following finding ancl opinion :
~'JNDING.

After mature deliberation on the testimony adduced, the court find the following facts and circumstances attending the unsuccessful assault on the 30th
July.
The rnine, quite an important feature in the attack, was commenced by)viajor
General Burnside soon after the occupation of his present linP.i3, without anydirec-
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tions obtained from the headquarters of the army of the Potomac. Although
its location-and in this the engineers of the army concur-was not considered
by Major General Meade a proper one, it being commanded from both flanks
and reverse, the continuance of the work was sanctioned.
It was not the intention of the lieutenant general commanding, or of the
major general commanding the army of the Potomac, it is believed, to use the
mine in the operations against Petersburg, until it became known that the enemy
had withdrawn a large part of his forces to the north side of the James river,
when it was thought advantage might be taken of it in an assault. All the
Union troops sent north of the James had been recalled in time to participate
in the assault, so that the whole of the forces operating in front of Petersburg
were disposable.
The mine was ordered to be exploded at 3.30 a. m., but, owing to a defective
fuze, it did not take place till 4.45.
The detailed order or plan of operations issued by Major General Meade is
in accordance with General Grant's instructions, and was seen and approved by
the latter previous to its publication. It is marked Kin the appendix.
It is the concurrent testimony that, had the order been carried out, success
would have attended the attack. Also, it is in evidence that General Meade
met General Burnside and three of his division commanders the day before the
assault, and impressed upon them that the operation was one of time J. that· unless prompt advantage were taken of the explosion of the mine to gain the
crest, it would be impossible to get it, or the troops to remain outside of their lines.
That order directed that General Burnside should "form his troops (the 9th
corps) for assaulting," and that General Ord, commanding the 18th corps, and
General Warren, commanding the i5th corps, should support the assault Oil the
right and left respectively.
Major General Burnside's order (No. 60, appendix) d1rected Brigadier General Ledlie's division, immediately on the explosion of the mine, to be moved
forward and crown the crest known as Cemetery hill. Brigadier General \Viicox was to move his division forward as soon as possible after General Ledlie's ,
bearing off to the left, and Brigadier General Potter was to follow and go ·to the
right. Brigadier General Ferrero was to move his (colored) division next, and
pass over the same ground that General Ledlie's did.
Five minutes after the explosion of the mine General Ledlie's divi sion went
forward, and it was followed by those of Generals ·wilcox and Potter, though
it is in evidence that the latter did not move in the prescribed order, and that
they were not formed in a manner to do the duty assigned th em.
General Ledlie's division, instead of complying with the order, halted in the
crater made by the explosion of the mine, and remained there about an hour,
when Major General Meade received the first intimation of the fact through a
despatch from Lieutenant Colonel Loring, assistant inspector general of the 9th
corps, intended for General Burnside, in which he expressed tl1e fear that the
men could not be induced to advance.
This crater was on the enemy's line of works, and was fifty to sixty yards
long, twenty yards wide, and twenty to twenty-five feet deep. It was about
iive hundred yards from the Cemetery crest.
General Burnside was then (5.40 a.m.) ordered to push forward to the crest
:all his own troops, and to call on General Onl to move forward his troops at
.once. It is in evidence, that when the otder was communicated to General
Ferrero, commanding the colored division, he said he could not put in his troops
until the troops already in front should be moved out of the way. rrhey did
.go forward, however, after some delay, but only to be driven back, and in their
flight to rush impetuously against other troops, destroying their formation, and
producing disorder.
At 6.10 a. m., inquiry being made of General Burnside if it would be an ad-
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vantage for W an·en's supporting force to go in at once on the left, the answer
was, "Thr,re is scarcely room for it in our immediate front." The importance
of the utmost promptness, and the securing of the crest at once, at all hazards,
were urged upon him at 6.50 a. rn.
At 7.20 a. m. General Burnside reported to General Meade that be was doing
all in his power to push forward the troops, and if possible carry the crest, and
also that the main body of General Potter's division was beyond the crater. It
does not appear in evidence, however, that they ever got any considerable distance, not exceeding two hundred yards, beyond the crater towards the crest,
whence they were driven back immediately. 'l'his was also the fate of the few
colored troops who got over the enemy's line for a moment.
At 9 o'clock a. 1u. General Burnside reported many of the !)th and 18th
corps were retiring before the enemy, and then was the time to put in the 5th
corps. It having just been reported, however, by two staff officers (not General Burnside's) that the attack on the right of the mine had been repulsed, and
that none of the Union troops were beyond the line of the crater, the commanding general thought differently; and the lieutenant general concurring, General
Burnside was directed at 9.50 a.m. to withdraw to his own intrenchments immediately or at a later pe1:iod, but not to hold the enemy's line any longer than
was required to withdraw safely his men. This order brought General Burnside
to General Meade's headquarters, where he remonstrated against it, saying by
nightfall he could car.ry the crest. No other officer who was present, and who
has testified before the cour~, concurred in this opinion. The troops in the
crater were then ordered to retire; but before it could be effected they were
driven out with great loss, at two o'clock p. m. These troops, however, were
making preparations to retire, and but for that would probably not have been
·
driven out at that time.
The 5th corps did not participate at all in the assault, and General Ord's
command only partially, because the condition of affairs at no time admitted of
their co-operation, as was contemplated by the plan of assault.
The causes of failure are1. The injudicious formation of the troops in going forwa.rd, the movement
being mainly by flank instead of extended front. General Meade's order indicated that columns of assault should be employed to take Cemetery hill, and
that proper passages should be prepared for those columns. It is the opinion
of the court that there were no proper columns of assault. The troops should
have been formed in the open ground in front of the point of attack, parallel to
the line of the enemy's works. The evidence shows that one or more columns
might have passed over at and to the left of the crater, without any previous
preparation of the ground.
2. The halting of the troops in the crater instead of going forward to the
crest, when there was no fire of any consequence from the enemy.
3. No proper employment of engineer officers and working parties, and of
mater ials and tools for their use, in the 9th corps.
4. 'l'hat some parts of the assaulting colu~ns were not properly led.
5. r.rhe want of a competent common head at the scene of the assault, to
direct affairs as occurrences should demand.
Had not failure ensued from the above causes, and the crest been gained, the
success might have been jeoparded by the failure to have prepared in season
proper and adequate debouches through the 9th corps lines for troops, and especially for field artillery, as ordered by Major General Meade.
The reasons why the attack ought to have been successful are:
1. The evident surprise of the enemy at the time of the explosion of the
mine, and for some time after.
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2. The compnratively small force in the enemy's works.
3. The ineffective fire of the enemy's artillery and musketry, there being
scarcely any for about thirty minutes after the explosion, and our artillery being
just the reverse as to time and power.
4. The fact that some of our troops were able to get two hundred yards beyond the crater towards the crest, but could not remain there or proceed further
for want of supports or because they were not properly formed or led.
OPINION.

The court having given a brief narrative of the assault, and "the facts and
circumstances attending it," it remains to report that the following named
officers engaged therein appear, from the evidence, to be "answerable for the
want of success" which should have resulted:
I. Major General A. E. Burnside, United States volunteers, he having failed
to obey the orders of the commanding general1. In not giving such formation to his assaulting column as to insure a reasonable prospect of success.
2. In not preparing his parapets and abatis for the passage of the columns
of assault.
3. In not employing engineer officers who reported to him to lead the assaulting columns with working parties, and not causing to be provided proper
materials necessary for crowning the crest when the assaulting columns should
arrive there:
4. In neglecting to execute Major General Meade's orders respecting the
prompt advance of General Ledlie's troops from the crater to the crest; or, in
default of accomplishing that, not causing those troops to fall back and give
place to other troops more willing and equal to the task, instead of delaying
until the opportunity passed away, thus affording- time for the enemy to recover
from his surprise, concentrate his fire, and bring his troops to operate against the
Union troops assembled uselessly in the crater. .
Notwithstanding the failure to comply with orders, and to apply proper military principles, ascribed to General Burnsid8, the court is satisfied he believed
that the measures taken by him would insure success.
II. Brigadier General J. Fl. Ledlie, United States volunteers, be bavi~g
failed to push forward his division promptly according to orders, and thereby
blocking up the avenue which was designed for the passage of troops ordered to
follow and support his in the assault. It is in evidence that no commander
reported to General Burnside that his troops could not be got forward, which the
conrt regard as a neglect of duty on the part of General Ledlie, inasmuch as a
timely report of the misbehavior might have enabled General Burnside, commanding the assault, to have made other arrangements for prosect~ting it before
it became too late. Instead of being with his division during this difficulty in
the crater, and by his personal efforts endeavoring to lead his troops forward,
he was most of the time in a bomb-proof, ten rods in rear of the main line of
the 9th corps works, where it waa 'impossible for him to see anything of the
movements of troops that were going on.
III. Brigadier General Edward Ferrero, United States volunteers1. For not having all his troops found ready for the attack at the prescribed
time.
2. Not going forward with them to the attack.
3. Being in a bomb-proof habitually, where hA could not see the operation of
his troops, showing by his own order issued, while there, that he did not know
the position of two brigades of his division, or whether they had taken Cemetery hill or not.
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IV. Qolonel Z. R. Bliss, 7th Rhode Island volunteers, commanding 1st
brigade, 2d division, 9th corpsIn this: that he remained behind with the only regiment of his brigade which
did not go forward according to tl e orders, and occupied a position where he
could not properly command .a brigade which formed a portion of an assaulting.
column, and where he could not see what was going on.
V. Brigadier General 0. B. TVilcox, United States volunteers.
The court are not satisfied that General Wilcox's division made efforts commensurate with the occasion to carry out General Burnside's order to advance·
to Cemetery hill, and they think that more energy might have been exercised
by Brigadier Gener~l Wilcox to cause his troops to go forward to that point.
Without intending to convey the impression that there was any disinclination
on the part of the commanders of the supports to heartily Co-operate in the
attack on the 30th day of July, the court express their opinion that explicft
orders should have been given assigning one officer to the command of all the
troops intended to engage in the assault when the commanding general was not
present in person to witness the 9perations.
·
WINFIELD S. HANCOCK, 1Uajor General U. S. Vols.,
President qf Court~
EDWARD ScHRIVER, Inspector General U.S. A.,
Judge Advocate.
'I'he court then adjourned sine die.
WINFIELD S. HANCOCK, Major General U.S. Vols.,
President qf Court ~
EDWARD ScHRIVER, Inspector General U. S. A.,
Judge Ad-vocate .

. APPENDIX TO THE RECORD OF THE COUR'l, OF INQUIRY.
APPENDIX

A.

De~patclusfrom

Jfajor General Meade to Lieutenant General Grant, July 24,
26, and 28, 1864, and from General Grant to General _Meade, July 24, 26,
28, 29, and August l, 1864.

A.
'' HEADQUAR'l'ERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
" City Point, Vi1·ginia, July 24, I 864.
"GENERAL: The engh1eer officers who made a survey of the front from Bermuda Hundred
report against the probability of success from an attack there; the chances they think will be
better on Burnside's fron t. If this is attempted, it will be necessary to concentrate all the force
possible at the point in the enemy's line we expect to penetrate. All officers should be fully
impressed of the absolute necessity of pushing entirely beyond the enemy's present line, if
they should succeed in penetrating it, and of g·etting back to their present line promptly if
they should not succeed in breaking through.
''To the right and left of the point of assault all the artillery possible should be brought,
to play upon the enemy in front during the assault. Thin lines would be sufficient for the
support of the artillery, and all the reserves could be brought on the flank of their commands
nearest to the point of a"sault, ready to follow in if successful. The field artillery and infantry, held in the lines during the first assault, should be in readiness to move at a moment'snotice, either to their front or to follow the main assault, as they should receive orders. One
thing, however, should be impressed on corps commanders ; if they see the enemy giving
way in their front, or moving from it to re-enforce a heavily assaulted position of their line,
they should take advantage of such knowledge, and act promptly withont waiting for orders
from their army commander.
"General Ord can co-operate with his corps in this movement, and about five thousand
troops from Bermncla Hundred can be sent to re-enforce you, or can be used to threaten an
assault between tl1e Appomattox and James rivers, as may be deemed best.
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"This should be done by Tuesday morning, if done at all. If not attempted, we will then
-start at the date indicated to des troy the railroad as far as Hicks ford, at least, and to Weldon
if possible.
"Please give me your views on this matter, and I Fill order at once. In this I have said
nothing of the part to be taken by the cavalry, in case'the enemy's lines are assaulted. The
best disposition to be made of them probably would 'be to place them on the extreme left,
with instructions to skirmish with the enemy, and drive him back, if possible, following up
.any success gained in that way according to the judgment of the commander, or orders he
may receive.
"Whether we send an expedition on the railroad, or assault at Petersburg, Burnside's mine
will be blown up.
''As it is impossible to hide preparation~ from our own offieers and men, and consequently
from the enemy, it will be well to have it understood as far as possible that just the reverse
·Of what we intend is in contemplation.
"I am, general, very respectfully, &c.,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
"Maj. Gen. GEORGE G. MEADE, Commanding Army of the Potomac.
'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

B.

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 24, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have received your letter per Lieutenant Colonel Comstoek. In reply
thereto I have to state that yesterday I made in person a close and careful reeonnoissanee
.of the enemy's position in my front. Although I could not detect any positive indication of
a second line, yet, from certain appearances at various points, I beea111e satisfied that a second
line does exist on the crest of the ridge, just in rear of the position of Burnside's mine. I
have no doubt of the successful explosion of the mine, and of our ability to crown the crater,
.effect a lodgement, and compel the evacuation of the enemy's present oecupied line, but from
their redoubt on the Jerusalem plank road, and from their position in front of the Hare
House, their artillery fire would render our lodgement untenable, and compel our advance or
·w ithdrawal.
"The advance, of course, should be made, but its success would depend on the question
whether the enemy have a line on the crest of the ridg·e. If they have, with the artillery
fire they can bring to bear on the approaches to this second hill, I do not deem it practicable
to carry the line by assault, and from my examination, together with the evident necessity
of their having such a line, I am forced to believe we shall find one there.
"I cannot, therefore, advise the attempt being made, but should it be deemed expedient
to take the risks, and there is certainly room for doubt, I would like a little more time than
is given in your note in order to place in position the maximum amount of artillery to bear
upon the lines not assaulted. In reference to the assaulting- force, it will be composed of the
9th and 2d corps.
"The 5th corps will have to remain in their present position, and be prepared to meet any
..attempt of the enemy to turn our left flank, which is not altogether unlikely, particularly if
we sliould fail in our assault, and be compelled to withdraw.
"I am fully impressed with the importance of taking some immediate action, and am
satisfied that, excepting- regular approaches, the springing of Burnside's mine and subsequent
.assault is the most practicable, and I am not prepared to say the attempt would be hopeless.
I am, howeYer, of the opinion, so far as I can judge, that the chances of its success are not
.such as to make it expedient to attempt it.
''Very respectfully, yours,
"GEORGE G. MEADE,
"Major General, Commanding.
"Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT.
"P. S.-I enclose you a report of Major Duane, which confirms my views; if Wright is
soon to return, and we can extend our lines to the Weldon railroad, we could then advance
.against the salient on the Jerusalem plank road, and make an attempt to carry them at the
same time we assaulted in Burnside's front.
"This was my idea some time ago, and we have been preparing the necessary siege works
for this purpose. Under your instructions, however, none of the heavy guns and material
have been brought to the front, and it would take, perhaps, two days to get them up.
"GEORGE G. MEADE.
'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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B2.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE Po'.rOMAC,
"O.tfice of Chief Engineer, July 24, 1864.
"GENERAL: In reply to your communication of this date, I have the honor to state that
the line of the enemy's works in front of General Burnside is not situated on the crest of the
ridge separating us from Petersburg; that the enemy ha>e undoubtedly occupied this 1idge
as a second Hne.
"Should General Burnside succeed in exploding· his mine, he would probably be able to
take the enemy's first line, which is about one hundred yards in advance of his approach.
Beyond this I do not think he could advance until the works in front of the 5th corps are
carried, as the 9th corps column would be taken in flank by a heavy artillery fire from works
in front of the centre of the 5th corps, and in front by fire from the works on the crest near
the Cemetery hill. I do not believe that the works in front of the 5th corps can be carried
until our lines can be extended to the left so as to envelop the enemy's Hne.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"J. C. DUANE,
"JJiajor Engineers, United States Army.
"Major General M~ADE , Commanding _lrmy t!f the l'otomac.
' ' Official copy :
'

. "S. WILLIAMS, A. A . G. "

c.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
"City Point, July 24, 1864.
"GENERAL: Your note, brought by Colonel Comstock, is received. It will be necessary
to act without expecting· Wright. He is now in Washington; but it is not fully assured
yet that Early has left the valley, and if Wright was to start back no doubt the Maryland
· raid would be repeated. I am not willing to attempt a movement so hazardous as the one
against intrenched lines, against the judgment of yourself and your engineer officers, and
arrived at after a more careful survey of the grounds than I have given it. I will let you
know, however, in the morning what determination I come to.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
"Major General MEADE,
"Commanding A1·my of the Potomac.
'' Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General. "

D.
"HEADQGARTERS ARMY o.F THE PoTOMAC,
"July 26, 1864-12 m.
''Lieutenant General GRANT:
''More critical examinations fi-om a new sig·nal station would lead to the conclusion that the
enemy ha;-e detached ·works on the ridge in front of Burnside, but they have no connected line.
This fact increases the chances of a successful assault, taken in connexion with the fact
that General Burnside does not now think the enemy have discovered his mine; on the contrary, believes they are laying the platform for a battery right over it.
"I have suspended the orders to load and discharge it to-morrow, as it may yet be useful
in connexion with further operations.
"I am afraid the appearance of McLaws's division, together with Wilcox's, previously reported, will prevent any chance of a surprise on the part of our people to-morrow. Yesterday's
Richmond Examiner also says your strategic movements are known, and preparations made
to meet them, referring, I presume, to Foster's operations.
"There was considerable shelling by the enemy yesterday afternoon all along our lines,
brought on, I think, by Burnside discovering a camp he had not before seen and ordering it
shelled. No serious casualties were produced on our side, but the 5th corps working parties
were very much annoyed and interrupted. With this exception, all was quiet.
''GEO. G. MEADE, Major .General.
'' Official copy :
"S. ·wiLLIAMS, A. A. G."
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E.
[Ciph:r.]
"UNITED STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
"By telegraph j1·om City Point, 3 p.m., dated July 26, U364.
"Major General MEADE:
''The information you have just sent, and all information received on the subject, indicates
a probability that the enemy are looking for a formidable attack either from General Burnside or north of the James river, and that they will detach from Petersburg heavily to prevent
its success. This will make your remaining two corps, with the 18th, relatively stronger
against the enemy at Petersburg than we have been since the first day. It will be well,
therefore, to prepare for an assault in General Burnside's front, only to be made if further
development justifies it. If mad<', it would be necessary to abandon most of the front now
held by the 5th corps.
"U. S. GHAl'{T, Lieutenant General.
" Official copy :
"S. vVILLIAMS, A. A. G."

F.
' ·HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"5. 30 p. rn., July 26, ] 864.
"Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT:
"Telegram 3 p. m. received. The only preparation that can be made is the loading of
Burnside's mine. I cannot advise an assault with the 2d corps absent, for some force must
be left to hold our lines and protect our batteries.
"The withdrawal of the 5th corps would prevent any attempt on our part to silence the
fire of the enemy's guns in front of the 5th corps, and unless these guns are sileneed no advance can be made across the open ground in front of the 9th corps., "It is not the numbers of the enemy which oppose our taking Petersburg; it is their :utillery and their works, which can be bold by reduced numbers against direct assault.
"I have just sent you a despatch indicating an attack on my left flank by the enemy.
This is my weak point, and a formidabl e attack turning my flank would require all my force
to meet successfully.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Majo'r General.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

G.
.• UNITED STA'l'ES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
·'By Telegraph from City Point , 12.20 p.m., dated July 28, 1864.
" Major General MEADE:
"Your despatch of 12m. received. Unless something turns up north of the James between
this and night that I do not expect, you may withdraw Hancock, to be followed by Sheridan,
and malre arrangements for assault as soon as it can be made. "'We can determine by the
movements of the enemy before the time comes whether it will be advisable to go on with the
assault. I will put in the 18th corps, or not, as you deem best.
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General."
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

" Official :

H.
·'HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, 1 p. m., July 28, 1864.
"Lieutenant General GRANT:
"Your despatch of12.20 received. On reflection, I think daylight, of the 30th is the earliest time it would be advisable to make the assault. Besides the time required to get up
heavy guns ancl mortars, we require the night to make certain preliminary arrangements,
such as massing troops, removing abatis from the debouch of the assaulting column, &c.
I shall make the assault with the ~th corps, supported by the 2d. The reserves of the 18th
should be held in readiness to take part, and, if developments justify it, all of Orcl's and
Warren's <'Ommantls ran be put in.
" GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
''Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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I.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
"City Point, Va., July 29, 1864.
"GENERAL: I have directed General Butler to order General Ord to report to you for
the attack on Petersburg. The details for the assault I leave to you to make out.
"I directed General Sheridan, whilst we were at Deep Bottom last evening·, to move his
command immedjately to the left of Warren from Deep Bottom. It will be well to direct
the cavalry to endeavor to get round the enemy's right flank; whilst they will not probably
succeed in turning the enemy, they will detain a large force to prevent it. I will go out
this evening to see you; will be at your headquarters about 4 p. m.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
"Major General GEo. G. MEADE,
"Commanding Army of the Potomac.
"P. S.-If you want to be at any place on the line at the hour indicated, inform me by
telegraph, and I will meet you wherever you may be.
"U.S. G.
·• Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

J.
[Cipher-received 11.40 a.m.]
By telegraph from City Point, 9.30 a.m., dated August l, 18G4.
·' Major General MEADE:
"Have you any estimate of our losses in the miserable failure of Saturday ? I think there
will have to be an investigation of the matter. So fair an opportunity will probably never
occur again for carrying fortifications; preparations were good, orders ample, and everything, so far as I could see subsequent to the explosion of the mine, shows that almost without loss the crest beyond the mine could have been carried; this would have given us Petersburg with all its artillery, and a large part of the garrison beyond doubt. An intercepted
despatch states that the enemy recaptured their line with General Bartlett and staff, seventyfive commissioned officers, and nine hundred rank and file, and recaptured five hundred of
their men.
"U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
''Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

APPENDIX

Order

if the

B.

Major General commanding,for the movement against tlte enemy's
position, July 30, 1864.
K.

"ORDl:RS. ]
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC, July 29, 1864.
''The following instructions are issued for the guidance of all concerned:
"1. As soon as it is clark, Major General Burnside, commanding 9th corps, will withdraw his two brigades under General White, occupying the intrenchments between the
Plank and Norfolk roads, and bring them to his front. Care will be taken not to interfere
with the troops of the 18th corps moving into their position in rear of the 9th corps. General
Burnside will form his troops for assaulting the enemy's works at daylight of the 30th, prepare his parapets and abatis for the passage of the columns, and have the pioneers equipped
for work i.n opening passages for artillery, destroying enemy's abatis, &c., and the intrench·
ing tools distributed for effecting lodgements, &c.
"2. Major General Warren, commanding 5th corps, will reduce tho number of his troops
holding the intrenchments of his front to the minimum, and concen,trate all his available
forces on his right, and hold them prepared to support the assault of Major General Bumside.
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The preparations in respect to pioneers, intrenching tools, &c., cnjoineu upon the 9th corps,
will also be made by the 5th corps.
"3. As soon as it is dark, :Major General Onl, commanding 18th corps, will relieve his
troops in the trenches by General Mott's division of the 2d corps, and form his corps in rear
of the 9th corps, and be prepared to support the assault of Major General Burnside.
'' 4. Every preparation ·will be malle for moving forward the field artillery of each corps.
"5. At dark, Major General Hancock, commanding· 2d corps, will move from Deep Bottom, to the rear of the intrenchments now held by the 18th corps, resume the command of
Mott's division, and be prepared at daylight to follow up the assaulting and supporting
columns, or for such other operations as may be found necessary.
"6. Major General Sheridan, commanding cavalry corps, will proceed at dark from the
vicinity of D eep Bottom to Lee's Mill, and at daylight will move with his whole corps, including ·wilson's division, against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right by
the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward:
"7. Major Duane, acting chief engineer, will have the pontoon trains parked at convenient points in the rear, prepared to move. He will see that supplies of sand-bags,
gabions, fascines, &c., are in dep ot near the lines, ready for use.
'' He will detail engineer officers for each corps.
"8. At half past three in the morning of the 30th Major General Burnside will spring his
mine, and his assaulting columns will immediately move rapidly upon the breach, seize the
crest in the rear, and effect a lodgement there. He will be followed by Major General Ord,
who will support him on the right, directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by
Major General Warren, who will support him on the left.
''Upon the explosion of the mine, the artillery of all kinds in battery will open upon those
points of the enemy's works whose fire covers the ground over which our columns must move,
care being taken to avoid impeding the progress of our troops.
"Special instructions respecting the direction of fire will be issued through the chief of
artillery.
"9. Corps commanders will report to the commanding general when their preparations
.are complete, and will advise him of every step in the progress of the operations, and of
everything of importance that occurs.
'' 10. Promptitude, rapidity of execution, and cordial co-operation are essential to success,
and the commanding general is confident that this indication of his expectations will insure
the hearty efforts of the commanders and troops.
"11. Headquarters during the operations will be at the headquarters of the 9th corps.
"By command of Major General Meade.
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.
'' Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

APPENDIX

0.

Despatcltes ji·01n Major General .iv!eade to Major General Burnside, commanding CJtlt army corps, and from JJ!lajor General Burns1:de to .ilfajor General
JJ!leade, July 26, 29, 30, and 31, 1864; also despatcltesfrom Gene1·al Meade
to Captain Sanders, A. D. C., andfrom Captain Sanders to GenerallYieade,
July 30, 1864,- also despatches from Lieutenant Colonel Comstock, A. D. C.,.
to L ieutenant General Grant, July 30, 1864.

L.
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS, July 26, 1864.
" GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of this morning
by Captains Jay and Bache ; also a telegram from the commanding general relating to the
same subject.
"It is altogether probable that the enemy are cognizant of the fact that we are mining, because it has been mentioued in their newspapers, and they have been heard to work in what
are supposed to be shafts in close proximi~y to our galleries ; but the rain of night before last
no doubt filled their shafts and much retarded their work. We have heard no sounds of
work in them either yesterday or to-day, and nothing is heard by us in the mine but the
usual sounds of work on the surface above. This morning we had some apprehensions that
the left lateral gallery was in danger of caving in from the weight of the batteries above it
rtnd the shock of their firing; but all possible precautions have been taken to strengthen it,
and we hope to preserve it intact. The placing of the charges in the mine will not involve
thenecessityof making a noise. It is therefore probable that we will escape discovery, if the
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mine is to be used within two or three days. It is nevertheless highly important, iu my opinion, that the mine should be exploded at the earliest possible moment consistent with the
general interests of the campaign. I state to you the facts as nearly as I can; and, in the
absence of any knowledge as to the meditated movement of the army, I must leave you
to judge the proper time to make use of the mine ; but it may not be improper for me to
say, that the advantages to be reaped from the work wonld be but small if it were exploded
without any co-operative movements.
"My plan would be to explode the mine just before dayEght in the morning, or about five
o'clock in the afternoon; mass the two brigades of the colored division in rear of my line in
column of divisions-double column closed in mass; the head of each brigade resting on the
front line, and as soon as the explosion has taken place move them forward, with instructions for the divisions to take half-distance ; and as soon as the leading regiments of the two
brigades pass through the gap in the enemy's line, the leading reg·iment of the right brigade to
come into line perpendicular to the enemy's line by the right companies on the right into line
wheel, the left companies on the left into line,' and proceed at once down the line of the enemy's work as rapidly as possible; the leading regiment of the left brigade to execute thereverse movement to the left, moving up the enemy's line; the remainder of the two columns to
move directly towards the crest in front as rapidly as possible, diverging iu such a way as to
enable them to deploy into columns of regiments, the right column making as nearly as may
be for Cemetery hill; these columns to be followed by the other divisions of this corps as
soon as they can be thrown in; this would involve the necessity of relieving these divisions by other troops before the movement, and of holding columns of other troops in readiness to take our place on the crest, in case we gain it and sweep down it. It would be advisable, in my opinion, if we succeed in gaiuing the crest, to throw the colored division
rig·ht into the town. There is a necessity for the eo-operation, at least in the way of artillery, of the troops on my right and left; of the extent of this you will necessarily be the
iudge. I think our chances of success in a plan of this kind are more than even. The main
gallery of the mine is five hundred and twenty-two (522) feet in length; the side galleries
about forty feet each. My suggestion is, that eight magazines be placed in the lateral galleries-two at each end, say a few feet apart, in branches at right angles to the side galleries ;
and two more in each of the side galleries, similarly placed, situated by pairs, equidistant
from each other and the end of the galleries, thus:
'
[See diagram, page 17.]
"Tamping beginning at the termination of the main gallery for, say, one hundred feet,
leaving all the air space in the side galleries. Run out some five or six fuzes and two wires,
to ren~r the ignition of the charge certain. I propose to put in each of the eight magazines
from twelve to fourteen hundred pounds of powder, the magazines to be conne<.:ted by a trough
.of powder instead of a fuze.
"I beg to f1nclose a copy of a statement from General Potter on the subject. I would suggest that the powder traiu be parked in a wood near our ammunition train, about a milE' in
rear of this place. Lieutenant Colonel Pierce, chief quartermaster, will furnish Captain
Strang with a guide to the place.
_
"I beg also to request that General Benham be instructed to send us, at once, eight thousand (8,UOO) sand-bags, to be used for tamping and other purposes.
''l have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. K BURNSIDE, Ma;Jor General, Commanding.
"Major General Hu~IPHREY:S, Cftief uf .Staff.
''Official:

"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjzttant General."

M.
"HEADQUAR'l'ERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"lOt a. m., July 29, 11:364.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"I am instructed to say that the major general commanding submitted to the lieutenant
general commanding the armies your proposition to form the leading columns of assault of
the black troops, and that he, as well as the major general commanding, does not approvethe proposition, but directs that these columns be formed of the white troops.
"A. A. HUMPHltEYS, Major General, CILief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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" HEADQUAR'l'ERS ARMY OF 'l'HE PO'l'OMAC,
" July 26, 12 rn., 1864.
·"Major General BURNSIDE:
"I wish you would submit in writing your project for the explosion of your mine, with the
.amount of powder required, that the preliminary question may be definitely settled . You
had better also look for some secure place in the woods, where the powder required can be
brought in wagons, and kept under guard; thus saving the time it will take to unload it
from the vessels and haul it to your camp. Whenever you report as above, and designate a
point, I will order the powder brought up.
"GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
I
"Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
''Assistant Adjutant General."

M 2.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 26, 1864
"'Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"GENERAL: The major general commanding directs me to inquire whether anything has
·transpired connected with your mine that leads you to believe it is in danger from countermining. If it is your conviction that it is so endangered, then the commanding general authorizes you to make every preparation for springing it ; but directs that you do not explode
it earlier than to-morrow afternoon, Wednesday, the 27th, say at four o'clock, if not otherwise ordered. The commanding general further directs me to say that the charge of the
mine should be determined by the usual rules governing such subjects. It is not intended
•by the commanriing general to follow the explosion of the mine by an assault or other operations. If, therefore, the mine can be preserved for use at some early future day, when circumstances will admit of its being used in connexion with other operations, the commanding general desires that you take no steps for exploding it as herein prescribed.
·
"A. A. H UMPHHEYS,
'· il1fljo1· General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official:
"S. ·w iLLIAMS,
" Assistant A djntant General."

N.

"HEADQUARTERS

OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 29-9! p. m., 1864.

ARMY

·"Major General BL'RNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"A despatch from General Ord refers to the late hour at which his troops will relieve yourr;
in the trenches. The commanding general has informed General Ord that it is not necessary
for you to ·wait for your troops to be relieved in the trenches by General Ord before forming
them for the assault. They should be formed for the assault at the hour you deem best,
·without any reference to General Ord's troops, who will enter the vacated trenches as soon as
they can.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Mujor General and Chifj of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS. A. A. G!'

0.
"HEADQUARTERS .ARMY oF 'rHE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-3.20 a.m .
.. Major General BURNSIDE:
"As it is still so dark, the commanding general says you can postpone fu;ing the mine if
you think proper.
. ''A. A. HUMPHHEYS,
"Major Geneml and C!tief of Staff.
•' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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P.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM NINTH ARMY CORPS,
" Dated July 30, 1864-3.20 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS :
"The mine will be fired at the time designated.
battery.

My headquarters will be at the ] 4-gun
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.

"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

Q.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.15 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
" Is there any diffiw1ty in exploding the rome 7 It is now three-quarters of an hour later
than the time fixed upon, for exploding it.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
" Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

R.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July .30, 1864.
"OPERATOR at General Burnside's field headquarters:
"Is General Burnside at his headquarters ? The commanding general is anxious to learn
what is the cause of delay.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

s.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"Ju1y 30, 1864-4.29 a. m.
''Major General BURNSIDE :
"If the mine cannot be exploded, something else must be done, and a-t once. The commanding general is awaiting to hear from you before determining.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major Geneml and Chief of Staff.
'Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

T.
"HEADQUARTERs ARMY oF THE PoTOMAc,
"July 30, 1864-4.35 a. m.
'·Major General BuRNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The commanding general directs that, if your mine bas failed, you make an assault at
on~e, opening your batteries.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major General and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."
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u.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-5.40 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE:
''What news from your assaulting column?

Please report frequently.
"GEO. G. MEADE, JJfajor General.

"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adj. General."

v.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM BATTERY MORTON,
"5.40 a. m., dated July 30, 1864.
'' General MEADE :
"We have the enemy's first line and occupy the breach. I shall endeavor to push forward to the crest as rapidly as possible.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"P. S.-There is a large fire in Petersburg.
" W. W. SANDERS, Captain and A. D. C.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adj. General."'

w.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-5.40 a. m.
''Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The commanding general learns that your troops are halting at the works where the
mine exploded. He directs that all your troops be pushed forward to the crest at once. Call
on General Ord to move forward his troops at once.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major Gen. and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adj. General."

X.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS, 14-GUN BATTERY,
"July 30, 1864-5.50 a. m.
"Major General MEADE:
"The 18th ·corps has just been ordered to push forward to the crest. The loss does not
appear to be heavy. Prisoners coming in.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain and C. M.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adj. General."

Y.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF TRE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-6 a.m.
''Major General BURNSIDE:
'' Pri~'oners taken say there is no line in their rear, and that their men were falling back
when ours advanced; that none of their troops have returned from the Jam ~s. Our chance
is now. Push your men forward at all hazards-white and black-and don't lose time in
making formntions, but rush for the c.rest.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major Gen., Commanding.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adj. General."
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z.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 14-GUN BATTERY,
"July 30, 1864-6.10 a. m.
'' General MEADE :
"General Burnside says that he has given orders ,to all his division commanders to push
everything in at once.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain and C. M.
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Official:
'' Assistant Adjutant General."
No.1.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30-6.05 a. m., 1864.
''Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The commanding general wishes to know what is going oil on your left, and whether it
would be an advantage for Warren's supporting force to go in at once.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major Geneml and Chief of Staff.
" Official :
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No.2.
''[Telegraph from headquarters 9th corps.]

''Dated July 30-6.20 a. m., 1864.
"Major General MEADE:
"If General ·w arren's supporting force can be concentrated just now, ready to go in at the
proper time, it would be well. I will designate to you when it ought to move. There is
scarcely room for it now in our immediate front.
" A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
I ' s. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

'' Official :

No.3.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY POTOMAC,
"July 30-6.50 a. m., 1864.
'' Major General BURNSIDE:
"Warren's force has been concentrated and ready to move since 3.30 a. m. My object in
inquiring was to ascertain if you could judge of the practicability of his advancing without
waiting for your column. What is the delay in your column moving? Every minute is
most precious, as the enemy undoubtedly are concentrating to meet you on the crest, and, if
you give them time enough, you cannot expect to succeed. There is no object to be gained
in occupying the enemy's line. It cannot be held under their artillery fire without much
labor in turning it. The great point is to secure the crest at once and at all hazards.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Majo1· General.
'' Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No.4.
"[By telegraph from 5th army corps.]

"JULY 30-7 a. m., 1864.
"Lieutenant General GRANT:
"Several regiments of Burnside's men are lying in front of the crater, apparently, of the
mine. In their rear is to be seen a line of battle of a brigade or mol'e, under cover, and I
think between the enemy's line and ours. The volley firi'rlg half (t) hour ago was from the
enemy's works in Warren's front.
''C. B. COMSTOCK, Lieut. Colonel.
'' Official :
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjntant General."
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No.5.
"[Telegraph from headquarters 9th corps.]

"Received about 7.20 a.m., July 30, 1864.
'' General MEADE :
"I am doing all in my power to push the troops forward, and, if possible, we will cany
the crest. It is hard work, but we hope to accomplish it. I am fully alive to the importance
of it.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Majo1· General.
"S. WILLIAMS,
"Auisttmt Adjutant General."

'' Official :

No.6.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"7.30 a. m., July 30, 1864.
"Major General BURN~IDE :
"What do you mean by hard work to take the crest? I understand not a man has advanced beyond the enemy's line which you occupied immediately after exploding the mine.
Do you mean to say your officers and men will not obey your orders to advance; if not, what
is the obstacle? I wish to know the truth, and desire an immediate answer.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No.7.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoToMAC,
"July 30-8 a.m., 1864.
"To Major General BURNSIDE:
"Since writing by Captain Jay, Captain Sanders has come in and reported condition of
affairs. He says Griffi~ has advanced and been checked; this modifies my despatch. Still
I should like to know the exact morale of your corps. Ord reports he cannot move till
you get out of the way. Can't you let him pass out on your right, and let him try what he
Ct\n do?
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
'' Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No.8.
"HEADQUARTERS 9TH CORPS, BATTERY MORTON,
"About 7.35 a.m., July 30, 1864.
' • General MEADE :
"Your despatch by Captain Jay received. The main body of General Potter's division
is beyond the crater. I do not mean to say that my officers and men will not obey my orders
to advance; I mean to say that it is very bard to advance to the crest.
"I have never in any report said anything different from what I conceived to be the
truth; were it not insubordinate, I would say that the latter remark of your note was unofficerlike and ungentlemanly.
"Respectfully, yours,
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
"Official:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
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No.9.

"[By telegraph from 5th army corps.]
'' HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"8 a. rn., July 30, 1864.
"To Lieutenant General GRANT :
"About a brigade more of our men has moved up to the crater, and then filed off to the
right along the enemy's line ; they are still moving to the right.

"C. B. COMSTOCK,
"Lieutenant Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.

'• Official :

"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 10.
"[By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]
"8.45 a.m., July 30, 1864.
"To General MEADE:
"One gun has just been taken out of the mine, and is now being put in position. Have
·n ot heard anything from the attack made from the left of mine. One (1) set of colors just
'Sent in, captured by the negroes.
"W. W. SANDERS, Captain and C. M.
"Official:
" S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 11.
" [By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]
"9 a. m., July 30, 1864.
"General MEADE :
"Many of the ninth (9th) and eighteenth (18th) corps are retiring before the enemy. I
think now is the time to put in the fifth (5th) corps promptly.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
'' Official :
" S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 12.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.30 a. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding has heard that the result of your attack has been a
repulse, and directs that if, in your judgment, nothing furthflr can be effected, that you withdraw to your own line, taking every p1ecaution to get the men back safely.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
''Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' General Ord will do the same.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and C!tief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 13.
"[By telegraph from headquarters 9th army .corps.]
. '.' 9 a.m., July 30, 1864.
·'To Major General MEADE:
''The attack made on right of the mine has been repulsed. A great many men are coming
··
to the rear.
"W; :W .. SANDERS, Captain and C. M.
'' Official :

"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. 14.
'.'[By telegraph.]
"HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864--9.35 a.m.
"To Lieutenant General GRANT :
"I cannot see that we have advanced beyond the enemy's line in the vicinity of the mine.
From here, it looks as if the enemy were holding a line between that point and the crest.
"C. B. COMSTOCK,
"Lieutenant Colonel and Aide-de-Camp.
'· Official:

"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 15.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 9£- a. m., 1864.
"To Major General BuRNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you withdraw to your own intrenehments.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major Geneml, Chief of Staff.
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

' Official :

No. 16.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 10 a. m., 1864.
"Major Generals BuRNSIDE and ORD:
"You can exercise your discretion in withdrawing your troops now or at a later period;
say to-night. It is not intended to hold the enemy's line which you now occupy any longer
than is required to withdraw safely your men.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General.
'' Official :

'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 17.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-7.40 p. m.
"Major GENERAL BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding desires to know whether you still hold the crater; and
if so, whether you will be able to withdraw your troops from it safely to-night, and also to
bring off the wounded. The commanding general wishes to know how many wounded are
probably lying there. It will be recollected that on a former occasion General Beauregard
declined to enter into any arrangement for the succor of the wounded and the burial of the
dead lying under both fires; hence the necessity of immediate and active efforts for their
removal in the present case.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff,
'' Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
" Assistant Adjutant General.''
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No. 18.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-10.35 p. m.
·
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commandi;,g 9th Corps :
"The major general commanding desires to know whether you have any wounded left on
the field; and directs me to say that he is awaiting your reply to the despatch of 7.40 p.m.

"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
"Official:

" S. WILLIAMS,
" Assistant Ad1utant General."

No. 18f.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 31, 1864-8.40 a. m.
"To Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps :
"The major general commanding directs me to call your attention to the fact that you have
made no report to him upon the condition of affairs in your front since he left your headquarters yesterday, and that you have made no reply tb the two special communications
upon the su~ject sent you last night at 7.40 p. m., and at 10.40 p. m.
"I am also directed to inquire as to the cause of these omissions.

''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
".J.ll~ajor

General and Chief of Staff.

"Official:

"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

No.

18~.

"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 9TH CORPS,
"July 31, 1864-9 a.m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"Your despatch was received just as I was making out a report of our casualties. I have
used every means to get something like accurate reports, but it has been difficult.
"The rumors are very numerous and exaggerated. I will send report by messenger.
The order to retreat caused great confusion, and we have lost largely in prisoners.
"General Ord's men on our lines were not relieved.
"A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
''Official:

"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 18!.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 9TH CORPS,
"July 31, 1864-6.40 p. m.
''Major General HUMPHREYS:
· "The loss in this corps in the engagement of yesterday amoun~ to about 4,500; the great
proportion of which was made after the brigade commanders in the crater were made aware
of the order to withdraw.
"A. E. BUH.NSIDE, Major General.
'Official:

'' S. WILLIAMS,

" Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. 19.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 31, 1864-7.20 p. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9th Corps:
"Your despatch relative to the loss in your corps yesterday is received.
"The commanding general requests that you will explain the meaning of the latter part of
your despatch, and again reminds you that he has received no report whatever from you of
what occurred after 11 a. m. yesterday.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Cltief of Staff.
" Official:
'' S WILLIAMS,
"AssistantAdju.tant General.

No. 19t.
''BY TELEGRAPH FROM 9TH CoRPS,
"July 31, 1864-9.10 p. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Cltief of Staff:
"Your despatch of 7.20 p. m. received. Just before the order for withdrawal was sent in
to the brigade commanders in the crater, the enemy made an attack upon our forces there
and were repulsed with very severe loss to the assaulting column. The order for withdrawal,
leaving the time and manner of the execution thereof to the brigade commanders on the spot,
was then sent in, and while they were making arrangements to carry out the order the enemy
advanced another column of attack. The officers, knowing they were not to be supported by
other troops, and that a withdrawal was determined, ordered the men to retire at once to our
old line. It was in this withdrawal, and consequent upon it, that our chief loss was made.
In view of the want of confidence in their situation, and the certainty of no support, consequent upon the receipt of such an order, of which moral effects the general commanding cannot be ignorant, I am at a loss to know why the latter part of my despatch requires explanation.
''A. E. BURNSIDE, Major General.
'' Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
''Assistant Adjutant General.

No. 20.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE P01'0l\IAC,
'' July 31, 1864-9t p. m.
"Major General BURNSIDE, Commanding 9tlt Corps:
'' Your despatch explanatory of that in relation to the loss in your corps yesterday is
received.
"The major g-eneral commanding directs me to say that the order for withdrawal did not
authorize or justify its being done in the manner in w bich, judging fi·om your brief report,
it appears to have been executed, and that the matter shall be inquired into by a court.
"The major general commanding notices that the time and manner of withdrawal was
left to the brigade commanders on the spot. He desires to know why there was not a division commander present where several brigades were engaged, and by whom the withdrawal
could have been conducted.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Cltief of Staff.
'' Official :
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
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D.

Despatches from Major General MeadP- to Major General Ord, commanding
l8tk army corps, and from Major General Ord to Major General Meade,
July 29 and 30, 1864.
No. 2J.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"July 29, 9! p. nt., 1864.
''Major General ORD, Commanding 18th Corps:
. "Your despatch of 9.25 p. m. is received. The commanding general does not consider it
necessary for General Burnside to wait for your troops to relieve his in the trenches. General Burnside can form his troops for the assault without reference to yours, and your troops
can file into the trenches at any time after they are vacated. General Burnside is telegraphed to that effect.

"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy :

"S. ·wiLLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 22.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"July 30, 4.50 a. m., 1864.
"Major General ORD, Commanding 18th Corps:
"General Burnside is ordered, if his mine has failed, to open all his batteries and assault
at once. You will consider the orders the same as if the mine had exploded and the assault
made in consequence.

"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General, Chief of Staff.
" (Just before this was finished the mine exploded and the batteries opened. It was not
sent.-A. A. H.)
'' Official copy:
'' S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.''

No. 23.
''HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,

''July 30, 6 a. m., 1864.
"Major General ORD, Commanding 18th Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that you at once move forward your c..>rps rapidly
to the crest of the hill, independently of General Burnside's troops, and make a lodgeruent
there, reporting the result as soon as attained.

''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy :

"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 23t.
" [By telegraph from headquarters 9th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 8 a. m., 1864.
''To General MEADE :
"General Turner in my front reports that the only place I can get out of the line is opposite the crater. It is already full of men who cannot develop. I shall put in my column as
soon as I can. Tt is impossible, by reason of the topography, to charge in the manner you
indicate. I must go in by head of column and develop to the right. This is reply to orders
from General Meade to push for crest of hill regardless of General Burnside's troops. Generai Ames makes similar reports.
"E. 0. C. ORD, Major General.
'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistltnt Adjutant General."
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No. 23f.
"HEADQUAR~RS

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 9£- a. m., 1864.

"Major General 0RD, Commanding 18th Corps :
"The major g·eneral commanding directs that you withdraw your corps to the rear of the
9th corps, in some secure place.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Maj01· General, Chief of Staff.
" Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.

No. 24.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 10 a. m., 1864.

''Major Generals BURNSIDE and 0RD:
"You can exereise your discretion in withdrawing your troops now or at a later period,
say to-night.
"It is not intended to hold the enemy's line which you now occupy any longer than is
required to withdraw safely your men.
•· GEORGE G. MEADE, Major General.
'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant Gene1·al."

APPENDIX

E.

Despatches from Major General Meade to Major General Warren, commanding 5th aTmy corps, and from Major General Warren to Major General Meade, July 30, 1864.
No. 25.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 4.40 a. m., 1864.
"Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
'' General Burnside is directed, if his mine has failed, to open all his batteries and assault·
1
Upon hearing his batteries open you will open all in your front.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major Geneml and Chief of $taff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.

No. 26.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 5.50 a. m., 1864.
"Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"General Burnside is occupying the crater with some of his troops. He reports that no
enemy is seen in their line. How is it in your front? Are the enemy in force there or weak?
''If there is apparently an opportunity to carry their works, take advantage of it and push
forward your troops.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. 27.
"[By telegraph from 5th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 6 a.m., 1864.
"To Major General HUMPHREYS:
"Your despatch just received. It is difficult to say how strong the enemy may be in my
front. He has batteries along the whole of it. I will watch for the first opportunity. I can
see the whole line well where I am. The enemy has been running from his first line in front
of General Burnside's right for some minutes, but there seems to be a very heavy line of troops
just behind it in high breastwork. There is a battery in front of General Burnside's left
which fires towards the river, the same as it did on the 18th of June, and which our artillery
fire has but very little effect on.
" G. K. W A.RREN, Major General.
"Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 28.
" [By telegraph from headquarters 5th army corps.]
",JULY 30, 6.15 a. m., 1864.
"To Major General HUMPHREYS:
"I have just received a report from my line on the centre and left. The enemy opened
with musketry when our firing commenced, hut our own fire kept it down, and also that of all
their artillery except in the second line on the main ridge, fi·om which they fire a little.
Major Fitzhugh, of the artillery, is badly wounded by a musket ball in the thigh. None of
the enemy hav~ left my front, that we can see.
''G. K. WARREN, Major General.
''Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, As~istant Adjutant Geneml."

No. 29.
'' [By telegraph from 5th army corps.]
"JULY 30, 6.20 a. m., 1864.
"To Major General HUMPHREYS:
"What we thought was the heavy line of the enemy behind the line occupied by General
Burnside's troops proves, as the sunlight comes out and the smoke clears away, to be our
own troops in the enemy's position.
"G. K. WARREN, Major General.
'' Official copy:
'' S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 30.
"HEADQUARTERS A.RMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30, 6.30 a. m., 1864.
"Major General \V ARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"The signal officer reports that none of the enemy's troops are visible in their works near
the lead works. The commanding general wishes, if it is practicable, that you make an
attack in that direction. Prisoners say there are but three divisions in the works, and but
one line of intrenchments, thinly filled with their troops.
"A.. A.. HUMPHREYS, Major General and Chief of Staff."
"A. despatch just going to Wilson to make a lodgement on the Weldon railroad and move
up along it to the enemy's right flank.

'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. :31.
"HEADQUARTERS FIFTH ARMY CORPS, July 30, 6.40 a. m., 1864.
"General HUMPHREYS:
''I have all my troops on my right except General Crawford's. I have sent him your
despatch, with directions to do whatever he can on the left with Baxter's brigade and half of
Ledlitl's.
"Do you mean for me to move Ayres. in that direction? The enemy have a 30-pounder
battery on the main ridge in my front, behind their first line. We cannot make out what
his second line is.
"Respectfully,
"G. K. WARREN, Major General.
"Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 32.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30, 7 a. m., 1664.
"Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"What about attacking the enemy's right flank near the lead works with that part of your
force nearest to it ?
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff."
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General." 1

No. 33.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30, 7t a.m., 1864.
''Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Cmps:
"Your despatch respecting attacking the enemy's extreme right received. The general
commanding will await General Crawford's reconnaissance before determining whether you
should send Ayres also in that direction.
·• A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major Geneml, Chief of Staff.
''Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 34.
"HEADQUARTERS FIFTH ARMY CoRPS, July 30-7.50 a. m.
"Major General HuMPHREYS:
"I have just returned from the scene of General Burnside's operations. In my opm10n,
the battery of one or two guns to the left of General Burnside should be taken before attempting to seize the crest. It seems to me it can be done, as we shall take the infantry fire quite
obliquely. This done, the advance upon the main hill will not be difficult. I think it
would pay you to go to General Burnside's posi~ion. You can see in a moment, and it is as
easy to communicate with me as by telegraph.
''It ·w ill be some time before we can hear from Crawford.
"Respectfully.
'' G. K. WARREN, Major General.
'' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.''

No. 35.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-E a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
"I se~t your despatch to General Crawford with directions to do what he could. He says
the lead works are over a mile .from the angle of my picket line. I do not think an attack
upon ~he enemy's works at or near that point at all practicable. With the force I can spare,
I can make a demonstration if it is desired; the cavalry are moving and I will have my left
uncovered. He sent word he will await further orders. He is so far off that I do not think
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it well to wait for anything more he can do, and I renew my suggestion that you take a look
at things from General Burnside's headquarters and direct me either to go in with Burnside
or go around to my left with Ayres's division ,a nd I do the other thing.
"G. K. WARREN, Major General.
'' Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General.''

No. 36.
"HEADQUARTERS •ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-8-! a. m.
"Major General WARREN, Commanding 5th Corps:
"Your despatch is received. The major general commanding directs that you go in with
Burnside, ~king the two-gun battery. 'l'he movem£>nt on the left need not be carried further
than reconnaissance to see in what force the enemy is holding his right. The cavalry are
ordered to move up on your left and to keep up connexion.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major (}en eml, Chief oj Staff.
" Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 37.
"BY TELEGRAPH FRoM HEADQUARTERS 5TH ARMY CoRPS,
''July 30, 1864-9.15 a. m.
" Major General HUMPHREYS:
"Just before receiving your despatch to assault the battery on the left of the erater occupied by General Burnside, the enemy drove his troops out of the place and I think now
hold it. I can find no one who knows for certainty or seems willing to admit, but I think
I saw a rebel battle-flag in it just now and shots coming from it this way. I am therefore,
if this is true, no more able to take the battery now than I was this time yesterday. All
our advantages are lost. I await furth-er instructions, and am trying to get at the condition
of affairs for certainty.
" G. K. WARREN, Majm· General.
_ "OffiCial copy~
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 38.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"JulJ! 30, 1864-9.25 a. m.

"Major General W ARRE~:
"The attack ordered on the two-gun battery is suspended.
"GEO. G. MEADE, MaJor General,
'' Official copy:
" S. WILLIAMS,
" Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 3Rt.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 5TH CORPS,
"July 30) 1864-9.45 a. m.
'' Major General liUMPliREYS, Chief of Stdjf:
" GENERAL: I find that the flag I saw was the enemy's, and that they have reoccupied
all the line we drove them from, except a little around the crater which a small fon~e of ours
still hold.
'' Respectfully,
"G. K. WARREN, Major fteneral,
'' Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS, .
11
Assistant Adjutant Gen:eral."
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.45 a. m.
'' General Vv ARREN, at 9th Corps Headquarters :
"A despatch has been sent to your headquarters, rescinding order to attack; all offensive
operations are suspended. You can resume your miginal position with your command.
''GEORGE G. MEADE.
'' Official :
'' S. WILLIA.L"VIS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 40.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-5 p. m.
"Major Generals WARREN and BuRNSIDE:
"Signal officers report the enemy returning rapidly from the north side of the James.
Every preparation should be made to strengthen the line of works where any obstacles have
to-day been removed. The lines should be held strongly with infantry and artillery, posted
wherever practicable-available reserves held in hand ready for movement in case it becomes necessary. I antieipate offensive movements on the part of the enemy, and expect it
will be by a movable column, turning our left and threatening our rear.
"GEORGE G. MEADE,
"Major General, Commanding.
"Major General Hancock will, to-night, resume his former position, and General Ord his
also.
"Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

APPENDIX

F.

Despatches .from Major General Meade to B1·igadier General Mott, commanding di,vision, 2d army r:orps, and to Major General Hancock , commanding
2d army cO?ps; also d~spatches from Major Genenil I-Iancock to Major
Gene?·al Meade, July 30, 1864.
No. 41.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.40 a. m.
'' Brigadier General Mo'rT, Commanding Division in intrenchments of 18th Corps, Old
Headquarters of 18th Corps :
"General Burnside is ordered, if his mine has failed, to open all the batteries on his front
and assault at once.
" Upon hearing his batteries open, have all the batteries of the 18th corps opened,
" A. A. HUMPHREYS, Itiajor General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 42.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, July 30, 1864-4.50 a.m.
" OPERATOR at Headq1tartcrs 18th Corps:
'' Send the following message by orderly to General Hancock:
" Major General HANCOCK, Commanding 2d Corps:
"The commanding general wishes you to be about the headquarters of the 18th corps, so
that he can comlr!unicttte with you at any time.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Major General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. 43.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
'' July 30, 1864-6 a m.
"Major General HANCOCK, Commanding 2d Cm·ps :
"The major general commanding directs me to say that General Burnside reports the enemy's line in his front abandoned, and the prisoners taken say that there is no second line.
'l'he commanding general may call on you to move forward at any moment, and wishes you
to have your troops well up to the front prepared to move. Do the enemy's lines in tront of
Mott's division appear to be thinly occupied, and is there any chance to push forward there?
"A. A. HUMPHREYS, Mujor General, Chief of Staff.
'' Official copy: ·
"s.· WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 44.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-6 a.m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS :
''It is not possible to say about- the line in front of General Mott, as both parties keep
down, firing whenever a head is shown. General Ord left word for me by General Mott that
there was no place to assault here, as the line was not only protected by abatis, but by wire.
This was the decision of himself and his division commanders, and he requested General
Mott so to inform me. I know nothing more about it. I will be prepared for your orders.
"W. S. HANCOCK, M.G.
"' Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General ."

No. 45.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CoRPs,
"July 30, 1864-6.20 a. m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS, Chief of Staff:
"I have sent out to have General Mott's line examined as far as practicable, to see how
strong the enemy appear to hold their line in General Mott's front.
''W. S. HANCOCK, M.G .
'' Official copy :
"S ...WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant Gene:ral."

No. 45}.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-6.30 a . m.
"Major General HUMPHREYS:
" I have directed General Mott to advance a skirmish line to see whether the enemy hold
a strong line in his front.
"W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
'' Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 45!.
"BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
"July 30, l 864-6.50 a. m.
"General GEo. G. MEADE:
"The brigade next to General Burnside's attempted an advance of a skhmish line just now
and lost the officer in command of the line and several men in getting over . the parapet.
The enemy's mortars are at work, but they cannot :fire much artillery other than this. The
other brigades have not yet been heard from. Your despatch is just received. I will continue to watch the enemy in my front.
"W. S. HANCOCK, .Major Generq,l.
'' Officittl copy :
" S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."
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No. 46.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
" July 30, 1864-7 a. m.

Major General HANCOCK:
The report from prisoners would indicate weakness in the enemy's line, and that a contlerable portion bas been vacated.
" If Burnside and Ord gain the crest, the enemy cannot hold in your front, for they will
be open to attack fi·om front and rear. It was to take advantage of this contingency that I
wanted you to have your troops in hand.
"'l'he orders to Mott are all right. If the enemy are in force and prepared, you will have
await developments; but if you have reason to believe their condition is such that an
effort to dislodge them would be successful, I would like to have it made. Burnside now
occupies their line, but has not pushed up to the crest, though he reports he is about doing so.
"GEO. G. M.EAlJE.
Official:
" S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."

No. 47.
" BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-7 a. m.
'' General IfUMPHREYS, Chief of Staif:
•
''Report from 2d brigade of General Mott's division Rhows that the enemy are there in some
strength, having two batteries which they fire seldom, owing to the close proximity of our
riflemen. The commanding officer of the brigade says he can see every man who leaves his
front to their right, and none have left since daylight. He is using mortars effectively. I
will report any change of troops.
" W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
'' Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."

No. 48.

•< BY TELEGRAPH FROM HEADQUARTERS 2D ARMY CORPS,
"July 30, 1864-9 a. m.
" Major General HUMPHREYS:
" General Mott's remaining brigade deceived the enemy in their front by putting their
ha ts on mmmers above the parapet, which elicited quite a spirited volley.
"W. S. HANCOCK, Major General.
"Official copy:
"S. WILLIAMS; Asst. Adj't General."

No. 49.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-9.25 a. m .
. ' Major General HANCOCK;
"Offensive operations have been suspended. You will for the present hold in force the
lines held by the 18th corps. Make your dispositions accordingly.
"GEO. G. MEADE, Major General, Commanding.
" Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."

APPENDIX

G.

Misr.ellaneou.s papers.
Despatches !rom Majo1· General Humphreys to Major General Shetidan and Brigadier
Geneml ·wilson, July 29, 1864.
Despatches from Major General Humphreys, chief of staff, to Brigadier General White,
temporarily commanding 4th division 9th corps, July 29, 1864.
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Despatches from Major General Humphreys, chief of staff, to Colonel Wainwright, chief
of artillery, 5th corps, July 30; 1864.
Despatches from signal officers, July 30, 1864.
•
Report of Major Duane, acting chief engineer of operations, July .j30, 1864.
No. 50.

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 29, 1864-10 p. m.
"Major General SHERIDAN, Commanding Cavalry Corps:
''The commanding general directs that you keep up connexion with our left, in the ope•
rations of to-morrow.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
" Official copy:
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 51.

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
·
" July 29, 1864-10 a. m.
"Brigadier General WILSON, Com'dg 3d Division Cavalry:
"The major general commanding directs that you concentrate your division on the left,
somewhere near the plank road, and hold its available force ready for prompt movement.
''The guard left with trains should be merely sufficient to protect them against any small
irregular parties of the enemy. The dismounted enemy should form this guard. Please report your location as soon as established.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" Major General and Chief of Staff.
"P. S.-The patrols and pickets on the north side of the Blackwater should be r'Muced to
the minimum consistent with watching the main av~nues of approach.
" Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."
No. 52.

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, Hl64-2i p. m.
"Brigadier General WILSON,
·
"Com'dg Cavalry Division, Jordan's Point:
"The commanding general considers that not more than one regiment should remain north
of the Blackwater, and that be so posted as to be brought in rapidly to-morrow morning.
"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major Geneml and Chief of Staff.
" Official copy :
"S. WILLIAMS, Asst. Adj't General."
No. 53.

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
''July 29, 1864-3! p. m.
"Brigadier General WILSON, Commanding 3d Division Cavalry Corps:
"GENERAL: Major General Sheridan is ordered to move at dark to Lee's mill, and at
daylight against the enemy's troops defending Petersburg on their right, by the roads leading to that town from the southward and westward.
''Your division will accompany him, and the commanding general directs that you be prepared to call in your patrols and pickets early to-morrow morning· and move with the cavalry
corps. You will send a staff officer to meet General Sheridan and receive his instructions.
, "A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
" Official copy :
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant Genua[."
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No. 54.

•

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 29, Ie64-3 p.m.

" Brigadier General WHITE,
"Commanding (temporary) Division, 9th Corps:
"The major general commanding directs that, as soon as it is dark, you withdraw your
. command from the intrenchments you are now holding, and move to the position of the 9th
oorps, and report to your eorps commander. You will call in your pickets upon moving.
''You will at once report to Major General Burnside, and receive his instructions as to the
route you will take.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
" S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant GeneTal."

No. 56.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-4.34 a. m.
''Colonel WAINWRIGHT, Chief of Artillery, 5th Corps:
" General Burnside is directed, if his mine has failed, to open all the batteries on his front
and assault at once. Upon hearing his batteries open, those of the 5th corps will open also.
''A. A. HUMPHREYS,
"Major General and Chief of Staff.
"Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."

No. 56.
"PLANK RoAD SIGNAL STATION,
"July 30, 1864-5 a. m.
''Major B. F. FISHER:
"There are no tents or the sign of any force on the right of the enemy's line near lead
works.
"The two batteries directly in front of station, which opened heavily this morning, have
ceased firing.
"A large building is burning in the eity.
"I have seen no movement of the enemy's troops.
"J. B. DUFF,
"Lieutenant, Signal Officer.
"Official:
'' S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
No. 57.
"[By telegraph from Plank Road Signal Station.]
. "HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"July 30, 1864-6.20 a. m
" Yaj or FISHER :
"The enemy's infantry has been passing to our right for twenty minutes ; first noticed
them at a point due west of the station marching in real' of their line; they came out in plain
view at a point northwest from station. The · column was at least a strong brigade; all the
camps, one-quarter mile of lead works, have been broken up; the largest visible from station has just been broken up and the troops moved to our right.
"J. B. D:UFF, Signal Officer.,
" Official:
"S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
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No. 58.
"[By telegraph from 5th corps.]
"JULY 30, 1864.
''Major FISHER:
"The enemy are wholly concealed along the line in view of this
been seen; only three guns, and those in redoubts, at Gregor House.
" Copy sent to General Warren.
"S.
"Official:
" S.
"Assistant

station. Not one has
Reply to us.
LYON, Lieutenant.
WILLIAMS,
Adjutant General."

No. 59.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
" Office of Chief Engineer, August 5, 1864.
"Sm: In compliance with directions received from you to-day, I have the honor to make
the following report of the duty performed by the engineer officers during the assault of July ~0.
"In compliance with directions from the chief of staff, I detailed an officer of engineers for
duty with each corps that was ordered to take part· in the attack on the 30th of July.
"Major Michler, who was charged with selecting the position of the column on the right,
after having reconnoitred the position, reported to General Ord, and was informed that his
subordinate generals had already examined the position, were thoroughly acquainted with the
ground, and required no further assistance. They had already determined to take the same
position indicated by Major Michler~ Two engineer officers belonging to the 18th corps
accompanied the movement.
"Lieutenant Benyaurd, engineer, who has been on duty on the 9th corps front, reported
to General Burnside, and remained with him during the whole affair.
"After having consulted with the commanding general of the 5th corps as to the direction
his column would take, I proceeded to the batteries in frorit of that corps and assisted Colonel
Abbott in directing their fire so as to silence that of the enemy against the assaulting column.
I then repaired to the right of his line. By this time, however, the attack had been abandoned
and my services were no longer required.
''Very respectfully,
"J. C. DUANE, Major Engineers.
'' Official :
"S. WILLIAMS, A. A. G."

No. 60.
HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CORPS,
July 29, 1864.
I. The mine will be exploded to-morrow morning at half past three by Colonel Pleasants.
General Potter will issue the necessary orders to the colonel for the explosion.
II. General Ledlie will, immediately upon the explosion of the mine, move his division
forward as directed by verbal orders this day, and if possible crown the crest at the point
known as Cemetery hill, occupying, if possible, the cemetery.
III. General Wilcox will move his division forward as soon as possible after General
Ledlie has passed through the first line of the enemy's works, bearing off to the left so as to
effectually protect the left flank of General Ledlie's column, and make a lodg·ement, if possible, on the Jerusalem plank road, to the left of General Ledlie's division.
IV. General Potter will move his division forward to the right of General Ledlie's division
as soon as it is apparent that he will not interfere with the movements of General Wilcox's
division, and will, as near as possible, protect the right flank of General Ledlie from any
attack on that quarter, and establish a line:on the crest of a ravine which seems to run from
the Cemetery hill nearly at right angles to the enemy's main line, directly in our front.
V. General Ferrero will move his division immediately after General Wilcox's until he
reaches our present advance line, where he will remain nntil the ground in his front is en: tirely cleared by the other three divisions, when he will move forward over the same ground
CIRCULAR.]
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. that General LedHe moved over, will pass through our line, and, if possible, move down
and. occupy the village to the right.
VI. The formations and movements of all these divisions, together with their places of
'
rendezvous, will be as near as possible in accordance with the understanding during the
personal interviews with the division commanders.
The headquarters of the corps during the movement will be at the fourteen-gun battery,
in rear of the Taylor house. If further instructions are desired by the division commanders,
they will please ask for them at once.
By order of Major General Burnside.
W. H. HARRIS, Captain Ordnance, U. S. A.
Official:
J. L. VAN BUREN, Major and A. D. C.

No. 61.
ORDERS.]

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,

July 9, 1864.
1. The operations of this army against the intrenched position of the enemy defending

Petersburg will be by regular approaches on the front opposed to General Burnside's and
General Warren's corps.
2. The siege works will be constructed under the direction of the acting chief engineer of
the army, Major J. C. Duane, corps of engineers, upon plans prepared by him and approved
by the commanding general. Those plans that relate to the employment of the artillery will
be prepared jointly by the acting chief engineer and the chief of artillery of the army, Brigadier General H. J. Hunt, United States volunteers. Duplicates of the plan of siege will
be furnished the commanders of the 9th and 5th corps.
3. The engin!fer officers and troops of the army will receive their orders from the chief
engineer, who will regulate the hours at which they will go on duty.
4. The sieg·e artillery will be served under the direction of the chief of artillery of the
army, who will prescribe the hours at which artillery officers and troops go on duty.
5. A general of the trenches will be detailed daily for each of the two fronts designated
where the siege operations are carried on by the commanders of the 9th and 5th corps
respectively.
'
Guards of the trenches will in like manner be detailed daily from those corps. The strength
of the guard will be determined by the commander of the corps furnishing it.
The general of the trenches is responsible for the security of the siege operations and the
police and discipline of the trenches, and will dispose the guard so as to protect the working
parties and repel sorties. For armed purposes; as well as for police and discipline, he com•
mands all in the trenches.
He will report for inslructions at the headquarters of his corps on the day previous to going
on duty, and will confer with the officers of engineers and artillery in charge of the trenches
and batteries, and visit the localities of the siege works, so as to make himself familiar with
the ground, and determine upon the best disposition of the guard.
He will go on duty at 8 a. m., and, up,on being relieved, will turn over to his successor all
orders and instructions and information that he is possessed of pertaining to the duties
specified.
The commander of the guard of the trenches will report to him for instructions at 8 a. m.
The guard of the trenches will go on duty at dark. Previous to the commencement of his
tour of service, the commander will report for instructions to the general of the trenches.
The commander of the guard will report hourly to the general of the trenches what is
transpiring in front, and immediately everything of importance.
The general of the trenches will make similar reports to the corps commander, who will
transmit anything important to the commander of the army.
Upon being relieved, the general of the trenches will make a written report to his corps
oommander of the operations carried on during his tour, which will be forwarded to the commanding general of the army.
6. For the work of the trenches, details from the two corps named will be made upon the
requisitions of the chiefs of engineers and artillery. These requisitions will specify the
character and locality of the work to be performed.
An officer of high rank will be detailed daily to take charge of the working parties of each
corps. He will be responsible for the faithful and energetic performance of duty by the
working parties, and will see that they conform to the directions of the engineer and artillery
officers in charge of the works.
·
In the event of an attack, he will command the working parties under the orders ot the
general of the trenches, and as soon after the commencement of his tour of duty as practicable he will report to that officer the manner in which the working parties are distributed.
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He will report for instructions at the headquarters of his corps on the day before he goes
on duty, and will confer with the engineer and artillery officers in charge of. the trenches,
and receive information from them as to the manner of performing the work, and visit the
localities before dark, so as to make himself familiar with the same. He will go on duty at
8 a.m.
Upon being relieved, he will turn over to his successor all orders, instructions, and information pertaining to the duty that he may be possessed of.
Working parties will go on duty just before daylight. They will be equipped for action.
Upon being relieved, he will make a written report to his corps commander of the work
executed by the working parties under his charge, which will be forwarded to the major
general commanding the army.
7. Matedals for the siege will be prepared by working parties detailed from the corps not
in the trenches, upon requisitions of the acting chief engineer and chief of artillery.
8. The corps will relieve each other in the duties of the trenches should it be found necessary.
9. The acting chief engineer and chief of artillery will report every twelve hours to the
commanding general the progress made in the operations.
The morning report will include a statement of the work proposed to be executed in the
next twenty-four (24) hours following the tour of working duty then going on. These
reports will be accompanied by drawings exhibiting the same.
Duplicates of these reports will be furnished to the commanders of the corps on whose
front the operations are conducted.
' By command of Major Geneml Meade:
S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.
Official:
EDWARD M. NEILL, Assistant Adjutant General.

No. 62.
"HEADQUARTERS NINTH ARMY CoRPS,
"July 3, 1864.
"I have delayed answering your despatch until I could get the opinion of my division •
commanders, and have another reconnoissance of the lines made by one of my staff. If my
opinion is required as to whether now is the best time to make an assault, it being understood
that if not made the siege is to continue, I should unhesitatingly say, wait until the mine
is finished.
"If the question is between making the assault now and a change of plan looking to
oper~J.tions in other quarters, I should unhesitatingly say, assault now. If the assault be
delayed until the completion of the mine, I think we should have a more than even chance
of success. If the assault be made now, I think we have a fair chance of success, provided my corps can make the attack, and it is left to me to say when and how the other
two corps shall come in to my support.
"1 have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. E. BURNSIDE,
"Major General, Commanding 9th Army Corps.
"Major General MEADE,
"Commanding Army of the Potomac.
''Official:
" S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant Geneml."

No. 63.
"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE PoTOMAC,
"July 3, 1864.
"GENERAL: Your note by Major Leydig has been received. As you are of the opinion
there is a reasonable degree of probability of success from an assault on your front, I shall
so report to the lieutenant general commanding, and await his instructions.
"The recent operations in your front, as you are a·ware, though sanctioned by me, did
not originate in any orders from these headquarters. Should it, however, be determined to
employ the army under my command in offensive operations on your front, I shall exercise
the prerogative of. my position to control and direct the same, receiving gladly at all times
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su<.:h suggestions as you may think proper to make. I consider these remarks necessary in con
sequence of certain conditions which you have thought proper to attach to your opinion,
acceding to which in advance would not, in my judgment, be consistent with my position as
CQmmanding general of this army. I have accordingly directed Major Duane, chief engineer, and Brigadier General Hunt, chief of artillery, to make an examination of your
lines and to confer with you as to the operations to be carried on, the running of the mine
n ow in progress, and the posting of artillery. It is desirable as many guns as possible
bearing· on the point to be assaulted should be placed in position.
I agree with you in opinion that the assault should be deferred till the mine is completed,
provided that can be done in a reasonably short period-say a week. Roads should be
opened to the rear to facilitate the movements of the other corps sent to take part in the
action, and all the preliminary arrangements possible should be made. Upon the reports of
my engineer and artillery officers the necessary orders will be given.
Respectfully, yours,
GEO. G. MEADE,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General BURNSIDE,
Commanding 9th Army Corps.
Official:
S. WILLIA.MS, Assistant Adjutant General.

No. 64.
[Confidential. l
HEADQUARTERS 9TH ARMY CORPS, July 4, 1864.
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of last evening, and
am vpry sorry that I should have been so unfortunate in expressing myself in my letter. It
was written in haste, just after receiving the necessary data upon which to strengthen an
opinion ah'cacly pretty well formed. I assure yo'u, in all candor, that I never dreamed of
implying any lack of confidence in your ability to do all that is necessary in any grand
movement which may be undertaken by your army. vVere you to personally direct an attack
from my front I would feel the utmost confidence; and were I called upon to support an attack
from the front of the 2d or 6th corps, directed by yourself, or by either of the commanders
of those corps, I would do it with confidence and cheerfulness.
It is hardly necessary for me to say that I have had the utmost fa.ith in your ability to
handle troops ever since my acquaintance with you in the army of the Potomac, and certainly accord to you a much higher position in the art of war than I posse<;s; and I at the
same time entertain the greatest respect for the skill of the two gentlemen commanding the
2d and 6th army corps; so that my duty to the country, to you, and to myPPlf, forbid s that I
should for a moment assume to embarrass you, or them, by an assumption of position or
authority. I simply desired to ask the privilege of calling upon them for support at such times,
and at such points, as I thought aclvisabl~. I would gladly accord to either of them the same
support, and would be glad to have either of them lead the attack; but it would have been obviously improper for me to have suggested that any other corps than my own should make
the attack in my front. What I asked, in reference to calling upon the other corps foi· supp ort, is only what I have been called upon to do, and have cheerfully clone myself, in regard
to other corps commanders.
If a copy of my letter has been forwarded to the general-in-chief, which I take for granted
has been done, that he may possess my full opinion, it may make the same impression upon
him as upon yourself, and I beg that you will correct it; in fact, I beg that such impression
may be, as far as possible, removed wherever it has made a lodgement. My desire is to support you, and in doing th at I am serving· the country.
vVith ordinary good fortune we can pretty safely promise to finish the mine in a week ;
I hope in less time.
•
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. E. BURNSIDE,
Major General, Commanding 9th Army Corps.
Major General MEADE,
Commanding Army of the Potomac.
· Official copy:
S. WILLIAMS, Assistant Adjutant General.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
July 24, 1864.
MAJOR: Please give me, with as little de.ay as practicable, your views on the expediency
of an assault on the enemy's works after a successful springin~ of General Burnside's mine,
and particularly your views as to the subsequent operations after carrying the enemy's first
line, and following up a lodgement on the crater of the mine. ·
Respectfully yours,
GEORGE G. MEADE,
llfajo1· General, Commanding.
Major J. C. DUANE,
Acting Cltief Engineer, Army of Potomac.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY oF THE PoTOMAC,
Office of Chief Engineer, July 24, 1864.
GENERAL: In reply to your communication of this date, I have the honor to state that
the line of the enemy's works in front of General Burnside is not situated on the crest of the
ridge separating us from Petersburg-that the enemy have undoubtedly occupied this ridge
as a second line. Should General Burnside succeed in exploding his mine, he would probably be able to take the enemy's first line, which is about one hundred yards in advance of
his approach. Beyond this I do not think he could advance until the works in front of the
5th corps are carried, as the 9th corps columns would be taken in flank by a heavy artille1·y
fire from works in front of the centre of the 5th corps, and in fi-ont by fire from the works on
the crest near the Cemetery hill.
I do not believe that the works in front of the 5th corps can be carried until our lines can
be extended to the left so as to envelop the enemy's line.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. C. DUANE, Major of Engineers.
Major General MEADE,
Commanding Army of Potomac.

ERRA rr'UM.

Report, ''Army of the Potomac-General Hooker," page L, line 8 from top, ''Independent"
should read "Alliance."
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